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**Title:** Prenatal exposure to valproic acid reduces synaptic δ-catenin levels and disrupts ultrasonic vocalization in neonates
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**Abstract:** Valproic acid (VPA) is an effective and commonly prescribed drug for epilepsy and bipolar disorder. However, children born from mothers treated with VPA during pregnancy exhibit an increased incidence of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Although VPA may impair brain development at cellular level, the mechanism of VPA-induced ASD has not completely addressed. The previous study has found that VPA treatment strongly reduces neuronal δ-catenin mRNA level. δ-catenin is important for the control of glutamatergic synapses and strongly associated with ASD. Interestingly, VPA inhibits dendritic morphogenesis in developing neurons, which is also found in neurons lacking δ-catenin expression. We thus hypothesize that prenatally exposure to VPA significantly reduces δ-catenin levels in the brain, which disrupts glutamatergic synapses, contributing to the development of ASD. Here, we found that VPA impaired the development of cultured mouse cortical neurons, which was reversed by elevating δ-catenin expression. Prenatal exposure to VPA significantly reduced synaptic δ-catenin levels and impaired ultrasonic vocalization (USV) in newly born pups. Importantly, we found that prenatal VPA treatment significantly decreased neuronal activation in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus, which is important for the production of animals’ USVs following isolation from the nest. Finally, VPA significantly reduced the levels of AMPA receptors and postsynaptic density 95 (PSD-95), a key scaffolding protein in excitatory synapses, in mouse newborns, which likely contributed to reduced neuronal activation. Therefore, these results suggest that VPA-induced ASD pathology can be mediated by loss of δ-catenin functions.
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**Abstract:** δ-catenin is expressed in excitatory synapses and functions as an anchor for the glutamatergic AMPA receptor (AMPAR) GluA2 subunit in the postsynaptic density. The glycine 34 to serine (G34S) mutation in the δ-catenin gene has been found in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) patients and results in loss of δ-catenin functions at excitatory synapses, which is presumed to underlie ASD pathogenesis in humans. However, how the G34S mutation causes loss of δ-catenin functions to induce ASD remains unclear. Here, using neuroblastoma cells, we identify that the G34S mutation increases glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β)-dependent δ-catenin degradation to reduce δ-catenin levels, which likely contributes to the loss of δ-catenin functions. Synaptic δ-catenin and GluA2 levels in the cortex are significantly decreased in mice harboring the δ-catenin G34S mutation. The G34S mutation increases glutamatergic activity in cortical excitatory neurons while it is decreased in inhibitory interneurons, indicating changes in cellular excitation and inhibition. δ-catenin G34S mutant mice also exhibit social dysfunction, a common feature of ASD. Most importantly, pharmacological inhibition of GSK3β reverses the G34S-induced loss of δ-catenin function effects in cells and mice. Finally, using δ-catenin knockout mice, we confirm that δ-catenin is required for GSK3β inhibition-induced restoration of normal social behavior in δ-catenin G34S mutant animals. Taken together, we reveal that the loss of δ-catenin functions arising from the ASD-associated G34S mutation induces social dysfunction via alterations in glutamatergic activity and that GSK3β inhibition can reverse δ-catenin G34S-induced synaptic and behavioral deficits.

**Title:** Butyrate Protects Against Propionic Acid-Induced Toxicity in SH-SY5Y Cells: Implications for Autism Spectrum Disorder

**Authors:** *A. K. BHATTI*\(^1\), B. GETACHEW\(^2\), R. L. COPELAND\(^2\), Y. TIZABI\(^2\);  
\(^1\)Pharmacol., Howard Univ., Washington, DC; \(^2\)Pharmacol., Howard Univ., Washington, DC

**Abstract:** Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a neurodevelopmental disorder, is characterized by persistent deficits in social interaction, social communication, and manifests in early childhood. It is followed by significant impairment in social and occupational functions in adolescence and adulthood. Although genetics have been implicated, the exact causes of ASD have yet to be fully elucidated. New evidence suggests that dysbiosis or perturbation in gut microbiota may play an important role in ASD etiology. Short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) such as butyrate, acetate, and propionate are metabolites produced by gut bacteria during the fermentation of dietary fibers. They play a crucial role in the bidirectional communication between the gut and the brain, commonly referred to as “gut-brain axis” (GBA). These compounds can modulate various functions including neurotransmitter synthesis, energy metabolism, and inflammation. However, high levels of PPA can have neurotoxic effects and is used to generate a rodent model of ASD. Indeed, elevated PPA levels have been detected in children suffering from ASD. Butyrate, on the other hand, has been shown to have protective effects against various toxicants. Butyrate acts through G protein-coupled receptors (Gi/o and Gq) and is a well-known histone deacetylase inhibitor. Its important role in maintaining homeostasis of GBA is well established. In this study, we sought to determine whether butyrate may also protect against PPA-induced toxicity in SH-SY5Y cells. These cells, derived from human neuroblastoma cells, are considered representative of dopaminergic neurons, a neurotransmitter that is also affected in ASD. Exposure of SH-SY5Y cells to 2mM PPA for 24h, resulted in a concentration-dependent toxicity and approximately 25% cell death was observed. This toxicity was completely blocked by pretreatment with 20μM butyrate applied one hour prior to PPA. These preliminary findings render further support to the protective properties of butyrate and provide a conceptual basis for deeper investigation of potential therapeutic use of this SCFA in ASD. Future directions should include further elucidation of mechanism(s) of action of butyrate and its involvement in GBA, as well as in-vivo evaluation of its effectiveness in animal models of ASD.
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Abstract: Translational control is an important regulatory mechanism in neural plasticity, particularly during neurodevelopment. Dysregulation of this critical step is implicated in several pathologies, including Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The IMPrinted and AnCienT gene (IMPACT) is a protein coding gene with a highly conserved RWD domain across eukaryotic species. IMPACT is a translational regulator via a negative regulation of General Control Nonderepressible 2 (GCN2) kinase activity. GCN2 phosphorylates the alpha subunit of Eukaryotic Initiation Factor 2 (eIF2α) as a cellular stress response. GCN2’s phosphorylation of eIF2α serves as an inhibitor of eIF2 and its ternary complex, which causes a repression of general translation of mRNAs and decreased global protein synthesis. Paradoxically, a small subset of mRNAs are up-regulated. This translational regulatory mechanism also plays a critical role in the nervous system under physiological conditions, such as neural wiring, synaptic plasticity, long-term memory consolidation and learning. However, the impact of chronic phosphorylation of eIF2α throughout neurodevelopment has not been explored. In this in vivo study, we investigated the neurological effects due to loss of IMPACT, using a transgenic mouse model which removed the expression of IMPACT (IMP−/−) and therefore its regulatory effect on GCN2. This in turn led to increased GCN2 expression and increased phosphorylation of eIF2α. We found that loss of the IMPACT protein causes deficits in social novelty preference, elicits repetitive behavior, and impairs long term memory. It also triggers anxiety and impairs memory extinction and spatial memory. Many of these phenotypes are present in patients with neurodevelopmental disorders, particularly ASD. We also identified specific mRNAs translationally regulated by IMPACT in the hippocampus and in the prefrontal cortex. Of particular note, Cytoplasmic FMR1 Interacting Protein 2 (CYFIP2) expression is increased in the hippocampus in IMP−/− compared to wild type mice. Taken together, our research supports the hypothesis that IMPACT is an important translational regulator in neurodevelopment, and mutations that impair its function may have implications in neurodevelopmental disorders such as Autism Spectrum Disorder.

Title: A targeted antisense oligonucleotide therapeutic approach for Timothy syndrome
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Abstract: Timothy syndrome (TS) is a debilitating multi-system disorder characterized by cardiac long QT syndrome, autism, epilepsy, and other long-term neuropsychiatric conditions. TS is caused by pathogenic variants in the CACNA1C gene encoding the L-type calcium channel. TS type 1 (TS1) is associated with a heterozygous gain-of-function variant in the alternately spliced and developmentally enriched CACNA1C exon 8A, as opposed to its counterpart exon 8. We reported cellular defects in TS1 patient-derived neural cells, including extended expression of the mutant 8A in human neural cells likely due to splicing interference. Therefore, switching expression of CACNA1C from the exon 8A to the postnatally enriched exon 8 isoform emerges as a potential therapeutic strategy. Here, we developed a promising therapeutic strategy by effectively decreasing the exon 8A isoform of CACNA1C using antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) in human cells in vitro and, following transplantation, in rodents. The ASO-mediated switch from 8A to 8 isoforms of CACNA1C can robustly rescue the channel inactivation defect and depolarization-induced calcium rise in patient-derived cortical organoids, and can effectively rescue cortical interneuron migration in TS1 forebrain assembloids. By leveraging our transplantation platform in which human neurons mature and integrate into rat brain circuit, we
demonstrate that a single intrathecal ASO administration can genetically and functionally rescue defects in human patient-derived cortical neurons in vivo. These results suggest suppression of the mutation-carrying isoform of \textit{CACNA1C} could be developed as a treatment for TS1 in humans. Moreover, these experiments highlight the potential of a multi-level, \textit{in vivo} and \textit{in vitro} stem cell model-based approach for identifying strategies to reverse disease-associated pathophysiology.
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\textbf{Abstract:} Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) describes a family of neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs) that comprise a broad range of conditions such as abnormal reaction to sensory stimuli, deficits in social interaction and communication, as well as restricted behaviors. The exact cause of ASD is unknown; however, numerous genes and environmental factors have been identified as contributing to the disorder. It is known that recurrent copy number variations in the human 16p11.2 locus have been linked to ASD phenotypes. A plausible model for autism proposes that alterations to cortical interneurons contribute to synaptic excitatory/inhibitory imbalance within the autistic cerebral cortex, whereas hyperexcitability, increased spiking, and cortical circuitry noise induce ASD symptoms. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) inhibitory neurotransmission is required for the regulation of brain rhythm and spontaneous neuronal activities during development. Strikingly, the number of GABAergic parvalbumin-expressing interneurons specifically chandelier cells (ChCs) is reduced in the pre-frontal cortex (PFC) of individuals with ASD. Furthermore, fMRI studies comparing humans with the 16p11.2 microdeletion and mice with similar genetic deficiency indicate that both species have diminished PFC neuronal connectivity. Altogether, the prior evidence suggests that the 16p11.2 microdeletion and a reduction in the number of ChCs are potential risk factors contributing to the development of ASD. Overall, the goal of the study was to test the link between the 16p11.2 microdeletion and its impact on ChCs in the cortex of a transgenic 16p11.2 del/+ mouse model. Results demonstrate that there are cortical region-specific differences in the number and size of ChC boutons which
innervation pyramidal neurons within the 16p11.2\textsuperscript{del/+} mouse. Additionally, the number of ChCs across cortical regions and layers differ between the wild-type and the 16p11.2\textsuperscript{del/+} mice.
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**Title:** A reduction in the autism associated gene Lysine Demethylase 6B (KDM6B) alters cortical development in human pluripotent stem cell derived cell types and brain organoids
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**Abstract:** Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a heritable lifelong developmental disability that affects 1-2\% of the population worldwide. Individuals experience challenges with social interaction, communication, and repetitive behaviors. Treatments include behavioral therapy, medications, and assistive technology focused on improving the patient’s quality of life. Pathological studies of ASD brains point to changes in cortical cytoarchitecture, synapse formation/pruning, altered excitatory/inhibitory neuron balance, and microglial activation, but the mechanisms of how this occur remains unclear. 100s of ASD-risk genes have been identified, many of which modify histones/chromatin. KDM6B is a histone modifier that removes repressive tri-methyl marks on lysine 27 of histone 3 to promote gene expression; a heterozygous loss of function is associated with ASD. Previous studies have shown KDM6B is highly expressed during neurodevelopment in all cell types in the brain. In mice, overexpression results in upregulation of neuronal/astroglial genes and knockdown results in a microcephalic phenotype with fewer cortical neurons. In microglia, KDM6B knockdown exaggerates inflammation leading to neuronal death in vitro. As many clinical trials for neurological disorders based on mouse data fail, findings need to be validated with human models. To determine whether the reduction in cortical neurons was due to changes in neural progenitors (NPC) or microglia, we compared the effect of KDM6B inhibition or CRISPR knockdown using human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC)-derived NPCs, brain organoids, and microglia. Many KDM6B targets are neuronal, so we hypothesized a reduction in KDM6B would result in reduced production of neurons. We found KDM6B inhibition in NPCs maintained NPC identity and reduced neuron differentiation.
To better recapitulate human development, we then assessed changes in brain organoids and found the ratio cortical cell types was altered. As KDM6B also plays a role in inflammation, we hypothesized a reduction in KDM6B would lead to activation of microglia. We tested how KDM6B activity would affect microglia (1) gene expression, (2) migration, and (3) phagocytosis. We found a reduction in KDM6B altered microglial expression of activation markers, increased migration, and reduced phagocytosis. As microglia/neurons interact during development, future studies will incorporate microglia into the organoid model to assess how knockdown in the organoid, microglia, or both effects development and maturation. These results provide a better understanding of developmental changes leading to ASD and help narrow the focus of possible treatment targets.
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Title: Autism-associated ANK2 regulates development of cortical neurons
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Abstract: Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are neurodevelopmental conditions characterized by altered social communication, stereotyped behaviors, and restricted interests. Although molecular and cellular pathogenesis of ASD remains largely unclear, impaired neural development is likely to contribute to ASD. Recent genetic studies have suggested that de novo mutations occurring in children of patients, which are not present in their parents’ genomes, may be involved in the risk of ASD and that 102 recurrently de novo mutated genes may be critically associated with ASD. Among these risk genes, the ANK2 gene is classified as a high-confidence ASD gene in the SFARI database. The ANK2 gene encodes Ankyrin-B, a scaffolding protein that regulates the intracellular localization of specific membrane proteins. Currently, the roles of ANK2 in early neural development in the embryonic stages, during which abnormalities have been suggested in patients with ASD, remain unclear. In this study, we analyzed the roles of ANK2 in early neural development. Firstly, we found that Ank2 was highly expressed at embryonic day 14 to 18, when neurons are extensively generated, suggesting that ANK2 may regulate early neural development. Then we analyzed the function of ANK2 in early neural development using in utero electroporation and found that ANK2 knocked down cells were remained in the intermediate zone and subventricular zone. These results argue that ANK2 knockdown impairs early neural development in the cerebral cortex. We then examined the effect of ANK2 knockdown on neurite outgrowth using the neuroblastoma Neuro2A cell line, which is widely used as a model for evaluating neuronal development, and observed that ANK2 knockdown decreased total neurite length per cell. Finally, to analyze the molecular mechanisms underlying the developmental abnormalities caused by ANK2 knockdown, we performed RNA sequencing using total RNAs extracted from ANK2 knocked down Neuro2A cells. We performed Gene Ontology (GO) analysis using differentially expressed genes between ANK2 and mock knockdown cells and found a significant enrichment of GO terms related to neuronal development and differentiation. Taken together, these results suggest that ANK2 regulates early neural development during embryonic stages and that de novo mutations in the ANK2 gene impair the neural development, which may be associated with the onset of ASD. Our current results contribute not only to elucidate the molecular and cellular pathogenesis of ASD but also to identify intermediate phenotypes of ASD and eventually to stratify patients with ASD based on the molecular and cellular pathogenesis.
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Title: Reduction of SYNGAP1 in Parvalbumin (PV)-positive GABAergic neurons impairs long-range cortico-cortical connectivity
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Abstract: Impairment of long-range connectivity has been attributed to a wide range of neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs). Previously, we reported that diverse long-range inputs from different brain areas recruit specific types of GABAergic INs in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1). This input-area-dependent recruitment of specific GABAergic INs plays an important role in active sensory processing. Abnormal sensory perception is common in NDDs, and the mechanisms that underlie impaired sensory processing associated with NDDs are not well studied. Haploinsufficiency of the SYNGAP1 (Synaptic Ras GTPase Activating Protein1) gene has been shown to impair sensory processing and cognition in both humans and mice. Reduction of SynGAP1 in mice causes cognitive deficits by enhancing glutamatergic transmission and increasing excitatory connectivity. While the importance of SynGAP1 in excitatory neurons has been reported, the role of SynGAP1 in cortical GABAergic neurons is largely unknown. Here, we asked whether and how the disruptions of SynGAP1 in different GABAergic IN subtypes lead to the impairment of input-area-dependent corticocortical communication. Using optogenetics and ex vivo electrophysiology with specific deletion of SYNGAP1 in Parvalbumin (PV)-positive GABAergic neurons, we found that the long-range cortical inputs to PV INs in S1 are altered. In PVCre: SynGAP1<sup>flox/+</sup> mice, PV neurons in S1 receive abnormally strong excitatory inputs from the whisker-related primary motor cortex (wM1). Since it is known that SynGAP1 regulates the level of AMPA receptors at the postsynaptic membrane of excitatory neurons, we asked whether the NMDA and AMPA conductance are altered for wM1 inputs to S1 in PVCre: SynGAP1<sup>flox/+</sup> mice. We found that the NMDA/AMPA ratio from PV INs was significantly higher in PVCre: SynGAP1<sup>flox/+</sup> mice compared to that of the control upon stimulation of wM1 inputs. Interestingly, high-frequency optical stimulation (HFS) of wM1 inputs led to a significant reduction of NMDA current amplitude in PVCre: SynGAP1<sup>flox/+</sup> mice, indicating a lack of NMDAR-mediated plasticity. Indeed, PVCre: SynGAP1<sup>flox/+</sup> mice failed to discriminate between a novel and familiar texture when subjected to a novel texture discrimination task, indicating a lack of learning. Together, our data suggest that SYNGAP1 plays a critical role in regulating the excitatory synaptic strength from long-range inputs to cortical GABAergic neurons. Our results also suggest that PV-specific SynGAP1 haploinsufficiency impairs NMDAR-mediated plasticity, which may negatively impact learning.

Disclosures: S. Naskar: None. P. Stevenson: None. J. Qi: None. S. Lee: None.

Poster
Impaired visual experience-dependent oscillations and underlying interareal circuit in the visual cortex of Fmr1 KO mice

Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is the most prevalent heritable autism spectrum disorder (ASD), characterized by hypersensitivity and difficulty adapting to new sensory stimuli. Individuals with FXS often exhibit visual perception and learning impairments. Previous studies have described attenuation of 4-8 Hz oscillations, aberrant functional connectivity in Fmr1 KO mice, and impaired short-term (STP) in Fmr1 KO mice, the model of FXS. The reciprocal connections between the primary visual cortex (V1) and higher visual areas are crucial in cognitive processes. However, the impact of FXS on inter-areal connectivity remains poorly understood. To shed light on this phenomenon, we developed a new perceptual experience paradigm that induced familiarity-specific 4-8 Hz oscillations in V1 and the lateromedial area (LM), a part of the ventral pathway in mice. Using in vivo simultaneous silicon probes recordings and channelrhodopsin-2-assisted circuit mapping (CRACM) in acute brain slices, we investigated the strength and characteristics of long-range functional connections between V1 and LM in wildtype (WT) and Fmr1 KO mice before and after the visual experience. Simultaneous recordings of V1 and LM showed that the 4-8 Hz visual experience-dependent oscillations of both local field potentials and single-unit activity were lower in power and shorter in duration, and unit population firing rates were also lower in the V1 and LM of Fmr1 KO mice, which indicated deficits in communication between LM and V1. CRACM of feedforward projections revealed increased synaptic strength from V1 onto pyramidal cells (PCs) in all cortical layers of LM after visual experience in WT, while only a mild increase in the superficial layer II/III in Fmr1 KO mice. CRACM of feedback projections revealed decreased synaptic strength from LM onto PCs in layer II/III of V1 and increased strength in deep layer V after experience in WT, but no changes in Fmr1 KO mice. The visual experience also induced dendritic spine morphology plasticity we observed using super-resolution imaging and increased c-Fos expression in the visual cortex in WT but not in Fmr1 KO mice. Interestingly, some of the synaptic properties of the feedback projections in Fmr1 KO mice appeared to improve following visual experience, such as the paired-pulse ratios as a measurement of STP. Our findings provide the first measurements of the inter-areal synaptic connectivity before and after visual experience.
in WT and Fmr1 KO mice, along with simultaneous in vivo recordings of neural activity, and indicate that visual training may serve as a promising therapeutic intervention for ASD.
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Title: Autism-associated CNTNAP2 mutations modulate neuronal connectivity through ectodomain shedding
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Abstract: Contactin-associated protein-like 2, CNTNAP2 or Caspr2, is a cell adhesion molecule that belongs to the neurexin superfamily. Genetic variation in CNTNAP2 is associated in neurodevelopmental conditions such as Autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia, and cortical dysplasia focal epilepsy syndrome (CDFE). At the cellular level, CNTNAP2 plays a crucial role in modulating structural plasticity, including dendritic arborization and dendritic spines. Recent studies have revealed that CNTNAP2 undergoes ectodomain shedding, resulting in the release of a soluble ectodomain (sCNTNAP2), which regulates neuronal synchrony. However, it is still unknown if CNTNAP2 ectodomain shedding impacts dendritic architecture.

In this study, we show that ASD-associated CNTNAP2 mutations affect sCNTNAP2 levels, due to retention in the endoplasmic reticulum or altered processing by MMP9. We demonstrate that CNTNAP2 mutants display alterations in dendritic arborization, probably derived from modified levels of shed ectodomain. Our study sheds light on the mechanisms underlying the role of CNTNAP2 ectodomain shedding in neuronal connectivity. These findings may have significant implications for the development of targeted therapies aimed at modulating CNTNAP2 function and improving neuronal connectivity in individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders.
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**Title:** Autism-associated EXOC4 deficiency reveals dysregulation of cortical and synapse development in a cerebral organoid model  
**Authors:** *J. Kim*¹, S. Jeon¹, Y. Lee¹, M. Lee¹, K. Kim¹, J. Lee¹;  
**Abstract:** EXOC4 (exocyst complex component 4), which encodes the EXOC4 protein, is a mutated gene found in patients with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). EXOC4 is known to play an essential role in rapid membrane expansion, which occurs during the outgrowth of neurons and synaptogenesis. However, the mechanism by which mutations in the EXOC4 gene lead to the ASD phenotype remains unclear. In the current study, cerebral organoids derived from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) with various EXOC4 mutations generated by CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing were used. We found that EXOC4 haploinsufficiency induces enlargement of cerebral organoids and delayed generation of cortical neurons, serving as an in vitro correlate of patients' macrocephaly and cognitive impairment. Remarkably, we also discovered defects in dendrite arborization and synapse development that recapitulate EXOC4-specific traits. Our results uncover that EXOC4-dependent molecular deficits provoke ASD characteristics and confirm the potential utility of CRISPR engineering in cerebral organoids for neurodevelopmental disease modeling.  
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Title: The variety and activity of neural precursors in a dorsal forebrain spheroid model of Down syndrome
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Abstract: Down syndrome (DS) is the most common genetic form of intellectual disability (ID). Early events in fetal corticogenesis are preferentially affected in DS and possibly contribute to the lifelong cognitive impairments associated with ID. The major determinant of neocortical size is the properly timed genesis of neurons and glia from neural precursor cell (NPC) populations. While several classes of NPCs have been identified, how they contribute to neocortical growth during normal development and their roles in DS remain to be elucidated. Here we investigate the diversity, proliferation potency and differentiation of NPCs during early cortical development in DS. We differentiated isogenic lines of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) derived from people with DS into human cortical spheroids with dorsal forebrain characteristics using small molecules and growth factors to mimic in vivo development and drive regional specificity. We perform high-resolution 3D imaging of entire cleared spheroids using 2-photon microscopy and a combination of immunohistochemical markers to characterize the architectonic features, size, and cellular composition of rosette structures to determine how these proliferative rosettes relate to overall spheroid size by genotype. EdU proliferative assays and co-immunofluorescent staining are performed to label dividing precursor cells and assess the relative degree to which proliferating cells undergo self-renewal or differentiation. Single-nuclei RNA sequencing will be performed to assay the heterogeneity and proportion of NPCs, and the different classes of neurons and glia contemporaneously generated. These experiments will temporally characterize the development of cortical progenitors and their progeny during the first month of development. We have demonstrated successful generation and 3D imaging of trisomic and euploid dorsal forebrain spheroids. We find that trisomic spheroids are consistently smaller in size and display altered gross morphology compared to isogenic euploid controls. We will investigate differences in the parameters and cellular composition of each rosette as well as the NPC proliferation kinetics between genotypes. Specifically, trisomic spheroids show altered precursor cell specification, proliferation, and distribution as well as reduced neurogenesis compared to euploid. By identifying specific changes in NPC dynamics in trisomic cells, we will elucidate some of the cellular changes underlying the neuroanatomical deficits occurring during very early development in DS.
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**Title:** Normalization of DSCAM in the Ts65Dn mouse model of Down Syndrome ameliorates dendritic phenotypes in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus
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**Abstract:** Down Syndrome (DS) results from trisomy of human chromosome 21 (HSA21) and is characterized by physical and psychomotor impairments, and neurodevelopmental delays. Determining the genetic substrates that underlie the impairments observed in DS will not only lead to viable treatments for DS individuals, but also provide insight into the role of those genes in normal cognition. The Down Syndrome Cell Adhesion Molecule (DSCAM) is located on HSA21 and has been shown to be crucial for mediating neurodevelopmental processes such as presynaptic growth. It remains unknown as to whether DSCAM contributes to cognitive phenotypes and neurodevelopmental changes associated with the hippocampus, a region critical for learning and memory. The Ts65Dn mouse model of DS replicates many of the human phenotypes, including abnormalities in neuronal structure within the hippocampus. Through genetic correction of DSCAM (i.e., normalization) in the Ts65Dn, we aim to determine the relative contribution of DSCAM overexpression to the cognitive phenotypes in DS. In this study, we utilized Golgi-Cox staining in fixed brain tissue from 5-6-month-old mice to study the morphology of dendritic spines in the CA1 and dentate gyrus (DG) regions of the dorsal hippocampus. We observed regional differences in DS spine density, with an increase seen in CA1 pyramidal cells and a decrease in granule cells of the DG. Additionally, there was an enlargement of DS spines across all regions examined. We hypothesized that spine enlargement might be a compensatory effect in response to the enhanced inhibition and altered excitatory-inhibitory imbalance observed in the Ts65Dn mouse model of DS. Using immunostaining and confocal microscopy followed by unbiased analysis, we observed an increase in the number of inhibitory synapses on the pyramidal cell soma within the DS CA1 hippocampus. This phenotype was then ameliorated by DSCAM normalization. Furthermore, we saw that DSCAM normalization reduced spine length and area in CA1 and DG, correcting the spine enlargement seen in Ts65Dn. We also show that the deficit in DS granule cell spine density in the DG was restored with DSCAM normalization. As adult neurogenesis is deficient in DS, and the DG is one of the few brain regions where this process takes place, we are now quantifying newborn neurons in the DG using doublecortin (DCX) immunostaining to determine to what extent DSCAM normalization impacts adult neurogenesis in the Ts65Dn mouse model of DS. Overall, our findings provide evidence for DSCAM overexpression as a central contributor to the abnormalities in neuronal structure within the DS brain and suggest a promising therapeutic target for DS research.

**Disclosures:**  R. Neff: None. T. Hergenreder: None. B. Ye: None. G.G. Murphy: None.
Prenatal non-invasive 40Hz sensory stimulation treatment rescues Down syndrome phenotypes in embryonic cortex

Dong Shin Park, Jackie Yang, Raina Thomas, Brooke Schatz, Kyriakitsa Galani, Manolis Kellis, Li-Huei Tsai

Key words: GENUS, neurogenesis, embryo, Down syndrome, prenatal, Ts65Dn

Non-invasive sensory stimulation using light and sound at 40 Hz (Gamma ENtrainment Using Sensory stimuli, or GENUS) has been shown to reduce the pathological features of Alzheimer's disease. Unpublished work from our lab further showed that GENUS can be extended to treat other neurological disorder such as Down Syndrome (DS). We show here that GENUS promotes hippocampal neurogenesis and increased synaptic density in adult DS mouse model known as Ts65Dn. Since DS is a developmental disorder, we further tested whether prenatal GENUS treatment can rescue DS phenotypes that appear at the embryonic stage. We exposed the pregnant dam to GENUS and showed that it increased brain size and the thickness of cortical plate in the embryonic brain. Single nucleus RNA-seq experiments further demonstrated that prenatal GENUS treatment increased the expression levels of the genes that are downregulated in Ts65Dn embryonic brain. Many of these genes are involved in neurogenesis and cell migration. Overall, our data suggest that prenatal GENUS treatment could be a potential therapeutic tool for DS.

Title: Unraveling the role of somatostatin hilar interneurons in engram formation in Down syndrome.

Authors: *M. SABARIEGO NAVARRO, C.-L. SIERRA NOGUERA, A. ZAMORA MORATALLA, M. DIERSSEN; Systems Biol., Ctr. for Genomic Regulation (CRG), Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: Down syndrome is the most prevalent genetic cause of intellectual disability but the mechanisms underlying cognitive impairment remain obscure. Our research has shown that engram formation is impaired in a mouse model of Down syndrome, the Ts65Dn, but the underlying causes of this deficit have not yet been fully understood. We here hypothesized that alterations in inhibitory microcircuits leading to overinhibition could contribute to the disrupted formation of hippocampal engrams in Down syndrome. Single-nuclei RNA sequencing revealed changes in cell composition with significant increases in specific subtypes of inhibitory interneurons in the Ts65Dn hippocampus, including somatostatin (SST+), vasoactive intestinal peptide-expressing (VIP+), and calretinin+ interneurons. Moreover, these interneurons exhibited an altered transcriptomic profile, particularly the SST+ cells, with alterations in genes which modulates the excitability of these cells as Hcn1 and Grik1. To investigate the role of SST+ neurons in Down syndrome, we crossbred trisomic mice with transgenic mice expressing the Cre recombinase under the SST promoter. Through Contextual Fear Conditioning (CFC) experiments and using cFos as a measure of neuronal activity, we discovered that there was an increased number of cFos expressing SST+ cells upon CFC training. To establish a causal link between this phenotype and memory deficits in trisomic mice, we employed viral constructs containing chemogenetic tools to modulate the activity of SST neurons during engram formation. Remarkably, when we inhibited hilar SST+ cells during training, we observed a rescue in CFC performance, suggesting that the increase of cFos expressing (activated) SST+ interneurons impairs the formation of associative memories in the Down syndrome mouse model. Taken together our results suggest that in Down syndrome SST+ cells are more excitable and more prone to be activated upon learning, impairing engram formation and, ultimately, memory processes.
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Title: Dissecting the cellular landscape of Down syndrome hippocampus
Abstract: Down syndrome (DS) is caused by trisomy of human chromosome 21 (Hsa21). Defective cell proliferation and neurogenesis but increased number of glial cells, have been found in DS brains. These alterations are believed to disturb homeostasis and affect brain development contributing to intellectual disability (Lee et al., 2016). Here, we aim to study the cellular composition of the hippocampus of DS mouse models, ultimately to identify candidate genes and their contribution to cognitive impairment. For this, we work with mouse models with segmental duplications of Hsa21 orthologous genes on mouse chromosome 16 (Mmu16). Cell counts are assayed in Dp(16Lipi-Zbtb21)1Tyb (Dp1Tyb) mice at 3-4 months of age, which have cognitive deficits (Chang et al., 2020). If a difference from wildtype (WT) littermates is identified with counts of individual cell types, we also assayed those cells in 3-4 month Dp(16Mir802-Zbtb21)3TybEmcf (Dp3Tyb), Dp(16Lipi-Hunk)9TybEmcf (Dp9Tyb) and Dp(16Mis18a-Runx1)2TybEmcf (Dp2Tyb) - which form a genetic mapping panel of the duplicated region in Dp1Tyb mice. Cell counting is performed using thick coronal sections from the dorsal hippocampus, which are optically cleared and immunolabelled using the ABSOC protocol (Muza et al., 2023). Dp1Tyb mice have higher hippocampal density of neuropeptide Y (NPY)+ and calretinin+ cells compared to WT mice but no changes in parvalbumin+ cells, indicating that there is increased numbers of specific subtypes of interneurons in these mice, consistently with an hypothesis postulating that excessive GABAergic signaling in DS contributes to cognitive impairment (Contestabile et al., 2017). Dp1Tyb mouse hippocampus has higher levels of IBA1+ cells and augmented density of S100B+ but not GFAP+ cells, suggesting increased density of microglia and certain astrocyte subpopulations. As S100B is also expressed in oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs), density of NG2+ cells was also assessed, and indeed Dp1Tyb mice present increased numbers of OPCs. Using a genetic mapping approach, we have determined that the increased NPY cell density observed in Dp1Tyb mice was present in Dp3Tyb mice but not in Dp9Tyb or Dp2Tyb so there must be at least one gene present between Mir802 - Zbtb21 on Mmu16 causing an increase in hippocampal NPY+ interneuron density. Alterations in cell populations are likely to contribute to cognitive impairment in DS. Identifying the genes causing these alterations is essential to develop effective treatments for cognitive dysfunction in DS. Here, we have mapped a dosage-sensitive gene(s) causing an increase in NPY interneurons to the Dp3Tyb region that is duplicated for just 39 coding-genes.
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**Title:** Effects of a postnatal Dyrk1a functional copy number reduction in the Ts65Dn mouse model of Down syndrome on sensorimotor development

**Authors:** *L. E. HAWLEY⁰¹, L. JOHNSON⁰¹, K. HEAGY⁰¹, C. R. GOODLETT⁰², R. J. ROPER⁰¹; ¹Dept. of Biol., ²Dept. of Psychology, Indiana University-Purdue Univ. Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN

**Abstract:** Down syndrome (DS) is the triplication of human chromosome 21 (Hsa21) and causes abnormal brain and behavior development. Overexpression of DYRK1A, triplicated in DS, causes impairments in neuronal proliferation, differentiation, and cell cycle progression. Inhibition of DYRK1A is a candidate therapeutic for DS, but questions remain regarding when to start treatments. The Ts65Dn DS mouse model contains an extra segmental chromosome, adding a third copy of ~ half of Hsa21 orthologs. We found amplified DYRK1A expression in brain tissues of trisomic pups on postnatal day (P) 6, suggesting P6 may be a critical stage of altered brain development in this DS mouse model. We hypothesized that a functional reduction of Dyrk1a gene copy number before P6 in otherwise trisomic pups would rescue sensorimotor delays typical in Ts65Dn growth. A doxycycline-induced truncation of one Dyrk1a allele initiated on P0 resulted in euploid (Eu), trisomic (Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/-), and trisomic mice with 2 functional copies of Dyrk1a (Ts,Dyrk1a+/++). PCR confirmed excision with a novel primer probing the DNA bridge created by this deletion. Pups were tested daily from P3 to P21 with a battery of 14 neurobehavioral milestone assessments. Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- pups consistently weighed less than Eu matched littermates, a disparity that widened with age through P21. Reducing Dyrk1a copy number in Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- did not significantly improve these deficits. For cliff aversion and negative geotaxis, there were no significant differences among groups in mean age meeting criterion, but the Eu mice showed a wider range of ages (positively correlated with body weight) while the Ts,Dyrk1a+/+ and Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- pups had a smaller range at criterion uncorrelated with body weight. Locomotor activity was assessed in 10-minute sessions at P10, P13, P16, and P19. Total distance traveled increased in all groups across ages, but the magnitude of increase varied according to genotype. Eu pups opened their eyes significantly earlier (x̅=13.4) than Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- (x̅=15.1) or Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- (x̅=15.4) pups; a noteworthy increase in P13 Eu pup activity level may be due to this earlier eye opening. Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- pups had significantly lower activity levels at the three earlier ages compared to Euploid littermates. At P19, mean activity levels of female Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- mice were significantly higher than female Eu and Ts,Dyrk1a+/+/- littermates. In contrast, mean activity levels of P19 males did not differ among the three genotype groups. These findings to date suggest that certain sexually dimorphic trisomic phenotypes that are sensitive to Dyrk1a dosage in Ts65Dn mice may emerge during postnatal development.
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**Title:** Increased NMDA-receptor-mediated calcium influx in iPSC-derived neurons from individuals with Down syndrome

**Authors:** J. DA SILVA FAUSTO¹, T. GLASER², A. HENNING ULRICH², A. C. S. COSTA³, *B. L. ZAMPIERI¹;
¹Hosp. Israelita Albert Einstein, São Paulo, Brazil; ²Dept. of Biochemistry, Chem. Inst., Univ. of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; ³Dept. of Psychiatry, Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH

**Abstract:** Down syndrome (DS, or trisomy 21, T21), is the most common genetic cause of intellectual disability. Individuals show a spectrum of cognitive and neurobehavioral impairments with deficits in memory and learning. Calcium (Ca²⁺) signaling is an essential mechanism for neuronal function, transducing electrical activity into intracellular molecular signals. N-Methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) are glutamate-gated channels with high Ca²⁺ permeability, thus central for learning and information processing in the brain. Dysfunction and hyperactivity of NMDARs may lead to Ca²⁺ overload, synaptic noise, and neuronal death. We aim to investigate NMDAR-mediated Ca²⁺ influx in induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)-derived neurons from individuals with DS. iPSCs were established from urine-derived cells isolated from 6 individuals with DS (T21-iPSCs) and 4 controls. Differentiation into cortical neurons was performed using the dual SMAD inhibition strategy and confirmed by immunoreactivity for neuron-specific markers and the obligate GluN1 subunit of the NMDAR. To investigate Ca²⁺ influx, iPSC-derived neurons (DIV 75+) were loaded with Fluo 4-AM (5 μM) for 40 min at 37°C. Imaging and washes were performed with artificial cerebrospinal fluid. Imaging was done using an ECLIPSE-TiS microscope with a 10X objective at 2 frame/s for 10 min. Baseline recordings were done for 30s after which 1 μM glycine was added and then 1 min later 500 μM NMDA. In a different set of neurons NMDAR blocker memantine (10 μM) was added 2 min before the addition of NMDA. Data were analyzed using NIS-Elements Advanced Research software. Fluorescence traces were normalized to the initial fluorescence intensity and mean peak amplitude values (DF/F0) were calculated from specified regions of interest manually selected. Area under the curve (AUC) was calculated with the integration function. Results show that the influx of Ca²⁺ and AUC were significantly higher in untreated T21-iPSC-derived neurons compared to untreated controls (p=0.0003 and p<0.0001, respectively). Blocking the NMDA receptors with 10 μM memantine had no detectable effect on the influx of Ca²⁺ in T21-neurons, but it significantly reduced the AUC in treated T21-neurons compared to untreated T21-neurons (p=0.030). The effect of memantine on the Ca²⁺ influx is being further investigated in our laboratory. T21-iPSCs-derived neurons revealed alteration in NMDA receptor-mediated...
calcium influx, leading to increased Ca^{2+} activity. These findings provide supporting to the hypothesis of excessive NMDAR signaling based on previous observations in mouse models of DS and that NMDAR should be further investigated in DS.
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Title: Altered adhesions and local translation in Down syndrome hiPSC-derived cortical neurons
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Abstract: Down syndrome is a neurodevelopmental disorder resulting from the triplication of human chromosome 21. One ubiquitous phenotype of Down syndrome is intellectual disability, which results, in part, from altered neuronal connectivity. During development, neuronal growth cones sense and respond to guidance cues to reach their appropriate synaptic targets and form this neuronal connectivity. Two critical mechanisms that regulate this process are local translation and adhesion. Prior work suggests that local translation may occur at adhesion sites, thus connecting these two processes. To better understand how neuronal connectivity is altered in Down syndrome, here we used both human fibroblasts and human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC)-derived cortical neurons from apparently healthy individuals and individuals with Down syndrome and examined changes in local translation and adhesion. Fibroblasts are a valuable model for discovering potential cellular and molecular processes underlying axon growth and guidance during neuronal development because these two cell types use similar migration mechanisms. We first used a transwell migration assay and found a decrease in cell migration in Down syndrome fibroblasts. Using a puromycin assay, we also found that local translation in the leading edge of Down syndrome fibroblasts is altered. Multiple proteins in the adhesion complex, including Paxillin, vinculin, talin, and RACK1, are increased in Down syndrome fibroblasts. Using hiPSC-derived cortical neurons, we performed a Dunn chamber turning assay with the attractive guidance cue, netrin-1, and found that growth cone turning is lost in hiPSC-derived neurons from individuals with Down syndrome. Additionally, both talin...
and RACK1 are significantly increased, and local translation is decreased in growth cones of Down syndrome hiPSC-derived neurons at basal conditions. We are currently examining whether adhesion proteins, local translation, and growth cone turning are altered following stimulation with the attractive guidance cue brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). Taken together, this work shows that dysregulation of local translation and adhesion-based mechanisms during development may contribute to the neuronal connectivity changes that occur in Down syndrome.
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Title: Feeding ability and intrinsic tongue maturation at weaning in the Ts65Dn mouse model of Down syndrome

Authors: *T. J. GLASS¹, R. E. BRUTTO², B. A. CHATWIN²;
¹Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, Madison, WI; ²Univ. of Wisconsin Madison, Madison, WI

Abstract: Down syndrome (DS) is associated with developmental delays and difficulties related to feeding during infancy and childhood. Successful weaning, or transitioning from suckling to independent deglutition, requires dramatic developmental change in movements of the tongue. However, little is known about whether maturation of the intrinsic tongue is impacted in DS. This study tests the hypothesis that DS causes delays in maturation of the tongue muscle system at weaning. Methods: The Ts65Dn mouse model of DS and euploid sibling controls were evaluated at 21 days of age to quantify measures related to eating and drinking during a 24-hour period immediately after weaning. Mice were also evaluated at 35 days of age, which is a timepoint associated with mature mastication and drinking behaviors (n = 14-16 male mice and 8-14 female mice per group). After behavioral assays, intrinsic tongue muscles were sectioned and stained to permit quantification of myofiber size and percentages of myofibers expressing Myosin Heavy Chain isoform (MyHC) 2a and MyHC 2b. Separate data analysis was performed for anterior, middle, and posterior regions of intrinsic tongue muscles (n=5-6 male mice and 5-6 female mice per group). Data were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA and mixed effects analysis as appropriate. Results: At 21 days of age, Ts65Dn lost a significant amount of weight compared to euploid controls during the 24 hours immediately after weaning (p=.0004). Ts65Dn consumed significantly less food (p=.009) and significantly less water (p=.025) during this time period.
However, there were no genotype-specific differences in weight change or feeding measures over a 24-hour period at 35 days of age. Preliminary results of intrinsic tongue analysis at 21-22 days of age indicate significant differences as a function of anatomical region within the intrinsic tongue muscle system in myofiber size (p=.001) and MyHC isoforms (p=.005), but not as a function of sex or genotype. Conclusions: Ts65Dn show significant differences in feeding efficacy at weaning, but do not show these differences two weeks later. Weaning may be a process that is particularly susceptible to oromotor delays in DS, and the Ts65Dn mouse model is useful for studying these delays. At weaning, the intrinsic tongue muscle system has dramatic anterior-to-posterior specificity in the properties of myofibers. While Ts65Dn and controls broadly share major organizational principles of the tongue muscle system at weaning, work is ongoing to increase sample sizes in tongue muscle analysis to permit detection of genotype-specific and sex-specific differences with smaller effect sizes, if present.
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Title: Neocortical development in the novel TcMAC21 Down syndrome mouse model


Abstract: The cerebral cortex is a six-layered structure that develops from a simple epithelial sheet during early embryonic development. The neocortex subserves cognition, social behavior, speech, and motor skills, behaviors known to be detrimentally impacted by trisomy 21/Down’s syndrome (DS). Prior research using mouse models of DS has revealed that cortical neuronal precursor proliferation and fate specification are faulty in DS and may underpin adult behavioral alterations. Here we utilized a novel mouse model of DS, TcMAC21, in which each cell contains an extra copy of the human long arm of chromosome 21 (HSA21q), harboring 93% of the protein-coding genes present on HSA21q. How triplication of HSA21q leads to the structural and behavioral manifestations of DS remains unclear. Our goal in this study is deeply characterize prenatal neurogenesis in the TcMAC21 brain. In particular, we will assess whether lineage-specific neurogenesis, a key mechanism of cortical neuron diversification, is altered in this novel DS mouse model. We utilized acute EdU labeling to capture cycling cortical neural precursor cells in the S phase of the cell cycle in TcMAC21 trisomic and control brains to determine precursor proliferative capacity and positioning in the embryonic neocortex. Furthermore, we
performed in utero electroporation (IUE) surgeries to fate-map neurons born through direct and indirect neurogenesis. To determine the contribution of different precursor lineages to cortical development in TcMAC21, brains were collected and analyzed 24 hours after IUE. Neural precursor cell marker and morphology data were obtained by immunohistochemical staining of electroporated tissue slices. Thus far, we have not detected significant differences in mediolateral and rostrocaudal cortical measurements between euploid and trisomic brains, either prenatally or postnatally. This finding is very different from previous DS mouse models. At the microstructural level, we found evidence of altered cortical plate thickness and lamination patterns in the trisomic brain. Our experiments so far revealed no overall differences in levels of proliferation between euploid and trisomic cortices. However, we detected altered positioning of proliferative precursors in trisomic cortices. Moreover, our preliminary lineage analysis in TcMAC21 mouse embryos has demonstrated a decrease in the number of intermediate progenitor cells and consequently in the neurons that they normally produce. Focused analysis of TcMAC21 brain development may improve our understanding of humans developing with trisomy 21.
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Title: Microglia morphological and functional differences in the developing Down syndrome brain

Authors: *I. RIVERA 1,2,3, M. LILOUDYNO 2,3, B. HSU 4, T. XIAO 4, A. MISHRA 4, J. BUSCIGLIO 1,2,3,4,
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Abstract: Lifespan studies investigating the development of Alzheimer's disease (AD) in individuals with Down syndrome (DS) has provided insight into various contributing factors,
including mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, neuroinflammation, microglial alteration, and accelerated amyloid beta accumulation. While microglia morphological changes and neuroinflammation have been observed in DS as early as during childhood, the precise timing of the emergence of chronic inflammation and microglial alterations in DS, which arises as a genetic disorder at conception, remains unclear. Here, we explore microglia morphology and function in the Dp(16)1Yey/+ (Dp16) mouse model of DS at early stages of development. Immunofluorescence analysis using the microglial marker IBA1 at postnatal day (P)9, corresponding to an infantile stage of development, showed increased surface area in cortical microglia, and increased cell body area, branch number and branch length in hippocampal microglia. Building upon our lab’s previous findings demonstrating the therapeutic potential of mitochondrial catalase (mCAT) in reducing oxidative damage and reversing mitochondrial dysfunction in Dp16 cells in vitro; we investigated whether overexpression of mCAT could reverse the microglia alterations in infantile Dp16 mice by generating a mCAT:Dp16 transgenic mouse model. Preliminary results indicate that overexpression of mCAT in Dp16 mice reverses the above-described alterations in microglia morphology. Thus, the abnormal microglia phenotype observed in trisomic mice is associated with oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in infant trisomic mice. Analysis of both normal and Down syndrome human prenatal cortical tissue showed similar microglial alterations. Further we evaluated microglial function, by establishing microglia cultures from euploid and trisomic prenatal cortical tissue suspensions. Phagocytic function was tested using fluorescent bioparticles and IBA1 immunostaining. Preliminary results indicate that trisomic microglia exhibited an increase in particle engulfment per cell compared to euploid cultures. Ongoing analysis of cell-specific gene expression profiles and functional assays will further characterize the structural and functional differences in trisomic microglia. These results suggest that early interventions during development may be crucial to prevent and/or reduce chronic inflammation and microglial structural and functional abnormalities in DS.
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**Title:** Anti-nkcc1 gene therapy rescues cognitive deficits and alleviates neuroinflammation in the ts65dn mouse model of down syndrome

**Authors:** *F. GHANDOUR, A. CONTESTABILE, L. CANCEDDA;* Brain Develop. and Dis., Italian Inst. of Technol., Genova, Italy
Abstract: A common feature of diverse brain disorders is the alteration of GABA-mediated inhibition due to aberrant intracellular chloride homeostasis induced by changes in the expression and/or function of chloride transporters. Notably, pharmacological inhibition of the chloride importer NKCC1 is able to rescue brain-related core deficits in animal models of these pathologies, and in some clinical studies in patients. In this study, we tested the potential therapeutic applications of NKCC1 gene knock-down by intraparenchymal injection of three different doses of adeno-associated virus type 9 (AAV9) expressing neuron-specific artificial microRNA (amiR) targeting NKCC1 in adult animals of the Ts65Dn mouse model of Down syndrome (DS). We found that NKCC1 silencing rescued cognitive impairment of Ts65Dn mice toward their WT littermate levels. Moreover, we showed that basal microglia over-activation, a characteristic feature of DS phenotype, was also rescued by reducing neuronal NKCC1 expression in Ts65Dn mice. Notably, AAV9 vector expressing neuron-specific NKCC1 amiR also prevented astrogliosis, microglial activation and NF-kB upregulation induced by control AAV9 injection in both wildtype and Ts65Dn mice. Our results provide compelling evidence that NKCC1 is implicated in cognitive dysfunctions in neuroinflammation in DS adult mice, thereby firmly supporting the potential breakthrough of NKCC1 knockdown gene therapy in DS.
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Title: Augmented GIRK2 channel signaling in neonatal Ts65Dn mice: Implications for aberrant formation of developing neural circuits in Down syndrome

Authors: J. JIN, D. CHAN, B. LE, A. TAN, *A. KLESCHEVNIKOV;
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Abstract: Down syndrome (DS) is a genetic disorder resulting from the triplication of chromosome 21 (HSA21) and is characterized by cognitive impairment. Neuronal and synaptic abnormalities most profoundly accumulate during the initial period of brain development. We hypothesized that triplication of Kcnj6, which encodes Girk2 subunits of G-protein-coupled potassium channels, contributes significantly to the development of faulty neural circuits in early brain development in DS. To assess the feasibility of this hypothesis, we compared neuronal and molecular properties of Kcnj6/Girk2 in neonatal Ts65Dn mice, a genetic model of DS. Consistent with previous observations in adult animals, Western blot analysis showed that Girk2 protein levels were approximately 50% higher in the hippocampus of Ts65Dn vs. 2N neonatal
mice. The efficiency of Girk2 channel signaling was also considerably increased in the hippocampus of neonatal Ts65Dn mice. Thus, bath applications of the GABAB agonist baclofen (40 μM for 5 minutes) to acute hippocampal slices evoked greater whole-cell currents and produced a more substantial reduction in input resistance in granule cells of Ts65Dn compared to 2N pups. Furthermore, neuronal excitability, which depends on the functional activity of Girk2 channels, was significantly reduced in regular Ts65Dn mice, but not in Ts65Dn mice with only 2 copies of Kcnj6 (Ts65Dn/Kcnj6++- mice). Indeed, the threshold currents required for neuronal excitation were in 2N 25.5±2.9 pA, in Ts65Dn 45.7 ± 6.2 pA (p = 0.01), and in Ts65Dn/Kcnj6+++: 21.0 ± 1.1 pA (p = 0.3, n.s.). Finally, the spontaneous activity of neurons, which depends on neuronal excitability, was lower in Ts65Dn vs. 2N cells. Thus, in support of our hypothesis, this data suggests that the triplication of Kcnj6 and subsequent increased expression of Girk2 result in enhanced Girk2 channel signaling, leading to reduced neuronal excitability and spontaneous neuronal activity during the period of intensive synaptogenesis. These alterations may contribute to the formation of faulty neural circuits in the hippocampus of mouse models of Down syndrome.
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Title: Defective engram allocation contributes to impaired fear memory performance in Down syndrome

Authors: *Á. FERNÁNDEZ BLANCO, A. ZAMORA-MORATALLA, M. SABARIEGO NAVARRO, C. SIERRA NOGUERA, M. DIERSSEN; Systems Biol., Ctr. for Genomic Regulation, Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: Down syndrome (DS) is the most common genetic form of intellectual disability and is caused by the triplication of the human chromosome 21. Memory deficits are a hallmark feature of DS, but the underlying cellular mechanisms are not completely understood. Our laboratory and others demonstrated alterations in key mechanisms that are fundamental for engram formation and reactivation in DS mouse models. These previous results led us to propose that DS is a model of defective engrams. Thus, we investigated engram-specific alterations using
engram tagging techniques and chemogenetic intervention in Ts65Dn, a DS mouse model. We detected a sparser neuronal activation in Ts65Dn mice after both the acquisition and recall of a contextual fear conditioning memory in the dentate gyrus, compared to WT mice. Memory impairment was not recovered by artificially reactivating the trisomic engram cells using clozapine N-oxide (CNO) in Ts65Dn mice. While WT engram cells showed an enhanced number of dendritic spines compared to non-engram cells, trisomic engram cells did not, indicating a lack of structural plasticity that is required for a proper memory consolidation. Moreover, we also found that trisomic engram cells did not enhance their excitability immediately after memory recall, which has been reported to be important for context discrimination. Our results indicate that the trisomic engram is not properly formed, thus preventing memory to be completely recalled in the future. Hence, focusing on strategies capable of restoring the process of engram formation, such as manipulating neuronal excitability, might be promising to rescue memory deficits in trisomic mice.
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Title: Spatiotemporal gene expression profiling in Down Syndrome reveals perturbed microglia-neural cell interactions in the subventricular niche

Authors: *A. FENG, B. KUKREJA, N. TAHIASIAN, B. RUSU, T. CAO, B. KALISH; Neurosci. and Mental Hlth., The Hosp. For Sick Children, Toronto, ON, Canada

Abstract: Down syndrome (DS) is the most common genetic cause of intellectual disability. However, our current understanding of the early-life molecular alterations contributing to DS pathogenesis remains limited. Here, we employed a multi-modal spatial and single-cell gene expression analysis of mouse and human fetal brain tissue to identify transcriptomic changes during both early life and aging in DS. Using Multiplex Error- Robust Fluorescent In-Situ Hybridization (MERFISH), we curated a panel of 500 genes and performed cross-sectional comparisons between euploid (n=3) and Ts65Dn mouse model of DS (n=3) brain samples at postnatal day 0 (P0) and 6 months (6mo). Simultaneously, we employed single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) on human fetal euploid (n=5) and DS (n=5) brain tissues collected during gestational weeks 13-19. Over 1 million mouse cells were profiled by MERFISH, while over 107,000 human cells were profiled by snRNA-seq. Focusing on the subventricular zone (SVZ) in P0 mice, our spatially-resolved differential gene expression analyses revealed a
downregulation of the cell surface ligand CD47, responsible for the “don’t eat me” signal, in several neuronal lineages, including transit-amplifying progenitors, neuroblasts, and mature neurons. Concurrently, our snRNA-seq results demonstrated a similar downregulation of CD47 and CD24 across neuronal cells of the fetal DS brain. CD33, a cell surface ligand known to reduce microglia phagocytosis upon activation, was downregulated in P0 Ts65Dn SVZ microglia. These findings indicate the downregulation of receptors implicated in the "don't eat me" signaling pathway accompanied by a concomitant increase in phagocytic microglia expression in the DS brain. In addition, spatially-aware ligand-receptor analysis of the P0 SVZ revealed differentially expressed cell-cell interactions involving chemokine, interferon, and sonic hedgehog ligand and receptors between immune and cell types along the neuronal lineage. Moreover, pathway analyses revealed significant alterations in signaling pathways known to impact microglial activity, including the Wnt, JAK/Stat, Notch, cytokine, and interleukin pathways. Based on these collective findings, we propose that microglial dysregulation leads to negative reprogramming of NSCs within the neurogenic niche in DS, thus contributing to impaired neurogenesis, altered neuronal morphology, and cortical hypocellularity in DS.
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Title: Hippocampal subiculum volume is associated with memory performance in older adults with Down syndrome
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Abstract: Individuals with Down syndrome (DS) are at a high risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease (AD), which is thought to be due to the overexpression of the amyloid precursor protein on chromosome 21 and associated early age of onset of beta-amyloid plaque accumulation. AD
progression in the neurotypical population is associated with hippocampal volume loss and a decline in memory. Additionally, there is a relationship between decreases in hippocampal subfield volumes, particularly the cornu ammonis 1 (CA1) and subiculum, and cognitive decline. Here, we assess the relationship between CA1 and subiculum volumes and memory performance in older adults with DS who progressed clinically to mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia compared to those who remained cognitively stable (CS). We used 1mm3 T1-weighted MRI scans from 74 cognitively stable individuals with DS (mean age 48 +/- 6.18, 45% female) enrolled in the Alzheimer’s Disease in Down Syndrome (ADDS) study that included 3 sites. Hippocampal subfields were segmented using Deep Fusion Labeling for Automated Segmentations for the Hippocampus (DeepFLASH) software, and were normalized by total intracranial volume. Memory performance was assessed with the modified cued recall test (mCRT). Participants who converted to dementia or MCI in the follow-up visit, approximately 18 months later, were deemed as converters (n=11 or 15% of sample). We assessed the relationship between regions of interest and memory using linear regression analysis and evaluated the differences between sub-groups using linear regression analysis. Sex and site were used as covariates. Lower memory scores were associated with reduced subiculum volume across all participants (R2=.084, p=.032). No association between memory performance and volume was found in the CA1 (R2=.007, p=.329). Additionally, we found no differences in subiculum and CA1 volumes between the converter and non-converter groups. Our results suggest that decreased subiculum volume is associated with worse memory scores in older adults with DS who converted from CS to MCI or dementia. Future analysis will investigate the effect of structural changes in the hippocampus on longitudinal memory decline in this cohort and in younger adults with DS.
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**Title:** Characterizing the Relationship Between Hippocampal Subfield Volumes, Plasma Neurofilament Light Chain, and Memory in Older Adults with Down Syndrome
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Abstract: Down syndrome (DS) is associated with a heightened risk of developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), with an estimated 70% of individuals manifesting AD by age 60. Neurofilament light chain (NfL) is a protein that is a marker for axonal injury and is elevated in cerebrospinal fluid and blood with neurodegeneration. Plasma NfL levels increase with age and with AD progression in individuals with DS. This study investigated the association between plasma NfL, hippocampal subfield volumes, and memory function in DS. The analyses included 109 participants with DS from 3 sites (age 49.3 ± 6.6 years, 47 female, 78 cognitively stable, 21 mild cognitive impairment, 10 possible dementia). We collected T1-weighted 1mm3 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans to assess subfield volumes, modified Cued Recall Test (mCRT) scores to measure episodic memory performance, and plasma to measure NfL. MRI data were processed with DeepFLASH, a recently-developed deep learning-based tool for automatic segmentation of hippocampal subfields. We hypothesized a positive association between hippocampal subfield volumes and memory function and a negative association with plasma NfL.

After adjusting for covariates (age, sex, site) and intracranial volume, we found significant positive associations between volumes of hippocampal subfields (dentate gyrus/CA3, CA1, and subiculum) and mCRT scores. Our findings also revealed that higher plasma NfL levels, which indicate more neurodegeneration, were associated with decreased subfield volumes in the hippocampus and poorer memory performance on the mCRT.

While the memory-volume correlations showed no difference across clinical groups, the correlations between hippocampal subfield volumes and plasma NfL were present only in individuals with MCI and dementia.

These results highlight the vulnerability of all hippocampal subfields to neurodegeneration in individuals with DS. Increases in plasma NfL may reflect clinically-relevant hippocampal atrophy, demonstrating its potential use as a biomarker for neurodegeneration in this population.
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**Authors:** *M. BUSNELLI*\(^1\), C. PAOLINI\(^1\), A. BENEDETTI\(^2\), W. BARCIK\(^2\), G. CASTELLANI\(^2\), G. TRIGILIO\(^2\), F. RE\(^3\), F. PAPALEO\(^2\), B. CHINI\(^1\);  
\(^1\)CNR Inst. of Neurosci., VEDANO AL LAMBRO, Italy; \(^2\)Italian Inst. of Technol., Genova, Italy; \(^3\)Sch. of Med. and Surgery, Univ. Milano Bicocca, Vedano al Lambro, Italy

**Abstract:** Blood brain barrier (BBB) alterations have detrimental consequences on brain development, resulting in cognitive and behavioral deficits. In a 22q11.2 deletion syndrome mouse model, also known as Di George syndrome, an impairment of the BBB has been recently described (Crocket et al., 2021). This BBB defect was confirmed in the LgDel/+ mouse model of the syndrome, extensively characterized at the neurobiological and behavioral level (see Castellani G et al. abstract n. 2023-S-9935-SfN). In this animal model, a perinatal OXT treatment was found to rescue developmental trajectories and behavioral deficits in adolescent and adult mice. These effects were linked to an increase of the tight-junction protein claudin-5 and restoration of BBB integrity (see Castellani G et al. abstract n. 2023-S-9935-SfN) suggesting a new, direct effect of OXT on brain microvascular endothelial cells. Here, we thus investigated at the cellular and molecular level the effects of OXT on brain microvascular endothelial cells, focusing on early postnatal developmental stages. To check the formation and integrity of the barrier, we prepared brain microvascular endothelial cells (BVEC) from wild type (WT) and LgDel/+ mice at postnatal day 3-5 and we measured transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER), small solutes permeability and claudin-5 levels. Cells were treated for up to 14 days with OXT or vehicle. We observed that chronic OXT treatment in LgDel/+ BVEC i) significantly increased TEER; ii) restored permeability for the small tracer Lucifer yellow; iii) normalized claudin-5 levels. Similar effects on TEER, permeability and claudin-5 levels were also observed in WT BVEC cells and confirmed in two well established brain endothelial cell lines, BEND-3 and hCMEC/D3 cells, routinely used to study BBB properties *in vitro*. OXT effects on proliferation, migration and tube formation are in progress. As these results indicate a key role of OXT in regulating brain microvascular endothelial cells, we investigated the molecular targets of OXT. We found that BVEC, hCMEC/D3 and BEND-3 express OXT receptors (OXTR) and V1a vasopressin receptors (V1aR), both of which are pharmacological targets of the neuropeptide. We are currently testing a series of selective OXT and vasopressin agonists and antagonists to dissect the intracellular pathways that contribute to barrier properties of brain microvascular endothelial cells.
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**Title:** Unveiling the molecular mechanisms of neurodevelopmental alteration in a SETD1A-deficient forebrain organoid model

**Authors:** *Z. SUN¹, H. ZHU¹, Y. SUN¹, J. FAN¹, B. XU¹, J. A. GOGOS¹,²,³,⁴;¹Psychiatry, Columbia Univ., new york, NY; ²Mortimer B. Zuckerman Mind Brain and Behavior Inst., ³Dept. of Physiol. and Cell. Biophysics, ⁴Dept. of Neurosci., Columbia Univ., New york, NY

**Abstract:** Genetic disruption of SETD1A, a lysine methyltransferase best known for its role in mediating methylation of the lysine 4 on the histone H3 protein, is robustly associated with schizophrenia (SCZ) \( (p = 1 \times 10^{-12}) \) and confers substantial risk for SCZ (odds ratio = 20). SETD1A mutations appear to increase neurodevelopmental vulnerability but the detailed mechanisms, including the genomic binding properties and targets of SETD1A in the developing human brain, as well as the cell type-specific alterations resulting from SETD1A mutations remain largely unknown. To address these questions, we generated forebrain organoid models of the developing human cerebral cortex derived from wild type and mutant isogenic human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) carrying SETD1A SCZ risk mutations introduced by CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. Chromatin profiling using CUT&Tag assays combined with RNA sequencing on sorted cortical neurons led to the identification of high-confident target genes, which are significantly enriched in neuropsychiatric genetic liability. Using single-cell RNA sequencing and follow-up experimental validation, we find that SETD1A disruption leads to the changes in the expression of lineage driver genes and altered development of cortical excitatory neurons. The aberrant transcription program underlying impaired development contains molecular signatures of key regulatory factors known to modulate neurogenesis. Our ongoing experiments are investigating the morphological and functional alterations caused by SETD1A deficiency. Our study advances our understanding of SETD1A genomic binding.
properties, uncovers molecular and neurodevelopmental alterations due to SETD1A mutations and may facilitate efforts for therapeutic interventions.
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**Title:** Unraveling the Pathological Mechanisms and Reversibility of Neurodevelopmental Defects in Linear Nevus Sebaceous Syndrome caused by dysregulation of KRAS

**Authors:** Y. KIM, *H.-E. LEE, S. BAEK;
POSTECH, Pohang-si, Korea, Republic of

**Abstract:** Linear nevus sebaceous syndrome (LNSS) is a neurocutaneous disorder arising from somatic gain-of-function mutations in KRAS or HRAS. LNSS brains exhibit neurodevelopmental defects, such as cerebral defects and epilepsy, yet the underlying pathological mechanisms and potential treatment strategies remain largely unclear. In this study, we demonstrate that the introduction of KRAS<sup>G12V</sup> during mouse cortex development induces subcortical nodular heterotopia and heightened excitability, effectively recapitulating major pathological manifestations observed in LNSS. Additionally, we uncover that the reduced firing frequency of inhibitory neurons, independent of KRAS<sup>G12V</sup> expression, disrupts the delicate balance between excitation and inhibition. Leveraging transcriptional profiling following destabilization domain-mediated clearance of KRAS<sup>G12V</sup> in human neural progenitors and differentiating neurons, we identify reversible functional networks that contribute to LNSS. Neurons expressing KRAS<sup>G12V</sup> exhibit molecular changes associated with delayed neuronal maturation, the majority of which can be restored upon KRAS<sup>G12V</sup> clearance. These findings provide valuable insights into the molecular networks involved in the reversibility of some neuropathologies observed in LNSS, arising from dysregulation of the RAS pathway.
Disclosures: Y. Kim: None. H. Lee: None. S. Baek: None.
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Title: Transcription factor 4 coordinates striatal neuron specification, maturation, and dopamine transmission
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Abstract: The striatum subserves myriad roles in motor learning, executive function, and motivated behaviors. At a molecular level, striatal development is governed by spatiotemporally precise gene expression programs that are orchestrated by master transcription factors (TFs) operating within progenitor populations of the ganglionic eminences (GEs). Notably, a host of neurodevelopmental disorders are caused by mutations in these TFs and are characterized by delayed motor development coupled with cognitive and behavioral dysfunction, thus implicating the striatum in the pathophysiology of these disorders. Pitt-Hopkins syndrome (PTHS), which is caused by loss-of-function mutations in the neuronal master TF, transcription factor 4 (TCF4), manifests as a constellation of motor and behavioral symptoms. However, the extent to which striatal neurodevelopment is impaired in PTHS remains poorly understood. Using gene expression profiling across diverse paradigms of rodent and human striatal neurodevelopment, we have uncovered a previously unknown function for TCF4 in regulating gene networks governing neurogenesis, cell type specification, and neuroplasticity in medium spiny neurons (MSNs) and their GE progenitors. Notably, these transcriptional networks are disrupted in the striatum of Tcf4+/- mice, which serve as a robust preclinical model of PTHS. Mechanistically, TCF4 choreographs the temporal dynamics of MSN fate specification, and TCF4 deficiency results in persistent progenitor marker expression in the mature striatum. Moreover, TCF4 controls the distribution of D1- versus D2-MSNs, which mediate the motor and behavioral outputs of the striatum through their coordinated responses to dopamine. In line with this, modulation of Tcf4 expression using an innovative dual CRISPR activation/interference strategy alters the transcriptional and electrophysiological responses of MSNs to dopamine. Our results reveal TCF4 as an essential regulator of the molecular events that define MSN development and neuromodulation. These findings expand our fundamental understanding of neurodevelopment and provide a foundation for examining the contributions of TCF4-driven transcriptional programs in the striatum to neurodevelopmental disease.
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Abstract: Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) pose a global challenge, encompassing lifelong neurocognitive and growth deficiencies resulting from prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE). Previous studies on monozygotic and dizygotic twins, as well as investigations using selectively bred and inbred rodents, have implicated the role of both maternal and fetal genetics as risk factors for FASD. Notably, certain mouse inbred lines (e.g., C57BL/6) exhibit susceptibility to PAE-induced morphological malformations, while others (e.g., DBA/2J) demonstrate relative resistance. However, the primary determinants of FASD susceptibility, whether it is the maternal environment, the fetal genome, or both, remains poorly understood. In the present study, we employed a mouse model of PAE to generate inbred and hybrid F1 embryos using female and male C57BL/6J (B6) and DBA/2J (D2). We implemented four mating schemes: B6xB6, B6xDBA, DBAxB6, DBAxDBA (maternal strain X paternal strain). On embryonic day 9, around the time of neural tube closure, pregnant female mice were randomly assigned to a two-dose gavage of either an iso-caloric control (maltose dextrin) or an alcohol (a total dose of 5.8g/kg) treatment group. Seven hours following the administration of the first dose, we collected the E9.5 embryos, dissected the hindbrains, and performed RNA extraction. Employing a multi-pronged approach utilizing both allele-specific and allelic agnostic RNA-seq differential analysis, our findings demonstrate: (1) a lack of evidence supporting PAE-induced differential allelic expression, including genomic imprinting and strain-biased expression AND (2) embryos with identical genomic compositions but developing in mothers of different inbred lines exhibit contrasting responses to ethanol exposure. PAE significantly alters gene expression in hybrid embryos developing in B6 mothers, with a comparable significant increase and decrease in gene expression observed. In contrast, minimal changes in gene expression are seen in hybrid embryos developing in D2 mothers. Specifically, the genes with significant increases in expression are associated with immune effector processes such as leukocyte-mediated immunity. Conversely, the genes with significant decreases in expression are involved in histone modifications, particularly peptidyl-lysine acetylation. Based on our findings, we conclude that the maternal environment has a significant role in determining the vulnerability of the embryonic hindbrain to ethanol-induced transcriptome changes. These findings provide molecular insights into the mechanisms underlying FASD vulnerability.
**Title:** Effects of Oxidative Stress During Cortical Development

**Authors:** *A. Achanta*, B. C. Campbell, M. Campbell;  
UCSD, La Jolla, CA; UCSD Dept. of Neurosciences, La Jolla, CA

**Abstract:** The balance of oxidation and reduction (redox) reactions are critical for normal cellular function. An excess of reactive oxygen species (ROS) creates a redox imbalance, leading to oxidative stress. Oxidative stress can damage cellular components and disrupt normal cellular mechanisms, making it a critical cellular phenomenon to understand. To determine the natural redox state of developing cortical neurons, we electroporated mouse embryos with Grx1-roGFP2 at E13 and performed both live and modified fixed imaging of the embryo brains at E15. For the modified fixed imaging, brain slices were first alkylated by NEM treatment before fixation to lock the sensor’s status. On the other hand, sequential detection of oxidized and reduced Grx-roGFP2 during live confocal imaging allowed the determination of neuronal redox states. After establishing the baseline redox states, we exposed the pregnant mice to different concentrations of known oxidants and reductants (diamide and DTT) to create a gradient of the redox state at those concentrations of the oxidants and reductants. We next sought to determine the developmental impact of the most commonly prescribed analgesic during pregnancy, acetaminophen. Acetaminophen, when metabolized, generates toxic byproducts which deplete glutathione, one of the most abundant and critical antioxidants in the brain, increasing neuronal susceptibility to oxidative stress. We exposed pregnant mice to acetaminophen and compared the neuronal redox state to that after exposure to known oxidants and reductants to assess the impact of the acetaminophen. Our data shows that assessing the susceptibility of developing neurons to changes in the redox system is critical for understanding environmental stressors and their impact on neurodevelopment. This knowledge can further elucidate the mechanisms of many neurodevelopmental disorders as well as the potential environmental causes.
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Title: Confirming a gain of function (GoF) pathogenic mechanism related to PACS1 Syndrome through treatment with antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs)
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Abstract: Confirming a gain of function (GoF) pathogenic mechanism related to PACS1 Syndrome through treatment with antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs). Authors *M. Fairbanks Santana, A. D. Guemez-Gamboa; Neuroscience, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL. Disclosures M. Fairbanks Santana: None. A. D. Guemez-Gamboa: None. Abstract PACS1 Syndrome is a neurodevelopmental disorder (NDD) caused by a single missense R203W substitution in the Phosphofurin Acidic Cluster Sorting 1 (PACS1) protein. PACS1 is known for its roles in the endosomal pathway and, more recently, it is being studied for its functions in the cell nucleus. Over 200 patients have been identified with PACS1 Syndrome, all presenting the same variant, and all display convergent phenotypes of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and intellectual disability (ID). Analysis conducted in our lab has shown that mature neurons are strongly enriched for risk genes of NDDs with overlapping phenotypes of PACS1. Moving forward, I am investigating whether ASO-mediated changes in gene expression from PACS1 R203W derived neuronal cell models are consistent with a GoF mechanism, additionally researching the potential of ASOs as a treatment. First, I tested the effect of four different non-allele specific PACS1 ASO candidates, provided by IONIS Pharmaceuticals, in induced pluripotent stem-cell (iPSC) derived neurons (iNeurons). Differentiation was induced by overexpression of transcription factor neurogenin-2 (NGN2). iNeurons were then matured for 3 weeks prior to a 72-hour treatment. Control ASOs were used at a concentration of 20 µM, whilst the PACS1 candidates were studied at concentrations of 1, 10 and 20 µM. The knock-out effect was then evaluated through Western blotting and candidate PACS1 ASO 0001 was identified as the most effective option to move forward. I obtained neurons for three different isogenic pairs: two patient lines and their respective CRISPR/Cas9 corrected cell lines, as well as wildtype line and its corresponding R203W edited variant. I treated two separate differentiations for all cells with both positive and negative control ASOs as well as PACS1 ASO 0001. Running this experiment in parallel with three different CRISPR edited PACS1 full knock-out lines, my objective is to discern ASO efficiency. Extracted RNA after treatment was then submitted for Bulk RNA Sequencing. I expect to assess whether changes in the transcriptomic profile due to a lack of PACS1 as caused by ASO treatment are a result of a GoF mechanism, as well as examining if genotype specific DEGs are restored and confirm therapeutical viability.
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Abstract: Diffuse white matter injury (DWMI) is a highly prevalent neonatal brain injury leading to life-long neurological and motor impairments such as those seen in cerebral palsy. Perinatal hypoxia (HX) is a major contributor to DWMI with rodent HX models recapitulating many hallmarks of neurological damage occurring in DWMI patients. Since DWMI is a modifiable risk for adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, understanding the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying HX could lead to new therapies that harness endogenous regenerative mechanisms. Previous work from our lab shows that endothelin-1, an important signaling molecule present in radial glial cells of the subventricular zone (SVZ), is essential for maintaining rodent progenitor proliferation in development and after white matter demyelination. In addition to rodents, in this study, we utilized a piglet model which is gyrencephalic and highly translational to humans. We hypothesized that endothelin-1 signaling may regulate progenitor proliferation in SVZ after HX in both rodents and piglets. To investigate this hypothesis, we utilized a rodent HX model where male and female mice were exposed to 10.5% oxygen from postnatal (P) day P3 to P11 and then sacrificed at varying timepoints to investigate cellular expression of endothelin-1 and its receptors A (EndrA) and B (EndrB). We show that about one week post HX, endothelin-1 (p=0.009, n=4) and EndrB mRNA (p=0.03, n=3) are upregulated in the SVZ with little change in expression of EndrA mRNA (p=0.4, ns, n=4). The rodent SVZ displays increased proliferation of Olig2+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells (OLC) one week following HX (p=0.048, n=3), but this proliferative response is ablated when endothelin-1 is removed from radial glial cells using a nestin-creER model (p=0.025, n=3). Furthermore, the removal of endothelin-1 from radial glia led to fewer OLC in the white matter 3 weeks following HX (p=0.019, n=3). This suggests that endothelin-1 is essential for the proliferation of OLC in the rodent SVZ following HX. We also investigated endothelin-1 signaling in the piglet brain after HX using a model where male and female neonatal piglets were exposed to 10.5% oxygen from P3 to P14. In normoxic piglets, endothelin-1 is highly expressed in sox2+ radial glia (100%, n=2) and expressed in about ten percent of oligodendrocyte precursor cells (10% +/- 1.2, n=2). Preliminary data suggest that endothelin-1 expression increases in the piglet SVZ following HX. These data suggest that endothelin-1 signaling could play a role in progenitor regeneration after hypoxia with a potential therapeutic avenue for developing therapeutics for infants with DWMI.
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**Abstract:** Approximately 3500 infants die annually in the United States from sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). The cerebellum makes direct connections with vital centers of brainstem nuclei, indicating a potential neurological link between abnormal cerebellar development and SIDS. We hypothesized that cerebellar cytoarchitectural and molecular abnormalities in the human neonate result in neural circuitry disruption, leading to cardiorespiratory suppression and SIDS. We analyzed postmortem human cerebellum from term infants with SIDS and compared them with matched non-SIDS subjects to delineate mechanisms of SIDS pathogenesis. We performed neuropathological analysis combined with bulk, single-cell, and spatial transcriptomics. We compared postmortem human cerebellum of infants with SIDS with matched controls, and we found disrupted cytoarchitecture, including 1) Purkinje cell (PC) and Granule cell (GC) heterotopias. Furthermore, significant changes in the morphology of PCs were also observed, together with a thicker external GC layer (EGL), indicating arrested migration of the GCs from the EGL to the Internal granule cell layer (IGL). To investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying cerebellar abnormalities in SIDS pathogenesis, we defined the transcriptome of early postnatal human cerebellum using RNA-seq. We found a significant number (904) of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between SIDS and matched controls, indicating complex changes in specific gene networks that regulate cerebellar functions in infants with SIDS. Using spatial and single-cell transcriptomics, we identified maturational signature differences in infants with SIDS compared to matched non-SIDS subjects. The current studies provide a comprehensive analysis of cerebellar abnormalities that contribute to dysfunctional cerebellar-brainstem circuitry in infants with SIDS. Our study may contribute to developing novel biomarkers for primary or secondary preventative strategies of SIDS.
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Title: MED13L and its pathogenic variants influence the dendritic development of cerebral cortical neurons in mouse brain

Authors: *K.-I. NAGATA, N. HAMADA;

Abstract: The Mediator complex comprises multiple subcellular subunits that collectively function as a molecular interface between RNA polymerase II and gene-specific transcription factors. Recently, genetic variants to one subunit of the complex, known as MED13L, has been implicated in syndromic intellectual disability and distinct facial features, frequently accompanied by heart defects. We investigated the impact of 5 disease-associated MED13L variants on the subcellular localization and biochemical stability of MED13L protein in vitro as well as in vivo. In overexpression assays using cortical neurons from embryonic mouse cerebral cortices transduced by in utero electroporation-mediated gene transfer, we found that mouse orthologues of human MED13L-P866L and -T2162M missense variants accumulated in the nucleus, while the S2163L and S2177Y variants were diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm. In contrast, we found that the Q1922-term truncation variant barely detectable in transduced cells, a phenotype reminiscent of this variant that results in MED13L haploinsufficiency in humans. Next we analyzed these variants for their effects on neuronal migration, dendritic growth, spine morphology, and axon elongation of cortical neurons in vivo. There, we found that overexpression of P866L variant resulted in reduced number and length of dendrites of cortical layer II/III pyramidal neurons. Furthermore, we show that mMED13L-knockdown abrogated dendritic growth in vivo, and this effect was significantly rescued by co-expression of an RNAi-resistant mMED13L, but weakly by the T2162M variant, and not at all by the S2163L variant. However, overexpression of the S2163L variant inhibited mature dendritic spine formation in vivo. Expression of each of the 5 variants did not affect neuronal cell migration and callosal axon elongation in vivo. Taken together, our results demonstrate that MED13L expression is relevant to corticogenesis and influences the dendritic branching characteristics of cortical excitatory neurons. Our study also suggests that disease-associated MED13L variants may directly cause morphological and functional defects in cortical neurons in different ways.
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Abstract: Epigenetic regulation plays a critical role in gene expression dynamics during brain development, and its dysregulation has been implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders. KDM6B (also known as JMJD3), an H3K27me3 specific demethylase, is a high-risk autism spectrum disorder (ASD) gene; mutations at the Kdm6b locus have also been found in schizophrenia (SCZ) and intellectual disability (ID) patients. However, it remains largely unknown whether deletion of Kdm6b during development results in phenotypes associated with neurodevelopmental disorders. We therefore generated Kdm6b conditional knockout (cKO) mice using a Nex-Cre line, in which Cre recombinase was expressed in postmitotic excitatory neurons in the developing neocortex and hippocampus. Results showed that adult Kdm6b cKO mice exhibited hyperactivity in open field tests and reduced sociability in three-chamber tests. In addition, Kdm6b cKO pups at postnatal day 7 emitted less calls than control pups after being separated from their dams in an ultrasonic vocalization test. These results indicate that dysfunction of Kdm6b in cortical and hippocampal excitatory neurons leads to behavioral abnormalities associated with neurodevelopmental disorders. Remarkably, we also found that Kdm6b cKO results in abnormal neocortical layer structures such as a significant reduction of cortical expression of the layer 4 marker RORb (also a high-risk gene for ASD) and mislocalization of SATB2-positive callosal neurons to layer 1. Furthermore, a reduction in the size of rostral areas containing the prefrontal cortex (PFC) was observed in the early postnatal stages. In addition to these morphological abnormalities, a physiological excitation/inhibition (E/I) imbalance within the medial PFC was observed, which may underlie behavioral deficits associated with neurodevelopmental disorders. RNA-seq analysis revealed dynamic molecular changes in Kdm6b cKO mice, and the differentially expressed genes were highly enriched in psychiatric disease-related genes. Taken together, our data indicate that KDM6B in postmitotic excitatory neurons plays a pivotal role in cortical layer and neural circuit formation, which may be necessary for suppressing neurodevelopmental disorders, through the regulation of gene expression dynamics during development.

Title: Brain derived extracellular vesicle biogenesis and memory-related synaptic plasticity are altered by early-life exposure to Deltamethrin
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Abstract: During development, the blood brain barrier is vulnerable to the lipophilic properties of Deltamethrin (DM) a type of commonly used pesticide. With the popularity of DM and other related pesticides in both agricultural and general public use, there is growing concern of links between developmental pyrethroid exposure and the incidence of neurodevelopmental disorders. Brain derived extracellular vesicles (BDEVs) are phospholipid nanovesicles involved in communication between cells that have been linked to the pathophysiology of neurological diseases. Here, we hypothesized DM exposure during development alters the role of the biogenesis of BDEVs, which may lead to dysfunctional synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus. Using a developmental exposure model, pregnant dams were exposed to 3 mg/kg/72 hours, equivalent to 1mg/kg/day, DM or vehicle through pregnancy and lactation. At post-natal day 30 BDEVs were extracted from both control and DM-exposed males and analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to determine size and validated by western blot analysis. BDEVs were marked with a green-fluorescent membrane marker to locate them in the brain after ICV injections. Male WT mice received either control or DM-exposed exosomes and processed for hippocampal slice electrophysiological field recordings. BDEV presence in the hippocampus was confirmed in all slices used for recording fEPSP in the CA1 region. To study the effects of BDEVs (control vs. DM) on synaptic plasticity at Schaffer collateral - CA1 pyramidal cell synapses, a high-frequency stimulation was used to induce long-term potentiation (LTP) paradigm. We found that WT mice treated with BDEVs from DM-exposed animals showed significantly impaired LTP, with no changes in basal synaptic transmission (input-output curves and pair-pulse ratio). These results indicate that BDEVs play a key role in DM-induced neurotoxicity in the brain.

Title: Uncovering the cellular mechanism of Schizophrenia associated gene SETD1A heterozygous mutation in a human neural model

Abstract: Rare mutations in SETD1A are strongly associated with schizophrenia (SZ), a debilitating mental disorder affecting 1% of the population, and other severe neurodevelopmental disorders. SETD1A encodes a component of the histone methyltransferase complex producing mono-, di, and trimethylated histone H3 at Lysine 4 (H3K4). H3K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) and H3K4me1 are epigenomic marks of active gene transcriptional promoters and enhancers, respectively. Interestingly, histone methylation has also been suggested as one of the most enriched gene pathways in common variant-based genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of major psychiatric disorders. However, the detailed molecular mechanism by which it causes neuronal dysfunction is still unclear. Recent advances in stem cell biology have allowed the efficient conversion of human stem cells into defined neuron subtypes allows to address this question. Using CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing, we have generated isogenic hiPSC lines carrying heterozygous mutations of SETD1A on different genetic backgrounds. We are able to generate neuronal subtypes including excitatory, inhibitory and dopaminergic neurons to study cell-type specific impact of SETD1A heterozygous mutations. Preliminary morphological and electrophysiological analyses of induced excitatory neurons carrying SETD1A heterozygous mutations showed defective synaptic transmission. The transcriptomic result reveals dysregulated synaptic gene expressions in induced excitatory neurons carrying SETD1A heterozygous mutations, which suggests SETD1A heterozygous mutations may lead to synaptic dysfunction in excitatory neurons. Ongoing experiments are evaluating SETD1A heterozygous mutations with functional, morphological, biochemical and genomic parameters in other neuronal subtypes to understand the cellular mechanisms that how SETD1A heterozygous mutations contributes to the pathogenesis of SZ. The study enables us to perform a well-controlled assessment of the impact of SETD1A heterozygous mutations on the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying deficits in early neurodevelopment and synaptic properties.
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Title: Mutations in the autism risk gene DDX3X affect morphogenesis and synaptogenesis
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Abstract: Mutations in the X-linked RNA helicase DDX3X cause DDX3X syndrome, a neurodevelopmental condition frequently associated with autism spectrum disorder. DDX3X escapes X chromosome inactivation in human and mice, resulting in higher expression in female brains when compared with male brains. Further, mutations in the DDX3X gene affect primarily females. DDX3X regulates mRNA translation, but the mechanisms of action in neurons, the impact of clinical mutations, and the influence of sex have not been studied yet. Using a Ddx3x+/- mouse line generated at the Seaver Autism Center, we developed a cellular model to examine the impact of Ddx3x mutations in both male and female neurons. Primary cortical neurons were cultured from male embryos (Ddx3x+/y or Ddx3x+flox/+), or female embryos (Ddx3x+/y, or Ddx3x+flox/+). Transfections with constructs carrying Cre and mCherry allowed us to model male control (Ddx3x+/y) or null (Ddx3x+y/) neurons, as well as female control (Ddx3x+/-), haploinsufficient (Ddx3x+-+/-) or null (Ddx3x+y/) neurons. We also introduced DDX3X pathogenic mutations identified in male and female patients. We then examined dendritic Arborizations and synapse number and morphology and compared sexes and genotypes. Additionally, we conducted immunoprecipitations and unbiased quantitative proteomics to gain insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying the effects of DDX3X mutations. Our findings demonstrate the critical involvement of Ddx3x in dendritogenesis and synaptogenesis, with its effects being influenced by both sex and gene dosage. Changes in neuronal morphogenesis were accompanied by alterations in the neuronal proteome, affecting the expression of proteins crucial for neuronal migration, neurite outgrowth, and those encoded by risk genes for neurodevelopmental disorders.
We also found that mutations identified in female patients are more deleterious than mutations identified in male patients. Our findings support a sex-specific role of *Ddx3x* in neuronal development and lay the bases to understand the sex biases in the prevalence and severity of DDX3X syndrome. These findings also contribute to a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying DDX3X syndrome and may inform future research and therapeutic approaches.
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**Title:** Toward understanding the molecular and cellular basis of RNA exosome-linked pontocerebellar hypoplasia type 1b: a cerebellar organoid model
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**Abstract:** Pontocerebellar Hypoplasia Type 1b (PCH1b) is a devastating autosomal recessive neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by significant atrophy of the cerebellum and pons. The cerebellum and pons integrate information from sensory systems, the spinal cord, and other parts of the brain to regulate breathing, motor movements, and learning motor behavior. Currently, there is no cure for PCH1b and treatment is purely palliative. Mutations that cause PCH1b occur in the *EXOSC3* gene, encoding a structural cap subunit of an essential RNA processing complex, the RNA exosome. The RNA exosome complex is an evolutionary conserved and ubiquitously expressed ribonuclease composed of structural and catalytic subunits that play a critical role in the post-transcriptional regulation of RNA. Although the RNA exosome is expressed in all cells and tissues, alterations in RNA exosome function disproportionately result in significant neurological impairments, thus underscoring the enhanced reliance of the nervous system on post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression. Cerebellar pathology in RNA exosome-linked PCH1b is challenging to understand based on current models of PCH1b. The goal of this study is to begin to define requirements for RNA exosome subunit EXOSC3 during cerebellar development through the study of *EXOSC3*-linked PCH1b mutations. To determine requirements for the RNA exosome during cerebellar development, we developed a 3D human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC)-derived cerebellar organoid system to recapitulate neuronal dysfunction and degeneration known to characterize PCH1b. We have
engineered an allelic series of missense mutations encoding PCH1b-linked amino acid changes (EXOSC3-G31A and EXOSC3-G191C) of differing severity in hiPSCs via CRISPR/Cas9 technology to generate a cerebellar organoid model of PCH1b. We are combining single-cell transcriptomics and novel molecular tools to investigate the transcriptomic dynamics of generated cells during cerebellar differentiation as well as defining key post-transcriptional regulatory events mediated by the RNA exosome. My preliminary data show reduced organoid size as well as molecular and cellular defects that alter the differentiation of cerebellar cell lineages in organoids modeling EXOSC3-G31A, a severe genotype in individuals with PCH1b. Results from this work will provide a framework to study how the RNA exosome functions in early cerebellar development and has the potential to transform our understanding of PCH1b pathogenesis.
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Title: The role of the Vsx2 super-enhancer during human retinal organoid development
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Abstract: Prior studies have identified thousands of enhancers with developmental stage-specific and cell-type specific activity in retinal neurons. However, the major challenge in the field is determining which enhancer(s) regulates each gene in a cell-type and developmental stage-specific manner. We recently identified a super-enhancer upstream of the Vsx2 gene that is necessary and sufficient for the complex pattern of Vsx2 expression during development. Vsx2 is expressed in retinal progenitor cells and maintained in differentiated bipolar neurons and Müller glia. We found that this developmental stage-specific and cell-type specific expression pattern is achieved by distinct modules within the mouse super-enhancer. One module (Region 0) is responsible for retinal progenitor cell proliferation. Deletion of this module leads to microphthalmia. A separate module (Region 3) regulates bipolar cell genesis. Deletion of this module leads to a complete loss of a single cell type, the bipolar cells. Bipolar neurons are present in the Region 0 deletion retina and the eye is normal size in the Region 3 deletion retina demonstrating that the Vsx2 super-enhancer is modular. We hypothesize that this pattern of expression will be recapitulated in a model of human retinal development. To test this hypothesis, we generated retinal organoids from human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)
containing the region deletions previously examined in mice. We examined cell type presence and retinal progenitor cell proliferation using RNA-sequencing, immunofluorescence, EdU labeling, and scRNA-seq across multiple stages of retinal organoid development. We found that Region 0 deletion organoids are small compared to wildtype controls, and that they recapitulate the phenotype observed in microphthalmic Region 0 deletion mice. These datasets will offer insights into the enhancer regions regulating Vsx2 gene expression in humans and could identify previously unknown enhancer candidates contributing to microphthalmia.
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Title: Uncovering the Influence of Maternal Immune Inflammation and IL-17A on Autism Spectrum Disorder Pathways
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Abstract: Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) encompasses a spectrum of neurodevelopmental conditions characterized by impairments in social interaction, communication, and repetitive behaviors. Emerging evidence suggests that maternal immune inflammation during pregnancy, triggered by severe viral infections, may contribute to the development of some forms of ASD. Our study aims to elucidate the role of maternal immune activation (MIA) and the cytokine IL-17A in ASD pathogenesis. Animal studies have demonstrated that MIA leads to elevated levels of IL-17A in the developing offspring, resulting in ASD-like phenotypes. IL-17A, primarily produced by Th17 lymphocytes, has been detected in immune cells and plasma of children with ASD. However, the precise mechanisms through which IL-17A exposure impacts the development of early human neuronal circuitry and contributes to ASD pathogenesis remain poorly understood. To address this knowledge gap, we have developed human cellular models of neuronal development by leveraging the use of human embryonic stem cells (ESCs). Our preliminary findings indicate that exposure to IL-17A induces alterations in the expression of known ASD-associated genes and cytokine genes. Notably, these changes in gene expression are accompanied by a decrease in synaptic activity in IL-17A-exposed ESC-derived neurons. We
propose that IL-17A serves as a crucial mediator in ASD pathogenesis by modulating the regulation of both ASD-related and cytokine genes, as well as synaptic activity. Understanding the interplay between maternal immune inflammation, IL-17A, and ASD pathobiology holds promise for the development of targeted therapeutic strategies for individuals with ASD.
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Title: Molecular mechanisms of translational control during human neuronal development in Fragile X Syndrome
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Abstract: Dysregulation of translation forms the basis of the molecular pathogenesis of Fragile X Syndrome (FXS), one of the most characterized, X-inherited neurodevelopmental disorders, with individuals presenting intellectual disabilities and autistic spectrum disorder (ASD). FXS is caused by loss of the protein product of the FMR1 (Fragile X Messenger Ribonucleoprotein 1) gene, which results in alterations in synaptic plasticity, neuronal development and growth, and an overall increase in global de novo translation and proteostasis. An RNA binding protein, FMRP (Fragile X Messenger Ribonucleoprotein) has a wide array of roles and appears to regulate the localization and the translation status of specific mRNAs, and it is required for proper differentiation and development of neurons. Although FMRP is known to regulate translation by affecting elongation, perhaps binding to and stalling ribosomes, the precise molecular mechanisms that are responsible for phenotypes in FXS have been elusive. Here, we explore the role of FMRP in regulating translation, particularly translation initiation, using excitatory neurons differentiated from patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). We observed changes in levels of various translation initiation factors (IFs) over the course of neuronal development in both FXS patients and normal individuals. Studies have shown that human neuronal development requires various stages of translational programming, with differentiation leading to progressively less actively translating cells. This reduced translational load appears to be via a switch to alternate, non-canonical translation initiation machinery, evident in changes in
levels of various translation IFs over the course of neuronal development. In FXS however, levels of certain non-cannonical IFs, such as eIF4G2, eIF4G1 and eIF3d continue to remain elevated through development, as do S6K and 4E-BP, effectors of the mTORC1 pathway. FXS patient-derived neurons are more sensitive to knock down of eIF4G2 (DAP5), but less sensitive to 4EGI-1 based inhibition of cap-dependent translation, hinting at a compensatory mechanism in place that necessitates eIF4G2 upon loss of FMRP. Regardless, proper translation control is lost in FXS over neuronal development, and growth of neurons is slower. We predict that neuronal development requires utilizing cap-dependent but eIF4E-independent methods of translation instead of the canonical eIF4E-based translation initiation, a shift that is mediated directly or indirectly by FMRP.
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Title: The regulation of mRNA stability during cortical development
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Abstract: The cerebral cortex is a region of the brain responsible for higher cognitive function. Defects in cortical development are associated with neurodevelopmental disorders including autism and intellectual disability. Mechanisms controlling the dynamic regulation of gene expression in the developing brain are incompletely understood. While transcription has long been recognized as an important regulator of gene expression during corticogenesis, the contribution of mRNA decay is understudied. Here, we employ mouse models to investigate the mRNA stability landscape of the developing brain and reveal the consequences of misregulating mRNA stability in the cortex. We use SLAM-seq to measure mRNA decay rates transcriptome-wide across multiple stages of development. mRNA stability profiles are compared across each stage, and between mRNAs enriched in individual cortical cell types to generate an expansive
view of mRNA stability in the developing brain. We further examined the cis-acting factors underlying stability regulation and identified codon content as a major predictor of mRNA half-lives. To demonstrate the impact of mRNA decay on cortical development, we conditionally knocked out Cnot3, an essential component of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex, in neural progenitors. We find that loss of Cnot3 leads to severe microcephaly and widespread p53-dependent apoptosis. These defects are accompanied by a reduction in progenitor density, prolonged cell cycle duration, and disorganization of cortical neurons. To assess the contribution of apoptosis to these phenotypes we generated Cnot3;Trp53 double cKO mice, and discovered that defects in corticogenesis arise from both p53-dependent and independent mechanisms. Overall, our data reveal critical new insights into the mRNA stability landscape of the developing brain and underscore the important role of mRNA turnover during development.
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Title: Identifying the molecular mechanism of PACS1 Syndrome pathogenesis
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Abstract: PACS1 Syndrome is a NDD hallmarked by craniofacial abnormalities and intellectual disability. Patients with PACS1 Syndrome have a single de novo missense mutation at c.607C>T of the Phosphofurin Acidic Cluster Sorting 1 (PACS1) protein, which causes an Arginine to Tryptophan substitution (R203W). PACS1 is a multifunctional sorting protein, with key roles in regulating trafficking of target proteins to and from the trans-Golgi Network (tGN). We have previously shown that PACS1 (+/R203W) forebrain organoids develop mature glutamatergic neurons with impaired expression of synaptic signaling genes when compared to isogenic controls. Additionally, PACS1 (+/R203W) neurons have prolonged network bursts, which has implications for circuit formation. While these results highlight the impact that the R203W variant of PACS1 may play in the broader context of neuronal development, it remains unknown how the R203W variant alters the function of PACS1 in the cell. Using a combination of biochemistry and live cell imaging, we are now identifying how the R203W variant impacts the function of PACS1. The R203W variant is in the Furin Binding Region (FBR) of PACS1, which is the region responsible for cargo protein interactions dependent upon acidic-cluster motifs. We hypothesize that the R203W variant will impact the trafficking dynamics of PACS1-associated cargo in between the tGN and plasma membrane through its interactions with membrane specific
adaptor proteins for localization. Our data indicates there is no difference between the localization of PACS1 WT and R203W. This, however, does not provide any information regarding the dynamics of PACS1-associated trafficking, thus we are currently performing live imaging of PACS1 and its associated cargo. Given the localization of the R203W variant to the FBR, we are also performing BioID to identify how the R203W variant impacts PACS1 interactome, with the hypothesis that multiple binding interactions will be disrupted and/or gained as a consequence of this R203W substitution.
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Title: The role of medial pulvinar in the maturation of Parvalbumin interneurons; implications in cognitive neurodevelopmental disorders
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Abstract: Background Cognitive neurodevelopmental disorders (CNDs) are associated with abnormal maturation of parvalbumin (PV+) interneurons in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). However, the mechanisms underlying this impairment remain unclear. The medial pulvinar (PM), a primate-specific thalamic subdivision, establishes widespread connectivity with the PFC. PV+ cells are particularly a major recipient of thalamic inputs. Mounting evidence indicates consistent PM disruption accompanied by decreased PV expression in CNDs. Thus, we investigated the time course of PV+ cell maturation in the PFC and examined the consequence of PM-PFC dysconnectivity during early postnatal life on PV+ cell maturation in adulthood. Experimental design Non-human primates (NHPs) recapitulate PFC subdivisions (i.e. dorsolateral PFC) as well as PM entity, similar to humans. Hence, an NHP model, the marmoset monkey, was selected for this research. We mapped the maturation trajectory of PV+ cells in the PFC in ages ranging from neonatal (postnatal day 7), infancy (postnatal month(pm)1), juvenile (pm3), and adolescence (pm9 and pm12) to adulthood (>pm19) (n=2). In the second experiment, we investigated the role of PM in the PV+ cell maturation by PM ablation through magnetic resonance imaging-mediated N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) injection in the PM of neonates. NMDA injection leads to the excitotoxicity of PM neurones. The effects of early-life PM ablation on PV+ cell maturation were characterised in adulthood.
Results The density of PV+ interneurons (PV+ NeuN+ cells) peaked from neonatal to juvenile (0.01 vs. 0.09, p=0.005), while accumulation of perineuronal nets (PNNs) around PV+ cells (WFA+ PV+ cells) occurred between infancy and mid-adolescence (0.12 vs. 0.69, p<0.0001). PNN accumulation stabilises PV+ cell connectivity associated with the last stage of PV+ cell maturation. Notably, early-life PM lesion reduced PV+ cell density (0.13 vs. 0.06, p<0.0001), impaired PV+ inputs onto pyramidal neurones through quantifying perisomatic PV+VGAT+ puncta (0.24 vs. 0.09, p=0.002) and diminished the accumulation of PNNs around the PV+ cells (0.73 vs. 0.52, p=0.001) in the PM lesion compared to the control group. For statistics, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was accompanied by Dunn’s multiple comparisons. Conclusions Our study underscores that PV+ cell maturation is protracted until mid-adolescence, and PM-PFC dysconnectivity alters this process leading to alterations of local neuronal networks, suggesting this subtype is a key determinant of normal PFC function. Further, the data support the PM hypo/dysconnectivity as a potential early indicator for CNDs diagnosis.

stages and animal models of human neurodevelopmental syndromes. It can individually label AISs, and provide morphology, proximity, and protein periodicity readouts for each AIS. This program will prove to be a powerful tool for experimenters interested in AIS analysis by improving the efficiency and fidelity of AIS analysis. Additionally, the program can be quickly altered to analyze the characteristics of other subcellular compartments. This research will aid in our understanding of AIS development, its progression, and how it is modified in neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Title: Conditional ablation of Miro1 from cortical excitatory neurons causes agitative- and anxiety-like behavior in mice

Authors: N. KERN¹, M. SAKHEIM¹, M. CASE¹, L. JARRAHY¹, L. BASEL¹, C. CHAPMAN¹, R. SHIN¹, *A. K. MYERS¹, J. A. GOLDEN²;
¹Hamilton Col., Clinton, NY; ²Cedars-Sinai Med. Ctr., Los Angeles, CA

Abstract: Cognitive disorders are a diverse group of diseases with complex etiologies, many posited to arise during development. Autism spectrum disorder, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder are a cluster of cognitive disorders with associated behavioral features that manifest early in life and have a wide range of symptoms including repetitive behavior, agitation, and anxiety. While the etiology of these disorders is not completely understood, recent studies have implicated mitochondrial dysfunction playing a role. Mitochondria are double membraned organelles that produce ATP and buffer intracellular calcium. To perform their cellular functions, mitochondria use intracellular transport. Failure to move to metabolically active regions of the cell results in vital energy deficits and reduced buffering capacity. Mitochondrial Rho-GTPase 1 (Miro1) is a mitochondrial outer membrane protein known to participate in microtubule-based mitochondrial motility and homeostasis in neurons. Previous research suggests that abrogation of MIRO1 can contribute to the onset of neurodegenerative diseases including Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Parkinson’s Disease. In this study, we ablated Miro1 from excitatory neurons using an Emx1-cre and examined the behavior of the young mice. Miro1 conditional mutant animals exhibited agitative-like behaviors including decreased nesting behavior, repetitive behaviors, and decreased interactions with littermates. They also spent less time in the center of an open space and showed increased freezing behavior during the open field test, both considered anxiety-like behaviors. Daily cage activity, social behavior, and brain cFos
levels were atypical in the *Miro1* conditional mutant mice. Our data associate MIRO1 with the pathogenesis of some developmental neurocognitive disorders and implicate mitochondrial localization in anxiety-like behaviors.
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**Title:** Exploring the Roles of Reticular Thalamic Nucleus in Brain Function and Dysfunction

**Authors:** *D. KIM;
Biomedicine, Aarhus Univ., Aarhus, Denmark

**Abstract:** Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a highly heritable (70-90%) neurodevelopmental disorder. Individuals with ASD show sleep dysregulation and defects in sensory gating, which is one of the key hypotheses put forward to explain ASD-associated sleep disruptions. Both preclinical and clinical studies highlight that the zona incerta (ZI) and reticular thalamic nucleus (TRN) are key brain regions that gate both sensory inputs and regulate sleep. Thus, some aspects of ASD features could be contributed to these two brain regions. In addition, ASD-associated genes identified in large human genetic studies are highly enriched in the ZI and TRN. Despite the importance of the ZI and TRN in ASD, however, relatively little is known about the development of these regions, as well as the potential roles of ASD-associated genes in the process. ASD and other neuropsychiatric disorders are linked to the aberrant development of cortical GABAergic neurons. ASD-like features are shown with disruptions in the specification of cortical GABAergic neurons in animal models. Developing ZI and TRN GABAergic neurons express many transcription factors that control the development of cortical GABAergic neurons, some of which are linked to ASD. Using molecular and genetic approaches, we 1) characterize the molecular mechanisms controlling the development of the ZI and TRN, and 2) identify the roles of ASD-associated genes on the ZI and TRN development. Our data find that loss-of-function of these ASD-associated genes leads to a loss of GABAergic neurons and alters the E/I balance in the ZI and TRN. The dysfunction in ZI/TRN GABAergic neuronal development could potentially contribute to ASD features, and I am to improve our understanding of two brain regions that are closely linked with ASD pathology.

**Disclosures:** D. Kim: None.
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Sleep and temperature deficits in a Dravet syndrome mouse model

Authors: *S. FADILA*¹, B. BREUCHER², I. GONZÁLEZ DOPESO-REYES³, E. KREMER³, M. RUBINSTEIN⁴; ¹Human molecular genetics and biochemistry, Tel Aviv Univ., Tel Aviv, Israel; ²PVM, BioCampus, CNRS, INSERM, Univ. of Montpellier, Montpellier, France; ³IGMM CNRS, IGMM CNRS, Montpellier, France; ⁴Sagol school for neuroscience, Tel Aviv Univ., Tel Aviv, Israel

Abstract: Rationale: Dravet syndrome (Dravet) is a developmental and epileptic encephalopathy (DEE) caused in most cases by de novo loss of function mutations in SCN1A. Sleep disturbances are very common in Dravet, and include problems initiating and maintaining sleep and daytime drowsiness. Problems in thermoregulation are also prominent in Dravet patients with reports of a tendency to overheat and decreased sweating. Thermoregulation is highly associated with mechanisms of sleep and sleep quality. Thus, we set to test if problems in temperature regulation and sleep deficits are connected in Dravet. Methods: To explore the neural link between thermoregulation and sleep, we performed body temperature, electrocorticography (ECoG), and depth recordings in the ventrolateral preoptic area (vLPO), with focus on the changes in body temperature in epochs of wake and NREM sleep. Results: Dravet mice exhibited lower baseline temperature, with reduced ability to maintain and control their body temperature in changing temperatures. Moreover, ECoG-temperature recordings revealed a failure to reduce their body temperature during wake-NREM transition. The vLPO is a sleep-promoting region involved in regulating body temperature. Recordings of the vLPO showed that an increase in the ambient temperature (from 25°C to 36°C) was associated with an increase in delta frequency (0.5–4Hz) in WT but not in Dravet mice. Delivery of SCN1A coding sequence using canine adenovirus 2 (CAV2-SCN1A) lead to an improved delta modulation in Dravet mice. Furthermore, chemogenetic-mediated increased activation of the vLPO also restored the temperature-dependent increase in delta activity. Conclusions: Together, our data indicate a connection between sleep and temperature deficits in Dravet and demonstrate an involvement of the vLPO and related regions.
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Title: Developmental hearing loss-induced perceptual deficits are rescued by genetic restoration of pre- and postsynaptic cortical inhibitory mechanisms

Authors: *S. MASRI1, R. FAIR3, T. MOWERY4, D. SANES2;

Abstract: Even a transient period of developmental hearing loss during the developmental critical period can induce long-lasting deficits in temporal and spectral perception, which correlate with speech perception in humans. In gerbils, these hearing loss-induced perceptual deficits are correlated with a reduction of both ionotropic GABAA and metabotropic GABAB receptor-mediated synaptic inhibition. Therefore, we developed viral vectors to express proteins that would upregulate gerbil postsynaptic inhibitory receptor subunits (GABAA, Gabra1; GABAB, Gabrb1b) in pyramidal neurons, and an enzyme that mediates GABA synthesis (GAD65) presynaptically in parvalbumin-expressing interneurons. A transient period of developmental hearing loss from P11 to P23 during the auditory cortex critical period significantly impaired perceptual performance of the mongolian gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus, 52 normal hearing and 47 transient hearing loss animals of both sexes) on two auditory tasks: amplitude modulation depth detection and spectral modulation depth detection. We then tested the capacity of bilateral auditory cortex injections of each vector to restore perceptual performance on each task, relative to controls injected with GFP and to normal hearing animals. While both GABA receptor vectors increased the amplitude of cortical inhibitory postsynaptic potentials, only viral expression of postsynaptic GABAB receptors improved perceptual thresholds to those observed in normal hearing animals. Furthermore, presynaptic GAD65 expression in parvalbumin-expressing interneurons alone improved perceptual performance on spectral modulation detection. These findings suggest that recovering performance on auditory perceptual tasks depends on GABAB receptor-dependent transmission at the auditory cortex, especially at parvalbumin interneuron to pyramidal neuron synapses, and point to potential therapeutic targets for developmental sensory disorders.
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Title: Developmental expression of P2X3 receptor in the mouse trigeminal ganglion
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Abstract: P2X3 receptor is activated by extracellular ATP. The purinergic receptor channel is associated with nociceptive transmission in the sensory ganglion. In this study, expression of P2X3 receptor was examined in trigeminal ganglion (TG) and facial tissues during development by immunohistochemistry. An avidin-biotin complex method was performed on the mouse TG and vibrissal pad at postnatal day 0-21. At postnatal day 0 (P0), virtually all TG neurons were immunoreactive for P2X3 receptor. At P3-14, the proportion of P2X3-positive TG neurons gradually decreased (80-90%). And, approximately 60% of TG neurons in P21 mice contained P2X3 receptor-immunoreactivity. Only 40% of sensory neurons in the adult TG were immunoreactive for P2X3 receptor. In P21 and adult TGs, P2X3-containing neurons had mainly small to medium-sized cell bodies. At P0-7, numerous nerve fibers contained P2X3 receptor-immunoreactivity in the vibrissal pad. These nerve fibers showed intense immunoreaction and formed nerve bundles beneath vibrissae. They ascended their thick and thin branches toward vibrissae. Many P2X3 receptor-containing nerve fibers surrounded and entered vibrissal follicles. Within vibrissal follicles, P2X3 receptor-containing nerve fibers ramified repeatedly and made nerve terminals close to hair shafts. In the epithelium of the vibrissal pad, numerous free nerve endings also showed P2X3 receptor-immunoreactivity. At 14 and 21, P2X3 receptor-containing nerve fibers dramatically decreased in the vibrissal pad. As a result, some nerve terminal showed weak immunoreaction within hair follicles. However, many P2X3 receptor-containing nerve fibers within the epithelium appeared to remain unchanged. In the adult vibrissal pad, P2X3 receptor-containing nerve fibers were very infrequent. The present study suggests that P2X3 receptor and ATP play an important role in TG neurons during postnatal development.
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Authors: *J. KIM, S.-P. KIM; Ulsan Natl. Inst. of Sci. & Technol., Eonyang-eup, Ulju-gun, Korea, Republic of

Abstract: Implementing an artificial tactile system that approaches the human perception level has proven to be a formidable challenge. This work proposes a biomimetic tactile perception model based on a Spiking Neural Network (SNN) to address this challenge. Designed to mimic the tactile pathway from cutaneous mechanoreceptors to S1 cortex, the proposed model utilizes a multi-layered SNN architecture, with each layer representing a distinct component in the tactile pathway. The first layer comprises Slowly Adapting-1 (SA-1) and Rapidly Adapting-1 (RA-1) afferent neurons, which receive tactile stimuli from mechanoreceptors stochastically. The second layer processes the information derived from SA-1 and RA-1 afferents in separate streams, simulating the functions of the cuneate nucleus. This layer follows the neuronal circuit mechanisms intrinsic to the cuneate nucleus, particularly the dynamic interaction between excitatory and inhibitory neurons that facilitates lateral inhibition for minimizing noise accumulation and maintaining the fidelity of spatial information. The final layer, wherein inputs from SA-1 and RA-1 afferents converge, is constructed to emulate the S1 cortex. This layer utilizes a diverse combination of excitatory and inhibitory fields for the encoding of various stimulus properties. The layered organization of the proposed SNN is capable of the processing of multidimensional tactile features, thereby enhancing the efficiency of information processing. In the static perceptual dimension, the proposed SNN could distinguish two separate points of pressure stimulation at 3mm or greater, which is on par with human performance. It also accurately identified a tactile stimulus orientation, ranging from 0 - 170 degrees in 5 degrees increments. This was achieved using only four types of final layer neurons oriented to 0, 45, 90, and 180 degrees by decoding their activity into the stimulus orientation with 90.1% classification accuracy. In the dynamic perceptual dimension, the proposed SNN demonstrated the ability to rapidly detect the slip of an object within 5 ms. Furthermore, it could estimate the speed of the object with a resolution of 1 mm/s and discriminate vibration frequency of a stimulus in the range from 1 to 100 Hz. These results not only reinforce the proposed model's competency in mimicking biological tactile systems but also provide substantial implications for enhancements in the architecture and functions of tactile intelligence systems.

Disclosures: J. Kim: None. S. Kim: None.
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Title: Neurophysiological consequences of developmental serotonin transporter disruption

Univ. of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

Abstract: The impact of serotonin on developing neural activity and consequences for emergent higher order cognition are poorly understood. Altered function of the serotonin transporter (SERT), arising from polymorphisms in the SERT promoter or embryonic exposure to selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (commonly prescribed antidepressants), is thought to be a risk factor in a range of neurodevelopmental psychiatric disorders but the mechanism is unknown. To examine this further, we performed longitudinal multiphoton imaging of transgenic mice to better understand how variation in SERT might affect serotonin dynamics and subsequently lead to pathological phenotypes during early postnatal life. Specifically, we imaged either neuronal activity using the GCaMP6s calcium indicator or serotonin dynamics using the fluorescent GRAB(5-HT3.0) biosensor in the somatosensory cortex of postnatal transgenic mice with specific neuron populations conditionally labelled with tdTomato. To perturb serotonin, we used either a SERT knock-out line or we dosed wildtype pups with the SERT inhibitor fluoxetine. The behaviour of head-fixed mice was simultaneously recorded with an infrared camera allowing us to assign neural activity and serotonin fluctuations to sleep-wake state. Experiments revealed that developmental serotonin dynamics in postnatal supragranular layers of S1 are defined by sensory stimuli and sleep-wake behavioural state. Reciprocally, SERT disruptions altered sleep architecture. We followed this up by assessing the impact of altered SERT on in vivo activity of both pyramidal projection neurons and GABAergic interneurons during a critical phase in development - the transition from synchronous to desynchronised activity mid-way through the second postnatal week. Finally, we investigated the long-term consequences of altered serotonin - both acute (SSRIs) and chronic (SERT KO) on sensory representation in the adult cortex of the same animals. Our data suggest that early postnatal life is a critical juncture in emergent cognition when SERT activity acts to sculpt and constrain emergent circuits. Thus, altered serotonin signalling likely leads to an imbalance in early sensory representation that manifests in a life-long manner.
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Abstract: Information transfer in the mammalian cerebral cortex is dependent on locally-projecting GABAergic interneuron circuits that are widely assumed to be uniform across neocortical areas. We demonstrate that this does not hold true during the highly dynamic period of postnatal life prior to the onset of active sensory exploration at the end of the second postnatal week. We developed an optotagging approach in neonates to determine the contribution of GABAergic interneuron to neonatal activity, including formative beta-frequency spindle burst oscillations, on the millisecond time scale. During the neonatal period, we find that a subset of interneuron defined by expression of the neuropeptide somatostatin (SST) differentially contribute to sensory-evoked activity in primary somatosensory (S1BF) and visual (V1) cortices. This functional divergence between the two areas is explained by differences in the transient circuits formed by these cells. In S1BF, layer (L)5 SST interneurons form transient, translaminar feed-forward circuits to directly regulate early sensory activity. Whereas in V1, SST interneurons do not receive direct thalamic input but are rather engaged in local feedback networks. We further performed Patch-seq analysis to distinguish if this divergence in function at the circuit and systems level arises due to either different SST subtypes across both areas or the same subtype fulfilling different roles in neonatal cortex in an area-dependent manner. The sum of these data suggests that SST interneurons in neonatal S1BF are specialized to regulate neonatal touch information in a manner not required in V1. Such area-dependent differences point to additional complexity in early GABAergic circuits, variations that further complicating our endeavors to understand the etiology of developmental psychiatric disorders.

Title: Nmda receptors maintain network diversity by suppressing parasitic correlations during development

Authors: *R. A. TIKIDJI-HAMBURYAN¹, M. T. COLONNESE²,³;

Abstract: In early development, cortical and subcortical networks exhibit several hallmark features, such as slow neuron dynamics, the dominance of NMDA synaptic receptors, and broad and imprecise connections. The developing visual system uses these features to respond appropriately to spontaneous retinal activity and refine thalamocortical connections (Colonnese and Phillips, 2018).

Recently we used large-scale network modeling to suggest that the level of NMDA receptor current regulates the precision of spike correlations in the developing dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus during the retinal waves (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2023). We showed that NMDARs actively prevent the correlation of thalamic relay neurons on the millisecond timescale. Such temporally precise correlations dramatically reduce spatial information in the firing of thalamocortical neurons and are therefore expected to be detrimental to network refinement. We called such correlations parasitic, because they mask information essential for network formation. However, how parasitic correlations affect intracortical network formation is unclear. Here we use a theoretical approach (Gjorgjieva et al., 2009) and show that, if learning rules and dynamics of the adult cortical network are similar, parasitic correlations are expected to favor the formation of a single dominant group of excitatory neurons in the cortex (a clique) rather than the diverse connectivity required for vision. A phenomenological model of the visual cortex (Wu et al., 2020) confirmed these predictions, and indicated that a quarter of the excitatory neurons completely lose connections to postsynaptic pairs when the network is driven by input with parasitic correlations. Furthermore, inhibitory synaptic conductances are profoundly strengthened in models driven by parasitic correlations compared to normal activity. Such an increase in inhibitory drive would be expected to maintain the dominance of the excitatory clique.

Overall, our results suggest that visual thalamic networks developing in the absence of NMDA receptors are expected to produce parasitic correlations that reduce neural response diversity in the cortex, likely degrading visual responses and perception. This work suggests a novel role for NMDA receptors beyond their regulation of synaptic plasticity and coincidence detection.
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Corticothalamic excitatory feedback generates spindle-burst oscillations and amplifies the transmission of retinal waves during development

Authors: *M. T. Colonnese*1, R. Herrera-Molina2;  
1Pharmacol. and Physiol., The George Washington Univ., Washington, DC; 2Leibniz Inst. for Neurobio., Magdeburg, Germany

Abstract: During the developmental period of thalamic axon ingrowth and circuit formation within the neocortex, the thalamocortical network produces powerful oscillations that synchronize activity throughout the cortex and associated thalamus. In the visual system, spontaneous retinal waves critical for receptive field development, drive ‘spindle-burst’ oscillations that arise in the lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) and synchronize activity in the visual cortex (VC). Here we use cre-dependent viral expression of excitatory channelrhodopsins and inhibitory DREADDs to determine the role corticothalamic thalamic (CT) feedback during retinal waves. Using multielectrode recordings in headfixed unanesthetized neonatal mice, we show direct drive of the dLGN at P5 and P10 by NTSR1-cre neurons when retinal waves are present. NeuroPixel recordings show that CT feedback neurons oscillate in phase with spindle-burst oscillations in P5-6 mice. High-density multishank (NeuroNexus) recordings from dLGN reveal that relay neurons make eye-specific correlations that drop off with distance as expected if the dLGN is primarily driven by retinal waves. This nearest-neighbor synchronization depends on activity in VC as inhibition of cortical activity using DREADD expression in Emx1-cre mice eliminates eye-specific correlations and reduces total correlation among dLGN neurons. Reducing CT neuron activity also degrades the coherence of spindle-burst oscillations. Together our results show that corticothalamic feedback is critical for the normal transmission of retinal waves. CT feedback generates spindle-burst oscillations through a feedback excitatory loop that synchronizes and amplifies local retinal inputs during the period of retinal waves.

Disclosures: M.T. Colonnese: None. R. Herrera-Molina: None.
**Title:** Regional heterogeneity in the developmental maturation of thalamic reticular nucleus neurons

**Authors:** *P. Pang*¹, M. T. Colonnese²;

**Abstract:** The thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) provides the bulk of the inhibition to thalamocortical relay neurons in thalamus through closed recurrent loops with each thalamic nucleus. The TRN plays a critical role in the generation of sleep spindles and other oscillatory brain activity as well as the regulation of sensory attention, and cognition. Adult TRN neurons all express parvalbumin (PV)-a calcium binding protein that contributes to the bursting properties of TRN cells and perineuronal nets (PNNs)-an extracellular matrix associated with the opening and closing of critical periods. How this expression is regulated during development and how it relates to function in thalamocortex is poorly understood. We examined the expression of PV and PNNs in visual and somatosensory TRN, two systems known to differ in the timing of their development. We quantified the number of neurons expressing PV and the normalized intensity of this staining on post-natal day (P)4, 9, and 15 using combined immunohistochemistry for PV and NeuroTrace in both visual (v)TRN and somatosensory (s)TRN. We find that at every age more neurons expressed PV in sTRN than vTRN, that in both regions the proportion of PV expressing neurons increased between P4 and P9 but was stable thereafter (sTRN: 56.9% ± 7.6%, n=4 for P4; 98.8% ± 0.4%, n=6 for P9; 94.4% ± 1.2%, n=6 for P15; vTRN: 12.3% ± 4.6%, n=4 for P4; 85.1% ± 8.9%, n=6 for P9; 87.6% ± 1.9%, n=6 for P15). The mean intensity of PV staining was more dynamic, increasing dramatically between P4 and P9 and again by P15 in vTRN but was relatively stable in sTRN (sTRN: 0.30 ± 0.04, n=4 for P4; 0.43 ± 0.01, n=6 for P9; 0.46 ± 0.02, n=6 for P15; vTRN: 0.10 ± 0.01, n=4 for P4; 0.16 ± 0.01, n=6 for P9; 0.25 ± 0.02, n=6 for P15). Qualitative evaluation of the developmental expression of PNNs suggest they follow PV maturation in both regions, with the sTRN first showing expression at P11 which increased at P14, and the vTRN first showing expression at P14 which increased at P21. Viral mediated tract tracing using conditional expression of EGFP in PV neurons reveals that dense axonal projections of the vTRN to the lateral geniculate nucleus and sTRN to the ventral posteromedial nucleus are robust even before full expression of PV. In summary, we find that while GABAergic TRN neurons, unlike cortical interneurons, express PV early in development, developmental upregulation of PV and accumulation of PNNs likely reflects and may influence maturation of activity in thalamus and cortex.

**Disclosures:** P. Pang: None. M.T. Colonnese: None.
Title: A corticoreticular inhibitory feedback loop generates spindle-burst oscillations and synchronizes dLGN during retinal waves

Authors: *R. Herrera-Molina*¹², P. Pang³, R. A. Tikidji-Hamburyan³, M. T. Colonnese³;
¹Leibniz Inst. for Neurobio., Magdeburg, Germany; ²Cibga, Univ. Bernardo O'Higgins, Santiago, Chile; ³Pharmacol. and Physiol., The George Washington Univ., Washington, DC

Abstract: During brain circuit formation, the developing thalamocortical network produces powerful oscillations that synchronize activity throughout the cortex and thalamus. In the visual system, spontaneous retinal waves, critical for receptive field development, drive ‘spindle-burst’ oscillations (~10Hz) that arise in the lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) and synchronize activity in the visual cortex (VC). Here we use cre-dependent viral expressions of excitatory channelrhodopsins and inhibitory DREADDs to determine functional connectivity and the role of inhibition from the thalamic reticular nucleus (vTRN) to dLGN during retinal waves. Using multi-shank high-density probes (NeuroNexus) to perform simultaneous recordings of dLGN and vTRN in head-fixed, unanesthetized P5 and P10 mice, we show that vTRN fires during retinal waves and participates in spindle-burst oscillations with zero phase offset to dLGN. Optogenetic stimulation of VC drives vTRN and dLGN with similar latency. Tract tracing with conditional expression of EGFP shows dense axonal arbors of both parvalbumin and somatostatin expressing TRN neurons to dLGN. Optogenetic stimulation of parvalbumin-expressing TRN neurons inhibits dLGN and 10 Hz stimulation of vTRN synchronizes activity in dLGN and VC at this frequency. These results, together with data showing that corticothalamic feedback neurons are required for spindle-bursts, and computational modeling of thalamo-cortico-reticular synaptic delays using modified spike-rate modeling approaches, suggest that spindle-bursts are generated by intact thalamo-cortico-reticular loop that results in recurrent excitation and long-latency inhibition in the relay thalamus.

Title: Refinement and maintenance of receptive field size in V1 neurons of mice occurs despite the absence of visual experience.

Authors: *P. Fernandez, K. Sudana, S. L. Pallas; Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst, Amherst, MA

Abstract: The role of visual experience in the refinement of visual receptive fields has been studied for years using models with well-developed vision (e.g., carnivores, primates) but more recently in rodents exhibiting less elaborate visual processing circuitry. In nocturnal rodents, such as hamsters and mice, receptive fields refine completely before adulthood. However, hamsters dark reared from birth exhibit a reversion to large receptive fields by adulthood if kept in the dark. We demonstrated previously that in normally reared hamsters, the progressive decrease in receptive field (RF) size of visual neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) and superior colliculus is achieved before adulthood. Dark reared hamsters also refine their RFs to adult size by adulthood (~60 postnatal days (pnd)), but then exhibit a gradual increase in RF size if kept in the dark after 60 pnd, suggesting a role of visual experience in the maintenance but not in the refinement of the RF sizes. We have now examined whether this difference from carnivores and primates is common to other nocturnal rodents. Abnormally large V1 RF sizes have been reported in dark reared mice around puberty, however, a more detailed study reporting the progression of RF size across different ages is still lacking. We investigated the changes in RF size of single unit V1 neurons (layer 2/3) in anesthetized mice at 30, 60 and 90 pnd. Our preliminary data show progressive refinement of V1 RF sizes between 30 and 60 pnd in normally reared mice (Normal RF areas at 30 pnd: 145 ± 16.8 deg², n=35; Normal RF areas at 60 pnd= 116± 16.8 deg², n= 37). Dark-reared mice exhibit a similar trend, showing increasingly refined RFs from P30 to P60 (DR RF areas at 30 pnd: 147± 24.1 deg², n=31; DR RF areas at 60 pnd: 121± 7.6 deg², n=73). Unlike hamsters, however, dark and normally reared mice retain refined RFs long into adulthood (Normal RF areas at 90 pnd: 96 ± 18.3 deg², n= 15; DR RF areas at 90 pnd: 83 ± 7.8 deg², n=70). Within each age group, no significant differences were observed between dark and normally reared individuals. These results suggest that in mice, both refinement and maintenance of RFs in V1 neurons are independent of visual experience. Our study is an important step in developing a better understanding of the role of visual experience in the development of visual processing circuitry in a commonly studied species.

Disclosures: P. Fernandez: None. K. Sudana: None. S.L. Pallas: None.
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Abstract: Microglia are proposed to be critical for the refinement of developing neural circuitry. However, evidence identifying specific roles for microglia is limited and often indirect. Here we examined whether microglia are required for the experience-dependent refinement of visual circuitry and visual function during development. We ablated microglia by chronically administering an inhibitor colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor and then examined the consequences for receptive field tuning of neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) and experience-dependent visual plasticity. Mice raised on chow containing PLX5662 from P14, the age of natural eye opening, lacked microglia by P18, prior to the opening of the critical period for experience-dependent visual plasticity. Despite the loss of microglia, the receptive field tuning properties of neurons in V1 were normal at P32, as was ocular dominance plasticity in response to brief monocular deprivation. Thus, none of these principal measurements of visual function differed in the absence of microglia. These findings contradict with the proposed critical role of microglia in refining neural circuitry. We conclude microglia are dispensable for experience-dependent plasticity and maturation of visual circuitry and function.
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Title: The role of Robo1/Slit2 signaling in the formation of the mammalian direction-selective circuit

Authors: *J. KIRALY, A. L. KOLODKIN; 
Johns Hopkins Med. Institutions, Baltimore, MD

Abstract: A major goal of modern neuroscience is to understand how complex neural circuits develop, function, and elicit behavioral responses. The direction-selective (DS) circuit in the vertebrate visual system is an excellent model for studying circuit assembly mechanisms since
DS circuits rely on proper execution of neural development programs to produce robust behavioral responses. Within the Accessory Optic System (AOS), DS circuits mediate the stabilization of slow object motion across the retina. This stabilization is primarily driven by a select set of retinal ganglion cells known as On direction-selective ganglion cells (oDSGCs). Individual oDSGCs responses to directional object motion are in part mediated by asymmetric inhibitory connections between starburst amacrine cells (SACs) and oDSGCs. In the AOS, oDSGCs preferentially respond to slow object motion in a single direction, leading to four major subtypes of oDSGCs tuned to respond to forward, backward, upward, and downward motion. Although direction-selectivity depends critically upon SAC-DSGC connections, the cellular mechanisms that establish such precise directional tuning remain unknown. Through single cell transcriptomics, we have identified a candidate gene that regulates vertical tuning in the mouse: roundabout-1 (Robo1). Disruption of Robo1 loss-of-function leads to a striking enhancement of vertical slow motion tracking, particularly in the downward response. Additionally, Robo1 mutants exhibit significant and specific axonal projection defects to the medial terminal nucleus (MTN), a key AOS brainstem target that regulates this vertical tracking. Preliminary data from a SAC-specific conditional knockout of Slit2, a canonical Robo1 ligand, reveal a similar behavioral phenotype, with increased downward tracking. These data suggest that Robo1/Slit2 interactions within the retina are essential for the establishment of SAC-DSGC synaptic interactions and proper visual tracking of slow object motion. Furthermore, Robo1 may play additional targeting roles for the refinement of downstream oDSGC axon targeting. Ongoing investigation of Robo1/Slit2 signaling events will provide insight into how DS circuits are established and function.
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Title: Investigating the role of R2B Receptor Protein Tyrosine Phosphatases (RPTPs) in mammalian direction-selective circuit assembly

Authors: *T.-H. LIN1, T. AL-KHINDI1, S. HARRIS2, A. BALRAJ4, F. A. DUNN3, A. L. KOLODKIN1;
1Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD; 2Ophthalmology, UCSF, San Francisco, CA; 3UCSF, San Fransisco, CA; 4Univ. of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA

Abstract: The vertebrate retina harbors a complex array of neural circuits dedicated to detecting visual features. Among these circuits, the direction-selective (DS) circuit within the accessory
optic system (AOS) plays a crucial role in detecting slow motion and orchestrating the
optokinetic reflex (OKR), a behavioral response that coordinates eye movements and allows
image stabilization. There are four distinct types of direction-selective ganglion cells (DSGCs)—
upward (up-oDSGCs), downward (down-oDSGCs), nasal-to-temporal and temporal-to-nasal
(horizontal-oDSGCs)—within the DS circuit of the AOS. However, the mechanisms underlying
the acquisition of distinct directional tuning properties in these DSGCs remain unclear. To shed
light on the development of the DS circuit, we have undertaken a comprehensive investigation
using high-depth single-cell RNA sequencing and have successfully identified three R2B
receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases (RPTPs) with selective expression patterns: Ptprk and
Ptprm preferentially expressed in vertically tuned oDSGCs and Ptprt potentially expressed in
horizontally tuned oDSGCs. Our preliminary findings indicate that the loss of Ptprk disrupts the
upward OKR, alters upward oDSGC dendritic morphology, and impairs electrophysiological
properties. Moreover, Ptprm mutants exhibit defects in vertical directional tuning, suggesting a
potential interaction between Ptprm and Ptprk in AOS circuit functionality. Our ongoing
research aims to unravel the mechanisms by which Ptprk tunes up-oDSGCs to detect upward
motion and whether Ptprm and Ptprt function similarly to modulate the tuning of vertical and
horizontal oDSGCs, respectively. This work may not only unveil a novel molecular code
governing neural circuit assembly but also has the potential to provide valuable insights into the
attainment of asymmetric computations within other neural circuits.
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Title:  Visual experience through a single, prematurely opened eye drives aberrant development
of receptive field properties in visual cortex

Authors:  *S. GRISWOLD*¹, S. VAN HOOSER²;
¹Brandeis Univ., Boston, MA; ²Brandeis Univ., Waltham, MA

Abstract:  Cortical/cerebral visual impairment, or CVI, visual impairment occurring in the
presence of a normal eye exam, or out of proportion with observed ocular pathology, is the most
common cause of visual impairment in children in the developed world. This disorder of vision
is more common in very preterm infants than their full term counterparts. Due to advances in
neonatal medicine, very preterm infants are surviving with increasing frequency, causing a
concomitant increase in CVI.
Given that preterm infants may have up to 8 weeks of premature visual experience, and that premature vision is capable of aberrantly driving receptive field development in visual cortex, we propose that early exposure to visual stimuli may increase the susceptibility of preterm infants to CVI. Here we hypothesize that prematurely opening the eyes of ferrets will aberrantly impact the development of visual acuity in visual cortex (VC). We have tested this hypothesis by prematurely opening one or both eyes of ferrets at 25 days post parturition and subsequently examining the impact of premature eye opening on contrast sensitivity, direction tuning, orientation tuning, and temporal frequency tuning between P55-65. These receptive field properties were examined by recording from ipsilateral and contralateral monocular cortex while showing anesthetized animals drifting grating stimuli in which direction, spatial frequency, and contrast were covaried. We find that in ferrets that had one eye prematurely opened, cells in monocular cortex corresponding to the prematurely opened eye demonstrate reduced direction tuning and temporal frequency preferences in comparison with monocular cortex corresponding to the developmentally normal eye. Additionally, these cells had substantially altered temporal frequency preferences and a reduction in orientation angle preference for cardinal angles. These findings suggest that different amounts of visually evoked activity between the eyes can drive aberrant development, and that experience-dependent interactions between the inputs from the two eyes shape cortical circuitry before the canonical critical period for ocular dominance plasticity, and even prior to eye opening.
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Title: Lrrn2 and Lrrn3a cell adhesion molecules specify precise retino-tectal connections in the zebrafish visual system

Authors: *E. PUTTI, F. EGGLETER, G. FAINI, S. ALBADRI, F. DEL BENE, Seniot; Inst. de la Vision, Paris, France

Abstract: Leucine-rich repeat proteins (LRR) play critical roles in various aspects of neuronal circuit development, from synapse formation to axon guidance. Within the LRR protein family, the leucine-rich repeat neuronal (LRRN) subfamily comprises distinct adhesion molecules, including Lrrn2 and Lrrn3a. Remarkably, their expression patterns are conserved across species, ranging from Drosophila to humans. However, the functional significance of Lrrn2 and Lrrn3a in the context of visual system formation and axonal targeting remains elusive. In Drosophila, the
orthologous protein Capricious governs the synaptic targeting of specific photoreceptors to precise laminae in the fly brain. To determine if similar mechanisms are at play in vertebrates, we examined the expression patterns of lrrn2 and lrrn3a in the retina of zebrafish larvae. Our findings reveal sparse expression of these adhesion molecules in the developing retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). The absence of Lrrn2 and Lrrn3a lead to mistargeting defects in a specific subset of RGCs. These RGCs fail to reach their designated laminae in the retino-recipient optic tectum, impairing the formation of precise synaptic connections. Moreover, behavioral analyses reveal compromised hunting abilities in lrrn2 and lrrn3a mutants. Together, our findings highlight a crucial role for Lrrn2/3a in the specification and function of precise retino-tectal circuits in the vertebrate visual system.
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Title: Semi-automated quantification of cytoarchitecture reveals more changes in neural populations than glial in the developing postnatal human visual cortex
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Abstract: Visual cortex undergoes considerable physical and morphological growth, especially during the first year of life. However, the development of the neural and glial cytoarchitecture across different visual areas remains unknown. Here, we used immunohistochemistry (IHC) in 7 ex vivo human brain samples, aged 34 gestational weeks (gw) to 9 years old (yo), to determine cytoarchitectural development in primary visual cortex (V1, calcarine) and higher-level place-(collateral sulcus) and face-selective (lateral fusiform gyrus) regions. IHC markers – neuronal nuclear protein (NeuN), aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family member L1 (ALDH1L1), oligodendrocyte transcription factor 2 (Olig2) – and a 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) counterstain identify neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocyte lineage cells, and all cell nuclei, respectively. We developed a semi-automated pipeline to subsample confocal tilescan images over a total of 6,724 fields of view (FOVs; mean ± SD nuclei per FOV: 10.2 ± 5.9) across
cortical depths, brain regions and samples. For each FOV, automated nuclear segmentations, generated with a Statistical Region Merging algorithm (Nock & Nielsen, 2004), are manually corrected, and the overlapping IHC marker expression is confirmed to quantify the density and proportion of cells of each cell type. We observe that the total cell (DAPI) and neuron (NeuN) densities decrease significantly only from 34 gw to 3 months old (mo). In contrast, there is no significant age-related change in the density of astrocytes or oligodendrocytes. Furthermore, the development of the overall cell and neuron densities is similar across primary and higher-level visual areas. While the overall astrocyte density does not vary between cortical areas, the density of the oligodendrocyte lineage population is lowest in V1 regardless of age. We observe complementary changes in the relative cellular composition of visual cortex: the proportion of cells that are neurons decreases from 34gw to 3mo in all 3 visual areas, while the proportion that are oligodendrocytes only increases in the lateral fusiform gyrus. Together, these data suggest that there are changes to the neuron cytoarchitecture across all visual areas. Furthermore, the development of V1 versus higher-level visual cortex differs primarily in the oligodendrocyte lineage population. Characterizing cytoarchitectural changes in visual cortex provides insight into shared and unique developmental features across the human visual system and has important implications for functional development.
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Title: Distinct developmental programs displayed by the Xenopus tadpole retinotectal and retinotegmental projections

Authors: *U. UDOH¹, K. ZHENG², K. G. PRATT²;
         ²Zoology and Physiol., ¹Univ. of Wyoming, Laramie, WY

Abstract: The Xenopus tadpole retinotectal projection – the synapse between the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in the eye and the midbrain optic tectum – has served as a popular model to study how neurons self-assemble into circuits. But the retinotectal projection is only one of several components of the tadpole visual system. Using anatomical and electrophysiological approaches, we previously identified a functional retinotegmental projection, a direct projection from the RGCs to the ventral midbrain tegmental neurons. To compare these ventral and dorsal visual projections, we activated RGC axons by placing a bipolar stimulation electrode on the
optic chiasm and recorded RGC-evoked responses using an isolated brain preparation that allows access to both tectal and tegmental neurons. Recordings were carried out at three key stages of retinotectal development: stage 42 (approximately 5 days post-fertilization; dpf), 44-46 (7-9 dpf), and stage 48/49 (12-21 dpf). We found that the maximum strength of RGC input to tectal neurons peaked during stage 44-46, then steeply declined by stage 48/49. The addition of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) blocker APV (2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid) at development stage 45 abolished the observed decline in retinotectal synaptic transmission, indicating an NMDAR-dependent mechanism. In contrast, the strength of RGC input onto tegmental neurons did not display a transient peak, remained constant across the 3 developmental stages, and was unaltered by NMDAR blockade. Paired pulse recordings indicate that, across the three stages of development studied, RGC input onto tegmental neurons display a higher probability of transmitter release compared to the input onto tectal neurons, suggesting that different populations of RGCs may project to the different visual centers. To begin to study tegmental outputs, a bipolar stimulation electrode was placed on the tegmentum and evoked responses recorded in different brain regions. We found monosynaptic evoked responses in the midbrain tectum and hindbrain, indicating that tegmental neurons send direct projections to those areas. Furthermore, stimulation of tegmental neurons resulted in contraction of extraocular eye muscles and eye movement, showing that the tegmentum may be involved in the optokinetic response. Overall, these results suggest that these two visual projections are built differently and carry out different functions as part of the visual system.
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Title: Genetic Interactions between Insm1 and Ikzf2 in Cochlear Outer Hair Cell Development

Authors: *S. LI1,2, S. HE1, Y. LU1, Z. LIU1,3;
1Inst. of Neuroscience, CAS Ctr. for Excellence in Brain Sci. and Intelligence Technol., Chinese Acad. of Sci., Shanghai, China; 2Univ. of Chinese Acad. of Sci., Beijing, China; 3Shanghai Ctr. for Brain Sci. and Brain-Inspired Intelligence Technol., Shanghai, China

Abstract: The development of cochlear outer hair cells (OHCs) and inner hair cells (IHCs) in the mammalian inner ear is orchestrated by a complex genetic program. In Insm1 mutants,
approximately half of the OHCs undergo transdifferentiation into converted IHCs (cIHC), while OHCs in Ikzf2-deficient mice exhibit dysfunctional characteristics and maintain partial IHC gene expression. Although recent HC multi-omics sequencing studies suggest the repressive activity of Insm1, there are pronounced similarities between the phenotypes of Insm1 and Ikzf2. We hypothesize that Insm1 determines OHC fate and activates the expression of Ikzf2, which is crucial for OHC maturation. However, direct evidence supporting this hypothesis is currently lacking. In this study, we employed multiple genetic tools to test this hypothesis. First, we generated Ikzf2V5-P2A-tdTomato (Ikzf2V5) and Rosa26-loxp-stop-loxp-tdTomato (Rosa26Insm1) mouse models and characterized Ikzf2 expression in Atoh1Cre/+; Rosa26Insm1/+; Ikzf2V5/+ mice at postnatal day 7 (P7) (n=3). Our results demonstrate that ectopic Insm1 induces the expression of both Prestin (an OHC marker) and Ikzf2 in 94.7% ± 1.8% and 22.2% ± 4.4% of IHCs, respectively. Second, we analyzed Atoh1P2A-Cre/+; Insm1flox1/flox; Ikzf2V5/+ mice at P5 and P30 (n=3). Immunostaining assays revealed that the expression of Ikzf2 in OHCs is dependent on normal Insm1 expression. OHCs lacking Insm1 downregulated Ikzf2 as early as P5, leading to upregulated expression of vGlut3 (an IHC marker) and downregulated expression of Prestin. Third, we overexpressed Ikzf2 in the absence of Insm1 using Atoh1Cre/+; Insm1flox/flox; Rosa26Ikzf2/+ mice at P21 (n=3). Quantification revealed that the percentage of vGlut3+ cIHCs (6.9% ± 1.0%) in the Atoh1Cre/+; Insm1flox/flox; Rosa26Ikzf2/+ model was significantly lower (p<0.05) than that (16.6% ± 2.3%) in Atoh1Cre/+; Insm1flox/flox mice. Finally, double knockout of Insm1 and Ikzf2 resulted in similar OHC defects as observed with Insm1 ablation alone. Collectively, our findings elucidate an indirect transcriptional cascade from Insm1 to Ikzf2, providing valuable insights for future investigations into the molecular mechanisms underlying OHC development and regeneration.
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Title: Sema5a regulates spontaneous neural activity in developing cochlea.

Authors: *S. GHIMIRE, R. CHERELSTEIN, T. COATE; Georgetown Univ., Washington, DC

Abstract: In the pre-hearing cochlea, spiral ganglion neurons (SGN) fire spontaneously in the absence of external stimuli following the glutamate release from the hair cell. The pattern of spontaneous firing by SGNs becomes more refined from infrequent and uncoordinated during embryonic stages, to more frequent and coordinated by early postnatal stages. The underlying
molecular mechanism pertaining to the generation and refinement of spontaneous activity is not well known. Our data show that SEMA5A acts as an inhibitor of spontaneous activity in the developing cochlea. SEMA5A belongs to a large family of proteins called semaphorins, which signal through neuropilin and/or plexin receptors and play important role in wiring of neural circuits in the brain. SEMA5A, is also associated with Autism Spectrum Disorder in humans. In the brain, loss of Sema5a is reported to have increased neuronal excitation in mice. In-situ hybridization shows a wider expression of Sema5a in SGNs and mesenchyme of developing cochlea. To evaluate the effect of SEMA5A on spontaneous activity of SGNs, we utilized Snap25-GCaMP6s+ cochlear explants and recorded calcium transients before and after the application of recombinant SEMA5A-Fc protein. We found that the application of SEMA5A-Fc protein resulted in reduced area of activity, frequency and coordinated events compared to baseline data. Analyses of cochlear explants from Sema5a+/−;Snap25-GCaMP6s+ mice showed increased fluorescence levels of calcium compared to littermate controls. We also observed increased phosphorylated CREB in SGNs, cochlear epithelium and mesenchymal cells in Sema5a−/− samples as an indicator of elevated activity. Supporting these findings, we also observed reduced terminal branches of type I SGNs in Sema5a−/− cochleae suggesting a homeostatic mechanism. It is possible that SEMA5A interacts with one or more ionic channels, which directly regulate SGN excitability. Interestingly, SEMA5A contains a motif that shares partial analogy with spider venom, hanatoxin, which acts as an inhibitor of potassium and calcium channels. We have found that the hanatoxin analog heteropodatoxin (HpTx2) inhibits calcium transient in SGN, similar to the effects of SEMA5A-Fc. We are currently examining the effects of hanatoxin-like domain (HD) of SEMA5A by generating mutated protein in the context of SGN spontaneous activity and protein pull-down experiments designed to discover SEMA5A binding partners.
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Title:  Cortical Reorganization and Cognitive Outcomes in Young Adults with Cochlear Implants
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Abstract: As of 2012, approximately 38,000 American children had received a cochlear implant (CI) with mixed spoken language and cognitive outcomes (Barnard, 2015). There is some debate about the factors that contribute to variability in outcomes, with some studies suggesting that exposing deaf children to a sign language prior to implantation is disadvantageous (Geers, 2017), and yet others showing evidence that children with CI who are exposed to a sign language outperform CI children who were not exposed to a sign language on a variety of spoken language assessments (Hassandazeh, 2012). Furthermore, there are also studies that show children’s auditory systems develop differently based on the timing of implantation (e.g. Kral & Sharma, 2012). Here, we examine the effect that the timing of CI has on cortical reorganization of the central auditory and visual systems in young adults with CI and how this, alongside the timing of language exposure, impacts linguistic and cognitive development.

In this study we compare the outcomes of early and late implanted groups of young (aged 18-32) adult CI users (n=17). The early implanted group had received their CI by the age of 3.5 years of age, which has previously been shown to be within the critical period for developing typical auditory cortical development, with late implanted individuals implanted after this age. All were given the cognitive fluidity battery from the NIH Toolbox. All were administered the American Sign Language Comprehension Test and Test of Silent Contextualized Reading Fluency. Cortical development was measured using electroencephalography (EEG) using two paradigms: cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEP) to examine auditory cortex maturation, and cortical visual evoked potentials (CVEP) to measure cross-modal recruitment of the auditory cortex. The findings did not show a difference between these two groups in cognition, English language exposure, and English reading fluency. There was a significant difference in ASL comprehension (t (15) = 5.25, p < 0.001), with the late CI group having significantly higher ASL comprehension. Cortical auditory development, as measured by CAEP P1 latencies and estimated sources, was found to be delayed in the late CI group. In the late CI group, there was some evidence of cross-modal recruitment from the visual system as well as persistent changes in EEG spectral power that could be consistent with constant use of attentional control networks in the brain to listen. Overall, these results suggest that some compensation is possible in the brain that enables typical cognitive ability even in the face of different trajectories of sensory and central auditory development.
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Title: Differences in high frequency power spectral density in pre-linguistic infants due to exposure to an interactive auditory experience.

Authors: *B. MAHMOOD, K. WOLFERT, A. A. BENASICH; Rutgers Univ. Behavioral and Neural Sci., Newark, NJ

Abstract: Spontaneous brain activity has recently garnered much attention for its posited utility as an early biomarker of atypical neural development. Previous studies have shown that spontaneous electroencephalographic (sEEG) data from infants that are at higher risk for developmental delay demonstrate differences in spectral power composition when compared to infants who are at lower risk, and that these differences may correspond to later cognitive deficits. However, no study to date has examined whether spectral power composition can be impacted by early behavioral intervention. In the present study, we examine longitudinal dense-array sEEG data collected from infants at 7, 9, 12 and 18 months. This study consisted of three participant groups: (1) infants in the Active group were presented with an interactive acoustic experience (IAE) between 4-7 months of age, (2) infants in the Passive group were exposed to the acoustic stimuli but no infant response or overt attention was required and (3) a Naïve group which consisted of age-matched infants who had no previous exposure to the sounds. We hypothesized that spectral power in high frequency, such as gamma, would differ by group. Absolute Power Spectral Density (PSD) values were calculated for each infant for alpha, beta, theta, and gamma frequency ranges and the three groups were compared across age. Consistent with previous literature, our results showed that overall Frontal PSD values in the higher frequency ranges increased across age. Group differences were seen in the higher frequencies at 12 and 18 months of age between the Active and Naïve groups and the Active and Passive groups. Interestingly, the Passive and Naïve groups did not show significant differences across age. Additionally, group differences were seen in standardized cognitive assessment scores between the Passive and Active groups. These findings begin to identify important features in early auditory experiences that can impact learning and how these experiences support the development of auditory networks in a manner that can enhance later cognitive and language ability.
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Title: Acute administration of a biased serotonin 1A receptor agonist NLX-101 improves auditory temporal processing in a mouse model of fragile X syndrome during early development
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Abstract: Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by the loss of fragile X messenger ribonucleoprotein (FMRP). Humans with FXS show altered sensory processing, which is also seen in the Fmr1 KO mouse model of FXS. Our previous findings showed that activating serotonin 1A receptors (5-HT1ARs) acutely with NLX-101, a biased agonist that preferentially targets postsynaptic 5-HT1ARs, strongly protected Fmr1 KO mice from audiogenic seizures (Tao et. al. 2023). Here we tested whether activating 5-HT1ARs acutely with NLX-101 is beneficial in improving translation-relevant electroencephalographic (EEG) phenotypes in Fmr1 KO mice. The EEG deficits found in humans with FXS and Fmr1 KO mice include deficits in temporal processing and hypersensitive responses to sounds as measured using inter-trial phase clustering (ITPC), event-related potentials (ERP) and background single-trial power (STP). We recorded epidural EEG signals from auditory and frontal cortex of FVB Fmr1 WT and KO mice (both males and females) at two age points: postnatal (p)21 and p30. Saline or NLX-101 fumarate salt (at 1.8 mg/kg) was given through intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection immediately before EEG recording. Narrow band noise and 40 Hz gap-in-noise auditory steady state response (gap-ASSR) stimuli were used to evoke ERP and ASSR. Gap-ASSR inserts “gaps” in the continuous background noise at 40Hz to induce resonant auditory cortical steady-state oscillations. Gap-ASSR tests the ability of cortex to respond to narrow gaps in sounds, a measure commonly used to test auditory temporal acuity. We measured ERP peak amplitudes (P1, N1 and P2), STP in ERP and ITPC in gap-ASSR. Acute administration of NLX-101 significantly rescued the ITPC deficit in response to gap-ASSR in Fmr1 KO mice at both p21 and p30, suggesting improved temporal processing. NLX-101 also significantly reduced gamma band STP in Fmr1 KO mice at p30, but not at p21. NLX-101 did not correct elevated N1 amplitudes in Fmr1 KO mice at either age point. Taken together, the results indicate that 5-HT1AR activation regulates auditory temporal processing and background noise, but not ERP amplitudes, in developing mice. Given the relationship between temporal processing and speech recognition, these data suggest that activation of 5-HT1AR may be a promising therapeutic avenue to enhance language function in humans with FXS.
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Abstract: The understanding of cerebellar development, particularly the spatio-molecular signatures that define the GABAergic (Ptf1a+) and Glutamatergic (Atoh1+) lineages that colonize the cerebellum, has evolved dramatically in the last 20+ years. Our examination of the transcriptome in the Pax6-null cerebellum has provided a new view of the molecular players in the cells that arise from the rhombic lip (RL)/Glutamatergic lineage (PMID: 27581449, 25209290). While Pax6 is required for the development of cells committed to the glutamatergic lineages, within the RL it is repressed mutually by Wls expression. Wls expression demarcates the interior face of RL (iRL), and this region is populated by cells that are yet to committed to glutamatergic lineages (i.e. Atoh1-negative). These findings have recently been confirmed in the early development of the human cerebellum (PMID: 31624095). Our current work examined the homeobox containing Msx gene family in the cerebellum. The three genes in the Msx family in mouse are candidates for mediating BMP signaling in cerebellar development and known transcriptional repressors. They are predominately expressed in the germinal zones in the early developing cerebellum. Msx1 and Msx2 are expressed in the RL region, while Msx3 expression is found in the ventricular zone (VZ). We found that Msx1 is co-expressed with Wls in the iRL and do not overlap with Atoh1 expression in the RL. In contrast, Msx2 expression overlaps with Atoh1 in the RL; forming an interesting Msx1-Msx2-Msx1 banding in the RL. We showed that Msx1 and Msx2 expression is independent of Atoh1 as their expression persisted in the Atoh1-null cerebellum. There is, however, an altered banding formed by Msx1 and 2 expressions in the Atoh1-null cerebellum, such that Msx1 expression is expanded into the presumptive Atoh1-positive region in the RL.In the ventricular zone, Msx3 expression largely overlaps with Ptf1a, the marker of VZ. Msx3 expression, however, extends beyond the posterior limit of Ptf1a and shares the VZ/RL border with Atoh1 expression. Thus, between the germinal zones, there is a region between Ptf1a and Atoh1 expressions, that is positive for Msx3, exclusively. In the Atoh1 null, the expression of Msx3 expands to the RL into the Atoh1-positive region. Despite the overlapping expansion of Msx1+ and Msx3+ cells, this does not result in cells that co-express Msx1 and Msx3. The current study highlights the molecularly distinct compartments that are demarcated by the interaction between cells that express Msx genes, Atoh1 and Ptf1a; and places Msx1 (and 2) upstream to Atoh1 in the developmental genetics of the Glutamatergic lineage.
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Title: Locus coeruleus activity differs as a function of species, sex, age, and genetic
manipulation
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Abstract: Locus coeruleus (LC) neurons are intimately connected with diverse brain functions, most prominently attention, arousal, stress responses, and cognition. Published studies of LC activity cover many traits (species, sex, etc.) but rely on small sample sizes (usually tens of neurons), which has precluded a systematic and robust assessment of how these features affect LC activity. Here, we leverage a pooled dataset of 1,855 single units from 20 laboratories to comprehensively compare LC activity. Verified LC activity was recorded from deafferenated brain slices and intact animals during wakefulness or under different anesthetics. Samples included male non-human primates and rats and mice of both sexes. In some cases, LC activity was recorded from disease models and cell-type selective genetic modifications. We used a negative binomial regression model to identify the individual and combined effects of various attributes on firing rate. This powerful analysis revealed important species-, sex-, age-, and disease model-specific activity, as well as significant effects in Cre-expressing lines. Lastly, in contrast to the foundational concept of two-mode (tonic-phasic) LC activity, we discovered multiple bursting sub-modes and complex second order spike train patterns associated with different LC preparations. In sum, inherent differences in LC activity result from species-, age- and sex-dependent factors, as well as genetic modification. Our findings offer insight into why LC-dependent behavioral and cognitive functions depend on sex and age and may help explain the known association of sex and age with psychiatric disorders.
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Abstract: Zinc (Zn²⁺) is an essential element that affects proper organ function, cell growth, and immune function. However, it can also be present in too great a quantity, with zinc toxicity resulting in both minor and major physiological effects. This study examined the effects of ZnCl₂ on both nervous and cardiac function through a number of different experimental methods, using crawfish and Drosophila as model organisms. Cardiac function, activity at the neuromuscular junction, and survival were all assessed following the organisms’ exposure to zinc. Function of the crawfish sensory muscle receptor organ (a proprioceptive organ analogous to the mammalian muscle spindle) was also examined. Dose-response was used to examine any changes in Drosophila larval crawling rates, mouth-hook movement rates, and touch sensitivity. Increased exposure to zinc generally led to decreased survival rate, in both crawfish and Drosophila; similarly zinc exposure led to depressed or even eliminated heart rates in both models. The neuromuscular junctions in both organisms saw varying effects: high concentrations (1mM, 10mM; n=6, p>0.05) eliminated synaptic transmission without affecting spontaneous quantal events, while lower concentrations (0.1mM, 0.5mM) merely depressed that transmission. At the crawfish MRO, high concentrations of ZnCl₂ (that is, 5mM; n=6, p>0.05) depressed neural activity (but this returned during washout), while lower concentrations (0.1mM and 1mM) saw MRO activity increase. No consistent effect was yet observed in Drosophila behavior with differing zinc concentrations.
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Title: Single-cell spatial transcriptomic atlas of the macaque claustrum
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Abstract: The claustrum is extensively connected with the whole cerebral cortex, yet its function remains to be clarified. A comprehensive and quantitative characterization of the gene expression in various cell types, and their spatial distributions could help to elucidate the connectivity and function of various claustrum neurons. Using single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) of more than 300,000 claustrum cells and spatial transcriptomic analysis (Stereo-seq) over 89 sections in 6 macaque monkeys (M. fascicularis), we obtained a spatially resolved, transcriptome-based single-cell atlas of the macaque claustrum. We identified 39 cell clusters in the claustrum, including 24 glutamatergic, 10 GABAergic, and 3 non-neuronal cell clusters. We also characterized the spatial distribution patterns of these cell clusters across the entire claustrum, and found that the distribution of several glutamatergic cell clusters exhibited distinct dorsoventral or core-shell preferences. These spatial distribution patterns correlated with the topographic patterns of claustrum-cortical connectivity, based on retrograde labeling of claustrum neurons by fluorescent dye-injections in 70 cortical areas. Additionally, by comparison with similar data from neighboring putamen and the insula cortex, we identified a set of claustrum-specific cell clusters. Together, these data began to reveal the cellular and molecular organization of the claustrum.
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Title: Spatial transcriptomics reveals the convergent evolution of mammalian and avian pallium

Authors: *S. LIU, *S. LIU;
BGI-Research, Shenzhen, China

Abstract: Amniotes have evolved a complex brain organization, particularly in the telencephalon. However, the identity and evolutionary conservation of the telencephalon at the genoarchitecture scale remains largely unknown. We constructed zebra finches, turtles, mice, and macaques using the Stereo-seq with single-cell resolution spatial transcriptome telencephalon atlases. For the first time, we presented a complete single-cell and spatial atlas of the turtles and birds, where we identified some novo brain sub-regions and predicted the mechanism of function or structures change with the gene expression pattern. Moreover, comparative analysis of spatial atlas across the species in amniotes, we identified two major types of gene regulatory models during the evolution of the dorsal ventricular ridge (DVR) in sauropsids: changes in the expression of transcription factors (TF), and changes in the binding motifs of TFs with no difference in expression. We reveal the mechanism by which avian DVR and mammalian neocortex recruit the same effector genes under different transcription factors, indicating their convergent evolution. Overall, our analysis yields insights into the evolutionary relationships of the telencephalon across amniotes.
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Title: Profiling cellular diversity in sponges informs the evolutionary origin of neurons and coordinated behavior in animals

Authors: *J. MUSSER¹, L. L. MOROZ², D. ARENDT³;
¹Yale Univ., New Haven, CT; ²The Whitney laboratory for Marine Biosci., Univ. of Florida
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Abstract: The evolutionary origin of neurons and coordinated behaviors in animals is a major unresolved question. Using whole-body single-cell RNA sequencing in a sponge, an animal without nervous system and musculature, we identified 18 distinct cell types. These include myoepithelial cells responsive to nitric-oxide and secretory neuroid cells that reside in close proximity to digestive cells expressing postsynaptic scaffolding and receptor proteins. Visualizing neuroid cells by correlative x-ray and electron microscopy revealed secretory vesicles and cellular projections enwrapping digestive cell microvilli and cilia. Our data show a communication system that is organized around sponge digestive chambers, using conserved modules that became incorporated into the pre- and postsynapse in the nervous systems of other animals.
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Title: Integrated proteomics reveals the landscape of autophagy degradation in neurons


Abstract: Background: As post-mitotic cells of the central nervous system, neurons rely heavily on quality-control pathways to promote cellular homeostasis. Through seminal works in autophagy-deficient mice brains, autophagy has emerged as a critical proponent in a neuron’s repertoire in maintaining the cellular homeostasis and function. Autophagy is the quality-control catabolic pathway wherein cellular components are engulfed in a double membraned vesicle and degraded in a lysosome-dependent manner. As increasing lines of evidence have converged on
autophagy’s significant role in maintaining neuronal homeostasis, our project sought to understand the degradative landscape of autophagy in neurons. **Methods:** To enrich for putative autophagy cargoes, we generated autophagy-deficient stem cell-derived neurons by knocking down ATG7 and ATG14 using CRISPR-inhibition technology. In addition, we established a neuron-specific ATG7 and ATG14 conditional knock out (cKO) mouse line to validate our findings in our stem cell-derived human-induced neurons. To profile putative autophagy cargoes in these models, we subjected our neuronal models to liquid-chromatography tandem mass spectrometry, and defined autophagy cargoes to be proteins with significant accumulations in autophagy-deficient neurons compared to controls. In addition to these models, we also performed affinity purification from ATG7 cKO mice expressing GFP-LC3 to identify autophagy cargoes who interact with LC3, an autophagy receptor. We utilized our autophagy-deficient human-induced neurons and mouse brains for downstream experiments, including immunostaining and immunoblotting, to validate our computational findings. **Results:** By highlighting proteins significantly accumulated in autophagy-deficient neurons, our quantitative proteomic analyses identified multiple cellular organelles and pathways as autophagy targets. Our results suggest that endoplasmic reticulum (ER), synaptic vesicles (SV), and protein kinase A (PKA) pathway components as major targets of neuronal autophagy. Following up with *in vitro* experiments in the same models, we have validated the significant increase of ER, SV, and PKA pathway proteins in autophagy-deficient neurons compared to controls. **Conclusion:** Through these findings, we have conducted a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary analysis to profile the regulatory landscape of neuronal autophagy. By generating a list of putative autophagy cargoes, we hope to shed light on the molecular mechanisms for neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disorders associated with autophagy deficiency.
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**Title:** A parasympathetic neurotransmitter contributes to the formation of functional neuromyoepithelial cell junctions in submandibular salivary glands.

**Authors:** *T. NAKAMURA*¹,², Y. SHINDO³, H. M. NAKAMURA⁴, J. NAKAI², K. TAKAHASHI², T. IWAMOTO³, M. WAKAMORI²;
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Abstract: The parasympathetic nervous system via muscarinic receptors mainly regulates serous saliva secretion from the salivary glands (SGs) by controlling myoepithelial cell (MEC) contractility. In the developed SGs, MECs derived from epithelial cells acquire mesenchymal properties by epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and are located on the end buds and ducts of SGs as a thin layer above the basement membrane. The formation of the nerve-MEC junction is important for the parasympathetic response of SGs. During the embryonic stage, the mouse SG with neural responsiveness develops, but how the nerve-MEC junction is formed during the development remains unclear. In this study, we used ex vivo organ culture system of submandibular glands (SMGs) to analyze the role of parasympathetic neurotransmitters during nerve-MEC junction formation in mouse SG development. *Chrm1*, which encodes muscarinic ACh receptor M1 (mAChR M1), was preferentially expressed in developing SMG of E13 embryos. Inversely, *Chrm3*, which encodes mAChR M3 receptor, was predominantly expressed in developed SMGs of postnatal 7-day mice. In addition, the expression of neuronal tubulin beta 3 (*Tubb3*), a marker of parasympathetic nerve in developing SMG, was increased at E13.5. qPCR analysis in ex vivo organ culture system revealed that carbachol (CCh), a chemical that mimics ACh, promotes the expression of marker genes for EMT and *Acta2*, a marker for MECs, suggesting CCh induces the epithelial cell differentiate into MECs. On the other hand, CCh-mediated MEC induction was canceled by mAChR M1 inhibitor. Immunohistochemical analysis showed MECs were identified at the surface of endbuds close to Tubb3-positive neurons. Taken together our results suggest that ACh, secreted from parasympathetic neurons, promotes MEC differentiation limited in mAChR M1-expressing epithelial cells. This regulation could contribute to the formation of nerve-MEC junctions in neuro-innervating SGs. Our findings provide novel insights into neuro-regulated organ development and also a clue for the development of a therapeutic approach in age-related dry mouth and dysfunction SGs related to oral sarcopenia.
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Title: THRA isoform expression profile in healthy human tissues and cortical brain organoids: insights into thyroid hormone signaling during early cortical development
Authors: *E. GRACEFFO*\(^1\), R. OPITZ\(^2\), H. KRUDE\(^3\), M. SCHUELKE\(^1\);
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**Abstract:** Thyroid hormone receptor α (THRA) is a nuclear hormone receptor that acts as a transcription factor for genes involved in cell growth and metabolism and therefore mediates the effects of thyroid hormone at the cellular level. There are two main splice isoforms that arise from alternative splicing, the canonical THRα1 and the less-known THRα2. While both isoforms share a high degree of sequence homology and retain key functional domains, only THRα1 can bind to thyroid hormone Triiodothyronine (T3) and hence activate gene expression. In contrast, THRα2 lacks the T3-binding site and consequently acts as an inhibitor. We hypothesize that the local ratio of the two isoforms dictates the overall local action of THRA. Limited data is available on the isoform expression levels in different tissues. For this reason, we set out to characterize the THRA isoform expression pattern in various healthy human tissues with a specific focus on cortical brain organoids. Considering the lack of antibodies specific for the respective isoforms, we used a bioinformatic pipeline to analyze four bulk RNA-sequencing datasets: (A) Newly generated dataset of pooled healthy adult human tissues (10 neuronal and 14 non-neuronal); (B) Publicly available human cortical organoids from Testa’s lab (E-MTAB-8325) including biological triplicates at 3 time points; (C) Newly generated dataset of human cortical organoids including biological triplicates at 3 time points and two T3 conditions and (D) Publicly available human and gorilla cortical organoids (GSE153076) including 7 time points. FastQ files were mapped to the reference genome (GRCh30 v13 and Kamilah GGO v6 respectively) using STAR, QC was performed with FastQC and MultiQC, isoform abundances were quantified with StringTie and visualization was done in R. We found that THRA expression steadily increases over time in human cortical organoids, with a strong predominance of THRα2 at all stages. This trend was conserved in Gorilla cortical organoids. In adult human tissues, we observed a predominance of THRα2 in all the central nervous system tissues and thyroid, while THRα1 was predominant in adipose tissue and skeletal muscle. Additionally, we observed no difference in THRA expression in cortical organoids treated with high T3 levels. These results shed light on the enigmatic role of THRα2 and point at an additional layer of gene regulation. Considering THRα2 is T3-independent, results suggest that the brain requires protection from thyroid hormone during early development. This study may contribute to the development of targeted therapeutic interventions for neurodevelopmental disorders associated with thyroid hormone imbalances.
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Abstract: During brain development, transient neurons provide the basis for developing neural networks. Subplate neurons (SpN), below the cerebral cortex, are born and mature early in the developing brain. Previous studies, including ours, have suggested that SpNs play a role in constructing neural networks, such as regulating radial migration and building connections between the thalamus and the neocortex. Furthermore, the subplate layer (SP layer) is much enlarged in primates compared to mice, indicating that SpNs in the primate have acquired a new and primate-specific function and play an essential role in neocortex enlargement. However, the molecular mechanisms that could lead to the expansion of the SP layer remain elusive. To verify the extent to which gene expression profiles in SpNs are conserved among humans, marmosets, and mice, we analyzed the expression patterns of SpN markers using spatial transcriptome data in the mouse, marmoset, and human cerebral cortex. As a result, we found some subplate marker genes commonly expressed between primates and mice. On the other hand, Suppression of Tumorigenicity 18 (ST18), which encodes a transcription factor, is more expressed in the human SP layer than in the marmoset and mouse ones. This result indicates a correlation between ST18 expression and the expansion of the SP layer. Moreover, to clarify the function of ST18, we induced overexpression of ST18 in mouse SpNs by in utero electroporation and analyzed its effect on the SP layer. Elucidating the molecular role of subplate marker genes, including ST18, may lead to understanding the enlargement of the SP layer and the development of the neocortex in humans.
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Title: Bmp7 drives evolutionary expansion of the mammalian cortex
Abstract: The remarkable increase in human cortical pyramidal neurons (PyNs) is mainly because human cortical radial glial (RG) cells generate PyNs for ~130 days, whereas the same process takes only ~7 days in mice. The molecular mechanisms underlying this difference are largely unknown. Here, we found that BMP7 is expressed by increasing numbers of cortical RG cells during mammalian evolution (mouse, ferret, monkey, man). BMP7 expression in cortical RG cells promotes neurogenesis, inhibits gliogenesis, and thereby increases the length of neurogenic period, whereas SHH signaling promotes cortical gliogenesis. We demonstrate that BMP7 signaling and SHH signaling mutually inhibit each other through regulation of GLI3 repressor formation. We propose that BMP7 drives the evolutionary expansion of the mammalian cerebral cortex by increasing the length of the neurogenic period.

Disclosures: Z. Yang: None. Z. Li: None. G. Liu: None. L. Yang: None. Z. Zhang: None. Z. Xu: None. X. Li: None.
growth factor neurotrophin-3 and two sequences were also found for the GDNF family related receptor 4. These were present in both radial nerve cord and intestine transcriptomes. GFRα-4 sequences contained the binding domains for the GFRα family as well as two hydrophobic regions at the end and beginning of the sequence. NT-3 sequences contained the binding domains for the NGF superfamily. Neighbor-Joining Trees demonstrated groupings of TrkC receptors, GFRα-4 and NT-3 among echinoderm sequences. Using differential gene expression sets generated from RNA-sequencing log-2-fold change analysis, the expression levels of the holothurian GFRα-4 and NT-3 genes were determined at different intestinal regeneration stages. Both were found to be underexpressed before 7 days-post evisceration (dpe) and overexpressed at 14 dpe suggesting their association with intestinal re-innervation. Further studies of these genes could lead to the determination of their roles in regenerating tissue and their possible importance in the regeneration of the organs.
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Title: The Long-Term Molecular Effects of Tributyltin on Estrogen Signaling In The Zebrafish Retina
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Abstract: The development of the retina involves a delicate process that requires careful completion to prevent disruption in proper functioning. A vital component of this careful process involves the production of aromatase, an enzyme that is required for the synthesis of estrogen. Endocrine Disrupting Compounds (EDCs) affect the inhibition or upregulation of hormones like estrogen, which can cause cell apoptosis (cell death), thinning of the retina and cornea, as well as delayed development that emphasizes the importance of estrogen during this process. Unfortunately, not much is known about the long-term implications of changing the estrogenic signaling involved in retinal development. The purpose of this work was to examine if transient developmental exposure to tributyltin (TBT), an antifouling EDC and aromatase inhibitor, can disrupt estrogenic signaling pathways in the brain and retinas of adult zebrafish (Danio rerio). Zebrafish larvae aged 72 hours postfertilization (hpf) or 7 days (d) pf were exposed to either water, vehicle (0.1% ethanol), low TBT (0.2uM) or high TBT (2uM) for 24 hr. After exposure, larvae were returned to control conditions and raised to adulthood, when retinal and brain tissue was collected. qPCR analysis examined expression of estrogenic genes of interest: aromatase B,
estrogen receptor alpha (ERalpha), and ERbeta. Our results indicate that developmental TBT exposure at 72hpf had little effects on brain and retina gene expression. One-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis. At 72hpf, Aromatase expressions in retina and brain were statistically insignificant (retina; p=.437, brain; p=.939). Similarly, at 7dpf aromatase expression was also statistically insignificant (retina; p=.334, brain; p=.486). However, the results at 7dpf were slightly more significant than 72hpf. These results indicate the possibility of deeper biological processes triggered by TBT to compensate for the effects of TBT. It is also possible that TBT may be acting on non-genomic pathways. This work will help to uncover estrogen signaling mechanisms in the retina by better understanding aromatase regulation, as aromatase inhibitors are used clinically as a breast cancer therapeutic.
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Abstract: Ketamine is shown to enhance excitatory synaptic drive in multiple brain areas, which is presumed to underlie its rapid antidepressant effects. Moreover, ketamine’s therapeutic actions are likely mediated by enhancing neuronal Ca\(^{2+}\)signaling. However, ketamine is a noncompetitive NMDA receptor (NMDAR) antagonist that reduces excitatory synaptic transmission and postsynaptic Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling. Thus, it is a puzzling question how ketamine enhances glutamatergic and Ca\(^{2+}\) activity in neurons to induce rapid antidepressant effects while blocking NMDARs in the hippocampus. Here, we find that ketamine treatment in cultured mouse hippocampal neurons significantly reduces Ca\(^{2+}\) and calcineurin activity to elevate AMPA receptor (AMPAR) subunit GluA1 phosphorylation. This phosphorylation ultimately leads to the expression of Ca\(^{2+}\)-Permeable, GluA2-lacking, and GluA1-containing AMPARs (CP-AMPARs). The ketamine-induced expression of CP-AMPARs enhances glutamatergic activity and glutamate receptor plasticity in cultured hippocampal neurons. Moreover, when a sub-anesthetic dose of ketamine is given to mice, it increases synaptic GluA1 levels, but not GluA2, and GluA1
phosphorylation in the hippocampus within one hour after treatment. These changes are likely mediated by ketamine-induced reduction of calcineurin activity in the hippocampus. Using the open field and tail suspension tests, we demonstrate that a low dose of ketamine rapidly reduces anxiety-like and depression-like behaviors in both male and female mice. However, when *in vivo* treatment of a CP-AMPAR antagonist abolishes the ketamine’s effects on animals’ behaviors. We thus discover that ketamine at the low dose promotes the expression of CP-AMPARs via reduction of calcineurin activity, which in turn enhances synaptic strength to induce rapid antidepressant actions.
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**Abstract:** Repeated stress affects brain functions, which contributes to the development of anxiety and depression, cognitive dysfunction, and social avoidance. After demonstrating rapid and robust antidepressant efficacy, the FDA approved esketamine (the S enantiomer from of ketamine) for the treatment of depression in 2019, sparking a surge in clinical and public interest around the world. In addition to reducing depression, some research indicate that ketamine may have neuroprotective effects against chronic stress-related neuropsychiatric conditions in both humans and animals. However, the effects of ketamine on these behaviors have not been fully investigated. Low-dose ketamine can enhance excitatory synaptic drive and neuronal Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling in the hippocampus, which are presumed to underlie its rapid antidepressant effects. However, ketamine is a noncompetitive antagonist for NMDA receptors (NMDARs), major Ca\(^{2+}\) channels in excitatory synapses. Therefore, it is a puzzling question how ketamine enhances glutamatergic and Ca\(^{2+}\) activity while blocking NMDARs. Our recent work has discovered a new mechanism of ketamine’s antidepressant effects, in which ketamine at the low dose promotes the
expression of Ca²⁺-Permeable AMPA Receptors (CP-AMPARs) a rare subtype of AMPARs that have larger single channel conductance. Therefore, the ketamine-induced expression of CP-AMPARs can compensate for reduced NMDAR-mediated synaptic Ca²⁺ signaling and enhance synaptic strength enabling ketamine’s rapid antidepressant actions in naïve mice. This further suggests that the ketamine-induced expression of CP-AMPARs can enhance synaptic activity to be neuroprotective against chronic stress. Here, 3-month-old C57Bl6 female and male mice received chronic restraint stress (CRS) for 2 weeks, and we performed 4 behavior tests - open field test, reciprocal social interaction, contextual fear conditioning (CFC), and tail suspension test (TST), to determine whether CRS induced behavioral dysfunction. We found that CRS was sufficient to induce anxiety- and depression-like behaviors, fear memory loss, and social dysfunction in mice. Next, we injected 10 mg/kg and 5 mg/kg ketamine to male and female mice following CRS, respectively, and performed social interaction tests, CFC, and TST and found that ketamine treatment improved these behaviors in stressed mice. These demonstrate that ketamine shows strong neuroprotection against chronic stress.
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Abstract: Synaptic plasticity at excitatory synapses relies on the mobilization of AMPA receptors, which is known to be mediated by the interaction of GluA2 and NSF. Previous studies have shown that NSF facilitates the synaptic insertion of AMPA receptors by directly binding to GluA2. However, there is little comprehensive characterization regarding how the GluA2-NSF interaction impacts synaptic transmission and rodent behaviors. To address it, we generated a knock-in (KI) mouse line called GluA2ΔNSF, in which endogenous GluA2 does not bind to NSF. First, we quantified the basal levels of AMPAR subunit in hippocampus through biochemical analysis. We found that synaptic GluA1 number and its S831 phosphorylation were increased in KI mice compared to WT, but the amount of GluA2 remained unchanged. These findings were consistent with the electrophysiological data obtained from spontaneous release rather than evoked release, suggesting that the disruption of GluA2-NSF interaction may promote the synaptic insertion of calcium-permeable AMPARs (CP-AMPARs) primarily at
spontaneous release sites. Since an enriched environment (EE) can modify synaptic plasticity, we placed both KI and WT mice in EE cages as well as normal control cages. In the WT, EE led to a higher insertion of CP-AMPARs at evoked release sites. However, in the KI mice, EE did not have any significant effects on AMPAR number and synaptic transmission, suggesting GluA2-NSF interaction is required for EE-induced synaptic plasticity. Thus, this study implies that the GluA2-NSF interaction plays a role in regulating the trafficking of a specific pool of AMPARs, potentially involved in the modulation of AMPAR nanodomains.
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**Title:** Electrophysiology of AMPA receptors in individuals resilient to Alzheimer’s disease Neuropathology
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**Abstract:** Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a prevalent form of dementia characterized by the accumulation of amyloid beta and pTau proteins in the brain. While clinical observations are typically used for AD diagnosis, postmortem studies have revealed individuals without dementia symptoms but with high AD pathology, referred to as resilient individuals. Calcium permeable AMPA receptors (CP-AMPARs) have been implicated in the calcium dyshomeostasis of AD, but their presence and electrophysiological response in resilient individuals remain unknown. To address this, we analyzed proteomic and transcriptomic data from a cohort of 30 individuals, including resistant (3M,4F; non-demented/no neuropathology), AD match resistant (2M, 5F; age-matched AD individuals), resilient (2M, 6F; non-demented with AD neuropathology), and AD match resilient (2M, 5F; age-matched AD individuals). Our analysis demonstrated alterations in the expression, organization, and synaptic remodeling of AMPARs across all groups. Notably, resilient individuals exhibited robust involvement in cellular respiration pathways, indicating compensatory mechanisms and enhanced energy management. We further investigated the synaptic responses of CP-AMPARs in these groups by isolating and transplanting synaptic membranes from the parietal cortex into Xenopus laevis oocytes for analysis. Through activation and subsequent inhibition of AMPARs, we determined the contribution of CP-AMPARs to the overall response, revealing reduced CP-AMPARs responses
in resilient individuals. Collectively, our findings provide insights into the structural and functional differences of CP-AMPARs in resilient individuals, potentially reflecting underlying structural or signaling changes identified in our proteomic analysis. Further investigations are warranted to fully understand the mechanisms underlying these alterations and their implications for the progression of AD.
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Abstract: Regulation of the number of AMPA receptors (AMPARs) at the synapse controls synaptic strength and is a major mechanism underlying synaptic plasticity. While much has been learned about the intracellular trafficking mechanisms that control AMPAR levels at synapses, less is known about extracellular factors that control AMPAR trafficking, especially those secreted from distal, non-neuronal tissues. Here, we identify an inter-tissue signal in C. elegans that couples muscle activity with GLR-1/AMPAR surface levels at synapses in AVA pre-motor interneurons, which reside two synaptic layers upstream of the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) in a circuit that controls locomotion. Mutants lacking NMJ acetylcholine receptor (AChR) subunits unc-29/AChR or unc-38/AChR exhibit a compensatory increase in surface GLR-1 levels in AVA neurons. This increase in GLR-1 can be rescued by expressing wild-type unc-29/AChR specifically in muscle, revealing a feedback pathway that couples NMJ signaling with GLR-1 trafficking in AVA neurons. Similarly, chronic loss of muscle contraction in unc-54/muscle myosin mutants results in increased surface GLR-1 levels in AVA, suggesting that loss of muscle activity is sufficient to trigger the feedback pathway. Acute inactivation of muscle, using conditional mutations in unc-54/muscle myosin or twk-18/potassium channels, is also sufficient to increase surface GLR-1 levels after development is complete. Interestingly, mutations in unc-31/Calcium Activator of Protein Secretion (CAPS), which mediates the release of neuropeptide-
containing Dense-Core Vesicles (DCVs), blocks the feedback pathway. This block can be rescued by expressing wild-type unc-31/CAPS specifically in muscle suggesting that a muscle-secreted factor contained in DCVs mediates the feedback pathway. We performed a focused RNAi screen of muscle-expressed neuropeptides and identified the insulin-like peptide INS-27 as a potential mediator of the feedback pathway. Consistent with this role, we found that INS-27 is secreted from muscle in an unc-31/CAPS-dependent manner. Furthermore, ins-27 loss-of-function mutants block the feedback pathway and this defect can be rescued by expression of wild-type ins-27 in muscle. Together, our data reveal a novel inter-tissue feedback pathway mediated by INS-27 that couples muscle activity with AMPA receptor trafficking in upstream neurons. We propose that muscle-secreted INS-27 mediates a compensatory signal to adjust motor circuit excitability in response to changes in muscle activity.
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**Title:** Afferent convergence to a shared population of synaptic AMPA receptors
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**Abstract:** Precise alignment of pre- and postsynaptic elements optimizes the activation of glutamate receptors at excitatory synapses and is thought to maintain synapse specificity. Nonetheless, glutamate that diffuses out of the synaptic cleft can have actions at distant receptors, a mode of transmission called spillover. To uncover the extrasynaptic actions of glutamate, we localized AMPA receptors (AMPARs) mediating spillover transmission between climbing fibers and molecular layer interneurons (MLIs) in the cerebellar cortex. Climbing fibers provide a functional synaptic connection to MLIs where neurotransmission is mediated entirely by glutamate spillover in the absence of anatomically defined synapses. Using electrophysiology and 2-photon imaging in ex vivo murine brain slices, we show that climbing fiber-MLI transmission occurs in restricted microdomains along MLI dendrites that are reminiscent of parallel fiber synapses. Using pharmacological and physiological manipulations, we found that
spillover transmission is indeed mediated by activation of synaptic Ca\(^{2+}\)-permeable AMPA receptors at parallel fiber synapses. Despite the convergence of these afferent pathways to a common population of postsynaptic receptors, release from each pathway is differentially modulated by presynaptic GABAB receptor activation. This allows activation of synaptic AMPARs even when glutamate release from parallel fibers is suppressed. Additionally, activation of either pathway in close temporal and spatial proximity to the other facilitates recruitment of perisynaptic NMDA receptors. Together, these findings demonstrate a circuit motif that relies on the activation of a common population of synaptic receptors by two separate afferent pathways, which contrasts with the notion of synapse specificity.
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Abstract: The neuromuscular junction (NMJ) of Drosophila melanogaster is a versatile model for the study of glutamatergic transmission. At the NMJ of Drosophila four subunits assemble to one heterotetrametric receptor. Each receptor contains GluRIIC, GluRIID, GluRIIE and additionally GluRIIA or GluRIIB as a fourth subunit. Receptors containing GluRIIA as fourth subunit and receptors which incorporate GluRIIB as fourth subunit, differ in their functions and their physiological parameters. The perturbation of the postsynaptic glutamate receptor subunit GluRIIA leads primarily to a decrease of the postsynaptic response, which is consequently rescued by an increase in presynaptic transmitter release (referred to as presynaptic homeostatic potentiation, PHP)[1]. One of the most basic questions has remained elusive so far: Why does the knockout of GluRIIA leads to the induction of PHP and a knockout of GluRIIB does not? A recent study laid focus on the intracellular tail of GluRIIA which recruits CamKII and activates it to pCamKII which then serves as a stop signal for PHP [2]. In this study we describe the effect of a GluRIIA-pore-chimera which resembles a native GluRIIA receptor with the pore building region of GluRIIB. Beginning with outside-out-patch-clamp analysis of these receptor constructs in Xenopus laevis oocytes, we show that the desensitization kinetics of the GluRIIA-pore-chimera assimilates to the kinetics of GluRIIA (10.8 ± 0.3 ms vs 14.4 ± 3.2 ms, n=4). In the next step we expressed this GluRIIA-pore-chimera with an additional ALFA-tag and a wildtype GluRIIA with an ALFA-tag at the endogenous locus of GluRIIA in Drosophila melanogaster.
Both constructs are expressed at the NMJ, shown by applying SIM-imaging. Interestingly a strong fluorescence signal for pCamKII could be detected as well in GluRIIA-ALFA and GluRIIA-pore-chimera-ALFA. To check how the pore chimera behaves functionally, we applied two-electrode-voltage-clamp (TEVC) of the larval NMJ. The GluRIIA-pore-chimera leads to a decrease of the postsynaptic response to a singly released vesicle. The evoked response is fully restored, thereby undergoing PHP. These findings are giving rise to the idea that an activity-dependent induction mechanism for PHP exist. References (1) Graeme W. Davis and Martin Müller. Homeostatic Control of Presynaptic Neurotransmitter Release. Annual Review of Physiology 2015 77:1, 251-270 (2) Perry S, Han Y, Qiu C, Chien C, Goel P, Nishimura S, Sajnani M, Schmid A, Sigrist SJ, Dickman D. A glutamate receptor C-tail recruits CaMKII to suppress retrograde homeostatic signaling. Nat Commun. 2022 Dec 10;13(1):7656.

neuroprotective effects of PRL will allow the generation of new therapeutic targets for damage caused by the excitotoxicity of iGluR agonists.
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**Abstract:** At excitatory synapses, glutamatergic autoreceptors provide a feedback mechanism that modulate glutamate release and ensure stable neuronal networks. Disruptions of this feedback have been linked to various neuronal disorders. Detection and functional investigation of these low abundant presynaptic proteins have been challenging. At *Drosophila* NMJ, an autoreceptor containing the KaiR1D subunit has been implicated in the control of glutamate release; KaiR1D<sup>null</sup> animals have reduced basal neurotransmission. We and others previously showed that KaiR1D requires at least two auxiliary proteins, Neto-α and Sol1. Here, we focus on the roles of Neto-α in modulating KaiR1D properties and distribution. Neto-α limits KaiR1D<sub>in vivo</sub> activities: Basal neurotransmission is reduced by 50% in neto-α<sup>null</sup> and neuronal overexpression of KaiR1D cannot rescue this defect. At molecular level, Neto-α modulates homotetrameric KaiR1D channel properties, including desensitization rates and polyamine-induced channel rectification. Neto proteins are highly conserved auxiliary subunits with conserved extracellular domains, including two CUB domains and a LDL motif, and divergent intracellular domains (CTD). We demonstrated that CUB1 domain is required for modulation of KaiR1D gating properties as well as <i>in vivo</i> autoreceptor activities, while the CTD modulates KaiR1D gating properties. We found reduced KaiR1D presynaptic distribution at neto-α<sup>null</sup> NMJs. To investigate how Neto-α modulates the subcellular distribution of KaiR1D, we expressed *Drosophila* protein in primary rat hippocampal neurons and examined KaiR1D localization. KaiR1D localizes to dendrites, with or without Neto-α, but it cannot efficiently enter the axon by itself even when overexpressed. Neto-α or ΔCUB1, but not ΔCTD, promote KaiR1D axonal localization,
indicating the intracellular domain of Neto-α promote KaiR1D axonal entry. All Neto variants distributed at both neurites and formed puncta largely colocalizing with KaiR1D. Also, Neto-α and KaiR1D colocalize in the proximity of the active zones suggesting that Neto-α may stabilize KaiR1D at the site of autoreceptor function. Our data indicate that auxiliary protein Neto-α modulates multiple aspects of KaiR1D distribution and function to ensure proper autoreceptor activities.
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**Title:** A pathogenic mutation in GluK2 kainate receptor alters dendritic and neuronal excitability through dysregulation of K+ channels in the hippocampus
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**Abstract:** Human genetic studies have identified several pathogenic mutations in the *GRIK2* gene, encoding for the GluK2 subunit of kainate receptors (KARs), in individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders. Several pathogenic missense mutations cause amino acid substitutions clustered in critical functional domains of the receptor protein associated with channel gating (Guzman et al. 2017; Stoltz et al. 2021). We engineered a GluK2 mutant mouse model which carries a homologous mutation described in humans; GluK2(A657T) mouse. The present study focused on *in vitro* electrophysiological analyses of heterozygous GluK2(A657T) mice to better understand the synaptic and circuit level pathology in *GRIK2* related disorders. The KAR-mediated EPSC (EPSC_KAR) at the hippocampal mossy fiber (MF) - CA3 synapse had significantly slower decay kinetics in GluK2(A657T) mice, which is consistent with previous studies in non-neuronal cells (Kohda et al. 2000; Guzman et al. 2017) and suggests that mutant GluK2 subunits are incorporated into functional KARs in these mice. While there was a clear alteration in KAR channel function, neither short-term nor long-term synaptic plasticity, in which KARs play a critical role, was affected in GluK2(A657T) mice. Unexpectedly, we found that CA3 neurons fire spontaneous action potentials (APs) at an abnormally high frequency in
GluK2(A657T) mice. Examination of this hyper-excitability phenotype of CA3 neurons revealed that the coupling of distal associational-commissural (AC) - CA3 EPSPs to AP firing was elevated suggesting an increase in dendritic excitability. This was confirmed by the analysis of back-propagating action potential (bAP) by measuring the dendritic Ca^{2+} signal which demonstrated less attenuation more distal to the soma in mutant mice. There was a reduction in the activity of Ca^{2+} activated K^{+} channels (SK), which is known to regulate dendritic excitability, in mutant mice. Pharmacological inhibition of SK channels in wild type mice in part mimicked cellular phenotypes of GluK2(A657T) mice, increasing EPSP-AP coupling and the propagation of dendritic bAPs. These results indicate that a disease causing A657T missense mutation in Grik2 does alter KAR function, but the consequences directly attributable to KAR malfunction are relatively inconsequential. Instead, the dominant circuit pathophysiology in this Grik2 disorder is through an unexpected alteration in K^{+} channels, which results in a change in dendritic excitability and neuronal firing.
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**Title:** Activation of glutamate receptors increases activity of female kisspeptin neurons.
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**Abstract:** Kisspeptin (kiss1) neurons in the arcuate nucleus (ARN) stimulate gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH) neuron activity and GnRH release, which subsequently promotes luteinizing hormone (LH) release from the anterior pituitary gland. ARN\(^{\text{kiss1}}\) neurons co-release kiss1, neurokinin B (NKB), dynorphin A (dyn A), and the neurotransmitter glutamate. ARN\(^{\text{kiss1}}\) neurons are thought to coordinate their activity through reciprocal connections, thereby generating episodic bouts of activity and driving GnRH and LH pulsatile secretion. This is necessary in both sexes for fertility and gonadal function. Ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonists suppress ARN\(^{\text{kiss1}}\) neuron coordinated activity and pulsatile LH release. Although these lines of evidence indicate a role of glutamatergic neurotransmission in kisspeptin neurons, little is known about the impact of glutamate receptor activation on these cells. We sought to examine the effect of ionotropic AMPA and NMDA receptors, and group 1 metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGlurRs) on ARN\(^{\text{kiss1}}\) neuron activity in female mice.
We used calcium imaging to monitor the activity of kiss1 neurons in brain slices. We crossed Kiss1-Cre mice—expressing Cre recombinase (Cre) in kisspeptin neurons—with Cre-dependent GCaMP6f mice to generate Kiss1-Cre x GCaMP6f mice that express GCaMP6f in kiss1 neurons. Coronal brain slices (200 µm thickness) obtained from female diestrus Kiss1-cre x GCaMP6f mice containing the ARN were placed in a recording chamber. Changes in individual kisspeptin neuron GCaMP6f fluorescence were measured using epifluorescence microscopy to estimate variations in intracellular calcium concentrations ([Ca^{2+}]_i) as a proxy for electrical activity. Kiss1 neurons were exposed for 2 minutes, via bath application, to either AMPA (10 µM), NMDA (50 µM), or DHPG (50 µM). On average, applications of AMPA (10 µM), DHPG (50 µM), or NMDA (50 µM) to female ARN Kiss1 neurons transiently increased normalized fluorescence by 0.386 ± 0.016 (161 cells, 6 slices, and 4 animals), 0.076 ± 0.007 (111 cells, 7 slices, and 4 animals), and 0.150 ± 0.011 (103 cells, 6 slices, and 4 animals), respectively. The proportion of cells activated for each drug was 100% (n=161), 94% (n=111), and 100% (n=103) for AMPA, DHPG, and NMDA application, respectively. This indicates that activation of ionotropic AMPA and NMDA receptors as well as group 1 mGluRs increases [Ca^{2+}]_i in female ARN Kiss1 neurons and, thus, stimulates activity in these cells. Further investigation into the role of endogenous glutamatergic signaling and into the respective role of glutamatergic receptors in regulating kiss1 neuron activity is needed.
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$^1$Axxam S.p.A, Milan, Italy; $^2$Univ. of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia; $^3$Nanion Technologies GmbH, Munich, Germany; $^4$Nanion Technologies Inc., Livingston, NJ; $^5$Anatonic Inc., Anatomic Inc., Minneapolis, MN

Abstract: P2X receptors are ligand-gated ion channels activated by extracellular ATP. They are permeable to small monovalent cations, some having significant divalent or anion permeability. The P2X$_2$ and P2X$_3$ subunits are predominantly expressed in primary sensory neurons and have been proposed to play a role in thermal sensation, taste and pain. They form functional hetero- or homotrimers which are activated by αβ-methylene ATP (αβmeATP). The stoichiometry of P2X$_{2/3}$ heteromers appears to be dependent on the relative abundance of the two subunits. A
mixture of P2X$_2$ and P2X$_3$ homomers as well as P2X$_{2/3}$ heteromers are likely to exist, which can be distinguished through their biophysical and pharmacological properties. The receptors open in response to an increase in extracellular ATP which occurs under pathological conditions such as tissue damage. The resulting depolarization leads to propagation of the pain signal. Due to its role in nociception and pain signaling, these receptors are considered to be important targets for pain management. Here we present data collected on automated patch clamp (APC) systems with ranging throughput from 1 up to 384 cells simultaneously. We show activation and inhibition of P2X$_{2/3}$ and P2X$_3$ receptors expressed in CHO cells with rapid and brief application of ligand. ATP was applied using the perfusion system of the Port-a-Patch or the pipette(s) of the Patchliner or SyncroPatch 384. The EC$_{50}$ values for αβmeATP or ATP activation of P2X$_{2/3}$ receptors, and the IC$_{50}$ of suramin, were comparable across the three devices. The kinetics of currents mediated by homomeric P2X$_3$ receptors were distinctly faster than those of heteromeric P2X$_{2/3}$ receptors. P2X$_3$-mediated currents were activated by αβmeATP and could be repetitively activated at least 6 times in the same cell with similar peak amplitudes. The P2X$_3$-selective compound A-317491 blocked P2X$_3$-mediated currents activated by αβmeATP with an IC$_{50}$ of approximately 90 nM and was similar on all three devices. Recording at physiological temperature resulted in a faster recovery but had negligible effects on tachyphylaxis. We also recorded P2X-mediated current responses from human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived sensory neurons on higher throughput automated patch clamp devices. The fast kinetics of the ATP-activated responses is consistent with P2X$_3$ homomeric receptors, and currents could be repetitively activated with a recovery time of 10 minutes between activation with ATP. Studying P2X$_3$ and P2X$_{2/3}$ receptors in heterologous cell lines and hiPSC-derived neurons using automated patch clamp provides physiologically relevant and high throughput tools for drug discovery.
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Title: Frequency dependence of synaptic input dynamics supporting behavioral time-scale synaptic plasticity (BTSP) in the hippocampus

Authors: *C.-T. CHEN1,2,3, H.-Y. WANG2, H.-P. HUANG2,4, C.-L. HSU2,3,4,5,6;
1Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan; 2Inst. of Biomed. Sciences, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan;
3Taiwan Intl. Grad. Program-Interdisciplinary Neurosci. (TIGP-INS), Taipei, Taiwan; 4Taiwan Intl. Grad. Program-Molecular Med. (TIGP-MMP), Taipei, Taiwan; 5Neurosci. Program of Academia Sinica (NPAS), Taipei, Taiwan; 6Dept. of Life Science, Col. of Life Science, Natl. Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan

Abstract: It is crucial to rapidly form episodic memories for unfolding experience with regards to spatial environments in the brain. The pyramidal neurons of the dorsal hippocampal CA1 exhibit powerful synaptic potentiation triggered by calcium plateau potentials initiated in the dendrites, which provides an elegant candidate mechanism for one-shot hippocampal learning. In this so-called behavioral time-scale synaptic plasticity (BTSP), it is commonly believed that conjunctive dendritic input processing, which reflects dynamics of the upstream circuits during spatial navigation, is critically important for the induction of plasticity. However, the exact circuit and biophysical mechanisms are largely unknown. We hypothesized that the activation kinetics of synapses to CA1 pyramidal cells constrains BTSP induction in the context of circuit operations, and focused on the particular aspect of input frequency dependence of this plasticity in acute hippocampal slices. We found that CA3 activation frequency was a strong determinant for BTSP, which might not be explained simply by the peak postsynaptic depolarizations resulting from activation patterns. Modeling approach will be taken to refine the mechanistic model proposed by Milstein et al. (2021; eLife 10:e73046) through reducing the free parameter space, and identify potential biophysical mechanisms to test pharmacologically. This quantitative description may be a necessary step toward linking the natural statistics of circuit properties to a neurobiological basis of versatile memory processes under navigation in space.
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Title: Interval learning and spontaneous replay in ex vivo cortical circuits using a dual optical training protocol
**Authors:** *B. LIU, D. V. BUONOMANO;* Neurobio., UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

**Abstract:** The ability to process the duration, interval, and temporal structure of stimuli is critical to most forms of learning, behavior, and sensory processing. While the neural mechanisms underlying temporal processing on the subsecond scale remain unknown, they have been proposed to rely on the inherent synaptic and network dynamics of all cortical circuits rather than specialized mechanisms present in specific circuits. To test this hypothesis, we differentially trained isolated cortical organotypic slice cultures on two specific temporal patterns using a chronic dual-optical stimulation approach. Excitatory neurons in the cortex were sparsely transduced with either ChR2 or ChrimsonR. Our temporal training paradigm consisted of either an Early or Late pairing. A 440 ms long train of red light pulses (25 Hz, 625nm)—representing presynaptic neurons—was paired with a 80 ms long train of blue light pulses (50 Hz, 455nm)—representing postsynaptic neurons. In the Early group, both pathways were activated with similar onset times, while in the Late group both pathways were activated with similar offset times. Slices were trained for 24 hrs in the incubator. After training, whole-cell recordings revealed differential network dynamics in response to the red stimuli. Specifically, the median event time of the evoked polysynaptic events was significantly shorter in neurons in the Early group compared to the Late group (81 and 323 ms respectively, p < 0.001). Similarly, there was a significant difference in the peak time of the polysynaptic responses (77 and 387 ms, p < 0.001). Thus, the networks appeared to have learned the temporal structure of the patterns they were exposed to during training, specifically the median peak times of the polysynaptic events were closely aligned with their respective early (10-90ms) or late (370-450ms) training intervals. Suggesting the networks were predicting or expecting the early or late arrival of the blue light. Finally, consistent with the notion of replay and consolidation, we also observed spontaneous replay of activity in the networks which mirrored the differential polysynaptic responses of early or late training. Specifically, spontaneous activity in the early group peaked early, and spontaneous activity in the late group peaked late (47 and 215 ms respectively, p<0.001). Our findings suggest that cortical circuits in a dish are intrinsically capable of learning temporal information, and that the learning rules and algorithms underlying spontaneous replay are functional in a dish and thus not necessarily dependent on inter-areal interactions.
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Title: Inhibitory circuitry underlying plasticity in motor cortex during skill acquisition

Authors: *T. KIM, B. M. HOOKS;
Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Abstract: Learning motor skills requires structural and functional plasticity in the primary motor cortex (M1). Cortical inhibitory circuitry is important for motor function. In addition to their proposed role in cortical plasticity in sensory areas, cortical interneurons are required in motor skill acquisition because disruption of the activity of inhibitory neuronal populations interferes with motor learning. But there is a gap in our understanding of how inhibitory synaptic connections change during skill acquisition. This study aims to determine the normal developmental trajectory of motor learning and to address the inhibitory connectivity changes after motor learning. We focus on two major inhibitory interneuron types: somatostatin-expressing (SOM+) interneurons and parvalbumin-expressing (PV+) interneurons. To investigate the difference in inhibition mediated by specific interneuron types during motor learning, animals are trained to run on an accelerating rotarod at ages from postnatal day (P) 20 to P120. Learning is assessed by changes in gait pattern and time to fall. Estimated position of paws and other body parts are obtained from high speed video. To label the task-active and task-inactive cells during motor learning, CaMPAR12, a genetically encoded activity marker, is injected in M1 perinatally to distinguish neurons in an activity-dependent manner. Upon task completion, inhibitory responses (IPSCs) are optogenetically evoked in either PV+ or SOM+ neurons to measure inhibitory synaptic strength to excitatory cells that are task-active (red) or task-inactive (green). Based on time to fall, rotarod task performance improved most rapidly between P30-60. Paw position and gait patterns change with learning, though differently between age groups. PV-mediated inhibition is greater in the active cells, while SOM-mediated inhibition is not different between inactive and active cells on the first day of training. These results suggest early changes in PV-mediated inhibition may support motor skill acquisition in mice. We hypothesize that changes in SOM+ connectivity may occur at longer training periods when learning is consolidated. Further, future experiments will test whether stronger PV-mediated inhibition persists in task-active cells during longer training periods or returns to baseline.

Disclosures: T. Kim: None. B.M. Hooks: None.
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**Title:** The role of the dyslexia-associated gene KIAA0319 in regulating intrinsic excitability in the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) auditory cortex

**Authors:** *T. M. BYRON*¹, C. D. DEPPMANN², C. D. MELIZA²;  
¹Psychology, Univ. of Virgina, Charlottesville, VA; ²Program in Fundamental Neurosci., Univ. of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA

**Abstract:** Nearly 8% of American children ages 3-17 suffer from speech- and language-learning disorders, including dyslexia. Individuals with these disorders often exhibit deficits in processing phonemes, the fundamental units of words, suggesting underlying impairments in central auditory processing. Dyslexia is strongly associated with loss-of-function mutations in KIAA0319 (Galaburda et al., 2006), but the function of this gene remains poorly understood. Knocking down KIAA0319 in rats produces deficits in auditory processing and dysregulation of intrinsic excitability in the auditory cortex (Centanni et al., 2014). In zebra finches, an impoverished acoustic environment during the critical period for song memorization also disrupts intrinsic excitability in the auditory cortex via the low-threshold potassium channel Kv1.1 (Chen and Meliza, 2020). We therefore hypothesized that KIAA0319 may be involved in experience-dependent plasticity of intrinsic dynamics during early auditory development. In this exploratory study, we characterized how co-expression of KIAA0319 and Kv1.1 depend on age and acoustic environment in fledgling and juvenile zebra finches of both sexes using in situ hybridization and immunofluorescence. We also developed adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) carrying short-hairpin ribonucleic acid (shRNA) constructs targeting KIAA0319, with the goal of testing whether knocking down KIAA0319 during auditory development impacts Kv1.1 expression, intrinsic plasticity, and song memorization. Preliminary data *in vitro* demonstrate that knocking down KIAA0319 causes overexpression of Kv1.1. These studies can reveal a mechanistic understanding of how dyslexia-associated mutations contribute to deficits in the processing of complex vocal signals used for communication.

**Disclosures:** T.M. Byron: None. C.D. Deppmann: None. C.D. Meliza: None.
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**Title:** Increased synaptic connection in corticocortical circuit in rodent motor skill learning

**Authors:** *Y. KIM*¹, B.-K. KAANG²;  
²Sch. of Biol. Sci., ¹Seoul Natl. Univ., Seoul, Korea, Republic of
Abstract: In order to adapt to changing environments, rodents actively learn new motor skills for survival. Although the central cortical region mediating motor skill learning remained elusive, it is recently shown that the primary motor cortex (M1) plays a significant role in motor learning, unlike its classical role as a simple muscle controller. The secondary motor cortex (M2) is also recently shown to be a critical region for motor learning on top of its well-known function for motor execution and planning. Although these two regions are known for their role in motor learning, the role of direct connection and synaptic correlate between these two regions still remain elusive. Here, we show that accelerating rotarod task successfully induces motor skill acquisition in mice which recruited neuronal activity in the motor cortex during their acquisition. We also show increased synaptic density between activated neurons of M2-M1 compared to synapses with unactivated random neurons using the dual-eGRASP technique. To sum up, this study suggests the potential importance of synapses during motor learning.
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Title: Brain-wide measurement of synaptic protein turnover during learning in mice

Authors: *B. MOHAR1, G. MICHEL1, V. HERNANDEZ1, P. W. TILLBERG1, K. SVOBODA2,1, N. P. SPRUSTON1;
1Janelia Res. Campus, Ashburn, VA; 2Allen Inst., Allen Inst., Seattle, WA

Abstract: Cellular functions are regulated by synthesizing and degrading proteins on time scales ranging from minutes to weeks. Protein turnover varies across proteins, cellular compartments, cell types, and tissues. In the brain, circuit-specific protein turnover is thought to underlie synaptic plasticity, but current methods to track protein turnover lack cellular or subcellular resolution. We are using our recently described pulse-chase method (DELTA) to measure protein turnover with high spatial and temporal resolution throughout the body. DELTA relies on the rapid covalent capture by HaloTag of fluorescent ligands that were optimized for bioavailability in vivo and thus overcome the unique challenges associated with labeling in the brain. DELTA allows measurement of protein turnover with subcellular resolution and at brain-wide scales. We found that the nuclear protein MeCP2 shows brain-region- and cell-type-specific turnover, and the synaptic protein PSD95 is destabilized in specific brain regions and dendritic compartments following behavioral enrichment. We are now using DELTA in knock-in mice expressing GluA2-HaloTag fusions, to localize brain regions associated with learning a virtual reality task.
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Title: Attempt to quantify the segmentation of continuous input by a cultured neuronal network

Authors: *K. NITTA¹, S. KUDOH²;
¹Kwansei Gakuin Univ., Sanda Shi/Akashiadai, Japan; ²Kwansei Gakuin Univ., Sanda, Hyougo, Japan

Abstract: Analysis of the cultured neural network, considered to be the smallest unit of the brain, will lead to an understanding of fundamental functions of the human brain, such as learning. Previous studies have shown that a cultured neural network can retain the history of the previous two stimuli when they are applied continuously at 2-second intervals. In this study, we hypothesized that the human brain learns by segmenting a sequence of stimuli into smaller units, and we tested this hypothesis by applying continuous stimuli to a cultured neural network, a model of the human brain. The stimuli applied in uniform frequency of occurrence for all stimulus patterns consisting of a set of three stimuli (triplet), and analyzed the evoked responses to each stimulus. A sequence of 974 stimuli at 2-second intervals was used as a single sequence. The bursts immediately after the stimuli were detected from the spike group at 100 ms after the stimuli, and the firing patterns of the evoked responses to the stimuli were extracted as cell assemblies. Hierarchical clustering was performed by defining each pattern as a set of firing electrodes and calculating the distance between the sets using Jaccard coefficients. The clustering threshold was set as the average of all distance values. We analyzed the response reproducibility to stimuli using our original clustering evaluation indexes, CPI (Class Purity Index), PCA (Pattern Classification Accuracy), and SiC (Similarity in Class). We analyzed the response reproducibility to stimuli using CPI (Class Purity Index), PCA (Pattern Classification Accuracy) and SiC (Similarity in Class). The results showed that the variance of all the indices in the evoked response patterns to each [triplet] set of stimuli decreased between the first and second sequences, while there was no change in the mean value of each index in the evoked response patterns to all 27 types of [triplets]. This suggests that the cultured neural network may have learned each triplet equally as a segment from the successive stimuli with equal frequency of occurrence. The number of classes obtained by hierarchical clustering using the mean of all distance values as the threshold was around 30, which was close to the number of [triplet] types. This result suggests that the clustering method used in this study is effective in classifying the electrical activity induced by the 27 triplets according to their characteristics.
Disclosures:  K. Nitta: None. S. Kudoh: None.
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Title: Cmtr1 regulates hippocampus-related long-term synaptic plasticity and memory consolidation through promoting NMDA receptor signaling

Authors: *S. AZEEM1,2, N.-H. YEH1, Y.-S. HUANG1;
1Inst. of Biomed. Sciences, Academia Sinica, Taipei City, Taiwan; 2Taiwan Intl. Grad. Program in Interdisciplinary Neuroscience, Natl. Yang Ming Chiao Tung Univ. and Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan

Abstract: Eukaryotic mRNA is 5ʹ-end capped with m7 guanosine, known as cap0 (m7GpppNpNp, N:any nucleotide). Cap methyltransferase (CMTR1) further catalyzes 2ʹ-O-ribose methylation of the first transcribed nucleotide (N1 2ʹ-O-Me) to produce the cap1 (m7GpppNmNp) structure in all eukaryotes except yeasts. Although the cap0 structure is essential for mRNA stability and cap-dependent translation, it is not known whether cap1 modification also plays a role in regulating posttranscriptional gene expression. Our previous study found that CMTR1 deficiency affects dendritic arborization and cortical development. Because CMTR1 is highly expressed in the hippocampus, I investigated whether CMTR1 modulates synaptic plasticity and spatial memory by using conditional knockout (cKO Camk2, Cmtr1f/f, Camk2-Cre/+) mice whose Cmtr1 gene is ablated in the hippocampal CA1 and certain forebrain regions after postnatal 3-4 weeks, so dendritic development is not affected in CMTR1-cKO mice. We found that CMTR1-cKO mice showed impaired memory consolidation in Morris water maze assay. Although one train of high-frequency stimulation (HFS) and theta-burst stimulation (TBS)-evoked long-term potentiation (LTP) was comparable between cWT and cKO mice, protein synthesis-dependent long-lasting LTP elicited by 4 trains of HFS and TBS was diminished in the cKO group. Moreover, I found that the number but not the size of dendritic spines was reduced in CMTR1-knockdown cortical neurons, suggesting the role of CMTR1 in synaptogenesis. My transcriptome study projects the possibility of that downregulated N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR)-related pathways may account for behavioral and electrophysiological defects. The reduction of NMDAR subunits, NR2A and NR2B, was confirmed by qRT-PCR. Intraperitoneal injection of D-cycloserine, a NMDAR coagonist, right before spatial learning seems to rescue the behavior defect. Further study is required to understand the molecular mechanism underlying impaired memory consolidation in CMTR1-cKO mice and whether the catalytic activity of CMTR1 is crucial for synaptic plasticity.
and memory. Keywords: CMTR1, mRNA capping, NMDARs, synaptic plasticity, hippocampus, memory
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Title: Biliverdin Reductase Facilitates Synaptic Plasticity via Redox Homeostasis

Authors: *S. J. TRIPATHI1, C. VASAVDA2, R. KOTHARI2, R. TOKHUNTS2, S. CHAKRABORTY1, S. H. SNYDER1,2,3, B. D. PAUL1,2,3,4;
1Dept. of Pharmacol. and Mol. Sci., 2The Solomon H. Snyder Dept. of Neurosci., 3Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sci., Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD; 4Lieber Inst. for Brain Develop., Baltimore, MD

Abstract: Bilirubin, an essential product of heme catabolism, is a potent antioxidant and exerts protective effects at physiological concentrations. Biliverdin reductase A (BVRA) is the main biosynthetic enzyme that converts biliverdin to bilirubin. Although bilirubin is one of the most commonly measured metabolites in the blood, its exact functions in the brain are less explored. Given that the brain is lipid-rich, metabolically active, and especially susceptible to oxidative stress, we hypothesized that optimal bilirubin concentrations might complement the actions of the hydrophilic antioxidant glutathione. Here, we show that bilirubin, being lipophilic, protects the lipid-rich compartments of cells and prevents lipid peroxidation and ferroptosis. In addition, we demonstrate that mice lacking BVRA display elevated lipid peroxidation in the hippocampal CA3 region, markers of ferroptosis, mitochondrial dysfunction, enlarged ventricles, and compromised ability to neutralize free radicals and are highly susceptible to neuronal damage. Interestingly, bilirubin directly scavenges superoxide radicals (O2•−) generated during mitochondrial respiration, indicating a direct neuroprotective mechanism. In addition to oxidative stress, we show that BVRA facilitates learning and long-term potentiation in CA3-CA1 synapses through the focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and modulates phosphorylation of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor, a crucial posttranslational modification for synaptic plasticity. In summary, we demonstrate BVRA and bilirubin facilitates synaptic plasticity via redox homeostasis. Moreover, pharmacotherapies enhancing BVRA and bilirubin-mediated
effects at physiological levels may afford therapeutic benefits in the management of neurodegenerative diseases.
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Title: Binge drinking induces cross-species plasticity in the orbitofrontal cortex

Authors: *A. MEYERS¹, C. JOHNSTON², M. M. PINA³;
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Abstract: According to the CDC, an estimated 17% of adults have engaged in binge drinking, where blood alcohol concentration (BAC) exceeds .08% within a short period of time. Binge drinking is associated with increased risk of Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD) and can induce alterations in brain regions important for executive function, specifically the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Alterations in OFC function have been previously associated with chronic, heavy alcohol consumption in humans and animal models. In the present work, we looked at the impact of binge alcohol drinking on different cell populations of the OFC to determine how it impacts components of this structure’s microcircuitry. We used whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology to measure binge-alcohol induced changes in intrinsic properties, excitability, and synaptic drive in OFC interneurons (IN) and pyramidal neurons (PN) in mice and rhesus macaques. In mice, binge drinking was modeled using a Drinking in the Dark (DID) paradigm. In short, mice were given access to both a 20% v/v alcohol solution and H2O for 2-h sessions (three days a week) followed by a four-hour session (fourth day) for three cycles. Following the final day of DID, mice were separated into 2 groups: 1) a 24-h withdrawal and 2) a 7-d withdrawal. In rhesus macaques, drinking was assessed using an alcohol self-administration model, in which 4% w/v alcohol was available under 22h/d open access conditions over a one-year period. In this paradigm, rhesus macaques self-select into stable drinking categories, which allowed us to compare monkeys categorized as low-drinkers to binge-drinkers. In mice, OFC PN were hyperpolarized at 24-hr and 7-day following DID as compared to water controls. This effect was not observed in PN of binge drinking macaques or IN. Membrane resistance was differentially altered in PN of mice and monkeys, with increased resistance in mice at both withdrawal timepoints and decreased resistance in binge drinking monkeys. Finally, rheobase
(minimum amount of current required for firing) in OFC PN was decreased in mice at 24h but not 7d after DID. Conversely, we found that the rheobase was increased in OFC PN of binge drinking macaques as compared to low drinkers. Our ongoing work in mice and macaques indicates that binge alcohol drinking does not substantially alter the intrinsic properties or excitability of OFC IN. Findings here demonstrate that binge drinking contributes to differential alterations in OFC neuronal subpopulations, which may help explain the persistence of binge drinking behavior and its risk.
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Title: Synapse activity differentially regulates mitochondrial and lysosomal-related organelles bidirectional trafficking between synapse and soma of Aplysia presynaptic sensory neurons

Authors: *K. K. BADAL*¹, Y. ZHAO², K. E. MILLER³, S. PUTHANVEETIL⁴;

Abstract: Cell-to-cell communication requires bidirectional trafficking of signaling and materials between the neuron’s soma and axon terminal to support synapse formation and plasticity. Organelles such as mitochondria help provide energy to the cell, and lysosomes assist in recycling and degrading macromolecules and are transported bidirectionally between the soma and synapse. However, whether and how their direction, flux, and velocity of transport are modulated for synapse formation, maintenance, and plasticity remain elusive. Here, we show that in the presynaptic sensory neurons of the Aplysia gill withdrawal reflex, the formation of functional synapses leads to a bidirectional enhancement in mitochondrial flux and density and a decrease in retrograde lysosome flux and density. Enhanced mitochondrial and reduced retrograde lysosome trafficking is highly regulated by cAMP-PKA signaling in the presence of a functional synapse. Moreover, synaptic plasticity specifically increases anterograde mitochondrial transport, whereas it decreases retrograde lysosomal transport. Importantly, we find that regulation of this transport requires modulation of PKA activity. These results demonstrate the specific regulation of two different groups of organelles during various synaptic activities.
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**Abstract:** Neurological injuries such as stroke, spinal cord injury, and traumatic brain injury usually result in chronic impairments in motor function. It is widely held that approaches that enhance synaptic plasticity in spared networks after neurological injury can advance recovery. Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) paired with rehabilitation has emerged as one such approach. VNS evokes an increase in the release of plasticity-inducing neuromodulators which results in an increase in the cortical representation of areas activated during the paired task. As such, increasing the amount of plasticity could result in an increased degree of recovery. Several studies indicate that the stimulation parameters utilized during stimulation impact the degree of plasticity observed. In this study, we sought to identify the VNS frequency that results in the greatest enhancement of plasticity when delivered during a simple jaw training model in rats. Rats received 20Hz, 30Hz, and 45Hz of VNS concurrent with chewing in a jaw training task. After 5 days of VNS pairing, all rats underwent intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) to evaluate cortical movement representations. Current findings show a plateau effect in the jaw cortical area representation as a result of VNS induced plasticity at stimulation frequencies closer to 30Hz. The results of this study help further establish the optimal stimulation parameters for VNS and depict the importance of delivering VNS at the right frequency when used in conjunction with rehabilitation therapy.
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Abstract: In spiking neuronal networks, single neurons act simultaneously as receiver and router of information. Neurons receive synaptic information, integrate and translate local depolarization levels into spiking output that influences postsynaptic neurons. The mechanisms by which spiking networks balance the receiving and the routing functions of single neurons is only poorly understood and requires addressing two key unresolved questions. First, what is the timescale within which neuronal spiking activity engages in routing of information to neurons in distant regions of the brain? Secondly, what are the network activity states that determine whether a neuron is primarily an information receiver or a router? We addressed these questions by first using computational modeling of spiking networks which illustrated that routing states emerge dynamically as directional interactions of spiking activity at a fast ~20 ms timescale. The temporal lead and lag of routing states between interconnected networks were dynamically gated by narrow band burst events of the local field potential (LFP). These simulation results suggest that coherent network activity states facilitate the transition from receiving to directional routing in spiking networks. In a second step, we analyzed the dynamics of routing states in electrophysiological recordings of the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and striatum of nonhuman primates during a task that separated attention and decision-making processes. As predicted from simulations, routing states emerged across ACC, LPFC and striatum at a fast timescale. Spike events in the LPFC led multiunit activity (MUA) in the ACC and striatum, and in the ACC, spikes preceded stronger MUA in the striatum. These routing states dynamically switched and amplified depending on the LFP state and on cognitive demands. During oscillatory bursts and at a narrow phase range of theta/alpha frequency (8-14 Hz) activity in ACC, neural spikes switched and amplified their temporal lead relative to MUA in the LPFC and striatum. During beta band (15-25 Hz) bursts in the LPFC, spikes amplified their lead over the striatum. The cognitive state likewise switched interareal routing states. Attention increased the size of a neuronal ensemble in the ACC that led LPFC and striatum during theta/alpha LFP bursts, while decision-making increased ensembles of temporally leading neurons in the ACC and LPFC over the striatum. In summary, these results show that routing states emerge in spiking networks at fast timescales and dynamically transition based on local population activity and cognitive states.
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Title: Can auditory gratings excite the neuronal circuitry the way visual gratings do?

Authors: *D. GULATI, S. RAY;
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Abstract: Sensory inputs modulate local excitatory-inhibitory neuronal interactions, which, for some visual stimuli such as cartesian gratings, induce narrow-band gamma oscillations (30-70 Hz) in the visual cortex. They appear as a bump centred between 30-70 Hz with a bandwidth of 10-20Hz in the power spectra and depend highly on stimulus properties such as size and contrast (Ray & Maunsell, 2011). Interestingly, the amplitude of these oscillations has been observed to decline with healthy ageing (Murty et al., 2020) and in patients with mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease, indicating their role as a potential biomarker for detecting cognitive decline (Murty et al., 2021). However, such studies require cumbersome procedures like eye fixation and tracking, which are challenging, especially for elderly subjects. This problem can be resolved using an auditory stimulus, delivered to subjects effortlessly using loudspeakers. But it is unclear what kind of stimulus can induce such narrow-band gamma oscillations in the auditory modality. A potential stimulus can be an auditory ripple or auditory grating sounds, an acoustic analogue of visual gratings (Shamma, 2001). We hypothesized that these sounds might excite the cortex like a large-high contrast grating. Ripples span a broad frequency range, activating many neurons in the primary auditory cortex (like a large visual stimulus). Furthermore, the presence of sharp boundaries in the structure of ripples can also engage lateral inhibitory networks. To investigate if auditory ripple stimuli can generate narrow-band gamma oscillations and if they are comparable to visual gratings, we collected 64-channel EEG data from 36 subjects (mean age of 26.1±3.8 years; 18 females) as they passively listened to ripple stimuli played using loudspeakers with their eyes closed or passively fixated on the screen while presenting full-screen grating stimuli on a monitor. For the visual gratings, we observed a robust narrow-band gamma response (22-66Hz, p<0.01 Wilcoxon sign rank test) and alpha suppression (8-14Hz, p<0.01 WSR) in occipital and parieto-occipital electrodes. Contrary to our expectations, auditory gratings did not elicit narrow-band gamma. Instead, they elicited a strong broadband “high-gamma” response (70-150Hz, p<0.05 WSR) in the temporal electrodes near the mastoids and suppression in beta rhythm (14-26Hz, p<0.01 WSR) across all the electrodes. High-gamma reflects increased firing activity, indicating that the sound stimuli did excite the auditory cortex but did not engage the neural circuitry like visual gratings do.
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Title: Induction of Cortical Gamma Activation through applied Electromagnetic Fields: Influence on cognitive functioning and cerebral dynamics
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Abstract: Cognitive functioning has been repeatedly shown to be associated with gamma band activity. In fact, learning disorders and Alzheimer’s disease are both associated with significant decreases in gamma activity in the brain. Recent research has demonstrated that the application of an electromagnetic field (EMF) at 40 Hz significantly reduces Alzheimer’s pathologies in mice (Arendash et al., 2010). Because 40 Hz rests within the gamma band, we hypothesized that the application of a low frequency EMF patterned at 40 Hz would facilitate gamma activity in the brain. To test if the application of a low intensity EMF would alter cortical activity, cerebral dynamics were assessed pre- and post- EMF exposure through the use of an electroencephalogram (EEG). The EMF application geometry was placed directly on the subjects’ head, and the EMF was applied via CPU to the application geometry through customized software. The duration and intensity of the EMF were 30 minutes and 5 µT respectively. Following EMF exposure, psychometric testing from the WAIS-IV was administered to assess participant’s short term and working memory scores. In total, 58 healthy participants (aged 18 - 40 years) were measured in this study. Statistical analyses indicated significant increases in gamma activity in multiple brain regions following the application of a 40 Hz EMF. These increases were seen in the: left inferior frontal gyrus, the right inferior frontal gyrus, the left superior temporal gyrus, and the right superior temporal gyrus [p<0.05]. Additional analysis demonstrated a significant increase in working memory scores when the EMF was applied unilaterally to the left hemisphere [t(29)=2.001, p<0.05]. In summary, our results provide support that cortical gamma activity can be entrained through application of a 40 Hz EMF. The areas affected by the EMF application are also reported in the literature as correlates of working memory and cognitive functioning. That unilateral left hemisphere EMF application was associated with increases in working memory scores supports the proposed relationship between cerebral dynamics, applied EMF, and cognitive functioning.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to determine if electromagnetic field exposure modelled from physiological data would increase instances of flow in participants playing a computer game, and to determine if these fields will change the relationship between challenge and skill necessary for flow. Participants (n = 39, 18-65 years, nfemale = 20) played the arcade game Snake for two ten-minute periods (each with a ten-minute rest period immediately following) at the difficulty corresponding to treatment conditions (easy, medium, and hard). For one of the trials, an electromagnetic field was applied bilaterally to the temporal lobes, with the other serving as the control. Brain activity was measured using quantitative electroencephalography, flow experience was measured using the Flow Short Scale and game play scores were also recorded. Results showed deceased beta 1 activity in the left cuneus \( t = 4.650, p < .01 \) and left precuneus \( t = 4.603, p < .01 \), left posterior cingulate \( t = 4.521, p < .05 \), insula \( t = 4.234, p < .05 \), and parahippocampal gyrus \( t = 4.113, p < .05 \) for trials when the field was active, compared to controls during rest periods irrespective of difficulty. Deceased gamma activity was found in the right inferior temporal gyrus \( t = 6.147, p < .05 \), right middle temporal gyrus \( t = 6.118, p < .05 \), right superior temporal gyrus \( t = 5.861, p < .05 \) and right fusiform gyrus \( t = 5.596, p < .05 \) for trials when the field was active, compared to controls during play periods in the easy difficulty condition. Results from the Flow Short Scale showed a statistically significant difference in mean “concentration ease” scores across electromagnetic field conditions, irrespective of difficulty \( t = 2.131, p < .05 \). In all, these results seem to provide evidence supporting the ability of burst pattern EMF (6 - 20 Hz) to elicit neurological correlates of flow in brain regions previously reported in the literature and facilitate concentration.
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Title: Emotionally valenced scripts and electromagnetic field effects on cerebral dynamics and working memory scores
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Abstract: Current scientific literature has demonstrated that emotion has a significant influence on cognitive processing in humans. These processes include perception, attention, learning, memory, reasoning, and problem solving. Language is a pertinent facet in the processing and understanding of emotions in humans. Utilizing Whissel’s Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL), three stories were constructed with either positive, negative, or neutral emotional valences. Participants' cerebral dynamics were assessed using an electroencephalogram (EEG), one of the three stories were read and then participants were exposed to 30 minutes of an electromagnetic field (EMF). Following EMF exposure psychometric testing from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-IV) was administered. A subtest of the WAIS-IV that was used was Digit Span Forward (DSF) which assesses short term memory. Majority of volunteers (N=58) were university students with an average age of 24.08 ± 4.51 (range: 19-39; gender distribution: 24 male, 34 female). Each participant was randomly assigned a condition as well as a different story. A SINE wave EMF oscillating at 40Hz was utilized because gamma activity in the brain which oscillates at 40 Hz is highly correlated with cognitive functioning in the brain. Statistical analysis revealed that with the application of a 40 Hz-based EMF the individual emotionally valenced stories had significant influences on participant’s performance on cognitive assessments of the WAIS-IV. However, the control group who did not receive any EMF, were not affected on their cognitive assessment through the different stories. Volunteers who received a 40 Hz-based EMF and were read the Positive story (N=12) performed significantly higher than those who received EMF and were read the Negative story (N=14) on the DSF subtest \( t(24)=2.548, p=0.018 \). Additionally, those who received the Positive story and EMF performed significantly higher on the DSF than those who received the Neutral story and EMF \( t(20)=2.258, p=0.035 \). Following the application of EMF, those who received a positive story had significantly higher Beta activity (20-25 Hz) in the right anterior insula, when compared to those who received the negative or neutral story. The anterior insula plays a role in supporting subjective feeling states, with the ability to regulate the introduction of feelings into cognitive and motivational processes (Namkung et al., 2017). In summary, these results indicate that different emotionally valenced scripts when paired with an EMF have significant effects on short term and working memory as well as areas in the brain responsible for these processes.
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Abstract: Neural oscillations have been associated with different cognitive functions and brain disorders. Recently, the non-sinusoidal waveform of oscillations has gained interest, as the waveform of neural rhythms may be closely associated with the underlying network physiology. However, waveform analysis in the time domain has been limited to dominant neuronal oscillations and by pre-selection of waveform features. Here, we contribute a novel Fourier-series based waveform analysis that allows for a comprehensive analysis of non-sinusoidal waveforms. We applied Fourier-based waveform analysis to human cortical oscillations recorded using magnetoencephalography (MEG). This approach allowed us to robustly dissociate multiple spectrally and spatially overlapping cortical rhythms across theta, alpha and beta frequency ranges in the human brain. Fourier-based waveform analysis is a powerful new tool to distinguish neuronal rhythms, and to study their spectral fingerprints in health and disease.
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Abstract: Phase resets are discontinuities in ongoing neural oscillations, whereby the wave abruptly transitions to some default phase (e.g., a peak), regardless of the phase of the wave a
moment earlier. Oscillations can have their phase reset by external stimulation or internal signals, and these resets are theorised to flexibly align the oscillatory activity of different brain regions for enhanced intercommunication in response to task requirements. As such, phase resets play a key role in theoretical accounts of sensory processing, attention, multi-sensory integration, speech processing, and many other areas of cognition. They have also been hotly debated as one possible generator of the event-related potential (ERP). The role of phase resets in cognition and neural processing has been difficult to study, however, because phase resets in electrophysiological data have been impossible to disambiguate from additive wave-like signals (additive ERPs) using available analysis methods. This is a problem for our understanding of neural processing because phase resets and additive ERPs have quite different computational and theoretical implications. I will present work describing a method for detecting phase resets in electrophysiological data using an inter-frequency phase alignment metric. This method works well on simulated data, giving strong responses to phase resets but not to additive ERPs with very similar spectral properties. I will also present the results of applying this method to several real datasets (visual stimulation, eye movements, and speech processing tasks), including showing that the P1 ERP component of the EEG is caused, in part, by a reset of ongoing oscillations, whereas later ERP components are not. This method provides an exciting avenue for the empirical examination of phase resets, and to begin testing theories of the roles of phase resets in cognitively-relevant neural processing.

Disclosures: A.M. Harris: None.
frontal areas (F4 and F3, respectively), and referenced to Cz. After each color, they evaluated them subjectively with the following seven bipolar continuous scales, ranging from −100 to +100: green-red, yellow-blue, brightness, saturation, valence, arousal, and pleasure. All participants read and accepted the informed consent. EEG data was corrected for eye movement artifacts, segmented into 1 s epochs, and normalized. The absolute power of the alpha band (8—13 Hz) was calculated (Alpha Power), and natural logarithm (ln) was then applied. Regarding the subjective data, Valence, Arousal, and Pleasure ratings per stimulus were averaged (VAP index), meaning that greater values represent joyful and pleasurable colors, whereas sad and unpleasant colors are indicated by lower ones. The results showed that \( \ln(\text{Alpha Power}) \) at F3 was negatively correlated with Brightness \((r_s = -.35, p = .03)\), Arousal \((r = -.38, p = .02)\), and the VAP index \((r = -.32, p = .046)\). Finally, no significant correlations were found at F4. It should be noted that Brightness was positively correlated with Valence \((r_s = .68, p < .001)\). With these results, we found that bright, joyful, and pleasurable colors were associated with an increase of left frontal brain activity (alpha suppression), as proposed by the FAA model. On the other hand, we could argue that, in general, colors are more prone to evoke positive emotions, rather than strong negative ones, which are linked to right frontal cortex activity. These findings will help to better understand the role of FAA as a model to assess electrophysiological responses to emotions. Particularly, this study fills a gap in the study of FAA with colors as emotional stimuli in the fields of cognitive psychology and neuroscience.
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**Title:** Synchrony of ripple oscillations in the mouse visual cortex
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**Abstract:** Conscious perception of visual stimuli involves the precise coordination of many cortical centers. In the visual cortex, information generally flows along an anatomical and functional hierarchy, but how different visual elements are seamlessly integrated into a perceptual whole remains largely a mystery. High frequency oscillatory bursts (i.e., ‘ripples’) have recently emerged as a potential substrate for the binding of neuronal activity across distributed cortical centers. Originally described in the rodent hippocampus, ripples riding on sharp waves (SWRs) have been shown to couple with ripples in the posterior parietal cortex and
index the reconstruction of spatiotemporal neuronal firing patterns essential for the consolidation of memories during non-rapid eye movement sleep. It is not clear, however, whether ripples exist in the rodent visual cortex and whether their properties are consistent with a role in binding of visual information. Here, we analyzed local field potential and spiking data in the visual cortex of mice collected as part of the Allen Brain Observatory Visual Coding study. We found that ripples occur and co-occur with zero phase lag in primary visual cortex and all higher visual areas with a stereotyped frequency of ~160 Hz and duration of ~70ms (similar to ripples found in the hippocampus). Surprisingly, spontaneously-evoked ripples in the deeper layers of visual cortex co-occurred more frequently with ripples in other cortical parcels than with ripples in higher layers within the same parcel. Ripple co-occurrence was most pronounced between the deepest layers of posteromedial area (VISpm) and anteromedial area (VISam), which both sit atop the visual cortex hierarchy. Ripple co-occurrence also increased co-firing between involved cortical sites. These results provide preliminary evidence that ripples occur in the murine visual cortex and may help integrate neuronal activity between separated cortical centers. Future work should: (1) explore which mechanisms generate visual cortex ripples and facilitate their co-occurrence; (2) further examine the focality of ripple events; (3) characterize how ripples may facilitate neuronal interactions; and (4) quantify how ripple occurrence in different cortical sites lock to visual stimuli.
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Title: Co-occurring ripple oscillations facilitate neuronal interactions between cortical locations in humans.

Authors: *I. VERZHBINSKY1, D. RUBIN2, S. KAJFEZ5, Y. BU6, J. N. KELEMEN3, A. KAPITONAVA4, Z. WILLIAMS8, L. HOCHBERG9, S. S. CASH10, E. HALGREN7;
Abstract: Synchronous bursts of high frequency oscillations (‘ripples’) are hypothesized to contribute to binding by facilitating integration of neuronal firing across cortical locations. We tested this hypothesis using local field-potentials and single-unit firing from four 96-channel microelectrode arrays in supragranular cortex of 3 patients. Neurons in co-rippling locations showed increased short-latency co-firing, prediction of each other’s firing, and co-participation in neural assemblies. Effects were similar for putative pyramidal and interneurons, during NREM sleep and waking, in temporal and Rolandic cortices, and at distances up to 16mm. Increased co-prediction during co-ripples was maintained when firing-rate changes were equated and were strongly modulated by ripple phase. Co-ripple enhanced prediction is reciprocal, synergistic with local upstates, and further enhanced when multiple sites co-ripple. Together, these results support the hypothesis that trans-cortical co-ripples increase the integration of neuronal firing of neurons in different cortical locations, and that enhanced integration is not secondary to increased firing but does depend in part on phase-modulation.

Abstract: Working memory requires large-scale coordination among widespread brain regions. Long-range coherence between the oscillatory activity of cortical regions, arising in multiple frequency bands, may be a mechanism supporting information routing and integration across distributed networks.

Here, we perform a time-resolved spectral analysis of local field potentials (LFPs) recorded simultaneously from dozens of cortical areas in non-human primates performing a visual delayed match-to-sample task. We define a novel type of neural activity events, which we call “crackles”. A crackle is a transient upward modulation of the average oscillatory power (spatially and spectrally localized). A minority of “crackles” are also “bursts” as they correspond to strong transient increases of power. However, most crackles are not bursts, because the power remains overall weak even at the fluctuation peak (and thus unlikely to generate modulations of postsynaptic excitability).

We find that a multiplicity of regions undergo task-related modulations of crackling intensity and probability across many frequency bands (alpha to gamma), with a subset of frontoparietal regions exhibiting a ramping crackling probability through the delay period of the task. Furthermore, these modulations of crackling activity carry mutual information about the identity of the visual stimulus held in working memory. Remarkably, the nodes whose crackling modulations convey the most mutual information are not always the ones with the strongest oscillatory power and the more prominent oscillatory activity. On the contrary, the nodes with the highest stimulus-related mutual information have weak average oscillatory power, but tend to crackle in a temporally coordinated manner with other regions. This creates windows of opportunity where nonlinear integration can take place through the formation of “co-crackling assemblies”. In other words, the regions whose LFP power encodes the most working-memory content are not the one with the strongest, but with the most entangled oscillatory crackles.

We propose alternative scenarios for interpreting our results and favor the hypothesis that stimulus is encoded within low-dimensional subspaces of distributed, but coordinated system’s activity. In this view, entangled power fluctuations may be the signature of the system operating within a specifically-adapted processing mode, but they would not necessarily mediate, by themselves, inter-regional communication (even if many weak crackles could still collectively boost integration via their coordination).
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Title: Encoding and decoding visuomotor task and behavioral parameters using spectro-laminar beta rhythm patterns in macaque motor cortex
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Abstract: Beta rhythms are ubiquitous in the motor cortex, and many functional roles were proposed. We recently described a double-dissociation between different beta bands in macaques local field potential (LFP), with low beta (<20Hz) in primary motor cortex (M1) correlating with movement preparation and spontaneous postural dynamics, and high beta (>20Hz) in dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) correlating with temporal task prediction and dynamical visuospatial attention (Nougaret et al. 2023, bioRxiv, doi:10.1101/2023.03.28.534535). Even within the low and high beta bands, individual beta events are highly heterogeneous in their temporal, spectral and spatial dynamics. We here explore single-trial spectro-spatial beta rhythm patterns in motor cortical laminar recordings in two male macaques during visuomotor behavior, to determine their relationship to different aspects of the behavioral task and performance. In order to incorporate the laminar dimension to this analysis, we applied Non-negative Tensor Factorization (NMF) to time-frequency single trial LFP data, to decompose it into spectro-spatial patterns. We found that these patterns underwent fluctuations in amplitude, and we termed moments with relatively high amplitude of a pattern "crackles". Crackles resemble "bursts", although their overall amplitude could be weak compared to total LFP power in the beta range. The rates of occurrences of crackles for individual patterns were characteristically modulated by the task, and encoded task-related information. Furthermore, they could be used as features for decoding. Specifically, there was significant Mutual Information (MI) between crackles and task conditions, which allowed us to build a random forest decoder able to extract the identity of the condition cue from the "instantaneous" crackling rate of the patterns within single trials. In conclusion, the power across the total beta range can be decomposed into multiple spectro-laminar patterns that correlate with the behavioral task. These spectro-laminar patterns might reflect specific neuronal subpopulations or network states.
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Title: Real-time EEG-TMS motor mapping to evaluate phase-specific trends in mu and beta rhythms
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Abstract: Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is an increasingly popular neuromodulation technique for therapeutic and diagnostic use in research and clinical settings. However, TMS is susceptible to variability, especially in populations with neurological abnormalities. Therefore, individualized TMS treatment is warranted. The recent development of real-time electroencephalography-TMS (EEG-TMS) created novel pathways toward such patient-specific applications. One limitation to EEG-controlled approaches is the low spatial resolution of the method. As such, it is important to characterize the spatial dependencies of EEG-TMS effects. In this study, we use TMS motor mapping to explore the spatial effects of EEG-TMS in the two prominent sensorimotor EEG rhythms, mu (8-13 Hz) and beta (14-30 Hz). Twenty participants were recruited for participation. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was collected to identify anatomical and functional (fMRI) relationships within the data. Then we performed EEG-TMS over a pseudorandom grid surrounding the primary motor cortex. Four brain states were targeted, specifically, peak, falling, trough, and rising phase of the sensorimotor mu and beta rhythms. Electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the first dorsal interosseus (FDI) and abductor digiti minimi (ADM) muscles to identify changes in cortical excitability. The cortical location and orientation corresponding to the TMS-induced motor evoked potentials (MEP) were recorded using neuronavigation. The spatial data was projected to a 2-D plane the MEP data is fitted to the plane. To quantify the spatial effects of EEG-TMS, we evaluated the motor map in three ways. Traditional motor mapping uses center of gravity, area of activation, and volume of activation. Cortically localized motor mapping uses electric field stimulation to regress standard motor maps to the cortical surface for anatomical comparisons. Task- and resting state-fMRI provide correlations between TMS motor maps and functional connectivity. Preliminary results suggest elevated cortical excitability at the trough of the beta oscillation (1.08 ± 0.05 mV) compared to the peak (0.96 ± 0.06 mV) in and around the center of the spatial map. Ongoing analyses will further explore the spatial extent of this effect, compare frequencies at different spatial locations, and investigate covarying effects of individual differences in MRI and fMRI. Ultimately, this study will characterize spatial heterogeneity of brain states during real-time neuromodulation, which allows us to provide recommendations for accurate translation of EEG-TMS to clinical targets in and outside the motor cortex.
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Title: Canonical cortical circuits maximize high-order synergies for multi-frequency communication
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Abstract: The functional connectivity between cortical regions can be divided into bottom-up and top-down pathways, each utilizing a specific frequency band. These frequencies emerge at the regional scale through oscillations on different cortical layers. Explanations for the origin and utilization of this frequency communication range from a structural basis, such as specific cellular types (PV, SOM) for each frequency band, to its function as multiplexed communication with high frequency for bottom-up and low frequency for top-down. By employing rate models of coupled regions embedded in a realistic multi-layer cortical organization, we demonstrate that different layers exhibit specific and segregated frequencies. Deep layers display low frequencies, while superficial layers exhibit high frequencies. This finding is surprising because, in our model, each layer includes identical excitatory and inhibitory populations without laminar-specific resonances. We demonstrate that this frequency segregation is a by-product of self-organized collective dynamics rather than hardwired anatomy or interneuronal diversity.

Next, we evaluated the communication between two hierarchically distinct cortical regions using spectral Granger causality. The model confirms empirical results, showing that communication is possible for bottom-up in high-frequencies and top-down in low frequency. However, the model’s explanatory power extends beyond this, demonstrating that top-down communication can flexibly change from low to high frequency. This modulation is finely adjusted by contextual inputs (e.g. salience/attention) or the weight of interregional connections.

We find then that the emergence of dynamic regimes with frequency segregation is non-trivial and tightly related to canonic circuit wiring as not arising in randomized multilaminar circuits. We thus speculate that this special connectome has been selected because of the peculiar functional advantages it confers. Through information theoretical analyses (in terms of S- and O-information), we find that the canonical circuit has exceptional information processing properties, since it gives rise to collective dynamics simultaneously maximizing “complexity” (coexistence of integration and segregation) and inter-regional “synergy” (beyond communication). In this view, the emergence of frequency-segregation would not be an aim by itself but rather the unsought-for but necessary consequence -a spandrel- of maximizing inter-layer and inter-regional entanglement.
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**Title:** Brain network hypersensitivity underlies pain crises in sickle cell disease
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¹Anesthesiol., Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; ²Anesthesiol., Univ. of California, Irvine, CA;
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**Abstract:** Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a genetic disorder characterized by abnormally deformed blood cells causing vessel blockages and vascular occlusion crises (VOCs). During VOCs severe pain occurs when sickle-shaped red blood cells block blood flow in small vessels. The occurrence of VOCs is repetitive and unpredictable in many patients, making it difficult to timely implement preventive strategies. Here we suggest explosive synchronization (ES), a widely observed physical phenomenon characterized by abrupt phase transitions and high sensitivity near the critical point, as a novel approach to address this challenge. We previously demonstrated that a network mechanism of ES and hypersensitivity is involved in chronic pain in patients with fibromyalgia. We hypothesized that, changes in the default mode network (DMN) connectivity as observed in patients with SCD, possibly due to the recurrent VOCs, can potentially disrupt the hub structure, leading to ES and hypersensitivity. In this study, we analyzed EEG data collected from two 24 individuals with SCD pain and 18 pain-free healthy controls. EEG recordings were acquired at rest and during painful pressure cuff application to the left calf. We aimed to investigate the relationship between frequency disassortativity (a condition for ES) of alpha waves, patient reported outcomes (PROs), and VOCs. During the eye-closed resting state, the SCD group exhibited a lower frequency of alpha waves (9.01±0.09Hz) compared to the control group (9.83±0.13Hz). During the painful stimulation, we found that the frequency assortativity of alpha waves in the SCD group displayed a significant negative correlation with three important PROs: BPI Pain Interference score (R=-0.496, p=0.010), PROMISE29 Physical Function (R=-0.539, p=0.005), and HADS Depression (R=-0.509, p=0.008). This suggests that patients with greater pain, depression and poor physical function displayed greater ES features (more disassortative frequencies). Furthermore, patients who had a higher frequency of VOCs in the preceding 12 months presented with decreased frequency assortativity (R=-0.595, p=0.001). Importantly, the occurrence of the VOCs relative to the time of EEG recordings (within 30 days) was significantly correlated with the intensity of the ES condition: the closer of the occurrence of VOCs before or after the EEG recording, the stronger frequency disassortativity. In conclusion, we provided first-of-hand evidence that supports ES as
a novel objective marker for assessing pain and VOCs in SCD. Further studies will help us to understand unique brain network features in SCD with recurrent VOCs and pre-empt the occurrence of VOCs.
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**Title:** Probing Neural Alterations in the Wall of the Abnormal Brain Cavity: An Electrophysiological Investigation in Rats
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**Abstract:** Cortical stimulation holds promise as an effective approach for addressing post-stroke motor impairment. Previous attempts at stimulating the perilesional cortex using epidural electrodes for post-stroke impairments have encountered challenges, potentially due to limited spatiotemporal precision. Besides, the formation of an abnormal cavity (aBC) following a stroke presents an opportunity for a new strategy involving electrical stimulation to enhance motor recovery. Utilizing more compliant and flexible arrays, the immediate surface of the aBC can serve as a neuromodulation interface for treating post-stroke impairment. However, a deeper understanding of the neuronal dynamics within the aBC wall is necessary for precise targeting, thereby opening avenues for spatiotemporal stimulation of the aBC wall to alleviate post-stroke motor impairment. This project aims to investigate the altered neurophysiological dynamics within the aBC wall. In this study, local field potentials (LFP) in the forelimb motor cortex (MC) of eleven male Sprague-Dawley rats were unilaterally recorded using a 32-channel recording probe. Subsequently, stereotactic aspiration of the MC was performed at that location to mimic an aBC. LFP recordings were repeated using the same probe, both within and around the aBC wall, approximately one hour (acute) and one week (chronic) after inducing the lesion in an anesthetized setup. Pulsed electric stimulation was applied to the contralateral forelimb muscles in all conditions, and evoked potentials were recorded through the same implanted probe. The LFP measurements revealed a sudden decrease in power within the delta and alpha bands in the acute cavity plane compared to healthy conditions, which depended on the depth of electrical contact. Conversely, in the chronic cavity, a more heterogeneous response was observed, with some regions exhibiting recovery through local field potential power in specific frequency bands,
while others experienced further deterioration. Meanwhile, in the acute cavity, the amplitude of evoked potentials was significantly reduced compared to the response observed in a healthy MC. In chronic conditions, partial recovery of the evoked potential amplitude was observed. Our study reveals changes in both spontaneous and evoked neural activity following aBC formation in the rodent motor cortex. Mapping these changes within the aBC wall can help identify optimal stimulation sites to improve motor deficits.
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**Title:** Alpha oscillations mediate directed interbrain synchronization in socially interacting ferrets.

**Authors:** *M. ZHANG*¹²³, D. PATEL³²⁴, S. RADTKE-SCHULLER³², F. FROHLICH³²; ²Carolina Ctr. for Neurostimulation, ³Psychiatry, ⁴Biol., ¹Univ. of North Carolina Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC

**Abstract:** Social interaction plays a key role in shaping human cognition and mental health. Canonical paradigms in social neuroscience focus on recording the brain activity of individual subjects performing a specific perceptual or behavioral task. Recently, the social brain has been increasingly studied in more naturalistic and interactive settings, where brain activity from multiple interacting people is simultaneously recorded, a technique known as “hyperscanning.” This has led to the discovery of interbrain synchronization in humans in various types of social interaction, from musical performances to classrooms. Greater interbrain synchronization has been correlated with greater social engagement in humans. Two commonly observed brain oscillations mediating interbrain synchronization in humans are frontal theta oscillations (4-8 Hz) and parietal alpha oscillations (8-12 Hz). To further investigate the neural mechanisms of interbrain synchronization, hyperscanning experiments emerged in the study of animal social interactions. While different forms of synchronization have been observed across the frontal cortex of interacting animals in various species, region- and frequency-specific findings analogous to those of humans are yet to be demonstrated. Here, we introduce domestic ferrets (*Mustela putorius furo*) as a novel animal model for studying interbrain synchronization. Ferrets
are gregarious animals that exhibit strong social-cognitive skills, visuomotor communication, and vocalization. They also exhibit human-homolog theta and alpha oscillations in the frontoparietal network while performing cognitive tasks. Thus, we hypothesized that frontal theta oscillations and parietal alpha oscillations of the ferret brain would mediate interbrain synchronization during social interaction. Electrophysiology in the premotor cortex (PMC) or the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) was simultaneously recorded in pairs of animals during free social interaction. Preliminary analysis of one pair of animals demonstrated that interbrain synchronization during active social interaction is primarily mediated by directed coupling between the alpha oscillations in the PPC of the two animals. We did not observe significant synchronization in PMC between the two animals in any frequency bands, including the theta band. Our findings demonstrate the importance of PPC alpha oscillations, over PMC theta oscillations, in mediating interbrain synchronization during social interaction between ferrets. This work also demonstrates the value of using ferrets as an animal model for studying interbrain synchronization comparable to that of humans.

Disclosures: M. Zhang: None. D. Patel: None. S. Radtke-Schuller: None. F. Frohlich: D. Fees for Non-CME Services Received Directly from Commercial Interest or their Agents (e.g., speakers’ bureaus); Academic Press, Insel Spital. E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); UNC. F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Electromedical Products International.
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Title: Causal role of frontoparietal theta oscillations in the ferret during the 5-choice serial reaction time task
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Abstract: Introduction: The dorsal frontoparietal network (dFPN), including dorsal frontal cortex (dFC) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC), generates top-down control signals through corticocortical oscillations during cognition. Theta oscillations appear to coordinate activity in the dFPN during cognitive tasks, including sustained attention. Yet, whether theta oscillations within the dFPN play a causal role in sustained attention remains unknown. Methods: To
investigate sustained attention, we trained animals in the 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT), a preclinical analog of a human sustained attention task. We recorded multi-site electrophysiology and implemented frequency-specific optogenetic perturbations in the freely moving ferret (Mustela putorius furo) during the 5-CSRTT. We refined the 5-CSRTT into two behavioral contexts; “hard” and “easy”. Task difficulty was determined by length of delay period an animal must wait to respond to a visual stimulus for reward. The peak of frontal theta activity (~5 Hz) for each animal was extracted from endogenous activity. Optogenetic stimulation was delivered via light pulses to the dFC during the 5-CSRTT, while recording local field potential and single-unit activity from dFC and PPC. 

**Results and Discussion:** We were successful in creating two behavioral contexts of the 5-CSRTT by modulating delay length. The “hard” version of the task significantly degraded task performance, reflected in reduced accuracy (p = 0.008) and increased occurrence of premature touches (p < 0.001). Animals responded to the visual stimulus faster in the “hard” condition compared to “easy” (p < 0.001), indicating that animals were more engaged in the more difficult version. We modulated single unit activity in the dFC with temporal and frequency precision during the delay period of the 5-CSRTT across conditions. We successfully drove network connectivity with theta stimulation in the “easy” task condition, measured by phase locking value. We observed improved task accuracy (p = 0.0728) driven by a reduction in omissions (p = 0.068) in the “easy” task condition, but did not observe altered functional connectivity or behavior in the “hard” condition. 

**Conclusion:** We demonstrated a context-dependent effect of rhythmic optogenetic stimulation on dFPN connectivity and identified a potential causal role of theta-frequency coupling within the dFPN during 5-CSRTT performance. This work was supported by the National Institute of Mental Health (R01MH124387 and R01MH122477). Disclosure: FF receives payments as a consultant from Electromedical Products International, Insel Spital, and the University of Michigan.
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**Title:** Multiscale spatio-temporal organization of neocortical dynamics in freely-moving rats revealed by brain-wide surface LFP recordings using active graphene-based ECoG.
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Abstract: Accumulating evidence from wide-field imaging suggests the temporal and spatial
non-stationarity of brain dynamics. However, the limited spatiotemporal resolution and large-
area coverage of available electrophysiological or imaging techniques prevent the complete
characterization of these non-stationary dynamics. Particularly, imaging techniques suffer from
poor temporal resolution and applicability to freely-moving animals, while electrophysiological
recordings are limited to frequencies above ~0.5Hz and to a limited area/dense coverage. Thus,
novel methodologies are required to understand the large-scale and wide-band non-stationary
dynamics of field potentials. Here, we present the use of an active, multiplexed and flexible
micro electrocorticography probe based on graphene transistors, which is operated by a
dedicated implantable head stage in freely moving rats. Graphene active sensors provide a stable
gain in a wide frequency band, including DC, while enhancing the scalability in terms of channel
count. Using 256 and 512 channel probes we recorded broadband local field potential (LFP)
across a large fraction of the neocortical surface in freely behaving rats. 3D-tracking and spatio-
spectral analysis of recordings over long sessions enabled automatic brain states segmentation.
We identified topographic spectral characteristics of distinct states as well as the infra-slow
correlates of brain-state transitions. We developed a novel approach for the detection of the
spatiotemporally non-stationary LFP sources allowing the decomposition of cortical activity into
spatiotemporal waves from infra-slow to gamma time scales clustering in similar topographic
regions. We identified topographically localized and frequency-diverse sleep spindle and gamma
oscillations that were modulated by infra-slow and slow waves. On a cycle time scale, sleep
spindles and gamma oscillations presented complex phase dynamics corresponding to standing,
travelling as well as spiral waves. Characterization of non-stationary cortical waves in a wide
band challenges traditional views of brain oscillations, providing an alternative framework for
cross-frequency coupling analysis across spatiotemporal scales, characterization of the
oscillatory dynamics, interpretation of the polarity of the surface LFP signals and their
spatiotemporal properties.
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Title: An Interface for multi-scale investigations in freely moving rats
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Abstract: While highly integrated, large sensor count probe systems have revolutionized neuroscience in recent years, the systems for distributed deployment of such tools on a global brain scale in freely moving animals are still poorly developed. Furthermore the linkage of electrophysiological signals across spatial scales often necessitates the combination of different probe types with highly divergent form factors in the same animal, making implantation challenges currently a main bottleneck for systematic cross-scale investigations. In addition, development cycles of new probe designs and integrated multi-scale sensor systems would benefit greatly from iterative tests of different device types within one animal as well as testing of one device type in quick succession in comparable conditions across different animals. Scientific use and technological development of high sensor count, multi-scale probe systems would therefore benefit greatly from cranial interfaces that combine chronic global brain access with techniques for modular, large-scale and iterative implantation of probes and mounting of supportive equipment for recordings in freely moving animals. We therefore developed such an implantation interface for modular, semi-chronic implantation of high-density surface and depth probes in rats, designed around an easy to implant and standardizable base layer supporting full brain access and head-fixation, development of surgical approaches for large bihemispheric craniotomies, exchangeable and probe penetrable skull prosthesis, and modular chronic mounting approaches for depth and surface probes or combinations thereof.
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Title: Alterations of cortical and subcortical high-gamma oscillations in anticipation of reward-associated cues in visual and olfactory operant tasks
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Abstract: Consciousness is comprised of a multitude of brain states that reflect varying degrees of exteroceptive awareness, which depends on specialized functional neural networks that flexibly respond to the demands of the external world. The default mode network (DMN) is one such large-scale brain network in humans and non-human animals that is active during introspective behavior, such as resting wakefulness. Suppression of DMN activity is essential to allow task-associated network function for goal-directed behaviors and cognitively-demanding tasks. The basal forebrain (BF), a subcortical region which promotes alertness and vigilance, has been hypothesized to facilitate the switch between cortical DMN activity and “task-on” network activity. DMN-like gamma activity (30+ Hz) is enhanced in both the prelimbic cortex (PrL), a central node in the DMN, and the BF during quiet wakefulness in the home cage, while such activity is suppressed during exploration of a novel environment, contexts that are presumed to promote or suppress DMN activity, respectively. However, such findings do not address the ability of the BF to provide instant-by-instant regulation of transitions between the DMN and network activity associated with externally guided behaviors. Thus, here we employed multi-site local field potential (LFP) recording techniques to measure changes in oscillatory activity in DMN-associated brain regions versus non-DMN regions during performance of two self-initiated operant tasks testing vigilant attention, the rodent psychomotor vigilance task (rPVT); and executive control, the odor discrimination Go/No-Go (GNG) task. In both tasks, we observed a reduction of broadband high gamma activity (80 - 200 Hz) in anticipation of information-bearing visual and olfactory signals in regions associated with the DMN (PrL, BF, olfactory bulb) and salience network (anterior insula). Interestingly, this suppression was more profound during correctly answered trials, such as when mice released the lever within one second of signal presentation in the rPVT and either retrieved the reward in “go” trials (hit) or refrained from responding in “no-go” trials of the GNG task (correct rejection). Together, these findings support the hypothesis that the BF is an important subcortical regulator of DMN-associated cortical regions, suppressing DMN activity during task-oriented behaviors, such as when awaiting the transient occurrence of a reward-predicting stimulus.
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Abstract: Inhibitory neurons play an essential role in cortical computation and brain synchronization; however, they have been studied mainly in regard to their local synaptic interactions. We focused on the study of a sub-type of neocortical long-range inhibitory neurons recently described: interhemispheric long-range GABAergic neurons (Int-LRGNs) that interconnect bilateral sensory cortical areas. A substantial population of these neurons co-express parvalbumin (PV) and are fast-spiking neurons, but how they impact interhemispheric coordination of neuronal activity and shape large-scale oscillatory patterns remain unknown. To address this question, we took advantage of cell type-specific optogenetic manipulations, i.e., injection of the Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV) expressing Channelrhodopsin in transgenic mice (PV-Cre). In acute brain slices, optogenetic stimulation of Int-LRGNs evokes inhibitory postsynaptic responses in cortical neurons. In freely moving injected mice that were chronically implanted with bilateral optrodes (arrays of electrodes and optical fibers), Int-LRGNs synchronize large-scale oscillatory activity at gamma, impacting interhemispheric coupling. The results of this research contribute to understanding how Int-LRGNs shape cortical activity and impact interhemispheric coordination. Further research may shed light on their contribution to processes such as sensory perception, as well as their participation in pathological conditions in which interhemispheric synchronization is altered such as schizophrenia and autism.

Title: Gaba transport blockaded in the external globus pallidus disinhibits the thalamic reticular nucleus and desynchronized cortical beta oscillation.

Authors: *N. VILLALOBOS VÁSQUEZ*, 1, V. M. MAGDALENO MADRIGAL2;
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Abstract: The external globus pallidus (GP) is a GABAergic core that coordinates firing and synchronization in the basal ganglia–thalamic–cortical network through afferents and spiking rate. In this sense, the GP sends axons to the rostral sector of the reticular thalamic nucleus (RTn); however, the functional contribution of this pathway is unknown. The existence of the GP-RTn pathway is important since the RTn controls the flow of information between the thalamus and cortex, suggesting that it contributes to cortical dynamics. In Parkinson’s disease, high GABA levels alter electrical activity in the GP and contribute to motor symptoms. Under normal conditions, GABA levels are regulated by GABA transporters (GATs). GAT type 1 (GAT-1) is highly expressed in the GP, and pharmacological blockade of GAT-1 induces tonic inhibition. In this work, we investigated the effect of increased GABA levels (by pharmacologically blockading GAT-1 into GP with 200 nm of tiagabine) on firing pattern in the RTn by obtaining single-unit extracellular recordings from anesthetized rats and on the motor cortex (MCx) by corticography (n=16). Our results show that high GABA levels increase the spontaneous activity rate of RTn neurons by 138.02 ± 19.37% and desynchronize oscillations in the beta frequency band in the MCx (diminishing the mean power spectra by 59.89 ± 11.39%). Our findings provide evidence that the GP exerts tonic control over RTn activity through the GP–RTn pathway and functionally contributes to cortical oscillation dynamics.
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**Title:** Sex differences in LFP bursts and phase discontinuities in the Shank3B-/- mouse  
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**Abstract:** Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder characterized by corticostriatal circuit dysfunction. Hyperconnectivity between frontal cortical regions such as the cingulate cortex and the dorsomedial striatum (DMS) has been found in several ASD experimental cohorts. Corticostratial hyperconnectivity is hypothesized to drive behavioral disturbances in ASD such as repetitive behaviors, language development, motor learning and social development. One model to study corticostriatal hyperconnectivity is the Shank3B loss-of-function model. Shank3B is a highly penetrant cause of ASD and the mouse model has increased corticostriatal structural connectivity during development. However, it is unknown whether there are functional changes in corticostriatal connectivity in the Shank3B mouse. Furthermore, it is unknown whether there is increased functional connectivity in the corticostriatal circuit of both male and female mice. We used dual in vivo setup to record neural activity from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and dorsal striatum (DMS) in juvenile male and female Shank3B+/+ and Shank3B-/- mice. We analyzed different properties of the LFPs such as LFP bursts and phase discontinuities. Bursts represent periods of increased LFP activity and show increased power in the theta and gamma bands. Phase discontinuities may represent the disruption of fluid coordination of neural information processing. Preliminary data suggests that the LFP bursts are less frequent but longer in the Shank3B-/- ACC and DMS with a stronger effect in females. When we analyzed phase discontinuities, we found that females had increased phase discontinuities in the beta band (12-30 Hz). In the DMS we found a potential interaction effect where Shank3B-/- males have increased phase discontinuities in the gamma band (30-80 Hz) and Shank3B-/- females have decreased phase discontinuities in the gamma band (30-80 Hz). These data suggest that there are changes in processing of neural information that differs across sexes. There are very few studies analyzing the differences between sexes in both normal and abnormal circuit thus these studies provide new insights into the functional circuit differences between males and females. Future work will include analyzing spike data from the same recordings to see if there are any changes at the single neuron level and determining synchronization between the ACC and DMS.  
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Abstract: Glucose represents the principal brain energy source. Thus, not unexpectedly, genetic glucose transporter 1 (Glut1) deficiency (G1D) is synonymous with encephalopathy. G1D seizures, which constitute a prominent disease manifestation, often prove refractory to medications but may respond to therapeutic diets. These seizures are associated with aberrant thalamocortical oscillations as inferred from human electroencephalography and functional imaging. Mouse electrophysiological recordings indicate that inhibitory neuron failure in the thalamus and cortex underlies these abnormalities. This provides the motivation to develop a neural circuit testbed to characterize the mechanisms of thalamocortical synchronization and the effects of known or novel interventions. We used ex-vivo mouse thalamocortical slices on microelectrode arrays and characterized spontaneous low (0.1-4 Hz) frequency oscillations and gamma (30-60 Hz) oscillations under near physiological (2.5mM) and high (20mM) bath glucose concentrations. Using the cortical recordings from layer IV, we quantified oscillation epochs via an automated wavelet-based algorithm. Acknowledging that both persons and mice with G1D exhibit neurophysiological changes upon neural fuel administration, we asked if our slice model captured relevant changes in low and high frequency oscillations. Under near physiological bath glucose, G1D slices exhibited low frequency oscillations at a rate of 0.03 ± 0.02 per second (mean ± SEM, n=6 slices from 3 mice) with an average duration of 1.57 ± 0.03 seconds. Gamma oscillations, which were sparser, occurred at a rate of 8 ± 0.7 mHz, with an average duration of 1.63 ± 0.26 seconds. High bath glucose resulted in a significant (p <0.05, paired t-test) decrease in low frequency oscillations by 13.4 ± 7.2 % (or a rate of 24 ± 20 mHz), whereas the gamma oscillatory events rose by 53.2 ± 16.9 % (or a rate of 12 ± 0.1 mHz). There was no significant change in epoch duration for these broad bin low (1.55 ± 0.23 seconds) or high (1.49 ± 0.1 seconds) frequency oscillations under high bath glucose. However, specifically for 2 to 4.8 Hz oscillations a significant decrease in epoch duration under high glucose was exhibited (2.5 mM glucose: 1.34 ± 0.03 seconds; 20 mM glucose:1.19 ± 0.02 seconds, p <0.01, paired t-test). Increased bath glucose reduced the low frequency oscillations while augmenting the gamma oscillations, likely reflecting strengthened inhibitory neuron activity. This approach provides an ex vivo method for the evaluation of mechanisms, fuels, and pharmacological agents in a crucial G1D epileptogenic circuit.
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Title: Phase lock of gamma wave by aurally presenting tones amplitude-modulated at 40 Hz
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Abstract: [Motivations] The gamma-band brain activities or entrainments corresponding to sound stimuli are expected to be effective for preventing cognitive diseases. In many studies, a pulse train, the intermittent sound, is used as the stimuli. In this study, we have focused on the type or the modulation functions. [Methods] Eight stimuli were used: sinusoidal waves at 40 Hz (low frequency sound) and 1 kHz (normal tone as control); sinusoidal waves at 1 kHz which are amplitude-modulated (modulation ratio was 100 %) by 20, 40, and 80 Hz sinusoidal wave, 40 Hz sawtooth wave, and 40 Hz inverse-sawtooth wave; a pulse train containing single 1 kHz sinusoidal pulses with a repetition period of 25 ms. The duration of all stimuli was 500 ms including 0.3 ms tapers. All stimuli were presented to the participants at the A-weighted equivalent noise level of 60 dB via headphones. Each stimulus was randomly presented 100 times. For the measurement of EEG signals, 26 participants with no medical history on hearing were employed (22.7 ± 2.1 years). The experiment was performed in accordance with the protocol approved by an ethical review committee. The result at T6 channel is reported as representative in this abstract. The time-frequency analysis of the EEG signals was performed by using continuous wavelet transform with complex Morlet wavelet. Then, the phase locking index (PLI) of each stimulus was calculated. Finally, the PLI values within the presenting area were temporally averaged with phase adjustment to derive a representative scalar value of the degree of phase locking for each stimulus. [Results and Discussions] First, the temporal mean of the PLI at 35 Hz, which is out of the modulation frequency of the stimuli, is checked. The PLIs of all stimuli was around 0.3 without showing any statistical significance. It implies that the phase was moderately locked to the onset timing of the stimuli regardless of the signal component and/or the shape of the envelope since the duration of the stimuli was short enough to keep the synchronization. The continuing duration of the locking should be checked in the future work. In
contrast, the result of 40 Hz showed different tendency. All stimuli with 40 Hz modulation or 40 Hz pulse as well as the 40 Hz resulted in stronger locking with statistical significance to the non-modulated sound while the 20 Hz and 80 Hz modulation result in no difference. In addition, the inverse-sawtooth modulation did not statistically show difference to the pulse train. The result leads us to the expectation that the target sound to be modulated can be arbitrarily selected for the purpose of brain wave synchronization, which may be useful for the future clinical use for dementia prevention.
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Title: Spatiotemporal characterization of human cortical network dynamics and modulation in vitro
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Abstract: Human neurons exhibit distinctive structural and functional qualities, making studies using human tissue particularly valuable for gaining mechanistic insights into the functioning and pathologies of the human brain. The use of in vitro human brain slices preserves the complex
cytoarchitecture and functional local microcircuits, therefore comprising a close representation of local networks in vivo. Here, we aimed to provide a two-dimensional characterization of human cortical dynamics during spontaneous cortical activity and in response to pharmacological and electrical modulation. We resorted to cortical tissue from patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy and brain tumors undergoing resective surgery, cut into 400 μm thick slices. Local field potentials were simultaneously recorded from multiple cortical columns and layers using 16 and 32 multielectrode arrays. Following electrophysiological recording, cortical layers were histologically reconstructed, enabling a two-dimensional spatiotemporal profiling of spontaneous cortical events. We also studied the progressive effects of blocking GABA receptors on cortical activity, which was transformed into epileptiform patterns. Finally, we investigated the effect of cholinergic activation by means of light, using the photoswitchable muscarinic agonist (Phthalimide-Azo-Iper (PAI)). Human slices expressed spontaneous slow oscillations, characterized by alternating periods of activity (Up states) and silence (Down states), at a frequency &lt;1Hz. This activity presented layer-specific dynamics, with Up states initiating preferentially in deep cortical layers. Gradual blockade of GABA receptors increased the firing rate and initially shortened Up states, eventually leading to epileptiform discharges with high network synchronization. The horizontal propagation of spontaneous slow oscillations was ca. 50 mm/s, an order of magnitude faster than the one described in other mammals. Slice illumination with white light induced the photoconversion of PAI from inactive (cis-) to the active isoform, trans-PAI. The subsequent activation of M2 muscarinic receptors of acetylcholine resulted in an increase in slow oscillation frequency. Exploring network dynamics in local circuits broadens our understanding of human cortex network mechanisms and mesoscale organization. Even when structurally the recorded slices showed no signs of dysplasia, the potential impact of patients’ epileptic discharges on the tissue will be discussed. Comprehending the fundamental properties of the human cortex is a crucial first step towards the development of effective treatment strategies.
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Abstract: The flexibility and accessibility of induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology has allowed complex human biology to be reproduced in vitro at high throughput scales. Indeed, rapid advances in stem cell technology have led to widespread adoption for the development of in vitro models of neuron electrophysiology to be used in screening applications in drug discovery and safety. As in vitro neuronal models become more mature, the functional electrophysiological activity may begin to reproduce low-frequency brain rhythms, in addition to the spiking, bursting, and synchronization already observed. Also, the nature of the functional activity, whether desynchronized or synchronized, may impact the utility of a model for a given application. The objective of this work is to develop and validate a functional neuronal assay that quantifies the relationship between cell health, the spiking activity of individual neurons, and the network activity embedded in the local field potential (LFP). Further, we provide a rationale for optimizing an in vitro model, including the cells and the media system. To accomplish these aims, we utilized multiwell microelectrode array culture plates, with a planar array of microelectrodes embedded into the substrate of each well. Impedance measurements were used to quantify the attachment of cells to the substrate and microelectrodes, as a measure of cell viability. Broadband (1 - 5000 Hz) electrophysiological data was acquired and then separately processed for action potential detection (200 - 5000 Hz) and low frequency oscillations (1 - 50 Hz). The power spectral density was computed from the low frequency signal sampled after network burst events, and then absolute power was computed in the delta (1-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-14 Hz), beta (14-30 Hz), and gamma (30-50 Hz) bands. The spectral power within the LFP was correlated with the emergence of bursting activity within the rodent cortical neurons by 14 days in culture, and intra-burst oscillations in the alpha band were detected at 21 days in culture. Known reference compounds were then added to the cultures and the change in LFP features were quantified and compared with more traditional functional endpoints based on spiking activity. For example, Amoxapine reduced the burst duration and increased the network burst frequency, while also eliminating the intra-burst oscillations and thus decreasing the LFP power in the alpha band. These results support the continued development and use of in vitro neural assays for high throughput drug discovery and safety assessment.
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Abstract: Cell culture methods for studying population activity in human neural networks offer unprecedented opportunities to understand how the structure of circuits can give rise to complex activity patterns. Although it is generally thought that the size of the network, defined as the number of neurons that comprise the circuit, is critical for determining the dynamics of the population activity, the relationship between this structural parameter and the resultant activity patterns is unclear. Using multi-electrode arrays, we characterized the spontaneous activity in human iPSC-derived neural networks of different size as these circuits matured. We found rather counterintuitively, that networks with fewer neurons generated more complex patterns as compared to networks with a larger density of cells. Furthermore, a model of the global structure built by examining the dynamics and interactions of pairs of neurons was better at predicting the structure of activity in large networks of neurons as compared to cultures with fewer cells, suggesting that larger networks are highly interconnected and therefore more simply organized. Beyond the implications these results have for determining how to experimentally study human brain circuits in vitro, this work illustrates how a property of neuronal cultures such as the size of the network, can self-organize circuits whose dynamics differ not just in degree, but in kind.
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Title: Comparative Assessment of Network Level Ca^{2+} Oscillations in 2- and 3-Dimensional hiPSC Derived and Primary Neuronal Cultures with the NeuroDeRisk Compound Set
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Abstract: Human induced Pluripotent Stem Cell (hiPSC) derived neural cells offer great potential for modeling neurological diseases and toxicities and have found application in drug discovery and toxicology. As part of the European Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI2) NeuroDeRisk (Neurotoxicity De-Risking in Preclinical Drug Discovery), we here explore the Ca^{2+} oscillation responses of 2- and 3-dimensional (2D, 3D/neurospheroid) hiPSC derived neuronal networks composed of mixtures of astrocytes and neurons of mixed glutamatergic and GABAergic activity. The test compound set (33 in total) encompasses established seizurogenic tool compounds as well as drugs that have a higher association with seizurogenic adverse events (positive) than other drugs (negative) based on the Food and Drug Administration Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) database. Both types of hiPSC networks were scored against Ca^{2+} responses of a mouse neonatal primary cortical neuron 2D network model serving as an established comparator assay. Parameters of frequency and amplitude of spontaneous global network Ca^{2+} oscillations and the drug-dependent directional changes to these were assessed, and predictivity of seizurogenicity scored using contingency table analysis. In addition, responses were compared between both 2D models as well as between 2D and 3D models. Concordance of parameter responses was best between the hiPSC neurospheroid and the mouse primary cortical neuron model (77% for frequency and 65% for amplitude). Decreases in spontaneous Ca^{2+} oscillation frequency and amplitude were found to be the most basic shared determinants of risk of seizurogenicity between the mouse and the neurospheroid model based on testing of the seizurogenic compound set. Increases in spontaneous Ca^{2+} oscillation frequency were primarily observed with the 2D hiPSC model, though the specificity of this effect to seizurogenic clinical compounds was low (33%), while decreases to spike amplitude were more predictive of seizurogenicity. Overall predictivities of the models were similar, with sensitivity of the assays typically exceeding specificity due to high false positive rates. Higher concordance of the hiPSC 3D model over the 2D model when compared to mouse cortical 2D responses may be the result of both a longer maturation time of the neurospheroid (84-87 days for 3D vs. 22-24 days for 2D network maturation) as well as the 3-dimensional nature of network connections established. The simplicity and reproducibility of spontaneous Ca^{2+} oscillation readouts support further investigation of hiPSC derived neuronal sources and their 2D and 3D networks for neuropharmacological safety screening.

Title: Ca$^{2+}$-induced Zn$^{2+}$spikes are generated via Zn$^{2+}$liberations from metallothionein III in neurons

Abstract: Ca$^{2+}$-induced Zn$^{2+}$ spikes are generated via Zn$^{2+}$ liberations from metallothionein III in neurons. Crosstalk between Ca$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ ions has been demonstrated in numerous cellular processes, and previous research from our lab showed synchronous Ca$^{2+}$ spikes that occur during critical stages of neurodevelopment can induce large increases in cytosolic Zn$^{2+}$, termed “Zinc spikes” in primary hippocampal neurons (Chen et al., Journal of Neurochemistry 2021). These Zn$^{2+}$ spikes are always preceded by Ca$^{2+}$ spikes and were found to be dependent on calcium-induced intracellular acidification. Zn$^{2+}$ has the ability to interact with proteins as a structural element or enzymatic co-factor and has recently been thought to act as a signaling molecule. Changes in Zn$^{2+}$ concentration may have the ability to alter the activity of proteins related to neuronal development and activity. The observation of zinc spikes introduces a new form of crosstalk between Ca$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ ions and raises the question of uncovering potential roles for Zn$^{2+}$ during neurodevelopment stages where spontaneous and synchronous Ca$^{2+}$ spikes occur. It was hypothesized that intracellular acidification can liberate Zn$^{2+}$ from Zn$^{2+}$ binding proteins, like metallothiones (MT), or ligands, such as antioxidant glutathione or cysteine residues. This work aims to discover the mechanism behind how neuronal Ca$^{2+}$ spikes produce Zn$^{2+}$ spikes. Using fluorescence microscopy imaging, we found that Zn$^{2+}$ spikes were evoked using various methods to induce Ca$^{2+}$ influx, such as depolarization, glutamate activation, and optical activation in primary rat hippocampal neurons. MT3 is a brain specific isoform of the metallothiones Zn$^{2+}$ binding proteins and can sequester up to seven Zn$^{2+}$ ions. Reduction in MT3 expression by shRNAi reduced Zn$^{2+}$ spikes in primary hippocampal neurons. This evidence demonstrates that MT3 may release Zn$^{2+}$ ions upon Ca$^{2+}$ influx and cellular acidification and therefore be responsible for large increases in cytosolic Zn$^{2+}$ in neurons, which may be important signaling events during brain development.

Disclosures: L. Salvagio: None. C. Zhang: None. Y. Qin: None.
Abstract: Whilst still widely used, animal experimentation shows some limits, especially in the field of neuroscience. In the last few years, cerebral organoids have appeared as relevant alternative solutions to model human cerebral cellular organization and development in 3D. Nevertheless, the implementation of organoids for large-scale drug screening in terms of efficacy and toxicity requires reproducibility and scalability. To address this challenge, we combine cerebral organoid culture with a microfluidic system, called Brain Organoid-on-Chip (Castiglione et al., 2022), which enables us to improve organoid culture conditions thanks to the precise modeling of cellular microenvironment. Here we present the establishment of the conditions for cerebral organoid culture in the NETRI Duplex Well microfluidic device, composed of two compartments separated by a porous membrane: 1/ a 3D organoid-culture chamber, and 2/ a perfusion channel enabling medium diffusion. Two different types of human cerebral organoid generation protocols have been assayed: unguided (adapted from Lancaster et al., 2013) and cortical (adapted from Xiang et al., 2017) organoids. Preliminary assays were performed to optimize on-chip cerebral organoids culture conditions, including the medium renewal procedure and an anti-adherence approach. We compared the Brain Organoid-on-Chip system to conventional culture, in terms of morphology, viability, cytoarchitecture, and transcript level of expression. The established procedure for culture medium renewal takes advantage of the perfusion channel to reduce direct medium changes within the organoid culture chamber. Following this procedure, unguided and cortical cerebral organoids were cultured for different long-term time points. They exhibited the characteristic morphologies expected from Lancaster et al., 2013 and Xiang et al., 2017. Immunofluorescence and RT-qPCR characterizations confirmed the presence of neural progenitors, mature neurons, and astrocytes. The chip design enables a reproducible culture protocol for cerebral organoids. This Brain Organoid-on-Chip platform paves the way for modeling the blood-brain barrier, and ultimately for studying the diffusion of compounds, for toxicological assessments, such as developmental neurotoxicity testing, and for efficacy screening of novel therapeutics.
Title: Diversity of network burst patterns in astrocyte enriched brain organoids
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Abstract: Brain organoids demonstrate some aspects of spatial-temporal brain development, including complex cytoarchitecture, resulting in a broad diversity of cell types. However, the ratio of neurons to glial cells is often disproportionately higher in brain organoids than in typical brains. Our lab has developed protocols for the generation of astrocyte-enriched organoids (AEO) containing amounts of astrocytes exceeding those of available organoid protocols. The astrocytes exhibit complex morphology by approximately day 150 in culture. Here, we first performed an immunohistochemical analysis to demonstrate that AEOs are composed of a variety of cell types including astrocytes. Second, we used multielectrode array (MEA) technology to explore neuronal and network activity patterns in the AEO. By nine months, astrocyte-enriched organoids showed spontaneous activity consisting of network bursts as well as sparsely distributed spikes. We used a burst detection algorithm that allowed detection of bursting patterns with high temporal resolution. In some AEO we found bursting patterns that evolve to repetitive high frequency reverberations resembling those previously described on monolayer excitatory networks (Abstract #12085; Pradeepan et al., 2023). However, different from patterns isolated in monolayer networks, AEO showed a much greater variety of network bursts and reverberating phenotypes, likely arising from the diversity of cell types. Third, we are exploring mechanisms that may be contributing to the diverse repertoire of network bursting and reverberating burst patterns through pharmacological treatment corroborated with immunohistochemistry. Pharmacological treatments include bicuculline (GABAAR antagonist), EGTA-AM (slow-kinetic calcium chelator), Strontium chloride (calcium-like divalent cation), artificial cerebrospinal fluid, and Sachez-Vivez (SV) solution (mimicking ionic composition of brain interstitial fluid). Our preliminary findings suggest SV solution promotes hyperexcitability in the network, resulting in increased frequency of patterned bursts. Taken together, AEOs provide evidence of mature cellular networks, diverse cell types, and complex,
electrophysiologically active neuronal networks, all of which are essential elements when modeling neurodegenerative to neuropsychiatric disorder pathophysiology.
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Abstract: As the global population ages the prevalence of neurodegenerative diseases (NDD) continues to rise to around 2% in people over 80. Despite this for many of the most common types, such as Alzheimer’s, there is no cure and current treatments only management of the declining symptoms. One of the key brain areas affected by NDD is the cortex and as a result, a major area of interest for drug discovery. However, the cortex is also a complex structure and a significant site of potential neurotoxicity leading to 25% of drug attrition in full development and causing major side-effects in over 400 registered medications. The lack of physiologically relevant cortical models is a major challenge for developing better treatments for NDDs and identifying potential neurotoxic liabilities during drug development. In drug discovery, categorising the phenotypic effect of small molecules on a target tissue is a common approach. Axol have used iPSC-derived neuronal and brain immune cells in in vitro co-culture to recreate a cortex-like tissue for research and drug discovery approaches. In partnership with Sunovion, Axol performed a blinded study with eight reference compounds on Axol’s cortical tri-culture model using an Axion MEA system. The tri-culture was maintained to Day 26 post thaw. On Day 26, 10 minutes baseline data was recorded before adding the first concentration of each compound. 10-minute recordings were taken immediately to capture any acute effects and after 60 minutes to capture longer-term effects. Following this a second concentration of each compound was added to the same wells in an accumulative manner and the process repeated. In total three concentrations of each compound were tested. Axol analysed the data and categorised each blinded compound from their observed actions into one of six groups/sub-groups. The main groups were Group 1 - “Little Effect”, Group 2 - “Activators” and Group 3 - “De-Activators” which were further sub-divided into Group 2A - “Hyperpolarising”, Group 2B - “Excitatory”, Group 2C - “Pro-convulsant”, Group 3A - “Blockers” and Group 3B - “Inhibitors”. On
unblinding the study, all eight compounds were found to be correctly identified although one compound, A was placed into the right group as a “De-Activator” but into the wrong sub-group as it’s mode of action would be expected to be an “Inhibitor” rather than a “Blocker”. Overall, this supports the ability of Axol’s human iPSC-derived cortical tri-culture model in predicting the action of new drugs and identifying potential neurotoxic liabilities.
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Abstract:  Understanding the complexity of brain function depends on our ability to comprehend the complicated interactions that take place between various cell types in neural networks. In this study, we used multi-electrode array (MEA) and patch clamp techniques to examine the functional characteristics and interconnections of dopaminergic, sensory, motor, glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons, and astrocytes that are capable of releasing cytokines. Our findings give insight into the underlying mechanisms and shed light on the functional effects of astrocyte-neuron interactions. By employing MEA recordings, we evaluated the synchronization patterns and network activity of these neuronal groups using MEA recordings. Every neuronal subtype exhibited unique firing patterns and network dynamics that were indicative of their functional specialization. The electrical characteristics and synaptic connections within these neural circuits were also examined using patch clamp recordings. Notably, we discovered synapse-specific traits and various synaptic transmission patterns in several neuronal populations. Our research also demonstrated the critical part astrocytes play in controlling neuronal activity. We found that astrocytes secreted cytokines that affected the activity and plasticity of the nearby neurons in addition to their well-known supporting roles. The functional impacts of astrocyte-neuron crosstalk were shown by the cytokine-mediated effects on neuronal excitability and neurite outgrowth. Overall, our research offers thorough understandings of the characteristics and
interconnections of dopaminergic, sensory, motor, glutamatergic and GABAergic neural networks produced from iPSCs. Furthermore, we stress the crucial part astrocytes play in determining neuronal activity and the possible influence astrocytic cytokines may have on neuronal function. The intricate dynamics of brain networks are better understood thanks to these discoveries, which also have implications for neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental diseases.
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Title: Calcium dependent reverberating super bursts in human Rett syndrome excitatory neuronal networks
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Abstract: Rett syndrome (RTT) is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder caused by mutations of *MECP2*, which encodes a global transcriptional regulator. RTT patients show abnormal developmental trajectories that include epileptic seizures. Previous studies have shown human stem cell derived excitatory *MECP2* mutant single neurons have smaller cell bodies with shorter dendrites and decreased branching, decreased synaptic potentials, and hyperexcitability. Using multielectrode array (MEA) technology, researchers have begun investigating patterns of in vitro spontaneous and synchronous activity that reflect neuronal and synaptic development. Abnormal patterns of spontaneous activity reflect altered normal development. Using MEAs and standard...
burst detection algorithms, MEAs demonstrate progressive synchronization between electrodes over development - indicative of neurons connecting within a network. Previously, MECP2 mutant networks have showed decreased burst frequency interpreted as a decrease in network activity and functional connectivity compared to isogenic controls. Here, we reveal that MECP2 deletions lead to an increase in frequency of reverberating super-bursts (RSBs), consisting of an initial large amplitude network burst followed by high frequency mini-bursts resulting in an increase in burst frequency and number of bursts - indicating hyper-activity. Pharmacological treatment of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} chelator EGTA-AM selectively eliminated RSBs, implicating elevated presynaptic calcium dynamics and rescuing the network burst phenotype. RSB were not affected by bicuculline (GABAAR antagonist). Taken together, reverberating super bursts (RSBs) present as a temporally complex dynamic that warrants careful consideration when defining bursts. Our results show that RSBs emerge early in developing neuronal networks of RTT, likely a consequence of enhanced excitability in single neurons and networks. MECP2 mutant networks exist in a genetically pre-disposed hyperexcitable state, such that physiologically relevant stimuli are more likely to persist within the network as a reverberation. These abnormal dynamics may lead to deviations from the typical developmental trajectory that facilitate the emergence of hyper-synchronous states that contribute to seizure onset.
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Abstract: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is an incurable neurodegenerative disease that leads to the progressive death of cortical and spinal motor neurons that comprise the locomotor circuit. Growing evidence indicates that cortical hyperexcitability, an early detectable electrophysiological disturbance in ALS and a driver of neuronal toxicity, is a strong candidate for driving locomotor circuit dysfunction and neuronal injury/loss. Cortical hyperexcitability, therefore, represents an attractive therapeutic target. However, the underlying drivers and
mechanisms of cortical hyperexcitability are not well understood. Multi-electrode arrays combined with in vitro dissociated cortical neuronal cultures provide a powerful platform to decipher mechanisms which drive excitability in transgenic mouse models of ALS and thus, pave the way for the discovery of novel therapeutics and in vivo testing. Using this technology, we performed a longitudinal analysis in cortical neuronal networks of different ALS mouse models with the aim of detecting changes in network excitability. We have analysed our excitability data using a multi-parameter approach, which took into consideration spike frequencies, burst duration, inter-burst intervals, individual bursts per array and number of network bursts per array, amongst other parameters. Specifically, we found early and late network excitability alterations in G93A-SOD1 derived cortical neurons consistent with a hyperexcitable phenotype, that were evidenced by decreased burst intervals (days in vitro 14: p = 0.009, days in vitro 21: p = 0.012), but not spiking frequency (days in vitro 14: p = 0.396, days in vitro 21: p = 0.456) compared to control neurons. Pharmacological interrogation of the G93A-SOD1 network disturbances by glutamatergic and GABAergic receptors blockers, uncovered that cortical hyperexcitability was accompanied by inhibitory circuitry deficits, but not changes in the excitatory input, suggesting that inhibitory transmission-related physiology is a promising therapeutic target for further investigation in rescuing the early hyperexcitable phenotype that is present in the disease. We also extended our analysis to two different C9ORF72-BAC mouse models which present molecular phenotypes only. Our results report early excitability changes in G93A-SOD1, but not in C9ORF72-BAC, cortical neurons, confirming that cortical hyperexcitability is only observed in models which go on to display a motor phenotype associated with motor neuron loss.
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**Title:** Vagus nerve stimulation is differently integrated at the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) neurons during heart failure in rats.
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**Abstract:** Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) therapy is currently use to treat heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF). VNS is typically used at a frequency of 5 Hz with an intensity that is sufficient to induce a slight bradycardia during stimulation. We previously shown that all
myelinated and none of the unmyelinated afferents are activated during VNS. The current study investigates the integration of vagal afferents on NTS neurons in control and HF rats (ejection fraction <60%) following different VNS protocols. Sprague-Dawley rats with pressure overload underwent a thoracic aortic constriction twelve weeks prior to terminal electrophysiology experiments and were compared to healthy controls. For terminal patch clamp experiments, the brainstem was removed under isoflurane anesthesia and a horizontal brainstem slice containing the solitary tract (ST) and medial NTS was obtained. Brain slice was maintained in physiological CSF and whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings was performed. Electrical shocks to the ST produced fixed latency evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (eEPSCs) with a jitter <200usec that identified NTS neurons with monosynaptic afferent input. EPSCs with jitter >200usec were considered polysynaptically innervated. ST stimulation protocols were used to mimic in vivo VNS using the following protocols: 1) continuous 5 Hz stimulation for 14 secs, 2) continuous 20 Hz stimulation for 14 secs, 3) 300Hz burst stimulation (4 pulses) for 14 secs, interburst interval (IBI) of 1 sec, 4) 300Hz burst stimulation (7 pulses) for 14 secs, IBI of 1 sec. Results showed that spontaneous EPSCs from second-order neurons in HF rats had smaller amplitude (p < 0.05) and frequency (p <0.05) compared to sEPSCs observed control rats. VNS at 300 Hz with 4 pulses elicited an increase in evoked EPSC amplitude compared to other protocols in control rats (p <0.05), but this effect was not observed in HF rats. All VNS protocols elicited asynchronous release of glutamate in TRPV1+ ST terminals, and these events were significantly more frequent (p <0.05) and larger in amplitude (p <0.05) in second-order neurons in controls compared to HF animals. In conclusion, second-order NTS neurons in HF rats showed significantly depressed synaptic features compared to controls. Since VNS therapy is beneficial in improving cardiac function, its effect may rely on restoration of synaptic properties for central integration of vagal afferents at the NTS level.
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Title: Learning in closed-loop neural cultures embodied in virtual worlds
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Abstract: All brains are collectives of cells embodied in a larger collective (the body) that together form an organism, whether non-vertebrate, vertebrate, mouse, or human. These bodies
are in an environment which is detected through a number of sensors, and that sensation is passed to the brain through electrical signaling. Much of learning and memory occurs in, or is directed by, the brain itself, where through neural firing and electrochemical interactions, the brain utilizes its plasticity to adapt to the environment. However, the full extent of brain plasticity - what elements of brain composition change, when, and how - is not fully understood. Additionally, the technical difficulty of in-vivo experimentation leaves much to assumption or indirect measurement. Here we propose to study the environment-brain relationship through closed-loop electrical stimulation of neural tissue culture, which is capable of the sensing, processing, learning, and action loops present in all organisms as well as being experimentally more accessible than in-vivo brains. We grow both primary cultures from wildtype embryonic mice as well as human induced neural stem cells (hiNSCs) as monolayers on a high density multielectrode array (HD-MEA) which records local field potentials (LFPs) and spiking activity in high temporal and spatial fidelity. These cultures are embodied in a virtual world after 21 days in vitro (DIV) via a closed-loop system in which neural electrical activity guides an agent’s behavior in a simple computer game and the agent’s interactions inside the game are encoded as stimulations given to the culture. Crucially, both the agent-environment stimulation ruleset and the location of the stimulations remain fixed throughout the training. Therefore, any change in behavior comes from the neural cultures’ plasticity efforts, rather than a change of software. With this, we aim to probe a form of tissue level intelligence as only a subset of plasticity changes is available to the neural culture. We report and classify a number of traditional electrophysiological measures as cultures develop over weeks, how these measures change in response to embodiment, and propose a novel platform for future study of fundamental principles of learning and memories in neural systems.
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Abstract: In vitro culture of neural cells requires an ideal energy source to maintain their viability and functionality. Glucose and pyruvate are commonly utilized as energy sources for sustaining neurons in vitro. However, culturing neurons in a low glucose-containing medium has been associated with significant degeneration. Thus, providing optimal culture conditions to support neural cells in vitro is crucial.
This study compared the effects of different culture conditions on neuronal health and functionality. B27 System was specifically designed to culture neurons while suppressing the growth of glial cells. In contrast, B27 Plus system aimed to support matured neurons and was found to be capable of supporting both neurons and astrocytes. It has been previously reported that glial cells can enhance synchronized bursting, a phenomenon observed in neuronal networks.

To evaluate the impact of culture conditions on synchronized bursting, electrophysiological measurements were conducted. Calcium imaging analysis revealed that B27 Plus system resulted in the development of synchronized bursting when compared to B27 system. The emergence of synchronized bursting signifies enhanced network activity and coordination among neurons. Furthermore, astrocytes, a type of glial cell, were found to produce L-serine and glycine. A subsequent "add back" study was performed, where glycine and L-serine were supplemented in the culture medium. This supplementation led to an increase in both the frequency and amplitude of spontaneous synaptic currents, indicating a positive impact on neuronal communication. These findings emphasize the importance of selecting appropriate culture conditions for neural cell studies in vitro. Understanding the influence of different conditions on neuronal health and functionality can contribute to the development of optimized culture protocols, ultimately enhancing our understanding of neural networks and their dynamics.
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**Abstract:** Closed-loop stimulation of the nervous system, in which activity recorded from one area triggers focal stimulation in a separate target area, has emerged as a potential therapeutic modality to enhance recovery after neurological disease and injury. In addition to in vivo investigations in non-human animals, e.g., Neurochip3 developed by Fetz and colleagues [1],
this technique has also been applied to individual neural specimens in vitro, such as in the European Project ‘BrainBow’ ‘Bidirectional Bridging’ system developed by Chiappalone et al [2] and closed-loop optogenetic stimulation by Jackson and colleagues [3]. To our knowledge, neural activity-driven microstimulation across two physically separate in vitro specimens has not been reported. If shown to be feasible, a software-driven virtual white matter platform could enable neuroscientists to scale up an increasing number of specimens to link to each other to create more sophisticated circuits and feedback loops, and to test the effects of temporarily virtually disconnecting or reconnecting specimens to each other. We created an in vitro model composed of two ex-vivo brain tissue samples cultured in two separate dishes, and a computer-based system to record and stimulate them. The activity of a neural specimen was recorded from one dish, action potentials (APs) and field potentials (FPs) were identified and used to focally modulate artificial electrical stimulation in the second dish. The neural activity evoked in the second dish is also recorded and used in turn to modulate electrical stimulation delivered back to the first dish. This focal stimulation therefore functions as a bi-directional virtual white matter connection. The system collects APs and FPs from neural specimens with preserved cytoarchitecture (organotypic slices and organoids) using three-dimensional multielectrode arrays (MEAs). The system selectively and focally stimulates desired regions of the brain tissue, and stimulation can be modulated in real-time based on neural activity recordings. Following stimulation, the system can detect changes in neural activity in the surrounding tissue, demonstrating the possibility of virtually recreating white matter. These findings demonstrate the viability of using electrical circuitry to virtually recreate the connections between various neural specimens. In addition to providing a novel methodology to study emergent properties from dynamically linked neural specimens in two or more separate dishes. Furthermore, the system could function as a testbed to develop in vitro brain-computer interfaces that rely on activity-triggered microstimulation and bidirectional feedback.
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**Title:** Multi-scale Organization of Neural Networks in a Three-Dimensional Bioprinted Mini-Brain Model
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**Abstract:** Efficiently establishing *in vitro* neural models that accurately mimic the structural and functional connectivity of neural networks is of paramount importance in neuroscience research. Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting, an emerging biofabrication technology, offers great potential for constructing sophisticated *in vitro* models. Here, we employed extrusion-based 3D bioprinting to fabricate 7×7×1.5 mm GelMA-based constructs containing E18 rat cortical neurons, which was subsequently referred to as 3DP. ATP quantification and CaM/PI staining indicated favorable neuronal viability within the 3DP over 14 days *in vitro*. Immunofluorescence staining targeting specific markers, such as NeuN, MAP2, and Tuj1, revealed progressive aggregation of neurons into spherical clusters of 50-200 μm in diameter (Figure). These clusters were accompanied by distinct axonal interconnections within and between clusters, resulting in the formation of a brain-like network. Fluo-4 mediated 3DP calcium signal recording enabled the visualization of spontaneous discharges within neuronal clusters at a micrometer scale, as well as synchronized calcium signals at a millimeter scale. Further investigation of pharmacological perturbation by antagonists of glutamate receptor, GABA receptor, and ion channel on the 3DP neurons exhibited significant alterations in firing rates and global correlation. RNA-seq analyses on both 3DP and conventional two-dimensional (2D) cultured neurons were performed. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) showed that the 3DP gene expression profiles were more similar to the adult rat cortex compared to the E18 cortex and 2D-cultured neurons, suggesting that 3DP neurons manifest an adult-like expression pattern despite being originated from fetal rats. These findings demonstrate the formation of multi-scale neural circuits within the 3D bioprinted mini-brain structure.
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**Title:** Label free functional characterization of ipsc derived neurons at subcellular resolution
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**Abstract:** In recent years, brain models derived from pluripotent stem cells have become a fundamental tool for studying common neurological disorders, such as epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease. The ability to measure the electrical activity of human iPSC derived neurons in real time and label free can provide much needed insights into the complexity of the neuronal networks. Nowadays, combining single cell resolution with high throughput physiological assays, which can potentially deepen our understanding of subtype specific neuronal activity, is especially valuable and yet difficult to achieve. In this study, the MaxTwo System (MaxWell Biosystems, Switzerland), a multi well high density (HD) MEA platform was used. MaxTwo HD MEA System allows *in vitro* extracellular recordings of action potentials at different scales, ranging from network through single neuron to subcellular features. Moreover, we showed the advantages of having an HD-MEA system featuring 26,400 electrodes per well, which are key to increase the statistical power of the data collected from iPSC derived neurons over multiple days, weeks and to capture the smallest neuronal signals. Finally, we present the Axon Tracking Assay, a tool for automated recording and analysis of individual axonal arbors of many neurons in parallel. The Axon Tracking Assay enables to measure action potential conduction velocity, axonal length, and number of axonal branches. With this unique method, we characterized the function and axonal structure of different iPSC derived neuronal cell lines. Our HD MEA platforms and the extracted metrics, such as firing rate, spike amplitude, and network burst profile among several others, provide an extremely powerful and user friendly approach for *in vitro* drug screening and disease modelling.
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Abstract: Long-term memory impairment significantly impacts patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), but no targeted treatment exists. The hippocampus and associated mesial temporal lobe structures are essential for declarative memory, and uncontrolled epileptic activity in these brain areas is a strong risk factor for progression of epilepsy and memory dysfunction. Temporal coupling of neural oscillations is critical for physiologic brain functions, and is dysregulated in the presence of interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs). We used a rodent kindling model to investigate the electrophysiologic activity patterns in hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) as animals experienced worsening of seizures and cognitive decline. Progression of epileptic activity in the hippocampus was associated with creation of an independent focus of interictal epileptic activity in the mPFC. Emergence of this independent cortical IED focus was correlated with a defined shift in hippocampal-cortical interactions that promoted intra-cortical hypersynchronous neural spiking. We found that spatiotemporally targeted closed-loop mPFC stimulation triggered on hippocampal IED occurrence eliminated this hypersynchronous response, effectively preventing recruitment of the mPFC into the epileptic network and ameliorating long-term spatial memory deficits. These results suggest a causal role for IED-mediated hippocampal-cortical communication in epilepsy progression and memory impairment, and propose interictal closed-loop electrical stimulation as a potential therapy for epilepsy and its comorbidities.
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Title: Activation of parvalbumin interneurons in the anterior piriform cortex alleviates seizures in temporal lobe epilepsy
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Abstract: Epilepsy is a pathological state that involves altered excitation-inhibition in the brain and exhibits recurrent seizures. The anterior piriform cortex (APC) is a limbic area that is closely associated with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). In the APC, parvalbumin-expressing (PV+) interneurons, which form abundant perisomatic synapses on principal neurons, can provide strong local inhibition. However, the causal relationship between APC-PV neurons and TLE is unclear. Using the pilocarpine model, we first found reduced local inhibition and PV synaptic density in the APC. To examine the causal role of APC in TLE, we applied chemogenetics and multi-site local field potential (LFP) recording in both the pilocarpine (i.p.) and hippocampal kainic acid (KA) injection models. In the pilocarpine model, we showed that APC-PV neuronal activation induced an anti-ictogenic effect and afforded seizure protection but did not influence an ongoing status epilepticus. In the chronic KA model, activation of APC-PV neurons significantly weakened focal seizure (FS) expression in the hippocampus. Additionally, brain dynamics analysis indicated that APC-PV neuronal activation took effect by modulating the long-range functional connectivity of the seizure network. Specifically, we found decreased local excitability and increased phase synchronization in ictal states when APC-PV was activated. Phase synchronization was measured by inter-regional phase locking value (PLV) of LFP. Moreover, there was a strong, negative correlation between FS number and PLV in ictal states. These results identify the APC-PV neuron as a target for treating TLE and highlight long-range functional connectivity as an endophenotype to report seizure severity. Importantly, our research provides novel insights into how a cortical microcircuit can exert antiepileptic benefits.
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Abstract: One-third of people with epilepsy have drug-resistant seizures. Surgical resection or ablation of a seizure focus can be effective options for chronic focal epilepsy; however, these procedures are tissue-destructive and are not indicated for all. As a restorative therapeutic alternative, the administration of cells that deliver GABA to the seizure focus could suppress chronic seizures without tissue destruction. NRTX-1001 comprises GABAergic, post-mitotic interneurons of a specific MGE pallial-type lineage derived from human pluripotent stem cells. Previous work examining NRTX-1001 transplantation into a mouse model of chronic focal epilepsy demonstrated seizure suppression and reduced hippocampal histopathology. The studies described here demonstrate that the disease-modifying effects of NRTX-1001 transplantation are consistent across multiple studies with independent manufacturing lots of NRTX-1001. Clinically-compliant processes were used to manufacture and cryopreserve NRTX-1001. Multiple preclinical studies were performed in the intrahippocampal kainate mouse model of drug-resistant focal epilepsy using independent lots of NRTX-1001. Single intrahippocampal administration of NRTX-1001 was performed in the chronic phase of the disease model, which is characterized by spontaneous recurrent seizures and hippocampal sclerosis. Focal seizures were detected by continuous (24/7) EEG recording from bipolar hippocampal electrodes at several timepoints up to 7 months post transplantation. Intrahippocampal administration of NRTX-1001 into mice with chronic mesiotemporal seizures resulted in pronounced reduction of focal seizures across multiple independent cell lots and studies. NRTX-1001 transplantation consistently resulted in stable seizure-freedom in approximately two-thirds of epileptic mice. At 7.5 months post transplantation of NRTX-1001, cell engraftment and hippocampal histopathology were assessed. NRTX-1001 interneurons persisted for the duration of the studies and distributed throughout the hippocampus. NRTX-1001 administration led to significantly reduced hippocampal dentate granule cell dispersion. No ectopic tissues, tumors or teratomas were observed following transplantation of NRTX-1001. The results of these preclinical studies support the ongoing phase I/II clinical trial (NCT05135091) to evaluate NRTX-1001 in people with drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy. Funding: CIRM (TRAN1-11611; CLIN2-13555)
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**Title:** Cell class-specific gene therapy for Dravet syndrome
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**Abstract:** Dravet syndrome (DS) is a devastating developmental and epileptic encephalopathy marked by treatment-resistant seizures, developmental and motor deficits, and a high rate of premature death. In over 80% of patients with DS, the disease is caused by heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in SCN1A, the gene encoding Nav1.1 channels. SCN1A mutations impair GABAergic interneuron excitability, and mouse models recapitulate key DS phenotypes when SCN1A mutations are targeted to GABAergic interneurons. Taken together these observations suggest interneurons constitute a promising target for precision gene therapy in DS. Here we developed and validated cell class-specific enhancer AAV gene replacement therapy driving expression of SCN1A in GABAergic interneurons. Using these tools, we overcame the AAV carrying capacity limitations and achieved full-length SCN1A expression in forebrain GABAergic neurons with high efficiency and specificity. Patch-clamp recordings and western blot in cell lines showed that these constructs produce a functional Nav1.1 protein. After packaging these vectors into AAV and administration in mice, immunohistochemical analyses showed dose-dependent biodistribution of the therapeutic cargo in targeted cells and brain regions. Remarkably, these vectors displayed strong dose-dependent protection against mortality.
and thermally induced seizures to DS mouse models carrying nonsense alleles of Scn1a. We observed protection in two independent model mouse lines and at two independent research sites, with no overt toxicity observed in littermate control mice. Immunohistochemistry on these testing cohorts allowed us to directly correlate vector biodistribution with functional rescue. Furthermore, we also tested additional vectors for pan-neuronal expression of Nav1.1, and these vectors provided weaker protection from DS symptoms, and showed safety concerns including preweaning lethality. These findings suggest that cell class specificity might not only boost effectiveness of gene therapy in DS but could also enhance the safety of therapy. In summary, these findings demonstrate proof-of-concept that cell class-specific AAV-mediated SCN1A gene replacement therapy could provide an effective precision therapy in DS.
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Title: Histological analysis of hippocampal interneuron populations in the Scn1b knockout mouse model of Dravet syndrome
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Abstract: Dravet syndrome (DS) is a severe and devastating developmental epileptic encephalopathy characterized by early age of onset, refractory seizures, and cognitive comorbidities. Homozygous loss-of-function mutations in the SCN1B gene have been linked to DS, and Scn1b loss specific to interneurons in mice has been shown to cause early mortality. Given the involvement of the protein products of SCN1B—β1 and β1B—in neuronal migration and pathfinding, it is possible that loss of SCN1B may contribute to the DS phenotype by interfering with the migration and/or integration of GABAergic interneurons. GABAergic parvalbumin (PV), somatostatin (SST), and calretinin (CR) interneurons play significant roles in hippocampal processing and are involved in the pathology of other forms of DS and epilepsy. To address the hypothesis that hippocampal interneuron displacement contributes to DS pathology, we compared the number and anatomical locations of PV, SST, and CR hippocampal interneurons between Scn1b knockout DS model mice and their wild-type littermates. We bred
independent mouse lines to label specific interneuron subtypes, crossing $Scn1b^{+/−}$ mice with interneuron-specific Cre lines and the Ai-14 TdTomato (TdTom) reporter line. Between ages P15-20, we perfused and fixed the brains of $Scn1b^{−/−};Cre^{+};TdTom^{+}$ (knockout) and $Scn1b^{+/+};Cre^{+};TdTom^{+}$ (wild-type) mice and performed immunohistochemistry to—in combination with Cre-mediated TdTom labeling—increase the accuracy of PV, SST, and CR interneuron identification. Manual cell counts were conducted using ImageJ software, and the numbers and locations of cells throughout hippocampal subregions were analyzed. Preliminary data (N=2 mice for each interneuron type) showed no obvious difference between the number or placement of PV, SST, CR hippocampal interneurons in $Scn1b$ knockout mice compared to their wild-type littermates. These data indicate that, even in the absence of $Scn1b$, GABAergic PV, SST, and CR interneurons are still able to migrate and incorporate into the expected subregions of the hippocampus. Thus, it is not likely that alterations in hippocampal physiology found in $Scn1b$ knockouts are caused by a deficit in GABAergic interneuron migration. Additional detailed cell counts will be performed to verify this conclusion.

**Disclosures:** J. Edwards: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Texas at Austin. J.H. Chancey: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Texas at Austin. M.A. Howard: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Texas at Austin.
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**Title:** Behavior analysis in a Purkinje cell-specific SCN1B deleted mouse model of Dravet syndrome

**Authors:** *M. GEIST*¹, M. TREVIÑO², M. HOWARD³;

¹Neurosci., Ctr. For Learning & Memory, Univ. of Texas, Austin, Austin, TX; ²Neurosci., Univ. of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX; ³UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN, Austin, TX

**Abstract:** $SCN1B$ encodes the β1 protein, an auxiliary subunit to voltage-gated ion channels, cell adhesion molecule, and transcriptional regulator, as well as the secreted β1B protein. Mutations in $SCN1B$ are associated with developmental epileptic encephalopathies including Dravet syndrome (DS). DS is a severe infantile epilepsy with frequent and difficult to treat seizures and a range of comorbidities including movement disorders, cognitive, and social delays. The cerebellum is involved in coordination of voluntary movements and motor learning, as well as cognition and social behavior. $SCN1B$ expression is high in cerebellar Purkinje and granule cells, but the role of this protein in the cerebellum, and the cerebellum’s role in DS, are understudied.
We hypothesized that loss of SCN1B causes cerebellar dysfunction, leading to the ataxia and social behavioral changes frequently reported in people with DS even after seizures are medically controlled. Global Scn1b knockout mice die by age P22, so are inadequate for studying DS in the adult. Thus, we crossed a conditional Scn1b knockout mouse with a Purkinje cell-specific Cre line creating an Scn1b mouse model that lives into adulthood (>P150). To quantify motor and social deficits, we performed a three-phase behavioral paradigm including open field and 3-chamber tests on Purkinje cell-specific Scn1b KO and WT littermate mice, repeated at 8, 10, and 12 weeks of age. Phase 1 was open field testing of locomotor activity. Distance traveled, velocity, and time spent in middle of the arena were scored using Ethovision XT software. In phase 2 the test mouse was placed in a 3-chamber arena with the choice of spending time with either a novel mouse or a novel object. In phase 3, the 3-chamber choice was spending time with a familiar mouse or a novel mouse. Sociability is the propensity of the test mouse to spend more time in the chamber containing the novel mouse vs novel object; social preference is the propensity to spend more time in the chamber containing the novel mouse vs the familiar mouse. Our preliminary findings show that conditional KO mice exhibit clear ataxia and balance issues by 8 weeks of age compared to wild type. These mice moved more slowly than their WT peers and would fall over when rearing up. Importantly, these mice do not show signs of failure to thrive, seizures, or early mortality which severely afflict the constitutive Scn1b KO mice. These findings indicate that cerebellar function is directly altered by loss of Scn1b from Purkinje cells, which may be an underlying cause of some of the comorbidities of DS.

Disclosures: M. Geist: None. M. Treviño: None. M. Howard: None.
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Title: Sex-specific aggressive behavior in the pilocarpine mouse model of temporal lobe epilepsy

Authors: A. PANT, M. A. HOWARD, *J. H. CHANCEY;
Univ. of Texas At Austin, Austin, TX

Abstract: Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is one of the most common forms of epilepsy, affecting over 50 million people worldwide. In addition to seizures, TLE has a significant impact on quality of life, affecting cognitive function and emotional well-being. While individuals with TLE are not inherently more prone to aggression than the general population, up to 40% experience postictal aggression in the hours or even days following seizures. Understanding the neurophysiological pathways responsible for this behavior is crucial for providing
comprehensive care to individuals with TLE. Although studies have reported aggression in rodent models of TLE, there are a limited number of systematic investigations examining aggressive behavior in relation to the disease state. Additionally, there is a significant lack of TLE studies in females despite existing sex differences in epilepsy and its comorbidities, even in extensively studied animal models of chemically induced TLE. Our objective is to understand sex differences in postictal aggression and establish a correlation between the severity of epilepsy and aggressive behavior in a mouse model of TLE. The pilocarpine mouse model of TLE was employed, wherein a 2-hour episode of status epilepticus (SE) was induced, then pharmacologically stopped. The mice were then continuously monitored using 24-hour video recordings to evaluate the frequency, duration, and intensity of seizures. Aggressive behavior was assessed using the resident intruder test at two time points: 5-10 days after SE, representing the latent period characterized by ongoing epileptogenesis without spontaneous seizures, and 30-35 days post-SE, the epileptic period. In this test, an unfamiliar (intruder) mouse is introduced into the home cage of the test (resident) mouse, creating a social interaction that can trigger territorial aggression. Latency to attack was recorded as a measure of aggressive behavior. We found that males in the pilocarpine group averaged a lower latency, i.e., more aggressive behavior, than controls at both time points. This pattern was not observed in the female mice. These results suggest that there is an increased likelihood of postictal aggressive behavior that is sex dependent, and that the pilocarpine model provides a tool to study the underlying neuropathological mechanisms of TLE associated aggression.

Disclosures: A. Pant: None. M.A. Howard: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Texas at Austin. J.H. Chancey: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Texas at Austin.
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Title: Thalamic connectivity with epileptogenic neural circuitry in patients implanted with responsive neurostimulators

Authors: *P. REEDERS, N. W. SCHULTHEISS, M. LALLAS, S. WANG, P. JAYAKAR, M. DUCHOWNY, M. FAJARDO; Nicklaus Children's Hlth. Syst., Miami, FL

Abstract: Responsive Neurostimulation (RNS) is an alternative treatment for patients with drug-resistant epilepsy who are not candidates for surgical resection. RNS detects abnormal electrical activity and delivers targeted electrical stimulation to interrupt seizure propagation. Surgical
therapies using RNS typically target the centromedian nucleus of the thalamus (CM) due to its widespread connectivity. The mechanism by which RNS aborts seizures at CM is not completely understood.

Understanding whether the anatomical network from CM includes epileptogenic zones provides important insight in how RNS reduces seizure burden. One hypothesis is that direct connectivity of CM with the region of highest amplitude of the scalp activity distribution leads to more favorable outcomes with RNS. We investigated 1) structural connectivity of CM in patients with generalized epilepsy and a RNS, 2) whether this network includes epileptogenic brain regions with predominant peaks in the spatial current density distribution (CDR hotspots) of the EEG, and 3) whether there is a relationship with the connectivity measures and seizure burden reduction post RNS.

We performed probabilistic tractography on pre-surgical diffusion weighted imaging using CM of the thalamus as our seed and whole brain cortical regions as our targets. We used streamlines from each voxel in the seed and recorded when they ended in one of the target regions. We created a seed-target distribution to investigate the connectivity profile. We then identified the target regions with direct connectivity to CM and compared them to the brain areas with CDR hotspots. Lastly, we explored whether connectivity between brain regions with early seizure activity to CM, is related to lowering of seizure burden post RNS implantation.

Preliminary findings (N=2) in patient 1 revealed CDR hotspots in bilateral superior frontal gyri and left medial orbitofrontal cortex. Tractography revealed corresponding strong connectivity between CM and the superior frontal gyri, as well as to the medial orbitofrontal area. This patient had a reduction in seizure duration and intensity. Patient 2 had CDR hotspots in the rostral area of the middle frontal gyrus, and strong connectivity between CM and this region. This patient had a reduction in seizure intensity and improvement in reported behaviors. Further analyses and a larger sample are necessary to verify initial findings.

These results support a relationship between anatomical connectivity of CM with brain regions involved in early seizure activity, and seizure burden reduction post RNS. This relationship may aid in candidate selection, surgical targeting and outcome prediction.
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Title: High frequency stimulation modifies the firing activity of thalamic reticular nucleus
Authors: *V. M. MAGDALENO-MADRIGAL*¹, J. VALERIO-MUÑOZ²;
¹Inst. Nacional De Psiquiatría Ramón de la Fuente Muñiz, Ciudad De México, Mexico; ²Inst. Nacional de Psiquiatría, Ciudad de México, Mexico

Abstract: Deep brain stimulation, specifically high-frequency stimulation (HFS), is an alternative and promising treatment for intractable epilepsies; however, the optimal targets are still unknown. The thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) occupies a key position in the modulation of the cortico-thalamic and thalamo-cortical pathways. High-frequency stimulation (HFS) in TRN retards the generalization of PTZ-induced seizures, however, the mechanisms of action are still unknown. To explore the mechanism underlying HFS-TRN we recorded the multiunit activity of TRN in response to HFS-TRN and PTZ. Male Wistar rats, anesthetized with urethane (1.2 g/kg) and atropine sulfate (0.05 mg/kg), were used. A borosilicate microelectrode (4-8 MOhms) for extracellular recording, and a bipolar electrode for biphasic HFS (100 Hz, 0.1 ms, 200 mA), were introduced, both in the left TRN. At the end of the experiment, the rats were sacrificed and the brain was removed for histological analysis. The total frequency, the firing type, and the firing rate were analyzed. PTZ caused a significant decrease in firing rate, 15 neurons changed their firing from tonic to burst, while an increase in firing rate was observed in another five neurons. HFS decreased firing frequency compared to baseline and the second dose of PTZ, with no change in firing rate observed in three neurons. The results suggest that the TRN participates in the maintenance of the characteristic spike-wave discharges of absence seizures, while the HFS in the TRN can induce the inhibition of the synchronization of oscillatory activity. In conclusion, the HFS in the TRN may block the burst firing in TRN, and may be enough to protect against spread of convulsive seizures.
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Title: Cathodal transcranial direct current stimulation decreases the epileptic excitability: From neuronal firings to local field potential oscillations

Authors: *Y.-J. WU*¹, C.-C. CHIANG², M.-E. CHIEN¹, Y.-J. HUANG¹, S.-F. LIANG³, K.-S. HSU⁴, D. DURAND²;
¹Natl. Cheng Kung University, Col. of Med., Tainan, Taiwan; ²Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH; ³Natl. Cheng-Kung Univ., Tainan, Taiwan; ⁴Natl. Cheng Kung Univ., Tainan 701, Taiwan
Abstract: Seizure is a hyperexcitability brain disorder. Cathodal transcranial direct current stimulation (ctDCS) has been applied to treat refractory seizures. However, the mechanism of how ctDCS modulates seizure excitability remains not fully understood. We used local field potential (LFP) and extracellular single-unit recordings with one session in vivo ctDCS in the kainic-acid induced hippocampal seizure animals to investigate the neurophysiological changes following ctDCS compared with sham stimulation. The neuronal unit firings recorded at CA1 coupled with the LFP epileptic discharges. In tDCS-treated rats, the amplitudes of LFP epileptic spikes were reduced and the LFP oscillations were shifted toward delta-to-theta ranged low-frequency oscillations compared with sham. Neuronal unit spike numbers at CA1 were reduced in tDCS-treated rats compared with sham, among which the putative interneuron spikes decreased to a more significant degree than those of the putative pyramidal cells. High unit spike-LFP coherences were observed in the putative interneurons while the coherences decreased during ctDCS treatment. The short-term plasticity measured by paired-pulse stimulation showed enhanced paired-pulse depression and reduced paired-pulse facilitation in ctDCS-treated rats. These ctDCS-induced neurophysiological changes occurred during tDCS and lasted for 90 minutes following stimulation. c-Fos activations increased in GAD+ inhibitory neurons whereas reduced in CaMKII+ excitatory neurons. Collectively, ctDCS decreases seizure excitability by reducing the neuronal unit firings and altering LFP toward low-frequency oscillations. These underpinnings exert the inhibitory effects of ctDCS with the short-term plasticity changes in an epileptic brain.
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Title: Investigation of Therapeutical Potential of Optimized Low Frequency Deep Brain Stimulation at Novel Anatomical Target Area in the Treatment of Epilepsy

Authors: *V. Y. Y. CHU1, S. CHAN2, G. KUMAR2, C. H. E. MA2,3; 1City Univ. of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 2Dept. of Neurosci., City Univ. of Hong Kong, Kowloon, Hong Kong; 3City Univ. of Hong Kong Shenzhen Res. Inst., Shenzhen, China

Abstract: Epilepsy is a debilitating neurological disorder and is caused by abnormal hyperexcitability of neurons which disrupts normal neurocircuitry and brain functions. It affects
over 60 million people globally with more than 40% of the patient population developing antiepileptic drug resistance (ARD). Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is typically prescribed to patients with ARD using Anterior thalamic nucleus (ATN) as the target brain stimulation site. However, stimulation in this area results in side effects such as memory impairment, and depression. We have previously reported a novel anatomical DBS target in the midbrains that has demonstrated therapeutic efficacy when DBS is administered at 20Hz frequency, 100µA pulse amplitude, 80µs pulse width for 1 hour daily for 7 days. To further examine the neurocircuitry involved, an AAV fluorescent tracer is injected at the novel DBS target site, and we observed presence of fluorescent signal in the motor cortex, substantia nigra par reticular (SNr) and ATN; suggesting that the therapeutic effect is largely due to neuronal innervation from the new DBS site. We then optimize DBS parameters by varying DBS current and frequency using acute mouse model of pentylentetrazol (PTZ)-induced epilepsy. The optimized DBS parameters increased myoclonic latency by ~200% and reduced general tonic clonic (GTC) duration by 80%. Furthermore, our optimized DBS treatment has suppressed hyper excitation in the delta band by ~67% and that of theta band by ~70%. Reduction of GTC duration holds clinical relevance as prolonged sessions often leads to irreversible brain damages and ultimately resulting in death. To dissect the molecular mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of PTZ or kainic acid (KA) induced epilepsy and the effects of DBS, we investigate the role of excitatory (vGLUT) and inhibitory (GAD67) neurons in the new DBS site and their contribution to the pathogenesis of epilepsy. Immunohistochemical staining of vGLUT and GAD67 demonstrate a 50% reduction of vGLUT-positive neurons and 30% reduction of GAD67-positive neurons after DBS in the new DBS site. Our results suggest the involvement of glutaminergic and GABAergic neurons in disease progression of epilepsy. In summary, our study demonstrates the therapeutic potential of low frequency DBS at our proposed novel DBS site via its neuronal connection to the motor cortex, SNr and ATN. Further molecular and electrophysiological studies are required to investigate the involvement of vGLUT and GAD67 neurons in our proposed target region and their roles in orchestrating the pathogenesis of epilepsy.

Disclosures: V.Y.Y. Chu: None. S. Chan: None. G. Kumar: None. C.H.E. Ma: None.
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Title: Low-frequency deep brain electrical stimulation of callosal white matter tracts provides an antiepileptic effect in the cortex by activating inhibitory GABAergic and slow afterhyperpolarization mechanisms
Authors: *N. PAKALAPATI, D. DURAND;*  
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH

Abstract: Epilepsy is a neurological disorder characterized by abnormal brain electrical activity and poses significant treatment challenges when it becomes drug resistant. Deep brain stimulation (DBS), particularly low-frequency stimulation (LFS) targeting white matter tracts, has emerged as a potential therapy for drug-resistant epilepsy. However, the precise mechanisms underlying LFS-induced suppression of epileptic activity in the cortex remain unknown. This study investigates how LFS, when applied to the corpus callosum, provides an antiepileptic effect in the cortex in coronal rodent brain slices. We first identified that 5 Hz LFS maximally suppressed epileptic activity in the cortex (>80%) relative to other stimulation frequencies in a 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) seizure model. Upon assessing changes to tissue excitability resulting from LFS using a paired-pulse test, we observed a reduction in tissue excitability across a wide range of interspike intervals (ISI) (20-1000 ms), as indicated by the decrease in the P2/P1 ratio of evoked potentials relative to no stimulation (n = 8). Furthermore, we observed that the maximum reduction in tissue excitability occurs at an ISI of 200 ms, suggesting the involvement of specific receptors or mechanisms contributing to the anti-epileptic effect. Notably, tissue excitability remains depressed at 1000 ms, indicating the activation of persistent long-term inhibitory mechanisms. To explore the underlying mechanisms contributing to the reduction in tissue excitability, we employed various specific and non-specific pharmacological blockers in combination with LFS to study changes in the resulting antiepileptic effect. Independent administration of GABA_B receptor blockers and slow afterhyperpolarization (sAHP) blockers (n = 8 each) reduced the LFS-induced antiepileptic effect by over 85%. When specific blockers for these mechanisms and receptors are used in conjunction, LFS fails to provide an antiepileptic effect—indicating that LFS primarily depends on these two mechanisms to provide an antiepileptic effect. Our findings suggest that GABA_B-mediated inhibition maximally reduces tissue excitability at an ISI of 200 ms, while sAHP provides a weaker, persistent antiepileptic effect observed at an ISI of 1000 ms. Overall, our study reveals that 5 Hz LFS targeting white matter tracts activates GABA_B receptors and sAHP mechanisms, leading to a potent reduction in cortical epileptic activity. These insights contribute to the understanding of LFS-induced suppression of epileptic activity and provide a basis for the development of novel therapeutic approaches for drug-resistant epilepsy.

Disclosures:  N. Pakalapati: None. D. Durand: None.
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**Title:** Optogenetic activation of the dorsal striatum suppresses generalized absence epilepsy and limbic seizures

**Authors:** *W. L. LOPES*, S. HYDER, P. A. FORCELLI;
1Pharmacol. and Physiol., 2Dept. of Pharmacol. & Physiol., 3Dept of Pharmacol., Georgetown Univ., Washington, DC

**Abstract:** Generalized seizures are the most common type of epilepsy in humans. The striatum is the main basal ganglia input structure, and it has important connections with cortical and limbic brain sites, suggesting that modulation of striatal activity may be a viable approach for control of generalized seizures. Here, we tested if optogenetic activation of the striatum can attenuate generalized absence seizures induced by gama-butyrolactone (GBL) and generalized limbic seizures induced by the amygdala kindling. 25 Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were submitted to stereotaxic surgery for bilateral cortical electrodes implantation over the frontal, parietal, and cerebellum (reference and ground). 16 SD rats were implanted with bipolar electrode within the basolateral amygdala nucleus (BLA). All animals received a virus injection in the striatum. rAAV-hSyn-ChR2 (H134R)-mCherry was used for activation of striatal neurons and AAV-CAG-GFP was used for control rats (opsin-negative). Viruses were allowed to express for 3 weeks. For limbic seizures, animals were submitted to daily electrical stimulation of the BLA. Once animals were fully kindled, they were tested under different light frequencies (blue light 473 nm, 5 and 100 Hz). For absence seizures, rats received intraperitoneal injection of GBL (100 mg/kg) and were tested under 5 and 100 Hz conditions. In the GBL model, we also performed additional test sessions to compare open loop (continuous) and closed loop (responsive neuromodulation) light delivery. In previously kindled rats, both 5 and 100 Hz suppressed the afterdischarge (p<0.05) and the behavioral manifestation of limbic seizures (p<0.05). In the GBL model of absence epilepsy, the continuous light delivered (open loop, both 5 and 100 Hz) reduced the number of spike-and-wave discharges (SWD), mean SWD duration, and the percentage of time seized during session (p<0.5). In the closed loop protocol, 100 Hz attenuated absence epilepsy manifestation, reducing SWD mean duration (p<0.05), but 5 Hz was ineffective. Control animals showed no alteration in any of the parameters assessed in the GBL and kindling models. In separate sessions, we monitored electrographic activity changes in the cortex and BLA during and after light delivery without evoking seizures; these data suggest an increase in high frequency, low amplitude activity during optogenetic stimulation. These results support our hypothesis that activation of the striatum can attenuate generalized seizures. Additionally, our closed loop data suggest that, under specific testing conditions, on-demand activation of the striatum is sufficient to shorten SWDs displayed in the GBL model of absence epilepsy.

**Disclosures:** W.L. Lopes: None. S. Hyder: None. P.A. Forcelli: None.
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**Title:** Subthreshold oscillating waves induced by optogenetic stimulation can suppress epileptiform activity in the hippocampal slice

**Authors:** *C.-C. CHIANG*¹, D. M. DURAND²;
²Case Western Reserve Univ., ¹Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH

**Abstract:** Subthreshold oscillating waves have been observed in different regions across the brain and are thought to influence the timing of neural spikes. Our previous study shows that optogenetic stimulation can induce a subthreshold oscillating wave propagating across the whole hippocampal slice, even without synaptic transmission. Moreover, the induced subthreshold waves can generate interference patterns and suggest that the neural tissue could process signals with a very low amplitude below the threshold of firing action potentials. In the current study, we further characterize the induced subthreshold waves and investigate the interaction between the induced subthreshold waves and other endogenous neural activity. We found that the induced subthreshold waves decay in amplitude along the propagating direction. The propagating speed of the subthreshold waves also decreased with reduced amplitude but became constant at very low amplitudes. Furthermore, the speed and amplitude of the subthreshold waves can be modulated by changing the osmolarity in the environment. To study the interaction between subthreshold and suprathreshold neural activity, we generated subthreshold waves in the theta frequency traveling from the septal hippocampus towards an epileptic focus in the temporal region. We found that the subthreshold waves could suppress interictal spiking activity induced by 4-aminopyridine (4-AP). The suppression of epileptiform activity is dependent on the amplitude of subthreshold waves. These results suggest that the low amplitude subthreshold waves traveling by ephaptic coupling non-synaptically could suppress much larger amplitude epileptiform activity. The mechanism of this effect is not known, but it suggests that theta waves are involved in promoting a low excitability level in the brain. The subthreshold waves and epileptiform activity could possibly explain the seizure suppression by theta waves.

**Disclosures:** C. Chiang: None. D.M. Durand: None.
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Title: Short-term calorie restriction reduces the spectral power of seizures induced by microinjection of kainic acid in rat hippocampus

Authors: D. SIERRA-LEON\textsuperscript{1}, *O. MERCADO-GOMEZ\textsuperscript{2}, J. SANCHEZ-HERNANDEZ\textsuperscript{1}, V. ARRIAGA-ÁVILA\textsuperscript{1}, R. GUEVARA-GUZMAN\textsuperscript{1}; \\
\textsuperscript{1}Physiol., Univ. Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, CDMX, Mexico; \textsuperscript{2}Physiol., Univ. Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico city, Mexico

Abstract: Calorie restriction (CR) defines as a reduced calorie intake from food without causing nutritional deficiencies. Even though long-term CR has been described to have an anticonvulsant effect in generalized seizure models, the mechanisms that produce this effect are not clear in short-term. The objective of the present work was to evaluate the effect of short- term CR (SCR) on seizures induced by microinjection of kainic acid (KA) in the hippocampus of anesthetized rats. Male Wistar rats (250-300g) were divided into two groups: the first received food and water ad-libitum; the second, a short-term CR schedule that consisted of restricting calories to 40% in each animal for 30 days. A recording electrodes and microinjection by cannula system directed to the right hippocampus was implanted. Subsequently, each group was subdivided into two: one received the vehicle microinjection (0.9% NaCl) and the other the KA microinjection (1µg/µl). The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded at the microinjection site in the animals. The percentage of protection against status epilepticus (SE) was determined and the EEG signal was analyzed at different times (30, 60 and 120 min). In the group subject to SCR, an increase in protection was found when presenting SE. In the spectral analysis of the EEG signal, the spectral power was lower in SCR rats compared to ad-libitum [F(30,60) = 3.182, P<0.05] at 120 min. These results suggest that SRC reduces the voltage of seizures induced by KA microinjection in the rat hippocampus.
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Title: Downregulation of Wnt/B-catenin pathway in kindled rats subjected to caloric restriction

Authors: *E. URIBE\textsuperscript{1}, A. PORTILLA\textsuperscript{1}, D. HUERTA\textsuperscript{1}, W. MORENO\textsuperscript{1}, M. RUBIO-OSORNIO\textsuperscript{2}, C. RUBIO\textsuperscript{1}; \\
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Abstract: Several of the antiepileptic effects of caloric restriction (CR) have been described, however, no relationship has yet been established within the Wnt molecular pathway, whose
status has been observed to be particularly altered in epilepsy in recent years. Continued research into these types of adjuvant therapies is essential as they could unveil new therapeutic targets for better disease control. We analyzed electroencephalographic changes and Racine’s stages behavior using the amygdalin Kindling experimental model (t-test), as well as the concentrations of key proteins within the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway (β-catenin, cyclin D, GSK3β, Wnt) using Western Blot and immunofluorescence technique in hippocampus and motor cortex of male Wistar rats (n=24) randomly divided into a control group (n=6), a Sham group (n=6) and two groups subjected to the Kindling model, one with CR (n=6) and the other Ad libitum (n=6). Data were analyzed using the software ImageJ for obtaining arbitrary optical units for protein’s density in grayscale and then analyzed in Excel using ANOVA and Tukey post hoc. After the Kindling model, we observed both a decrease in the duration of epileptic activity and the behavioral threshold in rats kindled with CR compared to those kindled ad libitum (p<0.05). Statistically significant differences were obtained in the densitometric analysis of proteins with an elevated concentration of all proteins in the Kindling ad libitum group compared to the rest (p<0.01) in both the motor cortex and hippocampus. Likewise, a marked decrease of proteins close to control levels was observed in the Kindling group with CR (p<0.01), particularly in the hippocampus. Our results evidence a clear stabilizing effect of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway in rats subjected to CR after being exposed to seizures with the Kindling model, promoting a downregulation of the pathway in general, thus exerting a counterbalance to the overregulation obtained in the ad libitum Kindling group. It is important to consider the regulation of this intracellular signaling pathway as another molecular target within the antiepileptic effects of caloric restriction, as well as to continue investigating its potential relationship with other intracellular pathways such as mTOR, the ubiquitin-proteasome system or mitochondrial biogenesis.
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**Title:** Female sex influences microRNA-silencing and anti-seizure efficacy of an antagonim in mice
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**Abstract:** About one third of individuals living with epilepsy have treatment-resistant seizures. Alternative therapeutic strategies are thus urgently needed. One potential novel treatment target is microRNA-induced silencing, which is differentially regulated in epilepsy. Inhibitors (antagomirs) of specific microRNAs have shown therapeutic promise in preclinical epilepsy studies; however, these studies were mainly conducted in male rodent models, and research into microRNA regulation in females and by female hormones in epilepsy is scarce. This is problematic because female sex and the menstrual cycle can affect the disease course of epilepsy and may, therefore, also alter the efficacy of potential microRNA-targeted treatments. Here, we used the proconvulsant microRNA miR-324-5p and its target, the potassium channel Kv4.2, as an example to test how microRNA-induced silencing and the efficacy of antagomirs in epilepsy are altered in female mice. We showed that Kv4.2 protein is reduced after seizures in female mice similar to male mice; however, in contrast to male mice, microRNA-induced silencing of Kv4.2 is unchanged, and miR-324-5p activity, as measured by the association with the RNA-induced silencing complex, is reduced in females after seizure. Moreover, a miR-324-5p antagonir does not consistently reduce seizure frequency or increase Kv4.2 in female mice. As a possible underlying mechanism, we found that miR-324-5p activity and silencing of Kv4.2 in the brain were differentially correlated with plasma levels of 17β-estradiol and progesterone. Our results suggest that hormonal fluctuations in sexually mature female mice influence microRNA-induced silencing and could alter the efficacy of potential future microRNA-based treatments for epilepsy in females.
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**Title:** Identification of non invasive biomarkers to improve diagnosis and prognosis of subjects with suspected autoimmuno encephalitis with seizure.
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Abstract: Seizures frequently occur in Autoimmune Encephalitis (AE), but the factors underlying their development have not been fully identified. AutoAbs, indeed, could in principal account for the synaptic dysfunction, but only incompletely explain the generation of seizures that do not invariably occur in all the AE patients sharing the same autoAb, and can occur even in AE-seronegative cases (Bien,2017; Dalmau and Graus,2018). Growing evidence suggests that inflammatory mediators contribute to seizure development in epilepsy (Vezzani,2019; Librizzi,2021). In this study we investigated the specific role of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) in combination with serum albumin in initiating brain inflammation and in inducing seizure-like events (SLEs). We propose to identify novel mechanisms of seizure generation and new immunological markers specific to AE subtypes. We used the in vitro guinea pig brain preparation (de Curtis,2016) to investigate the effect of blood brain barrier impairment consequence, such as PBMC and serum albumin extravasation, on brain inflammation and excitability. We collected plasma samples from healthy volunteers and from AE patients who respond to these inclusion criteria: a) age 18 years; b) clinical onset no more than 9 months before inclusion in the study and at least one seizure (Graus,2021); c) APE2 score 4 (Dubey, 2019). HPBMCs were isolated and cultured in a standard medium. At t0 and at t6, supernatants were analyzed by ELLA® system, for IL10, IL17A, IL1β and IL6. Healthy volunteers (20) and AE patient-derived (7) hPBMCs (10x10⁶) and their supernatant were perfused intra-arterially in the in vitro brain preparation. LPS (100ng/ml) and human recombinant albumin (4mg/ml) were previously perfused into the arterial stream to respectively favor and mimic a mild BBB impairment (Librizzi,2021). The specific ability of the experimental treatment to induce SLEs and brain inflammation was investigated. Morphological analysis and reconstruction of GFAP- and Iba1-positive glial cells were performed. Only AE patient-derived PBMCs treatment was able to evoke seizure activity and glial cells activation in the isolated brain preparation. ELLA immunoassay revealed an increased level of inflammatory mediators such as IL10, IL1β and IL6 in AE patient- derived PBMC supernatants compared with healthy ones.Preliminary results suggest an impact on brain inflammation and excitability by intrinsically activated, AE patient-derived PBMCs. Our experiments might shed light on identifying key mediators involved in seizure generation in order to identify novel treatments in epilepsies due to inflammatory and dysimmune causes.

**Title:** Cortical microglial dynamics promote pain hypersensitivity

**Authors:** *M.-H. Yi*¹, D. B. Bosco¹, P. Hanumaihgari¹, S. Parusel¹, L. Wang¹, J. Zheng¹, L. Eauchai¹, L.-J. Wu¹,²,³


**Abstract:** Chronic pain following peripheral nerve injury is accompanied by increased neuronal activity in the somatosensory cortex. However, whether and how cortical microglia contribute to these changes are less understood. To this end, we applied the optogenetic strategy to specifically target cortical microglia and their function in pain behavioral sensitization. We found that in vivo optogenetic activation of cortical microglia via red-activated channelrhodopsin (ReaChR) triggered pain hypersensitivity and spontaneous pain in mice. Remarkably, S1-targeted microglial optogenetic stimulation increased microglial landscape change and ATP release events. In addition, optogenetic stimulation of cortical microglia up-regulated neuronal c-Fos expression and neuronal Ca²⁺ hyperactivity in the S1. We further found that optogenetic stimulation increased number of microglia derived extracellular vehicles (EVs) with proteomic alterations. The data obtained from the profiling of differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) provides mechanistic evidence how cortical microglia involved in development of chronic pain. Together, our results suggest that cortical microglia are critical in regulating neuronal activity, which is implicated in pain hypersensitivity.

**Disclosures:** M. Yi: None. D.B. Bosco: None. P. Hanumaihgari: None. S. Parusel: None. L. Wang: None. J. Zheng: None. L. Eauchai: None. L. Wu: None.
Abstract: Microglia are key players in maintaining brain homeostasis and exhibit phenotypic alterations in response to epileptic stimuli. However, it is still relatively unknown if these alterations are pro- or anti-epileptic. To unravel this dilemma, we employed chemogenetic manipulation of microglia via the artificial Gi-Dreadd receptor within a kainic acid (KA) induced murine seizure model. Our results indicate that Gi-Dreadd activation can reduce seizure severity. Additionally, we observed increased interaction between microglia and neuronal soma, which correlated with reduced neuronal hyperactivity. Interestingly, prolonged activation of microglial Gi-Dreadds by repeated doses over 3 days, arrested microglia in a less active, homeostatic-like state, which associated with increased neuronal loss after KA induced seizures. RNAseq analysis revealed that prolonged activation of Gi-Dreadd interferes with interferon β signaling and microglia proliferation. Thus, our findings highlight the importance of microglial activation not only during status epilepticus (SE) but also within later seizure induced pathology.
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Title: Microglial volume regulated anion channel (VRAC) in epilepsy
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Abstract: Microglia modulate neuronal activity during acute seizures as well as phagocytose injured neurons. They are thus attractive targets for anti-epileptic interventions. However, the mechanisms of their anti-epileptic effects are not completely understood. RNA sequencing data from our lab has shown upregulation of the volume regulated anion channel (VRAC) subunits in mice microglia at 3-7 days following seizures. The VRAC channel classically helps cells deal with hyposmotic stress. However, it has multiple cell-type and context dependent functions. Therefore, we sought to study the role of microglial VRAC in the context of epilepsy. We used an inducible Cre-lox system to selectively delete SWELL1, the obligatory subunit of VRAC in microglia of adult mice. Acute status epilepticus was induced in these mice through an intra-
Cerebroventricular injection of kainic acid (a glutamate agonist). Our preliminary results show a reduced CD68 expression in hippocampal microglia 3 days following seizures in SWELL1 cKO mice compared to their littermate controls. In vitro investigations revealed impaired phagocytosis of opsonized beads by SWELL1 cKO microglia. We functionally validated SWELL1 cKO in vitro by observing impaired microglial volume regulation and reduced taurine release in response to a hypotonic challenge. We continue to investigate the mechanism by which VRAC/ SWELL1 affects phagocytosis and its downstream effect on post seizure memory and learning.
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Title: Chemogenetic manipulation of CX3CR1+ cells transiently induces hypolocomotion independent of microglia

Authors: *S. ZHAO1, J. ZHENG1, L. WANG1, A. D. UMPIERRE1, S. PARUSEL1, M. XIE1, A. DHEER1, K. AYASOUFI1, A. J. JOHNSON1, R. RICHARDSON2, L.-J. WU1;
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Abstract: Chemogenetic approaches using Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADD, a family of engineered GPCRs) were recently employed in microglia. Here, we used Cx3cr1CreER+/+R26hM4Di/+ mice to express Gi-DREADD (hM4Di) on CX3CR1+ cells, comprising microglia and some peripheral immune cells, and found that activation of hM4Di on long-lived CX3CR1+ cells induced hypolocomotion. Unexpectedly, Gi-DREADD-induced hypolocomotion was preserved when microglia were depleted. Consistently, specific activation of microglial hM4Di cannot induce hypolocomotion in Tmem119CreER+/+R26hM4Di/+ mice. Flow cytometric and histological analysis showed hM4Di expression in peripheral immune cells, which may be responsible for the hypolocomotion. Nevertheless, depletion of splenic macrophages, hepatic macrophages, or CD4+ T cells did not affect Gi-DREADD-induced hypolocomotion. Our study demonstrates that rigorous data analysis and interpretation are needed when using Cx3cr1CreER+/ mouse line to manipulate microglia.
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Title: Microglia enhance neuronal activity through inhibitory shielding
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Abstract: Microglia are resident immune cells of the central nervous system, constantly monitor the brain environment, and can regulate neuronal circuits through their interactions with neurons. Typical roles for microglia-synapse interactions include synaptic pruning and promoting spine formation, resulting in relatively persistent changes to neuronal circuits. Recently, several studies have demonstrated that microglia dampen neuronal hyperactivity in a P2Y12 receptor-dependent manner during acute brain injury and seizures. Previous studies reported that microglia increase their dynamic process surveillance and interact more closely with neurons depending on norepinephrine reduction during anesthesia. However, the functional significance of microglial process dynamics and neuronal interaction has remained unclear. Our hypothesis is that microglia promote neuronal activity to maintain homeostasis during hypoactive periods. To test this possibility, we investigated the role of microglia in regulating neuronal activity during recovery from general anesthesia. Using in vivo two-photon imaging, we discover that microglia enhance neuronal activity after the cessation of general anesthesia. We found that during anesthesia emergence, the excitatory neurons increased their spontaneous calcium activity, which correlated with enhanced sensory perception and animal locomotion. During anesthesia, microglial processes increased their contact with neuron somas and exhibited bulbous process endings at their contact sites. To study how microglial contacts may promote neuronal activity, we assessed excitatory and inhibitory synapses present on neuronal soma together with microglial processes with immunostaining. Hyperactive neuron somata are directly contacted by microglial processes, which specifically co-localize with GABAergic boutons rather than excitatory synapses. Three-dimensional electron microscopy-based synaptic reconstruction after two-photon imaging reveals that microglial processes enter the synaptic cleft to shield.
GABAergic inputs. Two-photon live imaging further revealed that the interaction of microglial processes with GABAergic boutons was temporary and reversible, rather than phagocytosis. Microglial ablation or loss of microglial β2-adrenergic receptors prevents shielding GABAergic inputs and post-anesthesia neuronal hyperactivity. Together, our study demonstrates a previously unappreciated function of microglial process dynamics, which allow microglia to transiently boost neuronal activity by physically shielding axo-somatic inhibitory inputs.
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Title: Alterations in microglia morphology and expression following in vitro traumatic brain injury
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Abstract: Neuroinflammation following traumatic brain injury (TBI) remains an understudied link between primary injury and neurodegenerative disease, with post-mortem analysis of TBI patients demonstrating a brain-wide immune response up to 18 years after injury. Microglia, the resident immune cells of the brain, are crucial in this process as their prolonged activation is associated with driving secondary injury, cognitive decline, and cell death. Microglia are sensitive to their microenvironment and undergo functional and morphological transitions in response to inflammatory signals, adopting either anti- or pro-inflammatory roles. Most research on microglia activation relies on using lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a bacterial membrane component that targets microglial-specific receptors, but the research investigating the response of microglia to mechanical impacts is lacking. Furthermore, most TBI studies are conducted in vivo and, although biologically complex, they preclude reliable application of strain with the accuracy required to determine a correlation between impact and inflammatory response at a single cell level. In this study, we utilize a novel and highly precise in vitro model of TBI to evaluate alterations in microglia morphology and cytokine expression in response to controlled mechanical stress. Microglia are isolated from primary glial cultures derived from P0/P1 Sprague Dawley rats and seeded onto a customized dogbone-shaped polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
substrate treated with poly-d-lysine (0.1 mg/mL) and laminin (0.4 mg/mL). The geometric design and substrate properties enable the use of high strain rates without disrupting the gripping points and allow the gauge area hosting the cells to experience a realistic and uniform strain field. The dogbone is adhered between two grippers that are contacted by a custom-built tension device that applies programmed uniaxial stress. Strain rates between 10 s\(^{-1}\) to 50 s\(^{-1}\) are evaluated at 30 % strain. Live-cell fluorescent imaging is utilized before, during, and after the strain is applied and is analyzed in conjunction with images of fixed samples stained for Iba-1 to examine changes in microglial morphology. Additionally, an ELISA panel measures changes in relevant pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines. Our approach enables us to investigate the effect of precise and reproducible mechanical strain on microglia and better understand their response to injury magnitudes experienced during TBI. This work offers valuable insights into the mechanosensitive response of microglia and could improve our understanding of TBI-related neuroinflammation.
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**Title:** Microglial NF-kB activation contributes to neuronal network and behavioral alterations
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**Abstract:** Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder characterized by cognitive decline, brain network alterations, and pathological changes, including extracellular amyloid-beta (A\(\beta\)) deposits and gliosis. AD-related network alterations include deficits in network hyperexcitability and gamma oscillatory (30-90 Hz) activity, which are canonically linked to alterations in interneuron activity. However, the contribution of non-neuronal cells to these disease-related network alterations is still unknown. Microglia have emerged as a potential mediator of neuronal network dynamics, as they respond to neuronal activity via activation of inflammatory pathways such as NF-kB. Previously, it has been shown that constitutive activation of microglial NF-kB contributes to tau spreading and toxicity in a mouse model of tauopathy. We built upon these findings to investigate the impact of microglial NF-kB activation on other cell types and behavior. To do this, we used mice with cre-dependent, constitutive activation of \(ikkb\)—the upstream regulator of NF-kB—in microglia (\(Cx3cr1^{CreERT2/}\);\(ikkb\)\(^{FAF}\)). To assess the functional impact of this manipulation, we performed \textit{in vivo} LFP/single-unit recordings and
machine learning behavioral phenotyping (DeepLabCut and VAME) in mice with or without microglial NF-κB activation. Using these methods, we discovered state-dependent alterations in neuronal synchrony and behavioral deficits. Collectively, these findings elucidate a novel mechanism by which aberrant microglia NF-κB signaling contributes to AD-related network dysfunction and behavioral alterations.
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**Title:** Sepsis increases complement pathway expression in the mouse and human brain and is associated with increased microglial synaptic pruning in amyloid-burdened mouse brains

**Authors:** *K. Giffin*¹, A. C. Bustamante², P. K. Crane⁴, B. H. Singer³;
¹Neurosci. Grad. Program, ³Div. of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine, Dept. of Intrnl. Med.,
²Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; ⁴Med. - Gen. Intrnl. Med., Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA

**Abstract:** Sepsis is associated with both acute and long-term brain dysfunction, including cognitive deficits and mental health disorders, especially in the elderly. Multiple mechanisms drive sepsis-induced brain dysfunction and are not fully characterized. We previously used bulk RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) to explore transcriptomic changes acutely caused by sepsis in the human brain. RNA-seq was completed on 12 sex-matched postmortem parietal cortex samples
from older patients from the Adult Changes in Thought (ACT) brain bank (Bustamante et al. 2020, DOI:10.1164/rccm.201909-1713LE). In bulk RNA-seq sepsis was correlated with several gene modules, including ones involving inflammatory response ($\rho = 0.51$, $P = 0.01$) and synaptic function ($\rho = 0.41$, $P = 0.05$). Here, we present single-nucleus RNA-seq, performed on a subset of 8 sex-matched brain samples used in the bulk RNA-seq study, to identify cell types driving the immune pathway changes. Cytokine and damage-associated molecular pattern signaling (e.g., TNFRSF1A, TLR4) and complement system (e.g., C1QB, C1QC, C5AR1) genes were differentially expressed by sepsis in astrocytes and microglia. The complement system is a mediator for both neuroinflammation and synaptic pruning, as microglia phagocytose synapses tagged with complement proteins. To further investigate complement and microglia activity in the brain after sepsis, we turned to a mouse model of abdominal sepsis, cecal ligation and puncture (CLP). We investigated complement expression via whole-brain bulk RNA-seq and microglia-mediated synaptic phagocytosis as measured by proportion of microglia (CD11b+CD45mid) positive for synaptic protein (SNAP25) by flow cytometry. To investigate the potential synergistic interaction of sepsis and amyloid pathology, we assessed complement expression and synaptic phagocytosis in sex-matched wild-type and 5xFAD mice. C1QA-C gene expression was elevated in the brain after sepsis acutely and long term (5- and 25-days post CLP). We did not find changes in microglial synaptic phagocytosis in wild-type mice. However, 5xFAD sepsis survivor mice had increased levels of synaptic phagocytosis relative to 5xFAD controls acutely (5-days post CLP) that persisted 6 weeks after sepsis. We were underpowered to assess sex differences. We found that sepsis increases the expression of complement system genes in the brains of both humans and mice. Furthermore, microglial phagocytosis of synapses was increased in 5xFAD sepsis survivors. In vulnerable patients with underlying amyloid pathology, complement-driven, microglial-mediated synaptic pruning may be a mechanism driving brain dysfunction after sepsis.
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Abstract: Parkin loss of function leads to increased LPS-induced microglial activation: evaluation of the impact on dopamine neurons
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Abstract: Parkin loss of function leads to increased LPS-induced microglial activation: evaluation of the impact on dopamine neurons
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Abstract: It is likely that multiple mechanisms interact to cause the dysfunction and loss of substantia nigra and other vulnerable neurons in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Growing evidence supports the hypothesis that activation of the immune system contributes to PD pathogenesis. In the brain, microglia are the main local actors of immune responses. These cells constantly probe their local microenvironment and interact with neurons through secreted factors. In PD postmortem tissue and in animal models of PD, evidence for microglial activation has been reported. Due to growing evidence suggesting the implication of Parkin in innate and adaptive immunity, we hypothesize that loss of function of this gene product could lead to increased activation of microglia following infections, with subsequent detrimental effects on dopamine neurons. Studying primary microglia obtained from neonatal Parkin KO mice, we observed that, as expected, these cells drastically change their morphology following exposure to the bacterial endotoxin LPS, switching from a polarized to an amoeboid shape, and show increased expression of pro-inflammatory genes, such as MHC1, MHC2, iNOS and COX-2. Interestingly, we observed that Parkin KO microglia show increased secretion of IL-6 and other cytokines and chemokines in response to LPS. They also show increased survival under culture conditions when compared to WT cells. Short-term co-culture of activated Parkin KO microglia with DA neurons did not induce loss of DA neurons. Functional studies are now required to examine their functionality. These initial results support the hypothesis of increased innate immune responses in the brain under conditions of Parkin loss of function in PD.
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Title: Trem2 deficiency in microglia ameliorated neuroinflammation and photoreceptor loss at middle- and later-stages of retinitis pigmentosa disease
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Abstract: **Purpose:** Neuroinflammation plays a critical role in various neurodegenerative diseases. Similarly, increasing evidence indicates the involvement of microglia-derived neuroinflammation in the pathogenesis of retinitis pigmentosa (RP). Triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2 (TREM2) is specifically expressed by microglia in the brain. Previous studies have reported that loss-of-function mutations of TREM2 compromise microglial phagocytosis and result in chronic neurodegenerative diseases. However, the functional role of TREM2 in RP remains unclear. Here, we investigated the role of TREM2 in mediating neuroinflammation and photoreceptor degeneration in a mouse model of RP. **Methods:** To investigate the role of TREM2 in regulating neuroinflammation in RP, we crossed TREM2⁻/⁻ mice with rd10 mice, a mouse model of autosomal recessive RP, to generate TREM2⁻/⁻/rd10 mice. We evaluated temporal expression of TREM2, microglia activation and photoreceptor degeneration in the retina of TREM2⁻/⁻/rd10 mice using immunohistochremistry, qPCR, western blot, flow cytometry and electroretinography (ERG) approaches. Moreover, we performed single-cell RNA sequencing to explore transcriptional changes in TREM2-deficient microglia in rd10 mice. **Results:** We found that TREM2 was significantly upregulated in the retina of rd10 mice after postnatal day 22 (P22), the middle-stage of the disease. Meanwhile, we found that most of TREM2-positive microglia were localized at the outer nuclear layer (ONL) and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) layer of the retina. Moreover, we observed that TREM2 deficiency significantly reduced microglia activation and the release of proinflammatory cytokines, while preserved photoreceptor cells in rd10 retinas. In addition, we found that TREM2 deficiency accelerated cell apoptosis of activated microglia at p25 of rd10 retinas by flow cytometry analysis. Furthermore, we performed single-cell RNA sequencing of microglial cells and found that TREM2 deficiency significantly induced transcriptional alteration in microglia in rd10 retinas. Bioinformatics analysis revealed that one subtype of disease-associated microglia (DAM) expressed most of differential expressed genes (DEGs), in which inflammation-related DEGs were downregulated and apoptosis-associated DEGs were upregulated. **Conclusion:** We demonstrated that TREM2 participated in the pathogenesis of RP. TREM2 regulated neuroinflammation and photoreceptor loss at middle- and later-stages of RP. Targeting TREM2 signal could be a new therapeutic strategy for RP.

Disclosures: **R. Li:** None. **J.M. Wu:** None. **J.Q. Fan:** None. **J. Zhang:** None. **B. Lin:** None.
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Title: The impact of pharmacological depletion of microglia on alcohol-induced corticolimbic neurodegeneration in male rats
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Abstract: Corticolimbic damage is a consequence of heavy drinking in individuals with an alcohol use disorder (AUD). Reactivity of microglia, the brain parenchymal macrophages, has been suggested as a mechanism underlying this damage, but causality has not been established. The aim of this study is to determine the role of microglia in alcohol-induced neurodegeneration in a rat model of alcohol dependence. We utilized the CSF1R inhibitor PLX-5622, an established tool for microglial depletion in mice, but infrequently used in rats. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were treated with PLX-5622 or vehicle (50mg/kg; MedChemExpress), by chow plus intraperitoneal injection or intragastric gavage (i.p., i.g. every 12 hours), for 7 days. For depletion plus alcohol exposure, rats received i.p. PLX-5622 or vehicle every 12 hours for 11 days, plus 4-day binge alcohol (25% (w/v) ethanol, i.g.) or isocaloric control diet every 8 hours in the final 4 days. Importantly, PLX-5622 did not significantly impact blood ethanol concentrations, which were 389.2 ± 23.98 mg/dl in the ethanol plus vehicle (Veh-EtOH) and 331.3 ± 42.49 mg/dl in the ethanol plus PLX-5622 (PLX-EtOH) groups. Rats were saline perfused, then brains were post-fixed in PFA and sectioned at 40 µm. Depletion was confirmed with immunohistochemistry for the microglial marker IBA1. Images were acquired in the hippocampus and peri/entorhinal cortex and counts performed to estimate % depletion. Histology and profile counts for FluoroJade B (FJB), a marker of dying neurons, were carried out in the hippocampus, peri/entorhinal and piriform cortices. Data were log transformed due to unequal group variance and analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc. 7 days of PLX-5622 i.p. plus chow resulted in ~90-94% microglial depletion, whereas there was no apparent depletion with PLX-5622 i.g. plus chow (n=2/group). In the alcohol experiment, 11 days of i.p. PLX depleted microglia ~97-98% (n=2/group). FJB+ cell counts were significantly increased for all rats that received ethanol diet (PLX-EtOH n=4; Veh-EtOH n=5) versus control diet (PLX-CON n=4; Veh-CON n=4) across all regions examined (p<0.05). In the peri/entorhinal cortex there were fewer FJB+ cells in the PLX-EtOH compared to Veh-EtOH group (p<0.05). While not statistically significant, fewer FJB+ cells were also noted in the other regions of PLX-EtOH rats. These data suggest that microglia may indeed contribute to ethanol-induced neurodegeneration. However, as neuronal death was observed in ethanol exposed rats depleted of >97% of their microglia, microglia-mediated mechanisms are unlikely to be the sole cause of corticolimbic damage in AUD.

Microglial attenuate excitotoxicity in vitro by altering neuronal NMDA receptor subunit GluN2B expression independent of neuroprotection by an EP1 prostaglandin receptor antagonist

**Methods:** Cortical neurons were from E15 mouse embryos were cultured under conditions to produce nearly pure neuronal cultures. Microglia cultures were prepared from P1 post-natal mice and plated on transwells. After 1 week in culture, microglial transwells were placed above pure neuronal cultures for 48 hours. Neuronal viability was assessed following NMDA exposure to neuronal cultures in the presence or absence of microglia. In other experiments, neurons were transfected with EP1 shRNA to knock down expression of EP1. RNA was isolated from pure neurons grown with and without microglia and examined by transcriptome analyses for microglial induced changes in gene expression. Expression of GluN2B transcripts and protein was examined by real-time PCR and western blot respectively.

**Results:** To test whether the neuroprotective effect of microglia was mediated by altering the EP1 response in neurons, we knocked down neuronal EP1 expression by transfecting EP1 Sh RNA constructs into neurons and examined NMDA mediated excitotoxicity in the presence and absence of microglial trans-wells. Both control and EP1 knockdown neuronal cultures exhibited robust neuroprotection when co-cultured with microglial. As a positive control, protection by an EP1 antagonist in pure neuronal cultures was eliminated following Sh RNA mediated inhibition of EP1 expression. These results indicate that microglial-mediated neuroprotection occurs independent of neuronal EP1. To evaluate if microglia elicit neuroprotective effects through changing gene-expression in neurons, transcriptome analyses were conducted on neurons cultured in the presence and absence of microglia. The only difference in gene expression was GluN2B. A 1.5 fold decrease in expression of GluN2B was seen with RT-PCR and 2 fold change in expression by western blot analysis.

**Conclusions:** Our results showed that microglia can decrease neuronal expression of GluN2B. This in vitro system can facilitate future studies to examine microglial interactions that could play an important role in normal physiology and disease.
Title: Understanding the contribution of microglia-derived IGF-1 to CNS injury and demyelination.

Authors: *J. FERRY¹, *J. FERRY², A. CASTELLANOS-MOLINA¹, N. VALLIÈRES¹, D. GOSSELIN¹, S. LACROIX¹; ¹Univ. Laval, Québec, QC, Canada; ²Dept. of Mol. Med. of the Fac. of Med., Neurosciences Axis of CHUL, Québec, QC, Canada

Abstract: Microglia are the immune resident cells of the central nervous system (CNS). They are known to be involved in phagocytosis of cellular and myelin debris, remyelination, and formation of a neuroprotective scar in the context of injury and disease. Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) is known to activate various signaling pathways regulating cell proliferation, differentiation, migration, and survival. Since mechanisms by which microglia can repair CNS tissue remain unclear, we studied the effects of microglia-derived IGF-1 in different contexts such as spinal cord injury (SCI) and cuprizone-mediated brain demyelination. We hypothesize that IGF-1 is a key mediator for microglia to adopt a regenerative phenotype, thus contributing to CNS protection and repair. To test this hypothesis, we produced transgenic mice whose microglia are conditionally invalidated in IGF-1 after tamoxifen treatment, namely Cx3cr1CreER::Igf1fl/fl mice. RNA-sequencing experiments revealed that genes (adj.p-value <0.05) and gene set supporting fibrotic scar formation are upregulated in conditional knockout mice at 7 days post-SCI, which corresponds to the peak of Igf1 mRNA expression in wild-type (WT) littermates (GeneSet Enrichment Analysis with p-value <0.0001). Immunofluorescence data further showed that deletion of the Igf1 gene in microglia slightly reduced the area occupied by Iba1+ signal outside of the primary lesion and was associated with changes in lesion morphology. In the cuprizone model, where microglia rather than peripheral macrophages are the predominant responders and key effectors of demyelination and myelin debris clearance, RT-qPCR analysis performed on dissected corpus callosum tissue samples revealed that Igf1 mRNA levels are significantly decreased in Cx3cr1CreER::Igf1fl/fl mice compared to WT littermates after tamoxifen and cuprizone treatment (p-value <0.005, n=3-4/group). Notably, reduced myelin staining was observed in the forebrain of Cx3cr1CreER::Igf1fl/fl mice compared to WT mice at the peak of demyelination, i.e. after 5 weeks post-cuprizone feeding (p-value <0.05, n=5-7/group). In sum, our data reveal that microglia-derived IGF-1 could regulate formation of the glial and fibrotic
scars in SCI, while it may play a role in the activation/proliferation of microglia and clearance of myelin debris in areas of CNS demyelination.

**Disclosures:** J. Ferry: None. J. Ferry: None. A. Castellanos-Molina: None. N. Vallières: None. D. Gosselin: None. S. Lacroix: None.
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**Title:** Sleep fragmentation alters microglial function leading to lethal neuroinflammation during sepsis-like inflammation
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**Abstract:** It is well established that infection can promote slow wave sleep, but the functional importance of this phenomenon remains unclear. In this study, we utilized sleep fragmentation, i.e., intermittent disruption of sleep throughout the day, to explore the relationships between sleep and inflammatory disease. We found that sub-lethal injection of a bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), prior to sleep fragmentation (SF) invariably resulted in dramatically increased mortality compared to LPS only or SF only controls, highlighting the importance of sleep following an inflammatory challenge. Further investigation revealed hyperactivation of microglia in the hypothalamus and other brain areas in mice subjected to LPS plus sleep fragmentation. As Toll-like receptor-4 (TLR4) is crucial for responses to LPS, we examined animals with microglia-specific deletion of TLR4 and found that it completely protected mice from the combination treatment. To further explore the role of sleep, we generated Dec2 (BHLHE41) mutant mice that display decreased sleep and found that these animals are protected from low dose LPS plus SF. We are currently extending our results to bacterial infection.
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Abstract: Microglia are the resident immune cells of the Central Nervous System. In addition to responding to injuries and aiding in recovery, microglia also promote a healthy environment through a process known as efferocytosis, which is the clearance of apoptotic cells. If efferocytosis is not efficient, the cell membrane of an apoptotic cell can lose integrity, spilling intracellular content and leading to a secondary necrosis of the surrounding tissue. One important role of efferocytosis is to prevent inflammation by quickly removing apoptotic cells. Neurodegenerative diseases and stroke can result in inefficient clearance of apoptotic cells if the capacity of microglia is overloaded. However, in Status Epilepticus (SE) the role of efferocytosis in recovery has not been explored. The goal of this study is to identify the cells undergoing efferocytosis after SE. Male C57BL/6 mice experienced pilocarpine-induced SE that was interrupted by diazepam after 1 hr. Four days later, 35 micron frozen sections were prepared through hippocampus and immunohistochemistry was performed to identify specific cell types (NeuN for neurons; Iba1 for reactive microglia) in conjunction with TUNEL labeling to identify nuclei of dying cells. Z-stack confocal images were obtained from the hippocampus using an A1R HD Nikon Confocal Microscope and the images were processed using Imaris V10.0 software. NeuN and TUNEL positive cells were counted and the cell volume overlapped (i.e., engulfed) by microglia was analyzed. In the CA3 region a histogram of Tunel volume was bimodal, with peak means of 6.4±7.0 and 112±43 μm³, suggesting two populations of Tunel+ objects: smaller debris and larger actively apoptosing cells. Of all TUNEL-positive cells 33% were neurons. For Tunel+ cells, 77% of neurons and 56% of non-neuronal cells were larger than 25 μm³. Microglia had engulfed 35% (median) of neuron volume but only 1.6% of non-neuronal volume (p=.0029, Mann-Whitney test). By contrast, the more numerous neurons not undergoing apoptosis, lacking the Tunel stain, experienced only 1.06% (median) of engulfment volume. These data suggest that efferocytosis by microglia in the CA3 region is mainly restricted to neurons undergoing apoptosis, and the small neuron fragments that are Tunel negative are being cleared possibly because they already have passed through necrotic process. These data are also consistent with the notion that non-neuronal cells undergoing apoptosis might eventually be redirected to a necrotic pathway, increasing neuroinflammation.

Disclosures: P. Heman Bozadas: None. N.H. Varvel: None. R.J. Dingledine: None.
Abstract: Microglia reactivity in sensory and affective brain regions after peripheral nerve injury

Rafael A. Cazuza, Jane C. Morphett, Michail Laoumtzis, Michael J. Lacagnina, Anamaria Grieco, Sever M. Zagrai, Mark Hutchinson, Peter M. Grace

Laboratories of Neuroimmunology, Department of Symptom Research, University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX, USA. 2 Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale BioPhotonics and Adelaide Medical School, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5005, Australia.

Microglia are resident macrophages in the central nervous system, responsible for cell surveillance, phagocytosis, and release of soluble factors. These cells can change their morphology from a ramified to the most unramified amoeboid phenotype once reactive. In addition, microglia are very heterogeneous and can display distinct phenotypes depending on their location in the central nervous system. In the context of nerve injury, microglia become reactive and alter their morphology in the spinal cord, releasing inflammatory mediators which maintain neuropathic pain. However, the sensory inputs that are carried through the spinal cord constitute only one dimension of pain. Pain is a multidimensional experience that is encoded by very complex brain circuitry. Thus far, microglial reactivity has been incompletely mapped in the brain after a nerve injury. In this work, we explored microglia reactivity across time in brain regions that are associated with pain processing, using both males and females rats. Chronic constriction injury (CCI) or sham surgery of the sciatic nerve was performed in rats (N=6/sex/group) and the whole brain was collected at 7 or 28 days after the surgery. The entire brain was coronally cryosectioned at 30µm and stained for CD11b using immunohistochemistry. An advanced software for automated analysis (HALO – Indica Labs) was used to assess microglia morphological changes after the nerve injury. The morphological assessment was compared to a densitometry method. The densitometry analysis showed that affective brain regions display sustained microglia reactivity while areas responsible for sensory processing have a transient response. The HALO detection of reactive microglia is still under analysis and it could provide further information hidden in the densitometry assessment. These results suggest a possible role of microglia in long-lasting disruptions in affective states in neuropathic pain.
Title: Mif nuclease contributes to neuronal death in a mouse model of neuroinflammation

Authors: *S. GADANI, J. MACE, D. GALLEGALIOUS, M. SMITH, T. DAWSON, V. DAWSON, P. CALABRESI;
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Abstract: Neuronal loss in the central nervous system is an irreversible outcome of many neuroinflammatory illnesses, and while several cellular and humoral factors have been implicated, the final mechanism(s) of cell death remain unclear. Parthanatos is a novel form of programmed cell death that is triggered when excessive DNA damage, induced by various stimuli including ROS, leads to overactivation of the PARP1 enzyme. PARP1 catalyzes the addition of poly-ADP-ribose (PAR) to numerous proteins including macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), which then traffics to the nucleus and cleaves DNA through endogenous nuclease activity. Parthanatos was recently found to mediate α-synuclein related neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s disease, but it had not been studied in the context of inflammation. Here, we present evidence for an important role of Parthanatos in the mouse model of neuroinflammation, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE). We find high baseline expression of MIF in neurons and accumulation of PAR within the spinal cord after EAE corresponding with neuronal cell death. We also found preservation of spinal cord neurons and retinal ganglion cells in mice where MIF nuclease activity is inhibited through a point mutation of its catalytic domain (MIF-E22Q). MIF-E22Q mice develop less severe neurologic impairment in the chronic stage of EAE compared to wild-type mice, though importantly they have similar peak EAE severity and immune infiltration, supporting a specific role for this pathway in neuroprotection. Treatment with C831, a novel small molecule inhibitor of MIF-nuclease, also leads to increased neuronal survival in the retina and spinal cord after EAE. Future studies will be aimed at assessing markers of Parthanatos in human multiple sclerosis samples, cell type-specific alteration of the Parthanatos pathway, and defining optimal C831 treatment paradigms. This work is the first to explore Parthanatos as a mediator of inflammatory neuronal cell death, and it contributes to a growing understanding of the role of Parthanatos in neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation.

Title: Inhibition of multifunctional MIF protein prevents inflammatory- and parthanatic-mediated neurodegeneration in the context of multiple sclerosis

Authors: *J. W. MACE 1, S. P. GADANI 2, D. GALLEGUILLOS 2, M. D. SMITH 2, B. KANG 3, T. GARTON 1, M. GHARAGOZLOO 2, V. L. DAWSON 3, T. M. DAWSON 3, P. A. CALABRESI 2;
1Neurosci., 2Neurol., 3Neuroregeneration and Stem Cell Programs, Inst. for Cell Engin., Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD

Abstract: Nearly three million people worldwide are living with multiple sclerosis (MS), an autoimmune condition characterized by peripheral immune cell infiltration into the central nervous system (CNS) and reactive gliosis, demyelination, and neuroaxonal degeneration. Existing therapies target adaptive immune cells and treat relapsing MS, but are not effective in halting neurodegeneration in progressive MS. Numerous studies have identified prominent dysregulation of macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), a multifunctional protein with cytokine and enzyme activity, in MS. MIF has two discrete enzymatic functions, as a tautomerase and a nuclease, that have not been well studied in MS. Our lab has shown that MIF nuclease acts as the final executioner of the caspase-independent cell death pathway, parthanatos, that is triggered upon DNA damage and contributes to neuronal loss in Parkinson’s disease and stroke. Because neuroinflammation and parthanatos-inducing conditions, such as high ROS concentrations, are pathologically prevalent across many neurological diseases including MS, we hypothesized that MIF contributes to neurodegeneration in MS. Our lab used a commercially available mouse line (P2G) with its MIF tautomerase activity selectively ablated and created a mouse line (E22Q) with its MIF nuclease activity selectively ablated. We have also synthesized a compound (PAANIB1) that specifically inhibits MIF nuclease. These tools were used to assess the therapeutic efficacy of blocking MIF activity in an experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) mouse model of MS. Our data showed that P2G-EAE and E22Q-EAE mice had a decreased clinical disease severity over time. P2G-EAE mice had less peripheral immune cell infiltration into the CNS, whereas E22Q-EAE mice did not undergo a change in peripheral immune cell infiltration into the CNS. We further determined that E22Q-EAE mice, P2G-EAE mice, and PAANIB1-treated EAE mice were protected against retinal ganglion cell death. Lumbar spinal cord neuroprotection was also evident in E22Q-EAE mice and PAANIB1-treated EAE mice. Both enzymatic activities of MIF appear to act in concert in EAE, as MIF global knockout EAE mice had the most protection from clinical disease severity and neurodegeneration, while E22Q-EAE and P2G-EAE mice were only partially protected. Altogether, if neurons degenerate by MIF-mediated inflammatory or parthanatic processes in the context of MS as indicated by our data, this research could establish a pharmacological target to treat the ongoing loss of grey matter in patients with this disease.
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**Title:** Feasibility of prolyl oligopeptidase (PREP) as tumor biomarker in glioblastoma patients: a pilot study
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**Abstract:** Prolyl oligopeptidase (PREP) is a serine protease that hydrolyzes biologically active oligopeptides on their carboxyl side. PREP has been connected with multiple physiological and pathological conditions. Increased PREP activities have been found in tumors, although its involvement in the modulation of cancer mechanism is still unclear. Thus, the identification of PREP and clarification of its clinical significance are important for improving the diagnosis and treatment of brain tumors. The purpose of this study was to analyze the expression of PREP and its diagnostic and prognostic value in patients with glioblastoma (GBM). In this study, GBM patients and controls were enrolled and clinical data and PREP expression, from serum and biopsies, were analyzed. Moreover, the relationships between PREP, Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT3) and Transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) were also examined. Our study demonstrated that PREP was significantly upregulated in both serum and in biopsy from GBM patients compared with controls. This upregulation was negatively correlated with survival, but significantly correlated with age and Mindbomb Homolog-1 Index (MIB1). Also, PREP expression was inversely correlated with tumor suppressor PP2A in biopsy from GBM patients, while PREP protein levels resulted to be positively correlated with STAT3 and TGF-β protein expression. The detection of PREP in serum and biopsies have the potential to serve as diagnostic and prognostic biomarker in GBM patient. The findings may provide diagnostic and therapeutic target for GBM.

Abstract: Gliomas are primary central nervous system tumors derived from glial cells. Glioblastoma (a type of glioma derived from astrocytes) is considered a grade 4 astrocytoma and is the most common type of adult brain malignancy that can be very aggressive with a very poor prognosis. Because of their highly vascularized nature, along with their predilection for widespread invasions of brain tissues, glioblastomas present a uniquely life-limiting illness. Direct reprogramming or direct conversion of glial cells to non-glial cells such as neurons has provided a genetic tool to manipulate cell fate as a potential therapy for neurological diseases. NeuroD1 (ND1) is a master transcription factor for neurogenesis with critical roles in regulating neuronal differentiation and maturation during nervous system development. In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that overexpression of the master transcription factor ND1 can redirect the fate of malignant glioma cells to postmitotic neuronal cells for slowing down or ceasing glioblastoma tumor progression. Our in vitro experiments used cell cultures of human glioblastoma cell lines LN229 and U87 as temozolomide (TMZ)-sensitive cells and T98G as TMZ-insensitive cells. ND1-initiated cell reprogramming was induced by adding an AAV carrying ND1 and mCherry. Three to 14 days after reprogramming, ND1-treated cells showed evidence of successful reprogramming and neuronal lineage conversion with significantly increased MAP2, TUJ1, and BDNF expression. TUNEL staining identified increased apoptotic cells co-labeled with ND1 overexpression in U87 and T98G cultures. Western blot analysis confirmed restoration of anti-tumor and cell cycle regulatory protein p53 in reprogrammed cells. Consistently, cultures with overexpressed ND1 had significantly fewer BrdU+ cells, indicating decreased cell proliferation. In an in vivo experiment, ND1-treated human U373 glioma cells were orthotopically transplanted into the fornix of cyclosporine-induced immunocompromised C57 mice. Immunohistochemical staining revealed increased neuronal markers such as TUJ1 expression of transplanted cells in the tumor area. The transplantation of ND1-converted cells also resulted in much-reduced tumor formation in the animal. The study provides evidence of successful reprogramming and conversion of glioblastoma tumor cells into postmitotic neuron lineage cells, suggesting that the direct reprogramming strategy using ND1 is an effective treatment for an extremely deadly cancer.
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Title: Inhibition of WNT and TBK1 induces changes in cell cycle and cellular viability in human glioblastoma cells
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Abstract: Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) remains difficult to treat, with current therapeutic options failing to significantly improve long-term life expectancy in patients. GBM is frequently accompanied by alterations in signaling pathways involved in inflammation, cellular proliferation, angiogenesis and survival. Hence, pharmacological modulation of cell signaling is commonly used as a therapeutic alternative for different types of cancer. WNT and TBK1 signaling pathways are involved in essential cellular processes, such as regulation of cell proliferation and apoptosis. The objective of this study is to determine the effects of pharmacological blockage of WNT and TBK1 signaling pathways on cell cycle progression and cell viability in U-87 MG human glioblastoma-derived cells. U-87 MG cells were cultured and supplemented with WNT (IWP12) and TBK1 (BX795) inhibitors at 0.1, 1, 5 or 10 μM concentrations, for 24, 48 and 72 hrs. Changes in cell cycle progression and cellular viability were evaluated by flow cytometry and crystal violet assays. Addition of BX795 to cell cultures increased cell cycle progression in U-87 MG cells, with the 10 μM concentration nearly doubling the frequency of cells at G2/M phase after 24 and 48 hours, compared to untreated controls (55.16% vs. 29.97%, respectively). However, after 72 hours, this effect disappeared, causing treated cells to behave like untreated controls. Treatment with IWP12 did not appear to influence cell cycle progression, regardless of dose and exposure time. Concerning cell viability, our results show reductions in viability using either inhibitor at all concentrations and exposure times, with the greatest effect observed being a 13.92% reduction in viability using BX795 at 10 μM concentration for 72 hours, compared to untreated cells. Our results suggest that pharmacological inhibition of TBK1 signaling using BX795 initially promotes proliferation of U-87 MG cells, but this effect becomes reduced after 72 hours of exposure, leading to increased apoptosis of treated cells in a dose-dependent manner. Further analyses to determine the mechanisms underlying these observations are currently underway.
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Title: Extended half-life IL-2 synergizes with α-PD-1 for treatment of preclinical murine glioblastoma models
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Abstract: With more than 13,400 adults diagnosed in the United States in 2022, Glioblastoma (GBM) is responsible for 49% of all primary malignant brain tumors. Despite decades of research, the median life expectancy for patients who undergo the current standard of care is between 12 and 16 months. α-PD-1 checkpoint blockade is a promising immunotherapeutic approach for many solid tumors; however, this strategy is minimally effective for GBM patients as a monotherapy. A potential explanation of why α-PD-1 checkpoint blockade is ineffective for GBM is the tumor microenvironment and systemic derangements of the immune system prevalent in these patients. We have successfully modeled peripheral immune suppression in experimental murine GBM models. These include low peripheral blood CD4 T cell counts, reduced MHC class II expression on monocytes, and atrophy of primary immune organs in animals harboring gliomas. We therefore hypothesized that extended half-life IL-2, a potent cytokine which promotes the proliferation, differentiation, and killing activity of T cells, could overcome immune derangements and potentially synergize with α-PD-1 checkpoint blockade inhibitor. In cohorts of C57Bl/6 mice, we supplemented α-PD-1 checkpoint blockade with multiple bio-engineered extended half-life IL-2 molecules to treat GL261-Luc and CT2A orthotopic glioma models, which are historically resistant to monotherapy. We demonstrate a statistically significant extended survival in GL261-bearing animals receiving the combination therapy of an extended half-life IL-2 reagent and αPD-1 relative to control-treated mice. Some animals receiving this combination therapy had a reduction in tumor burden to levels below detection. These long-term survivors underwent a rechallenge experiment with a second inoculation of GL261-Luc and effectively cleared tumor without further therapeutic intervention. This synergistic intervention causes a significant shift in the immune profile, including the formation of mature T cell responses, as well as restoring the diminished peripheral immune cell
counts in GL261-bearing animals. Finally, combining extended half-life IL-2 with α-PD-1 checkpoint blockade is effective independently of the CD8 T cell responses. Together, these data suggest that combination immunotherapies employing extended half-life IL-2 fusion proteins are translatable to the clinic for GBM treatment and do not require the identification of tumor specific antigens for efficacy.
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**Title:** Trem2 mediates mhcii-associated cd4+ t cell response against gliomas
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**Abstract:** Myeloid cells comprise up to 50% of the total tumor mass in glioblastoma (GBM) and have been implicated in promoting tumor progression and immunosuppression. Therefore, modulating the response of myeloid cells to the tumor has emerged as a promising new approach for cancer treatment. In this regard, we focus on the Triggering Receptor Expressed on Myeloid cells 2(TREM2), which has recently emerged as a novel immune modulator in peripheral tumors. We showed that brain tumors exhibit significantly higher levels of TREM2 expression, predominantly in tumor-associated myeloid cells. In a pre-clinical model of glioma, TREM2 deficiency did not have a beneficial effect, but instead accelerated glioma progression. Through
the integration of in vivo two-photon imaging, spectrum flow cytometry, quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR), and immunofluorescence staining, we discovered that TREM2 deficiency impair tumor-myeloid phagocytosis and MHCII expression. Furthermore, we found that deficiency of TREM2 significantly reduced CD4 + T cells in tumor hemispheres. Our results revealed a previously unrecognized protective role of tumor-myeloid TREM2 in promoting MHCII-associated CD4 + T cell response against gliomas.
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Title: Breast Carcinoma-Amplified Sequence 1 defines a highly proliferative population in gliomas.
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Abstract: Glial-derived tumors account for most of the central nervous system (CNS) tumors. The initiating cell of glial-derived tumors is still elusive. However, state-of-the-art studies point towards immature oligodendrocytes as a possible source of gliomagenesis. Thus, studying markers related to oligodendrocyte precursors has become of great interest. Breast carcinoma amplified sequence 1 (BCAS1) has emerged as a novel marker that defines an immature oligodendrocyte population in the human CNS. The expression of this protein has been described as a key marker for tumorigenesis in non-CNS tumors, such as prostate cancer. However, its role and expression in gliomas is still underexplored. In this study, we analyzed the expression of BCAS1 in a series of oligodendrogliomas (n = 17), astrocytomas (n = 8) and glioblastomas (n = 60) surgically removed from patients, as well as four primary cell lines derived from patient tumors. The distribution, microenvironment, genetic alterations, and proliferative status of this cell subpopulation were analyzed, and further stereological quantifications were performed. Additionally, BCAS1+ cells ultrastructure was studied by immunoelectron microscopy. Our
results show that BCAS1+ cells constitute a morphologically heterogeneously distributed population in glial-derived tumors. BCAS1+ cells exhibit stellate or spherical morphology. Stellate and spherical cells were detected in all studied gliomas as isolated cells. Interestingly, only stellate cells proliferate and form tightly packaged nodules in oligodendrogliomas, but not in glioblastomas or astrocytomas. We did not detect any BCAS1 gene amplification in any of the studied tumors. In conclusion, our findings suggest that BCAS1 defines a specific subpopulation within glial-derived tumors, which could correspond to a transient amplifying neoplastic cell state due to the proliferative features of BCAS1+ stellate cells, thus contributing to tumor malignancy.
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Title: Optimizing functional neuroimaging analysis in glioma patients
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Abstract: Resting-state fMRI is becoming increasingly used to study the effects of gliomas on the functional organization of the brain. A variety of image processing and functional connectivity (FC) analysis techniques is represented in the literature but, to date, there has been no systematic examination of how this diversity affects observed results. To this end, we evaluated the impact of atlas registration option, parcellation granularity, and parcellation scheme in contrasting FC between patients and age-matched reference subjects. We analyzed data representing 59 glioma patients and 163 age-matched reference subjects. Differences between the two groups strongly depended on the methodologic choices. Our key findings are as follows: (1) Nonlinear atlas registration is required to compensate for anatomical distortions in glioma-bearing brains. Use of affine atlas registration leads to the false appearance of FC abnormalities. Theoretically, tumor masking could impact the results. However, in our data, the impact of tumor masking was not significant. (2) Functional parcellation schemes, as opposed to
anatomical parcellation schemes (AAL/Brainnetome), maximize sensitivity for the detection of glioma-induced FC abnormalities. (3) FC variability in normal subjects must be considered when identifying FC abnormalities in glioma patients. FC abnormalities in glioma patients are most evident in analyses based on fine parcellations. (4) Much prior work evaluates FC in glioma patients using graph-theoretic measures. As previously noted, not all such measures are equally sensitive to FC abnormalities in glioma patients. In particular, modularity appears to be unchanged in glioma patients. Importantly, the differences between patients and the reference subjects as assessed with graph-theoretic measures were only evident at fine parcellation granularities.
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Abstract: Pediatric high-grade gliomas (pHGG) are aggressive primary brain neoplasms with a dismal prognosis, making them the leading cause of brain tumor-related deaths in children. pHGGs occur in specific anatomical locations at specific ages underscoring their origin in neurodevelopment and the critical importance of the brain tumor microenvironment. Activity-regulated mechanisms such as neurotransmitter, neurotrophin, and calcium-mediated signaling are major regulators of neural development and plasticity. Many pHGGs originate from oligodendroglial precursor cells (OPC) and, like OPCs, neuronal activity promotes pHGG proliferation. Recent work has demonstrated that pHGG cells form calcium-permeable AMPAR-mediated synapses with neurons analogous to the axo-glial synapses that form between neurons
and OPCs. Neuronal activity drives pHGG growth through the secretion of activity-regulated mitogens and through electrochemical communication with pHGG cells that integrate into neural circuits. In turn, pHGG increases neuronal excitation and remodels functional neural circuits. The interconnected network of glioma cells and neurons is fundamental to pHGG progression. However, how these neuron-glioma networks evolve over time remains to be fully understood. We hypothesize that as gliomas progress, the neuron-glioma malignant circuitry evolves chiefly through synaptogenesis to promote activity that fosters glioma progression. Thus, we developed a two-color in vivo imaging method to study neuron-glioma cell interactions over time in freely behaving mice enabling us to record the frequency, pattern, and synchronicity of calcium transients in neurons, glioma cells, and their coactivity giving us a comprehensive view of the changes in neuron-glioma circuit dynamics over time. We have observed increasing neuronal activity throughout the disease, consistent with increasing neural hyperexcitability over time, and have observed that different types of gliomas exhibit unique patterns of calcium transients (rise time, peak amplitude, decay time, and half-width). Our imaging paradigm offers a unique ability to study neuron-glioma interactions at the systems level and will allow us to study how pharmacological inhibitors and neuronal experience shape neuron-glioma malignant circuit dynamics.
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**Title:** Glioblastoma-neuronal circuit integration is modulated by interleukin-6
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Abstract: The pleiotropic cytokine interleukin-6 (IL-6) is known to be involved in both pro- and anti-inflammatory signaling cascades. In glioblastoma studies using animal and human models, IL-6 promotes immunosuppression and tumor progression and is negatively associated with survival. Intriguingly, IL-6 also contributes to increased synaptogenesis during development and following focal brain injury. Glioblastoma remodeling of neuronal circuits influences patient survival; therefore, it is possible that IL-6 has mechanistic significance. Here, we investigated IL-6 as a driver of activity-dependent glioblastoma proliferation using patient-derived xenograft (PDX) mouse and human glioblastoma models. We assessed neuronal activity by microelectrode arrays and in vitro calcium imaging using weighted mean firing rate (WMFR), network burst frequency (NBF), and synchrony index. Next, we used bulk and single-cell RNA sequencing on 13,731 cells from ten tumors including pair-matched samples to identify differentially expressed genes in intratumoral regions with elevated functional connectivity and found IL6 to be highly upregulated. Mouse embryonic cortical neurons and cerebral organoids co-cultured with primary patient-derived glioblastoma cells demonstrated concentration-dependent neuronal hyperexcitability (increased WMFR and NBF) in IL-6-overexpressing conditions compared to the neuron-only condition. Pharmacological inhibition using the humanized IL-6 receptor antibody tocilizumab reduced network synchrony across models. These findings suggest that IL-6-induced glioma-neuronal hyperexcitability may be inhibited by the FDA-approved tocilizumab, thereby providing preclinical support for its use to treat activity-dependent mechanisms of glioblastoma proliferation. Future studies are needed to uncover mechanisms and clinical efficacy.
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Abstract: The central nervous system coordinates all the functions of the organism and its main function is the transmission of the nerve impulse, with the help of neurotransmitters. On the other hand, the Na+/K+-ATPase (sodium pump) is a membrane-bound enzyme responsible for maintaining the ionic gradients across the membrane, also it is part of the cellular signaling pathway so we know that is stimulated by serotonin. In Mexico and the world, metabolic related
Diseases are a public health problem, especially diabetes mellitus, a disease related to a high-calorie intake and which is part of the metabolic syndrome. To this day it is unknown if a high-calorie intake would alter the sodium pump activity and its effect in the metabolic of lipids and carbohydrates, therefore our main goal is to determine the effect of a high-calorie intake in the lipid profile, the tolerance of glucose and the activity of the sodium pump. A diet model of high carbohydrates and high lipids intake was established in male Wistar rats and its effect was compared against a control group. Meanwhile this model was implemented, body weight and blood glucose levels were recorded, also oral glucose tolerance test and insulin resistance test were executed. Lipid profile and activity of the sodium pump were determined. Results show an increase in body weight in animals with high-calorie diet, also an increase in blood lipids level was observed. Fasting blood glucose levels were not different between groups, meanwhile oral glucose tolerance curves and insulin resistance test in fact shows hints about an impaired glucose tolerance in rats with high-calories diet. In relation with the activity of the sodium pump, we observed that there was a statistically significant decrease in the experimental group as compared with the control group. These results suggest us that a high-calorie diet decreased sodium pump activity although without signals of hyperglycemia, altered lipid profile. Acknowledgements: The present work was partially supported by CIC-UMSNH, ICTI-Michoacán.
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Abstract: Exercise promotes healthy cognitive aging and could be an effective non-pharmacological alternative to prevent or delay pathology associated with neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, mechanisms underlying such positive effects are not fully understood. Irisin, a myokine that is secreted from skeletal muscle during exercise, is linked to mechanisms that are dysfunctional in AD, such as glucose metabolism and hippocampal neurogenesis. Nevertheless, there have been contradictory reports on changes in irisin levels following exercise. Such inconsistencies might be a result of variability in
experimental conditions, such as duration of exercise protocols (e.g., acute or chronic) and/or timing of tissue collection (e.g. immediately after or hours later).

To determine the precise timespan of exercise-induced changes in circulating irisin, we designed exercise protocols that tested the effect of these experimental variables. We hypothesized that changes in circulating irisin concentration occur during or immediately after exercise and return to baseline shortly thereafter. Moreover, we predict the irisin-mediated benefits of exercise will not be represented by changes in baseline levels. To test these hypotheses, we subjected adult male and female mice to swimming or running exercise for 20 min and measured post-exercise serum irisin concentration (via ELISA) at four different time points: 0, 30, 60, or 120 min after. Compared to sedentary controls, we observed a ~20% increase in male mice immediately after either exercise protocol, which decreased to baseline levels within 60 min. No changes were detected in female mice. Next, we performed a chronic exercise protocol (swimming for 20 min/day for 21 days) with a separate group of male and female mice, and measured serum irisin 24 h after the last exercise session. As expected, our results show no difference between the exercise group and the sedentary controls. Our results suggest that irisin is released during exercise and circulating levels return to baseline within an hour. Therefore, the timing of sample collection should be carefully considered to reliably detect exercise-induced changes in circulating irisin. In addition, we observed robust sex-dependent differences that should be further explored, including the potential relationship between Irisin release and stress.
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Title: Evaluating dietary and synthesized agents associated with modulation of the autophagy-lysosomal pathway for improving synaptic resilience and reducing aging-related cognitive deficits
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Abstract: Cognitive health is a major research focus for pharmaceutical and nutraceutical studies. Cognitive decline is strongly associated with aging, and it can be attenuated by physical exercise and a healthy diet which were recently associated with the modulation of proteostasis. Neuronal compromise signifies vulnerability that fosters cognitive impairment, whether facilitated by aging, excitotoxicity, cholinergic crises, or traumatic events. These risks to cognition negatively affect proteostasis and synaptic integrity, and they are known to compromise the autophagy-lysosomal protein clearance pathway. Natural products have been linked to cognitive health, thus a range of agents were tested for the ability to amplify cathepsin B (CatB), a lysosomal hydrolase that degrades pathogenic proteins and is synaptoprotective. After three daily infusions into hippocampal explants, extracts of bacopa and the ginseng P. quinquefolius enhanced the CatB-30 active form by over 3-fold; several other natural products were ineffective. Only P. quinquefolius produced correlative enhancements of CatB-30, LC3-II, and synaptic markers. Interestingly, this ginseng and the exercise mimetic β-GPA both protected synapses in cultured explants subjected to age-related stress induced by a lysosomal inhibitor. From subsequent translational work, in vivo studies identified cognitive defects in middle-aged rodents, and the measured cognitive decline was offset by the two different treatments. Currently, chemoproteomics techniques are being utilized for protein target discovery to decipher the potential mechanistic pathway for the lysosomal enhancement produced by unique compounds that are sensitive to brefeldin A with the apparent involvement of the AMPK/SIRT1 axis. Note that disruption of lysosomal function has been linked to neurodegenerative disorders (Wang et al. 2018 Curr Opin Neurobiol 48:52), while the polyphenol-type compounds that upregulate/promote CatB maturation provide protective enhancement of protein clearance capacity in models of AD, PD, and MCI (Viswanathan et al. 2012 ACS Med Chem Lett 3:920; Hwang et al. 2019 International J Mol Sci 20:4432). We are particularly interested in whether targets of the protective compounds are also compromised by organophosphate toxicity (Farizatto et al. 2019 Scientific Reports 9:6532), seizure induction, and/or primary blast exposures (Almeida et al. 2021 Brain Pathology 31:e12936), all of which cause dementia-related synaptopathy. These studies suggest that dietary and other agents act via a similar pathway as does exercise, promoting protein clearance activation and corresponding synaptic protection.
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Abstract: Although several lines of evidence suggest that exercise has neuroprotective effects, there are few reports comparing different exercise modalities in an aged model. In addition, the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which is involved in cognitive control including motor functions, may have a central role in exercise-induced improvements on brain functions. Our aim was to investigate the protective effects of different exercise modalities on age-related declines in cognitive skills, specifically on motor function. The Local Ethics Committee at UFRGS approved all handling and experimental conditions (CEUA-UFRGS, no. 29818). Adult and aged male Wistar rats (2 and 22 months old) were subjected to aerobic, acrobatic, resistance, or combined exercise modalities for 20 min, 3 times a week, for 12 weeks. Beam balance and rotarod tests were used to investigate motor function. All rats were decapitated 1 h after the last exercise session. The PFC was quickly isolated by punch dissection, immediately snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then stored at −80°C until the nuclear-FACS procedure. PFC nuclei were isolated and sorted into NeuN+ and the remaining NeuN− fractions by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). Total RNA was isolated, cDNA libraries were constructed, and RNA-seq was performed. Aged rats had worse motor performance. All exercise modalities, except acrobatic, showed a trend to improve rotarod index. Sedentary aged rats were unable to stay on the rotarod apparatus even at a relatively slow speed (10 rpm), while all modalities improved rotarod performance at this speed. Aerobic, acrobatic, and combined exercise modalities improved beam balance performance. All exercise modalities improved postural stability and balance and represent a potential approach to reduce the incidence and severity of falls in older people. Moreover, our evolving RNA-seq data will provide insight into the molecular mechanisms in PFC by which exercise improves motor performance.
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Title: Anabolic effects of dexamethasone on hippocampal lipidome
Abstract: **Background:** Dexamethasone (DEX) is a synthetic glucocorticoid broadly used for treatment of inflammatory affections, such as rheumatic problems, allergies, asthma, chronic obstructive lung diseases, brain swelling, among others. However, its chronic use has been related to the development of mood disorders, including depression and anxiety; and less commonly with seizures, euphoria, sleep disorders and psychosis. This drug exerts its actions by binding to the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), a member of the nuclear receptor family of ligand-activated transcription factors that modulate the expression of numerous genes either by repressing or increasing their transcription. These genes mostly regulate inflammation process and catabolism of carbohydrates and lipids. In a recent analysis of transcriptomic data from mice depleted from hippocampal GR, our laboratory has shown a decrease in mRNAs related to the biosynthesis of phosphoinositides, diacylglycerol, fatty acids, ethanolamines, and sphingolipids. **Hypothesis:** Dexamethasone has an anabolic effect on the hippocampal lipidome **Methodologies:** HT-22 mice hippocampal cell line was incubated with DEX 10 nM, RU-486 100 nM (RU, a GR antagonist), the co-incubation with DEX and RU, and the vehicle solution by 48 hours. Then lipids were isolated by the Bligh and Dyer method, and semi-quantified by non-targeted lipidomic. Additionally, adrenalectomized male mice were administrated with DEX 2.5 mg/L in the drinking water. After 8 weeks of drug administration, mice were euthanized and hippocampi were dissected, followed by lipid extraction the Bligh and Dyer method, and semi-quantified by non-targeted lipidomic. After initial data collection, PCA and hierarchical clustering analysis were used as a non-supervised classification method. Differential lipid levels were determined by using Partek suite software, and lipid enrichment analysis was performed in LION database. **Results:** Dexamethasone incubation of HT-22 cells induce a general increase in levels of phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylinositol, sphingomyelin, and ceramide. These effects are blunted by GR antagonist co-incubation. On the other hand, the hippocampi from DEX treated mice showed increases and decreases in phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylserine, along with a decrease in sphingomyelin and triglycerides. **Conclusions:** Dexamethasone presents an anabolic effect on lipidome in the in vitro mice hippocampal model. However, this drug displayed both anabolic and catabolic effects on lipids from our in vivo model.
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Abstract: Introduction: Calorie restriction (CR) is known to promote healthy aging and extend lifespan. However, the influence of different apolipoprotein E (*APOE*) genotypes on the outcomes of CR intervention remains unclear. Methods: To address this question, we conducted an 8-month CR study in APOE-targeted replacement (TR) mice expressing human *APOE2*, *APOE3*, or *APOE4* gene. The CR treatment involved a 30% reduction in caloric intake starting at 12 months of age until 19.5 months, while control littermates received a normal diet *ad libitum* (AL). We also examined the effects of CR in a separate cohort of mice with a history of 3.5-month high-fat diet (HFD) exposure. We conducted a battery of behavioral tests to assess the anxiety, working memory, and associative memories. We then harvested brains and blood and collected fecal samples from these animals and performed multi-omics profiling, including transcriptomics, lipidomics, and microbiomics. Results: We found that CR reduced anxiety and improved associative memory in *APOE3* and *APOE4* mice but not *APOE2* mice compared to the AL group. Transcriptome analysis of the brain identified an activation of the cholesterol synthesis pathway and predicted changes in myelination through the activation of oligodendrocyte precursor cell differentiation in *APOE3* and *APOE4* mice upon CR. CR also had significant effects on brain and blood lipid metabolism, with APOE genotype-dependent alterations mainly observed in the blood lipidome, particularly in APOE2 mice. Microbiota profiling showed that CR increased the abundance of Bifidobacteriaceae species in *APOE3* and *APOE4* mice, correlating with memory improvement, while APOE2 mice exhibited increased abundance of Lactobacillus species without memory-related correlations. These effects of CR were also observed in mice with prior HFD exposure and were specific to *APOE3* and *APOE4* mice. Conclusions: Our study demonstrates that *APOE* genotypes play a differential role in mediating the multifaceted effects of CR on behavior, gene expression, lipid metabolism, and microbiome diversity, providing important implications for early prevention strategies targeting aging and aging-related disorders.
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**Title:** Propofol attenuates surgery induced cognitive impairment in aged mice via α5-GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors
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**Abstract:** Postoperative neurocognitive disorder (poNCD), i.e., cognitive deficits present more than four weeks after surgery and anesthesia that may lead to increased morbidity and mortality, are relatively common in aging human patients. Propofol, the most commonly used intravenous anesthetic, exerts its anesthetic actions primarily via GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors. However, it has also been shown to have neuroprotective effects in aged mice and in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease. We wanted to test the hypothesis that chronic intermittent propofol prevents or reverses postoperative cognitive deficits in aged mice via α5-GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors. Abdominal surgery was performed under isoflurane anesthesia in 21-24 months-old wild-type mice and global α5 knockout mice. Animals received either chronic intermittent propofol (CIP, 75 mg/kg i.p.) or vehicle (Intralipid<sup>R</sup>) every 5<sup>th</sup> day throughout the experiment. CIP led to a sustained redistribution of the GABA<sub>A</sub> receptor α5 subunit to the surface membranes. Laparotomy performed on day 17 impaired learning and memory functions, as determined using a behavioral test battery that included Y maze alternation, novel object recognition, water maze learning, reversal learning, and cued and contextual fear conditioning, compared to no surgery controls. Strikingly, CIP improved cognitive function postoperatively and attenuated surgery-induced mitochondrial dysfunction and the oxidative stress marker nitrite in the hippocampus. Western blots on hippocampal tissues showed that CIP attenuated the surgery-induced apoptotic cell death and microglial activation in the aged mice. Importantly, these protective effects of propofol were absent in aged global α5 knockout mice, indicating that α5-GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors are involved in mediating the cognitive benefits of propofol. The current study suggests that perioperative intermittent propofol administration might prevent or attenuate surgery-induced cognitive dysfunction and thus potentially reduce the liability for undesired long-term outcomes. Our results reveal that chronic intermittent propofol administration increases the surface expression of α5-GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors, improving cognitive function in aged mice after surgery.
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**Abstract:** A number of studies have demonstrated the ability of young blood or plasma to improve cognitive function in aged animals, and we have previously shown that bone marrow transplanted from young to aging mice has beneficial effects on cognition and neural health in aging recipients. In the current study, we sought to evaluate the cell type that might be responsible for the observed effects, focusing on mononuclear macrophages as these cells are known to become dysfunctional in aging. We used human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) to generate mononuclear macrophages (iMPs), as this enables the generation of a renewable and scalable cell therapy. iMPs were administered to aging mouse models via tail vein injection. Aging-associated cognitive deficits were significantly improved in iMP-treated mice. Moreover, relative to vehicle-treated aging mice, aging mice treated with iMPs showed improvements in several neural health outcomes, including increased synaptic marker expression, and reduced microglial activation. A proteomic analysis of plasma revealed that several proteins increased in aging plasma but were restored to levels observed in young animals after iMP treatment. Interestingly, several of these same pathways were altered with aging and after iMP treatment in hippocampal single nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) data, suggesting potential targets through which iMPs may be acting. iMPs present a promising novel therapeutic for aging-associated declines in cognition and neural health.
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Title: Tlr4 mediates development of persistent post-operative cognitive dysfunction following short-term high-fat diet consumption in male rats
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Abstract: Background: Gradual declines in cognition are associated with normal aging but can turn precipitous following peripheral immune insults. Post-operative cognitive dysfunction (POCD) is an abrupt decline in neurocognitive function - difficulty with executive functions, memory impairment, confusion - experienced following surgery, lasting days-to-months after surgery. Importantly, longer-lasting POCD can develop into dementia. Advanced age and obesity & other comorbidities linked to high-fat diet (HFD) consumption are identified as risk factors for POCD, although underlying mechanisms remain unclear. We previously showed that just 3-days of HFD can evoke neuroinflammation sufficient to cause memory deficits in aged rats. Therefore, we hypothesized that HFD consumption before surgery would potentiate the neuroinflammatory response & memory deficits via activation of the innate immune receptor TLR4, which both insults are known to stimulate. Methods: Young-adult (3mo) & aged (24mo) rats were fed chow or HFD for 3-days immediately before sham surgery or laparotomy. 2-weeks later, rats underwent contextual fear conditioning to assess hippocampus- & amygdala-dependent long-term memory. Expression of neuroinflammatory molecules was assessed. In a separate experiment, rats were administered the TLR4-specific antagonist LPS-RS immediately before HFD onset; surgery & memory tests were performed as before. Additionally, the efficacy of DHA supplementation to mitigate HFD and surgery-induced neuroinflammation and memory deficits was assessed. Results: Aged rats who received both HFD & laparotomy had impaired hippocampus-dependent memory compared to all other groups, and both aged & young-adult rats fed HFD before surgery experienced amygdala-dependent impairment. Interestingly, protein expression of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β, IL-6, & TNF was significantly increased in aged rats who received both HFD & surgery in the hippocampus, but not amygdala, 3-weeks after surgery. The HFD+surgery-induced memory impairments are dependent on activation of TLR4, as LPS-RS pre-treatment completely prevented this effect. Additionally, pre-operative DHA supplementation effectively prevented HFD and surgery-induced neuroinflammation and memory impairments. Conclusions: These findings suggest that HFD may 1) increase risk of persistent POCD-associated memory impairments following surgery in rats in 2) a TLR4-dependent manner, which 3) can be targeted by DHA supplementation to mitigate development of persistent POCD.
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**Abstract:** In developed countries, a rapidly ageing population is being observed due to declining birth rates and increased life expectancy, and it has a direct impact on public health policies from both societal and economic perspectives. One of the critical health and societal issues facing an ageing population is the maintenance of cognitive function. In this regard, some pharmacological, behavioural and dietary preventive approaches have been evaluated to improve age related decline in the cognitive function. Microalgae is a promising approach as they are able to produce bioactive molecules, such as pigments, fatty acids, peptides and sterols. Fucoxanthin is one of the major carotenoids found in microalgae as *Phaeodactylum tricornutum* (PT), well known for its neuroprotective effect. There are no human studies to our knowledge, however, results from an *in vivo* study showed a significant improvement in learning, short term and spacial memory, a decrease in brain inflammation and oxidative stress following microalgae extract from PT in a mice model of ageing (article submission in progress). The objective of the present double-blind, placebo-controlled study was to evaluate in healthy older adults the effect of daily supplementation of microalgae extract *PT* during a 24-week period on cognitive function of healthy older adults with age-related mild cognitive decline (NCT04832412). In total, 66 males and females, aged between 55 and 75 years old were randomly assigned to ingest placebo (PL) or 550mg of *PT* extract (including 0.8% of fucoxanthin, Brainphyt™). The definition of age-related mild cognitive impairment was a score of ≥24 on the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) and a score of ≥25 on the Memory Assessment Clinic-Q (MAC-Q). Participants performed a battery of cognitive tests using Computerised Mental Performance Assessment System (COMPASS) to measure spatial, working, episodic, long term memory, attention and vigilance and executive function. Sleep quality, mood and stress states were also evaluated using validated questionnaires. In addition, blood samples were collected to evaluate the effect of supplementation on neuro-inflammatory markers (e.g. BDNF, CCL2, IL6, IL18, TNFa, VEGF) and identify their potential mechanism of actions. All endpoints were collected at baseline, week 12 and week 24, and the interventional phase has been completed. This study is now in the statistical analysis and interpretation phase, which is expected to be completed in Q3 2023.

**Disclosures:**  
**J. Maury:** A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Study sponsor employee.  
**C. Sexton:** B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Contract research organization member.  
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**Title:** Tamsulosin impairs object recognition without affecting anxiety-related behaviors in mice
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**Abstract:** Tamsulosin is an uroselective α1-adrenoceptor blocker used to treat benign prostatic hyperplasia. This drug displays high affinity for α1A and α1D-receptors subtypes, which are also expressed in the brain. Dementia symptoms after administration of tamsulosin in humans have been reported, but studies on its brain-derived effects are still lacking. On that account, this study aimed to investigate the effects of tamsulosin on cognitive performance and anxiety, by using object recognition task (ORT) and elevated plus-maze (EPM) test in mice. For this, tamsulosin (0.001-0.01 mg/kg) was orally administrated in male Swiss mice (12-16 weeks old) at three separate time points: 60 min before training session (TS), immediately after TS and 60 min before test session (TES). Biperiden (BPD; 2-4 mg/kg, ip) was used as an amnesic standard. The elevated plus-maze (LCE) was conducted after oral administration of tamsulosin (0.0001-0.1 mg/kg, 60 min prior to the test). Diazepam (DZP; 1 mg/kg, ip) was used as an anxiolytic standard. BPD impaired object recognition when injected both pre- (Recognition index, RI - interaction between treatment and sessions: F(1,26)=11.8, p<0.05, 2-way ANOVA, Bonferroni's test) and post-training (time: F(1,28)=13.2, p<0.05, 2-way ANOVA, Bonferroni's test). Tamsulosin 0.01 mg/kg impaired object recognition at all times measured, while at the dose of
0.001 mg/kg did not affect mouse performance in the ORT (RI-pre-training: F(2,42)=36.4; post-training: F(2,42)=43.5; for both p<0.05, 2-way ANOVA, Bonferroni's test). In the EPM, DZP was able to increase the percentage of time spent in the open arms compared to the control (F(5,40)=5.7, p<0.05, 1-way ANOVA, Bonferroni's test). However, tamsulosin did not affect mouse behavior at any dose tested (p>0.05). The sample size was 7-8 animals per group. In conclusion, tamsulosin impaired memory performance by affecting acquisition and consolidation of memory in mice. The cognitive impairment of tamsulosin is not related to anxiety. Previously, we reported that tamsulosin (0.01 mg/kg) increases susceptibility to depressive-like behaviors in mice (Holanda et al. 2022). Altogether, behavioral effects of tamsulosin contribute to understand its potential side effects, and it can also add to the role played by α1-adrenoceptor in the etiology of psychopathologies.
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Title: Effects of acute and chronic administration of intranasal oxytocin on large-scale brain networks in older adults
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Abstract: Intranasal oxytocin (IN-OT) is a key modulator of social-cognitive capacities such as emotion identification (Horta et al., 2019), social memory (Tse et al., 2018), animacy perception (Valdes-Hernandez et al, 2021). IN-OT has also been shown to modulate resting-state functional connectivity (rs-FC) between key nodes of the salience network (e.g., insula and amygdala; Ebner et al., 2016; Brodmann et al., 2017), known to gate attention (Uddin, L. Q., 2016).
However, not well understood yet are IN-OT’s effects on large-scale brain networks: (i) among older adults, despite robust evidence of age-related differences in brain network function and increasing evidence of age-differential effect of IN-OT on both brain and socioemotional behavior (Ebner et al., 2013; Horta et al., 2020); (ii) for chronic (i.e., repeated) in addition to acute (i.e., single-dose) administration regimens, to determine OT’s therapeutic potential (Horta et al., 2020). Given that, the research aim in the present study is to determine the extent to which IN-OT (relative to placebo) modulates rs-FC between the salience network and its key nodes in the aging brain both after acute (Study 1) and chronic (Study 2) IN-OT. The results were shown that (i) acute IN-OT decreased rs-FC of right insula with the salience network in both young and older adults; (ii) chronic IN-OT decreased rs-FC of right insula with the salience network in older adults; (iii) OT reduced rs-FC of the right insula with the salience network was more pronounced after chronic than acute IN-OT.
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Title: Genkwa Daphne flower extract (GFE) and the major compounds restored neuroprotective functions of disease-associated senescent microglia.
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**Abstract:** The population is facing an era of super-aging, and the number of patients with degenerative brain diseases such as dementia is rapidly increasing. Neuroinflammation, commonly observed in degenerative brain disorders, is closely related to microglial dysfunction. Microglia are the innate immune cells in the central nervous system that play a crucial role in neuroprotection by releasing neurotrophic factors and removing pathogens through phagocytosis and regulating brain homeostasis. The extract from Daphne Genkwa plants were reported to have neuroprotective effects in animal models of neuroinflammation. This study aims to study the anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective effect of GFE and major compounds in disease-associated senescent microglia (DASM). First, we developed in vitro model of DASM. GFE inhibited LPS-induced inflammatory factors in DASM, supporting the anti-inflammatory effect of GFE. Arg1 and BDNF mRNA was increased in primary microglia treated with GFE, supporting the neuroprotective effect of microglia. In vivo effects of GFE were also found in mouse brain as oral administration of GFE significantly inhibited the LPS induced neuronal loss and inflammatory activation of microglia. This study suggests that oral GFE may be a promising approach that may promote neuroprotection, and anti-inflammatory effects can be a preventive measure for neurodegenerative diseases via promoting microglial neuroprotective effects.
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**Title:** Presentation and loss of environmental enrichment toys: effects on stress and affective behaviors in male and female mice
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**Abstract:** Structural aspects of housing and husbandry conditions can influence the physiology and behavior of laboratory animals. We previously demonstrated that housing jugular vein-cannulated (JVC) rats with commonly used environmental enrichment (EE) toys resulted in lower hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity before and after mild stress. Other studies indicated that removal of EE in these animals resulted in sexually diergic HPA activity before and after restraint stress: male HPA responses increased, and female HPA responses decreased. The goal of the present study was to extend these studies in male and female mice by determining the influences of presenting and removing EE toys on adrenal hormone responses and on anxiety and depressive behaviors, as an animal model of stress and mental health changes
following significant loss in humans. The EE toys, Nesting Sheets™, Gummy Bones, and Mouse Igloos® and Arches™, were chosen because of their potential to enhance nesting, gnawing, playing, and sheltering behaviors. Following a one week acclimation period, the mice were presented with EE for two weeks. At the end of the two weeks, EE was removed randomly from selected cages to form two experimental groups: 1) male and female mice that remained housed with EE, and 2) male and female mice that had lost EE. Control mice were housed without EE under standard husbandry conditions throughout. Each week, marble-burying and sucrose preference tests were performed, and fecal samples were collected. Five days after EE removal, the mice in each group were restrained for 10 min, followed by blood collection. Fecal and serum corticosterone (CORT) concentrations were determined by highly specific immunoassays. EE increased, and EE removal decreased, anxiety and depressive behaviors in female mice. In contrast, EE decreased, and EE removal increased, anxiety and depressive behaviors in male mice. Consistent with our previous findings, removal of EE resulted in sexually diergic CORT concentrations in fecal samples as well as CORT responses after restraint stress: male CORT concentrations increased and female CORT concentrations decreased. These data indicate that sudden changes to the housing environment of laboratory mice can affect their physiology and behavior in sexually diergic ways: Housing male mice with EE may lower their stress and affective behaviors, whereas housing female mice with EE may increase their stress and behavioral responses. In contrast, removal of EE may lower stress and affective behaviors in female mice, while increasing them in male mice.
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Title: Running to remember: The effects of exercise on perineuronal nets, microglia, and vascularization in female and male mice
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Abstract: Exercise is accepted as a positive health behaviour; however, the mechanisms underlying its role in neuroprotection and cognitive health are less well understood. The purpose of this investigation was to explore the neurobiological benefits of treadmill exercise in female and male mice through its role in regulating microglia (Iba-1), cerebral vascularization (CD-31), and perineuronal net (PNN, with WFA) expression. We aimed to examine how these neurobiological changes relate to spatial memory outcomes. C57BL/6J mice were assigned to a sedentary (12F/12M) or exercise group (11F/12M). Mice were treadmill-trained for an hour per day, five days per week, at increasing speeds and incline for eight weeks. During the final week of the exercise intervention, all mice were trained on a spatial memory task (Barnes Maze) for five consecutive days. A probe trial was conducted, after which brains were perfused for immunohistochemical analysis. Exercised mice incurred fewer errors than sedentary mice during the first two days of training as well as the probe. Females, regardless of exercise regimen, made fewer errors during training, had shorter latencies, and had a greater frequency of spatial strategy use compared to males. Exercised mice, regardless of sex, expressed fewer PNNs in the dentate gyrus compared to sedentary controls. Dorsal PNNs were positively correlated with greater errors on the first day of training, and this effect was strongest among females. PNNs were negatively correlated with microglia in the ventral dentate gyrus, and this effect was greatest among the exercised females. Microglia count and cerebral vascularization were not affected by exercise. Our study suggests that exercise improves spatial memory and decreases PNNs in the dentate gyrus, but may pose greater cognitive benefits to females compared to males.
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Title: Glutamatergic synapse properties are rapidly modulated by ERα but not ERβ or GPER1 activation in female rat nucleus accumbens core medium spiny neurons
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Abstract: Sex steroid hormones such as 17β-estradiol (estradiol) modulate the nucleus accumbens core (NAcc), a sexually differentiated brain region integral for motivated behaviors and addiction and mental health disorders. Estradiol action upon the NAcc is sex-specific, with increased sensitivity exhibited by adult females compared to males. One estradiol action in adult female rat NAcc is rapid modulation of excitatory synapse properties of medium spiny neurons.
(MSNs), the predominant neuron type of the NAcc. Topical estradiol application acutely and rapidly decreases the frequency of MSN miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs), mimicking natural fluctuations in mEPSC properties observed across estrous cycle phases. We tested whether activation of estrogen receptor α (ER), ERβ, or GPER1 was sufficient for inducing changes in mEPSC properties assessed via whole-cell patch clamp in acute brain slices of adult female rat NAcc. The ERα agonist PPT induced robust decreases in mEPSC frequency, while the ERβ agonist DNP and the GPER1 agonist G1 did not. These data indicate that activation of ERα is sufficient for inducing changes in mEPSC frequency, implicating this receptor as a primary target for future research.
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Title: Impact of estrogen on gut microbiome and their metabolites and cognitive function in young adult rats following adolescent stress
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Abstract: Adolescence is a period with hormonal changes and continuing brain maturation. Chronic stress with elevated glucocorticoids due to disruption of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis during this developmental stage increases the risk for psychological and cognitive maladies. The brain-gut axis serves as two-way communication connecting the central nervous system (CNS) that regulates behaviors and the gastrointestinal tract where a diverse population of microorganisms resides. The gut microorganisms constantly produce metabolites that provide feedback to the CNS. Both rodents and humans display estrogen-dependent stress responses. It is unclear how estrogen affects gut microbial population and their metabolites and cognitive behavior following stress. Female rats at 4 weeks of age, sham or ovariectomy (OVX), with or without estradiol (E2) replacement, underwent 13 days 1 hour/day restraint stress. Plasma corticosterone (CORT) levels during stress were measured using ELISA. After chronic stress or no-stress in 6-week-old rats, a complex-paradigm reward-nose-poke design known as reversal learning behavioral test was used to assess cognitive flexibility, which represents the ability of behavioral adjustment in new environmental challenges and is associated with
increased resilience to negative life events such as stress. The gut microbial population and their
metabolites were characterized in cecum fecal samples using integrated genomic analysis and
mass spectrometry (MS)-based metabolic profiling. Stress increased CORT levels of sham and
OVX+E2 rats compared to their respective no-stress rats at the beginning of the stress period, but
such increase disappeared at the end of the stress period. When estrogen level was reduced in
OVX+Oil rats, the HPA axis stress response persisted, indicated by increased CORT levels
throughout the entire stress period. Stress OVX+E2 rats, but not OVX+Oil rats, showed an
increased rate of reversal learning compared to their no-stress counterparts, suggesting that E2
enhances coping following stress. Beta diversity of microbial community indicated distinctly
separated clusters between no-stress and stress rats in sham and OVX+E2 groups, but not
OVX+Oil group. Microbial metabolic analysis revealed a similar attribute, with differences in
major metabolic pathways between stress and no-stress rats of sham and OVX+E2 groups, but
not OVX+Oil group. The findings suggest that estrogen may benefit brain-gut homeostasis and
improve cognitive functioning, at least partially via relieving prolonged stress response involving
the HPA axis and maintaining changes in gut microbiota and their metabolites.
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Title: Lepr-pirt neurons of the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus promote pituitary reproductive
function
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Abstract: Secreted by adipocytes, leptin acts on leptin receptor (LEPR) neurons in the central
nervous system to signal the repletion of body fat/energy stores. In addition to decreasing
appetite and food intake, adequate leptin concentrations permit the expenditure of energy on a
host of energy-intensive processes, including basal metabolism, immune function, and the
neuroendocrine reproductive and growth axes. The specific Lepr cell types that mediate each
effect have yet to be defined, however. Our recent single nucleus RNA sequencing analysis
identified several novel populations of hypothalamic Lepr neurons, including an arcuate nucleus
(ARC) populations marked by the expression of Pirt (LeprPirt neurons). While LeprPirt neurons
reside in the ARC, they are distinct from other well-known populations of ARC Lepr neurons,
including those that contain POMC, AgRP, or kisspeptin/dynorphin. While these other populations of ARC neurons mainly project into the hypothalamus, ARC Pirt neurons (a surrogate for LeprPirt cells) project mainly into the median eminence, suggesting their potential role in the control of pituitary function. We used the stereotaxic injection of cre-dependent AAVs to express Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs) in ARC Pirt cells to examine their function. Activating these cells did not alter food intake or energy balance. In contrast, this stimulus increased circulating concentrations of luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) while decreasing growth hormone (GH); ACTH, TSH, and Prolactin were unaltered. Consistently, the activation of ARC Pirt neurons in diestrous female mice promoted entry into estrus as measured by vaginal cytology. These data are consistent with the notion that ARC Pirt neurons project into the median eminence to activate the pituitary reproductive axis, linking energy balance and other signals to the neuroendocrine control of reproductive function.
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**Title:** Presynaptic Dopamine Synthesis Capacity during the Menstrual Cycle in Healthy Women Studied with Positron Emission Tomography
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**Abstract:** Background: Sex differences in the course and prevalence of dopamine-related neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease have raised the possibility of clinically important effects of sex hormones on the central dopamine system. Preclinical experiments have identified a number of sex hormone-dopamine interactions, including rodent studies finding that estradiol may facilitate presynaptic dopamine function, though human data are limited. In menstruating women, we hypothesized that presynaptic
dopamine synthesis capacity would be increased in the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle, when estradiol levels are both higher and unopposed by progesterone compared to the luteal phase.

**Methods:** To directly measure presynaptic dopamine synthesis capacity, \[^{18}\text{F}\]-FDOPA PET scans were obtained for thirty-one healthy, regularly menstruating women. A separately-collected T1-weighted anatomical MRI scan was segmented to provide a cerebellar reference region and was co-registered to each participant’s realigned, attenuation-corrected PET data. Using the Gjedde-Patlak method, extracted cerebellar time activity curves were used to calculate the specific uptake constant \(K_i\). Voxel-wise analyses \((p=0.005, \text{uncorrected})\) were performed using SPM within the striatum to compare eleven women studied during the follicular phase \((\text{days 4-11 of menstrual cycle; mean age}=39.0\pm11.5\text{ years})\) to twenty women studied during the luteal phase \((\text{days 18-39; mean age}=35.0\pm9.0\text{ years})\).

**Results:** We observed greater \[^{18}\text{F}\]-FDOPA \(K_i\) in the follicular relative to luteal phase in bilateral striatum, specifically within the left putamen, right caudate, and right ventral striatum \((\text{peak } p=0.001)\). No effects were observed in the opposite direction \((p<0.05)\).

**Conclusions:** Compared with the luteal phase, greater \[^{18}\text{F}\]-FDOPA uptake was found in women assessed during the follicular phase, which is associated with relatively higher estradiol levels. Our results align with preclinical evidence suggesting estradiol’s modulatory role within the dopamine system, and, if confirmed longitudinally, may provide impetus for more directed studies in clinical populations. Future work will additionally explore associations between the menstrual cycle and other aspects of the dopamine system, such as dopamine receptor density.
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**Title:** Social enrichment alters the response of brain leukocytes to chemotherapy and tumor development in aged mice
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Abstract: Age is a risk factor for the development of breast cancer. Breast cancer patients frequently report alterations in behavior and cognition. Foundational science studies have supported associations among neuroinflammation, breast cancer, and chemotherapy, but to date, these associations are based on studies using young adult rodents. The current study examined the neuroinflammatory effects of chemotherapy in aged, tumor-naïve and tumor-bearing mice with or without social enrichment. We hypothesized that chemotherapy increases neuroinflammation via increased peripheral immune cell trafficking within the brain and predicted this effect would be modulated by social enrichment. Mice received two intravenous injections of doxorubicin (A; 9mg/kg) and cyclophosphamide (C; 90mg/kg) separated by two weeks. Brain immune cells were enriched and assessed via flow cytometry seven days following the second chemotherapy injection. Contrary to our hypothesis, social enrichment enhanced peripheral immune cell trafficking in aged tumor-naïve mice treated with AC. However, group-housed aged tumor bearing mice receiving AC displayed a reduced percentage of IL-6+ monocytes and granulocytes relative to their singly- housed counterparts, demonstrating the ability of social enrichment to attenuate some aspects of neuroinflammation in aged mice. There was no effect on tumor growth when aged social enrichment partners were used. In contrast, social enrichment with young mice reduced TNF+ monocytes, tumor volume, and tumor mass in aged tumor bearing mice relative to their singly-housed counterparts. These data add to the literature detailing the beneficial effects of social enrichment and are the first to demonstrate that social support with young housing partners reduces tumor growth in aged mice.
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Title: Mitochondrial fission inhibition by isoliquiritigenin ameliorates LPS-induced Inflammation in BV-2 microglial cells
Abstract: Excessive microglial cell activation in the brain can lead to the production of various neurotoxic factors (e.g., pro-inflammatory cytokines, nitric oxide) which can, in turn, initiate neurodegenerative processes. Recent research has been reported that mitochondrial dynamics regulate the inflammatory response of lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Isoliquiritigenin (ISL) is a compound found in Glycyrrhizae radix with anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties. In this study, we investigated the function of ISL on the LPS-induced pro-inflammatory response in BV-2 microglial cells. We showed that ISL reduced the LPS-induced increase in pro-inflammatory mediators (e.g., nitric oxide and pro-inflammatory cytokines) via the inhibition of ERK/p38/NF-κB activation and the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Furthermore, ISL inhibited the excessive mitochondrial fission induced by LPS, regulating mitochondrial ROS generation and pro-inflammatory response by suppressing the calcium/calcineurin pathway to dephosphorylate Drp1 at the serine 637 residue. Interestingly, the ISL pretreatment reduced the number of apoptotic cells and levels of cleaved caspase3/PARP, compared to LPS-treated cells. Our findings suggested that ISL ameliorated the pro-inflammatory response of microglia by inhibiting dephosphorylation of Drp1 (Ser637)-dependent mitochondrial fission.
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Abstract: Recently, Parkin has been reported to induce endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress. In addition, amyloid beta oligomers (AβO), hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), also increase ER stress in neurons. Because a mutation in the Parkin gene is a well-known predominant cause of familial Parkinson’s disease (PD), Parkin has been well studied in PD but has not been well researched in AD. In this study, we investigated the role of AβO-mediated Parkin associated with ER stress in AD. For AD-based research, we used AβO treatments in mouse hippocampus derived HT-22 cells. We stably expressed Parkin in HT-22 cells to confirm the hypothesis and used siParkin for downregulation of Parkin expression. Moreover, using hippocampi from amyloid precursor protein/presenilin 1/Tau triple transgenic mice (3xTg-AD mice), which are used for AD models, we confirmed the relationship between ER stress and Parkin in vivo. We observed that ATF4 upregulated AβO-increases in Parkin. Parkin overexpression aggravated ER stress in AβO-treated HT-22 cells and the hippocampi of 3xTg-AD mice. Parkin downregulation led to no significant change when compared to AβO-treated cells. Moreover, Parkin-mediated ER stress was not related to oxidative stress. Our study indicates that AβO-induced ATF4 upregulated Parkin levels and that Parkin increases ER stress as a positive feedback loop. Through this study, our findings provide a foundation for future studies on the specific mechanisms related to the role of Parkin in AD.
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**Abstract:** In Alzheimer’s disease, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are generated by the deposition of amyloid-beta oligomers (AβOs), which represent one of the important causes of neuronal cell death. Additionally, AβOs are known to induce autophagy via ROS induction. Previous studies have shown that autophagy upregulation aggravates neuronal cell death. In this study, the effects of peroxiredoxin 2 (Prx2), a member of the peroxidase family of antioxidant enzymes, on regulating AβO-mediated autophagy were investigated. Prx2 decreased AβO-mediated oxidative stress and autophagy in N2a-APPswe cells. Further, we examined the relationship between the neuronal protective effect of Prx2 and a decrease in autophagy. Similar to the effects of N-acetyl cysteine, Prx2 decreased AβO-induced ROS and inhibited p62 protein expression levels by downregulating the activation of NRF2 and its translocation to the nucleus. In addition, treatment with 3-methyladenine, an autophagy inhibitor, ameliorates neuronal cell death. Overall, these results demonstrate that the Prx2-induced decrease in autophagy was associated with the inhibition of ROS via the ROS-NRF2-p62 pathway in N2a-APPswe cells. Therefore, our results revealed that Prx2 is a potential therapeutic target in anti-Alzheimer therapy.
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**Title:** Expression and activity of rat esterases in response to a high fat diet
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Abstract: The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) contains the highest level of intracellular calcium. Calcium is imperative to proper protein folding, modification, processing, and secretion. Perturbations to ER calcium have previously been shown to activate the unfolded protein response (UPR) and elicit a mass departure of ER resident proteins in a phenomenon called exodosis. Exodosis has been associated with increased extracellular esterase activity, mediated by ER-resident carboxylesterase (Ces) proteins. Ces proteins metabolize ester containing compounds and drugs. Previous work from our lab showed that a high-fat diet (HFD) causes increased blood levels of Ces activity. To test whether the HFD only increases the secretion of esterases or alters the expression of Ces1 in the liver and brain, we measured mRNA expression of the different Ces1 isoforms from rats on HFD compared to the standard chow diet. Consistent with previous results, we found that HFD increased esterase activity in the plasma. Liver and brain tissue were analyzed for Ces1 mRNA expression using digital polymerase chain reactions (dPCR). Using multiplex dPCR assays that we developed to measure multiple Ces1 isoforms and other genes related to ER stress, we found that expression of Ces1 isoforms and ASNS, a gene associated with the unfolded protein response (UPR) increased in rat tissue that underwent HFD. Studying how HFD can influence esterase activity may advance our understanding of medicinal and illicit drug metabolism and pharmacology.
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Title: Does Xanthine Oxidase accelerate Alzheimer’s Disease-related pathologies in a high fat and fructose diet?
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Abstract: Approximately 42% of individuals in the United States suffer from obesity, widely caused by low activity and poor diet. This percentage is only predicted to grow and leaves countless Americans at risk for other serious comorbidities, including an increased risk for
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). The main hallmarks of AD are cognitive decline, neuroinflammation, and oxidative stress that worsen as the disease progresses. Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), another comorbidity of obesity, is characterized by an irreversible fat build-up in the liver and the increased presence of reactive oxygen species. We hypothesized that oxidative stress driven by xanthine oxidase (XO) is a main factor for the accelerated accumulation of AD-related pathologies caused by a NASH diet. In order to test this theory, we used a hepatic xanthine dehydrogenase knockout (XDH-KO), floxed control (FLX), and wild-type control (WT) mouse model and induced obesity through a NASH diet. We administered a 40% fat and 25% fructose diet for 9 months to the XDH-KO and FLX groups, while the WT group was given normal chow. At 12 months of age, the mice were euthanized, and whole brain samples were collected. These samples were homogenized and processed for protein quantification using western blot analysis and detection by fluorescence. Tau had a 74% increase in the FLX NASH diet group compared to the WT control diet groups. However, Tau was elevated only by 13% in the XDH-KO NASH diet compared to the WT control diet. Additionally, significantly higher levels of amyloid beta were found in the FLX NASH diet compared to the XDH-KO NASH diet (p<0.05). Tau and amyloid beta are two major proteins associated with AD, and our study supports the previous literature that has shown the upregulation of these compounds within a high fat and fructose diet. However, our data show that knocking out XO production hepatically in mice on a NASH diet decreases the levels of these two major products of AD. This data suggests that XO is a driving factor that leads to the accumulation of AD-related pathologies within high fat and fructose diets.
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Abstract: Organisms have evolved protective strategies that are geared toward limiting cellular damage and enhancing organismal survival under environmental stresses. There is considerable emerging evidence for neuronal regulation of organismal stress responses, but the underlying
molecular mechanisms remain unclear. Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) such as superoxide and peroxides can cause oxidative stress and cellular damage by reacting with biomolecules. We are exploring neuronal mechanisms for initiating or regulating responses to oxidative stress, using the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans as a model. The neurotransmitters and signaling mechanisms used by C. elegans neurons are highly conserved. From a survey of six neurotransmitter systems (glutamate, acetylcholine, GABA, serotonin, dopamine and octopamine), we found that cholinergic and glutamatergic transmission have significant roles in promoting antioxidant defenses. Specifically, we observed that animals carrying null or hypomorphic mutations in genes related to vesicular loading of these two transmitters have increased susceptibility to the toxic effects of prolonged exposure to the ROS generator paraquat (PQ). Importantly, these mutations have no effects on lifespan in the absence of PQ, suggesting that glutamate and acetylcholine neurotransmission are important for coordinating organismal protective responses. To determine how specific receptor types may be involved in antioxidant signalling, we measured the survival of C. elegans strains carrying mutations in candidate genes encoding various receptor subunits during prolonged oxidative stress. We found that mutations in the metabotropic glutamate receptor genes mgl-1 and mgl-2 increased susceptibility to oxidative damage while mutation of genes encoding ionotropic AMPA- and NMDA-type glutamate receptor subunits had little effect. Null mutations that affected the metabotropic acetylcholine receptor gar-3 also increased susceptibility to PQ. In contrast, a null mutation in the ric-3 gene that encodes a chaperone broadly required for assembly of ionotropic nicotinic acetylcholine receptors had little effect. Survival assays following cell specific inactivation of the vesicular acetylcholine transporter gene unc-17 suggested cholinergic motor neurons are particularly important for protection from oxidative damage. We are now using RNA sequencing to investigate how loss of cholinergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission affect transcriptional activation of oxidative stress response pathways and are excited to explore downstream signalling mechanisms in neural regulation of these pathways.
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Abstract: Background: Next to the cardiovascular complications, type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) also affects brain function, structure and metabolism. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is prevalent in around 45% of all T2DM patients (Chakraborty et al., 2021), and T2DM is causally related to the development of unspecified or vascular dementia (Benn et al., 2020). Recent studies reported significant unfavourable changes in the brain of T2DM patients, such as a decreased regional grey matter volume, and altered intrinsic activity mainly in the default mode network (Li et al., 2022). Additionally, there is evidence that the brain’s neurometabolites change dramatically, suggesting disturbances in metabolism and neurotransmission (Zhao et al., 2018). Hence, T2DM patients are at high risk for brain complications. Aim: To determine differences in neurometabolite levels between T2DM patients and healthy controls using HERCULES (Oeltzschner et al., 2019), a novel magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) sequence. This may help to determine better how T2DM mechanistically contributes to brain disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease and MCI. Methods: The data were derived from 18 T2DM patients and 9 healthy controls, with a male to female ratio of 3 to 1 and an age range between 51 and 73 years. By means of a 3T MRI scanner, we compared neurometabolite levels in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), the left primary sensorimotor cortex (LSM), and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) between patients and controls. Although a full spectrum analysis was performed, we focussed on glutamine/glutamate (Glx) and GABA. Results: The data was analysed using the GANNET pipeline (Edden et al., 2014). Visual inspection of the data revealed that the spectral quality and fit was insufficient for data-analysis in the PCC and mPFC. For LSM the data quality was sufficient, however, there were no significant group differences nor for GABA (P = 0.897) neither for Glx (P = 0.105) levels (Figure 1). Conclusion: Our results suggest that GABA and Glx levels in the LSM do not differ between T2DM patients and healthy controls.
**Title:** Prolactin regulate the antioxidant response of astrocytes through the activation of STAT3 signaling pathway.
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**Abstract:** Astrocytes exert a wide variety of functions in health and disease, including regulating defense against oxidative stress. Agents that improve astrocytes antioxidant defenses could be potential therapies for brain pathologies associated with oxidative stress The STAT3 signaling is a key pathway through which astrocytes regulate their antioxidant response. In this regard, prolactin (PRL) displays antioxidant and cytoprotective effects in retinal pigmented epithelial cells and JAK/STATs are an important pathway associated with prolactin receptor (PRLR) signaling. This study sought to determine the protective effect of PRL against hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂)-induced cytotoxicity in primary rat cortical astrocytes in culture. PRL treatment led to increased expression of the long PRLR isoform, and this response was associated with upregulation of STAT3 phosphorylation/activation, increased antioxidant capacity, and both the transcriptional upregulation and increased enzymatic activity of the antioxidant enzymes: superoxide dismutases, glutathione peroxidase and peroxiredoxins. H₂O₂ induced cell death, increased ROS generation, lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation. Preincubation with PRL protected astrocytes against H₂O₂-induced cell death and increased lipids and proteins oxidative damage. Pharmacological blockade of STAT3 (S31-201) or genetic deletion of the long PRLR isoform (Prlr<sup>−/−</sup>) suppressed the protective effect of PRL against H₂O₂-induced cell death and oxidative damage, by decreasing both antioxidant capacity and the activity of antioxidant enzymes. Our data suggest that PRL might represent a promising strategy for the treatment of brain pathologies associated with oxidative stress.  
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Abstract: Introduction: General anesthesia has been reported to be associated with a higher risk of developing dementia in patients and cognitive impairment in animals. Our research has demonstrated that anesthetic isoflurane, but not desflurane, can induce apoptosis and promote the generation of Aβ by impairing mitochondrial function. However, the underlying mechanism remains largely unknown. We, thus, employed nanobeam technology and other methodologies to investigate the potential differences between isoflurane and desflurane on the interaction between ATP synthase and ADP at single molecular level, and the associated changes in mitochondrial function.

Method: Human H4-APP cells were subjected to 2% isoflurane or 12% desflurane treatment for 6 hours. LC-MS based metabolomics analysis were used to differentiate the effects of isoflurane and desflurane. Mitochondrial respiration was assessed using a Seahorse XFp Extracellular Flux Analyzer. Nanobeam technology was used to investigate the interaction between ADP and ATP synthase at the single molecular level. Additionally, molecular dynamics simulation was employed to identify the specific amino acids involved in the binding of isoflurane or desflurane with ATP synthase. Through the use of CRISPR/Cas9 technology, we mutated the identified amino acid and conducted rescue studies using the mutant cells and peptides.

Results: Isoflurane and desflurane exhibit distinct metabolic profiles, as desflurane only increased the levels of four metabolites, whereas isoflurane increased the levels of 13 metabolites and decreased 10 compared to the control. Moreover, isoflurane, but not desflurane, reduced mitochondrial metabolic function. Nanobeam technology demonstrated the impairment of the interaction between ATP synthase and ADP at the single molecular level by isoflurane, but not desflurane. Molecular dynamics simulation identified the 549th amino acid residue, alanine, of ATP synthase as the site of action for isoflurane. Finally, the mutation of alanine 549 residues of ATP synthase attenuated the effects of isoflurane.

Conclusion: Our data provide compelling evidence of the distinct effects of isoflurane and desflurane on the alterations linked to the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease. The findings indicate that the mutation of a specific amino
acids residue, alanine 549 of ATP synthase, to cysteine or serine, can attenuate the impairment caused by isoflurane in the interaction between ATP synthase and ADP, as well as mitochondrial function. These significant findings serve to promote further investigation into the relationship between anesthesia and the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease.
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Abstract: Bipolar disorder remains one of the most severe and least treatable of all neuropsychiatric illnesses, but new treatments have remained elusive due to poor understanding of its etiology. Lithium remains the gold standard of treatment, but its use comes with many caveats, including numerous side effects, a narrow therapeutic window, and the potential for life-threatening toxicity. Better treatments are desperately needed, but the mechanism behind lithium’s effectiveness remains unclear, limiting our ability to improve upon its action. In 2014, Beech et al. identified MICAL2 in a screen as a top hit for genes associated with lithium responsiveness in bipolar patients, suggesting it may play a crucial role in bipolar disorder treatment. MICAL2 is an NADPH-dependent enzyme that reversibly oxidizes actin, leading to rapid cytoskeleton collapse. Intriguingly, its reliance on NADPH, the primary electron donor of the antioxidant system, ties its function to the cell’s redox balance, which has been shown to be altered in patients with bipolar disorder. However, to our knowledge, MICAL2 has never before been studied in brain, and its role in neuronal function—and bipolar disorder—remains completely unknown. Here, we have begun to characterize the role of MICAL2 in human stem cell-derived neurons in an effort to ascertain whether it may be a viable new treatment target in bipolar disorder. Via immunofluorescence, MICAL2 appeared to precisely colocalize with synapsin 1, suggesting its role may be primarily synaptic. Western blots on synaptosomes isolated from adult mouse brain confirmed this result, showing that MICAL2 is present in both synaptic and nuclear/cytosolic cellular fractions, though the banding pattern suggests there may be synapse-specific isoforms of MICAL2. We then knocked down MICAL2 in human iPSC-derived neurons and analyzed structural changes via super resolution microscopy and functional
changes through calcium imaging and patch clamp. Our results suggest that MICAL2 may play an important role in synaptic function, and further research is warranted to ascertain whether it may be a viable treatment target for bipolar disorder.
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Title: Impact Of Mitochondrial G13513A Heteroplasmic Mutation On Mitochondrial Function
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Abstract: Mitochondria play a vital role in cellular energy production through oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) in the respiratory complexes. Mitochondrial DNA alterations have the potential to disrupt mitochondrial function and contribute to the development of heterogeneous diseases. Leigh syndrome (LS) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder commonly observed in infants and children, characterized by bilateral symmetric necrosis of the basal ganglia and/or brain stem. The G13513A mutation in mitochondrial DNA is a frequent cause of LS with isolated complex I deficiency, although its impact on mitochondrial function remains poorly understood. In this study, we determined the heteroplasmy of the mitochondrial G13513A variant in leukocytes, buccal mucosa, hairs, urine sediments, and dermal fibroblasts derived from two LS patients (LS1: 2 years and 5 months old boy and LS2: 1-year-old boy). We investigated various mitochondrial functions, including bioenergetics, ATP production, reactive oxidative species (ROS) generation, and mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), in fibroblasts. The heteroplasmy of the mt G13513A variant (M1/M2) was found to be 36%/47%, 43%/58%, 31%/58%, 70%/82%, and 67%/33% in leukocytes, buccal mucosa, hairs, urine sediments, and dermal fibroblasts, respectively. Bioenergetic profiles, measured by real-time oxygen consumption rate (OCR) using a Seahorse Extracellular Flux Analyzer, revealed significant differences in basal, ATP-production, maximal respiration, and spare respiratory capacity between control and LS fibroblasts (C/M1/M2). The corresponding values for these parameters were 9.9/4.2/6.4, 7.8/1.7/5.3, 15.7/5.3/9.6, and 5.8/1.1/3.2 pmol/min/protein, respectively. ATP production in C/M1/M2 fibroblasts was 33.7/29/31 nmol/mg protein. MMP and ROS levels in C/M1/M2 fibroblasts were measured as 1/0.88/0.72 and 1/1.49/0.98 fold of the normal, respectively, using flow cytometry and fluorescent dyes TMRE and DCFDA. Our
results demonstrate that complex I deficiency caused by mt G13513A mutation leads to impaired mitochondrial bioenergetics, elevated ROS levels, reduced MMP, and decreased ATP production. Furthermore, heteroplasmy of mt G13513A above 60% exhibited a more pronounced impact on mitochondrial function. These findings validate the pathogenic role of mt G13513A variants in LS and provide insights into the pathological mechanisms involved, using primary fibroblasts derived from LS patient.
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Title: Pgc-1α Repression dysregulates lipid metabolism and induces lipid droplet accumulation in retinal pigment epithelium
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of peroxisome-proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator 1α (PGC-1α) in lipid metabolism in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). As the leading cause of blindness in the elderly, age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a debilitating late-onset neurodegenerative disease which results in loss of central vision. Drusen are a hallmark characteristic of AMD and lipid droplets are reported in RPE from AMD donors. However, the mechanisms underlying these disease phenotypes remain elusive. Previously, we showed that PGC-1α repression, combined with a high-fat diet, induces AMD-like phenotypes in mice. We also reported increased PGC-1α acetylation and thus deactivation in the RPE derived from AMD donor eyes. Here, through a series of in vivo and in vitro experiments we show that PGC-1α plays an important role in RPE and retinal lipid metabolism and functions. For in vivo experiments, we used the whole-body Pgc-1α heterozygous and knockout mice on a C57BL/6J background. We performed electroretinography to test retinal function and fundus photography to assess drusen-like deposits. For in vitro experiments, CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing was used to generate the ARPE19-PGC1A KO cell line. qPCR, Western Blotting, cell viability experiments, various assays to measure mitochondrial activity, fatty acid oxidation (FAO), and lipid peroxidation assays were performed. In vivo analyses showed increased accumulation of drusen-like deposits as well as impaired
photoreceptor and RPE function in both heterozygous and knockout mice compared to wild-type controls. In addition, the drusen-like deposits seemed to be bigger in size in KO compared to heterozygous. In vitro inhibition of PGC-1α by CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing in human RPE (ARPE19- PGC1A KO) reduced expression of genes responsible for lipid metabolism, fatty acid β-oxidation (FAO), and lipids biosynthesis. Furthermore, inhibition of PGC-1α in the RPE cells caused lipid droplets accumulation and increased lipid peroxidation. ARPE19-PGC-1A KO cells also showed reduced mitochondrial biosynthesis, mitochondrial dynamics and activity, FAO, mitochondrial membrane potential, loss of cardiolipin, and increased susceptibility to oxidative stress. Our data reveal an important role for PGC-1α in regulating lipid metabolism in the RPE, and shed light on mechanisms involved in lipid and drusen accumulation in the RPE and retina during aging and AMD.
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Title: Reversibly oxidized thiols on metabolic enzymes support compartmentalization of redox homeostasis in the brain and expose a transient reductive stress following global ischemia
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Abstract: Perturbations in metabolism and associated redox homeostasis have been implicated in brain aging and disease but fundamental tenets of redox biology operating in the brain, including the relevance of reversible oxidations of protein thiols, which can function as metabolic regulatory switches, remain to be established. Using redox phenylarsine oxide-affinity chromatography to capture proteins from rat brain forming reducible (i.e., potential regulatory) disulfide bonds, we report that creatine kinase B, alpha-enolase, and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase contained thiols that were selectively oxidized compared to other metabolic enzymes of interest, including neuron-specific (gamma) enolase, under experimental conditions designed to trap in vivo protein thiol redox states. In addition, short-term delays to tissue freezing, to allow perturbations in metabolism triggered by decapitation-induced global ischemia, exposed an early reductive shift marked by transient decreases in the extents of oxidizations of protein thiols. The results of this study (i) establish metabolic enzymes containing thiols that are preferred targets of reversible oxidations in the healthy brain, (ii) support the largely unrecognized view that neurons and astrocytes may operate at distinct protein thiol-linked redox potentials, in vivo, and (iii) suggest that reversals of thiol oxidations on metabolic
enzymes may occur during the earliest stages of ischemic injury, promoting rapid increases in anaerobic ATP production from glucose and creatine phosphate stores.
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Title: Novel therapeutic strategies to enhance DNA repair in neurodegenerative diseases
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Abstract: Background: DNA damage and defects in DNA repair are increasingly implicated in neurodegenerative conditions. However, there are no therapeutic approaches to prevent DNA damage in these disorders. Double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) are the most toxic type of damage, particularly for post-mitotic neurons because they rely entirely on the error prone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) mechanism of repair. Previous studies in our group have established that protein disulphide isomerase (PDI) is protective against dysfunction to proteostasis induced by multiple mutant proteins in vitro in ALS. However, it remains unclear if PDI is also protective against DNA damage.

Objectives: In this study, we aimed to examine whether PDI is protective against DNA damage both in vivo and in vitro, to determine if it has potential as a novel therapeutic approach in ALS and/or other neurodegenerative diseases.

Methods: Two cell lines, NSC-34 and Neuro-2a, were transfected with PDI or PDI with ALS-associated mutant, TDP-43M337V. Immunocytochemistry was performed to detect DNA damage induction. For in vivo studies, zebrafish embryos were microinjected with either RNA encoding PDI WT or a PDI mutant lacking redox activity (QUAD). At 24 hours post fertilization, embryos were incubated with 3mM H₂O₂ for 24 hours, then lysed to perform western blotting analysis.

Results: PDI was protective against DNA damage induced by etoposide and H₂O₂ in both Neuro-2a and NSC-34 cells, detected by a widely used marker, the formation of γH2AX foci. Moreover, PDI was also protective in cells expressing mutant TDP-43M337V, implying it is protective against DNA damage induced during neurodegeneration. This was also confirmed using 53BP1, a specific marker for NHEJ. PDI also translocated from its normal location in the endoplasmic reticulum into the nucleus following etoposide treatment, where it was recruited
directly to sites of DNA damage, implying that it has a direct role in DNA repair. In addition, PDI was also protective in vivo against DNA damage induced by \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) in zebrafish. We also identified that the redox activity of PDI mediates these protective functions. From these findings, we then developed novel therapeutic peptides based on the redox activity of PDI that prevented key behavioural phenotypes in two mouse models of ALS. Hence, these data reveal that PDI and our novel therapeutic peptides are protective against DNA damage in vivo and in vitro.

**Conclusion:** These results demonstrate the protective role of PDI against DNA damage both in vivo and in vitro. This study therefore has implications for future therapeutic studies based on preventing induction of DNA damage in neurodegenerative diseases.

**Disclosures:** S. Shadfar: None. F. Farzana: None. M. Vidal: None. C. Jagaraj: None. S. Parakh: None. A.S. Laird: None. J.D. Atkin: None.
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**Title:** Mitochondrial responses to estrogen withdrawal in human neural cells

**Authors:** *P. SINCLAIR, N. LEBERT, N. KABBANI; Neurosci., George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA

**Abstract:** Estrogen is an important steroid hormone mainly produced in the ovaries but also in non-reproductive tissue including the brain and is important for the development and function. At the cellular level, estrogen signaling has been shown to regulate molecular signaling through various organelles including the mitochondria and nucleus. While there are several forms of estrogen in mammals, E2 is the most dominant form in premenopausal human females and is involved in synaptic function and brain neuroprotection. In order to explore the role of estrogen decline in neuronal health, I utilized an in vitro method that models E2 loss within the human SH-SY5Y neuronal cell line. Based on published evidence that estrogen decline is associated with mitochondrial oxidative damage. I examined how estrogen reduction impacts the mitochondrial proteome. Cells were treated with E2 for 3 days and then E2 was continued (E2+) or withdrawn (E2#) for another 3 days. Matching control cells did not receive E2 (E2-) throughout the 6-day period. Mitochondrial fractionation was used to obtain the mitochondrial enriched fraction (MEF) from cells under the 3 different treatment conditions. An LC-ESI MS/MS analysis of the MEF was used to identify proteomic changes in response to E2. The results indicate a significant effect of E2# on mitochondrial protein expression and function including increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) and cardiolipin (CL) levels. Our results also show an effect of E2 on estrogen receptor expression within the MEF. Taken together, the data reveal modifications to mitochondria in response to estrogen decline supporting the involvement of mitochondria in age-related neurodegeneration.
Disclosures:  P. Sinclair: None. N. Lebert: None. N. Kabbani: None.
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Title: Preservation of an aging-associated mitochondrial signature in advanced human neuronal models: iPSCs derived neurons and directly converted neurons from human fibroblasts
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Abstract: Background information: Aging is a risk factor for several of the world’s most prevalent diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Understanding the aging process in the human brain, particularly the role of mitochondria, is still poorly investigated. The main challenge is to find suitable human models to study brain aging. Animal models, brain biopsies, or carcinomic cell lines are indispensable but subject to transferability limitations, inaccessibility, and ethical constraints. Therefore, the advanced neuronal in-vitro models are of interest, including iPSCs-derived neurons (iPSCsN) or directly induced neurons (iNs) from human fibroblasts. By transiting an embryo-like state, the iPSCsN are suspected of undergoing a rejuvenation leading to a reset of the aging-associated phenotype, whereas directly converted neurons seem to retain an aging-associated donor signature. This study aimed to investigate how well the advanced neuronal models (iPSCsN and iNs) are preserving the aging donor signature, focusing on the neuronal powerhouse, the mitochondria. Methods: The bioenergetic profile of iPSCsN and iNs, both derived from the same young (n=3, Age\textsubscript{mean} = 29 years) vs. aged (n=3, Age\textsubscript{mean} = 67 years) donors respectively were compared by measuring the total ATP level, mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), reactive oxygen species (ROS), mitochondrial respiration, glycolysis, mitochondrial mass, mitochondrial morphology, and mitophagy. Results: Our preliminary findings, showed that both the iNs and the iPSCsN, could maintain an aging-associated phenotype by comparing to the corresponding young neurons. With this, a decline in ATP, MMP, and mitochondrial respiration and a rise in ROS, glycolysis, and mitochondrial mass were measured in aged neurons compared to young neurons. The mitochondrial dynamics were characterized by a more fragmented mitochondrial morphology and a lower mitophagy rate in age. Conclusion: Our preliminary findings showed that the iNs preserve an aging-associated phenotype. More surprisingly, the iPSCsN also showed an aging-associated phenotype contrary
to the idea that the embryonic state of the iPSCs would lead to a rejuvenation of iPSCsN from aged donors. Nevertheless, the extent to which the iPSCsN and iNs preserve this aging-associated signatures is currently under investigation. Overall, this study will deepen our understanding of how well “aged” iNs and iPSCsN represent human brain aging. It may help to establish remarkable tools for identifying pharmaceutical targets to improve human health during aging and in various aging-related diseases.

Disclosures: N. Varghese: None. L. Szabo: None. A. Grimm: None. Z. Cader: None. I. Lejri: None. A. Eckert: None.
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Title: Obesity related brain activation during physical activity under stress

Authors: *J. Rhee;
Envrn. and Occup. Hlth., Texas A&M Univ., College Station, TX

Abstract: Neural activation of older adults during muscular endurance task was measured using functional near infrared spectroscopy. Older adults older than 65 years old were recruited from the local community and categorized into two groups depending on their weight group (e.g. obese group and normal weight group). During the motor control task, stress was provided using trier social stress task and stress related different neural activation.
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Title: Altered brain microvascular bioenergetics by chronic stress: a pathway to cerebrovascular dysfunction and cognitive decline?
Abstract: Dementia is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder associated with oxidative stress. Chronic stress is linked to cognitive decline, but the role of the cerebrovasculature on the disease progression of cognitive decline has not been fully elucidated. Specifically, the role of mitochondrial and glycolytic energy pathways which are critical to cerebrovascular function is unknown. This study aimed to determine the impact of UCMS on cerebrovascular energetics. Four-month-old C57Bl/6 male and female mice were randomized into control (non-UCMS) and UCMS groups for 8 weeks. Control mice remained in home cages, while UCMS mice were exposed to chronic stress for 5 days/week for 7 Hrs/day for 8 weeks. At 6 months of age, mice were euthanized and the middle cerebral artery (MCA) was removed and positioned in a pressurize myobath and exposed to increasing concentrations of acetylcholine (ACh; $10^{-9}$M to $10^{-4}$M) to measure endothelial-dependent dilation (EDD). The remaining brain microvessels (BMVs) were homogenized to assess for hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) production and bioenergetics using the coumarin boronic acid assay and Seahorse Bioflux Analyzer, respectively. Our data show that BMVs from UCMS mice had a significant (p<0.05) increase in H$_2$O$_2$ production and a decrease in the rate of oxidative phosphorylation compared to control mice. This decrease corresponded to a decrease in ATP production (p<0.05) in mice experiencing UCMS vs. controls. This altered BMV bioenergetics coincided with a 57% reduction in the EDD of the MCA in UCMS vs. control mice (p<0.01). Taken together, our data suggest that the BMVs are susceptible to chronic stress with elevated vascular oxidative stress, and reduced vascular bioenergetics which affects the cerebrovascular functions and opens up avenues for therapeutic targeting of novel therapies to support the cerebrovascular function.
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Title: Sexual dimorphism in the effect of high-fat diets on the sphingolipid composition of mouse hippocampus
Authors: *E. SANCHEZ-HITA*¹, B. FERNANDEZ-REQUENA², C. GONZALEZ-RIANO², A. GARCIA², M. RUIZ-GAYO¹, B. MERINO¹, V. CANO¹, A. PLAZA¹;  
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Abstract: High-fat diets (HFD) promote the accumulation of ceramides and other sphingolipids in different organs, including the brain, a circumstance that has been related with lipotoxicity and cell aging. HFD also trigger memory deficits both in humans and rodents. Related with that, hippocampal synaptic plasticity has been shown to be impaired in the hippocampus of mice consuming HFD. Nevertheless, a relationship between cognition performance and the sphingolipid composition of the hippocampus has not been established. Otherwise, sexual differences in the effect of HFD have not been so far investigated. Our Aim was to analyse the effect of a regular intake of HFD enriched with either oleic acid (40% high-oleic sunflower oil; Unsaturated Oil-enriched Food, UOLF) or lauric/palmitic acids (40% palm kernel oil; Saturated Oil-enriched Food, SOLF) on the sphingolipid composition of the hippocampus. Methods: Five-week old male and female C57BL mice fed either SOLF, UOLF or standard diet for 8 weeks. Hippocampi were dissected and analysed using an Agilent 1290 Infinity II UHPLC system coupled to an Agilent 6546 quadrupole time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer in both MS and iterative-MS/MS modes using a reversed-phase lipidomics-based strategy [1]. Briefly, tissue was homogenized with MeOH:H2O 50% (v/v) and extracted with MeOH:methyl tert-butyl ether 4:1 (v/v)[2]. After data reprocessing using Agilent MassHunter Profinder B.10.0.2 and Lipid Annotator v1.0 (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA), 32 Cer, 20 SM and 45 HexCer lipid species were accurately annotated and statistically compared. Results: Compared to standard diets, SOLF increased the content of i) ceramides and dihydroceramides in males, and ii) cerebrosides in females, while UOLF i) diminished ceramide and dihydroceramide concentration in females, and ii) enhanced cerebrosides in males. Otherwise, the lauric acid-derived ceramide, Cer18:1/12:0, was specifically detected in animals that consumed SOLF (males 0.05±0.01 µg/g tissue; females 0.05±0.02 µg/g tissue; p&lt0.001). Conclusion: Our data show that both SOLF and UOLF differently affect male and female brain sphingolipid pattern.[1] C. Gonzalez-Riano et al. Journal of Chromatography Open, 1, 100018 (2021).[2] C. Gonzalez-Riano et al. Brain Structure and Function, 222, 2831-2853 (2017).
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Authors: *S. L. SIMS, S. L. CASE, R.-L. LIN, N. A. WRIGHT, J. RHINEHART, O. THIBAULT;
Pharmacol., Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY

Abstract: Brain homeostatic equilibrium is a well-maintained and orchestrated metabolic process which, when lost, is associated with brain aging or neurodegenerative diseases, and is often detected as hypometabolism in aging and AD. It is, therefore, integral to maintain this homeostasis on a second-to-second basis and across multiple cell types. Major energetic processes can be addressed through the measurement of ATP levels within a single cell. In addition to the well-established role of glucose metabolism in the CNS, more recently, insulin has also been recognized to play an essential role in the regulation of cognitive function, particularly in the hippocampus, where it can ameliorate spatial memory recall. Using mixed primary hippocampal cultures (neurons and astrocytes), we tested the hypothesis that PercevalHR, an ATP:ADP biosensor, could reliably quantify bioenergetics with single cell resolution. Embryonic rat hippocampi (E17) were extracted and maintained for 12-16 days in vitro (DIV). Cultures were treated with lentivirus (Human Ubiquitin C promoter) containing the PercevalHR nanosensor. To control for PercevalHR’s pH sensitivity, some experiments were conducted concomitantly with the intracellular pH sensor pHrodo. We attempted to normalize glucose transporter function following ~12 days in high glucose concentration (35 mM), by returning the cells to a serum-free 5.5 mM glucose media ~24 h prior to imaging. PercevalHR emission was filtered at 525 nm and pHrodo emission at 580 nm. After an initial baseline, cells were treated with one of several compounds (0.5 mM, 5.5 mM, and 10 mM glucose; 50 mM KCl; 20 µM glutamate; 10 nM insulin). Glutamate and KCl resulted in rapid decreases in ATP:ADP ratios. Insulin only demonstrated a slight drop in ATP:ADP. PercevalHR seems to reliably report on cell energetics in mammalian cultures and surprisingly, appears to indicate that neurons display higher baseline ATP:ADP compared to astrocytes. These data help evaluate bioenergetic status in two closely associated cell types that are known to share intermediates. Ongoing studies are investigating PercevalHR imaging in astrocytes using in vivo 2P microscopy in a mouse model of amyloidosis during ambulation (i.e., awake).
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Title: Neuronal reactive oxygen species resistance in Caenorhabditis elegans mutants and its role in neurodegenerative disease
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Abstract: Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by motor neuron (MN) degeneration that currently has no cure. Previous research has found morphological defects in patients' MNs to correspond with damage caused by oxidative stress mediated by Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). ROS detoxification has remained a primary therapeutical target, leading the way for one of the only three FDA-approved treatments for ALS (Edaravone: a free radical scavenger molecule). Yet, oxidative stress has remained a challenging mechanism to study due to ROS's general and spreading nature. Previously in our lab, we developed an optogenetic tool (KillerRed) that allows for selective, non-invasive, and neuron-specific induction of ROS using light. We used forward genetic screens to isolate six neuronal ROS-resistant strains of Caenorhabditis elegans, which this work seeks to characterize fully. Utilizing Paraquat as a general ROS inducer, we confirmed one strain to be resistant and one to be hypersensitive, suggesting a mechanism through which these overcome ROS damage in all types of cells and specifically in neurons, respectively. We seek to further describe morphological neurodegeneration differences between our strains upon chemical and optogenetic-induced oxidative stress. Future work will focus on strain outcrossing and genomic sequencing to find single-gene mutations responsible for neuronal oxidative stress resistance. Through this research, we aim to identify therapeutically targetable pathways in ALS and further the understanding of ROS' role in neurodegenerative disease.
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Title: Chaperon-mediated autophagy suppresses glioblastoma via degradation of E2F1
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Abstract: Chaperon-mediated autophagy (CMA) is a selective form of autophagy, which has been widely studied in neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease. However, the roles of CMA in brain tumors are still poorly understood. By using an orthotopic animal model, we showed that CMA blockade promotes glioblastoma progression, accompanied by the upregulation of glioma promoters, i.e., E2F1, and activated metabolic...
pathways. Furthermore, we found that long-term Temozolomide treatment would upregulate the expression of LAMP2A, the indicator of CMA, both *in vitro* and *in vivo*. However, the inhibition of LAMP2A had no significant impact on the sensitivity of glioblastoma cells in response to Temozolomide. In summary, CMA plays a critical role in the regulation of glioblastoma growth via selective degradation of glioma-promoting proteins, and chemotherapy would affect the activity of CMA. These findings might broaden the knowledge of CMA and provide insights into how the modulation of CMA contributes to the treatment of brain diseases.
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**Title:** Self-regulating noradrenergic activity influences cortical excitability and neuroplasticity

**Authors:** *W. POTOK*¹, S. MEISSNER², N. WENDEROTH²,³;
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**Abstract:** The arousal state of the brain is determined by the neuromodulatory activity of several brainstem nuclei and, particularly, by the noradrenergic (NA) transmission from the locus coeruleus (LC). Activity of the LC-NA system causally influences the eye’s pupil diameter. We have recently shown that pupil-based neurofeedback enables participants to acquire mental strategies for volitionally controlling LC activity. Pharmacological studies confirm that activating β- or α₁-adrenoreceptors facilitates cortical excitability and neuroplastic effects. However, it is unknown whether self-regulation of noradrenergic activity has a similar effect. We use a multimodal approach combining (i) pupil diameter-based neurofeedback training that enables participants to control LC-activity, (ii) anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (a-tDCS) for inducing neuroplastic changes in the primary motor cortex, and (iii) single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation with electromyography for measuring cortical excitability using motor evoked potentials (MEP) as our main outcome parameter. We observed significant changes in cortical excitability when applying mental strategies to modulate the pupil size, reflected in 35±44% increase in MEP amplitude relative to rest during up-regulation and 2±12%
decrease in MEP amplitude relative to rest during down-regulation of the pupil size (t_{14}=3.2, p=0.006 (2-sided) d=0.8, N=15, 11 females). Moreover, our preliminary results indicate that applying plasticity-inducing a-tDCS to the primary motor cortex while participants up-regulate pupil diameter caused an increase in cortical excitability. Down-regulating pupil diameter, by contrast, reduced this a-tDCS effect on cortical excitability (d=0.5, N=5, 4 females, data collection in process). Together, we provide first evidence that pupil-based neurofeedback may be a new, non-invasive, and non-pharmacological tool for modulating cortical excitability, and potentially also neuroplasticity, most likely by changing the NA levels in the brain.

**Disclosures:** **W. Potok:** None. **S. Meissner:** E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); MindMetrix. **N. Wenderoth:** E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); MindMetrix.
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**Title:** The role of the intraparietal sulcus in numeracy: a review of parietal lesion cases

**Authors:** *E. DURICY, C. DURISKO, J. A. FIEZ;* Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

**Abstract:** We reviewed single case studies of acalculia following focal damage to examine the similarities and differences between cases and how they compare to the primary theory of numerical processing: the Triple Code Model (Dehaene, 1992). According to the Triple Code Model, different brain regions contribute to magnitude, verbal, and visual coding of number, with the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) supporting representations of magnitude that undergird an internal number line and meaningful calculation. Our goal was to examine numeracy-focused single case studies with parietal damage to test for causal relationships between damage to the IPS and impairments in different components of numeracy. We identified a set of 27 single case studies with parietal lesions and then assessed the role of the IPS across four key numeracy domains: Approximation, Calculation, Transcoding, and Ordinality/Cardinality. We compared individual-level published images by drawing a sphere at the estimated center of mass of each case’s lesion on a standard template. These spheres were then overlapped with an IPS region-of-interest (ROI), and cases were grouped (IPS or Parietal) based on ROI overlap and original anatomical description. A Fisher’s Exact Test was performed to compare behavioral performance on each numeracy domain between lesion groups. We then followed up these tests with an Activation Likelihood Estimation (ALE) analysis. We assessed the frequency of numeracy impairment between the IPS group and Parietal case groups and found that Approximation deficits were significantly more frequent in the IPS group. Further exploration using an ALE
analysis revealed that only Approximation deficit cases significantly overlapped with the IPS, while the other domains were localized to different regions of the parietal lobe. Based on the pattern shown across parietal-damage single case studies we conclude that damage to the left IPS is both necessary and sufficient to impair approximation ability, but not other components of numeracy. Thus, its contributions to numeracy seem more circumscribed than proposed in the Triple Code Model, and may be more compatible with models of dissociable circuits of numerical and verbal/visual processing in the parietal lobe.
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Title: Early sensory overstimulation leads to behavioral dysfunctions predominantly in male CD-1 mice: a mechanism for male vulnerability in ADHD?
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Abstract: Sensory overstimulation (OS), caused by the increased consumption of audiovisual media usage, is a widespread phenomenon and runs through all areas of our society. The COVID-19 pandemic has further exacerbated this. OS is believed to be an important factor in the development of neuropsychiatric disorders such as attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in children. Yet, the neuronal mechanisms and the temporal window of vulnerability linking ADHD and OS are largely unexplored. In this study, we used a mouse model of excessive sensory stimulation (ESS) to investigate the impact of OS on behavioral outcome and its underlying neuronal mechanisms. Male and female CD-1 mice at P10, prior to weaning, were overstimulated for 42 consecutive days, 6 hours per day. Subsequently, we investigated anxiety-like behavior in the Elevated Plus maze (EPM) and in the Light/Dark test (LDT), locomotor activity in the Open Field test (OFT), and cognitive functions in the 24-h Novel Object Recognition (24-h NORT) and Y-maze (YM). For assessing cortical microcircuit dynamics, we employed awake two-photon calcium imaging in the primary visual cortex (V1). ESS impacts anxiety-like and risk-taking behavior in OS mice. OS mice tend to explore the open arms of the EPM longer than the control group. Notably, we observed a gender-specific vulnerability in terms of the behavioral outcomes in the LDT, where male OS mice spent significantly more time in the brightly lit light chamber of the testing arena than male controls indicating an increase in risk-taking behavior in the OS male group. Female OS mice did not show this behavioral aberration. These findings reflect the human condition of ADHD, where male patients are more
likely to engage in risky behavior, which is associated with physical injuries, reckless driving, and substance abuse. Our data suggests that early sensory overstimulation leads to a durable shift in behavior, with a higher vulnerability in males.
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**Title:** Relationships among cognitive variables in Puerto Rican children using the Cognitive Assessment System 2 - Spanish Version


**Abstract:** The Cognitive Assessment System 2 – Spanish Version (CAS 2: SP) is a comprehensive test that assesses a range of cognitive variables, including planning, attention, simultaneous processing, and successive processing (PASS). Understanding the relationships among these variables can offer valuable insights into the interconnectedness of cognitive processes and their impact on overall cognitive functioning in children. However, there is a notable scarcity of research specifically examining these relationships in Puerto Rican children. Therefore, our study aims to fill this gap by exploring patterns, associations, and dependencies among different cognitive domains to deepen our understanding of how specific cognitive abilities influence one another and contribute to overall cognitive performance in children. To achieve this, we conducted a secondary data analysis with a sample of 34 children, ranging from first to fourth grade, representing 11 schools across the metropolitan and southern areas of Puerto Rico (IRB #1314-085). Employing bivariate correlation analysis, we examined the relationships between the PASS variables. The analysis revealed significant positive correlations between planning and attention (r = 0.523, p < 0.001), attention and successive processing (r = 0.458, p = 0.003), planning and successive processing (r = 0.393, p = 0.011), planning and simultaneous processing (r = 0.387, p = 0.012), and simultaneous processing and successive processing (r = 0.330, p = 0.028). However, no positive correlation was found between attention and simultaneous processing (r = 0.282, p = 0.053). By establishing these meaningful relationships, our study provides a more comprehensive understanding of the cognitive skills of Puerto Rican children. Ultimately, our research aims to contribute to enhancing the cognitive assessment and intervention practices specific to Puerto Rican children.
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Title: Modeling the content of event representations along the cortical hierarchy during natural vision
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Abstract: How are multimodal event representations constructed in the brain from different stimulus features? This study explicitly modeled the content of neural event representations along the cortical processing hierarchy during natural vision. We developed a framework for combined voxelwise encoding models and event segmentation to quantify the contribution of different visual and linguistic features to event representations in brain activities. We employed an open fMRI dataset comprising 25 participants viewing the second half of the Grand Budapest Hotel in five 10-minute runs (Visconti di Oleggio Castello et al., 2020). fMRI data were preprocessed using fMRIPrep and organized according to a 1000-parcel cortical atlas (Kong et al., 2021). Three types of features were extracted from the stimulus: low-level visual motion energy, higher-level visual embeddings from VGG, and linguistic subtitle embeddings from GPT-2. Voxelwise encoding models were estimated for each feature space in order to predict BOLD time series in left-out runs. These model-predicted time series reflect components of the brain activity captured by the feature space of the respective encoding model. Event segmentation was then performed on both the original BOLD time series and the model-predicted time series for each encoding model. In line with prior work (Geerligs et al., 2022), we found a hierarchical distribution of events across brain regions, with higher-level brain regions having fewer and longer events than low-level brain regions. Model-predicted time series yielded more events than the original BOLD time series but with numerous matching event boundaries. Lower-level features (i.e., motion energy) yielded the most numerous model-predicted event boundaries, many of which matched the original event boundaries in early visual areas; higher-level features (i.e., VGG, GPT-2) yielded fewer event boundaries that better matched the original boundaries in higher-level visual and language areas. This suggests a hierarchical organization in brain responses to naturalistic stimuli, with different encoding models capturing different aspects of this hierarchy. Critically, this approach also allows us to compare model-predicted event representations (i.e., activity patterns) derived from a given feature space to event representations derived from the original BOLD data and quantify the relative contribution of each feature space
to the event representations in a given cortical area. This framework provides novel insights into
the multidimensional structure of event representations and their hierarchical organization in the
human brain.
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Title: Different cognitive domain induces different pattern of task-evoked negative BOLD response

Authors: Q. RAZLIGHI1, *S. GHOLIPOUR PICHA2;
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Abstract: Introduction: This study explores the overlooked negative blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) responses (NBR) and their unique spatial pattern for each cognitive domains, advancing our understanding of the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying cognitive processes.
Method: Two separate cohorts (n=100, 30) of young participants from different institutes, and different scanners and pulse sequences were imaged with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during 12 tasks targeting four cognitive domains (3 tasks per domain). We investigate variations in the spatial pattern of the NBR patterns. Our univariate first-level analysis employs multiple regression with task timing as the predictor, followed by voxel-wise one-sample t-tests at the second level to identify responsive voxels. Cluster-wise multiple comparison correction identifies patterns of deactivated regions. Dice overlap measures the similarity between each pair of task deactivated pattern, generating a 12x12 similarity matrix. Statistical significance is assessed using permutation tests to compare "within domain similarity" and "across domain similarity" of deactivation patterns.
Results: Fig. 1(a and b) presents a color-coded similarity matrix from the first and second cohorts, indicating that patterns of deactivated regions are similar within domains but less so between domains. The permutation test demonstrates significant differences between within-domain and across-domain similarity in both cohort data (V=0.243/0.114, p<0.001/0.002). The data suggests task-specific patterns of deactivated regions, indicating active regulation rather than a biomechanical shutdown of the known default mode regions.
Conclusion: These findings enhance our understanding of neurophysiological signatures linked to cognition, uncovering interconnections and shared neural substrates across functions. They
underscore the significance of task-evoked NBR in studying cognitive domains and contribute to our knowledge of the neural underpinnings of cognition.

Figure 1
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Title: Selective Attention Modulates Cortical but not Subcortical Responses
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Abstract: Individuals often need to attend to one signal within a crowded acoustic scene. The phenomenon of attending to an important auditory source while ignoring other stimuli is known as the cocktail party effect. While attentional effects are well-documented in the auditory cortex, it is still unclear how the function of auditory subcortical nuclei is affected by attention.
This study combines two previous electroencephalography (EEG) paradigms to evaluate the effects of attention on brainstem and cortical physiological responses. The first paradigm replicated is by Dr. Adam Tierney (Birkbeck College, University College London) that requires top-down attention. Competing, interleaved melodies are played and the subjects are asked to attend to a high- or low-pitched melody, listening for 3-note repeats. To test attentional modulation in the brainstem, we modified the stimuli so that each complex tone evokes an auditory brainstem response (ABR) using a paradigm by Dr. Ross Maddox (University of Rochester). Specifically, we created two isochronous impulse trains (2Hz rate), one for the low and one for the high melody, offset in time by 250ms. Each was convolved with different narrowband tone complexes with different pitches (low and high).

We have recruited 19 subjects thus far (12F/7M) all with normal hearing thresholds. We extracted both subcortical ABRs and cortical evoked responses to each note, as well as the phase and inter-trial phase coherence (ITPC) at 2Hz. We found robust ABRs evoked by each tone pip, one per pitch period, within each note, especially wave V. However, there is little evidence suggesting attention modulates ABRs given that wave V latency and amplitude did not change while attending versus ignoring the distractor. On the other hand, each note onset evoked cortical activity, specifically enhancement of every other note depending on which stream was being attended. Additionally, the ITPC showed peaks at the within-melody repetition rate (2 Hz). Furthermore, the best attending listeners showed ~180 degree phase separation between conditions. By simultaneously recording cortical responses and ABRs, we are able to track attention-mediated changes in the neural signals in the cortex and brainstem, respectively.
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Title: Brain responses to naturalistic videos predicted from audiovisual and semantic features.

Authors: A. L. VAN DE WATER1,2, L. BYRGE5,6, D. P. KENNEDY7,8,9, R. GONZALEZ1, J. Y. PETERS1, D. KLIEMANN1,2,3, J. A. TRAER1,2,3;
**Abstract:** Humans use complex multimodal information to build a rich dynamic interpretation of social environments. Multisensory integration may thus be key for effective social functioning. How are complex naturalistic features integrated and flexibly represented across brain networks? Which features are most relevant for social cognition? We used diverse naturalistic viewing paradigms with rich audiovisual social information [1] and fit encoding models to study how complex stimuli features (audio, visual, abstract semantic) predict brain activity. We used a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) dataset of healthy adults (n = 79, 23 females, mean(SD) age = 26.8(7.7) with six passive video watching scans (5-21 minutes) of different genres (black/white thriller, diverse movie trailers, animated family movie, TV sitcoms). MRI data processing (described in [1]) included rigorous quality control and parcellation of the cortex into 360 regions in 12 networks [2]. Semantic features (e.g., presence of speech, speaker identity, distance between interacting people) were denoted manually, object-level visual features were extracted with a deep neural network, and audio features were derived from sound statistics (e.g., spectral centroid, power). We fit cross-validated regularized linear regression models [3] using different subsets of features and tested which features best predicted held-out fMRI data. To address overfitting, we included null models (time reversed, block scrambled, within-block-scrambled features). We found robust encoding accuracy in language, visual, and auditory networks for most movies. Across movies, we found the lowest performance in the animated movie (which lacked speech). Across features, visual features alone often performed no better than null models, some of which yielded surprisingly high encoding performance, emphasizing the need for careful overfitting control. Interestingly, models using auditory features outperformed the null models not only in auditory and language networks, but also in visual and the posterior multimodal network across multiple movies. Our results indicate cross-modal integration of complex audiovisual information in semi-naturalistic movies beyond unimodal regions. Efforts to further characterize complex feature spaces and improve encoding models are currently underway with the aim to identify candidates which most reliably predict atypical social behavior.
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Title: Automated estimation of participant engagement during computerized cognitive training from facial expressions in older adults at risk for dementia

Authors: *A. TURNBULL*¹, Y. WANG¹, Y. XU², E. ADELI³, F. V. LIN⁴;

Abstract: Computerized cognitive training is a frontline non-pharmacological intervention for slowing cognitive decline and brain aging in dementia. The effectiveness of computerized cognitive training in dementia is often limited by the engagement of participants. Monitoring at-risk older adult users' real-time engagement in the domains of attention, motivation, and affect is crucial to understanding and addressing heterogeneity in cognitive training outcomes. In the current project, we predicted engagement (measured using an established mental fatigue measure assessing perceived attention, motivation, and affect during computerized cognitive training sessions) in older adults with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), by monitoring their real-time video-recorded facial gestures in training sessions. Our novel Recurrent Video Transformer (RVT) model, which combines a clip-wise transformer encoder module and a session-wise Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) classifier, achieved the highest balanced accuracy, F1 score, and precision compared to other state-of-the-art models for both detecting mental fatigue/disengagement cases (binary classification) and rating the level of mental fatigue (multi-class classification). The fatigue feature derived from this model also significantly related to slower reaction times at the session level ($B=.04$, SE=.02, $p=.016$), providing further validation. By leveraging dynamic temporal information, the RVT model demonstrates the potential to accurately predict engagement among computerized cognitive training users, which lays the foundation for future work to modulate the level of engagement in computerized cognitive training interventions in MCI.
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Abstract: The slow wave state is a brain state occurring in slow wave sleep and in certain anesthetic regimens, characterized by network quiescence interrupted by sudden bursts of activity or so-called slow wave events (SWEs). SWEs propagate as traveling waves of activity stereotypically along the anterior-to-posterior axis usually crossing mesial aspects of the cortex. SWE occurrence and propagation are highly susceptible to excitability changes and states of the neuronal network. Early stages of neurodegenerative and neuroimmunological disorders are marked by ensembles of hyperactive neurons and seem to alter the propagation of SWEs. This susceptibility makes SWEs an ideal target for studying brain (dys-)function across species and across diseases. In rats, we have assessed the relationship between SWEs and BOLD fMRI signals and have observed a cortex-wide BOLD pattern directly related to SWEs. In healthy humans, we have analyzed simultaneous EEG-fMRI data during non-REM sleep. SWEs individually detected in the EEG data were used as predictors in event-related fMRI analyses on single subject level to examine the relationship between SWEs and fMRI signals. For all subjects we identified significant changes in BOLD activity associated with SWEs covering substantial parts of the grey matter. We now ask whether we can resolve the interindividual differences in terms of the SWE propagation patterns in EEG-informed BOLD fMRI, a critical step towards SWE-based assessments of early network dysregulations in humans. For that, we analyzed two distinct datasets comprising simultaneous EEG-fMRI data of sleeping healthy humans ($N = 29$). We extracted the longest propagation path for each individual SWE based on the EEG data and considered only those events whose principal propagation direction was either along the anterior-to-posterior axis or the lateral axis for subsequent event-related fMRI analyses. Throughout the individual subjects we observed very consistently, significant and strong BOLD fMRI activations in the cingulate gyrus along with activations in the thalamus, the hippocampus, the cerebellum and the brainstem. These BOLD fMRI patterns clearly reflect the long-range coupling of activity between the cortex, the thalamus and the hippocampus and represent a key target to study SWE alterations.
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Title: A Novel Computational Model of Risk-Taking Behavior in Older Adults

Authors: *Z. BARAKCHIAN, M. ANTHONY, A. G. TURNBULL, F. V. LIN; Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA
Abstract: A Novel Computational Model of Risk-Taking Behavior in Older Adults

Functioning in daily life requires the ability to make risky decisions, for example during the managing of finances, an important activity of daily living that is affected by dementia. Understanding how risk-taking behavior changes into old age may provide a basis for understanding how and why risky decision-making is affected by cognitive decline. We introduce a novel computational model to examine decision-making under risk in older adults. Using the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART, a task encouraging risk-seeking) and the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT, a task encouraging risk-aversion), we explored the role of prior experience of value (average of previous rewards) and risk (standard deviation of previous rewards) in older adults’ decision-making. We then performed correlations with the DOSPERT scale, a well-validated trait measure of risk tasking across multiple domains, to assess relationships between task-based decision-making metrics and trait-level risk-taking behavior. Results showed that in the BART model, both the expected value and the standard deviation of rewards significantly influenced decisions. Conversely, in the IGT model, these factors were significant for fewer participants, with the probability of winning having a more substantial impact on choices. We found trends for significant correlations of task-based risk sensitivity (standard deviation of previous rewards) with the DOSPERT for both the BART and IGT models, but in opposite directions that reflect the risk-seeking (BART: r=.3, p=.056) and risk-avoiding (IGT: r=-.3, p=.064) nature of these tasks. Our findings enhance our understanding of risk-taking behavior in older adults. We observed that individuals utilize different strategies on these two tasks. The standard deviation coefficient (risk sensitivity) of both models significantly correlated with a well-validated measure of trait-level risk taking, suggesting that how older adults evaluate recent experiences of reward during risk-taking may play a role in their trait-level risk taking behavior. This mechanism may represent an important future avenue for research into risk-taking behavior in older adults at risk for dementia.
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Title: Disassociation between spontaneous and visually evoked cortical microcircuit activity in a mouse model of Anti-NMDA Receptor encephalitis
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Anti-NMDA receptor encephalitis (NMDARE) is an autoimmune brain inflammation induced by IgG antibodies that bind to the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors. In addition to patients with acute anti-NMDARE, human anti-NMDAR antibodies were also detected in 1% of asymptomatic controls. This suggests that a considerable subgroup of pregnant women is at risk of transferring anti-NMDAR antibodies to the fetus during early stages of pregnancy. Here, we ask whether in utero exposure to anti-NMDAR antibodies (NMDAR-Ab) affects cortical microcircuit performance in adults. For that, we used a mouse model of maternofetally transferred anti-NMDA receptor antibodies. At P51, corresponding to adolescence in humans, we recorded cortical microcircuit activity with cellular resolution in layer I/II in visual cortex by two-photon calcium imaging in awake behaving mice. We found that microcircuits in NMDAR-Ab exposed mice exhibit a lower spontaneous activity signature compared to healthy control mice. Furthermore, antibody exposure led to a bursty neuronal firing with reduced temporal stability of network states. Notably, upon visual stimulation, neurons in NMDAR-Ab exposed mice had a higher orientation selectivity. In NMDAR-AB exposed mice, a large fraction of those neurons active upon visual stimulation did not fire spontaneously, and vice versa. This dissociation between spontaneous and stimulus-evoked activity is in sharp contrast to the operational principles in healthy networks, and indeed, in control mice, the majority of all neurons were co-active in both conditions. Overall, these findings suggest that in utero exposure to NMDAR-Ab shifts cortical microcircuits to a persistent maladaptive state, characterized by a disassociation between spontaneous and visually evoked activity. Such functional disassociation has been long hypothesized to play a role in the emergence of psychotic symptoms.
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Title: Modulating arousal via pupil-based neurofeedback: what we’ve learned so far
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Abstract: Introduction: The locus coeruleus (LC), the principal source of noradrenaline in the brain, is one of the key regulators of the brain’s arousal level. Additionally, it modulates cardiovascular function via projections to the brainstem and spinal cord. Interestingly, previous research has provided ample evidence for a link between LC activity and non-luminance dependent changes in pupil size. Utilizing this link, we investigated in a series of experiments whether changes in pupil size (i) can be volitionally induced via pupil-based neurofeedback (pupil-NF) training, are associated with (ii) LC activity changes, and modulate (iii) electrophysiological and (iv) cardiovascular arousal markers. Methods: In experiment I, 54 healthy volunteers (19-47 years) received 3 days of pupil-NF training to learn to volitionally up- and downregulate pupil size. 28 control participants (19-40 years) received the same amount of training and instructions on mental strategies but no veridical pupil-NF. To explore the link between pupil size changes and LC activity, 25 pupil-NF participants were re-recruited for experiment II combining pupil-NF with 3T functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and pulse oximetry to measure BOLD responses and cardiovascular parameters. In experiment III, 23 participants (21-41 years) completed a slightly adapted pupil-NF training with simultaneous electroencephalography (EEG) and electrocardiography (ECG) recordings. Results: Participants of the pupil-NF group were able to successfully self-regulate their pupil size. Such self-regulation was significantly reduced in control participants (experiment I). fMRI, EEG and ECG analyses (experiment II and III) revealed that pupil self-regulation was linked to systematic activity changes in the LC and other arousal-regulating centers in the brainstem and to changes in electrophysiological and cardiovascular arousal markers: we found higher LC BOLD responses, shallower slopes of the EEG power spectrum from 30-40 Hz, higher heart rate, and lower heart rate variability during blocks of volitional pupil size up- than downregulation. Conclusion: We provide evidence that pupil-NF makes the brain’s arousal system accessible to volitional control, a finding that has potential for translation to behavioral and clinical applications across various domains.
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Abstract: Facial expressions play a pivotal role in facilitating social interactions. However, the accuracy of facial expressions in reflecting genuine emotions is often questionable, and previous studies have predominantly relied on stereotypical posed facial expressions. This limitation hampers the true understanding of emotional expression perception. To address this challenge, our study aims to construct a comprehensive database by integrating facial expressions and corresponding physiological signals captured during both induced and posed emotional states. In the laboratory setting, participants' facial expressions were recorded along with a 32-channel electroencephalography (EEG) recording. Two distinct sessions were conducted: an emotional induction session and a posed emotion session. In the emotional induction session, participants were exposed to various film clips from standardized movie databases, aiming to elicit six types of emotional responses (i.e., happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, surprise). Conversely, the posed emotion session involved the presentation of neutral movies, during which participants were instructed to display corresponding facial expressions in their own personal style. A total of 15 healthy participants (3 females, 12 males) were recruited for data collection, with a target sample size of 50 participants (the dataset will be publicly available for academic use upon completion). By analyzing the collected data, our study aims to uncover the underlying credibility of facial expressions from EEG signals for revealing true emotional states. For this purpose, we developed a deep neural network model based on one-dimensional convolutional operations to differentiate between induced and posed emotions in EEG signals. The model consists of a temporal layer that extracts multi-scale features of each EEG channel in the time dimension, and a spatial layer that further utilizes one-dimensional convolution across all EEG channels to extract global spatial information. Preliminary results from a 6-fold cross-validation experiment on the binary classification of induced and posed emotions showed a mean accuracy of 72.95% (SD: 7.4%) and a mean F1-score of 68.87% (SD: 9.07%). This result confirms our hypothesis that EEG signals can unveil emotions concealed by facial expressions, shedding light on the distinction between genuine and feigned emotional states using multimodal data. In the future, we will continue to explore the data and investigate the correlation of features from different modalities and their fusion to detect and recognize various types of emotions in both states.
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**Abstract:** Habitual behavior is crucial in every-life, covering a wide range of actions performed automatically and without conscious effort. The striatum plays a central role in the habitual system. In Parkinson's disease (PD), dopamine depletion initially affects caudal sensorimotor putamen and extends subsequently to more rostral regions. Dopaminergic putamen depletion is likely responsible for habits derangement observed in everyday-life activities in PD. Traditionally, the study of habits relied on use of lab-developed tasks. While valuable for understanding habit formation, these tasks may not fully capture the complexity of real-life behavior. To bridge this gap, we aimed to compare lab-developed and everyday-life tasks by means of behavioural and neural activations (fMRI) comparing newly diagnosed PD patients and healthy controls (HC). We designed a lab-developed task (Visuo-motor Association Task) to train associations followed by reversal phase with varying response preparation times. Also, an everyday-life task (handwriting of words) which highly automatic conditions (signature) to goal-directed ones (Greek). Patients were assessed behaviorally and inside the scanner while off medication. In the lab-developed habitual task, results revealed similar responses in both groups. However, PD exhibited fewer errors (habitual and non-habitual) than HC, specifically during the short preparation time interval. On the other hand, handwriting performance in PD patients showed reduced automatism across habitual and goal-directed conditions compared to HC. Posterior putamen activity was increased in HC during habitual conditions, while the caudate was active during goal-directed conditions in the lab task. In contrast, PD patients displayed a reduced posterior putamen activity for habitual trials. In the everyday-life task, HC also revealed posterior putamen activity during habitual conditions transitioning to anterior striatum as behavior required goal-directed efforts. Interestingly, PD patients exhibited reduced posterior putamen activity and a shift towards anterior regions during habitual behavior. This decrease in activity was more prominent when the affected side of patients matched their dominant hand. Altogether, PD patients reveal an enhanced ability to override habitual responses under temporal stress in lab-developed measures, together with reduced automaticity in executing everyday-life habits. Hypoactive posterior putamen during habitual tasks in PD impairs the ability to effectively execute habitual behaviors.
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Title: Job title and years of experience are uncertain predictors of perceptual expertise

Authors: *R. ALEXANDER*¹, S. WAITE², A. VENKATAKRISHNAN³, S. L. MACKNIK⁴, S. MARTINEZ-CONDE⁴;

Abstract: Professionals and trainees are often classified into broad categories of expertise that are inferred from their title, level of training (i.e., medical student, resident, attending, specialist), and/or years of experience—rather than by any objective metric of performance. These categories dramatically oversimplify reality, overlooking individual differences, exceptional skills or natural talent, and potential age-related declines in sensitivity. Rank is usually tied to years on the job, and individuals typically move up but not down the ladder, even if their skills diminish over time. A more principled measure of perceptual expertise would provide the basis to optimize training assessments by allowing education programs to directly test whether trainees are behaving like experts and—if not—what specific behaviors are not yet at a desired level of performance. We conducted a psychophysical and eye-tracking study aimed at quantifying the gaze dynamics used by professional radiologists to detect abnormalities in medical images. Naive individuals with no medical imaging experience (n=19), radiology residents (n=42), and attending radiologists (n=42) searched through chest CTs, each of which contained one abnormality (a potentially cancerous nodule). Consistent with prior work, we found that some observers performed better than expected based on rank and years of experience. In fact, some residents early in their training outperformed attending radiologists, despite an extensive experience differential. These results highlight that, at best, experience is an uncertain predictor of expertise level, and at worse, it reflects little more than seniority. We therefore propose that individuals should instead be grouped based on their objectively measured performance in specific tasks. There is a need for the study of expertise to move beyond standard rank
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**Title:** Investigating the impact of prolonged sleep fragmentation on neuroinflammation and microglia response to amyloid-beta in the APPxPS1 KI mice  
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**Abstract:** Poor or disrupted sleep is a hallmark of multiple aging and neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). AD has been pathologically characterized by neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid-beta (Aβ) plaque deposits. Growing evidence suggests that typical glia-mediated clearance of metabolites such as Aβ, occurs during sleep. If sleep quality worsens with age, it is possible that effective glial reactivity to Aβ aggregation may be impacted. Past literature has examined the effect of acute and chronic sleep deprivation on microgila reactivity and pathology in human and animal models. We assessed the impact of sleep fragmentation (SF), a phenomenon similar to the transient arousals observed in AD patients, on inflammatory profiles in male (N=) and female (N=) WT and APP/PS1 KI mice (average age of 9 ± 1.4 months), a mouse model that mimics the human AD condition with more gradual expression of Aβ and cognitive impairment at 9 months. They were either undisturbed during sleep (US) or exposed to SF. SF consisted of four daily sessions (1 hour each) of enforced wakefulness (induced with toys and gentle paintbrush stimulation) evenly distributed across the light phase for 5 days/per week. This US and SF procedure was carried out over three weeks (Monday - Friday). SF mice slept 20% less in the light phase, and female KI mice exhibited a 70% increase in rebound sleep during the dark phase (P<0.001), demonstrating our SF paradigm
modified sleep patterns. Immediately after the last SF session, mice in both groups were euthanized and cortical and hippocampal tissue was dissected and frozen. At the whole tissue level, no change was found in proinflammatory cytokine protein levels following SF. The immunohistochemical analysis found a robust genotype difference in overall microglia (iba1+) and astrocytes (gfap+); however, SF did not modify this effect. There was also no genotype by SF interaction. Analyses using confocal microscopy and Imaris software to explore whether SF might be associated with a more specific impact on microglia and Aβ plaques are in progress. These findings indicate that a slow progressing AD-relevant mouse model can endure three weeks of sleep fragmentation without substantial neuropathological changes, implying that the negative impact of disrupted sleep on Aβ clearance may not be mediated by proinflammatory processes but other elusive factors.
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Title: Anti-α4β7 integrin therapy decreased M1-like microglia and promoted A2 phenotype astrocytes in the brains of AppNL-GF mice

Authors: *S. CHANDRASEKARAN, A. M. MCINTEE, S. NOOKALA, B. SAHU, A. M. FLODEN, C. K. COMBS;
        Dept. of Biomed. Sci., Univ. of North Dakota Sch. of Med. and Hlth. Sci., Grand Forks, ND

Abstract: Anti-α4β7 integrin therapy decreased M1-like microglia and promoted A2 phenotype astrocytes in the brains of AppNL-GF mice. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) brains are often characterized by the presence of reactive microglia and astrocytes and an overall proinflammatory milieu. Increasing evidence supports the notion that peripheral immune cells may influence the overall brain environment. For example, our prior work demonstrated that intestines of the AppNL-GF mouse model of AD have an altered immune phenotype and a colitis-like insult alters brain changes during disease. We also observed a noticeable reduction in GFAP and Iba-1 positive reactive astrocytes and microglia, respectively, in APP/PS1 mice treated with
anti-\(\alpha_4\beta_1\) integrin antibody. These results suggest an immune-based communication of intestinal and peripheral changes to the brain during disease. To further explore this mechanism, we administered an inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) therapy, anti-\(\alpha_4\beta_7\) antibody, to littermate control C57BL/6J wild type and \(App^{NL-GF}\) AD mice at 5-7 months of age to examine consequences on glial phenotype in the brain. Mice were randomly divided into control, anti-\(\alpha_4\beta_7\), or isotype negative control groups for each sex. Antibodies were injected intraperitoneally at 10 mg/kg once a week for 10 weeks. The phenotypic characteristics of brain resident microglia and astrocytes were determined by immunohistochemistry for CD16, CD45, and S100A10 proteins. Both male and female \(App^{NL-GF}\) mice treated with anti-\(\alpha_4\beta_7\) antibody showed a decrease in CD16 and CD45 immunoreactivity in the hippocampus when compared to untreated control \(App^{NL-GF}\) mice, suggesting a decline in the pro-inflammatory M1-like microglia population. Antibody treatment had no effect on CD16 or CD45 immunoreactivity in wild type mice. Anti-\(\alpha_4\beta_7\) treatment increased S100A10 immunoreactivity in male and female \(App^{NL-GF}\) mice compared to their respective untreated control groups suggesting an increase in neuroprotective A2-like astrocytes. Antibody treatment did not affect wild type astrocyte S100A10 immunoreactivity. These findings suggest that neuroinflammation and glial phenotype in AD may be influenced by intestinal immune cells and interventions focused on these peripheral immune cell targets may be sufficient to provide ameliorative effects in the brain.

Disclosures:  S. Chandrasekaran: None. A.M. McIntee: None. S. Nookala: None. B. Sahu: None. A.M. Floden: None. C.K. Combs: None.
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Title: The Effect of Mild Repetitive Traumatic Brain Injury Early in Life on the Progression of Alzheimer's Disease in 3xTgAD Mice
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Abstract: Repetitive traumatic brain injuries (rTBIs) have been shown to increase neuroinflammation in both mouse models and human studies and are predicted to increase risk for neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Given the number of TBIs reported just in the US each year, a large part of the population could be at an increased risk of developing AD. By using a combination of behavioral tests, histopathology, and exosomal biomarker analysis, we investigated whether brain trauma accelerates cognitive dysfunction, brain pathology and appearance of exosomal biomarkers of neurodegeneration and
neuroinflammation in 3xTg-AD mice subjected early in life to repetitive mild TBI (rmTBI). Four
groups of mice including naïve 3xTg-AD mice, sham 3xTg-AD mice, rmTBI 3xTg-AD mice,
and naïve wild type mice, were used for this study. Mice in the rmTBI group were given 5
mTBIs, each separated by 48 hours, at 3-months old. At 11-months old, mice were assessed for
cognitive function using the Barnes maze, Y-maze, and Novel Object Recognition (NOR)
behavioral tests. Blood and brain tissue were taken immediately after the conclusion of the
behavioral tests. Hippocampal sections of brain were stained for amyloid-beta and
phosphorylated-Tau, proteins that constitute pathological hallmarks of the disease. Total
exosomes were isolated from collected plasma and cell type-specific exosome subpopulations,
including those from astrocytic, neuronal, and microglial origin, were isolated from brain tissue.
Preliminary results from the behavioral tests indicate that there are no significant differences in
cognitive function between the 3xTgAD mouse groups. However, the wild type mice do perform
better across all behavioral tests than any of the 3xTg-AD mouse groups. The histopathology
data shows differences in the number of amyloid-beta plaques and p-Tau staining in the
hippocampus across the 3 AD mouse groups. Future biomarker analyses will examine markers of
neuroinflammation (e.g., IL-6, IL-1beta, TNF-alpha) and neurodegeneration (e.g., amyloid beta,
p-Tau, and TDP-43) in total plasma-derived exosomes and cell type-specific exosome
subpopulations isolated from mouse brain. Our preliminary results indicate that receiving
rmTBIs early in life may accelerate disease progression, indicated by histopathology, in mice
which are genetically predisposed to developing AD. Biomarker analyses will reveal if the
increased brain pathology correlates with an increased appearance of exosomal biomarkers of
neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration in 3xTg-AD mice subjected to rmTBIs.
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Abstract: Inhibition of NLRP3 leads to reduced tau pathology and improved social behavior in
3xTg mice.
Authors: *Jakob Green*, Christopher Nelson*, Yiming Yu*, Shijun Zhang*, Dong Sun*;
Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating disease that affects millions of patients around the world with limited medication available to manage the disease. In AD pathological development, neuroinflammation plays a significant role. Recent studies have identified NLRP3 inflammasome as a critical multiprotein platform regulating inflammatory response, and have shown involvement in AD pathogenesis in AD patients and animal models. In this study, we studied the role of NLRP3 in tau pathology using a combination of a pharmacological approach using a novel NLRP3 inhibitor and a transgenic approach with NLRP3 gene knock down in 3xTg-AD mice, a mouse line carrying the APP695 gene with Swedish mutations (KM670/671NL/M596L), along with the PSEN1 (M146V) and tau (P301L) mutations. The 3xTg-AD mice were treated with our novel NLRP3 inhibitor or vehicle when animals were at 5 months as single daily (20mg/kg) via oral gavage for 3 months. The 3xTg/NLRP3 KO mice were not treated. After 3 months treatment, AD related behavior changes including anxiety and cognitive functions were assessed. After completion of behavior tests, animals were euthanized, brains were collected for Western blotting and immunostaining to assess tau pathology. In comparing several phospho-tau modifications by Western blot and a novel ultrasensitive electrochemiluminescence immunoassay, we found significant effect of NLRP3 on the protein expression level of pT175, cis-pT231, pS396, pS214, and pS610 tau in female mice. Among them, pT175, cis-pT231, pS396, and pS214 showed a reduction in the treated and KO groups while pS610 only showed a significant decrease in the KO group. We also found that AT180, a similar anti-pT231 antibody, was reduced in the treatment and KO groups in both males and females. In behavior tests, no difference was found in social affiliation (sociability), a test for social motivation. In a social novelty test, an assessment for social memory, animals with NLRP3 inhibition showed significant improvement in performance. We found that NLRP3 inhibition with drug treatment or gene knock down significantly reduce AD-associated tau pathology, together with reduced anxiety like symptoms. In conclusion, our study further confirms the role of NLRP3 in AD and tau phosphorylation.

Title: Dietary supplementation of wild edible mushroom Phallus atrovolvatus aqueous extract did not exacerbate Alzheimer's disease in a mouse model

Authors: *R. KAEWSAEN¹, E. OLSON², B. SAHU³, W. P. CHANPUT¹, L. ROJANATHAMMANEE⁴, C. K. COMBS⁵;

Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive dementia and brain accumulation of Aβ peptide-containing plaques, gliosis, neuroimmune changes, and neurofibrillary tangles. Recently intestinal changes, including dysbiosis, have been suggested to also be a component of the disease process. Our prior work demonstrated intestinal dysfunction and dysbiosis in the App⁵-G⁻F mouse model of AD and exacerbation of brain changes by inducing a colitis-like condition. This study aimed to evaluate whether a dietary intervention of the wild edible mushroom, Phallus atrovolvatus, recently found in Thailand could alter intestinal dysfunction and dysbiosis in the App⁵-G⁻F mice while also reducing brain presentation of disease. Male and female 6-7 month old littermate wild type control (C57BL/6) and App⁵-G⁻F mice were randomly assigned to either control or a diet supplemented with mushroom extract containing 30% β-glucans and 13% protein for 8 weeks to quantify changes in body weight, memory, brain cytokines, immune changes, gliosis, intestinal microbiome, and brain Aβ levels. Body weights in either genotype or sex did not significantly change throughout the study and the mushroom extract did not alter serum lipopolysaccharide compared to control diet indicating that it had no adverse effects on gut leakiness. To examine effects on behavioral performance, a cross maze test was performed. Mushroom extract feeding did not alter spatial recognition memory in either sex or genotype compared to their respective control diet groups. Our findings demonstrate that dietary intervention with a previously characterized immunomodulatory mushroom extract from Phallus atrovolvatus had no adverse effects on gut health or memory and support further evaluation of protective immunomodulatory or anti-Aβ effects in the brain.
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Abstract: In vivo examination of the TREM2-dependent human microglial responses to Alzheimer’s disease pathology using proteomics in chimeric mice Authors: Yun Jiao, Hayk Davtyan, Carlo Ramil, Sepideh Kiani Shabestari, Jonathan Hasselmann, Jean Paul Chaderevian, Xuemei Yang, Alex Tamburino, Matt Blurtion-Jones, Rebecca Mathew, Merck & Co., Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA; University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, USA

Background: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disease. Recent genome-wide association studies identified many risk genes expressed in microglia, suggesting that microglia play a central role in AD. One of the strongest risk genes, TREM2, is exclusively expressed by microglia. Loss of function mutations of TREM2 was showed to increase AD risk dramatically. TREM2 knockout in mice was shown to impair the ability of microglia to respond to beta-amyloid plaques. However, it remains unclear whether human TREM2 knockout microglia exhibit similar or perhaps additional functional deficits.

Methods: To further examine the impact of TREM2 deletion on human microglia, we used CRISPR to generate TREM2-knockout (TREM2-KO) induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Isogenic wildtype and TREM2-KO iPSCs were differentiated into hematopoietic progenitors (HPCs) and transplanted into postnatal immunodeficient AD mice (hCSF1-5xFAD). Six months later, human microglia were isolated from chimeric mice and examined via bulk proteomic analysis.

Results: Analysis of proteomic dataset revealed significant and novel impacts of TREM2 deletion on the response of human microglia to beta-amyloid pathology. The protein abundance of a set of AD risk genes showed TREM2-dependence in their response to beta-amyloid pathology. Immune-related pathways in human microglia were altered between TREM2 genotypes in AD mice. The engulfment and phagocytosis of mouse synapses by human microglia were also altered by the loss of TREM2. These data reveal important new information about changes occurring within human microglia in response to amyloid pathology and loss of TREM2 expression.

Disclosures: Y. Jiao: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Merck & Co.
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Title: Prenatal ethanol exposure impairs fear acquisition in male transgenic F344-AD rats

Authors: *N. SAMIYA, S. BAKE, D. A. HURST, R. C. MIRANDA, F. SOHRABJI; 1Texas A&M Univ., College Station, TX; 2Texas A&M Hlth. Sci. Ctr., College Station, TX;
Abstract: Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by cognitive deficits, behavioral changes, and memory loss. Prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) is known to affect neurodevelopment, leading to behavioral and cognitive impairment throughout the lifespan. Our previous studies related to PAE and stroke, a risk factor for dementia, have shown sex-dependent differences in behavioral outcomes; PAE male rats showed impairment during the learning phase of the Barnes maze, a spatial hippocampal task, while females did not. In this project, we examined the effect of PAE on a cued fear conditioning task in an animal model of Alzheimer’s disease. Wild-type (WT) Fischer F344 females were time mated with Fischer transgenic (Tg) F344-AD males harboring the human Swedish mutation amyloid precursor protein and the presenilin-1 exon 9 deletion mutant. Pregnant dams were exposed to vapor ethanol, or room air (controls), for 1 hour daily (GD 11-16). Blood ethanol concentrations averaged 132.337 mg/DL. Male and female PAE offspring at 6 months were tested on a 3-day fear conditioning paradigm to assess cognitive function. On day 1, animals were placed in the chamber and exposed to context A for baseline recording of movement with visible light and fan switched on, then subjected to four tone-shock pairings (10 second tone co-terminated with a 1 second foot shock, 0.8 mA). Fear extinction took place on day 2, in which rats were exposed to a new context (B), with 30 tone trials (1 kHz, 80 dB, 10 s) without shock. Fear extinction recall took place on day 3, also using context B, paired with 15 tone trials (1 kHz, 80 dB, 10 s). Context A had visible light and fan noise whereas context B included plastic flooring covering the metal grating, ambient white noise, near infrared lighting, a black cover over the chamber, and the scent of home cage bedding. Fear learning analysis revealed that WT male PAE rats had significantly higher freezing response (Two-way ANOVA, main effect of tone-shock, p<0.0001) compared to Tg-PAE males, suggesting that PAE decreased fear acquisition in AD transgenic animals. Female WT and Tg PAE animals were not significantly different in their freezing responses, however, the overall freezing response in females was lower than the males, indicating a potential sex-difference in fear learning. These findings suggest that PAE exerts sex-specific effects in associative learning in AD transgenic animals.
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Title: Rostrace reveals APOE4 associated-neuroinflammation in a humanized mouse model of sporadic Alzheimer’s disease
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Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating neurodegenerative disease affecting 6.5 million in the U.S. alone and has no cure. Mutations in APP and tau are associated with familial AD, but over 98% of AD patients have the late-onset, sporadic form. The greatest risk factors for late-onset AD (LOAD) are age, female sex, and apolipoprotein 4 (APOE4). These 3 risk factors converge at the mitochondrial-immune axis and transform the brain into a toxic, pro-inflammatory state that initiates AD pathogenesis. One or two copies of APOE4 alleles can increase the risk for AD by approximately 4- and 15-fold, respectively, compared to the healthy population. Mounting evidence suggests that APOE4 can cause unregulated production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by inducing mitochondrial dysfunction in the neurons, modulating microglial immunometabolism, and accelerating blood-brain barrier (BBB) breakdown via the cyclophilin A pathway in pericytes. We hypothesize that these APOE4-associated effects join to create an environment of high oxidative stress in the brain that may emerge prior to clinical diagnostic AD symptoms. In the current study, we utilize a superoxide (O₂•⁻) -sensitive radioactive tracer, [¹⁸F]ROStrace, to track oxidative stress in the living brain in humanized mice with targeted replacement of murine APOE4 and APP genes with the human genes. This study aimed to determine whether [¹⁸F]ROStrace retention is higher in the early-stage pathology of LOAD mice. Age and gender-matched hAPOE4 and hAPOE4+hAPP mice were imaged with [¹⁸F]ROStrace at mid-life, alongside control animals. Our microPET/CT data demonstrated increased [¹⁸F]ROStrace retention in the hAPOE4+hAPP mouse group compared to hAPOE4 and control groups, which correlated with metabolic and behavioral changes. However, there was no difference in tracer retention between the hAPOE4 and control group. Moreover, the histological analysis also confirmed an abnormally elevated neuroinflammation in the hippocampus region of the hAPOE4+hAPP mouse brain, which was absent in the other two animal groups. Therefore, [¹⁸F]ROStrace is sensitive to detecting ongoing oxidative stress and neuroinflammation in humanized LOAD mice. Thus, [¹⁸F]ROStrace may provide a noninvasive method to identify LOAD patients before irreparable neurodegeneration occurs and evaluate anti-inflammatory AD therapeutics. This research is supported by NINDS grant 1R01NS114656.
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Early-life Exposure to Heavy Metals Promotes Neuroinflammation and Cognitive Deficits in a Mouse Model of Alzheimer’s Disease

**Authors:**

*M. COOK¹, S. DIXON¹, S. CARROLL², G. WANG²;*  
¹Pathology and Lab. Med., ²Med. Univ. of South Carolina, Charleston, SC

**Abstract:**

Environmental or occupational exposure to heavy metals is a significant public health concern. Cadmium (Cd) and lead (Pb) pose a major public health challenge due to their ubiquitous presence in the environment and their established toxicological profiles even at low concentrations. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a debilitating and progressive neurodegenerative disorder that causes dementia and death. A growing body of evidence demonstrates that genetic, environmental, and epigenetic factors all contribute to AD pathogenesis and progression. In line with this, epidemiological studies have identified an association between the exposure to neurotoxic heavy metals and an increased risk for neurodegenerative disorders. However, the molecular mechanisms by which heavy metal exposure affects the pathogenesis and progression of AD have not been completely understood. Using the 5xFAD transgenic mouse model of AD, we have demonstrated that early-life exposure to Pb or Cd markedly accelerates the decline of cognitive functions as determined by Y-maze tests in juvenile mice that typically will not display any AD symptoms at such a young age. Open field tests have revealed that Pb or Cd exposure induces anxiety-like behavioral changes. Although both Cd and Pb can cause anxiety-like behavioral changes and cognitive deficits, Cd induces a greater level of cognitive deficits and anxiety-like behaviors at a 100-fold lower concentration, suggesting that Cd is much more potent than Pb in promoting AD development and progression. Mechanistic studies unveil that Cd is more effective than Pb at inducing the formation of amyloid beta (Aβ) plaques in the hippocampus and cortex. Our data also show that the levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1β, TNF-α and IL-6, were significantly higher in the hippocampus and cortex of mice treated with Cd or Pb than that in control mice. Furthermore, we found that Cd exposure stimulated TNF-α and IL-6 expression preferentially in the hippocampus over the cortex, indicating a spatial difference in Cd-induced upregulation of IL-6 and TNF-α expression in the brain. Given the important implications of Aβ deposition and neuroinflammation in AD, these results imply that exposure to heavy metals, such as Cd in particular, may accelerate AD pathogenesis via promoting Aβ accumulation and inflammatory cytokine-mediated neuroinflammation.
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Title: High-fat diet impairs memory, alters phagocytic function, and activates the complement cascade in the 3xTg-Alzheimer’s Disease mouse model
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Abstract: Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by profound memory impairments, synaptic loss, neuroinflammation, and the hallmark pathology of amyloid beta plaques and neurofibrillary tau tangles. High fat diet (HFD) consumption has been shown to increase the risk of developing AD in humans and exacerbate neuroinflammation and memory impairment in AD mouse models. However, the underlying mechanisms linking diet to AD risk is not well characterized. Thus, this project investigated the effect of HFD consumption on 1) memory, 2) neuroinflammation, and 3) phagocytosis of synapses in the 3xTg-AD mouse model.

Following the consumption of either standard chow or short-term HFD, young adult AD mice were behaviorally assessed using the novel object recognition/location memory task. In a separate cohort, AD and WT mice fed chow or HFD were transcardially saline-perfused and the hippocampus was dissected for transcript and protein analysis of pro- and anti-inflammatory markers. Protein levels of complement markers were also assessed. In another cohort, synapses were isolated from the hippocampus of AD chow and HFD-fed mice and conjugated to pH-rhodamine, which turns red when phagocytosed by cells. The amount of phagocytosis of synapses by BV2 microglial cells was tracked over 4 hours to determine any differences between groups. Only in AD mice, HFD significantly impaired hippocampal-dependent memory and increased gene and protein levels of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines and a marker of microglial reactivity. Complement protein expression was higher in HFD-fed AD mice.

Synapses from HFD-fed AD mice were phagocytosed at a higher rate than those from chow-fed mice. These data demonstrate HFD consumption increases neuroinflammation and complement activation in 3xTg-AD mice resulting in increased phagocytosis of synapses and memory impairment. Future studies will investigate the role of complement driving these diet-induced memory and synaptic changes.
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**Title:** Prevention of Alzheimer pathology by blocking neuregulin signaling on microglia  
**Authors:** J. LIU, J. GERAGHTY, S. SCHRAM, J. LEI, J. A. LOEB, *F. SONG*; Univ. of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL  
**Abstract:** Plaque formation, microglial activation, and synaptic loss are pathological hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease, however, removing plaques have had little clinical benefit. Here, we show that neuregulin-1, a glial growth factor, induces inflammatory cytokines and promotes phagocytic activity in vitro and augments microglial activation and plaque formation in 5XFAD Alzheimer’s mice. Brain-specific targeting of neuregulin-1 by intraventricular delivery of a novel neuregulin-1 fusion protein antagonist GlyB4 significantly alters microglial morphology and function to a non-pathogenic phenotype in early-stage 5XFAD mice and prevents plaques from forming. At later stages, once plaques have already formed, GlyB4 reduces new plaque formation and prevents synaptic loss. Selective, targeted disruption of neuregulin-1 signaling on brain microglia with GlyB4 could be a novel ‘upstream’ approach to slow or stop disease progression in Alzheimer’s disease.  
**Disclosures:** J. Liu: None. J. Geraghty: None. S. Schram: None. J. Lei: None. J.A. Loeb: None. F. Song: None.
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**Title:** Effects of a novel anti-inflammatory on behavioral deficits and microglial morphology in a transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer's disease  
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**Abstract:** Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia. It is a fatal neurodegenerative disease that leads to both cognitive decline and altered psychological states. There is currently no cure for AD. The pathology of AD includes the clustering of insoluble amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques, tau tangles, and increased neuroinflammation. The heightened neuroinflammatory state in AD is an essential point of focus in AD research. In this study, the novel oral anti-inflammatory tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) inhibitor compound PD2244 was tested to observe its effects on sensorimotor gating using prepulse inhibition (PPI), spatial memory using Barnes Maze, and anxiety using an elevated-T maze in both female and male 3xTg mice. The 3xTg mice are the only triple-transgenic model of AD that has both Aβ plaques and tau tangles and is also an aging mouse model of AD pathology onset. A specialized diet containing variable doses of PD2244 was given to 3xTg mice beginning at 6 months of age. The doses given were 0, 1, 3, 10, and 30 mg/kg of PD2244. Testing was then performed at 9, 12, and 15 months, where 15 months equated to thorough AD pathology. Regarding behavioral improvement, it was observed that all doses of PD2244 were effective in alleviating deficits in PPI at 9, 12, and 15 months of age. On the Barnes Maze, at 9 months of age, the 10 mg/kg dose of PD2244 was effective at alleviating spatial memory deficits, whereas at 12 months the 3 and 30 mg/kg dose of PD2244 were effective, and finally, at 15 months the 3, 10, and 30 mg/kg doses of PD2244 demonstrated efficacy at alleviating deficits in spatial memory performance. On the elevated T-maze, there were no effects at 9 months of age, but the 3 mg/kg dose of PD2244 resulted in anxiolytic effects at 12 and 15 months of age. Nest building behavior is also being observed in 15-month-old mice to determine effects of PD2244 on apathy since it is a common neuropsychiatric symptom of AD. In addition, there is currently a project analyzing immunohistological staining of microglial cells in the hippocampus (HPC) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) in 15-month-old animals, which will be presented. These behavioral and neurobiological analyses are designed to discover a novel, effective, anti-inflammatory treatment for cognitive deficits and increases in anxiety associated with AD.
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Title: Brain cellular responses to peripheral inflammation in mouse model of Alzheimer's Disease
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Envrn. and Occup. Hlth., Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Abstract: Background: Peripheral infection has been implicated in the development of various neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer's Disease (AD). We aimed to test the effect of peripheral inflammation on amyloid pathology and brain transcriptome. Methods: We used APP/PS1 mice and had the mice intranasally exposed to Staphylococcus aureus (Staph) or PBS as control for different time period (chronic: 16-week-treatment, Staph n=16, 8 females and 8 males, and PBS n=20, 10 females and 10 males; acute: 1-week treatment, Staph n=4 and PBS n=4, 2 males and 2 females each group). We conducted bulk-, single-cell, and spatial-transcriptomics analysis on the mouse brain tissue, as well as cytokine assays and histology for confirmation. Results: Chronic exposure resulted in increased accumulation of amyloid plaques and microglia associated with plaques, leading to significant alterations in the transcriptional profile of brain barrier-associated cells and subsequent barrier dysfunction. We identified cell type- and spatial-specific transcriptional changes associated with brain barrier (BBB) functions and neuroinflammation during the acute infection. We found upregulation of BBB-related endothelial genes (Ddit4 and Apold1) and functions, such as apoptosis and hypoxia. Cldn5, encoding an important tight junction protein, was found downregulated with Staph treatment. Both acute and chronic exposure elicited responses in brain macrophages and had detrimental effects on neuronal transcriptomics. We found upregulation of IFN-induced macrophage Bst2 gene and other genes from the IFN-induced transmembrane proteins family, like Ifitm2, by acute infection. Furthermore, we observed distinct transcriptional responses in the microenvironment around amyloid plaques following acute infection, characterized by increased expression of disease-associated microglia genes (such as Tyrobp, Ctxs, Ctsd, etc.), and a more pronounced effect on astrocytic (such as Gfap and Clu) or macrophage-associated genes (Lyz2 and Ccl6), potentially facilitating the development of amyloid and related pathologies. Conclusion: Our findings provide insights into the underlying mechanisms connecting peripheral inflammation and AD pathology.
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Abstract: Chronic brain inflammation is implicated in the development and progression of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Inflammation manifests the release of cytokines, such as interleukin-1 beta (IL1B), a pro-inflammatory cytokine involved in immune responses and inflammation. Elevated levels of IL1B have been reported in AD brains. IL1B is initially synthesized as an inactive precursor and undergoes cleavage by caspase 1 associated with the inflammasome, releasing the active form. To downregulate IL1B and prevent excessive inflammation, the body employs ubiquitination, marking IL1B for proteasomal degradation. We hypothesize that ubiquitinated IL1B is present in inflammatory brains, including AD, and any defect in it may lead to unchecked inflammation, accelerating neurodegeneration. We conducted western blotting to assess the abundance of cleaved and ubiquitinated IL1B in postmortem brain tissues and examined their correlation with inflammasome formation. We used lipopolysaccharide and phorbol ester-activated human monocytic cells (THP-1) to characterize cleaved IL1B secretion and the expression of reactive inflammasome-associated proteins, including NLRP1/3, AIM2, NLRC4, ASC/TMS1, and Caspase-1. Next, we analyzed postmortem frontal/temporal cortex and hippocampus tissues from non-demented individuals of different age groups (young: 0-16 years, older: 67-80 years) and AD patients (N=74) to investigate age/dementia-related IL1B production in the brain. Our findings reveal the presence of 25 kDa cleaved IL1B in the inflammatory brains of some of the non-demented individuals across different age groups. Conversely, we did not detect cleaved IL1B in the temporal cortices of AD patients, but we observed variable amounts of 37-50 kDa ubiquitinated IL1B in 59% of AD patients' temporal cortices. The presence of NLRP1-associated inflammasome was inconsistent in the ubiquitinated IL1B-positive temporal cortices and only noted in 15% of AD brains. Isoelectric focusing demonstrated abnormal phosphorylation (negatively charged fraction) of ubiquitinated IL1B, which correlated with an increased accumulation of 37-50 kDa IL1B in AD brains compared to non-demented inflammatory brains. Overall, these findings suggest that abnormal post-translational modification of IL1B in AD brains may contribute to the accumulation of ubiquitinated IL1B and hinder the formation of the inflammasome, potentially impeding the resolution of inflammation in AD brains. Further characterization of this defective IL1B signaling pathway will provide novel insights into the neuroinflammatory origin of AD.
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**Title:** Resistance exercise attenuates cognitive impairment and neuroinflammation induced by surgery performed under sevofluorane anesthesia
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**Abstract:** Resistance exercise (RE) improves cognition in human and animal studies associated with Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). However, the mechanisms remain poorly investigated. Previous studies have reported that pre-existing cognitive impairment imparts susceptibility to accelerated cognitive decline following an acute systemic inflammatory episode. The aim of this study was to compare cognitive impairment between sedentary and resistance-exercise-trained mice in the Alzheimer transgenic mouse model following sevofluorane anesthesia and abdominal surgery. To evaluate the role of RE in modulating pre-existing cognitive impairment, 5-month-old female 3xTg and age-matched (C57BL/6J) controls underwent a five-week RE-training protocol. Novel-object recognition (NOR), y-maze, and fear-conditioning (FC) tests were conducted to probe for cognition and learning. The discrimination index, spontaneous alternation percentage, and freezing behavior were the major outcomes. In a second experiment, laparotomy was performed after training, and 3 days later, the same behavior tests were performed. Brain homogenates were harvested for western blot (WB) analysis, qPCR, or post-fixed in neutral-buffered formalin solution for immuno-histochemical exploration. In 3xTg mice, RE mice exhibited improved alternation, discrimination, and freezing in NOR, y-maze, and FC test (all $P < 0.05$). qPCR revealed decreased inflammatory cytokine transcripts in the hippocampus compared to sedentary controls. No differences were observed in control mice. In post-operative 3xTg mice, surgery induced cognitive deficits in NOR but not in FC test. RE-trained mice showed a significant increase in discrimination and freezing percentages compared to sedentary counterparts (both $P < 0.05$) and a significant reduction in inflammatory cytokines and apoptotic signaling pathways post-surgery. RE attenuated exaggerated cellular responses and improved cognitive functions in AD mice. Sevoflurane anesthesia followed by surgery induced changes in cognition and pathological changes in the hippocampus, and pre-habilitative RE prevented the acceleration of cognitive impairment triggered by the acute inflammation insult.

**Disclosures:** A. Wong: None. R. Chang: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time):; The Univ. of Hong Kong.
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Title: Niacin receptor HCAR2 affects amyloid pathology at an early stage of disease
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Abstract: NIACIN RECEPTOR HCAR2 AFFECTS AMYLOID PATHOLOGY AT AN EARLY STAGE OF DISEASE

Samantha Geis¹, Israel Coronel¹, Miguel Moutinho¹ and Gary Landreth¹
¹) Stark Neurosciences Research Institute, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN, USA

Background: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease and a leading cause of dementia worldwide. Mounting evidence suggests that the accumulation and aggregation of amyloid-β (Aβ) is a key initiating factor in a cascade of events that lead to AD. The AD brain is typified by a robust microglial immune response triggered by Aβ accumulation. Although microglia have emerged as an important player in AD pathogenesis and progression, the role of these cells in disease is complex and still not fully understood. We have recently described that the nicacin (nicotinic acid) receptor HCAR2 is required for an efficient microglial neuroprotective response in the 5xFAD amyloid mouse model. This analysis was performed at a stage of active and widespread plaque deposition and neuropathology. However, whether HCAR2 plays a role at an early stage of the disease remains unknown.

Methods: We analyzed the phenotype of 2-month-old 5xFAD male and female mice lacking the HCAR2 receptor which corresponds to an early stage of disease. To examine if activation of HCAR2 at an early stage of disease exerts long-lasting beneficial effects, 2-month-old 5xFAD mice were provided with high doses of nicotinic acid through food pellets for 4 months.

Results: Our preliminary results show that the lack of HCAR2 exacerbates amyloid burden in males at the early stages of pathology. Additionally, microglia mobilization to plaque-rich areas was reduced in both males and females at this disease stage in the absence of HCAR2. Furthermore, treatment of 2-month-old 5xFAD animals with a nicotinic acid-enriched diet for 4 months attenuated amyloid pathology.

Conclusions: These preliminary data demonstrate that HCAR2 impacts amyloid pathology at earlier stages of the disease, highlighting an important role of this receptor in disease pathogenesis and its potential as a therapeutic target. Treatment of 2-month-old 5xFAD mice for 4 months with a nicotinic acid-enriched diet reduced amyloid pathology, highlighting the therapeutic potential of nicotinic acid in AD.
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Title: Investigation of infectious theory of Alzheimer’s Disease using HSV-1 in the 5xFAD mouse model

Authors: *I. ABOU-SEADA, K. R. MAGNUSSON, L. JIN, M. JANSEN, T. BREHON; Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, OR

Abstract: Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that causes memory loss, cognitive decline, and is the cause of about 70% of all recorded dementia cases. AD is characterized by two main pathologies: amyloid beta (A-beta) plaques, and hyperphosphorylated tau proteins. Recent research has found the presence of some pathogens (herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV-1), and human herpesvirus-6 (HHV-6) being commonly found in the brains of post-mortem AD patients. From this data the infectious hypothesis of AD was proposed and states that a pathogen (virus, bacteria, prion, etc.) is the root cause of AD. In humans HSV-1 can commonly be reactivated from latency due to stress. In this study we used a mouse latency/reactivation model to investigate the infectious hypothesis of AD using HSV-1. 5xFAD heterozygous and wildtype mice (C57BL/6 background) were infected with neurotropic green fluorescent protein (GFP)-HSV-1 Mckrae virus at 8-10 weeks of age via application to the eye. HSV-1 was allowed to enter latency and then was reactivated via heat stress at 30 and 60 days post infection (dpi). Behavioral impairments were monitored using the Morris water maze, followed by euthanization and brain dissection to observe changes in cytokine and A-beta plaque levels. Behavioral results showed that reactivation of the virus accelerated memory problems at 30 dpi and cognitive flexibility deficits at 60 dpi. At 30 dpi infected and stressed mice performed significantly worse in the memory test than infected and unstressed mice (p = 0.0425). At 60 dpi infected and stressed mice performed significantly worse than infected, unstressed mice (p = 0.016) and uninfected, unstressed mice (p = 0.014). The hippocampus is important for spatial memory and the retrosplenial cortex is a region of the brain associated with cognitive flexibility. Although several heat-stressed groups appeared to have increased A-beta plaques in these regions, it did not reach significance. Cytokines (TNF-alpha and IL-1-beta) did show increased transcription levels following heat stress and following acute infection indicating the virus was reactivated and inflammatory processes were triggered. This study suggests that reactivation of the virus can lead to acceleration of the behavioral impairments seen in the heterozygous mice, which provides support for the infectious hypothesis of AD.
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**Title:** Repurposing BT-11, an immunomodulatory drug, for treatment of Alzheimer’s disease

**Authors:**
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**Abstract:** Neuroinflammation represents a critical target for drug development in Alzheimer's disease (AD). BT-11, an orally active compound that binds to lanthionine synthetase C-like 2 (LANCL2), shows promise in AD treatment. Clinical trials conducted in Irritable Bowel Disease (IBD) have demonstrated the immunomodulatory properties of BT-11, including its ability to increase T regulatory cells in the gut. Given the characteristic imbalance in pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory signaling observed in AD, BT-11’s capacity to modulate inflammation through its target, LANCL2, makes it a promising candidate for repurposing in AD treatment, as supported by in silico approaches.

In our research, we employed a unique transgenic rat model (TgF344-AD) exhibiting progressive age- and hippocampal-dependent spatial learning and memory deficits, as well as AD pathology resembling that observed in AD patients. For a duration of 6 months, starting at 5 months of age (pre-pathology) and continuing until 11 months of age (full AD-pathology), we administered BT-11 orally (8.5 mg/kg) to a cohort of both wild-type (WT) and Tg-AD rats. We then assessed spatial learning outcomes. Male Tg-AD rats not receiving treatment displayed significant deficits in spatial learning compared to male WT rats. Importantly, BT-11 treatment mitigated these deficits and improved learning in Tg-AD rats compared to untreated Tg-AD rats.

Immunohistochemical analyses revealed a reduction in Aβ plaques in the hippocampus of treated male rats compared to untreated male controls. Intriguingly, the analysis demonstrated a decrease in microglial cells with various morphologies in female rats treated with the drug, whereas no such effect was observed in male rats.

These findings strongly support BT-11 as a potential drug candidate for AD treatment. We are currently conducting further analyses to evaluate the impact of BT-11 on tau pathology and neuronal loss. Our objective is to elucidate the mechanism(s) by which BT-11 enhances cognition and ameliorates AD pathology, exploring whether this occurs through a direct effect in the central nervous system (CNS) or a potential peripheral impact on immune cells in the gut.

Recent RNAseq data indicates that BT-11’s activation of LANCL2 initiates cAMP signaling, resulting in reduced expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and increased expression of anti-inflammatory cytokines. Ongoing investigations aim to explore this effect, as well as assess the potential influence of the drug on Treg cells in the brain, similar to observations in the gut.

**Disclosures:** E. Birnbaum: None. P. Rockwell: None. P. Serrano: None. M. Figueiredo-Pereira: None.
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**Title:** Characterization of structurally engineered lipooligosaccharide and its potential immunomodulatory role in Alzheimer's Disease.
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**Abstract:** Structurally engineered variants of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) are an effective tool for the manipulation of the innate immune response, allowing for the rational design of vaccine adjuvants and inflammatory modulators. Key challenges remain, though, including cumbersome extraction methods, the effective activity of the ectopically expressed lipid A modifying enzymes, and the possibility to use these live bacterial strains to therapeutically colonize the gut. Here, we developed a first-generation strain of E. coli addressing several of these key challenges. Using a lipid-A structural engineering tool called bacterial enzymatic combinatorial chemistry (BECC), we engineered an E. coli variant, D31m4 bearing the dual lipid A modifications: 3-O-deacylation and 1-dephosphorylation (Ec DUAL). The resulting product is monophosphoryl lipid A (MPLA)-like LOS with a subset of odd chain variants and 3-O-deacylation (EcDUAL LOS). Structural characterization of EcDUAL LOS was carried out using tandem mass spectrometry, gas chromatography, and KDO assays. TLR4 structure-activity property of EcDUAL LOS was tested in human TLR4-expressing HEK293-Blue cells compared to WT LOS and a synthetic, detoxified MPLA control which showed a weak, competitive agonist-like activity of EcDUAL LOS. The parenterally administered product disseminated to the brain by 2 hours, persisted for at least 12 hours, and did not induce overt tissue pathology at the projected therapeutic dose. In a mouse gut repopulation study, the Ec DUAL live strain was found to temporarily colonize the gut and could be positively selected to improve the duration of colonization. Dysregulation of the TLR4 is repeatedly implicated in propagating and sustaining inflammation in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and a recent study has shown that chronic stimulation of the TLR4 pathway by a partial agonist (MPLA) significantly improved AD-related pathology in APP(swe)/PS1 mice. Similarly, our preliminary data demonstrated that APP/PS1 mouse treated once per week (IP) for twelve weeks at 30 mg/kg with EcDUAL LOS showed better spatial learning capacity (100% spontaneous alternation) in T-maze, performing better than the baseline control group suggesting further behavioral validation. Further analysis of how EcDUAL LOS affects AD-related neuropathology including Aβ accumulation, neuronal and synapse-associated proteins loss, and neuroinflammation with its mechanistic study will facilitate the understanding of the therapeutic benefits that EcDUAL LOS can produce in AD and other neuroinflammation-related diseases.

**Disclosures:** M. Shakya: None. M. Sherman: None. H. Yang: None. R. Ernst: None. A. Scott: None.
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**Title:** Deleterious immune activation is linked to impaired memory in Abca7 deficient mice
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**Abstract:** ATP Binding Cassette Subfamily A Member 7 (ABCA7) is a lipid transporter that has been linked to increased risk for late onset Alzheimer’s disease. Deletion of Abca7 (Abca7⁻⁻) has been shown to disrupt lipid metabolism and affect microglial activation in response to proinflammatory stimuli. In murine amyloidosis models, the lack of Abca7 was found to exacerbate amyloid beta accumulation. Herein, we aimed at investigating the effects of Abca7 loss-of-function on meningeal immunity and its role in modulating neuroinflammation and cognitive function in aging. Experiments involving immunofluorescence imaging and flow cytometry revealed alterations in the frequencies of brain and meningeal immune cells. Transcriptomic analysis of immune cells isolated from the brain-draining cervical lymph nodes uncovered specific gene expression signatures denoting an altered adaptive immune activation in middle-aged Abca7⁻⁻ mice. The cognitive performance of middle-aged Abca7⁻⁻ mice revealed a sex-specific impairment, which could be a cumulative result of the different changes in the immune activation profiles at the meninges and cervical LNs. Interestingly, systemic expansion of regulatory T cells (Tregs) in middle-aged Abca7⁻⁻ mice alleviated the cognitive deficits. Altogether, our data suggest that ABCA7 loss-of-function skews the adaptive immune profile towards a deleterious proinflammatory state that contributes to the appearance of cognitive deficits in aging.
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**Abstract:** Beta-amyloid (Aß) accumulation in the brain resulting from an imbalance between Aß production and clearance is the hallmarks of AD pathology. Our lab recently discovered a novel pathway ‘LC3-associated endocytosis (LANDO)’ that plays a protective role against abnormal Aß deposition by mediating the recycling of Aß receptors, a mechanism crucial for the clearance of Aß plaques, hence attenuates Aß-induced inflammatory signals, and safeguards against neurodegeneration and memory loss in 5xFAD AD mouse model. Conversely, a dearth of LANDO leads to impairment in recycling of Aß receptors, developed Aß deposition, neuroinflammation, tau hyperphosphorylation, active neurodegeneration, and severe memory loss by the age of 2yrs, leading to development of age-associated AD-like pathology in mice. While it is clear that LANDO has a protective role against neurodegeneration, the mechanism involved remains unknown. Recently through transcriptomic analysis of AD patients’ brain mRNA, we identified significantly higher expression of necroptotic death markers like MLKL (mixed lineage kinase domain-like protein), RIPK1 (Receptor Interacting Protein Kinase 1), and RIPK3 (Receptor Interacting Protein Kinase 3) compared to that of a healthy individual. To investigate the potential regulatory role of LANDO in necroptotic cell death in AD brains we conducted a proteomic study where we observed a remarkably enhanced expression of activated MLKL in primary macrophages from LANDO-deficient mice when the cells were treated with Amyloid-Beta and Zvad (a Pan Caspase inhibitor). Furthermore, a protein-protein interaction study revealed that kinase domain of MLKL has a strong tendency to bind Rubicon protein, a critical regulator of LANDO pathway. Through an immunostaining study, a higher expression of activated microglias was observed colocalized with accumulated Aß in MLKL-sufficient mice brain compared to that of MLKL-deficient LANDO-deficient 5xFAD. These preliminary findings firmly suggest a role for LANDO in regulating MLKL signaling and overall neuroimmune function of microglia and neuron in AD and that pharmacological intervention of MLKL signaling may hold a great therapeutic promise for AD. Hence my investigation will focus on the role of LANDO-mediated MLKL signaling in causing necroptotic neurodegeneration in AD pathology.

**Disclosures:** S. Akter: None.
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Abstract: Dementia is an umbrella term representing several diseases that affect cognitive health and function of the brain. The underlying mechanisms driving the development of the different forms of dementia remains elusive and yet to be precisely identified. Calcium (Ca²⁺) regulates neuronal plasticity underlying learning, memory and neuronal survival. Chronic dysregulation of Ca²⁺ could lead to brain cell death and degeneration. Our group has found that mitochondrial protein TUSC2 (Tumor Suppressor Candidate 2), initially named Fus1, is involved in regulation of mitochondrial/cytoplasmic Ca²⁺ fluxes in cells. Fus1 protein resides on the inner membrane of the mitochondria and assists in Ca²⁺ uptake and extrusion. The deficiency of Fus1 leads to increased oxidative stress, altered mitochondrial membrane potential and energy production in immune and cancer cells. The Fus1 function in brain cells has not been addressed in detail. Here we examined the role of Fus1 in memory and neuroimmune and molecular phenotypes by using the Fus1 knockout (Fus1 KO) mouse model. We used 4-5 month old Fus1 KO and wild-type (WT) male mice. Mice underwent behavioral testing including Y-maze and Morris Water Maze. Independently, immunophenotyping (via flow cytometry) and molecular pathways analyses (via immunoblotting) were performed. Fus1 KO mice showed impaired short-term spatial memory as assessed with Y-maze test (p<0.05), and long-term memory as assessed with MWM (p<0.05). Immune analysis of Fus1 KO brain immune subsets showed changes associated with neurodegeneration, such as increased number of activated microglia expressing IFN and TNF, increased number of activated astrocytes and T-regulatory cells. Western Blot analysis of hippocampal tissue revealed increased tauopathy in Fus1 KO brain. In addition, prominent activation of mTOR pathway (higher S6 phosphorylation), as well as increased levels of Calbindin (Ca²⁺-binding protein), an indicator of disrupted calcium homeostasis potentially leading to synapse loss, suggested active neurodegenerative processes in Fus1 KO brain. Decreased GFAP, an early predictor of Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), was in line with other molecular pathologies observed in Fus1 KO mice. The studies are underway to further characterize early pathologies linked to AD in Fus1 KO mice. Overall, Fus1 deficiency plays a pivotal role in the development of pathological processes leading to cognitive impairment and AD.
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Title: The effect of ubiquitous BIN1 overexpression in microglia on neuroinflammation and Alzheimer’s disease pathophysiology
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Abstract: Bridging Integrator 1 (BIN1) is the second most prevalent risk factor locus for late-onset Alzheimer’s Disease (LOAD). It is expressed as more than 10 isoforms with diverse tissue and cellular distribution. A reduction in neuronal BIN1 and an increase in the ubiquitous isoform (BIN1Ubi) expression have been observed in the brains of individuals with LOAD. Bin1Ubi is one of the major BIN1 isoforms expressed in oligodendrocytes and microglia. Recently, our lab observed that microglial BIN1 plays a critical role in the neuroinflammatory response. However, how BIN1Ubi expression contributes to AD pathology remains enigmatic. This study aims to investigate the role of elevated microglial BIN1Ubi expression in neuroinflammation in health and AD pathogenesis. To this end, we generated a tamoxifen-inducible BIN1Ubi microglial overexpression model (referred to as BIN1OE) by crossing Rosa26-targeted human BIN1Ubi transgenic mice with TMEM119-CreERT2 (referred to as Cre). To assess how elevated BIN1 expression modifies LPS-induced neuroinflammation, we administered LPS or saline to 8-month-old BIN1OE and Cre mice. qRT-PCR analysis showed that 8-month-old male and female Cre vs. BIN1OE showed similar expression levels of disease-associated microglial (DAM) genes under saline conditions. However, LPS stimulation caused a significant upregulation of DAM genes Itgax, Trem2, and Ifitm3 in female BIN1OE compared to controls, showing the potential involvement of BIN1Ubi in the regulation of LPS-induced inflammatory response in a sex-dependent manner. To test how elevated BIN1Ubi in microglia alters AD pathology and innate immune response, we further crossed BIN1OE mice to 5XFAD or PS19 mice (which develop amyloidosis or tau pathology, respectively). The qRT-PCR of DAM inflammatory gene Cst7 showed up to a 50% reduction in both male and female 5XFAD as well as male PS19 overexpression mice compared to their respective controls. Cst7, coding for the protein cystatin F, is an endogenous inhibitor of cysteine proteases. This decrease in Cst7 expression suggests a
possible role of BIN1Ubi in microglial endolysosomal homeostasis during AD pathology. Thus, these results indicate a potential involvement of microglial BIN1Ubi in regulating pro-inflammatory responses and AD neuropathology.
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Title: Androgen deprivation therapy exacerbates Alzheimer's disease-associated cognitive decline through increasing brain infiltration of immune cells in a clinically relevant mouse model
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Abstract: Androgen deprivation therapy exacerbates Alzheimer's disease-associated cognitive decline through increasing brain infiltration of immune cells in a clinically relevant mouse model

Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) is widely applied to treat prostate cancer, which is predominantly a disease of the elderly. While effective in improving life span, ADT is associated with an increased risk of dementia. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia in older adults. The role of ADT for prostate cancer in AD development and
progression has not been clearly defined. The high heterogeneity of prostate cancer and AD, together with the potentially complex interaction between ADT and AD, pose major barriers for clinical mechanistic studies. Here we report establishment of a clinically relevant tumor-bearing AD mouse model by engrafting PTEN-CaP8 prostate cancer cells that recapitulate prostate cancer features and responses to ADT treatment in human patients into a well-established AD model, \( \text{App}^{\text{NL-G-F/NL-G-F}} \) knock-in (\( \text{AppKI} \)) mice. Using this unique model, we revealed cognitive deficits accompanied by complex changes in immune and inflammatory responses in peripheral blood and in the central nervous system following ADT. In particular, ADT induced proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-6) but decreased anti-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-12), leading to increased proinflammatory responses in the brain of tumor-bearing \( \text{AppKI} \) mice. Pathological analyses further demonstrated enhanced gliosis without significant changes in amyloid accumulations in the brain of tumor-bearing \( \text{AppKI} \) mice treated with ADT. Together, these data suggest that increased neuroinflammation underlies ADT-exacerbated cognitive deficits. Our study provides critical information regarding the complex interaction among prostate cancer, ADT, and AD, and paves the way for future mechanistic and translational studies to test whether ADT can be improved to alleviate its detrimental effects on AD-related deficits.
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**Abstract:** The prodromal stage of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized by age-associated, region-specific changes in glial-cell gene transcription and activation. Alterations to cytoskeletal glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) staining suggest that hippocampal astrocytes display disease-associated cellular atrophy. These atrophy-associated changes are well-recognized in amyloid-based models of AD, however, whether a similar phenotype occurs among astrocytes in tau-mediated neurodegeneration remains unknown. The aim of this study is to investigate cytoskeletal, morphological, and transcriptional changes occurring in hippocampal astrocytes during progressive tauopathy as modeled by the P301S mouse model. We hypothesize that distinct morphological changes in hippocampal astrocytes precede the
development of tauopathy and are driven by defined molecular pathways active at the transcription level. We sparsely labeled the full morphology of astrocytes using an adeno-associated virus that encodes a membrane associated and cytosolic modified GFP protein containing V5 epitope tags (smV5). Visualizing non-GFAP-filled processes enables greater insight into tau-mediated morphological changes in astrocytes. Differences in surface area and volume of cytoskeletal and morphological astrocytic features were measured by immunofluorescent co-staining of GFAP and viral smV5. We find variation in GFAP surface area and volume as well as primary process number within the hippocampus in wild-type and P301S mice. Cellular morphology is dictated by transcriptional states, so we profiled hippocampal astrocyte transcriptomes using vTRAP, which enables the identification of genes undergoing active translation that are associated with astrocyte function and morphology during tauopathy. In wild-type mice, astrocyte vTRAP labeling results in the enrichment of astrocytic marker genes (GFAP, ALDH1L1) compared to input hippocampus samples. Multiple candidate genes associated with morphologic differences in P301S mice were identified and verified using RNAscope. A selection of differentially expressed RNA transcripts were spatially analyzed in the hippocampus across disease progression. The application of comprehensive morphologic labeling of astrocytes, vTRAP, and RNAscope in P301S mice, will identify molecular pathways driving structural changes in astrocytes. Early and progression-dependent astrocytic morphological and cytoskeletal atrophy could drive AD pathology by astrocytes retracting their peri-synaptic astrocytic processes or disrupting intercellular channels implicating a new mechanism of vulnerability to AD.
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Abstract: Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder associated with aging, marked by cognitive deterioration and a complex set of molecular mechanisms that are not yet fully understood. Astrocytes play crucial roles in maintaining the normal functioning of the nervous system and are actively involved in the development of neurodegenerative disorders like Alzheimer's disease. New findings strongly support the notion that different astrocyte states are linked to particular stages of Alzheimer's disease. The emergence of transcriptomics technologies
has facilitated rapid advancements in understanding and characterizing these abnormal astrocyte states associated with the disease. In this study, we analyzed over 145,000 astrocytes from more than 400 aged post-mortem brain samples exhibiting varying levels of pathologies related to AD. Integration of this dataset identified eight transcriptomically distinct astrocyte cell states (including non-reactive, reactive, inflammatory, stressed, and ribosomal translation), and the clusters were validated across the publicly available datasets. Comparison with the datasets revealed that the inflammatory cell type shows a similar profile to that observed in Multiple Sclerosis and indicates a common response to neurodegeneration. Using a pseudobulk-based differential gene expression analysis approach, we identified genes that were differentially expressed in high-resolution cell states across various measures of AD pathology including global AD pathology, neurofibrillary tangle burden, tangle density, overall amyloid level, neuritic plaque burden, diffuse plaque burden. We also explored the associated biological and functional ontologies, revealing that genes and gene modules related to the modulation of chemical synaptic transmission, DNA damage response, RNA metabolism, Cholesterol, and Lipid metabolism are altered in AD. Furthermore, a systematic analysis of protein complexes revealed that the TRBP-containing complex and several other complexes are altered in AD. We also analyzed the sex differences across the high-resolution cell types and their association with multiple AD pathologies. In summary, our examination of a transcriptomic atlas involving over 400 postmortem human brain samples has yielded valuable insights into astrocyte cell states, pathology-associated types, gene and pathway alterations, modified protein complexes, and the impact of sexual dimorphism on brain aging.
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Title:  Transcriptomic profiling of human astrocytes in Alzheimer’s disease
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Abstract: Astrocytes play crucial roles in β-amyloid metabolism, neurotransmitter trafficking, neuroinflammation, and synapse remodeling. However, the precise functions of different astrocyte populations during aging and neurodegeneration remain largely unknown. The characterization of reactive astrocyte states under disease conditions is challenging due to the continuous spectrum of transcriptomic states exhibited by these cells. To address this complexity, we conducted single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) on human Alzheimer’s disease (AD) brain tissue from 21 donors at various stages of AD progression as well age-matched healthy controls. To enrich for astrocytes, we utilized fluorescence-activated nuclear sorting (FANS) of Pax6+NeuN- populations from neocortical gray and white matter. Our resulting dataset consists of approximately 140,000 high-quality nuclei, encompassing astrocytes (28%), oligodendrocytes (44%), excitatory neurons (14.7%), inhibitory neurons (6.9%), microglia (2.8%), endothelial cells (2.0%), and oligodendrocyte precursor cells (1.5%). Within the astrocyte population, we identified five distinct transcriptomic states. Two states are non-reactive and expressed either WIF1 and RERG (cluster 1) or SMTN and MMD2 (cluster 2). Additionally, we found three reactive populations that exhibited downregulated expression of the glutamate transporters SLC1A2 and SLC1A3, and expressed GRIA1 and SEMA5A (cluster 3), CHI3L1 and CA1 (cluster 4), or WDR49, VCAN, and AQP1 (cluster 5). Furthermore, we integrated this dataset with previously generated snRNA-seq data from the human AD brain to examine cell-cell interactions. This analysis revealed reactive astrocyte populations with increased interactions with distinct neuronal and microglial populations at different stages of disease progression. In early AD, reactive astrocytes exhibited heightened interactions with CUX2+/RORB+ middle cortical layer excitatory neurons, while in late AD, they displayed increased interactions -with LAMP5+/KIT+ inhibitory neurons and reactive microglia. Our dataset provides a resource for understanding the dynamics and interactions of different molecular subtypes of astrocytes in AD progression.
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Title: Reduced Morphological Complexity of Astrocytes in the Thalmic Reticular Nucleus of APP Mice
Abstract: Effective strategies to treat or prevent Alzheimer's disease (AD) are still lacking, in part because significant pathological changes in the brain have already occurred by the time individuals are diagnosed. Therefore, earlier intervention strategies are needed. Recent insights into the initial stages of AD suggest that deficits in sleep maintenance and slow wave sleep (SWS) can impact the production and clearance of amyloid beta (Aβ), contributing to disease progression. We previously demonstrated that reduced activity of the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) contributes to deficits in sleep maintenance and SWS in mice that express mutant human amyloid precursor protein (APP). However, the mechanisms underlying hypofunction of the TRN are unclear. Alterations in astrocyte function may play a role in TRN hypofunction, as they undergo morphological and functional changes in AD that can disrupt neuronal function. To assess whether astrocytes in the TRN are altered early in disease progression, we characterized astrocytes in the TRN of APP mice and nontransgenic (NTG) littermate controls at 4 months of age, when sleep deficits are robust but plaque deposition has not yet begun. We found that although the overall numbers of astrocytes remained largely stable in the TRN of APP mice, the number of GFAP-expressing astrocytes increased. The increase in GFAP-expressing astrocytes was particularly robust in the somatosensory segment of the TRN, which is responsible for sleep related rhythms. We also found a number of differentially expressed genes in the TRN of APP mice that impact astrocyte morphology. To test whether the morphology of TRN astrocytes is altered, we used an AAV that drives TdTomato expression under a truncated GFAP promoter to fully reveal their highly ramified structure. We found that both astrocyte volume and surface area are markedly decreased in TRN astrocytes in APP mice compared to those in NTG mice. Our findings suggest that TRN astrocytes undergo state dependent changes early in disease progression that could impact their influence on neuronal and synaptic function. Reciprocal interactions between neurons and astrocytes may play key roles in shaping neuronal activity in the TRN, with consequences for sleep stability in AD. Therefore, astrocytes may represent promising targets for innovative therapies to improve sleep, and slow or stop the progression of AD.
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Title: Targeting xCT does not improve hippocampal function in the 5XFAD mouse model

Authors: *A. MASSIE*¹, J. O. ADEYEMI², A. VILLERS³, C. DELEUZE³, H. SATO⁴, G. ATES³, L. RIS³, L. DE PAUW¹;
¹Vrije Universiteit, Brussels, Brussels, Belgium; ²Vrije Univ. Brussel, Brussels, Belgium; ³Univ. de Mons, Mons, Belgium; ⁴Niigata Univ., Niigata, Japan

Abstract: Genetic deletion of the specific xCT subunit of the cystine/glutamate antiporter system xc⁻ protects against age-related hippocampal dysfunction and memory decline as well as toxin-induced neurodegeneration. Oxidative stress, (neuro)inflammation and glutamate toxicity are common pathogenic mechanisms that are active in several neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer's disease (AD). Given the implication of system xc⁻ in these pathways and given our previous findings in aging and other disease models, we hypothesized that targeting system xc⁻ would be beneficial in a model of AD. To study the effects of genetic xCT deletion in AD, we cross-bred 5XFAD mice (C57BL/6J background) with xCT⁻/⁻ mice. Both control (5XFAD⁰⁰), hemizygous (5XFAD⁺⁰) and homozygous (5XFAD⁺⁺) 5XFAD mice, with and without xCT, were obtained. Female mice were behaviourally characterized at a pre- (4 months) and symptomatic age (6 months). Next, brain tissue was collected at 5 and 7 months, and evaluated for amyloid plaques load (Aβ), neuroinflammation (Iba1, GFAP) and -degeneration (NeuN) using immunohistochemistry/-fluorescence. Hippocampal neurotransmission and long-term potentiation (LTP) were analysed at 8-10 months, using slice electrophysiology. Deficient spatial memory as well as impairment of LTP were observed in symptomatic female 5XFAD mice, mostly independent of xCT. Analysis of neuroinflammation and -degeneration is ongoing. Our first (preliminary) findings do not seem to support protective effects of xCT deletion on the development of an AD phenotype in the 5XFAD model.
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Title: System x_c\textsuperscript{-} inhibition to preserve metabolic health in Alzheimer's disease
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Abstract: The cystine/glutamate antiporter system x_c\textsuperscript{-} is mainly expressed on astrocytes in the central nervous system and on peripheral immune cells. Deletion of its functional subunit xCT, results in lifespan extension, memory preservation in aged mice, as well as alterations in the aging hippocampal metabolome. Since aging is the main risk factor for developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), and both aging and AD are characterized by metabolic dysfunction, we investigated the metabolic health of the 5XFAD mouse model for AD, in the presence and absence of xCT. Hereto, body weight and glucose tolerance were monitored in male and female 5XFAD\textsuperscript{0+/+}xCT\textsuperscript{+/+} and 5XFAD\textsuperscript{0/0}xCT\textsuperscript{--} mice at the pre-symptomatic and symptomatic stage. Visceral fat was weighed at the time of sacrifice, blood was collected for general blood chemistry, and metabolic health and flexibility of adult astrocytes were measured using the Seahorse metabolic flux analyzer. Results show significant peripheral metabolic changes in the 5XFAD\textsuperscript{0+/+} mice, compared to age-matched 5XFAD\textsuperscript{0/0} controls, with lipid/cholesterol metabolism differently affected in the absence of xCT. Moreover, the mitochondrial health of AD astrocytes is compromised, with significant decreases in basal and maximal respiration, spare respiratory capacity, and ATP-coupled respiration, especially in the astrocytes from symptomatic 5XFAD\textsuperscript{0+/+}xCT\textsuperscript{+/+} mice. The mitochondria of xCT\textsuperscript{--} astrocytes, however, maintain their flexibility and health. Targeting xCT thus seems beneficial for the metabolic health in 5XFAD\textsuperscript{0+/+} mice, putting system x_c\textsuperscript{-} forward as an interesting target to prevent AD-related metabolic decline.
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Title: Development of a monoclonal antibody specific for a calpain-cleaved 48 kDa calcineurin fragment, a marker of distressed astrocytes

Authors: S. PRATEEPTRANG¹, S. HONGTHONG¹, N. THONGSOPHA¹, *S. D. KRANER², P. SOMPOL², P. T. NELSON², C. M. NORRIS²;
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Abstract: Calcineurin (CN) is a Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein phosphatase expressed at high levels in brain. In healthy tissue, CN exists mainly as a full-length (~60 kDa) highly-regulated protein involved in essential cellular functions. However, in diseased or injured tissue, CN is proteolytically converted to a constitutively active fragment that has been causatively-linked to numerous pathophysiologic processes. These calpain-cleaved CN fragments (∆CN) appear at high levels in human brain at early stages of cognitive decline associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). ∆CN tends to show-up in regions of frank amyloidoid and cerebrovascular pathology, especially in select subsets of astrocytes, both in humans and in animal models. Our goal was to develop a monoclonal antibody to ∆CN for use in neuropathology research. Monoclonal antibodies were produced at GenScript using the immunizing peptide corresponding to the C-terminal end of the 48 kDa calpain-cleaved fragment (Wu et al., 2004, Pleiss et al., 2016). Notably, ∆48 kDa CN lacks a key autoinhibitory domain (AID) and is constitutively active. Antibodies were initially screened in ELISAs against the immunizing peptide, but decision-making screens were carried out as a Western analysis of calpain-cleaved calcineurin, to show specificity towards the ∆48 kDa CN fragment. Using the above criteria, we obtain a mouse monoclonal antibody, designated 26A6, that selectively detects the 48 kDa ∆CN in Western analysis of calpain-cleaved recombinant human CN. Using this antibody, we screened both pathological (9 cases) and normal brain (2 cases) sections provided by the human bank at the University of Kentucky’s Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center. 26A6 showed low reactivity towards normal brain tissue, but detected astrocytes both surrounding AD amyloid plaques and throughout AD brain tissue. In brain tissue with infarcts, there was considerable concentration of 26A6-positive astrocytes within/around infarcts, suggesting a link with anoxic/ischemia pathways. Additionally there was staining of some non-astrocytic cells. The new monoclonal 26A6 is highly selective for the 48 kDa ∆CN proteolytic fragment and labels a subset of astrocytes, and possibly other cell types, under pathological conditions apparently identifying distressed astrocyte phenotypes. The production of a constitutively active form of CN by Ca2+-driven processes is consistent with the overall Ca2+ dysregulation theory of brain aging and cognitive decline proposed by PW Landfield and colleagues. References: 1) Wu et al., 2004 JBC 279: 4929-4940. 2) Pleiss et al., 2016, Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1862a; 1521-1532
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**Title:** Molecular identification of ALDH1A1 and SIRT2 in the astrocytic putrescine-to-GABA metabolic pathway

**Abstract:** GABA (y-aminobutyric acid) is the primary inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS. In astrocytes, GABA is synthesized by degradation of putrescine by monoamine oxidase B (MAO-B), a process which is known to mediate tonic inhibition of neuronal excitability. This astrocytic tonic GABA and related enzymes are also reported to be involved in memory impairment in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), and therefore are potential therapeutic targets to rescue memory in AD patients. However, the enzymes downstream of MAO-B in this pathway have not been elucidated yet. To fill this gap in knowledge, we performed transcriptomic and literature database analysis and identified Aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family, member A1 (ALDH1A1) and a histone deacetylase enzyme Sirtuin2 (SIRT2) as plausible candidate enzymes in primary cultured astrocytes. Immunostaining, metabolite analyses, and 2-cell sniffer patch recordings performed in the presence or absence of suitable inhibitors, or with genetic ablation of ALDH1A1 and SIRT2 in vitro and ex vivo mouse brain slices recapitulated their participation in GABA production from putrescine. Immunohistochemistry from an animal model of AD and human AD patients reveals elevated levels of SIRT2 in hippocampal astrocytes. Genetic ablation of SIRT2 and ALDH1A1 in hippocampal astrocytes of AD mouse models rescues memory deficits and neuronal firing, further highlighting their role in pathological astrocytic GABA production. Altogether, we uncover this previously unexplored role of SIRT2 in astrocytic GABA production and propose it as a therapeutic target to ameliorate Alzheimer’s Disease pathology.
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**Title:** Cholesterol hydroxylation in astrocytes under an inflammatory context as a predisposing factor for Alzheimer's disease
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**Abstract:** Cholesterol 24-hydroxylase (or CYP46) carries out the hydroxylation of cholesterol to 24(S)HOC, which is the main mechanism of cholesterol elimination from the brain. CYP46 has been mainly reported in neuronal populations, however, in cases of brain damage such as traumatic brain injury or Alzheimer’s disease CYP46 increases its expression in astrocytes. At the moment, the role that CYP46 would play in astrocytes in pathological conditions is unknown. We found that CYP46 levels are greatly increased in reactive astrocytes challenged with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or the proinflammatory cytokine IL-6. In addition, our data show that IL-6 was is able to increase APP synthesis in rat primary astrocytes by a mechanism mediated by CYP46. Indeed, the IL-6 ability to trigger APP synthesis in astrocytes is impaired by CYP46 inhibition. Further providing a link between CYP46 and APP, our results show a marked increase in APP levels in 24(S)HOC-treated primary cortical astrocytes compared to control cells. Preliminary Our preliminary data indicate that 24(S)HOC would exert its function through epigenetic mechanisms associated with histone 3 remodeling and acetylation. We propose that under a proinflammatory context, as for example a microbial infection in the brain, 24(S)HOC would mediate the production and processing of APP and Aβ in astrocytes to face the aggression but on the other side it would predispose to Alzheimer's disease.
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**Title:** Modifications of Brain Creatine Kinase associated with dementia
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**Abstract:** Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and dementia with Lewy body (DLB) are the most common forms of dementia. Oxidative stress is a major component of dementia pathology leading to
neuronal damage and cell death. Identification of proteins that are sensitive to oxidation is a crucial step to decipher how oxidative modification alter cellular physiology in dementia. Brain Creatine Kinase (CKB) is an enzyme that is involved in storage of energy in cells and regulates available ATP. Dysfunction of CKB enzyme activity in AD is reported. However, CKB distribution in the human AD and DLB brains is not explored in detail. To identify cellular expression, changes in protein levels and distribution associated with disease, both antibody-based and targeted proteomics approaches were used. Multiplex fluorescence analysis revealed co-existence of CKB immunoreactivity with astrocyte markers in the grey matter of the human cortex. No co-existence of CKB with neuronal markers, oligodendrocyte and microglia markers could be identified. To identify CKB distribution patterns in dementia, we investigated CKB-ir in samples from the temporal cortex (TCX) of donors diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease (n=10), dementia with Lewy bodies (n=10), and non-demented age-matched controls (n=9). Reduced CKB immunoreactivity was found in dementia patients, which was confirmed by Western Blot. Specifically, cases with a high level of amyloidosis revealed decreased CKB-ir intensity. Targeted proteomics analysis of revealed no overall change in the CKB levels in dementia, in line with CKB mRNA levels reported in the Allen Aging study. However, our quantitative mass spectrometry approach revealed disease specific pattern in CKB peptide ratios that suggest variation in efficacy or proteolytic cleavage or detection of CKB peptides disease affected brain tissue. All together these finding demonstrate a clear link between CKB and pathological processes associated with dementia. The loss of immunoreactivity and altered peptide ratios suggest oxidation or other post-translational modification of CKB that lead to loss of CKB function in dementia.
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Title: Analysis for the regulation of ApoE expression and Aβ metabolismby astrocytic SphK2/S1P signaling

Authors: *M. KOMAI, T. UEHARA, N. TAKASUGI;

Abstract: [Background] Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive cognitive decline. Although the current therapeutic strategy is based on the
amyloid hypothesis, which places neuronal toxicity induced by amyloid β (Aβ) at the center of pathogenesis, the therapeutic effect is not sufficient. AD is also considered a complication with several pathologies present at the time of its diagnosis, suggesting that pathologies other than neuronal-derived Aβ need to be addressed. Recently, attention has focused on the importance of chronic inflammation by activated astrocytes. Therefore, a target that could simultaneously control neuronal and astrocytic pathology would be a major advantage as a therapeutic strategy.

Our laboratory has reported that sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), a lipid messenger, is increased in the brains of AD patients, which may promote Aβ production in neuronal cells. Interestingly, S1P is known to have epigenetic regulatory functions in the nucleus and is involved in immunoinflammatory effects. Therefore, we hypothesized that this signal is involved in astrocyte pathology and performed the following experiments. [Methods]To investigate S1P function, we established Sphingosine kinase 2 (SphK2), S1P-producing enzyme stable expression in U87 human astrocytoma cells. We evaluated the effect of S1P on astrocytic function by analyzing Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) as an astrocyte-related factor. The effect of SphK2 inhibitor was evaluated using biochemical approach.[Results] We found that ApoE induction by LXR/RXR agonists is suppressed by SphK2 overexpression, while SphK2 inhibitor enhances ApoE expression. Since SphK2 localizes predominantly to the nucleus, we next performed ChIP analysis and found that RXR binding to ApoE promoter is lowered by SphK2 activation. In addition, ApoE induced by SphK2 inhibitor binds Aβ and promotes Aβ uptake.[Conclusion] We uncovered a novel role of nuclear SphK2/S1P in ApoE expression, and suggested SphK2 inhibitor regulates astrocytic function and Aβ metabolism and will be a promising multi-target for AD therapy.
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Title: Apoe polymorphism affects functional and morphological features during the inflammatory process of ipsc-derived astrocytes from alzheimer’s disease patients

Authors: R. VECINO1,2, E. DÍAZ-GUERRA2,1, E. ARRIBAS-GONZÁLEZ2,1, D. SANZ GIL2, A. RODERO ROMERO2, M. J. ROMÁN2, I. SERRA-HUETO2, M. GONZÁLEZ MARTÍN2, E.
Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the main cause of dementia in the aging population, with the presence of the ε4 allele of Apolipoprotein E (APOE), the major brain lipid transporter, being the strongest genetic risk factor. Astrocytes, the main producers of APOE in the brain, mediate key processes during the progression of AD, such as the clearance of amyloid-beta (Aβ) aggregates and the inflammatory response, among others. However, the impact of the different APOE alleles not only on astrocyte function but also on astrocyte development and maturation remains to be elucidated. To clarify these questions, we obtained induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from fibroblasts of AD patients carrying ε3 and ε4 alleles (in homozygosis) and from healthy patients. We also used gene-edited iPSC lines homozygous for the main APOE variants and an APOE knock-out line. iPSC-derived human astrocytes were generated by establishing a differentiation protocol through the consecutive addition of small molecules and growth factors. Then, the expression of typical markers (GFAP, GLT1, AQP4, and S100beta) and APOE was analyzed by RT-PCR and immunofluorescence to confirm its astrocytic phenotype. In addition, astrocytes exhibited functional features like calcium waves production and glutamate uptake capacity, confirmed by detecting the calcium indicator Fluo-4 and by ELISA, respectively. They also responded to an inflammatory stimulus (IL-1beta and TNF-alpha) or to the presence of amyloid-beta 1-42 peptide by increasing the expression levels and release of pro-inflammatory factors and cytokines (such as IL-6) and changing their morphology. Our results show that APOE polymorphism not only affects the basal state of astrocytes, but also their capacity to react to both stimuli by acquiring different morphologies, which could be relevant during the disease's inflammatory process. Furthermore, the presence of the ε4 allele of APOE could alter the uptake/degradation capacity of Aβ by astrocytes given the differences in the percentage of astrocytes capturing a fluorescence-labeled Aβ and its distinct distribution within the cell. Our findings shed light on the relevance of APOE polymorphism in the morphological and functional profile of astrocytes and their potential correlation with the different risks of developing AD.
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Abstract: Neurogenesis relates to the brain resilience and is reduced in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Restoring healthy levels of neurogenesis could have beneficial effects for coping with neurodegenerative pathology. Yet, the molecular mechanisms with which astroglial pro-neurogenic fate can be promoted under AD pathology are unknown. Here, we used APP/PS1dE9 mouse AD model, where astroglia adopt reactive states. We induced the expression of Nerve growth factor receptor (Ngfr) through lentiviral transduction in the hippocampus. Ngfr, a neuro-regenerative inducer in zebrafish brain model of amyloidosis, stimulated proliferative and neurogenic outcome in mice. Histological analyses of the changes in proliferation and neurogenesis, single-cell transcriptomics, spatial proteomics, and functional knockdowns showed that induced expression of Ngfr reduced reactive astrocyte marker Lipocalin-2 (Lcn2), which we found was sufficient to reduce neurogenic outcome in astroglia. We determined that anti-neurogenic effect of Lcn2 is mediated by Slc22a17, blockage of which recapitulated the pro-neurogenic effects of Ngfr. Long-term Ngfr expression reduced amyloid plaques and Tau hyperphosphorylation. Analyses on postmortem human AD hippocampi and 3D human neurogenesis cultures showed elevated LCN2 levels correlate with reactive gliosis and reduced neurogenesis. By comparing transcriptional changes in mouse, zebrafish and human cohort brains with AD for cell intrinsic differential gene expression and weighted gene co-expression networks, we observed common downstream effectors of NGFR signaling, such as PFKP, which is altered in AD patients. When we blocked PFKP, proliferation and neurogenesis was enhanced. Overall, we show the reactive and non-neurogenic fate of astroglia in AD can be switched to a pro-neurogenic fate with Ngfr, which also modulates pathological hallmarks of AD. We propose that enhancing pro-neurogenic astroglial fate may have therapeutic ramifications in AD.
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Abstract: Neuroinflammation is a key player in many neurodegenerative diseases, including Parkinson’s, Huntington's and Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In this process, astrocytes and microglia are the main cells involved, releasing cytokines, chemokines, prostaglandins, NO, and ROS. The release of these pro-inflammatory molecules has devastating consequences, as it leads to neuronal death, synaptic dysfunction, and inhibition of neurogenesis. The protein RTP801, also known as REDD1, has been recently involved in neuroinflammation. RTP801 levels are higher in the hippocampus of AD patients. Such increased levels of hippocampal RTP801 correlated with the severity of neurofibrillary tangles distribution, progressive depositions of Aβ, and astrogliosis. Moreover, silencing RTP801 in hippocampal neurons prevented cognitive impairment and neuroinflammation in the 5xFAD mouse model of AD. This study aims to assess whether astrocytic RTP801 affects memory and neuroinflammation in the 5xFAD mouse model of AD (7-month-old). RTP801 was knocked-down specifically in astrocytes injecting bilaterally adeno-associated viral particles containing AAV2/5-GFAP-miRNA-CONTROL-GFP or AAV2/5-GFAP-miRNA-RTP801-GFP. Four weeks later, we performed a battery of behavior tests including the light/dark box test and the Plus maze test to assess anxiety like behavior and Novel object location task, T-maze and Morris water maze to test spatial learning and memory. Silencing astrocytic RTP801 (miRTP801) in 5xFAD mice recovers the anxiety-like phenotype at the Plus Maze behavioral test and improved significantly the spatial learning and memory evaluated by the T-maze and Morris water maze. Mice were subjected to 1H-MRS (Magnetic resonance spectroscopy). MRI experiments were conducted on a 7.0 T BioSpec 70/30 horizontal animal scanner equipped with an actively shielded gradient system (400 mT/m, 12 cm inner diameter). Thus, brain metabolites were detected and quantified by linearly fitting each spectrum with a simulated basis set including 19 metabolites, as well as macromolecules. Silencing RTP801 in hippocampal astrocytes in the 5xFAD mice prevented the decrease of GABA/Creatin ratio observed in 5xFAD control mice. Silencing RTP801 in 5xFAD hippocampal astrocytes also reduced the levels of the inflammasome effectors NLRP3, ASC, and pro-caspase-1 compared to miCT injected 5xFAD mice, by western blot. Hence, we conclude that astrocytic RTP801 is contributing to cognitive impairment by affecting GABA and the inflammatory response in the pathogenic context of AD.
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Abstract: Astrocytes play a fundamental role in pathological processes associated with neurodegenerative diseases, including neuroinflammation, impaired glutamate uptake, reduced neurotrophic support and defective metabolism. Activation of cAMP signalling in astrocytes elevates glycolytic rate, increases glutamate transporter and neurotrophic factor expression, and suppresses the immune response. Molecules that regulate astrocytic cAMP signalling are therefore potential therapeutic targets for neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

To aid astrocyte-targeted drug discovery, we developed an astrocyte-focused in vitro platform to be used for target validation and drug screening. Using primary rat and human iPSC-derived healthy and familial AD astrocytes in monoculture and in co-culture with neurons, we have optimised pharmacological assays including cAMP, Ca²⁺, RNA-seq, multi-electrode array, and seahorse assays which can quantitatively and reliably measure changes to astrocyte function and neuronal activity.

We have used the astrocyte platform to validate the potential of astrocytic cAMP signalling as a therapeutic target for AD. Activation of adenylyl cyclase using forskolin or stimulation of a Gs-coupled GPCR using a tool compound induced cAMP signalling in rat and hiPSC-derived astrocytes. Alongside increased cAMP levels, forskolin and the tool compound led to elevated glycolytic rate, increased glutamate transporter expression, and the downregulation of pro-inflammatory pathway genes in astrocytes. We observed that addition of the tool compound in rat primary astrocyte and neuron co-culture induced an acute increase in neuronal excitability. The positive effects of cAMP activation on metabolism, glutamate transporter levels and inflammatory gene expression provide evidence that activating astrocytic cAMP signalling may translate to therapeutic benefit in AD. Our astrocyte platform has validated the pleiotropic effect of astrocytic cAMP signalling and can be applied to future novel drug discovery programs targeting astrocytes.
Disclosures:  F.E. Ducotterd: None. L. Granat: None. J. Bilsland: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Astronaut Tx. S. Jolly: None.
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Title: Monomeric and oligomeric amyloid-β42 exposure demonstrate different reactive characteristics in human primary astrocytes within glymphatics-on-chip in vitro microfluidic model
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Abstract: Amyloid-β42 (Aβ42) is one of the two proteins responsible for the chronic and fatal neurodegenerative disease Alzheimer’s disease (AD), where it is a neurotoxic extracellular aggregate. AD is characterized by dysfunction in the glymphatic system, the perivascular waste removal system of the brain parenchyma that is highly reliant upon astrocytes. To better understand how Aβ42 affects astrocytes and leads to their AD pathophysiology, including glymphatic dysfunction, we developed a three-dimensional microfluidic in vitro model of the glymphatic system (glymphatics-on-chip) containing two acellular perivascular channels and an astrocyte parenchyma embedded with either monomeric Aβ42 (mAβ42), oligomeric/aggregate Aβ42 (oAβ42), or no Aβ42 (control). The glymphatics-on-chip was manufactured via soft lithography of polydimethylsiloxane and contains human primary astrocyte cells in a 3D hydrogel of collagen 1, hyaluronan, and fibronectin as an extracellular matrix with embedded mAβ42 or oAβ42 (or no Aβ42 for the control). Following culture, these devices were either treated with fluo-4 AM calcium ion (Ca²⁺) indicator and imaged live or fixed and imaged for immunofluorescence via confocal microscopy. Using imageJ analysis tools, the size and shape parameters were measured, with the astrocytes exposed to mAβ42 exhibiting greater size and decreased circularity and solidity, indicative of hypertrophy, compared to either of the other groups. The astrocytes exposed to mAβ42 also showed a higher ratio of cytoskeletal components nestin compared to actin, which is an accepted indicator of reactive astrocyte pathology in neurodegenerative diseases including AD. However, astrocytes exposed to oAβ42 showed greater intracellular Ca²⁺ concentrations with large temporal variations via changes in mean fluo-4 signal, demonstrating the calcium dyshomeostasis seen in AD astrocytes, both the increased intracellular Ca²⁺ concentration and the increased transients. Preliminary results show that
mAβ42 and oAβ42 have different effects on interstitial fluid flow through the glymphatic system, but confirming this is future work. Altogether, this work illustrates that mAβ42 and oAβ42 have different effects on astrocytes, and this can be used to elucidate the progression of AD pathology in astrocytes via Aβ42 aggregation, with later disruption to the glymphatics system. Our current work shows that some of the accepted hallmarks of AD pathophysiology in astrocytes may not develop simultaneously but rather in separate stages depending on whether the Aβ42 is in its monomeric or oligomeric forms.
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Abstract: Structural and Functional Aspects of Meningeal Lymphatic Vasculature in Aged Human Brain

M.S. Albayram1, K. Yagmurlu2, E. Karakaya3, G. Smith1, J. Edwards3, A. Ergul3, O. Albayram2, 4, 41Depart. of Radiology, University of Florida, College of Medicine, Gainesville, FL; 2Depart. of Neurosurgery, University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tennessee; 3Depart. of Path. & Lab. Med. Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC), Charleston, SC; 4Depart. of Neuroscience, MUSC, Charleston, SC. None of the authors has disclosure.

The brain was historically considered an immune-privileged organ separated from the peripheral lymphatic system by the blood-brain barrier. Currently, meningeal lymphatics in the brain have garnered increasing attention in the scientific literature, which has left us to investigate how the lymphatic vasculature network may be positioned within the dural matters in the brain, and the novel potential role of the meningeal lymphatic system in brain aging and age-related neurodegenerative disorders. Indeed, using the term “brain lymphatics” is still unclear because a direct connection between lymphatic channels and brain parenchyma is not recognized yet. Using a novel 3D T2-Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) Magnetic Resonance Imaging technique, we have demonstrated a progressive age-related cervical lymph node atrophy and thickening of lymphatics channels in both dorsal and ventral regions of the human brain. This non-invasive imaging technique relies on internal signals of protein-rich lymphatic fluid rather than contrast media and visualizes the major human dural lymphatic structures. Moreover, we detect direct connections between lymphatic fluid channels along the cranial nerves, vascular systems, and cervical lymph nodes. Furthermore, by using selective antibodies against lymphatic endothelium, including Podoplanin, VEGF-R3, Prox-1, and Lyve-1, we identified the lymphatic
vasculatures in the parasagittal dura of the brain along with subarachnoid space and the possible intramural lymphatic drainage pathway in the arterial wall of the brain by using high-definition microscopy in post-mortem human brain-meningeal biospecimens. Taking advantage of emerging imaging and microscopy techniques in the live human brain and human brain tissues, we investigate to develop novel strategies to detect meningeal lymphatic vasculature in humans and translational therapeutic interventions to prevent age-associated neurodegeneration by improving brain lymphatic drainage.

Disclosures: O. Albayram: None.
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Title: 15-pgdh mediates blood-brain barrier deterioration in alzheimer's disease
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Abstract: Despite its massive worldwide prevalence and staggering socioeconomic burden, there are still no medicines that halt, or even slow, Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We have identified a novel therapeutic target within the blood-brain barrier (BBB) in AD, 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH) enzyme, that degrades various eicosanoids, including prostaglandin D2 and E2 (PGD2 and PGE2). AD pathology is characterized by early and progressive BBB deterioration, and in the 5xFAD mouse model of AD we identified an abnormal and pathological
increase of 15-PGDH activity at 6 months of age. 15-PGDH activity increases further with disease progression, and 15-PGDH expression is enriched in myeloid cells intimately associated with the BBB. We also observe similar increase in 15-PGDH in human AD brain. Notably, 15-PGDH-deficient 5xFAD mice are protected from BBB deterioration, as well as neurodegeneration and cognitive impairment. This protective efficacy is independent of any changes in amyloid pathology. Thus, 15-PGDH may represent a novel and non-amyloid based therapeutic target for AD or other forms of neurodegenerative disease.
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Abstract: Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disease in the world. It is characterized by the deterioration of memory, thinking, orientation and learning, as well as the quality of life of the people who suffer from it. The two pathognomonic hallmarks are neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. However, it has been proposed that the cerebral vascular system is also affected and even aggravates the symptoms of the disease. One of the most widely used animal models to study disease mechanisms is the 3xTg-AD triple transgenic mouse that contains three associated with familial AD (PS1M146V, APPSWE and tauP301L). It should be emphasized that up to now there is no effective treatment for AD. An adjuvant non-pharmacological therapeutic approach for AD is physical exercise, which is a variety of planned, repetitive, and dosed physical activity, however its effect on the cerebral vascular system is unknown. The objective of this work was to analyze the effect of physical exercise on the neurovascular unit in the 3xTg-AD model. A total of 40 ten-month-old female mice, 3xTg-AD (n=20) and non-Tg (n=20), divided equally into exercise and sedentary groups, were used. A
Voluntary physical exercise intervention was carried out for 3 months with a frequency of 5 times a week. Subsequently, memory and learning were assessed using the Barnes maze test. Vascular morphostructure was analyzed by histological assays using vascular basement membrane markers (anti-Collagen IV), pericytes (anti-PDGFR-β) and astrocytic feet (Aquaporin 4), other amyloid beta deposits (BAM-10) hematoxylin staining and eosin for structural evaluation. Voluntary physical exercise did not cause improvement in cognitive ability; however, it promoted the recovery of the vascular system, anatomical changes, as well as the reduction of amyloid beta deposits, both in the form of plaques and vascular. The intervention with voluntary physical exercise favors the stability of the vascular system, as well as the reduction of amyloid deposits in the symptomatic stages of the disease.
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Abstract: Cerebrovascular dysfunction leading to impairment of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) has been known to play an important role in dementia development and progression, including that associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Recently, an increased risk for AD was found in a large population of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (PMID: 27470609). It has been also shown that RA is a significant risk factor for cognitive impairment (PMID: 34656753; PMID: 22647255) and dementia (PMID: 26754993). Together, these findings raise a question about the existence of common risk factor linking AD, cerebrovascular disease (cVD), and RA. To address this question, we performed a postmortem neuropathological examination and genetic screen of two individuals. The first individual (donor 1, D1) was a 74-year-old male who was diagnosed with both AD and RA, and also underwent hip replacement surgery bilaterally. The cause of death (COD) in D1 was listed as AD type dementia. The second individual (donor 2, D2) was a 90-year-old male with a reported diagnosis of RA as well as two left hip replacements. The COD for D2 was community acquired pneumonia. A thorough histochemical (H&E) and immunohistochemical (β-amyloid, tau-protein, TDP43) examination of D1 and D2 brains revealed the presence of AD related pathology in both individuals, with AD stages being mild in D1 and intermediate in D2. The cVD related pathology was also microscopically evident in both cases and was characterized by several microbleeds indicative of a compromised BBB integrity.
Blood vessel wall thickening was significant in D1 but minor in D2. The whole exome sequencing of DNA procured from D1 and D2 employing the Next Generation Sequencing (Illumina platform) was followed by a very stringent bioinformatics analysis that yielded seven rare (minor allele frequency, MAF ≤ 0.01) genetic pathologic variants: AQP7, ARSD, FAM160A1, HYDIN, IGSF3, OTOP1, and PRSS1, with all but the variant of FAM160A1 being identical in both donors. Intriguingly, subsequent analysis of the respective literature indicated that AQP7, IGSF3, and PRSS1 could be linked to either AD, cVD, or RA. Analysis of less rare (MAF < 0.05) genetic pathologic variants revealed an additional common variant, CSPG4, which was identical in D1 and D2. CSPG4 is a known pericyte (BBB) marker and could be also linked to either AD, cVD, or RA. Altogether, the data presented herein are consistent with the notion that AD, cVD, and RA, when they coexist in humans, could be linked to a common genetic risk factor(s).
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**Abstract:** High fat diet-induced atherosclerosis in ApoE knockout mice causes cerebrovascular remodeling and cognitive behavioral deficits linked with Alzheimer’s disease

Author list: Jennifer A. Minteer¹, Hannah C. Bennett¹, Yong Du², Yanyan Jiang², Daniel J. Vanselow³, Ping He², Yongsoo Kim¹

¹Department of Neural and Behavioral Sciences, The Pennsylvania State University, Hershey, PA, 17033, USA; ²Department of Cellular and Molecular Physiology, The Pennsylvania State University, Hershey, PA, 17033, USA; ³Department of Pathology, The Pennsylvania State University, Hershey, PA, 17033, USA

Atherosclerosis is a major risk factor in the development of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Disruptions to the apolipoprotein E (ApoE) gene and high-fat diet (HFD) cause hyperlipidemia and increased formation of atherosclerotic plaques. The causal relationship between atherosclerosis and AD-associated cognitive deficits remains unclear. Here, we used a murine atherosclerosis model, ApoE knockout (KO) mice with HFD feeding, to investigate the
contribution of atherosclerosis on the cerebrovascular structure and its impact on memory performance. We examined cerebrovascular alterations in ApoE KO mice fed HFD for 24 weeks (32 weeks old) using tissue clearing, 3D immunolabeling, and light sheet fluorescence microscopy. We observed increased numbers of penetrating cortical arterioles and heightened vascular tortuosity in HFD ApoE KO brains compared to age-matched ApoE KO mice with control diet. We also conducted longitudinal behavioral tests with novel object recognition (NOR) task and Y-Maze to determine whether increased atherosclerotic lesions in HFD-fed ApoE KO mice induce impairment of cognitive performance. Indeed, ApoE KO males exhibited significant impairment in the NOR and Y-maze tasks by 12 weeks (20 weeks old) of HFD feeding and ApoE KO females showed delayed onset of behavioral deficit at 16 weeks (24 weeks old) of HFD. In contrast, control diet-fed ApoE KO mice had no impairment in either test up to 30 weeks old. In summary, our findings demonstrate atherosclerosis-induced cerebrovascular remodeling and the associated memory deficit, providing insights into atherosclerosis-initiated AD-related behavioral deficit.
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Title: Reduced endothelial Caveolin-1 underlies deficits in brain insulin signaling in type 2 diabetes: Implications for Alzheimer's disease
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Abstract: Patients with type-2 diabetes exhibit severe impairments in insulin signaling in the brain and are more likely to develop Alzheimer’s disease. However, what leads to these impairments is not fully understood. Here, we show reduced expression of endothelial cell caveolin-1 (Cav-1) in the db/db (Lepr<sup>db</sup>) mouse model of type-2 diabetes. This reduction correlated with alterations in insulin receptor expression and signaling in brain microvessels as well as brain parenchyma. These findings were recapitulated in the brains of endothelial cell-specific Cav-1 knock-out (Tie2Cre;Cav-1<sup>fl/fl</sup>) mice. Lack of Cav-1 in endothelial cells led to reduced response to insulin as well as reduced insulin uptake. Furthermore, we observed that Cav-1 was necessary for the stabilization of insulin receptors in lipid rafts. Interactome analysis revealed that insulin receptor interacts with Cav-1 and caveolae-associated proteins, insulin degrading enzyme, and the tight junction protein Zonula Occludence-1 in brain endothelial cells. Restoration of Cav-1 in Cav-1 knockout brain endothelial cells rescued insulin receptor expression and localization. Overall, these results suggest that Cav-1 regulates insulin signaling and uptake by brain endothelial cells by regulating IR-α and IR-β localization and function in lipid rafts. Furthermore, depletion of endothelial cell specific Cav-1 and the resulting impairment in insulin transport leads to alteration in insulin signaling in the brain of type-2 diabetes.
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Abstract: While animal studies show that estrogen provides protection against cognitive decline, some clinical studies fail to find cognitive benefits in response to menopausal hormone therapy. Since human studies enrolled older patients that were many years past the menopausal transition, the results may have been influenced by subclinical disease progression. Therefore, the current study was designed to test the hypothesis that cardiovascular disease inhibits the protective effects of estrogen in the brain through detrimental effects on neurovascular coupling. Female C57BL/6J mice were ovariectomized at 10.5 months of age to match menopausal age in humans and randomized to receive either vehicle or estradiol (E2) at the time of surgery. Some mice
were infused with angiotensin II infusion (Ang; 700 ng/kg/min) four weeks before ovariectomy to promote hypertension and associated cardiovascular damage. Data from this 2x2 design (±E2/±Ang, N=3-5 per group) was analyzed by two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. Blood pressure was measured via tail cuff plethysmography, arterial stiffness was measured via ultrasound, and neurovascular coupling was measured through cranial window two-photon microscopy. As expected, E2 significantly increased uterine weight (P=0.03), and this effect was maintained in the presence of Ang (P=0.003). E2 also significantly decreased body weight (P=0.02), but this effect was lost in the presence of Ang (P=0.89). Ang significantly increased blood pressure in ovariectomized mice (P=0.005), but E2 was protective against the hypertensive response (P=0.99). Arterial stiffness, measured as pulse wave velocity, followed the same pattern as blood pressure, with Ang increasing stiffness in the -E2 group (P=0.04) but not the +E2 group (P=0.98). We expect our ongoing analysis to provide evidence that neurovascular coupling is protected by E2, but this protection is lost in the presence of Ang. These studies have significance implications for understanding the interactions between estrogen and cardiovascular disease in the aging female brain.
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Title: Dysregulation of the gut microbiome contributes to compromised blood-brain barrier integrity in ApoE4 transgenic mice
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Abstract: Recent studies indicate that cognitive impairment and Alzheimer's disease (AD) can be influenced by dysfunction in brain blood vessels. APOE4, a prominent genetic risk factor for AD, worsens the breakdown of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and the degeneration of brain vascular pericytes. This leads to the disruption of cerebral blood flow regulation and an increase in the deposition of amyloid, which ultimately affects neuronal function. Alongside genetic risk factors, emerging evidence suggests a strong connection between the gut microbiome and age-related neurodegenerative diseases, such as AD. Here, we investigated the difference in gut bacterial taxa in ApoE3 and ApoE4 transgenic mice and its contribution to the BBB permeability by treating animals with a cocktail of antibiotics amoxicillin-clavulanic acid (ABX) through
drinking water for two weeks. Our findings indicate that the gut microbiome undergoes changes caused by ABX treatment, leading to the restoration of blood-brain barrier (BBB) integrity in ApoE4 mice. We assessed this restoration through dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) and the observation of reduced accumulation of pericapillary fibrinogen deposits. By conducting shotgun metagenomics analysis on fecal pellets collected before and after ABX treatment, we identified disruptions in the balance of three major bacterial families from the dominant phyla Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes. These disruptions may contribute to the compromised integrity of the BBB in ApoE4 transgenic mice. These preliminary findings suggest that differences in gut microbiome between ApoE3 and ApoE4 transgenic mice may influence BBB permeability and that ABX treatment suppressed the proinflammatory CypA-MMP9 BBB-degrading pathway in pericytes which may help restore APOE4-mediated BBB disruption in mice after ABX treatment.
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Title: Chronic stress accelerates cerebral hypoperfusion and cognitive decline in Alzheimer’s triple transgenic mice
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Abstract: Chronic psychosocial stress is a risk factor for cognitive decline in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, there is a critical need to identify the contributing molecular factors linking stress and AD. Our previous work has shown that chronic mild stress (UCMS) in C57BL/6 mice had reduced endothelial dependent dilation of the middle cerebral artery vs non-UCMS control mice. In this study, we examined the effects of early exposure to UCMS in AD mice. Male/female 3xTg-AD (APPSWE, PS1M146V, and tauP301L) and WT-AD (C57BL6/129S) mice underwent 8 weeks of UCMS starting at 4 months of age for 5 days/week and 7 Hrs/day, while control mice did not undergo stress. To determine the role of age as a confounding variable in accelerating AD progression, all mice were taken off UCMS at 6 months of age and euthanized at 12 months of age. Prior to euthanasia, cerebral blood flow (CBF) was
measured using Laser Doppler contrast imaging and mean global flux was calculated across all treatment groups. After euthanasia, tissues were harvested and homogenized for protein quantification using Western blot analysis. Cognitive outcomes such as open field, Y-maze, and Novel Object recognition were examined. Our data shows that the WT UCMS mice had a 19% reduction in CBF (p<0.05) compared to the WT controls. The 3xTg UCMS group showed a 10% decrease in global flux levels as compared to the 3xTg controls. Male controls showed a significant reduction in global flux (p<0.05) compared to females in the 3xTg Controls. Female 3xTg UCMS mice showed significantly reduced CBF (p<0.05) compared to female 3xTg control mice indicating the effects of stress to be more prominent in females. The recognition index for the WT control mice (time investigating the novel object) was significantly higher than the 3xTg controls (p<0.05). The WT UCMS group showed a significant reduction in the recognition index as compared to the WT controls. Thus, the study establishes the premise that chronic stress accelerates AD progression and cognitive decline in our early-onset model with potential sex differences. The study also lays the foundation for future studies to develop effective treatment strategies to prevent early cognitive decline in AD.
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Title: Investigating the role of p-glycoprotein in amyloid β-peptide clearance: implications for alzheimer's disease.
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Abstract: Alzheimer's disease (AD) is characterized by the accumulation of amyloid β-peptide (Aβ) in the brain, with impaired clearance playing a significant role in its pathogenesis. One key player in the clearance of Aβ is the multidrug resistance protein (MDR1), also known as P-glycoprotein (P-gp), which functions as an active transporter in the plasma membrane of cerebrovascular endothelial cells. P-gp facilitates the removal of Aβ from the brain into the bloodstream. Various substrates of P-gp can act competitively or cooperatively on one another’s transport rate, depending on their binding site on the enzyme. In this cohort study, we analyzed data from the PharMetrics Plus database (IQVIA) including 471,539 participants, 65 and older who were receiving various medications known to be P-gp substrates and were free of AD at the baseline. A nested case-control analysis was performed, matching each AD case with four...
controls (1:4) based on age and time of study entry using density-based sampling. AD cases (1359) and matched controls (5436) were then analyzed using time-dependent Cox regression to assess the association between the use of P-gp substrate medications and the risk of AD while adjusting for confounding factors such as age, sex, and comorbidities including stroke, hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery disease, depression, and chronic kidney disease. This provided estimated odds ratios for a number of P-gp substrates regarding risk for AD-related dementia. To supplement the epidemiological approach, we employed computational modeling and molecular dynamic simulations to identify the binding sites of Aβ and other substrates on P-gp, allowing assignment into complementation groups. Our modeling results revealed that Aβ binds at the so-called “R-site” of P-gp. Furthermore, results predict that P-gp substrates, including berotralstat, remdesivir and actinomycin D, exhibited higher binding affinity to a P-gp-Aβ complex versus P-gp alone. Our long-term goal is to gain a comprehensive understanding of the impact of P-gp substrates on the clearance of Aβ from the brain. This knowledge will contribute to the development of health policies and therapeutic strategies aimed at preventing Aβ accumulation and, ultimately, Alzheimer's disease.
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Abstract: Oligomeric Tau Alters Tight Junction Protein Expressions and Cerebral Endothelial Permeability: Role of RhoA/ROCK Signaling Pathway

Faruk Hossen¹, James C. Lee¹
¹Richard and Loan Hill Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL 60607

Introduction: Tight junction (TJ) proteins in Cerebral Endothelial Cells (CECs) play an important role in maintaining the integrity of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). In Alzheimer’s disease (AD), BBB dysfunction has been associated with amyloid beta (Aβ) pathology, but how oligomeric Tau (oTau) impacts the BBB function has yet to be fully elucidated. Materials and Methods: Primary mouse CECs cultured in a transwell chamber was employed as our BBB
model. Cells in the chamber were treated with oTau. To examine the involvement of the RhoA/ROCK pathway, cells were pre-treated with Fasudil, a RhoA/ROCK signaling inhibitor. Permeability of the CEC layer was measured by trans-endothelial transport of FITC-dextran and electrical resistances (TEER) assays. The expressions of TJ proteins (occludin, claudin-5, ZO-1) and p-p47phox in CECs were assayed by western blot analysis. Oxidatively modified proteins levels and proteasome activity were quantified by Protein Carbonyl Assay and Proteasome Activity Assay, respectively. Results: Treating CECs with oTau significantly decreased TJ protein expressions and increased the permeability of the CEC layer. It also upregulated p-p47phox (subunit of NADPH oxidase) and increased oxidative damage of proteins but decreased proteasome activity in CECs. These functional alterations of our BBB model induced by oTau were significantly suppressed by the pre-treatment with RhoA/ROCK signaling inhibitor, Fasudil. Conclusion: Our findings suggest that the RhoA/ROCK pathway involved in oTau-induced disruption of BBB. Regulation of the RhoA/ROCK pathway can be a potential therapeutic strategy to maintain the BBB integrity in AD. Funding: This work was supported by National Institutes of Health R01AG044404 (JCL).
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Title: Multi-omic signature of therapeutic activated protein C analog on APOE4 neurovascular dysregulation
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Abstract: Apolipoprotein E4 (APOE4), the main susceptibility gene for Alzheimer's disease (AD), leads to blood-brain barrier (BBB) breakdown in humans and mouse models. Vascular and BBB dysfunction has also been linked to AD evolution in experimental, imaging, pathological, and epidemiological studies. Importantly, BBB dysfunction can predict cognitive decline and precedes synaptic deficits in APOE4 carriers and APOE4 transgenic mice. We have previously shown that APOE4 compared with APOE3 non-risk allele leads to an early disruption of the
BBB transcriptome in 2-3-mo-old APOE4 knock-in (KI) mice, followed by dysregulation in protein signaling networks controlling cell junctions, cytoskeleton, clathrin-mediated transport, and translation in brain endothelium. Currently, no treatment exists to restore BBB integrity and function in APOE4 carriers.

Here, we treated APOE4 KI mice with 3K3A-activated protein C (APC), a cell-signaling analogue of endogenous blood serine protease APC that exerts vasculoprotective, neuroprotective, and anti-inflammatory activities in a variety of rodent disease models. Using single-nucleus RNA-sequencing and phosphoproteome and proteome analysis, we show that APOE4 KI mice treated with 3K3A-APC had restoration of their neurovascular transcriptomic and proteomic profiles towards levels comparable to age-matched APOE3 KI control mice. Additionally, APOE4 KI mice treated with 3K3A-APC showed improved BBB integrity in vivo by DCE-MRI. Together these data provide a multi-omic signature of the restorative therapeutic effects of 3K3A-APC. 3K3A-APC may be a promising therapeutic to counteract the effects of APOE4 mediated transcriptomic, proteomic, and functional BBB disruption.
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Title: Single cell/nucleus transcriptomics of neuro-vascular cell types in zebrafish and human patients reveal evolutionary conserved pathomechanisms of vascular contribution to Alzheimer's disease

Abstract: Recent studies have discovered novel genes that are associated with the co-existence of vascular pathologies and Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, the biological functions and the mechanism of action by which they contribute to the disease pathology are still to be further elucidated. Therefore, animal models that allow streamlined high-throughput functional screens in a biologically relevant manner are essential. Towards this goal, we generated adult zebrafish models of amyloid toxicity to transcriptionally compare the candidate genes identified from genetic association studies in multi-ethnic AD and control cohorts as well as single nucleus transcriptome datasets from human brains. Integration of single cell/nucleus transcriptomics of human AD patients and zebrafish brains showed remarkable similarities in the transcriptional alterations of neurons in response to amyloid in zebrafish and AD patients. By performing immunohistological analyses, gene editing for generating genetic knockouts, pharmacological intervention of selected signaling pathways and comparing the findings to human AD brains, we determined the similarities in vascular pathological mechanisms contributing to AD pathology. In this presentation, we will present our findings on an evolutionarily conserved molecular regulatory pathway that controls blood-brain-barrier integrity. Our studies propose zebrafish as a useful model for transcriptional and functional investigation of vascular pathology and AD-related genes identified in clinical studies by providing in vivo biological knowledge with which novel drug development strategies can be designed.
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Abstract: Accumulation of amyloid β (Aβ) in the brain is the neuropathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Recently approved Aβ-directed antibodies (aducanumab, lecanemab) have demonstrated modest efficacy in AD, which may potentially be explained by poor blood-brain barrier (BBB) penetration. Transferrin receptor (TfR) mediated enhanced brain delivery of monoclonal antibodies across the BBB is a promising concept in drug development for CNS disorders. Using an advanced light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) pipeline coupled with deep learning computational analysis, the present study aimed to visualize, map and quantify amyloid plaque load following long-term therapy with a BBB shuttle-enhanced Aβ-directed antibody in a mouse model of AD. 5-9 month-old APP/PS1 transgenic mice (n=8-10 per group) were treated with an aducanumab biosimilar (AduBS, 10 or 50 nmol/kg), aducanumab biosimilar fused with a mTfR binder as BBB-shuttle (AduBS-BBB, 10 nmol/kg), control hIgG (Contr, 50 nmol/kg), or saline for 12 weeks. Whole brains were stained with an antibody against Aβ, cleared and scanned on a LSFM. A deep-learning image analysis algorithm was developed and validated for automated whole-brain visualization, segmentation, anatomical mapping and quantification of Aβ plaques using a custom mouse brain atlas. Amyloid plaque deposition was detected in the brain at micrometre resolution. Regions with marked Aβ plaque load included the cortex, hippocampus, thalamus and lateral septum. Deep-learning image analysis was employed to map potential quantitative differences in the distribution and number of Aβ plaques following long-term therapy with a BBB shuttle-enhanced Aβ antibody compared to an AduBS. The LSFM pipeline enables high-throughput quantitative LSFM 3D imaging of Aβ plaque load in mouse models of AD for preclinically profiling brain-wide effects of anti-amyloid therapies.
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Abstract: An insight into embryonic-heart-expressed SEMA6D in Alzheimer's disease

Saima Shakil Malik1, Shalini Saggu2, Mae Aida2, Qin Wang2, Kai Jiao1*1Center for Biotechnology & Genomic Medicine (CBGM), Medical College of Georgia, Augusta University2Department of Neuroscience and Regenerative Medicine, Medical College of
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive degenerative condition that primarily affects cognitive abilities, memory, and other cognitive functions. The brain is a highly vascularized organ, receiving cardiac output and vulnerable to the impairment of cerebral perfusion, which is a frequent event of heart failure. SEMA6D is a member of the Semaphorin family of signaling molecules and our previous study suggests it is essential to sustain late fetal or early neonatal cardiomyocytes at a proliferative and less mature status. In this study, we generated a novel model, cTnt-Cre;Sema6D^{lox/lox};APP^{K64I/64I}, to investigate the cardiac function impairment in hearts and its effects on AD-related pathological changes. Via echocardiography, we found that embryonic deletion of Sema6D in cardiomyocytes caused decreased heart function, i.e., lower ejection fraction, fractional shortening and cardiac output with various other abnormalities in the heart. Histopathological examinations revealed significantly enlarged hearts associated with thinning of LV walls, which could possibly lead to heart failure. Furthermore, we examined whether cardiomyopathy caused by embryonic heart deletion of Sema6D could accelerate the onset and aggravates the severity of AD-related deficits. To reveal this, we are in the process of assessing the cognitive function and testing that it is significantly decreased in mice with myocardial deletion of Sema6D. We are also examining amyloid deposition and glial cell reactivation in the brain of these mice. Evaluating how congenital cardiomyopathies can impact AD is a new area to explore and we are the first ones to design this mouse model and investigating the comorbid effects. Successfully accomplishing our research will open the door for future studies improving the diagnostic criteria and therapeutic approaches.
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**Title:** Presenilin 1-FAD mutants and γ-secretase inhibitor disrupt the VEGF-induced VEGFR2 endocytosis, trafficking and in vitro and in vivo brain angiogenic functions.
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**Abstract:** Brain vascular alterations observed in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) such as reduction in capillary density, may be the result of decreased angiogenesis. Angiogenesis, a process by which
new blood vessels arise from pre-existing vessels is regulated by endothelial cells (EC) and angiogenic factors such as the Vascular Endothelial Growth factor (VEGF) and its receptor VEGFR2. When VEGF binds to VEGFR2, it triggers VEGFR2 activation, dissociation from VE-cadherin, endocytosis, and activation of subsequent downstream signaling events that promote angiogenesis. Here, we explore the effects of Presenilin 1 (PS1)-Familial AD (FAD) mutants and γ-secretase inhibitor on the VEGF-induced VEGFR2 internalization, trafficking, interaction with VE-Cadherin and angiogenic functions in brain ECs and brain neovascularization. In vitro angiogenesis assays were performed using primary cortical EC (pCEC) from brains of wild-type and knock-in mice expressing FAD mutant PS1 I213T. Surface biotinylation assay was used to assess the VEGFR2 internalization in HEK293 cells overexpressing VEGFR2 in the presence or absence of VEGF-A and γ-secretase inhibitor (RO4929097). Immunofluorescence staining was performed in Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial cells (HUVEC) to detect VEGFR2 trafficking, using the endosomal markers Rab5 and Rab7. The role of γ-secretase in VEGF-induced formation of VEGFR2/VE-cadherin complexes was examined using RO4929097, with immunoprecipitation. Brain neovascularization was measured following VEGF injection in mice with collagen IV immunostaining and confocal microscopy. Our data show that VEGF-induced sprouting and migration are decreased in PS1 FAD mutant-expressing pCEC and that the VEGF-induced neovascularization is decreased in the brains of PS1 I213T mice. Additionally, VEGF-induced endocytosis of VEGFR2 is reduced by RO4929097 in HEK293 cells. Co-localization analysis in HUVEC showed that VEGF stimulation promotes VEGFR2 internalization to Rab5-positive early endosomes, followed by trafficking to Rab7-positive late endosomes. RO4929097 increased the VEGF-stimulated localization of VEGFR2 to Rab7-positive late endosomes. Furthermore, we found that VEGF-stimulated decrease of the VE-cadherin/VEGFR2 complexes is inhibited by RO4929097 in HUVEC. Our data suggest that PS1 FAD mutants and γ-secretase inhibitors decrease brain angiogenic functions by changing of the VEGFR2/VE-cadherin complexes, decreasing the VEGFR2 endocytosis and increasing its degradation in the lysosomes. Our findings suggest a molecular mechanism through which PS1 FAD mutants impair brain angiogenesis.
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Title: Endothelial senescence mediated by p16INK4a leads to cerebrovascular dysfunction in mouse brains
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Abstract: Vascular cognitive impairment of dementia (VCID) is observed in around 8-15% of aged patients with cognitive dysfunctions and is the second major cause of dementia. Aging is a strong risk factor for VCID and is predicted to be caused by an accumulation of senescent cells, in which the increase of p16^{INK4a} is one of the key hallmarks in cellular senescence. Thus, we investigated how the forced expression of p16^{INK4a} in vascular endothelial cells impacts cerebrovascular function, using an in vivo gene delivery system through a unique recombinant adeno-associated virus 2 (rAAV2) with a modified capsid. When p16^{INK4a} or EGFP was expressed in cerebrovascular endothelial cells in wild-type mice 1 month after the rAAV2 injection, results showed an increase in IgG leakage into the brain parenchyma in the p16^{INK4a}-expressed mice. When cerebral blood flow (CBF) was measured by in vivo 2-photon imaging 2.5 months after the injection in the mice, we found that cerebrovascular endothelial p16^{INK4a} overexpression substantially reduced CBF in arterioles and capillaries in the cortex. Furthermore, we assessed neurovascular coupling (NVC) with whisker stimulation by measuring CBF using laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA) to analyze the function of the cerebrovascular system. NVC was disrupted in the p16^{INK4a}-expressed mice 6 months after the injection. RNA-sequencing in the cortex found that most top-ranked master regulator genes targeted Cdkn1a and Hspa5. In weighted gene co-expression network analysis, the pathways associated with endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress/unfolded protein response (UPR) activation and lipid metabolism were altered. These findings implied that forced expression of p16^{INK4a} in cerebrovascular endothelial cells specifically influences senescence in the brain. In the Morris water maze test, p16^{INK4a}-overexpression impaired spatial memory and learning. Our results show that overexpression of 16^{INK4a} in cerebrovascular endothelial cells disturbs BBB integrity and neurovascular coupling, resulting in impaired cognitive function, which may contribute to the pathogenesis of VCID.
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Title: Effects of locus coeruleus (LC) deafferentation and noradrenergic rescue on cognitive function and cerebrovascular markers in a transgenic rat model of Alzheimer's disease


Abstract: Degeneration of noradrenergic locus coeruleus (LC) neurons, which modulate attentional and memory function in cognitive forebrain regions such as prefrontal cortex (PFC), is an early feature of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Recently, we demonstrated that experimental LC degeneration results in elevated amyloid plaque pathology, cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA), astrogliosis, and cerebrovascular leakage in the Tg344-19-AD rat model of AD. To explore additional pathology associated with LC loss in this model and to test whether these perturbations could be ameliorated by norepinephrine (NE)-based therapies, 6-month-old Tg344-19 AD rats were stereotactically lesioned by administering the noradrenergic immunotoxin, dopamine-β-hydroxylase IgG-saporin (DBH-sap), or control IgG-sap (n = 16/group) into PFC. The rats were then randomized to receive the NE pro-drug L-DOPS + the NE reuptake inhibitor atomoxetine (ATM) or solvent placebo weekly. Rats were tested behaviorally 8 weeks later on Open Field, Novel Object, Elevated Plus Maze and Barnes Maze. After 4 weeks, cerebral perfusion was assessed in the PFC of a subset of rats by MRI using a pulsed Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) technique called FAIR (Flow Sensitive Alternating Inversion Recovery) and echo planar imaging, followed by pressure myography studies of parenchymal arterioles and processing for pathological analysis. Based on our published data, we expect DBH-sap-lesioned rats to exhibit significant deficits in spatial and working memory compared to IgG-sap rats in addition to increased plaque, CAA, vascular leakage, and astroglial pathology. We also expect that LC lesions will reduce perfusion, alter arteriole vasoreactivity, and exacerbate additional markers of forebrain pathology including microglial activation and vascular cell senescence. Finally, we anticipate that L-DOPS/ATM treatments will rescue these behavioral and pathological deficits since L-DOPS will provide NE replacement and there are noradrenergic terminals remaining for ATM to be efficacious. If so, this would provide critical preclinical evidence that cerebrovascular pathology induced by LC projection system loss can be mitigated by different pathways promoting endogenous NE bioavailability. Thus, understanding the potential impact of LC degeneration on cerebrovascular dysfunction and vascular risk factors in AD may open up new therapeutic avenues.
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Abstract: Deposition of amyloid beta (Aβ) within the walls of small blood vessels, known as cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA), is commonly observed in the brains of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients alongside parenchymal Aβ plaques. The presence of CAA increases the risk of hemorrhage and independently contributes to cognitive impairment. Although anti-Aβ immunotherapy may seem like a logical treatment for CAA, safety concerns involving bleeding and edema, known collectively as amyloid-related imaging abnormalities (ARIA), have led to caution against its use in this patient group (PMID: 34237272). Recently, a promising alternative has been suggested, where targeting non-lipidated ApoE4 that co-deposits with Aβ resulted in a reduction in CAA without bleeding (PMID: 33597265). Despite this promise, several questions remain. Firstly, can CAA that has already been deposited be removed by anti-ApoE immunotherapy and secondly, what is the impact of removal on vascular function? We explore these questions in this study by using multiphoton microscopy to longitudinally image the vasculature of mice administered anti-ApoE immunotherapy. Nineteen mice (9 females and 10 males) expressing human APOE4 and five AD-linked mutations (APOE4 5xFAD) had a cranial window surgically implanted over the right visual cortex and underwent repeated unanesthetized imaging following a postsurgical recovery period. After an initial imaging session at 10 months of age, mice received weekly intraperitoneal (IP) injections of control IgG or anti-human ApoE antibody (50mg/kg). Throughout the treatment period, mice were imaged monthly for a further three months. CAA and Aβ plaque burden were visualized with methoxy-X04 and vascular function, including resting-state vasomotion and evoked vascular reactivity, were also recorded. After the final imaging session brains were extracted for post-mortem examination. Tissue sections were processed for immunohistochemistry to assess Aβ, Iron (for bleeds) and smooth muscle actin. After 3 months of treatment, CAA burden did not differ between mice that received anti-ApoE immunotherapy compared to those who received control IgG (p = 0.54). Evoked vascular activity also didn’t differ between treatment groups (p = 0.36). Analyses conducted on in vivo data suggest that anti-ApoE immunotherapy does not actively remove CAA that is already deposited, but it may instead work to inhibit further accumulation of Aβ. This hypothesis will be explored in ongoing post-mortem studies. It is the hope that this study will add to the growing body of evidence that will help to determine the feasibility of anti-ApoE immunotherapy as a therapeutic agent in CAA patients.

Effects of Aducanumab on brain pericytes in two mouse models of Alzheimer's Disease

**Abstract:** Aducanumab, an FDA-approved medication for treating Alzheimer's disease (AD), is a monoclonal antibody targeting amyloid-beta (Aβ). Besides its role in clearing brain parenchymal Aβ plaques, how Aducanumab affects the brain-blood barrier (BBB) and neurovascular unit (NVU) is still unknown. Brain capillary pericytes, a primary component of BBB and NVU, maintain BBB integrity and regulate cerebral blood flow. Damage and compromised pericytes are involved in AD pathogenesis. The present study examined the effects of Aducanumab on brain pericytes in two distinct AD/amyloidosis mice models: APP/PS1 mice (parenchymal dense-core amyloid plaque dominant) and Tg-SwDI mice (vascular diffuse amyloid deposition). All mice received Aducanumab (0.1 mg/kg) or vehicle via weekly intracerebroventricular (ICV) injections for three weeks. Then we measured the level of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) soluble platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta (sPDGFRβ) with ELISA assay. Multiple studies have found that injured brain pericytes shed sPDGFRβ into CSF. Therefore, an elevated CSF sPDGFRβ level has become a sensitive marker for detecting pericyte injury. Our results demonstrated that Aducanumab treatment in APP/PS1 mice dramatically decreased CSF sPDGFRβ level, which was nearly 5-fold lower when compared to the vehicle control. In contrast, Aducanumab treatment caused a 2-fold increase in CSF sPDGFRβ level in the Tg-SwDI control mice compared to the vehicle control. Furthermore, we identified that Aducanumab triggered cerebral microhemorrhage (microbleeds) in Tg-SwDI mice rather than APP/PS1 mice. These results indicate that Aducanumab may alleviate pericyte damage in mice with dominant parenchymal Aβ while exacerbating pericyte damage in mice with dominant vascular amyloid deposition. The intensified damage to capillary pericytes may be associated with increased cerebral microhemorrhage, a common side effect observed in patients receiving anti-Aβ treatment.

**Disclosures:** Y. Wu: None. N. Bhat: None. M. Liu: None.
Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is late-onset even when patients carry lifelong genetic susceptibility, suggesting the brain defends itself for decades before succumbing to AD. The underlying basis for this loss of resilience, however, is unknown. Here, we report impaired brain metabolism as diminished NAD+/NADH in human AD and two AD mouse models: amyloid-driven 5xFAD mice and tau-driven PS19 mice. P7C3-A20-mediated pharmacologic normalization, but not elevation above normal, of brain NAD+/NADH in 5xFAD mice from the 2-month-old presymptomatic stage until 6 months of age prevents acquisition of blood-brain barrier deterioration, neurodegeneration, neuroinflammation, impaired hippocampal neurotransmission, aberrant neuropsychiatric behavior, and cognitive impairment. Furthermore, normalization of brain NAD+/NADH from the 6-month-old symptomatic stage to 12 months of
age reverses these features. AD-like cognitive impairment was also reversed in 12-month-old severely symptomatic PS19 mice after one month of P7C3-A20-mediated brain NAD+/NADH normalization. Thus, normalizing brain NAD+/NADH confers brain resilience that prevents and reverses AD. These results illustrate the potential for not only preventing or slowing AD, but also for disease reversal through restoring brain resilience.
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Abstract: Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder which presents as a progressive loss of mental and physical function in those afflicted with it. AD is characterized by many abnormalities in the brain, such as widespread oxidative stress, immunity activation, neurodegeneration, inflammation, and protein aggregation. Amyloid β (Aβ) accumulation and aggregation has been associated with several AD traits, implicating it in the disease. To study this peptide’s role in AD, several models using the organism C. elegans have been engineered to express Aβ pan-neuronally. Previous work has shown Aβ’s ability to aggregate and induce oxidative stress, neurodegeneration, and reduced lifespan in C. elegans, but there are several other ways in which Aβ may influence the organism’s health. To fully capture Aβ’s impact on the organism and accurately translate it into a physiologically relevant result for humans, we need understand exactly what and how Aβ is interacting with the worm’s own physiology. Environmental stressors, including heat stress, oxidative stress, starvation, and hypoxia, are known to significantly impact worm health, but their interactions with Aβ have been largely unexplored. This work focuses on elucidating how Aβ influences worm health and survival in response to several different stressors. We initially hypothesized that environmental stressors and
Aβ would act synergistically to the detriment of worm health and survival. By exposing Aβ-expressing C. elegans to different stressors and scoring for survival, we show Aβ induces lowered oxidative stress resistance. Contrary to expectations though, Aβ expression increases resistance to several other stressors, indicating a possible hormesis-like effect. Additionally, we show, with a temperature inducible Aβ, a correlation between Aβ levels and heat stress resistance. By expressing Aβ in different tissues, we show that this a neuron-specific effect. Using gene-expression analysis techniques, we identified the daf-16 pathway as a possible route for this interaction. Targeted gene suppression indicated the possibility of a generalized daf-16 activation in response to Aβ expression. We also explore contributions from other stress response pathways. This work aims to improve our understanding of how Aβ affects C. elegans to better design AD experiments and interpret the results in this model organism.
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Abstract: Early in the course of Alzheimer’s disease, soluble amyloid-beta (Aβ) deposits to form Aβ plaques in a cascade that causes progressive hippocampal failure. Prior work has shown that Aβ plaques are associated with impaired hippocampal activity and place cell representations, but the effects of soluble Aβ on neural systems function, before plaque deposition, are less well understood. We acquired chronic electrophysiological recordings together with simultaneous dynamic calcium imaging with GCaMP6f in hippocampal CA1 of young APP/PS1 mice expressing soluble Aβ to investigate the impact of soluble Aβ on hippocampal place cell network and circuit function linked to memory encoding and consolidation. Although hippocampal place cell spatial information was comparable in young (5.2 ± 0.2 months) APP/PS1 mice compared to age-matched (4.7 ± 0.2 months) littermate controls, young APP/PS1 mice showed delayed place field formation and diminished hippocampal theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling. While coordination of hippocampal sharp wave ripples and cortical spindles in slow wave sleep (SWS) remained intact in young APP/PS1 mice, place cell pairwise reactivation was reduced. Compared to control mice, young APP/PS1 mice showed elevated synchronization in the theta and delta range between CA1 neuronal somatic calcium fluctuations and the local field potential in both
exploratory behavior and SWS. Together, these results suggest that soluble Aβ is sufficient to impair hippocampal function both online and offline, identifying early manifestations of Aβ-associated hippocampal dysfunction in Alzheimer’s disease.
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Abstract: The cellular isoform of prion protein (PrP<sup>C</sup>) is a GPI-anchored membrane protein that is highly expressed in neurons. Although central to the development of prion disease, evidence suggests that PrP<sup>C</sup> interacts with amyloid-β (Aβ), a 38 to 42 amino acid peptide released from amyloid precursor protein (APP) through sequential enzymatic cleavage, and deposited extracellularly as amyloid plaques, a hallmark of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). We previously established a direct relationship between PrP<sup>C</sup> expression and Aβ<sub>42</sub> secretion in mouse neuroblastoma (N2a) cells stably expressing human APP carrying the Swedish mutation linked to familial AD (N2a-APPsw), although the mechanism by which this occurs is unclear. We questioned whether PrP<sup>C</sup> exerts its effect on Aβ secretion by modulating APP processing. To do this, we employed MSD electrochemiluminescence, qRT-PCR, and ELISA to quantify changes in Aβ secretion and the balance between the non-amyloidogenic (α-secretase-generated) and amyloidogenic (β-secretase-generated) processing pathways of APP, before and after siRNA-induced knockdown of PrP<sup>C</sup> in N2a-APPsw and N2a-APPwt cells. We show that a ~70% PrP<sup>C</sup> knockdown significantly reduced all major species of Aβ (Aβ<sub>38</sub>, Aβ<sub>40</sub> and Aβ<sub>42</sub>) in both cell lines. Using qRT-PCR, APP mRNA levels were unchanged, arguing against reduced APP expression as the cause. To determine whether PrP<sup>C</sup> affects the processing of APP by α or β-secretase, we measured the changes in soluble(s) APPα and APPβ, the secretion products of α-secretase and β-secretase cleavage, respectively. We show that PrP<sup>C</sup> knockdown significantly reduced sAPPβ levels in the media of both N2a-APPsw (2148 ± 43 vs 1833 ± 69 ng/mL, n=12 samples, p<0.0059) and N2a-APPwt (28996 ± 499 vs 24370 ± 611 pg/mL, n=6 samples, p<0.0048) cells. Although not yet tested in N2a-APPsw cells, PrP<sup>C</sup> knockdown produced a striking increase in sAPPα in N2a-APPwt cells (19459 ± 278 vs 29221 ± 1241 pg/mL, n=6 samples, p<0.0001). Overall, the unaltered APP mRNA levels, substantial increase in sAPPα,
and moderate reduction in sAPPβ following PrP\textsuperscript{C} knockdown all suggest that PrP\textsuperscript{C} may normally suppress α-secretase activity and its loss shifts APP processing to the non-amyloidogenic pathway, reducing Aβ levels. Other effects are still possible, such as enhanced β-secretase activity or changes in APP trafficking. Additional studies are planned in cells and mouse models of AD with normal or absent PrP\textsuperscript{C} expression, to further clarify this relationship. In conclusion, our results provide insight into a possible role for PrP\textsuperscript{C} in modulating APP processing by promoting cleavage in the amyloidogenic pathway, leading to increased Aβ secretion at baseline.
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**Title:** Defective lysosomal acidification contributes to TNF-TNFR1 mediated neuronal cell death
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**Abstract:** Tumor necrosis factor receptor 1 (TNFR1) signaling contributes to the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Recently, it has been shown that TNF induced TNFR1 activation leads to autophagic dysfunction and subsequently results in neuronal cell death. Autophagy is a homeostatic mechanism involved in the disposal of damaged organelles and toxic protein aggregates. However, the exact mechanism of how TNFR1 induced autophagic dysfunction leads to neuronal death remains unclear. In this study, we reveal that TNFR1 activation results in a downregulation of genes associated with lysosomal, autophagic, and mitochondrial functions and an upregulation of genes in cell death pathways in TNF treated SH-SY5Y neuronal cells and human iPSC derived primary neurons. Functionally, we show for the first time that lysosomal acidification is impaired only in neurons treated with TNF but not with other cytokines, contributing to inhibition of autophagic flux. Furthermore, we illustrate that there is defective mitophagy in neurons with TNFR1 activation, together with a decrease in mitochondrial membrane potential and an increase in reactive oxygen species. Importantly, we demonstrate that a novel type of lysosome-targeting acidic nanoparticles restores lysosomal acidification, autophagic activity, and mitochondrial function, as well as rescues neuronal cell
death in both cellular models and APP knock-in mouse model of AD. This opens avenues for new therapeutic directions to target lysosomal dysfunction, in addition to the existing efforts in developing receptor-specific inhibitors that target TNFR1 signaling.
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Abstract: The accumulation of amyloid-beta (Aβ) plaques in the brain is a critical factor in the development of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Aβ is generated through the processing of amyloid precursor protein (APP) by β and γ-secretase. Although numerous attempts have been made to regulate Aβ generation by inhibiting γ-secretase, most clinical trials have failed due to the side effects caused by the inhibition of notch, a substrate of γ-secretase. Accordingly, modulating γ-secretase activity has become a potent therapeutic strategy in treating AD pathology. In this study, we developed a fluorescence-based γ-secretase reporter system to assess γ-secretase activity in neuronal cell line. Using this reporter system, we screened FDA-approved drugs and identified several compounds as potential γ-secretase inhibitors or modulators. In addition, one of these compounds has shown improvements in cognitive function in the 5XFAD mouse model. To confirm the regulation of γ-secretase activity by this compound, we measure Aβ plaque and APP C-terminal fragment protein levels in the brain. Our findings highlight the therapeutic potential of this compound as a γ-secretase modulator for treating Alzheimer's disease.
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Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia, currently affecting 55 million patients. The amyloid-β (Aβ) hypothesis posits that accumulation of pathogenic Aβ42, but not the Aβ40 isoform, triggers a pathogenic cascade leading to neurodegeneration. However, there is no human AD model clearly recapitulating Aβ42-induced neurodegeneration. Previously, our lab has developed Aβ-driven 3D AD cellular models that demonstrate the functional link between amyloid generation and phospho-tau pathology in a 3D gel matrix. Here, we created a human cortical organoid (CO) model of Aβ-driven AD pathology using a doxycycline-inducible transgene in the AAVS1 locus. This novel model generates large quantities of Aβ species with either pathogenic (Aβ42-CO) or non-pathogenic (Aβ40-CO) isoform ratios and enables the isoform-specific interrogation of Aβ effects without confounding effects from altered development or other amyloid precursor protein (APP) fragments such as sAPPα/β or C99. Both Aβ conditions, as well as non-transgenic controls, initially develop cortical plate structures, neurons, and astrocytes. However, upon transgene induction, Aβ42-COs deposit Congo red-positive Aβ aggregates and accumulate oligomeric tau protein. Importantly, we found 60% less neuronal immunoreactivity after 8 weeks in Aβ42-COs, whereas Aβ40-COs closely resembled non-transgenic controls, clearly demonstrating Aβ42-driven neurodegeneration. Single-cell RNAseq analysis confirmed dysregulation of neuronal development, synapse maintenance, mitochondrial dynamics, and axon outgrowth (including Stathmin 2 depletion) in Aβ42-COs. Furthermore, Aβ42-COs contained approx. 50-70% less mitochondrial mass as indicated by TOMM20, and mitochondria in Aβ42-COs showed reduced DNA content in immunocytochemical analyses. Interestingly, we also detected cytoplasmic double-stranded (ds) DNA-positive specks in Aβ42-COs, likely representing released dsDNA from mitochondria. Previous studies showed that cytosolic release of mitochondrial dsDNA triggers innate cellular immune responses, including the cGAS-STING pathway. Indeed, another study from our lab found that Aβ42 accumulation activates the cGAS-STING pathway and accelerates the AD pathogenic cascade in human neurons cultured in a 3D gel matrix. Thus, Aβ42-mediated mitochondrial impairment and innate immune responses may explain the robust neurodegeneration in our human cortical organoid model of Alzheimer’s disease. We are currently exploring underlying molecular mechanisms of Aβ42-induced mitochondrial damage and neuronal process degeneration.
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Abstract: Amyloid beta (Aβ) plaques are one of the key hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) that can lead to astroglial dysfunction resulting in reduced metabolic support for neurons. This pathological cascade has been linked to disease progression. Using a genetically encoded calcium sensor targeted to astrocytes and multiphoton microscopy, we recently reported evidence of calcium dysregulation in astrocytes in vivo from an Aβ plaque-depositing AD transgenic mouse model (APPswe/PS1dE9; PMID: 19251629), and after direct application of naturally secreted soluble Aβ oligomers (Aβo) to the healthy brain (PMID: 37236808). Calcium dyshomeostasis is closely associated with the increase of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in AD and other neurodegenerative diseases. Increased ROS is responsible for promoting oxidative damage to DNA, RNA, proteins and lipids, triggering cell death, a key hallmark of AD pathology. While most studies in AD have focused on neurodegeneration or neuroinflammation, the extent and the mechanism of astroglial dysfunction in AD remains poorly understood. For that reason, we aimed to specifically investigate how Aβ plaques and soluble Aβo contribute to the ROS insult in astrocytes in vivo. We leveraged intravital microscopy to characterize in vivo the intracellular oxidative stress of astrocytes, by using a genetically encoded indicator (roGFP) that selectively reports the reduced/oxidized glutathione (GSH/GSSG) ratio specifically targeted to astrocytes (GFA2.roGFP). We evaluated astroglial oxidative stress after the deposition of Aβ plaques in APPswe/PS1dE9 mice compared to aged-matched non-transgenic mice, as well as after acute application of naturally secreted soluble Aβo (conditioned medium from cultured transgenic primary neurons) onto the living brain of 4-6-mo-old non-transgenic mice. Our preliminary data show an increase in astroglial oxidative stress in APPswe/PS1dE9 mice compared to non-transgenic mice, as well as upon topical soluble Aβo application, in the astroglial cytosol. Aβ-immunodepleted transgenic conditioned media and wild-type conditioned media did not alter astrocyte cytosolic oxidative stress, supporting the specificity of the observed effects. These results together support a detrimental role of Aβ which leads to astrocyte oxidative stress in vivo, implying that Aβ accumulation is involved in the astrocytic dysfunction observed in AD. Future studies will address whether this oxidative stress is cause or consequence of the pathology, the specific pathways affected, and the implications for neuronal activity, survival and synaptic functionality.
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Abstract: The hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease (AD) include the deposition of Aβ plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, synapse loss, and neuronal cell death. Calcium (Ca²⁺) dyshomeostasis is a neurodegenerative mechanism that impacts neuronal function and survival in AD. The endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria, and their contacts are crucial for regulating Ca²⁺ signaling. We have recently shown that mitochondrial Ca²⁺ overload plays a pivotal role in neuronal death in AD mouse models. However, the reason behind increased Ca²⁺ levels in neuronal mitochondria and the contribution of ER to mitochondrial Ca²⁺ dyshomeostasis remain unexplored in vivo. To address this, we employed viral delivery of a Ca²⁺ reporter targeted to ER (D1ER) and longitudinal in vivo multiphoton microscopy to assess ER Ca²⁺ levels in the cortex of an APP/PS1 mouse model of cerebral β-amyloidosis. We also test the effect of acute exposure to soluble Aβ on neuronal ER calcium using canula-mediated intracortical injections. Our results show increased ER Ca²⁺ levels in 4-10 months-old APP/PS1 mice compared to non-transgenic controls. Longitudinal imaging of ER calcium levels in APP/PS1 mice over several months indicated that the onset of plaque deposition does not impact ER Ca²⁺ levels, suggesting a role for soluble Aβ. In support of this hypothesis, acute exposure to a transgenic culture media containing soluble Aβ increased ER calcium levels in non-transgenic mice replicating the phenotype observed in APP/PS1 mice. In contrast, the exposure to non-transgenic control media did not result in significant ER calcium elevations. These findings highlight the pivotal role of soluble Aβ in mediating calcium dyshomeostasis and cellular toxicity in AD.
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Title: Amyloid-β Precursor Protein facilitates tau spreading in Alzheimer's Disease models
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Abstract: Tau spreading within the brain correlates with disease progression and leads to distinct neuropathological changes in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In AD, abnormal cleavage of the amyloid-β (Aβ) precursor protein (APP) results in Aβ formation, which is a disease initiating step upstream of tau pathology. Here, we show that APP facilitates neuronal release and spreading of tau, highlighting a novel role of APP in disease progression towards dementia. We further demonstrate that this process is amplified by pathogenic APP mutations and increased
APP levels. In summary, our data shows that APP is an integral part of tau pathology spreading and further delineates a novel role for pathogenic APP mutations in AD.
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**Abstract:** **Background:** Cognitive decline in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is closely linked with tau protein build-up, with the most toxic species being in form of oligomers. Given the polymorphic nature of tau oligomers, isolating and testing brain-derived tau oligomers (BDTO) directly from AD patients could provide new insights into tau toxicity. BDTO are potent inhibitors of long-term potentiation (LTP) in hippocampal brain slices, but the implicated mechanism is yet to be fully elucidated. We previously reported significantly reduced incidence of AD in aging humans chronically treated with an FDA-approved calcineurin inhibitor, FK506, used as immunosuppressant after solid organ transplant. Here, we found that synaptic function deterioration provoked by BDTO is rectified by calcineurin inhibition using FK506, via selective transcriptomic changes. **Methods:** Combination of electrophysiological and RNA-seq techniques were used. *Ex-vivo* slices from 8-12 weeks old C67BL/6J mice were treated with aCSF (Ctrl), BDTO (100nM) or BDTO+FK506. Field excitatory post-synaptic potentials (fEPSPs) recordings were performed by stimulating the Schaffer collateral pathway, and recording electrode was located at the junction of the alveus and cornu ammonius 1 (CA1). After electrophysiological recordings, the hippocampus was isolated from the brain slice, snap frozen and processed for RNA-seq. **Results:** FK506 treatment significantly ameliorated the BDTO-induced attenuation of fEPSP. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test, showed that BDTO caused reduction of fEPSP compared to Ctrl (p=0.068). fEPSP was re-established at physiological levels in the group BDTO+FK506 (vs Ctrl p=0.603; vs BDTO p=0.0163). A similar trend was observed when we analyzed the paired-pulse ratio. We performed a Gene Ontology enrichment analysis on the differentially expressed genes to hierarchically cluster the experimental groups. This revealed...
two distinct clusters: 1) BDTO cluster, characterized by enhanced mRNAs associated with the regulation of protein catabolic processes and transcriptional regulation, and 2) CTRL and BDTO+FK506 cluster, characterized by upregulation of genes related with energy and metabolic processes. **Conclusion:** Our study provides evidence that FK506 has the potential to block the BDTO toxic effect on synaptic plasticity. These results suggest that FK506 may represent a promising therapeutic strategy for the treatment of AD. Further research is needed to elucidate the precise molecular mechanisms underlying FK506-mediated neuroprotection and to explore its potential in *in-vivo* models of AD.
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**Abstract:** Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia and a progressive neurodegenerative disorder. Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) and WASP-family verprolin-homologous protein 1 (WAVE1) is a major regulator of Arp2/3 complex-mediated actin polymerization in the brain. Previously, we found a significant downregulation of WAVE1 gene (**WASF1**) expression in AD brains. We also observed the role of WAVE1 in the trafficking of amyloid precursor protein (APP)-containing vesicles and thereby Aβ production. Because experimentally reducing WAVE1 gene expression dramatically reduced Aβ levels and restored memory deficits in APP/PS1 mice harboring APPs and PS1ΔE9, WAVE1 reduction found in AD brains might be a cellular compensatory mechanism to control Aβ production. However, the role of WAVE1 in the regulation of tau hyperphosphorylation has not been studied. To examine the potential effect of WAVE1 reduction on tau hyperphosphorylation, we crossed P301S tau PS19 mice with WAVE1 KO mice. P301S tau mice carrying WAVE1 wild type (WT), heterozygous or homozygous alleles were sacrificed, and the hippocampi were lysed to perform Western blotting. We found that the protein level of WAVE1, but not Cdk5 or p35, is significantly reduced in the hippocampus of P301S tau mice harboring WAVE1 WT alleles compared to non-transgenic control mice. We also found that tau hyperphosphorylation at S202/T205 (detected by AT-8 antibody) and T231 (AT-180) sites were significantly reduced in P301S mice harboring either heterozygous or homozygous WAVE1 deletion compared to the levels in the P301S mice...
expressing WT WAVE1. However, phosphorylation at S199 was not significantly altered by WAVE1 deletion, indicating that the effect of WAVE1 KO on tau hyperphosphorylation is site-specific. These results suggest that WAVE1-mediated actin polymerization is a potential therapeutic target for amyloid as well as tau pathology in AD.
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Title: Pathological Tau Mediates Dysfunction of the Nuclear Lamina in Alzheimer's Diseased Brains
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Abstract: Background: Tau is a microtubule stabilizing protein belonging to the microtubule-associated protein (MAP) family. Tau aggregation is associated with neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer's Disease (AD). Recent findings from our group suggest a connection between oligomeric forms of tau and nuclear dysfunction, including alterations in the nuclear lamina (NL). The NL is a meshwork formed from various combinations of four intermediate filament lamin proteins (lamins A, B1, B2, and C) located along the nuclear perimeter. The NL provides a structure for attachment and organization of heterochromatin and is a vital connection between the nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton. We hypothesized that Tau aggregates modify the NL structure, thus altering nuclear structure and morphology. Methods: We performed immunofluorescence (IF) imaging of lamin proteins in cortical human brain tissue samples from age-matched patients with AD and non-demented controls. Alterations in lamin expression and structure between control and AD nuclei were quantified and analyzed using Imaris Explore 10.0 software. To corroborate our observations, we performed western blot (WB) of subcellular fractionations from human brain tissue samples. To determine tau’s impact on the NL, we treated inducible cells with tetracycline (Tet) to induce tau expression and further examined NL dysfunction via immunocytochemistry. Results: IF imaging revealed changes in nuclear morphology, structure, and lamin expression in AD brains. Large amounts of lamin proteins were mislocalized throughout the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm from the nuclear margin. WB confirmed abnormal localization of lamin proteins in the cytoplasmatic and cytoskeletal fractions of AD brains. Confocal Imaging revealed that AD brains contain less nuclei positive to lamin A but more nuclei positive to lamin C. We also observed invaginations and ruptures of the nuclear envelope. Additionally, lamin A and B1 components of the NL are significantly thicker
in AD nuclei compared to control nuclei. In our in vitro model, cells treated with Tet disclosed a thicker NL with a higher number of cells containing invaginations comparable to our observations in human samples. **Conclusions:** In AD brains, the NL is morphologically and structurally altered as characterized by defective lamin expression and cellular localization. Furthermore, our in vitro experiments highlight tau’s role in NL dysfunction. Our data contributes to additional molecular insights of tau-induced toxicity in cell nuclei.
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**Title:** Pathogenic tau mutants activate p38 MAPK and disrupt fast axonal transport in primary neurons

**Authors:** *B. COMBS*¹, N. M. KANAAN¹,²,³;

**Abstract:** Synaptic and axonal degeneration are early hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders (ADRD) that are also characterized by pathological aggregation of the tau protein. Normal microtubule-based fast axonal transport (FAT) is disrupted in ADRD and many other neurodegenerative diseases and represents a potential mechanism of tau-induced degeneration. FAT involves the bidirectional movement of cargo carried out in the anterograde direction by kinesin motor proteins and in the retrograde direction by cytoplasmic dynein motor protein complex. Pathological forms of tau, including tau aggregates and tau monomers with disease-associated pseudophosphorylation or frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) tau mutations, disrupt FAT in squid axoplasm and/or mammalian primary neuron models. We previously found that pathological tau aberrantly activates a phosphorylation-based signaling pathway involving protein phosphatase 1 and glycogen synthase kinase 3β resulting in changes to kinesin function. However, a subset of these pathological tau forms also disrupt dynein-based
retrograde FAT but the mechanisms mediating tau’s effects on transport in this direction are not yet known. Here, we sought to determine how expression of pathogenic FTLD-tau mutants (R5L, A152T, P301L, and R406W) affect FAT compared to wild-type (WT) tau expression. We co-transfected mixed-sex primary hippocampal neurons from tau knockout (TKO) mice with WT or one of the FTLD-tau mutants and a fluorescent-tagged cargo protein (synaptophysin or Rab6) then generated live cell movies of cargo transport on a confocal microscope at ~28 frames/second. Expressing pathogenic tau increases pause frequency of both cargo proteins compared to WT tau or GFP-expressing cells, indicating a disruption of normal FAT. To identify potential mechanisms of the effect on retrograde FAT we expressed WT or mutant tau in primary TKO hippocampal neurons using lentiviruses. We measured active and total levels of several kinases known to modulate retrograde FAT to determine how tau expression affected their activity. Multiple pathogenic tau mutants induced a significant increase in levels of active p38 (MAPK14) compared to WT tau or GFP-expressing neurons while the activities of other kinases were unaffected. The p38 kinase is linked to disease-associated FAT disruptions in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) but a role in ADRD is not yet identified. Using p38 inhibitors we are determining how its activation is linked to pathogenic tau-induced disruption of retrograde FAT in our primary neuron model. This represents a potential mechanism for tau-induced disruptions to retrograde FAT.
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Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common type of dementia, for which there is no effective treatment. AD is characterized by a robust immune response, the presence of extracellular amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques, and intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) composed of hyperphosphorylated tau. Dietary intake of nicotinic acid has been correlated with
decreased risk of AD and age-related cognitive decline. Our recent evidence showed that nicotinic acid activates the microglial receptor HCAR2 to induce a protective phenotype in an amyloid mouse model of AD, attenuating disease severity. We hypothesized that the beneficial effects of nicotinic acid extend to tau pathology as well. To investigate the role of HCAR2 in tau pathology we used the tauopathy mouse model PS19. We treated a cohort of 6-month-old female PS19 mice with the FDA-approved formulation of nicotinic acid (Niaspan®) or vehicle by daily oral gavage for 30 days, and evaluated microglia phenotype, synaptic markers, and tau species expression. Although 6-month-old PS19 mice exhibit a mild disease phenotype, we can already observe a significant increase in microgliosis within the hippocampus of PS19 compared to wild-type control mice (B6). Interestingly, oral Niaspan® treatment decreased hippocampal microglial Iba-1 staining and mRNA expression with respect to vehicle control mice. Niaspan® treatment also reduced expression of high-molecular-weight phosphorylated tau determined in soluble and insoluble fractions, but not the expression of synaptic proteins such as PSD95 and synaptophysin. Our results indicate that oral Niaspan® treatment reduces microglial activation and ameliorates the expression of phosphorylated tau aggregates in PS19 mice. Recent studies have shown that microglia contribute to the progression of tau pathology through the spreading of tau seeds. Nonetheless, the activation of HCAR2 did not elicit changes in tau seeding, thus, it is possible that activation of microglial HCAR2 with niacin, and the subsequent mitigation of microgliosis, lead to increased clearance of tau aggregation and phosphorylated tau. Pharmacological evaluation of the effect of Niaspan® on the PS19 tauopathy model at multiple ages will further our understanding of the potential use of this FDA-approved drug to be repurposed for AD at different stages of the disease.
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Abstract: Alzheimer disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disorder, which is characterized by two types of pathological amyloid deposition, amyloid β peptide (Aβ) and tau. Extracellular Aβ deposition has already appeared 15-20 years before the onset of cognitive decline in the brains of patients with AD and is known as an initiator for intracellular tau deposition and spreading throughout the brain. However, the detailed mechanism by which Aβ induces and spreads the tau pathology is still unknown. Several studies have reported that the intracellular tau is physiologically and pathologically released into the extracellular milieu, and that tau secretion mediates the spread of tau pathology. We, therefore, examined the relationship between tau secretion and Aβ deposition. As candidates, we selected several molecules whose expression is increased along with Aβ deposition in the human AD brain and investigated the effect of them on tau secretion from tau overexpressing mouse neuroblastoma Neuro2a (N2a) cells. In the result, we identified amyloid precursor protein, APP, and its soluble N-terminal fragment, sAPPβ, as a positive regulator. APP is accumulated in neuronal cells around Aβ plaques, and the production of sAPPβ is also increased by APP cleavage via BACE1. We revealed that overexpression of APP increased tau secretion from the tau stable overexpressing N2a cell line. On the other hand, knockout of APP dramatically decreased tau secretion, indicating APP-dependent tau secretion. In addition, tau secretion was also enhanced by overexpression of sAPPβ, but not by other cleavage fragments from APP. These results suggest a new tau secretion pathway induced by APP, especially sAPPβ. We will further investigate the detailed molecular mechanism and its relationship with AD pathogenesis. In addition, we will elucidate the effect of other candidates to identify other regulators on tau secretion.
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Title: G protein coupled receptor kinase 2 modulates tau pathogenesis in human neurons
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Abstract: Aggregation of the hyperphosphorylated tau protein in neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) is a pathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) brains. Several kinases contribute to the pathological phosphorylation of tau; however, kinase targeted therapies for AD have failed in clinical trials due to low efficacy and severe side effects. G protein coupled receptor (GPCR)
Kinases (GRKs) have been implicated in neurological disorders, such as Parkinson’s Disease, via phosphorylation of non-GPCR substrates, e.g., a-synuclein. Previously, we showed that GRK2 is abundantly expressed in neurons, positively correlated with soluble tau levels, and associated with NFTs in the human AD brain. Therefore, we hypothesized that GRK2 can directly modify tau phosphorylation and aggregation. To test this hypothesis, we first showed that genetic deletion of Grk2 induces global changes in the tau phosphoproteomic profile, while GRK2 overexpression increases tau phosphorylation (pTau) at a disease-relevant site (PHF1).

Furthermore, we used an inducible optogenetic system (optoTAU), which allows for control of the expression and temporal aggregation of tau, to show that optoTAU aggregation, and specifically soluble tau, is reduced in Grk2-deficient cells. We show that GRK2 directly interacts with tau and pathogenic species in vitro, which is in accordance with our previous human brain observations. Moreover, we find that GRK2 modulates pTau in a kinase activity-independent manner, via other major tau kinases (e.g., ERK, GSK3B). Specifically, ERK-mediated phosphorylation of GRK2 species at residue 670 is protective against pTau formation and is this found downregulated in AD brains. Interestingly, pharmacological inhibition of GRK2 in human directly converted induced neurons (iNs) increases both ERK activation and GRK2 s670 levels, while decreasing pTau and reactive oxygen stress in AD-derived iNs. Lastly, Grk2 genetic deletion enhances tau ubiquitination and interaction with HSP90, which further increases tau degradation, protecting the cells from aggresome formation upon proteasome inhibition.

Collectively, these studies causally implicate GRK2 as a multifactorial modulator of tau pathology through changes in phosphorylation, aggregation, and degradation of tau and support further investigation of therapeutic interventions against GRKs in AD.
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Title: Characterization of tau-containing exosomes derived from Neuro2a cells
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Abstract: The stereotypical propagation of tau protein aggregates in the brain drives the progression of Alzheimer's disease. This process is involved in the cell-to-cell transmission of
pathological tau proteins between anatomically connected regions. The majority of tau proteins released from neurons into the extracellular space are membrane-free form. Recently, exosomes, a class of extracellular vesicles, were shown to contribute to the delivery of pathological tau proteins in the brain. However, reassessment of exosomal composition has revealed exosomes are heterogeneous. To elucidate the roles of exosome-dependent tau protein propagation in the disease progression, here, we developed a method for the isolation of tau-containing exosomes secreted from mouse neuroblastoma Neuro2a cell line stably expressing full-length tau with the P301S mutation. We isolated exosomes from the culture medium of these cells using differential centrifugation followed by 6%-30% iodixanol density gradient fractionation. We then analyzed distributions of tau proteins and exosomal markers in each fraction. Iodixanol density gradient fractionation separated exosomal fractions into two subpopulations. We found that a novel subpopulation of exosomes contained a substantial amount of tau proteins together with the calcium-regulated plasma membrane-binding protein Annexin A2. Annexin A2 was known to be a potential interaction partner of tau proteins in neurons. The tau-containing exosomes were distributed in distinct fractions from those with exosomal tetraspanin markers such as CD9, CD63, and CD81. Thereafter, the membranes of the isolated tau-containing exosomes were labeled by DiI, a lipophilic carbocyanine fluorescent dye. Time-lapse live cell imaging demonstrated that a large amount of the DiI-labeled, tau-containing exosomes were taken up by Neuro2a cells within twelve hours after addition to the cell culture medium. In conclusion, we established a high-resolution density gradient fractionation method to identify a novel subpopulation of exosomes containing tau proteins. These tau-containing exosomes are distinct from those expressing classical exosomal markers. Moreover, they are internalized to neuronal cells, suggesting that they might contribute to the transcellular transmission of tau proteins.
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Title: Cholesterol transporter GRAMD1B expression correlates with lipid droplet formation and tau pathology.
Abstract: Tau protein hyperphosphorylation and aggregation are pathological hallmarks of tauopathies such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD). Lipid dyshomeostasis is thought to play an important role in early AD and other tauopathies. Previous studies suggest that increased cholesterol levels were associated with tau pathology and neuronal dysfunction in AD. Recently, we identified a cholesterol transporter, GRAM domain containing 1B (GRAMD1B), was significantly increased in neural organoids derived from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from an FTLD patient with MAPT R406W mutation compared to isogenic control organoids. GRAMD1B protein mediates the transport of cholesterol from the plasma membrane to the endoplasmic reticulum, contributing to cholesterol homeostasis. However, little is known about GRAMD1B levels in the brain of tauopathies, or its role in disease progression. We hypothesized that GRAMD1B may contribute to lipid droplet formation and tau pathology in the early stages of AD and other tauopathies. We performed immunofluorescence staining on the entorhinal cortex of human post-mortem brain tissues and tau mouse models to evaluate the immunoreactivity of GRAMD1B and its relationship with lipid droplets and tau pathology. Lipid droplet formation was assessed using Oil red O or LipidSpot 610 stain which measures neutral lipid stores. Interestingly, we found that lipid droplets were colocalized with increased hyperphosphorylated-tau (PHF1+, pS396/S404 tau) and GRAMD1B in early AD and FTLD, and in tau mouse models. We also found that PHF1-positive cells had a lower level of GRAMD1B than neighboring PHF1-negative cells, but GRAMD1B expression was significantly increased in PHF1-negative cells in human AD and FTLD as well as tau mouse models compared to control samples without tau pathology. In conclusion, our data suggest that there is a positive correlation between neuronal GRAMD1B, lipid droplets, and tau pathology in the early stages of tauopathies. We will further investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying GRAMD1B expression on lipid dyshomeostasis, tau pathology, and neurodegeneration.
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Title: Suppression of nutrient sensing receptor GPRC6a modifies lysosomal function and improves tau clearance in PS19 tauopathy mice

Authors: *K. CAMPBELL, H. LIANG, C. MA, J. HUNT, M. KILLION, D. LEE; Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY

Abstract: Arginine increases during the course of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in both humans and animal models of tauopathies. The kinase complex mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTORC1) senses nutrients in eukaryotes. mTORC1 is recruited to the lysosomal surface to increase protein synthesis and cell growth during nutrient abundance. When nutrients are scarce mTORC1 fails to translocate to the lysosome and autophagy is uninhibited. During neurodegenerative disease mTORC1 signaling can become uncoupled and precipitate proteinopathies. Arginine is a potent activator of mTORC1 and signals through various protein sensors and lysosomal transporters. GPRC6a is an amino acid sensor that binds arginine with high affinity, signals to mTORC1, and increases in AD brains and tauopathy models. We hypothesize that tau pathology promotes nutrient sensing dysfunction leading to hyper mTORC1 activation. We posit that GPRC6a suppression increases activates autophagy, which rebalances proteostasis and hallmarks of tau pathology. Tau transgenic mice (PS19) and non-transgenic littermates were bred to mice with GPRC6a hemizygous deletion to generate four genotypes: (nTg, GPRC6a +/-, PS19, PS19/GPRC6a +/-). Mice were aged to 7-9 months before brains were harvested for western blot and bulk RNA-seq. Tau biochemistry was measured in detergent soluble and urea soluble fractions from the anterior and posterior cortex. Markers for mTOR activation, lysosomal function, and autophagy were also measured. Hippocampal tissue was used for bulk RNA seq Nanostring for transcriptome pathway analysis. Hemizygous deletion of GPRC6a (PS19/GPRC6a +/-) decreased total tau (HT7) and various forms of phospho-tau (Ser199/202, PHF1, AT8) in soluble and insoluble fractions compared to PS19 mice. GPRC6a suppression in PS19 mice significantly decreased phospho mTOR2448/ total mTOR ratio suggesting decreased mTORC1 activation compared to PS19 mice. Autophagy and autophagosome formation significantly increased in PS19/GPRC6a +/- mice, as shown by an increase in active ULK1. Both LC3-I and LC3-II increased in PS19/GPRC6a +/- mice compared to PS19 mice suggesting increased lysosomal biogenesis. PS19 mice showed increased transcripts associated with autophagy, neurogenesis, and proteotoxic stress compared to nTg littermates, and hemizygous deletion of GPRC6a (PS19/GPRC6a +/-) normalized these signatures to that of control levels. These data indicate that GPRC6a expression regulates proteostasis of tau and could serve as a therapeutic target in tauopathies. Additionally, our data suggests that GPRC6a impacts lysosomal function and mTORC1 activation state.
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**Title:** Investigation of the role of complement receptors in extracellular tau clearance
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**Abstract:** Abnormal accumulation of misfolded tau aggregates is a key pathological hallmark of various tauopathies including Alzheimer’s disease. Pathological tau spreads along anatomically connected areas in the brain through intercellular transmission and templated misfolding. The spatiotemporal spreading of tau pathology is closely correlated with cognitive decline and behavioral deficits in patients of tauopathies. Therefore, identifying the molecular mechanisms underlying the release and uptake of tau is critical to understand the pathological mechanisms of many tauopathies. The various innate immune receptors have been reported to play a role in recognition, internalization, and clearance of various toxic proteins. In particular, CR3 and CR4, two major phagocytic receptors in microglia, are known to mediate phagocytosis of fibrillar Aβ and α-synuclein, respectively. In this study, we investigated the role of CR3 and CR4 in regulating clearance of extracellular tau. In this study, we identified that CR4 selectively binds to tau fibrils but not to tau monomers using dot-blot- and immunoprecipitation assay. We further demonstrated that silencing of CR4 dramatically reduce the uptake and clearance of tau fibrils. However, silencing of CR4 does not affect the degradation of extracellular tau in the culture media. Moreover, conditioned media form CR4-silenced BV2 culture treated with tau fibrils are more potent in inducting tau aggregation in Tau RD cells compared to the controls. Taken together, our data suggest that CR4 is a novel receptor for tau fibril clearance and may play a critical role in tau spreading.
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Title: Tau interactome identifies interactions associated with various cellular compartments and reveals interactions with specific tau domains
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Abstract: Tau protein aggregation is central to neuropathological alterations in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and other neurodegenerative diseases collectively known as tauopathies. Tau was initially reported as a microtubule-associated protein involved in regulating microtubule dynamics. Multiple lines of evidence suggest that Tau plays diverse microtubule-independent functional roles regulated, in part, by direct and/or transient protein interactions. Deciphering the Tau interactome is a critical step toward better understating the physiological and pathological Tau-mediated cellular processes. In this work, we sought to map potential members of the Tau interactome using the BioID2 approach that allows for in situ protein labeling in living neurons. Biotin-labeled proteins are identified by biotin-targeted pulldown and mass spectrometry. We generated lentiviruses expressing fusion proteins between full-length human Tau (2N4R isoform) with BioID2 on either the N-terminus (BioID2-Tau) or C-terminus (Tau-BioID2). Tau can be subdivided into three domains: the N-terminus domain (Nterm), the microtubule binding region (MTBR), and the C-terminus domain (Cterm). To further dissect the Tau interactome, we created fusion proteins between Tau domains and BioID2 (Nterm-BioID2, MTBR-BioID2 and Cterm-BioID2). A control lentiviral construct was created to express only the BioID2 protein. Embryonic day 18 Tau knockout (TKO) primary cortical neurons were transduced on the 4th day in vitro (DIV4), and lysates were collected on DIV12 for biotin-targeted pulldown and mass spectrometry identification (n=3 biological replicates). Utilizing this approach, we identified 391 proteins as candidates of the Tau interactome among which 189 proteins interacted with the Nterm, 196 proteins with the MTBR, and 237 proteins with the Cterm. Protein interactions were further validated by either co-immunoprecipitation from adult human Tau knockin (hTKI) mouse cortical tissue (n=3) or proximity ligation assay in hTKI cortical neurons (n=3). Gene Ontology enrichment analysis mapped protein interactors associated with the somatodendritic compartment, mitochondria, cytoskeleton, synapses, ribosomes, ubiquitin-proteasome system, and the ribonucleoprotein complex. While KEGG pathways identified proteins associated with neurodegenerative diseases, including AD, Parkinson’s disease, and Huntington’s disease. Thus, this approach can identify potential members of the Tau interactome via in situ labeling. This work helps expand the growing list of Tau’s potential functional roles and may advance our understanding of its biological and neurodegenerative functions.
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Abstract: Tau deposition causes different clinical phenotypes and pathological outcomes depending on the tau strain and brain region. The pathological sequelae can stem from posttranslational modifications (PTMs) that alter structure, function, and regional susceptibility. To that end, we discovered a new modification on tau named citrullination (citR) which changes the amino acid arginine to a citrulline via the enzyme peptidyl arginine deiminases (PADs). PAD4 is primarily restricted to neurons and activated by calcium, but also harbors SNPs that increase AD (rs16824888) and ALS (rs2240335) risk. Structurally, this conversion permanently alters the target by producing loss of positive charges, changes in protein stability, and inter/intramolecular interactions. We uncovered citR tau at 14 arginine sites via mass spec using recombinant protein and created 11-highly citR tau antibodies to the various domains. We found that citR impacts tau phosphorylation, degradation, and fibrillization. Interestingly, tau citR decreased fibrillization at the expense of accumulating oligomers, suggesting that citR promotes soluble tau aggregates. We also found increased citR tau in three different models of tauopathy mice. PAD4 overexpression increased citR tau in cellular and animal models of tau deposition. Importantly, citR tau increased in AD and tauopathies including PSP, CTE, Pick’s disease, ARTAG, PART, FTLD, AGD, but not in TBI, dementia with DLB compared to control brains. Despite PAD4/2 being the only PADs recognized in the CNS, various tauopathies showed selective epitope specificity and regional expression of citR tau. This suggests that PAD4 may elicit 3R- versus 4R- bias for disease-related tau confirmers and regional vulnerability to coordinated calcium activation. We aim to discriminate differences in citR tau signatures that impact clinical aggressiveness of tauopathies. Collectively, we identified a common yet unknown PTM for human tauopathies that has broad implications, new biology, and provides novel therapeutic targets for the tauopathy field.
**Tau Citrullination Pathway**
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Title: Sucrose gradient-derived Alzheimer's disease tau oligomers impair synaptic functioning and plasticity
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Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is histopathologically characterized by amyloid β (Aβ) and tau accumulation as amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, respectively. Tau oligomers are thought to be the major neurotoxic species in AD, but there is currently a gap in knowledge concerning standardized methods for isolating and characterizing tau oligomers. Here, we used sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation to isolate BDTOs from Alzheimer’s disease brain tissue and performed electrophysiological recordings on oligomers from fractions 4 and 5 of the sucrose gradient to investigate the effect of these BDTOs on neuronal transmission and synaptic plasticity. Our results demonstrate that fraction 4 and fraction 5 BDTOs substantially impair neuronal transmission and synaptic plasticity. Interestingly, the fraction 4 and fraction 5 sucrose density oligomers, as well as recombinant tau oligomers, appear to have dose-dependent mechanisms underlying the observed disruption of basal neuronal transmission. Ultimately, our results demonstrate that sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation can be used to isolate toxic tau oligomers from human tissue, and, while there is some variability in oligomer size and behavior between fractions, synaptic toxicity is preserved.
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Title: Human tauopathy strains defined by phosphorylation in repeat domains of tau
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Abstract: Recent proteomic studies have identified a set of post-translational modifications (PTM) on tau protein located in the Proline-Rich Region (PRR), Microtubule Binding Region (MTBR), and C-terminal region that are found specifically in fibrillized tau isolated from Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients. In this study, our overarching aim was to determine whether
selective phosphorylation on these PTM sites will impact tau seed-induced misfolding and aggregation of tau protein. Using host tau protein that is modified on these select phosphorylation residues, we show that presence of phosphorylation mimicking substitutions in the repeat domains (S262/T263/S289/S305) substantially reduce seeding efficiency of insoluble AD-tau seeds derived from Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The resultant detergent-insoluble seeded tau shows deficient phosphorylation on AT8, AT270, AT100, AT180 and PHF1 epitopes compared to parent tau carrying no phospho-mutations indicating cooperativity between phosphorylation sites located across the different structural domains of tau during the seeding process. On the other hand, PSP-tau (derived from Progressive supranuclear palsy donors) seeding efficiency is not modulated by these phospho-mimicking mutations in the repeat domains, suggesting strain-specific differences between AD-tau and PSP-tau seeds. Phospho-deficient substitutions in these selective sites do not alter seeding activity of either AD-tau or PSP-tau in our cellular assay. Finally, we identify S305 as a major determinant of the seeding efficiency of AD-tau, which suggests that modification(s) at this site could serve as a protective mechanism against templated seeding in the context of AD-tau seeds. Collectively, our data confirms the functional role of specific tau phosphorylation epitopes in determining the prion-like templated seeding properties of tau in AD and PSP.
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Title: Tau pathology kinetics and features depend on the nature of the tau seed

Authors: *A. O. MATE DE GERANDO, A. KHASNAVIS, R. PERBET, L. WELIKOVITCH, B. T. HYMAN;
Massachusetts Gen. Hosp., Charlestown, MA

Abstract: Aim: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) progression has been associated with the propagation of both oligomeric and fibrillar tau species, yet their respective contribution to the pathology’s dynamics is poorly understood. We now directly compare in vivo the spatiotemporal bioactivity of PBS soluble tau oligomers (hereby referred to as high molecular weight tau or HMW) and sarkosyl insoluble tau fibrils (SARK) derived from the same AD brain. Methods: HMW and SARK tau were both extracted from the parietal cortex of a Braak V AD subject. Their bioactivity was monitored in hTau mice expressing non-mutant human tau on a mouse tau null background. Mice were bilaterally injected into the dorsal hippocampus and sacrificed 1 day, 3
days, 1 week, 2.5 weeks, 1 month or 3 months after injection. The hippocampus and projection sites, e.g. entorhinal cortex, were analyzed by histology as well as by biochemistry and FRET-based in vitro seeding assays and data corrected to PBS-injected littermates. Results: In vitro seeding data on hippocampal homogenates show the progressive disappearance of seed-competent tau by 1 week and its return starting from 1 month after injection in parallel to the appearance of AT8-positive pyramidal neurons in both injection groups. In the entorhinal cortex, only HMW tau-injected animals start presenting seed-competency together with AT8-positive cells as early as 1 month after injection suggesting faster spreading of oligomeric than fibrillar tau species. Interestingly, newly formed tau seeds seem to replicate initial seeds as soluble seed-competent tau species are present in both HMW and SARK-injected mice but only SARK-injection triggers seed-competent sarkosyl-insoluble tau formation. Conclusions: Our data confirm that both HMW and SARK tau fractions contain analogous conformations to promote seeding yet reveal differential kinetics implying different contributions of these tau species to AD pathology. In addition, we show, in vivo, the replication of injected tau seeds characteristics, in favor of the prion-like hypothesis.

Disclosures: A.O. Mate de Gerando: None. A. Khasnavis: None. R. Perbet: None. L. Welikovitch: None. B.T. Hyman: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Abbvie. F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Dewpoint therapeutics.
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Title: Transmission of Alzheimer's Disease-Associated Microbiota Dysbiosis and its Impact on Cognitive Function: Evidence from Mice and Patients

Abstract: **Background:** Spouses of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients are at a higher risk of developing incidental dementia. However, the causes and underlying mechanism of this clinical observation remain largely unknown. One possible explanation is linked to microbiota dysbiosis, a condition that has been associated with AD. However, it remains unclear whether gut microbiota dysbiosis can be transmitted from AD individuals to non-AD individuals and contribute to the development of AD pathogenesis and cognitive impairment. **Method:** We, therefore, set out to perform both animal studies and clinical investigation by co-housing wild-type mice and AD transgenic mice, analyzing microbiota via 16S rRNA gene sequencing, measuring short chain fatty acid amounts, and employing behavioral test, mass spectrometry, site-mutations and other methods. **Result:** The present study revealed that co-housing between wild-type mice and AD transgenic mice or administrating feces of AD transgenic mice to wild-type mice resulted in AD-associated gut microbiota dysbiosis, Tau phosphorylation, and cognitive impairment in the wild-type mice. Gavage with Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium restored these changes in the wild-type mice. The oral and gut microbiota of AD patient partners resembled that of AD patients but differed from healthy controls, indicating the transmission of microbiota. The underlying mechanism of these findings includes that the butyric acid-mediated acetylation of GSK3β at lysine 15 regulated its phosphorylation at serine 9, consequently impacting Tau phosphorylation. **Conclusion:** Pending confirmative studies, these results provide insight into a potential link between the transmission of AD-associated microbiota dysbiosis and development of cognitive impairment, which underscore the need for further research in this area.
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Title: Single-molecule protein analysis to explore Tau proteoform heterogeneity
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Abstract: Tau protein is modified by both mRNA transcript splicing and post-translational modification with a range of modifications (phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitination, and many others). The populations of specific Tau splicing variants and specific post-translational modifications have been linked to Alzheimer’s disease and disease progression. However, the diversity of different Tau isoforms (proteoforms) that exists in a human sample, resulting from splicing and modification, is underexplored due to the difficulty of linking multiple modifications to a single protein molecule. It is possible to address this difficulty with analytical techniques that operate at the single-molecule level, without digesting the protein into peptide fragments. We describe a new analytical platform that leverages a set of splicing-specific and modification-specific affinity reagents to probe Tau proteins at the single-molecule level. With this single-molecule resolution, the landscape of Tau proteoforms can be investigated and specific patterns of modifications can be identified in Alzheimer’s samples. The same single-molecule platform can also be used to analyze the entire set of proteins (the full proteome) in a sample using Protein Identification by Short-epitope Mapping (PrISM), which leverages proprietary multi-affinity probes designed to recognize short epitopes and a machine learning algorithm that decodes binding of hundreds of multi-affinity probes into protein quantifications. We used this new single-molecule analysis platform that combines Tau antibodies with novel instrumentation, single-molecule biochemistry, and machine learning bioinformatics to enable deep proteoform analysis. We first demonstrated that a small set of antibodies can define the combinations of modifications that are seen in both normal, healthy samples and those linked with Alzheimer’s disease. Initial validation was performed with defined mixtures of recombinant proteins. Then the platform was used to analyze the Tau proteoform landscape in Tau protein enriched from induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived neurons. Finally, the diverse
proteoform landscape of Tau in human samples, healthy and diseased, was analyzed. We focused this initial work on splice isoforms and phosphorylation, but there are many additional modifications of the Tau protein. As additional modification-specific antibodies are added to increase the analytical set, the number of identifiable proteoforms grows exponentially, enabling greater resolution into single-molecule proteoforms, any one of which may be a more precise biomarker or better therapeutic target.
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**Title:** Dnajb6 as a regulator of tau

**Authors:** *A. ESQUIVEL1,2, S. HILL1,2, L. BLAIR1,2;*

1Mol. Med., Univ. of South Florida, Tampa, FL; 2USF Hlth. Byrd Alzheimer's Inst., Tampa, FL

**Abstract:** Tauopathies, such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), are a group of progressive neurodegenerative diseases marked by pathological tau. Disease severity and progression of these diseases can be linked to the pathological accumulation of tau. Recent evidence has demonstrated the prion-like properties of tau, where pathological tau templates the misfolding of native tau and propagates through synaptically connected regions of the brain. Molecular chaperones, a diverse set of proteins responsible for proteostasis, become dysregulated in AD and other tauopathies and are involved in normal and pathological tau processing. Initially, we performed an unbiased screen on approximately 60 molecular chaperones (n=2 biological replicates), across 6 different major chaperone families that identified the Hsp40s, or DnaJs, as a family enriched in regulators of tau. DnaJA2, DnaJB1, and DnaJB6 were found to significantly decrease tau seeding and their overexpression in cellular models of tau reduced intracellular tau levels. Follow up knockdown assays indicate that levels of DnaJB1 and DnaJB6 inversely correlate with tau levels. DnaJB6 was particularly potent in a more aggressive cellular model of tauopathy and was found to coimmunoprecipitate with tau. Additionally, DnaJB6 levels are decreased in PS19 mice. Additional studies are underway to identify the impact of DnaJB6 on tau in vivo. Overall, our data identify a role for DnaJB6 in regulating tau and support a number of studies that provide evidence for DnaJB6 as a powerful antagonist of amyloidogenic proteins.
Disclosures: A. Esquivel: None. S. Hill: None. L. Blair: None.
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Title: Igf1r interacts with β arrestins and translocates into nucleus in Alzheimer’s disease

Authors: *P. SENGUPTA, D. MUKHOPADHYAY; Biophysics & Structural Genomics, Saha Inst. of Nuclear Physics, KOLKATA, India

Abstract: The IGF1R signaling cascade forms the crux of this study due to its importance in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), crosstalk possibilities and regulatory mechanisms. IGF1R expression significantly increases in AD and several studies have shown its ablation reverses cognitive impairment. We begin our exploration by monitoring β-arrestins due to IGF1R’s cytoplasmic βarr1/2 binding domain which has not been investigated in neurodegenerative scenarios before. We observed a significant upregulation in β-arr1 and downregulation in β-arr2 in SHSY5Y cells in AD like conditions (AICD is overexpressed along with extracellular introduction of Aβ) (n=4). An increase in interaction between IGF1R and β-arr1 leads to sustained MAPK signaling which is co-related with prior studies. We further probed the cAMP production (due to IGF1R’s hybrid GPCR nature) through cAMP Glo assay (n=8) using various combinations of overexpression and silencing of related genes, and observed a marked reduction in cAMP in IGF1R overexpression experiments concurrent with AD like conditions. Incidentally, IGF1R-deficient cells showed relative increase in cAMP production, which further indicates that in AD, cAMP regulation is impacted by IGF1R. Furthermore, treatment with sumoylation inhibitors and phosphorylation inhibitors which potentially blocks IGF1R translocation into the nucleus, leads to increase in cAMP levels. We performed live imaging to visualize the trafficking of GFP tagged IGF1R when treated with Aβ and found that it eventually translocated to the nucleus. To ascertain that this enhanced nuclear shuttling was not an artefact of neuroblastoma, a differentiated neuronal model was generated and the cholinergic neuronal lineage was validated through an Acetylcholine assay. In the differentiated model, we further observed nuclear IGF1R in a greater number of cells treated with Aβ as compared to control sets, which was validated with fractionation studies. The study was also performed on B6C3-Tg(APPswe.PSEN1dE9)/85Dbo/J mice brains against control brain tissue and more nuclear specs were found there as well. For the first time an altered distribution of IGF1R in AD was quantified and is gradually being understood. Thus, to conclude IGF1R interacts with β arrestin1, hyperactivates MAPK pathways at the membrane after vesicle formation, upon sumoylation travels into the nucleus in AD to regulate key pathways involved in cognition.
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Title: Rumex japonicus Houtt. alleviates Parkinson’s disease by inhibiting mitochondrial dysfunction and colonic damage in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)-induced C57BL/6N mice

Authors:  
*H.-Y. KIM;  
Pusan Natl. Univ., Yangsan-si, Korea, Republic of

Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is common neurodegenerative disease in elderly people in the world. Rumex japonicus Houtt. (RJ) has been used to treat several gastrointestinal and inflammatory diseases in Korea. We recently confirmed the protective effect of RJ in colitis and colorectal cancer in mice and the neuroprotective effect of RJ in an in vitro PD model. In this study, we investigated the effects of RJ in the mitochondria of brain and the colon in MPTP-induced PD mice. C57BL/6N male mice (10-week old) were injected with MPTP (30 mg/kg, i. p.) for 5 days and treated with low or high dose of RJ (p. o.) for 14 days. RJ inhibited decrease of loss of tyrosine hydroxylase-positive cells and the mitochondrial protein expressions such as PINK1, Parkin and DJ-1 in the substantia nigra (SN). In addition, RJ reduced mitochondria-dependent apoptosis, increase of α-synuclein and inflammatory factors such as LPS, IL-1β and TNF-α in both the SN and the colon. Moreover, RJ suppressed collapse of tight junction (TJ) barrier in the colon and blood-brain barrier in the SN by regulating the expression of TJs (ZO-1, occluding and claudin-5) and/or adherens junction protein (VE-cadherin). Therefore, RJ alleviates MPTP-induced PD by protecting normal function of mitochondria and TJs in the brain and the colon.

Disclosures:  
H. Kim: None.
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**Title:** Parkinson's disease relevant pathological features are manifested in male Pink1/Parkin deficient rats.

**Authors:** B. LAMBERTY, L. ESTRELLA, J. MATTINGLY, K. EMANUEL, A. TREASE, S. TOTUSEK, L. SHELDON, J. GEORGE, M. ALMIKHLAFI, T. FARMER, *K. STAUCH*;  
Univ. of Nebraska Med. Ctr., Omaha, NE

**Abstract:** Animal disease models are important for neuroscience experimentation and in the study of neurodegenerative disorders. The major neurodegenerative disorder leading to motor impairments is Parkinson’s disease (PD). The identification of hereditary forms of PD uncovered gene mutations and variants, such as loss-of-function mutations in PTEN-induced putative kinase 1 (Pink1) and the E3 ubiquitin ligase Parkin, two proteins involved in mitochondrial quality control, that could be harnessed to create animal models. However, to date, such models have not reproducibly recapitulated major aspects of the disease. Here, we describe the generation and phenotypic characterization of a combined Pink1/Parkin double knockout (dKO) rat, which reproducibly exhibits PD-relevant abnormalities, particularly in male animals. Motor dysfunction in Pink1/Parkin dKO rats was characterized by gait abnormalities and decreased rearing frequency, the latter of which was responsive to levodopa treatment. Pink1/Parkin dKO rats exhibited elevated plasma levels of neurofilament light chain and significant loss of tyrosine hydroxylase expression in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc). Glial cell activation was also observed in the SNpc. Pink1/Parkin dKO rats showed elevated plasma and reduced cerebrospinal levels of alpha-synuclein as well as the presence of alpha-synuclein aggregates in the striatum. Further, the profile of circulating lymphocytes was altered, as elevated CD3+CD4+ T cells and reduced CD3+CD8+ T cells in Pink1/Parkin dKO rats were found. This coincided with mitochondrial dysfunction and infiltration of CD3+ T cells in the striatum. Altogether, the Pink1/Parkin dKO rats exhibited phenotypes similar to what is seen with PD patients, thus highlighting the suitability of this model for mechanistic studies of the role of Pink1 and Parkin in PD pathogenesis and as therapeutic targets.
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Title: Assessing anxiety and depression comorbidities in a primate model of Parkinson’s Disease

Authors: A. SADOUN¹, Q. LI², E. BEZARD³, *E. PIOLI⁴; ¹Motac, Bordeaux, France; ²Motac Neurosci., Motac Neurosci., Beijing, China; ³Inst. of Neurodegenerative Dis., Bordeaux, France; ⁴MOTAC, Bordeaux, France

Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD), in which there is widespread degeneration of the catecholamine system, is characterised by both motor and non-motor symptoms, such as impairment in cognitive performance. Anxiety and depression are also known comorbidities associated with Parkinson’s disease. The study aimed to examine the anxiety/depression-like phenotype in the gold standard primate model of motor symptoms in PD, the so-called 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) macaque model. The cognitive performance was also evaluated. The anxiety / depression-like phenotype was evaluated in 11 MPTP and 6 normal macaques (Macaca mulatta) by ethological scan in the Human Intruder Test. The cognitive performances were assessed by the delayed matching to sample (DMTS) and the Variable Delayed Response (VDR) tasks from the Monkey CANTAB battery. The MPTP monkeys presented a passive reaction toward challenging stimuli during the intruder test, which is a sign of depressive-like individuals compared to normal animals. The MPTP monkeys showed longer learning latencies and decreased performance in the long delays in DMTS and VDR tasks. The rich behavioural repertoire of non-human primates makes them ideal translational models in which neuropsychiatric conditions can be studied. The present results that the MPTP-treated macaque replicates some depressive-like behaviour associated with PD.

Disclosures: A. Sadoun: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Motac. Q. Li: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Motac. E. Bezard: None. E. Pioli: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Motac.
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Title: Effects of inflammation in the progression of parkinson's disease in a rat model overexpressing human alpha-synuclein

Authors: *M. MASSARO CENERE¹,²,³, M. TIBERI⁴,¹, E. PALDINO¹, S. D'ADDARIO¹,³, M. FEDERICI¹, C. GIACOMET⁴,¹, F. COSSA⁴,¹, B. ZARRILLI¹,³, A. LEDONNE⁴,¹,³, E. GUATTEO¹,³, N. BERRETTA²,³, F. R. FUSCO¹, V. CHIURCHÛ¹,⁵, N. B. MERCURI¹,⁴,³; ¹Fondazione Santa Lucia, Rome, Italy; ²Fondazione Santa Lucia, Roma, Italy; ³Aligning Sci.
Abstract: Parkinson's disease (PD) is now understood to be a multifactorial disorder involving genetic and environmental risk factors. Increasing research efforts have been made to understand how genetic and environmental factors may act in concert to impair homeostasis and elevate risk. Inflammation could be one unifying biological factor that could weaken homeostasis affecting neurodegenerative disease risk, onset, and progression. In this study, we created a double-hit animal model of PD to investigate whether overexpression of α-synuclein and inflammation accelerate the progression of PD neurodegeneration. Two months old rats overexpressing human α-synuclein (Snca) and wild-type littermates were intraperitoneally injected with a single dose of lipopolysaccharide (LPS, 5mg/kg) or with saline (SAL). Three months after injection, we evaluated nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurodegeneration, α-synuclein pathology, and neuroinflammation by immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence, constant potential amperometry, and high dimensional flow cytometry analyses. We also investigated associated general locomotor and depressive-like behavior dysfunctions. The acute injection of LPS in rats caused long-lasting neuroinflammation in the substantia nigra (SN) and the striatum (STR). Microglia showed morphological changes, with less complex and shorter branching and increased expression of M1 activation markers. In LPS-Snca rats, macrophage and T-lymphocytes infiltration was increased into the SN and the STR. Phospho-S129 α-synuclein appeared qualitatively more inside microglial cell somas in the SN and the STR of LPS-Snca rats than in the control groups. In this context, more than 40% of nigral TH+ neurons were lost in LPS Snca rats, and these cells showed altered dendritic arborization that branches from the SN pars compacta (SNpc) towards pars reticulata. The dopaminergic neuronal loss was associated with a slight reduction in the STR-evoked dopamine release in LPS-Snca rats. However, no significant decrease in the TH+ fibers was observed in LPS-treated compared to saline-treated rats, nor behavioral changes in general locomotor activity, motor balance, and coordination. Interestingly, LPS-Snca rats preferred the 1% sucrose solution, with higher sucrose intake than the control groups. Our two-hit animal model involving a genetic mutation and an inflammatory factor reproduced some key pathogenic PD features and, most notably, accelerated the progression of PD neurodegeneration in the SNpc. Thus, it could be a valid animal model to study the mechanisms whereby α-synuclein and inflammation interactions mediate neurodegeneration in PD.
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**Abstract:** Parkinson's disease is characterized by loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra, as well as loss of noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus. Neuroinflammation and microglia are thought to contribute to the progression of Parkinson's disease. Noradrenaline, aside from its neurotransmissive role, exerts anti-inflammatory effects and is hypothesized to act as a protector for dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra.

We have recently using the N-(2-chloroethyl)-N-ethyl-2-bromobenzylamine (DSP4) toxin-based rat model of noradrenergic denervation demonstrated a direct link between locus coerulean denervation and long-term loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra. In addition, we observed increased neuroinflammation, characterized by microglial activation, over the substantia nigra. To investigate the immunosuppressive and protective effects of noradrenaline further, we have now administered lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to DSP4-treated rats and evaluated the neuroinflammatory and degenerative process using cytokine arrays, ELISA, and stereological cell counting.

Post-mortem cell counting showed a significant reduction in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-positive cells in the substantia nigra of subjects treated with DSP4 or LPS compared to controls at the 6-month time point. In addition, additional dopaminergic degeneration was seen in the double treated subjects, DSP4+LPS compared to LPS only. Analysis of brain tissue revealed alterations in pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines, emphasizing the importance of the noradrenergic system as a modulator. Motor function and coordination assessment using the RotaRod test demonstrated a significant decrease in subjects treated with DSP4 or LPS compared to controls at both the 3-month and 6-month time points.

Our findings suggest that the substantia nigra is more susceptible to LPS-induced neuroinflammation in the absence of protection from an intact noradrenergic system.

Title: Alterations in mitochondrial bioenergetics and increased phosphorylated alpha-synuclein in older mice lacking ATP13A2

Authors: *K. M. CROUCHER*¹,², J. K. LEPP¹, S. M. FLEMING¹;

Abstract: ATP13A2 is a lysosomal protein involved in polyamine transport. Loss of function mutations in ATP13A2 have been linked to the neurodegenerative disorders Parkinson’s disease (PD), Kufor-Rakeb Syndrome, Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis, and Hereditary Spastic Paraplegia. In vitro studies show loss of ATP13A2 impairs mitochondrial function and may contribute to the neurodegeneration found in these disorders. The present study sought to investigate the effect of loss of ATP13A2 function on mitochondrial function during aging in mice. In addition, given the link with PD, pathological phosphorylated alpha-synuclein was measured within the mitochondrial fraction. Male and female wildtype (WT), heterozygous (Het), and Atp13a2 knockout (KO) mice at 3, 12, and 18 months of age were included in the study. Mitochondrial bioenergetics was measured in the prefrontal cortex, striatum, ventral midbrain, and cerebellum. Fresh mitochondrial fractions from each region were isolated and the oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of mitochondria (5ug/well) was measured in triplicate using the Seahorse XFp Flux Analyzer. OCR was measured in response to sequential injections of the substrates ADP, Oligomycin, FCCP, and Rotenone/Antimycin A in the presence of energetic substrates (glutamate, succinate, and malate). Mitochondrial bioenergetics analysis revealed a significant decrease in basal respiration in the striatum in 12 and 18 month KO mice compared to Het mice at the same age. At 12 months of age striatal OCR in KO mice was significantly reduced in response to oligomycin, FCCP, and Rotenone/Antimycin A. Further, phosphorylated alpha-synuclein in striatal mitochondria was significantly increased in 18 month KO mice. Overall, these data indicate loss of ATP13A2 in vivo disrupts mitochondrial function and promotes pathological alpha-synuclein within the striatum during aging.
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¹Icahn Sch. Of Med. at Mount Sinai, New York, NY; ²Icahn Sch. of Med. at Mount Sinai, New York, NY; ³1470 Madison Ave, Mount Sinai Sch. of Med. Dept. of Neurol., New York, NY

**Abstract:** Background: Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) variant G2019S is found in both familial and sporadic Parkinson’s disease (PD). Many LRRK2 G2019S mouse models have been created to investigate pathogenic mechanism of PD but have yet to show a robust Parkinson’s disease phenotype. While the sequence difference between human and mouse LRRK2 (~83% homologous) may contribute to the lack of PD related symptoms, the manifestation of neuropathologies even with the expression of human LRRK2 variant could be tempered by the endogenous rodent Lrrk2. Furthermore, recent evidence from multiple reports (including ours) have shown a significant enrichment of LRRK2 expression in microglia from human tissues, yet mouse models were not able to capture that. Thus, distinct cell type expression patterns of LRRK2 between mouse and human could also underlie the difference. Therefore, we propose to establish a new mouse model of humanized LRRK2-G2019S (hLRRK2G2019S), which may allow for better PD modeling while limiting the competing effects between human and endogenous LRRK2.

**Methods:** We established a novel model by replacing mouse lrrk2 with the human genomic sequence of LRRK2-G2019S. We confirmed the expression of human LRRK2 variant and lack of mouse LRRK2 in this model. Early characterizations of this model focused on male mice because of the increased severity of PD in males. We performed immunohistochemistry analysis of the kidney and brain slices obtained from hLRRK2G2019S, Lrrk2 G2019S Knock-In (KI), LRRK2 KO, and WT mice and compared the pathologies among the mice with different genotypes. Results: In contrast to control and Lrrk2-G2019S KI mice, hLRRK2G2019S mice show remarkable renal pathology associated with autophagy defects and an increase of pS129 α-synuclein levels. We also detected an increase of phosphorylation of rab10 and rab12 in hLRRK2G2019S brains, compared to the control mice. Conclusions: Our ongoing study shows that the humanized LRRK2 G2019S model shows distinct pathology in peripheral tissues from the previously reported mouse KI LRRK2 G2019S and transgenic mice expressing human LRRK2 variants. We are currently investigating the humanized LRRK2 PD model in the brain and multiple peripheral tissues. Our study is expected to show better tools to understand PD and investigate peripheral molecular biomarkers due to G2019S dependent kidney dysfunction.

**Disclosures:** B. Huang: None. X. Li: None. Z. Yue: None.
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Title: Effect of Combinations of Commonly-Used Pesticides on Organismal Toxicity in Drosophila

Authors: *A. ATHEBY, F. ABDUL-RAHMAN, H. LAWAL;
Delaware State Univ., Dover, DE

Abstract: Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a debilitating, progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized in part by the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta. Epidemiological studies have established that exposure to certain pesticides and herbicides increase an individual’s likelihood of developing PD. Although the full catalog of pesticides that pose risks for PD is not currently known, some potentially toxic compounds are commonly used for agricultural or gardening purposes, and may be purchased at local stores. The objective of this study therefore, was to determine whether different combinations of commercially-available pesticides and herbicides have either a synergistic or additive effect on toxicity in *Drosophila.* We first established a dose response curve in the following pesticides: acephate, atrazine, and diuron. We then exposed *Drosophila* to different combinations of the compounds at a concentration at which each alone was minimally toxic. We performed survival and locomotion ability analyses on each experimental group. We demonstrate that combinations involving atrazine and diuron show strong decreases in survival that were greater than each single pesticide alone. Moreover, we find that atrazine, which has been implicated in Parkinson’s disease etiology in work by others, shows elevated toxicity. We also present data on our analysis of the effects of these compounds on reactive oxygen species generation and measures of neurotoxicity. Together, our data suggest that exposure to combinations of commonly-used pesticides such as atrazine and diuron may elevate susceptibility to environment toxins, including those that are implicated in PD.
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Abstract: Sex Differences in Novel Transgenic Mice with Constitutively Upregulated Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptors: Implications for Parkinson’s Disease

Gauri Pandey¹,²*, Sara M. Zarate¹, and Rahul Srinivasan¹,²

Department of Neuroscience and Experimental Therapeutics, Texas A&M School of Medicine, Bryan, TX, USA
²Texas A&M Institute for Neuroscience, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, USA

Parkinson’s disease (PD) incidence rates predict a worldwide pandemic that will affect over 12 million people by 2040, underscoring the urgent need for neuroprotective drugs. Unfortunately, no neuroprotective drugs are currently available, and most proposed neuroprotective drugs failed clinical trials because PD is produced by a range of insults not replicated in any one animal model. For this reason, we focus on hyperactivated endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, a convergent apoptotic mechanism for multiple PD-related toxicities. Nicotine reduces PD risk; however, nicotine concentrations in tobacco users cannot activate neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs), making this an unlikely mechanism for neuroprotection of dopaminergic (DA) neurons. We have previously shown that nanomolar concentrations of the nicotinic ligand cytisine rapidly chaperone β2-subunit-containing (β2*) nAChRs out of the ER. This directly reduces the ER stress response, which is critical for neuroprotection. To test this hypothesis, we created a novel transgenic mouse line named β2-mutant, with enhanced ER export of β2* nAChRs. Surprisingly, β2-mutant mice demonstrate significant increases in Sec24D ER exit sites (ERES) within substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) DA neurons in only female but not male mice. We also induced parkinsonism in mice by unilateral injection of 6-OHDA in the dorsolateral striatum. Interestingly, the β2-mutations reduced apomorphine rotations only in female mice. This reduction corresponds with a decrease in the loss of TH+ neurons. Our data suggests the β2-mutations exert neuroprotection only in female mice. We are also testing the consequences of upregulating β2* nAChRs on striatal dopamine release using the optogenetic sensor GRABDA.

This work is supported by NIH R01NS115809.
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Title: Exercise boosts dopamine release in the new parkinR275W mouse model of autosomal recessive juvenile parkinsonism
Authors: *L. ZANETTI*¹, G. BASTIOLI¹, J. C. PATEL², M. REGONI¹, F. VALTORTA¹, J. SASSONE¹, M. E. RICE²;
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Abstract: Mutations in PARK2 gene cause Autosomal recessive juvenile parkinsonism (ARJP), an early onset familial form of Parkinson's disease characterized by early and severe dopamine (DA) neurons loss in substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). At the moment, no neuroprotective approach exists, and a symptomatic therapy only is available. Complementing drug treatments, physical exercise has been shown to improve motor performance in individuals living with PD. However, underlying mechanisms are not yet understood. Our previous study showed that voluntary exercise for 30 days leads to an increase in evoked DA release throughout the striatum in WT mice. Based on this observation, we wanted to test the effects of exercise on DA release in pathological conditions. To fulfill this aim, we used our new, innovative mechanistic mouse model of PARK2-related ARJP. This model was created by taking advantage of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing to insert the PARKIN R275W missense mutation, found with highest allelic frequency in PARK2 patients. Characterization of this model showed it recapitulates major Parkinson’s disease hallmarks, such as age-dependent loss of DA neurons in the SNc, progressive motor impairment, and decrease of DA content. Using the method of fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), we further characterized the mouse model assessing the electrically-evoked DA release in striatal slices before and after an exercise protocol. Data suggested a DA release impairment in non-runner, 6-months-old R275W mice, which worsened in aged (12-months-old) mice. Subsequently, we analyzed the effect of 30-days voluntary running protocol in 12-months old mice: we observed an increase in stimulus-evoked DA release in the striatum as well as an amelioration of motor phenotype. These findings highlight a pivotal role of exercise in treatment of PD by boosting DA release in the brain and shed light on the importance for research to learn underlying mechanistic insights.
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Title: The sequential expression of T-bet, GATA3 and RORγ in basal ganglia of MPTP-induced non-human primate model with Parkinson's disease.
Authors: *J. SEO*¹, K. KIM¹, M. KIM¹, Y. JUNG¹, S.-W. LEE¹, Y. LEE¹;

Abstract: The connection between neurons and T lymphocytes, particularly the role of T helper 17 (Th17) CD4 lymphocytes, has garnered attention in the study of Parkinson's disease (PD) and potential therapeutic strategies for neurodegenerative diseases. It has been reported that Th17 lymphocytes can mediate neuronal cell death in vitro models. However, the mechanism underlying the progression and persistence of Th17 lymphocyte infiltration into the brain following the injection of 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) in a non-human primate (NHP) model of PD remains unknown. This study aimed to investigate the long-term infiltration of Th1, Th2, and Th17 cells into the substantia nigra (SN) during the progression of PD in an NHP model after MPTP administration. The study examined the acute, sub-acute, and chronic phases of PD to understand the progression and persistence of Th1, Th2, and Th17 cell infiltration. The acute phase infiltration of Th17 cell coincides with the concurrent death of dopaminergic neurons, in contrast to the delayed infiltration of Th1 and Th2 cells. The findings of this study shed light on the infiltration progression of T lymphocytes in the NHP model of PD and provide novel insights into the pathogenesis of PD. Understanding the role of Th17 cells and their infiltration patterns in PD may contribute to the development of new therapeutic approaches for the treatment of this neurodegenerative disease.
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Title: An Expression based approach to assessing a Parkinson’s Disease-like state in 6-OHDA exposed Zebrafish larvae.

Authors: *A. ROMERO, M. S. EL-HALAWANY, A. K. HAMOUDA, B. R. BILL;* Univ. of Texas, Tyler, Tyler, TX

Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the loss of A-9 midbrain dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta. The disorder is clinically characterized by motor symptoms including but not limited to tremor at rest, rigidity,
akinesia, and postural instability affecting the quality of life for over 10 million people worldwide. The neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) is a well-established methodology to chemically induce a PD-like state in animal models by damaging dopaminergic neurons. In our effort to optimize a 6-OHDA-based PD-like model in zebrafish for drug screening, we used an RNA expression-based assessment to determine optimal 6-OHDA-exposure conditions (zebrafish age at time of exposure, 6-OHDA concentration, duration of exposure). We used dopaminergic neuronal markers (e.g., th), PD-related genes (e.g., pink1), reactive oxygen species pathway genes (e.g., sod2) as quantitative molecular endpoints. Our preliminary results established a workflow that consists of 24 hours of 6-OHDA exposure (10-30 µM) during 3-4 day post fertilization in the presence of 0.2% ascorbic acid, 0.23 ppm methylene blue, and buffered with 40 mM HEPES (pH 7.4). RT-qPCR confirmed a statistically significant reduction in th and pink1 genes expression and statistically significant upregulation of sod2 gene expression without apparent changes in the expression of control housekeeping genes hpri in zebrafish larvae treated with 30 µM 6-OHDA using the above workflow. Exposure to 30 µM 6-OHDA using this workflow resulted in no morphological or developmental differences in surviving fish as compared to control, however, 30 µM 6-OHDA exposure was associated with ~50% lethality. Further work is ongoing to improve the workflow to reduce lethality while keeping the desired quantitative molecular endpoints of selective damage in dopaminergic neuron.
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Title: Pigmentation of midbrain catecholaminergic neurons in mice following the systemic delivery of a BBB-penetrant AAV9 capsid variant

Authors: *J. LANCIEGO1,2,3, J. CHOCARRO1,2,3, G. ARIZNABARRETA1,2,3, E. RODA1,2,3, A. HONRUBIA1,2,3, P. ARNAIZ1, S. MARANA1, A. CORCHO1, A. LEON-VILLARES1, A. VAZQUEZ8, M. CUADRADO-TEJEDOR1, A. GARCIA-OSTA1, R. HERNANDEZ-ALCOCEBA1, M. CHILLON5,6,7,8, A. J. RICO1,2,3; 1CNS Gene Therapy Program, CIMA - Univ. of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain; 2Ctr. de
Abstract: Throughout the past few years, the field of CNS gene therapy has witnessed a continuous race for the development of novel AAV capsid variants that can bypass the BBB upon systemic delivery. Several different options fulfilling this unmet need have been made available recently, these options opening a broad range of applications for both disease-modeling purposes as well as for therapeutic uses. Among existing possibilities, Voyager Therapeutics (Cambridge, MA) recently developed several AAV9 capsid variants by taking advantage of a RNA-driven screen platform known as TRACER (Tropism Redirection of AAV by Cell-type-specific Expression of RNA; see PMID: 33553485). This approach resulted in the characterization of ten individual variants showing up to 400-fold higher brain transduction over AAV9 following systemic administration. Here we took advantage of the AAV9-P31 capsid variant for modeling Parkinson’s disease in naïve, non-transgenic mice. To this aim, AAV9-P31 encoding the human tyrosinase gene (the enzymatic precursor of neuromelanin), was delivered in the retro-ocular plexus of C57BL/6 mice. One cohort of animals was euthanized four weeks post-AAV delivery, whereas another cohort was sacrificed with a follow-up time of 16 weeks. In all animals injected with AAV9-P31-hTyr, the conducted histological processing revealed a specific, time-dependent pigmentation of dopaminergic neurons located in the substantia nigra pars compacta and the ventral tegmental area, together with a somehow weaker pigmentation of noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus. Moreover, preliminary results suggested the presence of intracytoplasmic inclusions positive for traditional markers of Lewy body pathology such as P62 and alpha-synuclein in pigmented neurons. Bearing in mind the well-known reciprocal association between the incidence of melanoma and Parkinson’s disease, the conducted approach enabled the development of a novel pre-clinical mice model of Parkinson’s disease mimicking the known neuropathological hallmarks of this disorder with unprecedented accuracy. By going this way, it is also worth noting that intraparenchymal delivery of AAVs will no longer be required, an issue obviously broadening the gene therapy field by allowing the implementation of a whole range of novel therapeutic strategies.
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Abstract: ZNF746 was identified as a parkin-interacting substrate (PARIS). To understand the pathophysiological properties of PARIS, we examined PARIS’s biophysical properties, showing that PARIS undergoes liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) and amorphous solid formation. LLPS of PARIS required the N-terminal low complexity domain 1 (LCD1), whereas the prion-like domain (PrLD, GGGGSGSGGGGGGS) at C-terminus was critical for the liquid to solid phase transition. In addition, we observed that poly (ADP-ribose) (PAR) strongly binds to the C-terminus of PARIS near the PrLD, accelerating its LLPS and solidification. MNNG-induced PAR formation led to PARIS oligomerization in human iPSC-derived dopaminergic neurons that was prevented by the PARP inhibitor, ABT-888. Furthermore, SDS-resistant PARIS species were observed in the substantia nigra (SN) of aged mice overexpressing wild-type PARIS, but not with a PAR binding-deficient PARIS mutant. PARIS solidification was also found in the SN of α-synuclein preformed fibril (α-syn PFF) injected mice and adult conditional knockout (KO) of parkin, but not in that of PARP1 KO mice injected with α-syn PFF. Herein, we demonstrate that PARIS undergoes LLPS and PAR-mediated solidification in PD models.
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Title: SARS-CoV-2 infection enhances susceptibility in oxidative stress-induced and genetic models of Parkinson's Disease
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by the loss of dopaminergic (DA) neurons in the SNpc of the midbrain, inflammation, and the formation of insoluble aggregates of phosphorylated alpha-synuclein. Although its causes are multifactorial, viral infections, including influenza, have been associated with the development of parkinsonism
Given the similarities in systemic responses after infection with SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) to those reported after the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic, we investigated, using mouse models of viral infection, whether SARS-CoV-2 infection would have the potential to elicit a similar neurological syndrome. In this study we examined if prior infection with SARS-CoV-2 increased midbrain pathology in two models of experimental parkinsonism: 1) administration of a subacute level of 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), and 2) mice carrying a G2019S mutation in the LRRK2 gene. Two strains of SARS-CoV-2 (WA-1 and omicron) were used. For MPTP experiments, C57BL/6J mice expressing the human ACE2 receptor (k18-hACE2) were infected with SARS-CoV-2 to induce moderate disease. After 38 days of recovery, mice were administered a subtoxic dose of MPTP and euthanized 7 days later. To examine effects in a familial mode, k18-hACE2 mice crossed with G2019S LRRK2 KI mice and were infected with the same titer of virus and euthanized 30 days later. Subsequent neuroinflammation and SNpc DA neuron loss were determined using stereology. Mice infected with SARS-CoV-2 or MPTP alone showed no significant SNpc DA neuron loss. However, in mice infected with SARS-CoV-2 (WA-1), MPTP induced a 23% or 19% greater loss of SNpc DA neurons than WA-1 alone or MPTP alone respectively (p <0.05). Examination of microglial activation showed a significant increase in the number of activated microglia in the SNpc of the WA-1 + MPTP group compared with WA-1 or MPTP alone (p <0.01). In k18-hACE2 X G2019S mice, WA-1 induced a 19% loss of SNpc DA neurons (p <0.01), and a significant increase in the number of activated microglia (p <0.05) compared to uninfected mice. Preliminary data shows that infection with the omicron variant similarly induces a 20% loss of SNpc neurons when exposed to MPTP, compared to omicron alone (p<0.01). Our observations have important implications for long-term public health, given the number of people who have survived a SARS-CoV-2 infection, as well as for future public policy regarding infection mitigation. Further, it will be critical to determine whether these observed effects are abrogated by vaccination or antiviral treatment.
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Title: Abnormalities in Y-Maze Test in P+L Treated Parkinsonian Rats and its Protection with Oral Squalamine Treatment
**Authors:** *T. WHITE, V. PESHATTIWAR, C. SWAIN, K. LE, D. POKHAREL, T. SUBRAMANIAN;*  
Neurol., The Univ. of Toledo Col. of Med. and Life Sci., Toledo, OH

**Abstract:** Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a chronic neurodegenerative condition with motor and non-motor clinical manifestations. One of the non-motor features that is under intense investigation is cognitive decline. We previously reported a novel rat model of PD that uses subthreshold doses of Paraquat (P) and Lectins (L) administered orally to cause parkinsonism that simulates the environmental gut brain pathogenesis of PD with associated nigral synucleinopathy, levodopa responsive parkinsonism and protection against PD via subdiaphragmatic vagotomy performed prior to P+L exposure. We have also reported in the past that squalamine, a natural bile salt derived from the dog fish shark when administered orally provides protection against parkinsonism. The Y-maze has been used extensively in animal models of PD to assess short-term memory. We hypothesized that animals with more severe parkinsonian motor symptoms will exhibit a worse performance in the Y-maze task as defined by spontaneous alternation. We tested this using three treatment groups: no treatment (Normal), paraquat + lectin via oral gavage (P+L), paraquat + lectin and squalamine solution (P+L+S). Within the P+L group, animals exhibited varying degree of motor deficits as confirmed by our battery of behavioral tests. Twenty-five Sprague Dawley rats were placed in a Y-Maze apparatus with an overhead automated movement tracking system (AnyMaze). For five minutes, each rat’s movement was tracked and scored for their independent spontaneous alternation pattern with minimal distractions. The validity of the software’s output was confirmed by manual scoring. Each spontaneous alternation was reported as a raw score based on the total of triads completed in each trial. One-way ANOVA confirmed a significant difference (p=0.02) in spontaneous alternation and a value approaching significance (p=0.090) for the percent spontaneous alternation between treatment groups. Post-hoc analysis using student t-tests shows a significant difference when comparing all three P+L subcategories to normal animals. No significant difference was noted between P+L+S and normal animals. These preliminary results suggest that although motor deficits differed between animals treated with P+L, the short-term memories of these animals were equally affected regardless of the extent of the motor deficits. When animals were treated with oral squalamine, these cognitive deficits were not observed, suggesting that the observed phenomenon is linked to synucleinopathy.

**Disclosures:** T. White: None. V. Peshattiwar: None. C. Swain: None. K. Le: None. D. Pokharel: None. T. Subramanian: None.
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Abstract: Background Neurotrophin-3 (NT3) is a class of neuroprotective growth factors that are secreted in the nervous system that induces the development, maintenance, and survival of a specific neuronal population. NT3 has been sparsely studied in a zebrafish model. This study aims to present the cellular localization of NT3 in adult zebrafish brains and investigate the role of NT3 in a Parkinson’s Disease (PD) model. Methodology Localization of NT3 expression was conducted in zebrafish brains using \textit{in situ} hybridization to identify the neurotrophin-3 (\textit{ntf3}) mRNA followed by fluorescence immunohistochemistry (FIHC) to visualize the co-expression of \textit{ntf3} mRNA in neuronal and glial markers. Following that, an assessment of NT3 expression was conducted in the zebrafish PD model using the quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) method, Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA), and NT3 IHC to investigate the alteration in NT3 expression following the induction of PD in zebrafish. Results and Discussion The \textit{ntf3} mRNA-expressing cells (hereafter refers to as NT3 cells) were identified over the olfactory bulb, telencephalon, diencephalon, mesencephalon, and in rhombencephalon of the zebrafish brains. This opens the emphasis on the role of NT3 in the central nervous system apart from the previously established role in the peripheral nerve. Double labeling with the glial (GFAP) and neuronal (HuC/D) markers showed 100\% overlap with the neuronal marker however with less than 20\% overlap with the glial marker. This is slightly different from other neurotrophins such as the brain-derived neurotrophic marker (BDNF) where glial cells were more pronounced in expressing the proteins. Double labeling using the FIHC method was conducted for the dopaminergic marker (tyrosine hydroxylase) as well which showed 80\% overlap in the region of the posterior tuberculum of the diencephalon, which is the pathognomonic location of PD in zebrafish. The \textit{ntf3} gene expression was significantly downregulated 20 times in the PD model (0.05\pm0.04) compared to the control group (p=0.003). ELISA assessment of zebrafish brain was coherently dropped in NT3 protein level in the PD model (3295.32\pm186.11; p=0.04). The NT3 IHC assessment showed a global reduction in the intensity of the NT3 staining in the tissue section of the PD model’s brain compared to the control. Conclusion The NT3 is actively expressed in adult zebrafish brains and showed its potential role in the pathogenesis of PD. This could offer a possibility of NT3 as part of the potential treatment of PD.

Disclosures: N. Omar: None. J. Murthy: None. S. Teoh: None.
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Title: Increased Anxiety-Related Behaviors Following Dopamine Loss Alters Glutamate Synapses in the Medial Prefrontal Cortex in an Animal Model of Parkinson’s Disease

Authors: C. MOORE1, M. HELMS1, M. A. NIPPER2, L. WINFREY1, D. FINN1,3, *C. K. MESHUL4,3,

Abstract: Anxiety is a prominent non-motor symptom of Parkinson’s disease (PD). Changes in the B-spectrum recordings in PD patients of the pre-frontal cortex correlate with increased anxiety (de Hemptinne et al., 2021). Loss of nigrostriatal dopamine (DA) has been resulted in a decrease in spine density in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC; Solis et al., 2007), but no behavioral testing was carried out. We reported changes in glutamate synapses in the striatum and substantia nigra following DA loss (Meshul et al., 1999; Moore et al., 2020). We hypothesize that loss of DA will result in increased anxiety-related behaviors, and this will be associated with alteration in glutamate synapses. In the current study, male C57BL/6J mice (12-16 wks old) were tested for anxiety-related behavior using the elevated plus maze (Finn et al., 1997) following 4 weeks of vehicle (VEH) or treatment MPTP treatment (Moore et al., 2020), resulting in a 65% loss of striatal tyrosine hydroxylase and a 37% loss of DA neurons. The mice were then euthanized for histological evaluation for Golgi spine density, glutamate immunogold labeling within Layers II/III using electron microscopy, and for western blotting of various glutamate markers of the mPFC. There was an increase in anxiety-related behaviors (80% increase in closed arm entries; 100% increase in closed arm distance; 43% decrease in % open arm entries; 70% decrease in % distance in open arms) and a 78% decrease in plasma corticosterone levels in the MPTP vs VEH groups. This was associated with a 30% decrease in the density of dendritic spines in Layers II/III, and a 53% decrease in the density of glutamate immunogold within vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (Vglut1; cortico-cortical connections) labeled nerve terminals and their associated spines, with no change within vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (Vglut2; thalamo-cortical connections) positive terminals/spines in the MPTP vs VEH groups. This decrease in glutamate terminal density suggests an increase in glutamate release (Meshul et al., 1999). There was a 15% decrease in the width of the synaptic cleft and a 23% increase in the length of the contact between the pre- and postsynaptic membranes in the MPTP vs VEH groups. There was an increase in protein expression of Vglut1 (40%) and Vglut2 (37%), a decrease in GLT-1 (50%) and EAAC1 (51%), and an increase in GLAST (225%) in the MPTP vs VEH groups within the mPFC. These data suggest that nigrostriatal DA loss results in a decrease in dendritic spines within the mPFC, which may be due to increased glutamate release/extracellular glutamate levels (decrease in glutamate transporters) and an associated change in anxiety-related behavior.
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Title: Behavioral and mitochondrial characterization of a rat model that overexpresses human tyrosinase in substantia nigra
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Abstract: BACKGROUND: Neuromelanin (NM) is a catecholamine-based polymer pigment derived from dopamine (DA) and DA precursors. During the lifespan NM is synthetized and then accumulated in a large part of DA neurons, particularly in the substantia Nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and in noradrenergic neurons of locus coerules. Over the years, several studies tried to shed light on the exact mechanism underlying NM synthesis and accumulation. Still, only a few works investigated if the selective accumulation of NM could induce behavioral and/or cellular dysfunctions. Notably, some of these works suggested that the accumulation of oxidized DA and NM could cause mitochondrial dysfunction in Parkinson's disease (PD) patient-derived neurons. Epidemiological observations, functional magnetic resonance study, and postmortem brain analysis have supported the central role of neuromelanin in PD pathogenesis. METHODS: In the present work, to selectively induce accumulation of NM, we injected into SN of male and female rats an Adeno-Associated Virus able to over-express human tyrosinase AAV9-CMV-h tyr-GFP (AAV-h tyr) or AAV9-CMV-null-GFP (AAV-null). Two months-old rats were injected, and after 4 weeks, they were behaviorally tested (motor, anxiety, and compulsive domain). The mitochondrial metabolic activity was directly assessed on SNpc punches through Seahorse XF96. Data were analyzed, keeping gender separate, to evidence sex differences. RESULTS: Animals tested in grip strength show a hypertonic response independently from sex, but when the same animals undergo anxiety characterization, AAV-h tyr
males are more anxious than AAV-null. This difference was not found in females. Moreover, to verify sensitivity to psychostimulants, we administered 2.5 mg of amphetamine i.p., and we measured locomotion pre and post-injection; our results suggest that AAV-h tyr males are more vulnerable to amphetamine effects on locomotion compared to AAV-null. No marked difference was found in females. Regarding mitochondrial activity, our data show that both sexes are affected. Taken together, our results suggest that in the initial stages of neuromelanin formation both sexes are affected with slight differences. Future studies should investigate if this trend remains the same after more time from the injection of AAV-h tyr.
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Title: Neurodegeneration in the systemic rotenone model of Parkinson’s disease is associated with neuroinflammation, oxidative stress and gliosis
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the most common movement disorder, estimated to affect more than 8.5 million individuals globally. Motor symptoms of PD include bradykinesia, tremor and postural instability, and non-motor symptoms include cognitive impairment. The primary pathophysiological feature of PD is degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra (SN). This neurodegenerative process is associated with phosphorylation of alpha-synuclein and accumulation of protein aggregates, neuroinflammation, oxidative stress and gliosis. This study characterised the systemic rotenone rat model of PD based on Cannon et al 2009, investigating the temporal progression of motor symptoms and neuropathology. Male Lewis rats (n=8/group) received daily administration of rotenone by intraperitoneal injection (3.25mg/kg) for 1, 5 or 10 days. Behavioural assessments (locomotor activity, postural instability and beam walk tests) were performed at baseline and on the final day of treatment (day 1, 5 or 10) prior to tissue collection. Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) positive cells were
quantified in the SN by immunohistochemistry. Immunofluorescence quantification of phosphorylated (P129) alpha-synuclein and microglia (Iba1 positive cells) was performed. Neuroinflammatory markers (TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-1beta) in brain homogenate were analysed. Both 5- and 10-days rotenone treatment resulted in motor deficits, including reduced rearing counts (Day 10: Veh: 144±23; Rot: 13±10; p<0.05) and postural instability (Day 10: Veh: 4.2±0.1; Rot: 7.3±0.5; p<0.05). A 50% reduction in TH positive cells in the dorsolateral SN was observed following 10-day rotenone treatment (p=0.057). The number of microglia in the dorsolateral SN was increased with 10-day treatment (p<0.05) and evidence of alpha-synuclein accumulation was also observed. TNF-alpha and IL-6 were increased in whole brain homogenate at 10 days (p<0.05). Dopamine levels were reduced in 1-, 5- and 10-days treatment by 44%, 50% and 62%, respectively, compared to vehicle treated control. There is an unmet clinical need for new PD therapeutics with improved efficacy. The establishment of robust preclinical models effectively modelling the behavioural and pathophysiological features of PD is required to advance drug discovery. This study reports that the systemic rotenone rat model of PD is associated with disease relevant motor symptoms and dopaminergic neurodegeneration in the SN. Furthermore, neurodegeneration in this model is associated with temporal changes in markers of oxidative stress, neuroinflammation and gliosis, and a useful approach to studying treatments that may modify these processes.
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Title: Nigrovagal chemogenetic inhibition effects on paraquat+lectin model and electrophysiology of the hemiparkinsonian substantia nigra
Abstract: We tested the hypothesis that unilateral chemogenetic inhibition of the nigro-vagal pathway will provide contralateral protection and cause ipsilateral hemiparkinsonism. Adult Sprague Dawley (SD) rats were stereotactically injected with AAV2- Ef1a-eYFP-IRES-WGA-Cre into the DMV and AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry into the SNpc on the left side. This allowed chemogenetic inhibition of the left nigro-vagal pathway when P+L was given with chemogenetic activator JHU in the water supply. Control animals received inactive vectors. In a second experiment DAT-Cre transgenic rats received AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry into the SNpc on the left side followed by P+L oral gavage for a week while on JHU. All test animals developed stable left hemiparkinsonism and control animals developed bilateral parkinsonism as per Vibrissae and stepping tests. Histology showed unilateral expression of hM4Di and mCherry exclusively in the left nigro-vagal pathway in the wild type SD rats and ipsilateral SNpc neuronal preservation with all its projections expressing hM4Di and mCherry in the transgenic rats. Contralateral SNpc demonstrated >50% neuronal degeneration. We show that maladaptive nigro-vagal neuronal hyperactivity plays a critical role in accelerating synucleinopathy and SNpc degeneration. In our experiments, we observed that after 7 days of P+L exposure some adult Sprague Dawley rats naturally became hemiparkinsonian even without nigro-vagal inhibition. Previous experiments have demonstrated that neuronal firing in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) increases with PD progression (Remple et al., Mov Disord., 2011). We wanted to see if significant differences in neuronal firing and burst between the pathologic and non-pathologic Substancia Nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and reticulata (SNr) are present. In vivo electrophysiology was done and showed significant difference between the affected side and unaffected side in various region of the basal ganglia, with the unaffected side being similar to normal animals. Recordings in the affected STN of hemiparkinsonian animals showed significantly higher firing rates (40-60 Hz) compared to normal animals (8-20 Hz), while the unaffected side did not have such difference. The SNpc firing rate was decreased in the affected side and the SNr had an abnormal firing pattern. While these results are from naturally hemiparkinsonian rats, we expect that further investigation will show that chemogenetically protected hemiparkinsonism rats will have similar electrophysiological findings.
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by the progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra and the two greatest risk factors for PD are advanced age and male sex. While there is a nearly two-fold higher prevalence of PD in men than women, currently there are no neuroprotective treatments for either sex, underscoring an unmet need for the development of neuroprotective treatments. Interestingly, chronic tobacco use has been shown to reduce the risk of PD by 50% and our studies have shown that low doses of nicotine (100 nM) attenuate apoptotic endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress in DA neurons. Thus, we rationalized that nicotine and nicotinic agonists could reduce ER stress. Using a 6-OHDA model of PD we found that alternate day i.p. injections of 0.2 mg/kg cytisine, a partial nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonist, was sufficient to reduce parkinsonian motor deficits and decrease 6-OHDA induced neurodegeneration of DA neurons only in female mice. In contrast, cytisine treated male mice showed no change in motor deficits or DA neuron loss but rather showed a pathological increase in nuclear expression of the apoptotic ER stress protein CHOP. To test whether cytisine and estrogen could work in combination to exert neuroprotection in female mice, we exposed primary DA cultures to 10 nM 17-\(\beta\)-estradiol, 200 nM cytisine, or 17-\(\beta\)-estradiol and 200 nM cytisine. We found that 17-\(\beta\)-estradiol alone reduced expression of CHOP and that 200 nM cytisine reduced two additional ER stress proteins, ATF6 and XBP1. To characterize the combined effects of cytisine and 17-\(\beta\)-estradiol in vivo, we are testing three methods of estrogen depletion in female mice (1) surgical depletion of 17-\(\beta\)-estradiol via ovariectomy (OVX) (2) chemical inhibition of aromatase activity, and (3) depletion of 17-\(\beta\)-estradiol in reproductively senescent female mice. In the model of OVX we have found that intact cytisine treated females had significantly less apomorphine induced rotations than intact saline treated females; however, there was no difference in the average number of rotations between intact cytisine females and OVX cytisine female mice. Additionally, we found no differences in SNc TH intensity or GFAP reactivity after 6-OHDA lesion for either the intact cytisine or OVX cytisine groups but found decreased TH intensity and increased GFAP reactivity in the intact saline group. These data suggest sex specific mechanisms in cytisine pharmacology and distinct roles for cytisine and 17-\(\beta\)-estradiol in the neuroprotective effect of cytisine in female mice.
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Title: Calcineurin inhibition rescues dopamine induced cytotoxicity comprehensively and attenuates behavioral deficits in a Parkinson’s disease model.
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD), a progressive neurodegenerative disorder, is caused by dopaminergic neuronal cell death in substantia nigra region of the brain. To explain this site specific neuronal loss, several studies suggest that dopamine (DA) itself can induce cytotoxicity. The current available therapy for PD is L-DOPA (LD), a precursor for DA synthesis. Whether L-DOPA therapy can accelerate neurodegeneration in PD patients or not is still inconclusive. However, lessening the detrimental effects induced by DA is anticipated to prolong the efficacy of the therapy. Our study determines the role of (i) Monoamine oxidase mediated DA degradation and (ii) dopamine-quinones, the two major governing factors of DA toxicity, on cell survival and mitochondrial homeostasis. Methods including neuronal cytotoxicity assays, confocal imaging and immunoblotting were employed to explore the shared druggable pathways. Our in vitro data demonstrate that both these factors enhance Calcineurin (CaN) activity, thereby resulting in mitochondrial translocation of DRP1 which leads to apoptotic mitochondrial fragmentation. Inhibition of CaN-DRP1 axis can prevent DA toxicity as a whole. Further, evaluation of the impact of DA exposure on PD progression in MPTP-induced C57BL/6 mice model (male, 8-10 weeks) of sporadic PD reveal that LD mediated behavioral improvement diminishes with time, mostly because of continued DAergic neuronal death and dendritic spine loss at striatum. CaN inhibition alone, or in combination with LD, can provide prolonged behavioral protection. This protective effect is observed when specifically CaN-DRP1 axis is hindered, whereas inhibiting interaction between CaN and other substrates, including proteins involved in neuro-inflammation(e.g. NFAT), remained ineffective when LD is co-administered. In this study, we conclude that CaN inhibition can mitigate DA toxicity and can rescue PD related behavioral abnormalities by preserving neuronal architecture at striatum. We propose that CaN inhibitors might extend the therapeutic window of LD therapy.
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Abstract: Intracellular accumulation of the pigment neuromelanin (NM) in dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNC) is a natural process occurring in the human brain. Although NM could potentially have a protective function neutralizing excessive dopamine (DA), metals and other protein aggregates into lipid rich organelles, its buildup in catecholaminergic areas in aging individuals correlates with neurodegeneration associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD). While NM synthesis is well documented in humans and other species, there are no reports of visible aggregation of the pigment in the brains of rats or mice, making it challenging to study this process in a laboratory animal context. To overcome this issue, a recent study promoted age-dependent accumulation of NM in neurons of the SNC through adenoviral-induced expression of human tyrosinase (hTyr), the rate-limiting enzyme for melanin synthesis in peripheral tissues. The consequent increase of NM in the SNC promoted PD tissue phenotype similar to the observed in patients, including nigrostriatal degeneration. We are adapting this technique, inducing dopaminergic-specific expression of hTyr by performing injections of adenovirus containing a floxed hTyr gene into the SNC of DATIREScre mice (transgenic mice expressing Cre recombinase gene under the dopamine transporter (Dat) gene promoter). Immunofluorescence images revealed large expression of hTyr exclusively in the DA neurons of the SNC 7 days after adenoviral injection and a posterior loss of hTyr and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) starting at 14 days, culminating with the complete absence of TH-positive cells by 35 days. The progressive loss of TH-positive dopaminergic neurons occurred in parallel with formation of NM granules, observed in unstained brain sections and after Fontana-Masson stain. Patch-clamp recordings of these neurons detected disruption of pacemaker firing as early as 14 days after hTyr induced-expression. Finally, behavioral studies confirmed locomotor impairment in these mice, which lost the ability to maintain rotarod balance, spent less time exhibiting ambulatory and exploratory behavior, and spent more time resting. Overall, our results suggest that dopaminergic-specific aggregation of NM in the SNC affects neuronal function and electrophysiological properties and promotes parkinsonian locomotor phenotypes. This tool will enable a further investigation into the interaction between NM accumulation and the progression of PD.
Title: Determining the Efficacy of a Novel Daglb-knockout mouse Model for Parkinson's Disease
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Abstract: Our lab previously found that a rare genetic missense mutation of the 2-arachidonoyl-glycerol (2-AG) synthase diacylglycerol lipase β (DAGLB), which is enriched in nigral dopaminergic neurons (DANs), contributes to early onset of Parkinson’s Disease (PD). Viral knockdown of Daglb in nigral DANs of mice induced a reduction of substantia nigra (SN) 2-AG levels and impaired locomotor skill learning. To further model DAGLB-deficiency in PD, the present study generated a conditional knockout (cKO) model of the same Daglb enzyme in mice by crossing a dopamine transport (DAT)-Cre strain with a novel Daglb flox/flox strain. The Daglb cKO model was evaluated through a series of behavior tests which assessed locomotion, motor skill learning, and non-motor behaviors. Additionally, fiber photometry was used to measure the release of 2-AG in the nigrostriatal pathway. In our results, we were able to verify that the Daglb cKO mice had a decreased level of Daglb in nigral DANs compared to littermate controls via RNA Scope. However, this reduction did not translate into any further differences between groups. Both Daglb cKO and controls performed similarly in open field tests (which measured locomotion) and the rotarod task (which measured motor skill learning). Both groups also performed similarly in non-motor behavioral assays which measured anxiety levels. Furthermore, fiber photometry revealed that Daglb cKO mice and control mice had an equivalent level of 2-AG production in SN, meaning the decrease of Daglb levels in the cKO did not induce a decrease in nigral 2-AG. Overall, we did not observe any behavioral or physiological phenotypes in this new line of Daglb cKO mice. We suspect that the discrepancy of results between Daglb cKO mice and our previous viral knockdown approach might be due to a compensatory mechanism through the other diacylglycerol lipase, Dagla. Presence of Dagla in the mouse nigral DANs was verified in our RNA scope data. Future experiments will use AAV vectors to deliver Cre selectively in the nigral DANs of adult Daglb floxed mice and Dagla floxed mice. The resulting mouse models may better capture the disease phenotypes.
Title: Maresin 1 changes reactive microglia from pro-inflammatory to pro-survival states in 6HODA model of Parkinson’s Disease
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Abstract: Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder that affects the dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra. Microglia, the resident macrophage-like cells located in the central nervous system, mediates synaptic pruning, perform phagocytosis of cellular depositions and waste, and release pro and anti-inflammatory responses contributing to neurodegeneration or neuroprotection. Microglia become reactive upon stimulus from neurons or astrocytes determining the type of phenotype these cells acquire. These phenotypes modulate defensive or neuroprotective efforts to modulate neuroinflammation. The pro-inflammatory phenotypes exhibit cytokine responses, while the pro-survival ones are accompanied by high LC3-associated phagocytosis (LAP) that scavenges debris and unfolded fibrillar subproducts like alpha-synuclein fibrils. These two phenotypes corelate with morphological changes. Here we propose that DHA derivative Maresin 1 (Mar1) induce the second step in the polarization to enhance the activation of the LAP phagocytic state, leading to a decrease in the inflammatory signals and a change in the morphology of the microglia in the Sustantia nigra. This hypothesis was tested “in vivo” in a 6-hydroxydopamine (6-HODA) toxicity rat model and “in vitro”, in adult rat brain cultures of microglial cells treated with Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and interferon alpha (IFNα) or alpha-synuclein (α-syn) fibrils to induce classical activation. In rat culture microglial cells, we used immunocytochemistry to detect p65 nuclear translocation and LC3 vesicles. Mar1 induced a decrease in p65 translocation, elicited LC3-phagocytosis as it was observed by the increase in the LC3-positive vesicles. To confirm these findings, we recorded the changes in phagocytic activity of α-synuclein fibrils tagged with pHRodo, a molecule that changes fluorescent wavelength emission when it reaches the lysosomal lower pH, using Incucyte real-time imaging system. In the 6HODA toxicity model, immunohistochemistry using IBA1 to detect microglial cells in different areas of the rat brain showed that microglia were more abundant, and the shape resembles more to pro-inflammatory when rats treated with saline than when treated intranasally with Mar1. Altogether these data points to a pro-survival role of Mar1 in the polarization of microglia that lay to road to future therapeutical developments for PD.
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Title: Parkinson's disease risk gene, cd38, regulates astrocyte gene expression and bioenergetics
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that affects over 10 million people worldwide. Currently, it is estimated that 80-90% of all PD cases manifest with no identifiable cause. Recent research efforts have worked to pinpoint risk genes and environmental factors that increase risk of PD development. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms in the cluster of differentiation 38 (CD38) gene locus have been associated with increased risk of PD in multiple GWAS studies. CD38 is an ectoenzyme that converts NAD+ to NAM and contributes to maintaining cellular bioenergetics. In the CNS, CD38 is highly expressed in motor regions affected by PD pathology (midbrain). Our own studies further determined that CD38 enrichment is highest in astrocytes and microglia. In the work presented herein, we describe how CD38 influences astrocytic gene expression and mitochondrial function. We further describe how CD38 expression regulates NAD+ and NAM levels in the midbrain. Astrocyte samples for RNA-sequencing were prepared from midbrains of one-year old male C57BL/6J CD38 wild-type (WT), heterozygous (HET), and knockout (KO) mice using our magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) method to acquire astrocyte isolates. RNA-sequencing revealed numerous DEGs in pairwise comparisons of CD38 KO to WT mice, with moderate differences between CD38 HET and WT mice. Interestingly, mitochondrial DEG and GO analysis data suggested mitochondrial dysfunction in both CD38 HET and KO mouse astrocytes. In a subsequent set of experiments, mitochondrial function was evaluated in primary astrocyte cultures from CD38 WT, HET, and KO mice utilizing the Seahorse XF platform. CD38 HET and KO astrocytes displayed altered mitochondrial function compared to WTs. In addition to astrocyte-specific evaluations, midbrain tissues from one-year old CD38 WT, HET, and KO were measured for NAD+ and NAM content. Relative to WTs, CD38 KO samples had increased NAD+ and decreased NAM, further suggesting bioenergetic dysfunction. These findings serve to provide direction for future studies
to evaluate the relationship between CD38 function, aging, and vulnerability of neuronal populations compromised in Parkinson’s disease.
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Title: Long-term alterations in mitochondrial function in the alpha-synuclein preformed fibril rat model of Parkinson’s disease
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Abstract: The alpha-synuclein (aSyn) preformed fibril (PFF) model of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is widely used to understand the mechanisms that contribute to progressive neurodegeneration in the PD. Mitochondrial dysfunction is well established in the brain and periphery in PD and is known to interact with aSyn. When aSyn PFFs are injected into the striatum, aSyn pathology is found in the cortex and amygdala in addition to the nigrostriatal pathway. However, how aSyn PFFs impact mitochondrial bioenergetics in these regions is not clear. In the present study, the effect of intrastriatal aSyn PFFs on mitochondrial bioenergetics in multiple brain regions was investigated in rats receiving unilateral injections of PBS (n=10) or aSyn PFFs (16 μg; n=10). At approximately 18 months post injection, brains were removed, and mitochondria were isolated from the ipsilateral and contralateral prefrontal cortex (n=5), striatum (n=5), amygdala (n=5), and ventral midbrain (n=5). Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) was measured in the presence of the substrates ADP, Oligomycin, FCCP, and Rotenone/Antimycin A for each sample in triplicate (5ug/well of mitochondria). In the PFF rats there was a significant decrease in basal OCR (pmoles O₂/minute/ug protein) in the ipsilateral striatum and ventral midbrain compared to the contralateral side. In the ipsilateral striatum OCR was significantly lower in response to Rotenone/Antimycin A compared to the contralateral side. In the ipsilateral ventral midbrain OCR was significantly lower compared to contralateral ventral midbrain. There was no difference in OCR between ipsilateral and contralateral sides in the PBS-treated rats. There was
also no effect of PFFs in the prefrontal cortex or amygdala. Protein analysis measuring aSyn, phosphorylated aSyn, and mitochondrial proteins is ongoing. These data indicate that intrastriatal aSyn PFFs alter mitochondrial bioenergetics specifically within the nigrostriatal system despite aSyn pathology in extranigral regions.
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**Title:** Evaluation of the pharmacological properties and therapeutic efficacy of the FDA-approved 5HT1F-receptor agonist Lasmiditan in Parkinsonian mice
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**Abstract:** Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a relentlessly progressive neurodegenerative disorder characterized by debilitating motor deficits and neurocognitive decline over the course of aging. Although symptomatic therapies are available, a major issue faced by PD patients is the lack of treatments that can deter the progression of the disease. Mitochondrial abnormalities are a known feature of PD and many studies indicate an early role for mitochondrial dysfunction in the disease. In this context, we have previously identified 5 hydroxytryptamine 1F (5-HT1F) receptors as novel mediators of mitochondrial biogenesis (MB). We have also demonstrated, in an acute 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) mouse model, that the administration of a specific 5-HT1F receptor agonist LY344864 enhanced MB and improved locomotor activity. Based on these data, we are currently assessing the therapeutic potential of the FDA-approved 5-HT1F receptor agonist, Lasmiditan, in a more chronic and progressive mouse model of PD (lin61 Thy1-ASyn mice). Firstly, we studied the pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) properties of Lasmiditan in wild-type and PD mice. Robust levels of both total and unbound Lasmiditan were seen in both plasma and brain, with a Tmax was around 0.5 hours in plasma and just over 1 hour in the brain. Additionally, total brain to plasma ratios were generally >2 and unbound brain to plasma ratios were >1, indicating good brain penetration of Lasmiditan. Examination of protein markers of MB (such as TFAM, NDUFS1, NDUFB8) via western blot, indicated that Lasmiditan was able to significantly induce MB in PD-relevant brain regions such as the striatum and substantia nigra. It was found that 0.3 mg/kg and 1 mg/kg doses were most
efficient at MB induction, with effect saturation usually occurring at the 1mg/kg dose. Given this, we treated 4 mos old WT and Thy1-ASyn mice with Lasmiditan (1mg/kg, IP, alternate dats for 1.5 mos) and are assessing several motor and cognitive behaviors in the mice, as well as analyzing the mouse brains at cellular and molecular levels. Ongoing experiments will also additionally examine 10-month-old aged mice to evaluate the efficacy of Lasmiditan as the first molecular pathogenesis-based therapy for PD.
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Title: Muscarinic M5 Receptor as a Therapeutic Target to Decrease Motor Symptoms in Mouse Models of Parkinson’s Disease
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative movement disorder associated with debilitating motor deficits such as bradykinesia and akinesia. Loss of nigral dopamine neurons and the development of Lewy bodies in the brain precedes these motor symptoms. Past research has investigated the importance of acetylcholine receptors as modulators of Parkinsonian motor symptoms; however, the contributions of the M5 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor (M5) have not been investigated for therapeutic efficacy. M5 has unique expression profile largely restricted to dopaminergic cells, and are present on nigrostriatal DA terminals in the striatum and cell bodies in the substantia nigra. Data from drug dependency studies suggest that the net activity of M5 is pro-dopaminergic and suggests that M5 positive allosteric modulators (PAM) may be beneficial in Parkinson’s disease. To test this hypothesis we used two Parkinsonian mouse models. In the first set of experiments we used mice with a unilateral medial forebrain bundle 6-OHDA lesion to model severe Parkinson’s disease with over 95% loss of unilateral DA neurons. Three weeks after lesion surgery we performed a motor battery consisting of Erasmus ladder, cylinder test, and forehand adjusting steps test. Consistent with our expectations, 6-OHDA lesioned mice showed deficits in the use of the lesioned forehand and show bradykinesia in the Erasmus ladder compared to normal age-matched controls. Using a within-subjects design, mice received M5 PAM or NAM, both with and without L-DOPA. There were no effects of M5 PAM and NAM on Parkinsonian motor deficits, likely due to the large extent of DA lesion. Additionally, we tested
the effects of M5 PAM on L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia. In the second set of experiments we used the preformed fibril model (PFF) of Parkinson’s disease, in which 50-70% of DA neurons remain, and monomer controls. To investigate how the progression of DA loss may play a role in M5’s ability to modulate motor symptoms, we tested PFF animals at 3 and 6 months post-injection. Following recovery from surgery, animals were tested for their baseline motor phenotype in the Erasmus ladder. Excitingly, PFF animals showed deficits vs. monomer controls at both 3 and 6 months. These deficits were modified by treatment with M5 PAM, suggesting that increasing striatal DA release with M5 PAM may be a viable treatment strategy in early and mid-stage Parkinson’s disease.
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Title: Positive allosteric modulation of mGlu2 receptors with AZD8529 alleviates L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia and psychosis-like behaviours in the MPTP-lesioned marmoset
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Abstract: AZD8529 is a highly selective metabotropic glutamate 2 (mGlu2) receptor positive allosteric modulator (PAM) that has undergone clinical trials for schizophrenia and smoking cessation. In previous studies, we demonstrated that the selective mGlu2 PAMs LY-487,379 and CBiPES alleviated L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA)-induced dyskinesia and psychosis-like behaviours (PLBs) in the 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)-lesioned marmoset model of Parkinson's disease (PD). However, neither drug has clinically relevant pharmacological properties, contrary to AZD8529, which could be repurposed for PD if efficacious in pre-clinical studies. To assess the effect of AZD8529 on L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia and PLBs in the MPTP-lesioned marmoset, marmosets (n=6) were rendered parkinsonian by repeated MPTP injections followed by a recovery period to ensure development of a stable phenotype. Dyskinesia and PLBs were elicited by daily oral administration of L-DOPA/benserazide (L-DOPA/vehicle) for a minimum of 30 days. On experimental days,
marmosets were injected with L-DOPA (15/3.75 mg/kg subcutaneously [s.c.]) along with vehicle or varying concentrations of AZD8529 (0.1, 0.3, 1, and 10 mg/kg s.c.). These doses were selected based on the pharmacokinetic profile of AZD8529 in the marmoset, which will be reported separately. After treatment, marmosets were individually recorded in observation cages for 6h, and this footage was analysed for dyskinesia, PLBs, and parkinsonism by an experienced, blinded, rater. The results showed a significant reduction in global dyskinesia severity (by 45%, 46%, 61%, 70%, respectively; P<0.001 for all doses), and on-time with disabling dyskinesia (by 83%, 86%, 99%, and 97%, respectively; P<0.001 for all doses) when compared to L-DOPA/vehicle. Similarly, there was a significant reduction in global PLB severity (by 44%, 45%, 58%, and 64%, respectively; P<0.001 for all doses), and on-time with disabling PLBs (by 82%, 83%, 97%, 94%, respectively; P<0.001 for all doses) when compared to L-DOPA/vehicle. Additionally, AZD8529 significantly increased the duration of the anti-parkinsonian action of L-DOPA at doses of 0.3 mg/kg and above (by 29%, 21%, and 26%, respectively; P<0.05 for all doses). Our results demonstrate the potential of AZD8529 and mGlu2 positive allosteric modulation for alleviating L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia and PLBs and amplifying L-DOPA anti-parkinsonian effects.

Disclosures: J. Shaqfah: None. I. Frouni: None. C. Kwan: None. D. Bédard: None. S.G. Nuara: None. J.C. Gourdon: None. A. Hamadjida: None. P. Huot: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Montreal Neurological Institute - McGill University.
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Title: Microglia/macrophage repopulation with a 14-day pulse of PLX5622 is associated with better spatial reference memory, fewer inclusions, lower insoluble alpha-synuclein, and larger-sized inclusions in fibril-infused aged mice

Authors: *M. ABBAS1, T. N. BHATIA1, A. S. JAMENIS1, R. N. CLARK1, K. M. MINER1, M. N. CHANDWANI1, L. O’DONNELL1, K. C. LUK3, J. CHEN4, X. HU5, R. K. LEAK2; 
1Grad. Sch. of Pharmaceut. Sci., 2Duquesne Univ., Duquesne Univ., Pittsburgh, PA; 3Univ. of Pennsylvania, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; 4Univ. of Pittsburgh Sch. of Med., Univ.
Abstract: Alpha-synucleinopathies such as dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) are characterized by pathologically phosphorylated, insoluble alpha-synuclein as well as microglia/macrophage reactivity. We have modeled the limbic Lewy-related pathologies of DLB with injections of preformed alpha-synuclein fibrils (PFFs) in the bulbar anterior olfactory nucleus (OB/AON) of 18-month-old, nontransgenic mice. These mice develop impairments in spatial reference memory in the Y-maze and Lewy-like pathology across the limbic rhinencephalon. In patients with DLB, microglia/macrophages display dystrophic and gnarled morphologies associated with cellular senescence. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that depleting and repopulating microglia/macrophages with transient dietary delivery of PLX5622, an inhibitor of the colony-stimulating factor receptor 1 (CSF1R), may hold therapeutic potential in our experimental model. We infused mice with PFFs at 18 months of age, and one week later, we administered 1200 mg PLX5622 per kg chow for 14 days. After an additional seven weeks, we noted more entries in the novel arm of the Y maze in the microglia/macrophage-repopulated group, suggesting superior spatial reference memory, particularly in female mice. Male mice treated with PLX5622 became slightly hyperactive, suggesting that caution must be exercised with use of CSF1R inhibitors. When we counted Iba1+ and pSer129+ objects with AI/Deep Learning, we found that pSer129+ inclusion counts were only lowered by PLX5622 withdrawal in male mice. In OB/AON tissue extracts subjected to ultracentrifugation of the Triton X-insoluble fraction, levels of nonionic detergent-insoluble alpha-synuclein were also lowered by transient PLX5622 in males. Unexpectedly, the average sizes of the pSer129+ inclusions were increased by microglia/macrophage repopulation in both males and females. Spatial reference memory was negatively correlated with pSer129+ inclusion counts and with Iba1+ hydraulic radii (a measure of microglia/macrophage reactivity), but positively correlated with average inclusion size. We therefore conclude that depletion and repopulation of microglia/macrophages modifies limbic alpha-synucleinopathy by lowering inclusion counts and detergent-insoluble alpha-synucleinopathy but also raising inclusion sizes, albeit in sex-biased manners. Further studies are warranted to identify how repopulated microglia/macrophages increase inclusion sizes while lowering inclusion counts, and to test if fewer but larger inclusions are less toxic than smaller, more abundant inclusions.
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Abstract: Synucleinopathies, including Lewy body dementia (DLB) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) comprise the second most common neurodegenerative disease worldwide. In synucleinopathies, alpha-synuclein (αSyn) oligomers cause neuronal dysfunction. The sigma-2 receptor (S2R) is involved in pathways associated with age-related disease including autophagy, oxidative stress and intracellular trafficking. We have shown that S2R modulation in vitro reverses αSyn oligomer-induced deficits in neuronal vesicle trafficking. Given this data and S2R’s functional overlap with pathways affected in PD, we hypothesized that S2R modulation would alter PD-related transcripts and pathways in vivo. Mutations in the αSyn gene, such as A53T, cause familial PD. Ectopic expression of human A53T αSyn in vivo causes production of toxic αSyn oligomers, resulting in neuroinflammation and loss of dopaminergic neurons. Using this model, we assessed the impact of two chemically distinct S2R modulators, CT1812, an investigational therapeutic currently in Phase 2 clinical trials for DLB and AD, and CT2168 for their ability to modify disease-relevant pathways at the transcriptional and protein level. Human A53T-αSyn (AAV1/2-hA53T-αSyn) or AAV1/2 empty vector was administered unilaterally into the right substantia nigra of female Sprague Dawley rats. hA53T-αSyn AAV-injected animals were dosed with vehicle, CT1812, or CT2168 (3mg/kg) and empty vector-injected animals dosed with vehicle (N=14 per group) for ~45 days. Ipsilateral striatal tissue was harvested for proteomics and RNAseq. Differential expression and pathway analyses identified transcripts, proteins, and pathways significantly altered by mutant αSyn as compared to control. Significant changes included increases in inflammatory pathway-related genes and proteins (p≤0.05) and decreases in dopamine pathway-related proteins (p≤0.01), demonstrating that the A53T αSyn in vivo model recapitulates key features of synucleinopathies. To investigate the role of S2R, we next analyzed the effect of CT1812 and CT2168 on the striatal transcriptome and proteome in the disease model. Both compounds altered transcripts and proteins involved in signal transduction and the glutamatergic pathway, and downregulated inflammation-related proteins and transcripts that were upregulated in the disease model (p≤0.05). In sum, these omics analyses suggest that S2R modulators may impact key pathways disrupted in synucleinopathies, including neuroinflammation and stress response. These findings support further development of S2R modulators for synucleinopathies. This research was supported by the Michael J. Fox Foundation.

Disclosures: **A. Reaver**: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time):; Cognition Therapeutics.  
**B.N. Lizama**: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time):; Cognition Therapeutics.  
**K. Pandey**: None.  
**D.M. Duong**: None.  
**N. Seyfried**: None.  
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**M.E. Hamby**: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time):; Cognition Therapeutics.
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Title: Potent Antioxidant and Mitochondrial-protect Effects of ATH434, a Novel Inhibitor of α-Synuclein Aggregation with Moderate Iron-binding Affinity

Authors: *D. BAILEY1, R. NIHLAWI1, M. J. BRADBURY2, D. J. KOSMAN1;
1Biochem., State Univ. of New York, Univ. at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY; 2Alterity Therapeut., Newark, CA

Abstract: Iron is essential for supporting energy metabolism, mitochondrial function, and maintaining cellular redox potential. Excess labile iron can generate reactive oxygen species in mitochondria which, if unchecked, can lead to sustained oxidative stress and eventual cell death. Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Multiple System Atrophy (MSA) are neurodegenerative conditions characterized by regional excess brain iron and resultant oxidative stress in areas of pathology, leading to clinical trials of iron binding small molecules for their treatment. ATH434, a small molecule drug candidate with moderate ferric iron affinity ($K_d$ 10$^{-10}$, Finkelstein 2017), promotes cellular iron efflux, reduces excess brain iron and aggregated α-synuclein, improves neuronal survival, and restores motor performance in murine PD and MSA models. ATH434 is currently in phase 2 MSA trials. Deferiprone (DFP) is a high ferric iron affinity drug ($K_d$ 10$^{-21}$, Hider 2014) approved for treating systemic iron-overload disorders. Because DFP is designed to reduce cellular iron stores, it has potential for maladaptive pharmacological effects in healthy cells. DFP has also demonstrated efficacy in preclinical PD models. The required doses, however, are higher than expected given its ready brain access and high ferric iron affinity, suggesting that ATH434 may possess unique beneficial properties. In this study, we investigated the efficacy of ATH434 and DFP as potential antioxidants and mitochondrial protectants using a menadione-induced model of oxidative stress in the glutamatergic neuronal HT22 cell line. ATH434 restored the reduced mitochondrial membrane potential after menadione-stressed neurons, demonstrating an ability to preserve mitochondrial function. ATH434 also demonstrated in-solution antioxidant capacity in an ABTS radical scavenging assay. DFP was ineffective in both of these assays. The chemical antioxidant effect and cellular effects with an ATH434 analog possessing dramatically reduced iron binding affinity suggests a direct interaction between ATH434 and free radicals. Superoxide production in menadione-stressed neurons, as determined by changes in the indicator MitoSOX, was not reduced by ATH434 or iron chelators such as DFP, suggesting that superoxide is not the interactant. Reductions in peroxide and hydroxyl radicals may therefore underlie the direct antioxidant potential of ATH434. Together, these results suggest that antioxidant activity may be an important contributor to the efficacy of ATH434 in neurodegenerative disorders characterized by excess labile central iron, thus enhancing the efficacy of its moderate iron binding.
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**Title:** Inhibition of the Y-chromosome gene, SRY, attenuates neuroinflammation and disease progression in acute and progressive rat models of Parkinson’s disease.
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**Abstract:** Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by loss of dopamine (DA) neuron in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). Whilst the cause(s) of PD is unknown, increasing evidence points to the male-sex as a strong risk factor. Men are twice as likely to be diagnosed with PD than women with an earlier age of onset and faster disease progression. We previously showed that aberrant upregulation of the Y-chromosome gene, SRY, mediates a novel male-specific mechanism of DA cell loss (Lee et al., 2019, PNAS). Here, we assessed the i) cellular relationship between SRY expression and disease progression and ii) consequence of SRY suppression on neuroinflammation and mitochondrial function in pre-clinical rat and cellular models of PD. Time-course studies in the acute 6-OHDA and progressive rotenone rat PD models revealed progressive losses in nigral TH neurons, which was paralleled by increase in activated OX42+ microglia with disease progression in both models. SRY and OX42 co-immunofluorescence revealed an increase in SRY-positive, but not SRY-negative, activated microglia with disease progression in both PD models. In contrast, SRY-positive TH neurons were not affected by disease progression in both PD models, suggesting DA neurons that expressed SRY are more resilient. Remarkably, suppressing SRY expression in male rats, via nigral SRY antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) infusions, at 4 weeks post rotenone treatment reversed the progression of motor deficits and nigral degeneration, and attenuated microglial activation (P<0.001 vs sense control, two-way ANOVA). Moreover, qRT-PCR analysis revealed...
that rotenone induced up-regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokine or anti-oxidant genes in male rat SNc were all diminished by ASO infusion. SRY siRNA pre-treatment in the human male neuronal cell line, M17, diminished rotenone-induced upregulation of SRY, SOD2 and BAX protein, without altering oxygen rate consumption or TOM20 expression and content, suggesting that SRY regulates antioxidant capacity but not mitochondrial function in rotenone-injured neurons. Collectively, these results demonstrate a positive relationship between SRY and neuroinflammation and suggest that microglial SRY inhibition may present a novel disease-modifying strategy for male PD patients.
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Title: In a hemi-lesioned model of L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia neuronal firing was reduced in the un-lesioned striatum and ketamine reduced burst-like firing in striatal neurons bilaterally

Authors: *A. VISHWANATH*1,2, M. J. BARTLETT3,4, A. KEENER2, T. FALK3,5, S. L. COWEN2;  
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Abstract: Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder associated with the loss of dopamine producing neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta. While levodopa (L-DOPA) is the gold standard treatment for PD, long-term use often results in L-DOPA Induced Dyskinesia (LID), a debilitating condition associated with aberrant facial and limb movement and dystonia. LID symptoms are also correlated with a fine-tuned 80 Hz oscillation in the primary motor cortex (M1) and sub-regions of the basal ganglia. LID and PD have been shown to increase firing rates and burst firing in cortical and striatal neurons. Sub-anesthetic doses of ketamine, a N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist, have been shown to reduce LID symptoms in preclinical models and reduce burst firing in cortical neurons. This study sought to identify changes in neural activity associated with LID and the treatment of LID with ketamine. **We hypothesized that burst firing of M1 and striatal neurons would be associated with LID and that ketamine would reduce burst activity along with behavioral measures of dyskinesia.** Methods: An animal model of LID was produced using the 6-hydroxydopamine hemi-lesioned rat model of PD. PD animals were administered L-DOPA (12 mg/kg >10
consecutive days) to establish stable LID. Dyskinetic and sham-lesioned rats were implanted bilaterally with 16-tetrode hyperdrives (M1: AP: 1.5, ML: ±2.2, DV: <2mm, striatum: AP: 1.5, ML: ±2.2, DV: >3mm). The LID (n = 5) and sham-lesioned (n = 5) rats were administered L-DOPA (12 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline followed by ketamine (20 mg/kg, i.p.). Local-field potentials and single-unit activity (M1: n >1000; striatum: n = 198 neurons) were recorded. Contrary to our predictions, the data indicated that LID did not change the firing rates of medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in the lesioned hemisphere, but reduced MSN firing in the un-lesioned hemisphere. This suggests a mechanism whereby neural activity in the dopamine-intact hemisphere compensates for persistent dopamine depletion in the lesioned hemisphere. We also observed that ketamine reduced striatal and M1 burst firing in the lesioned and un-lesioned hemispheres. Future analyses will investigate interactions between M1 and striatum by measuring cross-correlations between regions and spike-field coupling with LID-associated oscillatory activity.

Disclosures: A. Vishwanath: None. M.J. Bartlett: None. A. Keener: None. T. Falk: E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds): TF has a patent for the use of ketamine as a novel treatment for levodopa-induced dyskinesia associated with Parkinson’s disease, that has been licensed to PharmaTher Inc.. S.L. Cowen: None.
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Title: Neuroprotective effects of caffeine, camellia sinensis and telfairia occidentalis in MPTP-induced PD in female Swiss mice


Abstract: L-dopa is the most commonly used drug for managing Parkinson’s Disease (PD). However, most L-dopa-treated patients develop complicated motor fluctuations and dyskinesia. Also, Adenosine slows movement and becomes more active as Parkinson's progresses, so targeting A2A receptor may help improve movement when combined with dopamine-replacement therapy such as L-dopa. Caffeine has been linked to dopamine pathways, although there are still controversies on this. Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) in Camellia Sinensis (CS) have also been implicated in neuroprotection especially in AD. However, Telfeiria Occidentalis (TO), despite its widely explored systemic functions, there is still sparsity of information on the neuroprotective effect. Research on natural dopamine supplements is not as comprehensive considering the global significance. We therefore studied the effects of caffeine, CS and TO
saponins on antioxidant, inflammatory parameters and motor activity in MPTP-induced PD in female Swiss mice. 40 mice (20-30g) were used for the study, 35 were injected MPTP (ip) to induce PD. Mice were grouped into 8 (n=5); Control, were healthy mice administered 0.2ml of vehicle, Groups 2-8 were MPTP-induced PD administered; 0.2ml vehicle; 10mg/kg L-Dopa; 10mg/kg caffeine; 5mg/kg caffeine; 400mg/kg CS; 200mg/kg CS and 25mg/kg TO respectively for 3 weeks. Behavioral tests were performed using pole test, beam test and open field maze for motor activity and anxiety. Brain, liver and heart tissues were collected for antioxidant (SOD, CAT, GSH), inflammatory (TNFα, IL1-α), oxidative stress (MDA) markers, and serum lipid profile (TC, TG, HDL) assays. Brain tissues were also collected for IHC. TH and α-synuclein (α-syn) were assessed to account for dopamine loss. Results on brain showed CAT and GSH loss in PD mice, and was restored by caffeine, CS and TO administration. No change occurs for SOD across all groups. MDA was elevated in PD but was significantly reduced with the treatments. TNFα and IL1-α elevated in PD mice was also reduced close to normal in treated groups. Motor activity in the PD was impaired compared to control and treated groups with enhanced activity. Biochemical analysis showed that caffeine, CS, TO showed anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties in the brain and other tissues. All treated groups showed enhanced serum lipid profile compared to PD model. More importantly, the IHC showed that TH was significantly increased in the treated groups and α-syn expression showed significant reduction in treated groups. Collectively, this study revealed that there was enhance motor activity and neuroprotection with caffeine, CS and TO treatment in MPTP-induced PD.
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Title: Unbiased proteomic and transcriptomic analysis of sigma 2 receptor modulation in an in vivo model of synucleinopathy
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Abstract: Synucleinopathies, which include Parkinson’s disease and dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB), comprise the second most prevalent neurodegenerative disease worldwide. Alpha
Synuclein (αSyn) oligomers are the toxic form of αSyn protein contributing to neurodegeneration. αSyn oligomers can bind to synapses and spread trans-synaptically to anatomically connected regions. Small molecule modulators of the sigma 2 receptor (S2R) block αSyn oligomers from binding to neurons and reverse oligomer-mediated trafficking deficits in vitro. To elucidate the mechanisms by which the S2R impacts aspects of synucleinopathies, S2R modulators CT1812 and CT2168 were tested in an in vivo preformed fibril (PFF) model of pathological αSyn spreading. Using proteomics and transcriptomics, we assessed proteins, transcripts, and pathways in the PFF model that were altered by S2R modulators.

αSyn PFF or monomer was injected into the striatum of female Sprague Dawley rats. PFF-treated rats were dosed once daily p.o. (3mg/kg) with vehicle, CT1812, or CT2168, and monomer-treated rats dosed with vehicle, for ~60 days. Striatal tissue was harvested for proteomics (TMT mass spectrometry), and substantia nigra was harvested for RNAseq (N=10 per group), followed by differential expression and pathway analyses (Metacore, STRING).

Compared to monomer, αSyn PFF significantly decreased tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and dopamine-related signaling proteins and transcripts (p≤0.05). αSyn PFF increased proteins and transcripts related to the immune response and significantly enriched pathways related to synapses and vesicle cycling (p≤0.05). We next analyzed the effects of CT1812 and CT2168 in the disease model. While a subset of significant proteins/transcript changes were unique to each compound, we observed overlapping changes related to cholesterol transport, metabolism, and cell survival (p≤0.05). All significantly differentially expressed proteins (47) and transcripts (74) in common between the two compound treatments exhibited the same directionality of change, including an increase (p≤0.05) in mRNA expression of cerebral dopamine neurotrophic factor (Cdnf), a neuroprotective protein. Given that each compound is chemically distinct, these data suggest that these common changes are driven by S2R.

Ongoing work includes mechanistic studies to further elucidate the mechanism of action of S2R modulation. These findings demonstrate that S2R ligands can modulate pathways associated with synucleinopathy and support further clinical development with CT1812, currently in Phase 2 clinical trials for DLB (NCT05225415). This work was supported by the Michael J. Fox Foundation.
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Title: Pravastatin sensitizes parkinsonian rats to L-DOPA and blocks the long-term anti-dyskinetic activity of sub-anesthetic ketamine

Authors: *C. J. STOPERA¹, M. J. BARTLETT⁵, S. L. COWEN², S. J. SHERMAN³, T. FALK⁴;
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Abstract: Our lab has shown that sub-anesthetic ketamine-treatment (10-hrs; 5 x 20 mg/kg i.p.; 2-hrs apart) both attenuates and provides long-term reduction of L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia in a rat 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) Parkinson’s disease (PD) model. Additionally, our group also found that the long-term anti-dyskinetic effects of ketamine were brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)-dependent. HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor Pravastatin, a polar compound, has been shown by other groups to block the long-term anti-depressive activity of ketamine by interfering with the direct binding of ketamine to the receptor for BDNF, the TrkB receptor. Therefore, we tested if two types of statins, Pravastatin and Lovastatin that differ in polarity, also interfere with the anti-dyskinetic activity of ketamine. Unilateral 6-OHDA lesioned male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=12-17 per group) were pre-treated for 14 days with either vehicle, pravastatin (10 mg/kg; s.c.), or lovastatin (10 mg/kg; i.p.), and then maintained with daily injections of the treatment for an additional 14 days. During the treatment phase, rats were also simultaneously primed with daily L-DOPA injections (6 mg/kg; i.p.). The rats were treated with either vehicle or ketamine (20 mg/kg; i.p.) via the 10-hr treatment protocol on days 0 and 7 of the study, with no additional treatment on day 14. Limb, axial, and orolingual abnormal involuntary movements (AIMs) were scored every 3-4 days by a blinded investigator. On Days 0, 7, and 14, ketamine by itself and ketamine combined with lovastatin (the non-polar statin) significantly attenuated AIMs (p<0.05) compared to the vehicle treated group. These scores were not significantly different when comparing ketamine by itself to ketamine combined with lovastatin. Additionally, lovastatin by itself provided temporary reduction of AIMs score compared to vehicle (p<0.01) that did not persist long-term on Day 14. In contrast, on Day 0, pravastatin by itself significantly increased AIMs score compared to the vehicle treated group (p<0.05). When ketamine was combined with pravastatin (the polar statin) on Day 14, pravastatin blocked the long-term effects of ketamine, causing a significant increase in the AIMs score. This data suggests that the polar statin drug pravastatin sensitized the parkinsonian rats upon first exposure of L-DOPA and further interferes with the long-term anti-dyskinetic effects of ketamine, whereas the non-polar statin drug lovastatin does not interfere, and actually provides some anti-dyskinetic effects on its own. This data provides further support for the use of non-polar statin drugs when required by a patient with Parkinson’s disease taking L-DOPA.

Disclosures: C.J. Stopera: None. M.J. Bartlett: None. S.L. Cowen: None. S.J. Sherman: E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); SJS and TF have a patent for the use of ketamine as a novel treatment for levodopa-induced dyskinesia associated with Parkinson’s disease, that has been licensed to PharmaTher Inc.. T. Falk: E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty,
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Title: Deep phenotyping of Polg (D257A) mitochondrial DNA mutator mouse - a mechanistic model of primary mitochondrial dysfunction.
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Abstract: Mitochondrial dysfunction underlies deficits in bioenergetics and degeneration of neurons in several neurodegenerative diseases. The Polg mutator (PolgD257A knock-in mutant) mouse model and cultured mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) from this model recapitulate the pathological elements of age-related somatic mitochondrial dysfunction observed in neurodegenerative and metabolic muscle diseases; and therefore could prove to be a valuable model in which to test drug efficacy and establish quantifiable biomarkers of mitochondrial dysfunction. PolgD257A mice demonstrate increasing locomotive deficits with age compared to littermate controls in open field locomotion and accelerating rotarod measures. In 8-10 month old PolgD257A mice, there was significant elevation of plasma lactate, 3-hydroxybutyrate, TCA metabolites (e.g. fumarate, malate, succinate and 2-ketoglutarate) and amino acids such as alanine, threonine, and isoleucine. In CSF, there were decreases in ascorbate, myo-inositol, amino acids, and TCA metabolites. Concurrent with elevated plasma alanine, we observed elevated levels of downstream 1-deoxysphingolipids in brain extracts from PolgD257A mice by LC-MS/MS quantification. Specifically, alanine-derived deoxydihydroceramides (doxDHCers) and deoxyceramides (doxCers) were elevated in Polg brain extracts and exhibited marked age-dependent increases compared to age-matched wild type controls. Furthermore, PolgD257A mutant MEFs show reduced oxidative consumption rate and increased glycolytic respiration when compared to wild type controls as measured by Seahorse mitochondrial stress test. High-passage PolgD257A MEFs (passage 16+) exhibit increased lactate production, decreased mitochondrial membrane potential and increased mtDNA copy number, suggestive of deficits in mitochondrial quality control. Further omics evaluation of the model is planned to enable an unbiased approach towards identifying a deficit signature for the mouse. Establishing quantifiable biochemical endpoints in both in vitro and in vivo systems against a common genotype and mitochondrial
deficit, enabled identification and validation of early and sensitive biomarkers for testing the efficacy of novel mitochondrial-targeted therapeutics.
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**Title:** Naloxone partially blocks the anti-dyskinetic and enhances the antiparkinsonian effects of sub-anesthetic ketamine

**Authors:** *R. PARMAR*¹, C. STOPERA³, M. J. BARTLETT⁴, A. ESQUEDA⁵, S. J. SHERMAN⁶, T. FALK²;  
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**Abstract:** We have previously demonstrated that treatment with sub-anesthetic ketamine can reduce L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia (LID) in 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)-lesioned male rats and is acutely antiparkinsonian. Other studies have shown that ketamine is a multifunctional ligand with similar binding affinity to both N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and opioid receptors. Through NMDA receptor antagonism ketamine modulates neuroplasticity. Ketamine has agonist activity on μ- and κ-opioid receptors. In addition, the striatum is rich in both μ- and δ-opioid receptors and long-term L-DOPA therapy changes the levels of opioid peptides, and recent data indicates that opioid agonism is required for the anti-depressive activity of ketamine. We hypothesize that ketamine may also activate opioid receptors in the basal ganglia, contributing to either anti-dyskinetic or antiparkinsonian action. In a 1st study, we used the pan-opioid receptor antagonist naloxone to investigate if opioid receptor activation is necessary for reducing LID. Unilateral 6-OHDA lesioned male Sprague-Dawley rats were treated with 6 mg/kg of L-DOPA for 21 days to establish a pre-clinical model of LID. Once abnormal involuntary movements (AIMs) were stable over three testing days, the rats (n = 10-11/group) were treated on Day 0 with either vehicle, ketamine (20 mg/kg), or ketamine (20 mg/kg) + naloxone (3 mg/kg or 5 mg/kg) using a 10-hour treatment protocol where all animals received 5 treatments (i.p.) 2 hours apart.
Finally, L-DOPA was administered immediately following the 10-hour protocol and AIMs were assessed. All animals received L-DOPA (6 mg/kg) every 3-4 days to maintain the LID and AIMs were scored once a week. Similar to our published data, ketamine alone significantly reduced AIMs following the treatment (p < 0.05 vs. vehicle). Naloxone at the 3 mg/kg dose did not prevent the effect of ketamine (p < 0.05 vs. vehicle) to reduce LID. However, the addition of naloxone at the 5 mg/kg dose had a partial antagonistic effect and the anti-dyskinetic effect of ketamine was reduced by ~50%. This data suggests that opioid receptor activation may be contributing to the anti-dyskinetic effects of ketamine. In a 2nd study, we investigated if the antiparkinsonian activity of ketamine is dependent on opioid receptor activation in unilateral 6-OHDA-lesioned rats, using the forelimb adjusting steps (FAS) test in groups treated with ketamine or ketamine + naloxone (3 mg/kg or 5 mg/kg; n = 10/group). At the 3 mg/kg dose, naloxone did not change the efficacy of the antiparkinsonian activity of ketamine, whereas at 5 mg/kg dose, naloxone enhanced the antiparkinsonian effect of ketamine (p< 0.05 vs. ketamine alone).

**Disclosures:** R. Parmar: None. C. Stopera: None. M.J. Bartlett: None. A. Esqueda: None. S.J. Sherman: E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); SJS has a patent for the use of ketamine as a novel treatment for levodopa-induced dyskinesia associated with Parkinson’s disease, that has been licensed to PharmaTher Inc.. T. Falk: E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); TF has a patent for the use of ketamine as a novel treatment for levodopa-induced dyskinesia associated with Parkinson’s disease, that has been licensed to PharmaTher Inc.. S. J..
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**Abstract:** BIA 28-6156 is a Phase II clinical candidate for the treatment of patients with Parkinson’s Disease (PD) who have a mutation in the Glucocerebrosidase (GBA1) gene (GBA-PD). Heterozygous GBA1 pathogenic variants are the most common genetic risk factor for PD, accounting for 5-15% of PD patients. Usually, GBA-PD patients present an earlier age of onset, may progress more rapidly, and may experience earlier and more significant cognitive impairment as compared with idiopathic PD patients. Here we describe the proposed structural
interaction of BIA 28-6156 with human recombinant glucocerebrosidase protein (hrGCase) and the impact of this interaction in presence of saposin C (Sap C), a key activator protein for glucocerebrosidase (GCase) in the lysosome. BIA 28-6156 increases in vitro wt hrGCase activity as determined using the 4-methylumbelliferyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (4-MUG) assay. Key structural interactions between BIA 28-6156 and an allosteric binding pocket of hrGCase were investigated using ligand- and protein-based NMR experiments. The binding site and binding pose of BIA 28-6156 at hrGCase were identified and characterized by molecular docking using glide and molecular dynamic simulations using the Desmond force field. The interaction between GCase with BIA 28-6156 and Sap C was modelled using HADDOCK. NMR experiments mapped the epitopes of BIA 28-6156 interacting with hrGCase and showed that this molecule influences the interaction between hrGCase and Sap C. Molecular modelling studies indicate that BIA 28-6156 binds to GCase in a shallow binding pocket, near the long α-helix of domain III and close to TRP312. This residue is located in an unfolded loop of GCase structure that undergoes a conformational change and is stabilized by BIA 28-6156. A model for GCase with BIA 28-6156 in complex with Sap C is reported suggesting a role played by BIA 28-6156 in the interaction between both proteins and provides insights on the mechanism underlying the observed positive allosteric modulation of GCase.
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Title: Investigating the impact of gut bacterial levodopa metabolism on Parkinson's disease outcomes
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Abstract: Several studies report that the gut microbiota affects pathogenesis in Parkinson’s disease (PD) murine models. However, precise mechanisms are difficult to identify, and whether microbiome-based findings in PD models are clinically relevant is unclear. Our laboratory’s
prior collaborative work demonstrates that a common gut bacterium Enterococcus faecalis catabolizes levodopa through tyrosine decarboxylase. In preliminary findings in mice, antagonizing E. faecalis worsened whole blood levodopa pharmacokinetics. Through transcriptomic, sequencing, and pharmacokinetic approaches, we are evaluating which host and/or bacterial pathways are responsible for suppressed levodopa absorption. In a paired double-blind clinical trial of PD patients taking levodopa while consuming a mild antibiotic, we are evaluating whether particular gut bacterial composition, metabolism, or metabolites correspond with patient behavioral outcomes and responsiveness to levodopa. Combining a sequencing and targeted metabolomic approach may help identify gut bacterial pathways contributing to levodopa drug response and broader patient outcomes impacting quality of life.
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Abstract: Parkinson's disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease worldwide. Loss of dopaminergic neurons within the Substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and Lewy body deposits within cells are two major pathological characters of the PD. It has been shown that the spread of α-synuclein and tau protein, from the brainstem to limbic and neocortical structures, is one of the most important pathological factors of the PD dementia. Free radicals and inflammation play an important role in the development of PD, while their exact effect on the spread of pathological factors and mechanisms remains unclear. This study aims to investigate the effect of free radicals on the spread of pathological factors in PD mice model and evaluate their potential mechanisms. 6-OHDA is stereotactic injected into the median brain bundle of C57BL/6N mice to construct PD model. Our results show that at 3 weeks after the injection, there was significant motor function impairment and TH+ cell loss (80.34 ± 2.48%) in the ipsilateral side of SNpc in 6-OHDA groups, compared with control group. At 7 weeks
after the injection, there was no significant cognitive impairment, neuronal loss, increased expression of mRNA for cytokines, and oxidative stress in the ipsilateral hippocampus in 6-OHDA groups by behavioral tests, qPCR and immunohistochemical analysis. In addition, no significant change of phosphorylate α-synuclein and tau was found in the ipsilateral hippocampus in 6-OHDA groups. These results may help us to understand whether oxidative stress is a key factor promoting spreading of pathological factors in PD pathogenesis.

Disclosures: P. Xiao: None. J.Y. Ho: None. R. Chang: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); The Univ. of Hong Kong.
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Title: Leucine carboxyl methyltransferase 1 (LCMT-1) Mitigates alpha-Synuclein Mediated Toxicity in Mice
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Abstract: Accumulation of aggregated alpha-Synuclein (α-Syn) fibrils in Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites is a characteristic feature of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB). Phosphorylation of α-Syn at Ser129 is considered a marker of pathological α-Syn in synucleinopathies. Characterizing the factors that regulate this phosphorylation state can elucidate the molecular pathogenesis of these disorders and potentially identify new therapeutic strategies. We previously found that the B55α containing protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) isoform is the main enzyme that dephosphorylates α-Syn at Ser129. The assembly and activity of this trimeric holoenzyme are regulated by reversible carboxyl methylation of the catalytic C subunit, a process governed by the opposing activities of a PP2A-specific leucine carboxyl methyltransferase (LCMT-1) and a PP2A-specific methylesterase (PME-1). Notably, our postmortem studies have shown that LCMT-1 expression is decreased while PME-1 expression is increased in PD and DLB affected brains. In this study, we aimed to determine if overexpressing LCMT-1 can mitigate α-Syn mediated pathology in a mouse model. Preformed fibrils (PFF) of α-Syn or PBS were injected in the right striatum of mice that overexpress LCMT-1 in forebrain neurons under the control of the calcium calmodulin kinase IIα (CaMKIIα) gene promoter as well as control mice. At six months post-PFF injections, LCMT-1 over-
expressing mice exhibited better performance on the rotarod and nesting behavior compared with PFF injected control mice. Immunohistochemical stains showed that the ipsilateral striatum in LCMT-1 over-expressing mice had a smaller decrease in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) levels and a smaller increase in the microglial marker Iba1 compared to PFF injected control mice. Additionally, LCMT-1 over-expressing mice exhibited less abundant phospho-S129-α-Syn labeled cells in the ipsilateral striatum and substantia nigra pars compacta compared to PFF injected control mice. These findings demonstrate that LCMT-1 over-expression mitigates the pathogenicity of α-Syn and its tendency to propagate in the brain. They also suggest that the reduced levels of LCMT-1 in human synucleinopathy brains contribute to the pathogenicity of these diseases through reduced phosphatase activity leading to increased α-Syn phosphorylation state. Thus, efforts to enhance PP2A activity have the potential for disease modification in synucleinopathies. Funding support: NINDS grant NS101134
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**Title:** Activation of Toll Like Receptors by Pathogenic Alpha-Synuclein (PFFs) and HIV-TAT proteins
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**Abstract:** In studying, age-related neurodegenerative proteinopathies, how microglia detect and react to disease-relevant proteins is not fully understood. We hypothesize that Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs), a subtype of pattern recognition receptors found on many types of innate immune cells including microglia, preferentially recognize and respond to pathogenic proteins like α-synuclein preformed fibrils (PFFs) and the HIV-1 protein Tat. Ligand binding to TLRs promotes the nuclear translocation of NF-κB, a transcriptional regulator of proinflammatory molecules. In this study we exposed HEK-TLR5 reporter cells to PFFs, Tat, or negative &
positive controls. The reporter, secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) is under the control of NF-κB and SEAP activity, a surrogate for TLR activation, was measured in the cell culture supernatant. When compared to vehicle, both PFF- and Tat-exposed cells resulted in significant activation of TLR5 signaling \(p<0.0001\). Furthermore, inhibition of NF-kB signaling broadly via bindarit and of TLR5 more specifically using the novel antagonist (TH1020) caused significant reduction of SEAP activity. Next, we exposed primary microglia cultures to PFFs and showed an increase in TLR5 RNA expression \(p<0.0009\) and an increase in expression of the proinflammatory cytokines IL-1β \(p<0.0001\) and IL-6 \(p<0.0001\). The gene expression of additional inflammatory modulators, matrix metalloprotease-9 (MMP; \(p<0.0001\)), MMP-3 \(p=0.0004\); MMP-13 \(p<0.0001\) was also increased. Using ELISA and zymography, we confirmed significant increases in TNF-α \(p=0.0002\), IL-1β \(p=0.001\), and MMP-9. However, when TLR5 antagonists or NF-kB inhibitors were applied to primary culture there were no significant changes to these proinflammatory molecules. Taken together, these data support the hypothesis that PFFs and TAT activate TLR5 promoting an inflammatory profile and suggest that attenuation of this signaling pathway may decrease NF-κB signaling. Future studies will test combinatorial drug approaches.
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Title: Exogenous alpha-synuclein fibrils cause postsynaptic deficits in Lewy body dementia
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Abstract: Alpha-synuclein (αS) is currently the primary pathological protein implicated in Parkinson’s disease dementia (PDD) and dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). Previously we have shown that mutant A53T αS transgenic mice (TgA53T) have tau-dependent age-related cognitive deficits. Further, A53T expressing neurons have GSK3β-dependent tau mislocalization to
dendritic spines leading to synaptic dysfunction. However, in PDD/DLB, most cases are linked to a known genetic mutation. Because dementia in PDD/DLB is associated with high neuritic αS pathology in CA2, likely from afferents of the entorhinal cortex (EC), without overt neurodegeneration, we hypothesize that in sporadic DLB, the neurites from EC neurons are releasing toxic αS, impacting hippocampal dendrites, leading to tau mislocalization and synaptic deficits that leads to cognitive deficits. Analysis of hippocampal sections from sporadic PD cases confirm neuritic αS pathology within the CA regions of the hippocampus. Significantly, while PD cases were devoid of pathological tau (e.g. AT8), hippocampal neurons exhibit tau mislocalization to the somatodendritic compartment in sporadic PD cases compared to controls. To directly test our hypothesis, we exposed primary cultures of hippocampal neurons to αS preformed fibrils (PFF). The neurons were transfected to express DsRed and Tau-eGFP to monitor the neurites/spines and tau, respectively. Live cell imaging at 24 hours post-PFF treatment shows that αS PFF, even at very low doses (0.05-4.0 μg/mL; 3.5-280 nM), causes tau mislocalization. Treatment of αS monomer (4.0 μg/mL) had no effect. We also show that αS PFF dependent mislocalization of tau occurs independent of endogenous αS but requires GSK3β activity. Longer term analysis shows that αS PFF does not impact the integrity of the spines within 72 hours. However, αS PFF causes significant loss of spines by 14 days post-PFF treatment, and both pre- and post-synaptic markers synapsin and PSD95 respectively, are significantly reduced. Finally, to define the in vivo significance of our hypothesis, we show that WT mice stereotactically injected with αS PFF to the CA1 region of the hippocampus have mEPSC frequency and amplitude deficits 48 hours after injection, as well as a lack of LTP following high frequency stimulation. We conclude that in PDD/DLB, Lewy neuritic pathology may be releasing toxic αS species leading to tau mislocalization and synaptic deficits that leads to circuit dysfunction and cognitive deficits.
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Abstract: Progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra (SN) pars compacta (SNpc) and the formation of cytoplasmic inclusions containing misfolded α-synuclein (α-syn), Lewy bodies (LBs), are two major neuropathological hallmarks of Parkinson Disease (PD),
which is the second most common neurodegenerative disease. PD and Diabetic mellitus (DM) share potential contributing factors and have overlapping pathology. Studies have unveiled a crucial connection between PD and DM. DM is characterized by impaired glucose metabolism and subsequent hyperglycemia. The elevated risk of developing cognitive abnormalities in individuals with impaired glucose metabolism has been well-documented. Hyperglycemia, a common pathogenesis in T2DM, has been shown to contribute to the onset of α-syn pathology in neurons and oligodendrocytes. Phosphorylated α-syn inclusions have been found in pancreatic β cells of T2DM subjects, indicating the existence of PD-related peripheral pathology in DM. But the complicated effect of glucose transporter on PD induced dopaminergic degeneration is still not well understood. Here, we demonstrate that α-syn fibrils induce active glucose energy transporter SGLTs activation in A53T alpha-synuclein overexpressing cells, which increase the uptake of α-syn into neurons. Furthermore, the inhibition of SGLTs inhibits the α-syn uptake and the formation of Lewy body-like inclusions. These results demonstrated a new therapeutic approach for PD.
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Abstract: Gut microbiome dysbiosis is closely associated with neurodegenerative diseases and the changes in the concentration of gut microbial metabolites act as a proof of concept for gut microbiome dysbiosis and potential prognostic biomarker in PD. Recent research has shown gut microbiome dysbiosis in PD patients that can lead to increased gut permeability and systemic inflammation. Recent studies have shown the circulating trimethylamine-n-oxide (TMAO) can cross the blood brain barrier (BBB) and associated with the progression of neurological diseases. Furthermore, emerging evidence suggests that gut microbial metabolites such as trimethylamine
(TMA) are elevated in PD patient bloods and associated with faster disease progression. In this study, we aimed to measure and compare the circulating levels of TMAO in healthy (n= 44) and PD (n= 46) patients. We also performed high resolution metagenomic shotgun analyses on healthy (n= 60) and PD (n= 17) patients to link the metabolites to altered gut microbial metabolism. Using mass spectrometry, we found levels of plasma TMAO were significantly higher in PD patients compared to controls. In consistent with this, we found an elevated levels of TMAO by- product, formaldehyde (FA) in plasma of PD patients. Interestingly, the shotgun metagenomic analysis of fecal sample showed altered diversity in the microbiota between PD and HC with an increase in the TMA-producing bacterial species and enzymatic pathways. Consistent with the published literature our data confirmed increased in the circulating levels of TMAO and metagenomics data confirmed key changes in microbiota composition such as *E. coli* and *Clostridium sp* between healthy individuals and PD patients. This suggests an increased propensity for production of pathogenic microbial metabolites such as TMA in the gut of PD patients due to gut dysbiosis causing an elevation in the levels of TMAO which can cross the blood- brain barrier (BBB), contributing to PD pathology and progression.
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**Title:** Identification of novel regulators of disease-specific α-synuclein aggregation by genome wide screening using the CRISPR/Cas9 system
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**Abstract:** Synucleinopathies, including Parkinson disease and multiple system atrophy (MSA), are a group of neurodegenerative diseases characterized by the intracellular accumulation of α-synuclein (α-syn). Recently, cryo-EM analysis demonstrated that α-syn fibrils in the brain of patients have disease-specific structures, although they share the same cross-β-sheet structure. The structure of fibrils generated *in vitro* from recombinant α-syn (preformed fibril, PFF) also differs from that of the patient-derived fibrils. The difference in the structure of α-syn fibrils contribute to the difference in the disease-specific interactors that regulate the intracellular aggregation of α-syn. However, the exact molecules are still unknown. In this study, we aimed to identify disease-specific regulators of α-syn aggregation and performed a genome wide screening based on the CRISPR/Cas9 system. We edited the genomes of a monoclonal HEK293A cell line co-expressing Cas9 and α-syn with a genome-wide gRNA library and induced intracellular α-syn aggregation using PFF and MSA patient-derived fibrils. The intracellular α-syn fibrils were visualized by a fluorescent probe and cells were isolated based on fluorescence intensity using flow cytometry. Among 19,114 genes included in the gRNA library, 92 genes for MSA-derived fibrils were identified as disease-specific candidate genes. Gene ontology analysis of these candidates revealed disease-specific pathways related to α-syn aggregation. Our study suggests that disease-specific regulators and pathways may regulate intracellular α-syn aggregation, and that these may explain the difference in the pathogenesis of synucleinopathies.
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**Title:** Exploring the impact of alpha synuclein on intracellular trafficking: insights into neurodegenerative disease mechanisms
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**Abstract:** The regulation of intracellular trafficking in neurons is crucial since this cell type has a unique architecture, and the proper functioning of the exocytic pathway plays a fundamental role for its survival. Alpha synuclein (AS), is a widely studied protein for its involvement in various neurodegenerative diseases, including Parkinson's disease and synucleinopathies.
Despite being the focus of several studies, its normal function and its role in neuronal death remains partially understood. One intriguing hypothesis suggests that AS may be affecting intracellular trafficking, thus affecting neuronal survival. Our research focuses on unravel the effects of AS on this crucial process in mammalian neurons and how it affects their structure and function. We use an innovative exocytic pathway synchronization system which allows coordinated release of transmembrane proteins from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) using a specific drug. This system enables us to analyze alterations in protein trafficking dynamics and vesicle flow. Through this synchronization system, we found that AS selectively affects protein trafficking from the Golgi apparatus to neuronal processes. Interestingly, AS modulates the trafficking of p75NTR and its vesicle size, while leaving the Transferrin Receptor unaffected. Furthermore, cofilin expression rescues AS-induced trafficking defects and neurodegeneration, as assessed by Sholl analysis. We propose that AS may alter the dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton, thus affecting the fission machinery of p75NTR vesicles. This result could explain the reduced p75NTR trafficking observed after the expression of AS. Our findings suggest that AS could induce neurodegeneration, at least partially, by affecting protein trafficking.

Disclosures: M. Ovejero: None. M. Bisbal: None. A. Caceres: None. A. Anastasia: None.
tier (SNCd), the underlying mechanisms sustaining such a differential vulnerability still are poorly understood. In this regard, the content in calbindin, a calcium-buffering protein specific for SNCd neurons and not found in SNCv neurons, has often been claimed to play a major role. Here we took advantage of a cohort of four non-human primates (NHPs) being injected with an adeno-associated viral vector encoding the human tyrosinase gene (AAV-hTyr) to further enhance pigmentation of dopaminergic neurons in both tiers of the SNC. Pigmented dopaminergic neurons exhibited Lewy body pathology made of endogenous alpha-synuclein, later on leading to a time-dependent degeneration of dopaminergic neurons, together with a pro-inflammatory scenario. Immunohistochemistry for calbindin and ALDH1 was used to disclose between neurons in the SNCd and SNCv respectively, together with P62 as a marker for Lewy body pathology. Obtained data showed a preferential location for Lewy bodies within SNCv neurons (identified as ALDH1+), this distribution accounting for more than 90% of P62+ intracytoplasmic inclusions observed in pigmented neurons throughout the whole rostrocaudal extent of the SNC. Lewy bodies were also found in SNCd neurons, although to a much lower extent than those observed in SNCv. In summary, here we provide evidence showing that the location of Lewy body pathology, instead of the lack of calbindin, may be taken as the driving force sustaining the susceptibility of dopaminergic SNCv neurons to neurodegeneration.
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Abstract: α-Synuclein (αSyn), one of major components of Lewy bodies (LBs) and Lewy neurites (LNs), is physiologically expressed in presynapses and is involved in synaptic function. Abnormal intracellular aggregation of αSyn is observed as LBs and LNs in neurodegenerative disorders such as Parkinson’s disease or dementia with Lewy bodies. Accumulated evidence suggests that abundant expression of αSyn is one of the risk factors for neurodegeneration. Therefore, it is important to know the endogenous expression profiles of αSyn. Our previous
studies demonstrated brain region-dependent differential expression patterns of αSyn using wild-type mice. Synaptic expression of αSyn is mostly accompanied by the expression of vesicular glutamate transporter-1 (vGluT-1), an excitatory presynaptic marker protein. In contrast, expression of αSyn in GABAergic inhibitory synapses is different among brain regions. For examples, in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, αSyn is not observed in inhibitory synapses. On the other hand, αSyn is clearly expressed in inhibitory synapses of the globus pallidus and substantia nigra pars reticulata. These results indicate that expression of αSyn is regulated in cell-type or brain-region dependent manner. Here, we studied expression profiles of αSyn in human and common marmoset brain. In the cerebral cortex of the primate brain, αSyn was mainly expressed in the excitatory synapses expressing vGluT-1, as happens in mouse brain. Interestingly, there were some αSyn-positive synapses co-expressing glutamic acid decarboxylase in those brains. These results suggested that expression profile of αSyn in inhibitory synapses was different between rodents and primates. Precise characterization of these αSyn-positive inhibitory neurons is under progress. Further studies of the differential expression of αSyn among different species will provide new insights for understanding physiological function of αSyn.
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Abstract: Cortical dysfunction plays a critical role in non-motor symptoms associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and other synucleinopathies. Recent studies have reported functional changes in cortical circuitry in pre-clinical models of PD, but with limited mechanistic insight. Therefore, in search of causative or predictive factors, we hypothesized that aSyn aggregation leads to alterations of the cellular phosphoproteome. To address this hypothesis, we utilized an in vivo model of aSyn aggregation involving the injection of aSyn preformed fibrils (PFFs) in the mouse cortex and striatum to study the downstream effects of aggregation. We analyzed phosphoproteomic profiles of the cortical homogenates of the PFF injected vs monomer injected mice. In this model, we showed that PFF injection leads to the presence of aSyn aggregates that
stain positive for the phosphorylated form of serine residue 129 (pSer129) in the sensorimotor cortex, SNpc, and other anatomically connected brain regions. Phosphoproteomic analysis of the sensorimotor cortex revealed significant differences between the PFF and monomer groups 3 months post-injection. Gene ontology analysis of the phosphoproteomic changes suggested that aSyn PFF administration led to perturbations in modulation of chemical synaptic transmission and synaptic signaling. Moreover, we identified phosphosites that were previously not reported and distinct from sites reported for acute synaptic excitation. Further, motif enrichment analysis and kinase prediction show that the majority of differentially abundant motifs are predicted to be phosphorylated by cyclin dependent kinase 5 (CDK5) or casein kinase II (CKII). The phosphoproteomic changes suggest a possible mechanism of synaptic dysfunction in the sensorimotor cortex of PFF-injected mice. Collectively, these findings deepen our understanding of the molecular underpinnings of synucleinopathy disorders, particularly the prodromal phase, laying the groundwork for developing well-tailored intervention strategies.
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Title: Partial Demyelination Worsens a-Synucleinopathy in the Preformed Fibril Model
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Abstract: Lewy body disorders are characterized by deposition of aggregated alpha-synuclein protein into insoluble inclusions. In Parkinson’s disease, long and unmyelinated axons (e.g., nigrostriatal fibers) are more likely to harbor alpha-synuclein+ inclusions, compared to sturdier, myelinated fibers (e.g., cerebellar tracts), but it is not known if this relationship is causal. To address this problem in an experimental model of Lewy body disease, we infused preformed fibrils into the anterior olfactory nucleus of the caudal olfactory bulb (OB/AON) in 9 to 11-month-old mice of both sexes. Partial demyelination was elicited by dietary administration of cuprizone (0.3%), an established oligodendrocyte-targeting, copper chelating agent, for 8 weeks.
Compared to control diet mice, cuprizone-fed animals of both sexes displayed the expected decrease in two major protein constituents of the myelin sheath, myelin basic protein (MBP) and proteolipid protein (PLP) in the OB/AON. However, no additional loss of MBP and PLP was observed in fibril-treated mice, suggesting that cuprizone and fibril exposure act neither additively nor synergistically on myelin-associated proteins, perhaps because they impinge on the same physiological processes in white matter. However, cuprizone exposure increased the fraction of Triton-insoluble alpha-synuclein that was phosphorylated at Serine 129 (pSer129) in the amygdala and piriform cortex, revealing an exacerbation of insoluble Lewy-like pathology with forced demyelination. Insoluble pSer129 levels were negatively correlated with PLP levels in fibril-infused mice under control diet conditions ($r=-0.7026$; two-tailed $p=0.0187$), and this negative correlation was abolished by cuprizone exposure ($r=-0.1067$; two-tailed $p=0.7692$). Thus, higher levels of myelin-related protein PLP are associated with lower Lewy-like pathology as expected, but forced demyelination uncouples this link. Similarly, we discovered a negative correlation between PLP and Triton-insoluble pSer129 alpha-synuclein levels in amygdala tissues from men (but not women) with Lewy body disease (Pearson $r=-0.9026$, two-tailed $p=0.0054$), and a trend towards a negative correlation between MBP and insoluble pSer129 in the human amygdala samples (Pearson $r=-0.7233$, two-tailed $p=0.0662$). Finally, we noted that Lewy body disease was associated with lower MBP levels in the olfactory bulbs of men compared to women. Further investigations into oligodendrocyte precursor cells and pre- and post-myelinating oligodendrocytes are now warranted, to understand the impact of myelination status on Lewy body disease.
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by loss of midbrain dopamine neurons, accumulation of fibrillar alpha synuclein (a-syn) in Lewy bodies, and neuroinflammation.
Neuroinflammation occurs in early-stage PD patients, suggesting it may contribute to neurodegeneration. The complement system is a division of the innate immune system that coordinates the clearance of debris, synapses, and cells in the central nervous system. Activated complement proteins label Lewy body containing neurons in the PD brain, indicating complement may mediate phagocytic removal of synucleinopathy affected neurons. However, activation of complement in PD and associated models has only been documented after neurodegeneration has occurred, making it impossible to determine if complement activation occurs in response to cell death or prior to cell death, where it may drive to neurodegeneration. We aimed to determine if complement activation occurs in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) prior to neurodegeneration in a model of synucleinopathy. Intra-striatal injection of recombinant a-syn pre-formed fibrils (PFFs) in rats results in aggregation of endogenous a-syn and gliosis that peaks 2 months post injection, followed by nigral degeneration at 6 months post injection. To determine if synucleinopathy causes complement activation prior to neurodegeneration we used ddPCR to quantify transcripts representing different parts of the complement cascade. We observed significant increases in transcripts from the classical (C1qa, C4b) and alternative activating pathways (CFd, Cfb), anaphylatoxin receptors (C3aR, C5aR), phagocytic receptor CD11b (ITGAM) and the complement regulator, C1 Inhibitor (Serping1). We observed significant decreases in transcripts for the complement regulators CD55 and CD59. We performed immunofluorescence (IF) in the SNc at the same time point to determine if the decrease in CD55 occurred in nigral neurons. CD55 immunoreactivity was decreased in nigral neurons of PFF injected rats, where neurons containing serine 129 phosphorylated a-syn (pSyn) were almost devoid of CD55 immunoreactivity. Using the proximity ligation assay we observed interaction between a-syn and CD55 in the rat SNc, and this interaction was increased between CD55 and pSyn. We performed similar analyses in postmortem human PD tissue and observed decreased CD55 in nigral neurons, interaction between pSyn and CD55 in the SNc, as well as CD55 in the core of Lewy bodies. Taken together, these data demonstrate synucleinopathy causes a robust activation of the complement system and a decrease in the expression of membrane bound complement regulators in nigral neurons.
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Title: Alpha-synuclein and cytokine assessment in aged Parkinson's Disease mouse model via push-pull or open-flow microdialysis
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Abstract: Neuroinflammation has been implemented as a confounding variable in the pathology and progression of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s (AD) and Parkinson’s (PD). However, methods in capturing and concurrently measuring these pathological markers (such as alpha-synuclein) and their affected systems (cytokine readouts) in a singular animal are limited by collection methods and analytical viability. The benefits of simultaneous profiling for immune-markers and disease biomarkers may elucidate pathways and therapeutic windows that can alter and/or ameliorate disease progression. To address this limit, we set out to test the concurrent sampling methods of large molecule microdialysis, push-pull (semi-porous membrane with 1-3 MDa cutoff) versus open flow (unfiltered, theoretically no limit). We acquired a cohort of 22-month aged PD transgenic (TG) mice that overexpressed human wild-type alpha-synuclein (JAX# 017682), their age-matched non-carrier (WT) littermates, and stereotaxically implanted a bilateral guide in the hippocampus (A/P -3.1mm to bregma, M/L +/- 2.8mm to midline). After a two-week recovery period, a push-pull probe (PP PE 6/3, CRL-GRO, the Netherlands) was inserted in the left hippocampus (D/V -4.1mm to dura), and an open flow sampling stylet (cOM-8, BASi, USA) in the right hippocampus (D/V -3.6mm to dura). A dynamic-no-net-flux (DNNF) microdialysis was performed in awake, freely behaving animals at four varying flow rates from 0.5 µl/min to 1.25 µl/min. Probes and stylets were perfused with aCSF (147 mM NaCl, 3.0 mM KCl, 1.2 mM CaCl2 and 1.2 mM MgCl2) containing 1% BSA and 2mM glucose. Samples were collected and aliquoted for alpha-synuclein protein analysis and a proinflammatory panel assay from Meso Scale Discovery (MSD# K15048). All samples were measured via ELISA/EIA kits acquired from MSD®. As expected, probe recoveries for absolute concentrations of the various analytes were higher from the open flow conditions when compared to the push-pull method. Surprisingly, the flow rate affected the recovery of analytes in the “unfiltered” open flow stylet, like the push-pull condition where higher flow rate samples measured lower analyte concentrations. Furthermore, BSA additives for non-specific binding during collection and analysis also showed differing analyte concentrations (in vitro results). Therefore, generating accurate biomarker profiles in disease pathology from large molecule dialysis must be sensitive to technical conditions and analytes of interest in neuropathology.
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Title: Impact of post-translational modifications on membrane-induced alpha-synuclein aggregation in synucleinopathy disorders


Abstract: Alpha-synuclein (aSYN) is a presynaptic protein that forms aggregates in the brains of individuals with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and other synucleinopathy disorders. aSYN is a natively unfolded protein in solution but can adopt an alpha-helical structure upon binding to phospholipid membranes, and this interaction is thought to play a role in vesicle trafficking and the release of neurotransmitters. Data from our group and others suggest that the aggregation of membrane-bound aSYN plays a central role in the protein’s neurotoxicity in PD via a mechanism involving vesicle disruption. Furthermore, increasing evidence suggests that the mechanism of membrane-induced aggregation is distinct from the more extensively studied process of aSYN aggregation in the absence of membranes. Although various post-translational modifications (PTMs) of aSYN identified in cell culture, animal models, or human brain have been shown to modulate aSYN aggregation in the absence of lipids, little is known about the effects of PTMs on membrane-induced aSYN self-assembly. We hypothesize that certain PTMs promote the protein’s aggregation at the surface of phospholipid membranes, resulting in enhanced aSYN neurotoxicity, based on evidence that some PTMs alter the conformation of membrane-bound aSYN and/or perturb aSYN-membrane interactions. To address this hypothesis, aSYN variants with N- and C-terminal truncations previously identified in the human brain were characterized in terms of their relative propensities to undergo membrane-induced self-assembly and elicit vesicle disruption. We found that aSYN variants with C-terminal truncations underwent more extensive oligomerization and accelerated fibrillation compared to WT aSYN when incubated with phospholipid vesicles at a low pH mimicking the acidic conditions of endocytic compartments. Moreover, the rate of aSYN-mediated vesicle disruption at pH 7 (relevant to cytosolic conditions) increased with the extent of the C-terminal truncation. In general, N-terminal aSYN truncation mutants formed oligomers or fibrils more rapidly than WT aSYN in the presence of vesicles at low pH but had a reduced ability to elicit membrane permeabilization at pH 7. Current efforts are focused on characterizing our panel of aSYN truncation variants in terms of aggregation propensity in neuronal cell culture models using fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) analysis. The results of these studies will provide new insights into the role of aSYN PTMs and membrane-induced aggregation in the pathology of synucleinopathy disorders, setting the stage for developing therapies targeting aSYN in the brains of patients.
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Title: Structure of alpha-synuclein fibrils derived from human Lewy body dementia tissue
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Abstract: The defining feature of Parkinson disease (PD) and Lewy body dementia (LBD) is the accumulation of alpha-synuclein (Asyn) fibrils in Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites. We developed and validated a novel method to amplify Asyn fibrils extracted from LBD postmortem tissue samples and used solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) studies to determine atomic resolution structure. Amplified LBD Asyn fibrils comprise two protofilaments with pseudo-21 helical screw symmetry, very low twist and an interface formed by antiparallel beta strands of residues 85-93. The fold is highly similar to the fold determined by a recent cryo-electron microscopy study for a minority population of twisted single protofilament fibrils extracted from LBD tissue. These results expand the structural landscape of LBD Asyn fibrils and inform further studies of disease mechanisms, imaging agents and therapeutics targeting Asyn.
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Abstract: Parkinson's Disease (PD) and other synucleinopathies, including Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB) and Multiple System Atrophy (MSA), are characterized by the accumulation of proteinaceous amyloid fibrils primarily composed of α-synuclein (αSyn) in the brain. The currently available treatment options for PD mainly target its symptoms but do not alter αSyn seeding activity and disease progression. Recently, we and others have developed an ultra-sensitive αSyn real-time quaking-induced conversion (RT-QuIC) seed amplification assay termed αSyn SAA for detecting αSyn seeding activity in multiple biomatrices including brain, CSF, submandibular gland and skin. To extend this versatile αSyn SAA platform for translational drug discovery, we tested whether it can be adapted to identify compounds intervening in the seeding activity. As proof of principle, we tested caffeic acid (CA), which is a well-known phytochemical enriched in many foods and drinks including coffee. CA has been shown to possess diverse biological functions, such as anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties. Our initial experiments tested various CA concentrations ranging from 50nM to 100µM range in αSyn SAA. The addition of CA to the RT-QuIC reaction mixture containing human αSyn synthetic fibers exhibited a dose-dependent inhibition on the formation of αSyn fibrillar seeds, with complete suppression observed at low µM concentrations. Next, we prepared human brain homogenates obtained from autopsy-confirmed PD cases to test in the αSyn SAA in the presence and absence of different concentrations of CA. We observed a consistent dose-dependent inhibition of αSyn seeding activities upon the addition of CA, with complete suppression at low µM concentrations. In line with the RT-QuIC findings, dot blot analysis of the RT-QuIC end-products obtained from PD brain homogenates using an αSyn filament-specific antibody also demonstrated a dose-dependent inhibitory effect of CA against αSyn seeding in vitro. Collectively, these findings indicate that CA exerts an inhibitory effect on the aggregation of αSyn and suggest that CA and its related analogs should be further explored for the development of anti-αSyn pharmacotherapy for treating synucleinopathies. Our data also demonstrate that the RT-QuIC-based αSyn SAA could be exploited as an in vitro drug discovery platform for screening anti-synucleinopathy agents.
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Title: Altered cortical cellular and network dynamics in a PFF-based model of Parkinson’s Disease

Authors: *P. A. PATEL, K. A. FERGUSON, J. A. CARDIN, M. J. HIGLEY; Neurosci., Yale Univ., New Haven, CT

Abstract: Parkinson's disease (PD) is characterized by progressive decline of motor function and tremor primarily resulting from loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra. However, prodromic and progressive cognitive symptoms also suggest neocortical dysfunction, a structure for which relatively little is known about PD-associated cellular- or circuit-level changes. To explore this question, we adopted a pre-formed α-synuclein fibrillar (PFF) seeding model to drive pathogenesis in cortical projection neurons. We found that injection of PFFs into the dorsal striatum robustly drives intracellular accumulation of α-synuclein phosphorylated at serine 129 (pS129) in pyramidal neurons (PNs) of the ipsilateral somatosensory and motor cortices. To monitor neural activity, we carried out 2-photon calcium imaging of GCaMP6s-expressing PNs in these cortical areas of awake, head-fixed mice placed on a freely-moving running wheel. We used animals of both sexes over the course of pathological progression. Control experiments included imaging the cortex contralateral to the injection site as well as imaging mice injected with a non-pathogenic α-synuclein monomer. Individual neurons were tracked across multiple imaging sessions spanning several weeks. At the conclusion of the final imaging session, brains were collected for pS129 immunostaining to identify cells with pathological aggregates. These images were then aligned post-hoc with in vivo imaging data to determine the single-neuron relationship between dysfunction and the presence of inclusions. Our initial results suggest pathological cells exhibit elevated levels of resting cytosolic calcium. Furthermore, there were significantly reduced amounts of spontaneous activity and blunted modulation in response to fluctuations in behavioral state, measured via variation in pupil diameter, whisking, and locomotion. Finally, using immunohistochemistry to probe activated microglia via increased IBA1 and CD68 immunoreactivity as well as astrocyte activation by elevated GFAP, we found evidence of non-cell autonomous glial inflammatory activity surrounding the areas of altered neuronal activity. Together, these results provide novel insight into cellular and circuit mechanisms underlying the progression of neocortical α-synuclein pathology.
Abstract: α-Synuclein (α-Syn) plays a central role in sporadic and familial Parkinson’s Disease (PD) via a toxic gain-of-function mechanism, and a variety of experimental strategies are under development to decrease α-Syn levels in PD patients. α-Syn deficiency has been shown to alter the kinetics of dopamine release, but there has been relatively little analysis of changes in endogenous physiological responses in neurons expressing normal levels of the protein. We studied the effects of α-Syn deficiency on intrinsic electrophysiological properties in mouse mesencephalic neurons in culture and acute midbrain slices. Although substantia nigra (SN) dopaminergic neurons from α-Syn deficient cells showed overall normal electrophysiological properties, they had significantly lower L-type Ca²⁺ channels (LTCC) activity than cells from wild-type animals. This effect was likely related to a decrease in surface expression of LTCCs with no alteration in mRNA or single channel open probability and conductance. The decreased activity-dependent Ca²⁺ flux resulted in deficient pCREB/cFos induction - a central step in the regulation of immediate early genes expression required for synaptic plasticity. We conclude that strategies for α-Syn reduction should examine possible changes in LTCC activity and downstream second messenger systems that regulate synaptic plasticity and learning.
Abstract: Specific Aims
Role of Norepinephrine in the spread and aggregation of Lewy pathology in an α-synuclein PFF mouse model.

Background: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder prevalent in ~1% of the population above 60 years, and is characterized by severe motor deficits as well as non-motor symptoms such as loss of smell, constipation and cognitive disability. Sporadic PD is characterized by widespread alpha-synuclein (α-syn) positive inclusions called Lewy bodies and neurites in the brain, along with loss of dopamine neurons of the Substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc). However, the underlying mechanisms of α-syn mediated pathogenesis, progression, and neurodegeneration are still not clear. Consequentially, strategies for treating pathogenesis and progression of sporadic PD have not been well developed. Previous studies and our preliminary data suggest that the norepinephrine transporter (NET) is a potential therapeutic target for α-syn pathology in PD. Our overall hypothesis is that genetic deletion or pharmacological inhibition of NET will reduce α-syn propagation, neurodegeneration, neuroinflammation and behavioral deficits. We will test our hypothesis by injecting pre-formed fibrils (PFFs) of α-syn in a genetic or pharmacological mouse model of NET inhibition.

Method: 5 μg of α-syn PFFs or 0.8 μl of PBS (control) were injected unilaterally into the dorsal striatum of WT and NET KO mice. 3- or 6- months after injection, brains from WT and NET KO mice were isolated, sectioned, and stained for phosphorylated serine 129 (pSer129) of α-syn, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and NET. A separate cohort of WT mice seeded with PFFs were also administered desipramine (30mg/kg/day) in their drinking water after PFF injections. All mice also underwent behavioral analyses for motor function prior to immunostaining.

Results: pSer129 α-syn aggregates and neurites were observed throughout the cortex, basal ganglia and midbrain in WT mice at 3- and 6-months post-injection. In the midbrain, pSer129 α-syn labeling was partially colocalized with TH labeling. pSer129 α-syn labeling was reduced in NET KO mice compared to WT mice in all brain regions at 3 and 6-month timepoints.

Conclusion: Genetic or pharmacological inhibition of NET reduces the spread and aggregation of α-syn in a PFF seeding mouse model, and has a reduced propensity to cause motor dysfunction.

Disclosures: R. Mirabel: None.
**Title:** Serine-129 phosphorylation of α-synuclein is an activity-dependent trigger for physiologic protein-protein interactions and synaptic function

**Authors:** *L. Parra-Rivas*¹, K. Madhivanan², B. Aulston³, L. Wang⁵, D. Prakashchand⁴, N. P. Boyer¹, V. Saia-Cereda¹, K. Branes-Guerrero¹, D. Pizzo¹, Y. Ogawa⁶, P. Rangamani¹, S. Roy³;
¹Univ. of California, San Diego, CA; ²Pathology, ³UCSD, La Jolla, CA; ⁴Univ. of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA; ⁵Amgen, Somerville, MA; ⁶Neurosci., Baylor Col. of Med., Houston, TX

**Abstract:** Phosphorylation of α-synuclein at the Serine-129 site (α-syn Ser129P) is an established pathologic hallmark of synucleinopathies, and also a therapeutic target. In physiologic states, only a small fraction of α-syn is phosphorylated at this site, and most studies have focused on pathologic roles of this post-translational modification. We found that unlike wild-type (WT) α-syn that is widely expressed throughout the brain, the overall pattern of α-syn Ser129P is restricted, suggesting intrinsic regulation. Surprisingly, preventing Ser129P blocked activity-dependent synaptic attenuation by α-syn - thought to reflect its normal function. Exploring mechanisms, we found that neuronal activity augments Ser129P, which is a trigger for protein-protein interactions that are necessary for mediating α-syn function at the synapse. AlphaFold2-driven modeling and membrane-binding simulations suggest a scenario where Ser129P induces conformational changes that facilitates interactions with binding partners. Our experiments offer a new conceptual platform for investigating the role of Ser129 in synucleinopathies, with implications for drug-development.
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Title: Age-dependent motor and cognitive decline following neurotoxic α-synuclein exposure in new Parkinson's disease models
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Abstract: Parkinson's disease (PD) is a debilitating neurodegenerative disorder characterized by both motor and cognitive symptoms and the formation of pathological inclusions containing aggregated α-synuclein protein. The gut-to-brain hypothesis of PD suggests that α-synuclein aggregation may originate in the gastrointestinal tract, potentially due to environmental toxin exposures, and thereafter spread to the central nervous system in a prion-like fashion. While rodent models have demonstrated that gut-to-brain α-synuclein spreading can occur, the precise mechanisms of α-synuclein transmission and resulting neurotoxicity remain largely unknown. Animal models that are amenable to rapid, high-throughput investigation are needed in order to facilitate the discovery of disease mechanisms and potential therapeutic targets. To this end, we have developed new 'gut-to-brain' PD models using the small model organism, C. elegans. C. elegans have a well-defined nervous system with highly conserved neurotransmitter signaling, a diverse set of motor and cognitive behaviors, and high genetic tractability. To initiate α-synuclein spreading from the gut, worms are exposed to an exogenous source of wild-type human α-synuclein pre-formed fibrils (PFFs). We have shown that PFFs are ingested, spread to body tissues, and induce age-dependent motor dysfunction that is dependent on host expression of human α-synuclein in neurons or muscle, consistent with prion-like mechanisms. PFF feeding also promotes dopamine neuron degeneration and the aggregation of host α-synuclein, recapitulating key features of PD. Furthermore, PFF exposure causes age-dependent loss of learning and memory function, offering new models of cognitive decline in PD. To identify mechanisms by which gut-derived α-synuclein may enter neurons and cause toxicity, we conducted a targeted RNAi screen and showed, for the first time in vivo, that heparan sulfate proteoglycans regulate disease phenotypes caused by α-synuclein PFFs. The results of this study offer new tools and potential targets for PD therapeutics aimed at halting the neurotoxic spread of α-synuclein from the gut to the brain.
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Abstract: Activation of microglia can lead to the conversion of astrocytes to neurotoxic species of reactive astrocyte that are observed in post-mortem tissues of various neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, it is not clear whether and how reactive astrocytes contribute to neurodegeneration of PD. We have recently developed a mouse model of sporadic α-synucleinopathy in which α-synuclein (α-syn) preformed fibrils (PFFs) were injected into the duodenum and the pylorus muscularis layer in the stomach that are innervated by the vagal nerve. In this gut-brain α-syn model, the α-syn pathology spreads in the brains and the mice exhibit a non-motor behavior including cognitive deficits as well as motor deficits. Here, we showed genetic depletion of neurotoxic reactive astrocytes in the gut-brain α-syn mouse prevented the loss of neurons and behavioral deficits, suggesting that neurotoxic reactive astrocytes play an important role in neurodegeneration induced by pathologic α-syn. Using secretome analysis, we isolated the neurotoxins that are secreted from the α-syn-induced reactive astrocytes and induce the neurotoxicity. Inhibition of secretion of neurotoxins in astrocytes or its receptor in neurons suppressed the reactive astrocyte-mediated neurotoxicity in cultures. Moreover, pharmacological inhibition or genetic depletion of neurotoxin receptor prevented pathologic α-syn-induced neurodegeneration and movement and cognitive deficits in the gut-brain α-syn mouse. Thus, strategies aimed at inhibiting reactive astrocyte-derived neurotoxins and its neuronal receptor could hold promise as a disease-modifying therapy to prevent the loss of neurons in α-synucleinopathies.
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Title: Alpha-synuclein-induced cognitive impairment and disruption of glutamate and complement systems in the hippocampus and striatum of mice
Authors: *Y.-T. HUANG*¹, Y.-Y. LEE¹, H.-Y. LI³, J.-C. CHEN²;  
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) belongs to a neurodegenerative disease with characteristic phenotype of movement disorder, while some patients show non-motor symptoms of anxiety, depression and dementia (so called PDD). Clinically, abnormal aggregation of α-synuclein (α-Syn) was found in patient’s brain, whereas α-Syn-enriched Lewy bodies signal a neuronal death. So far, the cause of PDD is rarely explored and molecular alterations linking hippocampal synucleinopathy to dementia requires further investigation. To mimic the symptoms the PDD, mice were injected with AAV-α-Syn bilaterally into the substantia nigra (SN). Mice exhibited motor dysfunction after 6 months viral injection, along with anxiety, depression-like behavior and cognitive-related deficits. Biochemical analyses revealed decreased gene expression of glutamatergic receptors (NR2A, NR2B, mGluR5, AMPA1) in the SN, striatum (STR) and hippocampus (HIP). The microglia markers, Iba1 and complement C3 were also decreased in the STR and HIP. At the protein level, Syn211 expression increased in the SN, STR, and HIP, and phosphorylated Ser129 of α-Syn was observed in the SNc, along with activated GFAP and Iba1. To understand synucleinopathy-induced dementia, mice were injected α-Syn preformed fibrils (PFFs) into the hippocampus bilaterally. After 8 months of PFF injection, there was a significant increase in amount of α-Syn/pSer129. The mice displayed cognitive deficits in recognition memory, social memory, working memory, and long-term memory. In addition, RNA-sequencing analysis revealed pathway of transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) were enriched in the PFF-injected mice. The TGFβ-related genes were increased in the HIP during the progress of synucleinopathy, i.e. BMPR2, BMP2, BMP5, TGFβ1 and the downstream signals of Smad1/5/8 and Smad2. Additionally, there is a time-dependent change in the expression of GFAP, Iba1, inflammasome and the complement system, with most gene expression decreased at 8 months, while increased at 12-13 months after PFF injection. Moreover, amount of AMPA1/pSer845 of glutamate receptor increased after post-PFF injection at both time intervals. Collectively, our findings present a model of Parkinson's disease dementia (PDD) in which α-Syn aggregation begins in the substantia nigra (SN) and subsequently leads to changes in the glutamatergic system, potentially contributing to the development of dementia. Consistently, hippocampal synucleinopathy successfully replicates the cognitive impairments associated with dementia, with notable change observed in the BMP/TGFβ pathways, immune complement and glutamate systems.

Disclosures: Y. Huang: None. Y. Lee: None. H. Li: None. J. Chen: None.
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Abstract: Glaucoma is a group of eye disorders characterized by the progressive degeneration of retinal ganglion cells and their axons, leading to permanent vision loss or blindness. One of the genes linked to familial normal-tension glaucoma (NTG) is OPTN, which encodes optineurin (OPTN), a multifunctional adaptor protein involved in various intracellular vesicular trafficking pathways. The E50K mutation in the OPTN gene is the most prevalent one in patients with NTG. It has been reported that OPTN has an important role in selective autophagy, especially mitophagy, and E50K/OPTN impacts Rab8-mediated vesicular transport and autophagy-mediated degradation. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying the retinal cell death induced by glaucoma-associated OPTN mutations are not fully understood. Here we investigated the effect of the E50K/OPTN expression on the endolysosomal system in a murine immortalized retinal cell line, 661W, and in the mouse retina. To monitor the intracellular distribution of OPTN, we generated the construct expressing tandem fluorescent-tagged OPTN (OPTN-pHluorin-mCherry). Expressed wild-type OPTN was predominantly seen as both pHluorin- and mCherry-positive (yellow) puncta throughout the cell, indicating their distributions at the neutral environment of the cytosol. Wild-type OPTN with only mCherry fluorescence (red) was also found in some vesicular structures, suggesting it can exist in acidic compartments such as lysosomes or autolysosomes. On the other hand, E50K/OPTN was localized in red or yellow granular structures rather than the cytosolic pattern. The expression of E50K/OPTN also altered the morphology of Rab8-positive organelles to swollen vacuoles, which tend to form clustering at the perinuclear region. Immunoblotting revealed that lysosome-related proteins such as Transcription Factor EB and Lamp1 decreased in the presence of E50K/OPTN expression but not of wild-type. For *in vivo* experiments, embryonic retinal transfection was performed in Slc:ICR mice (Japan SLC, Hamamatsu) at gestational day 14.5 as reported previously (Otsu et al., 2019, *J. Neurosci.*). Transfected eyes were harvested at postnatal 21 days, and subjected to immunostaining. Wild-type OPTN appeared as small puncta at both cell body and axon in retinal ganglion cells, whereas E50K/OPTN were detected as enlarged granules. These abnormal structures containing E50K/OPTN were frequently found at the axon in the prelaminar region of the optic nerve head. In conclusion, the exogenous expression of E50K/OPTN results in the suppression of the lysosomal gene expression and the morphological changes of the endolysosomal organelles in retinal cells.

Disclosures: W. Otsu: None. M. Obayashi: None. H. Tsusaki: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Shin Nippon Biomedical Laboratories, Ltd.. M. Shimazawa: None.
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Title: Protective effect of active components of microalgae against photoreceptor damage induced by blue LED light and endoplasmic reticulum stress.
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Abstract: In recent years, with remarkable advances in science and technology, we have been surrounded by many electronic devices in our daily lives, such as smartphones and tablets equipped with light-emitting diode (LED) displays. Although the widespread use of electronic devices has made it easy for us to access information worldwide, light emitted by these devices is a concern for vision health because too much exposure to light is known as a risk factor leading to retinal disorders, including age-related macular degeneration. It has been reported that endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress in light-exposed retinas is linked to photoreceptor cell death. However, it has yet to fully understand the mechanism underlying the stress response to light and its link to the pathophysiology of retinal diseases. We have reported that exposure to blue LED light induces excessive production of reactive oxygen species (Kuse *et al.*, 2014. *Scientific Reports*) and unfolded protein response, significantly the increase of Activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4) expression (Ooe *et al.*, 2017. *Molecular Vision*). This study aims to search for compounds that exhibit protective effects against photodamage. Here, we examine the effect of PENTADECYL, a bioactive product obtained from *Aurantiocytium limacinum*, on either chemical-induced or blue LED light-induced ER stress. PENTADECYL is a triglyceride mixture composed of odd-chain saturated fatty acids, including pentadecanoic acid. We used a murine photoreceptor cell line, 661W, as an *in-vitro* model. PENTADECYL at the concentration of 0.1-10 µg/mL suppressed either thapsigargin- or tunicamycin-induced cell death in a concentration-dependent manner. PENTADECYL showed a protective effect against blue LED light-induced cell death at the concentration of 10 µg/mL. In contrast, PENTADECYL did not inhibit cell death caused by hydrogen peroxide treatment. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis revealed that the treatment of PENTADECYL at 10 µg/mL significantly attenuated the thapsigargin-induced gene expression of unfolded protein response target genes, including *Atf4* and *Bip*. Consistently, immunoblotting showed that PENTADECYL suppressed the increased ATF4 protein level induced by either thapsigargin or blue LED light exposure. In conclusion, PENTADECYL is a novel compound having a protective effect against light-induced ER stress in photoreceptors.
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**Title:** Recombinant progranulin protects dopaminergic neurons in vivo and decreases alpha-synuclein via promoting autolysosome degradation in vitro.

**Authors:** *H. Fujimori*¹, T. Ohba¹, S. Nakamura¹, M. Shimazawa¹,², H. Hara¹,²; ¹Mol. Pharmacology, Dept. of Biofunctional Evaluation, ²Lab. of Collaborative Res. for Innovative Drug Discovery, Gifu Pharmaceut. Univ., Gifu, Japan

**Abstract:** [Purpose] Progranulin (PGRN) is a secreted protein that is linked to inflammation and lysosomal function. PGRN haploinsufficiency inhibits proteolysis and causes frontotemporal dementia through the accumulation of a denatured protein, TAR DNA-binding Protein of 43kDa. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the loss of nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons due to the accumulation of alpha-synuclein (α-Syn), an also denatured protein, and subsequent motor dysfunction. α-Syn is degraded by the autophagy lysosomal Pathway, but the relationship between PGRN and PD pathogenesis is unknown. Therefore, we evaluated the effects of recombinant PGRN on dopaminergic neurons in vivo and on α-Syn degradation, including the autophagy-lysosome pathway, in vitro.

[Methods and Results] PGRN protein expression in the striatum was increased in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)-induced PD model mice both after 1 and 3 days. Intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) administration of PGRN ameliorated the decrease in expression of tyrosine hydroxylase, a dopaminergic neuron marker, in MPTP-treated mice. In addition, PGRN tended to improve the MPTP-induced decrease of TH-positive cells by immunofluorescence in substantia nigra. Furthermore, i.c.v. administration of PGRN ameliorated 6-hydroxydopamine-induced rotation locomotor by rotation test. In SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells, 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium ion (MPP⁺), an active metabolite of MPTP, increased α-Syn expression. In contrast, PGRN ameliorated MPP⁺-induced increase in α-Syn expression. Although PGRN suppressed the increase of the levels of autophagy-related proteins sequestosome-1 (p62) and MAP1LC3 (LC3)-II by MPP⁺ treatment, PGRN did not influence the phosphorylation of 5’ adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase and mechanistic target of rapamycin, which are also proteins that regulate autophagy. Immunostaining analysis showed that PGRN ameliorated MPP⁺-induced increase of LC3 puncta, an indicator of autophagosome, and co-localization of LC3 and α-Syn. The DALGreen assay showed that PGRN ameliorated the
MPP⁺-induced decreasing trend of autolysosomes. [Conclusion] These results suggest that PGRN has a protective effect against dopaminergic neuron injury, and decreases α-Syn expression via activation of lysosome function in autophagy degradation. Further studies on the functions of PGRN may lead to a definitive treatment for PD that targets α-Syn.
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Title: Investigating Cholesterol Balance in Multiple System Atrophy (MSA) Patients Using Plasma MicroRNAs and Extracellular Vesicle Proteins
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Abstract: Multiple System Atrophy (MSA) is a unique subtype of Parkinson's Disease (PD), characterized by distinct biochemical indicators and medication responses compared to typical PD. To facilitate a differential diagnosis and promote targeted treatments, it is crucial to identify reliable biomarkers for MSA. In this study, we sourced blood plasma from MSA patients, contrasting miRNA and extracellular vesicle (EV) protein profiles with various Parkinsonian patient groups and healthy controls (HC). Using the Biomedical Oriented Logistic Dantzig (BOLD) selector, we narrowed down to 1-5 key markers from approximately 2700 microRNAs
and 4700 potential EV proteins. The identities of EV protein candidates revealed important insights into cholesterol homeostasis. Notably, the EV protein candidate Lecithin-Cholesterol Acyltransferase (LCAT) is necessary for converting the neurotoxic cholesterol metabolite, 24-hydroxycholesterol (24OH-C), into 24-hydroxycholesterol esters (24OH-CE). We discovered significantly lower quantities of plasma EV-derived LCAT in MSA patients than HCs or other PD patients, indicating aberrant accumulation of toxic cholesterol metabolite. On top of that, we found that the inflammation and oxidative stress pathways linked to MSA-related EV protein candidate Kallistatin (SERPINA4), which acts as an anti-inflammatory protein. MSA patients exhibited less Kallistatin in their plasma EV compared to HCs or PD patients, potentially leading to increased inflammation. Furthermore, analysis of MSA-associated plasma miRNAs from an independent patient cohort highlighted a significant correlation between fatty acid biosynthesis and the abovementioned pathways. Integrating putative targets from 22 MSA-associated miRNAs highlighted fatty acid biosynthesis, which may be involved in cholesterol homeostasis, inflammation, and oxidative stress. We propose an integrated regulatory network on cholesterol homeostasis, comprising miRNA target genes and EV proteins, potentially providing new diagnostic and therapeutic targets. Furthermore, the level of 24OH-CE in plasma may serve as another layer of novel biomarkers of MSA progression and contribute to the understanding of the systemic pathophysiology of MSA.
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Title: Dynamics of pathogenic alterations after injection of patient-derived α-synuclein extracts in non-human primates
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**Abstract:** Parkinson’s disease (PD), Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB), and Multiple System Atrophy (MSA), all gathered in the synucleinopathies family disease, share the aggregation of α-synuclein (α-syn) in intracellular inclusions in neurons and/or glial cells as a pathological hallmark. Aggregated forms of α-syn accumulated in neurons are called Lewy Bodies (LB). They are found in PD and DLB and are associated with a dopaminergic neuronal loss in the substantia nigra. We have previously shown that injection of patient-derived LB and noLB fractions in the striatum of non-human primates (NHP) induces nigral and striatal degeneration of dopaminergic neurons as well as α-synuclein pathology two years after administration. This study examines the effect of PD-patients derived fraction containing LB or noLB following striatal injections in baboon monkeys from different ages over time, including various pre-determined time points (6, 12, or 24 months after injection) (n=37). One hundred eighty variables were examined, covering behavioural, histological, western blot, scan sampling, or dot blot results. Extensive analysis showed increased significantly different variables between experimental and control groups over time. To understand pathogenic alterations mechanisms, we performed a proteomic analysis of the putamen and the entorhinal cortex, two brain regions strongly impacted at 24 months of this large cohort of NHP. Overall, we observed that experimental groups injected with LB- and noLB-enriched fractions followed different neuropathological pathways over time in response to the injection and that a significant level of shared variables between LB and noLB experimental groups diverged from the control group.
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**Title:** Harnessing chaperone-mediated autophagy through viral-based LAMP2A overexpression in non-human primates as a Treatment of Parkinson’s Disease
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**Abstract:** Lysosomal impairment is strongly implicated in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Chaperone-Mediated Autophagy (CMA) is a major lysosomal pathway responsible for alpha-synuclein
(aSyn) clearance but, at the same time, can be a direct target of aSyn-related neurotoxic effects. The rate of CMA depends mainly on the levels of LAMP2A (lysosomal transmembrane protein 2A) and the presence within the lysosomal lumen of the lys-HSC70 chaperone. This project aimed to investigate whether the CMA lysosomal pathway induction may benefit the highest-order mammalian synucleinopathy model, the non-human primate, by targeting CMA’s rate-limiting step, the LAMP2A receptor. To this end, we performed bilateral injections of the AAV2/9-LAMP2A-HA vector (or the control Stuffer vector) in the SNpc of 14 male rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) together with unilateral intrastratal injections of low doses of aSyn-containing Lewy body (LB) extracts purified from the SNpc of PD brains (or extracts from non-PD brains as control). Animals were terminated 15 months later, and brains were harvested. Extensive histochemical and biochemical analyses were performed to evaluate cerebral pathological markers known to be affected in PD. We characterized the pattern of dopaminergic loss in the striatum and the substantia nigra, the regional distribution of aSyn immunoreactivity in several brain structures, as well as its pathological status (i.e., S129 phosphorylation) and the occurrence of lysosomal dysfunction. Overall, our data so far show that viral-mediated LAMP2A overexpression protects dopaminergic neurons from the cell loss induced by the injection of PD brain extracts. Interestingly, LAMP2A-injected animals displayed significantly improved performance in the behavioral tests related to pre-frontal cortex-dependent cognitive function, suggesting that our gene therapy approach induces a beneficial cognitive effect. Lastly, LAMP2A overexpression decreases extracellular aSyn levels in the monkey biological fluids. In conclusion, this study demonstrates that viral-based overexpression of LAMP2A attenuates the dopaminergic neurodegeneration in a non-human primate model of PD. These results support the idea that enhancement of CMA through LAMP2A overexpression or other means, possibly pharmacological, might open new therapeutic opportunities for slowing down the degenerative process in patients with PD and related synucleinopathies.
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Title: A partial Drp1 knockout improves autophagy flux independent of mitochondrial function
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Abstract: Dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1) is a member of the dynamin GTPase superfamily typically known for its role in mitochondrial fission. A partial inhibition of this protein has been reported to be protective in experimental models of neurodegenerative diseases. The protective mechanism has been attributed primarily to improved mitochondrial function. Drp1 inhibition has also been demonstrated to reduce protein aggregation in experimental models of Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and Huntington’s disease, indicating the potential involvement of protein removal pathways such as autophagy. However, it is not feasible to untangle with certainty whether Drp1 inhibition reduces protein aggregation via mitochondria, autophagy, or a combination of both in those models since these two pathways bidirectionally regulate each other. Herein, we provide evidence showing that a partial Drp1-knockout improves autophagy flux independent of mitochondria using low doses of manganese (Mn) as a model. Mn causes parkinsonian-like symptoms in humans and it has been proposed as a risk factor for PD. In this study, first, we characterized in cell models that at low non-toxic concentrations (up to 125µM in both N27 rat dopaminergic neuronal cells and Hela autophagy reporter cells), Mn impaired autophagy flux but not mitochondrial function or morphology. Furthermore, chronic low dose of Mn treatment in mice through drinking water impaired autophagy pathways but not OXPHOS in the ventral mid brain based on RNAseq and KEGG pathway analysis. Imaging using autophagy reporter mice as well as Laser-capture microdissection-assisted cell-type specific immunoblotting revealed nigral dopaminergic neurons were more sensitive than their neighbouring GABAergic counterparts. Second, in cells with a partial Drp1-knockdown and Drp1+/− mice, autophagy impairment induced by Mn was significantly attenuated. This study demonstrates that autophagy is a more vulnerable target than mitochondria to Mn toxicity. Furthermore, improving autophagy flux is a separate mechanism conferred by Drp1 inhibition independent of mitochondrial fission. In summary, the present study provides two major novel mechanisms relevant to neurological disorders. The combined protective mechanisms of improving autophagy flux and mitochondrial function conferred by Drp1 inhibition make this protein an even more attractive therapeutic target.
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Title: Drp1 inhibition reduces neuroinflammation in vivo
Abstract: Dynamin related protein 1 (Drp1) is a “master regulator” of mitochondrial fission. We previously reported that Drp1 inhibition attenuated mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, impaired autophagy flux, and release of exosomes that contain neurotoxic α-synuclein. Given the important role of neuroinflammation in Parkinson’s disease (PD), herein we investigated the impact of Drp1 inhibition on neuroinflammation. First, as a model of neuroinflammation, we injected Drp1−/− mice and their wild-type (WT) littermates with lipopolysaccharides (LPS), collecting the ventral midbrains (VMB) 6h later. Nanostring neuroinflammation analysis showed that LPS increased levels of many pro-inflammatory genes in WT mice; however, significant protection was observed in Drp1−/− littermates. The most dramatic change was lipocalin 2 (Lcn2) gene, whose gene product activates NLRP3 inflammasome. These results were validated through qPCR and Meso Scale Discovery cytokine assay. Sholl analysis confirmed morphologically less microglial activation in Drp1−/− mice. To further investigate the role of Drp1 in microglia, we treated LPS in mice with inducible microglia-specific Drp1 deletion by crossing Drp1−/−LoxP with Cx3Cr1-CreERT mice, then captured individual microglia in the substantia nigra using laser microdissection, followed by qPCR analysis. Results revealed that microglia with Drp1+/- expressed less pro-inflammatory genes. Lastly, we also detected increased levels of Lcn2 and other pro-inflammatory genes in transgenic α-synuclein mice but attenuated in those crossed with Drp1−/− mice. Together, our data indicate that a partial Drp1 knockout is sufficient to reduce neuroinflammation in multiple animal models, suggesting Drp1 is a promising therapeutic target for PD. The mechanism underlying the anti-inflammatory effects conferred by Drp1 inhibition is being investigated.

Abstract: The popular viral vector-mediated delivery of wild-type or mutated (A53T) α-synuclein requires improving its induced lesion in mice as well as following up in vivo its expression. With these objectives in mind, we tested a bioluminescent expression reporter of α-synuclein embedded or not in a fibroin solution, the main protein of the silkworm’s silk, classically used in optogenetic studies for increasing viral vector-mediated transfection. We developed an in vivo bioluminescent expression reporter of α-σψνυχλειν under the control of the synapsin promoter engineered into an AAV2/9. We used the bioluminescence enzyme Nanoluc, which is more efficient for deep-tissue imaging. We first verified the expression of the fused protein in vitro by bioluminescence imaging, then established the acquisition time for the most intense bioluminescence imaging signal and evaluated substrate concentrations to optimise the signal. Next, two groups of 15 male C57Bl6Jr mice were unilaterally injected with the fused protein Nanoluc_humanA53Tα-synuclein above the substantia nigra (SN) combined (or not) with fibroin, a silkworm protein, as a vehicle to stabilise its expression in space and time. We first validated the expression of the Nanoluc-humanA53Tα-synuclein fusion protein in vitro by optical imaging on transfected HEK293T cells and Western blotting using anti-Nanoluc and anti-human α-synuclein antibodies. The in vivo cerebral bioluminescence signal was more intense in the presence of fibroin. Using immunohistochemistry, we found that the humanA53Tα-synuclein staining was more restricted to the striatum and the SN with fibroin. Counting of tyrosine hydroxylase-labelled neurons revealed a greater induced-lesion when injected with fibroin. We, however, detected a bioluminescence signal in peripheral organs such as the prostate, the intestine and the liver, all more intense in the absence of fibroin. We suspected expression leakage and therefore verified by RT-qPCR the presence of viral RNA corresponding to the injected AAV in the positive organs, confirming this leakage despite using a specific neuronal promoter. Our data have two main consequences: (i) Mixing AAV with fibroin ensures accurate control of transgene expression while diminishing the peripheral leakage. (ii) In vivo Nanoluc_humanA53Tα-synuclein protein expression tracking by bioluminescence imaging would enable proper animal selection in preclinical testing of therapeutic strategies, first by allowing post-surgery animal selection and (ii) by possibly providing an in vivo monitored end-point of success (or failure) of the tested therapy.
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Abstract: Synucleinopathies represent a group of neurodegenerative disorders characterised by the accumulation of aggregated $\alpha$-synuclein inside cells. The pathogenic mechanisms underlying synucleinopathies are believed to involve the spread and propagation of $\alpha$-synuclein aggregates throughout the central nervous system and at least partially through the extracellular space (ECS). The ECS and its proteic scaffold, the extracellular matrix, are emerging as a critical component for communication and regulation in health and disease. Single particle tracking of near-infrared emitting Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs) has become a powerful tool to characterise some of the fundamental ECS properties at the nanoscale. The recording of long trajectories in the so-called transparency window of tissue permits the reconstruction of ECS maps with nanometric resolution and extracts instantaneous diffusion coefficients and estimation of channel width. Using SWCNTs single-particle tracking, we previously unravelled a significant increase in Substantia Nigra pars compacta extracellular diffusion values in the context of $\alpha$-synuclein pathology accompanied by nigral neuron degeneration. To disentangle the respective roles of neurodegeneration and aggregopathy in leading these dramatic changes, we here investigated ECS instantaneous diffusion coefficients and estimation of channel width in the substantia nigra and the striatum of mice featuring neurodegeneration (our classic PD patient-derived Lewy bodies extract) versus ones exhibit a synuclein aggregopathy without degeneration (strain 1B of synuclein pre-formed fibrils (PFF)). Our results show that: (i) SN and striatum present different diffusional regimes; (ii) neurodegeneration models present increased diffusion regimes in the SN but also in the striatum, (iii) the sole presence of secondary aggregates (without neurodegeneration) in the striatum in an aggregopathy model also causes an increased diffusion regime in the striatum. The spread of the synucleinopathy can therefore affect ECS diffusional parameters, thereby likely further contributing to its propagation. We hypothesise that these aggregates can affect the surrounding microenvironment, triggering inflammatory responses, which would widen the ECS. Understanding the distinct effects of these synucleinopathy models on the ECS is crucial for unravelling the mechanisms underlying synuclein propagation, neurodegeneration, and associated clinical manifestations. Elucidating the interplay between aggregated $\alpha$-synuclein and the ECS may unveil potential therapeutic targets to modulate synucleinopathy progression.
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Abstract: The synucleinopathies Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Multiple system atrophy (MSA) — characterised by neurodegeneration and α-synuclein intracytoplasmic inclusions into, respectively, neurons and oligodendrocytes — are associated with impairment of the autophagy-lysosomal pathways (ALP). Increased expression of the master regulator of ALP, transcription factor EB (TFEB), is hypothesised to promote the clearance of WT α-synuclein and survival of dopaminergic neurons. Here, we explore the efficacy of targeted human TFEB overexpression in substantia nigra neurons to reduce the pathological burden of α-synuclein in a viral-based rat model of nigral human A53T α-synuclein overexpression. To assess whether the timing of therapeutic intervention application vis-à-vis the pathological trigger matters, we evaluated the effects of AAV-hTFEB in three experimental designs: (i) in a therapeutic setting (i.e., striatal AAV-hTFEB injection at one mo p.i. after nigral AAV-Synuclein injection) and two prevention settings (ii) concomitant injections of nigral AAV-hTFEB and AAV-Synuclein; and (iii) concomitant injections of nigral AAV-Synuclein and intrastriatal AAV-hTFEB. All groups were followed behaviourally. The brains were harvested four months after AAV-Synuclein injection. Extensive histochemical analyses were performed to evaluate cerebral pathological markers known to be affected in PD. We characterised the human TFEB expression, the pattern of dopaminergic neurons in the striatum and the substantia nigra, the regional distribution of α-synuclein immunoreactivity in several brain structures, as well as its pathological status (i.e., S129 phosphorylation). We observed that human TFEB was correctly expressed in the rat substantia nigra and the striatum. Human TFEB nigral expression was sufficient to prevent nigrostriatal neurodegeneration in this PD rat model both at the cell body (substantia nigra) and terminal (striatum) levels when injected only at the nigra level. This beneficial effect was associated with a decreased accumulation of α-synuclein into the substantia nigra and a strong clearance of phosphorylated (S129) α-synuclein. Our study confirms the disease-modifying potential of human TFEB by extending the demonstration to an AAV-A53T synuclein rat model and, for the first time, validating the human version of TFEB transgene, paving the way for gene therapy of PD.
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**Title:** An optimized Nurr1 agonist provides disease-modifying effects in Parkinson’s disease models
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**Abstract:** The nuclear receptor, Nurr1, is critical for both the development and maintenance of midbrain dopamine neurons (mDANs), representing a promising molecular target for Parkinson’s disease (PD). We previously identified three Nurr1 agonists (amodiaquine, chloroquine and glafenine) that share an identical chemical scaffold, 4-amino-7-chloroquinoline (4A7C), suggesting a structure-activity relationship. Herein we report a systematic medicinal chemistry search in which over 570 4A7C-derivatives were generated and characterized. Multiple compounds enhance Nurr1’s transcriptional activity, leading to identification of an optimized, brain-penetrant agonist, 4A7C-301, that exhibits robust neuroprotective effects in vitro. In addition, 4A7C-301 protects mDANs in the MPTP-induced male mouse model of PD and improves both motor and non-motor olfactory deficits without dyskinesia-like behaviors. Furthermore, 4A7C-301 significantly ameliorates neuropathological abnormalities and improves motor and olfactory dysfunctions in AAV2-mediated α-synuclein-overexpressing male mouse models. These disease-modifying properties of 4A7C-301 may warrant clinical evaluation of this or analogous compounds for the treatment of patients with PD.

**Title:** High metabolic rate reveals selective vulnerability of SNC dopamine neurons in Parkinson’s Disease

**Authors:** *C. Meng*, S. Eliassen, A. Papaneri, G. Cui; NIH/NIEHS, Rtp, NC; NIH/NIEHS, Research Triangle Park, NC

**Abstract:** Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease featuring progressive loss of dopamine (DA) neurons in substantia nigra pars compacta (SNC). However, the mechanism underlying the selective vulnerability of SNC-DA neuron in PD is still unknown. Computational studies proposed that SNC-DA neurons are more vulnerable than other neurons during aging because of their high bioenergetic demand due to the longer and more branched axons paired with non-stopped pacemaker firing. Here, we explored whether SNC-DA neurons have higher basal metabolic rate than other neuronal types, including glutamatergic-, GABAergic-, cholinergic- and norepinephrinergic neurons, and DA neurons in the ventrotemporal area using genetically encoded fluorescent ATP/ADP ratiometric sensor percevalHR in freely moving mice. We show that SNC-DA neuron has the lowest ATP/ADP ratio, indicating the highest ATP utilization and metabolic rate in the brain. We further confirm that the axonal terminals of SNC-DA neurons show higher ATP demands on energy supplies than somata, which may trigger the early axonal degeneration when energy demand exceeds the supply in the early stages of PD. These findings provide definitive evidence that SNC-DA neurons are more metabolically demanding than other neuronal types, which may contribute to their selective vulnerability in PD.
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Title: Lysosomal mechanisms of Oxidation resistance 1 (OXR1)-mediated neuroprotection in preclinical models of Parkinson’s disease.


Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative movement disorder characterized by the loss of nigral dopaminergic neurons and the presence of alpha-synuclein positive fibrillar cytoplasmic inclusions known as Lewy bodies. Oxidative stress is a prominent etiological feature in the loss of dopaminergic neurons in PD, although the pathways that govern defense against reactive oxygen species in neurodegeneration remain unclear. Oxidation resistance 1 (OXR1) was first identified in a screen for human genes that could rescue the DNA oxidation repair-defective phenotype of a spontaneous E. coli mutant. Increasing evidence suggests that OXR1 has a regulatory role in controlling several stress response genes associated with survival during oxidative stress. Here we show the upregulation of OXR1 in cellular and mouse models of PD and suggest that OXR1 is a novel early marker of stress in neurons and potentially a new neuroprotective factor. Oxr1 overexpression in the mouse prion promoter-driven (PRP)-OXR1 transgenic mice attenuated 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) as well as mouse alpha-synuclein preformed fibril-mediated loss of nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons and reduced expression of markers for oxidative stress and neuroinflammation. Co-immunoprecipitation studies show that OXR1 interacts with the vacuolar-type H+ -ATPase (v-ATPase), a proton pump critical for lysosomal acidification. Neuronal cells lacking OXR1 exhibited an increase in lysosomal pH, reduced lysosomal proteolytic activity, and exacerbated neurodegeneration in preclinical models of PD. We employed innovative systems biology approaches to compare similarities in affected pathways between single-nuclei transcriptomic data from human PD patients and proteomic data from preclinical models of alpha-synucleinopathy overexpressing OXR1. Our analysis revealed that lysosomal pathways are involved in neuronal survival due to the upexpression of OXR1 in PD preclinical models. These results suggest that OXR1 plays an integral role in lysosomal mechanisms of neuroprotection and that upregulation of OXR1 is a promising therapeutic approach for PD and synucleinopathies.
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**Abstract:** Astrocytes are an abundant and heterogenous glial cell type that are intimately involved in several critical functions including the modulation of ion and neurotransmitter homeostasis, the regulation of oxidative stress and the production of key energy substrates for neurons. They are also essential in injury and disease response through morphological, physiological and functional changes, in a process known as reactive astrogliosis. Given this, it is unsurprising that astrocyte dysfunction is observed in Parkinson’s disease (PD). For example, mutations in genes associated with PD have been linked to impaired mitochondrial function in astrocytes, and the overexpression of α-synuclein specifically in astrocytes is sufficient to produce earlier and more severe motor deficits. Furthermore, the selective targeting and stimulation of astroglia using optogenetics has been shown to stimulate the release of FGF2 and increase functional repair in vitro and in vivo following administration of MPTP and 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA). This suggests a neuroprotective effect of astrocytes in PD. In this study, we further investigate the therapeutic potential of astroglia using optogenetics to stimulate astroglial cells in the substantia nigra (SNc) of rats injected with 6-OHDA. Briefly, rats were injected unilaterally with 6-OHDA into the dorsal striatum followed the next day by optogenetic stimulation of astroglia within the SNc. The rats were then tested on a battery of behavioral tests either 8- or 21-days post 6-OHDA administration. While there was no significant effect of the lesion 8 days post 6-OHDA administration, there were, as expected, significant motor deficits on the rotarod and apomorphine-induced rotations test 21 days post lesion. Interestingly, these deficits were attenuated with stimulation of SNc astroglia. In addition, a significant decrease in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) positive neurons was noted in lesioned animals that was also attenuated with optogenetic stimulation of SNc astroglia. Taken together, this suggests an astroglial-induced neuroprotective effect at both the cellular and behavioral level. RNA-sequencing analysis of the SNc revealed differentially expressed genes that are implicated in microglial activation, immune pathways, and cytokine signaling. Altogether, results from this sequencing analysis further supports the notion that multi-cellular cross-talk is integral to neurodegeneration and neuroprotective processes.
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**Abstract:** Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a debilitating neurological disorder that affects 2% of the population aged 50 and older. Characteristic PD pathology includes loss of dopaminergic (DA) neurons in the Substantia Nigra pars compacta (SNpc). Loss of 60-70% of these neurons in the SNpc manifests in motor symptoms: tremor, bradykinesia, and gait disturbances. Currently, PD symptomatology can be addressed with drugs/surgery, but these treatments fail to slow the progression of the disease. Epidemiological studies offer an intervention that appears to slow physical motor symptom progression, may protect DA neurons from further degeneration and lowers the risk of developing the disease: exercise. Aerobic exercise has been shown to stop progression of motor symptoms in humans, as well as protect against neuronal pathology in mice. However, the mechanisms underlying exercise-induced neuroprotection from PD symptoms remain largely unknown. Previous work in our lab has shown that administration of the neurotoxin 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) causes a 40% loss of DA neurons in the SNpc of standard-house mice, compared to a 5% loss in exercised mice. We demonstrated that one mechanism underlying this neuroprotection is exercise’s ability to cause cellular hypoxia in the SNpc. Cellular hypoxia induces transcription of target genes that include those that increase angiogenesis. Early studies demonstrated that DA neurons in the SNpc have intimate spatial relationships with capillaries. In PD patients, normal contacts between nigral neurons and capillaries are lost at early disease stages, accompanied by abnormal capillary morphology. Exercise has profound angiogenic capabilities in the muscular and cardiovascular systems, but exercise-induced microvascular changes have yet to be characterized in the SNpc in the context of neuroprotection. In this study, we perfused mice with a tomato lectin conjugate and co-labeled DA neurons to model microvasculature in the SNpc. Using Imaris Filament Tracer, we are able to reconstruct a model of the microvasculature and characterize angiogenesis in the SNpc in response to exercise. The goal of this study is to assess the correlation between exercise-induced angiogenesis and SNpc DA neuron survival when MPTP is administered. Future studies to determine biochemical and epigenetic changes to the NVU architecture in response to neuroprotective amounts of exercise and blockade of those pathways to assess exercise-induced neuroprotection are planned.
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Differential Effective of Exercise on Young and Old Rats in Protecting Against 6OHDA Toxicity
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Abstract: Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative movement disorder characterized by the degeneration of the dopaminergic neurons of the nigrostriatal pathway. Patients with PD typically experience motor symptoms, including tremors, rigidity, slow movement, and postural instability. Levy Body pathology from misfolded α-synuclein aggregates is another major hallmark of the disease. In animal models of PD, increased oxidative stress, reactive oxygen species, inflammatory cytokines, and microglial activation have been reported to play a significant role in mediating PD pathology. Previous studies mostly look at young rats in examining whether exercise can act as a protective factor against 6-OHDA toxicity. This study examined the effects of four weeks of spaced, high-intensity exercise in protecting against the dopaminergic neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopamine in 2-month and 12-month-old rats. After a unilateral injection of 6-OHDA, behavioral tests were assessed within one week by examining apomorphine-induced rotation, asymmetric paw use, and stride length. Apomorphine-induced rotation is used to evaluate the extent of impairment caused by 6-OHDA and directly correlates to the degree of dopaminergic loss. Results showed that in 6-OHDA injected rats, exercise training reduced apomorphine-induced contralateral rotation compared to the non-exercised 6-OHDA group. Young, exercised rats showed less apomorphine-induced rotation compared to old rats. Exercised rats also showed less asymmetric paw use compared to non-exercised rats. Old, exercised rats had higher asymmetric paw use than young, exercised rats. The data suggest that high-intensity, short-term exercise can act as a neuroprotectant factor by reducing the extent of dopaminergic neurodegeneration. The data also indicate that old rats are less susceptible to the protective effects of exercise.
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Optimizing levodopa-treatment through treadmill controlled exercise in a hemiparkinsonian rat model
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative motor disorder characterized by a degeneration of dopamine (DA) neurons within the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc). DA replacement therapy using levodopa (L-DOPA) improves motor symptoms, however chronic use results in L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia (LID) characterized by abnormal involuntary movements (AIMs). In recent clinical and experimental studies, exercise has demonstrated potential disease-modifying effects within PD while also reducing LID liability. To better characterize the benefits of exercise, the aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of treadmill exercise on motor performance, L-DOPA’s pro-motor efficacy and the development of LID. To do this, male and female Sprague-Dawley rats were rendered hemiparkinsonian by a unilateral injection of 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) into the left medial forebrain bundle. Following lesion, animals were counterbalanced into equally lesioned sedentary and exercise groups using the forepaw adjusting steps (FAS) test and amphetamine-induced rotations. Thereafter, a 4-week testing period was implemented, where exercised animals underwent 35 mins of treadmill-controlled exercise every weekday and received a performance score between 1-4. One hour post exercise, all animals were administered 4 mg/kg of L-DOPA. To observe LID development across both treatment groups, AIMs were observed on days 1, 7, 14, and 21, rated on a scale of 1-4 based on their presence of axial, limb and orolingual (ALO) dyskinesia behaviors. Additionally, rotarod testing was conducted a day prior to or following AIMs testing to evaluate latency to fall as an additional measure of motor performance. After the 4-week testing period, FAS and rotarod were conducted 60 min after L-DOPA administration to assess differences in L-DOPA efficacy between sedentary and exercise groups. Results demonstrated that all lesioned rats displayed a clear reduction in motor performance on FAS, however no exercise-related improvements were observed. Interestingly, consistent treadmill exercise appeared to attenuate and delay the onset of LID development. These findings suggest chronic exercise can maintain the efficacy of L-DOPA while reducing side effects like LID in PD.
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**Abstract:** Essential Tremor (ET) is the most prevalent movement disorder, affecting an estimated 25 million individuals worldwide. Involuntary shaking (tremor) of the body is a hallmark symptom of ET, and significantly impacts quality of life. Thus, assessing and quantifying tremor and its response to therapeutic intervention is a key component of ET research. However, while means of reliably inducing tremor in preclinical models are well established, existing methods for assessing tremor and its response to intervention are limited in either their throughput or specificity, and better research tools are needed. Previously, we have shown that the PiezoSleep system can resolve various rodent behaviors, such as sleep and wake, breathing, and seizures. Here, we investigate the application of the system in resolving movements specific to tremor to serve as the basis for a high-throughput tremor assay in mice. Nine female C57BL/6 mice (3 months aged) were transferred to PiezoSleep cages where motion data was continuously recorded throughout two experiments: one in which animals received saline and one in which animals received harmaline (15 mg/kg) (both subcutaneously administered). During experiments, animals were visually monitored to confirm presence of tremor, and a continuous video record was collected. Following experiments, motion signals (sampled at 120 Hz) corresponding to the 30-minute pre- and 240-minute post-injection periods were loaded into MATLAB™, and processed to visualize signals and quantify the relative contribution of tremor-band frequencies (11-15 Hz) to total signal power (Tremor Band Contribution; TBC). Of the nine mice treated with harmaline, eight developed visible motor tremors that resulted in clear tremor-band motion signals. Tremor signals were successfully resolved by the TBC measure both in terms of tracking discrete tremor events as well as the course of tremor progression throughout the experiment. Following harmaline, TBC significantly deviated from levels observed following saline, with no significant difference observed during the pre-treatment period. This rise and fall of TBC throughout the recording also followed observed tremor dynamics. These results suggest the PiezoSleep system shows promise in its utility as a non-invasive, high-throughput alternative for tremor research.

**Disclosures:** D. Huffman: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Signal Solutions, LLC. R. Bernat: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Signal Solutions, LLC. S. Sunderam:
Biochemical and cellular effects of ATP13A2 mutations linked to hereditary spastic paraplegia

ATP13A2 is a transmembrane P5-type ATPase that can function to export polyamines from the lysosomal lumen to the cytosol. Mutations in the ATP13A2 gene have been reported to cause a range of autosomal recessive, familial neurodegenerative diseases, such as Kufor-Rakeb syndrome, juvenile-onset Parkinson’s disease, neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis, and hereditary spastic paraplegia (HSP). HSP comprises a range of heterogeneous inherited neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by weakening of the lower limbs. However, familial HSP-linked mutations in ATP13A2 have not yet been biologically characterized, and there is a lack of knowledge regarding their pathogenic effects. Here, we developed a series of expression plasmids that comprise full-length human ATP13A2, either wild-type (WT) or 9 familial mutations linked to HSP (Q122*, R444*, Q486RFS*26, T512I, R704T, R740*, L820NFS*30, P851RFS*26 and Q1135*), in order to evaluate how these mutations might lead to phenotypes in HSP. We initially find that a number of HSP-linked mutations reduce the steady-state levels of ATP13A2 protein in human cell lines, suggesting that they may impair protein stability. Pulse-chase assays using the protein synthesis inhibitor, cycloheximide, confirm that most HSP mutations accelerate the turnover of ATP13A2 protein compared to the WT protein. Consistent with this effect, HSP-linked ATP13A2 mutants exhibit enhanced degradation by the proteasome and lysosome compared to WT protein. We also find that HSP-linked mutations can induce the mislocalization of ATP13A2 away from LAMP1-positive lysosomes and towards the protein disulfide isomerase-positive endoplasmic reticulum in human cells, consistent with a loss of proper protein folding and stability. In primary cortical neurons we find that HSP-linked mutations also disrupt the normal lysosomal localization of ATP13A2. We have recently developed new plasmids expressing ATP13A2 fused to APEX2 for proximity-based
labeling to allow the identification of novel ATP13A2-interacting proteins in live cells, where we will further compare the effects of WT and HSP-linked mutations. Our data support the idea that HSP-linked mutations in ATP13A2 exert their pathogenic effects through a loss-of-function mechanism. The study of HSP-linked ATP13A2 mutations will enable a better understanding of HSP pathobiology and related neurodegenerative diseases.

Disclosures: C. Massari: None. D. Moore: None.
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Abstract: GEMIN5 is a multidomain RNA binding protein with varying functions. As a member of the SMN complex GEMIN5 is involved in snRNP biogenesis while also has RNA regulatory functions as an independent protein. Recent studies have identified GEMIN5 as the cause of a novel neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by cerebellar atrophy, global developmental delay, and motor dysfunction (NEDCAM). Patients display low levels of GEMIN5 protein expression and possess variants in a homozygous or compound heterozygous manner, suggesting a LOF modality. Previous model organisms have included Drosophila, Zebrafish, and KO mice; however, larval/embryonic lethality has been observed in all models, hindering investigation. The cre-loxP system is a well characterized framework for the creation of conditional mouse models with temporospatial control. Here, we report the creation of a conditional mouse model for the study of Gemin5 using Cre-ERT2 linked to a human ubiquitin C promoter and a uniquely engineered floxed Gemin5 transgene. Animals homozygous for this transgene, both with (hom-cre) and without UBC-Cre-ERT2 (hom-ctrl) expression were used for experimental purposes. 3.5-week-old hom-cre animals (n=7) injected with a high dose of tamoxifen showed rapid deterioration, significant short-term differences in mass, and some alterations in gait when compared to hom-ctrl mice (n=7). To increase survival time in the hopes of observing a phenotype closer to NEDCAM, tamoxifen dosage and injection timepoint were lowered. 3-week-old hom-cre animals (n=6) injected with 50 mg/kg bodyweight of tamoxifen showed slower deterioration while still showing bodyweight differences when compared to control (n=14). Significant alterations in Hom-cre (n=12) gait and movement were also observed in gait analysis and open field testing when compared with control (n=12). Importantly, hom-cre mice (n=3) also showed significant differences in cerebellar volume based on MRI when compared with
control(n=3), a hallmark of NEDCAM. Together, we report a conditional mouse model displaying motor dysfunction as well as cerebellar atrophy for the study of NEDCAM. While further testing and characterization is required to maximize utility, the temporospatial control offered by the cre-loxP system allows for a wide range of future studies, including GEMIN5 mutant expression in utero. Further, the model will allow for testing of genetic influencers as well as potential treatment options.

Disclosures:  C.H. Nelson: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Pittsburgh.
S. kour: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Pittsburgh. T.R. Fortuna: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Pittsburgh. S. Agnihotri: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Pittsburgh. U.B. Pandey: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); University of Pittsburgh.
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Abstract: Mutations in LIS1 (lissencephaly-1) cause lissencephaly, a severe neurodevelopmental disorder. These genetic mutations disrupt neuronal migration and cortical organization during embryonic development, leading to significant neurological impairments. However, our understanding of LIS1's functions after brain development is limited. LIS1 regulates cytoplasmic dynein, an essential motor protein involved in cellular transport, cell division, and organelle positioning. Current models indicate that LIS1 directly interacts with dynein to enhance motor activity. Our study focused on Lis1's post-developmental role due to its elevated levels in the adult mouse nervous system. Severe phenotypes were documented using a tamoxifen-inducible LIS1 knockout mouse model, where CreER expression was controlled by an actin promoter (Act-LIS1iKO). Homozygous iKO mice displayed early-onset neurological phenotypes and death shortly after tamoxifen administration. These findings strongly support LIS1's role in adult mice, but the underlying cellular defects causing the severe phenotypes remain unknown. During the occurrence of severe phenotypes, the Cre reporter exhibited mosaic recombination, primarily in subcortical and peripheral regions. Furthermore, recombination was observed in various cell types, including glial and neuronal cells. Considering the important role of LIS1 in regulating dynein-dependent axonal transport, we hypothesized that LIS1 depletion in neurons was the primary underlying cause of the observed Act-LIS1iKO phenotypes. We have
now selectively depleted LIS1 exclusively in projection neurons of adult mice using the Thy1 promoter to drive the expression of a CreERT² fusion protein. Projection neurons are distinguished by their long axons, which place significant demands on microtubule-based intracellular transport. The Thy1 promoter also drives YFP expression in these mice, enabling visualization of the specific cells expressing the recombinase. Adult Thy1-LIS1iKO mice received a tamoxifen treatment regimen of 0.05 mg/g body weight per day for five consecutive days. Homozygous iKO mice exhibited neurological phenotypes, including severe shivering and leg clasping behaviors, followed by seizures that ultimately resulted in their death within 10 days after the initial injection. A reduced tamoxifen dosage led to a moderate phenotype suggesting that the lower dose targets fewer neurons. Control mice had no observable phenotypes. Lis1 expression notably decreased in YFP-positive cells, highlighting its crucial role in adult projection neurons. Future studies will investigate the mechanisms behind these phenotypes.
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Title: Behavioral and electrophysiological deficits in corticostriatal pathways of mice lacking junctophilin-3, the gene mutated in Huntington’s Disease-like 2
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Abstract: Huntington’s Disease like 2 (HDL2), a neurodegenerative disorder clinically and pathologically nearly indistinguishable from Huntington’s disease, is caused by expansion of a CTG/CAG repeat on chromosome 16q24. In the sense strand, the repeat falls in a variably spliced exon of junctophilin3 (JPH3). JPH3 contributes to the formation of the Cav1-RyR2-KCa3 complex between the plasma membrane and the endoplasmic reticulum in neurons, critical for slow afterhyperpolarization and hence neuronal excitability. JPH3 is lower in HDL2 postmortem brains, and mice lacking JPH3 develop motor abnormalities, suggesting that JPH3 loss-of-function contributes to HDL2 pathogenesis. Here we aimed to examine the role of JPH3 in corticostriatal pathways by testing the effect of loss of JPH3 expression on relevant mouse behaviors and on electrophysiological properties of striatal medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in
The development and initial motor analysis of JPH3 KO mice (on C57BL/6J background) have been previously described (Nishi et al, 2002; Seixas et al, 2012). We tested young adult JPH3 KO mice (wildtype, heterozygous and homozygous littermates, N>=9) of both sexes in 3 behavioral paradigms representing 3 different aspects of corticostriatal circuitry: novel object recognition - recognition memory; prepulse inhibition (PPI) - sensorimotor gating; sucrose preference - responsiveness to a natural reward. JPH3 KO mice were not impaired in novel object recognition or sucrose preference, but did show a lower startle response and a lower PPI. Slices were prepared from adult KO mice and controls using standard procedures. MSNs were identified, and examined using current or voltage clamps. In homozygous or heterozygous JPH3 KO mice, rheobase currents were smaller than in wildtypes, whereas there was no significant difference in depolarization-induced spiking rates. Ca-dependent afterhyperpolarization currents were significantly reduced in JPH3 KO mice.

Taken together, the attenuated startle response and PPI in JPH3 KO mice provide evidence that JPH3 leads to abnormal sensorimotor gating in addition to previously detected motor deficits, consistent with the sensorimotor deficits detected in many neuropsychiatric disorders, including HD. Even heterozygous loss of JPH3 expression appears to have prominent effects on afterhyperpolarization in MSNs, suggesting a potential contributing factor to deficits in corticostriatal circuitry. Our data support the hypothesis that loss of JPH3 expression leads to abnormal MSN function and contributes to HDL2 pathogenesis via disruptions of corticostriatal circuitry.

Disclosures: H. Jaaro-Peled: None. X. Zhan: None. R.L. Margolis: None.
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Abstract: Huntington’s Disease Like-2 (HDL2) is an autosomal dominant, late-onset neurodegenerative disease that is clinically and pathologically nearly indistinguishable from Huntington’s Disease (HD). HDL2 is caused by an expanded CTG/CAG repeat (> 40 triplets) on
chr:16q24; the repeat falls in exon 2A of the variably-spliced junctophilin-3 (JPH3) gene on the sense strand, and in a cryptic transcript on the antisense strand. Given the accumulated evidence that somatic expansion (i.e., the progressive increase in triplet count with age in somatic tissue) is a key feature of HD pathogenesis, we explored whether somatic expansion is similarly present in HDL2.

We extracted genomic DNA from HD and HDL2 blood and brain samples from age and repeat length-matched patients. DNA was amplified using FAM-labelled HD and HDL2 primers. After fragment measurement and visualization by GeneMapper, the expansion index (EI; Lee JM et al, 2010) was calculated to quantify the degree of expansion, normalizing by the initial repeat length and controlling for background signal. In HD (N = 5), EI = ~1.0 in cerebellum and = ~ 3 in frontal cortex, consistent with previous findings. In HDL2 (N =4), cerebellum EI = ~1.0. However, EI in frontal cortex was < 1.0. Replication, starting with new DNA extraction from the same brains and followed by amplification using two HDL2 PCR primer pairs, yielded the same finding.

In parallel, DNA was amplified using nested PCR and sequenced (Nanopore). We developed an “Island-Building” algorithm to analyze error/mutation-adjusted repeat length counts from each tissue sample, and again found lower EI in HDL2 than in HD in most brain regions. EI ranged from ~3.0 to 6.0 in amygdala, caudate, superior frontal gyrus, and thalamus from HD brains, but was ~< 2.0 in these regions from HDL2 brains (N = 2-3). Additionally, analysis of DNA-derived from blood (N: HD = 19, HDL2 = 21) using the same approach yielded a strong correlation between EI and initial repeat length in both HD and HDL2 (R²=0.80, 0.56), but a 3.5x steeper slope in HD, indicating substantially faster growth of EI per increment in baseline repeat length in HD than in HDL2.

In summary, using both DNA fragment analysis and Nanopore sequencing, we found that somatic expansion is markedly less prominent in HDL2 than in HD, despite the remarkably similar phenotypes of the two disorders, including age of onset for a given repeat length. This suggests that somatic expansion may not be strictly necessary for the pathogenesis of CAG/CTG repeat expansion disorders. Determining the difference in DNA-repair pathway response to the HD and the HDL2 repeat expansion may shed light on the mechanism of somatic expansion of both disorders.
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Abstract: Transgenic mouse model of Parkinsonism Dystonia type2 and Structural 3D modeling of VMAT2 mutations
Reem Alkhater ¹,², Kelly Cardona-Londoño¹, Hubert Fiumelli¹, Stefan T. Arold ¹ and Pierre J. Magistretti¹
¹King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Computational Bioscience Research Center (CBRC), Biological and Environmental Science and Engineering (BESE), Thuwal, Saudi Arabia.
²Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare (JHAH), Department of Pediatrics, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.
Genomic medicine provides potential for novel diagnostic targets and therapeutic solutions. As mutations in human genes are identified and associated with Neurodevelopmental disease, transgenic animal models offer an opportunity to invasively study the mutant gene and its role in the pathophysiology of the disease. We have previously reported the first mutation in type 2 vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT2), causing an infantile Parkinsonism phenotype Parkinsonism-dystonia-2 (PKDYS2) (OMIM 618049)¹. Over the past decade, several additional mutations have been identified in VMAT2, giving rise to a broad phenotype spectrum and variable responses to treatment. Here, we characterize the disease’s first viable transgenic mouse model and also analyze the molecular impact of the VMAT2 mutations in silico to understand the pathophysiology better and potentially improve treatment approaches. We based our analysis on the high-confidence three-dimensional structure of the VMAT2 protein produced by the AI-based Alphafold2 algorithm. The model was manually inspected, and mutations were evaluated using the Pymol program. Additionally, residue conservation was assessed with Consurf, and pathogenicity was predicted with Polyphen-2, Mutpred2, and Snpeff. We correlated the VMAT2 structural changes due to mutations with phenotypes. We found that there is a clear genotype-phenotype correlation, and this aids in guiding clinical decisions, enhancing patient outcomes, gaining an understanding of pathophysiology, and developing personalized treatment protocols. This work that includes animal model generation, behavioral characterization, and protein structure-phenotype analysis, advances our understanding of the disease and provides insights for creating personalized management protocols for this, and possibly other, neurodevelopmental disorders affecting neurotransmission.
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Abstract: Sphingolipids (SLs) are lipid molecules that play essential structural and signaling functions in eukaryotes and have been linked to many neurological diseases. Serine palmitoyl transferase complex (SPT) mediates the first and rate-limiting step in the de novo sphingolipid biosynthetic pathway. The larger subunits SPTLC1 and SPTLC2/SPTLC3 together form the catalytic core with a smaller third subunit either SSSPTA or SSSPTB propelling the catalytic efficiency and providing substrate specificity for the fatty acyl-CoA substrates. Recently, the SPTSSA{T51I} mutation was discovered in two girls with stagnant neurodevelopment, and both showed substantially elevated levels of several SLs. To further investigate the pathophysiology of this disease-causing mutation and explore therapeutic approaches, we developed a mouse model T51I knock-in mouse using targeted introduction of the T51I allele into exon 2 of the SPTSSA gene by CRISPR technology in fertilized eggs and further assessed the sphingolipid biochemistry and behavior in these mice. Surprisingly, supplementation with 10% L-serine for 2-3 months increased SL levels, caused significant myelin deficits and worsened the hind limb clasping behavior. This suggests a critical threshold in lipid chemistry impacting myelin organization and functionality and thereby affecting motor behavior. *In vitro* data in patient fibroblasts demonstrated successful transduction with adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector encoding wildtype SPTSSA (AAV-SPTSSA) and improvement in lipid chemistry. This has provided the justification for ongoing *in vivo* studies of AAV-SPTSSA gene therapy in Sptssa{T51I} heterozygous mice. In conclusion, our preliminary studies in mouse suggest the functional importance of the small subunit variant in Sptssa{T51I} heterozygous mice by demonstrating the association of hind limb clasping with SL elevations. Our studies demonstrate the feasibility of adding a single unit of a multisubunit enzyme complex to confer functional benefit. AAV-mediated delivery in human fibroblasts suggests that addition of SPTSSA can combine with other native subunits and impart self-limiting specific catalytic efficiency and restore the normal homeostasis of SPT.

Abstract: Spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease affecting males with ≥38 glutamine-encoding CAG repeats in androgen receptor (AR) gene. Androgen-bound polyglutamine-expanded AR (ARexp) misfolds, aggregates, causes lower motor neuron (MN) and muscle dysfunction, and, ultimately, cell death. Patients experience MN loss from brainstem and spinal cord, muscle weakness and atrophy, resulting in impaired mobility, dysphagia, and dysarthria. There is no effective treatment. E3 ubiquitin ligases add ubiquitin to proteins, tagging them for degradation, while deubiquitinases like USP7 remove ubiquitin, altering the proteins’ cellular fates. We previously showed that USP7 plays a role in SBMA as its knockdown reduced ARexp aggregation and toxicity in PC12 cell, MN, Drosophila, and mouse models. USP7 deubiquitinates ARexp at 8 lysine (8K) residues, and a lysine-to-arginine (KR) mutation blocking ubiquitination at one lysine site (K17) increased ARexp aggregation. This suggests that USP7-mediated deubiquitination at K17 may prevent ARexp degradation and contribute to its aggregation and associated cell death. This raises two research questions: (1) Does USP7 contribute to AR aggregation and cell death by deubiquitinating ARexp at K17 alone, or at 8K, or by acting on (an)other substrate? We created PC12 ARexp cell lines with ubiquitination blocked at either K17 (ARexp K17R) with or without USP7 knockdown, or at 8K (ARexp 8KR), and Drosophila ARexp K17R or 8KR strains. Preliminary experiments indicate that USP7 knockdown in PC12 ARexp K17R cells does not reduce ARexp aggregation, suggesting that USP7-mediated deubiquitination at K17 is sufficient to promote ARexp aggregation. We will quantify ARexp ubiquitination, turnover, aggregation, and cell death with and without USP7 knockdown or inhibition in these SBMA mutant lines. (2) Which E3 ligase ubiquitinates ARexp at USP7-regulated sites? A differential ubiquitinome study found that 4 of the 8K (including K17) are less ubiquitinated in PC12 ARexp S16A (phosphorylation blocked at S16) cells, suggesting that S16 phosphorylation may regulate ubiquitination at these sites. A peptide-pulldown assay identified several E3 ligases differentially interacting with pS16 over S16A. This list was further narrowed down based on USP7 interaction. We will knock down each E3 ligase in PC12 cells to understand its role in ARexp ubiquitination, aggregation, and turnover. In summary, the insights revealed by our studies will help us understand the role of USP7 in SBMA.
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Abstract: Essential Tremor (ET) is one of the most common movement disorders in the world. It afflicts over 7 million people in the US (2.2% of the population). It is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by a 4-12Hz shaking of the upper extremities. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) has emerged as an effective therapy for people suffering from medication refractory ET. Significant tremor suppression for patients can be achieved by targeting and stimulating the thalamic ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM). In clinical practice, DBS is delivered continuously, resulting in stimulation when not needed, particularly during sleep when tremor disappears. Although the feasibility of intention-based closed-loop algorithms for ET has been demonstrated, there has been a lack of research on their behavior during sleep. To this end, we are investigating the modulations in the thalamocortical network during sleep. We captured at home-recordings from depth electrodes in the VIM and from a cortical strip over the primary motor cortex. The subjects were instructed to record 30 minutes of awake data, keep recording through the night, and indicate when they woke up. We recorded local field potentials overnight with interchanging stimulation at 0mA and at the clinical amplitude. Multi-taper spectral analyses are used to extract spectral information across sleep and awake states. We aim to uncover how intention-based closed-loop algorithms respond to changes from wakefulness to sleep. Furthermore, we aim to develop closed-loop algorithms that terminate stimulation during sleep.
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**Abstract:** Essential tremor (ET) is a common movement disorder that is characterized by postural and intention tremor in the absence of other neurological signs. In severe ET the ventral intermediate nucleus of the thalamus (VIM) is an effective target for deep brain stimulation. Although the VIM is of therapeutic importance, its functional connectivity has rarely been investigated in humans. In this study, our goal was to identify the cortical areas coupled to the VIM in patients with ET, while the patients were at rest. We combined magnetoencephalography with local field potential recordings from the VIM of 19 ET patients and from the subthalamic nucleus (STN) of 19 patients with Parkinson’s disease. Whole-brain maps of VIM-cortex and STN-cortex coherence were constructed in several frequency bands (alpha, low-beta, high-beta) using a beamformer and compared using a cluster-based permutation test. In order to estimate the directionality of coupling between cortical areas and subcortical nuclei spectral Granger causality was calculated. The topographies of VIM-cortex and STN-cortex connectivity resembled each other overall, but differed in coupling strength. Both nuclei were coupled to temporal cortex, brainstem and cerebellum in the alpha band, to sensorimotor cortex, brainstem and cerebellum in the low-beta band, and to ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex in the high-beta band. Coherence to deeper areas comprising brainstem and cerebellum was stronger for the VIM in the low-beta band (p = 0.017, cluster-based permutation test), whereas high-beta coherence to sensorimotor cortex was stronger for the STN (p = 0.014, cluster-based permutation test). The VIM led the sensorimotor cortex in the alpha band, while the STN was driven by cortical activity in the high-beta band. Our findings provide evidence for a spectral and spatial organization of thalamo-cortical coupling. The overall similar topographies of VIM-cortex and STN-cortex connectivity suggest that functional connections are not necessarily unique to one subcortical nucleus but might reflect larger frequency-specific networks. The directionality of VIM-sensorimotor cortex coupling supports the idea of a thalamic pacemaker for alpha oscillations. Elevated high-beta connectivity might be an electrophysiological marker of the hyperdirect pathway.

**Disclosures:** A. Steina: None. S. Sure: None. M. Butz: None. J. Vesper: None. A. Schnitzler: None. J. Hirschmann: None.
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Title: In vitro model system development and therapeutic testing for Beta-propeller protein-associated neurodegeneration (BPAN)

Authors: *A. KALEEM1, S. SINHA RAY2, F. ROUSSEL1, M. PARVATE3, R. TALEKAR3, X. ZHANG3, A. SIERRA DELGADO3, S. B. LIKHITE4, K. C. MEYER5;
1Ctr. for Gene Therapy, Abigail Wexner Res. Inst. at Nationwide Children's Hosp., Columbus, OH; 2Ctr. for Gene Therapy, Res. Inst. At Nationwide Children's Hospit, Hilliard, OH; 3Ctr. for Gene Therapy, 4Ctr. for gene therapy, Nationwide Children's Hosp., Columbus, OH; 5Ctr. for Gene Therapy, Res. Inst. Nationwide Childrens Hosp., Columbus, OH

Abstract: Beta-propeller protein-associated neurodegeneration (BPAN) is the most common Neurodegeneration with Brain Iron Accumulation (NBIA) disorders comprising 35 to 45% of NBIA population. BPAN is an X-linked dominant disorder caused by de novo mutations in WDR45 gene, affecting approx. 1 in 500,000 individuals at the rate of 20 females for 3 males. With a childhood onset, BPAN is characterized by intellectual disability, developmental delay, and speech delay. Other common symptoms include sleep disorders, seizures or behaviors on the autistic spectrum disorder. While neurons are heavily implicated in BPAN disease pathogenesis, WDR45 is expressed in both neurons & astrocytes. To date, very little is known about the disease modifying impact of astrocytes towards the disorder. Astrocytes regulate extracellular environment of neurons promoting survival and regulating synaptic transmission and plasticity. Thus, identifying the role of astrocytes in disease pathology is critical as enhanced understanding of contribution of non-neuronal cell types may offer invaluable insights of underlying pathophysiology of BPAN and provide novel avenues for therapeutic development. To achieve this, we developed a novel in-vitro disease model system by reprogramming BPAN patient skin fibroblasts, carrying different mutations, using direct conversion method to induced Neuronal Progenitor Cells (iNPCs) which were further differentiated into induced astrocytes (iAs). We also generated induced neurons (iNs) directly from BPAN fibroblasts. These cells were further subjected to a battery of physiological, molecular and cell biology assays to evaluate their contributions to BPAN pathology. Our studies demonstrate that both BPAN iAs and iNs show novel disease phenotypes in vitro. With reduced levels of WDR45 protein expression, BPAN iAs show a highly significant decrease in mitochondrial respiration suggesting aberrant mitochondrial activity while BPAN iNs show reduced conversion rate and morphological defects. Moreover, treatment of BPAN iAs and iNs with various therapeutic molecules including AAV9 gene therapy, demonstrates rescue of disease phenotypes in mutation specific manner. Our work provides a robust model system to study the underlying disease mechanisms of BPAN pathology in mutation specific and cell type specific way. It also provides an excellent platform for high-throughput screening of multiple therapeutics with the potential to stratify patients based on the treatment responsiveness which is extremely crucial for optimal treatment development for this dreadful disease.
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Title:  Exploring mechanisms of neurodegeneration and neurodevelopmental delay in WDR45 associated neurological disease.

Authors:  *B. L. MEYERINK1,2, K. S. KARIA1, A. EDWARDS1, J. HOWARD1, E. AASENG1, J. M. WEIMER1,3, L.-J. PILAZ1,3;
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Abstract:  Beta-propeller protein-associated neurodegeneration (BPAN) is a devastating rare neurodegenerative disease caused by mutations in the gene WDR45 located on the X chromosome. Currently, there is no cure or disease altering treatment for this disease. While previous work has established WDR45’s molecular role in autophagosome formation in vitro, its function in the development and maintenance of the CNS is still unknown. To explore these questions, we used CRISPR based genetic editing to generate a model of BPAN which mimics a patient mutation in Wdr45 and confirmed that it ablates protein expression. We performed a comprehensive examination of the early pathophysiology of this model and explored the molecular role of WDR45 to understand its contribution to neural development and maintenance of cellular health. In WDR45 mutant animals, we observed neuroinflammation at 3 months of age and motor impairment consistent with disease progression in patients. This model additionally shows altered mitochondria and autophagosome number in the neurites of cultured neurons suggesting degradation and metabolic pathways are impaired in this disease. To build on this, we isolated the synapses from the cortex of WDR45 mutant animals through centrifugal fractionation. We found an accumulation of proteins labeled for autophagy degradation and elevated ROS response proteins. These data are supported by experiments using BioID biotin ligation to label proximal and interacting proteins with WDR45 in neuroblastoma cells. This analysis suggests novel interactions between WDR45 and proteins associated with mitochondrial metabolism and response to reactive oxygen species. Further, we performed RNAseq in cortical tissue of these animals revealing perturbed expression of genes previously linked to symptoms of BPAN and neurological disorders more broadly. This study provides key insights into the
pathological progression of BPAN and sheds new light on the potential role for this protein in establishing and maintaining proper function in the brain.
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**Title:** Autoreactive antibodies from pediatric transverse myelitis patients induce stress in astrocytes
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**Abstract:** B cells play a critical role in the progression of central nervous system autoimmune diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS). Adult patients who present with transverse myelitis (TM) symptoms and later evolve to MS diagnosis, display an expansion of neuron-targeting plasmablasts (PBs), a subpopulation of antibody-secreting B cells. In this study, we examined the cellular and genetic immune profile of PBs in pediatric TM patients and found a decreased frequency of peripheral PBs compared to healthy controls. Also in contrast to adult TM patients, pediatric TM patients did not display an overuse of VH4 heavy chain genes in PBs. To examine PB autoreactivity, we cloned recombinant human antibodies (rhAbs) and performed immunostaining in human neuroblastoma and human astrocytic cultures, as well as spinal cord and brain from mice who were either healthy or displayed MS-like symptoms due to disease induction. We found that rhAbs derived from pediatric TM patients preferentially targeted astrocytes in mouse tissue and human cell culture, with increased reactivity in antibodies that had accumulated somatic hypermutation. These antibodies induced stress granules in human astrocytes compared to controls, demonstrating functional significance of autoreactivity in live human astrocyte cell cultures. These studies indicate that pediatric TM patients have a distinct autoimmune profile that separates them from adult TM patients and highlights the need for thorough investigation of inflammatory mechanisms that may lead to adult MS.

**Disclosures:** C. Smith: None. K. Tse: None. K. Telesford: None. W. Zhang: None. B. Greenberg: None. N.L. Monson: None.
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Abstract: *Ubiquilin 2 (UBQLN2)* is a mono-exonic gene located on chromosome X (coordinates: 56,563,627:56,567,868) that encodes a 624 amino acids protein belonging to the eukaryotic ubiquilin family of ubiquitin chaperones. All ubiquilins harbour N-terminal ubiquitin-like (UBL) and C-terminal ubiquitin-associated (UBA) domains that mediate the shuttling of ubiquitylated substrates to the proteasome for degradation. Mutations in the proline-rich-repeat unique to UBQLN2 cause X-linked dominant inheritance of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and frontotemporal dementia (ALS/FTD) (Deng et al., 2011). These mutations are associated with cytosolic aggregation of UBQLN2; however, how these mutations cause ALS/FTD is unknown. Our analysis of long-read sequencing data from Pacific Biosciences Iso-seq public datasets revealed a cryptic intron with two alternative 3’ splice sites at the 5’ end of the UBQLN2 coding sequence (CDS), which are not currently annotated in NCBI and Ensembl. The alternatively spliced UBQLN2 transcripts, dubbed UBQLN2Δ193 and UBQLN2Δ210, are predicted to encode truncated UBQLN2 proteins lacking the first 193 or 210 amino acids of the UBQLN2 CDS. Both truncated versions lack the UBL domain, which mediates proteasome targeting, and the first STI1-like domain that mediates chaperone binding. We verified the presence of UBQLN2Δ210 transcript in human cell lines (HeLa and U-2 OS) and a commercial human brain RNA sample (Invitrogen AM7962) via Sanger sequencing and RT-qPCR. An initial screen of short-read RNA-sequencing data from TargetALS, which were done in Illumina sequencing platforms, detected the splice junctions of both UBQLN2Δ193 and UBQLN2Δ210 transcripts. However, these novel transcripts were not detected in C57BL/6J mouse brain tissues (cortex, cerebellum, and hippocampus) by PCR and RT-qPCR. Experiments to verify the expression and localisation of truncated UBQLN2 isoforms in human cell lines are ongoing. We postulate that these human-specific truncated UBQLN2 species possess altered biochemical and functional properties that may impact cellular proteostasis as well as pathologic protein aggregation and neurotoxicity in UBQLN2-associated ALS/FTD. Future studies on the function and splicing regulation of UBQLN2 isoforms will inform better diagnostic and therapeutic options for ALS/FTD patients.
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**Authors:** *V. E. PROVASEK; HMRI, Houston, TX*

**Abstract:** The DNA mismatch repair (MMR) pathway is widely recognized for its role in preventing replication-associated mutations. MMR proteins are also expressed in nondividing neurons, yet their function remains unknown. TDP43 is an essential RNA/DNA binding protein whose nucleocytoplasmic mislocalization has been linked to neurodegeneration in frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). Most FTD/ALS cases develop sporadically, and ~95% of these show TDP43 pathology. Over the disease course, neurons accumulate DNA damage and exhibit diminished repair capacity. These observations suggest multiple DNA repair pathways (DRPs) are defective. To this end, we questioned which neuronal DRPs are affected by TDP43. Here, we report for the first time that TDP43 exerts a multifactorial role in the regulation of MMR in neurons. Initial RNA microarray analysis of cells treated with TDP43 siRNA showed dysregulation of several DRPs, including MLH1, MSH2, MSH3, MSH6. Subsequent immunoblot and qRT-PCR of differentiated SH-SY5Y cells confirmed these results. We also discovered that TDP43 modulates splicing of multiple MMR transcripts. Endpoint PCR analysis using primers covering intron-exon boundaries of these transcripts revealed specific accumulation of MLH1 and MSH6 pre-mRNA. Furthermore, we show that loss of TDP43 results in accelerated degradation of MSH3 and MSH6 transcripts. Importantly, we confirmed altered expression and splicing of MMR transcripts in a subset of ALS patient CNS tissues. Finally, we show that TDP43 may also affect MMR at the protein level, as proximity ligation and co-immunoprecipitation assays show TDP43 interaction with MSH3 increases following DNA alkylation treatment of neuronal cells. Taken together, these data reveal multiple novel means by which TDP43 pathology may contribute to neurodegeneration associated genomic instability.

**Disclosures:** V.E. Provasek: None.
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Mitigating aberrant Cdk5 activation alleviates mitochondrial defects and motor neuron disease symptoms in spinal muscular atrophy

Abstract: Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), the top genetic cause of infant mortality, is characterized by motor neuron degeneration. Mechanisms underlying SMA pathogenesis remain largely unknown. Here we report that the activity of cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (Cdk5) and the conversion of its activating subunit p35 to the more potent activator p25 are significantly upregulated in mouse models and human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) models of SMA. The increase of Cdk5 activity occurs before the onset of SMA phenotypes, suggesting it may be an initiator of the disease. Importantly, aberrant Cdk5 activation causes mitochondrial defects and motor neuron degeneration, as the genetic knockout of p35 in a SMA mouse model rescues mitochondrial transport and fragmentation defects, and alleviates SMA phenotypes including motor neuron hyperexcitability, loss of excitatory synapses, neuromuscular junction (NMJ) denervation, and motor neuron degeneration. Inhibition of the Cdk5 signaling pathway reduces the degeneration of motor neurons derived from SMA mice and human SMA iPSCs, suggesting a potential therapeutic strategy. Our findings highlight a positive feedback loop in SMA formed by motor neuron hyperexcitability-induced high bioenergetic demand and increased intracellular Ca^{2+}, which leads to Ca^{2+}/calpain-dependent conversion of p35 to p25 and aberrant Cdk5 activation, and subsequent Cdk5 hyperphosphorylation-mediated mitochondrial defects in energy production and Ca^{2+} buffering. Activation of this loop in SMA exacerbates energy shortage and Ca^{2+} homeostasis disruption, turning motor neuron hyperexcitability into excitotoxicity and degeneration. Altogether, our studies reveal a critical role for the aberrant activation of Cdk5 in SMA pathogenesis and suggest a potential avenue for therapeutic intervention.
Title: Cystamine as a potential therapeutic agent to restore altered heat shock response in the fibroblasts from a neuropathy patient with DNAJB2 c.823+6C>T mutation

Authors: *R. PRADHAN, H. S. ILIEVA;
Farber Inst. of Neurosci. Thomas Jefferson Univ., Philadelphia, PA

Abstract: Neuropathy is a debilitating disorder characterized by peripheral nerve dysfunction and damage. Homozygous mutations in DNAJB2 have previously been shown to cause early neuropathy. A heterozygous DNAJB2 c.823+6C>T mutation was found in a patient with adult-onset severe, sensory-motor polyneuropathy and is predicted to affect both isoforms of the protein. DNAJB2 (HSP40) belongs to a class of Heat Shock Proteins (HSPs) that play a crucial role in cellular protection and stress, including heat stress. HSP40 traffics unfolded proteins to another heat shock protein, HSP70, and activates its ATPase activity to result in a correctly folded protein. In our study, we investigated the effect of heat stress on the heat shock response of fibroblasts obtained from a neuropathy patient with a heterozygous DNAJB2 mutation. In order to elicit a stress response, these cells were subjected to one hour of heat shock, and the expression levels of HSP40 and HSP70 were analyzed after 0, 3, 8, and 24 hours by Western Blot and Immunocytochemistry. Additionally, we evaluated the therapeutic efficacy of Cystamine, a transglutaminase inhibitor, which has been shown to modulate DNAJB2 levels in cellular and animal model of Huntington’s disease. While the baseline levels were similar to controls, we found a decreased response to heat shock in the fibroblasts with the DNAJB2 mutation compared to healthy controls, as evidenced by reduced HSP40 and HSP70 levels. Experiments are ongoing to assess if Cystamine can improve/correct expression compared to untreated cells. In summary, this study demonstrates a diminished heat shock response in the fibroblasts carrying the c.823+6C> DNAJB2 mutation, indicating a loss-of-function pathogenic mechanism. Moreover, Cystamine treatment is evaluated as a potential therapeutic agent to correct DNAJB2 levels. Additional experiments to elucidate Cystamine mechanism of action are planned.

Disclosures:  R. Pradhan: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Thomas Jefferson University. H.S. Ilieva: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Thomas Jefferson University.
Title: Targeting ferroptosis by clinically approved and brain penetrant HIF Prolyl hydroxylase inhibitors improves recovery in diverse neurological disease models in mice

Authors: *S. KARUPPAGOUNDER, C. CORONA, I. G. CHAMBERS, Y. CHEN, R. R. RATAN;
Burke Neurolog. Inst., White Plains, NY

Abstract: Ferroptosis is a non-apoptotic form of cell death which is dependent on iron. The prevailing view is that iron’s role in ferroptosis emerges from its direct ability to drive lipid peroxidation. Here we provide evidence that target-selective iron chelation can also block ferroptosis. Specifically, we show that roxadustat, a clinically approved inhibitor of the iron-dependent, HIF prolyl hydroxylases (HIF PHDs), and adaptaquin, a brain-penetrant HIF PHD inhibitor, abrogated erastin and RSL3-induced ferroptotic death in mouse primary cortical neuronal cultures and a HT1080 human fibrosarcoma cell line. Molecular deletion of all three HIF PHD isoforms in each cell type also reduced ferroptosis. The protective effects of HIF PHD inhibition were correlated with suppression of ferroptosis-induced ATF4 activation but not a reduction in non-chelatable iron levels or inhibition of lipid peroxidation. A dose of adaptaquin that inhibited the HIF PHDs in the brain and eye vivo were validated using HIF-reporter mice and in vivo bioluminescence imaging. At this concentration (30 mg/kg), we found that adaptaquin could reduce cell death and improve functional recovery after ischemic stroke, traumatic brain injury and in a genetic model of retinal degeneration. Together, these findings demonstrate that iron chelators can participate in ferroptosis via target-selective inhibition of the iron-dependent HIF prolyl hydroxylases. Target selective iron chelation offers the opportunity to interdict ferroptosis and neuropathological events in vivo without negatively affecting the physiology of iron in the nervous system.
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Title: Measuring serum proteins for potential biomarkers of endoplasmic reticulum stress following acute ischemic stroke in mice

Authors: *L. K. GRASSO1, J. J. HINKLE1, K. A. TRYCHTA1, Y. Li2, M. TANG2, M. W. HALTERMAN2, B. K. HARVEY1;
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**Abstract:** Acute ischemic stroke (AIS) has been shown to induce endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress. Our lab has identified a form of ER stress called exodosis whereby ER resident proteins exit the cell via the secretory pathway. In vitro experiments demonstrate that hypoxia and hypoglycemia can induce exodosis. The current exploratory study examines ER exodosis in vivo using a mouse model of AIS to identify ER-resident proteins that may be affected by stroke. Blood serum was collected from male mice twenty-four or seventy-two hours after middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) or sham surgery. Serum cytokine levels were analyzed via an Ella multiplex immunoassay, which measures multiple chemokines and inflammatory markers within one sample. Serum IL-6 and TNF-a were increased twenty-four hours post-MCAO compared to sham and seventy-two hours. Mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor (MANF), a marker of ER exodosis, was measured via ELISA to correlate MANF serum levels with the timing and severity of AIS. No significant difference in MANF levels was detected across groups; however, MANF levels trended higher in twenty-four-hour MCAO serum than all other groups. To screen for additional serum markers of ER exodosis in AIS, western blots were exposed to a polyclonal antibody that reacts with proteins containing an endoplasmic reticulum retention sequence (ERS). Increased immunoreactivity with this antibody suggests an increase in exodosis. No significant trend was seen for any of the ERS proteins detected by the antibody. A higher n value may reveal more trends in this data set. Additional timepoints, including baseline serum, may aid in characterizing ERS secretion in AIS. Identifying a panel of ERS proteins that react in measurable ways to AIS would allow us to establish a new timeline of post-stroke cellular mechanisms. With this knowledge, we may be able to therapeutically target ER exodosis and attenuate post-stroke symptomology in those who have experienced AIS.
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**Title:** A Meta-Analysis of Glibenclamide after Experimental Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH)

**Authors:** *T. KUNG, C. M. WILKINSON, L. J. LIDDLE, F. COLBOURNE;* Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

**Abstract:** Edema has occasionally been shown to worsen behavioural outcomes and often contributes to mortality after intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), a devastating subtype of stroke.
Glibenclamide (GLC) is a sulfonylurea transient receptor potential melastatin 4 (Sur1-Trpm4) channel blocker, and attenuates edema in ischemic stroke models, suggesting possible benefits in ICH. As clinical interest in GLC is high with multiple clinical trials in ischemia currently underway, this meta-analysis was performed to synthesize all animal studies investigating a post-ICH administration of GLC vs. no-treatment controls on behavioural outcomes, edema, hematoma volume, and injury volume after ICH. Six studies were included in our meta-analysis, two null (i.e., GLC did not affect any endpoints) and four positive (i.e., GLC improved one or more endpoints). GLC significantly improved behaviour (standardized mean difference (SMD) = −0.63, [−1.16, −0.09], n = 70-74) and edema (SMD = −0.91, [−1.64, −0.18], n = 70), but did not affect hematoma volume (SMD = 0.0788, [−0.5631, 0.7207], n = 18-20), or injury volume (SMD = 0.2892, [−0.4950, 1.0734], n = 24). Although it appears that significant benefit may be realized with GLC after ICH, limitations suggest these results should be interpreted with caution.

Publication bias was significant in edema (p = 0.0001) and indicated missing negative data, and the same trended towards significance in behaviour (p = 0.0766). Experimental quality was generally low, and risk of bias was generally high among studies. Experiments were often low-powered; future researchers should employ sample sizes of 33 to detect our observed effect in edema, and 41 to detect our observed effect in behaviour. Lastly, many important experimentally rigorous recommendations to improve translatability of pre-clinical findings (e.g., use of female, aged, and co-morbid animals) have not yet been completed. Thus, missing negative data, generally low study quality and high risk of bias show that additional high-powered confirmatory animal work is needed prior to future clinical GLC work in ICH.

Disclosures: T. Kung: None. C.M. Wilkinson: None. L.J. Liddle: None. F. Colbourne: None.
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Title: The Crucial Function of DNA Damage Response-Induced Senescence-Like Phenotype in Experimental Brain Hemorrhage: A Focus on Hemin Degradation and Cell Survival
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Abstract: In brain hemorrhage, toxic hemin, a degradation product of hemoglobin, accumulates, potentially leading to cell death. The cells respond by expressing Heme Oxygenase-1 (HO-1), which breaks down hemin into biliverdin and free iron (Fe2+). Our recent studies highlighted that hemin triggers DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) and a cellular senescence-like phenotype. The causal relationships between these observations remain unknown. In this study, we illuminate how DNA damage response (DDR) signaling directly mediates the induction of this senescence-like phenotype and HO-1 expression. We studied both cultured neurons and endothelial cells exposed to hemin, as well as in brain cells near the site of hemorrhage. Senescence induction may enable cells to survive and avoid ferroptosis, while simultaneously degrading hemin through HO-1. In culture and in tissue from individuals with intracerebral hemorrhage, we observed a co-localization of senescence-associated β-galactosidase expression and HO-1 positivity. DDR signaling inhibitors reduced both senescence markers and HO-1 expression. Interfering with senescence directly using p21 inhibitors during hemin exposure or pre-emptive HO-1 overexpression resulted in apoptosis and ferroptosis, suggesting that addressing only one aspect of hemin-induced toxicity was insufficient to prevent cell death. Therefore, we designed a multifunctional nanoparticle that incorporates deferoxamine (DEF), an iron chelator, with a pleiotropic nanozyme of oxidized, medical-grade coconut shell activated charcoal (OAC) and poly(ethylene)glycol (PEG). This nanoparticle efficiently mitigated hemin-induced senescence while also preventing iron-induced cell death. These findings emphasize the crucial function of DDR-induced senescence-like phenotype and HO-1 expression in the context of hemin degradation and cell survival in experimental brain hemorrhage, suggesting potential new therapeutic strategies for treating brain hemorrhage.
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Title: Combined sulforaphane and deferoxamine improves hippocampal recovery after neonatal intraventricular hemorrhage

Authors: *G. VINUKONDA1,4, M. ZIGELSTEIN5, V. CASTRO DIAZ2, F. HU2, M. S. WOLIN6, E. F. LA GAMMA7,3

Abstract: Germinal matrix hemorrhage-intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) is a common complication of extremely premature newborns and results in reduced neurogenesis, cortical atrophy and subsequent cerebral palsy, learning and memory disabilities. Significantly, the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus produces neuronal precursor cells throughout life. Despite this, survivors of Grade III-IV hemorrhage show smaller hippocampal volumes on MRI consistently with impaired hippocampal function and related cognitive scores (Strahle et al 2019). We hypothesize that following IVH, RBC lysis-released toxic mediators (hemin, free hemoglobin, Fe+++ accumulation) will disturb postnatal hippocampal formation of CA3, CA2, CA1 and dentate gyrus (DG) structures. To address this, we are evaluating the combined treatment with deferoxamine (DFN, Fe+++ chelator) and sulforaphane (SFN) an activator of the Nrf2 transcription factor, which enhances many antioxidant enzymes attenuating free radical toxicity and proinflammatory responses leading to preferential macrophage polarization (M1 vs M2). Using a preterm rabbit pup model of glycerol-induced IVH (Georgiadis et al, 2008 and Vinukonda et al, 2019), after DFN+SFN (SFN 25mg/Kg, 2 doses, DFN 50mg/Kg, twice a day starting from day 1 of IVH), we identified a reduced size of the parenchymal hematoma qualitatively on hippocampus sections using H&E staining control vs IVH alone on postnatal d3 (equivalent to term). Ongoing experiments will quantify free Hb and Fe+++ accumulation/clearance after combined treatment. NeuN+ (mature neuron specific antibody) immunofluorescence staining showed a 5-6-fold increase in total cell density in the dentate gyrus (QuPath-software program) after IVH. Due to region-specific functions within the hippocampus, we also examined inner-pyramidal (DGinner) and outer-pyramidal (DGouter) blades of the dentate gyrus. We observed that after IVH, NeuN+ neurons were densely distributed in both DGinner and DGouter blades; whereas in healthy controls, only the DGouter blade was densely populated. DFN+SFN treatment after IVH resulted in ~40% reduction in overall and densely populated NeuN+ in the DGouter blade. We observed a two-fold increase in Iba-1+ microglia in IVH pups vs control that was reduced to near normal on day 3 after SFN-DFN treatment. These data suggest beneficial effects of SFN-DFN treatment at early IVH that may later impact long term memory or neurobehavioral function.
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Title: Modulation of microglial polarization in hematoma clearance in hemorrhagic stroke by immunoproteasome inhibition
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Abstract: Objective: Our objective was to investigate the impact of proteasome over-activation induced by intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) on endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, protein homeostasis disruption, and neuroinflammation. We explored the role of proteasome inhibition in reducing proteasome activation, alleviating ER stress, and mitigating neuroinflammation. Additionally, we studied the diverse phenotypes of microglial activation, namely M1 polarization (inflammatory activation) and M2 polarization (anti-inflammatory/phagocytic activation), which are influenced by different signals received by microglial receptors. We aimed to elucidate the expression pattern of proteasome and their involvement in hematoma clearance.

Materials & Methods: We examined the expression of proteasomes and neuroinflammation in rats with ICH using RT-qPCR and Western blotting, respectively. Immunofluorescent staining was employed to identify the cell types expressing specific proteasome subtypes. In an in vitro erythrocyte phagocytosis assay, microglia were incubated with CFDA-labeled red blood cells (RBCs), and some groups were co-treated with ONX-0914 (a specific inhibitor of immunoproteasomes at a concentration of 100 nM). Phagocytic ability was measured by using water to induce cell swelling and dissolve the fluorescent dye. Microglial polarization levels were determined by flow cytometry, and the expression of inflammatory and anti-inflammatory genes was assessed using qPCR. Results: Immunoproteasomes were found in the vicinity of the hemorrhagic area and primarily co-localized with microglia expressing the clearance marker CD163. The \textit{in vitro} erythrocyte phagocytosis assay revealed that co-treatment with ONX-0914 enhanced phagocytic ability and promoted microglial polarization toward an anti-inflammatory phenotype. Conclusion: Inhibiting immunoproteasomes exerts neuroprotective effects by facilitating hematoma clearance and suppressing inflammation.
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Title: Evaluation of the antioxidant and antiapoptotic effect of a combination of cannabidiol and dapsone against in vitro brain ischemia and reperfusion in sh-sy5y cells.

Authors: *M. ISLAS*¹, A. DIAZ-RUIZ², C. RIOS³, R. PEREZ-PASTEN-BORJA¹;  
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Abstract: EVALUATION OF THE ANTIOXIDANT AND ANTIAPOPTOTIC EFFECT OF ACOMBINATION OF CANNABIDIOL AND DAPSONE AGAINST IN VITRO BRAINISCHEMIA AND REPERFUSION IN SH-SY5Y CELLS. Marcela Islas-Cortez¹,², Araceli Diaz-Ruiz², Camilo Rios³, Ricardo Perez-Pastén-Borja¹¹Laboratorio de Toxicología Molecular y Celular, Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas-CampusZacatenco, Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Ciudad de México 07738, Mexico²Departamento de Neuroquímica Instituto Nacional de Neurología y Neurocirugía Manuel VelascoSuárez, Ciudad de México, México.³Dirección de Investigación, Instituto Nacional de Rehabilitación Luis Guillermo Ibarra Ibarra, Ciudadde México, México | Laboratorio de Neurofarmacología Molecular, Universidad AutónomaMetropolitana Xochimilco, Ciudad de México, México.Introduction: Brain ischemia is the result of interruption of blood flow of a cerebral artery. This event is characterized by oxygen and glucose deprivation, which produces neuronaldeath. Theobjective of the present study was evaluated the effect of treatment with Cannabidiol (CBD) and Dapsone (DDS) administered alone or in combination in vitro model of ischemic cerebral with reperfusion in SH-SY5Y cells by means of an isobolographic study. Experimental procedures: This study was carried out in SH-SY5Y cells to evaluate the interaction of the combination of CBD and DDS for which concentration-response curves of DDS and CBD were performed. Where LC50 values were established separately for each drug. Concentration-response curves of the drugs were made on the model of brain ischemia through oxygen and glucose deprivation (OGD) to obtain the EC50. Once the EC50 of the DDS-CBD mixture was obtained, the interaction index was calculated and the isobologram was performed. Once the type of interaction between the drugs was determined, the mixture was evaluated on cell viability, cytotoxicity, caspase3 enzymatic activity, and determination of the production of reactive oxygen species. Results: The isobolographic results indicated a synergistic effect, this effect is of great interest since it is possible to increase the cell viability of the SH-SY5Y line after undergoing conditions of OGD followed by 24 h. of reperfusion. The results of the group treated with DDS-CBD showed a significant decrease in lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release, ROS and caspase 3 enzyme activity, as well as an increase in cell viability and reduced glutathione. In conclusion, the results suggest that the combination of CBD and DDS could be a suitable alternative to achieve a good antioxidant antiapoptotic effect, safely maintaining cell viability.
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Abstract: Suspended animation is a state in which life processes in a body are temporarily slowed down but can be restarted without damage. Some animals enter such a state naturally in response to a chronic low environmental temperature or times of food scarcity. These animals lower their body temperature and enter torpor or hibernation states, a deep hypothermic and hypometabolic condition that conserves energy. We have recently demonstrated that median preoptic neurons expressing the prostaglandin EP3 receptor (MnPOEP3R) are necessary and sufficient to cause torpor, and activating them promotes deep hypothermia - an artificially induced state of suspended animation without injury to the animals. Here we characterized the wake-sleep behavior of mice during a state of suspended animation and tested the neuroprotective benefits of deep hypothermia after ischemic stroke. We recorded the patterns of the electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG) of mice during hypothermia or baseline (normothermic) conditions. We found that during deep hypothermia, there is a substantial reduction of the EEG power, an increase in time spent in NREM sleep, and a suppression of REM sleep. We also tested the ability of mice to be aroused from the deep hypothermic state by gently handling them and showed that these mice are responsive to external stimuli. Then, in a separate set of experiments, we used a permanent middle cerebral artery occlusion (pMCAO) or promoted a transient MCAO for 4 hours, followed by reperfusion (tMCAO). Thirty minutes from the MCAO onset, we promoted deep hypothermia by activating MnPOEP3R neurons. Body weight, survival rate, and neurological severity score were evaluated 24-72 hours following a stroke. Our deep hypothermic model caused core temperature to drop (23.84 ± 0.7 °C) at room temperature for up to 72 h. Hypothermic mice had no evidence of weight loss during the first 48 hours of hypothermia, while normothermic mice showed 15% and 20% in body weight loss 48 hours from the onset of the permanent or transient stroke, respectively. Hypothermia also drastically reduced stroke severity, increasing survival by 30% (pMCAO) or 70% (tMCAO) after 72 hours. The hypothermia length also correlated with better neurological outcomes after tMCAO. Our results suggest that suspended animation is neuroprotective after ischemic stroke, and its therapeutic benefits are likely to be translatable from mice to humans.
Inhibition of histone deacetylase 3 improves functional outcomes post-intracerebral hemorrhage via reduction of neuroinflammation.

Authors: *N. J. WATSON, F. BONSACK, S. SUKUMARI RAMESH; Augusta Univ., Augusta, GA

Abstract: Secondary brain injury is a leading cause of neurological deficits after intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), a severe stroke subtype. Stimulation of the immune system at the site of a brain hemorrhage, characterized by microglial activation, leads to neuroinflammation and secondary brain damage. We previously reported that genetic knockdown of HDAC3 in a macrophage cell line significantly attenuated hemin-induced release of TNF-α and IL-6 compared to a control, while genetic knockdown of both HDAC1 and HDAC2 significantly augmented hemin-induced release of TNF-α from cells without an effect on IL-6. To extend this observation further, we have now generated microglia-specific HDAC3 conditional knockout using Cre-Lox technology. Our ongoing preliminary studies indicate improved neurobehavioral outcomes in HDAC3 flox/flox: Cx3cr1 CreER post-ICH compared to experimental control in both males and females. Further, analysis of levels of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines in ipsilateral brain regions post-ICH via rt-qPCR have demonstrated a highly significant reduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, a corresponding increase in anti-inflammatory cytokines, a reduction of activated microglia in both male and female subjects, and an increase in M2 microglial polarization. Additionally, use of a HDAC3 inhibitor, RGFP966, in mice has demonstrated an improvement in functional recovery in treated mice compared to control animals. RGFP966 treated mice also show a reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokines, indicating HDAC3i as a potential novel therapy for ICH.
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Title: Inhibiting Integrated Stress Response in a Stroke Model of Vascular Dementia

Authors: *M. HOVANESYAN\(^1\), S. AZARAPETIAN\(^1\), W. DAI\(^1\), M. ZARAFSHAN\(^1\), I. LORENZO LLORENTE\(^1\), S. CARMICHAEL\(^2\);
\(^1\)UCLA, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; \(^2\)UCLA Sch. Med., UCLA Sch. Med., Los Angeles, CA

Abstract: White matter stroke (WMS) is a debilitating disorder, characterized by the formation of ischemic lesions along the white matter tracts in the brain. The accumulation of these white matter lesions leads to vascular dementia, which is the second leading cause of dementia, and accelerates the pathology of Alzheimer’s Disease. As of today, there are no therapy options available to halt the progression of this debilitating disease. Evidence from genetic diseases that affect the cerebral white matter, a support cell (or glial cell), termed the astrocyte, senses the injury and undergoes a prolonged stress response. This stress response, termed the integrated stress response (ISR), contributes to progressive damage in the white matter. We targeted the ISR response by using an inhibitor, 2BAct, in a mouse model of vascular dementia. We initially performed white matter strokes in C57BL/6J mouse models, and measured the behavioral recovery of these cohorts through drug administration. We conducted tests of motor control (cylinder and grid-walking) at baseline, 1-week, 1-month, 2-month, and 4-month timepoints to assess recovery after injury in the white matter. Our data indicates that there is an initial recovery in grid-walking at the 1-month timepoint, and a recovery in cylinder tests at the 2-month timepoint for cohorts that received a WMS + 2BAct administration. This data suggests that the ISR is an important target to promote recovery in a model of vascular dementia. Supported by a grant from Calico Labs
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Title: Roles of equilibrative nucleoside transporter-1 in modulating energy homeostasis and meningeal lymphatics in mice with permanent ischemic stroke
Abstract: Main purpose
During ischemic events, adenosine serves as a neuromodulator with a 100-fold upregulated level in the brain extracellular fluids. The equilibrative nucleoside transport 1 (Ent1) distributed in the neuron and glial cells is responsible for cellular uptake and the homeostasis of adenosine in the brain. Meanwhile, meningeal lymphatics have been found in transporting metabolites, wastes, and immune cells in the brain and therefore play a crucial role in neurological diseases. The objective of the present study was to explore the roles of Ent1 in the modulation of energy homeostasis and meningeal lymphatics in ischemic stroke.

Methods
Ent1−/− (B6.129X1-Slc29a1tm1Msg/J) mice and its littermate controls were originally purchased from Jackson Laboratory. Mice (8-12 weeks old), both male and female mice, were subjected to permanent middle cerebral artery occlusion (pMCAO) to induce permanent ischemic stroke. The mRNA expression of adenosine-related enzymes was measured by RT-qPCR. The metabolomic profiles of adenine nucleotides were conducted by UPLC-QTOF/MS analysis. The infarct volume was measured on D1 post injury. Behavioral tests, astrogliosis, microgliosis, BBB integrity, and lymphangiogenesis were examined on D14 post injury.

Results
Metabolomic results showed that intracellular adenine, adenosine, and AMP were significantly decreased in mice with pMCAO. Meanwhile, the mRNA level of Ent1 was increased. Ent1−/− mice reduced the infarct volume on D1 with improved motor and recognition function until D14. In terms of meningeal lymphatics, Ent1−/− mice exhibited enhanced lymphangiogenesis in both uninjured and ischemic injury conditions. Ent1−/− mice also preserved neuron density and BBB integrity in the penumbra of the cortex, along with reduced neuroinflammation in mice with MCAO.

Conclusion
Ent1 deletion attenuated the injury in mice with permanent ischemic stroke. These findings indicate the important role of Ent1 in the pathogenesis and treatment of ischemic stroke.
**Disclosures:**  C. Ho: None. K. Wu: None. J. Lin: None. W. Chen: None. C. Chang: None. Y. Chern: None. C. Lin: None.
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**Title:** Effect of S allylcysteine on neurotrophin expression after ischemia/reperfusion injury in female rats

**Authors:** *S. BAUTISTA PÉREZ*¹, C. A. SILVA-ISLAS², J. PEDRAZA-CHAVERRÍ³, M. OROZCO-IBARRA⁵, D. BARRERA-OVIEDO⁴, P. MALDONADO-JIMENEZ⁶, O. APARICIO-TREJO⁷;
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Abstract: Stroke is a leading cause of death and mortality, despite that it affects mainly the elderly in a homogeneous way, there are differences in terms of epidemiology, recovery, motor and cognitive impairments, and the response and effectiveness of the treatments between men and women. Initially, the research for treatments was focused on limiting the damage; however, regeneration therapies have attracted attention. Regeneration is a process naturally activated after cerebral ischemia damage, in part in response to the neurotrophins. One of its main advantages is that these therapies are not limited by time. However, is an insufficient process due the presence of proinflammatory molecules. In relation to treatments, the S-allylcysteine (SAC), has been used by its antioxidant and antiinflammatory properties, showing to have protective effect against acute ischemia/reperfusion injury in male young animals. However, the protective mechanism is not fully understood and its effects on regenerations have not been studied yet. Thus, the aim of this work was to evaluate the effect of SAC on motor deficit and the neurotrophins levels in young female rats after 1 h of ischemia and 15 days of reperfusion. The ischemia was induced by the middle cerebral artery occlusion. Daily doses of SAC (100 mg/kg) were administered via intraperitoneal. The motor deficits were analyzed, and the neurotrophins vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), neuronal growth factor (NGF) and brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) were quantified by immunohistochemistry. Animals treated with SAC showed fewer motor deficits and higher levels of NGF in cortex and striatum, VEGF in striatum and BDF in subventricular zone. This project was partially supported by CONACyT A1-S-21433 to PDM.
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Title: Cofilin knockdown with siRNA prevents microglial activation, neuroinflammation, and cofilin-actin rods/aggregates after intracerebral hemorrhage in young and aged mice

Authors: *D. ALMARGHALANI¹, G. BAHADAR², F. SHEHJAR², W. ANTONISAMY², Z. A. SHAH³;
¹Pharmacol. and Toxicology, Taif Univ., Taif, Saudi Arabia; ²Univ. of Toledo, Toledo, OH; ³Medicinal & Biol. Chem., Univ. of Toledo Col. of Pharm. and Pharmaceut. Sci., Toledo, OH
Abstract: Studies from our lab have shown that cofilin-actin rods/aggregates are localized within the microglia and around the hematoma of the human autopsy brain and young mouse brain after intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH). Considering age as a risk factor for ICH and associated with higher mortality rates than young, this study focused on the role of cofilin in aged mice, and the results were compared to young mice. Furthermore, cofilin siRNA gene therapy in mice subjected to inter-striatal collagenase injection-induced experimental ICH was tested. The outcomes were assessed 15 days after ICH. The cortex and hippocampus of the mouse brain were analyzed for cofilin-actin rods/aggregates, microglial activation, and neuroinflammation and serum was collected to evaluate proinflammatory cytokines (IL-6 and IL-1β). Cofilin-actin rods/aggregates were observed in the cortex and hippocampus of aged males and females but not in young-adult males and females. The length and intensity of cofilin-actin rods/aggregates increased in adult and aged males and females around the hemorrhagic area. Activated microglia increased in both young and aged males and females but were prominent in aging male and female mice. However, cofilin gene therapy with siRNA mitigated cofilin-actin rods/aggregates and microglial activation in young adults and aged male and female mice. There were no changes in IL-1β in the cortex and hippocampus of young males and females. An increased expression of IL-1β was observed in the hippocampus of aged males and females, but cofilin siRNA treatment significantly reduced IL-1β in old females but not males. The serum IL-6 levels were significantly increased in aged males and females compared to young-adult males and females and attenuated by cofilin siRNA treatment. The serum IL-1β levels were diminished in the cofilin siRNA treatment of young and aged males and females compared to ICH groups, but the results were insignificant. These results suggest that reducing cofilin-actin rods/aggregates with siRNA gene therapy could potentially treat ICH-related pathology in aged and young mice.
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Title: 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3 (PFKFB3) blockade is neuroprotective in an acute mouse model of ischemic stroke

Authors: *R. E. GUNRAJ, J. LAROCHELLE, S. STANSBURY, C. YANG, L. LIU, E. CANDELARIO-JALIL;
Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL

Abstract: Stroke is the second leading cause of death and the leading cause of adult disability worldwide. Ischemic stroke, characterized by the blockage of a blood vessel, is the most
prevalent type. A major hallmark of stroke is the dysregulation of normal metabolic functions. In the ischemic environment, cells shift towards glycolysis, a metabolic pathway that is associated with a prolonged inflammatory response and delayed apoptotic cell death. One primary driver of glycolysis is 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3 (PFKFB3). This enzyme is upregulated after injury and synthesizes fructose-2,6-biphosphate, an allosteric activator of phosphofructokinase-1 which catalyzes the first-rate limiting step in glycolysis. In diseases involving glycolytic shift such as atherosclerosis, pulmonary hypertension, and endotoxemia, PFKFB3 inhibition has been shown to increase survival rate and reduce injury; however, little research has been conducted in stroke. We hypothesize that because aberrant glycolysis contributes to inflammation and cell death and PFKFB3 upregulates glycolysis after injury, inhibition of PFKFB3 is neuroprotective in stroke. We administered a 45-minute transient middle cerebral artery occlusion in male C57BL/6J mice followed by treatment with a highly selective PFKFB3 inhibitor, AZ67 (N=10) or vehicle (N=11). The vehicle or the inhibitor (30mg/kg) were administered starting at the onset of reperfusion via the jugular vein with three repeated retro-orbital doses over the course of 48h. Open field, vertical grid, weight test, and neural deficit scorings were conducted at 24 and 48h post stroke after which the mice were euthanized by perfusion with saline and stained with TTC to quantify infarct size. Our findings show a neuroprotective effect of PFKFB3 inhibition in ischemic stroke with improved functional and behavioral recovery and smaller infarct sizes. These results support the hypothesis that PFKFB3 inhibitors may be used as a novel pharmacological treatment for reducing delayed cell death after ischemic stroke. Future studies are underway to investigate the molecular mechanisms and cell types involved in the protection conferred by PFKFB3 blockade in the context of ischemic stroke.
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Title: Iron overload and the protective effects of deferoxamine and a cofilin inhibitor

Authors: *F. SHEHJAR, R. MAHAJAN, W. ANTONISAMY, Z. A. SHAH; Medicinal and Biol. Chem., Univ. of Toledo, Toledo, OH

Abstract: Background: Iron overload plays a critical role in neurodegenerative disorders, particularly hemorrhagic brain injury, characterized by brain bleeding. Increased iron levels contribute to oxidative stress, inflammation, and neuronal damage. Cofilin-1, an actin-binding
protein, is implicated in neurodegeneration, including hemorrhagic brain injury, as it regulates actin dynamics essential for neuronal survival. Understanding the role of iron overload and coflin-1 in hemorrhagic stroke is crucial for developing targeted therapies. **Methods:** To mimic iron overload, we investigated protein expression modulation in SH-SY5Y cells treated with ferric ammonium citrate (FAC). We examined the potential protective effects of deferoxamine (DFX) and a coflin inhibitor (CI). Cells were treated with FAC (150uM), FAC+DFX (150uM+150uM), FAC+CI (150uM+5uM), and vehicle (control group). Western blot was used to assess protein levels associated with neurodegeneration. **Results:** FAC-treated cells exhibited significantly increased protein expression of BAX, caspase-1, BIP, eIF2-α, STAT-1, AIF, cleaved PARP, cleaved caspase-3, COX-2, ferritin, HO-1, NRF-2, and SOD-2 compared to the vehicle (control group), suggesting activation of apoptotic pathways, endoplasmic reticulum stress, and elevated oxidative stress. In contrast, the DFX and CI groups showed significantly decreased expression of these proteins compared to the FAC-treated group, indicating potential protective effects by attenuating pro-apoptotic, pro-inflammatory, and oxidative stress responses induced by iron overload. **Conclusions:** Our findings highlight the potential of DFX and CI as therapeutic strategies to mitigate iron-induced neurotoxicity in hemorrhagic brain injury. Targeting iron overload and coflin-1 signaling pathways may offer novel approaches to preserve brain tissue and promote recovery in neurodegenerative diseases associated with iron dysregulation.
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**Title:** The NFkB-cIAP2 axis is essential and sufficient to protect oligodendrocyte from ischemic insult

**Authors:** *J. CHOI¹, H. KIM², S. KOH¹, B. KIM², B. KIM¹;
¹Departments of Brain science and Neurol., ²Departments of Brain science, Ajou Univ. Sch. of Med., Suwon-si, Korea, Republic of

**Abstract:** Myelinating glia, oligodendrocyte (OL), provides saltatory conduction and various support to the axon through axomyelinic synapse. White matter stroke (WMS) is an important clinical entity that comprises one-fourth of ischemic stroke and is the second most common cause of senile dementia but underestimated neurologic disorders. The main pathology of WMS
is ischemic OL loss. Thereafter, a therapeutic strategy for WMS should focus to reduce the ischemic OL death. Previously, our group showed Toll-like receptor 2 in OLs protects OLs from ischemic damage, promotes OPC migration to the WMS lesion through interaction with the one of the endogenous TLR2 ligands, the high-mobility group box 1 released from dying OL. However, there is a need to uncover more detailed intracellular survival pathways mediated from TLR2 in oligodendrocytes. We investigated primary OL culture from P1 pups and oxygen-glucose deprivation as an in vitro ischemic model. Firstly, we examined the phosphorylation or activation of canonical TLR2 pathway signaling proteins, such as AKT, ERK1/2, p38, CREB, or NF-κB in OL after Pam3CSK4, a TLR2 agonist. TLR2 activation didn’t phosphorylate AKT but phosphorylate ERK1/2, p38, and CREB and activate NF-κB. Secondly, we used a chemical inhibitor or siRNA to each signal pathways proteins and found p38 and NF-κB were essential for TLR2-mediated OL protection from ischemic insults but not ERK1/2 and CREB. To validate our findings, we performed bulk RNA seq in OL with or without Pam3CSK4 or OGD. According to RNA seq data, NF-κB is located in the central position of TLR2-mediated OL protection. Also, we found that cIAP2 and Bcl2 have upregulated in TLR2-NFκB dependent manner. After the acquisition of RNA seq, we transfected OL with various constitutive active plasmids or siRNA to manipulate signaling pathways. cIAP2 rather than Bcl2 was increased after transfection in either p38 or NF-κB active state. Interestingly, p38 constitutive activation with NF-κB knockdown couldn’t increase cIAP2 and protect OLs from OGD. On the contrary, NF-κB constitutive activation with p38 knockdown could increase cIAP2 and protect OLs from OGD. Additionally, cIAP2 overexpression with NF-κB knockdown also showed OLs protective effects but not vice versa. To confirm the protective effects of NF-κB, we injected AAV-mMBP-Flag-IKK2 into right internal capsule. Similarly with in vitro results, activation of NF-κB in OLs showed reduced WMS lesion volume and improved neurobehavioral deficit measured by adhesive removal test. These findings show TLR2 in OLs exerts a protective effect through NF-κB and cIAP2 and suggest a novel therapeutic target to overcome ischemic OL death and WMS.
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Title: A Mendelian Randomization Study of PCSK9 Inhibition and Stroke: Evidence for Benefits Beyond Low-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol Lowering
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Abstract: Background: Stroke is the second leading cause of death globally, and recent clinical trials have found that pharmacological proprotein convertase subtilisin kexin 9 (PCSK9) inhibition (PCSK9i) reduces stroke risk. However, the impact of long-term PCSK9i on stroke risk and the complex interplay of PCSK9 with various lipids remains unknown. Our goal was to leverage data on PCSK9 protein levels using drug-target Mendelian randomization (MR) and multivariable MR (MVMR) to investigate the impact of genetically-lowered PCSK9 levels on stroke risk. Methods: We created genetic instruments using PCSK9 variants associated with plasma PCSK9 concentration (N_{primary}=35,559; N_{replication}=10,186); low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), and triglycerides (TG; N=1,320,016); apolipoprotein B (ApoB; N=439,125); lipoprotein a (Lp[a]; N=361,194); stroke (N_{cases}=40,585); ischemic stroke (IS; N_{cases}=34,217); and stroke subtypes (N_{cases}\leq7,193). We performed drug-target MR investigating relationships between plasma PCSK9 and stroke phenotypes as well as MVMR assessing PCSK9 inhibition on stroke risk while controlling for five major lipid subfractions (LDL-C, HDL-C, TG, ApoB, and Lp[a]). Results: We identified a strong protective association between genetically-lowered PCSK9 protein levels and stroke (odds ratio (OR)=0.86, 95% CI [0.83-0.88], P=1.74x10^{-28}), ischemic stroke (OR=0.88, 95% CI [0.85-0.90], P=1.70x10^{-18}), cardioembolic stroke (OR=0.84, 95% CI [0.76-0.93], P=0.001), and large artery ischemic stroke (OR=0.74, 95% CI [0.68-0.80], P=1.28x10^{-14}). We replicated these findings with complementary MR methods and two genetic instruments from independent data. MVMR analysis suggested that genetically proxied circulating PCSK9 inhibition was protective both for ischemic stroke (OR=0.89, 95% CI [0.82-0.97], P=0.008) and cardioembolic stroke (OR=0.83, 95% CI [0.69-1.00], P=0.04) supplementary to its established effect on lowering lipid levels, while PCSK9 inhibition was protective against large artery atherosclerosis entirely through its lipid pathways. Conclusions: Our data provide new evidence that plasma PCSK9 protein levels inversely associate with stroke risk, resolving discrepancies between randomized clinical trials and previous genomic studies. MVMR suggested pleiotropic relationships of PCSK9 on stroke risk beyond its effects on lipid fractions, underlining that future studies are needed to investigate the protective effect of PCSK9i beyond LDL-C-related pathways. Broadly, our study should reassure clinicians that anti-PCSK9 therapies reduce stroke.
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Title: Complement C3a treatment attenuates secondary neurodegeneration after stroke
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Abstract: Secondary neurodegeneration in brain regions remote to the infarct impedes functional recovery after ischemic stroke. The complement system has been implicated as a driver of neuroinflammation, neuronal dysfunction and synapse loss associated with aging and Alzheimer’s disease type neurodegeneration. We previously showed that signaling through the receptor for complement-derived peptide C3a (C3aR) stimulates peri-infarct neural plasticity and intranasal treatment with C3a facilitates recovery of sensorimotor function after ischemic stroke. Here, we investigated the role of the C3a-C3aR axis in secondary neurodegeneration following cortical ischemic stroke. We found that mice lacking C3aR had increased beta-amyloid accumulation and more prominent reactive microgliosis in the ipsilesional thalamus 21 days after stroke. Daily intranasal treatment of mice with C3a for 2 or 3 weeks starting 7 days after stroke induction reduced beta-amyloid accumulation and reactive gliosis, and increased density of synaptophysin-positive presynaptic terminals in the ipsilesional thalamus. Using in vivo magnetic resonance imaging, we assess stroke-induced long-term changes in the ipsilesional thalamus. We conclude that the C3a-C3aR axis is an important modifier of post-stroke secondary neurodegeneration. Intranasal treatment with C3a presents an attractive therapeutic strategy to inhibit secondary neurodegeneration after stroke.
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Title: Progesterone Reduced Behavioral Deficits in MCAo Rat When Delivered Intraperitoneally Using PAMAM Dendrimers

Central Michigan Univ., Mount Pleasant, MI

Abstract: A stroke occurs when the blood supply to a specific area of the brain is interrupted, resulting in brain tissue damage, loss of brain function, and neuroinflammation. Ischemic stroke, the most common type, happens when a blood clot or narrowed artery blocks the flow of blood to the brain. Developing effective treatments for stroke is challenging due to the complex nature of events and circuitry within the central nervous system. Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) is the first FDA-approved treatment for acute ischemic stroke, which dissolves blood clots that obstruct brain blood flow. For maximum effectiveness, tPA must be administered within 3-4 hours of ischemic stroke onset. Progesterone, a hormone naturally produced in the body, has neuroprotective and anti-inflammatory properties and might be a potential treatment for an ischemic stroke. Previous studies have indicated that progesterone may be a viable option for mitigating the effects of neuroinflammation and oxidative stress. In this study, we used G4 PAMAM dendrimers for the systemic delivery of progesterone in rat models with middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAo). The rats received intraperitoneal (IP) injections of dendrimer-progesterone complex, dendrimer only, and HBSS every other day for 10 days, starting on the sixth day after surgery. The dosage was reduced to half of the previous dose for the ninth and tenth injections to prevent potential withdrawal effects. Behavioral assessments, including the ladder test, cylinder test, and modified Garcia scale for neuro-scoring, were conducted weekly to evaluate motor function. The study results indicated that the use of dendrimers to deliver progesterone as a treatment in the stroke rat model showed positive outcomes by improving motor function. Results of the ladder test showed reduced left paw slips in dendrimer-progesterone and dendrimer-only treated MCAo rats. The cylinder test showed improved left paw placement in dendrimer-only treated MCAo rats. The neuro-scoring test showed improvement in score in dendrimer progesterone-treated MCAo rats. These findings confirmed that dendrimers could cross the blood-brain barrier when injected intraperitoneally. These results further suggest that dendrimers have potential as a promising delivery method for drugs targeting the brain. In the future, we will perform immunohistochemistry to see GFAP, IBA-1, and Progesterone receptor A/B expression in brain sections.
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Title: Neuroplasticity of the central noradrenergic system following chronic mild-to-moderate closed-head traumatic brain injury in rats
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Abstract: Anxiety disorder, balance disability, and motor impairments are common and frequent co-morbidities following closed-head traumatic brain injury (cTBI) in humans, although the precise pathological mechanisms are not well understood. Our previous work showed that chronic mild-to-moderate cTBI resulted in significant injury to the major noradrenergic (NA) cell cluster (i.e., locus coeruleus, LC), whose NA neurons play critical roles in the regulation of emotion, balance, and motor functions. Therefore, it is likely that LC injury contributes to cTBI-induced morbidity. However, studies have not examined to what extent compensatory mechanisms for the LC injury might be mobilized by other NA-cell clusters. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate cTBI-induced NA cell loss in the LC and potential changes in NA cell numbers in alternative NA cell clusters (A1 and A2 cell groups), respectively. It was hypothesized that cTBI-induced LC cell loss would be compensated by increased DβH cell expression in the A1/2 cell groups. Adult female rats were randomly assigned into the normal and cTBI groups (n = 5 per group), and a weight-drop model of mild-to-moderate cTBI was induced in the latter group. Eighteen weeks later, the animals were perfused (4% paraformaldehyde), the brains were further fixed and the brain stems cryosectioned in 40-μm thickness. Every other section was incubated with primary antibodies against neuronal nuclei (NeuN) and dopamine beta-hydroxylase (DβH). On the next day, the sections were incubated
with secondary antibodies conjugated to fluorescent dyes. Then, confocal pictures taken for quantitative analyses of NA cells, revealed cTBI-induced severe loss of NeuN/DβH-immunoreactive NA cells in the LC. However, the number of NA cells in subregions of the A1/2 cell groups was observed to be significantly increased following chronic mild-to-moderate cTBI, compared to normal animals ($p < 0.05$). These studies indicate that the total number of NA cells in the central nervous system (i.e., LC and A1/2 cell groups) was potentially conserved following TBI via enhanced NA expression properties of a subpopulation of the A1/2 cell groups (DβH-positive). Accordingly, the critical roles of NA cells in a variety of essential functions following a severe loss of NA cells in the LC might have been potentially compensated by the elevation of the NA expression in a subpopulation of A1/2 cells. However, our current and previous studies showing lingering significant disabilities, suggest an incomplete neurobehavioral compensation likely, in part, associated with the lingering dysregulation in multiple structures uniquely innervated by LC.
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Title: Therapeutic effects of electroacupuncture on TBI-induced facial and somatic allodynia/hyperalgesias in a rodent model
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI)-induced pain, such as headache and hypersensitivity (allodynia) to mild tactile and thermal stimuli, are common comorbidities observed in TBI patients. Currently, no effective therapy is available. More worryingly, TBI induces high
vulnerability to addiction since the common use of addictive pain medication makes dependency and ultimately leads to addiction. Therefore, finding an alternative therapeutic approach to treat TBI-induced pain is urgent. In this study, we evaluated the therapeutic effects of electroacupuncture (EA) on TBI-induced pain in a rat model of TBI. Twenty-four Sprague Dawley rats received mild/moderate closed-head TBI and were randomly divided into TBI-Ctrl and TBI-EA groups (n=12/group). The TBI-EA group received a total of six sessions of EA treatments (30 min/session) starting immediately after TBI and then every other day for two weeks. Three pairs of acupuncture points: ST 36 (Zusanli), LI 4 (He Gu), and LIV 3 (Tai Chong), were used in this study. Operant orofacial allodynia testing (OPAD), lick-guard responses (thermal pain testing), and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) were conducted at pre-injury, and post-treatment (PO Tx) weeks 1 and 3. The animals were then euthanized with 4% PFA and the spinal cord and brain tissues were collected for immunohistochemistry (IHC) study. Our data to date showed that TBI significantly reduced the lick/facial contact ratio at 42 °C in OPAD testing compared to pre-injury, but the EA treatment significantly improved this ratio. In the lick-guard responses testing, both groups showed a significant reduction in hind paw lick latency compared to pre-injury; but the TBI-EA treated animals showed significant recovery compared to the TBI-Ctrl group. Magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) detected the recovery of the fiber integrity of the trigeminothalamic pathway in the TBI-EA group. IHC studies showed TBI-induced significant upregulation of the pain signaling molecules [Substance P (SP), Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), and Piezo2], activated microglia marker (Iba-1), and the pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-1β (IL-1β) in spinal cord dorsal horn, spinal trigeminal nuclei, ventral posteromedial nucleus (VPM) of the thalamus, and sensorimotor cortex. Interestingly, the TBI-EA treatment significantly reduced the upregulation of these pain and inflammation molecules. Our data showed that the EA treatment significantly alleviated TBI-induced orofacial and somatic allodynia/hypersensitivity via the downregulation of pain and inflammatory signaling. Thus, EA could be an effective therapeutic approach for TBI-induced pain/headache.
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Title: NaHBED iron chelator therapy improved hallmark traumatic brain injury (TBI) disabilities by reducing hemorrhagic iron toxicity and inflammation in a rodent model of acceleration/deceleration TBI
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Abstract: Acceleration/deceleration TBI causes microvessel shear injury, blood-brain barrier dysfunction, and hemorrhage. Iron deposited by diffuse bleeds fuels inflammation through reactive oxygen species, and other inflammatory pathways may further induce progressive disabilities. There is a growing concern that TBI may significantly elevate risk factors for long-term chronic inflammation-induced progressive diseases. Currently, effective therapies to address these issues are hindered by the insufficient neurobiological foundation to guide the refinement of therapy and prevention strategies for chronic diseases. The current studies tested the therapeutic impact of an iron chelator, NaHBED, on hallmark disabilities in a rodent model of acceleration-deceleration closed head TBI model. Mild/moderate TBI was produced using our previously reported protocol (450 g/1.25m). NaHBED or saline treatment was initiated at both acute and chronic time points (NaHBE, 50 mg/kg/day; saline, equal amount, SQ). Behavioral tests for motor, anxiety, and cognitive functions were conducted at multiple time points during 9 months of post-injury. Clinically relevant MRI (SWI/QSM, T2* map, and DTI), immunohistochemistry (IHC), and histology were performed to chart the time course for iron deposition and inflammation. Our data revealed long-term enduring disabilities in motor/vestibulomotor, anxiety, and cognitive behaviors following TBI, and significant reductions in these disabilities in the NaHBED-treated animals. IHC and histology studies of TBI tissues showed disruption of BBB, patterns of iron deposition, increased expressions of proinflammatory molecules in neuronal cells, and loss of regulatory noradrenergic and BDNF trophic supports in the specific regions essential for the motor, executive, cognitive, and anxiety behaviors. Tissue from the NaHBED-treated animals exhibited robust normalization of each of these markers. Collectively, these studies demonstrate that TBI-induced microhemorrhage contributes to the development and persistence of multiple chronic disabilities. This collective trauma portfolio of chronic disabilities and inflammation was attenuated by NaHBED iron chelator therapy. Taken together, NaHBED iron chelator therapy offers a potential mechanism-based therapy that provides a significant contribution to attenuate long-term TBI disabilities, contributes to trophic support for neuronal and vascular healing, and enhances neuroplasticity for adaptive compensation.
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Title: Neurobehavioral and physiological effects of traumatic brain injury in spontaneously hypertensive rats

Authors: M. BOZENKO¹, P. RENNERFELDT¹, E. MOSCHONAS¹, N. RACE², J. CHENG¹, A. KLINE¹, *C. BONDI³; ²Physical Med. and Rehabil., ³PMR, ¹Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Abstract: Approximately 2.8 million people sustain a traumatic brain injury (TBI) yearly, with many experiencing long-term disabilities often exacerbated by pre-existing comorbidities. In the United States, an estimated 45-50% of adults suffer from hypertension, which may lead to blocked or damaged arteries, heart attacks, strokes, and premature death. There is a critical need to investigate TBI in hypertensive rats to better characterize neurological, physiological, and cognitive impairments, and to enhance clinical translatability of the TBI models. This study explores the effects of TBI on Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHR) via a battery of behavioral assays, such as motor coordination/balance, hippocampal-dependent learning, sustained attention, and anxiety-like symptoms. Firstly, a novel pathophysiological study was conducted on SHR rats compared to normotensive Wistar Kyoto (WKY) rats. Adult male rats (17 weeks of age) were assigned to receive a controlled cortical impact (CCI; 2.8mm cortical deformation depth, 4 m/s) or a sham injury. Both sham and TBI rats underwent the Beam Walking Task (motor) as well as the Morris Water Maze (MWM; spatial learning). Open field testing (OFT) was performed to examine anxiety, while Shock Probe Defensive Burying Task (SPDB) inspected passive/active coping behavior. 3-Choice Serial Reaction Time Task (3-CSRT) was employed in a separate cohort of SHR rats to examine sustained attention and distractibility. Before surgery, rats underwent 3-CSRT training for 1-2 months to a 2 s cue in operant chambers. Starting on post-op day 14, rats underwent 10 days of 3-CSRT re-testing. Data were analyzed using ANOVAs followed by Newman Keuls post hoc tests. Adult male SHR TBI rats exhibit 10% higher heart rate and 30% higher mean arterial pressure than injured WKY counterparts. Moreover, injured SHR rats display impaired beam-walking capability, as well as reduced spatial learning compared to SHR shams (p<0.05). SHR TBI rats presented more immobility and anxiety-like behavior in comparison to SHR shams, seen as reduced center area exploration in OFT and less time approaching and burying the shock probe in SPDB (p<0.05). SHR TBI rats also displayed markedly reduced percent accuracy and increased omissions during 3-CSRT suggesting impairments in sustained attention (p<0.05). Results indicate that TBI in rats with a hypertensive phenotype renders neurobehavioral deficits across a variety of behavioral tasks. Understanding the impact that underlying conditions such as hypertension may have on TBI pre-clinically is critical to further developing clinically-relevant therapies.
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Title: Combining a α7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor allosteric modulator and environmental enrichment improves sustained attention and cholinergic neurotransmission after controlled cortical impact injury in male and female rats

Authors: *E. M. ANNAS1, E. H. MOSCHONAS1, P. L. RENNERFELDT1, T. S. RANELLONE2, M. A. BERTOCCHI1, N. S. RACE1, J. P. CHENG3, A. E. KLINE4, C. O. BONDI1;

Abstract: Introduction: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a leading cause of cognitive impairment. Pharmacological strategies that enhance acetylcholine (ACh) transmission may ameliorate cognitive deficits and the benefit may be greater when combined with a noninvasive rehabilitative strategy, mirroring clinical approaches. Hypothesis: Chronic NS-1738, a novel α7 nicotinic ACh receptor (α7-NACHR) positive allosteric modulator (PAM), will improve sustained attention post-TBI when provided alone and in combination with environmental enrichment (EE). Additionally, blocking α7-NACHRs with methyllycaconitine (MLA) will negate the effects of NS-1738, confirming its mechanism of action. Methods: Adult male and female rats were trained in the 3-choice serial reaction time task (3-CSRT) prior to a right parietal controlled cortical impact injury (2.8 mm cortical deformation depth) or sham surgery. Rats were randomized to NS-1738 (5 mg/kg) or vehicle (saline; 1 mL/kg), as well as 6 h of daily EE (or standard housing) for 28d starting on post-injury day 1(PID 1). Male subgroups also received daily α7-NACHR blockade via MLA (3 mg/kg; i.p.). 3-CSRT retrials occurred on PID 14-24. Tissue from the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) was utilized for Western blot assessment of the cholinergic markers [acetylcholinesterase (AChE), choline acetyltransferase (ChAT), and α7-NACHR]. Microarray analysis examined inflammatory gene expression. Statistical analysis
utilized ANOVAs and Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests. Results: TBI rats of both sexes exhibited impaired sustained attention ($p<0.05$) and ChAT disruptions in the mPFC and basal forebrain. Sex differences were evident for therapeutic efficacy of treatment paradigms, such that attentional deficits in male rats improved by EE alone or in combination with chronic NS-1738 ($p<0.05$), whereas sustained attention was partially restored in females after NS-1738 treatment alone or when combined with EE ($p<0.05$). Moreover, NS-1738+EE rendered an additive effect on lowering omissions and improving inflammatory markers ($p<0.05$), including TREM-1 (triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells-1) and IL-1 RA (interleukin-1 receptor antagonist). Moreover, a reinstatement of performance deficits was observed in the male TBI group following MLA. Taken together, the data support the hypothesis. Conclusions and Significance: The findings support the use of α7-NACHR PAM and/or EE treatment after preclinical TBI to benefit sustained attention and cholinergic neurotransmission
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Title: Early life stress negatively impacts cognitive performance and increases CA1 microglial activation after a mild traumatic brain injury in adult rats

Authors: *A. SALINAS GARCÍA*1,2, A. ROQUE3, J. ZAMUDIO FLORES2,3, E. MELENDEZ HERRERA4, A. E. KLINE5,6, N. LAJUD3;
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Abstract: Early life stress (ELS) affects neurogenesis, cognitive performance, and increases neuroinflammation after a pediatric mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI). Previous studies have
shown that ELS has minimal effects in juveniles, but it shows an age-dependent effect in adults. Hence, we aimed to evaluate if ELS affects cognitive performance, hippocampal microglial activation, and neurogenesis after a mTBI in adult male rats. Maternal separation for 180 min per day (MS180) during the first 21 post-natal (P) days was used as an ELS model, while controls (CONT) remained undisturbed. At P110 the rats were subjected to a mild controlled cortical impact (2.6 mm) or sham injury. Cognition was evaluated in the Morris water maze (MWM) 14 days after injury and both hippocampal microglial activation and neurogenesis were quantified 24 h after the last day of behavioral testing. The results indicate that MS180 + mTBI, but not CONT + mTBI, rats show cognitive deficiencies in the MWM. mTBI equally increased hilus and cortical microglial activation; however, only MS180 + mTBI rats showed an increase in microglial activation in the CA1 hippocampus subfield. ELS and mTBI independently caused a decrease in hippocampal neurogenesis and this effect was not increased further in MS180 + mTBI rats. The findings demonstrate that ELS and mTBI synergistically affect cognitive performance and neuroinflammation, and suggest that ELS may cause an increase on TBI vulnerability that is only evident after mTBI.

microbiota could be involved in TBI pathophysiology. Because rats are coprophagous, we proposed that microbiota transference due to cohabitation with non-injured controls during traditional EE exposure could be related to recovery. Male Sprague-Dawley rats received a controlled cortical impact (2.5 mm tissue deformation at 4 m/s) or sham surgery at PND 21 then randomly assigned to EE or standard (STD) housing conditions with different cohabitation settings and allowed to recover for 14 days. Cognitive performance was evaluated in the Morris water maze (MWM) on post-injury days 14-19. Microglial morphology was evaluated by immunostaining after the behavioral assessments. The TBI+STD rats showed cognitive impairments during the training phase of the MWM. Additionally, the EE groups showed cognitive recovery, but the TBI+EE rats cohabitating with sham controls did not perform as well as the TBI+EE alone group. TBI increased microglial activation in the ipsilateral cortex, the hippocampus CA1, and the hilus subregions. An increase in the percentage of active cells in both the ipsilateral CA1 and cortex was observed in the TBI+EE rats cohabitating with sham controls compared to the TBI+EE group with no sham cohabitants. There was no significant effect in the contralateral regions. These results suggest that there is an effect of cohabitation that could be related to microbiota transference in cognitive recovery after a pediatric TBI and may be explained by the role of microbiota in the immune response.

Disclosures: J. Zamudio Flores: None. A. Salinas García: None. E. Meléndez: None. A.E. Kline: None. N. Lajud: None.
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) induces cognitive and motor deficits and is more common in females with a history of early life stress (ELS). EE has been shown to reverse the effects of ELS on behavior and brain connectivity, however the effects on cognition in female rats with ELS after mild TBI (mTBI) have not been studied. Our aim was to evaluate the effects of EE on cognitive performance in female rats experiencing early stress after mTBI. Maternal separation for 180 min/day (MS180) from postnatal day 1 to 21 was used as the ELS model, while control (CONT) rats remained undisturbed. At P75 the rats were subjected to a mild controlled cortical impact (2.6 mm tissue depth) or sham surgery. Rats were randomly assigned to standard (STD) or EE living conditions. Cognition was evaluated in the Morris water maze
Our results show that EE improves the acquisition of spatial learning in the MS180+TBI+EE and CONT+TBI+EE groups compared to the CONT+TBI+STD group at PD89 (p<0.05, and p<0.01, respectively). We observed effects of mTBI in the CONT+TBI+STD and MS+TBI+STD groups compared to the CONT+SHAM+STD group (p<0.05, and p<0.01, respectively). These results suggest that EE can be a therapeutic strategy to reverse effects on cognitive process after ELS and mTBI in females.
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Abstract: Early life stress negatively impacts cognition, but not emotionality, after a mild traumatic brain injury in adult female rats.*Naima Lajud*1, Ana Karen Almonte1, Emmanuel Vargas1, Fernanda Salinas-García1,2, Jonathan Zamudio-Flores1,2, Angelica Roque1, Anthony E. Kline3,4, Esperanza Meléndez-Herrera5/División de Neurociencias, Centro de Investigación Biomédica de Michoacán – Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, Morelia, Michoacán, México;2Maestría en Ciencias en Ecología Integrativa – Instituto de Investigaciones sobre los Recursos Naturales – (UMSNH);3Safar Center for Resuscitation Research, University of Pittsburgh, Pitt., PA;4Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, University of Pittsburgh, Pitt., PA;5Instituto de Investigaciones sobre los Recursos Naturales- UMSNH

Early life stress (ELS) has been shown to have detrimental effects on emotionality, cognitive performance, and neuroinflammation in male rats. However, the impact of ELS on female rats remains a topic of controversy. Previous findings have demonstrated that ELS increases vulnerability to mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) in males. Therefore, the aim of our study was to assess cognition, emotionality, and neuroinflammation following mTBI in adult female rats.

We employed maternal separation for 180 minutes per day (MS180) during the first 21 postnatal (P) days and controls (CONT) as an ELS model. At P75, the rats underwent a mild controlled cortical impact (2.6 mm) to induce mTBI, while the control group received a sham injury.
Cognition was assessed using the Morris water maze (MWM) and the object location test (OLT), and emotionality was evaluated utilizing the open field and forced swimming test. Additionally, microglial morphology was characterized through Iba1 immunostaining. Our results revealed that mTBI caused a mild impairment in spatial learning in the MWM. Notably, this effect was further exacerbated in the MS180 + mTBI group, indicating an enhanced vulnerability in rats that experienced early life stress. In the OLT, only the MS180 + mTBI rats exhibited an inability to discriminate between familiar and relocated objects. Importantly, neither depressive-like behavior nor anxiety-like behavior were affected by any of the treatments. Furthermore, mTBI induced comparable levels of hippocampal neuroinflammation in both the control and MS180 rats. In conclusion, our findings suggest that ELS exacerbates the cognitive deficits associated with mTBI in adult female rats. However, these effects were specific to spatial learning, as depressive-like behavior, anxiety-like behavior, and neuroinflammation were not significantly influenced by either ELS or mTBI.

**Disclosures:** N. Lajud: None. A. Almonte: None. E. Vargas: None. A. Salinas-García: None. J. Zamudio-Flores: None. A. Roque: None. A.E. Kline: None. E. Meléndez: None.
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**Abstract:** Epilepsy is a neurological disorder characterized by recurrent seizures resulting from abnormal electrical activity in the brain. In addition to genetic factors, specific traumatic events or brain injuries can also trigger epileptic seizures. Understanding the mechanisms underlying epilepsy is crucial for developing effective treatments. One important aspect of epilepsy is the role of lysosomal dysfunction in the pathogenesis of the disease. Lysosomes are cellular organelles responsible for the breakdown and recycling of various substances within cells. Impaired lysosomal function can lead to the accumulation of toxic materials, contributing to neuronal damage and cell death. In this study, we focused on the enzyme phosphodiesterase-4
PDE4 (Phosphodiesterase 4) and its involvement in lysosomal function and neuroinflammation. PDE4 regulates cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels by breaking it down into adenosine monophosphate (AMP). Increased PDE4 activity can result in reduced cAMP levels, affecting lysosomal function and promoting neuroinflammation. To investigate the potential therapeutic effects, we used amlexanox, a non-selective PDE4 inhibitor with known anti-inflammatory properties. We utilized a pilocarpine-induced epilepsy animal model and administered amlexanox following seizures. Brain tissue samples were collected at different time points for analysis. The results demonstrated that amlexanox effectively improved lysosomal function, reduced inflammation, attenuated hippocampal neuronal death, and improved cognitive impairment associated with epilepsy. These findings suggest that amlexanox may hold promise as a therapeutic agent for the treatment of epileptic brain disorders. Further research is needed to fully elucidate the underlying molecular mechanisms by which amlexanox exerts its neuroprotective effects. Understanding these mechanisms will help in optimizing treatment strategies and developing targeted therapies for epilepsy and other brain disorders associated with lysosomal dysfunction and neuroinflammation. Keywords: Epilepsy, cAMP, Phosphodiesterase4, Protein Kinase A, Lysosome, Autophagy, Neuro-inflammation
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Title: An acid sphingomyelinase inhibitor, imipramine, enhances the survival of newborn neurons after pilocarpine-induced seizure
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Abstract: Epilepsy is a progressive neurological disorder that can be triggered by factors such as traumatic brain injury (TBI) and abnormal neuronal activity in the brain. Acid sphingomyelinase (ASMase) is an enzyme involved in the breakdown of sphingomyelin, leading to the production
of ceramides. Excessive ceramide production has been implicated in various diseases, including cancer, cystic fibrosis, diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and depression. Ceramide acts as a pro-apoptotic intracellular messenger and can promote the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), inflammation, and lysosomal damage. In this study, we aimed to investigate the role of ASMase and ceramide generation in epilepsy. We hypothesized that seizures induce ASMase activation, resulting in ceramide production, DNA damage, and neuronal apoptosis. To test this hypothesis, a pilocarpine-induced seizure model was used in rats. Imipramine, an inhibitor of ASMase, was administered continuously at a dose of 10 mg/kg via intraperitoneal injection for four weeks following the seizure induction. Histological analyses and cognitive function assessments were performed four weeks after the seizure. The results of the study revealed that post-seizure treatment with imipramine reduced markers of neuronal apoptosis and increased the number of newly generated neurons in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. Furthermore, imipramine treatment prevented seizure-induced cognitive impairment. These findings suggest that imipramine, through its inhibition of ASMase, may offer a promising therapeutic approach for enhancing the survival of newly generated neurons and improving cognitive function following seizures. By reducing ceramide production and apoptotic signaling, imipramine may mitigate neuronal cell death. Further research is needed to elucidate the precise molecular mechanisms underlying the effects of imipramine and to evaluate its potential clinical applications in the treatment of epilepsy-associated neuronal damage and cognitive dysfunction. Keywords: Epilepsy, Imipramine, Ceramide, Acid sphingomyelinase, Neuron death, Cell survival
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a complex and debilitating condition characterized by brain damage and functional deficits. One of the key mechanisms contributing to TBI pathology is the excessive activation of glutamate receptors, particularly AMPA receptors. This overactivation leads to an influx of calcium and zinc ions into neurons, resulting in neuronal injury and oxidative stress. L-theanine, a bioactive compound found in tea leaves, has been shown to possess inhibitory effects on AMPA receptors, as well as antioxidant properties. In this study, we sought to investigate the potential neuroprotective effects of L-theanine in the context of TBI-induced hippocampal damage. Experimental rats were administered L-theanine at a dose of 200mg/kg immediately following the induction of TBI. After a 24-hour period, we performed histological analyses to assess various aspects of neuronal damage, including neuronal death, oxidative damage, microglial activation, and astrocyte activation, utilizing specific staining techniques. The findings of our study demonstrated that treatment with L-theanine effectively reduced neuronal death and mitigated cognitive impairments associated with TBI. These positive outcomes were attributed to the ability of L-theanine to suppress the excessive activation of AMPA receptors and enhance the production of glutathione, a critical antioxidant molecule. By modulating these pathways, L-theanine exhibited promising neuroprotective properties in the context of TBI-induced hippocampal damage. Further investigation is warranted to elucidate the underlying mechanisms through which L-theanine exerts its neuroprotective effects, as well as to explore its potential clinical applications in the management of TBI. The results of this study highlight L-theanine as a potential therapeutic intervention for mitigating neuronal damage and improving outcomes in individuals with TBI.
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Title: Role of pyruvate kinase m2 (PKM2) on traumatic brain injury-induced neuronal death
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a severe condition caused by physical force trauma to the head, resulting in primary brain edema, hemorrhage, and swelling, as well as secondary injuries involving oxidative damage, neuroinflammation, and mitochondrial dysfunction. Astrocytes, a type of brain cell, play a crucial role in the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle (ANLS), which transfers lactate as an energy source from astrocytes to neurons. This study aimed to investigate the role of the pyruvate kinase m2 (PKM2) gene in astrocytes and its impact on neuronal survival following TBI. We hypothesized that deleting the PKM2 gene in astrocytes would lead to increased neuronal death due to the lack of lactate supply through ANLS. Additionally, we hypothesized that administering lactate after TBI would mitigate neuronal death, improve cognitive impairment, and promote neurogenesis. To test these hypotheses, we used tamoxifen to specifically delete the PKM2 gene in astrocytes of Aldh1l1-CreERT2; PKM2f/f mice. After inducing TBI in these mice, we immediately administered sodium L-lactate and sacrificed the animals 24 hours later. The analysis included evaluating neuronal death, oxidative damage, microtubule disruption, and the activity of enzymes related to ANLS. The results of the study confirmed that deleting the PKM2 gene in astrocytes increased neuronal death. However, administering lactate after TBI reduced neuronal death, improved cognitive impairment, and promoted neurogenesis. These findings suggest that lactate administration could serve as a potential therapeutic intervention for the treatment and prevention of neurological damage following TBI.
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Abstract: Polytrauma with traumatic brain injury (TBI) can complicate treatment with well-established pharmaceutical countermeasures in a military setting. Previously, our group established a TBI/nerve agent (NA) polytrauma mouse model that showed an increase in mortality, symptom incidence and severity, and impeded recovery compared to the individual
injuries even when standard countermeasures are utilized. This study used a TBI/NA polytrauma model with a unique human acetylcholinesterase knock-in/serum carboxylesterase knockout (C57BL/6-Ces1ctm1.1LocAChEtmt1.1Loc/J; a.k.a KIKO) mouse strain to investigate the use of readily available pharmaceuticals as adjuncts to standard countermeasures to improve treatment of concurrent injuries. To produce polytrauma, male mice received a TBI and its countermeasures followed by NA exposure and its countermeasures. Mice were then administered either ketamine, scopolamine, hydromorphone, levetiracetam, diphenhydramine, promethazine, or hypertonic saline as an adjunct. Throughout and up to 72 hrs post-exposure, mice were monitored for physiological and behavioral changes, including but not limited to EEG signals, burrowing behavior, and nesting behavior. Results of this study indicate that several adjuncts have positive impacts on mortality following TBI/NA polytrauma. In addition, most adjuncts allowed for return to normal nesting and burrowing behavior, though changes in behavior associated with severe NA exposure symptoms were not entirely alleviated. These results provide plausible adjunct options to aid the treatment of TBI/NA polytrauma injuries alongside current countermeasures.

The views expressed in this abstract are those of the author(s) and do not reflect the official policy of the Department of Army, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government. The experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense, and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the principles stated in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the Animal Welfare Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-544), as amended. These studies were funded by the Combat Casualty Care Research Program (CCCRP). J. Leighton, E. Miller, J. Janssen, & J. Sahargun were supported in whole or in part by an appointment to the Research Participation Program for the U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science Education (ORISE) through an agreement between the U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command.
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Title: Methodology of a novel subcutaneous EEG implantation and open craniotomy surgery for a novel traumatic brain injury and chemical exposure polytrauma mouse model
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Abstract: Pharmaceutical treatments for traumatic brain injury (TBI) and chemical exposure polytraumas are relatively unexplored. To this end, a novel polytrauma mouse model was developed to investigate treatments for concurrent TBI and chemical exposures. We created a surgical technique with two main objectives: inserting subcutaneous EEG implant leads into the skull to observe and record seizure activity and introducing an open craniotomy for post-operative TBI administration. Although wireless EEG transmitter and open craniotomy surgeries are common, this study developed a technique where both surgeries are done in tandem and kept viable for multiple weeks. We determined that a two-week healing period was required in this polytrauma model after shorter recovery windows triggered oversensitivity to chemical exposures, a potential impediment for seizure progression and survival. Methods detailing the placement of EEG burr holes, surgical implantation of a DSI ETA-F10 transponder with two leads secured to the skull with dental acrylic, and drilling of an open craniotomy for TBI in the skull are discussed. Post-operative care procedures, including pain management, fluid support, and recovery assessments, are also discussed. We used 5 physical and behavioral metrics as a measure of post-operative recovery and determined that pre- and post-operative weight metrics are useful for predicting a successful surgical outcome.

The views expressed in this abstract are those of the author(s) and do not reflect the official policy of the Department of Army, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government. The experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the principles stated in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Research Council, 2011), and the Animal Welfare Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-544), as amended. These studies were funded by the Combat Casualty Care Research Program (CCCRP). J. Janssen, J. Sahargun, J. Leighton and E. Miller were supported in whole or in part by an appointment to the Research Participation Program for the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science Education (ORISE)
through an agreement between the U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command.
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**Title:** Utilizing cardiopulmonary metrics to determine adjunct treatment efficacy in a traumatic brain injury and nerve agent exposure polytrauma mouse model
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**Abstract:** Combat-related traumatic brain injury (TBI) may be accompanied by other injuries, such as nerve agent (NA) exposure, resulting in a polytrauma scenario. Pulse oximetry is a direct, combat medic-relevant diagnostic for assessing both TBI and NA exposure as each injury...
initiates unique cardiopulmonary changes. Previously, our group created a TBI/NA polytrauma model using a transgenic mouse model with human acetylcholinesterase knock-in/serum carboxylesterase knockout (C57BL/6-Ces1ctm1.1LocAChEtm1.1Loc/J; a.k.a KIKO) that assessed cardiopulmonary outcomes following standard TBI/NA treatment strategies in a prolonged field care setting. This study expands on these findings by adding potential adjunct treatments that are readily available to medical providers to improve mortality and recovery. Heart rate, breath rate, and oxygen saturation (SPO$_2$) were recorded following polytrauma using a mouse pulse oximeter to assess the impact of adjunct treatments. Heart rate and SPO$_2$ changes were leading indicators of mortality, while breath rate increased in response to SPO$_2$ decline. In most outcomes, cardiopulmonary activity mostly recovered, but recovery was not observed in seizure outcome groups. When adjunct treatments were administered, polytrauma mortality rates decreased compared to controls, and cardiopulmonary metrics were consequently affected. This confirms the importance of pulse oximetry as a reliable diagnostic for combat medics based on the consistency of cardiopulmonary metrics at predicting mortality in a polytrauma model.

The views expressed in this poster are those of the author(s) and do not reflect the official policy of the Department of Army, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government. The experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense, and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the principles stated in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the Animal Welfare Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-544), as amended. These studies were funded by the Combat Casualty Care Research Program (CCCRP). J. Sahargun, J. Janssen, J. Leighton and E. Miller were supported in whole or in part by an appointment to the Research Participation Program for the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science Education (ORISE) through an agreement between the U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command.
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Risk Benefit of Aggressive Intervention in a Nerve Agent and Traumatic Brain Injury Based Polytrauma: Electroencephalogram Analysis of Potential Adjunctive Treatments

Authors: *A. METHVIN¹, J. LEIGHTON¹, J. SAHARGUN¹, E. MILLER², J. JANSSEN¹, E. JOHNSON¹;
¹USAMRICD, Gunpowder, MD; ²USA Med. Res. Inst. of Chem. Def., Gunpowder, MD

Abstract: The effect of polytrauma on the brain and potential treatment interaction is a topic of increasing interest as the medical field continues to widen its lens for approaches to effective medical care. Current paradigms are established for treatment of nerve agent (NA) exposure and traumatic brain injury (TBI) separately, though little had been done to assess a combined treatment regimen and potential adjuncts. We previously developed and characterized a polytrauma model in a human acetylcholinesterase knock-in/serum carboxylesterase knockout (C57BL/6-Ces1ctm1.1LocAChEtm1.1Loc/J; 15-20 wks) mouse strain which combines these injuries and allows monitoring of several physiological and behavioral responses after challenge. Electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis showed an exacerbated severity of seizure status following NA exposure in animals given a TBI, as shown by increased frequency and amplitude of spikes, longer duration of status epilepticus (SE), and prolonged bursting/refractory status in the 72 hours following the polytrauma. The synergistic nature of these injuries resulted in outcomes that, while compatible with all standard treatments, is not as responsive to the current standard of care as either individual injury. Potential adjuncts (ketamine, scopolamine, hydromorphone, levetiracetam, diphenhydramine, promethazine, hypertonic saline) are evaluated here for efficacy at reducing morbidity and mortality when given alongside current treatment. Results indicate that while most adjuncts were effective in improving seizure termination, a few also resulted in kindling and potentiation of near-seizure status in mice whose response to the polytrauma was not initially as severe. The views expressed in this poster are those of the author(s) and do not reflect the official policy of the Department of Army, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government. The experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the principles stated in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the Animal Welfare Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-544), as amended. These studies were funded by the Combat Casualty Care Research Program (CCCRP). J. Sahargun, J. Leighton, J. Janssen, and E. Miller were supported in whole or in part by an appointment to the Research Participation Program for the U.S. Army Medical Research and
Materiel Command administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science Education (ORISE) through an agreement between the U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command.
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Title: Immunomodulatory B Lymphocytes Promote a Neuroprotective Microenvironment After Traumatic Brain Injury Through Reciprocal Interaction with Infiltrating Peripheral Myeloid Cells
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) remains a major cause of death and severe disability worldwide. Our work has demonstrated previously that exogenous mature naïve B220+/CD19+/IgM+/IgD+ B cells are potent modulators of inflammatory responses, and that therapeutic administration of B cells is associated with structural and functional neuroprotection after TBI. A single intraparenchymal injection of B cells at the time of injury significantly improved cognitive recovery after contusion TBI in multiple neurobehavioral paradigms, and reduced brain tissue loss by 40-60% as compared to injured groups treated with saline or equivalent numbers of splenic T cells. Naïve B cells placed in injured microenvironments become activated via Toll-like receptor (TLR) - MyD88-dependent signaling pathways and generate a variety of immunoregulatory cytokines. Here, we use a model of unilateral controlled cortical impact TBI in adult male mice to investigate cellular mechanisms of immunomodulation. Exogenous B cells show a complex time-dependent response in the injury microenvironment, including increased expression of IL-10, IL-35, and TGFβ, but also IL-2, IL-6, and TNFα. After 10 days in situ, B cell subsets expressing IL-10 or TGFβ dominate. In the presence of B cells, significantly more of the myeloid cells infiltrating at the injury site produced IL-10, TGFβ, and IL-35, and fewer produced TNFα, interferon-γ and IL-6 as compared to controls, up to 2 months post-TBI. B cell treatment significantly increased the proportion of
CD206+ infiltrating monocytes/macrophages and reduced the relative proportion of activated microglia starting at 4 days and up to 2 months post-injury. Ablation of peripheral monocytes with clodronate liposomes showed that infiltrating peripheral monocytes/macrophages are required for inducing a regulatory phenotype in exogenous B cells. Reciprocally, B cells specifically reduced the expression of inflammatory cytokines in infiltrating Ly6C+ monocytes/macrophages. We thus find evidence that infiltrating peripheral monocytes/macrophages are required for the regulatory activation of the transplanted B cells, and are in turn subject to the modulatory influence of the exogenous B cells, mediating their functional neuroprotective effects.
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**Title:** Glibenclamide Treatment Decreases Markers of Neurodegeneration and Increases Neurogenesis With Improved Cognitive Outcome Across Both Sexes After Murine Traumatic Brain Injury
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide and a significant risk factor for accelerated cognitive memory loss. Sexual dimorphism in cognitive dysfunction and recovery post-TBI are poorly understood. Treatment for secondary injury post-TBI is limited with no currently approved medications that improve functional outcome. We evaluated efficacy of Glibenclamide (GLI) in modulating TBI-induced cognitive dysfunction by sex. GLI is a promising drug that has shown promise in early clinical trials in stroke and contusional-TBI. Adult C57BL/6J mice were randomized into (n=6/group); Naive, TBI, TBI+Vehicle, TBI+GLI. CCI-TBI was induced: velocity=5.0m/s, depth=1.2mm, dwell time=50ms. GLI was injected post-TBI followed by 7D maintenance infusion. Cognitive function was analyzed by Morris water maze test (MWM). Immunofluorescence was performed at D21 post-TBI to study effects of GLI on neurogenesis and neurodegeneration post-TBI. We used markers of neurogenesis doublecortin (DCX), Sox2, Ki67, in the subgranular zone (SGZ) of dentate gyrus (DG) and subventricular zone (SVZ), neurodegeneration TDP43 and Tau. In females Sox2 and DCX expression increased post-TBI which was enhanced with GLI and expression of Ki67 in the SGZ and SVZ decreased post-TBI which increased with GLI (p<0.001). In males, similar expression pattern was observed for DCX and Sox2, Ki67 increased primarily in the contralateral SGZ. TDP43 and Tau expression was increased in both sexes in ipsilateral cortex, DG and thalamus which was restored after GLI treatment (p<0.001). Regional and sex based differences were observed in both neurogenesis and neurodegenerative markers after GLI treatment. Neurogenesis markers were increased with GLI in the SGZ in males and SVZ in females (p<0.001). In males, GLI had a more pronounced impact on decreasing TDP43 expression in the ipsilateral cortex versus females (p<0.001). Decreased expression of Tau after GLI was similar across sex in the ipsilateral cortex, and thalamus but more pronounced in DG in females (p<0.001). MWM results showed decrease in cognitive memory post-TBI which was restored with GLI treatment in both sexes (p<0.001), with more pronounced benefit in females. Our data suggest that GLI enhances markers of neurogenesis and decreases neurodegeneration in nuanced region and sex based manner. Nonetheless, based on current outcomes, GLI improves cognitive outcome in both sexes although there are sex-based differences in post-TBI deficits. Collectively, our data supports the therapeutic potential of GLI post-TBI and the critical need for rigorous and thoughtful study in large randomized human trials.

Disclosures: A. Rani: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Translational Neuroscience Trainee Fast Track grant 2021, 2022. S. Raikwar: None. W. Yoo: None. S. Carlson: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; 1R01NS124730-01A1. V.A. Vagni: None. K.L. Feldman: None. A. Eberle: None. A. Gillespie: None. E. Nico: None. S. Mihaljevic: None. S. Shahjouei: None. P.M. Kochanek: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Chuck Noll Foundation for Brain Injury Research, 5T32HD040686-23. R. Jha: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.;
Title: Disodium Succinate as a Novel Therapeutic Agent for Secondary Injuries after Traumatic Brain Injury.

Authors: *C. A. HALL*, K. BARANES, M. R. KOTTER, K. L. H. CARPENTER, P. J. A. HUTCHINSON; Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Abstract: Following traumatic brain injury, several downstream cascades are initiated, including deranged cerebral metabolism and inflammation, contributing towards secondary injury. It has been shown that unfavourable patient outcome correlates with a high brain extracellular lactate/pyruvate ratio (LPR). Initial in-vitro research using rat mixed glia showed that succinate, an intermediate of the tricarboxylic acid cycle, protected against rotenone-induced metabolic dysfunction. Rotenone acts as an inhibitor of complex I of the mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC), with succinate interacting with complex II, thus bypassing the induced injury mechanism. We have subsequently studied the effect of rotenone-induced metabolic dysfunction in both human induced neurons (iNs) and human induced astrocytes (iAs), as a model for TBI secondary injuries, further investigating the possible neurotherapeutic effects on these cell types. Using the novel cellular reprogramming technique Optimised Inducible Overexpression, we produced iNs and iAs through transcription factor overexpression. These cultures were then treated with varying concentrations of rotenone and disodium succinate. At select time points
(12hrs-48hrs), the cellular metabolism and LPR were assessed using an ISCUSflex analyser, and the cell viability was determined using selected cellular stains (Hoechst 33342 and propidium iodide). Furthermore, extracellular acidification rate and oxygen consumption rate have also been recorded. Whilst the iNs responded to treatment of both rotenone and succinate, they did not do so consistently. iAs, however, proved to behave more consistently in the testing regime and produced results suggesting metabolic rescue, such that LPR was decreased, and cell viability increased following treatment, compared with non-succinate control cells. Co-culturing experiments have also been performed to investigate a mechanism whereby the astrocytes may provide a supportive or protective role to the neurons. Furthermore, TBI has been linked to later Alzheimer’s disease (AD) development, therefore, using a patient-derived AD cell line, we are investigating the link between succinate treatment and AD development.
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**Title:** Integrated landscape of tectal glial heterogeneity and TBI responses across life stages in zebrafish

**Authors:** *H. QIN, J. HE;  
Inst. of Neurosci. Chinese Acad. of Sci., Shanghai, China

**Abstract:** Glial populations are highly diverse and exhibit complex traumatic brain injury (TBI) responses. However, the temporal heterogeneity of glial cells in the traumatic injured vertebrate brain remains elusive. Here we obtained single-cell transcriptomes of 99,456 cells enriched with three major glial types from injured and uninjured zebrafish optic tectum across post-embryonic developmental stages spanning from larval to adult. Across stages, we identified five microglia subtypes, each exhibiting specific stage distribution pattern. Notably, the injury evoked the stage-dependent emergence of three transient MG substates representing different injury responses. For oligodendrocyte lineages, we identified six clusters, which responded to the injury by triggering the embryonic developmental program at larval stages but by inducing multiple
transient oligodendrocyte-lineage substates beyond larval stages. For radial astrocytes (RA), we identified six subtypes with distinct spatial temporal characteristics. A temporal loss of Notch signaling accounted for the TBI-induced RA proliferation beyond the early larval stage. Thus, our study systematically uncovered the temporal heterogeneity of glial cells under physiological and TBI conditions across life stages and laid the framework of vertebrate glial responding to traumatic injuries.
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Title: Adenosine A1 receptor system is impaired in cortical organoids derived from patients with chronic mountain sickness

Authors: *H. YAO, J. WANG, H. ZHAO, G. G. HADDAD; UCSD, La Jolla, CA

Abstract: Chronic mountain sickness (CMS) is manifested by neurological symptoms such as migraine headache, dizziness, and cognitive deficits. The underlying pathological mechanism has not been well understood. A recent functional MRI study has demonstrated an increased brain activity in CMS patients compared with their control counterparts, which is consistent with our previous findings showing the elevated neuronal network activity in CMS neurons under hypoxia (Yao, et al., SFN Abstract, 2018). Previous work has shown that hypoxia leads to increased adenosine secretion at synapses which can silence the synaptic transmission by preventing excessive glutamate release during hypoxia and hence protect the brain from hypoxia-induced excitotoxic damage. In this work, we examined if the adenosine A1 receptor system is altered in the CMS neuronal cultures. Skin biopsies were obtained from both CMS patients and healthy highlanders (non-CMS) who live in the Peruvian Andes (~14000 ft). Fibroblasts were grown and reprogrammed into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) which then were differentiated into neurons in a 3D cortical organoid culturing system (human cortical organoid, hCO). Spontaneous activity was recorded extracellularly from hCOs using a multi-electrode array system (MEA, Axion Biosystems) and the firing rate (FR) was used to reflect the neural network activity. Our results show that pharmacological inhibition of adenosine A1 receptor with DPCPX increased FR in non-CMS neurons (increase by 146.0±10.5% of control, n=3, p=0.038) while its agonist CPA decreased FR (decrease by 78.2±4.0% of control, p=0.030), suggesting the existence of adenosine A1 receptor-regulated presynaptic muting system in hCOs. Further, this CPA-induced decrease in FR in non-CMS disappeared in the hypoxia group (change
by 94.1±3.6% of control, \( p=0.363 \) although DPCPX still robustly enhanced FR under hypoxia (increase by 150.0±12.2% of control, \( p=0.046 \)), probably due to the endogenous secretion of adenosine stimulated by hypoxia. In the CMS group however, both CPA and DPCPX did not affect the FR under either normoxia (CPA group: change by 108.5±19.5% of control, \( p>0.05 \); DPCPX group: change by 108.6±10.3% of control, \( p>0.05 \)) or hypoxia (CPA group: change by 83.3±6.5% of control, \( p>0.05 \); DPCPX group: change by 83.3±9.2% of control, \( p>0.05 \)). We conclude that adenosine A1 receptor may mediate presynaptic silencing under hypoxia in non-CMS organoids and this neuroprotection mechanism may be impaired in the CMS neurons which renders excessive network activity in the diseased neurons.
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**Title:** The BDNF mimetic R-13 and exercise attenuate TBI pathogenesis

**Authors:**  
*Z. YING*\(^1\), P. THAPAK\(^1\), G. SMITH\(^5\), A. PAYDAR\(^6\), N. G. HARRIS\(^2\), F. GOMEZ-PINILLA\(^3,4\);  
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**Abstract:**  
**Background:** Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a global neurological burden that leads to cognitive decline and escalates to psychiatric disorders. The R13 is a TrkB agonist molecule much smaller and more effective than BDNF with great therapeutic potential, which capacity has not been shown in the TBI pathology (Thapak et al, Biochim Biophys Acta Mol Basis Dis. (2023), 1869 (7), 166781).**Methods:** Sprague Dawley rats received moderate lateral fluid percussion injury (FPI). R13 (7.25 mg/kg, i.p) and vehicle were administered at 7 days post-FPI for 7 consecutive days to rats that either had access to voluntary running wheel or were sedentary. Memory and anxiety-like behaviors were assessed two-week post-TBI. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed on post-TBI days 1 and 7 in rats receiving R13 or vehicle intervention. Protein levels were measured in the ipsilateral to the injury hippocampus using quantitative western blots.**Results:** Animals exposed to FPI showed a reduction in spatial memory and anxiety-like behavior at 2 weeks post-TBI which was counteracted by R13 and
exercise. Injured animals showed a reduction in the p-TrkB protein level in the hippocampus at 7 days post-TBI which was counteracted by R13 intervention. MRI scans revealed distinct connectivity variations between injured rats treated with R13 and the vehicle group, determined by analysing functional connectivity (FC) at 1 and 7 days post-injury. R13 treatment significantly increased FC throughout the cortex compared to the vehicle treatment. Conclusion: This study showed that delayed administration of R13 or exercise counteracted cognitive deficits post-TBI and increased FC. Overall, these findings delineate the neuroprotective potential of R13 against TBI.
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Title: Degradation of endocannabinoid in astrocytes promotes traumatic brain injury

Authors: *M. HU¹, D. ZHU¹, J. ZHANG¹, F. GAO¹, J. HASHEM¹, C. CHEN¹, P. J. KINGSLEY², L. J. MARNETT², K. MACKIE³;
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an important risk factor for development of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and dementia. Previous studies show that administration of the endocannabinoid 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) or inhibition of 2-AG degradation by pharmacological inactivation of monoacylglycerol lipase (MAGL), a key enzyme hydrolyzing 2-AG, attenuates TBI-induced neuropathology. However, the mechanism of the neuroprotective effects produced by inactivation of MAGL in TBI remains unclear. In particular, little is known about whether genetic inactivation of MAGL produces neuroprotection against TBI and whether the protective effects of 2-AG signaling are cell type-specific. In the present study, we provide evidence that genetic inactivation of MAGL reduces neuropathology and averts synaptic and cognitive declines in mice exposed to repetitive mild closed head injury. Importantly, our study reveals that these neuroprotective effects primarily result from inactivation of MAGL in astrocytes, rather than in neurons. Single-cell transcriptomic analysis shows that mice lacking MAGL in astrocytes exhibit great resilience to TBI-induced upregulation of genes involved in inflammation and downregulation of genes associated with anti-inflammatory responses or
associated with maintenance of brain homeostasis in astrocytes and microglia. The MAGL inactivation-produced neuroprotection is apparently mediated via CB1R as pharmacological inactivation of MAGL failed to produce neuroprotection against TBI in CB1R knockout mice. In addition, our results indicate that peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-\(\gamma\) (PPAR\(\gamma\)) is a downstream signaling molecule of 2-AG and CB1R as silencing of PPAR\(\gamma\) in astrocytes eliminates the protective effects against TBI in mice lacking MAGL in astrocytes and overexpression of human PPAR\(\gamma\) in astrocytes prevents TBI-induced neuropathological changes and cognitive decline in wild-type mice. Our results reveal a previously undefined cell type-specific role of 2-AG signaling in alleviation of TBI-induced neuropathology and synaptic and cognitive deficits, suggesting that astrocytic MAGL is a promising therapeutic target for TBI-induced AD-like neurodegenerative disease.
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Title: Humanin (HN) attenuates TBI pathology by influencing bioenergetic processes

Authors: *P. THAPAK, Z. YING, F. GOMEZ-PINILLA;
Univ. of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA

Abstract: Background: Reduction in the bioenergetic capacity of the mitochondria to sustain cell functions is central to the traumatic brain injury (TBI) pathogenesis, resulting in oxidative stress, inflammation, synaptic dysfunction, and cognitive impairment. Recently, humanin (HN), a mitochondrionally encoded micro-peptide, has shown promise to mitigate these fundamental molecular events in the brain, portraying HN as a potential therapeutic agent for the management of TBI. Methods: C57BL/6J mice (n=6) were exposed to moderate lateral fluid percussion injury and HN (40 µg/kg, i.p.) was administered 1 and 6 hr post-TBI. Memory was assessed 3 weeks post-injury. Protein and mRNA levels were assessed in the ipsilateral hippocampus using western blot and RT-PCR. Cytokine array was performed in plasma. Seahorse was used to access mitochondrial activity. Results: HN administration counteracted a TBI-related reduction in mitochondrial oxygen consumption rate. Mice exposed to TBI showed a significant decline in spatial memory in the Barnes maze which was counteracted by HN intervention. HN restored levels of synaptic proteins (synapsin 1 and p-CREB) important for learning and memory. HN
also counteracted TBI-related elevations of pro-inflammatory cytokines in plasma (TNF-α, INF-γ, IL 17, IL 5, MCP 5, GCSF, RANNETS, sTNFRI) as well as in the hippocampus (gp-130 and p-STAT3). Histone acetylation is intimately associated with mitochondria bioenergetics and subsequent epigenetic modifications. Ongoing studies indicate that TBI increased mRNA levels of NLRP3, and HDAC2, and reduced SIRT3 levels in the ipsilateral hippocampus. These changes were counteracted by HN intervention. Conclusion: This study showed that HN intervention has a neuroprotective effect on molecular systems underlying mitochondria bioenergetics and cognitive function. Overall, these findings delineate the neuroprotective potential of HN against TBI.
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Title: Thyroid hormone alleviates blood-brain barrier disruption after TBI

Authors: *F. GOMEZ-PINILLA1,2, M. KHANDELWAL1;

1Dept. Integrative Biol. and Physiol., 2Dept. Neurosurgery, UCLA Brain Injury Res. Ctr., UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

Abstract: Traumatic brain injury is a life threatening with lifelong neurological disabilities. Blood-brain barrier (BBB) leakage is one of the major events that occur after TBI that threatens brain integrity and function. Astrocytes, surrounding endothelial and pericyte cells lining the ventricles are critical for controlling the influx and efflux of biological substances essential for maintaining BBB integrity, brain’s metabolic activity as well as cellular functions. Our current study focusses on candent questions that are poorly explored. (A) Does TBI affect tight junction proteins like ZO-1, occludin-1. (B) Impact of TBI on hyperpermeability (MMP-9). (C) Role of A1 and A2 astrocytes 7 days post-TBI. (D) Specific interventions that can alleviate BBB disruption after TBI. Based on the results of single cell genomics data (Arneson et. al., Nature Communications, 2018), thyroid hormone BBB transporter gene is differentially expressed after TBI, such that here we used thyroid hormone to regulate BBB integrity post-TBI. Mice were subjected to fluid percussion injury (FPI) followed by acute T4 treatment (1 hour and 6 hours post-TBI). Barnes maze studies revealed that mice showed impaired spatial memory 7 days post-TBI while T4 treatment reversed the damaging outcomes. We also found BBB leakage in 7 days post-TBI mice evidenced by Evans blue staining and T4 administration counteracted these
changes. The gene expression of key markers for endothelial (CD31) and pericytes (CD13) were also found to be affected by TBI and changes were counteracted by T4 treatment. The ratio of C13:C31 plays critical role in determining the pericyte coverage and measures microvascular integrity. Our data shows that TBI compromised BBB integrity with subsequent neuroinflammation 7 days post-TBI. T4 showed a promising therapeutic action by improving BBB leakage and integrity in the TBI pathology.
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**Title:** Investigating Protein Expression Within the Hyperacute Phase Following Impact in an Ex Vivo Porcine Brain Model
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**Abstract:** Brain tissue as a material presents unique properties with a multitude of cell types and densities, varying degrees of axonal fiber diameters and blood vessels. All of these neural components are contained within a very viscous environment that, within a gyrified brain, displays a high degree of cavitation. Cavitation in the depths of the sulci may make this area particularly vulnerable to biomechanical forces following an impact. Post-mortem analyses of human brain tissue have indeed shown a pattern of pathological outcomes with repeated impacts in midline structures and the apex of certain sulci where cavitation is prominent. The movement and subsequent forces loaded on to the brain have been shown to produce a variety of biomechanical responses that impair neurophysiological functioning at the cellular level. Excitotoxicity, brought on by biomechanical load, has been shown to result in synaptic dysfunction, as increased intracellular Ca²⁺ concentrations over-activate various kinases and proteases responsible for cellular survival. Previous work in our lab has shown that after a drop impact, there was a marked decrease in staining of the microtubule stabilizing protein MAP2, as well as preferential shift towards mushroom-type spines within the hyperacute phase post-impact (minutes to hours) in the *ex vivo porcine cortex*. For the current work, Western blot assays were conducted on predetermined regions of interest (ROI) within the porcine cortex. These ROIs consisted of both sulcal arms and sulcal depths to investigate the vulnerability of these regions to increased strain and altered protein expression. To follow up the changes observed from previous
work using the Golgi-Cox method and spine morphology changes, we analyzed excitatory synaptic remodeling markers Matrix metallopeptidase 9 (MMP-9), and neurogranin. Along with these synaptic markers, we investigated the activity of calpain-2, a microtubule protease involved in modulating the dynamics of microtubule associated proteins implicated in the progression of pathology resulting from multiple impacts. These outcomes were paired with strain data collected from markers implanted in the brain tissue to compare protein expression to strain placed on the tissue. These results further clarify the hyperacute protein dynamics following impact in gyrified brain tissue.
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Title: Cerebral hypoperfusion impairs traumatic brain injury recovery in mice

Authors: *B. WHITEHEAD, D. R. CORBIN, N. ZHANG, K. KARELINA, Z. M. WEIL; West Virginia Univ., Morgantown, WV

Abstract: Traumatic brain injuries (TBI) produce cognitive and physical impairments and can induce lasting cerebrovascular dysfunction and increase the risk of neurodegenerative disease as patients age. Cardiovascular and metabolic dysfunction is common among patients with a history of TBI and can further increase the risk of secondary deterioration. One physiological process that is predictive of neurodegeneration, and exacerbated by both TBI and metabolic disease is cerebral hypoperfusion. We hypothesized that mild surgical hypoperfusion in mice would worsen both vascular outcomes and cognitive impairments after TBI. To test this hypothesis, we induced chronic hypoperfusion in adult Swiss-Webster mice via bilateral carotid artery stenosis (BCAS) or sham procedure for 30 days prior to either sham injury or moderate TBI, resulting in the following groups: sham-sham (control); BCAS-sham; sham-TBI; BCAS-TBI. We established baseline cerebral blood flow (CBF) via laser speckle flowmetry (LSF), with additional measurements at 30 days post-BCAS, and again 2 weeks following TBI. Cognitive dysfunction was assessed on Barnes maze one week following TBI. Finally, brains were collected following the final LSF session for immunohistochemical (IHC) analyses of vascular dysfunction including Fibrin(ogen) and IgG buildup within vessels and vascular density measurements. Results indicate that mice in the BCAS-TBI group had significantly reduced CBF by two weeks post-TBI compared to control animals. BCAS-TBI mice also exhibited significantly greater latencies to
reach the escape hole in the Barnes maze than control or BCAS-only mice. IHC analyses revealed that BCAS mice had decreased vascular density in the CA1 region of the hippocampus as well as the corpus callosum compared to non-BCAS mice. Additionally, BCAS-TBI mice exhibit significant vascular accumulation of Fibrinogen and IgG compared to other groups. Together, these data suggest that TBI-induced vascular dysfunction can be worsened by a preexisting cerebral hypoperfusion, as evidenced by further CBF reduction, protein aggregation within vessels, loss of vessels, and impaired cognitive performance.
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Title: Sex-based differences in hippocampal neurogenesis after TBI
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Abstract: Sex-based differences in hippocampal neurogenesis after TBI
Hannah C. Williams¹,², Ashley Glover¹, & Kathryn E. Saatman¹,²
1.Spinal Cord and Brain Injury Research Center (SCoBIRC), University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 2.Department of Physiology, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY
Moderate or severe contusion brain injury robustly increases cellular proliferation within the dentate gyrus, resulting in the generation of new neurons. The development, integration, and long-term survival of posttrauma-born neurons is poorly understood. To date, traumatic brain injury (TBI) neurogenesis studies have almost exclusively utilized male rodents, resulting in a significant gap in knowledge as to how this aspect of neuroplasticity may differ for females. To evaluate sex-dependent neurogenic responses to TBI, male and female Ascl1-CreERT2; R26R CAG-floxStopTom reporter mice were used to label and track neural progenitor cells (NPCs) born after injury. Mice received a controlled cortical impact (CCI) followed by tamoxifen injections on days 2 and 3 postinjury to permanently label NPCs born early after TBI. Injured (n=10 male, n=9 female) and naïve (n=8 male, n=12 female) mice survived 6 weeks after receiving two tamoxifen injections. Significantly fewer tdTom+ neurons were observed in the hippocampal dentate gyrus ipsilateral to impact compared to naïve controls (p<0.005), with
equivalent numbers for males and females. However, CCI-injured females exhibited a significant increase in tdTom+ neuron numbers in the contralateral hippocampus when compared to CCI-injured males (p<0.0001) or to naïve females (p<0.005). Sholl analysis of dendritic arbor complexity revealed a modest increase in branch complexity in neurons of female naïve mice compared to males. TBI-related changes to the dendritic arbor differed for females and males. Numbers of mossy fiber boutons formed by tdTom+ neurons extending axons to the CA3 region were reduced after TBI, with a more pronounced reduction in males. This reduction in bouton density appeared to be offset by an increase in bouton surface volume in females. TBI causes impairment in multiple aspects of hippocampal neurogenesis. Surviving posttrauma-born neurons show axonal and dendritic structural changes that suggest impaired connectivity. Responses consistent with compensatory plasticity were observed in female mice following TBI.
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Title: Illuminating changes in spinal cord oxygenation and hemodynamics using optical biosensing
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Abstract: Introduction: Traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) results in local and systemic vascular changes, which make the spinal cord extremely vulnerable to ischemia, hypoxia, and energy dysfunction. Therefore, current clinical guidelines for the early management of spinal cord injury patients emphasize mean arterial pressure (MAP) augmentation for the first seven days post-SCI. However, to assess the effectiveness of MAP augmentation on spinal cord perfusion, we must develop new techniques to monitor the injury site continuously and in real-time. To address this clinical need, we embarked upon developing a miniaturized, implantable optical biosensor based on near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to monitor spinal cord oxygenation and tissue hemodynamics from the injury penumbra. This study’s objective was to compare the newly developed spinal cord NIRS system against 1.) an invasive, combined partial
pressure of oxygen (PO$_2$)/blood flow sensor and 2.) a second, research-grade NIRS sensor in response to a series of physiologic perturbations. **Methods:** We performed n=8 non-survival studies on uninjured female Yucatan miniature pigs. The NIRS system was laid onto the dura, and a pair of intraparenchymal OxyFlow sensors were inserted into the ventral aspect of the spinal cord tissue underneath the NIRS sensor. A second, research-grade NIRS device (PortaLite-Mini, Artinis) was placed caudal to this set-up. Subsequently, animals were challenged with multiple episodes of moderate-severe hypoxia and pharmacologically induced changes in MAP. **Results/Conclusion:** Our results suggest that the newly developed NIRS sensor can monitor intra-operative changes in spinal cord oxygenation and hemodynamics induced by various physiological perturbations, leading the way towards clinical translation. We are currently analyzing the data to establish the utility of NIRS monitoring and determine the dynamic relationship between spinal cord oxygenation and perfusion patterns with commonly tracked clinical indices such as fluctuations in MAP.
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**Abstract: Introduction:** Perineuronal nets (PNN) are specialized extracellular matrix structures that encapsulate the soma and the proximal dendrites of a subset of motor neurons and spinal interneurons with a widely known role in synaptic stabilization. Therefore, manipulating PNN may provide the key to reactivating plasticity and restoring function, both of which are severely impaired following traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI). The objective of his study was characterizing the spatial expression of PNN in a porcine model of SCI. A more detailed characterization of the injury-induced changes within PNNs in the chronic phase of SCI, will
extend our knowledge of the pathophysiological events after SCI and further, help us determine how the porcine model correlates with human SCI to ensure its translational and predictive value. **Methods:** Following a T10 spinal cord contusion/compression SCI, lumbar porcine spinal cord samples were dissected, fresh-frozen and cryo-sectioned into 20μm thick coronal sections. Wisteria Floribunda agglutinin (WFA) and 5HT immunofluorescence was used to visualize PNNs and serotonergic fibres, to address post-traumatic changes in the lumbar spinal cord, distal to the initial injury. In addition, we evaluated the distribution of PNNs in intact porcine spinal cords. **Results:** Distal to the injury site, almost none of the large alpha motor neurons in the lumbar ventral horn were surrounded by PNNs. Instead, most of the framed motor neurons had small cell bodies, which are putatively gamma motor neurons. No bouton-like dots were observed surrounding the soma of motor neurons, instead 5HT was observed in the cytoplasm of motor neurons, illustrating a decrease in supraspinal synaptic input. Occasionally, isolated serotonergic fibres were seen in the motor pool area of the lumbar ventral horn. **Conclusion:** In conclusion, we demonstrated significant changes among PNNs and serotonergic boutons surrounding the motor neurons in the lumbar spinal cord in the porcine model of thoracic SCI. A better understanding of such long-lasting consequences distal to the injury site may be essential in the development of novel treatments to promote neuroplasticity and meaningful functional repair.
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**Abstract: Introduction:** The ability of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to non-invasively quantify blood oxygenation and volume in biological tissues with high temporal resolution, has made it increasingly popular in the last decade. While most NIRS applications have focused on the brain, investigators have recently begun to investigate NIRS to interrogate hemodynamics and oxygen delivery within the spinal cord. However, translation of such an approach to the
spinal cord remains a challenge due to the unique properties of the tissue and the effect of the extracellular layers surrounding the spinal cord. Therefore, the objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of the dura, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and spinal cord tissue on near-infrared light behavior. **Methods:** Intact, formalin-fixed, porcine spinal cord was harvested and cut to 40, 60, and 80 µm thickness in both axial and longitudinal orientations. A 1 mm diameter laser beam, at both 635 and 780 nm wavelengths, was passed through the samples and the intensity and direction of the transmitted light were simultaneously assessed. Furthermore, a Monte Carlo simulation was constructed to simulate light propagation through the spinal cord, CSF layer and dura mater using light wavelengths between 650 and 950 nm. **Results:** While axial samples resulted in a circular scattering profile, longitudinal samples caused an ovoid scattering profile with the long axis oriented perpendicular to axon orientation. Additionally, the Monte Carlo simulation predicted a significant amount of scattering caused by the dura mater. A large proportion of this scattered light tended to progress through the non-scattering CSF layer without entering the spinal cord. The presence of the dura mater paired with the CSF layer caused a 10-fold reduction in the peak fluence (optical energy density) within the spinal cord. Peak fluence appears to decay exponentially with increasing CSF thickness before plateauing at ~1.2 cm thickness with a corresponding 100-fold reduction in peak fluence. **Conclusion:** These results highlight experimental evidence of the directionally dependence of light propagation within the spinal cord. Peak fluence within the spinal cord is also strongly affected by the thickness of the surrounding CSF layer. Such knowledge is key for the success of accurate quantitative NIRS analysis and optical imaging techniques.

**Disclosures:** G. Frank: None. F. Sahragard: None. K. Raschdorf: None. N. Manouchehri: None. M. Webster: None. K. So: None. S. Askari: None. F. Streijger: None. B. Shadgan: None. B.K. Kwon: None.
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**Title:** Assessment of neurogenic bladder dysfunction using wireless catheter-free pressure sensors in a porcine model of spinal cord injury

**Authors:** *A. W. DOELMAN*¹, J. ETHRIDGE², A. WARNER², A. ARORA², C.-C. TSAI², M. WEBSTER², K. SO², N. TPEARLE², A. BILLINGSLEY², F. STREIJGER², S. J. A. MAJERUS³, S. M. DAMASER⁴, B. K. KWON², ⁶

¹Neurosci., ²Intl. Collaboration on Repair Discoveries (ICORD), Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada; ³Electrical, Computer and Systems Engin., Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH; ⁴Advanced Platform Technol. Ctr., Cleveland Veterans Admin. Med. Ctr.,
Abstract: Neurogenic lower urinary tract dysfunction remains a leading cause of morbidity after spinal cord injury (SCI). Urodynamics (UDS) is presently the clinical standard for the assessment of bladder dysfunction after SCI. However, this method presents many well-recognized limitations which may interfere with bladder function and its subsequent interpretation. To address this, we tested a wireless intravesical pressure sensor (the “UroMonitor”), as well as an implanted transmural pressure sensor to permit continuous bladder pressure recording without the use of catheterst. The aim of the presented study was to compare the UroMonitor and transmural telemetric systems to conventional catheter-based pressure measurement and to characterize neurogenic bladder dysfunction during UDS and ambulatory urodynamic monitoring in a large animal model of SCI.

Yucatan minipigs (n=9) were used under IACUC and veterinary oversight. SCI was induced via contusion-compression impact at the 10th thoracic level. A transmural telemetric sensor was implanted 4-weeks prior to SCI. UDS experiments were performed before and 4-, 8-, and 11-weeks after SCI. UroMonitor was inserted transurethrally before each UDS experiment under general anesthesia.

We demonstrated that the UroMonitor and transmural sensors reliably identified >90% of voiding and non-voiding contractions during UDS assessment before and after SCI. UroMonitor and transmural pressure recordings showed strong, statistically significant correlation to conventional UDS catheters. The amplitude of bladder contractions measured from wireless sensors were within ~4 cmH2O of the present clinical standard. During ambulatory monitoring, voided volumes were found to be significantly reduced relative to those collected during UDS in pre-SCI animals. Further, bladder contraction amplitudes were found to be greater during ambulation relative to UDS assessment in SCI pigs.

Wireless, catheter-free devices may offer an alternative to traditional bladder assessment techniques permitting more natural, comfortable observation of lower urinary tract dysfunction after neurological injury in pre-clinical animals and humans. The present study tested two devices that can reliably identify and quantify bladder contractions before and after SCI in a large animal model with a high degree of accuracy.
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Title: Methodological framework for ultrasound, MRI, and histological detection and quantification of intraparenchymal hemorrhage in a porcine model of SCI
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Abstract: Introduction: After traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI), intraparenchymal hemorrhage (IPH) is a common phenomenon that is associated with worsened neurologic outcome. A primary concern is that the blood itself and its breakdown products can be toxic to the injured spinal cord. Therefore, accurate evaluation and quantification of IPH following SCI are key to defining the effect of treatments on IPH progression and secondary neuronal injury. Thus, the purpose of our study was 1) to detect IPH by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and high-frequency ultrasound (US), 2) to associate IPH on MRI and US with histology and 3) to quantitatively monitor the time course of IPH following SCI. Methods: A porcine model of SCI was employed in this study using female Yucatan pigs. At 6 hours (n=3) or 7 days post-SCI (n=29), in vivo US and ex vivo MR images were captured. Spinal cord sections were stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) for visualization of red blood cells and Prussian blue for iron. US and MR images were then co-registered with the corresponding histology images. Results: On MRI, IPH was visible as hypointense regions which visually matched regions stained for red blood cells and iron deposits, both at 6 hours and 7 days post-SCI. The appearance of IPH on US typically presented as a hyperechoic area. However, the correspondence with histology was observed at 6 hours post-SCI only, predominantly close to the epicenter of the impact. Overall, the size of the IPH developed rapidly after injury and was largest at the injury site and extended roughly 8 mm in both the rostral and caudal segments. Central IPH was usually seen within the gray matter of the spinal cord at the center of the impact and a variable proportion of adjacent white matter. In one case, remote IPH was detected as far as 2 cm caudal to the epicenter. Conclusion: Our semi-automated method provides a plausible pipeline for the segmentation and quantification of IPH from MR, US and histology images. Moreover, the study illustrated the power of using multiple imaging systems to investigate the progression of IPH following SCI, an approach that will hopefully become more frequently adopted for translational SCI research.
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Abstract: Spinal Cord Injuries (SCI) compromise tissues including nerves responsible for relaying and integrating signals between the brain and the body. These injuries frequently result in behavioral deficits in sensory and motor functions at and below the level of spinal cord injury, typically arising from physical trauma. Targeted injuries to the cervical spinal cord in monkeys can specifically impede skilled hand use. In our previous studies, we employed a machine-learning-based video analysis system - DeepLabCut - to quantify hand-reaching and grasping behavior. We detected subtle abnormalities in finger posture in monkeys with cervical spinal cord injuries, even when their end-point hand performance had returned to pre-injury level. However, our analysis was limited to a frontal view, overlooking relevant information from side and top perspectives. In the current study, we designed a 3D camera recording system to quantify the kinematic deficits of hand reaching and grasping behavior following injuries to C5-level. Four squirrel monkeys were trained to retrieve sugar pellets from seven different devices, six of which featured wells of increasing difficulty. Each behavioral session was recorded simultaneously from top, side, and front views and included one video per completed task trial. A single behavioral trial allowed evaluation of hand and finger behaviors during three dynamic phases: reaching, grasping, and retrieving. Using DeepLabCut, we tracked and quantified individual finger movement, speed and trajectory during grasping and retrieval, changes in finger orientation, alterations in hand shape and orientation, and task completion time. These parameters were quantified over a twelve-week post-injury period. We discovered that impairments in motor and sensory skills were more pronounced with deeper well depths and increased task difficulties. Our results demonstrate that an AI-assisted machine-learning-based video analysis system can robustly identify subtle behavioral impairments in finger posture and hand movement speed and trajectory, which are not discernible through conventional end-point performance analyses. This method enables separate quantification of motor and somatic sensory deficits. The insights obtained from this study will shed light on the compensatory mechanisms employed by monkeys to successfully complete the assigned tasks.
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Title: Depth cameras provide accurate estimates of center of pressure measurement in seated leaning tasks for people with thoracic incomplete spinal cord injury and non-injured controls
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Abstract: ABSTRACTObjectives: There exists a major gap in the field regarding trunk stability in people with spinal cord injury (SCI). This is somewhat surprising given the impact that trunk stability (or lack thereof) can have on one’s activities of daily living and its ranked importance by people with SCI-- even above walking. However, existing trunk stability measures for SCI remain under-developed, outdated, and cost and space prohibitive. Small depth camera systems, such as the Microsoft Kinect, show promise for motion analysis and clinical testing in non-SCI populations for gait, Sit-to-Stand, and stair climbing. Here, we assess the feasibility of a single 3-dimensional (3D) depth camera to predict Center of Pressure (CoP), the gold standard for trunk/seated posture assessment, across various seated leaning task in persons with SCI and healthy controls. Methods/ approach: Five individuals with thoracic SCI and ten healthy controls were recruited for this study. Subjects were asked to perform seated lateral leaning tasks while being simultaneously recorded by a force plate and a 3D Microsoft Kinect sensor, twice, and to their fullest extend (CoP end excursion) while maintaining control. Data were post-processed in MATLAB using a custom allometrically-scaled skeletal model. Max CoP excursion and velocity were computed from both the force platforms and the estimated CoP from the depth camera. Bland-Altman was used to determine reliability between the devices. Results: All participants, including those with SCI, completed the seated leaning tasks with no issues. A total of 53 leaning actions were recorded and processed for this study. CoP estimates from the 3D sensor displayed excellent correlations force plate metrics with R2 values of 0.92, 0.80, 0.74, and reliability coefficients of 2.4cm, 2.6cm/s, and 4.6cm/s for the maximum CoP excursion, maximum CoP outward speed, and inward speeds respectively. Conclusion(s): These initial results indicate that estimation of CoP from a single 3D camera system is comparable to standard force plate analyses. Given that 3D sensors are more cost and space efficient, they may be more feasible and suitable for trunk stability assessment in individuals with SCI.

Disclosures: M.N. Hatch: None. R. Matthew: E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); royalties from University of California for technology disclosures related to depth cameras.
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Mr imaging of intraparenchymal hemorrhage following cervical sci and the effect of map augmentation

Introduction: Current practice guidelines for traumatic spinal cord injuries (SCI) recommend augmenting MAP to a target of 85-90 mmHg for the first 7 days post-injury in acute SCI patients to maintain perfusion to the injured and ischemic spinal cord. While MAP augmentation with vasopressors may improve blood flow and reduce ischemia in the injured cord, it may also induce undesirable increases in intraparenchymal hemorrhage (IPH) within the injured spinal cord. Therefore, the present MRI-based clinical study determined whether MAP augmentation with vasopressors influences IPH within the injured spinal cord (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04758377).

Method: Ethical approvals were obtained from the IRB and CREB of Vancouver General Hospital. Informed consent was obtained from each patient. Per institutional protocol, the target MAP of 85-90 mmHg was achieved using norepinephrine, vasopressin and midodrine infusion as required. T2WI images were collected on a 1.5T MRI scanner at baseline (>24 hours post-SCI), 2, 4, 7 and 14 days post-SCI. IPH progression (delta hemorrhage) was calculated between the first and subsequent MRI scans on Day 2, then from days 2-4, 4-7, and 7-14 post-SCI. Using simple linear regression and linear mixed effect models, we evaluated the associations between IPH progression and both time-weighted average MAP (TWA-MAP) and mean measures of MAP. Results: To date, we have enrolled 8x cervical SCI patients. At the baseline time point, all patients demonstrated IPH. On days 2 and 4, the extent of IPH progressed, followed by a reduction on days 7 and 14. During the first 48 hours after injury, TWA-MAP significantly correlated with delta IPH (p<0.0001). Further analysis revealed a threshold-driving association whereby starting at a MAP of 85 mmHg and increasing the binary cut-off by 5 mmHg increments, TWA-MAP became a predictor of IPH progression in the first 2 days after SCI at a MAP upper threshold >90 mmHg (p=0.035). Conclusion: These results represent an important finding that to improve blood flow and reduce ischemia in the injured cord by augmenting MAP, clinicians may inadvertently promote undesirable bleeding within the spinal cord, thereby increasing the size of IP hemorrhage at the injury site.
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Abstract: Contusion Spinal Cord Injury Model Characterization for Autonomic dysreflexia: A pilot study

Sajeev Kaur, Hope M. Vaught, Ellie V. Akin, Fernanda S. Franca, John C. Gensel, and Samir P. Patel
University of Kentucky, Department of Physiology, Spinal Cord & Brain Injury Research Center, Lexington, KY 40536-0509

Abstract
Complete high thoracic spinal cord injury (SCI) often leads to autonomic dysreflexia (AD), a condition that manifests as acute, episodic hypertension with and without bradycardia. AD is characterized by excessive discharge of sympathetic preganglionic neurons (SPN) in the intermediolateral cell column (IML) that are reflexively activated by noxious stimuli below the injury level. Most animal models of AD utilize a complete spinal cord transection at the T3 spinal level or above, however, anatomically complete spinal transection is relatively uncommon clinically, and individuals with incomplete injury still experience AD. We hypothesized that rats will develop AD over time following severe contusion SCI at the T3 spinal level. Thus, we designed an 8-week study with two different injury severities and evaluated the development of AD. Adult female Wistar rats were subjected to T3 contusion SCI with two different forces (300 kdyn (5s dwell time) and 400 kdyn (5s dwell time)). Injured rats were subjected to weekly behavioral testing using Basso Beatie Bresnahan (BBB) locomotor rating scale for hindlimb function as well as the tail spasticity test for eight weeks. To evaluate changes in blood pressure, a telemetric probe was implanted in the descending aorta 2 weeks after the injury. Spontaneous AD events were recorded 3, 5, and 7 weeks post-injury. We also monitored induced AD by colorectal distension (CRD) at 4, 6, and 8 weeks post-SCI. We observed significant locomotor dysfunction and the development of spasticity regardless of injury severity. Both injury severities also resulted in significant increases in mean arterial pressure (MAP) but no change in heart rate (HR) after AD by CRD. This evoked AD was not significantly different between injury
severities. There was no significant difference in spontaneous AD events between injury severities. Tissue histology will be correlated with the magnitude of induced AD for both SCI severities. Collectively, our data support severe SCI contusion as a correlate for SCI-induced AD in humans.
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**Title:** Magnetic resonance imaging-based tractography to evaluate mid-cervical neural tracts in the acute and chronically injured spinal cord of the rat  

**Authors:** *E. J. GONZALEZ-ROTHI*¹, D. PLANT², D. D. FULLER¹, G. S. MITCHELL¹, P. K. BOSE³;  
¹Physical Therapy, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL; ³VA RR&D Ctr. on Brain Rehabil. Res. (BRRC), ²Malcom Randall VAMC, North Florida/South Georgia Veterans Hlth. Syst., Gainesville, FL  

**Abstract:** Hemisection of the C2 spinal cord (CH2x) is an experimental model of incomplete cervical spinal cord injury (SCI) commonly used to study mechanisms of respiratory neuroplasticity and recovery. Extensive characterization of this model provides physiological and anatomical evidence that recovery of ipsilateral phrenic motor activity may arise from commissural axon tracts and/or propriospinal relays. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of *ex vivo* spinal cords provides a powerful tool for visualizing neural tracts in high-resolution, enabling detailed characterization of neural pathways without need for sectioning/staining. Advanced methods such as Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) and Susceptibility Weighted Imaging (SWI) enable characterization of cysts/hematomas, secondary injury progression, and efficacy of therapeutic interventions. We sought to determine if MRI and DTI tractography techniques could detect: 1) mid-cervical commissural (crossed-spinal) fiber pathways, and 2) growth/sprouting of neural fibers in the lesion vicinity after acute vs. chronic C2Hx. In ongoing studies, we are evaluating intact rats (n=9) and rats with acute (1 wk; n=8) and chronic C2Hx (>16 wks; n=7) using a 7 tesla MRI scanner (MR Solutions, Guilford, UK) with a coil
specifically designed for ex vivo rat spinal cord imaging. Axial and sagittal SWIs enable characterization of hematoma volume and extent of secondary injury, while T2-weighted spin-echo images enable evaluation of fluid-filled cysts/cavities. The DTI protocol uses a b-value of 2000 and is applied in 66 directions. Echo-time is 25 ms, and recycle time is 6 s to allow spins to fully relax, resulting in a total experimental time of 14.3 h. DTI processing is performed using DSI Studio software; DTI metrics and tractography are derived from these data. Preliminary analyses suggest alterations in DTI matrices (fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, and axial and radial diffusivity) with both acute and chronic injury vs. intact controls, particularly at the site of injury and within 2 mm rostral and caudal. The extent of tract abnormalities detected by DTI differ in acute vs. chronic C2Hx, with differing microstructural and density changes in descending tracts. Notably, after chronic C2Hx, the injury site is largely filled with viscous cysts and blood (iron hemosiderin), with evidence of significant fiber sprouting. We observe no evidence of injury or hematoma expansion with chronic injury. These data provide evidence of spontaneous axonal sprouting near a C2Hx lesion, and provide a baseline for studies assessing the impact of therapeutic interventions aimed at neuroprotection and/or axonal growth.
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Title: Evaluation of spinal cord injury-induced neuropathic pain in a pig model
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Abstract: Introduction: Neuropathic pain can be a debilitating occurrence after spinal cord injury (SCI). Treatment options for neuropathic pain remain suboptimal and discovery of novel therapeutics is limited, to some extent, by challenges in evaluating neuropathic pain in animal models. Most pain studies are conducted in rodents and focus evaluation predominantly on reflexive outcomes. Thus, there is an unmet need to develop novel animal models of neuropathic pain in non-rat models that can be used as a translational tool to accelerate the development of new treatments for SCI-NP. The goal of this project was to assess neuropathic pain outcomes using methods back-translated from human clinical medicine to a clinically relevant porcine model of SCI. We also evaluated the effect of sex as a biological variable on outcomes. Methods: Adult male and female gonad-intact, adult pigs (n=8 each sex) were weight-matched and then received a mid-thoracic (T10) contusion-compression SCI. Starting at 2 weeks and continuing
for 12 weeks after SCI, pigs were evaluated using quantitative sensory testing (QST) methods and responses rated with the porcine evoked pain scale (PEPS) that we developed. The PEPS includes assessments of both reflexive (spinal) and affective/cognitive (supraspinal) outcomes. **Results:** Pain-like responses to QST stimuli were compared between pre-injury and post-injury responses. We found that over 80% of both male and female pigs exhibit a neuropathic pain-like phenotype after SCI, with percentage responding varying by QST modality. For mechanical detection threshold, we found that both male and female pigs exhibited a robust reduction in the withdrawal threshold. Similarly, both male and female pigs exhibited a loss of function in pressure pain threshold after SCI as compared to pre-injury values. For temperature sensitivity, both male and female pigs showed significantly greater pain responses in the heat pain threshold test, with significantly more female pig showing pain-like responses than males. Responses on the cold pain threshold test did not reach statistical significance. **Conclusion:** Taken together, these data show that using methods back-translated from the human clinical setting, pigs after SCI exhibit a neuropathic-pain phenotype that is similar to that exhibited in the human clinical setting. The data also show that the predictive validity of the pig model may be high and suggest that this porcine model may serve as a translational tool to accelerate development of novel therapies.
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**Title:** Low-cost impactor device for contusion-type spinal cord injury

**Authors:**  
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¹Inst. of Biomed. Engineering, Bogazici Univ., Istanbul, Turkey; ²Dept. of Neurosurgery, Sivas Numune Hosp., Sivas, Turkey; ³Biomed. Engin., Namik Kemal University, Corlu Engin. Fac., Tekirdag, Turkey; ⁴Dept. of Physiology, Sch. of Medicine, Marmara Univ., Istanbul, Turkey

**Abstract:** Recent neuromodulation therapies are promising to help with some of the sensorimotor losses in spinal cord injury. One novel approach focuses on the functional electrical stimulation (FES) of the peripheral nervous system to induce neuroplasticity in addition to the
classical gains in sensory and motor function. We developed a low-cost impactor device to produce displacement-controlled and reproducible spinal cord contusions in rats, based on a linear servo actuator. The device probe includes force, acceleration, and displacement sensors to characterize the biomechanical parameters during the application of the injury. In preliminary experiments, optimal parameters were determined (contactor diameter: 2.3 mm, indentation peak force: 0.9-1 N, peak displacement: 1.5-1.75 mm, duration: 0.3-0.5 s) to produce moderate injury as observed with the Basso, Beattie and Bresnahan (BBB) locomotor rating scale at D1 post-op (T8-T9 laminectomy and contusion). High-speed video recordings of rats walking on a platform were obtained pre-op and at several time points post-op for subsequent gait analyses. Although the animals recovered considerably without particular treatment after a month, there were asymmetries in some gait parameters (e.g. stance duration, duty factor, relative paw position) which remained even up to 3 months. Similarly, evoked epidural field potentials recorded on S1 cortex of the right and left hemispheres were asymmetric to contralateral mechanical stimulation of the limbs (tactile and muscle receptors). We are currently studying these neuroplastic changes in a larger sample size, and the possibility to facilitate recovery by neuromodulation.
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Title: Transduction of dorsal root ganglia neurons with AAV2-hSyn-hM3Dq-mCherry constructs via direct microinjection targets large diameter afferents and minimally transduces IB4+ neurons
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Abstract: Transducing peripheral sensory neurons in a targeted manner has a number of uses across neuroscience. One example is to uncover the mechanisms by which epidural stimulation
improves recovery from a spinal cord injury. In this instance, it is unknown precisely which populations of neurons are critical to improving recovery from an injury, and it is important to trace which second and higher order neurons are influenced by afferent stimulation. Transduction of dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons with genetically encoded tools such as DREADDs packaged in an AAV is one way to achieve this. In using this approach it is important to establish that small diameter nociceptive afferents are not targeted to large extent. In order to validate this, we carried out an immunohistochemical (IHC) stain for IB4 to quantify the fraction of cells transduced by the virus that are IB4 positive. The right side L2-L5 DRGs of rats were injected with AAV2-hSyn-hM3Dq-mCherry. After 8 weeks, animals were euthanized and tissue harvested. Labelled DRG neurons were counted to determine the total number of cells infected by the virus and the subset that were IB4 positive (which are thought to be include many small diameter nociceptors). Histology revealed that the fraction of transduced cells that were IB4+ was small, at 10.9 ± 8.3% (mean ± s.e.m, n=8 DRGs from 5 rats, range 1 to 3 DRGs per rat). This small fraction of IB4 positive cells indicates that the AAV2 was effective in targeting large diameter neurons, and corroborates our recent finding that afferent activation with this approach does not cause changes in thermal nociception assays in vivo. These results suggest that transduction of DRG neurons through direct injection with AAV2 is a suitable method to target large diameter afferents for SCI studies.
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Title: Infrared videography of a subcutaneous marker as a simple, inexpensive method to overcome skin motion artifact in rodent kinematics
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Abstract: Here we show that infrared videography of a subcutaneous marker can dramatically reduce skin motion artifact in rodent kinematics. The method yields data similar to gold standard x-ray fluoroscopy systems at a fraction of the cost, does not affect the animals’ locomotion, and results in markers that persist for at least 16 weeks. Knee joint movement under the skin causes errors in rat hip and knee angles of up to 50-75% (Bauman and Chang, 2009). Fluoroscopy,
while the gold standard, requires expensive x-ray systems (>200k), and has a limited capture volume and short exposure times. We compared joint angles computed using our method versus skin derived markers in the same animals, as well as x-ray imaging of bone derived angles from the literature. No significant difference at the p<0.05 level was reported between skin and kinematic data from our method two weeks after surgery (n=7 rats; speed 32 cm/s). DeepLabCut detected our marker at ten weeks at similar rates to two weeks, and the marker remained visible out to 26 weeks. The difference in mean hip angle between our data (2 weeks post surgery; 48 cm/s) and x-ray data was reduced from 17° ± 6.0 to 3.1° ± 2.4; RMS error across the mean hip angle waveform was reduced from 20° to 5.3° (Fig 1: teal: x-ray gold standard; blue: IR marker; orange: skin). Skin derived kinematics overestimated the mean and underestimated the standard deviation of hip angle, while they overestimated the knee angle at touchdown (0 and 100% stride). The surgery required is minimally invasive and short (10 min), infra-red cameras are relatively inexpensive (~$1500), and the data processing workflow standard. Our results reveal between-animal or between-marker application errors result from placement of the knee marker on the skin, and large subcutaneous knee joint movement. Because the knee moves so substantially beneath the skin, no skin marker placement can be accurate throughout the stride. As the method is inexpensive and scalable to many animals and long bouts of locomotion, it will aid in establishing large databases of shared kinematic data with less between-lab variability.
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Title: Unbiased and replicable assessment of locomotion changes for a rat spinal cord injury model using advanced gait analysis technology.
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Abstract: Preclinical investigations into novel treatments for Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) have shown promise, but replicating these findings has been challenging thereby emphasizing the need for unbiased and reproducible methodologies in SCI research. In this study, we employed a graded thoracic (T8) SCI model using the IH impactor with 3 different force levels (170, 200, and 230 Kdyn) in female Lewis rats. Additionally, we evaluated the efficacy of well-known neuroprotective compounds (Rolipram, Riluzole, and Minocycline) in a 200 Kdyn SCI model. Our assessments included behavioral tests (BBB scale, horizontal ladder test), lesion size measurement and plasma biomarkers (GFAP, NF-H, Tau). We also utilized PsychoGenics' proprietary technology, NeuroCube® (NC), for automatic gait analysis. The NC system is a fully automated platform that uses computer vision and machine learning algorithms for gait analysis, limiting the possibilities for bias and error. A comprehensive collection of gait data was obtained, revealing clear distinctions between naïve rats and those with SCI in various gait parameters (increased base width, increased stride length, and decreased stand duration, and paw intensity). Furthermore, many of these gait changes displayed a strong correlation with BBB score and lesion size, indicating consistency and sensitivity in detecting changes based on injury severity in a SCI model. Particularly noteworthy were the significant changes and the strongest correlations observed in the front-limb gait parameters. The most robust changes in gait were found in SCI cohorts that underwent injury force of 200 and 230 Kdyn. When assessing the effects of various neuroprotective compounds, we found that only Rolipram showed a modest but significant change in BBB score and ladder test, while both Rolipram and Riluzole showed overall significant effects on gait geometry and dynamics. The sensitivity of the NeuroCube system and the richness of the data generated from evaluating multiple gait endpoints renders it very valuable in detecting efficacy of novel therapeutics. By considering these interconnected parameters within a multidimensional assessment, gait data can be analyzed and understood more comprehensively, resulting in enhanced sensitivity compared to unidimensional assessments.
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**Title:** The Acute Cerebrospinal Management Implant: an Intelligent Catheter for Drainage of Cerebrospinal Fluid
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**Abstract:** In the United States, nearly 250,000 people are affected with traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI), and nearly 17,000 new cases are diagnosed annually. Although once considered untreatable, significant advancements over the past century in the medical and surgical care of SCI have helped improve outcomes and reduce the likelihood of early mortality. These outcome improvements are largely due to early surgical decompression to reduce tissue injury and aggressive maintenance of elevated mean arterial pressure (MAP) to maintain spinal cord perfusion. Extensive physical rehabilitation is critical to maximizing neurological function after injury. Nonetheless, patients with traumatic SCI often face lifelong loss of motor, sensory, bowel, and bladder function. Ischemia, oxidative stress, loss of autoregulation, inflammation, and excitotoxicity follow and constitute the secondary phase of injury, the focus of this research. This secondary phase contributes to neuronal death, gliosis, hemorrhage, and cord edema, which can worsen the initial damage of the primary phase and last days to weeks. During this phase, spinal cord vascular resistance increases due to a rise in intrathecal pressure (ITP), which in turn decreases perfusion to the spinal cord. Recently, SCI patients have been treated with lumbar drains to reduce ITP and improve perfusion. Sampling the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for biomarkers in real time may potentially improve monitoring and response to therapy, including when considering newer modalities such as focused ultrasound stimulation. We have developed
a custom 4-lumen catheter capable of traditional CSF draining but also of measuring CSF biomarkers using fiber optics threaded through three peripheral lumens. These sensing fibers provide us with real-time continuous data related to intrathecal pressure, CSF temperature as well as chemical biomarkers, including total CSF protein concentration, which is often elevated following SCI as a result of cellular trauma and upregulation. We report on collection of pre-clinical data from a porcine model of spinal cord injury for multiple consecutive days for durations ranging from 15 minutes to four hours, examining the trends of the biomarkers in real-time and across multiple days. We observe rapid changes to CSF pressure in response to saline injections through the catheter and upon initial draining of CSF. Additionally, we collected real-time total protein data over the duration of the study and observed changes to its concentration over time. We believe these real-time data can be used to observe the evolution of the acute phase of spinal cord injury as well as impact of therapies during this phase.
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**Title:** Non-contrast ultrasound for the determination of blood flow changes following spinal cord injury
Abstract: Background There is currently a lack of evidence guiding cardiovascular control of spinal cord injury (SCI) in critical care, resulting in secondary damage that occurs hours to days after injury. Previously, contrast-enhanced ultrasound has been used to quantify spinal cord perfusion to investigate changes in blood flow after SCI, but the clinical translatability is limited. Therefore, we present the following use of non-contrast ultrasound to measure blood flow after spinal cord injury and relate it to injury severity. Methods An i22LH8 probe was used in conjunction with the Aplio i800 ultrasound machine (Canon, USA) to capture superb microvascular imaging (SMI) videos of 24 Sprague-Dawley in vivo rat spinal cords after T11-T13 laminectomy. A contusion spinal cord injury was delivered at various impact forces: mild (100 kDyn), moderate (175 kDyn), and severe (250 kDyn). Post-injury images were taken, and the resulting images were analyzed to obtain blood flow as a function of distance from the injury. Simple parameters were computationally extracted from these curves and compared amongst the experimental groups. These parameters included injury extent through distance as well as flow at sites around the injury, including the epicenter (umbra), neighboring tissue (penumbra), and distal healthy tissue. Results/Discussion Umbra flow showed significant decrease from pre- to post-injury (p<0.0001), and trends of decreasing flow as severity increased. Injury extent showed significant increase from the mild to severe injuries (p<0.05). Flow in the penumbra, both rostrally and caudally, was significantly elevated as compared to pre-injury values, both in raw flow (rostral: p<0.05; caudal: p<0.01) and difference from umbra (rostral: p<0.0001; caudal: p<0.0001). However, only the rostral penumbra had significant differences between injury types. The raw flow in the rostral penumbra was greater in the severe injury when compared to moderate (p<0.01). The distal flow was unchanged from pre-to post-injury. Conclusions Non-contrast ultrasound can detect differences in blood flow between pre- and post-injury images. Certain parameters were also affected by severity of injury, including injury spatial extent and flow in the rostral penumbra. Further work will focus on the biological and functional significance of the described injury zones.
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Title: Functional Ultrasound Imaging Reveals Dynamics of Micturition in the Human Spinal Cord
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Abstract: The spinal cord was traditionally neglected in the study of neural function because it was predominantly viewed simply as a pathway between the brain and the peripheral nervous system. As a result, its anatomy and physiology are not well understood as those of the brain. While strong evidence from pre-clinical work exists for the presence of regulatory neural-network-circuits that are responsible for vital motor, sensory and autonomic functions, its demonstration in humans has been challenging. The facial enclosures and the small cross-sectional dimension of the spinal cord combined with susceptibility to artifacts make it an unfavorable target for traditional neuroimaging techniques. The lack of knowledge in humans consequently, results in sub-optimal therapeutic strategies for treating dysfunctions associated with disease or injury to the spinal cord - with devastating health and cost burdens. For instance, current care for urinary dysfunction that affect over 30 million Americans relies mostly on symptomatic management with the use of catheters to empty the bladder. Given this context, there is a distinct need for developing neurotechnologies that make the functional study of the human spinal cord more accessible.

Here, we investigate the human spinal cord hemodynamic response during bladder filling and emptying, by leveraging the superior spatiotemporal properties of functional ultrasound imaging (fUSI). We characterize the spatial and temporal responses to micturition using simultaneous power Doppler (pD) spinal cord signal acquired through a partial lamina opening and intravesical bladder pressure recordings from 6 patients. Utilizing 2 bladder-filling cycles and 1 emptying cycle, interspersed by hold periods, we identified spinal cord regions in which the pD signal is strongly correlated with the bladder pressure (\(r = 0.86 \pm 0.03\), Mean ± SE). We further combined classwise principal component analysis (cPCA) with linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and decoded the bladder pressure dynamics with high accuracy (92.8 ± 7.2 %, Mean ± SE), as well as identified regions that encode the effects of micturition, based solely on the spinal cord pD signal.

Overall, our study provides the first in-human application of fUSI to characterize hemodynamic responses of the spinal cord during urodynamics and offers direct evidence of the existence of spinal cord networks that control micturition. The high accuracy for decoding the state of the bladder based on the pD signal provides proof-of-concept that fUSI is an essential component for investigating function and building spinal cord machine interface for patients with urinary dysfunctions.
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Abstract: Micturition characterizes the process in which neural pathways coordinate the activity of smooth muscles in the bladder to expel urine. Disease or injury of the nervous system can cause the re-emergence of involuntary urination, leading to urinary incontinence (UI). Elucidating the functional circuities in normal bladder control is key to identify abnormalities in UI patients. Our understanding of the brain circuits involved in micturition has grown immensely over the past decades. Yet, assessing the functional attributes of spinal cord in relation to bladder function has proven to be a challenge. This study sought to utilize functional ultrasound imaging (fUSI) to characterize the spinal cord hemodynamics in response to micturition in rats. fUSI is an emerging neuroimaging technology that represents a new platform with high sensitivity, spatial coverage and spatiotemporal resolution. Based on power Doppler (pD) imaging, fUSI measures changes in blood flow by detecting backscattered echoes from red blood cells moving within its field of view. After inducing anesthesia, animals (N=8) underwent multi-level laminectomy at T12-L2 to expose the lumbosacral spinal cord. This window allows the position of a 15 MHz ultrasound probe in a sagittal plane. A transducer was inserted and secured to the bladder dome to record the pressure dynamics. A catheter connected to an infusion pump was inserted in the same location to fill the bladder with saline at a constant rate of 0.1 ml/min. We acquired fUSI images for 50 minutes during which the animals were spontaneously voiding. Voiding is associated with typical abrupt changes in bladder pressure, which was directly verified by observing (through camera) outflow of urine from urethra. We measured pD changes of the spinal cord with respect to baseline – 10 min before starting to fill up the bladder. We identified region-specific hemodynamical changes associated with bladder pressure changes during filling. We further extended these results to predict an impending voiding. We used principal component analysis (PCA) as a feature extraction to optimally discard shared information between the two classes (class 0: pre-voiding, class 1: voiding). We then used linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and found that the PCA-transformed images predict an impending voiding with cross-validated accuracy 89.4% ± 3.3% (MEAN ± SE) about 4 seconds before the actual voiding. These results provide the first proof-of-concept that fUSI is a viable modality for developing ultrasonic spinal cord machine interface technologies to restore bladder function in patients with urinary incontinence (UI) – a technology that currently does not exist.
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Title: Peripheral Modulation of Muscle Stiffness, Spasticity, and Motor Impairment After Cerebral Injury
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Abstract: Muscle stiffness and spasticity cause severe disability in approximately 12 million people after neurologic injury of cerebral or spinal origin, such as a stroke. Muscle stiffness is thought to be caused by neural reflex-induced muscle overactivity. However, we hypothesized that non-neural alterations in the composition of the extracellular matrix of the muscle due to the accumulation of hyaluronan can produce muscle stiffness. Here we describe the effects of treatment of muscle stiffness using intramuscular hyaluronidase injections on hyperreflexia and motor impairment. Fourteen individuals with upper limb muscle stiffness after cerebral injury participated in a single-center, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, Phase II trial of human recombinant hyaluronidase injections. All subjects received both human recombinant hyaluronidase and placebo injections in a random order in multiple upper limb muscles and were evaluated at baseline and 1-2 weeks after each injection visit. Resistance to passive movement was assessed using the modified Ashworth Scale (MAS), and reflex-induced muscle activity was measured using surface EMG from the medial biceps during tendon tap (n=45 per assessment) using an electronic hammer. Upper limb motor impairment was evaluated using the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA). At baseline, the affected side showed a larger reflex EMG amplitude to tendon tap (mean ± SD= 9.24±10.58 V on the affected side vs. 1.81±2.28 V on the contralateral side). On the last post-injection visit, the muscle reflex EMG amplitude decreased by 3.31±12.68 V (36%) on the affected side. Moreover, on the last post-injection visit, compared to baseline, the MAS score for elbow extension decreased by 0.61±0.63 and the upper limb FMA increased by 7.29±5.72 on the affected side. The results suggest that peripheral modulation of muscle stiffness using hyaluronidase injections can reduce resistance to passive movement, hyperreflexia, and motor impairment after cerebral injury, suggesting that secondary changes in muscle composition contribute to these phenomena.
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Title: Hyaluronic acid accumulation in shoulder muscles of patients with active versus latent post stroke shoulder pain
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Abstract: Recent studies suggest that the accumulation of Hyaluronic acid (HA) in muscles may contribute to myofascial post stroke shoulder pain (PSSP). PSSP can be classified as active or latent based on the severity of pain reported during shoulder external rotation and palpation of tender nodules in the pectoralis major (PMA) and infraspinatus (INF) muscles. T1rho MRI imaging of muscles has provided a novel avenue for investigating HA accumulation in muscles. In this study we assessed the T1rho relaxation time in the PMA and INF muscles of the affected and unaffected sides, as well as its relationship to active versus latent PSSP. 10 patients with unilateral PSSP (6 with Latent and 4 with Active PSSP) completed the T1rho MRI scans. Patients underwent 3T MRI with 3D-T1rho mapping at spinlock times of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 ms. T1rho relaxation times we derived using a non-linear decay model and mean T1rho values were extracted for the regions of interest for both the affected and unaffected sides. Both PMA and INF muscles had higher mean T1rho values on the affected side (PMA: 28.86±2.78, INF: 29.23±3.04) compared to the unaffected side (PMA: 27.87±2.11, INF: 26.26±1.89). Patients with active PSSP exhibited higher mean T1rho values in both muscles (PMA: 29.59±1.40, INF: 31.30±1.50) compared to those with latent PSSP (PMA: 28.37±3.46, INF: 27.85±3.09). These preliminary findings suggest that the level of HA accumulation may be associated with the severity of PSSP. Further investigations will lead to a better understanding of the underlying pathophysiology of myofascial pain in patients with stroke.
Abstract: Reduced shoulder joint mobility as a result of a stroke may lead to hyaluronic acid (HA) accumulation in muscles such as the pectoralis major and minor (PMA and PMI). We hypothesize that the accumulation of HA stiffens the muscles and prevents shear motion between the PMA and PMI muscles, eventually triggering post-stroke shoulder pain (PSSP). This study uses ultrasound shear strain imaging to quantify and compare the inter-layer relative motion between PMA and PMI muscles on the paretic and non-paretic sides of patients with PSSP. Our study included 7 PSSP patients with one shoulder predominantly affected by stroke. A bimanual arm trainer moved the patient repeatedly into shoulder external rotation at a rate of 0.5 Hz starting from a position of full internal rotation with a range of 30° excursion for each cycle. We acquired three ultrasound cine loops of 20 seconds from each side of a patient, using a Clarius L15 scanner held by a Sawyer robot, placed to access the pectoralis muscles. A cross-correlation-based speckle tracking technique was used to estimate the inter-frame lateral displacements, which were temporally accumulated to render the cumulative displacements. We included or excluded a particular trial based on the acquired data’s usability and the reliability of displacement estimates, based on an independent rating by two co-authors with ultrasound speckle tracking expertise (MA, MALB). Shear strains between PMA and PMI muscles were calculated from the cumulative displacement fields. The shear strain (%) between the PMA and PMI muscles on the paretic side (median: 11.8) was generally lower than on the non-paretic side (median: 19.5). However, there were some discrepancies where the non-paretic side showed a lower shear strain and correlated with higher pain levels. Additional investigations are being conducted to understand the relationship between shear strain, myofascial pain, and HA accumulation. The results provide preliminary evidence of reduced shear strain in patients with post-stroke shoulder pain suggesting a myofascial etiology. Ultrasound shear strain may serve as a biomarker for myofascial dysfunction and pain.
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Abstract: Post-stroke shoulder pain (PSSP) is a common condition significantly affects the quality of life for stroke patients. A large proportion of shoulder pain is thought to be myofasical. We sought to characterize patients with active versus latent myofascial pain based on clinical pain questionnaires and physical exam. Twelve patients with post-stroke shoulder pain completed the study. The patients were classified as having active vs. latent pain based on their subjective rating of pain during shoulder external rotation and the presence of palpable tender nodules in the muscle. Patients with active pain scored >/= 5/10 on the visual analog scale, whereas patients with latent pain scored < 5/10. Six patients were classified as having active PSSP and 6 were classified as having latent PSSP on enrollment. The clinical assessments included HEAL core clinical pain questionnaires, physical examination (pain-pressure threshold using algometer, muscle stiffness assessment using the PACT device. Pain intensity and interference assessed using the PEG pain screening tool, the pain catastrophizing scale, geriatric depression scale, and the PHQ-2 showed higher levels of pain intensity, catastrophizing, and depression in patients classified as having active PSSP compared to those classified as having latent PSSP. They also showed higher pain ratings when using an algometer and higher levels of stiffness using the PACT device, on both the stroke affected and unaffected sides compared to those with latent PSSP. The results suggest that compared to latent PSSP which appears to be largely localized to the affected side, active PSSP is more generalized and bilateral, suggesting possible underlying systemic inflammatory processes.
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Abstract: Neuropathic pain (NP) is a debilitating condition caused by injury or disease of the somatosensory nervous system. Conventional pain treatments such as opioids are accompanied by severe side effects and are often ineffective against NP. Thus, there is a pressing need to develop more effective therapies. In many cases, NP originates in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) where primary pain-sensing neurons, termed nociceptors, become hyperexcitable and sensitized to stimuli. By understanding and manipulating neuronal hyperexcitability we may be able to develop new treatments for NP. Here, we focused on how excitability can be affected by endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and mitochondrial calcium dynamics. Particularly through calcium transfer from the ER to mitochondria at the mitochondrial associated membrane (MAM). The enzyme ER oxidoreductin 1 (ERO1) plays an important role in this process as it stabilizes ER IP3 receptors, allowing for efficient calcium transfer to mitochondria. We hypothesized that inhibiting ERO1 and thus reducing calcium transfer at the MAM would dampen nociceptor hyperexcitability and thereby reduce pain. First, we determined that the ERO1 antagonist EN460 can reduce pain. Using an acute model of nociception (tail flick test) and an acute inflammatory model (hind paw formalin injection), we found that 10 mg/kg intraperitoneal EN460 drastically reduced pain in male and female mice in both models. Additionally, we assessed the effects of EN460 on primary sensory neurons in culture. Because high levels of sprouting and complexity have been linked to NP, we assessed neurite outgrowth in the presence of EN460. We found that EN460 reduced the mean outgrowth, processes, and branches per cell, predominantly in female neurons. This suggests that EN460 may be able to impact the peripheral structural changes that underly NP. Finally, to confirm that EN460 can alter MAM calcium transfer we used a seahorse oxygraph and found that mitochondrial ATP production is decreased after EN460 treatment. Using a fluorescent live cell stain, we also found that mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (ROS) are decreased with EN460. Both results, much like the changes in outgrowth, were found to be stronger in female cells. Our findings suggest that ERO1 inhibition with EN460 can meaningfully impact calcium transfer at the MAM and sensory neuron plasticity. Based on these results we hypothesize that NP will be reduced with EN460 treatment, and that this effect may be stronger in females.
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Abstract: Fate-mapping CX3CR1+ cells to determine resident macrophage dynamics in the DRG in neuropathic pain
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Abstract

Typically rated as “the worst pain imaginable” by patients, neuropathic pain (NeP) results from damage to the somatosensory nervous system. NeP presents in many chronic pain conditions including but not limited to peripheral nerve injury (PNI) neuropathies such as from phantom limb pain, trigeminal neuralgia, and post-chemotherapy pain in cancer patients. Peripheral neuropathies are common yet debilitating and very difficult to treat due to a poor understanding of the complex underlying mechanisms. One fundamental initiator of NeP is the innate immune response to injury; the macrophages of the neuroimmune system initiate the NeP’s well-characterized phenotype of prolonged hypersensitivity. Recent studies have found the acute impacts of tissue-resident macrophages (TRMs) at the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) under PNI; however, its roles throughout the shift from acute establishment to chronic maintenance of NeP remain to be known. To address a cell-specific targeting approach, our study employs a fate-mapping strategy with transgenic mouse lines to better define the localization, morphology, and dynamics of the TRMs in the spared nerve injury (SNI) model of PNI-NeP. Using CX3CR1CreER mice crossed with Ai9 mice (mice presenting the constitutive promoter line ROSA26tdTomato), we follow the DRG resident macrophages over the acute-to-chronic timecourse and co-stain the DRGs to measure for proliferation and cell death. We observe that the TRMs increase in population density acutely at 7 days post injury (DPI) and then a decrease in density by 120DPI. Moreover, we observe that TRMs are morphologically diverse throughout the NeP timecourse. Ultimately, our findings provide evidence that TRMs dynamically change throughout the timecourse of the SNI model of PNI-NeP. By studying how DRG-resident macrophages change throughout NeP, we can understand the pathophysiology of NeP chronicity, thus providing context for future targets for immune-based neuropathic pain therapies.
Disclosures: M.S. Ho: None.
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Title: Neuroplasticity and pain: Examining the influence of exercise on nociception
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Abstract: Exercise is praised for its extensive health benefits, but for people experiencing chronic pain, exerting oneself with movement seems counterintuitive and may be challenging to adhere to. The advantages of exercise on chronic pain states are severely understudied. Inflammatory conditions, specifically those that result in chronic pain, have been shown to increase neurite outgrowth in the sensory ganglia of mice and affect their electrophysiological properties. Whether this outgrowth exacerbates pain remains to be fully elucidated. Our data suggest that sensory neurons from adult mice show increased outgrowth in response to an aerobic exercise regimen. We now aim to study the transition between acute and chronic pain in mice and how it is affected by aerobic exercise.

We employed a 'hyperalgesic priming' model to study the transition from acute to chronic pain. Mice are injected subcutaneously with tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα, 5 ng) to mimic an acute noxious stimulus. Once sensory thresholds resolve, they are treated with a second injection of the inflammatory-mediator prostaglandin (PGE2, 100 ng), leading to a prolonged hypersensitivity state. Before priming, naïve mice were given two-weeks of voluntary wheel-running to analyze the effects of aerobic exercise. Control mice received either a saline injection or no running treatment. We hypothesize that active mice will exhibit increased neurite outgrowth, as observed in previous pilot studies. However, with the addition of a noxious stimulus, the mice will experience prolonged pain due to the simultaneous structural changes in the sensory neurons.

Sensory neurons were stained with βIII tubulin to visualize the cytoskeletal structure, and neurite outgrowth analysis was conducted using MetaXpress 3.1. Our data indicate that wheel running promotes neurite outgrowth, but the addition of an acute TNFα injection significantly impairs the growth-promoting activity of wheel running. Pain assessment revealed that non-running mice recovered seven days after the first TNFα injection while running prolonged this pain for 72 hours. Our data indicate that aerobic activity alters the growth of sensory neurons, and a noxious
stimulus counteracts this change in growth status. Sex differences in these responses are currently being explored.

Disclosures: D.N. Villarreal: None. T. Friedman: None. A.D. Maguire: None. G. Tenorio: None. B.J. Kerr: None.
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Title: A role of CARTp/GPR160 in peripheral sensitization
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Abstract: Chronic neuropathic pain occurs when there is damage or lesion to the somatosensory nerves. Understanding the mechanisms that cause neuropathic pain at the peripheral and central level offers possibilities to develop novel therapeutics as current therapeutics are inadequate and long-term use of opioids have adverse side-effects and abuse potential. We previously reported that activation of the G-protein coupled receptor 160 (GPR160) in the spinal cord by its ligand cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript peptide (CARTp) contributes to the development of central sensitization associated with neuropathic pain states. The role of CARTp/GPR160 in the development of peripheral sensitization is not known and was explored in this study. Intraplantar (i.pl.) injection of CARTp in mice (n=7 males and n=4 females) evoked time-dependent development of behavioral hypersensitivities (mechano- and cold-allodynia) that were completely lost in Gpr160 knockout mice (n=3 males and n=5 females), suggesting GPR160 is dependent on CARTp-mediated hypersensitivities. In vivo and in vitro studies have shown CARTp signals via a Gi/o-GPCR. Similarly, an i.pl. injection of pertussis toxin (an ADP-ribosylating toxin that inactivates Gi/o proteins) blocked CARTp-mediated behavioral hypersensitivities (n=4 males), supporting Gi/o-coupled signaling as a mode of action. In some studies, CARTp has been reported to exert its effects by modulating the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR). The development of peripheral sensitization following an i.pl. injection of CARTp was not attenuated by the NMDAR antagonists, D-AP5 and MK-801 (n=3-6/group males). Therefore, CARTp-induced peripheral sensitization is not mediated by NMDAR activation; this supports our additional in vitro findings that CARTp is not a ligand for the NMDA receptor. In contrast, we have previously reported that, in the central nervous system, CARTp/GPR160-induced central
sensitization is mediated through mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPK) activation. We now extend these findings and show that at the molecular level, CARTp/GPR160-induced peripheral sensitization is driven by the MAPK, extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK). Thus, i.pl. injection of U0126, a well characterized ERK inhibitor, attenuated CARTp-induced peripheral sensitization (n=3 males). Our results suggest CARTp mediates peripheral sensitization in a G\textsubscript{i/o}-coupled manner that is dependent on GPR160 and ERK.
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Title: P2y\textsubscript{14} receptor in the spinal cord plays a role in a murine model of chronic neuropathic pain
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Abstract: Chronic neuropathic pain is a major health issue, but the underlying mechanisms are not well understood. Moreover, the available treatment options are not effective in all cases, and some have serious side effects. Recently, we identified the purinergic G protein-coupled receptor, P2Y\textsubscript{14} receptor (P2Y\textsubscript{14}R), as a potential therapeutic target. We demonstrated that systemic administration of P2Y\textsubscript{14}R antagonists reversed mechanical hypersensitivity in a traumatic nerve injury model of neuropathic pain. However, the sites of action of the pharmacological effects caused by targeting P2Y\textsubscript{14}R and the mechanism of action remain to be understood. To study that we used a peripheral nerve injury model of neuropathic pain, in which mice go through unilateral chronic constriction injury of the sciatic nerve (CCI). Proteomic analyses of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord at time of peak neuropathic pain (mechano-/cold allodynia hypersensitivities) after CCI revealed significant increase in P2Y\textsubscript{14}R expression. Intrathecal (i.th.) injection of a selective P2Y\textsubscript{14}R antagonist (PPTN) reversed neuropathic pain behavior sensitivities in CCI mice (n=5) identifying the spinal cord as a potential site of P2Y\textsubscript{14}R activity. P2Y\textsubscript{14}R antagonists are not ligands for and did not activate opioid receptors. Noteworthy, direct activation of P2Y\textsubscript{14}R in the spinal cord with i.th. injection of UDP-Glucose or
a highly selective and potent P2Y<sub>14</sub>R agonist (MRS2690) in naïve mice (n=3 UDP-Glucose, n= 5 MRS2690) was sufficient to recapitulate neuropathic pain behavioral phenotypes. On a mechanistic level, this depended on pertussis toxin-sensitive (Gα<sub>Gi/o</sub>-linked) and P2Y<sub>14</sub>R-mediated extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and p38 pathways. Naïve mice (n=4 per group) failed to develop UDP-Glucose or MRS2690 induced mechanical hypersensitivity when pertussis toxin was injected i.th. beforehand. In addition, i.th. injection of ERK inhibitor (n=5) prior to MRS2690 blocked the development of mechanical hypersensitivity in naïve mice, while i.th. injection of p38 inhibitor (n=4) attenuated the development of MRS2690 induced mechanical hypersensitivity. We hypothesize that P2Y<sub>14</sub>R in the spinal cord is a non-opioid based therapeutic target for neuropathic pain and its antagonists produce analgesic effects through the mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) pathways. Thus, targeting P2Y<sub>14</sub>R represents an innovative, non-opioid receptor target for neuropathic pain therapeutic development to address the current and growing patient needs.

(+DPN, and 20 with painful (P)DPN) and 20 healthy controls (HC) were included in an initial cohort (MEDON: NCT04078516). The perception threshold to a 1ms rectangular electrical pulse was assessed as part of the assessment of peripheral nerve excitability using perception threshold tracking. Two types of specialized electrodes were used to preferentially active small and large sensory nerve fibers, respectively. During the experiment, the perception thresholds were estimated using a step up/down method. The slope and perception thresholds were estimated post-hoc by fitting the psychometrical function as a sigmoidal function. The log-transformed slopes were compared between groups and nerve fiber types using a rmANOVA. Results: The excitability assessment could not be completed in 7 participants; therefore, data was reported from 73 participants. The slopes of the psychometric function were different between the groups (p < 0.001) being lowest for PDPN (0.14 [0.08; 0.24] mA⁻¹), followed by +DPN (0.31 [0.19; 0.52] mA⁻¹), -DPN (0.74 [0.46; 1.19] mA⁻¹) and HC (1.04 [0.64; 1.67] mA⁻¹). The slopes were generally not different between fiber types except for the +DPN group where, the slopes were lower for the large fibers (0.21 [0.11; 0.38] mA⁻¹) than the small fibers (0.48 [0.28; 0.82] mA⁻¹; p<0.003, Sidak) Discussion: In addition to an increased perception threshold which we have previously reported, this study showed lower slopes of the psychometric function in groups with more severe DPN, indicating an impaired discriminability of sensory stimuli. Individuals with lower psychometric function slopes are less accurate and reliable in distinguishing between stimuli there making perceptual protective judgments is impaired. Therefore, estimation of the psychometric function slope and thresholds appears to be valid tools for estimation the perceptual accuracy in persons with DPN.
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Abstract: **Mechanism of sensory neuron sensitization via Nav1.8 in anti-CV2/CRMP5 autoimmune neuropathy** Nicolas Dumaire¹,², Lyuba Salih¹,², Liberty François-Moutal¹,², Jérôme Honnorat³, Aubin Moutal¹,²¹

Department of Pharmacology and Physiology, and ²Institute for Translational Neuroscience, Saint Louis University, Saint Louis, Missouri, ³Team Synaptopathies and autoantibodies, Mechanisms in Integrated Life Sciences Institute, Lyon, France

Paraneoplastic neurological syndromes (PNS) are rare manifestations observed in cancer patients caused by autoantibodies. Upon immune-mediated apoptosis of tumor cells, naïve lymphocytes are exposed to the intracellular content which can trigger an autoimmune reaction. Recently classified “high-risk autoantibodies” such as CV2/Collapsin Response Mediator Protein 5 (CRMP5)-associated PNS are accompanied with a myriad of neurological symptoms, including peripheral painful neuropathy. The mechanisms by which autoantibodies can cause pain in more than 80% of patients with anti-CV2/CRMP5 are unknown. We found that anti-CV2/CRMP5 reacts with the sensory neurons of both rat and human dorsal root ganglion (DRG) expressing the pain voltage gated sodium channel Nav1.8. In cultured DRG neurons, human anti-CV2/CRMP5 autoantibodies increased Nav1.8 membrane localization. This suggested that the target of autoantibodies, CRMP5, could regulate Nav1.8 trafficking. We found a single interaction domain between Nav1.8 and CRMP5 in the first intracellular loop of the sodium channel. Using a peptide encompassing this unique amino acid sequence, we were able to dissociate the CRMP5/Nav1.8 interaction. Consequently, the membrane localization of Nav1.8 was potentiated in cultured sensory neurons. This shows that CRMP5 binding to Nav1.8 regulates the trafficking of the channel. We next asked if anti-CV2/CRMP5 painful neuropathy relies on the increase of Nav1.8 trafficking and function. Injection of human anti-CV2/CRMP5 antibodies in the paw, lowered the threshold to mechanical stimuli. This sensitization was prevented by concomitant administration of a Nav1.8 inhibitor. Together, our results show that pain sensitization in anti-CV2/CRMP5 painful neuropathy is mediated by a dysregulation of Nav1.8 trafficking, probably resulting from a loss of Nav1.8/CRMP5 interaction.

Funding: NINDS R01NS119263
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Title: Evaluation of the role of α6 nicotinic receptor subunit in chronic pain using α6-GFP transgenic mice
**Abstract:** Novel treatments for chronic pain are needed as current treatment options are either inconsistent in efficacy across patients, or they have negative side effects. Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are attractive targets for pain studies because the various subunits assemble to form pentameric receptors expressed in many neuronal cell types, and there is a wide range of ligand sensitivity depending on the receptor subtype. We are studying the role of nAChRs during chronic pain to determine if they may be appropriate drug targets in the treatment of pain. One specific nicotinic receptor subunit of interest is the α6 subunit, which has been shown to be downregulated during the development of allodynia (Wieskopf et al., 2015; PMID: 25972004). We evaluated the α6-GFP transgenic mouse by performing von Frey withdrawal testing after unilaterally treating the mice with a spared nerve injury (SNI), injection of complete Freund’s adjuvant, or a sham treatment (Mackey et al., 2012; PMID: 22836257). The tester is blinded to treatment. The 50% withdrawal threshold is then measured using the up-down method and the threshold is compared between the ipsilateral and contralateral limbs. In the SNI model, using a mixed effects model, we found that there are no significant differences between the transgenic (Tg) and wildtype (WT) mice (n_{Tg} = 11 and n_{WT} = 9); furthermore, no significant sex differences were observed (n_{males} = 11 and n_{females} = 9). We did measure a change in withdrawal threshold in the treated limb up to four weeks after surgery (n=20), p = <0.0001. We quantitated α6 gene expression in dorsal root ganglion (DRGs) by qPCR (n = 9; n_{Tg} = 4, n_{WT} = 5) and saw no significant difference between WT and Tg animals when analyzed via two-way ANOVA. This preliminary data confirms that the α6-GFP mouse is a good model to evaluate α6 nAChR gene expression during allodynia using immunohistochemistry (IHC) or whole cell patch clamp electrophysiology. Quantitative IHC is used to measure α6-GFP expression in CGRP positive and negative cells. Additionally, we are recording nicotinic receptor currents in freshly isolated DRG after induction of allodynia. Therefore, we may evaluate the role of the α6 nAChR subunit during the induction of allodynia.

**Disclosures:** D. Wei: None. R. Parker: None.
Title: Bladder inflammation alters CGRP and TRPV1 expression in paw afferent-rich dorsal root ganglia in a mouse model of visceral pain

Authors: *E. L. TRAN, S. A. STUEDEMANN, L. A. HAHN, L. K. CRAWFORD; Pathobiological Sci., Univ. of Wisconsin Madison, Madison, WI

Abstract: Bladder pain syndrome, which can stem from bladder inflammation, is often accompanied by referred somatic pain that is poorly understood and may be underdiagnosed in patients. In mice, bladder inflammation, or cystitis, produces secondary mechanical hypersensitivity in the hind paw skin, mirroring lower limb hypersensitivity seen in clinical studies of bladder pain patients. Yet, the mechanisms underlying this “referred pain” in mouse models of cystitis remain unclear. Literature suggests calcitonin gene related peptide (CGRP) and transient receptor potential channel V member 1 (TRPV1) increase in bladder afferents after cystitis. However, paw afferents are seldom examined in cystitis studies, despite the compelling paw phenotypes. We hypothesized that cystitis increases TRPV1 and CGRP in hind paw afferents. The L3-L5 dorsal root ganglia (DRG), rich in paw afferents, were analyzed 48 hours after induction of the intravesicular acrolein model of cystitis in adult female mice. Image analysis of multiplex immunofluorescent staining was conducted by experimenters blinded to treatment groups. Compared to vehicle-treated controls, mice with cystitis exhibited fewer CGRP-positive neurons (p = 0.0493, mixed effects model); however, there was a simultaneous increased density of CGRP expression amongst CGRP-positive cells, as measured by a shift towards higher area fraction (p = 0.042, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test). Cystitis also increased the density and intensity of TRPV1 expression amongst the TRPV1-positive cell population (p = 0.0106, KS test). While there was no difference in TRPV1-positive neuron counts, there was a significant shift towards increased cell size of TRPV1-positive neurons (p = 0.0048, KS test), suggestive of phenotype switching. Collectively, these data strongly suggest that cystitis induces molecular changes in L3-L5 DRGs, potentially altering paw afferents. In parallel, we used dual retrograde tracer injections to determine if bladder and paw afferents co-populate any of the T13 to S1 DRG in our mouse lines. While mice demonstrated zero bladder afferents in L3 and sparse bladder afferents in the L4 and L5 DRGs, the next caudal L6/S1 DRG was a site where both bladder and paw afferents were more routinely found, supporting the possibility of peripheral, intraganglionic mechanisms for referred hind paw pain. Ongoing studies examine cystitis-induced changes in L6/S1 DRG and correlate molecular findings to severity of hind paw pain. Further understanding of paw-innervating DRG will elucidate biological mechanisms of referred pain in bladder disease, perhaps highlighting the DRG as a promising target for improved pain therapies.
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**Abstract:** Chronic neuropathic pain associated with spinal cord injury (SCI) is a major medical problem. Studies have shown that moderate thoracic (T10) SCI can substantially up-regulate excitability of small diameter dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons in rodents. This suggests that SCI pain may arise from pathological changes in peripheral neurons. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms remain unknown. In this study, we show that SCI significantly increases classical TTX-resistant sodium currents (Nav1.8 and Nav1.9), but not TTX-sensitive sodium currents, in rat small DRG neurons. We also show that SCI almost doubles the proportion of small DRG neurons that produce TTX-resistant resurgent currents, which are unusual currents typically evoked during the repolarization phase of action potentials. These currents have a very slow onset and decay, indicating that they are mainly carried by Nav1.8. SCI increases the amplitude of the slow resurgent currents but fails to affect voltage-dependence of activation of the currents. We also show that the increase in Nav1.8 induced by SCI can be reversed by ZL0177, a small molecule that mimics the critical residues in FHF4A binding to the C-terminus of sodium channels. In SCI small DRG neurons, ZL0177 not only decreases the classical and resurgent currents of Nav1.8, but also reduces the percentage of the neurons with Nav1.8 resurgent currents. Furthermore, we show that ZL0177 significantly downregulates hyperexcitability of small DRG neurons induced by SCI. Therefore, our data demonstrate that Nav1.8 dysfunction contributes to SCI-induced hyperexcitability of nociceptive neurons and that the FHF-binding site on Nav1.8 C-terminus might be a promising therapeutic target for the treatment of SCI pain.
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Title: Voltage-gated Ca_{2.2} calcium ion channels mediate CFA-induced heat hypersensitivity via interleukin signaling
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Abstract: Voltage-gated calcium ion channels (Ca\textsubscript{v}) are essential for the detection and transmission of noxious stimuli. Previously, our lab demonstrated that transient capsaicin-induced heat hypersensitivity in peripheral Trpv1 nociceptor nerve endings in skin depends on Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 channel activity (DuBreuil et al., 2021). Here, we show that Cav2.2 channels are also critical for the development of prolonged Complete Freund Adjuvant (CFA) induced heat hypersensitivity. Within one day of intraplantar CFA injection, wild type (WT) mice exhibit robust heat and mechanical hypersensitivity (n=8), while global Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 knockout mice (KO) only develop mechanical allodynia (n=12). Using CFA as a model of prolonged neuroinflammation, we show that Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 channels have a highly specialized role in the development of heat, but not mechanical, hypersensitivity, further supporting our previous studies using a capsaicin model of transient neuroinflammation. Within one day of intraplantar CFA injection, we measured increased levels of ten different cytokines in hindpaw interstitial fluid at the site of injection. Here, we show that the cytokine imprint, particularly levels of interleukins IL-1\textalpha and IL-6, are altered in mice lacking Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 (KO) and in wild type (WT) mice co-injected with CFA and the highly selective Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 inhibitor, \omega-conotoxin GVIIA (n=8/group). The precise mechanism by which Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 channels mediate heat hypersensitivity in peripheral nerve endings is not fully understood, but it is likely that Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 channels are the major source of intracellular calcium that triggers vesicular release of proinflammatory mediators from nerve endings. The vesicular cargo of sensory neurons includes signaling molecules such as neuropeptides (e.g., CGRP and Substance P), glutamate, and damage-associated molecular patterns such as ATP. Reducing the release of these signaling molecules from neurons drives changes in plasma extravasation, dendritic cell migration, adhesion of immune cells to the vasculature, and the production and release of proinflammatory cytokines from stimulated leukocytes. Our data show that Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 channels in skin are critical for neuroimmune signaling cascades that trigger both transient and prolonged forms of heat hypersensitivity. Our ongoing studies will establish the relationship between Ca\textsubscript{v}2.2 channel activation and interleukin release, and the resulting downstream effects of interleukins on the development of transient and prolonged hypersensitivity.
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Contributions of keratinocytes to traumatic nerve injury induced mechanical and cold hypersensitivity


**Abstract:** Neuropathic pain is a debilitating health condition that affects nearly 10% of the general population and is often associated with severe cutaneous mechanical and cold allodynia. Despite its prevalence, neuropathic pain remains one of the most challenging types of chronic pain to manage effectively. The study of non-neuronal peripheral keratinocytes in neuropathic pain may uncover novel peripheral analgesic targets that reduce the potential for undesired central nervous system (CNS) side effects and provide increased efficacy in treating pain. Recent evidence suggests that keratinocytes, a major cell type in the epidermis, play an important role in the initial processing of mechanical and thermal information and may contribute to neuropathic pain. The aim of this study is to evaluate the role of keratinocytes to touch and cold pain after traumatic nerve injury, where the keratinocytes themselves are not directly injured. To investigate this, a surgical model of traumatic nerve injury, the tibial spared nerve injury (tSNI), was used. We found that optogenetic inhibition of keratinocytes can attenuate tSNI-induced cold hypersensitivity but does not alter behavioral responses to radiant heat. Furthermore, extrudate collected from cultured keratinocytes isolated from tSNI mice promotes (1) behavioral mechanical hypersensitivity when injected into naïve mouse paws and (2) increased calcium responses to a low potassium test stimulus (20mM KCl) in naïve sensory neuron cultures in calcium imaging experiments. Together, these findings highlight the importance that keratinocytes may play in hypersensitivity after nerve injury.

**Disclosures:** C.M. Mecca: None. A.R. Mikesell: None. O. Isaeva: None. C.L. Stucky: None.
Abstract: Chronic pain is a burdensome condition necessitating improved management strategies. Understanding the mechanisms underlying chronic pain development is crucial for identifying therapeutic targets. The hyperalgesic priming (HP) model, involving prolonged hypersensitivity following an initial inflammatory insult, sheds light on the molecular mechanisms contributing to pain chronification. We investigated the role of N-acylethanolamine acid amidase (NAAA), a cysteine hydrolase, in HP induction. HP was induced by injecting a low dose of IL-6 into the hind paw of male and female mice, causing acute hypersensitivity to heat stimuli lasting less than 24 hours. Subsequent administration of PGE2 one week later prolonged heat hyperalgesia in primed mice, while non-primed animals experienced transient hyperalgesic effects. Pharmacological inhibition of NAAA using ARN19702 was employed to assess its contribution to HP. Preemptive ARN19702 administration relieved IL-6-induced heat hyperalgesia yet had no effect on long-lasting hypersensitivity caused by PGE2 in primed animals. However, post-IL-6 injection ARN19702 administration prevented HP development, as indicated by the absence of lasting hyperalgesic effects of PGE2 in primed mice. Genetic loss-of-function experiments in NAAA-deficient mice confirmed these results. Investigation with the peripherally-preferring NAAA inhibitor, ARN726, suggested that NAAA likely drives HP in peripheral tissues. Increased NAAA activity disrupted PEA-regulated PPAR-α signaling in the periphery, while PEA administration effectively halted HP induction. Monocyte-derived cells were identified as the cellular substrate for NAAA-mediated HP signaling. Mice lacking NAAA in CD11b+ cells exhibited reduced IL-6-mediated HP induction. Mice lacking NAAA in CD11b+ cells exhibited reduced IL-6-induced hyperalgesia and failed to develop lasting hypersensitivity to PGE2, while NAAA overexpression in these cells resulted in persistent hypersensitivity. Disruption of PPAR-α signaling in monocyte-derived cells abolished HP, emphasizing intact PPAR-α signaling requirement. Together, these findings underscore the indispensable role of peripheral NAAA-regulated PPAR-α signaling in monocyte-derived cells for HP induction. Insights gained into the underlying mechanisms of HP may contribute to novel therapeutic approaches for chronic pain management.

Abstract: The trigeminal ganglion contains cell bodies of the sensory nerves that innervate the face and head to mediate itch, pain and other sensations. Chronic damage to these nerves may cause painful conditions like trigeminal neuralgia. Clinical treatment of trigeminal pain often relies on anticonvulsant drugs with significant neurological side effects. Lack of effective and convenient treatments of the disease highlights the need for more effective and targeted therapeutic approaches. GNB5 encodes the protein Gβ5, a divergent member of the G protein β family, that binds with each member (RGS6, 7, 9 and 11) of the R7 subfamily of the regulators of G signaling (R7-RGS) to form obligate Gβ5/R7-RGS complexes. The Gβ5/R7-RGS complex proteins are expressed primarily in neuronal cells and function as GTPase-Activating Proteins to dampen signaling downstream of Gi/o-coupled receptors. Studies in our lab of conditional knockout of Gnb5 from sensory neurons mediated by Advillin-Cre in Gnb5fl/fl mice have shown significant reduction in mechanical, thermal and chemical nociception. However, Rgs7-cre mediated conditional Gnb5 knockout only diminished mechanical nociception. Additionally, treatment with 2- hydroxysaclofen (a GABA-B receptor antagonist) abolished the decrease of mechanical nociception in both Advillin- Cre+/−; Gnb5fl/fl and Rgs7-Cre+/−; Gnb5fl/fl mice implicating the involvement of GABA-B receptor signaling in Gβ5/Rgs7-associated mechanical nociception. To further understand the cellular and molecular mechanisms of Gβ5/R7-RGS complex-mediated nociception in trigeminal ganglion, we conducted bioinformatic analysis of publicly available scRNAseq datasets using the established sensory neuron markers, in order to find the cell-type expression patterns of Gnb5 and R7-RGS transcripts. We found high levels of Gnb5 expression in all sensory neuron cell types of the trigeminal ganglion while the expressions of members of R7-RGS subfamily showed distinctive patterns among different cell types. Rgs7 and Rgs11 were found highly expressed in non-peptidergic neuron clusters, while Rgs9 was mainly localized to peptidergic clusters. Rgs6 showed little or no expression across the trigeminal ganglion. Using RNAscope Hi-Plex in-situ hybridization techniques, we aim to verify these findings and explore the potential mechanisms of the behavioral test results.
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**Title:** Meteorin Treatment Resolves Cisplatin Induced Peripheral Neuropathic Pain in Mice

**Authors:** *L. HE*¹, I. SANKARANARAYANAN¹, T. M. MADSEN², K. A. PETERSEN², G. MUNRO², T. J. PRICE¹;
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**Abstract:** Cisplatin is a potent alkylating agent that can induce chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy (CIPN) and chronic pain. This severely limits its usefulness as a cancer treatment and negatively impacts patient outcomes. Evidence suggests that CIPN arises as a consequence of molecular alterations in dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons and their neighboring satellite glial cells that lead to functional changes generating hyperexcitability. CIPN is also associated with a more distal loss of intraepidermal nerve fibers in the skin. Meteorin is a secreted protein that plays a fundamental role in the development of the nervous system. Previous studies have shown that systemic treatment with recombinant mouse meteorin (rmMeteorin) produces robust, long-lasting antinociception in rodent models of peripheral neuropathic pain and paclitaxel induced peripheral neuropathy. To investigate a broader role for Meteorin therapy in CIPN, we treated female ICR mice with 2 cycles of cisplatin (2mg/kg, 5 x i.p.) or vehicle through Days 1-15 in the current study. Hind paw withdrawal thresholds to mechanical stimulation were assessed using Von Frey filaments. Once hypersensitivity was established, rmMeteorin (1.8mg/kg, 5 x s.c.) or vehicle was administered every other day from Day 18, and withdrawal thresholds routinely assessed until Day 79. Lumbar DRGs and hind paw skin were collected from 4 mice for each treatment group on Day 34 for immunohistochemical processing. Cisplatin-induced mechanical hypersensitivity was significantly reversed after a second injection of rmMeteorin and persisted throughout, and even beyond the dosing duration. Moreover, cisplatin-mediated changes in DRG expression of the gap junction protein Connexin43 and the satellite glial cell marker glutamine synthase were both restored by rmMeteorin administration. Intraepidermal nerve fibers in the skin were also protected from cisplatin-induced loss by rmMeteorin. The resolution of preclinical behavioral and cellular correlates of CIPN in cisplatin mice with rmMeteorin treatment, supports similar findings obtained in mice with paclitaxel-induced neuropathic pain.

**Disclosures:** L. He: None. I. Sankaranarayanan: None. T.M. Madsen: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time):; Hoba Therapeutics. K.A. Petersen: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time):; Hoba Therapeutics ApS. E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); Hoba Therapeutics ApS. G. Munro: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time):; Hoba Therapeutics ApS. T.J. Price: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Hoba Therapeutics ApS. C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); Hoba Therapeutics ApS.
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Abstract: Peripheral nerve damage is associated with up-regulation of non-coding RNAs such as miR-21 in sensory neurons and accumulation of macrophages in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG). We have previously reported that sensory neurons communicate with macrophages by shuttling exosomes that regulate nociceptive mechanisms under neuropathic pain conditions (PMID: 29176651). Here, we investigated whether macrophages release extracellular vesicles (EVs) containing specific microRNAs which are transferred to sensory neurons. We polarised bone marrow derived macrophages (BMDMs) to M1-like phenotype by lipopolysaccharide incubation (LPS 100 ng/ml for 16 h), isolated EVs in supernatants by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 g at 4°C for 1 h and performed EV size distribution analysis (NS300 Nanoparticle Tracker). In both vehicle and LPS supernatants we quantified 2*10⁸ ± 0.4 particles/ml and mean size of 150 ± 7.3 nm (n=4 replicates). Next, using Western blot we quantified BMDM-derived EV markers and found expression of tumour susceptibility gene 101 (TSG-101; exosome marker), but not annexin-A1 (ectosome marker) and calnexin (intracellular marker that rules out extracellular contamination). Thus, these results suggest that BMDMs release mainly exosomes after LPS stimulation, and we then evaluated whether such exosomes contain a signature microRNA (miR). Using RT-qPCR of six selected miRs we found that LPS induced intracellular upregulation of miR-155 (427 ± 74 -fold increase over internal Spike-in control) that was also found in the EVs (24 ± 7 -fold increase; n=5-6 replicates). Relevantly, miR-155 was not enriched in cultured DRG neuron-released EVs following incubation of LPS (100 ng/ml, 3 h) and capsaicin (1µM, 3 h) whilst as expected miR-21 was found in capsaicin-released EVs (2 ± 0.3 -fold increase; n=3 replicates). Having found miR-155 in EVs derived from LPS polarized BMDMs, we next transfected BMDMs with pHluorin-CD63 plasmid, isolated CD63-pHluorin-tagged EVs and exposed DRG neurons for 24h with these EVs (100 µg). We analyzed possible EV occurrence in neurons by AiryScan high resolution confocal microscopy and observed that some neurons (marker Tuj1) contained pHluorin-EVs. Moreover, we detected higher levels of miR-155 (4 ± 0.7 -fold increase), interleukin-6 (IL-6, 53 ± 20 -fold increase) but not glycoprotein gp130 or miR-21 in DRG neurons incubated with LPS-BMDM-derived EVs (n=4 replicates). Our findings suggest that miR-155 is enriched in EVs released by M1-like macrophages and such EVs are taken up by neurons and modulate gene expression.
Effects of systemic oxytocin administration on UVB-induced nociceptive hypersensitivity and tactile hyposensitivity in mice.

Authors: *M. BOADA, S. GUTIERREZ, J. EISENACH; Anesthesiol., Wake Forest Univ. Baptist Med. Ctr., Winston Salem, NC

Abstract: UVB radiation induces cutaneous inflammation, leading to thermal and mechanical hypersensitivity. Here we examine the mechanical properties and profile of tactile and nociceptive peripheral afferents functionally disrupted by this injury and the role of oxytocin (OXT) as a modulator of this disruption. We recorded intracellularly for L4 afferents innervating the irradiated area (5.1 J/cm²) in 4-6 old week male mice (C57BL/6J) after administering OXT IP, 6 mg/Kg. The distribution of neurons characterized was shifted by UVB radiation to a pattern observed after acute and chronic injuries and reduced mechanical thresholds of A and C- high threshold mechanoreceptors while reducing the sensitivity of tactile afferents (low threshold mechano receptors). UVB radiation did not change somatic membrane electrical properties or fibers conduction velocity. OXT systemic administration rapidly reversed these peripheral changes toward normal in both low and high-threshold mechanoreceptors and returned the distribution of characterized neurons toward normal. OXT and V1aR receptors were present on the terminals of myelinated and unmyelinated afferents innervating the skin. We conclude that UVB radiation, similar to local tissue surgical injury, cancer metastasis, and peripheral nerve injury, alters the distribution of low and high threshold mechanoreceptors afferents and sensitizes nociceptors while desensitizing tactile units. Acute systemic OXT administration partially returns all of those effects to normal.
Involvement of Lysophospholipids in trigeminal ganglion in neuropathic pain of orofacial region

Authors: *R. KURISU, Y. YAMAZAKI, S. MAEDA; Tokyo Med. and Dent. Univ., Bunkyo-ku / Tokyo prefecture, Japan

Abstract: Object: The mechanism of neuropathic pain in the orofacial region is still unclear, and treatment is often difficult. Neuropathic pain refers to a type of chronic pain that is caused by damage or dysfunction in the nervous system. Lysophosphatidic acid (LPA), one of the lysophospholipids, is involved in neuropathic pain. In this study, we aimed to elucidate the involvement of LPA in facial mechanical allodynia that develops after infraorbital nerve injury (IONI) in a rat model of infraorbital nerve injury.

Methods: We used male Sprague Dawley rats in all experiments. The rats were deeply anesthetized with an intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of a mixture containing butorphanol (2.5 mg/kg; Meiji Seika Pharma, Tokyo, Japan), midazolam (2.0 mg/kg; Sandoz, Tokyo, Japan), and medetomidine (0.15 mg/kg; Zenoaq, Fukushima, Japan). The top of the head was shaved, and the rats were then placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. After exposing the skull, a small hole with a diameter of 1 mm was drilled directly above the ipsilateral trigeminal ganglion to the infraorbital nerve injury (IONI) or sham operation. The guide cannula was extended into the trigeminal ganglion through the hole and was fixed. Following cannulation, the rats were allowed to recover for seven days before conducting experiments. One week later, the left infraorbital nerve was partially ligated under deep anesthesia to induce the IONI model in rats treated with LPA (IONI-LPA). Other groups included naïve rats treated with LPA (naïve-LPA), IONI rats treated with saline (NS) (IONI-NS), and naïve rats treated with NS (naïve-NS). The mechanical head-withdrawal threshold (MHWT) of the left whisker pad skin was measured using von Frey filaments every other day before and up to 14 days after the injury. Lysophosphatidic acid (LPA; 1 µl, 1 mM) or vehicle (NS) was administered daily into the trigeminal ganglion under 2% isoflurane anesthesia from day 1 to day 7 after suborbital nerve injury, and the MHWT in the moustache area was measured until day 14 after injury.

Results: MHWT in the IONI-LPA group was significantly lower than that in the naïve-NS group from day 2 to day 10 after injury. The naïve-LPA group showed significantly lower MHWT than the naïve-NS group from day 2 to day 10 and day 14 after injury. There was no significant difference between the IONI-LPA and naïve-LPA groups.

Discussion: This result suggests that LPA may be involved in facial mechanical allodynia that develops after infraorbital nerve injury. Further research is needed to explore the underlying mechanisms and potential interventions targeting LPA in the management of neuropathic pain.

Disclosures: R. Kurisu: None. Y. Yamazaki: None. S. Maeda: None.
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Abstract: Chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy (CIPN) is a dose-limiting adverse outcome of many cancer chemotherapeutics that results in permanent symptoms and disability in up to 40% of cancer survivors. Individuals with CIPN can experience numbness, pain and/or burning sensations in the feet and hands. Among chemotherapeutics, Bortezomib (BTZ) is commonly used to treat multiple myeloma. To date, there is no standard for prevention and/or treatment of BTZ-induced CIPN (BIPN). We developed a high-content, live-cell imaging assay to validate potentially neuroprotective hits from an FDA-approved small molecule library screen (Utkina-Sosunova et al., 2022). Adult mouse dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons from 8-9 week old PirtCre; tdTomato/+ males were cultured in 96-well plates for 4 days in vitro (DIV4) followed by 48 h of either vehicle (0.1% DMSO), 3 nM BTZ treatment, or BTZ plus a small molecule of interest. Fluorescence imaging was performed at 24-h intervals to assess neurite outgrowth and BTZ-induced axonopathy. On DIV6, cultured cells were loaded with Fluo-4 AM for live-cell calcium imaging to assess neuronal responsiveness to a nociceptive stimulus (1 µM capsaicin) and depolarization (70 mM K⁺). As previously observed, BTZ reduced the neurite length per cell by 63 ± 11% compared with vehicle-treated control neurons (DMSO 3039.0 ± 240.5 µm/cell, BTZ 1120.0 ± 341.8 µm/cell; P=0.01, Student’s t test, two-tailed; n=3 biological replicates, n=4-8 technical replicates). Two compounds from this secondary screen showed neuroprotection in this assay, with reductions of neurite lengths of 29.1 ± 8% and 35.4 ± 10.4% (n=3 biological replicates, n=4 technical replicates). In live-cell calcium imaging experiments, BTZ increased the resting cytosolic calcium concentration, decreased the number of capsaicin responding neurons, and decreased the calcium response to high K⁺-evoked depolarization. The two neuroprotective compounds partially reversed these effects. We are now poised to test these validated molecules in human DRG neurons for the treatment of BIPN. *These authors contributed equally.
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**Abstract:** Transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) channels, polymodal nociceptors activated by factors such as capsaicin (CAP), protons, or heat, are known to contribute significantly to chronic pain states. Upregulation of TRPV1 channels under such conditions reduces stimulation thresholds and exacerbates pain perception, manifesting as hyperalgesia or allodynia. Despite ongoing efforts to discover drugs targeting these channels, side effects like hyperthermia have hampered clinical development. In light of recent studies revealing the antinociceptive effects of glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) analogs in neuropathic pain through GLP-1 receptor (GLP-1R) activation, we investigated the role of Exendin 9-39, a GLP-1R antagonist, in modulating TRPV1 activation. Our finding showed that Exendin 9-39 exhibited the greatest inhibitory effect (IC50 28.18 ± 3.92 nM) on CAP-induced TRPV1 channel activation among all tested GLP-1R agonists. Additionally, cell-attached and inside-out patch clamp recordings indicated that Exendin 9-39 likely binds an extracellular site of human TRPV1 channels, thereby preventing activation. Given the hyperthermia side effect associated with previously developed TRPV1 antagonists, we examined the impact of Exendin 9-39 on the proton activation mode of the TRPV1 channels. Exendin 9-39 demonstrated minimal impact on TRPV1 even when applied at concentrations 30 times greater than its IC50 for CAP, indicating its potential to act as a modality-selective antagonist of the TRPV1 channels. Lastly, the analgesic effect of Exendin 9-39 was tested in an acute mouse pain model. Intraplantar administration of Exendin 9-39 following a CAP injection resulted in a dose-dependent alleviation of CAP-induced spontaneous pain. This finding supports the potential candidacy of Exendin 9-39 as a therapeutic agent in pain management.
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Title: Elevated heme drives evoked and ongoing pain behaviors in WT mice by sensitization of dorsal root ganglia neurons
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Abstract: Individuals with sickle cell disease (SCD) suffer from complex stimulus-evoked and ongoing pain that is mediated in part by the hyperexcitability of their peripheral sensory neurons. However, it is unclear whether acute or chronic elevation of cell free heme, a key pathological feature of SCD, contributes to the aberrant activity of sensory neurons. Thus, determining whether heme drives pain behavior and enhanced excitability of dorsal root ganglia (DRG) primary sensory neurons involved in pain signal transduction is critical for the development of targeted pain therapies for SCD. In the current experiments, we use evoked and ongoing pain behavior assays and in vitro calcium imaging to evaluate the hypothesis that acute increases in heme causes direct sensitization of nociceptive DRG neurons in wildtype (WT) mice. Our preliminary data reveal that similar to pain behaviors in the mouse model of SCD, hind paw injection of heme into WT mice induces mechanical and cold hypersensitivity. These data suggest that axon terminals in the skin become sensitized when exposed to elevated heme. We next administered heme to primary cultured DRG neurons in vitro and observed calcium flux across the neuronal cell membrane that was dependent on extracellular calcium. Together, these data suggest that heme opens calcium channels on sensory neurons to drive acute pain behaviors. As ongoing activity of nociceptive neurons may cause pain signal transduction in the absence of external stimuli, we will next use current clamp electrophysiology to determine whether application of heme to cultured DRG neurons is sufficient to induce action potential generation. We will further determine whether exposure to heme enhances the intrinsic excitability of mechanical and cold-sensitive neurons that may lead to our observed acute onset mechanical and cold hypersensitivity in heme-injected mice. Completion of these experiments will shed light on the contributions of cell free heme to SCD pain and illuminate downstream effectors that may be targeted to provide analgesic relief for this historically understudied and debilitating disease.
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**Abstract:** Premature infants are more likely to be admitted to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) where they experience upwards of 10-18 painful procedures each day, often without anesthesia or analgesia. Preclinical and clinical studies have shown that neonatal pain disrupts normal CNS development in multiple ways that persist into adulthood. We have previously reported that early life pain results in an exaggerated febrile response to an immune challenge (administration of lipopolysaccharide; LPS) in adulthood. Administration of LPS induces the release of inflammatory cytokines in the periphery to stimulate prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) production. Centrally, PGE2 binding to the EP3 receptor (EP3R) within the hypothalamic median preoptic area (MnPO) induces a pyrogenic (fever) response. Microglia also change their morphology and release cytokines into the CNS as part of the immune response. Here, we investigate if early life pain (ELP) alters PGE2 signaling within the MnPO and the involvement of microglia in this response. Male and female rats were exposed to a short-term inflammatory insult induced by intraplantar administration of 1% carrageenan on the day of birth (P0). In adulthood (P60-P90), Thermicron iButtons were implanted to monitor core body temperature; 14 days later, LPS was injected to elicit an immune response. Rats were sacrificed at one of 3 time points post-LPS: 24 hours, peak fever, or 2 hours (fever initiation). Brain tissue was analyzed via immunohistochemistry for VGAT, VGLUT, Fos, prostaglandin receptor 3, and Cd11b within the MnPO and Cox-2 within the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis (OVLT). A whole brain survey of Fos activation patterns was also conducted to analyze the global brain response to LPS. Reconstructions and analysis of morphological changes in Cd11b+ microglia were conducted using Imaris. LPS administration resulted in an elevated febrile response in ELP males and females compared to controls and increased sickness behaviors in ELP females. Immunohistological analysis revealed sex and treatment differences in cellular activation in several brain regions and increased receptor and transporter expression in the MnPO in ELP rats. Cox-2 expression is also increased at peak fever in ELP rats. Together, these studies are consistent with clinical studies reporting that children experiencing unresolved pain during the perinatal period show increased severity of sickness behavior and altered immune signaling following exposure to a pathogen and will provide a foundation for future studies examining the biological underpinnings.
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Title: Spinal adenosinergic signaling mechanisms inhibit lamina I NK1 receptor-expressing neurons following electrical stimulation of Aβ-fibers after nerve injury
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Abstract: Background: Peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS) is an emerging candidate for effective opioid-sparing pain treatment. The Gate Control Theory asserts that spinal pain signal transmission is gated by inhibitory interneurons which can be activated by Aβ-fiber impulses. However, the detailed mechanisms that contribute to synaptic inhibition after PNS, such as 50 Hz Aβ-fiber stimulation, remain partially understood. Although adenosine A1 and A3 receptors (A1Rs/A3Rs) are expressed in the spinal cord, their roles in PNS-induced inhibition of spinal projection neuron synapses were unclear.

Methods: We used a multidisciplinary approach to investigate the influence of PNS-induced A1 and A3R signaling onto lamina I NK1R-GFP neurons, ~80% of which are projection neurons. Moreover, we examined the impact of endogenous adenosine metabolism modulation on PNS-induced synaptic inhibition. NK1R-GFP knockin mice were developed to facilitate the identification of NK1R+ neurons in the spinal cord. Neuropathic pain was induced by tibial spared-nerve injury (SNI-t) to the left hindlimbs of NK1R-GFP mice. Immunohistochemistry, RNA scope, and western blot analysis were used to investigate A1R and A3R expression in NK1R+ neurons in the spinal cord from naïve and neuropathic mice. Patch-clamp electrophysiology was used to elucidate the influence of A1 and A3R signaling and 50 Hz PNS on C-fiber-evoked excitatory post-synaptic currents (C-eEPSCs) in NK1R-GFP neurons.

Results: NK1R-GFP+ neurons in lamina I express A1 and A3Rs, and SNI-t significantly increased the level of both in the spinal cord. Importantly, 50 Hz PNS inhibited C-eEPSCs, which was significantly attenuated by bath-application of both A1 and A3R antagonist DPCPX (1 µM) and MRS1523 (30 nM). In contrast, blocking the adenosine deaminase-dependent conversion of adenosine to inosine with bath-applied deoxycoformycin (dCF; 1 µM) significantly increased the synaptic inhibition of NK1R-GFP neurons by 50 Hz PNS.

Conclusion: Nociceptive transmission in lamina I NK1R-GFP neurons may be dampened by 50
Hz PNS through activation of A1 and A3Rs. Moreover, inhibiting adenosine deaminase which would increase the level of adenosine accumulated in the synapse enhanced the overall synaptic inhibition produced by 50 Hz PNS. Thus, AR activation may serve as a key mechanism for the synaptic inhibitory effects of 50 Hz PNS, the effects of which can be amplified with enzyme inhibitors to increase its clinical efficacy for the management of neuropathic pain.
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Title: General anesthesia-activated neurons in the central amygdala regulates pain and pain-induced anxiety in mice
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Abstract: General anesthesia, such as isoflurane, produces analgesia (loss of pain) and loss of consciousness via different mechanisms, but the underlying mechanisms are not well understood. Recent study showed that a distinct population of GABAergic neurons in the central amygdala can be activated by general anesthesia and play an important role in analgesia. To further characterize the electrophysiological properties and analgesic effects of these general anesthesia activated neurons, we used 1.2% isoflurane to induce c-Fos activation in the mouse brain and validated the c-Fos expression by in situ hybridization. Our results showed that several brain regions, including the central amygdala (CeA), paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (PVT), paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN), and suprachiasmatic nucleus (SON), were robustly activated by isoflurane. Using three-color fluorescence in situ hybridization, we found that c-Fos⁺ neurons in CeA were mainly GABAergic neurons (Vgat⁺), while c-Fos⁺ neurons in other regions were mainly glutamatergic neurons (Vglut2⁺). Additionally, we confirmed that c-Fos⁺ neurons in CeA were mostly protein kinase C (PKC)-delta (Prkcd⁺) neurons and not somatostatin (Sst⁺) neurons. Our ex vivo electrophysiological recordings in brain slices revealed that c-Fos⁺ neurons in CeA had increased neuronal excitability and exhibited a distinct action potential pattern compared to c-Fos⁻ neurons. To investigate the analgesic effects of the isoflurane-induced c-Fos⁺ CeA neurons, we used a chemogenetic approach (DREADDs) to activate these neurons. Our results showed that chemogenetic activation of isoflurane-induced c-Fos⁺ neurons in CeA was sufficient to increase pain thresholds in both naïve mice and mice with...
nerve injury and neuropathic pain. In addition, chemogenetic activation of these neurons in CeA abolished pain induced anxiety-like behaviors. These findings suggest that targeting isoflurane-induced c-Fos⁺ CeA neurons may provide therapeutic benefits for pain and its comorbidities management.
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Title: Activating Fc-gamma Receptors Mediate Sciatic Nerve Injury-induced Neuropathic Pain
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Abstract: Neuropathic pain is difficult to treat in clinical practice, and the underlying mechanisms are insufficiently elucidated. Previous studies have demonstrated that Fc receptors may be involved in pain. However, the mechanisms of FcγRs in neuropathic pain remain to be explored. Here, we found that Fc-gamma receptors (FcγRs), including FcγRI, FcγRII, and FcγRIII, and Fc-epsilon receptor I gamma (FcεRIγ) mRNA were upregulated in the spinal dorsal horn (SDH) of a mouse model of sciatic nerve injury (CCI) using mRNA sequencing. FcεRIγ associates with activating Fc-gamma receptor on the cell surface to form a functional signaling complex and regulate immune responses. Our work also revealed that FcγRI, FcγRIII and FcεRIγ were expressed in microglial cells of the SDH after CCI. Meanwhile, sciatic nerve injury persistently and significantly increases the protein levels of FcγRI, FcγRIII and FcεRIγ in the SDH after neuropathic pain. Furthermore, knockout of the FcγRs or FcεRIγ-encoding gene Fcer1g significantly alleviated neuropathic pain in mice after CCI. Overexpression of FcεRIγ in the SDH by the adeno-associated virus (AAV)-Fcer1g vector evokes chronic pain in wild-type mice. These results indicate that the microglial complex of the SDH plays an important role in
the development of neuropathic pain in chronic constriction injury mice. The findings may provide novel insights into potential therapeutic targets for neuropathic pain.
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Title: Parvalbumin gates chronic pain through the modulation of tonic firing in inhibitory neurons

Authors: *H. QIU, L. S. MIRAUCOURT, A. DAVIDOVA, R. SHARIF NAEINI; Dept. of Physiol., McGill Univ., Montreal, QC, Canada
Abstract: Spinal cord dorsal horn inhibition is critical to the processing of sensory inputs, and its impairment leads to mechanical allodynia. How this decreased inhibition occurs and whether its restoration alleviates alldynic pain is poorly understood. Here, we show that the calcium (Ca\(^{2+}\))-binding protein, parvalbumin (PV), controls the activity of inhibitory PV-expressing neurons (PVNs) by enabling them to sustain high-frequency tonic firing patterns. Upon nerve injury, PVNs transition to adaptive firing and decrease their PV expression. Interestingly, decreased PV is necessary and sufficient to the development of mechanical allodynia and the transition of PVNs to adaptive firing. This transition of firing pattern is due to the recruitment of calcium-activated potassium (SK) channels and blocking them during chronic pain restores normal tonic firing and alleviates mechanical allodynia. Our findings indicate that PV is essential to the firing activity of PVNs and in preventing allodynia, these observations may lead to novel strategies for chronic pain relief.

Disclosures: H. Qiu: None. L.S. Miraucourt: None. A. Davidova: None. R. Sharif Naeini: None.
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Title: Acute and chronic neuropathic pain impact on corticostriatal circuit function

Authors: *A. J. GEORGE, D. J. MARGOLIS, V. E. ABRAIRA;
Cell Biol. and Neurosci., Rutgers Univ., Piscataway, NJ

Abstract: Chronic pain (>3 months) affects over 50 million Americans, limiting their life and daily activities, and creating a public health crisis. Although there are available treatments for those experiencing acute pain, there is a lack of understanding of the central circuits involved in chronic pain. One candidate involved in pain is the striatum which is known for sensorimotor integration and facilitating voluntary movement, particularly with the interplay between the GABAergic dopamine receptor 1 (D1N) cells and dopamine receptor 2 (D2N) -expressing principal neurons. The striatum can mediate analgesic action in orofacial pain by activating striatal D2N pathways. However, the striatal mechanisms underlying chronic neuropathic pain are largely unknown. The striatum also has inputs from the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) that contribute to pain processing. S1 is known to process somatic sensations including nociception and touch and its activity changes during pain. In addition to the spinothalamic tract,
S1 also has direct projections to the striatum, and plasticity changes in this pathway could point to a mechanism involved in the transition from acute to chronic pain. Our overarching hypothesis is that the transition from acute to chronic pain results in the heightened expression of pain-related behaviors driven by the hyperactivity of S1 leading to overactive striatal D2N populations to mediate analgesic action. We tested this hypothesis using D1-Cre::Ai14 and A2A-Cre::Ai14 mice in a neuropathic pain model using spared nerve injury and optogenetically stimulating the S1-D1N and S1-D2N pathways. We expect to find changes associated with acute and chronic pain states. Furthermore, we characterized specific striatal populations during pain behavioral assessments, and we expect to find differences in D1N and D2N bulk calcium signaling in response to innocuous and painful stimuli during the acute and chronic pain states. The collective results will provide an understanding of the functional role of corticostriatal pathways, and the activation of striatal D1N and D2N circuits, in the transition from acute to chronic pain.

Disclosures: A.J. George: None. D.J. Margolis: None. V.E. Abraira: None.
and motor information are integrated in S1 during nocifensive behaviors and how it changes during chronic pain states is currently unknown.

We performed weekly wide-field and two-photon calcium imaging before and for one month following surgical induction of chronic neuropathic pain, tracking cortical responses at the mesoscale and cellular levels during the application of two distinct types of somatosensory stimuli: mechanical ("pin-prick" pole and 0.02g-1g von Frey filament) and thermal (0-200ms infrared laser pulse). At the same time, we tracked the animal movements during nocifensive behaviors and analyzed them using DeepLabCut. We found that infraorbital chronic nerve constriction decreases the threshold for wiping in response to mechanical stimuli, in agreement with previous findings. Similarly, the wiping threshold was also reduced for thermal stimuli. These results provide the behavioral foundation to identify the cortical correlates of nocifensive behaviors in S1, and to reveal the progressive neural changes associated with chronic neuropathic pain in the somatosensory cortex.

Understanding these cortical alterations will provide critical insights into the neural mechanisms underlying chronic neuropathic pain and potentially guide the development of new therapeutic strategies aimed at normalizing the cortical representations of nociception.

Funding: This research was made possible by funding from NIH (NS109947) and the Wenner-Gren Foundations (Wenner-Gren Stiftelserna).
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Title: A stimulus-evoked EEG study for chronic pain patients and healthy controls
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Abstract: Previous work has implicated brain areas such as the prefrontal cortex (PFC), insular cortex (IC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and primary somatosensory cortex (S1) in pain processing and perception. Furthermore, neural oscillations at alpha (7-13 Hz), low-gamma (30-60 Hz), and high-gamma (60-100 Hz) frequencies have been shown to reflect both evoked pain perception and chronic pain states. However, a suitable biomarker for chronic pain has not yet been developed. In this observational, cross-sectional study, EEG was recorded in patients with chronic lower back pain (CP) (n = 51) and healthy control (HC) subjects (n = 24). Pinprick stimuli at three intensity levels (low: 32 mN, medium: 128 mN, high: 256 mN) were applied to
the lower back region and to the back of the hand. Subjective pain scores (0-10) were reported. Kruskal-Wallis test with Post Hoc 1-way ANOVA test was applied for independent parameters to compare groups, using Bonferroni test for adjusted significance. CP subjects were able to distinguish medium and high stimuli from the low stimulus both on the lower back and hand ($p < 0.05$), whereas HC subjects were only able to distinguish high stimulus from low stimulus on the hand ($p < 0.05$), suggesting the presence of allodynia (heightened sensitivity) in CP subjects. Stimulus-evoked EEG data were source-localized to six regions of interest (medial-PFC, lateral-PFC, IC, rostral-ACC, caudal-ACC, S1) and event-related desynchronization and synchronization (ERDS) in the low-stimulus and high-stimulus conditions were compared in the frequency bands mentioned. Stimulus-evoked EEG data are then used to correlate with behavioral findings.
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**Title:** Distinct roles of differential populations of efferent neurons from the parabrachial nucleus in mechanical allodynia

**Authors:** J. HUO, X. LIU, F. DU, G. YIN, K. DUAN, *D. DONG, L. CHENG;
Southern Univ. of Sci. and Technol., Shenzhen, China

**Abstract:** Mechanical allodynia (MA)-pain evoked by innocuous tactile stimuli—represents one prevalent symptom of chronic inflammatory and neuropathic pain. For some devastating patients, a local injury can lead to full-blown body-wise pain that lasts for long time, whereas for most patients the pain could be short-lasting or confined to the unilateral injury side. Our recent study reported a descending pathway that controls the latent sensitization induced by chemical...
irritants, inflammatory reagents or nerve injury. This circuit starts with neurons located in the lateral parabrachial nuclei (lPBN) (marked by the expression of μ-opioid receptors (MORs)), which control the activity of hypothalamic neurons in the dorsal medial regions (dmH) that are marked by the expression of the prodynorphin (Pdyn) and that send bilateral projections to the spinal dorsal horn (SDH) (lPBN\textsuperscript{MOR+}→dmH\textsuperscript{Pdyn+}→SDH circuits). However, the underlying mechanisms for the induction of bilateral MA, particularly the contralateral MA, are, however, still remain unsolved. Here we observed that proenkephalin (Penk) neurons were highly expressed in lPBN and partially overlapped with MOR+ neurons in el-dvlPBN. We did behavioral experiments to study their functional roles in modulating MA. In contrast to ablation of MOR+ neurons, ablating or silencing the el-dvlPBN\textsuperscript{Penk+} neurons, or retro ablating or chemogenetic silencing el-dvlPBN\textsuperscript{Penk+}→dmH projecting neurons had no significant effect on the lasting duration of bilateral MA, suggesting cell type-specific roles of lPBN\textsuperscript{MOR+} neurons in negatively modulating the lasting duration of MA. However, retro-ablation/chemogenetic silencing the siPBN\textsuperscript{Penk+}→dmH projecting neurons before hind paw capsaicin injection completely prevented the induction of bilateral MA. In contrast, chemogenetic silencing the siPBN\textsuperscript{Penk+}→dmH projecting neurons post-capsaicin injection had no significant effect on the expression of bilateral MA. Chemogenetic silencing of siPBN\textsuperscript{Penk} neurons post-capsaicin injection abolished bilateral MA, suggesting that siPBN\textsuperscript{Penk} neurons are required for the transmission of bilateral MA. In addition, chemogenetic activation of the siPBN\textsuperscript{Penk}→dmH projecting neurons opened the gate for bilateral MA in naïve mice. Overall, our study suggested distinct roles of differential populations of efferent neurons from the lateral parabrachial nucleus in mediating MA in mice.
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Title: Sex differences in Central Amygdala response to Parabrachial Calcitonin Gene Related Peptide (CGRP) release

Authors: R. LORSUNG\textsuperscript{1}, J. ALIPIO\textsuperscript{2}, Y. JI\textsuperscript{3}, N. P. CRAMER\textsuperscript{4}, J. KOENIG\textsuperscript{5}, R. MASRI\textsuperscript{6}, *A. KELLER\textsuperscript{5};
\textsuperscript{1}Univ. of Maryland Sch. of Med. Program In Neurosci., Baltimore, MD; \textsuperscript{2}Harvard, Boston, MA; \textsuperscript{3}Univ. of Maryland Sch. of Dentistry, Dept. of Oral Sci. and Therapeut., Baltimore, MD; \textsuperscript{4}Anat.
Abstract: Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)-expressing neurons in the parabrachial nucleus (PB) densely project to several brain structures implicated in aversive-affective pain processing, including the central amygdala (CeA). We are testing the overarching hypothesis that these projections are causally involved in the affective component of chronic pain. We first tested whether CGRP release from PB potentiates postsynaptic responses. We performed whole-cell, voltage-clamp recordings in CeA slices from CGRPCre mice in which an excitatory opsin was expressed in PBCGRP terminals. Stimulation of these PB terminals in the CeA potentiated optically-evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents only in females. This potentiation lasted approximately one minute and was blocked by a CGRP-antagonist. This suggests that CGRP release from PB terminals potentiates PB glutamatergic inputs from PB to CeA of females, potentially tuning these synapses to respond more strongly to further aversive input. To investigate whether this sex difference arose from transcriptional sex differences in the CeA subpopulation expressing CGRP receptor (CGRPr+), we examined previously published single cell CeA datasets. GO term and DEG analysis between males and females revealed that female CGRPr+ CeA neurons are enriched for both asymmetric synapse markers, indicating a greater number of presumptive excitatory synapses, and nitric oxide signaling compared to males. As postsynaptic nitric oxide release can play a role in strengthening synapses via retrograde signaling, we tested whether CGRP-dependent potentiation in females affected presynaptic release by performing paired pulse ratio (PPR) analysis. PPR significantly decreased in female neurons following endogenous CGRP release from PB terminals in the CeA, indicating that CGRP induced an increase in presynaptic release probability. This suggests that CGRP-driven potentiation in female CeA neurons is at least partly due to a presynaptic mechanism. We also tested for sex-differences in the presynaptic PB neurons by quantifying CGRP expression in the PB using RNAscope. Females expressed slightly less CGRP than males, despite being more responsive to its endogenous release in the CeA in vitro. This suggests that females release less CGRP at baseline conditions, but are more responsive to elevations in CGRP signaling in the CeA, such as those that occur in chronic pain states. Taken together, our data suggests that the PB to CeA pathway demonstrates significant sex-differences in both expression of various markers as well as functional response to CGRP.

Support: NIH Grant R21TR004701
Winston and Maxine Wallin Neuroscience Discovery Fund, UMN

Title: Single cell transcriptomic analysis of DNA methylation machinery in the prefrontal cortex of transient and persistent neuropathic pain mouse models

Authors: *S. Lee¹, M. Riedl², L. Vulchanova², L. Stone¹;
¹Anesthesiol., ²Neurosci., Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

Abstract: Chronic pain is associated with molecular, cellular, structural, and functional changes throughout the neuroaxis including in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). PFC plays a crucial role in the processing and modulation of pain sensation and in the integration of sensory, cognitive, and emotional information. Epigenetic modifications including DNA methylation can impact gene regulation without altering the genetic code. DNA methylation is regulated by DNA Methyltransferases (DNMTs), and ten-eleven translocation (TET) enzymes and is read by Methyl-CpG-binding Domain (MBD) proteins. We previously reported changes in DNA methylation in rodent PFC following spared nerve injury (SNI) that are associated with the transition from acute to chronic pain. However, the cell phenotypes driving these changes have not been identified. In this study, we aimed to map changes DNA methylation machinery expression in PFC using a single nuclei RNA sequencing approach in mouse models of transient vs persistent neuropathic pain. To model transient and persistent neuropathic pain, the sciatic nerve crush and SNI models were induced in 10 to 12 week old C57BL6 male mice, respectively. Sham surgery consisted of exposing the nerve without damaging it. Mechanical and cold sensitivity on the ipsilateral hind paws were monitored for 6 weeks, then PFC was collected for single-nuclei RNA sequencing. Data was analyzed by the R package Seurat (v4.3). Expression levels of DNMTs, TETs and MBDS were compared between Sham vs SNI, Sham vs. Crush and Crush vs SNI groups within cellular phenotypic clusters. Increased mechanical and cold sensitivity persisted in SNI but the nerve crush mice showed a progressive recovery over time. Upregulation of MBD1 and Tet1 was observed in some non-neuronal cells (e.g., Oligodendrocytes, Endothelial cells) in SNI compared to both sham and crush groups. Tet3 expression was upregulated in excitatory neuron subpopulations (Slc17a7+) in SNI but downregulated in the crush model compared to SNI. DNMT3b expression was downregulated in inhibitory neurons (Gad1, 2+) in SNI but was similar in crush and sham. Together, dynamic changes of DNA methylation machinery in PFC following nerve injury could contribute to the establishment and persistence of chronic neuropathic pain through modulating the epigenetic genes.

Disclosures: S. Lee: None. M. Riedl: None. L. Vulchanova: None. L. Stone: None.
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**Title:** Anterior cingulate cortex metabotropic glutamate receptor type-2 expressing neurons regulate complex pain behaviors: dependence on sex, estrous cycle, and injury.

**Authors:** *A. KIRRY, S. DAVIDSON;* Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH

**Abstract:** Our lab previously determined that metabotropic glutamate receptor type-2 (mGluR2) containing pyramidal neurons of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) become hyperexcitable following neuropathic and inflammatory pain in mice. The consequence of pain-induced hyperexcitability of mGluR2 expressing neurons of the ACC is unknown but can be informed by examining the function of ACC mGluR2 expressing neurons in naïve and injured mice. We aim to determine the function of ACC mGluR2 neurons using a multidimensional behavioral approach which includes pain-related affective, motivational, and sensory assays. Sex and ovarian cycle influence the multidimensional experience of pain, and we included sex and estrous stage as a factor in analyses. The discovery of the neural nodes involved in pain-related affect, motivation, and sensory processes across sex and estrous cycle may lead to better pain therapies.

We utilized transgenic mice that express cre recombinase specifically in mGluR2 expressing cells. We delivered a viral vector containing a cre-dependent caspase to ablate ACC mGluR2 neurons. We also crossed our mGluR2-cre transgenic line with a cre-dependent channelrhodopsin transgenic line to optogenetically activate ACC mGluR2 neurons. Mice underwent a thermal pain tolerance assay and a complimentary array of pain threshold and affect related tests, including hot plate, Hargreaves, open field, and conditioned place preference. We found that estrous cycle interacts with thermal pain tolerance. Females in proestrus, a putatively high estradiol state, have higher pain tolerance for a sucrose reward. Ablation of ACC mGluR2 neurons prevents the increase in pain tolerance of proestrous females. Independent of sex, optogenetic activation of ACC mGluR2 neurons results in conditioned place aversion and produces antinociception. We next used neuropathic and inflammatory pain models to determine if ACC mGluR2 neurons are required for the development of affective and pain processing changes in chronic pain conditions. Initial studies suggest that ablation of ACC mGluR2 neurons blocks affect-related pain processing changes following chronic pain. These data show that ACC mGluR2 neurons participate in motivational responses to noxious stimuli in both sexes, and likely contribute to emotional and sensory dysregulation seen in pathological pain conditions.

**Disclosures:** A. Kirry: None. S. Davidson: None.
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**Title:** Sexual dimorphism in the spinal effects of the VGF derived peptide TLQP-62

**Authors:** *T. XIE*¹, R. E. SCHORN², E. MARRON FERNANDEZ DE VELASCO³, G. L. WILCOX⁴, C. A. FAIRBANKS⁵, L. VULCHANOVA²;
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**Abstract:** VGF (non-acronymic) is a neurosecretory protein implicated in neuroplasticity associated with depression, learning and memory, and chronic pain. Our previous work has demonstrated that VGF-derived peptides contribute to the establishment of hypersensitivity in mouse models of persistent pain. We have also shown that the peptide TLQP-62 potentiates calcium responses to glutamate (Glu) in a subset of spinal neurons in naïve male mice. This study aims to determine the mechanisms of this TLQP-62 effect. Work in the hippocampus has suggested that the actions of TLQP-62 are mediated in part by BDNF/TrkB signaling, and in spinal dorsal horn BDNF/TrkB signaling has been shown to participate in neuroplasticity mediated by the NMDA receptor subunit GluN2B. Therefore, we hypothesized that the potentiation of spinal Glu responses by TLQP-62 requires GluN2B. To address this hypothesis, we conducted imaging of calcium transients in transverse spinal cord slices from male and female GluN2Bfl/fl mice, in which GluN2B can be deleted in a Cre-dependent manner. GluN2Bfl/fl mice were injected intraspinally at the L3 and L4 spinal levels (300 nL/injection) at 3-4 weeks of age with AAV9-hSyn-GCaMP6s-Cre or control AAV9-hSyn-GCaMP6s-ΔCre, in which Cre-recombinase is inactive and does not induce GluN2B deletion. Imaging was performed 4 weeks after viral injections. GCaMP6s fluorescence intensity was captured as time-lapse images by single plane two-photon microscopy (Nikon A1RMP system). Cre-dependent deletion of GluN2B was confirmed by loss of ifenprodil inhibition of NMDAR-mediated calcium transients (n=3/sex, P<0.01, Student’s t-test). Slices were sequentially exposed to the following treatments: 1) 100 uM Glu (10 s); 2) 50 nM TLQP-62 or aCSF (15 min); 3) 100 uM Glu (10 seconds); 4) 1mM Glu (10 s). The fold change in response amplitudes to the two 100 uM Glu treatments was calculated for each cellular profile and was found to be significantly reduced in TLQP-62-exposed cells from Cre- compared to ΔCre-injected male mice (p < 0.05, Student’s t-test). Similarly, the proportion of profiles with potentiated responses, defined as fold change greater than the mean+2SD of profiles from aCSF treated slices, was significantly reduced in Cre- compared to ΔCre-injected mice (5/32 and 16/60, respectively; p = 0.011, Fisher’s exact test). These Cre-dependent differences were not observed in cellular profiles of female mice. These results suggest that GluN2B mediates TLQP-62-induced potentiation of Glu responses in male but not in female mice. Ongoing experiments are investigating the contribution of TrkB to the spinal actions of TLQP-62.

**Disclosures:** T. Xie: None. R.E. Schorn: None. E. Marron Fernandez De Velasco: None. G.L. Wilcox: None. C.A. Fairbanks: None. L. Vulchanova: None.
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Title: Evaluating The Role of Perineuronal Nets in Mice With Chronic Pain

Authors: *S. CERMAK¹, G. SEKERKOVA¹, M. MARTINA², A. APKARIAN¹; ¹Northwestern Univ., Chicago, IL; ²Northwestern Univ. Med. Sch., Chicago, IL

Abstract: Approximately one in five individuals in the United States will experience chronic pain (CP), contributing to a significant annual economic burden of around $560-635 billion. The societal burden is just as drastic, causing a great deal of suffering in patients and taxing healthcare systems. Despite decades of advances in research, there is no cure to CP, and limited effective therapies exist. A mechanistic understanding of the neurobiological basis of chronic pain is essential to the development of effective treatments. Perineuronal nets (PNNs) are specialized extracellular matrix structures that surround certain neurons that may play a role in the development of chronic pain. Recently, PNNs have been implicated in pain in rodents. However, the dynamics of these changes in the brain are not well understood in neuropathic pain, particularly in corticolimbic brain regions—areas that have repeatedly been implicated in CP in both humans and rodent models. We use a spared-nerve injury (SNI) model of neuropathic pain in C57 mice to assess changes to PNNS over the development of CP. Control animals received sham surgery, in which the sciatic nerve was exposed rather than ligated. Both male and female mice were 8-12 weeks old. We quantified PNNs in corticolimbic brain regions at multiple time points, 7 days (7d) post-surgery, 14d, and 28d. We used immunostaining with Wisteria Floribunda Agglutin (WFA) to stain for PNNS, as well as anti-aggrecan and anti-Parvalbumin antibodies for double immunofluorescent staining. Quantification revealed increased PNNs in brain regions at multiple time points in animals with CP. Specifically, there were increased PNNs in both prefrontal and infralimbic components of the prefrontal cortex 7d post-surgery, but no change in anterior cingulate or motor cortex. We next characterized PNNs in key regions by assessing aggrecan-positive PNNs in this region, which were primarily aggrecan-negative. Ongoing research will confirm the trend of increasing PNNs at later time points. Establishing how PNNs change temporally and spatially would capture their importance into the mechanisms underlying CP and pave the way for novel clinical applications. Funded by P50 DA044121

Disclosures: S. Cermak: None. G. Sekerkova: None. M. Martina: None. A. Apkarian: None.
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**Introduction:** Virtual reality (VR) has successfully been used over the past years as an adjunct therapy in acute pain management. In this case report we present a thirteen-year-old boy where virtual reality (VR) was used as a successful intervention on both short and long term to treat serious chronic neuropathic pain following calcaneus extension orthopaedic surgery in a boy aged 13. After the surgery, he developed severe chronic allodynic pain on the lateral aspect of the right foot. Medical and psychological interventions were unsuccessful. Nerve blockade gave transient relief, and spinal cord or peripheral nerve stimulation was not possible.

**Virtual Reality treatment:** Inspired by mirror therapy we recommended the boy to experiment with various 3D VR games, which either stimulated his mobility, or other games in which he could see an embodiment of himself. One such engaging VR game was “Beat Saber” developed by Beat Games, where you wield two lightsabers, slicing geometric boxes flying against you, all the while you must avoid obstacles in the VR game space. In addition, the patient also used “VR chat” which is a virtual forum, where you can walk around in cityscapes and see yourself as an avatar. Especially a VR rendering, where the patient could see himself in a mirror, enabled him to touch his virtual (and real self) without pain.

**Discussion:** This case report documents the beneficial role of VR immersion and engagement as a possible new treatment modality for severe neuropathic pain after surgery. Different theories about the pain alleviation mechanism of VR are generally divided into two main types. One is that VR provides a short-term analgesic effect, which emanates from pain distraction and anxiety reduction, resulting from the VR immersion and diversion of attention to another stimulus. The other theory posit that neuroplasticity is the underlying mechanism contributing to the analgesic effect of VR by inducing a long-term structural change in neuron populations in sensory and motor brain regions. We hypothesize that the embodiment and immersion in virtual gaming and play in the present case modulated the central pain sensitization of the patient’s right foot neocortical representation, thereby reducing and ultimately abolishing his chronic pain. The case shows promising prospects for the use of VR to treat chronic pain where current pharmacological and other medical treatments failed. The encouraging results presented in the current case study highlight the importance of further studies investigating the potential of immersive and embodying VR technologies in providing pain relief.
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**Title:** Impaired GluD1-Cbln1 Trans-Synaptic Signaling in the Central Amygdala Contributes to Autophagy Deficits and Chronic Pain  
**Authors:** *K. S. NARASIMHAN*¹, T. KIRITOSHI³, G. JI³, V. NEUGEBAUER³, S. DRAVID²;  
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**Abstract:** Chronic pain is a debilitating condition affecting more than 100 million Americans, with more than half of them showing comorbid depression and anxiety. Neuroplasticity in the central amygdala (CeA) is an important contributor to the emotional and affective aspects of pain. GluD1, a delta glutamate receptor is one of the ionotropic glutamate receptors that play a critical role in inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmission. We have recently demonstrated that in chronic pain, dysfunction of GluD1 and its binding partner Cbln1 mediated trans-synaptic signaling in CeA. Studies have indicated that the activation of autophagy, a cellular process for recycling and degradation, leads to the internalization of AMPARs (AMPA receptors) and enhances long-term depression (LTD). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that GluD1 regulates autophagy mechanisms in multiple brain regions. Based on these findings, we hypothesized that the loss of GluD1 contributes to chronic pain by causing autophagy deficits and impairing LTD. To test this hypothesis, we conducted experiments using sham, complete Freund adjuvant (CFA)-induced, and spinal nerve ligation (SNL) surgery-induced pain models. Initially, we assessed mechanical hypersensitivity in the right paw of the animals using the Von-frey test and observed that both the CFA and SNL models induced hypersensitivity. Subsequently, we analyzed the levels of autophagic proteins in the synaptoneurosome of the CeA using western blotting. Interestingly, we discovered hyperactive Akt-mTOR signaling in the CeA of animals with CFA and SNL-induced pain, compared to the sham group. This heightened mTOR signaling cascade inhibited beclin-1, disrupting the maturation of autophagosomes. Additionally, we observed increased p62 levels and a decline in the LC3-II/LC3-I ratio in the CeA of animals with CFA and SNL-induced pain, compared to sham mice. These alterations in autophagy deficits were strongly correlated with the downregulation of GluD1 and Cbln1 in the CeA. Furthermore, CFA and SNL models led to impaired LTD, as evidenced by elevated surface expression of GluA2 (AMPAR). These findings further support the connection between autophagy deficits resulting from GluD1 downregulation and pain. Interestingly, when we administered recombinant Cbln1 (rCbln1) directly into the CeA through intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection (250ng), we observed a reversal of both autophagy impairment and LTD.
Overall, our results suggest that the restoration of GluD1-Cbln1 impairment alleviates pain by reversing autophagic signaling deficits and restoring synaptic function.

Disclosures:  K. S. narasimhan: None.  T. Kiritoshi: None.  G. Ji: None.  V. Neugebauer: None.  S. Dravid: None.
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Title:  The Role of Endogenous Dopamine Signaling in the Lateral Parabrachial Nucleus in Somatosensation

Authors:  *H. KOO, J. WANG, R. PARIYAR, R. HAMMOND, J. CHUNG, J.-H. LA;  Univ. of Texas Med. Br., Galveston, TX

Abstract:  The lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPBN), a relay and modulatory station for various sensory information, is known to express dopamine D1 and D2 receptors and receive dopaminergic inputs. However, it remains unclear how endogenous dopamine signaling in the LPBN modulates somatosensation. Therefore, here we investigated the effects of the D1 antagonist SCH 23390 and the D2 antagonist Eticlopride, microinjected at the right LPBN in mice, on mechanical and thermal sensory responses measured as the threshold of paw withdrawal from von Frey filament stimulation and the latency to paw withdrawal from radiant heat, respectively. The D1 antagonist SCH 23390 (0.01-1 ug) did not significantly affect either mechanical or thermal sensory responses. In contrast, Eticlopride (0.3 and 1 ug) significantly inhibited both mechanical and thermal sensory responses. These findings indicate that endogenous dopamine in the LPBN activates D2 dopamine receptors, facilitating mechanical and thermal sensory responses. Therefore, interfering with this dopaminergic signaling may result in hyposensitivity to mechanical and thermal stimulation.
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Title: Clinical phenotype matters: Thalamic structural changes in neuropathic low back pain

Authors: *R. YUAN1, J. D. MARKMAN2, J. GEWANDTER3, Z. ZHANG5, P. GEHA4; 2Neurosurg., 3Anesthesia and Perioperative Med., 4Psychiatry, 1Univ. of Rochester Sch. of Med., Rochester, NY; 5Statistics, Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC

Abstract: Chronic low back pain (CLBP) has a significant impact on the lives of millions, yet treatment options are limited. CLBP can be classified into musculoskeletal and neuropathic (sciatica) pain conditions, which are believed to have distinct mechanisms. We aim to investigate whether careful phenotyping of CLBP can reveal brain differences, particularly in the somatosensory system, between sciatica and musculoskeletal CLBP. We recruited 55 CLBP patients and 36 age- and BMI-matched healthy controls (HC) for this study. All subjects completed the Standardized Evaluation of Pain (StEP) assessment, and CLBP patients were categorized into either the musculoskeletal pain group (MSK, N=29) or sciatica group (SC, N=26). Volumetric and vertex analyses of the thalamus were performed with the FSL-FIRST toolbox using T1-weighted MRI. Groups were compared using permutation testing (p < 0.05). We observed significant thinning of the posterior-medial aspect of bilateral thalami (Fig 1) in the SC group compared to both MSK group and HC. The altered region lay in the pulvinar - the thalamic association nucleus. In contrast, no significant differences in morphometry were observed between the MSK group and HC, and there were no differences in total thalamic volume among the 3 groups. As the altered region is closely connected to the pre-frontal cortex (PFC), we used resting state functional MRI to compare the connectivity of the posterior thalami to the dorsal-lateral PFC (DLPFC). The SC group showed increased connection between the left posterior thalamus and the right DLPFC compared to the MSK group. These findings suggest that the posterior-medial thalamus shape change may be specific to sciatica. Moreover, the enhanced connection between this area and the DLPFC indicates functional changes in pain perception and modulation. Our study corroborates mechanistic differences between neuropathic and musculoskeletal pain and highlights the potential role of the pulvinar in sciatica. Understanding the central modulation of neuropathic CLBP may facilitate future development of targeted therapies.
Disclosures:  **R. Yuan**: None.  **J.D. Markman**: E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); Yellowblack Corp, Flowonix Corp. F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); lateral Pharma, Clexio Pharma, Nectar, Editas, Pfizer, Eliem, Lilly, Biogen.  **J. Gewandter**: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Neurometrix. E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); Eisana Corp. F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Algo Therapeutics, Eikonizo Therapeutics, GW Pharma, Neurometrix, Saluda Medical.  **Z. Zhang**: None.  **P. Geha**: None.
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Abstract: Spinal cord stimulation (SCS) has emerged as a promising therapeutic approach for the management of chronic pain. Among various SCS modalities, 10kHz SCS has shown superior efficacy without paresthesia compared to traditional SCS techniques. However, the underlying mechanism by which 10kHz SCS exerts its analgesic effect remains incompletely understood. In this study, we aim to elucidate the mechanisms of action of 10kHz SCS through a comprehensive examination of the neural circuitry and molecular changes associated with its application.

By calcium imaging and electrophysiological recording approaches, we found that 10kHz SCS-mediated spinal cord neuron activation was eliminated by sodium channel blocker (TTX) and significantly reduced by NMDA/AMPA receptor blockers (AP5/CNQX). These data suggest that 10kHz SCS may activate the voltage-gated sodium channels and trigger the release of endogenous neurotransmitters to reduce the pain. To further identify SCS-mediated neurotransmitters, we applied GABA inhibitor (Bicuculine) during the recording and found that 10kHz SCS induced spinal neuron activation was significantly abolished by the Bicuculine. This work suggests that 10kHz SCS works primarily through enhanced GABAergic neurotransmission, thus augmenting inhibitory control over pain pathways and may potentially involve the facilitation of primary afferent depolarization (PAD) and restore the sensory information transmitting to the spinal cord dorsal horn neurons.

Our study demonstrated the neurochemical profile of 10kHz SCS on the GABA-mediated pain processing pathway. The enhanced GABAergic neurotransmission observed with 10kHz SCS may contribute to its clinically superior analgesic efficacy. These findings deepen our understanding of the specific neurochemical mechanisms underlying 10kHz SCS and pave the way for targeted modulation of GABAergic signaling in the development of novel pain management therapies.
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Abstract: More than one million people in the US live with limb loss; this number is expected to continue rising. Amputees can recover from their injuries by learning new motor skills to navigate daily life, but others experience maladaptive consequences such as chronic pain conditions. It is likely that changes in neural circuitry underlie both adaptive and maladaptive outcomes after injury. Myelin is a membrane that wraps around neuronal axons and enhances electrical communication between neurons. Motor learning, neuronal activity and synaptic plasticity all influence myelination in the central nervous system. After unilateral limb loss, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) detects reduced myelin in patients and animal models, in particular in areas that connect bilateral limbs. It is unknown if this loss is maladaptive, and if so, if interventions could restore myelin density to support and enhance motor learning after injury. We used a mouse model of unilateral whisker denervation to investigate changes in myelin in the whisker processing region of the brain: primary somatosensory barrel cortex (S1BC). We hypothesized that myelin immunohistochemistry staining would be reduced in the deprived S1BC in injured mice due to the loss of the primary input (whiskers) to that brain region. Thin brain slices were stained for Myelin Basic Protein (MBP). Three groups of male and female mice were analyzed: two weeks after injury, two months after injury, and 2 months after injury combined with a whisker behavior task. Two weeks after injury a surprising increase in myelin staining was observed, followed by a decrease two months after injury. Training on a whisker task made the reduction of myelin after whisker loss less severe. Myelin may increase immediately after injury to support wiring new connections within the S1BC after unilateral whisker loss. On a longer time-scale, myelin may be reduced due to the loss of primary inputs to S1BC, but intensive whisker training may support increased neuronal activity. This increased activity may combat the myelin loss that normally occurs. Myelin formation supports motor learning, thus identifying therapies that promote myelination may be beneficial for amputee recovery.
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**Abstract:** There are nearly 2.1 million people living with limb loss in the United States. Some patients recover well after their injury by learning new motor skills, but others suffer from chronic pain conditions. Brain activity measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in both subsets of patient populations has similar patterns. This makes predicting patient outcomes challenging and also impossible to determine if this neural activity is related to a beneficial or maladaptive recovery. Our research seeks to discover the neurons, synapses, and circuits that underlie these variable adaptations. Stimulation of the intact whiskers in a rodent model of unilateral whisker nerve transection (IONX) produces a robust fMRI response in bilateral primary somatosensory barrel (whisker) cortices (S1BC), similar to the activity in sensory/motor cortex of human patients. This model allows the detection of the neurons and pathways that are altered after amputation. Our hypothesis is that there are neurons in the sensory cortex that drive brain changes after injury. Previously we found that the increased intact S1BC activity is due to the stronger connection between the thalamus and Layer 4 (L4) neurons in S1BC. These L4 neurons have historically been considered a homogenous group; however, our recent single-nucleus RNA sequencing has detected at least 3 subtypes of neurons. The presence of these neuronal clusters has been identified by co-labeling them with Rorb (L4 marker) using HiPlex RNAscope. Further, genes related to synaptic plasticity such as Gria2, Homer1, and mGluR5 have increased after injury. Electrophysiology has confirmed that the changes in RNA expression have concurrent effects on synaptic function. These events likely influence downstream cortical activity in response to intact whisker use. Our work connects neural gene expression and activity patterns to behavioral phenotypes of our mouse model of amputation. This project will enhance our understanding of how the brain adapts to injury, aiming for targeted interventions to improve outcomes in amputees.
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**Title:** Behavioral Adaptations after Unilateral Whisker Pad Amputation in Mice
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Abstract: There are 1.6 million people living with limb loss; this number is expected to more than double by 2050. Successful recovery after amputation requires that patients learn new motor skills, such as using their residuum, intact limbs, or a prosthesis. Impediments to recovery include chronic pain conditions, anxiety/depression, or the absence of motor learning. The variety of patient outcomes may depend on the unique neural and behavioral adaptations that patients develop after injury. We have developed a rodent model of unilateral amputation by transecting the infraorbital nerve (IONX) connecting the whisker pad to the brain. Neural activity measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in IONX mice closely mimics that of amputees. fMRI detects increased activity in the spared whisker barrel cortex and takeover of the injured whisker barrel cortex by the intact cortex; the synaptic plasticity mechanisms underlying these changes have begun to be assessed. This amputation model allows for the study of neural and behavioral adaptations of male and female mice after IONX injury. We hypothesized that the loss of one set of whiskers would negatively impact exploratory and whisker-task related behaviors. While IONX injury did not impact exploration of the open field, animals missing one set of whiskers did inspect novel objects more frequently with their nose. Performance on a pole localization task with the intact whisker set was equal to sham-operated mice. Finally, IONX mice had impaired performance on a gap crossing task, which requires bilateral whisker inputs. Interestingly, the injury group had variable performance on many of these tests. These results indicate that observed human variability of responses to limb loss might reflect unique neural adaptations underlying their behavioral outcomes and is not necessarily only a byproduct of the inhomogeneity of patients and/or their injuries. Further tests using chemogenetics to isolate the brain region or cell types underlying these adaptations may improve our understanding of how the brain adapts to injury and produces various behavioral outcomes. If behavioral adaptations influence beneficial or maladaptive recovery in rodents, these results may be extrapolated to inform better clinical interventions for patients after limb loss.
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Abstract: Fragile X Syndrome (FXS) is the most common form of inherited intellectual disability. It is caused by a loss-of-function of the FMR1 gene on the X chromosome, resulting in the absence of fragile X messenger ribonucleoprotein (FMRP). Although there are many interventional and pharmacological treatments, there is no cure for FXS. Altered cortical activity is an underlying pathology of FXS that is associated with sensory hypersensitivity and epileptic vulnerability. Normally, networks maintain activity levels within an appropriate range through a set of homeostatic plasticity mechanisms including compensatory adjustments in synaptic strength and/or intrinsic excitability. It is not clear why homeostatic plasticity cannot correct altered activity levels associated with FXS, but previous work suggests that homeostatic mechanisms are impaired in FXS models. Unilateral whisker deprivation (trimming all whiskers on one side of the snout) is a behaviorally relevant in vivo perturbation that has been shown to trigger homeostatic responses in the whisker-responsive barrel cortex. This has been expressed as an increase in whisker-evoked responses in L4 and L2/3 regular spiking (RS) excitatory neurons. In order to determine if and how homeostatic plasticity was altered in the Fmr1 KO mouse model of FXS, we trimmed whiskers every other day from postnatal day 14-21 (PD 14-21). Whiskers were deflected using a 3x3 array of piezoelectric actuators to stimulate the principal/most responsive whisker and surrounding whiskers at multiple velocities. Spiking activity was recorded using a 64-channel multi-electrode probe in the somatosensory cortex of lightly anesthetized mice. Preliminary results suggested that spiking in L5/6 RS neurons in control mice were reduced in the KO compared to WT littermates. In addition, following 7 days of whisker deprivation, the sensitivity to whisker stimulation was very different in the whisker-deprived KO compared to whisker-deprived WT littermates. Future work will focus on recording whisker-evoked spiking from fast spiking (putative inhibitory interneurons) and L4 neurons to evaluate homeostatic plasticity in FXS mice in different layers and cell types.
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Title: Investigating the role of Parvalbumin interneurons in experience-dependent plasticity of the somatosensory cortex
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Abstract: The primary somatosensory barrel cortex (S1BF) of rodents is a site of robust experience-dependent plasticity, undergoing structural and functional changes in response to peripheral sensory inputs. One of the most commonly studied paradigms for experience-dependent plasticity in the S1BF is chronic whisker trimming. In this protocol, all whiskers on one side of the face are trimmed, with the exception of one or a few spared whiskers. The cortical map representation of the spared whisker(s) increases, while the cortical map representation of the trimmed (deprived) whiskers shrinks. However, the exact microcircuit mechanisms that drive experience-dependent plasticity remain incompletely understood. In deprived barrels, changes in the intrinsic excitability of inhibitory Parvalbumin (PV) interneurons are thought to homeostatically balance the loss of feedforward excitation. Yet, the precise role of PV cells in mediating map expansion of spared whiskers is unknown. We hypothesized that PV cells serve as key regulators of experience-dependent plasticity in the S1BF. To test our hypothesis, we have been recording the activity of PV cells in Layer 2/3 (L2/3) of S1BF longitudinally using two-photon (2P) calcium imaging. We investigated responses of PV cells during chronic whisker trimming. We recorded responses of PV cells to whisker stimulation in the C1 and D1 barrels and then trimmed all the whiskers except the D1-whisker. After trimming, the number of PV cells responding to the D1 whisker increased (from 65.23% to 79.52%) in the C1 barrel, while there was no change in the number of D1 whisker responsive PV cells in the D1 barrel. Given that chronic whisker trimming shifts the responsivity of pyramidal cells in surround barrels toward the spared whisker, these results are consistent with homeostatic scaling of PV-mediated inhibition with excitation to maintain proper excitation to inhibition balance during cortical map plasticity. To define the casual role of PV cells in mediating experience dependent plasticity, we are now using chemogenetics to manipulate PV cell activity. Acute inhibition of PV cells leads to a dose-dependent reduction in whisker-evoked responses of both PV and pyramidal cells, but no change in the number of responsive cells. On the other hand, activation of PV cells reduces both the number of whisker responsive PV and pyramidal cells and whisker-evoked responses. These results are somewhat paradoxical and may reflect highly recurrent connectivity between PV and pyramidal cells in the S1BF. We are now testing the effect of chronic PV cell manipulation on cortical map plasticity induced by whisker trimming.
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Title: A novel whisker-based texture discrimination task for freely moving mice towards defining the roles of PV and VIP neurons via chemogenetics
Authors: *A. CETIN, J. GUY, J. F. STAIGER;
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Abstract: Because of the precisely defined somatotopic map, the barrel cortex (wS1) is a favorable model for the study of microcircuits and investigation of the roles of neuronal subtypes in the processing of sensory information. Physiological mechanisms of wS1 of whisker-dependent behavior have mostly been investigated on head-fixed animals to gain better control of stimulus presentation and behavioral measurement. However, there is a limited number of studies investigating whisker-based perceptual detection during natural behavioral conditions. Also, the behavioral relevance of parvalbumin (PV) and vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) expressing GABAergic neurons remains unclear. We aimed to define the contributions of PV and VIP expressing populations within wS1 towards texture discrimination in freely moving mice using chemogenetic manipulation. To this extent, we have established a textured T-maze task, which is an operant conditioning protocol for whisker-based tactile discrimination and to measure the perceptual detection threshold of freely moving mice. In this protocol, food-restricted animals were trained for a 2-choice reward task in a T-maze. Goal arms of the T-maze were cued by 2 types of texture (i.e. coarse vs smooth) blocks and the animal was expected to learn to differentiate these two textures to find the food reward in one of the arms. After reaching a 70% success level on 2 consecutive days, the contrast between these two textures was decreased to find out the discrimination threshold of the animals. Once animals’ performance dropped to chance level with one of the lower contrasts, this contrast was taken as the perceptual detection threshold of the animals. We started with validating our paradigm and controlling the effect of stereotactic injection into wS1, and IP injection of Compound 21 (C21). Mice were first trained in the textured T-maze to determine baseline success, then underwent stereotactic surgery for sham injections to wS1. After recovery time, animals were retested in the T-maze for the same task, including IP injections of C21 and saline. A paired t-test on the highest 3 scores pre- and post-OP showed that surgery did not change animals' success rates in texture discrimination (t(14) = 1.101, p = 0.46). A one-way ANOVA revealed that there was no difference in animals’ performance with IP injection of C21 and Saline compared to no IP injection condition (F(2,23) = 0.142, p = 0.87). Following these controls we will start with bilateral Gq-DREADD expression in both PVcre+ and VIPcre+ mice to figure out the role of PV and VIP neurons in texture discrimination via C21 administration.

Disclosures: A. Cetin: None. J. Guy: None. J.F. Staiger: None.
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**Title:** Distinct synaptic input profiles to layer 5 somatostatin neocortical interneuron subtypes
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**Abstract:** Important advances have been made in our understanding of different subtypes of cortical somatostatin-expressing interneurons (SSTs) in terms of their morphology, electrophysiology, molecular properties, and efferent connectivity (Gouwens et al., 2020; Muñoz et al., 2017; Naka et al., 2019). However, our understanding of their afferent connectivity, considering SST subtype heterogeneity, remains limited. We examined the connectivity of intralaminarily activated afferents to layer 5 (L5) SSTs in the mouse barrel cortex, including excitatory short-term plasticity and the balance between excitatory and inhibitory input. In vitro patch-clamp recordings from acute brain slices of SST-IRESCre;Ai9 mice of both sexes (P42-P77) were combined with optogenetic control of a subcortically projecting L5 pyramidal presynaptic subpopulation, by employing a retrograde AAV system. Clustering of 12 intrinsic electrophysiological properties from 169 L5 SSTs revealed three putative subtypes. Morphological reconstructions showed layer-specific axonal profiles, supporting their alignment with the subtypes of T-shaped Martinotti (TMC), fanning-out Martinotti (FMC) and non-Martinotti (NMC) SSTs (Nigro et al., 2018). Interrogating short-term plasticity of excitatory input to the L5 SST subtypes, we found that high-frequency stimulation of the presynaptic pyramidal neuron subpopulation resulted in facilitation for Martinotti subtypes (TMC facilitation index=2.65 ± 0.3, n=12; FMC=3.5 ± 0.4, n=9), but depression for NMCs (NMCfac=0.6 ± 0.2, n=2). The facilitation index represents the mean EPSC amplitude facilitation across stimulation pulses (normalization to the initial EPSC), with reported values as mean ± SEM. We also observed distinct subtype-specific profiles in the balance of monosynaptic excitation (E) and disynaptic inhibition (I), measured as an E/(E+I) ratio. TMCs received strong monosynaptic excitation (E/(E+I)=0.72 ± 0.08), NMCs received strong disynaptic inhibition (E/(E+I)=0.03 ± 0.03), while FMCs received both (E/(E+I)=0.55 ± 0.1) (Kruskal-Wallis, H(2)=16.49, p<0.001, Dunn's multiple comparisons (Holm method) p<0.01 for both TMC vs. NMC, and FMC vs. NMC; n=8 per subtype - reported values as mean ± SEM). Overall, our data characterise intralaminarily activated synaptic input to L5 SST subtypes, revealing excitatory short-term plasticity dynamics and differences in the balance between excitatory and inhibitory components. We therefore provide evidence for distinct SST subnetworks, which may be differentially recruited by presynaptic partners to generate layer-specific inhibition.
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Abstract: Integration of bilateral sensory inputs requires effective communication between brain hemispheres. This interhemispheric communication is essential for sensory perception and involves reciprocal connections between homotopic sensory areas. A key role in this process is attributed to interhemispheric inhibition which, owing to its long-lasting form, is posited to operate largely through neurogliaform cells (NGCs). However, direct evidence on the role of NGCs in interhemispheric inhibition is missing. Here we show that NGCs in the mouse barrel cortex (BC) are engaged by interhemispheric callosal projections to modulate pyramidal neuron activity and sensory perception. Using optogenetics, ex vivo whole-cell recordings, and in vivo calcium imaging, we found that layer 1 and layer 2/3 (L1-3) NGCs are strongly activated by the callosal and suppressed by the thalamocortical pathway, suggesting that NGCs encode ipsilateral rather than contralateral whisker stimuli. We also found that direct stimulation of L1-3 NGCs modulates whisker-evoked activity in L2/3 and L5b PNs, and increases the perceptual threshold in a whisker deflection detection task. Furthermore, these effects were recapitulated by direct stimulation of callosal projections and deflection of the ipsilateral whiskers respectively, suggesting that the effect of the callosal pathway on sensory perception is mediated by NGCs. Our results not only prove that NGCs mediate interhemispheric inhibition, but also demonstrate their role in sensory perception via modulation of the main units involved in cortical input and output.
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Abstract: The cerebrocortical microcircuit has been the subject of intense investigation, but models often neglect the possible contribution of the deepest lamina, layer 6b (L6b; also known as the persistent subplate). Here, we aim to fill this gap by focusing on a subset of excitatory L6b neurons identified by the expression of connective tissue growth factor (CTGF). Using a mouse model expressing cre under the promoter of Ctgf (n=6) we show that L6bCTGF neurons are restricted to L6b in the cortical column, expanding no further than 80µm superficial to the white matter and were not present among the white matter fibers. Next, we mapped L6bCTGF projections and synaptic terminals across the brain using genetically restricted viral tracing (AAV5-hSyn1-DIO-mEGFP-Syp1-mRuby). Ctgf-cre mice were injected either in the primary somatosensory (S1-bfd; barrel field; n=3) or motor (M1; n=4) cortex. S1- L6bCTGF neurons projected extensively within L6b, and local axonal projections traveled across cortical layers with prominent bouton density in L2/3 and L1. Meanwhile, M1-ctgf neurons showed less distinctive projection segregation, with dense connectivity limited to L1. We identified interregional connectivity characterized by ipsilaterally confined projections and reciprocal connectivity between S1 and M1. In S1-injected mice, projections towards M1 preferentially targeted L6a and L1. In M1-injected mice neurons innervating S1 preferentially targeted only L1. Subcortically, S1- L6bCTGF neurons targeted thalamic structures that project back to the sensory-motor cortex, as well as thalamic polymodal association areas. M1- L6bCTGF neurons gave rise to boutons in thalamic sensory-motor areas but avoided polymodal targets. We also performed electrophysiology of both L6bCTGF and non-CTGF neurons in S1 slices. These neurons have a heterogenous firing pattern at baseline and in response to current pulses (n = 27 tdT+ and n = 12 tdT-). Finally, using optogenetics, we demonstrate that CTGF+ neurons form glutamatergic monosynaptic connections in upper cortical layers targeting both pyramidal cells (n = 15/19 responsive neurons) and fast-spiking interneurons (n = 5/10 responsive neurons). Thus, L6bCTGF neurons are anatomically and functionally integrated with the somatosensory-motor circuitry with long-range projections that span the local cortical column and travel intrahemispherically to target other cortical and subcortical regions.
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Abstract: Layer 6b neurons are a population of cells in the deepest layer of the mouse cortex. These neurons are hypothesized to be equivalent to white matter neurons in the human brain, which are altered in multiple psychiatric disorders, including autism, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. However, their functional role in the cortex remains unclear. Because previous studies have used different methods to identify L6b neurons in adult mice, it is difficult to compare their contributions to cortical function across experiments. Here, we compare commonly used methods for identifying white matter and L6b neurons to determine whether they captured the same population of neurons and a consensus definition of L6b neurons in an adult mouse. And we investigate their morphological, anatomical and electrophysical properties. We analyzed the expression of multiple molecular markers of subplate and L6b neurons using the publicly available scRNA-seq data sets and tested expression in L6b neurons retrogradely labeled from L1/2 of the cortex after early development. We confirmed that L6b neurons are identified consistently using three methods in an adult mouse: 1) expressions of Neurexophilin 4 (Nxph4) 2) expression of Connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) and 3) retrograde labeling from the L1/2 of cortex. To investigate the morphology of L6b neurons defined by the three methods, we reconstructed filled L6b neurons and imaged neurons in the Nxph4-creER mouse line. L6b neurons represent a population of spiny, multipolar excitatory neurons with homogeneous morphological properties in three cortex areas: primary motor cortex, primary sensory cortex and visual cortex. In addition, they exhibit consistent electrophysiological intrinsic properties across developmental age. We found that the primary motor cortex and primary motor cortex of L6b neurons have connections ipsilaterally. However, L6b neurons do not project to the thalamus. Furthermore, we showed that they receive synaptic input from the output neurons of the cortex, including layer 5 projection neurons and L6 corticothalamic
neurons using optogenetic experiments. Unlike subplate neurons, L6b neurons do not respond to activation of thalamic inputs. Our studies provide a consensus definition of L6b neurons and indicate that these neurons may play a role in regulating the activity level of large regions of cortex in response to ongoing cortical output, suggesting a possible mechanism whose dysregulation contributes to psychiatric disorder.
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Title: Cortical area-specific distribution pattern of persistent subplate neurons in the mouse brain

Authors: *K. LEE¹, J. KIM², J. KIM¹;
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Abstract: Subplate neurons (SPNs) are the first generated cortical neurons, and they contribute to formation of thalamo-cortical neural circuits in the developing brain. Early studies reported large degeneration of SPNs in the early postnatal weeks, but recent studies suggest that they might persist to adolescent and adult stage. In the present study, we investigated whether SPNs can be found in the adult mouse brain, whether they are excitatory or inhibitory, and whether they show different localization patterns throughout different cortical regions. We used connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) to identify persistent SPNs and confirmed their existence in the brains of young and mature adult mice. By using cell markers of the two most common inhibitory cortical neurons in the cortex, parvalbumin and somatostatin, we determined whether they are excitatory or inhibitory neurons. Our immunohistochemical investigation confirmed that they are neither parvalbumin nor somatostatin interneuron in both ages. Interestingly, we found that the relative layer depth of the persistent SPNs in the entorhinal cortex is significantly thicker than other motor-sensory cortices. Our results show the first comparative results about the cell identity and relative layer depth throughout different cortical
areas in the young and mature adult mouse brains, highlighting the potential roles of persistent SPNs in the normal brain and in diseases.
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**Title:** Sparse functional projection from barrel cortex to single SPNs in dorsal striatum and cell subtype-specific correlations with the spontaneous behaviours of mice.

**Authors:** *K. AMROUNE, D. ROBBE, I. BUREAU; Aix Marseille Univ, INSERM, INMED, Marseille, France

**Abstract:** Animals take navigational decisions based on sensory cues. In rodents, the Barrel Cortex (BC), a region of the primary somatosensory cortex, integrates tactile information from the whiskers. Pyramidal neurons in BC project to the dorsal striatum (DS), the main input region of basal ganglia involved in decision making and motor control. Striatum has two projection-neuron populations that are in distinct pathways, direct (dSPNs) and indirect (iSPNs), which control with opposite manners a given action. Thus, the sensory corticostriatal projection onto d/iSPNs is one important determinant of basal ganglia outputs and motor control. We study the BC/DS coupling to better understand its function. Here, we used a functional mapping method, laser scanning photostimulation with glutamate uncaging, which allowed to localize the soma of presynaptic neurons in BC and to investigate the number and size of inputs received by individual SPNs. Our aim was to study the spatial organization of the corticostriatal projection and the eventual dSPN/iSPN differences. Our results demonstrate that despite diffuse and overlapping cortical axons in DS described in earlier studies, the inputs received by each SPN from BC is unique and fragmented, showing little overlap with the inputs received by nearby SPNs. Thus, it is only collectively that SPNs provide BG a full representation of whiskers. Nonetheless, projections from BC were organized topographically. Our results also confirm the dominance of the innervations from the top layer 5, although innervations from the superficial layers 2/3 strengthened with age. Variability in the extent and strength of the d/iSPN receptive field in barrel cortex was large and the differences between the dSPNs and iSPNs subtle.
Comparison between these receptive fields and the mouse spontaneous behaviours in an openfield revealed cell-subtype specific correlations.
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Title: Integration between barrels and cell type-specific organization in somatosensory cortex

Authors: *J. M. JUDGE¹, M. B. JACKSON²;
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Abstract: Neural circuits process complex time-sensitive information from multiple inputs by mechanisms that are poorly understood. Primary somatosensory cortex (S1) is an appealing model system of these processes due to its modular structure: it is organized into six layers with distinct cytoarchitecture and connectivity. The cortex is further organized into columns, and in S1 of mice and rats each columnar barrel processes sensory input from one main whisker. Communication between neighboring barrels are thought to depend heavily on factors such as position in whisker rows or whisker arcs, as the barrel layout changes continuously along the anterior-posterior axis. Hybrid optical voltage sensors (hVOS) allow simultaneous imaging from many cells of fast action and synaptic potentials in genetically-defined subpopulations of cells in intact cortical microcircuits. In this exploratory study, we investigated excitatory cells (pyramidal and spiny stellate) expressing an hVOS probe targeted via non-voltage-gated sodium channel Cre driver (scnn1a-tg3-Cre) in brain slices of adult mice. We observed limited signal transmission across barrels in response to extracellular stimulation with glass microelectrodes in layer 4 (L4), with 6 barrel pairs showing signal crossings and 5 showing no signal crossing (n=3 slices). In contrast, layer 2/3 (L2/3) stimulation readily activates multiple barrels in L4 whenever it activates a single barrel in L4, with 15 barrel pairs showing signal crossing and none showing no signal crossing (n=5 slices). In many of these experiments with L4 stimulation, we observed signal crossing between L4 barrels in one direction but not the other. These observations correspond with expected cortical circuit behavior based on morphological studies of L4 axons and are consistent with previous explanations of how receptive fields of multiple whiskers may transform sensory input in S1. With particular interest in timing of circuit behavior, we further hypothesize that response latency differences between neighboring barrels may depend on site of stimulation varying continuously with distance from L4 into L2/3. Since timing can impact
circuit behavior, we hypothesize that repeating measurements after blockade of inhibitory synapses can reveal further differences relevant to circuit function. This activation of multiple barrels and their relative timing are influenced by many inputs and circuit conditions beyond the sensory information moving through S1. Characterizing the conditions and integration mechanisms involved in the selective activation of barrels may reveal underlying principles of modular organization of columnar structures.
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Title: Distinct brain-wide presynaptic networks underlie the functional identity of individual cortical neurons
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Abstract: Neuronal connections provide the scaffolding for neuronal function. Revealing the connectivity of functionally identified individual neurons is necessary to understand how activity patterns emerge and support behavior. Yet, the brain-wide presynaptic wiring rules that lay the foundation for the functional selectivity of individual neurons remain largely unexplored. Cortical neurons, even in primary sensory cortex, are heterogeneous in their selectivity, not only to sensory stimuli but also to multiple aspects of behavior. Here, to investigate presynaptic connectivity rules underlying the selectivity of pyramidal neurons to behavioral state in primary somatosensory cortex (S1), we used two-photon calcium imaging, neuropharmacology, single-cell based monosynaptic input tracing, and optogenetics. We show that behavioral state-dependent neuronal activity patterns are stable over time. These are not determined by neuromodulatory inputs but are instead driven by glutamatergic inputs. Analysis of brain-wide presynaptic networks of individual neurons with distinct behavioral state-dependent activity profiles revealed characteristic patterns of anatomical input. While both behavioral state-related and unrelated neurons had a similar pattern of local inputs within S1, their long-range glutamatergic inputs differed. Individual cortical neurons, irrespective of their functional properties, received converging inputs from the main S1-projecting areas. Yet, neurons that tracked behavioral state received a smaller proportion of motor cortical inputs and a larger proportion of thalamic inputs. Optogenetic suppression of thalamic inputs reduced behavioral state-dependent activity in S1, but this activity was not externally driven. Our results revealed
distinct long-range glutamatergic inputs as a substrate for preconfigured network dynamics associated with behavioral state.
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**Title:** Evolutionary Prototype for Auditory Combinatorial Semantics in a Macaque

**Authors:** *Z. ZHANG*¹, J. NACEF¹, F. POLETIEK², B. WILSON³, T. D. GRIFFITHS¹, Y. KIKUCHI¹, C. I. PETKOV¹,⁴; ¹Biosciences Institute, Newcastle Univ., Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom; ²Dept. of Psychology, Leiden, Netherlands; ³Dept. of Psychology, Emory, GA; ⁴Dept. of Neurosurg., Iowa, IA

**Abstract:** How human language evolved from cognitive systems shared with ancestors to living nonhuman animals remains an important open question, one with implications for the extent to which aspects of the human language system can be modelled in nonhuman animals. A key property of human language is combinatorial semantics, where information from a sequence of words is integrated to identify meaningful content. We designed a novel behavioural touchscreen task implemented with two rhesus monkeys (*Macaca mulatta*) in their home units. The task allowed us to study whether the monkeys could learn the meaning of individual nonsense speech sounds identifying colours or shapes, prior to integrating information from a sequence of two sounds identifying a specific object by its joint colour and shape properties. The paradigm was implemented in two key phases. In the first phase, the animals started by learning to associate the nonsense words with either specific colours or shapes. Learning the task was effortful and the two monkeys struggled to maintain high performance throughout the touch screen testing sessions in the colony. However, they also showed regular bouts of high performance, and they met predefined criteria for progression (i.e., majority of sessions in the testing week before progression showing above chance performance based on permutation tests). One of the monkeys recently progressed to the final phase where sequences of two sounds identified objects by both colour and shape properties. The macaque’s choices were significantly greater for the objects whose colour and shape properties both matched the informative content in the two sounds, than for colour or shape foils, or foils incorrect in both colour and shape features (23
testing sessions; pairwise t-tests corrected for multiple comparisons: combined > foil performance, \( p < 0.001 \). Our next steps in this research program are to test whether the first monkey can generalize learning to probe trials of novel combinations not previously experienced and to progress the second monkey to this final phase of testing. The results provide tentative support for a primate prototype of auditory combinatorial semantics in nonhuman primates. They also demonstrate that such abstract learning is difficult for monkeys, altogether providing novel insights into language evolution.
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**Title:** Heartbeat influences visual and auditory perception
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**Abstract:** Our perception of the external world is not only influenced by the brain but also by the rest of the body. Here, we report two studies that investigate how body-brain interactions influence sensory perception. In the first study, we aim to answer whether cardiac and respiratory signals influence the perception of auditory signals. For this purpose, we conducted an experiment in which 19 subjects performed an auditory discriminatory and detection task. We measured respiratory and cardiac signals using a respiratory belt and ECG, and motor activity using EMG. We analyzed how (premotor) reaction times were influenced by the two phases of cardiac (i.e., systole and diastole) and respiratory activity (i.e., inhalation and exhalation) during discrimination and detection performance. During both tasks, we observed that subjects were faster to react when stimuli occurred during diastole compared to systole. No effect of the respiratory cycle was observed on reaction times. In the second study, we extended our analysis to the visual domain and asked how cardiac effects on sensory detection are influenced by distractors in the environment. We tested how the cardiac phase influences reaction times to visual stimuli in the presence and absence of distractors. Furthermore, we investigated how this interaction is reflected in broadband high-frequency activity (BHA) and visual-evoked potentials (VEP) using intracranial recordings in 18 patients with intractable epilepsy. Our results show that in the absence of distractors, subjects were slower at reacting to visual stimuli during systole compared to diastole. Furthermore, mean VEPs were observed to be attenuated in the time
windows of 98-122 ms and 258-278 ms following stimulus during systole compared to diastole in the absence of distractors. We did not observe any changes in BHA across the cardiac cycle. These effects show that the influence of heartbeat on perception depends on cognitive load.
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Title: Modeling of perceived musical rhythms using intracranial electroencephalography
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Abstract: The neural correlates of auditory anticipation and perception in the human brain have been explored through various neuroimaging modalities and experimental protocols. Non-invasive neuroimaging typically lacks either spatial or temporal resolution and thus makes the identification and quantification of the relevant neural processes difficult. By leveraging the spatially and temporally resolute invasive sensing modalities of electrocorticography (ECoG) and stereoelectroencephalography (sEEG), it is possible to identify relevant spatiotemporal neural features and use them to model the temporal dynamics of an auditory stimulus. We collected data from epilepsy patients (n = 8) undergoing the localization of epileptogenic zones and eloquent cortex prior to surgical resection. Six of these participants were implanted with ECoG arrays and two with sEEG. The participants were instructed to passively listen to a systematic auditory presentation whereby a series of rhythmic drumbeats were presented with varying rhythm pattern, tempo, and complexity. Embedded in the trials were random silent intervals during which the participants were to imagine the rhythm pattern continuing. The resulting ECoG and sEEG data were used to reconstruct the imagined and perceived musical rhythms using participant-specific multiple regression models trained via Lasso regression. Two variations of the models were trained, each having a different temporal context. The first is a causal, anticipatory model that uses the past 250 ms of neural data to reconstruct the current stimulus amplitude envelope. The second is a non-causal, perceptual model that uses the future 250 ms of neural data to reconstruct the stimulus envelope. Both the perceptual and anticipatory models were able to reconstruct the perceived stimulus envelope (p < .05) with Spearman correlations between the actual stimulus and model output reaching r = 0.49, while the models were not able to reliably reconstruct the surrogate stimulus envelope for the imagined intervals. For both ECoG and sEEG, it was found that the temporal cortical regions were most relevant for both the anticipatory and perceptual models. The most relevant temporal contexts for the
perceptual and anticipatory models were between 50 ms to 150 ms and -50 ms to -150 ms, respectively. While the quality of the reconstructions varied across participants, the simple linear models were trained with a very limited amount of data from electrodes in suboptimal locations for this application. It is expected that the reconstructions can be significantly improved with better electrode coverage, larger amounts of data, and more sophisticated decoding models.
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Title: Characterizing generators and spatiotemporal dynamics of spontaneous tau-rhythms in human temporal cortex
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Abstract: Oscillations are omnipresent in human electrophysiological activity, with the most prominent rhythmic activity manifesting in the alpha-band (8-13 Hz). In the occipital and sensorimotor cortex, these rhythms have been shown to be important for excitability modulation, facilitating rapid processing of incoming stimuli, displaying a spatial organization capturing relevant dimensions of the modality-specific organization. In the auditory domain, the tau-rhythm is present in the human temporal cortex. On the premise that alpha-band rhythms are basic building blocks for processing functions that are reused across separate sensory domains, tau-rhythms are important to understand for auditory and speech processing. As the temporal cortex features a rich set of rhythmic and task-evoked activity in the theta- and delta-bands, a careful differentiated description of the spatiotemporal dynamics of tau-rhythms is needed. Therefore, we investigate generators and dynamics of tau-rhythms through the lens of high-resolution invasive electrophysiological data.
In a large iEEG dataset, encompassing both subdural grid as well as stereotactically placed depth electrodes, analysis of a diverse set of alpha-rhythm generators was performed, using segments of eyes open/eyes closed modulation as well as modulation by sound. Data-driven spatial filters were used to scan for rhythms with high alpha-band power, with an individually adjusted peak frequency. Identified alpha-band rhythms were mapped using a parcellation-based approach. Focusing on tau-rhythms in the temporal cortex, we found several independent oscillatory
sources for selected participants, with differential spatial spread across the temporal cortex and event-related desynchronization to sound. Next, we explored generative models of these rhythms using leadfield simulations, considering the possibility of traveling waves or separate oscillatory sources. The challenge to differentiate between those two cases arises because several oscillatory sources can result in apparent traveling waves due to spatial mixing. We identified wave propagation directions of prominent tau-oscillations, aligned with expectations based on different tau-generators, suggesting that the observed rhythms may arise from distinct sources within the temporal cortex.

We characterize the human tau-rhythm, identifying several oscillatory sources within temporal cortex. The findings contribute to the understanding of the family of different alpha-band rhythms and provide a necessary foundation for future investigation into functional significance of tau-rhythms in perceptual or cognitive processing.

Disclosures: N. Schaworonkow: None. P. Donhauser: None. D. Poeppel: None.
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Title: Distilling neural correlates of consciousness in auditory perception using fMRI
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Abstract: What are the minimum neural mechanisms sufficient for conscious percepts? In the search for neural correlates of consciousness (NCC), predominant theories disagree about the role of posterior, sensory versus widespread, fronto-parietal brain activity. Previous research has focused on vision, while other sensory modalities have been neglected. Moreover, conscious perception was often confounded with task-related post-perceptual processes, such as decision-making and report. In the present study, we aimed at isolating NCC in auditory perception from task-related activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and a no-report inattentional deafness paradigm. Sixty-three human participants (37 female, 26 male; 18-32 years old) performed an auditory distractor task, while task-irrelevant speech stimuli were presented in the background. Whereas one group was informed about the speech stimuli and later reported awareness of them, another group remained uninformed and experienced inattentional deafness. After awareness was assessed, both groups were able to detect the sounds. Brain responses to the task-irrelevant speech stimuli in aware compared to unaware participants were strongly increased in the bilateral superior and middle temporal gyrus. Awareness effects in fronto-parietal areas, however, were negligible. Thus, our findings suggest a dominant role of sensory rather than widespread fronto-parietal information processing in auditory consciousness.
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Title: Auditory attention decoding through the classification of event-related potentials to glimpsed and masked events
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Abstract: Objective. People suffering from hearing impairments often struggle to follow a conversation in a multitalker environment. Current hearing aids can suppress background noise; however, little can be done to help a user attend to a single conversation amongst many without first knowing which speaker a user is attending to. Cognitively-controlled hearing aids have been proposed using auditory attention decoding (AAD) methods; however, these methods have not been able to meet the demands of conversational speech or handle instances of distributed attention or inattention. Here, we propose a novel framework that directly classifies auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) to glimpsed and masked speech events to determine whether the source of the event was attended. Approach. We present a system that (1) identifies auditory events using the local maxima in the envelope rate of change, (2) assesses the temporal masking of auditory events relative to competing speakers, and (3) utilizes masking-specific ERP classifiers to determine if the source of the event was attended, ultimately amplifying the source of attended events to assist the listener. Main results. Using invasive electrophysiological recordings, we showed that ERPs from recording sites in auditory cortex can effectively decode the attention of subjects. This method of AAD provides higher accuracy and shorter switch times compared with traditional CCA-based methods, permitting the quick and accurate detection of changes in a listener’s attentional focus. Significance. Our framework extends the scope of AAD algorithms by introducing a linear, direct-classification method for determining a listener’s attentional focus that leverages the latest research in multitalker speech perception. This work moves us closer to the development of effective and intuitive cognitively-controlled hearing assistive devices.
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Title: Attention allocation and level dominance: insights from an EEG study
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Abstract: Auditory level dominance is characterized by listeners’ reliance on louder components when integrating information across a series of sounds. Past studies suggest that auditory attention is directed to the most intense elements of the sound sequence. The neural mechanisms underlying level dominance and the involvement of attention, however, remain poorly understood. This study investigated how the relative levels of neighboring sounds influence listeners’ attention allocation to task-relevant sounds. In an intensity discrimination task, 12 normal-hearing listeners (18-34 years old) were presented with sequences of five sounds alternating between two intensity levels. The second and fourth sounds served as ‘targets’, where the increment in their levels was to be detected. During the experiment high-density EEG (128 channels) was recorded. Two conditions (figure left) were tested: 1) Low-Target condition (LT), where the ‘non-targets’ (first, third, and fifth) had a level of 70 dB, and the targets had a base level of 35 dB, and 2) High-Target condition (HT) was the converse of LT. Before the EEG sessions, listeners familiarized themselves with the task, and thresholds ($\Delta L$ in dB) were estimated for LT and HT conditions. Thresholds for the LT condition were significantly poorer than for the HT condition, indicating level dominance. During the EEG sessions, listeners performed the same tasks using fixed signal levels tailored to each individual. Because the two conditions share the same temporal structure (with reversed level patterns), inter-trial phase coherence (ITPC) was used to assess differences in neural phase-locking patterns between conditions. Preliminary results (figure right) suggest that listeners with lower threshold difference, or better performance, tend to exhibit lower ITPC in the LT than in the HT. This could be attributed to the fact they attend relatively better to the lower-level targets than those with higher thresholds, but their attention still tends to be directed to the higher-level non-targets.
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Abstract: Auditory attention decoding involves using neural signals to decode the talker on whom attention is directed in a cocktail party setting. A common method for this is stimuli reconstruction in which a representation of the attended speech is reconstructed from neural signals and correlated with the speech representations of every talker in the acoustic scene. The decoded attended talker is determined as one whose speech representation yields the highest
correlation with the neurally reconstructed attended speech representation. If spatial separation between the talkers in the acoustic scene is assumed, another approach could be estimating the location where attention is directed, i.e., the location of the attended talker. A number of non-invasive and invasive studies have investigated auditory attention using the method of stimuli reconstruction, whereas studies investigating auditory spatial attention have mostly been non-invasive. For both the methods, it is important to determine which anatomical sites and frequency bands need to be targeted for achieving the best auditory attention decoding performance. Non-invasive techniques limit both anatomical specificity and reliable measurement of high frequency (40 - 150 Hz) neural activity. Intracranial recording techniques such as electrocorticography (ECoG) and stereo-electroencephalography (sEEG) help target specific anatomical regions and can reliably measure both low and high frequency neural activity. However, invasive studies (using the method of stimuli reconstruction) have rarely looked at signatures of auditory attention beyond the high gamma band (70 - 150 Hz). It is unclear how the neural activities across various frequency bands on different sites of the auditory cortex embed signatures of auditory attention. To answer this, we recorded invasively from neurosurgical patients as they (1) listened to spatialized single-talker speech stimuli and (2) selectively attended to a single talker in a spatially-separated multi-talker speech setting. Frequency analysis of the neural activity recorded from various sites on the auditory cortex reveals location and speaker selectivity patterns consistent across different subjects. We also characterize auditory attention decoding performance across different neural frequency bands and anatomical regions of the auditory cortex. Together, these results shed light on what regions and neural frequency bands can be used for auditory attention decoding depending on the method and level of invasiveness.
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Title: Neural-attentional filtering does not predict individual change in aging adults' listening behaviour
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Abstract: Preserved communication abilities promote social well-being and healthy aging. While sensory acuity deteriorates, an age-independent support mechanism for communication
arises when attention-guided neural filtering of relevant sensory information in auditory cortex is preserved. Yet, how longitudinally stable is such a compensatory brain-behaviour link? More generally, has neural filtering any potency in predicting inter-individual differences in future changes in behavioural functioning? We here tracked N=105 individuals neurally and behaviourally over approximately two years (age-varying cohort of 39-82 yrs). First, despite the expected decline in sensory acuity, listening-task performance proved remarkably stable. Second, when looking into each measurement time point separately (T1, T2), neural and behavioural metrics were correlated with each other. However, neither neural filtering at T1 nor its T1-T2 change were predictive of individuals’ two-year change in listening behaviour, under a combination of modelling strategies. Our results cast doubt on the translational potential of attention-guided neural filtering metrics as predictors of longitudinal change in listening behaviour over middle to older adulthood. Our data support the conjecture that audiology-typical listening behaviour and neural filtering ability follow largely independent developmental trajectories associated with significant inter-individual variability.
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Abstract: Pupil size and neural alpha oscillatory power are often used to indicate cognitive demand, but it is unclear how much these metrics covary with an individual’s motivational state. Here we tested whether pupillometry and alpha power are sensitive to both listening demand and motivational state. Participants performed an auditory gap-detection task while pupil size or magnetoencephalogram (MEG) were recorded. Task difficulty and a listener’s motivational state were orthogonally manipulated through changes in gap duration and monetary-reward prospect, respectively. While participants’ performance decreased with task difficulty, reward prospect enhanced performance under hard listening conditions. Pupil size increased with both task difficulty and higher reward prospect. Importantly the reward-prospect effect was largest under difficult listening condition. Moreover, larger pre-gap pupil size was associated with faster response times on a within-participant level. In contrast, neural alpha power showed no effects of reward-prospect. Of relevance to the utility of pupillometry in audiology and translational neuroscience, pupil size indexed higher motivational state especially under demanding listening. However, we could not find a similar response of neural alpha power. These results add to the mounting evidence that pupil size and alpha power are not two interchangeable physiological indices of cognitive investment.
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Title: Cortical localization of auditory predictive signals: An Intracranial EEG study
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**Abstract:** The predictive coding theory suggests that the brain swiftly detects any deviations or discrepancies by comparing incoming sensory signals with internally generated predictions based on prior knowledge and contextual cues. When these predictions are unexpectedly contradicted, local cortical circuits generate prediction error signals, leading to the updating of predictions. Despite its significance, the precise localization and nature of the prediction error and prediction signals during auditory sequence processing remains elusive. In this study, we utilized intracranial EEG (iEEG) recordings with a high spatiotemporal resolution to elucidate cortical regions generating auditory predictive signals and to characterize their relationships. In order to simultaneously examine neural responses to unexpected deviant sounds (prediction error) and omissions (prediction), we adapted an auditory oddball paradigm where syllables were repeated four times in a sequence. Occasionally, we replaced the last repetition with either a deviant syllable (20%) or omissions (20%). We evaluated the high-gamma responses, thought to reflect multi-unit activity, to the standard syllables, deviants and omissions. We found that electrodes in the superior temporal gyrus (STG), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and sensorimotor areas exhibited both oddball and omission responses, with their amplitudes positively correlated. Critically, these responses were not solely driven by motor preparation, as they were also observed in a passive listening condition without any motor response requirement. Next, to explore the predictive nature of omission signals, we trained a support vector machine (SVM) to decode the syllable identity. SVMs trained with sensory-evoked high frequency broadband (HFB) activity and event-related potentials (ERPs) successfully decoded the syllable identity. However, SVMs trained with HFB or ERP responses to omissions failed to decode above chance level. In summary, our results suggest a common neural substrate for oddball and omission responses, while highlighting that top-down driven prediction signals do not convey stimulus-specific information. These findings contribute to our understanding of auditory processing and the mechanisms underlying predictive coding in the human brain.
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**Abstract:** How neuronal systems support invariant object classification and labeling is a fundamental problem in neuroscience. Absolute pitch (AP) is the rare ability to identify and label tones without access to external reference, and as such represents an example of auditory object recognition. A simple model to account for this might consist of a classification task for a neural network retrieving labels corresponding to fundamental frequency, but it remains unknown how this computation is implemented in the brain. Altogether, AP serves as an identifiable behavioral marker for studying architecture in the left dorsal stream contributing to rapid identification and labeling of fundamental frequency.

In this study, we examine audiovisual interference in musicians with AP and determine whether retrieval processes occur automatically and without instruction. We recruited a group of trained musicians and identified AP participants through accuracy performance on a pitch labeling task. In a behavioral audiovisual Stroop task, we found that AP musicians demonstrated interference as measured by increased RT on mismatch as compared to match trials of the task. In contrast, non-AP musicians did not demonstrate this audiovisual incongruence effect, as reflected in similar RTs across match and mismatch conditions. These behavioral findings support the hypothesis that invariant pitch classification and labeling occurs automatically and without instruction in musicians with AP. In a follow-up MEG study, we investigate the hypothesis of automatic activation for phonetic representations when AP musicians perceive tones. We then analyze the time course of this interference process to gain insight into the computational underpinnings and neural architecture supporting AP pitch labeling.

**Disclosures:** D. Rosenzweig: None. E. Ning: None. D. Poeppel: None. C. Pelofi: None.
Authors: *S. S. SMITH, J. A. SUGAI, K. E. HANCOCK, D. B. POLLEY, PhD; Eaton-Peabody Labs., Mass Eye and Ear / Harvard Med. Sch., Boston, MA

Abstract: Our perception of sound is related to - but not determined by - the acoustic waveform entering the ear. The same fixed sound can be misheard as another (error of confusion), not heard (error of omission), or heard when no sound was presented (error of commission). An observer can produce each of these error classes despite static auditory evidence and task context. In animals, this variability has been causally linked to fluctuations in global brain state - endogenous patterns of neuromodulator activity linked to arousal and attention. Here, we hypothesized that neural and physiological indices of brain state are predictive of canonical forms of auditory perceptual errors in human subjects. To investigate, we developed a sustained vigilance task in which subjects were asked to monitor a stream of tone clouds for strings of repeating tones. The task was configured such that participants could misclassify the length of strings (error of confusion), fail to report detection of a string (error of omission), and/or report a string where there was none (error of commission). Simultaneously, 64-channel EEG, pupil diameter, eye gaze, and blinks were recorded. We derived the string-aligned profiles of these neurophysiological measures for each of the behavioral outcomes, comparing against correct trials. Measurements were made in a cohort of 41 normal hearing, neurotypical, young/middle-aged adults (≤50 years, 11 male). The occurrence of a target response string elicited a stereotyped neuroelectric, oculomotor, and autonomic pupillary response. These responses were suppressed for errors of omission, yet partially present for errors of commission. Misclassifications of string length (i.e., errors of confusion) were characterized by sustained power at the counting frequency (8 Hz), which was instead reduced during correct trials. Importantly, neuroelectric and autonomic signatures for particular forms of listening errors were identifiable seconds before the string initiation. For errors of confusion, pupil diameter and global EEG activity were reduced in size several seconds before target onset (p<0.01). This reduction was largest during later blocks when task performance was highest. Overall, these results show that, in neurotypical human subjects, auditory errors can be accounted for by dynamic neural and physiological indices of brain state. These findings may highlight biomarkers in neurodivergent populations who remain fixed in states of heightened commission errors (e.g., auditory hallucinations and tinnitus), omission errors (e.g., catatonia), or classification errors (e.g., dementia).
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Abstract: Working memory is the capacity to hold and manipulate behaviorally relevant information in mind. Previous work (Kumar et al., Neuropsychologia 2021 150:107691) examined auditory working memory (AWM) during maintenance of a tone using intracranial EEG and described oscillatory local field potential (LFP) correlates of AWM in auditory, frontal cortices, and the hippocampus. The present study sought to identify correlates of precision of working memory, reflecting cognitive resources available in models (Joseph et al., Brain Res 2016 1640:183-92). Neural correlates of precision were hypothesized to emerge in the hippocampus based on both LFPs and single units during maintenance and retrieval. Behavioral responses to the task and LFPs from the hippocampus (HC) were recorded in four adult neurosurgical patients undergoing invasive monitoring for presurgical localization of epileptic foci [wherein the hippocampus was subsequently found to be not a seizure focus]. In three patients, single units were also recorded in the HC and Heschl’s gyrus (HG). For the AWM task, participants were presented with short target tones, each followed by a 3 s retention period. The task was to adjust a test tone to the target within 5 s. Working memory precision was calculated over all trials based on the reciprocal of the standard deviation of the response error. LFP data were analyzed using time-frequency analysis based on wavelet transforms, and single units were isolated with an automated spike-sorting procedure and examined with trial raster plots and peri-stimulus time histograms. Participants performed the task with similar precision to previously studied healthy controls (Lad et al., Sci Rep 2020 10:13997). Low-frequency LFP activity (<8 Hz) across all HC contacts persisted throughout the retention period. Low frequency activity was pronounced at the onset and following the offset of the tuning period, concurrent with high gamma (70-150 Hz) suppression. Desynchronization of theta (4-8 Hz) and alpha (8-15Hz) HC activity occurred at the end of the trial. In two participants with HG and HC electrode coverage, there was an increase in theta-band phase locking between these regions at the onset of the retention period and the offset of the retrieval period. Increases in single unit firing were evident during encoding, retention and retrieval in HG and HC. For some neurons, responses during retrieval correlated with behavioral performance. Overall, the data highlight neural correlates of precision of AWM and implicate the hippocampus in both maintenance and retrieval of non-verbal AWM.
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Abstract: Sensory systems extract patterns at varying complexity from the input. Such extraction of meaningful patterns (chunking) is key to fast and efficient coding of environmental information, but it also biases sensitivity to changes and accuracy in recognition. Despite being a common feature across different modalities, organizing principles of chunking are usually tested modality-specifically preventing the detection of the modality-independence of chunking principles and their behavioral consequence. We hypothesized that certain chunking principles and the resulting perceptual biases are similar across modalities, and their neural correlates are already present in the primary cortical areas. To test our hypothesis, we focused on a well-known auditory chunking principle called the Iambic-trochaic law. In language processing, longer syllables have the tendency to signal word ends and similarly, longer duration of a tone in a sequence without any linguistic content also tends to be interpreted by both adults and six-month-old babies as the end of a chunk. Specifically, people tend to interpret the stream of an auditory stimulus train consisting of short (S) and long (L) tones separated by silence (… S S L S S L S L S S L …), as a repeating pattern of SSL rather than any other alternatives (e.g., SLS). Importantly, this chunking resells in a decreased detection accuracy of randomly inserted gaps at a perceived chunk’s border compared to inside of the chunk. To test the universality of this chunking principle, we tested if bias in human performance in temporal change detection is comparable in the visual modality. We implemented the SSL stream segregation go/no-go paradigm for human participants identical in vision and audition. Human participants had a lower d-prime if an unexpected gap was inserted after the long object (tone or square) in both modalities. We recorded neuronal activity in the auditory cortex (AC) of awake, head-fixed mice passively listening to acoustic stimuli. We tested whether and how neurons in the AC detect gap insertion in a repeating pattern of a similar continuous stream. We found that activity in the AC was significantly higher in response to stimuli with unexpected gap insertion when the gap was
inserted prior to the long tone than when it was inserted prior to one of the short tones. We used identical paradigms across modalities (aud/vis) and models (human/mouse). Our results support the idea of domain-general non-linguistic grouping principles and raise well-testable further questions that have the capacity to lead to a domain-independent model of sensory processing.
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Title: Changes in Cortical Directional Connectivity during Difficult Listening in Younger and Older Adults
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Abstract: Fully understanding the neural underpinnings of speech comprehension in difficult listening conditions requires understanding the concurrent cortical connectivity. Granger causality is a useful measure of connectivity, typically employed in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, but the limited temporal resolution of fMRI restricts the capture of higher frequency neural interactions crucial for complex speech processing. On the other hand, although magnetoencephalography (MEG) can capture neural interactions at the millisecond scale, its limited spatial resolution poses challenges in conventional connectivity analyses. A recently proposed cortical connectivity analysis methodology, network localized Granger causality (NLGC), can extract Granger causal interactions in MEG data without the need for any intermediate source-localization step. This one-shot approach also effectively addresses challenges related to false alarms and localization errors, providing a robust assessment of cortical connectivity. In this study, NLGC is applied to MEG recordings from younger and older adults while performing a speech listening task with varying background noise conditions. The analysis focuses on directional cortical connectivity patterns within and
between the frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes, specifically in the delta and theta frequency bands. The results demonstrate significant age- and condition-related connectivity differences, particularly in the theta band. In younger adults, increasing background noise leads to a shift from predominantly temporal-to-frontal (bottom-up) connections for clean speech to dominantly frontal-to-temporal (top-down) connections in noisy conditions. In contrast, older adults exhibit bidirectional information flow between frontal and temporal cortices regardless of the background noise. Furthermore, NLGC allows classification of connections as either excitatory or inhibitory based on their temporal relationships, enabling a more nuanced understanding of the neural mechanisms involved in speech perception. While delta band connection types show no significant age-related changes, theta band connection types exhibit substantial changes in excitation/inhibition balance across age and condition. Supported by the National Institutes of Health (P01-AG055365, R01-DC019394) and the (National Science Foundation (SMA 1734892, OISE 2020624, CCF 1552946).
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Title: Recall of spoken narratives by adult users of cochlear implants and normal-hearing adults with noise-band vocoding: strategic pauses alleviate pupillometry-indexed cognitive effort while listening to time-compressed speech
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Abstract: Although current cochlear implants (CI) contain as many as 22 intra-cochlear electrodes, CI users may not have spectral resolution (perceptually separated bands of frequency information) beyond the equivalent of 4 to 8 frequency channels due to factors such as current spread and neural survival. It is thus not surprising that CI users find the perception of time-compressed speech especially challenging due to the combined effects of a sharply degraded CI signal, and the reduced acoustic richness of time-compressed speech. At the cognitive level, the rapidity of time-compressed speech can deprive the listener of the ordinarily available processing time present when speech is delivered at a normal speech rate. Two experiments are reported. Experiment 1, conducted with 27 young adults with normal hearing, used noise-band vocoding
to simulate the spectrally limited sound of the CI signal. Results showed that inserting silent pauses after sentence and clause boundaries within a time-compressed narrative ("time-restoration") improved recall accuracy to the level similar to that for speech heard a normal speech rate for clear speech, and speech heard with 10-channel vocoding, and to a significant but lesser extent with 6-channel vocoding. The measurement of task-related changes in pupil diameter as an index of cognitive effort, showed the insertion of pauses in the rapid speech to reduce processing effort to a level similar to that for speech heard at a normal speech rate. In Experiment 2, 15 adult CI users were tested using the same materials. Unlike the listeners with normal hearing, meaningful improvement in recall accuracy with time-restoration was limited to a subgroup of CI users defined by better scores on a test of working memory resources, as well as higher scores on tests of word and sentence recognition. These findings are interpreted in the context of sensory-cognitive interactions within data-limited and resource-limited processes among adult cochlear implant users.
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Abstract: This study aimed to investigate whether EEG could capture the internal noise associated with cochlear synaptopathy in humans and whether it correlates with hearing difficulties. Cochlear synaptopathy has been the subject of numerous studies in the past decade, but the reaction of the auditory cortex to it remains unclear. A recent mouse study suggested that with 90% synapse loss, the auditory cortex exhibits hyper-synchronized neuronal activity (‘internal noise’) only in missed tone detection trials in noise, which could contribute to degraded behavioral performance in noisy listening conditions (Resnik & Polley, 2021). In this study, 30 participants with near-normal hearing performed a monaural tone detection task in either quiet or noise while their EEG was recorded. They also underwent tasks that have been suggested to reveal cochlear synaptopathy. The analysis aimed to determine whether single-trial EEG could predict behavior (hit vs miss) and whether such EEG prediction correlated with other indicators of cochlear synaptopathy. Ongoing EEG analyses suggest that pre-stimulus EEG activity does not predict behavioral outcomes. In contrast, significant prediction performance of
post-stimulus EEG likely reflects the presence of the P300 component for hit trials, but not earlier auditory processing stages. This prediction performance was correlated with the Speech, Spatial and Quality of Hearing questionnaire, but not with any of the other measures, such as speech perception thresholds or extended-high-frequency audiometric thresholds. More data is needed to determine the effect robustly.
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**Title:** Tinnitus percept is associated with magnetoencephalography-derived measures of resting state connectivity between temporal and frontal cortices
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**Abstract:** Subjective tinnitus refers to conscious perception of sound for which no external auditory stimulus is identified. Models of tinnitus postulate increased connectivity between auditory cortex and basal ganglia, limbic areas, or frontal areas. Brain imaging may objectively determine presence and magnitude of percept and assist in understanding underlying physiology. At one of 2 study sites, 380 adults with (N = 185) and without (N = 195) tinnitus underwent 5 minutes of task-free eyes-closed magnetoencephalography (MEG), structural imaging (MRI), audiometry, and tinnitus assessment (TFI). A subset (N=44) repeated the study. Source imaging localized 1 to 4 minutes of MEG activity within brain anatomy. Voxel-based activity, parsed into
6 frequency bands and spatially-normalized, was mapped to 246 Brainnetome atlas regions. Imaginary coherence (ImCoh) and directional phase transfer entropy (dnPTE) were calculated between each unique pair of regions. Analysis of variance (rmANOVA), repeated across frequency with group, age, and site, provided F-ratios and FDR-corrected p-values for pairwise connectivity, as well as relation to TFI. Binomial linear regression queried contribution of band to group effects. Linear discriminant analysis with 10-fold cross validation assessed potential for classification. Groups differed at 4 pairs out of 30,012 queried. Using ImCoh, tinnitus exhibited increased slow oscillatory connectivity between regions in left temporal and right frontal cortex (LPHG-RIFIC: F=9.00, p<.01) and (LITC-ROFC: F=9.04, p<.01), driven by delta (1 - 3 Hz, LPHG-RIFG: B = 25.8, t=4.21; LITC-ROFC: B = 15.6, t=3.14, both p<.01). For dnPTE, tinnitus showed decreases in intrahemispheric high gamma (63 - 117 Hz) connectivity between portions of cingulate and parietal cortex (Left: F=12.4, B = -1.16, t=-4.67, p<.01; Right: F=12.31, B = -1.16, t=-3.97, p<.01). Using connectivity of these pairs in identified bands as classifiers produced acceptable levels of diagnostic performance (AUC =.74 [.68 -.78]). TFI scores changed from Session 1 to 2 (paired t=2.13, p=.045), but with considerable distribution overlap (K-S test, K=.27, p=.33). Tinnitus-related differences in connectivity can adequately classify tinnitus and non-tinnitus participants. Commonalities among these 4 regions may further our understanding of the underlying physiology of tinnitus. Paradoxically, group connectivity differences did not relate to subjective scores used to diagnose tinnitus. However, TFI appeared to change from session-to-session, while connectivity largely did not, indicating that neural measures of tinnitus may be more stable than subjective measures.
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Abstract: Previously, unilateral hearing loss was not considered a significant disability. However, recent discussions have acknowledged the impairments and psychological burdens associated with this condition. Yet, in clinical practice, there are no tests to visualize the influence of psychological factors associated with different types of auditory inputs. Therefore, we investigated the impact of inherent mental processes in auditory tasks on the functional
connectivity in unilateral severe hearing-loss patients with PPI. The subjects included 20 healthy individuals, 9 left and 12 right hearing-loss patients. They underwent 3 dimentional high-resolution anatomical MRI in a 3 Tesla MRI scanner following hearing 2 monosyllables and 1 pure tone of both ears. After imaging, we analyzed the task specific psychological effects using Matlab and SPM12 software packages. During the tasks, activity was observed in both the auditory cortex and auditory association areas for all groups. In the healthy group during the monosyllables’ task, the primary auditory cortex in the left temporal area demonstrated the most significant activity and we set it as the seed. For the right hearing-loss group, there was an increased connectivity with the left superior temporal gyrus. While for the left hearing loss group, there was an enhanced connectivity with the both mid-cingulate cortex. Upon examining the correlation between these connectivity and age, the right hearing loss group showed a strong positive correlation, while the left hearing loss group demonstrated a negative correlation. The Positive correlation may suggest that monosyllable-stimuli from the left ear intensify the connectivity within the auditory region. Conversely the negative correlation may suggest that monosyllables entering from the right ear might strengthen the connection between the monosyllable stimuli and the activity of the cingulate gyrus by modulating the primary auditory cortex’s activity. PPI in the both hearing loss patients showed that the psychological effects obtained from auditory information activate different neural pathways depending on the side of ear. Furthermore, the negative correlation between the cingulate gyrus and age suggests that connectivity occurs in the early onset of hearing loss, but weakens over time. Conversely the positive correlation between the auditory related areas and age suggests that not only psychological factors, but also the amount of auditory information, can strengthen the connectivity. These findings may indicate that the area connected with the auditory cortex varies depending on the side of input and the type of information.

Disclosures: K. Yamamoto: None. T. Tsutsumi: None.
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Title: The idiosyncratic nature of neuroplasticity: investigating the impact of congenital deafness on individual brain organization

Authors: *L. AMARAL1, X. WANG2, Y. BI2,3, E. STRIEM-AMIT1; 1Georgetown Univ. Med. Ctr., Washington, DC; 2Beijing Normal Univ., Beijing, China; 3Chinese Inst. for Brain Res., Beijing, China
Abstract: The principle of "all different, all equal" presents a challenge in cognitive neuroscience, where studies have consistently demonstrated a universal organization of the human brain. However, these investigations have been limited in capturing individual variations in neural organization. Individual differences play a crucial role in shaping certain neural patterns, with environmental factors and personal experiences contributing significantly to observed variability. In this study, we aimed to examine the role of sensory experience in functional connectivity (FC) patterns, specifically focusing on FC from the deprived primary auditory cortex of congenitally deaf individuals (N = 39) compared to a hearing control group (N = 33). Our findings demonstrate that the absence of shared auditory experience leads to increased variability in FC patterns across deaf individuals, in contrast to the more consistent patterns observed in the hearing group. To investigate the specific effects of sign language deprivation and determine whether the variations in brain connectivity are influenced by auditory deprivation or language deprivation, common among deaf children of hearing parents, we also examined the FC patterns focusing on a subset of the deaf group consisting of individuals who are native signers. Our analysis revealed comparable patterns of individual variability in FC within this subgroup, when compared to a broader analysis that encompassed both native and nonnative signers. This finding provides evidence that the individual differences in FC of the auditory cortex in deafness primarily arise from auditory deprivation. Collectively, these results highlight the interplay between brain plasticity and individual variability, showcasing the varied manifestation of reorganization across individuals. Furthermore, our study elucidates the influence of sensory experiences in establishing consistency in brain organization. These findings have important implications for the development of individualized medicine for hearing loss, such as the design of sensory aids and the utilization of restoration techniques.

*L. Amaral & X. Wang contributed equally to this work.
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Title: Functional neuroanatomy of musical familiarity and temporal structure in frontotemporal dementia

Authors: *L. CORE, J. D. WARREN, J. L. AGUSTUS;
Abstract: Using music as an index of brain function and for intervention in dementia has received great attention. However, the neural correlates of music perception in different dementias remain poorly defined. In the frontotemporal dementia (FTD) spectrum, individuals with semantic variant primary progressive aphasia (svPPA) and behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) often exhibit striking changes in musical function and/or retained musical skills, suggesting FTD may be an instructive disease model in which to assess brain mechanisms of music processing in neurodegenerative pathologies. We addressed this issue using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in patients with FTD. Nineteen patients (10 svPPA, nine bvFTD) and 26 healthy age-matched controls underwent 3-Tesla ‘sparse’ fMRI where they passively listened to musical melodies. In a 2x2 factorial design, stimulus conditions were manipulated to assess two key dimensions of musical processing: semantic memory (familiarity: familiar vs. novel melodies) and perceptual features (temporal structure: isochronous vs. anisochronous melodies). Post-scan behavioral testing assessed participants’ ability to discriminate melodies under each of the two manipulated stimulus dimensions. Information about participant demographics and musical background was also collected. Both groups exhibited a wide bi-hemispheric network of activation centered on primary auditory cortex in response to general auditory stimulation. The healthy older control group showed separable profiles of activation in anterior temporal and inferior frontal cortices for processing musical familiarity and in posterior superior temporal cortex for processing musical temporal structure. An interaction effect was also observed in left medial planum temporale whereby anisochrony had a greater impact on the processing of unfamiliar melodies than familiar melodies. Compared to healthy older listeners, the patient groups showed differential patterns of engagement of these distributed neural networks. In post-scan behavioral testing, patients with bvFTD were significantly impaired on musical familiarity judgments relative to healthy controls. This study illustrates that FTD syndromes show distinct functional neuroanatomical signatures of music perception. Future work should explore fMRI of music processing as a probe of neural function in particular molecular pathologies and a candidate marker of therapeutic potential in dementia.
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Title: Neural Tracking Measures of Speech Intelligibility: Manipulating Intelligibility while Keeping Acoustics Unchanged
Authors: *I. KARUNATHILAKE¹, J. P. KULASINGHAM², J. Z. SIMON³; ¹Univ. of Maryland, College park, MD; ²Linköping Univ., Linköping, Sweden; ³Univ. Maryland, Col. Park, Chevy Chase, MD

Abstract: Neural speech tracking has advanced our understanding of how our brains rapidly map an acoustic speech signal onto linguistic representations and ultimately meaning. However, it remains unclear which aspects of the corresponding neural responses correspond to speech intelligibility, which is only loosely coupled to the acoustics. Intelligibility related neuro-markers derived from such neural responses would play a crucial role in advancing our understanding of the neurophysiology of the speech understanding, evaluation of auditory function across diverse clinical populations, and hearing device evaluation. Many studies addressing this question vary the level of intelligibility by manipulating the acoustic waveform, making it difficult to cleanly distinguish effects of intelligibility from the underlying acoustical confounds. In this study, speech intelligibility is manipulated while keeping the acoustical structure unchanged, using degraded speech plus a priming paradigm. Acoustically identical three-band noise vocoded (degraded) speech segments (~20 s duration) are presented twice, but the second presentation is preceded by the original (non-degraded) version of the same speech segment. This priming, which generates a ‘pop-out’ percept, substantially improves the intelligibility of the second presentation of the degraded speech passage while keeping the acoustics identical. We recorded magnetoencephalography (MEG) data from 25 younger adults and investigated how intelligibility affects auditory and linguistic neural tracking measures using multivariate Temporal Response Functions (mTRFs). As expected, behavioral results confirmed that perceived speech clarity is improved by priming. mTRF analysis revealed that auditory (speech envelope and envelope onset) and phoneme onset neural responses are influenced only by the acoustics of the sensory input (bottom-up driven mechanisms). Critically, our key findings suggest that neural measures associated with the segmentation of sounds into words emerges first with better speech intelligibility, especially those time-locked at N400-like latencies in prefrontal cortex (PFC), in line with engagement of top-down mechanisms associated with priming. Taken together, our results suggest that time locked neural responses associated with lexical segmentation may serve as novel objective measures of speech intelligibility.
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Title: Neural tracking of linguistic features at different speech rates using a deep neural network

Authors: *C. PUFFAY, J. VANTHORNHOUT, M. GILLIS, B. ACCOU, H. VAN HAMME, T. FRANCART;
KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: The extent to which the brain tracks a natural continuous speech stimulus can be measured by modeling the relationship between the stimulus features and the corresponding EEG. Typically acoustic features are used, but the neural tracking of lexical and linguistic features has also been shown. Lexical features (i.e., word and phoneme onsets) carry information about the prosody, while linguistic features (i.e., word surprisal, word frequency, phoneme surprisal, and cohort entropy) carry information about the value of a word or a phoneme considering the semantical context. Such information can be used as a marker of speech understanding. Nonlinear deep learning models have recently been used to assess the neural tracking of lexical and linguistic speech features. We here evaluate these models on a dataset with various speech rates to manipulate speech understanding and investigate how speech rate affects the neural tracking of linguistic features. We use the EEG of 18 participants who listened to stories at various speech rates. We developed a deep neural network, trained on a match-mismatch task to measure the contribution of linguistic features to neural tracking on top of the contribution of lexical features. In this task, the model must choose whether a segment of brain signal matches the auditory stimulus that evoked it (matched) or another arbitrary segment (mismatched). Without re-training, we evaluate this model on different speech rates. To assess whether neural tracking is related to speech understanding, we compare the model performance with behavioral measures. We hypothesize that neural tracking of linguistic features is affected by the speech rate, which provides an objective measure for speech understanding. As opposed to linear subject-specific models, our deep learning model can model nonlinearities in the brain response and does not require training on new subjects to perform the speech understanding assessment.
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Title: Predicting intelligibility of continuous speech using scalp- and ear-EEG

Authors: *H. BORGES1,2, J. ZAAR2,3, E. ALICKOVIC2,4, C. CHRISTENSEN1, P. KIDMOSE1;
Abstract: In the clinic, speech intelligibility is measured behaviorally by determining the speech reception threshold (SRT). The SRT is the signal-to-noise (SNR) at which 50% of the presented speech is repeated correctly by the participant. This process requires the attention of the listener, depends on the experience of the examiner, and is very labor-intensive. As an alternative, studies have shown that the SRT of matrix sentences can be predicted from electroencephalographic (EEG) measurements. The present study aims to investigate whether the SRT can be predicted from EEG collected with a continuous speech stimulus to improve the ecological validity of the paradigm. An additional objective is to investigate whether the SRT can be predicted from ear-EEG recordings. Ear-EEG is a measuring technique where EEG is measured from electrodes placed in the ear with the potential to enable discrete recordings of EEG outside the lab in daily-life situations. Twenty-two subjects (19 female), 18-29 years old (mean age 24), were recruited. All subjects were normal hearing (thresholds≤20 dB HL) at audiological frequencies from 125-8000 Hz as determined by behavioral audiometry and an average threshold of maximum 10 dB HL. Sentences from the Danish Hearing-In-Noise Test (HINT) were used to determine the behavioral SRT via an adaptive procedure. To predict the SRT from EEG, scalp and ear-EEG was recorded while the subjects were listening to 96 audiobook clips, each lasting approximately 1 minute. The subjects were instructed to listen to the speech and answer a two-choice content-related question after each clip. The audiobook clips were presented at six different SNR levels: SRT, SRT±2dB and SRT±4 and clean speech. 16 clips per SNR were presented in a randomized order. To approximate the SRT from scalp- and ear-EEG, an auditory attention decoding model that reconstructs the envelope of the presented speech from the EEG data was used. Pearson’s correlation between the reconstructed envelope and the actual envelope of the stimulus was used as a measure of reconstruction accuracy. A sigmoid function was fitted to the reconstruction accuracy-vs-SNR data, and the SNR corresponding to the midpoint of the function was taken as an estimate of the SRT. The results will be discussed with focus on the relationship between the behaviorally determined SRT and the SRT predicted from scalp- and ear-EEG.

Title: Prediction of speech-in-noise ability using a dynamic auditory figure-ground stimulus

Authors: X. GUO¹, E. BENZAQUEN¹, I. BRÜHL², M. LAD¹, *T. D. GRIFFITHS³;
¹Biosci. Inst., Newcastle Univ., Newcastle-upon-Tyne, United Kingdom; ²Univ. of Koeln, Koeln, Germany; ³Biosci. Inst., Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom

Abstract: Auditory figure-ground stimuli have been developed as measures of central sound grouping in complex auditory scenes. Previous studies have shown that extracting a static figure comprising multiple fixed frequencies from a tone cloud correlates with speech-in-noise listening independently of peripheral hearing measured by the pure-tone audiogram (PMID: 31728002). In this study we used a dynamic figure in which the frequency components were harmonically related and followed the pitch contour of natural speech over sentences. We used this measure to predict speech-in-noise ability at the word and sentence levels, using hierarchal regression and structural equation models (SEM) that also incorporated age, peripheral hearing (pure-tone audiogram) and static figure-ground performance. We studied over 100 participants with varying age and hearing sensitivity. Hierarchal regression showed improved predictive value of the dynamic figure-ground task (standardised coefficient: -0.28) compared to the static one (non-significant). SEM demonstrated that a latent variable based on both dynamic and static figure ground stimuli was an important predictor of speech-in-noise perception (effect size 0.52). Effect size for the audiogram was 0.32. Overall, this study has shown how peripheral hearing sensitivity, central sound grouping (of both static and dynamic sounds), and age interact with each other and their respective contribution to speech-in-noise perception.
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Title: Mid-level auditory computations predict human speech recognition in natural environmental noise

Authors: *A. CLONAN¹,², X. ZHAI⁴,¹, I. STEVENSON³,¹, M. A. ESCABI¹,²,³;

Abstract: Recognizing speech in noisy environments is a critical task of the human auditory system. While spectrum and modulation statistics both influence speech recognition in noise,
current modeling approaches are unable to predict human recognition sensitivity in distinct, real-world backgrounds. Here we assess how the spectrum and modulation statistics of natural sounds mask the recognition of spoken digits (0 to 9). We enrolled participants in a psychoacoustic study where digits were presented in various natural background sounds (e.g., water, construction noise, speaker babble; tested for SNR=-18 to 0 dB) and their perturbed variants. We perturbed the backgrounds by either 1) phase randomizing (PR) the sound spectrum or 2) spectrum equalizing (SE). PR retains the power spectrum but distorts the modulation statistics while SE distorts the power spectrum and retains modulation statistics. Even at a constant noise level, the ability to recognize foreground digits was substantially helped or harmed by these background perturbations, depending on the original background sound. To explore this interference, we used texture synthesis (McDermott & Simoncelli 2011) to manipulate individual modulation statistics from the backgrounds. We found that adding texture statistics decreased accuracy for background speech babble. Interestingly, however, adding statistics increased accuracy in a construction noise background with strong comodulations. We next developed a physiologically inspired model of the auditory system model to predict perceptual trends. Sounds were decomposed through a cochlear filter bank (peripheral stage) and a subsequent set of spectrotemporal receptive fields that model modulation selectivity in auditory midbrain (mid-level stage). Logistic regression was performed on these features to estimate perceptual transfer functions and predict human accuracy. The peripheral model (with spectrum cues alone) accounted for 67% of the perceptual variance, while the mid-level model (spectrum and modulation cues) accounted for 91%. Perceptual transfer functions allow us to identify spectral and modulation cues critical to recognition in noise. Stimulus SNR has a substantial (log-linear) influence on recognition accuracy but appears to act independently from background statistics. These findings show how the diverse spectrum and modulation content of environmental background sounds has complex effects that can either help or harm speech recognition. However, an interpretable model of mid-level auditory computations predicts perceptual sensitivity and identifies the specific acoustic cues contributing to listening in noise.

**Disclosures:** A. Clonan: None. X. Zhai: None. I. Stevenson: None. M.A. Escabi: None.
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**Title:** Alterations of microstructural properties of white matter and structural brain connectivity in moderate hearing loss
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Abstract: Hearing loss affects almost 30% of elderly people (> 60 years of age) and has been identified as a risk factor for cognitive decline. Hearing impairment starts with loss of hearing sensitivity in the higher frequencies and advanced over time to the mild and lower frequencies. Previous studies showed an association between hearing loss and structural change in the brain. To date, there is limited knowledge of the structural connectivity of white matter and brain network topology in moderate hearing loss (>30 dB). To examine the integrity of white matter, identify vulnerable structural connectivity, and to assess network topology, we investigated the major white matter tracts of elderly subjects having moderate hearing loss (n = 22, mean age 70.5) and compared them with age-matched healthy controls (n = 26, mean age 68.4). We have analyzed diffusion and structural MRI data from Leipzig Study for Mind-Body-Emotion Interactions” (LEMON) dataset. Diffusion MRI data was acquired at TE 80 ms, 67 diffusion direction with 1000 b values (60 volumes) and b = 0 images (7 volumes), voxel size 1.71 x 1.71 x 1.7 mm. T1-weighted images were acquired at a voxel size of 0.99 x 1 x 1 mm. Whole brain structural connectivity was also analyzed to identify vulnerable connections in the brain. We finally analyzed network topology to measure the properties of structural networks. We observed that the fractional anisotropy of the right corticospinal tract is increased in the subjects with moderate hearing loss. Along the tract, analysis showed that the last quarter of the superior part of the right corticospinal tract had a higher fractional anisotropy. We also identified a left putamen-centered disrupted brain network in moderate hearing loss. A total of eight brain regions had disrupted structural connectivity. Further network topology analysis showed a reduced betweenness centrality and small-world network in moderate hearing loss. Surprisingly, forceps major tract was negatively correlated with good hearing while positively correlated with moderate hearing loss individuals. In summary, our results first identified the putamen-centered disruption in structural connectivity in moderate hearing loss. Increased fractional anisotropy of the right corticospinal tract could play a compensatory role since it projects fiber to the right putamen. Reduced network topology suggests that the information flow is interrupted in moderate hearing loss individuals.

Taken together, the results of impaired white matter tracts in moderate hearing loss provide valuable clues to design novel therapeutics to prevent the progression of hearing loss.

Disclosures: R. Quddus: None. A. Zinchenko: None. M. Al amin: None.
Abstract: Imagine a time-reversed speech even repeat a time-reversed speech, which would sound like a mission impossible. This is due to the fact that speech is essentially a continuous temporal signal. Time-reversed speech jeopardize the temporal sequence information in a continuous temporal signal, which holds the most valuable information of speech, including the sequences of words, phonemics, or acoustic features. Current research predominantly focuses on the impact of time-reversed sentences on speech intelligibility. The greatest challenge in understanding time-reversed sentences is to segment a continuous temporal signal into a sequence of discrete linguistic units, i.e., words or syllables. However, it remains unclear whether perceiving time-reversed syllables still poses a significant challenge, considering that they are already discrete units on the syllable level. Here, we used time-reversed syllable pairs as speech perception material combined with Magnetoencephalography (MEG) analysis to explore the differences in behavior and brain response to the time-reversed and normal (non-time-reversed) syllables, in order to further our understanding of the temporal sequence information encoding at the level of syllables.

During the experiment, participants were instructed to discern whether the presented syllable pairs were the same or different within two blocks. The first block is time-reversed syllable pairs, while the second block is normal syllable pairs. We created sixty-four pairs of syllables (i.e., bi1 vs bu4) that had different consonants, vowels and tones to assess the accuracy and the elicited representations of varying phonetic category information. Surprisingly, the behavioral results revealed that participants could distinguish almost all the time-reversed syllables pairs (above 90% accuracy), except for syllable pairs with different consonants (below 20% accuracy).

Although their response to normal syllable pairs (mean RT=120ms) was significantly faster than time-reversed syllable pairs (mean RT=240ms) in all types, syllable pairs with different consonants exhibited notably longer reaction time compared to other types. Furthermore, the machine-learning based classification analysis of MEG response to perceived syllables revealed that the brain showed a more similar response to the time-reversed syllables and normal syllable when it drew bottom-up attention (on the first syllable of compared syllable pairs), while it showed much different response when the syllable drew more top-down attention (on the second syllable of compared syllable pairs).
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Title: Active representation of phonemic features in alignment with speech perception requirements

Authors: *H. FAN, L. ZHANG, Y. MENG, L. LIU;
Beijing Language and Culture Univ., Beijing, China
Abstract: How can humans effortlessly differentiate between similar-sounding words such as "bubble" and "double" based on their initial consonants? The ability to distinguish between phonemic features (i.e. consonants) from complex and transient acoustic signal, is a challenging component of speech perception. Although there has been extensive research on how the brain processes information from the syllable to the lexical level, the initial step in speech perception, i.e., the flexible and efficient processing of phonemic information, remains unclear. Here, we used Magnetoencephalography (MEG) combined with multi-voxel pattern analysis method to explore how phonemic information is represented in human brain during participants perform a speech perception task. During the speech perception task, participants were instructed to determine whether the tones (tone task, subject n=30) or consonants (consonants task, subject n=19) of the two preceding and following syllables were the same. To evaluate the specificity and precision of the elicited representations of varying phonetic category information, we constructed sixty-four pairs of syllables (eight by eight) that vary in their phonetic features of consonants, vowels, and tones. First, we used the machine-learning based classification analysis to explore the phonemic representation at the phonemic level. We found that consonants are represented left-lateralized, whereas vowels and tones are represented on both hemispheres. More interestingly, by comparing the tone discrimination task and consonant discrimination task, we uncovered that phonemic representations are adapted in response to the speech perception task at hand. Specifically, when perceiving the second syllable, the task-related phonemic features of the first syllable, such as the tone feature in the tone task and the consonant feature in the consonant task, will be automatically reactivated. Furthermore, we used representational similarity analysis (RSA) combined with multidimensional scaling analysis to explore the phonemic representation at the syllable level. Our results revealed that people actively align the second syllable to the phonemic features of the first syllable that relevant to the task, with the second syllable being reassembled to match the tone/consonant features of the first syllable for the tone/consonant task. Overall, our results indicate that the human brain is capable of effectively and flexibly handling phonetic information through active representation of phonetic features to match with speech perception task at hand.
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Title: Sensory processing of native and non-native phonotactic patterns in the alpha and beta frequency bands
Authors: *M. WAGNER*, M. RUSINIAK, E. HIGBY, K. NOURSKI;

1St. John's Univ., Queens, NY; 2BESA, GMbH, Gräfelfing, Germany; 3California State University, East Bay, Hayward, CA; 4The Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA

Abstract: The phonotactic patterns of one’s native language are established within cortical network processing during development. Sensory processing of native language phonotactic patterns established in memory may be modulated by top-down signals within the alpha and beta frequency bands. To explore sensory processing of phonotactic patterns in the alpha and beta frequency bands, electroencephalograms (EEGs) were recorded from native Polish and native English-speaking adults (48 participants, 36 females) as they listened to spoken nonwords within same and different nonword pairs. The nonwords contained phonological sequence onsets that occur in both the Polish and English languages except for /pt/, which occurs in Polish but not in English onsets. High density 64-channel EEGs (96 data sets) were analyzed in response to the first nonword in the pairs within the context of counterbalanced listening-task conditions, which were presented on separate testing days. During one listening-task condition, participants performed a syllable identification task to the second nonword in the nonword pairs (with-task condition). For the alternate condition, participants were instructed to only listen to the stimuli (without-task condition). Sensory processing was compared in the listening-task conditions because unmasking native language patterns of speech perception has been shown to be influenced by listening and task condition. Spectral power in the low frequencies (2-29 Hz) was analyzed to the first nonword in the pairs from five dipole source-level channels and twelve regional sources, obtained through source localization modeling. Source localization modeling, using all 64-channels of EEG data, increased power for statistical analyses. The results revealed that sensory processing to native language phonotactic patterns was modulated by listening-task condition within the beta frequency band. Specifically, the with-task condition elicited beta suppression in response to native language patterns of speech perception. However, in response to the non-native language phonotactic pattern, the with-task condition found suppressed spectral power values for an expanded frequency range that included the alpha and beta frequency bands. These findings suggest that linguistic experience with phonotactic patterns modulates perceptual processing through feedback within the alpha and beta frequency bands.
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Title: Visual Speech Differently Restores Temporal and Spectral Speech Information in the Auditory Cortex
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Abstract: Seeing a speaker’s face facilitates accurate speech perception. Previously, research has shown that listeners make use of lipreading to restore degraded auditory speech information, but these influences fail to account for the full benefits imparted by visual speech. Prior work has hypothesized that visual speech can restore information from two additional features of speech: spectral (relative pitch) and temporal information (sound changes over time). For example, listeners can recover spectral information using speakers’ mouth width and the speaker’s lip closure helps listeners parse the temporal boundary between words. However, it remains poorly understood whether, and how, spectral and temporal information is restored in the auditory cortex. In the current study, we asked two questions: first, is visual speech integration regionally specific, where auditory temporal and spectral information is restored in separate areas, or regionally nonspecific, where the same region restores both kinds of information? Second, how does visual speech alter the spatial pattern of auditory system activity to improve audibility of speech? We hypothesized that visual speech restores the spatial pattern of auditory activity evoked by degraded auditory speech, making it more similar to the pattern of activity evoked by clear speech. We collected functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from 64 subjects who listened to 200 sentences presented across five conditions-- auditory-alone original, auditory-alone temporally smeared, auditory-alone spectrally smeared, audio-visual temporally degraded, and audio-visual spectrally degraded. Univariate contrasts reveal that the same visual signal has different effects on auditory processing depending on the degraded auditory feature. Visual speech increased BOLD in the STG for both types of degraded speech, but differed across conditions in other regions: AV spectral recovery increased BOLD in Heschl's gyrus while AV temporal recovery increased BOLD in anterior STG. Second, using Representational Similarity Analysis, our preliminary results suggest that visual restoration of speech uses distinctly different mechanisms from auditory speech perception. To verify this finding, we plan to build a single-trial-based GLM regressor to examine if representational distance is closer between audiovisual filtered speech and original auditory speech than that of audio-alone filtered speech. Together, we show that auditory cortex uses visual speech signals to selectively recover features of the auditory signal that have been degraded.
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Title: Motor synchronization to auditory and visual rhythmic input is supported by shared rhythmic-related neural mechanisms
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Abstract: Synchronization between motor, auditory, and visual processing is essential for effective communication, both verbal and written. Studies have found that the brain's neural entrainments enable the connection between auditory processing and the production of synchronized movements, which is known as sensorimotor synchronization. Nevertheless, little is known about whether or not cortical activity that supports sensorimotor integration characterized by internal representation of rhythmic beat is similar in both modalities (audio-motor and visuo-motor). In the current study, the magnetoencephalogram (MEG) was recorded while participants performed three tasks in each modality. For the passive task, participants passively listened to an auditory metronome beat (audio rhythmic task) or watched a ball flashing within beat (visual rhythmic task) that was both delivered in 2.4Hz. For the hand tapping tasks, either by right or left hand, participants had to tap their fingers to every second visual (visuo-motor rhythmic task) or audio (audio-motor rhythmic task) pulse in attempt to disentangle the movement- and beat-related neural responses. During the passive audio/visual rhythmic tasks, MEG-derived cortical response spectrum reveals cortical tracking to audio and visual rhythms at 2.4Hz as well as at second (4.8HZ) and third (7.2HZ) harmonic frequency. During the visual-motor/audio-motor rhythmic tasks, MEG-derived cortical response spectrum reveals that there was a strong 2.4Hz beat-related entrainment and a 1.2Hz movement-related entrainment for both modalities as well as their harmonic frequencies. Most importantly, we observed sensorimotor coupling in the form of an additional 3.6Hz response during both auditory and visual tasks. Taken together, the data suggest that internal representation of rhythmic input and sensorimotor integration are supported by shared neural mechanisms that underlie time-related processing - regardless of modality. The data is relevant to growing evidence suggesting that rhythm perception and general time-related skills such as parsing may be the core deficit underlying speech and language processing deficits.
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Title: Identifying responses to auditory and audiovisual speech during movie viewing using high density diffuse optical tomography
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Abstract: Visual speech information aids understanding, particularly under challenging listening conditions. However, the brain mechanisms underlying audiovisual speech processing remain poorly understood. Compounding this issue is the challenge that everyday communication situations typically involve rich linguistic and environmental context not present in the majority of laboratory tests. To advance our understanding of audiovisual speech in everyday life we presented participants (n=50 adults) with a movie clip from The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly (1966). We manually identified speech events and classified these as either auditory-only or audiovisual based on the amount of the speaker’s mouth that was visible. We then convolved these onset times with a canonical hemodynamic response function to provide predictors for modeling the measured response. We measured brain activity using high-density diffuse optical tomography (HD-DOT), a form of functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). HD-DOT provides even sensitivity and high spatial accuracy over a large portion of the superficial cortical surface, including large portions of the occipital, temporal, and frontal lobes, and permits localizing measurements to atlas space. Using this approach, we were able to identify responses in the temporal lobes related to auditory-only speech. Finally, we found that audiovisual speech recruited both auditory and visual cortices, as well as posterior superior temporal sulcus. Together these findings establish the feasibility of using movie-based paradigms for studying both auditory and audiovisual speech understanding.
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Title: Differences in mismatch responses for harmonic and inharmonic sounds
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Abstract: Predictive processing accounts of perception suggest that the brain uses generative models to reliably predict incoming sensory stimuli. If these predictions are incorrect, a prediction error response is propagated that changes the generative model. A crucial tenet of predictive processing accounts is that prediction errors are precision-weighted. This means that only errors with high precision influence the generative model. Precision depends on the information content of the predicted stimuli and can be expressed as inverse variance or information entropy. Harmonic sounds are auditory signals that are composed of frequencies that are integer multiples of a fundamental frequency (F0). Inharmonic sounds can have spectra with unrelated frequencies. Importantly, the information content of harmonic sounds is smaller than inharmonic sounds, as their spectra can be described only with the F0. Thus, any prediction errors associated with inharmonic sounds should be down-weighted. In this study, we aimed to test the hypothesis that violations of predictions for harmonic sounds would elicit a stronger response (as measured with mismatch negativity, MMN) than inharmonic sounds, due to higher precision-weighting of prediction errors in harmonic sounds. Participants (N = 36) listened passively to artificially generated complex tones with spectra manipulated to be either harmonic, inharmonic (with a random pattern of jitters applied to frequencies above f0), or inharmonic-changing (with jittering patterns randomized between consecutive sounds). The tones were presented in a roving oddball paradigm with varying fundamental frequencies. We recorded electroencephalography with a 32-channel active system. We computed difference waves (deviant - standard) for harmonic, inharmonic, and inharmonic-changing conditions. We then contrasted these difference waves between conditions using a non-parametric, cluster-based permutations approach. Consistent with our hypothesis, the results revealed significantly stronger
MMN in the harmonic condition compared to the inharmonic-changing condition (cluster range 0.083 ms - 0.189 ms after stimulus onset, p = 0.004) but, surprisingly, not when compared to the inharmonic condition (p > 0.05). We have also found differences in later, P300 positivity, with weaker responses in the harmonic condition in comparison to the inharmonic condition (cluster range 0.215 ms - 0.359 ms, p = 0.005). These results offer only partial support to our hypothesis and reveal unexpected differences in P300 responses. Overall, this study provides new insight into precision-weighting of prediction errors in the auditory domain.
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Title: Decoding maintenance and replay activity in the human auditory cortical mnemonic system
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Abstract: There is substantial scientific interest in identifying neural signals that carry traces of the sensory past or an expectancy about the future. To date, memory traces of sensory sequences containing regularities have been decoded in auditory cortex and the hippocampus in animal models, or in humans using non-invasive neuroimaging studies. However, outside of research with animal models there is a dearth of insights on how site-specific neurophysiological signals from the auditory cortical mnemonic system may carry information reflecting maintenance activity to sounds over delays, and on the signals that may characterize the retrospective replay of regularities in a sensory sequence. We conducted an auditory statistical learning task containing non-adjacent dependencies with 12 neurosurgery patients during presurgical intracranial monitoring of refractory epilepsy. The patients listened to sequences of three nonsense words drawn from sets (X, A and B), with regularities between relevant pairs of sounds (A-B) in the sequence often separated in time by uninformative (X) words. We first analyzed the site-specific local field potentials from auditory cortex, hippocampus and frontal cortex using
traditional methods, demonstrating engagement of the fronto-temporal network in the processing of the sequence regularities. We also present the output of a time-resolved multivariate decoding analysis that reveals the latencies and timescales of sequence item representations in regions across the network. The results represent to our knowledge the first human intracranial electrophysiological evidence of hippocampal replay of stimuli during an auditory task, showing that time-compressed replay occurs before and after key sounds in the sequence. Furthermore, the results also revealed that the maintenance of sound representations within non-primary (superior temporal gyrus) auditory cortex appears to exceed that of primary (core) auditory cortex in duration. Finally, in further support of a previously presented computational model of sequence processing and binding (VS-BIND; Calmus et al., 2019), prefrontal areas including precentral gyrus appear to maintain an ordered buffer of the auditory item representations. These results elucidate critical roles for the auditory sequential mnemonic system in transforming individual sensory events into mental structures, providing insight into the specific mechanistic contributions of medial temporal, prefrontal and superior temporal regions in the maintenance, prediction and ordinal manipulation of sequential information.
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Title: Space-time mixing in neural representation
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Abstract: Generally we think of neural computation as being a stack of filters which respond in meaningful ways to the external world. This framework underlies the success of artificial neural networks. However, we know that, while these filters capture something important about how information is brought into the brain, they don't tell us how information is created, decisions made, or really carefully characterize the response properties in response to perturbations. It is well understood that neurons adapt, which mostly falls outside of this paradigm, that the neural and perceptual responses vary predictably to both spatial and temporal modulation, and that these representations, though stable, tend to drift over time. We also know that the molecules at the synapses, where the memory is supposedly stored, have a much faster turn over rate than the memory itself, and that synapses tend to maintain their electrical properties and firing patterns in
the face of this turn over, not necessarily with the same type of proteins. Somehow there are emergent precepts which can last a lifetime despite this sea of variability and change. While we know that animals can have repetitive control over the actions of single neurons, we don't know how one-to-one this mapping is or what local computations underlie the read out. To better understand the properties of these neurons, we need to think of computation at a scale beyond that of a single cell. A phonon is an vibration that travels through a media: think of knocking on a table. The sound is carried through the table not by any single atom but by the coherent vibrations thereof. We think that in studying perception and neural computation we need to better grapple with the computational properties of the brain as a distributed computational system.
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Title: Concurrent Decision and Confidence Signals in area LIP
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Abstract: Decision confidence plays a key role in cognitive behavior, but exactly when and how it arises in the brain remains unclear. Bounded evidence accumulation models provide a candidate mechanism by exploiting an association between the amount of accumulated evidence—discounted by elapsed time—and the probability of making a correct choice. Consistent with this idea, neurons in macaque area LIP that represent the accumulated evidence (known as a decision variable, DV) also predict the monkey’s confidence reports. However, the question still looms as to whether the updating and termination of a DV for choice and confidence can occur in parallel, as opposed to sequentially, and whether LIP activity can explain choice, reaction time (RT), and confidence when measured concurrently on the same trials. We designed a peri-decision wagering (Peri-DW) assay in which monkeys simultaneously reported choice and confidence in a random-dot motion task. Both components of the decision were reported when the subject initiated a saccade to one of four possible targets (left + high bet, left + low bet, right + high, or right + low), thereby isolating the temporal window that could directly inform the choice and wager. Quantification and modeling of behavior suggests that a bounded accumulation process can explain the animal’s choices, reaction times, and confidence.
Specifically, psychophysical kernels indicate a coinciding stimulus epoch that informs choice and confidence, and predictions from the model agree with empirical findings: greater accuracy and faster reaction times for high- compared to low-confidence decisions. Analyses of 54 LIP neurons from one monkey reveal signatures attributable to an accumulation-to-bound process, including ramp-like firing rates graded by motion coherence, convergence to a common firing rate before the saccade, and expected patterns of variance and autocorrelation. Importantly, these signatures do not differ in their timing when the neurons are grouped by their preferred saccadic target (i.e., high vs. low wager), which argues against the possibility that confidence is purely post-decisional. To gain further insight into the LIP responses, we simulated a 4D accumulation process (anticorrelated race) mapped onto four populations in LIP, each having response fields overlapping one of the four choice targets. Early simulation results resemble the choice- and confidence-dependent modulation of LIP responses seen in the empirical data. Follow-up analyses will apply generalized linear models (GLM) to further elucidate the neural dynamics underlying concurrent evaluation of a decision and its associated degree of confidence.
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**Title:** Pulvinar-prefrontal inputs facilitate adaptive updating with sensory history during visual decision-making

**Authors:** *Y. LEOW*¹, A. BARLOWE¹, C. T. LUO¹, Y. OSAKO¹, M. JAZAYERI³, M. SUR²; ¹Dept. of Brain and Cognitive Sci., ²MIT, Cambridge, MA; ³Massachusetts Inst. of Technol. Dept. of Brain and Cognitive Sci., Cambridge, MA

**Abstract:** Processing sensory information to generate decisions and action is a central component of learned, goal-directed behavior. Our sensory landscape is constantly filtered through our prior expectations and ongoing goals. Under greater perceptual uncertainty, perceptual processing becomes more susceptible to the influence of prior history, which can induce biases that compromise decision-making. However, trial history can also be used adaptively to guide decisions when perceived similarity across stimuli is used to guide switching
or repeating actions. We trained mice on a two-choice random dot motion discrimination task, varying sensory certainty with the proportion of coherent target dot directions. We found that mice adopted a strategy of comparing the similarity of stimulus directions across trials to make switch/stay decisions. The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) is a frontal region that integrates uncertainty for switch/stay decisions from diverse inputs including the pulvinar/lateral posterior (LP) nucleus (LP, rodent homolog), a higher-order visual thalamic nucleus. The pulvinar serves as an integrative hub with reciprocal connectivity with the ACC and many other visual and associative cortices. Pulvinar, specifically its interactions with the frontal cortex, has been implicated in effective visual decision-making and predictive processing, but the information conveyed by this pathway has been challenging to resolve given the broadly divergent projections of pulvinar neurons. Leveraging genetic tools available in rodent models, we performed projection-specific two-photon calcium imaging and optogenetic manipulations of LP-ACC axons in mice performing the visual discrimination task. We show that LP-ACC visual stimulus representations were gated by task engagement, and encoded multiple task variables scaled by stimulus uncertainty. LP-ACC responses were also highly modulated by previous trial information, which was also graded by the uncertainty associated with the previous trial. Critically, we found that estimated similarity in stimulus directions across trials also modulated LP-ACC activity. Optogenetic activation of LP-ACC axons during stimulus evaluation impaired perceptual discrimination and reduced psychometric slopes, due to altered interactions between current and previous trial information. Our findings demonstrate that the LP-ACC inputs support decision-making by providing a read-out of ongoing uncertainty, integrated over time with behavioral history, to adaptively tune neuronal responses and guide goal-directed behavior on a trial-to-trial basis.
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Title: Computation of context in the midbrain reticular nucleus during perceptual decision-making
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Abstract: Perceptual decision-making requires the integration of dynamic sensory evidence from the environment with internal state variables (e.g. context, priors, value) to choose an appropriate action plan. Classical models of perceptual decision-making ascribe decision formation to forebrain sensorimotor regions, with the midbrain existing at the end of a feedforward pathway to relay motor commands. However, there is substantial evidence that the midbrain, especially the superior colliculus (SC), participates in the visual decision process. Recent work has suggested that an additional midbrain region - the midbrain reticular nucleus (MRN) - may be part of the perceptual decision network, as it was one of the few regions that encoded visual and action selection signals in a brain-wide survey of 2-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task-related activity in mice (Steinmetz et al, 2019).

Previous studies have noted motor functions of the MRN, including roles in locomotion (Roseberry et al, 2016) and saccades (Waitzman et al, 2002), while more recent work has described a role in interacting with forebrain regions to guide cue-triggered actions (Inagaki et al, 2022). We sought to characterize whether the wide variety of motor and sensory signals found in MRN are topographically organized. Thus, we conducted Neuropixels 2.0 recordings throughout MRN while both task-naive and trained mice passively viewed task stimuli. We found topographic organization of sensory/motor coding in MRN and increased visual and auditory responses to task stimuli after task training.

Additionally, we sought to assess whether the MRN, in addition to containing action selection signals, contains internal state signals required to compute an abstract decision. We designed a novel visual discrimination wheel-turning task that allows for the distinguishing of visual, motor, and contextual signals by including a condition in which the same stimulus requires different motor responses depending on the task Block (i.e. context). In Neuropixels 2.0 recordings during task performance, we found contextual modulation of visual and action-related responses of single neurons in canonical decision-making regions including secondary motor cortex, caudoputamen, and SC as well as in the MRN. Analyzing the population activity structure in these regions, we find evidence for a computation in which context alters the integration of evidence by shifting the attractor landscape.

In sum, our results suggest that the MRN is not a passive motor command structure, but rather, a spatially organized and temporally dynamic player in distributed brain circuits for perception, cognition, and behavior.
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Title: Mice adapt to temporal regularities in perceptual decisions
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Abstract: Perceptual decisions not only depend on current sensory information, but are also influenced by recent choices and their outcomes. Such choice history biases are ubiquitous in psychophysical datasets and have been observed in mice, rats, monkeys, and humans. While maladaptive in standard randomized experiments, these biases are hypothesized to reflect advantageous strategies to exploit temporal regularities of natural environments. Crucially though, natural environments exhibit a multitude of temporal regularities whose exploitation requires an adaptive use of different history biases that match the prevailing temporal structure. However, it is unclear whether and how observers could adapt their choice history biases to different temporal regularities. To address this, we trained mice in a visual decision-making task. In each trial, we presented a grating patch on the left or right side of a computer screen and mice indicated the grating location by steering a wheel with their forepaws, receiving water reward for correct responses. After mice reached expert proficiency on random stimulus sequences, we systematically manipulated the temporal regularity of visual input by changing the trial-by-trial transition probabilities between successive stimuli across different days. In addition to neutral stimulus sequences in which stimulus location was chosen at random [p("Repeat") = 0.5], we exposed mice to a repeating environment in which stimulus locations were likely repeated across successive trials [p("Repeat") = 0.8], and an alternating environment in which stimulus locations likely switched from the previous trial [p("Repeat") = 0.2]. We show that mice can adapt their choice history biases to these different temporal regularities in the sequence of visual stimuli to facilitate successful visually-guided decisions. This adaptation was slow, evolving over hundreds of trials across several days. It occurred alongside a fast non-adaptive choice history bias, limited to a few trials. We show that these fast and slow trial history effects are well captured by a normative reinforcement learning algorithm with multi-trial belief states, comprising both current trial sensory and previous trial memory states. Our results thus reveal the adaptive nature of choice history biases and cast these biases as the result of a continual learning process to facilitate decisions in an uncertain world.
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Abstract: Everyday life requires people to make decisions based on many sources of information. In the perceptual realm, this is called cue combination (combining information from multiple sensory cues, or information sources). The ability to effectively combine information sources is thought to be limited by trial-to-trial variability in neural responses. We and others have shown that response variability can be changed by cognitive processes such as attention or by drugs, like stimulants, used to repair cognition or treat patients with disorders of attention. These observations lead to the hypotheses that 1) cognitive processes and cue combination share neural mechanisms and 2) processes that affect cognition, like healthy aging, brain disorders, or drug use, might also affect cue combination. We therefore hypothesize that on a person-by-person basis, there will be a link between the way people combine information within a modality (e.g. two forms of visual information) and across modalities (combining visual and auditory information), and that these abilities will depend on age, self-reported use of stimulants (e.g. coffee or methylphenidate [Ritalin]), and other health or demographic information. We tested these hypotheses by measuring the ability of large cohorts of human subjects to combine information within and across sensory modalities in online psychophysical experiments. We designed a psychophysical task that enhances our ability to identify subtle changes and trial to trial variability in cue combination behavior by asking participants to make analog rather than discrete decisions. On each trial, participants observed between one and three sensory cues (motion direction, spatial arrangement of visual stimuli, and changes in pitch) and indicated a combined judgment by clicking on an appropriate target location on a circle. We assessed cue combination by comparing performance judging each individual cue alone, pairwise cues, and all three cues together. We analyzed participant data within and between groups using a combination of frequentist statistics and Bayesian inference.
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Abstract: Humans can flexibly switch rules to categorize sensory stimuli, but categorization performance is known to degrade immediately after a rule switch. This switch cost has been extensively studied in a variety of experimental tasks, but the mechanisms responsible for this phenomenon remain controversial. Here, we examined what aspects of decision-making processes are affected at the moment of rule switch, based on a framework we built previously to quantitatively model face categorization behavior (Okazawa et al., Cell 2021; J Neurosci 2021). In the task, subjects switched between two categorization rules for the same face stimuli every 2-6 trials. Face stimuli were randomly chosen from a 2D face stimulus space, whose axes corresponded to the two categorization rules. Each axis was generated by continuously morphing two prototype faces, forming a range of task difficulty. During the stimulus presentation, the morph levels rapidly (~100 ms) fluctuated at a subliminal level; this enabled us to test how subjects weighted sensory evidence to make a decision. We found that, immediately after switching the categorization rule, subjects’ choice accuracy remained unchanged while reaction times increased substantially for any stimulus difficulty level. Notably, psychophysical reverse correlation showed that this switch cost was accompanied by an initial reduction in sensory weighting aligned to stimulus onset. This reduction occurred regardless of the preparation time given after a rule switch was informed but recovered 200-300 ms after stimulus presentation. Fit to evidence accumulation models confirmed that the initial reduction in sensory weight accurately account for the observed patterns of choice accuracy, reaction times, and psychophysical kernels after task switch. These results suggest that, after switching relevant sensory dimensions, decision-making circuits must undergo fine tuning to optimize the efficiency of information flow based on the incoming sensory information.
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Title: Double dissociation of spontaneous alpha-band activity and pupil-linked arousal on additive and multiplicative perceptual gain
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Abstract: Conscious visual perception of a weak stimulus is a probabilistic process governed not only by external stimulus properties but also by internal states of the observer. However, which internal states influence perception and via what mechanisms remain debated. Here, we studied the influence that spontaneous changes in alpha-band activity and spontaneous fluctuations in pupil size have on stimulus detection across a range of contrast values spanning each observer’s contrast response function (CRF). We found that states of weak pre-stimulus alpha power induced an “additive” shift in the CRF, whereby stimuli were reported present more frequently at all contrast levels, including contrast of zero (i.e., false alarms). In direct contrast, pupil size measured during the same pre-stimulus window had a “multiplicative” effect on subsequent detection such that stimuli occurring during large pupil states (putatively corresponding to higher arousal) were perceived more frequently the higher the contrast level, without a corresponding boost in false alarms. In other words, alpha power impacted detection criteria equally across the CRF but not detection sensitivity (d’) whereas changes in pupil-linked arousal impacted sensitivity, particularly for higher contrasts. Interestingly, spontaneous changes in pupil size and alpha power were positively correlated across trials, which could imply that some of the effect of alpha on detection may be mediated by pupil fluctuations. However, when we examined the effect of alpha power residualized for pupil size, we still observed the same additive effect of alpha on the CRF, corresponding to criterion shift. Our data imply that strong alpha power inhibits perceptual detection by an additive suppression factor, rather than by a divisive scaling of contrast responses, a profile which better described the effect of pupil-linked arousal. We suggest that fluctuations in alpha-band power do not correspond to changes in arousal as the two have dissociable effects on behavior. Rather, alpha power seems to reflect the baseline level of excitability in the visual system, independent of arousal.
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Title: Towards proper visual psychophysics by and for marmosets
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Abstract: Introduction.

Although the common marmoset has gained significant popularity as a model organism for systems neuroscience, reasonable concerns persist regarding their proclivity to perform conventional psychophysical tasks. If they could perform such tasks well, connections to work in
other NHP and rodent species would be greatly strengthened. Here, we sought to test the idea that the primary weakness in their task performance was species-inappropriate training approaches and task details (as implemented by human experimenters), rather than a general inability of this model organism to do psychophysics.

**Methods.**
Instead of adopting approaches from macaques, we started with a psychophysical paradigm recently developed to generate useful visual behavior in mice (e.g., International Brain Laboratory, eLife, 2021). This task involves presentation of a visual stimulus (sinusoidal grating) to the left or right of a computer monitor; the subject receives reward for using a steering wheel to move the stimulus to the center of the screen. If the subject can see the stimulus, they can do this easily and intuitively; if they cannot, the direction of their wheel-turns will be random. We developed a marmoset-centric steering wheel apparatus and attempted to train marmosets on this task, starting with high contrasts and gradually weaving in lower ones to make visibility challenging.

**Results.**
Marmosets learn the sensory-motor mapping in the first few sessions, clearly turning the wheel to make responses, and exhibiting clear indications of reward expectation. Within approximately 2 weeks of training, a test subject was capable of performing several hundred trials within an hour, even with threshold-level contrasts present. Contrast sensitivity fell within the expected range (< 10% contrast at ~5 deg eccentricity). Lapse rates were small. Incorporation of eyetracking is a promising extension for both confirming task engagement and constraining visual stimulus presentation.

**Discussion.**
Marmosets appear capable of performing relatively conventional psychophysics, so long as the apparatus and sensory-motor mapping are comfortable and intuitive for this species. Marmosets are likely neither stupid nor lazy, and the rapid success of task training we observed suggests this framework could be generalized to a variety of discrimination and detection tasks.
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**Title:** Estimating and integrating the uncertainty of naturalistic stimuli
Authors: *C. R. PLATE*¹, Z. M. BOUNDY-SINGER², C. M. ZIEMBA²; ¹Natl. Inst. of Mental Hlth., NIH, Bethesda, MD; ²Ctr. for Perceptual Systems, Univ. of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX

Abstract: When our perception is uncertain, we make inconsistent perceptual decisions. We have the ability to reflect on the reliability of our decisions in the form of confidence. To usefully guide behavior, this sense of confidence should integrate all sources of decision-relevant uncertainty into a single decision reliability estimate. However, this metacognitive ability is not perfect, and can vary across individuals and contexts. Confidence is often studied in experiments where decision reliability is varied through changing a single dimension of stimulus strength (e.g. only varying the orientation of a simple visual pattern in an orientation discrimination task), or not varied at all. Here, we sought to test the limits of a subject's ability to appropriately integrate the uncertainty of complex, naturalistic stimuli into their perceptual confidence reports. We created a set of synthetic texture stimuli matched to the statistics of natural images and asked participants to judge in which direction their dominant orientation was rotated from vertical. Subjects reported their decision and binary confidence level with a single button press. Both accuracy and confidence reports were incentivized by awarding a large number of points for high confidence correct responses, but a substantial loss of points for high confidence errors. Points were added to a running total across trials, and paid out at the end of the experiment. To control decision reliability, we varied stimulus features known to increase orientation uncertainty as well as neural signatures of uncertainty in the primary visual cortex. These include orientation rotation strength, the dispersion of oriented image energy, and contrast. However, we additionally manipulated the presence of higher-order, naturalistic pixel correlations, which are known to decrease neural signatures of uncertainty in visual cortical regions downstream of V1 without affecting the orientation content of the stimuli. We fit the responses of subjects with the CASANDRE model for confidence which allows us to assess both the precision of uncertainty representation and the extent to which different sources of uncertainty are appropriately integrated into a single confidence signal. Our results indicate that subjects generally demonstrate the ability to represent and integrate naturalistic uncertainty into their perceptual confidence reports, but with some striking and idiosyncratic failures as well.

Disclosures: C.R. Plate: None. Z.M. Boundy-Singer: None. C.M. Ziemba: None.
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Title: Effects of recent sensory experience on cue weighting during multisensory integration

Authors: Y. R. HAILE¹, S. J. JERJIAN², *C. R. FETSCH³;
¹Neurosci., ²The Zanvyl Krieger Mind/Brain Inst., ³Dept. of Neurosci. & Mind/Brain Inst., Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD

Abstract: Multisensory integration is fundamental to our rich perception of the world yet is not fully understood mechanistically. Studies across many different pairings of sensory modalities suggest that cues are combined in a linear weighted fashion, where the weights are proportional to a cue’s relative reliability. This has been termed reliability-based cue weighting and is a signature of statistically optimal or near-optimal integration. The conventional interpretation is that reliability is estimated in a pure “bottom-up” fashion, i.e. exclusively from the stimulus-driven response of sensory neurons. However, recent findings in humans show that cue weights are influenced by explicit knowledge the task relevance of a cue, and by estimates of cue reliability from the recent past. Here we test for the first time in non-human subjects whether and how recent sensory experience influence cue-weighting behavior, with the long-term goal of understanding the neural basis of top-down influences on multisensory integration. Two rhesus monkeys performed a 2AFC heading discrimination task using visual and vestibular self-motion cues. On a given trial, the stimulus could be delivered as vestibular-only (inertial motion), visual-only (optic flow), or combined (both presented synchronously). Monkeys used a saccadic eye movement to report whether their perceived heading was to the left or right of straight ahead. The relative reliability of the cues was controlled by varying the optic flow coherence, and the weights were estimated from cue-conflict trials in which the heading specified by visual and vestibular cues were separated by a small conflict angle, Δ (3°). The effect of recent experience was examined by analysis of cue weights, conditioned on whether the previous N consecutive trials were (a) vestibular-only vs. visual-only, or (b) high coherence vs. low coherence. We found that as few as 2 consecutive trials of a given type had a substantial effect on the weights assigned to cues on the next trial. When cue-conflict trials are preceded by two vestibular-only trials, the vestibular weight is observed to elevate significantly. Similarly, consecutive visual-only stimuli alter animals cue weighting behavior, but in a manner dependent on their coherence. The results support the notion that cue weights are modulated by recent sensory experience rather than being solely driven by momentary estimates of cue reliability. Preliminary behavioral analyses of a post-decision wagering version of the task suggest that subjective confidence in the heading judgment plays a role in gating this top-down process, the neural substrate of which is under ongoing investigation.
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Title: Distinct decision processes for 3D and motion visual stimuli in humans and macaques

Authors: *R. RANGOTIS1, S. NOWAKOWSKA1,3, E. KAKAEI2, A. AKANDE1, K. KRUG1,4.

Abstract: Neurophysiology localised perceptual decision signals for binocular 3D depth and motion stimuli to visual area V5/MT. Drift diffusion modelling (DDM) is widely used to investigate the underlying decision-making processes by simulating decisions as noisy evidence-accumulation which terminates once a threshold is crossed. Two key questions remain unexplored: 1. To what extent are modelled decision processes affected by the visual stimulus (here 3D depth vs. motion) and by the effector for the response (hand vs. saccades)? 2. Are the modelling parameters comparable between monkeys and humans? To answer these questions, we tested 2 male monkeys (*Macaca mulatta*) and 20 humans (13 females, 7 males, aged 18-40, mean age 29.6, range 18-40 years) on different stimulus/effector combinations in a 2-alternative forced-choice task. Stimuli were a 3D structure-from-motion cylinder or a random dot kinematogram (RDK), requiring perceptual decisions about binocular depth or direction of motion, respectively. Effectors comprised hand and saccadic eye movements. Monkeys only performed the cylinder task with saccadic responses and the RDK task with hand movements, whereas humans performed all combinations in a counterbalanced order. Psychophysical performance and reaction times were comparable between species on the same task. The parameter distributions of a hierarchical DDM model (distance to bound, non-decision time, drift-rate slope, drift-rate intercept, bias) indicated a difference in distance to bound specific to the visual stimulus in both species. Using dimensionality reduction, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) revealed a strong separation by stimulus type but not for the effector for the human data (p<0.001, ROC analysis). Nearly identical clustering was observed for the monkey data when it was projected onto the same space with almost complete overlap. We conclude that the DDM reveals distinct brain processes for perceptual decisions about visual motion and binocular 3D stimuli in humans and macaques, although perceptual signals for both have been localised to the same brain area. We found no distinction between hand and eye movement responses in either species.
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**Title:** Dynamics of population neuron response to heading perception in different multisensory cortical areas

**Authors:** *F. ZENG*\(^1,2\), A. ZAIDEL\(^2\), A. CHEN\(^1\);
\(^1\)Key Lab. of Brain Functional Genomics (Ministry of Education), East China Normal Univ., Shanghai, China; \(^2\)Gonda Multidisciplinary Brain Res. Center, Bar-Ilan Univ., Ramat Gan, Israel

**Abstract:** Neurons in multisensory cortices involved in heading perception, respond to multiple task-relevant variables, for example heading direction and choice. However, that makes it difficult to distinguish the functional properties of these neuronal populations. In our study, we recorded neuronal activity from the ventral intraparietal cortex (VIP), dorsal medial superior temporal cortex (MSTd), and parietoinsular vestibular cortex (PIVC) in 6 adult male rhesus macaques during a heading discrimination task. We applied a targeted dimensional reduction analysis by projecting the activity of each neuronal population onto a low-dimensional subspace, defined by dynamic motion parameters. We found VIP has a strong choice component, acceleration is not so clear in visual condition, but present in vestibular condition. MSTd has strong velocity component in visual condition, but also has the other two components in vestibular condition. PIVC has weak visual response, but a strong acceleration component for vestibular condition. Our results show that dynamic motion variables can be decoded from the different cortical populations, in accordance with the prevalence of the signals in each area.

**Disclosures:** *F. Zeng:* None. *A. Zaidel:* None. *A. Chen:* None.
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**Title:** Effects of focused-ultrasound disruption of the blood-brain barrier on parenchymal inflammation, behavior, and functional connectivity in the marmoset monkey
Abstract: The common marmoset monkey (*Callithrix jacchus*) is a species of rising prominence in the neurosciences due to their small size, ease of handling, fast breeding, and their shared functional and structural brain characteristics with Old World primates. With increasing attention on modeling human brain diseases in marmosets, understanding how to deliver therapeutic or neurotropic agents to the marmoset brain non-invasively is of great preclinical importance. In other species, including humans, transcranial focused ultrasound (tFUS) aided by intravenously injected microbubbles has proven to be a transient, reliable, and safe method for disrupting the blood-brain barrier (BBB), allowing for the focal passage of therapeutic agents that do not otherwise readily traverse the tight endothelial junctions of the BBB. The critical gap that we address here is to document parameters to disrupt the BBB reliably and safely in marmosets using tFUS. By integrating our marmoset brain atlases and the use of a marmoset-specific stereotactic targeting system, we conducted a series of systematic transcranial sonication experiments in nine marmosets. We demonstrate the effects of center frequency, acoustic pressure, burst period and duration, establish a minimum microbubble dose, estimate microbubble clearance time, and estimate the duration that the BBB remained open to passage. Successful BBB disruption was reported in vivo with MRI-based contrast agents, as well as Evans blue staining assessed ex vivo. Histology (Hematoxylin and Eosin staining) and immunohistochemistry (Iba1, TUNEL, CD68 and CD206) indicated that the BBB can be safely opened with the parameters derived from these experiments. Next, an in vivo longitudinal experiment was conducted in four adult marmosets to determine the effect of opening the BBB in the forelimb area of primary motor cortex (area 4ab) on both reaching behavior (as indexed by the Valley Task) and functional connectivity, as assessed by resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) acquired at 9.4 T MRI. Both the behavior assessments and rsfMRI were conducted longitudinally, before and after the BBB was perturbed. Performance on the Valley Task was recorded and scored for accuracy and the rsfMRI data was preprocessed via the Marmoset Brain Connectome seed-based functional connectivity pipeline. Increased variance in both contralateral arm reaching behavior and functional connectivity were observed following sonication. Together, we give a comprehensive account of the parameters necessary to open the BBB and concomitant effects on inflammation, behavior, and functional connectivity.
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Title: Representation of a continuous decision variable in human extrastriate visual cortex

Authors: *A. ARAZI¹, H. PARK², B. TALLURI⁴, A. STOCKER⁵, T. H. DONNER³;
¹Department of Neurophysiol. and Pathophysiology, ²Dept. of Neurophysiol. and Pathophysiology, ³Univ. Med. Ctr. Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany; ⁴NIH, Natl. Eye Inst. (NEI), Bethesda, MD; ⁵Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

Abstract: Subjects often infer the state of the environment by accumulating noisy sensory input over time. Neurophysiological studies of this process have focused on categorical decisions (e.g., upward vs. downward motion). Yet, many real-life decisions require inferring continuous environmental variables and translating them into continuous motor outputs. We aimed to identify the neural dynamics underlying visual evidence accumulation towards a continuous decision in the human cortex. We further studied the interplay between categorical and continuous formats of representation of a decision-relevant environmental variable. To this end, we employed a task combining a categorical judgment and continuous estimation, reported at different times of an evidence stream. 34 participants performed the task while we monitored their neural activity using Magnetoencephalography (MEG). On each trial, they viewed a sequence of 12 checkerboard patches ('samples') drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a fixed standard deviation (20°) and a mean that varied continuously from trial to trial (-14° to 14° relative to a reference line on the midline). After the sample sequence, they reported an estimate of the underlying mean by moving a cursor with a joystick. After half the sequence, they were either prompted to report a binary decision (mean left or right from reference line) or received a visual cue that indicated the true category with 75% validity. We tracked stimulus-selective neural processing via the lateralization (left vs. right hemisphere) of MEG signals. We analyzed the time courses of this lateralization for a range of frequencies and in 180 regions covering the cerebral cortex. We used encoding models and information theoretic measures to relate single-trial modulations of power lateralization to the mean sample positions and/or the behavioral estimation reports. In both conditions with intermittent choice and cue, the mean of the stimulus sample positions were encoded in the alpha (8-12 Hz) power lateralization in visual cortical areas, most prominently in the intraparietal sulcus. This encoding was sustained during a delay following the stimulus sequence and preceding the estimation report, but also present during the previous stimulus processing. Information-theoretic analysis indicated that subjects used this neural signal for generating their behavioral estimation reports. The strength of sample mean encoding predicted the individual estimation precision. We conclude that alpha-band activity in extrastriate visual cortex encodes the accumulated sensory evidence guiding a continuous visual decision.
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Title: Consistency with previous judgment biases the readout, but not the encoding of sensory evidence for subsequent decisions

Authors: *H. PARK¹, A. ARAZİ², B. TALLURI⁴, M. CELOTTO⁵, S. PANZERI⁵, A. A. STOCKER⁶, T. H. DONNER³;

Abstract: Many perceptual decisions are formed by accumulating streams of sensory evidence across time. Recent psychophysical work has shown that human decisions are more strongly governed by evidence that is consistent compared to inconsistent with their previous categorical judgments, a form of confirmation bias. Here, we asked whether this biased processing results from a selective encoding or selective readout of consistent sensory evidence in the brain. Healthy human participants performed a continuous visual decision-making task during magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings. After viewing a sequence of checkerboard patches (samples; angular positions drawn from a Gaussian), they were prompted to report the underlying mean by moving a cursor on the screen with a joystick. After half of the sequence, they were also asked to report a binary decision about the category of the mean up to this point (left vs. right from a reference line). We reconstructed the fine-grained spatial patterns of MEG responses to stimulus sample for each of a large number of areas covering the complete cortical surface. For each area, we used mutual information to quantify the encoding of individual stimulus samples and subjects’ estimations of the underlying mean in the local response patterns. Importantly, we also quantified the intersection information between sample, neural response, and estimation, as the statistical signature of sensory information representation which is also used for decisions. Participants’ estimations of the mean were more strongly influenced by later samples that were consistent, compared to inconsistent, with their previous categorical choice. By contrast, there was no difference in the encoding of samples (mutual information) between consistent and inconsistent samples in visual cortex or any other cortical area. Yet, intersection information in dorsal and early visual cortex was larger for samples consistent than inconsistent with the categorical choice, and the individual strength of this neural readout effect correlated with the effect of consistency on behavioral evidence weighting. We conclude that the consistency of sensory evidence samples with previous categorical judgments selectively modulates their readout (not encoding) for the behavioral decision. In our task, these
computations entail the routing of the sample information to circuits involved in evidence accumulation for the estimation report and the updating of the decision variable resulting from this accumulation.
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**Title:** Shaping perceptual decision formation by GABA-A and NMDA receptor manipulation

**Authors:** *A. TOSO*\(^1\), A. ARAZI\(^1\), A. BRAUN\(^2\), R. MARIN-CAMPOS\(^3\), P. STERZER\(^4,2\), K. TSETSOS\(^5\), J. DE LA ROCHA\(^3\), T. DONNER\(^1\);  
\(^1\)Dept. of Neurophysiol. & Pathophysiology, Univ. Med. Ctr. Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany; \(^2\)Dept. of Psychiatry, Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany; \(^3\)Inst. de Investigaciones Biomédicas August Pi i Sunyer, Barcelona, Spain; \(^4\)Universitäre Psychiatrische Kliniken, Basel, Switzerland; \(^5\)Sch. of Psychological Sci., Univ. of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom

**Abstract:** Theoretical work has implicated two neurotransmitter receptors in the accumulation of evidence for decision formation: N-methyl-aspartate glutamate (NMDA) receptors for the slow, recurrent excitation and gamma-amino-butyric acid (GABA)-A receptors for rapid inhibition. Here, we quantified the impact of GABA-Á and NMDA receptors on perceptual decision-making under uncertainty.

We combined placebo-controlled, systemic pharmacological interventions with quantitative behavioral analysis in healthy human participants. 20 participants performed a visual decision-making task under NMDA receptor blockade (memantine, 15 mg), GABA-A receptor boost (lorazepam, 1 mg), or a glucose placebo (all oral administration, double-blind and cross-over design). Participants viewed circular drifting gratings in the left and right hemifield, each with independently fluctuating contrasts (10 contrast samples of 100 ms) and were subsequently prompted to report the side with the larger average contrast across the sample sequence, followed by auditory feedback. The sequence of stimulus categories (left or right stronger) across trials changed between repetition probabilities of 0.5 or 0.8 (blocks of 120 trials). This design promotes accumulation of information within trials (across contrast samples) and across trials. We quantified the impact of contrast fluctuations at each sample position on choice. The
resulting psychophysical kernels exhibited primacy, stronger weighting of samples occurring early compared to late in the sequence. This decay of evidence weighting was amplified under lorazepam. Trial history biased participants’ choices dependent on the context, with significant repetition of previous-trial stimulus categories in repetitive but not random blocks. This adaptive history bias was reduced under memantine.

We conclude that GABA-A and NMDA receptors predominantly shape the formation of decisions at distinct timescales: GABA-A receptors affect the within-trial weighting of sensory evidence, while NMDA-receptors affect the across-trial accumulation of information into history-dependent biases. Reduction of the latter under NMDA-blockade may be due to interference with synaptic short-term plasticity. We currently use simultaneously collected magnetoencephalography (MEG) data to analyse the encoding of sensory samples in visual cortex and the build-up of a decision variable in premotor cortex. Drug-induced changes in these cortical decision dynamics will help constrain mechanistic interpretations of our behavioral findings.

**Disclosures:** A. Toso: None. A. Arazi: None. A. Braun: None. R. Marin-Campos: None. P. Sterzer: None. K. Tsetsos: None. J. de la Rocha: None. T. Donner: None.
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**Title:** Past shifts present in a repulsive-followed-by-attractive two-stage process in human brains

**Authors:** *M. LUO, H. ZHANG, H. LUO; Peking Univ., Beijing, China

**Abstract:** Past shifts present in a repulsive-followed-by-attractive two-stage process in human brains

**Authors** Minghao Luo, Huihui Zhang, Huan Luo School of Psychological and Cognitive Sciences, IDG/McGovern Institute for Brain Science Peking University, China

**Disclosures** M.L: None. H.Z: None. H.L: None. **Abstract** Serial bias refers to the automatic shifting of perception in current trial by preceding trials. The effect occurs on a wide range of features and in different directions, i.e., repulsive or attractive. Meanwhile, the underlying neural mechanism and how attention modulates the process remain unknown. Here we employed electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings in a 2-D continuous spatial perception task to address the question. Participants were instructed to
memorize the location of a red dot stimulus within a 2-D continuous space (encoding period) and reproduce it later (decision period). In accordance with previous behavioral findings, location perception is attracted to that in the preceding trial. Importantly, time-resolved multivariate decoding reveals the co-occurrence of past and current trial information during both encoding and decision periods. Crucially, by examining the representational angle between the neural representation of past-trial reactivation and present-trial information, we demonstrate a two-stage past-present shifting neural profile - flipped and aligned relationships for early encoding and late decision periods, respectively. Moreover, only the late attractive neural shift is modulated by attention and correlates with serial bias behavior. Overall, our study provides novel neural evidence supporting that serial bias involves a repulsive-followed-by-attractive two-stage process, wherein past information first inhibits the present in a task-irrelevant way and is then integrated with the present based on attentional modulation.
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Title: Neural basis of visual information integration and decision-making

Authors: *K. SLANGEWAL, M. CAPELLE, F. KÄMPF, A. BAHL;
Univ. of Konstanz, Konstanz, Germany

Abstract: Decision-making is a long-studied topic in neuroscience. We have an increasingly good mechanistic understanding of the neural circuits that allow animals to temporarily integrate specific decision variables. However, it remains unclear how these circuits combine, often conflicting, information from multiple sensory channels to form a single decision. Recently, we have described how the larval zebrafish anterior hindbrain integrates visual motion to decide about swimming direction. Other studies, focusing on different sensory stimuli, have identified the same brain area as a central processing structure for sensory-motor control. This raises the hypothesis that the anterior hindbrain forms a general integration hub for decision-making. Here, we employ a combination of behavioral experiments, computer simulations, and two-photon functional imaging to algorithmically and mechanistically describe how larval zebrafish integrate motion and luminance cues. Our behavior experiments and computational simulations argue for
a parallel arrangement, in which separate modules temporally integrate information from distinct visual processing streams. Our imaging experiments support these findings, revealing distinct and partially overlapping activation patterns with slow temporal dynamics. These results allow us to build detailed neural networks whose predictions we test using newly established circuit dissection tools. Together, this means we can describe in mechanistic detail how brains combine and evaluate information extracted from multiple visual features.
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Title: Choice probability as movement planning

Authors: *P. LAAMERAD¹, L. D. LIU², C. C. PACK²;
¹Montreal Neurolog. Institute, McGill Univ., Montreal, QC, Canada; ²Neurol. and Neurosurg., Montreal Neurolog. Inst., Montreal, QC, Canada

Abstract: Perceptual decisions involve the detection of sensory information, the accumulation of evidence, and the execution of motor responses. Although different brain regions specialize in individual functions, signals related to multiple aspects of decision-making are often found in the responses of individual neurons. For example, sensory neurons often exhibit fluctuations in firing rates that predict perceptual decisions. These fluctuations can be characterized with a metric called choice Probability (CP). CP might reflect a feedforward propagation of random variability in responses to sensory stimuli to higher-order decision-making structures. Or it might capture a top-down signal that relays the outcomes of perceptual decisions back to sensory neurons. Here we suggest a third possibility, based on the fact that most CP studies make use of a saccadic eye movement as the behavioral readout. This creates a possible link between CP and the phenomenon of movement selection that has often been reported in the oculomotor system. Specifically, firing rates are often higher in response to receptive field (RF) stimuli when the animal intends to make a saccade toward them and lower when saccades are planned in the opposite saccade direction. As a result, fluctuations in single-neuron activity can depend on oculomotor plans, and indeed, movement selection effects have frequently been reported in visual cortical areas. This led us to wonder whether previous observations of choice probability in the visual cortex could to some degree reflect the effects of movement selection for saccades. To investigate this, we trained monkeys on a standard visual motion discrimination task and recorded neural activity from the middle temporal (MT) area, a region with neurons encoding motion direction and exhibiting CP. We found that CP values were higher for neurons whose receptive fields were closer to the direction of an impending saccade. This suggests that fluctuations in MT firing carried information about oculomotor selection, and we found that this
encoding emerged through training. Furthermore, pharmacological inactivation of MT neurons led to a behavioral bias to make saccades away from the inactivated RFs, similar to the effects of inactivation in the oculomotor system. These results suggest that training on a task with fixed sensorimotor contingencies introduces movement-related activity in brain regions that are usually considered sensory, and that this plasticity can shape CP in individual neurons.

Disclosures:  P. Laamerad: None. L.D. Liu: None. C.C. Pack: None.
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Title: Metacognitive Introspection Influences The Dynamics of Perceptual Evidence Accumulation
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Abstract: Metacognitive introspection refers to the ability to introspect upon the effectiveness of one’s performance and is often studied as confidence in the outcome of a choice. Current models propose that confidence can be computed in an evidence accumulation framework where confidence is governed by the amount of pre- or post-decision evidence accumulated over time. However, these models make the untested assumption that sensory evidence is first accumulated, and only then evaluated for confidence. Here, we tested whether the act of introspecting about confidence alters sensory evidence accumulation as indexed by the Central Parietal Positivity (CPP) EEG component, a neural signature of the decision variable. Thirty-two participants perform a dot-motion discrimination task while electrical brain activity (via EEG) is recorded. On half of the trials, participants only reported the decision about the direction of the motion. On the other half of the trials, after participants reported the decision, they rated their confidence in the decision. The presentation of the two types of trials was counterbalanced across participants and motion coherence varied across three levels, providing various strengths of sensory evidence. The results showed that the CPP built up faster on the confidence-rating trials than on the decision-only trials, suggesting that introspection boosted evidence accumulation. Moreover, confidence signals were evident in preparatory motor activity prior to the first decision being made, which indicates that confidence evidence does not wait until the first-order decision threshold has been reached. Our results challenge the traditional accounts of confidence computation assuming that evidence accumulation and confidence rating occur sequentially.

Title: Neural substrate for the engagement of the ventral visual stream in motor control in the macaque monkey

Authors: E. BORRA, M. GERBELLA, S. ROZZI, *G. LUPPINO; Med. and Surgery, Univ. of Parma, Parma, Italy

Abstract: Previous studies from our lab (Borra et al Neurosci Biobehav Rev. 75:65-90, 2017) showed that two interconnected hand-related areas involved in the “lateral grasping network”, the ventrolateral prefrontal (VLPF) area 12r and the intraparietal area AIP, are targets of projections from an intermediate sector of the inferotemporal (IT) area TEa/m, located in the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus. Furthermore, this same IT sector is a source of projections also to two areas involved in the oculomotor network, the caudal VLPF area 45B and the intraparietal area LIP (Borra and Luppino Neurosci Biobehav Rev. 126:43-56, 2021). The present study aimed to obtain a more comprehensive view of the possible involvement of this IT sector, located at the highest hierarchical levels of the ventral visual stream, in different aspects of motor control. To this purpose, the neural tracer Wheat Germ Agglutinin was injected in this intermediate part of TEa/m in five macaque monkeys at different AP levels. The results showed extensive connections to all subdivisions of areas TEa and TEp, extending rostrally in the temporal pole and caudally in areas TEO and FST, especially after more caudal injections. In the medial temporal lobe, rich connections were observed with the rostral area 36 and parahippocampal areas TF and TH. Extratemporal connections of TEa/m were rather selective. In the parietal cortex, there were connections at a variable extent across cases, involving the caudal part of the hand-related area AIP and the rostral part of the oculomotor area LIP, and, in the parietal operculum, the hand field of area SII. In the frontal lobe, the labeling tended to involve, in the VLPF, at a variable extent across cases, the hand-related area 12r, the oculomotor area 45B, and a caudal sector straddling over caudal area 46v and dorsal area 45A, which are part of the frontal oculomotor domain, and in the orbitofrontal cortex, areas 12o and 12m. A weak connection was also observed with the hand-related ventral premotor area F5a or the adjacent Granular Frontal Opercular area. Finally, in all cases, there were connections with a sector of the dysgranular insula connected with several parietal and frontal hand-related areas.
The present data strongly suggest that the inferotemporal area TEa/m is an integral part of the large-scale functionally specialized networks for controlling hand actions and oculomotor behavior. Accordingly, the ventral visual stream would not be involved just in perception per se but could play a fundamental role in guiding skeletomotor and oculomotor behavior. Furthermore, motor signals broadcasted to ventral visual stream areas could be crucial for perceptual processes.
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**Title:** Input-shaped neural dynamics enhances robustness to microstimulation in motor cortex
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**Abstract:** Although accumulating evidence suggests that the motor cortex serves as a dynamical machine that generates motor commands by autonomous temporal evolution, it remains unclear how inputs contribute to neural dynamics for motor generation. Here, we trained two monkeys (Macaca mulatta, Gd and Lp) to perform delayed (200 or 900 ms) reaches toward visual targets, either static (center-out) or moving circularly (Li et al., 2018). Moving targets generally required longer preparation time and higher hand velocity. During the delay, moving targets evoked higher neuronal firing rates and less tangled neural trajectories. Demixed PCA and SVM decoding results revealed continuous target location coding and progressive sensorimotor transformation in moving-target condition. To further examine underlying neural dynamics, we delivered subthreshold intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) (100 ms @ 300 Hz) via single microelectrodes around the GO and simultaneously recorded neural activities using 64-ch S-probe in M1 or PMd. For static-target condition, ICMS prolonged reaction times (RTs, ΔRTs = +9.4 ms* for Gd; +13.6 ms*** for Lp), but had little effect on RTs for moving target (ΔRTs = -3.6 ms for Gd, n.s.; -6.5 ms for Lp, n.s.), especially for long delays. Accordingly, neural states evolved more slowly after ICMS for static versus moving-target conditions. The optimal
subspace hypothesis (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007) proposes that movement is delayed until errors in preparation are resolved. Hence, continuous target input for moving target may enhance motor cortical dynamic, enabling faster error resolution. To test this hypothesis, we adapted an E/I neural network model of optimal control (Kao et al., 2021) to simulate the tasks. Specifically, we made three empirical assumptions of interception: (1) a feedforward target location, (2) sequentially updating of optimal states organized in a circle, and (3) larger feedback input. In the model, moving target inputs drove richer preparatory activities throughout the delay period. Input was added to a random subset of neurons as simulated ICMS. The perturbation transiently increased potential motor error, resolving faster for moving- versus static-target condition, producing less error at movement onset. This suggests that target input shapes neural population geometry that facilitate efficient computations. Combined with continuous feedback input, neural dynamics in motor cortex becomes more resistant to unexpected perturbations.
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**Abstract:** The interaction between two major forebrain structures, the cortex and subcortical striatum, plays a critical role in flexible, goal-directed action. Traditionally, it has been proposed that striatum is critical for selecting what type of action is initiated while the primary motor cortex is involved in the online control of movement execution. However, recent data suggests that the striatum may also play a crucial role in specifying movement execution. These alternative hypotheses about striatal function have been challenging to reconcile because they make indistinguishable predictions when comparing very different actions. To overcome this challenge, we developed quantitative models that led to a somewhat paradoxical insight: only by comparing neural activity during similar actions could we make strongly distinguishing predictions. To test this idea, we designed a novel reach-to-pull task that required mice to reliably select between two similar but distinct reach targets and pull forces. By recording neural activity simultaneously in both the cortex and subcortical striatum during the task, we found that the activity was uniquely consistent with a model in which both the cortex and striatum jointly specify movement execution. Overall, our findings provide new insights into the complex
interplay between the cortex and subcortical striatum in guiding goal-directed actions, and demonstrate the importance of using quantitative models and carefully designed experimental tasks to uncover novel insights into brain function.
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Title: Similar encoding but unique timing of movement-specific signals across mouse forelimb sensorimotor cortex

Authors: *H. GRIER¹, S. SALIMIAN², M. T. KAUFMAN³;

Abstract: Flexible and adaptive forelimb movements require close coordination between motor commands and sensory feedback. The primary motor (M1) and somatosensory (S1) cortices are richly interconnected, yet how they interact to coordinate these signals is not well understood. To characterize M1-S1 interactions, we developed a forelimb reach-to-grasp task where head-fixed mice made sound-cued reaches to grasp water rewards from two distinct spout targets (based on Galinanes et al. 2018). During this behavior, we recorded layer 2/3 excitatory cells of contralateral forelimb M1 and S1 using 31 Hz two-photon calcium imaging in GCaMP6f transgenic mice. We identified M1 neurons sending projections to S1 using AAVretro-tdTomato injections in ipsilateral forelimb S1. We recorded simultaneous activity of unlabeled M1 cells (M1-unl, 430-782 cells/dataset) and M1-S1 projection cells (125-135) in two mice, with forelimb S1 cells recorded in separate sessions (572-990). To characterize target-specific information, we decoded the cued spout target from single-trial population activity with a cross-validated linear classifier. Spout target was decoded with high accuracy from all three populations following the sound cue (92-97% M1-unl, 90% M1-S1, 85-90% S1). However, performance peaked first in
M1-unl cells, followed by M1-S1 cells, with S1 cells peaking last (43-75 ms, 63-94 ms, 118-119 ms). Further, we found that population activity in the classifier dimension was highly consistent across trials for M1-unl cells, whereas M1-S1 and S1 varied substantially. To quantify forelimb kinematics, we extracted 25 angular degrees of freedom across the forelimb from 3D markerless tracking data (DeepLabCut). We then decoded these joint angles from population activity using cross-validated ridge regression. Proximal and distal joint angles were best decoded from M1-unl cells (45-65% variance explained), with S1 decoding similarly well (43-52%). However, joint angle information was decoded less well from M1-S1 projection cells than the other two populations (25-42%). These results show that detailed movement signals are present across M1 and S1, with target-specific signals arising earliest in M1, yet suggest that the direct layer 2/3 pathway from M1 to S1 is not the sole source of this shared activity.
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Title: Lfp independent components as markers for internal neural processes
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Abstract: To understand how signals generated by a single or ensemble of neurons relate to behavior it is necessary to link externally measured real-world events (external markers) to neural activity patterns, operationally defined here as trial alignment. An external marker is usually a time point that represents a notable event, such as the time of a stimulus or a behavioral response. Even when the timing of external events can be precisely recorded, the local timing of the related neural activity may vary depending on internal states (e.g. motivation, attention, reaction time) which can not readily be observed. These factors can lead to misalignment of neural responses, which can hinder the analysis of the informational content of spiking patterns (especially information reflected by precise spike timing patterns). Thus, it would be ideal to align neural data to internal signals representing internal cognitive and perceptual events. The present work evaluates a novel technique to extract signals from local field potentials (LFPs) which may reflect more precisely local cortical processing. We analyzed neural activity recorded using chronically implanted microelectrode arrays in primary motor cortex (MI), ventral
premotor cortex (PMv), and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) of macaque monkeys performing a cued grasping task with instructed delay. Considering that local field potentials (LFPs) represent composite signals that receive contributions from multiple neural sources (synaptic currents and spikes), we applied a blind source separation approach to isolate their constituent signals. We found independent components (ICs) in the low frequency band of the LFP (0.1-3Hz) associated with every phase of the behavioral task. Initial results show that aligning neural activity using LFP ICs as internal markers produces more consistent spiking patterns leading to discrete classification of object and grip conditions matching or exceeding external task events. Classification was consistently improved (5-20% range) across all pre-movement events. Our results suggest that using internal markers to set temporal reference frames for spike train analysis could potentially improve decoding for BCI applications where external events such as the intention to initiate a movement are not associated with behavioral events that can be readily observed.
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Title: Mirror neurons encode action kinematics
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Abstract: The relationship between the neuronal activity of mirror neurons (MirNs) and the kinematics of actions remains unexplored, despite reports of low-level movement features influencing MirNs' activity. This study aims to investigate whether MirNs encode observed action kinematics using multiple linear regression (MLR) to model kinematic parameters based on neural activity. MirNs were recorded from the ventral (n=120) and dorsal (n=140) premotor cortex of macaque brains during the execution and observation of grasping actions. We collected twenty (20) kinematic parameters, including 3D positions and velocities of the wrist, index finger tip, thumb tip, and the distance and its rate of change between the index and thumb. MLR was applied, using ten principal components, to estimate trial-averaged kinematic parameters from trial-averaged neural activity in each area. The results showed a strong correlation between neural activity and kinematics, with excellent fits for both areas and all kinematic parameters ($R^2$
values: 0.66-0.99 for PMd activity, 0.78-0.99 for PMv activity). To assess the relationship's strength and exclude overfitting, a decoding analysis was conducted. Predicted kinematics for individual trials were generated by multiplying single pseudo-population trials with previously determined regression coefficients. An SVM classifier was then trained on actual kinematic data and tested on predicted kinematic data, evaluating MLR's robustness with intertrial variability in neural and kinematic data. The decoding analysis revealed that grip information decoded from the twenty measured kinematic parameters reached 0.8 (maximum 1). When tested on predicted kinematics from both areas, the decoder showed significant performance during the epoch from the middle of the movement to the middle of object holding. Decoding performance was slightly higher for kinematics predicted by PMv activity compared to PMd activity (0.5 and 0.4, respectively; maximum 1). In both cases, the information decoded from predicted kinematics accounted for over half of the information obtained from measured kinematics. In conclusion, these findings demonstrate accurate prediction of kinematic parameters from neural activity using a simple linear model and indicate the presence of grip-related information within predicted kinematics, similar to measured kinematics. Thus, these results strongly support the population-level encoding of kinematics by MirNs.
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**Title:** Visual activity modulates population dynamics during the initiation of identical grasp movements.
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**Abstract:** An important objective in systems neuroscience is to comprehend how different movements are initiated and controlled in the neural network of the brain. In recent years, it was proposed that the neural population response at the onset of movement determines the subsequent movement-related neural dynamics independent of time and context, known as the optimal subspace hypothesis. In contrast, two studies have shown that the neural response at movement onset of the same movement can vary considerably between immediate and delayed movements. Furthermore, there is increasing evidence that neural activity in motor areas is not only modulated by movement preparation and execution, but also by active vision. We hypothesize that the differences in the neural response at movement onset for the same
movement can be explained by the presence of different amounts of visual processing. To investigate the visual, preparatory and movement related dynamics in the fronto-parietal grasping network, we recorded neural data from AIP, F5 and M1 of two monkeys performing a mixed immediate and withheld grasping task. By utilizing a targeted dimensionality reduction, we identified different orthogonal population subspaces for visual, movement preparatory and movement execution related activity. Neural subspaces were identified only based on the delayed trials, for which visual, preparatory and execution related activity is temporally separated by task design. Yet, the identified subspaces captured equal amounts of variance also for immediate movements, confirming the validity of the subspace decomposition. For delayed trials, visual-related processing of the cue signal was already completed at the time of movement onset, whereas for immediate trials, visual activity was also present at the time of movement onset. Interestingly, preparatory subspace occupancy at movement onset was similar for immediate and withheld movements, irrespective of the amount of visual activity. These results suggest that only the preparatory response at the time of movement onset determines the subsequent movement, but not the entire population response. Consequently, these findings indicate that visual activity can only be transformed into preparatory activity, and preparatory activity only into execution activity, even if visual activity is still present. Our results therefore refine the optimal subspace hypothesis for the presence of different population responses at movement onset.

Disclosures:  N. Zdun: None. H. Scherberger: None. B. Dann: None.
movements. Many studies have investigated various aspects of the visuo-motor transformation within and between these areas. However, our understanding of how population dynamics are distributed within these areas is limited due to methodological constraints. The recently developed Neuropixels probes allow to simultaneous record from 384 channels, and therefore from a large neuronal population, in a single electrode penetration. To explore intra-areal differences in neural population activity, we trained a female Macaca mulatta to perform a visually instructed delayed grasping task. Using Neuropixels probes, we simultaneously recorded from 384 channels per day at various locations in AIP and F5, and then investigated differences in the population dynamics at various locations within and across AIP and F5. Analysis of the peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) suggest that there exist two distinct groups of neurons at the anterior pole of AIP. Furthermore, a comparison of responses under condition-dependent modulation across sites using the Euclidean distance measure or the population variance in the neuronal space indicated the presence of a gradient across the sulcal extension of AIP. More importantly, we conducted a decoding analysis based on single-trial activity. Since it is unlikely to find an exact correspondence between neurons across different recording sessions, we employed Procrustes analysis to align a 10-dimensional subspace of latent variables between individual recording sessions. Our aim was to achieve the best possible match between the sessions. Decoding analysis with separated decoder training and testing across recording locations showed similar decoding performances in AIP and F5, i.e., showing no apparent gradient, neither within nor across the two cortical areas. Future analysis will further investigate the population dynamics of the frontal-parietal grasping network.
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**Title:** Synchronous and isolated beta burst dynamics following recovery from stroke in primates
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**Abstract:** Dexterous movements rely on coordinated cortical and subcortical networks, but how these networks support recovery of movement after stroke is poorly understood. Many studies
have focused on the role of perilesional motor cortex (pMoCtx) in vicariation, but relatively little is known about how pMoCtx regains coordination with perilesional subcortical networks (pSubCtx). This process is likely critical as recent work across hundreds of patients demonstrates that atrophy to subcortical gray matter structures is strongly associated with poor sensorimotor outcomes (Liew et al., 2021). Further, work in rodents has also indicated that increased cortical-subcortical coupling is predictive of recovery (Guo et al. 2021). Uncovering how cortical-subcortical interactions re-emerge following recovery from stroke may lay the foundation for novel approaches to multi-area neuromodulation to improve movement control after stroke.

To investigate how cortical-subcortical interactions are re-established in pMoCtx and pSubCtx to support hand control following stroke, we trained rhesus macaques to perform a reach-to-grasp task. To model a stroke, aspiration was used to remove the forelimb region of primary motor cortex unilaterally after cauterization of the primary arterial supply. In the same surgery, chronic microwire electrodes were implanted into ventral premotor cortex (pMoCtx) and a chronic linear microelectrode probe was implanted subcortically targeting motor thalamus (pSubCtx). Here, we report that pMoCtx beta bursts can be divided into two types: 1) synchronous, high amplitude bursts involving most pMoCtx channels and 2) isolated, lower amplitude bursts involving only a few pMoCtx channels. Synchronous cortical bursts are frequently coordinated with pSubCtx beta bursts whereas isolated bursts are not.

We find that immediately following the lesion, synchronous bursts are prevalent during reach-to-grasp behavior. As dexterity recovers, these synchronous bursts become rare during behavior, but common during the post-movement period. In contrast, isolated bursts increase in prevalence both during behavior and during the post-movement period. Overall, these results may reflect subcortical-cortical interactions that are pathologically synchronized early after stroke thereby over-entraining cortical spiking activity and disrupting movement. With recovery, pMoCtx and pSubCtx can flexibly couple or uncouple depending on behavioral phase. Further, these observations support a role for low amplitude isolated beta bursts rather than high amplitude synchronous beta oscillations in healthy movement control.
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Title: Neural representation of visual feedback and target uncertainty in the fronto-parietal reach network
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Abstract: Neural systems are constantly confronted with sensory uncertainty. During reaching sensory uncertainty can affect the position of one's own effector (feedback uncertainty) and the location of the desired movement endpoint (target uncertainty). Previous findings showed that during movement planning increased visual target uncertainty leads to a broadening of reach goal representations in the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) of macaques. Here we test whether this finding generalizes to other brain areas within the frontoparietal reach network and if similar mechanisms can be observed between target and feedback uncertainty.

Two male rhesus monkeys performed a memory-guided center-out reach task while keeping ocular fixation. The animals moved a cursor by operating a haptic manipulandum. We introduced feedback uncertainty by replacing the cursor with a cloud of five randomly moving dots, the position of which was drawn from a 2D Gaussian distribution. The width of the distribution experimentally determined the level of feedback uncertainty; its center was controlled by the animal’s hand movement. To vary target uncertainty, we either revealed the actual target location or presented an array of bars drawn from a random distribution centered on the actual target location. We recorded neural activity using implanted microelectrode arrays from the primary motor cortex (M1), PMd, and the parietal reach region (PRR).

We found that high target uncertainty led to decreased hit rates and increased initial reach errors. Conversely, high feedback uncertainty resulted in increased reaction times without affecting the initial reach error. In PMd, neurons with preferred directions opposite to actual reaching direction showed higher firing rates during movement when feedback uncertainty was high compared to when it was low. Neither uncertainty type nor level modulated neural activity in M1 during planning or movement periods. SVM decoding of reach direction showed lower accuracy for both types of uncertainty during late planning in PMd. Additionally, in PRR, we noticed a trend of reduced decoding performance during movement when feedback was uncertain.

Our findings suggest that PMd relies on sensory information about both hand and target location to form an appropriate movement plan and uncertainty of either type leads to impairment. In contrast, parietal areas seem to be mostly affected once the movement has already been initiated and sensory feedback about the hand position needs to be integrated to update the current motor command.
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Title: Sensory predictions are embedded in cortical motor activity
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Abstract: When moving through the world, such as biking down a bumpy trail, we encounter external forces that cannot be predicted by our own motor output. Since delayed sensory feedback is too slow to allow accurate state estimation, predicting expected sensory input could make rapid feedback control more stable. However, we don’t know how flexibly the nervous system can use prior information to make sensory predictions, nor how these predictions are implemented in the brain. To answer this, humans and macaques performed a reaching task where visual cues indicated the probability of the direction of upcoming elbow perturbations. Humans and monkeys integrated these priors into sensory predictions on single trials, biasing their responses to perturbations. High-density neural recordings in monkeys revealed a widespread signature of sensory predictions in prefrontal, premotor, and motor cortex, but not in somatosensory cortex. Artificial neural networks trained to perform generalized reaching tasks by controlling a biomechanical model of the arm with realistic sensory delays and noise emergently generated sensory predictions, showing remarkably similar muscle and neural activity to humans and monkeys, while other models with less realistic control or impoverished training did not match empirical results. Together, these results reveal a crucial role of sensory predictions in movement control.
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Title: Preparatory cortical activity predicts moving target location for upcoming manual interception
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Abstract: Dynamical systems perspective posits that preparatory activity is promoted toward a movement-specific optimal subspace to set initial states seeding the motor generation. However, it remains to be determined how the initial states for generating movements toward moving target are formed in accordance with target motion. To probe how motor cortex prepares for manual interception, we trained one monkey (\textit{Macaca mulatta}) to perform a delayed reach task to a target static or moving circularly (Li et al., 2018). We recorded single-unit activity from the primary motor cortex (M1, ~80 units), dorsal premotor cortex (PMd, ~80), primary somatosensory cortex (S1, ~50), and posterior parietal cortex (PPC, ~50) with four 8*8 Utah arrays. Each dataset consisted of a recording session encompassing ~260 single-unit and multi-unit recordings. To analyze preparatory population activity, we identified the two-dimensional 'preparatory subspace' via principal component analysis (PCA), based on M1 and PMd neurons’ activity in both static- and moving-target conditions. In the static-target condition, subspace activity depended on reach direction and seemed stable over the delay period, consistent with Elsayed et al. 2016. However, in moving-target conditions, preparatory activity appeared to change gradually from target onset to the GO cue, suggesting tuning was time-locked to target motion, rather than final motor goal. Furthermore, the neural state angle between the first two PCs (35.1\% explained variance) of the preparatory subspace predicted future target locations (lead time ~ 460 ms) in each moving-target condition. Our results show that motor cortex predicts moving target trajectories to initiate interception. Preparatory activity in motor cortex may play an important role in coordinating actions that demand dynamic spatiotemporal transformation.
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Title: Local network connectivity underlying goal-directed neural activity in the motor cortex
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Abstract: Brain functions are an emergent property of network connectivity. Previous studies linking local network connectivity to neural coding in the mammalian brain focused mainly on the sensory cortex, without reference to behavior. Little is known about the relationship between connectivity and behavior-related activity within higher-order cortical areas. Here we focused on the motor cortex, using naturalistic behavior in which mice gathered rewards with multidirectional tongue reaching. This behavior, which does not require training, allowed us to study the motor cortex before its activity is shaped by learning a specific task. Motor cortex neurons exhibited conjunctive tuning to reward position and reward outcome. We used an all-optical method for rapid large-scale mapping of causal functional connectivity in vivo. Mapping connectivity between ~25,000,000 excitatory neuronal pairs revealed fine-scale columnar architecture in layer 2/3 of the motor cortex. Specifically, nearby neurons displayed a ‘Mexican hat’ spatial profile of excitation and inhibition, with local like-to-like connectivity according to reward-position tuning. The local connectivity patterns were non-uniform, with a preponderance of weakly coupled neurons and sparse strongly coupled neurons that function as network hubs. Hub neurons had weak reward-position and reward-outcome tuning but strongly influenced neighboring neurons. This network of neurons, encoding position and outcome of movements to different motor goals, may be a general substrate for reinforcement learning of complex, goal-directed behaviors.
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**Title:** Visual feedback uncertainty during BCI movements reflects in fronto-parietal neural population activity in rhesus macaques

**Authors:** *V. CASASNOVAS*¹,², L. K. AMANN¹,², E. FERREA¹,³, A. GAIL¹,²,⁴,⁵;
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**Abstract:** Sensory feedback guides movement but can also be uncertain. For example, visual feedback about hand position might be less accurate when reaching in low light conditions. Here we asked whether and how visual feedback uncertainty affects frontal and parietal sensorimotor areas in the neurophysiology of movement planning and execution. We trained two rhesus macaques to perform memory-guided center-out reaches controlling either a cursor (low uncertainty) or a cloud (high uncertainty). The cloud consisted of five randomly moving and short-lived dots, whose initial position was repeatedly drawn from a 2D Gaussian distribution. The width of the distribution determined the level of positional uncertainty about the center, which was controlled by the animal. Monkeys performed the task through a brain-computer interface (BCI) to neutralize proprioceptive feedback and to require them to rely exclusively on visual feedback. We recorded from chronic microelectrode arrays in the fronto-parietal reach network, including primary motor (M1) and dorsal premotor (PMd) areas, used as input to the BCI decoder, and the parietal reach region (PRR). Behavioral results showed that movement control was impaired with the cloud compared to the cursor and this was mostly reflected in the late stage of reaches. Analyzing neural population dynamics, we found that activity patterns corresponding to high and low uncertainty conditions, respectively, laid in separate subspaces, demonstrating an influence of feedback uncertainty across the three cortical areas. Trial-to-trial variability of population activity patterns was increased for high uncertainty in M1 and PMd during the late planning period, and for all three areas during early movement. Furthermore, SVM decoding of target direction based on neural activity performed worse in high compared to low uncertainty trials around early movement. Our results suggest that feedback uncertainty increases state exploration during planning for frontal areas, whereas parietal areas reflect feedback uncertainty once movement starts and updates of state estimate are relevant for movement control. Reduced decoding performance in high uncertainty trials suggests at least partial representation of target relative to effector position in frontal and parietal areas. Overall, our results show that frontal and parietal sensorimotor areas take into account the uncertainty of visual feedback and provide novel evidence on how this affects the representation of movement-related parameters at the neural population level.
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Title: Dynamic modulation of cortico-cortical interactions during visuomotor behavior
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Abstract: The cortical networks involved in the control of visuomotor behaviors include various regions ranging from the parietal to the frontal lobe. It has been hypothesized that feedback connections originating from motor areas exert top-down influences on the posterior parietal cortex during visuomotor behavior.¹ A detailed description of the dynamic reciprocal flow of information within the fronto-parieto-occipital network, however, is still lacking. The current study aims to investigate the functional relevance of motor information processed in visual-parietal areas and understand its role during behavior. To this end, two rhesus macaques were trained in a visuomotor sequential reaching task. At each trial, animals reached visual targets appearing sequentially by means of a robotic exoskeleton. Neural recordings were acquired by extracellular multi-electrode Utah arrays (Blackrock Neurotech) implanted in five cortical regions along the visuomotor pathway, including the dorsal premotor (PMd) and primary motor cortex (M1), the parietal areas 7A and dorsal prelunate (DP) and the visual areas V1 and V2. Eye and hand positions were recorded by EyeLink 1000 (sr-research) and Kinarm (Bkin Technology), respectively. To assess cortico-cortical interactions during this task, we focused on the high-gamma activity (HGA, 55-150 Hz) of the local field potentials, which reflects a mesoscopic measure of neural activation correlating with multi-unit spiking activity.² We observed transient area-specific modulations in the power of the HGA related to relevant task events, such as stimulus onset and movement onset. To segregate independent sources of neural activation, an Independent Component Analysis was applied on the HGA. In order to unravel the network’s dynamic reciprocal interactions, we performed directed functional connectivity analysis based on Transfer Entropy between the independent sources. Preliminary results reveal the co-existence of significant feedforward visuo-parietal interactions, as well as feedback fronto-parietal interactions. They are both more prominent after the initiation of the hand movement. Ongoing analyses are exploring how these interactions are modulated in relation to the behavioral performance of the monkeys in the task.

References
Temporal eye-hand coordination may be subserved by connections between PRR and LIP

**Authors:** *J. KANG*¹, E. MOOSHAGIAN¹,²,³, L. H. SNYDER¹;
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**Abstract:** The lateral intraparietal area (LIP) in macaque posterior parietal cortex has been proposed to participate in motor preparation for saccades, spatial attention, salience mapping, categorization, and evidence integration. Forelimb movement planning also influences LIP and thus LIP has been proposed to be involved in eye-hand coordination. We revisited the coding of reaching movements in LIP and the possibility of a role in eye-hand coordination. LIP population activity is increased by movements of the contralateral arm but is not affected by movements of the ipsilateral arm. Since most LIP cells have contralateral receptive fields, this finding is consistent with coding reaches that do not cross the body midline (uncrossed). Most reaches in the home cage are uncrossed. However, by separately considering cells with ipsilateral response fields, we found that activity reflects only the identity of the arm that is reaching and not whether or not the reach crosses body midline. We previously showed that the parietal reach region (PRR) encodes plans for contralateral arm movements and sends information to LIP prior to a reach. This is consistent with LIP activity being modified by a reach with the contralateral arm. We tested for a causal role for this information transfer. It is difficult to block within-hemisphere PRR to LIP connections. However, callosal connections are easily blocked by injecting lidocaine into the portion of the corpus callosum that contains crossing fibers from PRR. Blocking these fibers degraded the temporal coordination between the eye and arm for crossed reaches compared to uncrossed reaches. In contrast, inactivating LIP with muscimol had the reverse effect, degrading coordination in uncrossed compared to crossed reaches. This is consistent with interactions between LIP and PRR subserving temporal eye-hand coordination, with signals related to the contralateral arm sent from PRR to LIP in either the same or opposite hemisphere, depending on whether the reach is into the contralateral or ipsilateral field (uncrossed or crossed). Interestingly, LIP inactivation not only degraded coordination for uncrossed reaches, but also improved coordination for crossed reaches. This could reflect a
competition between left and right LIP during crossed reaching. Inactivating the LIP that would subserve the more common uncrossed reach relieves this competition and results in an improvement in crossed-reach eye-hand coordination.
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Title: Primary motor cortex prospectively computes future spinal reflex
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Abstract: The descending motor drive and somatosensory feedback via the spinal reflex converge on spinal motor neurons for limb movements. However, it remains unknown how descending motor drive coordinates with the spinal reflex to generate adequate muscle activity for the achievement of intended limb movements. Here, we show that the primary motor cortex (M1) prospectively computes future spinal reflex to provide appropriate motor commands to spinal motor neurons. We simultaneously recorded activities in motor cortices, afferent neurons, and forelimb muscles of monkeys performing reaching movements and analyzed the sequential flow of neural information. We found that the activity of motor cortices encodes subsequent afferent activity. Multivariate information decomposition elucidated that motor cortical activity influences muscles not only through the direct descending pathway but also through the “transafferent pathway” composed of the descending plus subsequent spinal reflex pathways. Selective disruption of the afferent pathway reduced the estimated transafferent component of muscle activity, providing causal evidence for delayed activation of limb muscles through the
transafferent pathway. Furthermore, among the motor-related areas, the M1 encodes the most information about muscle activity transmitted via the direct descending and transafferent pathways. Thus, the M1 leverages spinal reflex action to drive limb muscles efficiently in voluntary movements.
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**Title:** The Influence of Uncertainty on Preparatory Activity in Motor Cortex During Reaching
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**Abstract:** In our daily lives we are constantly forming and correcting motor plans to flexibly interact with the external world. Often times the information available during the process of planning is incomplete, thereby causing uncertainty about the movement goal. It is unclear how the motor system prepares movements under different levels of uncertainty, and how this uncertainty affects the ability to re-prepare movements. Using a forced reaction-time paradigm, a rhesus macaque was trained to produce center out reaching movements to one of two diametrically opposing potential targets. In this task, a timing cue flashed three times in succession (500 ms between flashes). The third flash was the go-cue and the monkey had to launch the movement coincident with it (within 100 ms). The two potential targets were displayed at the time of the first flash and then disappeared. The actual target was then displayed at varying times prior to ‘forced’ movement initiation at the go-cue. We manipulated uncertainty about the target location using a coloring scheme that indicated the probability (p) of where the final target would appear. For example, when both potential targets were white, p = 0.5, and the final target could appear at either location with equal probability. When the time between actual target display and movement onset was briefer than typical visual processing time (~ 100 ms), the monkey had to ‘guess’ the location of the target. In these cases, and when guessed incorrectly, the monkey corrected the movement midstream. We found that the monkey was able to re-prepare movements faster with increasing levels of uncertainty. While the monkey performed this task, we recorded 202 neurons from the dorsal pre-motor and primary motor
cortex. During the preparatory period, we observed a graded reduction in the distance between neural states for the two potential movements with increasing levels of uncertainty. Such an outcome in neural state-space could theoretically explain the faster re-preparation times under higher levels of uncertainty. Regardless, differences in preparatory states still led to highly similar population dynamics during movement execution. Furthermore, we also found a dimension in neural state-space that separated the neural states based entirely on the level of uncertainty during both movement preparation and execution. Whether this dimension overtly represents uncertainty is an open question. Overall, these results provide insight on the structure of neural population activity in the motor cortex while preparing and executing movements under conditions of uncertainty.
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Title: Neural dynamics common to reaching movements executed by the native arm and using a brain-computer interface
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Abstract: Neural activity in the primary motor cortex has long been associated with controlling muscle activation and movement generation. The successful operation of many brain-computer interfaces, on the other hand, relies on motor cortical activity in the absence of movement. How neural activities are similar, or different, between these two scenarios is still not well understood. To further explore neural correlates under these different control modes, we compared activity patterns in the primary motor cortex during arm- and BCI-controlled reaches. Two rhesus monkeys were trained to perform a standard center-out reaching task in a virtual-reality setup. The task requires moving a cursor in VR from the center to one of the 16 peripheral targets. All targets are located on a circle within a vertical plane facing the subjects. Movement of the cursor was controlled by either the hand’s trajectory (HC condition) or via a brain-computer interface (BC condition). Subjects performed HC and BC trials in separate sessions. Neural activity in the primary motor cortex was recorded using two Utah arrays. Offline spike sorting identified 208 units (both single- and multi-unit) from monkey R and 291 from monkey N. This study analyzed 116 and 189 units from the two subjects, with firing rate modulation greater than 5 spikes/s across both time and task conditions. Trial-averaged firing rate profiles for the 16 movement
directions were calculated for each unit, in HC and BC sessions respectively. A linear dimensionality reduction method was then used to identify three neural subspaces: Qhc, Qbc and Qmix, where Qhc explains neural activity variance during HC but not BC trials, and vice versa for Qbc. Qmix accounts for variances of both HC and BC data. Each of the three subspaces is 7-dimensional and is orthogonal to the other two subspaces. Qhc and Qmix together explain 90.8% HC data variance for monkey R (89.5% for monkey N), and Qbc and Qmix capture 89.3% (87.0%) BC variance. Among these three neural subspaces, Qmix captured more data variance than the other two. For BC neural activity, Qmix explained 50.3% (44.2%) variance whereas Qbc 39.0% (42.8%). For HC data, Qmix explained 65.3% (62.8%) variance while Qhc 25.5% (26.2%). Although some firing rate variance was isolated to the subspace specific for HC or BC, these results show that the subspace assigned to both HC and BC data (Qmix) explains most of the motor cortical activity. Since only a small amount of variance was accounted for in the HC-only subspace (Qhc), and since the muscles were active only in the HC session, this result suggests that much of the neural activity in the motor cortex is independent of muscle activation.
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Title: Comparative imaging study of the spontaneous and task-related activity of neurons in the primary and supplementary motor area in monkeys
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Abstract: Calcium imaging through head-mounted miniature microscope has become a common technique to analyze the activity of neuronal ensembles in awake animals. However, the use of this technique in non-human primates remains limited. Here, we report the use of calcium imaging and miniature microscopes in rhesus macaques to study the activity of neurons in the primary motor cortex (M1) and the supplementary motor area (SMA), two regions essential for the planning and execution of movement. We used GCaMP6f to monitor calcium transients in
M1 and SMA neurons in three rhesus macaques. We co-injected AAV5-Thy1s-tTA and AAV5-TRE-GCaMP6f into the arm region of M1 and SMA, in the right and left hemispheres, respectively. A microendoscope gradient-index (GRIN) lens was chronically inserted in the same regions. Two to four weeks later, we performed imaging experiments with a miniature microscope (Inscopix), while animals were sitting quietly in a primate chair (spontaneous activity) then while performing an arm-reaching task to touch targets on a screen to receive a juice reward. The data was processed to reflect changes in fluorescence (Δf/f), and the calcium dynamics were quantified using spike deconvolution method (OASIS). We analyzed the relation of calcium transients to spontaneous and task-related movements in groups of M1 and SMA neurons and present preliminary results from 4 sessions (1-2 sessions per animal). Across sessions, we identified 17 ± 11 (mean ± SD) and 9 ± 6 cells in M1 and SMA. So far, Therecordings in SMA showed lower activity (0.08 ± 0.1 calcium spikes/s) and lower amplitude (3.7 ± 1.0 Δf/noise) than recordings in M1 (0.24 ± 0.3 calcium spikes/s; 5.3 ± 3.4 Δf/noise) in the spontaneous state. This calcium activity tends to decrease when the animal is involved in the reaching task compared to spontaneous state, with a decrease to 0.06 ± 0.09 calcium spikes/s in SMA and 0.2 ± 0.3 in M1 during the task. Cross-correlation analyses of the activity recorded in the spontaneous state are currently underway to identify clusters of cells with correlated activity in M1 and SMA, as are studies of movement-related activation patterns. Post-mortem histology in two animals indicated strong and extensive GCaMP expression at the site of injection, with the lens being located at the center of the GCaMP expression. Histology is still in progress for the other animals. This is the first report of calcium imaging of ensembles of M1 and SMA neurons in macaques. Our preliminary results suggest that M1 and SMA differ in the degree of spontaneous activities and support our planned use of this technique to study the activity of cortical regions in NHP models of neurodegenerative diseases.
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Title: Design and optimization of a low-noise scalable multiplexed neural interface
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Abstract: Neural interfaces are a critical part of brain computer interfaces (BCIs) and serve to bridge the gap between the brain and electronics. A tradeoff ubiquitous across neural interfaces is that of spatial coverage and spatial resolution as the number of recording channels is limited by connector sizes and backend electronics. An approach to overcome this limitation is to embed active electronics at the electrode site, which enables multiple electrodes to share the same output wire through time division multiplexing (TDM), thus increasing the number of recording channels without increasing the number of output wires. However, a drawback of TDM is increased noise due noise aliasing, and fabrication-dependent physical characteristics, which contribute to transistor noise. The goal of this work is to design a low-noise, front-end recording system small enough to fit at the electrode site using commercial complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication combined with post-fabrication processing to create a flexible, low-noise, TDM neural interface. To achieve this goal, we designed a front-end recording system beneath the electrode (termed “pixel”) that enables low-noise multiplexing by 1) adding filters, 2) providing modest gain, and 3) buffering the output signal while consuming low-enough power to be implanted in the brain (< 40 mW/cm², or < 1 µW in 50 µm x 50 µm). The electrodes are arranged in a single column with 32 channels spanning an intracortical depth of 1.6 mm, to span the cortical thickness of a rat, and a width of 70 µm to minimize tissue damage (termed “shank”). Using this shank we designed a proof-of-concept 12-shank, 384-channel intracortical multiplexed array and sent the design to a CMOS foundry for fabrication. Our design high pass filters the signal from the electrode followed by differential amplification, low pass filtering, and buffering before multiplexing. An innovation of this work is creating a tunable high pass filter which allowed the filter to also fit within the area constraints. The design achieves a 28 dB gain over a band of 0.1 Hz - 10 kHz with noise < 10 µV rms while consuming 0.7 µW/channel, which enables both local field potential (LFP) and action potential (AP) recording with 6× lower noise and 25× smaller area than previous active arrays. Future work will focus on quantifying in vitro and in vivo recording performance. This work can be applied broadly across neural interfaces to create high-channel-count arrays and ultimately improve BCIs.
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Title: Detecting analog to digital conversion artifacts in electrophysiological recordings using Intan Technologies integrated circuits
Abstract: Intan Technologies offers amplifier integrated circuits that are widely used by neurotechnology companies and research labs for acquiring neurophysiological data from many channels (up to 64 channels / chip) at high sampling rates (up to 30 kSPS). Intan Technologies RHD chips contain miniaturized front-end circuitry that perform signal amplification, filtering, and digitization, which enable compact recording systems. However, we found that the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in the RHD2000 series amplifier chips can introduce digital artifacts in the recorded data. The digital artifacts manifest as: 1) jumps, where the ADC rapidly switches to an incorrect output code, and 2) flatlines, where the ADC maintains the same output code over time. We developed an approach for detecting these digital artifacts by recording a variety of in-vitro and in-vivo signals using Intan RHD amplifier chips. With the chips’ digital-signal-processing mode disabled, we detected the occurrence of digital artifacts in a recording by examining the distribution of ADC output codes. We detected jumps at ADC output codes with successive zero occurrences and flatlines at ADC output codes with higher probability occurrences. Further, we developed an artifact-correction strategy of re-running the ADC calibration phase in the Intan RHx software based on these detections from ADC output codes. Our findings are of great relevance to many in the neuroscience community who use Intan Technologies amplifier chips for neurophysiological experiments. These results provide a methodology to detect these digital artifacts and trigger ADC recalibration to preserve neurophysiological signal integrity.

Disclosures: K. Barth: None. C. Schmitz: None. T. Jochum: None. J. Viventi: None.
many electrodes to share a single output wire. However, as the multiplexing ratio increases, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the device decreases due to increases in aliased noise. Prior results show current sensing can achieve high SNRs across frequencies of interest (32 dB at 10 Hz; 42 dB at 100 Hz, and 59 dB at 1000 Hz), specifically showing large increases in SNR in the High Gamma band (70 - 150 Hz) compared to voltage sensing strategies (22 dB at 100 Hz). In this poster, we investigate the circuit architecture needed for high-speed time division multiplexing with current sensing. In addition, we compare in vitro performance of current sensing against traditional voltage sensing while varying the multiplexing ratio. This current sensing strategy (i) decreases aliased noise, (ii) reduces the footprint of each pixel, and (iii) removes the need for a voltage offset. These results demonstrate the enhanced scalability of current sensing strategies over voltage sensing when utilizing active time division multiplexing.
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**Title:** Open-source platform for wireless characterization of neural electrode impedance and reliability
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**Abstract:** Fully implanted neural prosthetic systems require wireless interfaces to reduce infection risk and enable long-term use. Conventional approaches to enable implanted electronics with wireless telemetry rely on hermetically-sealed packages that are large enough to perform helium leak testing. However, the ceramic feedthroughs that are typically used in these devices limit the number of electrodes that can be implemented. New approaches for encapsulating electronics are needed to enable scaling to thousands of channels. We propose a method of encapsulation wherein both an electrode array and the requisite electronics for signal acquisition and wireless communication are fully enveloped by liquid crystal polymer (LCP), which is well regarded for its biocompatibility, low water transmission, and reduced risk of delamination. While there are commercially available solutions to conduct long-term reliability studies of electrodes using wired connections, the connectors add failure modes to the test that are not representative of the failures electrodes would encounter when implanted. This work presents an open-source platform (electrical design, software) for wireless characterization of electrode impedance and, to quantify the reliability of the polymer encapsulation, the conductance of
interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) positioned within inner layers. Measurements are requested of an encapsulated microcontroller wirelessly using near field communication (NFC) and are logged automatically. Firmware can be flashed to the embedded controller over-the-air. Power is provided through an inductive link. Calibration, array multiplexing, user-defined waveforms, and service interruption notifications are supported. Key metrics of performance (impedance accuracy and precision at 1 kHz) are comparable to existing, wired solutions. This work is significant in that it: (a) inherently resolves former limitations of soak testing related to chamber and connector leakage, allowing for very long-term evaluation using a fixed volume of saline solution and (b) may serve as an open-source reference for the rapid development of related wireless characterization applications. In future work, we will use this platform to evaluate the stability of LCP encapsulation through accelerated aging to quantify the viability of chronic applications and predict expected lifetimes.
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Abstract: Freezing of gait (FoG) is the most disabling gait disorder in Parkinson's disease (PD). Closed-loop deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is used for PD treatment. To provide appropriate stimulation parameters based on the clinical state of patients with PD, there is an increasing need for equipment capable of continuously monitoring neural activity in deep brain regions during unrestricted movement. However, there are few studies on long-term continuous monitoring of deep brain neural activity in freely behaving states. Therefore, we developed a fully implantable wireless system that can continuously record neural activity in the STN and amygdala regions, and we confirmed its long-term stability in a freely moving primate. The proposed fully implantable wireless system consists of a recording part that utilizes an Intan chip with an 8,192 sampling rate and implanted electrodes with 50 kohm impedance at 1 kHz for neural recording. It also includes a wireless data transmission part that
employs the Nordic Bluetooth Low Energy protocol with a data rate of 720 kbps at a range of more than 2.0 m away from the primate. Furthermore, a power management part with sleep on mode in process and a high capacity of 2,550 mAh primary battery ensure more than 120 days of operation. An adult (14-year-old) cynomolgus macaque (Macaca fascicularis) is prepared. The procedure was performed on the custom-built CT/MRI-compatible stereotaxic frame under general anesthesia. The deep brain recording electrodes were inserted vertically into the right STN and the right amygdala, and fixed to the skull using dental cement. We wirelessly recorded local field potentials (LFP) activity in the STN and amygdala regions of the primate during freely moving and fearful states. While he was walking, beta power in the STN were reduced compared to resting state. The amygdala beta and gamma power were increased when he felt scared compared to resting state. The consistent spectral changes were observed over a period of more than 4 weeks, confirming long-term stability of our fully implantable system. Our system will be particularly useful in continuous monitoring of deep brain signals in freely moving primates. As well, it will be used to study social behavior in freely moving monkeys and to investigate appropriate stimulation parameters in clinical studies.
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Title: A Neural Interface system for an Osseointegrated Prosthetic Control
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Abstract: State-of-the-art neural prosthetic systems must be capable of high-fidelity stimulation and recording of nervous tissue, imposing stringent performance demands on the telemetry of high-bandwidth neural information. We present an ovine model for the Osseointegrated Neural Interface (ONI) for bi-directional prosthetic control, which appeases these demands via novel surgical methodology and a sophisticated neural interface system. Our surgical procedure saw one mature non-lactating female sheep undergo amputation and reaming of the thoracic limb at the distal metacarpus. Subsequently, the surgical team utilized a slap-hammer to secure an osseointegrated abutment. We followed osseointegration by coupling a stimulation electrode
with the distal end of the target nerve and transposing it into the freshly reamed medullary canal with recording electrodes attached proximally to the corticotomy. Finally, we implanted the transmitter and receiver capsule into the sheep's shoulder. Now intact, the ONI system could receive programmed electrical stimulation patterns and transmit continuous recordings of the stimulated major nerve and EMGs from nearby muscles. We generated neural recording data by remotely triggering preprogrammed stimulation patterns which were delivered to the coupled nerve. The transmission of said stimulation patterns along the nerve could then be validated by analyzing the recording output in NeuroExplorer for activity mirroring the stimulation parameters. The presence of stimulation artifacts in our recording data demonstrating the programmed frequency and pulse width of 60 Hz and 200 μs, respectively, verifies our neural interface system can remotely stimulate and continuously record from a major nerve. Our poster showcases the transmitter and receiver implantable capsule technology and surgical approach that forms the backbone of the ONI device. We will present the functional specifications, benchtop test results, and 3D printing and coating processing steps for the capsule, as well as the surgical specifications of electrode and capsule placement. In addition, we will cover electrophysiology data with various in-vivo stimulation patterns and post-processing data analysis used to validate the ONI.
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Title: A general-purpose software platform for closed-loop neuromodulation
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Abstract: Implementing closed-loop neuromodulation therapies is a challenging and expensive endeavor. It requires developing software capable of acquiring signals from a bio-signal amplifier, analysis of these signals, and initiation of precisely timed stimulation, all of which need to be accomplished in real time with very low latency. Developing this software is difficult, as it requires a wide range of expertise ranging from interfacing with hardware to real-time signal processing. Even when successfully implementing such a system for one set of hardware, it often then only works within the laboratory that conceived it. This is because of the inherent heterogeneity in the devices that interact with the nervous system and the lack of standardized interfaces to access and control them. Collaboration thus often necessitates acquiring the same hardware (i.e., amplifier and stimulator) across all sites, which can sometimes be cost-prohibitive. Implementing software that uses these amplifiers and stimulators within a real-time acquisition and feedback software platform, such as BCI2000, would eradicate these obstacles. Multiple stimulators, amplifiers, and peripheral devices have been implemented in BCI2000 to provide a maximum amount of real-time feedback and to make the configuration effortless. The abstraction of BCI2000 experiments from the underlying hardware allows for seamless collaboration between institutions. To best configure the stimulation parameters, a stimulation configuration tool has been created to assist users in specifying their desired parameters, visualizing them, and exporting them directly into BCI2000. A cortico-cortical evoked response BCI2000 filter visualizes the time-locked stimulation response at each electrode in real time. With these improvements, BCI2000 successfully facilitates closed-loop neuromodulation experiments across multiple institutions and heterogeneous underlying hardware platforms.
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Title: Efficient, rapid, and minimally invasive implantation of individual non-functional motes with penetrating subcellular-diameter carbon fiber electrodes

Authors: *J. G. LETNER*¹, M. BARROW², E. MOON², P. R. PATEL¹, J. M. RICHIE¹, J. L. LAM³, J. LEE², A. KAMBOJ⁵, B. MANI², Y. SUN², G. ATZENI⁶, B. KOO¹, J. LIAO⁶, D. CAI⁴,
Abstract: Arrays of individual wireless chips are an emerging architecture for neural interfacing. These chips could improve brain machine interfaces by removing the wired connection through the scalp, increasing biocompatibility with their submillimeter size, and improving implant targeting with their modular placement. While several approaches using this architecture are in development, little is known regarding their implantation into the brain, such as the required pitch between chips, insertion rate, and how many can be implanted at once. In particular, a minimally invasive method to swiftly insert many individual chips floating on the brain with penetrating subcellular-scale electrodes remains to be demonstrated. Our group has proposed two such electrode designs integrating a highly biocompatible (Patel, JNE, 2016) 8.4 µm diameter carbon fiber electrode with a wireless chip: the ReMote and StiMote. We previously validated chip components for recording electrophysiology (Lim, ISSCC, 2020; Lim, VLSI, 2021; Lim JSSC, 2022), stimulation (Lee, VLSI, 2023), optical power harvesting (Sun, PVSC, 2022) and wireless uplink (Atzeni, VLSI, 2022). To test the implantation and develop fabrication methods for the proposed designs, we made and implanted non-functional (NF) carbon fiber mote analogs. Silicon chip bases were micromachined to have dimensions (240 x 240 x 300 µm, L x W x H) similar to our proposed functional designs and with a 20-30 µm diameter hole. Fibers were manually placed into these holes, secured with epoxy, and cut to lengths targeting 0.5 or 1.0 mm. NF motes with 1 mm fiber lengths were suspended via excess fiber and encapsulated with Parylene-C and blowtorch sharpened (Welle, TNSRE, 2021) to enable unsupported insertion into the brain. The bases of completed NF motes were fixed to the end of a shaft with polyethylene glycol (PEG) in 3x3 or 4x4 grid patterns. As motes aggregated in molten PEG, the grid pitch was limited to the chips’ own dimensions. Implantation required dissolving this PEG in saline once the silicon bases reached the brain’s surface to release the devices. To validate this method in vivo, we inserted into rat cortex (male, Long-Evans) five 3x3 grids of NF motes with 0.5 mm fiber length in N=3 rats and two 4x4 grids with 1 mm fiber length in N=2 rats. Of the 3x3 mote grids, 37 of 45 motes inserted successfully (82%), where six of the failures were part of the second insertion trial. Of the 4x4 grids, 31 of 32 motes inserted successfully (96%). These insertions suggest that grids with a higher chip count are possible, and motivates further investigation of the biocompatibility of this insertion method during implantation and for months afterward.
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**Title:** In Vivo and In Vitro Development of Ultramicroelectrode Stimulation
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**Abstract:** Electrical interfacing with the brain is undergoing a transformation. High-density microelectrode arrays, such as the Neuropixels array, oversample action potentials from individual neurons enabling high fidelity and reliable unit recording (Jun *et al.*, 2017). Other reports show that ultra-microelectrodes arrays (UMEAs) with subcellular substrate cross-sectional dimensions lead to increased recording lifetimes (e.g., Guitchounts *et al.*, 2013; Luan *et al.*, 2017). Clinical and research applications of microstimulation (µStim) would presumably benefit from these approaches; yet the technology is not optimized for usage by the community. Our goal is to optimize CNS microelectrode array (MEA) and UMEA µStim usage by 1) testing the separate hypotheses that MEAs and UMEAs can deliver safe, effective levels of cortical electrical stimulation and then 2) distributing optimized software and hardware to collaborators for assessment.

To achieve this goal, we are working on three projects: 1) *In Vitro* Testing, 2) Acute *In Vivo* experiments, and 3) Chronic *In Vivo* Experiments. First, our group has developed models to characterize the Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of MEAs and UMEAs which have allowed us to better understand the degradation of UMEAs and their coatings over time. We have also developed finite element models (FEM) of MEA and UMEA stimulation in the rat cortex to model the effects of electrode size, electrode material, electrode spacing, anatomical location, and stimulation intensity on the neuronal activation in the cortex to inform our *in vivo* experiments. Second, acute rat experiments are being performed in which we are stimulating and recording through UMEAs and are gathering neural activation data throughout the layers of the cortex to verify the EIS and FEM models developed in the first part of this project. These experiments also provide information on safe stimulation parameters to reduce tissue damage and extend the life of the UMEAs and their coatings. Third, as this project progresses, we will continue into chronic studies with rats which will provide information on the long-term stability and effectiveness of UMEAs over time.

**Disclosures:** B. Romanauski: None. E. Olivo: None. S. Dewberry: None. K. Sinclair: None. Y. Wu: None. A. Azami: None. C. Ezeh: None. B. Biney: None. K. Kumaravelu: None. R. Vetter: None. J. Hetke: None. D. Kipke: None. S.F. Cogan: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and
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Title: Recording data from the 16-channel NeuroNexus Neurotrophic Electrode
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Abstract: The 2 wire (single channel) Neurotrophic Electrode records about 20 identified single units that are functionally active. In an attempt to improve the harvesting of more single units, the NXNE 16-channel thin-film electrode array has been designed and implemented by NeuroneXus Inc. It has been implanted in rat vibrissa cortices. In two rats, 260 and 240 spikes have been recorded, with inter-spike interval histograms, cross correlation analyses and event-related firings suggesting the presence of 80 single units in one rat and 60 single units in the other rat. Preliminary decoding results produced by connecting NXNE data to Arctop Inc. software for real-time analysis demonstrate viability of the signal for complex pattern recognition tasks and dictionary creation. The pattern of single unit firings between different vibrissa deflections being different, for example, allows words or phrases to be associated with different firing patterns, thus allowing the audible production of different phrases by deflecting different vibrissa. Studies are ongoing.

Support: NIH Grant 5R01NS104344-05

Title: Ultrathin Amorphous Silicon Carbide Microelectrode Arrays for Chronic Recording in Rat Motor Cortex

Bioengineering, Univ. of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, TX

Abstract: Brain-machine interfaces use neural activity to control external devices like tablets and neuroprosthetics. Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) can record neural activity but signal quality tends to decline after implantation due in part to glial scarring, which leads to neuronal loss. For example, the active electrode yield (AEY), the proportion of working channels recording single units, has been shown to fall below 30% as soon as 16 weeks post-implantation and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to fall from 8.6 right after implantation to 6. Previous work shows that reducing the cross-sectional area of MEAs can reduce glial scarring. Because of this, our goal here is to develop an ultra-thin MEA that can improve long-term neural recordings. We fabricated 4 shank amorphous silicon carbide (a-SiC) - a biocompatible, chemically inert, and electrically insulating material - MEAs with 4 electrode sites per shank (16 channels total) with a 160 µm² shank cross-sectional area. We implanted our MEAs in the left motor cortex of 7 female rats and performed weekly anesthetized neural recordings for 16 weeks. Signals were filtered using a band pass filter (300-3000 Hz) and common median reference to reduce noise and artifacts. We isolated spikes with a threshold of -4σ from the mean, then used k-means clustering followed by manual verification to identify single units. We computed the AEY and single units’ average waveforms. We divided the voltage peak-to-peak (Vpp) by the root-mean square (RMS) value of the noise to compute SNR. We used linear regression followed by an F test between calculated slope and a null hypothesis of slope=0 to determine if Vpp, noise, or SNR changed significantly over 16 weeks. The day of implantation we observed an AEY over 90% which declined to 50% over 16 weeks. Vpp also declined. At the time of implantation, mean values were as follows: Vpp = 141.4±11.2 µV, noise = 8.7±0.35 µV, SNR = 15.7±0.92. Regression slopes for each value were: Vpp = -2.07 µV/week (p<0.0001), noise = 0.03 µV/week (p=0.08), SNR = -0.24/week, (p<0.0001). These results show a 23% decline in Vpp, 5% increase in noise, and 24% decline in SNR after 16 weeks post-implantation. The stability of noise shown in this research suggest that using ultra-thin a-SiC devices can minimize glial scarring that result in only 5% increase of noise values. This will be verified in future studies by assessing the histological response. However, preliminary neurophysiological results from a-SiC MEAs suggest that the quality of signal over time, represented by the SNR, is higher than the reported values in literature for commercial silicon MEAs, supporting the long-term use of these ultra-thin devices.

Disclosures: E.N. Paul: None. J.R. Abbott: None. J.O. Usoro: None. P. Haghighi: None. N. Geramifard: None. Y. Wu: None. T.J. Smith: None. B.S. Sturgill: None. S. Patnaik: None. A.G. Hernandez-Reynoso: None. J.J. Pancrazio: None. S.F. Cogan: F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Qualia Oto.
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Flexible and Hydrophylic Carbon Nanotube Fibers as Microelectrodes for Neural Stimulation and Recording

Authors: *N. ALVAREZ, C. RUHUNAGE; Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH

Abstract: Implantable micro electrodes are generally employed to record and stimulate electrical activity of neurons in the nervous system. Most of the electrodes available today are made of metals and silicon that lack required flexibility resulting on a mechanical mismatch between soft tissues and rigid metals which induces faster biofouling and inconsistent performance for long-term applications. Biofouling triggered by inflammatory responses dramatically affect the performance of neural electrodes, resulting in decreased signal sensitivity and consistency over time. Thus, long-term clinical applications require electrically conducting flexible electrode materials with reduced dimensions and antibiofouling properties. These characteristics reduce the degree of inflammatory reactions and increase lifetime of neural electrodes. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are well known for their flexibility, electrical conductivity and chemical inertness. This talk will report the use of CNT fibers for neural stimulation and recording, and subsequent covalent functionalization of CNT fibers and films surfaces with hydrophilic, antibiofouling phosphorylcholine (PC) molecules. The electrochemical and spectroscopic characteristics, impedance properties, hydrophilicity, and in vitro antifouling nature of the functionalized CNT surfaces will be presented. The hydrophilicity of the functionalized CNT films was demonstrated by a decrease in the static contact angle from 134.4° ± 3.9° before to 15.7° ± 1.5° after one, and fully wetting after three functionalization cycles respectively. In addition, the extent of protein absorption on the functionalized CNT films were significantly lower than that on the non-functionalized CNT film. Surprisingly, the faradic charge-transfer properties and impedance of the CNT assemblies were preserved after functionalization with PC molecules. These functionalized CNT assemblies are promising for the development of low-impedance neural electrodes with higher hydrophilicity and protein-fouling resistance to inhibit inflammatory responses.
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**Title:** Design and fabrication of a novel neural interface for selective peripheral nerve stimulation comprising 2-photon polymerized penetrating structures integrated on a flexible polyimide-parylene substrate

**Authors:** *F. Ciotti*¹, A. CIMOLATO¹, P. PALOPOLI², J. WEICHART³, S. RASPOPOVIC¹;
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**Abstract:** The potential of peripheral nerve stimulation in the treatment of clinical conditions is strongly limited by the currently available electrode technology. The high selectivity necessary to obtain desired clinical outcomes with minimal adverse effects implies the use of highly invasive multielectrode arrays and complex surgeries, which restrict their viability in chronic human implants. Through highly detailed computational models of target peripheral nerves (sacral, pudendal, and vagus nerves), we developed a novel neural interface design comprising both intrafascicular and extraneural electrodes, i.e., spikes radially penetrating the nerve and flat electrodes arranged on the nerve surface. We optimized configuration of electrodes and design parameters for highest selectivity through automatic optimization methods, and compared its selectivity, repeatability, and invasivity with respect to state of the art interfaces. The promising results obtained in-silico prompted the actual realization of the device. To guarantee the conformity of the substrate to the nerve surface, the backing of the device is made of a thin polyimide layer (< 10 μm). The penetrating spikes are fabricated with a 2-photon polymerization process with a biocompatible resin. This allows for extremely high aspect ratios, 3D resolution (< 1 μm), and design flexibility. We exploited this technique to optimize the shape of the spikes for mechanical resistance. Moreover it allowed us to micro-texture their surface to increase the effective surface area and therefore the charge injection capacity, simultaneously reducing the foreign body response of the body to the implanted device. A conductive layer made of titanium and gold is then sputtered on substrate and spikes and patterned by wet etching with ultra-thick photoresist. A conformal, biocompatible insulative layer of Parylene-C is then deposited by chemical vapor deposition, and finally the surface electrode, spike tips, and connector pads are exposed by patterning the parylene with highly anisotropic ICP-RIE, simultaneously releasing the device by etching through both parylene and polyimide layers along its contours. Lastly, we evaluated its performance by electrochemical testing, showing promise for future in-vivo studies to achieve the predicted functional improvements, possibly contributing to making more advanced neurostimulation therapies clinically viable.

**Disclosures:** *F. Ciotti:* E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); ETH Zürich. *A. Cimolato:* E. Ownership Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); ETH Zürich.
As the main currency of neuronal signaling, action potential events occur sparsely in brain circuits due to efficient spike encoding which allows cells to effectively utilize limited resources such as bandwidth and energy. However, recording and reporting these sparse events at fixed sampling frequency can lead to inefficient sampling and communication, especially in ultra-miniaturized wireless neural sensor implants with tightly constrained energy and RF bandwidth. To address this challenge, we have developed dynamic spike sensing (DSS) strategy for wireless “neuromorphic” microsensors in the context of Brain-machine interfaces (BMI), drawing inspiration from dynamic vision optical imaging sensors (DVS). In our system, each wireless sensor employs sophisticated spike-encoding algorithms to convert spike band neural signals into binary spikes and transmits only the encoded spike events through an RF link. Distinct from DVS cameras, however, our spike encoder incorporates an adaptive threshold to account for electrode-specific noise and encodes the magnitude of the change in spike temporal coding which enables spike sorting in subsequent analysis. The implementation of DSS is realized in the form of a silicon microchip, a “Neurograin”. The chip with a size of only 400 µm × 400 µm, is equipped with a neural amplifier, analog-to-digital converter, DSS encoder, and circuitry for wireless energy harvesting and data communication operating at 915 MHz. While the microchip samples spike band signals at a nominal rate of 4.6 kHz, the DSS encoder achieves a significant compression ratio of 3.5% while preserving essential waveform features necessary for spike sorting. Through simulations, we have determined that up to a thousand wireless microsensors can collectively record spike signals within our nominal RF bandwidth of 10 MHz. The compression capability is made possible by the dynamic adjustment of the sampling rate in the DSS engine, allowing for an increase in the sampling rate in the presence of spike events. We have successfully demonstrated the fully wireless functionality of the DSS Neurograin in
benchtop and small animal experiments, showing its ability to accurately report spike events and form a network. The proposed dynamic event sensing approach is scalable to large-scale wireless neuromorphic sensor networks with broad applications.
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**Title:** Network of Implantable Wireless Microchip Stimulators for Spatially Distributed Intracortical Patterned Neuromodulation
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**Abstract:** While prior research suggests the viability of free-floating implanted wireless cortical microstimulators [Khalifa, A., et al. 2018, Piech, D.K., et al. 2020], scalability remains a challenge to achieve patterned stimulation with a limited number of stimulation channels achieved, typically from a single multielectrode device. What is desired is an approach to generate complex stimulation patterns such as to evoke a sensory percept or correct abnormal neural activity. Here, we present an ultra-miniaturized ASIC measuring 300 µm × 300 µm operating at 915 MHz, a silicon microchip capable of programmable intracortical stimulation, RF energy harvesting, and bidirectional data communication. Given the small volume of the ASIC, this device is developed to enable intracortical stimulation at high spatial resolution. The distinct feature of the prospect of a neuromodulation scheme where many spatially distributed stimulators can be wirelessly networked to achieve large scale neural stimulation at multiple points across the brain. The system leverages a wireless daisy chain communication scheme capable of delivering remote commands up to a thousand microchips as a program of patterned stimulation within 300 µs using a 1 MHz downlink interface. We also report on the addition of an energy storage capacitor for keeping the required incident RF power within regulatory limits, to be integrated directly on the silicon substrate of the chip. Using microfabrication techniques for post-processing, we have monolithically integrated intracortical penetrating electrodes or planar PEDOT: PSS electrodes on the microchips which were fabricated in TSMC 65 nm CMOS process. We demonstrate the stimulation and wireless networking capabilities of microchips in a conductive medium as well as in-vivo rodent experiments. In the animal experiment, fully implanted cortical microstimulator delivers focal electrical current pulses up to 100 μA to evoke neural and behavioral modulation. The results suggest the potential of this type of wireless,
spatially distributed network of microstimulator system as a tool for advanced neuromodulation applications such as patterned electrical stimulation for use in the sensory neural prosthesis.
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**Title:** Balance reactions to visual displacements in a virtual reality environment.
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**Abstract:** The potency of visual feedback in the control of standing balance is highlighted by the entrainment of postural sway to the continuously oscillating motion of a visual surround in the “moving room” paradigm. We recently demonstrated that small amplitude, transient moving room displacements induced brief, balance corrective responses, indicating that visual feedback may play a role in correcting for unexpected balance disturbances. Visual motion within virtual reality (VR) is also known to induce lean and postural adjustments in relation to the perceived movement. However, it is not known if small amplitude, transient visual stimuli in VR are similarly effective in generating balance corrective responses. Here, we recreated the “moving room” paradigm with VR. We hypothesized that forward motion of the virtual surround would induce a forward sway reaction and that light touch of a stable reference would reduce the response. Additionally, we tested if seeing the motionless support surface (floor) influenced the response evoked. To test this, participants wore VR goggles that generated a virtual enclosure with either 3 walls and ceiling that moved relative to a stable floor (F), or an enclosure that included a shelf that obscured the floor (O), and either asked to touch (T) or not touch (NT) a stable reference. The virtual enclosure was programmed to create a forward linear displacement (1.25 cm, 124 mm/s peak velocity). A total of 20 naïve participants were allocated to 1 of 4 groups (ONT, OT, FNT, FT) and were unexpectedly exposed to 10 visual displacements. All ONT participants reacted by swaying forward, whereas 3/5 OT participants swayed forward but with a smaller amplitude, and the remaining 2/5 swayed backward resulting in an unpaired Hedge’s g between ONT and OT of -2.31. In contrast, 2/4 FNT participants swayed forwards while 2/4 swayed backwards, with absolute amplitudes comparable to the forwards sways of the ONT group. 4/5 participants in the FT group swayed forwards, but the absolute amplitudes of the responses were smaller than the FNT group. Overall, small amplitude, forward virtual surround
displacements evoke forward balance corrections, consistent with previous natural world findings. However, seeing a stationary floor or touching a stable reference while in the moving virtual surround often resulted in an atypical backward sway response not observed previously in natural world studies, suggesting that sensory information from virtual environments can lead to conflict in standing balance control.
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Title: Control of balance under varying odds of a postural perturbation
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Abstract: Perturbations to balance such as hit or push are often experienced in everyday life. When exposed to external predictable perturbations, the central nervous system (CNS) uses anticipatory and compensatory postural adjustments (APAs and CPAs, respectively) to maintain balance. APAs are changes in muscle activity that occur prior to the onset of an expected perturbation and are followed by CPAs (corrective changes post-perturbation). CNS uses several key features of a perturbation to make predictions about the upcoming impact for generation of optimal APAs and CPAs. While the effect of predictability on APAs has been studied in terms of varying perturbation magnitudes (low/high) and timing (self-paced/reaction time); in all such cases, to begin with, the occurrence of the perturbation on a given trial was always certain. However, the odds of occurrence of a perturbation may itself influence postural planning; yet this factor has not been studied. To investigate how the odds of occurrence of a predictable perturbation affects APAs and CPAs, 7 healthy adults (24.86 ± 2.54 years; 4 males) were exposed to external predictable perturbations/hits via a pendulum at shoulder level while standing barefoot. The probability of occurrence of hits was varied across 7 conditions such that 100, 80, 60, 50, 40, 20, and 0 percent of the total trials were hits while remaining were non-hits (pendulum stopped just before subject contact); the order of conditions and of hits within conditions across subjects was pseudo-randomized. Prior to each condition, subjects were told about the total number of trials (10) and the percentage of hits. Integrated electromyographic (IEMG) activity over 4 epochs (APA1, APA2, CPA1, and CPA2) for several muscles and peak center of pressure (COP) displacements were computed. Repeated measures ANOVAs with post-hoc comparisons were conducted. In hit trials, for IEMG, while no main effect of interaction
(epoch x condition) was observed for tibialis anterior, rectus femoris, and biceps femoris muscles, a significant main effect was seen for gastrocnemius \((p = 0.014)\); post-hoc comparisons showed a larger inhibition during the APA2 phase in condition with 100% hits \((-0.47 \pm 0.33)\) than that in 50% hits \((-0.19 \pm 0.27)\) \((p = 0.005)\). Peak COP displacements did not differ across conditions. The preliminary findings suggest that even when the odds of occurrence of hits were less than 100%, the CNS seemed to largely use similar patterns of APA and CPA activity as seen in 100% hit condition. Maintaining the highest level of motor planning even when the odds of being hit are very low seems to reflect a prudent decision-making that enables maintaining postural stability at all times.
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**Title:** Hindlimb musculoskeletal structure and mechanical demands of locomotion determine basic organization of spinal locomotor networks in the cat

**Authors:** S. RAHMA$^1$, A. N. KLISHKO$^1$, S. N. MARKIN$^2$, N. SHEVTSOVA$^2$, A. FRIGON$^3$, I. A. RYBAK$^2$, *B. PRILUTSKY$^1$;  
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**Abstract:** Assuming that the hindlimb musculoskeletal system and its neural control have evolved in parallel to satisfy behavioral demands, locomotor demands can be used to determine the required muscle activation patterns and propose the corresponding organization of hindlimb spinal locomotor networks. We defined hindlimb locomotor demands as (i) the required muscle moments of force produced at the ankle, knee and hip leading to the observed kinematics of walking and (ii) the necessity to maximize walking time at a given speed (or to minimize muscle fatigue). We considered that the spinal locomotor network controlling each hindlimb includes (i) a half-center rhythm generator (RG), (ii) a pattern formation network (PF), receiving RG input and sensory feedback to control the activity of synergistic muscle groups, and (iii) reflex pathways projecting to motoneurons of agonist and antagonist muscles. To quantify mechanical demands, we recorded hindlimb kinematics and ground reaction forces of 9 cats during overground walking (duty cycle \(> 0.6\), speeds of 0.5 - 0.7 m/s) and computed the resultant muscle moments at hindlimb joints. Using these data, we then computed activations of 12 major
hindlimb muscles during each recorded walking cycle based on minimizing the cost function characterizing muscle fatigue (Crowninshield, Brand, 1981) and constrained by hindlimb musculoskeletal properties and the requirement to produce the obtained moments at hindlimb joints. Potential organization of the PF network was determined by extracting muscle synergies (groups of muscles receiving the same time-dependent input; Klishko et al., 2021) from the muscle activations. We then compared the predicted synergies with the synergies obtained from actual activation patterns recorded in the same muscles and in the same walking cycles. In both cases, the number of identified synergies was the same (n=5), they contained essentially the same muscles and had highly correlated activation patterns. The computed and recorded muscle activations had the following features: (i) reciprocal activity of one-joint antagonists, (ii) concurrent activity of joint agonists, and (iii) dependence of two-joint muscle activity on moments at both joints. We incorporated the revealed muscle synergies and features of muscle activity in a neuromechanical model of spinal locomotor control of a single hindlimb. The model generated realistic walking and muscle activity patterns. The results support the idea that the structure of the hindlimb musculoskeletal system and locomotor demands predefine and shape the organization of spinal locomotor networks.
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Title: Modeling perception of leg speed differences during walking through drift-diffusion models

Authors: *M. GONZALEZ-RUBIO¹, P. A. ITURRALDE², G. TORRES-OVIEDO²;
¹Bioengineering, ²Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA; ³Univ. de la Católica, Montevideo, Uruguay

Abstract: Sensation plays a crucial role in the planning, execution, and adaptation of movements. For example, people adapt their movements based on the difference between predicted and actual sensory consequences from our actions. However, quantifying human sensation is challenging because it does not have observable consequences like motor outputs. To measure perception of somatosensation during walking (e.g., leg speed differences), psychophysics tasks known as the 2-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task have been used in the past. Additionally, from the recording of the task it is possible to apply computational modeling
through a variation of the drift-diffusion model to characterize the relation between accuracy and reaction times across different sensory stimulus magnitudes in this active task (Iturralde et al., 2023). This model differs from the traditional formulation of DDM (Bogacz et al., 2006) given that both the rate (drift) as well as the noise (diffusion) in the evidence accumulation process are scaled by the stimulus magnitude. Here, we wanted to assess model performance in a 2AFC task assessing sensitivity to speed differences during walking on a split-belt treadmill. Specifically, we used data from 26 participants who had mean walking speeds of 0.7, 1.05, or 1.4 m/s. We hypothesized that the new DDM formulation (drift and diffusion are stimulus-dependent) will outperform the traditional formulation in this broad dataset. To test this hypothesis, we fitted the models and computed the residual sum of squares (RSS) and Mallow’s Cp (James et al., 2021) to compare between the two models. We expected that the new formulation will have a superior performance at explaining the relationship between accuracy, reaction time, and stimulus magnitude simultaneously, which would be indicated by smaller values of RSS and Cp. Consistently, the RSS for the reaction times was 42.92 for the traditional formulation vs. the 14.9445 in our proposed stimulus-dependent noise model. Likewise, Mallow’s Cp had values of 0.373 vs. 0.127, respectively. Qualitatively, differences between the two models are not as striking as what was reported before (Iturralde ref). A possible explanation are the differences in protocol: 1) we limited the response window in our 2AFC task 2) we included an auditory cue warning participants when time was running up, 3) we included more repetitions per stimulus magnitude, and 4) we have a reduce set of stimulus magnitude tested. Taken together, our results indicate the parameters relevant to the evidence accumulation process leading to the perception of a difference in leg speed can be explained by magnitude-dependent noise.
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Title: A role for vestibular lateral translation cues in postural control
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Abstract: Imbalance and falls pose significant health risks, especially as people age, leading to hospitalizations and serious injuries. While many factors contribute to postural control, a key factor is sensory feedback from the vestibular, visual, and proprioceptive systems. In most prior
work, the predominant vestibular cue for postural control is presumed to be feedback about tilt orientation relative to gravity. In fact, postural control models, which have been used to further understanding about sensory contributors, typically include vestibular feedback about tilt orientation relative to gravity. However, the vestibular system provides crucial information about head tilt, translation, and rotation. In a recent experimental study (Karmali et al. 2021), we measured postural sway and vestibular function using vestibular perceptual thresholds. These vestibular thresholds are robust measures of vestibular function, and measure the smallest motion that can be reliably perceived. We measured thresholds for lateral translation, vertical translation, tilt relative to gravity, and yaw rotation. We found that lateral translation thresholds were correlated with postural sway across subjects, and not other thresholds. This supports a role for vestibular lateral translation cues in postural control. This finding is further supported because the typical tilt of the body during quiet stance is much less than roll tilt thresholds. To further support these findings, we developed a closed-loop postural control model that includes independent feedback channels for vestibular tilt and translation, using a single-link inverted pendulum. Since thresholds are related to neural variability/noise via signal detection theory, we implemented thresholds for each pathway as low-pass filtered white noise. Notably, when both tilt and translation cues are available in the model, the predicted postural sway is significantly reduced compared to using only tilt cues. This finding provides support for the hypothesis that translation cues play a role in postural control. Future modeling will include proprioceptive and visual feedback.
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**Title:** Similarity across walking contexts improves the generalization of adapted locomotor patterns.
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**Abstract:** Generalization in motor control is the ability to transfer motor patterns from a training context, where patterns are developed, to a testing context, where patterns are tested. This ability is critical for rehabilitation because it is important that motor corrections with training devices
generalize to movements without them. However, device-induced training, for example, split-belt treadmill walking, in which one leg walks faster than the other, has limited generalization to walking without the training device. This limitation may be attributed to incongruent contextual cues, specifically, natural visual flow and the ability to self-regulate step initiation typically found in overground walking is absent in split-belt walking. To address this question, we manipulated the contextual similarity between devices inducing locomotor adaptation and overground walking. We hypothesized that devices with more contextual similarity to overground walking would improve the generalization of adapted patterns to walking without the device. To test this hypothesis, we adapted twenty young adults on either the split-belt treadmill (i.e., low contextual similarity group; n=10) or a pair of motorized shoes (i.e., high contextual similarity group; n=10) which can induce the same adaptation as the split-belt treadmill while walking overground. Following adaptation, we further divided the groups to test the generalization of adapted locomotor patterns (i.e., aftereffects) under two conditions: tested with the training device (i.e., treadmill or motorized shoes) or during overground walking without the training device. We anticipated to observe an interaction such that contextual similarity would regulate the reduction in aftereffects tested without the device relative to those tested with the device. Consistently, we found a trending interaction effect between contextual similarity and testing conditions (p=0.054). More specifically, we observed that groups with low contextual similarity exhibited less aftereffects without the training device than with the training device, whereas groups with high contextual similarity showed the opposite pattern (larger aftereffects without the device than with the device). Overall, due to large aftereffects observed in the groups with high contextual similarity (i.e., motorized shoe groups), our results suggest that increasing contextual similarity between training and testing contexts enhances the generalization of locomotor adapted patterns. This finding could be exploited to design rehabilitation devices that improve motor patterns in clinical populations during unassisted walking.
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Title: Exploring body configurations of mice during treadmill locomotion

Authors: *L. I. SWAMINATHAN\(^1\), B. M. IGNATOWSKA-JANKOWSKA\(^1\), A. G. OZER\(^1\), M. Y. UUSISAARI\(^1\), G. J. STEPHENS\(^2\);

\(^1\)Neuronal Rhythms in Movement Unit, Okinawa Inst. of Sci. and Technol., Kunigami-Gun, Japan; \(^2\)Vrije Univ. Amsterdam, Vrije Univ., Amsterdam, Netherlands
**Abstract:** Animal locomotion comprises rhythmic spatio-temporal modules that are inherently variable. Quantifying animal movement and its variability can provide insight into underlying processes of the central nervous system. Previous studies on mouse locomotion focused on quantifying individual limb movement and inter-limb coordination using central metrics such as step-length, speed, angular excursions, and phase differences, despite locomotion being a whole-body movement. The aim of this study is to move beyond the classic metrics by describing whole-body mouse movements as body configurations changing through time. We utilized a novel marker-based 3D motion capture system comprised of 7 high-speed, high-resolution cameras and 10 custom-made retroreflective markers permanently attached to the skin of the mice (adult male, C57bl/6, n=9) at the shoulders, hips, knees and ankles. The 10 markers were tracked in 3D to obtain highly resolved (300 Hz, 200 micrometers) kinematic data that is a 30-dimensional readout of the body configurations (BCs) of the mouse as it locomoted, without restraints, on a treadmill set at different speeds. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to decompose the trajectories into modes of deformation (MDs) around the mean BC. The analysis revealed 6 significant MDs explaining over 85% of the data variance; the remaining modes had contributions comparable to noise and were discarded. The 6 MDs form a basis set of deformations to the mean BC during treadmill locomotion, expressing the BCs during the task as a combination of these MDs. The MDs were classified into two main types: hopping and leg-alternation, each further divided into three subtypes based on differences in joint coordination. The number of significant MDs decreased from 6 to 3 at treadmill speeds above 24 m/min (associated with bounding and galloping), indicating that mice utilize only a subset of BCs seen with treadmill locomotion at lower speeds. At the highest speed, this subset could be expressed as a combination of only leg-alternation MDs with no hopping MDs. In this study, we obtained a description of whole-body mouse movements built of BCs and MDs. The space of BCs resulting from distinct leg-alternation and hopping modes can be further explored using delay-embedding techniques to unveil distinct classes of recurrent BC patterns (analogous to step-cycles) during mouse locomotion. Furthermore, this tractable representation allows the quantification of the variability of locomotory movements by assessing the spread of trajectories in recurrent BC patterns.
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Title: The Effects of Variability in the Relative Arrangement of Mechanotransducive Sensors on Strain Processing

Authors: *G. F. DINGES, N. S. SZCZECINSKI; West Virginia Univ., Morgantown, WV

Abstract: A common aspect of locomotive coordination is the integration of sensory information to modify or reinforce motor patterns while the organism is adapting to its variable environment. Sensory information is measured and monitored by sensory organs that can be found on and within various limb segments. In the legs of insects, there are multiple sensory organs monitoring key phases of cyclic movements, such as stepping. One class of sensory organ in insects whose phasic inputs has been shown to influence locomotion is the Campaniform sensilla (CS). These measure forces that arise within the exoskeleton. Investigations have shown that the general locations of CS along the leg are consistent between individuals in *Drosophila melanogaster*. However, the precise arrangement of sensilla within fields and groups show interindividual differences. Recently, a mechanical approach was used to 3-D model *Drosophila* field CS using information from nano-computed tomography segmentation. This work showed that polymer resin exhibits viscoelastic properties, much like those shown to be present within the insect cuticle. This viscoelasticity affects CS firing within the animal. This experimental design enables circumventing the experimental restrictions currently limiting the investigation of CS within the animal itself. The limited availability of sparse leg-CS labelling Gal4 lines as well as the occurrence of movement artifacts that may arise during leg calcium imaging, makes this mechanical modeling approach useful for investigating the mechanical aspects of strain sensing. We used this setup to investigate the effects of field rotation and individual cap rotation on strain induced cap compression in simplified models of the femoral *Drosophila* CS field. Using these 3-D mechanical models allows the modulation of attributes, such as rotation, while capturing viscoelastic properties. In different test samples we rotated the whole field or two individual CS. While applying different tensile forces to the field, the strain each cap experienced was monitored using strain gauges. Our findings show that the rotation of the whole field affects which loading scenario can compress the most CS. Further, the rotation of individual CS by 30° can decrease the monitored strain but does not necessarily lead to tension instead of compression, suggesting that difference in arrangement may not lead to altered firing. Further, there are distal to proximal, and coherently large to small cap, gradients in monitored strain. Our findings underline that interindividual variability in sensilla orientation can affect which strains are monitored on a purely mechanical level.
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Abstract: Little research has been performed to understand how the human brain and body respond and adapt to active exoskeleton assistance during walking. The goal of this study was to uncover cortical brain signals related to the user's adaptation to an autonomous, bilateral ankle exoskeleton. 22 subjects walked on a treadmill while wearing a powered bilateral ankle exoskeleton that assisted with plantarflexion at toe off. We measured EEG, EMG, kinematics, and ground reaction forces. During walking with exoskeleton assistance, we intermittently turned the exoskeleton power on and off without notifying the participant to determine the timescale of how the brain and body adapt to the new gait dynamics. We found increased theta band power in prefrontal brain areas only during the first stride when augmentation was turned on. We found decreased beta band power in the right primary sensorimotor cortex after the augmentation was turned on that persisted for many strides after the transition.
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Title: Gait characteristics in young adults during dual-task conditions.
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Abstract: This study investigates the gait characteristics of young adults while performing a concurrent cognitive task. Nine healthy young adults ages 18-25 years old were recruited from Rochester, NY. Participants performed two cognitive tests, serial subtraction (S) and an auditory Stroop test (A). Walking was recorded by the Vicon 3D motion capture system (Nexus) using eight cameras. Twenty-two 14 mm retro-reflective markers were placed on the skin of predetermined anatomical landmarks of the lower extremities, and seven body segments were reconstructed (CGM 1.1). Anatomical joint angles were calculated. Each participant completed 4 trials of walking (20 ft) without a concurrent task (Single-Task (ST)) or with a concurrent cognitive task (Dual-Task (DT)), either DTS or DTA, in a randomized order. The only constraint for all walking tasks is that the participant may not stop during walking trials. Spatiotemporal and kinematic gait parameters were processed by Visual3D software (C-Motion). Joint angular excursion for the pelvis, hip, knee, and ankle joints was calculated. Angle-angle diagrams were
plotted to examine intralimb coordination. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the gait difference between the three walking conditions. A paired t-test was used to compare the dual-task locomotor cost between DTS and DTA. The effect size between dual and single tasks was calculated using Cohen’s D statistics. As compared to ST-walking, results showed a significant decrease in velocity (-0.15 m/s, -0.15 m/s), cadence (-6.9 steps/min, -5 steps/min), and stride length (-0.08 m, -0.1m) during DT-walking for both DTS and DTA, respectively. A significant increase in stance duration (+5.0 ms, +4.3 ms), double limb support (+3.9 ms, +3.4 ms), and step cycle duration (+6.9 ms, +5.5 ms) was found during DT-walking for both DTS and DTA, respectively, as compared to ST-walking. A significant decrease in joint angular excursion of the hip (-2º, -1.8º) and ankle (-2.3º, -1.9º) was found during DT-walking for both DTS and DTA, respectively. Hip-Knee and Knee-Ankle cyclogram were similar in shape between ST- and DT-walking suggesting the intralimb coordination remains robust. Cognitive errors during dual-task locomotion were comparable between DTS and DTA but with marked variability between participants. Our results suggest a decrease in gait stability in adults during both DTS and DTA walking compared to ST-walking support literature that suggests a decrease in attentional resources during dual-task conditions. A decrease in joint angular excursion may contribute to the decrease in spatiotemporal parameters.
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Title: Neck muscle-specific modulation for head stabilization by vestibular reflex during locomotion

Authors: *R. WEI, O. STANLEY, K. E. CULLEN;
Dept. of Biomed. Engin., Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD

Abstract: Locomotion is a continuous, rhythmic oscillatory motor behavior. Vestibulospinal reflexes are believed to make an essential contribution to locomotion by controlling balance, especially in activating the neck musculature for head stabilization. However, the contribution of neck muscles to head stabilization and how this contribution is influenced by locomotion velocity remains unclear. To date, it had not been possible to directly assess the contribution of vestibular pathways from that of extra-vestibular pathways to head stability. Accordingly, we studied the head stabilization and motor unit activity in neck muscles using 3D motion capture and EMG recording during treadmill and ground walking in both intact and bilateral vestibular loss (BVL) monkeys. A head-mounted 6D sensor and a marker-based tracking system was used
to extract the animals' head rotation and position. The marker-based tracking system was also used to track trunk position, while 4 high-speed cameras captured synchronized limb motion. Motor unit activity was measured through acute intramuscular EMG recordings in the splenius capitis (SPL) and sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscles. Overall, we observed that the head was well-stabilized in normal monkeys, as the head-on-body movement compensated for the body's movements. Both the head and body exhibited increased movement as speed increased. Single motor unit activity of SPL and SCM muscles showed antagonistic phase-dependent activity. Additionally, as speed increased, there was an accompanying increase in EMG activity in the neck muscles. In contrast, poor stabilization was observed after BVL. Pronounced head oscillations were observed, which failed to compensate for the body's movements, especially in the roll rotation. Furthermore, neck muscle activity revealed minimal modulation across all speeds, leading to limited phase-locked activity or antagonism. Taken together, our findings establish that vestibular sensory inputs play a crucial role in organizing neck motor activity to ensure compensatory head movement during locomotion. Furthermore, our study highlights the distinct phasic patterns and speed modulation of muscle activity generated by vestibular pathways, which contribute to enhanced head stability during locomotion.
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Title: Robotic Model of Carausius morosus Middle Leg Used to Predict Sensory Discharge During Walking
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Abstract: Animals adapt their motion by means of a variety of sensory organs and neural systems. The campaniform sensilla (CS), sensory organs located in groups in high-stress areas of the exoskeleton of the leg, is one such organ. Extracellular recordings of these sensors’ discharge in response to exoskeleton strain have improved our understanding of how they encode forces acting on the body. However, due to interference from muscle potentials and other limitations, these recordings are challenging to collect in walking animals. In order to further our comprehension of the insect nervous system during walking we built a dynamically scaled robotic middle leg of the stick insect *Carausius morosus (C. morosus)*. We attached strain
The robotic leg stepped on a treadmill to mimic walking. To ensure the leg supports the weight of the body, it was attached to a vertically-oriented linear guide. A computational model of CS discharge that was previously published was used to process data from the strain gauges. Our research indicates that the CS sensory discharges 1) strongly and selectively signal the beginning and end of the stance phase and 2) are sustained at lower levels during stance. Such signals would be essential for a robot or insect to maintain intra- and inter-leg coordination while traversing terrain.
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Title: Identifying the naked mole-rat behavioral fingerprint using machine vision approaches
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Abstract: The naked mole-rat (*Heterocephalus glaber*) is a eusocial species of rodent which lives in large subterranean colonies in arid regions of east Africa. Colonies consist of a single breeding female, 1-3 breeding males, and dozens of non-reproductive drones organized in a dominance hierarchy. These animals have evolved an endless variety of adaptations and behaviors, including an exquisitely sensitive somatosensory system, abilities tuned to social dominance interactions, and unique navigation behaviors suited to an underground lifestyle in pitch-darkness. Despite decades of work, these behaviors have not been examined in a rigorously quantitative fashion. Here we use machine learning—specifically markerless tracking via SLEAP and unsupervised behavioral classification via MoSeq—to assay behavior in these animals for the first time. We show that naked mole-rats exhibit a wide variety of behavioral syllables that reflect their subterranean lifestyle, including fast locomotory movements (in both the forward and reverse directions) and robust digging behaviors. Isolated animals engage in certain syllables to a lesser extent than when placed in a social context with other mole-rats. We also demonstrate their highly social nature by showing that they exhibit a robust place preference for interacting with another conspecific compared to inanimate objects in the environment. MoSeq reveals that the nature of this social interaction is based heavily on snout-to-snout interactions, and that mole-rats show highly motivated digging towards conspecifics if separated. Furthermore, the queen mole-rat appears to exhibit an upregulation in locomotory behaviors and
appears to have a more hyperactive phenotype than the sterile workers in the colony. The behavioral fingerprint of a given worker furthermore appears to be modulated in the presence of a queen vs. in the presence of another worker. This data illustrates that the naked mole-rat behavioral suite is more nuanced than previously described, is divergent from that of mice, and is highly dependent on social context and caste.
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Title: Corrective stepping responses and motor adaptations in young healthy adults in response to mediolateral and anteroposterior treadmill perturbations

Authors: *M. ADAM, A. HYNGSTROM, B. SCHMIT;
Marquette Univ., Milwaukee, WI

Abstract: Motivation: Individuals with neurologic disorders often fall because of external balance perturbations and an impaired corrective stepping (CS) response. Training CS strategies through repeated exposure to external perturbations has shown promise in neurologic and aging populations, yet the impact of block versus randomized protocols on CS modifications is not known and is needed to guide accurate exercise prescription. For the purposes of future comparisons to clinical populations, we aimed to quantify how neurologically intact participants adapt their CS response to random external balance perturbations during treadmill walking within a session. We hypothesized that participants would increase their CS length and velocity following exposure to a randomized perturbation protocol. Methods: Twenty participants (10F/10M), aged 25.7 (4.31), ambulated on a treadmill at a self-selected speed. During mid right or left single limb stance, the base of the treadmill moved anteriorly, posteriorly, or in a destabilizing mediolateral direction. 4 perturbation intensities were provided for each condition in which the amplitude and velocity of the treadmill movement increased linearly. Perturbation conditions were repeated 5 times throughout the trial, and intensity, limb, and direction were randomized. Perturbations occurred every 7-13 seconds for 20 minutes, totaling 120 perturbations. 40 reflective markers were recorded via a 16-camera optical motion capture system to quantify the biomechanical CS response. Results: By comparing the first to last CS response to the most intense perturbation condition during the randomized perturbation protocol using paired t-tests, it was noted that participants did not increase their CS length or velocity following mediolateral (Width: -0.033m (0.046), -0.039m (0.044), p = 0.58; Velocity: -0.067m/s
(0.098), -0.078m/s (0.092), p = 0.62) or posterior (Length: 0.57m (0.055), 0.59m (0.065), p = 0.17; Velocity: 1.34m/s (0.24), 1.38m/s (0.21), p = 0.38) perturbations. Participants did lengthen and quicken their CS response following anterior perturbations (Length: 0.29m (0.19), 0.44m (0.10), p = 0.005; Velocity: 0.61m/s (0.34), 0.88m/s (0.20), p = 0.002). Conclusion: Young neurologically intact adults adapt to a single session of randomized external perturbation gait training by lengthening their CS and increasing their CS velocity after anteriorly, but not mediolaterally or posteriorly, directed perturbations. External perturbation paradigms may benefit from a combination of block and randomized protocols to limit contextual interference and ensure sufficient motor learning.

Disclosures: M. Adam: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Marquette University. A. Hyngstrom: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Marquette University. B. Schmit: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Marquette University.
were randomly assigned to an AIH or control group. Participants in the AIH group received treatments for five consecutive days. A single AIH treatment consisted of breathing 90-second bouts of hypoxic air (9% O₂) alternated with 60 seconds of normoxic air (21% O₂) for 15 episodes. On the fifth day, participants adapted their walking to an unexpected, belt speed perturbation for four conditions in the following order: (1) baseline with a 1:1 speed ratio, (2) adapt 1 with a 1:1.5 ratio, (3) washout with a 1:1 ratio, and (4) adapt 2 with a 1:1.5 ratio. Step length asymmetry (SLA), step time asymmetry (STA), and double support time asymmetry (DSA) were calculated for each condition. Expired gas was collected through open circuit spirometry and used to quantify net metabolic power. In this study, the AIH group achieved greater reductions in net metabolic power that was retained upon subsequent exposure to split-belt walking. Consistent with previous work, we found that both groups adapted their walking to minimize SLA and DSA while STA remained elevated. Interestingly, the AIH group had significantly greater STA and lower DSA during each adaptation condition. These preliminary results indicate that AIH-induced enhancements in motor learning leads to the selection of more energetically favorable temporal coordination strategies. Discerning changes in motor learning may clarify how AIH modulates walking recovery after neurological injury and is important for the translation of AIH to walking rehabilitation paradigms.
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Abstract: Title: A preliminary kinematic comparison of Vive and Vicon systems for the accurate tracking of lumbar motion Authors: Yaghoubi, N.¹, Moore, Z.¹, van der Veen, S.M.¹, Pidcoe, P.E.¹, Thomas, J.S.¹, & Dexheimer, B.²
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Abstract: Optoelectronic 3D motion capture systems, such as the Vicon kinematic system, are widely utilized in biomedical research to track joint motion. These systems are considered
powerful and accurate measurement tools with <2 mm average error. However, these systems are costly and may be difficult to implement and utilize in a clinical setting. 3D virtual reality (VR) is gaining popularity as an affordable and accessible tool to investigate motor control and perception in a controlled, immersive environment. The HTC Vive VR system includes puck-style trackers that seamlessly integrate into its VR environments. These affordable, wireless, lightweight trackers may be more feasible for clinical kinematic data collection. However, the accuracy of HTC Vive Trackers (3.0) when compared to optoelectronic 3D motion capture systems, remains unclear. In this preliminary study, we compared the HTC Vive Tracker system to a Vicon kinematic system in a simulated lumbar flexion task. A 6-DOF robot arm (SCORBOT ER VII, Eshed Robotec/RoboGroup, Rosh Ha’Ayin, Israel) completed various reaching movements to mimic increasing levels of hip flexion (15°, 30°, 45°). Light reflective markers, along with one HTC Vive Tracker (3.0) were placed on the rigid segment separating the elbow and shoulder of the robot. We compared position measures simultaneously collected from both systems. Our preliminary analysis shows no significant differences between the Vicon motion capture system and the HTC Vive tracker in the Z axis, regardless of hip flexion. In the X axis, we found no significant differences between the two systems at 15 degrees of hip flexion but minimal differences at 30 and 45 degrees, ranging from .047 cm ± .02 SE (p = .03) at 30 degrees hip flexion to .194 cm ± .02 SE (p < .0001) at 45 degrees of hip flexion. In the Y axis, we found a minimal difference for 15 degrees of hip flexion only (.743 cm ± .275 SE; p = .007). This preliminary analysis shows that the HTC Vive Tracker may be an appropriate, affordable option for gross motor motion capture when the Vicon system is not available, such as in clinical settings. Further research is needed to compare these two motion capture systems in different body poses and for different body segments.
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Title: Modulation of leg trajectory by transcranial magnetic stimulation during walking in human.
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Abstract: In a recent study, using a rat model of incomplete spinal cord injury, we demonstrated that by delivering intracortical microstimulation during locomotion, at specific timings during the swing phase of gait, we were able to achieve precise control of leg trajectories and effectively alleviate gait deficits associated with incomplete paraplegia. Expanding on these findings, we here investigate whether cortical stimulation could similarly modulate human locomotion. In this study, we used Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), a non-invasive brain stimulation technique, to achieve this goal and determined the effect of TMS applied over the leg representation of the left motor cortex at different timings during the swing phase of the right leg in healthy subjects. Our goal was to characterize the varying effects that the timing of stimulation delivery during the swing phase may have. For a comprehensive characterization, we applied stimulation at random delays that encompassed the entirety of the right swing phase. These were done at intervals of 0, 100, 200, 300, and 400 ms after toe off. The stimulation intensity used was 120% of the movement threshold, which was defined as the minimum intensity required to elicit a dorsiflexion at the ankle during rest for at least 5 out of 10 stimuli. We found that stimulation delivered during the swing phase led to increased leg swing movement, particularly when administered early in the swing phase. Indeed, both the toe and knee excursion during walking significantly increased for four out of the five participants tested. On average, the maximum vertical toe position increased by 36.5 mm (54%, +/-30%) compared to the position during a spontaneous step, while the knee position increased by 45.4 mm (64.5%, +/-36%). However, it is noteworthy that in some subjects, stimulation delivered in the late swing phase altered foot placement moments before landing, leading to minor loss of balance. Our findings indicate that transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) can modulate leg trajectory during walking and highlight the potential of TMS as a valuable tool to investigate cortical control of locomotion. This can inform development of more invasive and specific neuromodulation intervention that may improve exercise-mediated recovery in gait rehabilitation therapy.

Disclosures: **H. bourgeois:** None. **R. Guay Hottin:** None. **H. Tonkov:** None. **E. Meftah:** None. **M. Martinez:** Other; Submitted an international patent application (PCT/CA2020/051047) covering a device allowing performing cortical stimulation during movement. They are also co-founders of 12576830 Canada Inc., a start. **M. Bonizzato:** Other; Submitted an international patent application (PCT/CA2020/051047) covering a device allowing performing cortical stimulation during movement. They are also co-founders of 12576830 Canada Inc., a start. **D. Barthelemy:** None.
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Title: Momenta control during each phase of gait reveals a common strategy between straight-line gait and 90-degree turns.

Authors: *M. TILLMAN, A. ZAFERIOU;

Abstract: Transverse-plane linear and angular momentum must be managed simultaneously to accomplish a turn. We recently uncovered that young adults leverage existing control strategies used to change momentum (and the average values of the momentum derivatives, force and moment) during each phase of gait during straight-line gait to perform a left turn. In straight-line gait and left turns, right single support generated the largest change in leftward linear momentum, while left double support generated the largest change in leftward angular momentum (Tillman et al., 2023). The purpose of this study is to determine if older adults use the same phases of gait as young adults to generate transverse-plane linear and angular momentum – and force and moment – during straight-line gait and turns. Nine healthy and active older adults (2 m 7 f; 71±6 yrs) performed two tasks. First, they walked 10 m straight 10 times along the lab’s +Y axis. Next, they performed 10 90° left turns (+Y axis for 5 m, then -X axis for 4 m). Whole-body kinematics were recorded via reflective markers attached to 13 segments (250fps, Optitrack). We identified four phases of gait (left and right single and double support) using the method from (Zeni et al., 2008) modified for turning gait (Ulrich et al., 2019). We computed the change in linear momentum in the global X direction (dPx) and the change in angular momentum about the Z axis (dHz) during each phase of gait. The average force (Fxavg) and moment (Mzavg) were computed by dividing dPx and dHz, respectively, by the gait phase durations. Sign tests were used to compare each metric at a group level between gait phases for straight-line gait and turns (α=0.05). During straight-line gait and turns, the largest dPx and dHz were generated during right single support and left double support phases, respectively (all comparisons p<0.04). The largest Mzavg occurred during left double support (all p=0.004). During straight-line gait, Fxavg of right single support was greatest (all p<0.04). During turns, right single support Fxavg was greater than it was during left single support (p=0.004), but not other gait phases (all p>0.18). Sex has not yet been assessed as a biological variable. Older adults generated momenta during straight-line gait and turns during the same phases of gait, suggesting a common control strategy. Further, these results mimic those found in young adults (Tillman et al., 2023). Understanding momenta control within each gait phase could lead to targeted interventions applicable to various types of turns and potentially other nonlinear gait such as side-stepping. Future work will include studying a wider range of older adults, including those with a history of falls.
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Abstract: Humans can adapt their gait to compensate for changes in environmental demands and generalize learned movements from one situation to another. One way to study the processes that underlie locomotor adaptation is by exposing participants to split-belt treadmill walking; this paradigm induces robust changes in gait kinematics and muscle activation patterns. Additionally, we can study generalization by contrasting the adaptation effects (i.e., aftereffects) that participants exhibit in the same (treadmill) or different (overground) contexts from the adaptation. Here, we propose a novel approach for characterizing locomotor adaptation by analyzing individual muscle activation patterns. We ask what processes underly the adaptation of muscle activation patterns and what aspects are observed during generalization (overground). We hypothesize that at least two processes with distinct dynamics underlie the changes in muscle activity during locomotor adaptation and generalization. Specifically, we posit that a fast reactive process will recruit a neuromuscular pattern to maintain balance at each transition between walking environments. Whereas a slow adaptive process will forge a contextual pattern meeting the demands of the novel split environment, this pattern will be slowly disengaged during post-adaptation (tied walking) on the treadmill and will not be used during overground post-adaptation due to environmental differences. We recorded the activity of 28 leg muscles of twenty-four young adults (<40 yrs. old) who experienced split belt walking during their adaptation, and their de-adaptation was measured on either the treadmill (n=12) or overground (n=12) walking. We used a data-driven approach to measure individual muscles’ reactive and contextual patterns to reproduce the evolution of muscle activity during the split-belt walking paradigm. Our analysis showed that the reactive and contextual processes contribute to the adaptation and post-adaptation of muscle activity on the treadmill. However, during overground post-adaptation, 2 out of the 28 muscles generalized the contextual pattern and all other muscles exhibit the reactive pattern, suggesting that the kinematic effects previously reported overground are mostly induced by reactive processes in response to a small number of muscles generalizing the split pattern. These findings provide insights into locomotor adaptation features beyond those drawn from traditional kinetic or kinematic analyses, which can be leveraged to study the effect of aging and brain lesions on the carryover of muscle activity.
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Title: Embodying synthetic nervous system control in biomimetic robots with passive viscoelastic joints
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Abstract: Each nervous system is tuned to control and is constrained by the unique mechanics of its body. Understanding this harmony is necessary to understand and model how animals move their bodies. For example, while animals walk, mechanical energy delivered to the skeleton by the muscles is converted into kinetic energy of moving body parts, converted into gravitational potential energy of raised body parts, converted into elastic potential energy within muscles and tendons, and/or dissipated as heat due to viscosity within the body. To stabilize motion or reject perturbations, the nervous system monitors whether the body’s mechanics can passively absorb energy and will activate muscles if they cannot. Prior modelling work suggests that the dominant form of energy is dictated by the size of an animal and speed of its stepping cycle. Because of this, we hypothesize that the nervous system’s control strategies similarly depend on its size and speed. We use biomimetic legged robots modelled after insects to test this hypothesis in a real-world system. Stabilizing motion and rejecting perturbations is further complicated by sensorimotor delays due to synaptic transmission along sensory feedback pathways, muscle recruitment, and axon length and myelination. Legged robots face similar challenges regarding delays (although from different sources), and may struggle to maintain stability when subjected to perturbations and harsh impacts. Recent simulations suggest that mimicking the passive viscoelasticity within robots’ joints increase stability in the face of such delays. Such delays may also increase animals’ reliance on feedforward control strategies in which the passive viscoelasticity within their joints is largely responsible for stabilizing motions. To test the effect of passive viscoelastic joints on sensorimotor control and scale-driven nervous system strategies in a real-world system, we developed a device that introduces stiffness and damping to the motorized joints of robots. The device is a torsional spring infused with silicone whose viscoelastic properties mimic energy storage and dissipation an insect’s joint. The device decreases the relative importance of the limb’s kinetic energy by increasing the elastic potential energy stored and viscous energy dissipated during walking. The resulting dynamically-scaled insect-like robot may increase understanding of how scale and passive dynamics affect the nervous system.
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Title: Using a hexapod robotic model of Drosophila to investigate walking forces and strains
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Abstract: Sensory feedback is an important part of how the nervous system controls adaptive walking. Feedback from sense organs continually tunes activity throughout the nervous system, which in turn shapes limb movements. Campaniform sensilla (CS), receptors located in high stress areas of the exoskeleton that measure load, are one such type of sensory organ in insects. Leg CS have been found to have effects on walking behaviors in several species of insect. However, electrophysiological recording from CS in free-walking animals poses technical challenges, particularly in smaller insects like the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Biomimetic robotic models of insect legs can circumvent these constraints by facilitating strain recordings during biomimetic stepping. Affixing strain gauges in leg CS locations produces data that increases our understanding of the load feedback signaled by CS in freely moving animals. We have previously developed physical robotic models of stick insect and fruit fly middle legs with biomimetic strain sensing. These legs were used to compare CS discharge between insects and the role of tarsal morphology in strain the during stepping on a treadmill. We have also developed Drosophibot II, a 140:1 robotic model of an adult fruit fly. The proportions and degrees of freedom in each leg of Drosophibot II have been modeled after Drosophila 3D motion capture data, producing a robot that is kinematically similar to the animal. We developed a program to solve the inverse kinematics necessary for walking and solve the inverse dynamics necessary for mechatronic design. By applying this solver to a fly-scale body structure, we have demonstrated that the robot mimics the animal’s dynamics and can hypothesize insect joint torques, internal limb forces, and ground reaction forces. The robot has been validated for straight-line forward and backward walking with biologically inspired foot trajectories. Including strain sensing on Drosophibot II allows us to make hypotheses about CS discharge in all six legs for a variety of walking directions. This data can then be used to investigate how the sensory...
discharge in each leg pair may differ depending on their role in stepping, and how this discharge may change with walking direction.
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**Title:** Faster walking speeds are retained after experiencing discrete mediolateral perturbations
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**Abstract:** Locomotor adaptation is a motor learning process that can be used to alter ones gait. Uncertain environments, such as perturbations to disrupt ones walking pattern, are a common approach to induce locomotor adaptation processes. Previous locomotor adaptation studies used fixed speed treadmills that do not allow subjects to change their walking speed, which is not reflective of a real-world response. Perturbations can be applied on a self-paced treadmill, which allows participants to experience uncertain environments without constraining walking speed. In a previous study, we implemented discrete mediolateral perturbations on a self-paced treadmill with varying levels of predictability and found walking speed increased compared to a self-paced walking condition. However, we did not analyze if the faster walking speeds were retained after the perturbations were removed. The purpose of this study is to conduct follow up analyses from a locomotor adaptation perspective. We can explore adaptation because our perturbation conditions contained periods of self-paced walking before and after the perturbations. We hypothesized that young and older adults would retain faster walking speeds after the perturbations were removed and that these speeds would carry over to later conditions. Young (n=10) and older adults (n=9) walked on a self-paced treadmill as we recorded lower limb movements using motion capture. There were 4 perturbation conditions randomized across subjects that were combinations of magnitudes (1, 3 or 5cm) of the mediolateral treadmill shifts and timings during the gait cycle (loading response, terminal stance, or mid-swing). Each condition was in self-paced mode for 80 strides before (PRE) and after (POST) the 200 perturbations were applied every other stride (PERT). Conditions were analysed in chronological order to determine if faster speeds were retained from one condition to the next. Walking speed was also compared within a condition between PRE, PERT and POST phases. Walking speed generally increased with conditions in chronological order such that the walking speeds PRE and POST of the final condition were the fastest. Comparing walking speed between
PRE and PERT, young adults walked faster during PERT compared to PRE whereas older adults walked slower during PERT. In young adults, POST speeds were slower than PERT but faster than PRE. In older adults, POST speeds were faster than PERT and either as fast or faster than PRE. Our results show that when given the freedom to change walking speeds, subjects opted to walk faster after perturbations were removed and these faster walking speeds were retained and carried over to later conditions.
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**Title:** Is Micro-Doppler radar effective as a standalone measure of gait kinematics?
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**Abstract:** Introduction: Micro-Doppler radar (MDR) has emerged as a cost-effective method for human gait analysis. Combined with machine learning, MDR can discern subtle movement differences making it a potentially valuable tool for assessing neuromechanical gait conditions associated with disease or injury. MDR works the same as “police” radar. Movements create modulations in the reflected MDR signal known as the micro-Doppler effect. By analyzing frequency modulations, one can infer movement characteristics. While several studies have demonstrated MDR capabilities, radar signal consistency has not been assessed. Since inconsistencies can alter signal magnitude or cause frequency shifts, variation would affect movement characterization. The purpose of this study is to compare MDR signal consistency between a mechanical pendulum (Pd) and subjects performing a step-in-place task (STP) to determine differences in signal strength and Doppler frequency shift.

**Methods:** 6 adults (2f; 21.8 yrs) performed a STP task (60 sec @ 60 spm) at 6 locations on a radial grid. The Pd (height 44 cm) rotated from horizontal to vertical in 1.4 sec. Antennae were 3m above the floor facing 45 deg downward. The MDR consisted of a horn antenna emitting a 10 GHz signal at 1 watt. The reflected signal was received by an identical antenna with a sample rate of 20 KHz. Data were collected at 44.1 KHz. Radial grid locations (6) relative to the antennae were at 2 distances (4.2 and 5.0m) and 3 radial angles (0 deg, 10 deg right and left of center). Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the time series were calculated which were normalized
to the maximum FFT amplitude of location 4.2m and 0 deg. The integrals of the amplitude spectra were compared to determine amplitude and frequency changes for the Pd and STP conditions for all 6 locations.

Results: For the Pd trials, MDR amplitude decreased 27% for 10 deg left, 78% for 10 deg right, and 4% from 4.2m to 5.0m. For the STP trials, the MDR signal decreased 51% for 10 deg left and 71% for 10 deg right, but increased 11% from 4.2m to 5.0m. The Pd FFT integrals showed a shift towards lower frequencies while the STP FFT integrals were similar between higher and lower frequencies.

Conclusions: The MDR signal is most consistent along the 0-deg radial path. Angular deviations of ±10 deg produce changes in signal amplitude. Frequency shifts are likely specific to the type of task. Given the narrow path of the strongest signal (0 deg), gait studies could be affected by deviations from the 0-deg path. Slight shifts ±10 deg could place one side of a subject’s body in a zone of weaker signal, creating an asymmetrical Doppler shift that appears as an artifact of signal strength rather than a movement component.
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Title: Heterogeneous and flexible control of triceps surae during standing balance in humans
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Abstract: During bipedal standing, the triceps surae modulate their activity considerably with anteroposterior oscillations of the center of mass. This has led to the assumption that the triceps surae act primarily to generate antigravity plantarflexion torques during standing balance. The heterogeneous architecture of the triceps surae suggests each constituent muscle can contribute to ankle torques outside of the sagittal plane, but is not necessary during bipedal standing since mediolateral control of sway is accomplished largely by loading and unloading the hips. However, during tasks that challenged mediolateral stability, the triceps surae may be controlled independently to generate corrective torques in the mediolateral plane. This study examined how the muscles of the triceps surae tuned their activity to centre of pressure (COP) movement about 360 degrees during one- and two-legged standing. Ten healthy young adults completed a total of 16 one- and two-legged standing trials lasting 30 and 120-s, respectively. Muscle activity was recorded from high-density electrode arrays (64 channels) adhered to the skin overlying the right
soleus (SOL) and medial (MG) and lateral (LG) gastrocnemii, while COP was recorded from independent force plates. A rotation matrix was iteratively applied to the 2-dimensional COP data, generating 360, 1-D timeseries corresponding to COP movement about 360 degrees. Prominent peaks were identified in each COP timeseries. EMG were then triggered-averaged to each peak and the amplitude of event-related EMG was calculated to construct EMG tuning curves. During two-legged standing, all muscles of the triceps surae showed uniform EMG tuning curves, with maximal activity oriented primarily in the anteroposterior plane. During one-legged standing, significant deviation of the tuning curves were observed, with LG showing a near-opposite pattern of activation compared to SOL and MG. In particular, LG was maximally activated during COP deflections that were consistent with eversion, but inhibited during inversion, while SOL and MG were maximally activated during COP deflections consistent with inversion, but inhibited during eversion. These results demonstrate that, depending on the nature of the balance task, muscles of the triceps surae can contribute to corrective ankle torques outside of the sagittal plane. The triceps surae act as a functional unit during bipedal standing, but remarkably independent during unipedal standing, such that muscles that normally behave as synergists behave as antagonists. Future work will examine if this flexible neural control of postural musculature is modulated through training and disease.

ligament, meniscus, and joint capsule. These contribute to regulating a joint degree of freedom. Here we aimed to clarify the relationship between the stability of finger movements and non-contractive tissues, collateral ligament, to constrain the motion of the metacarpophalangeal (MP) joint when the MP joint is flexed during tapping.

2. Methods
Eight healthy adults provided informed consent after a detailed explanation of the purpose and risks of the study based on the Declaration of Helsinki. 3D motion capture system was used to obtain the position of the markers attached to the right hand. We measured two tasks; (Exp. A) the subjects placed their right hand on a desk and moved the index finger as widely as possible; (Exp. B) the subjects repeatedly tapped 7 and 9 on a keypad with the index finger in time to a metronome at 180 bpm. The marker trajectories, joint angles, and tapping times were analyzed using Python 3.7. This study was approved by the Ethical Review Committee.

3. Results
In Exp. A, the fingertip trajectories of all subjects showed an elliptical shape with a long vertical direction. As the flexion angle of the MP joint increased, the abduction angle of the MP joint showed a decreased \( r = -0.65 \) to \( -0.98 \). In Exp. 2, which focused on the lateral movements, subjects were classified into two groups: a group that moved the MP joint dominantly (MPD, \( n = 4 \)) and a group that moved the MP joint and the wrist joint (MPW, \( n = 4 \)). The variation in tapping times of the MPW was less than that of the MPD.

4. Conclusion
The collateral ligaments of the MP joint have the role of constraining lateral motion when the MP joint is flexed. This property of ligament was selected to constrain the degree of freedom of the MP and wrist joint. This function contributed to accomplishing the temporal accuracy of task performance with the low cost of central nervous systems. Analyzing each joint's movement pattern depending on the role of contractive and non-contractive tissues, which exploits the effect of the ligament, may facilitate the learning of efficient movements.

Disclosures: T. Ito: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Casio Science Promotion Foundation. T. Kokubun: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Casio Science Promotion Foundation.
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Abstract: The substrate of a motor skill is a distributed network of neurons and synapses that produces the skill and changes continually to maintain its key features, the attributes that make it satisfactory (Neuroscientist 16:532-549, 2010; JPhysiol 596:3469-3491, 2018; JPhysiol 2022, DOI:10.1113/JP283291). This network has recently been given the name heksor from the Greek hexis. Because heksors share the CNS, their concurrent changes constitute a negotiation; they negotiate the properties of neurons and synapses they all use. They keep the CNS in a state of negotiated equilibrium that allows each heksor to maintain its skill. We hypothesize that the negotiated equilibrium between a new skill and an old skill that share spinal motoneurons; (1) comprises plasticity at many sites from cortex to spinal cord; (2) entails EMG/kinematic changes in the old skill; (3) maintains key features of the old skill. To test this hypothesis, we are studying the impact on normal locomotion of learning to walk on a splitbelt treadmill with belts going in opposite directions. Participants are healthy adults. Each of the 12 study sessions (2-3/wk) has three parts. First, the person walks on the treadmill for 2 min with both belts going in the same direction at 80% of a self-selected speed. Second, right-belt speed is gradually decreased and then reversed until is equal but opposite to left-belt speed. The person walks on these opposing belts for four 5-min periods separated by 1-min breaks. Third, the participant again walks on the treadmill for 2 min with both belts going in the same direction. Before, after, and/or during the sessions, we collect: locomotor EMG and kinematics; soleus and tibialis anterior H-reflexes and motor evoked potentials to transcranial magnetic stimulation; and somatosensory evoked potentials to tibial and common peroneal nerve stimulation. The protocol has functioned well in 6 initial participants. Each arrived over the first split-belt period at a satisfactory locomotor pattern. Two companion abstracts present initial data analyses.
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Abstract: Locomotion is a highly adaptive behavior, allowing us to traverse new environments and accommodate changing demands. Split-belt protocols are widely used to study adaptation to asymmetric walking conditions; they have frequently found aftereffects with return to symmetrical walking (e.g., Choi & Bastian Nat NS 2007). The existing literature focuses on single-session studies. We plan multi-session studies to define the long-term impact of asymmetric split-belt training (see Wolpaw et al. abstract). This initial report examines, for our first session, the aftereffects of training with the belts moving in opposite directions. We recruit healthy adults. First, they walk for 2 min on a Bertec split-belt treadmill with both belts at 80% of their self-selected speed to define baseline gait. Then, they walk for four 5-min Training blocks separated by 1-min breaks while left-belt movement is the same as baseline but right-belt movement is in the opposite direction at equal speed. Finally, they walk again for 2 min with both belts in the same direction. We track movement with 41 reflective markers and motion capture (Qualysis). We record ground reaction forces, center-of-pressure, and soleus and tibialis anterior EMG activity in both legs. We compare symmetrical walking during baseline and post-training to assess whether adaptations adopted in the Training block persist. The 6 initial participants performed the training blocks well. Preliminary analyses show kinematic and EMG changes that enabled the training walk (see Mojtabavi et al abstract). With return to symmetric locomotion, most of these adaptations disappeared; stride length and inter-step variability quickly returned to their pre-training values. In contrast, double-stance time (% of the step cycle in which both feet touch the ground), which showed a participant-specific change in the Training blocks, remained altered after return to symmetric locomotion. This is our first clear indication of an aftereffect. Further analyses and data collection are underway.
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Title: Locomotor Adaptation to Split-belt Training in opposing Directions: Initial Kinematic Analyses

Authors: *H. MOJTABAVI1, J. R. WOLPAW2, R. HARDESTY3;

Abstract: Humans can readily adapt their gait to different environments. Split-belt treadmill protocols have helped to elucidate these adaptations and their underlying neural correlates. Studies to date have focused on adaptations that occur in a single session. We are developing a protocol to examine long-term plasticity induced by multi-session walking on a treadmill with belts moving in opposing directions (Wolpaw et al. abstract). This initial report assesses, for our first session, the kinematic adaptations to the belts moving in opposing directions. We are studying healthy adults. First, they walk for 2 min on a Bertec split-belt treadmill with both belts at 80% of their self-selected speed. This defines baseline gait. They then walk for four 5-min Training blocks separated by 1-min breaks with left-belt movement the same as baseline but right-belt movement in the opposing direction at equal speed. Lastly, they again walk for 2 min with both belts in the same direction. We record: movement using 41 reflective markers and motion capture (Qualysis); ground reaction forces; center-of-pressure; and soleus and tibialis anterior EMG activity in both legs. During the Training blocks, our initial 6 participants maintained coordination and balance with minimal difficulty. Each adopted a cyclical gait pattern within the first Training block. At the same time, inter-step variability in both kinematics and EMG was greater than in the baseline and post-training blocks, presumably due to the novelty and challenge of walking with the belts opposed. Stride length was shorter than during baseline. Double-stance (% of step cycle with both feet on the ground), was significantly altered compared to the pre-training block. Interestingly, this change in double-stance time varied across participants; it increased in some and decreased in others. This suggests that different people reach different solutions for walking with the belts moving oppositely. Current analyses seek to delineate the strategy adopted by each participant.
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Title: Head motion kinematics in pre-surgical superior canal dehiscence syndrome patients
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Abstract: Introduction: Superior Canal Dehiscence Syndrome (SCDS) is characterized by the abnormal thinning or formation of an opening on the bony structure of the superior semicircular canal. It is well-documented that SCDS causes sound/pressure-induced dizziness and nystagmus, resulting in chronic balance difficulties. Here we asked whether impaired function of the superior canal alters head motion generation in these patients. Specifically, we hypothesized that head kinematics in the pitch axis would be the most altered, since this axis corresponds to that which is maximally activated by stimulation of the superior semicircular canal. Accordingly, we measured head kinematics between healthy controls and pre-surgery SCDS patients while performing gaze stabilization exercises. Methods: Using an inertial measurement unit, 6D head movements of SCDS patients (n=17) were measured and compared with healthy controls (n=14). Participants performed standard of care gaze stabilization exercises in yaw and pitch planes with far and near earth-fixed targets. We then computed range, standard deviation, and asymmetry of linear and rotational kinematics for each exercise. Results: No significant between-group differences were found during pitch gaze stabilization exercises. However interestingly, our results revealed significant between-group differences in pitch velocity during yaw gaze stabilization exercises. Notably, while performing yaw gaze stabilization using a near target, our SCDS group showed higher variability and asymmetry in head pitch velocity. Furthermore, in the same task, these SCDS patients showed reduced range of yaw velocity. Additionally, correlational analysis showed significant correlations between the head kinematics and clinical measures, including logMAR (logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution, which measures visual acuity) and Beck anxiety scores. Conclusion: Our results confirmed that head kinematics alter in pitch axis in pre-surgery SCDS, but surprisingly during yaw head movements. Furthermore, our study suggests that impaired visual acuity and high level of anxiety are associated with more variable head kinematics in SCDS. Overall, we conclude that an objective and multiplanar examination of head kinematics in SCDS is necessary, which can ultimately lead to more effective treatment interventions.
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Abstract: Repertoire of animal locomotor behaviors includes episodic locomotion, where episodes of movement are separated by periods with no movement. Recent experimental and modeling studies in vertebrates like mouse and fish spinal cords suggest that spinal circuits, called central pattern generators (CPGs), can produce episodic locomotor rhythm (Sharples et al., 2021). Invertebrate preparations like the leech heart CPG offer a cellular-level understanding of circuit dynamics and a biophysical model that has a high predictive capacity. This model is capable of representing experimental recordings and suggesting new hypotheses that are testable in experiments (Ellingson et al., 2021). The rhythm of this CPG is based on two pairs of mutually inhibitory bursting neurons, half-center oscillators (HCOs). Here, we found the episodic bursting regime in the model of the leech heart HCO. Relatively to the canonical parameter set (Ellingson et al., 2021), the new regime exists in the domain with upregulated h-current (Ih) and downregulated persistent sodium current (INaP) and Na+/K+ pump current (IPump). We found that the episodic bursting generation is based on slow oscillations of reversal potential of Na+ (ENa). During a bursting phase, ENa decreases due to increase in intracellular Na+ concentration, [Na+]i, reducing all the Na+ inward currents, and eventually terminates an episode. During the interepisode interval, when inward Na+ currents are small, but IPump is active, ENa increases due to decrease in [Na+]i which eventually leads to the start of a new episode. The episodic bursting is affected by parameters determining [Na+]i. The episode duration and the number of bursts per episode positively correlate with the parameter of intracellular Na+ diffusion (Naidiff) and maximal conductance of h-current (Gh), and negatively correlates with conductances of leak current (gleak), maximal conductance of INaP (GNaP) and maximal pump current (IPumpMax). The interepisode interval positively correlates with gleak and Gh and negatively correlates with Naidiff and IPumpMax. Both burst duration and interburst interval notably positively correlate with GP and negatively with gleak. Importantly, manipulations of the Naidiff parameter allowed us to have an arbitrary number of bursts per episode and, therefore, episode duration. Manipulations of the IPumpMax parameter allowed us to have interepisode interval of an arbitrary long time.
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Title: The interaction of calcium-activated potassium current and NMDA receptor current contributes to the episodic locomotor rhythms produced by mice and zebrafish

Authors: M. FOMENKO¹, J. MILLA CRUZ³, B. MERCIER⁴, S. M. KOROGOD², M. A. MASINO⁵, P. WHELAN⁶, G. CYMBALYUK¹;
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Abstract: Animals employ a range of motor behaviors to survive amidst changing environmental conditions. Among these behaviors, episodic locomotion, which is characterized by alternating periods of movement and pauses with no motion, is the least understood. Central pattern generators (CPGs) are capable of generating diverse rhythmic patterns, one of which is the episodic locomotor rhythm. Recent experimental and modeling studies indicate that different ion channels produce degenerate mechanisms which can support episodic bursting patterns (Sharples et al., 2021). We developed biophysical models that reproduce temporal properties of locomotor episodic bursting rhythms in postnatal mice and in zebrafish larvae. The models predict that the interaction of the small conductance calcium-activated potassium current (I_{SK}) and the NMDAR current (I_{NMDA}) could support fictive locomotor activity at the burst and episode time scales. We tested these predictions in two animal models: dopamine (DA)-evoked episodic activity in the in vitro spinal cord preparation of postnatal mice and optogenetically-evoked fictive locomotor activity in spinalized transgenic (Tg(vglut2a:Gal4;UAS:ChR2)) larval zebrafish. Two pharmacological agents were tested; apamin (5 μM) was used to block I_{SK} alone or in combination with APV to block I_{NMDA}. In mice, application of apamin alone, after DA-evoked episodic activity was stable, led to a decrease of the interepisode interval and an increase of the episode cycle period coefficient of variation. In zebrafish, the application of apamin alone resulted in a decrease in episode duration, a decrease in the number of bursts per stimulus, and an increase in the burst duration. Subsequent application of APV in combination with apamin resulted in a decrease in the burst duration. Our biophysical models recapitulate these results. Overall, our results suggest that I_{SK} plays a key role in the generation of locomotion at the bursting and episodic scales in both mouse and zebrafish models.
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Abstract: Essential rhythmic motor functions, such as heartbeat in invertebrates require a persistent generation of a functional pattern by Central Pattern Generators (CPGs). Neuromodulation regulates the dynamics of CPGs in order to align with environmental constraints. The CPG controlling leech heartbeat is based on two pairs of mutually inhibitory interneurons, half-center oscillators (HCO). Using our biophysical model, we showed that, through coordinated adjustments, neuromodulation guides HN-HCOs to avoid dysfunctional states by decreasing the Na⁺/K⁺ pump current (I_pump) and enhancing the h-current (I_h) (Ellingson et al., 2021). Under a condition of a high state of neuromodulation, we found a domain of coexistence of two functional bursting patterns. They have almost the same cycle periods but are distinct in terms of the intra-burst spike frequency: one has a high frequency (HF) above 17 Hz, and the other has significantly lower frequency (LF). Here, we investigated the properties of short perturbations of the HCO by pulses of conductance of inhibitory current and identified domains of phase and amplitude of the pulses leading to the switch from LF to HF bursting and vice versa. We showed that HF bursting requires dynamic interaction of I_pump and persistent Na⁺ current, I_{NaP}. I_{NaP} is a low-voltage-activated Na⁺ current, that does not inactivate and is the major source of Na⁺ influx. I_pump is an outward current activated by [Na⁺]i and is the main source of Na⁺ efflux. Both currents are active and counteract each other between and during bursts. Here, we explored the role of I_{NaP} by investigating comodulation maps of HCO stationary and oscillatory regimes under variation of maximal pump activity and maximal conductance of I_h (G_h) similar to (Ellingson et al., 2021) but with smaller values of G_{NaP}. We found a large domain exhibiting the silent regime where previously we recorded functional and dysfunctional regimes. This emphasizes the necessity of an increase of G_h for the generation of bursting. The domain of
the functional activity shifted down at smaller values of maximal pump activity compared to (Ellingson et al., 2021). We also found a domain of coexistence of functional HF bursting with LF bursting. We further apply this approach to investigate the emergence of the HF bursting along comodulation of \( I_{\text{pump}} \) and \( I_{\text{NaP}} \). We show that the dynamic interaction of \( I_{\text{pump}} \) and \( I_{\text{NaP}} \) offers a mechanism for the robust generation and flexible control of the two functional bursting patterns. We highlight the significance of multistability and this control over regime switching is vital for the effectiveness of neuromodulation and coordination of rhythmic motor programs.
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Abstract: Mammalian spinal motor networks are sensitive to descending neuromodulatory input, which can fine tune and adapt motor output. Neuromodulators often act by targeting, either directly or indirectly, ion channels and pumps to change membrane potentials and thus affect the likelihood or rate of action potential generation. One potential target, the sodium/potassium pump, has recently been suggested to be linked to an afterhyperpolarisation termed the ultra-slow after-hyperpolarisation (usAHP). Recent work has also highlighted a potential role for the neuromodulator dopamine in modulating this usAHP. The presented work utilises whole cord electrophysiology to interrogate the effect of Na/K pump activation and dopaminergic signalling on network activity. Lumbar ventral root recordings were taken of evoked rhythmic activity in neonatal mice both with and without the presence of dopamine. The sodium ionophore monensin was used to cause electroneutral influx of Na ions and maximally activate the pumps. This caused a strong inhibition of network activity which appeared to be enhanced by the presence of dopamine. Additionally a mutant mouse model carrying a mutation on the ATP1A3 gene was used to investigate if this relationship between dopamine and pump activity was associated with the more dynamically activated alpha3 Na/K pump which may be tied to the usAHP. The presence of the mutation, which caused a 50% reduction in functional ATP1A3 expression, appeared to disrupt the dopamine induced enhancement of pump related network inhibition. The mutation also appeared to disrupt some of the rhythmic stabilisation effect observed with application of dopamine. Work is ongoing using whole cell patch clamp
techniques to interrogate underlying components of the network. The single cell work is aimed at creating a heatmap of usAHP behaviour in lumbar spinal interneurons. Currently of 16 cells studied 7 (43.8%) displayed the usAHP behaviour in response to 10 second high frequency stimulus. The application of dopamine is also studied for effect on the usAHP and of 6 cells studied before and after addition of dopamine 4 either lost previously displayed usAHPs or had reduced afterhyperpolarisation behaviour, 1 appeared to have a usAHP unchanged, and 1 appeared to gain a usAHP after addition of dopamine. Other conductances such as Ih and PICs are also being recorded to investigate for potential correlations with the usAHP. Altogether the current data highlights that the presence of dopamine can have heterogenous effect on usAHPs but appears to have an enhancing effect of inhibitory pump currents involved in excitatory network output as a whole in a manner tied to the alpha 3 Na/K pump.
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Abstract: We aim to establish how feeding state-specific hormonal milieus influence the activity patterns of feeding-related circuit states. Here, we focus on the gastric mill (chewing) circuit state configured by Gly¹-SIFamide [G-SIF: 1 µM] in the isolated stomatogastric ganglion (STG) of the crab Cancer borealis. G-SIF is a peptide cotransmitter in two STG innervating projection neurons. The STG is dissected from a crab not fed for ≥24 hr [‘unfed’], with recordings done during 15 min incubations with G-SIF in saline vs. hemolymph [hemo] obtained from a different, unfed or 1 hr post-fed [‘fed’] crab. Neither saline, unfed hemo or fed hemo alone activated the gastric mill rhythm (n=8-24) but when co-applied with G-SIF a consistently coordinated gastric mill rhythm was elicited for the entire 15 min incubation in fed hemo (n=9/9), and for all (n=5/15) or some (n=6/15) of that time with unfed hemo. In the remaining G-SIF plus unfed hemo incubations (n=4/15) coordination was incomplete due to one or more neurons generating tonic instead of rhythmic activity. These rhythms included repeated bursting in the IC, LG, DG, AM and LPG neurons, plus IC-timed interruptions in the pyloric rhythm. The rhythm cycle period was similar in both hemo conditions (Unfed, 18.7±8.2s, n=24; Fed, 18.5±12.3s, n=9; p=0.45, Mann-Whitney U Rank Test). This rhythm was elicited less often in
saline plus G-SIF (7/15), with only two lasting 15 min. The greater effectiveness of fed than
unfed hemo suggests it contains more of the relevant hormone(s). Notably, G-SIF is not detected
in unfed or fed hemo (DeLaney et al, 2022 Analyt Bioanalyt Chem). As a first step to identify
the effective hormone(s), we used HPLC to separate unfed hemo into three Fractions (F1, F2,
F3). F2 alone did not activate the gastric mill rhythm but when paired with G-SIF it elicited this
rhythm for the entire 15 min incubation (n=4/4), with a comparable cycle period to unfed hemo
plus G-SIF (18.0±8.6s, n=4). Neither F1 nor F3 consistently mimicked the effect of unfed hemo
plus G-SIF. G-SIF plus unfed or fed hemo also often prevented gastric mill rhythm activation by
subsequent G-SIF applications, even after saline washes of 1-3 hr (n=24/30). No such effect
occurred after most single Fractions plus G-SIF (n=1/12), suggesting the source of this effect
spans HPLC fractions and is different from the hormone(s) that enhance the gastric mill rhythm
response. Because there were no qualitative changes to the gastric mill rhythm in hemo plus G-
SIF, and G-SIF is not detected in unfed or fed hemo, we hypothesize that the hemo effect results
from a hormone-mediated increase in the local G-SIF concentration (e.g. by preventing its
enzymatic degradation).
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Abstract: Neuromodulation lends flexibility to neural circuits, as different neuromodulators can
sculpt circuit activity into different patterns, allowing adaptation to different behavioral contexts.
Comodulation potentially increases the number of possible output patterns. However, in a single
neuron, overlapping effects of two modulators on ion channels or synaptic release may either be
divergent or convergent. If comodulators converge on the same signaling pathway, their effects
may be occluding and therefore potentially redundant. In the crustacean stomatogastric nervous
system, amine neuromodulators have divergent actions on neuronal excitability and synaptic
function, whereas neuropeptide and muscarinic cellular actions are predominantly convergent.
However, different neuropeptides act on different subsets of circuit neurons and therefore have
divergent actions at the circuit level. If convergence at the cellular level is predominantly
additive, increasing numbers of comodulators could eventually activate all circuit neurons in the same way, rendering the identity of the modulator unimportant. We used recordings of the pyloric rhythm of the crab, *Cancer borealis*, to test whether different combinations of convergent neuromodulators at tonic non-saturating levels produce progressively similar circuit outputs. We applied three converging modulators as a singlet, doublet, and triplet (A, A+B, A+B+C), then washed and applied a second set of modulators (D, D+E, D+E+F). We quantified a range of circuit output attributes (cycle frequency, burst phases, spike numbers and spike frequencies) under each condition. We then determined the Euclidean distance in the multidimensional space of normalized output attributes to obtain a single measure of difference between the singlet applications (A vs. D), the doublet applications (A+B vs. D+E), and the triplet applications (A+B+C vs. D+E+F). Circuit outputs became increasingly similar from singlet to triplet applications, independent of the order of modulators. We then tested non-converging neuromodulators. We started with neuropeptide applications and added one and then two different amine modulators. Comodulation with non-converging modulators did not increase circuit output similarity, and in some cases decreased it. Our results suggest that complex comodulation can either pull circuits towards some common baseline output activity that may correspond to a baseline state or push it towards different output patterns that reflect circuit flexibility. The actual circuit output then depends on the balance of converging and diverging modulatory actions.
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**Title:** Modulation of the stretch feedback pathway by neuropeptides in the heart of the American lobster, *Homarus americanus*
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**Abstract:** The cardiac ganglion (CG), a central pattern generator, is a neural network that produces the patterned motor output of the cardiac muscle in the American lobster, *Homarus americanus*. The CG in the lobster is made up of nine electrochemically coupled neurons: four premotor neurons that send signals to five motor neurons, causing bursts of action potentials from the motor neurons. These bursts cause cardiac muscle contractions that vary in strength based on the burst duration and burst frequency. Underlying these bursts of action potentials are driver potentials (DPs), which are slow and sustained Ca2+ based depolarizations that allow for the patterned motor output from the CG. We have established a generally excitatory response to cardiac muscle stretch that is mediated by stretch-sensitive dendrites that respond to hemolymph entering the heart. Experimentally, we induce this response by isolating the CG along with the surrounding muscle and applying ramp shaped stretches. These stretches have three phases: the rising phase when the muscle is stretched and the bursting phase is delayed, the hold phase when the stretch length is held constant and the bursts become shorter and more frequent, and the release phase when the stretch length returns to the baseline and the bursts increase in duration. Previous research has established that numerous neuropeptides modulate the cardiac neuromuscular system by acting directly on the CG and peripheral sites such as the neuromuscular junction and cardiac muscle. We have found that GYSNRNYLRFamide and SGRNFLRFamide, two neuropeptides with similar effects on the cardiac muscle activity, suppress the excitatory stretch response. Myosuppressin, an endogenous neuropeptide, decreases the cardiac muscle contraction and CG burst frequency and increases the contraction amplitude. Myosuppressin modulates the stretch feedback pathway by increasing the phase delay during the rising phase, suppressing the stretch response during the hold phase, and inducing no changes in burst parameters during the release phase. Additionally, myosuppressin seems to increase the time in between DPs during the rising phase, increase the DP duration during the hold phase, and induce no changes in DP parameters during the release phase. The rate of depolarization between DPs tends to decrease from saline to myosuppressin during the rising and hold phases. We are currently continuing to work on understanding how myosuppressin modulates the driver potentials underlying the stretch response and whether changes in membrane resistance may mediate the stretch response.
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**Title:** Differential role of I_h in the Cancer borealis pyloric rhythm across temperature
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**Abstract:** Neural circuits must maintain their functions across a variety of environmental challenges, but the mechanisms underlying the execution of these functions may differ to compensate for specific challenges. We studied the role of the hyperpolarization-activated inward current, $I_h$, in maintaining the pyloric rhythm of the stomatogastric ganglion of male *Cancer borealis* crabs across temperature. The lab has previously shown that the firing phases of pyloric neurons are maintained across temperature, though the overall frequency of the triphasic rhythm increases (Tang et al, 2010). We asked whether, across temperature, the slowly activating $I_h$ plays a different role in maintaining frequency or phase and/or whether the properties of this current change to allow the circuit to operate at different frequencies. Using a combination of extracellular and intracellular recordings, we assessed pyloric frequency as well as phase and membrane waveform of constituent pyloric neurons at temperatures ranging from 11°C to 21°C in both control and $I_h$-blocked (Cs+ or ZD 7288) conditions. We repeated these investigations in picrotoxin to isolate the pyloric pacemaker to determine the dependence of temperature-sensitive, $I_h$-dependent activity on inhibitory synaptic feedback from follower neurons. We found that while the phase of each pyloric neuron’s firing differed between control and $I_h$-blocked conditions, these differences did not change with temperature, suggesting a constant role of $I_h$ in controlling the relative timing of each neuron regardless of temperature. However, we found that $I_h$ blocking agents slowed the pyloric rhythm more high temperatures. This differential slowing suggests that $I_h$ plays a larger role in maintaining pyloric frequency at high temperatures than low temperatures. This finding is particularly intriguing because $I_h$ is canonically slowly-activating, yet it seems to be playing a more critical role in maintaining fast activity. Preliminary results suggest that this effect persists in picrotoxin.
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**Title:** The modulatory role of the NO-cGMP signalling pathway on spinal neuronal properties and locomotor output in Xenopus laevis tadpoles
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Abstract: Rhythmic locomotor behaviours, such as swimming in *Xenopus laevis* tadpoles, are flexible to allow organisms to adapt their movements. This flexibility is partly mediated by neuromodulators that alter intrinsic properties of locomotor central pattern generator (CPG) neurons and network output. In tadpoles, nitric oxide (NO) is an important neuromodulator that exerts an overall inhibitory effect on swimming (McLean and Sillar, 2002) and impairs short-term motor memory (STMM; Hachoumi et al., 2022). STMM is a mechanism that influences future swimming behaviour based on past network activity and is mediated by dynamic Na⁺/K⁺ pumps that produce an ultra-slow afterhyperpolarisation (usAHP) in spinal CPG neurons (Zhang and Sillar, 2012). In this investigation, the NO-cGMP pathway was pharmacologically manipulated to elucidate its role in locomotor control. We performed ventral root recordings of fictive swimming and patch clamp recordings of spinal CPG neurons in immobilised stage 42 *Xenopus* tadpoles. The cGMP analogue, 8-Bromo-cGMP (100 μM), was utilised to examine the involvement of PKG as a downstream target of NO. 8-Bromo-cGMP did not affect swim episode duration or intra-swim parameters such as burst duration or cycle period (n=8). However, it did impair STMM (n=11) and recordings from spinal neurons indicate smaller usAHPs (n=3). Applications of the NOS substrate, L-arginine (L-arg; 2 mM) were conducted to increase NOS activity. If L-arg levels were below saturation, it should increase NO generation and consequently decrease swimming. Contrary to expectations, L-arg increased swim episode duration (n=10) and induced a slow modulation of swimming in which ventral root frequency and burst intensity waxed and waned. These rhythmic oscillations in swimming occurred with a cycle period of ~1-6 sec, reminiscent of NMDA receptor-mediated oscillations reported previously in tadpoles (Reith and Sillar, 1998). L-arg also depolarised the resting membrane potential of spinal neurons and decreased input resistance (n=7). Interestingly, L-arg did not alter STMM or the usAHP (n=7) suggesting its actions do not involve the NO pathway. In summary, we propose that the actions of NO on tadpole swimming are partly mediated via PKG and hypothesise that L-arg, a substrate also for arginase enzymes that generate polyamines, can facilitate NMDA receptor-mediated currents (Williams et al., 1991).
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Title: Cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying dopaminergic mediated maturation of locomotor activity in larval zebrafish
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Abstract: The refinement of gross motor skills, such as locomotion, during development is conserved across vertebrate species. Previously we reported, in larval zebrafish, that dopaminergic (DAergic) signaling through dopamine 4 receptors (D4Rs) was necessary for the developmental transformation of behaviorally relevant locomotor activity from an immature state (erratic, long duration swim episodes) to a mature state (goal-directed, short duration swim episodes) between 3 and 4 days post-fertilization (dpf) (Lambert et al., 2012). The primary source of spinal dopamine is a subset of ventral diencephalic DAergic neurons (DDNs), which project to the spinal cord forming the DAergic diencephalospinal tract (DDT) (Takada et al., 1988; Kastenhuber et al., 2010). Although the DDNs and the DDT are present as early as 1 dpf and the DDT projects along the rostrocausal extent of the spinal cord by 3 dpf (Kastenhuber et al., 2010) and both dopamine transporter and tyrosine hydroxylase are present in the DDNs at 3 dpf (Xi et al., 2011), the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the developmental change in locomotor state are not well understood. Recently, we demonstrated that exogenous application of dopamine to 3 dpf larvae produced mature-like locomotor output (unpublished), which suggests both the presence of functional dopamine receptors and a lack of dopamine release in the spinal cord at this developmental stage. Thus, we hypothesized that the developmental transformation of locomotor activity may be due to increased DDN activity, greater release of dopamine in the spinal cord, increased spinal D4R receptor expression, or a combination of these. To measure and compare DDN activity and spinal dopamine release at different developmental stages, calcium or dopamine transients were recorded from larvae that expressed calcium indicator in DDNs (Tg(th1:Gal4;UAS:GCaMP6s)) or dopamine sensor pan-neuronally (Tg(elavl3:Gal4;UAS:GRABDA)), respectively. The calcium (n=8) and dopamine (n=3) signals were more frequent and larger in amplitude in 5 dpf larvae than in 3 dpf larvae. In addition, the calcium signals were more periodic and synchronous in 5 dpf larvae than in 3 dpf larvae (n=8). Finally, qRT-PCR demonstrated that D4Rs were expressed in the spinal cords of 3 dpf larvae (N=1); however, whether D4Rs were functional and whether their expression levels changed during development have not been determined. In summary, these data support the hypotheses that differences in DDN activity, dopamine release, and D4R expression between 3 dpf (immature) and 5 dpf (mature) larvae are correlated to the DAergic-mediated transformation of locomotor activity during development.
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Title: Early, but not late, epidural stimulation alters spinal cord injury-induced plasticity of serotonergic modulation of lumbar Shox2 interneurons


Abstract: The spinal locomotor circuitry, located in the thoracolumbar spinal cord, is able to produce the rhythm and the patterning of locomotion even in the absence of brain descending inputs. However, supraspinal control is necessary to initiate and adapt the locomotion. Spinal cord injury (SCI) disrupts the supraspinal descending control, including the pro-locomotor serotonergic modulation of the spinal circuitry. Current promising clinical therapies to recover motor control, such as epidural stimulation (ES), aim to activate the spinal locomotor circuitry by targeting proprioceptive afferents. However, chronic SCI induces plasticity, and the state of the spinal locomotor circuits after SCI and further plasticity following rehabilitation is poorly understood. Interneurons (INs) expressing the transcription factor Shox2 are part of the locomotor circuitry. Previously, we showed that Shox2 INs are modulated by serotonin producing inhibitory and excitatory actions, depending on the concentration. However, in mice that received a complete T8/9 transection 7-weeks before the terminal experiment, serotonin only increased the excitability of Shox2 INs. Furthermore, Shox2 INs from SCI mice that received 6 weeks of sub-motor threshold ES, starting one week after the injury, did not display the SCI-induced changes. The aim of this study was to determine if ES delivered early or late would prevent or reverse the SCI-induced plasticity in the serotonergic modulation of Shox2 INs. Therefore, we performed experiments on adult Shox2::Cre;R26-lsl-tdTomato mice 4 weeks after a complete spinal T8/9 transection with or without 3 weeks of ES beginning one week postsurgery. We performed whole-cell patch clamp recordings from Shox2 INs and tested serotonin modulation. Effects at 4 weeks post-SCI were similar to those observed at 7 weeks post-SCI. Next, to test if ES can reverse the SCI-induced plasticity, mice developed chronic SCI for 4 weeks, followed by 3 weeks with ES treatment. The serotonergic modulation of Shox2 INs observed from these mice was no different from the SCI mice. This result suggests that ES does not reverse the SCI-induced plasticity in chronic conditions. Finally, to test if early ES effects are maintained when ES is discontinued, mice received ES for 3 weeks, followed by 4 weeks without ES. We found that the ES prevention of the SCI-induced changes was maintained over 4 weeks following termination of ES. Our results suggest possible therapeutic implications of an early treatment with ES to preserve spinal locomotor circuitry after SCI.
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Abstract: Epidural polarization may increase the excitability and shorten the refractory period of nerve fibres within the dorsal column. These effects are most potent at the levels of branching of afferent fibres as they enter the spinal cord. They depend on GABA but also on other factors, in particular persistent Na+ or Ca2+ currents as they are long-lasting (≥ one hour). We therefore investigated the contribution of non-inactivating Ca2+ channels to direct current (DC) evoked changes in excitability and refractory period of fibres within the dorsal column. In one series of experiments in deeply anesthetized adult rats, changes in compound action potentials evoked in hindlimb peripheral nerves by epidural stimulation applied at lumbar segments via a thin tungsten electrode were compared in untreated animals and during local application of nifedipine, a persistent calcium current blocker. In the presence of nifedipine, nerve fibre excitability was slightly reduced (to 85 ±10%, p<0.01, n=11). Only minor changes in the relative refractory period were observed but during epidural DC the shortening of the refractory period was somewhat counteracted. The presence of persistent calcium current channels within the relevant spinal segments was analysed using confocal imaging and immunohistochemistry in preparations where afferents were labelled by Neurobiotin, with antibodies directed towards L-type calcium channels (Cav1.3). Preliminary data indicate that Cav1.3-receptors are present within and ventral to the dorsal column, in the vicinity of labelled afferents but not overlapping with them. The results suggest that L-type channels are present in the lumbar dorsal columns but are expressed in structures adjacent to the afferent fibres rather than in the fibres themselves. The weak effects of nifedipine in the dorsal column may thus be primarily indirect.
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**Title:** Harnessing neuromodulation to prevent transneuronal degeneration of premotor interneurons after spinal cord injury

**Authors:** *J. PATHAN*¹,², H. SHARIF¹, T. BETHEA¹,², J. MARTIN¹,²;

**Abstract:** Producing skilled movements in humans and many animals requires the corticospinal tract (CST), the direct motor pathway connecting the cerebral cortex with the spinal cord. Spinal cord injury (SCI) results in CST damage and leads to transneuronal degeneration, whereby undamaged premotor interneurons (IN) denervated of CST synaptic input are vulnerable to degeneration (J Neurosci 38:8329, 2018). Complement protein C1q triggers this process, leading microglia to phagocytose non-apoptotic cholinergic (ChAT) and glutamatergic (Chx10) INs. These INs receive direct CST inputs and synapse onto motoneurons to produce muscle contraction. In a bilateral CST lesion mouse model, we found that chemogenetic neuromodulation of motor cortex or spinal cord immediately after injury abrogates innate immune responses and mitigates IN transneuronal degeneration. However, it is unknown if abrogation of transneuronal degeneration and inflammation persists after neuromodulation ends. We hypothesize that neuromodulation will provide sustained neuroprotection, modulating microglia phagocytosis and ameliorating transneuronal degeneration after SCI. Using motor cortex intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS) and/or cathodal trans-spinal direct current stimulation (ts-DCS) to modulate neural activity in a C4 midline contusion SCI model in Sprague Dawley rats, we determined if ChAT and Chx10 INs are protected and if inflammation subsided during the post-stimulation period. Neuromodulation began 2 weeks post injury (wpi), daily for 10 days (30 min/day) in the following groups: 1) iTBS only, 2) ts-DCS only, and 3) combined iTBS and ts-DCS (N=18 total for all groups). Animals were perfused 8wpi to examine if neuroprotection persists after stimulation ends. After SCI, the number of ChAT and Chx10 INs decreased (ChAT 24% reduction; Chx10 40% reduction). While iTBS only or ts-DCS only provided minimal protection of ChAT INs, the dual neuromodulation protocol provided enhanced neuroprotection (3.7% ChAT reduction). For Chx10 INs, all stimulation protocols significantly reduced Chx10 IN degeneration (iTBS 1.5% reduction; ts-DCS 1.9% reduction; iTBS and ts-DCs 1.9% reduction). Intriguingly, while dual neuromodulation protected INs, there was a persistent 1.3-fold increase in activated microglia numbers. Our findings support our hypothesis and imply that electrical neuromodulation ameliorates transneuronal degeneration and modulates the inflammatory response during the post-stimulation period after SCI. Determining how augmenting activity prevents transneuronal degeneration and modulates inflammation can lead to better SCI therapeutic targets.
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Abstract: During locomotion proprioceptive and cutaneous information controls amplitude and timing of the step cycle to adjust walking to the terrain and unexpected obstacles. It is known that enhancement of flexion or extension phases, resetting of the locomotor cycle or the stumble correction responses occur through selective pathways and could provide insights on how sensory feedback modulates the different interneurons comprising the Central Pattern Generator (CPG) circuitry. This study was aimed to investigate how stimulation of proprioceptive and cutaneous afferents modulates the CPG circuitry in the neonatal mouse, considering that this approach is still suitable to disclose CPG organization. Experiments were carried out on the isolated bulbospinal neuraxis, and in some cases including one hindlimb with peripheral nerves, from C57BL/6 mice (P1-3). Fictive locomotor activity was induced by bath application of NMDA (5-7 μM), 5-HT (4 μM), DA (50 μM) and veratridine (10 nM). Stimulation strength of dorsal roots (DRs) and peripheral nerves was based on afferent volley or L5 ventral root (VR) responses, expressed in times threshold of the most excitable fibers (xT). Electroneurographic locomotor activity was recorded bilaterally on L2 and L5 ventral roots by means of glass suction electrodes. DRs, peripheral cutaneous and muscle nerves were stimulated with trains of 30 pulses at 100 Hz with strengths 2-4 xT, triggered off VR-L2 (flexor) or VR-L5 (extensor) locomotor phases every 6 cycles, in order to activate low threshold (group I muscle or group Aβ cutaneous) afferents. Preliminary results show that in general, stimulation of low threshold afferents in the ipsilateral DR-L2, triggered off the ipsilateral VR-L5 activity, evoked resetting to flexion, i.e. a shortening of the ongoing bursting and an early onset of the subsequent L2 activity. On the other hand, stimulation of ipsilateral DR-L5, triggered off the ipsilateral VR-L2 activity, evoked resetting to extension, i.e. a shortening of the ongoing bursting and an early onset of the subsequent L5 activity. As to cutaneous afferents effects, stimulation of ipsilateral Tibial and Sural nerves evoked mixed or negligible effects either in flexor or extensor phases. These data suggest that similarly to the neonatal rat, sensory information is able to modulate the CPG circuitry throughout selective pathways at early stages of development in a similar way as in adult mammals. Investigating afferent inputs on interneurons identified by molecular techniques in the mouse will disclose more thoroughly the control of the CPG circuitry by sensory feedback in mammals.
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Title: Task-dependent control of coxal motor neurons in an insect leg
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Abstract: Animal behavior needs to be highly adaptive and finely tuned to meet the ever-changing environmental demands. In terrestrial locomotion, such adaptive behaviors include straight and curve walking, climbing obstacles or changing the walking direction. The latter seems simple, but requires a number of modifications in the locomotor system. For example, in the middle legs of stick insects, forward and backward stepping differ primarily in the activity of coxal motor neurons and muscles, i.e. the retractor (Ret) and protractor (Pro) coxae: While in forward stepping Ret motor neuron activity generates leg stance and Pro motor neuron activity leg swing, the reverse is true for backward stepping. Interestingly, the activity of those muscles innervating distal leg joints, i.e. the coxa-trochanter and the femur-tibia joints are not different in principle (Rosenbaum et al. 2010). However, the underlying neuronal mechanisms are not yet understood (e.g., Tóth et al. 2011; Akay et al. 2007). In our study, we used pharmacology, extracellular and intracellular recording techniques and sensory stimulation paradigms in the stick insect species Carausius morosus and Cuniculina impigra to investigate the neural mechanisms underlying the task-dependent control of coxal motor neuron activity. First, we analyzed the synaptic drive underlying the rhythmic activation of the coxal motor neurons in the deafferented mesothoracic ganglion. We found that rhythmic alternating activity in those motor neurons is based on a tonic depolarization that is patterned by phasic inhibitory synaptic input from the premotor rhythm-generating networks. In the next step, we examined the role of local premotor nonspiking interneurons in reversing the activity of coxal motor neurons during backward stepping. So far, our recorded nonspiking interneurons can be classified into two groups, namely those whose activity pattern remains the same during forward and backward stepping and those that change their activity pattern depending on the stepping direction. Currently, we are analyzing whether they provide synaptic drive to coxal motor neurons during both stepping directions. Additionally, we investigate how load signals from leg load sensors contribute to the generation of forward and backward stepping.
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Abstract: Fruit flies have evolved the ability to execute a series of sophisticated aerial maneuvers in response to oncoming obstacles, such as gusts of wind, within milliseconds. To achieve fast and precise control of the wing muscles, the flight motor control system relies on rapid mechanosensory feedback from the halteres. Halteres are a pair of dumbbell-shaped organs that oscillate at the same frequency as the wings and are thought to encode the angular velocity resulting from Coriolis forces acting on the fly's body during rotation. Additionally, previous studies have demonstrated that haltere muscles, which are analogous to the wing steering muscles, alter the phase spike timings of the wing muscles in tethered flies. However, the resulting wing kinematics from the manipulation of the haltere motor neurons in free flight remains unclear. To answer this question, we employed split Gal4 lines to target neurons innervating the haltere basalare muscles and optogenetically activated or silenced the muscles during free flight. Our initial findings reveal that bilateral activation of the haltere basalare muscles induces a pitch up response and an increase in wing stroke amplitude. Conversely, silencing these muscles results in a pitch down response and an overall decrease in wing stroke amplitude. This suggests that the haltere basalare muscles are essential in body pitch control and maintaining stable flight. Furthermore, unilateral silencing of the muscles produces a body roll maneuver, suggesting that the haltere basalare muscles may encode multiple degrees of freedom in flies. Additionally, prior studies have shown that haltere muscle activity is also modulated by visual perturbations. To further investigate the function of the haltere basalare muscles, we propose optogenetic activation or silencing during free flight in the presence of mechanical perturbations or visual perturbations as a different testing approach. This investigation will shed light on the relationship between sensory inputs and motor control mechanisms mediated by the haltere basalare muscles.

Disclosures:  A. Leung: None.
Title: Differential force encoding in primary and secondary muscle spindle afferents

Abstract: Proprioceptive signals are vital for the precise coordination of movement. However, muscle spindle feedback is considerably complex and is signalled through primary (group IA) and secondary (group II) afferents that have different stretch response properties. Thus, to better understand the role of muscle spindle feedback in movement control, it is necessary to develop models that account for the complexities of muscle spindle firing across both group IA and II pathways. The differences in firing responses have been attributed to these two afferent types terminating on different regions of the intrafusal fiber (muscle fibers within the spindle) and terminating on different intrafusal fiber types, namely the bag₁ type fiber that gives rise to the initial burst in IAs (group II afferents only terminate on bag₂ and chain type fibers). We hypothesize that IA and II afferents respond to the resistive force (F) and yank (dF/dt) on the muscle spindle during stretch, and predict that group II afferents will have reduced responses to the force on the spindle and substantially reduced responses to the yank on the spindle compared to group IA afferents. We tested this in ramp stretches (3 mm, 20 mm/s) in deeply anesthetized rats using the MTU force and yank models outlined in Blum et al 2017 and 2019. In short, we estimated the force and yank on the muscle spindle from measurements of the force on the muscle-tendon unit (MTU). We fit the force and yank to the recorded firing rate using constrained optimization, producing sensitivities to force and yank to characterize the spindle response. This analysis over 11 afferents from 3 animals showed a 25.5% lower force sensitivity and a 99.7% lower yank sensitivity of group II afferents with respect to group IA. However, this model relies on fitting forces measured from the MTU, thus it is only applicable in passive stretches when similar forces are being generated by the extrafusal skeletal muscle and intrafusal spindle fibers and offers little predictive capacity. Thus, we aim to repeat a similar analysis with the mechanistic muscle spindle model described in Blum et al 2020 and Housley et al 2023. This model uses recorded muscle stretch to simulate the force and yank in bag and chain type intrafusal fibers and generate a prediction of muscle spindle firing. By accounting for muscle fiber mechanics, this model will offer a greater mechanistic insight into the physiological differences and further our understanding of the functional differences of primary and secondary afferent pathways.
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Title: Biophysical muscle spindle model predicts gamma sculpting of muscle spindle sensory signals during rhythmic behaviors
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Abstract: Current knowledge about the gamma motoneuron drive and its role in tuning the muscle spindle sensory output during behavior is limited. To understand muscle spindle function during behaviour, we developed a biophysics-based computational muscle spindle model that simulates the effects of two classes of gamma drive on muscle spindle firing. While it is hypothesized that gamma drive shapes muscle spindle Ia afferent firing differently across tasks, we know little about how it shapes the resulting information. Our model simulates the effects of gamma dynamic drive to bag1 intrafusal fibers and gamma static drive to bag2/chain fibers using cross-bridge dynamics. The muscle spindle’s receptor potential that drives the Ia afferent’s instantaneous firing rate is modeled as a linear sum of the force and rate change of force (yank) from bag1 fiber, and the force from chain fiber. We modelled three hypothetical tasks with the same rhythmic stretch-shorten cycles but different patterns of gamma drives. First, we simulated a postural sway task with gamma drives set to a constant low value. Similar to human spindles in Day 2017, the “posture” receptor potential showed an initial burst on the first stretch, rose sharply with each stretch, dropped slowly through the rest of the stretch, and disappeared soon after the onset of shortening. Next, we simulated an active movement task by simulating rhythmical alpha-gamma coactivation synchronized to the stretch-shorten length changes. The "voluntary” receptor potential was also rhythmic but with a slower rise and fall and no initial burst. Finally, we simulated an active locomotion task by matching the gamma drives to that measured in decerebrate cats by Taylor 2000; gamma static was synchronized to the length changes while gamma dynamic was on tonically only during lengthening. The "locomotor” receptor potential rose sharply with each stretch, continued to rise slowly for the rest of the stretch, and dropped immediately on shortening, with only the first stretch showing an initial burst. These differences in spindle firing solely from differing gamma drives suggest that we cannot estimate the muscle spindle signal during a task without understanding how neural control of gamma drive sculpts the resulting information.
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**Title:** Physical exercise improves functional recovery through attenuation of apoptosis after MCAo in rats
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**Abstract:** Ischemic stroke, one of the world’s leading fatal diseases, has a high recurrence and incidence that can lead to severe mortality and disability. In this study, we investigated whether treadmill exercise has an important treatment for ischemic stroke to improve functional impairment. Experimental cerebral ischemia was induced by middle cerebral artery occlusion in rats and the effect of 10- or 30-minute training for two weeks was evaluated. To investigate the improvement of motor function, behavioral tests were conducted with cylinder, rota-rod, and elevated body swing tests. The region of the ischemic brain was measured by TTC staining. The expressions of the apoptosis-related genes and proteins were investigated by qPCR, western blotting analysis, TUNEL staining, and immunohistochemistry. Following cylinder, rota-rod, and elevated body swing tests, the motor function in both exercises 10- and 30-minute was improved compared to the non-exercise group. In addition, the brain infarct volume was decreased after exercise following TTC staining. Further examination of the cell signaling mechanisms involved in the improvement showed a significantly decreased expression of the pro-apoptotic proteins, Bax and caspase-9, and increased that of the anti-apoptotic proteins, Bcl-2 and Bcl-xl. Our results suggest that exercise has a beneficial effect on ischemic stroke for short- or long-term training by regulation of the signaling mechanisms such as apoptosis.
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Abstract: Motor dysfunction such as gait impairment is a major disability induced by traumatic brain injury or stroke. Rehabilitation is one of the therapies for recovery of lost function after neural damage. Treadmill running is often used as a physical exercise task in clinically and experimentally for their recovery. In rodents, although several behavior experiments such as ladder waking and footprint test are performed to assess the motor function, there are no objective measurement for the motor evaluation. In rodents, although dynamic behavioral deficits can be evaluated using scoring system such as ladder waking and footprint test are performed to assess the motor function, local and minor behaviors are difficult to determine using objective measurement for the motor function. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the motor dysfunction and recovery after brain damage (BD) with/without exercise (Ex) in 8 weeks male mice using 3D kinematic analysis. To determine mild-intensity running, mice were examined an incremental running test while the pulmonary gas exchange of O2 and CO2 were measured. The BD was produced by aspiration of left sensorimotor cortical region, and BD with Ex mice performed mild-intensity running (10 m/min for 30 min 5 times/wk) for 4 weeks. The BD with Ex, and BD or sham-operated mice (sham) without Ex were recorded their gait by four-synchronized cameras, and gait was evaluated by 3D-kinematic analysis. The mice of BD without Ex significantly differed stride, step, and stride width in the both limbs comparing to those of sham without Ex. The BD with Ex mice were improved them. The BD without Ex mice had restricted ankle movements, and were observed impairment in dorsal/plantar flexing using trajectory analysis. Consistent with the impairments, the nonaffected side also exhibited a different trajectory, suggesting compensatory movements. These results suggest that the appropriate Ex after BD recovered motor function. The present study also suggests that 3D-
kinematic analysis become a powerful tool for detecting minor behavioral alterations due to the impairment of the affected side and the compensation of the unaffected sides as well.
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**Title:** Plasticity of cardiac vagal motoneurons to remote ischemic preconditioning
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**Abstract:** The significance of the Dorsal Motor Nucleus of the Vagus (DMV) to the maintenance of cardiac health was previously ambiguous and underappreciated and has only recently been found to be profound (i.e. DMV activity is required for and sufficient to emulate the cardioprotection induced by physiological interventions, specifically remote ischemic preconditioning (RIPC)). Due to the recency of this evidence, little is known of the molecular, anatomical, and functional basis for the key cardioprotective role of DMV. Findings emerging from our single cell and spatial transcriptomic methods combined with heart to brain neural tracing in 12 week old male and female Sprague Dawley rats highlight pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP), as well as several other functionally relevant transcripts, as markers specifically of cardiac-projecting DMV neurons. We have also found several transcripts, including PACAP, to be neuroanatomically DMV-specific relative to the surrounding brainstem tissue, supporting the potential for DMV fiber-specific molecular identifiers innervating neurons of the intrinsic cardiac nervous system (ICN). Given the vast literature suggesting the cardioprotective effect of PACAP on ICN neurons, we hypothesize that RIPC increases PACAP levels in DMV. Preliminary RT-qPCR data from DMV tissue micro punches suggests differential expression of various neuromodulatory markers, including upregulation of the neurotrophic and cardioprotective neuropeptide PACAP, in response to RIPC. To build upon these preliminary RT-qPCR results, we have been collecting brainstem samples post-RIPC and post-sham surgery in an effort to validate these transcriptomic findings at the protein level with immunofluorescence staining and imaging measuring expression levels of
PACAP, and other neuromodulatory markers. This work fills a major gap in the understanding of the cellular mechanisms by which parasympathetic drive provides cardioprotection and provides a future translational path to emulating PACAP’s vagal neuromodulatory effects on heart health.
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Abstract: Investigation of mechanistic determinants of spinal segmental excitability following CST injury.

Authors: Thelma Bethea, Temitope Adegbenro, John Martin

SCI damages the corticospinal tract (CST), a motor pathway key to skilled movement. Selective CST injury produces aberrant propriospinoceptive afferent (PA) sprouting and increased spinal excitability, leading to hyperreflexia and spasticity. We have observed following a pyramidal tract lesion (PTX) an increase in PA terminals that synapse onto motoneurons. Loss of inhibitory GABAergic presynaptic (GABApre) regulation of PA afferent terminals is a second mechanism of hyperreflexia; GABApre is reduced after bilateral PTX in rats. Chloride homeostasis dysregulation is a third mechanism underlying hyperreflexia. A reduction of membrane-bound, and an increase in cytosolic, KCC2 has been observed after CST injury. We use selective CST injury to determine the individual contributions of these mechanisms to hyperreflexia. We compared naïve and PTX animals. Injury was followed by 2 weekly H-reflex assessments using rate-dependent depression (RDD). We labeled motoneurons using retrograde CTB tracing. Spinal cord sections were labeled with: VGlut1, a PA terminal marker; GAD65, a GABApre marker; and KCC2. Motoneuron 3-D reconstructions were made using Imaris, as were counts of Vglut1 and GABApre terminals. The ratio of GAD65 to Vglut1 was used to indicate the proportion of PA terminals receiving presynaptic inhibition. Pixel intensities for motoneuron membrane-bound and cytosolic KCC2 were made (ImageJ). We observed significant hyperreflexia in the cervical cord represented as increased RDD percentages (pre: 10%; post...
40%), and the absence of hyperreflexia in the lumbar cord (pre: 4%; post 4%). We also see significant increases in PA synapses on motoneurons in both the cervical and lumbar cord, indicating sprouting. GAD65/Vglut1 ratios revealed a significant reduction in GABApre in the cervical, but not lumbar cord. This suggests impaired GABApre regulation in the cervical, but maintained regulation in the lumbar cord. Surprisingly, there was no significant difference between membrane-bound and cytosolic KCC2 in both spinal segments. Using the PTX model, our findings suggest that changes in KCC2 activity are disassociated from hyperreflexia. Instead, hyperreflexia can be explained by PA sprouting and associated loss of GABApre regulation in the cervical cord.
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Abstract: Although organophosphates are known neurotoxicants, they remain in use as flame retardants, additives to lubricants and plasticizers, and are heavily used as pesticides. Acute exposure to organophosphates inhibits cholinesterase activity (>80%) and can lead to muscle paralysis and in some cases death. There is also evidence that low-level repeated exposures, such as those that may occur working with or around pesticides, are linked to adverse neurobehavioral effects in humans and animals even though they only impact cholinesterase levels by <10%. Malathion is an organophosphate insecticide commonly used in the United States. Despite known neurobehavioral impacts, there are little data available as to how repeated malathion exposures impact locomotion and the structure of motoneurons and neuromuscular junctions. We hypothesized that low-level repeated exposure to malathion would result in locomotor deficits with anatomical alterations in the motor unit consistent with neurodegeneration. To test our hypothesis, we exposed male and female adult Sprague Dawley rats to 50 mg/kg of malathion
via subcutaneous injections once daily for 5 days a week for 4 weeks total. Locomotor behavior was assessed at approximately 1- and 4-weeks following exposure and included open field motor activity, rotarod/accelerod and quantitative gait analysis. Malathion exposed animals were significantly less active in the open field, with activity times for control animals of 1488 ± 150 seconds (mean ± standard deviation) while animals exposed to malathion displayed mean activity times of 1253 ± 151 seconds. Rats exposed to malathion also fell off the accelerod approximately 54 seconds earlier than control animals suggesting impairment of locomotor coordination. Consistent with this, malathion exposed rats also required a 25% increase in base of support during voluntary locomotor gait suggesting additional stability requirements. To examine neuromuscular changes that may underpin the locomotor changes, we analyzed neuromuscular junctions and found evidence of peripheral neuropathy in 50% of the endplates in the extensor digitorum longus muscle in malathion exposed animals. Altogether, our results suggest that the effects of repeated low-level exposure to malathion can cause peripheral neuropathy effects with locomotor changes.

nerves in healthy adults, with a secondary purpose of identifying the extent to which age could influence the adaptations. We hypothesized that training would result in faster nerve speed in both younger and older adults, albeit the magnitude of change would be greater in younger participants. Since larger axons are faster, we also hypothesized that any increases in nerve speed may be accompanied by axonal growth. Thirty subjects (18-71 yrs.) have completed this ongoing study so far (young training: n = 13, young control: n = 10, older training: n = 7). Median nerve motor conduction velocity (NCV) was recorded before (PRE) and after (POST) four weeks of hand resistance training in both arms. Training was conducted 3×/week with the use of hand grippers, bands and rings. Cross-sectional area (CSA) measures of the median nerve from both arms were taken pre- and post-training using ultrasound imaging. Separate 3-way mixed factorial ANOVA’s (limb × time × age) and (limb × time × group) were used to analyze the findings. For both NCV and nerve CSA, there were significant time (pre vs. post) × group (training vs. control) interactions (p = 0.001) and main effects for time (p < 0.001), with other comparisons being non-significant (p > 0.05). Our preliminary findings suggest that 4 weeks of resistance training improves nerve conduction velocity (~ 6.5%). To our surprise, age does not seem to be a factor, as the older adults improved at the same rate as the younger group. This type of training modality may be useful in counteracting diminished nerve speed with age. This study also shows that the nerve grows (~ 5.4%) with training. However, more importantly, it shows that nerve CSA, as measured by ultrasound, may be sensitive enough to identify large-scale changes in the size of motor neuron axons. Further sampling, along with the inclusion of older controls, will provide necessary insight into the efficacy of resistance training for improving nerve function, but the preliminary results are promising.
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Abstract: Juggling, an intricate motor skill, has garnered considerable attention in the study of motor skill acquisition mechanisms within the brain. However, the majority of investigations have relied on MRI or fMRI techniques, which are limited in their ability to directly observe neural activity during juggling. Therefore, this study aims to capture changes in brain activity associated with juggling improvement using electroencephalography (EEG) as well as fMRI, ball trajectory and arm movement, and to verify the effectiveness of slow-tempo training, which has been difficult to achieve in juggling, by realizing through a visuo-haptic virtual reality system. Participants who have never practiced juggling before were divided into two groups: the training group who practiced three-ball cascade juggling through the VR training program starting with slow tempo, and the control group who practiced it at a continuous highest speed. The participants practiced the program for 10 consecutive days. In each day, the participants also performed 3-ball juggling in the real world before and after the VR training, and 2-ball juggling with shutter-glasses in order to assess their juggling skills. As the result, behavioral data analysis showed a significant improvement in the juggling performance of the slow-tempo training group compared to the control group. Also, from EEG data acquired on days 1, 5, and 10 of the training period, it has been shown that slow-tempo VR juggling training led to changes in the event-related potential (ERP) images and event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs) of the independent components (ICs) extracted from the EEG data. As an additional experimental approach, we conducted a comprehensive assessment of juggling experts affiliated with the juggling club at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. This assessment encompassed measurements of EEG, EMG, as well as anatomical and functional MRI data. A comparative analysis of fMRI images between juggling experts and beginners revealed a noteworthy finding: negative functional connectivity within the occipital area was observed among the juggling experts.

Title: A central mechanism for generation and maintenance of vigilance state in zebrafish and mice

Authors: *Y. ZHAO;
Tongji university, Shanghai, China

Abstract: After successfully escaping from predators into a safer space, or standing with head up in the grassland to surveil the surrounding bush for approaching predators, animals stay quietly and are alertly watchful as well as persistently attentive to avoid potential threats. Besides the behavioral phenomenon, neural signature and underpinning of vigilance state controlling generation and maintenance of vigilance state are still elusive. Here we demonstrated that in adult zebrafish conspecific alarm substance (CAS) could reliably change an actively behaving state into a quiescent vigilance state, in which neurons in the central zone of dorsal pallium (Dc) (homolog to mammalian cortex) displayed low-frequency high-amplitude synchronization, during which stage animal showed decreased threshold to aversive stimuli. The vigilance state was generated and maintained by tonic activation of raphe 5-HT neurons, which released and maintained the high concentration of 5-HT acting on the glutamatergic neurons located in the Dc zone via 5-HT7a receptors. Knockout 5-HT7a receptors diminished the synchronized state as well as vigilance behavior. This ancestral mechanism also applies to the mammals. Persistent optogenetic activation of raphe 5-HT neurons in mice could reliably trigger the vigilance behavior state with low-frequency high-amplitude neuronal synchronization in the prefrontal cortex and decreased response threshold to aversive stimuli. This study sheds lights on understanding neural underpinning of vigilant state and may help to develop new strategies to treat with hypervigilance diseases, such as PTSD.
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Title: Frequency dependent modulation of cortical excitability by peripheral nerve stimulation in patients with ataxia
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Abstract: Previous studies demonstrated that peripheral electrical stimulation has the ability to modulate cortical excitability in individuals with spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA). The effects of stimulation frequency on facilitation/inhibition were observed in individuals without disabilities. This study aimed to investigate whether individuals with SCA could modulate their cortical excitability based on the frequency of stimulation and whether this modulation correlated with the symptoms of ataxia. Twenty individuals with SCA received median nerve stimulation at high (150Hz) and low (25Hz) frequencies in two consecutive weeks. Measurements of motor evoked potentials (MEP), intracortical inhibition (ICI), and intracortical facilitation (ICF) were conducted before and after the electrical stimulation intervention. Additionally, the clinical finger-to-nose test was used to assess coordination performance. The results revealed that after high frequency stimulation, MEP decreased, ICI decreased, and ICF increased. Conversely, after low frequency stimulation, MEP increased without any changes in ICI or ICF. Furthermore, a weak but significant correlation was observed between ICF and the timed repetition of the finger-to-nose test. In conclusion, this study demonstrates that peripheral electrical stimulation can modulate cortical excitability in individuals with ataxia, and these effects are dependent on the frequency of stimulation. High frequency peripheral electrical stimulation increases ICF, which is correlated with the symptom of ataxia. Long-term training effects should be further investigated in future studies.
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Abstract: Targeting non-primary motor areas (NPMAs) is an alternative approach to improve upper extremity (UE) motor function after moderate-to-severe damage to the primary motor cortex (M1). Hence, determining the contribution of NPMAs to UE muscle activations is critical
to help the largest cohort of stroke survivors with moderate-to-severe stroke (65%) to improve UE function. Thus, the objective of this review was to examine the literature regarding the roles of NPMAs in proximal and distal UE muscles after stroke. We developed an a priori scoping review protocol before undertaking this review. We reviewed human and non-human primate literature using PubMed, Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, and hand-searching strategies. We initially screened 458 references, which met the eligibility criteria. One hundred forty-five studies were included for data abstraction, and 43 of the 145 studies (human studies n=16; non-human studies n=27) were included in the final review. Human studies showed that facilitating ipsilesional M1 or inhibiting contralesional M1 contributes to proximal and distal UE muscle activations after mild-to-moderate stroke. On the other hand, facilitating the contralesional dorsal premotor area (cPMd) contributes to proximal and distal UE muscles after moderate-to-severe stroke. The contralesional superior parietal lobule (cSPL) contributes to distal UE flexor muscles, while cPMd, contralesional anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS), contralesional posterior parietal cortex (cPPC) contribute to distal UE abductor muscles in severely impaired patients. Furthermore, human studies showed that cPMd contributes to bimanual arms coordination after moderate-to-severe stroke, while M1 contributes to bimanual arms coordination after a mild stroke. Non-human studies showed that supplementary motor area (SMA), cingulate motor areas (CMAs), and SPL have direct or indirect connections with M1 and other cortical areas and have direct or indirect projections to the spinal cord contributing to the movement of the proximal flexor and extensor UE muscles. The ventral premotor area (PMv), inferior parietal lobule (IPL), PMd, and aIPS have connections that contribute to the movement of the distal flexor and extensor UE muscles. In conclusion, the connections of the NPMAs mentioned above with M1 and other cortical areas, as well as the direct or indirect projection of these areas to the spinal cord, contribute to the movement of the proximal and distal UE muscles. These results may inform future rehabilitation protocols by laying the foundations for developing a new mechanism-based approach for proximal and distal UE recovery after moderate-to-severe stroke.
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Abstract: [Background] Intraoperative motor function monitoring is important for safe spine and spinal cord surgery. The motor evoked potentials (MEPs) can assess the function of corticospinal tracts, which are altered by various factors such as body temperature, anesthesia, etc. In this study, we investigated how the amplitude of motor evoked potentials changes when the spinal cord temperature is changed. [Methods] Male SD rats (300-350 g) were used. All procedures were performed under general anesthesia with intramuscular and intraperitoneal administration of ketamine. A copper perfusion plate was inserted under the dorsal thoracolumbar skin and local cooling of the spinal cord was performed until the spinal cord temperature reached 20 degrees Celsius (20℃=68℉). MEP and F waves were measured during cooling and heating. All measurements were performed in the left hindlimb. MEPs were derived in the gastrocnemius muscle by transcranial stimulation, and F waves were derived in the plantaris muscle by gastrocnemius stimulation. [Results] Spinal cord temperature was varied at 20, 23, 27, 30, 34, and 37 ℃. For MEPs, an increase in MEP amplitude was observed as spinal cord temperature decreased (Amp37℃ : Amp20℃ = 1 : 62.21); for F waves, the F/M ratio decreased as body temperature decreased (F/M37 ℃ : F/M20 ℃=21.5 : 14.7), and the frequency of appearance also decreased (P37 : P20=100 : 5). [Discussion] The present study showed that the amplitude of MEPs in the rat spinal cord increases when spinal cord temperature is decreased. Furthermore, the increase in amplitude with spinal cord temperature change was reversible, and the amplitude decreased with return of spinal cord temperature. The F-wave results also indicated that the anterior horn cell function was reduced by the decrease in spinal cord temperature. These results suggest that the increase in MEP amplitude is not due to an increase in motor nerve excitability, but that other mechanisms are involved. The amplitude of MEPs may increase even when motor nerve function is impaired, and caution should be exercised in their clinical determination, i.e., intraoperative motor function determination.
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Title: A novel strategy to restore meaningful function to permanently denervated skeletal muscles
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Abstract: Spinal cord injuries, peripheral nerve injuries and motoneuron diseases, cause permanent paralysis when the affected skeletal muscles are completely and permanently denervated due to motor neuron death. Even with advances in neuroprosthetics, functional movement of completely denervated muscles is extremely difficult to achieve because non-innervated muscle fibers cannot be efficiently activated via electrical stimulation. To circumvent this problem, we previously showed that permanently denervated muscles can be functionally activated with blue if the muscles are genetically engineered to express channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2). Here, we are developing a novel strategy to express genes in denervated skeletal muscles without the use of transgenic technology. Briefly, shank muscles in adult C57/B6 mice were subjected to a high dose of gamma irradiation (18Gy). Days later, snake venom was then injected into the irradiated soleus muscles. Analysis of these muscles, up to one month later, showed that this procedure kills all the soleus muscle fibers and resident satellite cells. In another cohort of animals, the irradiated and venom injected soleus muscles were injected with cultured mouse embryonic stem cell-derived myoblasts (ESCMs) expressing a gene of our choice. To date, our results show that injected ESCMs expressing Td-Tomato survive the transplant procedure, fused to form multinucleated muscle fibers, and restored muscle mass as well as whole muscle cross-sectional area. Interestingly, the injected soleus muscles contained significantly more muscle fibers compared to non-operated muscles because the Td-Tomato expressing muscle fibers were significantly smaller than normal. Finally, we showed that transplanted ESCMs can become functionally innervated when endogenous motor nerve regeneration is permitted. Together, these findings indicate that ESCMs can repopulate irradiated/venom-injected mouse soleus muscles with new, exogenously derived fibers that are capable of functional reinnervation. We are currently conducting a similar series of transplant studies with ESCMs expressing ChR2. We anticipate that the exogenously formed ChR2 muscle fibers will functionally contract when illuminated with blue light. Ultimately, we hope that these preliminary studies will form the basis of using this technology to restore meaningful function to permanently and completely denervated muscles.
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Title: Motion and signal analysis of the Paw Withdrawal Learning paradigm
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Abstract: Following spinal cord injury (SCI), sensory and motor functions are severely disrupted yet the spinal circuitry below the injury site continues to maintain active and functional neuronal properties (Edgerton, 2004). The spinal cord is endogenously capable of several forms of adaptive plasticity, including functional re-training with exercise, instrumental, and Pavlovian learning. The paw withdrawal learning (PaWL) paradigm represents a simple spinal instrumental learning model (Jindrich 2019). In this study, we utilize high-speed, high-resolution cameras (Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany) to capture the motion and electromyography (EMG) to capture tibialis anterior (TA) muscle activity during the paw withdrawal learning paradigm in mice and rats. Our hypothesis is that the motion patterns from the contingent stimulation (CS) group differs greatly from non-contingent simulation (non-CS) group, especially once the learning has occurred. Joint angles of the hind leg form the raw motion data. Power spectra, acceleration/deceleration speed, and other features of the motion data of pre-stimulation, post-stimulation, and post-learning sequences were compared between the CS and Non-CS group. We successfully recreated the PaWL paradigm using a high-framerate camera and achieved synchronized data collection between the CS and Non-CS groups with EMG at the tibialis anterior muscle. Preliminary data shows successful EMG activity corresponding to the hindlimb activity throughout the length PaWL training. The successful formulation of the paradigm using improved technology will validate the instrumental learning model. The CS group successfully learned to paw dorsiflexes while the non-CS group failed to dorsiflex above the imposed threshold. Development of this spinal learning paradigm will help answer physiological and molecular mechanism of plasticity in simple neuromuscular preparation in an isolated spinal cord from any input from the brain.
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Exercise Sci., Lebanon Valley Col., Annville, PA

Abstract: Introduction: Under isometric conditions, the orderly recruitment of motor units (MUs) occurs by motoneuron size. By comparison, functional recruitment sequences display variation suggesting an alternative mechanism that depends on muscle and task mechanics. Previously, observed EMG frequency spectra displayed seemingly random correlations between consecutive pedal power strokes (PPS) during stationary cycling at constant effort and cadence (rpm). We expected a dominant subset of motor units to emerge by time-averaging many PPS under constant rpm conditions which would serve to identify the average MU requirements for the task. Instead, averages of increasing numbers of PPS failed to converge on a dominant subset of MUs suggesting a random component to selection. The purpose of this preliminary study was to characterize the random characteristics of MU recruitment for stationary cycling at constant effort and rpm.

Methods: 6 subjects (4m; 21.3 yrs) performed 70-sec trials on a Concept2 bike for 2 conditions: 1) 60 rpm at low effort (bike setting 2); and 2) 80 rpm at low effort. Rpm and watts were recorded to ensure cycling consistency. EMG was recorded for Vastus lateralis at 2K Hz using a Delsys EMG system. Data was resampled at 20K Hz and band-pass filtered between 20 and 1K Hz. Fourier transforms (FFTs) were calculated for each PPS. PPS Spectra were normalized to the maximum amplitude. Spectra were averaged for N=5, 10, 20, and 50 PPS. Pairwise correlations of frequency spectra were calculated for all unique pair combinations for 50 PPS from each trial.

Results: Coefficients for the pairwise correlations varied between -0.99 and 0.98 with the majority between 0.0-0.5 regardless of rpm. The correlation distribution results suggested that each PPS produced a unique frequency spectrum. For averages of 5 spectra, each trial contained frequency elements between 20 - 200 Hz, but without dominant frequencies. Averaging greater numbers of PPS spectra (10, 20, & 50) produced seemingly random MU frequencies in the 20-200 Hz range. Greater PPS time-averaging produced progressively smoother distributions as variable frequency elements between 20-200 Hz filled gaps to create a continuous spectrum with fixed limits. For larger averages, a peak activity level emerged between 100 - 120 Hz for the otherwise seemingly random MU spectra.

Conclusions: The absence of consistently high pairwise correlations between PPS suggests that MU recruitment varies randomly within a fixed distribution during cycling at constant effort and rpm. It appears that MUs for individual PPS are selected from a larger distribution that is task specific but can only be identified through repeated PPS.
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Title: Spinal cord stimulation in stroke patients shows suppression of cooperative movement circuitry recruited for compensatory action during movement


Abstract: Despite stroke being a leading cause of serious long-term disability, post-stroke rehabilitation is often unable to promote recovery of arm and hand function. Patients with chronic hemiplegia often use compensatory strategies in the unaffected limb to augment function in the affected limb. These strategies can be in the form of mirror movements (unaffected hand displays a scaled version of affected hand activity) or cooperative movements (antagonist-agonist pattern of activity between both hands) to better perform a task. Recently, we demonstrated that cervical epidural spinal cord stimulation (SCS) targeting the dorsal root entry zone improves upper extremity function in people with stroke related hemiplegia. The effects of SCS are attributed to activation of primary afferent neurons that provide excitatory input to motor neurons. This may compensate for the loss of descending input after stroke and reduce the need for compensatory strategies. To test this hypothesis, we examined EMG and reach-related kinematics in a patient with chronic stroke related hemiplegia during cervical epidural SCS. We instructed the subject to perform a point-to-point reaching task in a 2-D plane with their affected limb. A session consisted of trials with (stim on) and without (stim off) SCS. Although the task required only movement of the affected limb, we recorded EMG and kinematics from both limbs. Our analysis focused on the biceps and triceps of both arms, revealing consistent patterns of muscle activation in the unaffected arm while reaching with the affected arm. However, we found no signs of mirroring or coherence in the EMG, but rather an antagonist-agonist pattern of muscle activation between limbs during stim off trials. Averages of EMG activity revealed that activation of the tricep in the affected limb was paired with activation of the bicep in the unaffected limb with ~100ms latency during the reach phase of the task. During stim off trials, the participant often failed to reach the left and right targets. Motor performance of the affected limb improved with stim on, as seen by smoother kinematic traces and increase in the number of targets reached. As motor behavior improved, the need for compensatory action decreased, revealed by consistent reduction of average EMG in biceps and triceps on the unaffected side during stim on trials. EMG traces in individual trials also revealed lower levels of muscle activity in the unaffected limb with SCS, while in the affected limb EMG activity became more closely locked to reach onset with clearer activation peaks. Our analysis further reveals that SCS improves motor performance and reduces the need for compensatory behavior.
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Title: Vibro-tactile Stimulation of the Neck as a Non-invasive Treatment for Cervical Dystonia

Authors: *J. KONCZAK¹, J. XU², J. OH⁴, S. STANDAL³, P. SALEHI³, D. MARTINO⁵, L. AVANZINO⁶, A. CONTE⁷;
²Kinesiology, ³Physical Med. and Rehabil., ¹Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; ⁴Children's Hosp., Los Angeles, CA; ⁵Neurol., Univ. of Calgary, Calgary, AB, Canada; ⁶Exptl. Med., Univ. of Genoa, Genoa, Italy; ⁷Neurol., Univ. of Rome, Rome, Italy

Abstract: Cervical dystonia (CD) is a form of focal dystonia associated with involuntary cervical muscle contractions that lead to sustained or intermittent abnormal, painful head movements or postures, which severely affect a CD patient’s daily life. Current treatment opportunities for CD are limited and mainly consist of Botulinum toxin injections (Botox) in the dystonic muscles or deep brain stimulation. Both methods are invasive, and Botox is not tolerated by all CD patients. This multi-center clinical trial examined if superficial, vibro-tactile stimulation (VTS) of the cervical muscles can be an alternative, non-invasive method to provide temporary symptom relief for people with CD. Method: A total of 67 patients with CD (44 females) participated. The mean age was 61.1 ± SD 12.5 years. All participants were seen within two weeks before or one week after their new BoNT injection (i.e., their symptomatic period). The most often affected cervical muscles, sternocleidomastoid and trapezius, were stimulated. Participants completed up to 9 stimulations under different conditions (stimulating a single muscle or the combination of two muscles) in randomized order and based on their clinical manifestations (e.g., torticollis, laterocollis). Under each stimulation condition, VTS was applied continuously for 5 minutes. A head angle index (HAI), a composite measure reflecting the head deviation across the three head axes was and a self-reported pain score (100-point scales) were the primary outcome measures. Results: First, 82% (55/67) of participants showed an
improvement in head righting by at least 10% as measured by HAI in one or more stimulation condition. Second, of those experiencing pain, 66% (29/44) showed at least 10% relative improvement in pain score with 39% (17/44) of participants achieving a relative improvement in pain score of at least 50% during VTS-ON for the best stimulation condition. Retention of pain relief was observed after the cessation of VTS. Third, several stimulation conditions could either induce larger relative improvement in dystonic symptoms or higher responding rate than the other conditions for each CD manifestation. **Conclusion:** In summary, the findings of this study provide evidence that VTS can be used as a potential new treatment method for CD. Improvements in abnormal head posture and pain were observed among large portion of participants during the application of VTS.
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**Abstract:** Physical exercise and dietary adjustments are non-pharmacological interventions that have been shown to protect against cognitive decline. Regular participation in physically demanding activities positively influences cognitive health compared to a sedentary lifestyle. Regular consumption of a healthy, polyphenol-rich diet can likewise positively influence cognitive health compared to unhealthy diets. Several human and animal studies have demonstrated that adopting these lifestyle factors can safeguard against cognitive and motor deficits associated with neurodegenerative disorders. This study aims to explore the exercise-mimetic effects of EA dietary supplementation, investigate EA's neuroprotective potential, and provide insights into the combined use of a polyphenol-rich diet and induced exercise to enhance cognitive outcomes against the deleterious effects of neurodegeneration. Adult fruit flies were exposed to ellagic acid via diet while engaging in regular exercise three times a week. Exercise was induced in the flies through repetitive movement of their vials. Control flies were not exposed to the repetitive movement. Flies were fed either a control diet consisting of instant Drosophila medium mixed with water or 10% ellagic acid solution throughout their lifetime. Climbing performance was assessed using the negative geotaxis assay, and longevity was evaluated as a measure of survival rate. Results demonstrated that, on average, flies with a
polyphenol-rich diet climbed higher and lived longer compared to flies on a control diet. The findings provide support for the use of ellagic acid in improving longevity outcomes and its potential neuroprotective qualities against motor function decline associated with aging and neurodegeneration. Further research will look at the effects of ellagic acid and exercise on other measures of cognitive function, such as learning and memory, and the use of different doses of these two interventions.
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Title: Does song preference formation in female zebra finches require mTOR signaling?

Authors: *K. V MAHESHWAR, O. CLARKE, S. E. LONDON; Univ. of Chicago, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL

Abstract: Song learning in zebra finches during development influences their social behavior in adulthood. The song structure of adult male zebra finches reflects their tutor experiences during a critical period; song preference formation and mate choice in females are shaped by song exposure during development. Overlaps in developmental learning timelines and brain regions involved in auditory processing suggest that males and females might share molecular mechanisms important for formation of song memories in juveniles as in adults. However, there are molecular data indicating the potential for sex differences in learning mechanisms. Constitutive activation and selective inhibition of the mechanistic Target of Rapamycin (mTOR) signaling cascade in the auditory forebrain of juvenile males during tutor experience disrupts tutor song copying. Interestingly, while the mTOR machinery is present in both sexes, song playback induces mTOR signaling in males, but not females, at ages when song experience influences adult behaviors in both sexes. To functionally test if formation of sensory song memories in juvenile females depends on mTOR signaling, we selectively inhibited or constitutively activated mTOR signaling in the auditory forebrain during tutor experiences, as we have done previously in males. We assayed the effect of these manipulations on adult song preference with an operant conditioning perch-trigger assay where perches were assigned to play either the tutor song or a novel song when the bird hopped on them. Preliminary results suggest that bidirectional manipulation of mTOR signaling in juvenile female zebra finches does not abolish their preference to the tutor song. These results may then add to the evidence that the
molecular mechanisms underlying sensory song learning in juvenile female zebra finches are distinct from those known to be essential for tutor song memorization in juvenile males.
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Authors: *G. KUNZELMAN1,2, S. E. LONDON2,1; 2Psychology, 1Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL

Abstract: In zebra finches, juvenile song experience has meaningful and lasting consequences on adult behavior. Evidence suggests that molecular mechanisms underlying sensory song learning in males and females developmentally differ. During development, maturation- and experience-dependent mechanisms of plasticity intersect to regulate neural properties (e.g., cell number, subtype, functionality, connectivity) that temporally constrain sensory song learning. These properties are largely determined by the complement of protein-coding and noncoding RNAs transcribed from the genome. Transcription is regulated by transcription factors (TFs), proteins that coordinate the expression of gene sets that orchestrate shifts in functional and structural cell properties through binding transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) in regulatory regions of the genome (i.e., enhancers, promoters, repressors). To determine the properties that influence juvenile song learning, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation for H3K27ac, a histone modification that denotes accessible regulatory regions, and high-throughput DNA sequencing (ChIP-Seq) on auditory forebrains (AL) of males and females spanning developmental time points at which song experience has differing influence on adult behavior.

To parse the roles of maturation, experience, and sex in establishing regulatory region accessibility, we compared birds differing in developmental state of receptivity (i.e. capable and incapable of learning) and age-matched birds of the opposite sex. We identify TFBSs enriched in differentially accessible regions, identified their putative genes of regulation, and performed GO ontology analysis to examine how enriched TFBSs and putatively regulated genes may influence AL properties. Our data suggest that male and female regulatory region accessibility profiles differently shift across development to support overlapping and distinct cellular and molecular processes of brain development and function. Comparisons of age-matched males and females revealed that sexually-dimorphic regions were largely located on sex chromosomes and more accessible in males. GO terms enriched in genes annotated to regions of greater accessibility in
males suggest increase regulatory potential for upstream initiators of the ERK and mTOR signaling cascades, each of which developmentally differ in song responsivity between males and females. Together, our evaluation of epigenetically-defined regulatory region profiles promotes further insight into the emergence of neural learning circuits in a brain area required for the developmental learning of complex behavior.

Disclosures: G. Kunzelman: None. S.E. London: None.
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Title: Call-evoked activity in the zebra finch vocal premotor nucleus HVC

Authors: *C. GOMEZ-GUZMAN, D. VALLENTIN, J. BENICHOV; Max Planck Inst. for Biol. Intelligence, Starnberg, Germany

Abstract: Zebra finches are highly vocal and engage in vocal turn-taking when interacting with social partners. The cortical premotor nucleus HVC has been associated with the context-dependent control of vocal timing during these interactions. Additionally, zebra finches are capable of differentiating calls from multiple individuals, and vocal exchanges most often occur between bonded partners, even within a group of calling birds. To regulate call production with respect to the heard calls of particular conspecifics, the vocal motor pathway must integrate relevant information about incoming auditory signals. We have previously reported that HVC interneurons in particular exhibit a variety of auditory-evoked activity patterns in response to call stimuli. However, it is unclear whether HVC activity is differentially affected by the calls of different birds. Here, we investigate the auditory influences on neural activity in HVC by performing high density Neuropixels probe recordings while awake birds listen to playbacks of calls from a cage mate and an unfamiliar conspecific. The study aims to characterize the patterns of HVC neural activity in response to acoustically similar stimuli that differ in behavioral relevance. To achieve a fine-grained temporal decomposition of auditory evoked neural patterns, clustering algorithms were used, and the activity during the presentation of different stimuli was compared. Results demonstrate various characteristic firing patterns of HVC neurons when calls are heard. These patterns are often shared for similar call types, produced by different individuals, however some neurons exhibit caller-specific activity, evidencing two different
coding strategies in HVC. These results suggest a mechanism by which caller-specific and caller-invariant representations can influence vocal responses during interactions. In sum, heterogeneous call-evoked activity patterns in HVC demonstrate the integration of behaviorally relevant auditory information in this premotor vocal area. The identification of these patterns will enable further investigation into how they influence premotor activity in the vocal-motor pathway and subsequent vocal responses.
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Title: Inter-individual differences in linked vocal phenotypes

Authors: *E. SCHUPPE*¹², D. METS³, K. J. LI², M. BRAINARD²;
¹Ctr. for Integrative Neurosci., UCSF, San Francisco, CA; ²UCSF/HHMI, San Francisco, CA; ³UCSF/HHMI, Berkeley, CA

Abstract: Many organisms use suites of tightly linked behaviors to navigate diverse social interactions, with individuals often exhibiting different behavioral tendencies. Although it is increasingly appreciated that phenotypes are organized as suites of behaviors that change together, the genetic and neural mechanisms that shape linked behavioral phenotypes remains unknown. Here, we use the Bengalese finch (BF; *Lonchura striata domestica*) to investigate whether multiple vocal traits exhibit such linked co-variation across individuals. Songbirds have been widely studied because they learn to produce songs in a way that is similar to how humans acquire speech. However, they also exhibit other distinct vocal phenotypes, including both learned and innate ‘calls’, that can be produced in vocal exchanges resembling conversations. While song is flexibly learned during development, heritable inter-individual differences can shape and constrain the structure of learned song, including the tempo at which syllables are produced (Mets & Brainard, 2018). Since neural circuitry for song and other vocalizations overlaps, and because genetic variation contributing to differences in song tempo might also influence other phenotypes (pleiotropy), we investigated whether inter-individual differences in song tempo were linked to variation in other vocal and behavioral phenotypes. We found that birds with faster versus slower song tempos also generate call trains with shorter gaps between calls, and respond with shorter reaction times during vocal turn-taking. Moreover, through computer tutoring and cross-fostering, we demonstrated that these linked phenotypes have a strong heritable component. To investigate molecular mechanisms that might contribute
to these differences, we used bulk RNA-seq and spatial transcriptomics to determine whether pre-motor vocal control regions, including HVC and RA, exhibit a transcriptional signature correlated with inter-individual differences in vocal performance. Our preliminary results identified differential expression of genes associated with GABAergic signaling between birds with faster and slower vocal phenotypes. Given that modulation of inhibitory dynamics within pre-motor regions can influence song timing (Isola et al., 2020) and call precision (Benichov et al., 2020), we suggest that genetically driven differences in GABAergic signaling may serve as a pleiotropic mechanism to promote inter-individual differences in multiple aspects of vocal behavior. Together, our findings provide insight into the mechanisms whereby genetic and experiential influences give rise to linked behavioral phenotypes.
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**Title:** Coordination of breathing and calls in Bengalese finches

**Authors:**  
*E. KISH, W. H. MEHAFFEY, K. YACKLE, M. S. BRAINARD;*  
UCSF, San Francisco, CA

**Abstract:** Vocal communication is crucial for successful social interactions. Vocal turn-taking is an important form of vocal communication in which vocal partners engage in collaboratively coordinated vocal exchanges, such as human conversations. Although conversational response times are usually quite precise, deviations outside of the expected response window can be used to convey nuanced and salient information about the speaker’s internal world, whereas unintended deviations lead to miscommunication and social awkwardness. Our ability to exert such temporal control and flexibility in conversations is impressive considering that vocal production relies on patterning respiratory machinery vital for sustaining life that is otherwise controlled by autonomous mechanisms in the medulla. Songbird calls, brief and discrete vocalizations, are also employed with great temporal precision and flexibility during vocal exchanges, providing us with a tractable model system to study how vocal precision is coordinated with breathing. To address this question, we simultaneously recorded audio and respiratory pressure in freely moving male Bengalese finches during spontaneous and antiphonal calling, as well as in head-fixed bird where calls were evoked by electrical stimulation of the midbrain calling nucleus DM. We found that while sound is only produced during expiration,
calls are always preceded by a brief and silent inspiration. Correspondingly, DM stimulation evoked calls were always preceded by a brief inspiration, demonstrating that the call motor pattern begins with an inspiration. Although this initial inspiration can interrupt breathing at any phase, spontaneous calls are more likely to be initiated during inspirations. Congruent with the temporal precision that has been observed during vocal turn-taking, this respiratory gating is overcome during antiphonal calling. Since the vocal forebrain has been shown to shape the timing of response calls, we wanted to test if manipulation of the vocal forebrain could shape calls initiated by DM, which can continue to drive calls even in the absence of input from the vocal forebrain. Pharmacological manipulation of the vocal forebrain could bidirectionally shape the efficacy of DM stimulation in evoking calls, demonstrating the ability of the forebrain to shape and gate reflexive brainstem circuits, which may be crucial for successfully navigating complex and nuanced social environments.
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Title: Low-threshold and calcium-dependent potassium currents regulate the intrinsic firing properties of forebrain-projecting HVCRA neurons in zebra finches
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Abstract: In zebra finch, the song system nucleus HVC produces stereotyped instructions leading to precise, learned vocalizations. The HVC contains multiple neural populations, including neurons that project to nucleus RA (robust nucleus of arcopallium; primary motor cortex analog), to Area X (of the avian basal ganglia), to nucleus Avalanche (higher order auditory structure), and interneurons. These four populations exhibit complex patterns of excitatory and inhibitory connectivity, yielding characteristic patterns of neuronal activity both in vivo and in vitro. Premotor HVCRA neurons play a critical role in orchestrating the neural circuitry that guides the bird’s song production. We performed whole cell current-clamp recordings on zebra finch HVCRA neurons in brain slices to examine their intrinsic firing properties, determine which ionic currents are responsible for their characteristic firing patterns, and characterize firing properties of any observed classes of neurons. We show that HVCRA neurons exhibit diversity in their spiking activity when stimulated with current pulses in slices, ranging from transient to stuttering patterns. Simple features of the raw data clearly subdivide the
neurons into two major classes, and a third. Morphological analysis of filled cells independently confirms these categorical distinctions. We developed conductance-based models for the different neurons in each subtype and calibrated the models using data from the slice recordings, yielding mechanistic descriptions of how the interplay of ion currents gives rise to the response properties of each neuronal class. These predictions were then tested and verified in the slice with pharmacological manipulations. The models and the pharmacology highlighted low-threshold potassium currents (D-type Kv1 channel and M-type Kv7 channel) as well as the Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent K\(^+\) current in driving the characteristic neural patterns observed in HVC\(_{RA}\). The relative strengths of different currents give rise to the physiological features observed across the three classes of HVC\(_{RA}\) neurons. The data suggest that the intrinsic properties for one of the HVC\(_{RA}\) subtypes exhibit a within-bird homogeneity and across-birds heterogeneity, suggesting a role of learning in shaping the firing properties of this class of neurons. These results begin to establish a mechanistic basis for examining much debated circuit and network properties of HVC\(_{RA}\) neurons.
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Title: Emergence of crystallized neural patterns during vocal learning

Authors: L. M. PASCUAL, S. J. SOBER;
Biol., Emory Univ., Atlanta, GA

Abstract: Learned motor skills are essential to everyday function. Skill learning involves repeated practice of motor acts, a process which requires the brain to integrate sensorimotor feedback to refine behavior until consistent high levels of performance is achieved. Young songbirds undergo this process whereby its undifferentiated, babbling-like vocalizations develop into categorical vocalizations (syllables) which form a highly precise and stereotyped crystallized song that mimics the song of its adult “tutor”. During this long period of motor skill acquisition, neural activity patterns are reshaped; however, it remains poorly understood how
changes in neural activity patterns enable skill learning. To examine whether and how the neural control of song vocal behavior changes during the process of song acquisition, we recorded spiking activity from individual units in the premotor nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) in Bengalese finches across song development and quantified changes in the neural vocabulary (the unique spike patterns produced) as well as in the motor code (how spike patterns influence behavior). Our chronic neural recordings span multiple weeks of vocal learning in individual animals, which we then examine with novel mathematical tools. This unique approach advantages us with new insights into the individuality of motor codes used across animals as well as changes in motor codes within animals during skill learning. Our preliminary results show changes in the statistics of spike pattern vocabularies as song syllables mature and diverge into acoustically distinct syllables. We also ask whether and how the timescale of motor coding changes during learning -that is, whether developing song is impacted by variations in spike patterns on the scale of 1-millisecond, as it has been demonstrated in adult song, or by variations on slower timescales. Furthermore, we examine whether changes in the motor code is dissociable, even at the level of a single neuron’s activity, into factors like age and amount of sensorimotor practice. Broadly, our study provides a framework for investigating how transformations in spike patterns drive learning across different species.

Disclosures: L.M. Pascual: None. S.J. Sober: None.
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Title: Lesions of pallial nucleus mMAN increase variability in birdsong syntax

Authors: *A. KOPARKAR*1, T. L. WARREN2, J. D. CHARLESWORTH2, S. SHIN2, M. S. BRAINARD2, L. VEIT1;
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Abstract: Complex motor skills such as speech and dance are composed of ordered sequences of simpler elements, but the neuronal basis for syntactic ordering of individual actions into sequences is poorly understood. Birdsong is a learned vocal behavior composed of syntactically ordered sequences of individual elements called syllables. Song premotor nucleus HVC has been linked to the control of syllable sequencing, but its role has primarily been studied in the zebra finch (ZF), a species with highly stereotyped syllable sequencing (Vu et al. 1994, Long & Fee
2008), and little is known about how the complex and variable sequencing of syllables in other species is controlled. In Bengalese finches (BFs) and canaries, unique patterns of HVC neural activity can encode the variable sequential context of syllables (Fujimoto et al. 2011, Cohen et al. 2020), but the extent to which the sequencing of these patterns reflects the internal neural dynamics of HVC (Zhang et al. 2017) or is shaped by recurrent inputs to HVC (Hosino & Okanoya 2000) is poorly understood. One major recurrent input to HVC is nucleus mMAN, which is thus well-positioned to influence patterned activity in HVC and syllable sequencing. Previous studies found that lesions of mMAN had little effect on the stereotyped sequencing of adult ZF song (Foster & Bottjer 2001, Horita et al., 2008), but we reasoned that any contributions of mMAN to sequencing might be better revealed in birds with more complex syntax. We therefore assessed the effects of bilateral mMAN lesions on the variable songs of adult BFs (Lonchura striata domestica). The syntax of BF song includes several patterns: 1) chunks, where syllables follow stereotypical order 2) branch points, where a given syllable can be followed by two or more different syllables in a probabilistic manner and 3) repeat phrases, where an individual syllable is repeated a variable number of times. We found that after lesions of mMAN, the acoustic structure of syllables remained intact, but sequencing became more variable for each of these patterns; chunks developed ‘breaks’ in which previously stereotyped sequences could be interrupted by novel transitions, branch points exhibited increased variability, quantified as increased transition entropy, and repeat phrases became more variable in the number of syllable repetitions. These results demonstrate that mMAN contributes to variability of syllable sequencing in the BF and highlight the potential importance of regions projecting to HVC in the ordering of vocal elements. More broadly, they indicate the utility of species with more complex song syntax in investigating neural control of motor sequences.
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Title: Transformation of premotor neural activity and respiratory pressure during the repetition of introductory notes in the male zebra finch

Authors: D. RAO¹, R. PR², S. KALRA¹, S. CHOROL², M. UPADHYAYA², A. DUTTA², S. CHITNIS³; *R. RAJAN²;

Abstract: The song of the adult male zebra finch is a well-studied example of a learned movement sequence. Song consists of a stereotyped sequence of sounds interleaved by silent gaps and is controlled by the sequential and precise bursting of premotor neurons. This bursting activates vocal and respiratory muscles ensuring perfect coordination between respiration and vocalization during song production. Song bouts begin with the repetition of a variable number of short sounds, called introductory notes (INs), before actual song production. Compared to song syllables, INs have more variable gaps between them and more variable acoustic properties. This variability reduces as song approaches, with the last IN representing a more stereotyped "state" compared to the first IN in a song bout. This suggests the possibility that INs reflect a "preparatory" phase that drives respiratory and vocal coordination. To test this hypothesis, we first characterized neural activity in awake, singing zebra finches. In premotor nucleus HVC, putative interneurons (n=13 from 2 birds) and HVCx-projecting neurons (n=12 from 2 birds) showed complex IN-related activity patterns. Some neurons were active only before the last IN, while others were active for combinations of INs (all but the first or all but the last). As a population, this data suggests that different overlapping subsets of HVC neurons are active for each of the INs. Activity during the silent gaps between INs did not show correlations with the length of the gap. In a separate set of birds, multi-unit recordings (n=15 sites from 3 birds) from downstream motor nucleus RA showed equal activity for each IN. Finally, to determine whether the coordination between respiration and vocal production changes, as INs repeat, we are currently recording respiratory pressure changes in awake, singing, male zebra finches. Overall, our preliminary results suggest a reconfiguration of the HVC network during INs, possibly reflecting a switch towards the sequential and precise bursting that is necessary for song production.
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Title: Female vocal feedback promotes song learning in juvenile zebra finches
Abstract: Social interactions promote vocal learning but little is known about how social feedback affects the vocal learning process and its underlying neural circuitry. To address this issue, we explored song imitation in juvenile zebra finches raised either in the presence or absence of females providing vocal feedback. We found that male zebra finches raised with a female copied the spectral and temporal features of the tutor song more accurately than compared to birds, that were raised socially isolated. To explore whether female zebra finches provide juvenile males with vocal feedback during song practice, we tracked vocalizations emitted by female birds with a small microphone attached to the back of the female. Females emitted more calls as young birds improved their song performance, indicating that females can provide practice-specific feedback. To decipher whether female vocal feedback has an impact on the neural activity within the song learning pathway, we performed intracellular recordings in HVC, a premotor area involved in song learning and production, in singing and listening zebra finches. In juvenile zebra finches, we found that female vocalizations can modulate neural activity in HVC during passively listening and singing. In contrast, in singing adult zebra finches female calls do not have an impact on the song-related neural activity pattern. Interestingly, we found female call-evoked responses outside of the context of singing to persist after development suggesting an age-independent mechanism for the representation of behaviorally relevant vocal feedback. These results highlight the contribution of female vocal feedback to developmental song learning and how vocal input other than the tutor song can influence the neural circuit involved in song learning and production.
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Title: Characterizing auditory responsivity in female zebra finch HVC

Authors: *A. Savoy1, D. Margoliash2;
1Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL; 2Organismal Biol. and Anat., Univ. of Chicago Dept. of Organismal Biol. and Anat., Chicago, IL

Abstract: The zebra finch is a champion species of vocal learning and production, with males producing highly precise songs and females evaluating individual differences in male singing. The foundation of male song includes auditory learning early in development and auditory
feedback-mediated sensorimotor learning during development that extends into adulthood. Studies in females, who do not sing, have demonstrated their extraordinary auditory perception abilities as adults, as well as their sensitivity to developmental auditory experience and social context. Many studies in males have focused on sensorimotor area HVC, which expresses state-dependent higher-order song-related auditory responses. Despite the much smaller volume of female zebra finch HVC as compared to males, recent evidence shows robust anatomical connectivity between HVC and other “song system” areas in females. We hypothesize that this circuitry is involved in female auditory processing, song evaluation, and call interactions, which has been investigated only in very few studies. Our study aims to characterize the auditory responsivity of HVC in female zebra finches when exposed to male vocalizations. To date we have used Neuropixels probes for high-density extracellular recordings in HVC of awake female zebra finches. Birds were exposed to a variety of male vocalizations, as well as to artificial sounds such as noise bursts and other stimuli. Our data indicate that female HVC exhibits distinct neural responses to specific male songs or calls. Preliminary data indicate that the response patterns implicate involvement of HVC in the nuanced perceptual discrimination capability that female zebra finches are known to possess, with varying responsivity depending on her familiarity with the stimulus and relationship to the male. These findings potentially offer new insights into the role of HVC in female auditory perception and contribute to our understanding of the neural bases of social communication and mate choice.

Disclosures:  A. Savoy: None. D. Margoliash: None.
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Title: Vocal representation of acoustic features in a budgerigar forebrain motor area

Authors: *Z. YANG1, M. A. LONG2;

Abstract: Parrots have extraordinary vocal mimicry abilities, yet the neural mechanisms responsible for effectively reproducing sounds with diverse acoustic qualities remain unclear. Here we investigate neural dynamics underlying vocal production in the budgerigar, a highly social parrot species. We use high-density silicon probes to record vocalization-related activity from neuronal populations in the central nucleus of the anterior arcopallium (AAC), a forebrain motor region that directly projects to brainstem phonatory motoneurons. We found that AAC neurons demonstrate robust and consistent network activity associated with both stereotyped contact calls and flexible warble songs produced during social interactions. Furthermore, AAC
activity exhibits a distinct neural signature that aligns with the complex acoustic structure presented in warble songs. Budgerigar songs are characterized by large variations in fundamental frequency (i.e., pitch) and spectral entropy (i.e., the level of “noisiness”). We found a substantial proportion of AAC neurons that were strongly tuned to these parameters. We observed a high degree of heterogeneity across the population, with individual neurons exhibiting maximal responses to different values of these features. We used a principal component analysis to examine population activity and found a strong gradient of fundamental frequency and spectral entropy along the axes corresponding to the first and second principal components, respectively. These results indicate that AAC encodes acoustic features controlling vocalization quality, resembling the representation of vocal articulation and pitch in the human speech motor cortex and potentially contributing to their exceptional vocal mimicry abilities.
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Title: Transient connection from tutor-song-responding neurons in NCM to HVC disappears at the end of the critical period

Authors: *J. A. KOMOROWSKA-MULLER, Y. MOROHASHI, Y. YAZAKI-SUGIYAMA; Neuronal Mechanism for Critical Period Unit, Okinawa Inst. of Sci. and Technol., Tancha, Japan

Abstract: Similarly to human infants, juvenile zebra finches learn to vocalize by memorizing their tutor’s song and then matching their own vocalizations to the memorized template via auditory feedback during the developmental critical period. We previously identified neuronal substrate of tutor song memory in the avian analog of secondary auditory cortex, the caudomedial nidopallium (NCM)(Yanagihara and Yazaki-Sugiyama, 2016). Recently, we uncovered a developmentally transient projection from the tutor song-responding cells in NCM to the song premotor area, HVC. We labeled the tutor song-responding cells with GFP using the neuronal activity-dependent AAV (AAV9-cFos-TetON-EGFP) and tutor song playback. The NCM-HVC projection was present in juvenile birds, but not in adult birds suggesting its potential role in song learning (Louder et al., in submission). Here, we further investigated the developmental timeline of NCM-HVC projection and disconnection. We found a decrease in the density of projections to HVC in juveniles at the end of sensorimotor learning (80 days post hatch (dph)) in comparison to the juveniles within sensorimotor learning (60 and 70 dph). In contrast, we found no difference in the number of projections to other brain areas, such as HVC.
Furthermore, we found that the timing of the decrease in NCM-HVC projections coincided with song maturation. Taken together, the dynamic interareal neuronal disconnection between zebra finch auditory and motor cortex is potentially shaping the developmental auditory memory-guided song learning.

Disclosures: J.A. Komorowska-Muller: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology. C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); KAKENHI Grant-in Aid for Early-Career Scientists. Y. Morohashi: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology. Y. Yazaki-Sugiyama: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology.
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Title: Molecular profiles of auditory tutor song memory neurons, transiently projecting to song premotor area in zebra finches


Abstract: Like human infants learning to speak, juvenile male zebra finches learn to sing by forming auditory tutor’s song memories and then vocally matching to establish their stereotyped own song in sequentially well-orchestrated auditory then sensorimotor developmental learning periods. However, neural mechanisms supporting auditory memory-guided sensorimotor learning have remained elusive. Recently, we revealed neuronal projections into the song premotor region, HVC from distinct neuronal memory ensembles of a tutor’s song in the auditory forebrain area, caudomedial nidopallium (NCM) during (~60 days post hatch (DPH)), but not after (> 100 DPH) the sensorimotor learning period by employing a novel activity-dependent adeno-associated viral expression system in zebra finches, implying roles of transient NCM-HVC projections for developmental song learning and subsequent crystallization. Here, we performed single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) analysis to elucidate underlying molecular mechanism of transient projections of auditory memory NCM neurons to HVC. Tutor-song responding NCM neurons were labelled by using the AAV vector AAV-cFos-TetON-EYFP-PEST, which express EYFP with an activity dependent cFos promoter combined with a tutor song stimulation, and their nuclei were collected from male zebra finches at different developmental stages. Gene expression profiles were compared between YFP-positive tutor-song
responding neurons and other EYFP-negative neurons in the NCM. Post mRNA-sequencing analysis using Seurat revealed EYFP mRNA positive tutor song responsive neurons within 2/2 neuronal clusters expressing VGLUT2 mRNA and 3~5/8 neuronal clusters expressing GAD1 mRNA both in zebra finches at 60 DPH and > 100 DPH. We further found synaptic adhesion and vesicle trafficking molecules, such as NRCAM, ADGRB3/Bai3, Rab33B, TBC1D22B and DENND2A, from the list of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in VGLUT2 positive excitatory neurons in zebra finches at 60 DPH. Taken together, these results suggest that expression changes in synaptic connection and membrane trafficking molecules mediate dynamic remodeling of intercortical auditory-motor projections in the developmental sensorimotor learning period.

Disclosures: Y. Morohashi: None. N. Toji: None. Y. Go: None. K. Wada: None. Y. Yazaki-Sugiyama: None.
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Title: A generative model of neuron migration in adult songbird HVC

Authors: *S. ANALOUI¹, N. R. SHVEDOV², B. B. SCOTT¹;
¹Psychological and Brain Sci., Boston Univ., Boston, MA; ²Boston Univ., Boston Univ. Grad. Program For Neurosci., Boston, MA

Abstract: Songbirds add new neurons to brain circuits, such as the song nucleus HVC, throughout their lifetimes. New neurons are born in the ventricular zone (VZ) and migrate hundreds of microns to their integration targets throughout the forebrain, including HVC, over the span of weeks. Previous in vivo imaging studies have revealed that adult-born neurons in HVC exhibit a form of diffusive migration where cells move in all directions and make frequent turns. Here we design a computational model of neuron migration in the HVC to assess the consequences of this type of motion. Our model assumes an independent stochastic migration process wherein 3D movement is generated in a series of steps each representing 10 minutes. Cells are born in random locations along a 2D plane representing the VZ and have their migration simulated via random draws from probability distributions derived from in vivo tracking data. HVC is represented as a 1 mm diameter sphere intersected by the VZ plane. We ran our simulation for up to 40 days, the maximum duration of migration identified in previous literature (Alvarez-Buylla & Nottebohm 1988). This model successfully recapitulated multiple features of in vivo cell migration with simulated cells having highly similar tortuositities and levels of disorderedness as tracked cells. After 21 days cells migrated an average of 365 µm, covering the distance between the VZ and the center of HVC. After 40 days of migration, simulated cells traveled an average of 530 µm and up to 1.96 mm away from the VZ. These
results suggest that this form of diffusive migration is sufficient to fill the entirety of HVC but insufficient to generate regions that lie farther than ~2 mm from the VZ. These results are consistent with a potential model in which alternative forms of migration exist outside of HVC that enable cells to travel long distances and reach integration sites far from the VZ that diffusive migration alone cannot achieve. Furthermore, this model can be used to make specific quantitative predictions regarding the outcomes of migration of newborn cells that can be tested experimentally.

Disclosures: S. Analoui: None. N.R. Shvedov: None. B.B. Scott: None.
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Title: Benchmarking neural network models for acoustic behavior with vak and VocalPy

Authors: *D. A. NICHOLSON¹, Y. COHEN²; ¹Emory Univ., Baltimore, MD; ²Weizmann Inst. of Sci., Weizmann Inst. of Sci., Rehovot, Israel

Abstract: To understand the neural bases of how animals communicate with sound, we need detailed quantification of this behavior. Recently, deep neural network models have emerged as promising tools for quantifying behavior. We previously presented TweetyNet, a neural network that automates segmentation and annotation of birdsong for downstream analyses, such as fitting statistical models of motor learning or song syntax. To enable researchers to easily work with TweetyNet and other deep neural network models for acoustic behavior, we developed a framework in Python, vak (https://github.com/vocalpy/vak). Additionally we have developed a core Python package for this research community, VocalPy (https://github.com/vocalpy/vocalpy) with the goal of making code more readable and reusable. Here we report on further studies of TweetyNet and other neural network models, using these Python libraries. We show that we can reduce the segment error rate of TweetyNet by an average 3.13% on a benchmark dataset of Bengalese finch song (https://nickledave.github.io/bfsongrepo/), without post-processing steps for clean up. (Segment error rate is analogous to the word error rate used in automatic speech recognition.) We achieve this by training TweetyNet on entire bouts of song instead of random time windows. We also extend previous work from others that used TweetyNet to segment birdsong into two classes, syllables and silent gaps, without assigning labels to the different syllables types. In this binary classification setting, models trained on 900 seconds of song from the same benchmark dataset achieve a 1.9% average segment error rate. We compare this result to off-the-shelf algorithms for segmenting audio, using VocalPy. Additionally we will present results from experiments in progress benchmarking other neural network models for audio segmentation, and demonstrating how vak can speed up training using transfer learning methods.
These results show how vak and VocalPy can support the research community investigating how the brain controls acoustic behavior.

Disclosures: D.A. Nicholson: None. Y. Cohen: None.
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Title: High frequency vocalizations of black jacobin hummingbirds show annual shifts suggestive of learning

Authors: *C. OLSON¹, C. V. MELLO³, C. DUCA⁴, M. DA SILVA⁵, S. RODRIGUES SILVA⁶, M.-Q. TRAN²;
¹Dept. of Physiol., ²Midwestern Univ., Glendale, AZ; ³Dept. of Behavioral Neurosci., Oregon Hlth. and Sci. Univ. Sch. of Med., Portland, OR; ⁴Pontifícia Univ. Católica de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil; ⁵Univ. Federal do Pará, Belém, Brazil

Abstract: Black jacobins are a basal lineage hummingbird species of the Topaz clade from the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. This species coexists with 40 other species/subspecies of hummingbird, as well as a rich community of songbirds and vocalizing mammals. We previously reported on black jacobin’s high frequency vocalizations of a mean fundamental frequency of 11.5 kHz, with oscillations up to 14 kHz and no sounds below 10 kHz (Olson et al., Curr Biol, 2016). This vocal range is well above the known limit of avian hearing (up to 8-9 KHz),
challenging a conventional belief that avian communication is limited to low frequencies. Analysis of recent recordings and behavioral observations at our field site (Sta. Teresa, ES, Brazil) in 2019 and 2022, in comparison with the published data from 2015/16, now provide further insights into the behavioral ecology context and variations of this unique avian vocalization. We found that these vocalizations are predominantly directed to other black jacobins at short distances during in-flight displays, and not towards other hummingbird species, but black jacobins will also produce them while perched in a non-directed manner. Interestingly, a 3-syllable utterance with a characteristic syllable duration and acoustic structure was the predominant vocalization in the population at our study site in 2015, occurring ~71% of the time. By 2016 we noted an increase in a 2-syllable vocalization type. In 2019 the 3-syllable type occurred in only ~15% of the recordings, and by 2023 they were completely absent, replaced by the 2-syllable song type. In addition to this shift from 3 syllables to 2 syllables, the mean syllable durations increased by 20% from 2015 to 2022. Sample recordings from several birds in captivity in 2022 revealed that that individual birds have a single song type with consistent within-individual acoustic features, allowing for the possibility of individual recognition. We also found conclusive evidence that vocalizations are produced by both sexes and juveniles. These observations support the notion that the black jacobin’s high-frequency vocalizations evolved as an exclusive communication channel, and provide strong suggestive evidence that these vocalizations are learned. They also set the stage for more extensive investigation of the acoustic biology of this species, and present a valuable tool for future research on vocal communication in complex environments.
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Title: A neural circuit model of reinforcement learning in songbird

Authors: *Y. WANG¹, J. KORNFELD², M. S. FEE³, M. S. GOLDMAN⁴;
¹UC Davis, Davis, CA; ²Max Planck Inst. for Biol. Intelligence, Martinsried, Germany; ³Brain & Cog Sci. / McGovern Inst., Massachusetts Inst. Tech., Cambridge, MA; ⁴Ctr. for Neurosci., Davis, CA

Abstract: Reinforcement learning is widely recognized as a biological learning paradigm, but the underlying neural mechanisms are largely unknown. We propose a neural circuit model in songbird that employs policy-based reinforcement learning to guide song learning at a
millisecond timescale. We map the song learning process to a classical reinforcement learning problem known as the two-arm-bandit problem, where the neural circuit makes a sequence of binary action selections directly controlled by neuronal spikes. Our model learns the behavior policy by combining cortico-striatal activity representing action selection and midbrain dopamine signal representing behavior evaluation. During song learning, dopamine has been found to resemble a reward prediction error (RPE) signal. We demonstrate in our model how the RPE-like dopamine signal can be computed in a simple neural circuit and guides direct policy learning. Besides RPE, we propose that an action prediction error (APE) signal, stored as a molecular trace in the cortico-striatal synapse, also supports reinforcement learning in the brain. APE and RPE can be combined to avoid incorrect learning and enhance learning speed. Meanwhile, the sparseness of exploratory actions, a property often overlooked in most reinforcement learning models, plays an important role under accuracy constraints. Furthermore, the biologically motivated APE and RPE learning rules may inspire novel computational algorithms in reinforcement learning.

Disclosures: Y. Wang: None. J. Kornfeld: None. M.S. Fee: None. M.S. Goldman: None.
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Authors: *K. H. TRAN*¹², A. KOULAKOV²;
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Abstract: Song learning behavior observed in the songbird system provides a notable example of learning through trial-and-error. We present a computational model of song learning that integrates reinforcement learning (RL) and unsupervised learning (UL) and agrees with known songbird circuitry. The song circuit outputs activity from the nucleus RA, which receives two primary inputs: timing information from area HVC and stochastic activity from the nucleus LMAN. Additionally, song learning relies on Area X, a basal ganglia area that receives dopaminergic inputs from VTA. In our model, song learning begins with the HVC-to-Area X connectivity, employing an RL mechanism that involves node perturbation. This acquired information is then consolidated in the HVC-to-RA weight matrix through a UL mechanism. The transfer of weights from Area X to RA takes place via the thalamus, employing a specific form of spike-timing-dependent plasticity. Thus, we present a computational model in which the optimal policy is initially guided by reinforcement and subsequently transferred to another circuit through Hebbian plasticity.

Disclosures: K.H. Tran: None. A. Koulakov: None.
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Title: Growth and Splitting of Sequences in Neural Activity in a Computational Model of Songbird HVC

Authors: *D. SEDERMAN, D. Z. JIN;
Penn State Univ., University Park, PA

Abstract: Zebra finches sing a stereotyped sequence of syllables, with each syllable driven by a distinct sequence of bursting neurons in the premotor nucleus HVC. During development, a single ‘protosyllable’ sequence initially forms before a zebra finch produces multiple syllable types (Okubo et al., 2015). This sequence splits into multiple syllable-specific sequences as the juvenile matures and listens to an adult tutor. The mechanism underlying this splitting is not well characterized. Here we simulated the growth and splitting of sequences in an HVC network as a juvenile zebra finch learns its song. Our computational model has a realistic HVC-sized scale
with over 20,000 HVC neurons simulated using a GPU implementation. Model input from nuclei Uva and Nif spontaneously activates a group of HVC “seed neurons”. Immature HVC neurons are recruited to form a feedforward chain network starting from the seed neurons through spontaneous activity, burst-timing dependent synaptic plasticity and axon remodeling. As the immature neurons fire more consistently, they mature and burst with precise trial-to-trial timing. Consistent with previous work, a large single sequence forms among HVC neurons (Tupikov and Jin, 2021). However, as the simulation continues, this sequence splits and distinct burst sequences form within HVC. This occurs with unstructured inputs to HVC neurons that lack any timing or sequence information. As development progresses, neurons belonging to each sequence more strongly inhibit one another via feedback inhibition through interneurons in HVC. This results in the sequences that initially fire simultaneously consistently firing sequentially later in the simulation. We propose this as a model for the formation of distinct neural sequences during songbird development that does not require external timing inputs. Unstructured input is sufficient to trigger networking wiring and splitting into neural sequences within HVC.

Disclosures: D. Sederman: None. D.Z. Jin: None.
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Title: Songbird motor cortex analogue neurons utilize specialized Nav and Kv3 channels to generate fast spiking: Computational modeling of ultra-narrow and energy-efficient action potentials

Authors: *L. E. S. TAVARES¹, B. ZEMEL¹, H. VON GERSDORFF¹,²;
¹Vollum Institute, OHSU, Portland, OR; ²Oregon Hearing Res. Center, OHSU, Portland, OR

Abstract: In songbirds, the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) is a distinctive brain area of the song system dedicated to vocal motor control during singing behavior. Projection neurons in RA (RAPNs) provide the sole descending vocal-motor output to the brainstem and orchestrate moment by moment complex acoustic features of the song. RAPNs exhibit continuous and spontaneous firing of spikes during periods of silence (~40 Hz) and high-frequency burst-pause firing during song production. Being essential for courtship behavior, birdsong imposes significant temporal and energetic constraints on RAPNs. For instance, in whole cell recordings in slices at physiological temperatures (40o Celsius in birds), RAPNs fire ultranarrow action potentials (APs) of 0.16 ms halfwidth and can sustain high frequency firing with little adaptation during current injection. These properties are supported in part by the high expression of fast-
gating, high-threshold Kv3 channels in conjunction with fast-gating Nav1.6, which contribute, respectively, to high depolarization and repolarization rates during AP generation (Zemel et al., 2021, 2023). Based on these observations, we developed a detailed Hodgkin-Huxley conductance-based model of RAPNs in slices at 40°C. In our model, fast transient Na+ and high-threshold K+ gating coordinate to drive ultranarrow and fast APs. We observe that the fast kinetics of activation and inactivation of Na currents and the fast activation and deactivation kinetics of Kv3 channels also helps in diminishing the excess of Na+ influx during APs by reducing the temporal overlap between voltage-gated K+ and Na+ currents. We propose that this property may be used by RAPNs to reduce the metabolic cost of fast spiking. Indeed, the RA of adult male zebra finches is marked by high expression of cytochrome oxidase, an enzyme involved in ATP production in the mitochondria (Adret & Margoliash, 2002). Our RAPN computer model represents a new tool for understanding how RA supports birdsong behavior and provides insights for future experiments.
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Abstract: The male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) sing courtship songs to the females. The courtship song differs among individuals; females identify each song and make a pair with the male singing their preferred song. The song preferences of females have been investigated in many previous studies (Riebel, 2000; Riebel et al., 2002; Le Maguer et al., 2021), and in operant conditioning behavioral experiments, females were observed to repeatedly listen to their favorite songs (Rodríguez-Saltos et al., 2023). This indicates that listening to songs is rewarding. Previous studies on song discrimination have also shown that when females are asked to discriminate between two songs, they showed as high as 80% of the responses correct (Nagel et al., 2010; Paul et al., 2021). However, the remaining 20% were found to be incorrect, because of hearing and responding to only the beginning part of the song. We hypothesize that songbirds listen to only the first part of a song, and it can lead to misidentification of the song. Based on the above facts, we constructed an experimental system to measure preference by song rewards, and analyzed the order of songs heard with a Markov chain model in female zebra finches. We considered three types of states in the state transition diagram. The single Markov model shows
the bird selects the next song according to the only previous one, the dual model is the type of song selection it had heard on the two previous trials, and the triple model is the type of song selection it had heard on the three previous trials. By comparing the goodness of fit to the results of simulations with these three models to the raw data, we revealed differences among the models. We also examined the possibility that birds' song discrimination may include a prediction by mixing two courtship songs in the measurement of preference at the top of discrimination and by using stimuli that change in steps. If there is the prediction, the bird's behavior should initially be the same as when it heard the original song, but as the song stimulus changes and gradually resembles to the mixed song, it should behave the same as when it heard the mixed song. We tested this hypothesis in a preference experiment.
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Abstract: 17-OHPC is commonly prescribed to individuals at risk for recurrent preterm birth. 17-OHPC was detectable within cord plasma of neonates up to 44 days after the maternal treatment, suggesting that the fetus is exposed to 17-OHPC in utero. Yet, little is known regarding the long-term effects of 17-OHPC on neural and behavioral development in children. The timing of 17-OHPC administration coincides with a period of cortical maturation. In rodents, neural maturity during the first postnatal week is comparable with human fetal neural development at term. Thus, administration of 17-OHPC in rodents during the first postnatal week can be used to model the effects of 17-OHPC on cortical development in humans. Progesterone receptor (PR) is expressed in virtually all functional regions of developing cortex including within subplate (SP) of somatosensory and motor cortex (E18-P10). Disruption to thalamocortical innervation of SP of somatosensory cortex is associated with deficits in sensorimotor behavior. PR knock-out mice (PRKO) demonstrated irregular loss of a sensorimotor-dependent behavior, rooting reflex. These data suggest that cortical development and behavioral indicators of normal nervous system development, such as sensorimotor behavior, may be sensitive to neonatal exposure to 17-OHPC. Therefore, it was hypothesized
that 17-OHPC exposure during development alters sensorimotor behavior development. There was a significant main effect of treatment, sex, age, and a day by treatment interaction (p = 0.003) on body weight with 17-OHPC exposed rats weighing significantly more than control rats of the same sex. Preliminary data also suggest a significant effect of treatment at postnatal days 3 and 4 on surface righting (P3: $\chi^2 = 30.392$, P4: $\chi^2 = 7.799$) and forelimb grasping (P3: $\chi^2 = 14.545$, P4: $\chi^2 = 9.468$) with a greater proportion of 17-OHPC-exposed rats successfully righting and successfully grasping with the forelimbs. 17-OHPC exposed rats has a shorter latency to surface right at P3. However, on P5 a greater proportion of oil-treated rats demonstrated successful righting ($\chi^2 = 9.013$). There was also a significant effect of treatment on hindlimb grasping at P5 ($\chi^2 = 8.720$), P7 ($\chi^2 = 16.707$), P8 ($\chi^2 = 12.029$), P10 ($\chi^2 = 18.357$), and P11 ($\chi^2 = 7.292$) with a greater proportion of oil-treated rats demonstrating partial or successful hindlimb grasping when compared to 17-OHPC-exposed animals. Results from this study demonstrate a novel effect of neonatal 17-OHPC exposure on behavior dependent on sensorimotor development and suggest that neonatal PR activity may regulate aspects of cortical development necessary for the expression of normal sensorimotor behaviors.

GnRH cell number. Searching mammalian protein databases, we identified a novel chimeric protein that incorporated amino acids from Nsmf and a neighboring gene, ENTP8. We found that this novel chimeric gene product (Nsmf/Entpd8) is present in cDNA made from E11.5 mouse embryo nasal tissue, and we are currently investigating the expression of this transcript in migrating GnRH neurons. This chimeric transcript lacks a nuclear localization signal but has a transmembrane domain that accounts for the membrane localization initially observed. In addition, an alternative transcription start site has been identified. As such, this chimeric transcript may underlie the discrepancies reported in the two knockout mice lines. These results highlight the complexities of unraveling the role of genes in physiological processes and the importance of deciphering the genetic basis of variants in human disorders.
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Abstract: Simple genetic variation and differential gene expression have been tightly linked to differences in behavioral phenotypes, endocrine physiology, and reproduction. The Gouldian finch (*Erythrura gouldiae*) demonstrates a head color polymorphism that is tightly coupled to marked differences in aggression, parental care, immune, and stress responses. Red-headed males are neophobic, aggressive, and exhibit higher levels of testosterone (T) and corticosterone (CORT) in socially competitive environments, while black-headed males are neophilic, passive, but T and CORT remain unaltered. This head color polymorphism has been associated with genetic variation in a small non-coding region upstream of the follistatin (FST) gene. FST is a single-chain gonadal protein that is implicated in a variety of endocrine, physiological, and behavioral processes, including regulation of energy metabolism, gonadal function, stress response and anxiety-related behavior. We hypothesized that the FST gene would be differentially expressed in association with morph and sex-specific differences in the brain between male and female red-headed and black-headed morphs. To test this hypothesis, we examined FST gene expression in brain regions known to be involved in aggression, stress responses, and parental care using RNAscope in situ hybridization assay. We found that FST
mRNA was heterogeneously distributed in the Gouldian finch brain with the most abundant expression in the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus (VMH) and the lateral part of the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVNL). Importantly, we observed that FST gene expression differed significantly between morphs and sex. Specifically, mRNA levels of FST were higher in the VMH, PVNL, medial bed nucleus of stria terminalis (BSTM), lateral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BSTL) and nucleus of the hippocampal commissure (nHpC) in black-headed males and females than those in red-headed males and females. Furthermore, in all these regions within the same morph type, male finches displayed greater levels of FST mRNA relative to females. Taken together, our findings suggest that head color morph and sex-specific differences in FST gene expression in the Gouldian finch brain may contribute to the morph and sex-specific differences in aggression, stress responses, and parental care.
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Title: Kisspeptin cell-type and fiber projection analysis reveals its potential role on central sensorial processing and behavioral state control
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Abstract: Previous chemoanatomical studies on kisspeptin (KP) distribution in rodent brain have focused on hypothalamic regulation of the hypophysial-gonad axis. Here, we examined the chemoanatomical phenotype and fiber distribution of KP neurons in mouse and rat, comparing male and female, and with and without gonadectomy, in order to extend our current knowledge of kisspeptin chemical neuroanatomy, and potential function, to extra-hypothalamic structures. Serial immunohistochemistry sampling and assessment, dual in situ hybridization (DISH), combining mRNA probes for kisspeptin with VGAT, VGLUT2, neurokinin, dynorphin, and tyrosine hydroxylase were used. Eighty-one among the 107 brain regions observed with KP fiber and terminal presence, were identified as extra-hypothalamic, including telencephalic septal, ventral striatal, amygdaloid nuclei and bed nucleus of stria terminalis; diencephalic habenular complex; mesencephalic superior and inferior colliculi, and periaqueductal grey; metencephalic parabrachial nucleus and locus coeruleus; myelencephalic nucleus tractus solitarii (NTS),
reticular formation and the gelatinous layer of spinal sensorial trigeminal nucleus. All of these regions are closely involved in central sensorial processing and behavioral state control. KP glutamatergic (VGLUT2 mRNA-expressing) neurons are mainly located in arcuate nucleus and scattered in the dorsal hypothalamic region from anterior to posterior hypothalamus; KP GABAergic (VGAT mRNA-expressing) neurons are found in the rostral periventricular region, the medial amygdala and the NTS. Some targets of these KP populations were determined based on correlation of anatomical analysis with sensitivity to gonadectomy. This study provides an anatomical basis for further hypothesis generation and testing on KP’s role in a wider scope of brain function beyond endocrine regulation located to the hypothalamus. In particular, it draws attention to the remarkable presence of KP projections in central sensory and behavioral state control structures that suggest additional physiological/regulatory roles for kisspeptin.
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Title: An excitatory pathway from arcuate Kiss1 neurons to the dorsomedial hypothalamus mediates the melanocortin action on energy expenditure in the male mouse
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Abstract: Hypothalamic Kiss1 neurons are essential regulators of reproduction through the direct release of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) secretagogue kisspeptin onto GnRH neurons. Kiss1 neurons also control metabolism, as documented by the anorexigenic effect of
Kisspeptin in rodents and the obese phenotype of kisspeptin receptor knockout (Kiss1rKO) mice. In the control of energy balance, arcuate (ARC) proopiomelanocortin (Pomc) neurons induce satiety and increase energy expenditure (EE) through the direct action on the melanocortin receptor 4 (MC4R). Since POMC neurons have been described to project to Kiss1 neurons, we set out to characterize the role of Kiss1 neurons in the metabolic action of melanocortins.

Using RNAscope, we found that Mc4r co-expresses with 84% of Kiss1ARC neurons, suggesting that these neurons are direct targets for melanocortins. Indeed, high frequency optogenetic stimulation of POMCARC neurons elicited a slow inward (excitatory) current in Kiss1ARC neurons that was attenuated in the presence of a MC4R antagonist in both sexes. To assess the role of Kiss1ARC neurons in the metabolic action of melanocortins, we generated a conditional mouse model with a specific deletion of Mc4r from Kiss1 neurons (Kiss1cre:Mc4rfl/fl mice).

Kiss1cre:Mc4rfl/fl male mice, but not females, developed obesity under regular chow and high fat diet. Metabolic assessment revealed that Kiss1cre:Mc4rfl/fl mice had reduced EE, without changes in overall food intake or activity. The decrease in EE correlated with significantly lower expression of the uncoupling protein 1 (Ucp1) gene in the interscapular pad of brown adipose tissue (BAT), suggesting impaired BAT thermogenesis in mutant mice. To further test the role of Kiss1ARC neurons in EE, we chemogenetically activated these neurons in Kiss1cre het and Kiss1KO males, which led to increased BAT temperature in both models, suggesting that this is a kisspeptin-independent effect. Moreover, we documented that this action is mediated, at least in part, by the dorsomedial hypothalamus (DMH) based on the following evidence: a) Viral tracing revealed that Kiss1ARC neurons innervate leptin receptor (Lepr) expressing neurons of the DMH (LeprDMH); b) the chemogenetic activation of Kiss1ARC neurons induced cfas expression in LeprDMH neurons; and c) a retrograde tracing approach revealed that these neurons project to the raphe pallidus nucleus (RPa), which is known to regulate BAT activity.

In summary, we have documented that Kiss1ARC neurons mediate the action of melanocortins on EE in male mice through the activation of the dorsomedial pathway that controls BAT thermogenesis.
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Title: Lateral septum as a melanocortin downstream site for integrative control feeding behaviors and emotional states
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Abstract: The melanocortin pathway is well established to be critical for body weight regulation in both rodents and humans. Despite extensive studies focusing on this pathway, the downstream brain sites and underlying mechanisms that mediating melanocortin action on the regulation of feeding and obesity development are still incompletely understood. By using multidisciplinary approaches, we hereby found that, among the known paraventricular hypothalamic (PVH) neuron groups, those expressing melanocortin receptors 4 (PVHMc4R) preferably project to the ventral part of lateral septum (LSv), a brain region known to be involved in integrating feeding behaviors and the associated emotional status in the state incorporating a choice to get food while exposure to a stressful context. Photostimulation of PVHMc4R neuron terminals in the LSv reduces feeding and causes aversion, whereas deletion of Mc4Rs or disruption of glutamate release from LSv-projecting PVH neurons both causes obesity. In addition, specific disruption of AMPA receptor but not the NMDA receptor function in PVH-projected LSv neurons causes obesity, and target deletion of GABA release from PVH-projected LSv neurons leads to the rapid development of diet-induced obesity. Importantly, chronic inhibition of PVH- or PVHMc4R-projected LSv neurons results in the alleviated anxiety-like behaviors and causes obesity associated with reduced energy expenditure. Altogether, our data indicated that the LSv functions as an important downstream node to mediate melanocortin action on feeding/body weight regulation and the integrated emotional states.
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Title: Identification of hypothalamic tuberoinfundibular dopamine (TIDA) neurons in the rat by electron microscopy
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Abstract: The neuroendocrine TIDA neurons in the dorsomedial arcuate nucleus (dmArc) of the hypothalamus play a central role in reproduction as an inhibitory gatekeeper of pituitary secretion of the hormone, prolactin. In rats, TIDA neurons exhibit a stereotyped, slow, and synchronized network oscillation (Lyons et al., 2010). Recent work has shown that key features of this oscillation are dictated by strong TIDA-TIDA electrical synapses, the expression of the gap junction protein, Connexin-36 (Cx36) (Stagkourakis et al., 2018) and that the rhythm itself is pivotal to shaping prolactin levels (Stagkourakis et al., 2020). These new insights into TIDA physiology generate new questions about cellular and intercellular structure that we are addressing using electron microscopy (EM) on male Sprague Dawley rats (P21-35). As TIDA neurons form a small, discrete population with a restricted localization, we developed a strategy to dissect the dmArc, obtaining a sample sufficiently small for EM, but preserving anatomical references, such as the third ventricle (3V) and the median eminence. In parallel, by immunofluorescence (IF), we identified the spatial coordinates for TIDA, using tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) as a marker. TIDA neurons, identified by IF were located in a range of ñ30-60 µm from the 3V wall (x-axis), and dorsoventrally (y-axis), from ñ180-590 µm from the 3V ventral limit. TIDA soma length was ñ20 µm (n=28 cells, 6 rats). TH- immunogold staining confirmed TIDA cell location and size. TH+ cells exhibited a prominent nucleus (1:3 Nucleus: Cytoplasm ratio), a bulbous and characteristic nucleolus (n=11/12 TH+ cells, n=1/7 TH negative cells, p<0.05 χ², n= 4 rats) with nuclear-membrane invaginations (9/12 TH+ cells, n= 4 rats). The neurons with these ultrastructural features were Cx36+, present also on other structures than somata, possibly dendrites. Next, samples containing the dmArc were processed for detailed ultrastructural analysis. TIDA-TIDA somata distance (1.8 ± 0.2 µm n= 8 cells, 3 animals) indicate that the proximity may not be sufficient for electrical synapse formation. However, electron-dense gap junctions were observed in appositions between vesicle containing-dendrites segments in the dmArc, and in apposition to TIDA neuron’s proximal dendrite, yet to be identified as TIDA- TIDA contact. In conclusion, we developed a reliable method for localization of TIDA neurons for EM imaging. Also, we confirm the presence of Cx36 in dopamine neurons in the dmArc and describe their main ultrastructural characteristics, opening the door to further exploration and understanding of the structural basis of network dynamics in this population.
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Abstract: Neuroendocrine tuberoinfundibular dopamine (TIDA) neurons of the dorsomedial arcuate nucleus (dmArc) control secretion of the pituitary hormone, prolactin (Prl), via inhibitory dopamine D2-type receptors. Prolactin is a key hormone regulating parental physiology and behaviour and shows considerable serum level fluctuations across reproductive states, sex, and species. Importantly, TIDA neuron activity, characterized by stereotyped membrane potential oscillations, also shows notable diversity between these states, in some cases causally implicated in Prl status. Despite this dynamic nature, it remains to be determined if TIDA features are preprogrammed at birth, or undergo maturation during the early postnatal period, and, if so, which factors shape this process. In this study, we combine slice patch clamp electrophysiology, Ca\textsuperscript{2+} imaging, immunohistochemistry, and pharmacology to elucidate the neurodevelopmental changes occurring within the TIDA network during the first postnatal month. To identify TIDA neurons in brain slices, we crossed a dopamine transporter (DAT) Cre driver mouse line with a Cre-dependent tdTomato mouse line (“DAT-tdT mice”). In DAT-tdT mice, the number of fluorescent cells in the Arc was sparse in the early postnatal period (p 5-8; n=6) in both sexes. This is in line with observations in the midbrain and striatum showing that DAT mRNA levels increase between the first and the second postnatal week. From the second postnatal onwards, the expression of tdT in the Arc was more substantial. In this time window, we found TIDA neuron activity to be more autocorrelated in younger mice compared to older ones. This was accompanied by an increase in the frequency of oscillation, measured by brain slice Ca\textsuperscript{2+} imaging through the genetically encoded indicator, GCaMP6s. These changes in the activity pattern of TIDA neurons were paralleled by an age-dependent increase in circulating Prl levels. Overall, our preliminary results show a plastic maturation of the TIDA system during the first postnatal weeks suggesting a possible crosstalk between the TIDA network and the anterior pituitary during this crucial time window.

Disclosures: A. Locarno: None. C. Broberger: None.
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Abstract: Fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21) is a metabolic hormone that stimulates the paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus (PVH) to increase sympathetic tone. FGF21 signalling requires its obligate co-receptor beta-klotho (KLB), which is only sparsely expressed within PVH, thus it is necessary to consider that FGF21 may act via cells upstream of the PVH to drive sympathetic tone. FGF21 actions are thought to be excitatory, thus we hypothesize that FGF21 increases sympathetic output via glutamatergic cells that innervate the PVH. One such glutamatergic candidate is the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST), particularly the anteromedial region, which densely innervates the PVH and whose electrical stimulation increases sympathetic tone. We assessed if the BST may underlie FGF21-mediated actions by determining the spatial distribution of Klb mRNA in the BST and whether Klb mRNA colocalized with glutamatergic cells marked by mRNA expression of vesicular glutamate transporters (Vglut1, Vglut2, Vglut3). We performed in situ hybridization in male and female wildtype brain tissues to determine if Klb and/or Vglut1-3 hybridization that localized to a 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-labelled soma was low (1-3 dots/cell), medium (4-9 dots/cell), or high (10+ dots/cell) and mapped their distribution onto Allen Reference Atlas brain templates. Klb hybridization was abundant throughout the BST but was highly concentrated within the anteromediaal BST. In contrast, Vglut1-3 hybridization was differentially expressed in the BST, as Vglut2 mRNA was concentrated in the posterior portion and Vglut3 mRNA was concentrated in the anterior portion. Notably, more than half of all Vglut3-positive cells expressed Klb mRNA and were most prevalent within the anteromediaal BST. Only 37% of Vglut2 BST cells expressed Klb mRNA, which were predominantly found within the principle nucleus of the BST. Finally, Vglut1 hybridization within the BST was mostly low-expressing and only a few Vglut1-positive cells contained Klb mRNA. Taken together, Klb hybridization was abundant within the anterior BST at glutamatergic neurons marked by the expression of Vglut3 mRNA. Future work will determine if activation of Vglut3 BST cells innervating the PVH can increase sympathetic tone and whether FGF21 can regulate BST output.

Disclosures: B.S. Bono: None. M.J. Chee: None.
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Title: Disinhibition-mediated activation of neuroendocrine stress effector neurons
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Abstract: The stress response necessitates an immediate boost in vital physiological functions from their homeostatic operation to elevated emergency response. However, neural mechanisms underlying this state-dependent change remain largely unknown. Using a combination of *in vivo* and *ex vivo* electrophysiology with computational modeling, we report that corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) neurons in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN), the effector neurons of hormonal stress response, rapidly transition between distinct activity states through recurrent inhibition. Specifically, *in vivo* optrode recordings in anesthetized mice show that under non-stress conditions, CRH-PVN neurons often fire with rhythmic brief bursts (RB), which, somewhat counterintuitively, constrains firing rate due to long (~2 s) inter-burst intervals. In the same anesthetized mice, sciatic nerve stimulation, a pain-mimicking stressful stimuli, rapidly switched RB to continuous single spiking (SS), permitting a large increase in firing rate. A spiking network model shows that recurrent inhibition can control this activity-state switch, and consequently the gain of spiking responses to excitatory inputs. In biological CRH-PVN neurons *ex vivo*, the injection of whole-cell currents derived from our computational model recreates the *in vivo*-like switch between RB and SS, providing direct evidence that physiologically relevant network inputs enable state-dependent computation in single neurons. Moreover, *in vivo* neuropharmacology showed that local antagonism of GABAA receptors, but not activation of glutamate receptors, produced model-predicted increases in continuous single spiking underlying stress-induced high activity state. Finally, in awake head-fixed mice, we demonstrate the presence of similar firing dynamics in CRH-PVN neurons and correlated firing activities between single units. Together, we present a network mechanism for state-dependent activity dynamics in CRH-PVN neurons.
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Abstract: Animals under calorie restriction (CR) display an enhancement of their reward-related behaviors towards palatable stimuli, and the molecular basis underlying such adaptations remain uncertain. Agouti-related protein-expressing neurons (AgRP neurons) are located in the arcuate nucleus (ARH), which is nearby the fenestrated capillaries of the median eminence and, consequently, able to sense circulating factors. AgRP neurons project to many brain centres, including the paraventricular hypothalamus (PVN), the lateral hypothalamic area (LHA), the paraventricular thalamus (PVT) and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), and they are activated under energy deficit condition, such as fasting. Several evidences have established a connection between AgRP neurons and reward-related behaviours, including food foraging and locomotor activity. Here, we studied if AgRP neurons orchestrate the enhancement of reward-related behaviours observed in mice subjected to CR. We used an experimental protocol in which male mice were fed with the 40% of their daily ad libitum food intake for 5 days. Additionally, they were daily exposed to a solution of the non-caloric sweetener saccharine for 4 hours before each meal. We found that C57BL6 (WT) mice under CR showed an increase of saccharine intake and an induction of the neuronal marker activation c-Fos expression in several brain regions, including the ARH-AgRP neurons, LHA, PVN, PVT and BNST. Furthermore, using an animal model in which the ARH was ablated, we found that the ARH integrity was required for CR-induced enhancement of saccharine intake and for the induction of c-Fos in most ARH-targets. By utilizing loxP-Cre technology in mice, we selectively expressed inhibitory DREADDs (Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs) in the AgRP neurons, and we observed that CR-induced enhancement of saccharine intake was reduced when AgRP neurons were selectively inhibited. Moreover, employing the same technology but using excitatory DREADDs selectively in AgRP neurons, we found that the pharmacogenetic activation of AgRP neurons alone was sufficient to induce saccharine intake in ad libitum fed mice. Thus, we conclude that AgRP neurons’ activation is required for the enhancement of saccharine intake in CR, and that AgRP neurons’ activation is sufficient to induce saccharine intake in ad libitum fed mice. Of note, current studies were performed in male mice and it remains to be investigated if these findings can be extended to female mice.
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Title: The D2R-SSTR5 heterodimer in pituitary neuroendocrine tumors and its functional crosstalk.
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Abstract: Pituitary neuroendocrine tumors (PitNETs) are common intracranial tumors, among which prolactinoma (PRLoma) is the most common functional pituitary adenoma. Dopamine receptor agonist is the first choice for the clinical treatment of PRLoma, and the target is the dopamine type 2 receptor (D2R), which is a typical GPCR have been well studied, especially in the psychiatry field. The D2R agonist cabergoline and bromocriptine are very efficient for PRLoma but 10-25% of patients develop drug resistance. It’s urgent to solve this problem. Heterodimerization is a way to regulate and integrate the GPCR downstream signal pathway. But little is known about how dimerization regulates the D2R signal in PRLoma. It was reported that the SSTR5 can form heterodimer with D2R in HEK293. In this study, initially, we assessed the expression levels of D2R and SSTR5 in a tissue chip comprising 70 PitNET samples using immunohistochemistry (IHC). Notably, we observed high expression of both GPCRs in 23 samples. Subsequently, we employed the proximity ligation assay (PLA) to detect the formation of SSTR5-D2R heterodimers in situ. The presence of these heterodimers suggests a physiological role within pituitary tumor. Furthermore, our study revealed that the presence of SSTR5 can reduce the internalization of D2R induced by cabergoline, thereby promoting the stability of D2R on the cell membrane. The work mentioned above has provided valuable insights into the potential role of SSTR5 in regulating the downstream signaling and membrane stabilization of D2R. By elucidating the interplay between SSTR5 and D2R, this research offers valuable information that can guide the design of future therapeutic interventions for PitNET.
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**Abstract:** Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) involves delivering electrical impulses to the vagus nerve. Sensory and motor aspects of gastric physiology are controlled by the vagus nerve. There are two methods of vagus nerve stimulation: invasive and non-invasive stimulation. Invasive VNS requires a surgical implantation procedure of a small pulse generator. Non-invasive stimulation is simpler as surgical device implantation is not required. Transcutaneous auricular vagus nerve stimulation (taVNS) is a non-invasive approach to vagus nerve stimulation. This stimulation targets the vagus nerve through the auricular branch of the vagus nerve that is accessible through the ear. The nucleus tractus solitarii (NTS) in the brainstem, targeted by taVNS, also regulates gastric motility and emptying via efference from the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus. Therefore, taVNS can be used to treat gastric disorders like functional dyspepsia by controlling the peristaltic movement in the stomach (Sclocco et al., 2022). In prior work (SFN 2021), a compartmental model (CM) of the stomach was derived to simulate gastric motility. The CM modeling approach is computationally cheap as compared to complex finite element methods (FEM) models since the compartments only contain Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE). However, to date, no model of the vagus nerve has been established that links the NTS to the gut. In this study, a CM model will be derived to model the vagus nerve pathway of the NTS to the stomach, so the stomach motility can be modulated by VNS. In the vagus nerve pathway, three groups of neurons have been reported in the literature: myelinated afferents forming two distinct groups (A-type and Ah-type) with different functional profiles, and unmyelinated afferents forming a separate group (C-type). The myelinated neurons showed higher conduction velocity than unmyelinated neurons. The action potential of A-type, Ah-type and C-type neurons are simulated using Hodgkin-Huxley gated channel equations. The propagation of the action potential along the vagus nerve pathway is simulated using cable theory equation where the spatial variable of the equation is compartmentalized. The system is solved with ODE solvers in MATLAB. The model is compared with experimental data (1) Action potential shape and amplitude (Schild et al., 1994) (2) Action potential propagation velocity (Arcilla et al., 2020). By combining the vagus nerve and stomach motility compartmental model, a model is developed.
where the stomach motility can be controlled using taVNS. This study will ultimately facilitate
the development of closed-loop controllers as neurostimulation-based therapy for treating GI
disorders.
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implant surgery
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Abstract: Pudendal nerve stimulation (PNS) is an off-label use of sacral neuromodulation
(SNM) for pelvic pain and bladder symptoms, including urinary retention, overactive bladder,
and incontinence. These symptoms bother millions of Americans, especially elderly women.
This study collected data from the PNS implant surgery in 13 female cases to investigate the
nerve recruitment order.

The pudendal nerve has three primary branches: genital nerve (GEN), perineal nerve (PER), and
inferior rectal nerve (REC). GEN is sensory only, and PER and REC have mixed sensory and
motor functions. PER innervates muscles in the urethra, perineum, and pelvic floor, and REC
innervates the external anal sphincter (EAS) and levator ani. The standard PNS implant surgery
uses EAS electromyography to guide placement of the 4-electrode lead, omitting PER responses.
We placed a multi-sensor pressure catheter in the urethra during PNS implant surgery to monitor
PER activation patterns. Eleven participants had PNS-driven urethral responses. Six of these
participants had urethral responses at the threshold for EAS activation, suggesting that the PER
can be recruited before the REC. Across participants, there were 45 electrodes which evoked
EAS responses (86.5%) and 35 electrodes that drove urethral pressure increases (67.3%).
Seventeen electrodes had PER responses before REC responses, and one electrode only had a
PER response. These results suggest that urethral responses are substantial during PNS.
The multi-sensor catheter also allowed us to distinguish PNS-driven responses between the
proximal and distal urethra. Among participants with urethra responses, four had distal urethral
responses first, four had proximal urethral responses first, and three had concurrent proximal and
distal urethra pressure onset during PNS.
The varied perineal and rectal nerve recruitment indicates that each surgery and participant are unique. The activation patterns may provide insights for personalized programming. Within our study group, a majority of participants (11/13, 84.6%) have had successful outcomes with their PNS implant. The two explanted participants had urethral responses and improved bladder symptoms, but did not have sufficient pelvic pain relief. Our analysis of urethral recruitment extends the current perspective on PNS and may contribute to expanded use of PNS for bladder and pelvic dysfunctions.
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Title: The role of TRPV1 in repeated variate stress (RVS)-induced bladder dysfunction in adult female mice
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Abstract: Psychological stress is associated with urinary bladder dysfunction (e.g., increased voiding frequency, urgency and pelvic pain); however, the mechanisms underlying the effects of stress on urinary bladder function are unknown. Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels (vanilloid family) may be potential targets for intervention due to their distribution in the lower urinary tract (LUT) and role in pain. Specifically, the TRPV1 channel has been implicated in LUT disorders, but its role in stress-induced bladder dysfunction remains unclear. As recently shown, a 2-week RVS paradigm in adult female mice negatively impacts bladder function. Using continuous infusion, open-outlet cystometry in conscious mice, RVS significantly (p ≤ 0.05) decreased infused volume (IV) and intermicturition interval (IMI). Bladder pressures (threshold, average, minimum, and maximum pressures) were unchanged with RVS. Anxiety-like behavior, as measured by an open field test, showed a significant (p ≤ 0.05) decrease in time spent in the open area of the arena in RVS mice compared to control. TRPV1 mRNA levels were upregulated in spinal cord levels L6 and S1 following RVS. Here, we used a specific TRPV1 receptor antagonist, capsazepine (CPZ) (50 µM), to determine the role of TRPV1 in RVS-induced bladder dysfunction. Intravesical infusion of CPZ during cystometry significantly (p ≤ 0.05) improved bladder function in RVS mice. Specifically, the IMI and maximum IV before voiding
significantly (p ≤ 0.05) increased. CPZ infusion did not affect bladder function in control mice. Fecal pellets, collected on each day of RVS, were used to measure corticosterone expression as a quantifiable measure of HPA axis activation. RVS mice exhibited significantly (p ≤ 0.05) greater corticosterone expression compared to controls, suggesting that mice did not habituate to stressors. In conclusion, CPZ (50 µM) improves bladder function following 2-week RVS suggesting the involvement of TRPV1 in RVS-induced bladder dysfunction. Current studies are quantifying TRPV1 protein expression in the lumbosacral spinal cord and associated dorsal root ganglia following RVS and CPZ. Future studies will examine changes in anxiety-like behaviors and corticosterone levels following CPZ administration.
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Title: The vagus nerve controls the circadian clock-independent liver transcriptome and relays hepatic signals to regulate rhythmic feeding behaviors
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Abstract: Many mammalian behaviors and metabolic processes exhibit circadian rhythmicity. Synchrony among these is critical for organismal health as desynchrony has been shown to exacerbate obesity and metabolic disease. How synchrony/desynchrony are transmitted and detected within an organism is a major unanswered question in the field of chronobiology. Parasympathetic innervation via the vagus nerve has been shown to transmit metabolic signals between the brain and liver, but its role in relaying circadian signals has not been established. We hypothesized that signaling between the brain and liver via the hepatic vagus (HV) nerve regulates chrono-metabolic homeostasis and gene expression. To test this, we surgically interrupted the HV (HVx) in mice and collected their tissues at multiple times for transcriptomic analysis. We found that HV efferents regulate the rhythmic expression of the clock-independent
transcriptome in the liver as HVx rendered a large portion of the rhythmic hepatic transcriptome arrhythmic without impacting the endogenous liver clock. HVx did not alter feeding on its own, but remarkably protected against aberrant feeding behaviors observed in mice with disrupted hepatocyte clocks. This was due to altered signals sent via HV afferents that changed the rhythmic expression of orexigenic genes in the arcuate nucleus (Arc). These transcriptomic changes were then attenuated by HVx. In sum, HV signaling serves to maintain chrono-metabolic synchrony by orchestrating clock-independent rhythms between the brain and liver and this homeostatic mechanism becomes deleterious under metabolic stress. Since obesity and metabolic disease are known to be exacerbated by chrono-disruption, it is likely that parasympathetic relay between the brain and liver plays an important role in normal metabolic physiology, as well as the disturbances caused by overnutrition and circadian disruption.
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**Title:** The modulation of sympathetic activity by GABA in the sympathetic ganglion.
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**Abstract:** The sympathetic activity is controlled primarily in the hypothalamus. While the central regulatory mechanisms of sympathetic activity have been well studied, the regulatory mechanisms in the peripheral nervous system remain unclear. The celiac ganglion (CG) is the site of neurotransmission between pre-sympathetic nerve terminals and post-sympathetic ganglionic neurons. The presence of small neural circuits in the CG has been suggested before, but the details of these circuits are still unclear. Here, we determined the intra-ganglionic regulation of sympathetic activity in the peripheral nervous system. In addition, we determined the role of Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) on synaptic activity in the CG. To evaluate the synaptic activities in the CG, we established a rat whole-mount CG preparation, and applied *in situ* patch-clamp technique combined with high-speed pressure-clamp device. The synaptic activities were successfully detected from CG neurons under the voltage-clamp configuration. The results of perforated patch-clamp showed that the CG neurons have relatively higher concentration of intracellular chloride than that in CNS neurons. The bath application of GABA induced the GABAA-mediated inward currents under the voltage-clamp configuration, and
depolarized the membrane potential under the current-clamp mode. On the other hand, GABA suppressed the cell excitability above the chloride reversal potential of -45mV. Immunohistochemistry revealed that the GABAergic nerve terminals were scattered within the CG. We performed the comprehensive analysis of GABA receptor by real time PCR, and the alpha1 and alpha2 subunits were expressed in the CG. Collectively, we successfully established the in situ whole-cell patch-clamp recording on the CG neurons, and directly measured the peripheral synaptic activity by analyzing synaptic transmission in the peripheral nervous system. We revealed that GABA has a bidirectional action for regulating cell excitability on post-sympathetic neurons. Our findings may provide new insights into the mechanism of regulation for sympathetic nerve activities in the peripheral nervous system.
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Title: Subdiaphragmatic organization of the right and left vagus nerves, a region of neural connections with the enteric system, ganglia, and ovaries
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Abstract: The vagus nerve in the subdiaphragmatic region has been described as an important way in the control of different autonomic functions in the body. In the female rat, the vagal communication in the ovaries is associated with the control of the estrous cycle, ovulation, and physiological response, however, is not clear the neural pathway through the vagus nerve is connected. In this study, we proposed to determine the neuroanatomical pathway that links the subdiaphragmatic vagus with the ovaries and describe the organs, ganglia and branches involved. Adult female rats (Long Evans CII-ZV strain) were used during the estrous cycle (240 -350 g) and were divided into three groups, 1) gross anatomy, 2) neuroanatomy by acetylcholinesterase technique and 3) immunofluorescence analysis for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), choline acetyltransferase (ChAT), and tryptophan hydroxylase 2 (TPH) antibodies in the right vagal plexus. The results obtained indicates that right vagus nerve (RVN) travels parallel and caudal to the esophagus, where three nerve branches were identified that form a plexus.
described as aRVP, examining it, we found that it is formed by some neurons, axons that cross it and glial cells. The left vagus nerve (LVN) travels over the esophagus, bifurcates before its insertion into the stomach and arrives to the celiac plexus. The immunoanalysis of RVP showed it was reactive for TH mainly, accumulating the enzyme in vesicles but without finding positive neuron sto TH. Nevertheless, we found some serotoninergic and cholinergic neurons but not vesicles in the RVP. This neuroanatomical and biochemical description of the RVN and LVN in the female rat, suggests the RVP is formed by presynaptic catecholaminergic terminals and cholinergic and serotoninergic neurons. With this, we suggest that in the rat, vagal innervation in the subdiaphragmatic region plays a role in the physiological response of the abdominal organs including the ovaries.
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Abstract: Pancreatic islets of Langerhans are essential for glucose homeostasis, and the loss of insulin-producing beta-cells in islets or their dysfunction causes diabetes. Pregnancy is a unique physiological condition when islets show striking morphological and functional plasticity during adulthood. During pregnancy, there is an increase in islet mass and proliferation of insulin producing beta-cells, as well as enhanced insulin secretion to compensate for increased insulin resistance. Failure of normal islet adaptive responses to an increased metabolic demand during pregnancy has been proposed to contribute to gestational diabetes. Thus, it is critical to understand the molecular mechanisms that underlie islet plasticity during pregnancy. Pancreatic islets receive neuronal input from sympathetic nerves, which is important to control hormone secretion and maintain glucose homeostasis. Whether sympathetic nerves contribute to islet plasticity during pregnancy remains unknown. Using iDISCO-based tissue clearing and 3D imaging, I found that sympathetic nerves undergo structural changes as the islet mass expands during pregnancy in mice. To assess if sympathetic innervation contributes to islet plasticity during pregnancy, I chemically ablated nerves using 6-OHDA injections. After confirming loss of innervation, I observed that denervation results in increased islet area in pregnant mice compared to pregnant mice with intact nerves. Pregnant mice injected with 6-OHDA also exhibit
slightly increased insulin secretion in response to a glucose challenge, and improved glucose tolerance at gestational day 16, compared to vehicle-treated pregnant mice. Islet plasticity during pregnancy is a tightly regulated process, where negative regulatory pathways are likely to be as important as positive regulatory pathways to prevent un-restricted beta-cell proliferation, islet expansion, and insulin secretion. My results suggest a previously uncharacterized role for sympathetic nerves in acting as a ‘brake’ to prevent excessive islet growth and insulin secretion during pregnancy.
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Title: Analysis of adrenergic and cholinergic system in the functional structures of the ovary in the rat senescence process
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Abstract: In the rat ovary, has been demonstrated the presence and distribution of autonomic nerves, these arrive to the ovary by the ovarian plexus nerve and the superior ovarian nerve. This neural pathway is related to the release of norepinephrine from nerve endings that inhibit testosterone production via R1A (α1-adrenergic receptor), located on testosterone-producing cells in the ovary. Also, was found acetylcholine (ACh), which participates in the regulation of cellular proliferation in the follicles and corpus lutea. The presence of ACh receptors in the rat ovary, such as M1R (μ1-muscarinic Receptor) has been found in young rats, however, ovarian innervation increases their activity at the end of the lifespan. The aim was to analyze the presence of M1R and R1A and their relationship with steroid hormone receptors such as 17β estradiol receptor and α1-progesterone receptor. In this study adult and senescent female rats were used and assigned to the following groups: young adult rats aged 3-5 months (3M, n=4), middle-aged rats aged 12 months (12M, n=4), and senescence rats (15M; n=4). The ovaries were removed and fixed, then were cut at 10 μm sections and were analyzed to the primary antibodies for the 17β-estradiol receptor, α1-adrenergic receptor, μ1-muscarinic receptor, and progesterone receptor. The results obtained from the analysis of the immunoreactivity in the ovarian stroma.
and cells surrounding functional structures of the ovary such as the corpus luteum, ovarian cysts, and follicles. The results obtained for the combination **R1A/ER** receptors were a significant difference between the three ages in the quantitative analysis of the number of immunoreactive cells showed (3M: 181.3±18.3; 12M: 1677± 0.89; 15M: 884.5± 0.91 SEM) finding the major difference for the group of 12M. Also, in the measure of the area of the cells was found a difference too (3M: 65.88±0.75; 12M: 61.74±0.27; 15M: 52.99±0.38 SEM). In the case of the number of cells that expressed for the combination of **M1R/PR** the results showed a significant difference between three different ages (3M: 1565.3±21.3; 12M: 1766± 23.89; 15M: 371.4± 0.4 SEM) and this difference was also significative for the area of the cells (3M: 67.99±0.41; 12M: 75.08±0.34; 15M: 78.81±0.78 SEM). In this combination, many cells reactive were at 12M too.

The stroma cells and the cell surrounding functional structures of the ovary such as the follicles, the corpus luteum, and cysts express α1-adrenergic and µ1-muscarinic receptors, which confirms the influence of the autonomic nervous system. However, in the 12M age animals, the adrenergic system is the most active in the senescence process in the rat ovary.
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**Abstract:** It remains unclear exactly what sensory criteria the nervous system uses to trigger the micturition reflex for voiding. Bladder afferent activity is tightly correlated with global bladder tension; however, hypotheses of a possible dependence on bladder volume have also been proposed. In typical cystometry fluid volume is added to the bladder at a constant rate until a void occurs. Introducing infusion nonlinearities may help distinguish which aspects of the bladder sensorium are most responsible for activating the micturition reflex. Here we explored whether the volume-time integral (TI) or a sudden change in bladder volume increased the likelihood of evoking the micturition reflex, in urethane anesthetized female Sprague-Dawley rats. To achieve this, we filled the bladder via transurethral catheter at typical cystometric rates but superimposed temporary large or small volume fluid boluses for either long or short
durations (before removing the bolus volume from the bladder) to control volume-TI and volume derivative independently. We quantified the presence of reflex bladder contractions after each bolus with pressure-TI. Fluid boluses were added when the bladder reached 70 or 80% of the rat's bladder capacity (BC) estimate so that the total volume in the bladder after the addition of the bolus was between 80 and 100% BC. When fluid boluses were added at 70% BC, the evoked pressure-TI was less than when fluid boluses were added at 80% BC, indicating that background bladder volume increases the chance of activating the micturition reflex (e.g., to enter micturition mode). Adding fluid boluses of 20% BC (large bolus) at 80% BC increased the evoked pressure-TI compared to when the bolus was 10% BC (small bolus). The same effect was not observed when the fluid boluses were added at 70% BC. Volume-TI was varied by increasing the time between infusion and withdrawal of the fluid bolus such that one of the 20% BC boluses had an equivalent volume-TI to a 10% BC bolus. When the fluid boluses were added at 80% BC, larger volume-TI increased the evoked pressure-TI and EUS EMG-TI. Group differences were assessed with a three-way ANOVA. Taken together these data suggest that the nervous system integrates volume to activate the micturition reflex.
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Title:  Location of Sensory neurons of the clitoris in the rat
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Abstract:  The clitoris is an external sexual organ located anterior to the urethral wall. In rats, the nerve innervating the external genitalia is the dorsal nerve of the clitoris, but we lack a thorough description of the sensory neuron distribution of the organ. This study aims to determine the location and number of sensory neurons in the clitoris in rats. The rats were deeply anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine, then placed in a supine position. Under a stereoscopic microscope, a retrograde axonal transport fluorescent dye (True blue, TB; 6-7 μl) was injected into three different regions of the clitoris. At each injection site, the needle was kept in place for 20 s to ensure the diffusion of TB into the tissue. After seven days of survival, the animals were
anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with a saline solution followed by 10% formalin. Thereafter, the dorsal root ganglia (DRGs), from L-4 to S-2 were bilaterally excised. Tissues were post-fixed for 12 h and cryoprotected. Then ganglia were sectioned longitudinally at a thickness of 14 μm. The slides were examined with a fluorescence microscope, and the cells labeled with TB were counted. Only labeled cells with clearly visible nuclei were counted. Cell counts were corrected by the method of Abercrombie. TB-positive neurons projecting to the clitoris were localized to L6 (94%) and S1 (6%) DRGs. No neurons were in the L4, L5, and S2 DRGs. The mean number of total TB-positive neurons from the clitoris was 565±206.4. The Somata area of L6 primary afferents ranged from 1287 to 107 μm² and the mean of the area was 432.1±210.4 μm². While the somata of the neurons in S1 ranged from 637.2 to 100 μm² and the mean of the area was 245.2±112.2 μm². In another way, we analyzed the intraganglionic distribution of the TB labeled in both DRGs, and the neurons were localized in the rostromedial and caudomedial areas of the L6 DRG. However, in S1 DRG was not observed a specific pattern of neuronal distribution. In conclusion, our results show that the clitoris of the rat receives innervations exclusively from L6-S1 DRGs. Furthermore, both the urethra and urinary bladder sensory innervation are also mainly projecting from L6 DRG. Thus, suggesting that this ganglion may be the main afferent supplier of the rat urogenital tract. Knowledge of the clitoral innervation is important for the understanding of the female genital function and proximity to the urethra, which could directly affect the urinary function and/or urogenital dysfunction.
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Title: Transcriptomics of lateralized vagal sensory pathways
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Abstract: The vagus nerves mediate bidirectional communication between the gut and brain, modulating appetite, satiety, and food-seeking behaviors. However, recent studies have unveiled a remarkable lateralization of vagal signaling. Electrical activation of the right vagus nerve or
optogenetic stimulation of right nodose ganglion neurons, but not left, have been found to enhance neural activity in midbrain dopaminergic nuclei and drive reward-seeking behaviors. Expanding upon recent genetic sequencing research into the nodose ganglion’s diversity of vagal sensory neuron subtypes, our study aims to investigate how gene expression differences between the right and left nodose ganglia may contribute to the distinct lateralization of reward-related signaling in the vagus nerve. Right and left nodose ganglia of young adult (8-week-old) male (n=18) and female (n=18) rats were dissected, and single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) was performed. Our analyses focus on investigating the differential gene expression patterns of mecanosensory and chemosensory neuronal subtypes in the right versus left nodose ganglia. By classifying nodose ganglia neurons into putative subtypes based on their ability to sense mechanical or chemical stimuli, we aim to identify potential sensory pathways that contribute to the occurrence of lateralized vagal reward-related signaling. Preliminary analyses suggest that chemosensing subtypes may be more likely to contribute to the distinct encoding of these reward signals by the right versus left vagus nerves. Ultimately, gaining insights into the distinct molecular expression of neurons within the right and left nodose ganglia will advance our understanding of the mechanisms involved in appetitive signaling between the visceral organs and the brain.
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Abstract: The brain stem plays an essential role in the processing of visceroreceptive information. In particular, the periaqueductal gray (PAG) and pontine micturition (Barrington’s nucleus) and storage center are brainstem areas indicated to play an essential role in lower urinary tract (LUT) control. Human and animal studies have indicated that the PAG is organized in distinct columns which are involved in sympathetic or parasympathetic control of the LUT. Earlier work indicates that in vivo parcellation of the PAG into symmetrical clusters can be accomplished using 7T
fMRI. Here, we used fMRI to investigate changes in functional connectivity patterns between PAG clusters and voxels in the pons associated with changes in bladder sensations. We acquired fMRI data during a bladder filling protocol. First, we ran a resting-state fMRI scan while participants had an empty bladder and experienced no desire to void, followed by a full bladder resting-state fMRI while participants experienced a strong desire to void. A connectivity matrix of the PAG was created based on the full bladder data, and parcellated using the Louvain module detection algorithm. For each resulting cluster, functional connectivity was assessed with each voxel in the pons for both empty and full fMRI scans. Based on these data we computed the difference in PAG-pons functional connectivity between empty and full bladder scans for each PAG cluster per participant. We then assessed which PAG clusters show opposite connectivity changes with pontine areas. For each pair-wise PAG cluster comparison, we multiplied the pontine connectivity maps, yielding an opposite-response (OR) map, in which negative voxels point towards opposite connectivity directions of the PAG cluster pair. We assessed these OR-maps on pontine transversal sections covering the levels of Barrington’s nucleus. The group level maps clearly show the neuroanatomical outline of the area including Barrington’s nucleus. This indicates that the approach outlined here can be used to assess interaction between brain stem nuclei associated with visceroreceptive processing at unprecedented resolution. The opposing interactions between different PAG clusters resulting from our parcellation procedure with the pons indicates that the observed pontine clusters may be involved in opposing functional processes associated with changes in bladder sensations. Furthermore, it may be stipulated these functional connectivity patterns indicate that parcellations of the PAG using the Louvain module detection algorithm results in meaningful clustering of the PAG into clusters that show distinct functional connectivity patterns with other brain areas.

Disclosures: M. de Rijk: None. S. Pinckaers: None. A. Knops: None. J. Janssen: None. A. Klijnsma: None. G. van Koeveringe: B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Boston Scientific, Astellas, Medtronic, Solace Therapeutics, Minze Health. F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Astellas, Boston Scientific, Solace Therapeutics, Medtronic, Laborie, Astra Zeneca. J. van den Hurk: None.
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Title: Exploring the sexually dimorphic role of proenkephalin-expressing neurons in lower urinary tract control
Authors: *N. KLYMKO*, A. M. SARTORI, M. LEON, M. L. ZEIDEL, A. M. J. VERSTEGEN;

Abstract: Background: The understanding of the neural control of the lower urinary tract (LUT) remains limited. Barrington’s nucleus (Bar) in the brainstem has been implicated in initiating voiding and consists of distinct neuron subpopulations. Through single-nuclei RNA-sequencing, our group identified a novel subpopulation within Bar characterized by the expression of the Proenkephalin (Penk) gene. In this study, we investigate the Penk-expressing neuron population and its role in LUT control. Methods: We utilized transgenic mice expressing Cre-recombinase specifically in Penk-expressing neurons. Stereotaxic injections of Cre-dependent viral tracers, Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs), Diphtheria Toxin A (DTA), or Channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2), were performed. Voiding function and voluntarily controlled scent marking behavior were assessed using non-invasive micturition video thermography. Additionally, bladder pressure and external urethral sphincter (EUS) electromyography recordings were obtained. Appropriate controls were used, and post hoc analysis of the central nervous system confirmed injection sites and descending projections. Results: Penk-expressing neurons in Bar project to the lumbar-sacral level of the spinal cord, where interneurons and motor neurons that innervate the bladder and EUS reside. Activation of Bar\(^{\text{Penk}}\) neurons significantly increased voiding frequency in male mice; however, similar activation in females did not produce the same effect. Furthermore, selective ablation of Penk neurons in males revealed their pivotal role in a specific micturition behavior, scent marking. Utilizing modified rabies virus tracing, we identified a number of forebrain structures providing input to these neurons, and we continue to explore molecular and connectivity differences between sexes. Conclusions: Penk-expressing neurons residing in Barrington’s nucleus project to the lumbosacral segment of the spinal cord, innervating specific downstream neurons responsible for distinct aspects of LUT function. This study uncovers sex-dependent differences in the functional roles of these neurons and highlights the intricate molecular and neural connectivity profiles linked to the control of the lower urinary tract.
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Title: Analysis of Estrus Cycles in POMC-deficient Mice
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Abstract: The pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) gene, prominently expressed in the hypothalamus and pituitary, is pivotal in vital physiological processes. The gene product is a protein cleaved into various peptides which have important functions in regulating feeding behavior, body weight, and melanin synthesis. Mutations in the POMC gene yield either short versions of the POMC protein or no protein at all. As a result of this deficiency, individuals exhibit severe early-onset obesity, among other symptoms. Similarly to humans, mouse models with a POMC deficiency demonstrate pronounced early-onset obesity, hyperphagia, and infertility. Our research aims to elucidate the underlying cause(s) of infertility in POMC-deficient mice. As part of this work, we are analyzing the estrus cycle in POMC-deficient mice compared to wild-type mice to determine if POMC-deficient mice exhibit normal estrus cycles. Using a pipette, we collect samples of vaginal cells using a 0.9% saline wash, and the sample is examined under a microscope by a researcher blind to genotype. The ratio of three different types of cells: cornified cells, nucleated cells, and leukocytes, is used to determine which of the four stages of the estrus cycle a mouse is in each day. Female mice typically complete a cycle every 3-5 days, going through the stages of proestrus, estrus, metestrus, and diestrus generally in order. After investigating a month's worth of samples, we will determine whether POMC-deficient mice exhibit normal estrus cycles or not. Preliminary analyses indicate that POMC-deficient mice do not exhibit normal cycles, but we are collecting more data to better address this question. Anticipated outcomes from this study hold promise for a more comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms underlying infertility in POMC-deficient mice, subsequently offering insight into potential therapeutic approaches for humans who may also experience infertility due to POMC deficiency.
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Abstract: Amygdala Control of the Emotional Motor System ¹Gert Holstege and ²Hari H. Subramanian¹The University of Groningen, The Netherlands, ²Boston Scientific Neuromodulation, CA, USA The amygdala regulates fear and anxiety. Expression of fear and anxiety is associated with changes in the emotional motor system control of breathing,
cardiovascular and pelvic organ function. The amygdala via its strong projections to the periaqueductal gray (PAG) could function as one of the emotional motor pathways for the modulation of fear and anxiety. In that case, stimulation of the amygdala should have a direct causal influence on breathing as well as on cardiovascular and pelvic organ functions. This was investigated by stereotaxic glutamate stimulation of different portions of the amygdala in both cats and rats. Using this technique it was possible to find out whether within the amygdala a topographical organization of emotional functions exist. **Results from the cat studies**

*Respiration:* In the cat, stimulation of the lateral amygdala generated hyperpnea and tachypnea, while stimulation of the central amygdala induced dyspnea, bradypnea, inspiratory apneusis and double diaphragm breathing patterns. Stimulation in the amygdala never generated apneas. **Cardiovascular effects:** Stimulation in both the lateral and central amygdala induced hyper- as well as hypotension. **Micturition:** In the cat stimulation of central amygdala generated micturition, but stimulation in the lateral amygdala did not. **Results from the rat studies** Focal stimulation of the central amygdala in the rat induced both tachypnea/hypertension as well as apnea/hypotension. Topical stimulation in the lateral portion of the central amygdala produced breath-hold. Focal glutamate stimulation in the lateral amygdala did not result in any cardiorespiratory effect. In the rat micturition was never generated in either the lateral or the central amygdala. **Conclusion** The lateral and the central amygdalar areas produce distinct modulations of the emotional motor system depending on its association with stress, fear and anxiety. Differences between the cat and rat exist in terms of modulation of the emotional motor system. **Acknowledgement and Declaration** The animal studies were undertaken by GH and HHS wholly at The University of Queensland between 2013-2017 under UQ ethics approval. HHS and GH designed the project, performed the experiments, analysed primary data and made figure illustrations. GH curated and approved the final data/figure representation in this presentation/poster. None of work described here were undertaken at either of the current work designations of Hari Subramanian or Gert Holstege.
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Abstract: Obesity remains a global public health crisis. High rates of obesity are often attributed to the influence of the Western diet, characterized by processed foods that are highly palatable and energy-dense, containing substantial sugar and fat content. The hedonic properties of these foods are hypothesized to lead to compulsive eating and overconsumption behaviors present in obesity and have been suggested to 'hijack the reward system', likened to addiction. However, how highly palatable foods alter dopamine (DA) and direct pathway medium spiny neuron (dMSN) activity during a naturalistic free-feeding paradigm is unclear. We aimed to assess whether acute access to a diet containing high levels of fat and sugar alters dopaminergic signaling and satiety processes. We used automatic feeders (FED3) to track the ad libitum feeding patterns of lean D1-Cre expressing mice and provided the option to consume either standard, grain-based pellets or high-fat and high-sugar pellets across 5 days. We used dual-color fiber photometry with a red-shifted fluorescent DA sensor (RdLight1) and a Cre recombinase-dependent, green calcium indicator (GCaMP6f) virally expressed to measure simultaneous changes in DA and dMSN activity across a meal. We hypothesized that mice with access to the HFHS diet will exhibit increased pellet intake and prolonged consumption, leading to larger meal sizes which reflect a delay in the satiation process. We also predicted that phasic DA release would be increased in response to the HFHS diet, along with increased activity of dMSNs during food approach. We found that mice with access to a HFHS diet consumed more HFHS pellets than grain pellets and ate more meals when compared to mice fed only a grain-based diet. These mice had significantly increased dMSN activity during food approach but not consumption. DA attenuated similarly in both diets, suggesting that HFHS diet did not delay satiation. These findings may suggest that HFHS pellets increase motivation to approach food, rather than prolonging satiation, consistent with incentive theories of motivation.
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Title: Natural striatal signaling dynamics during food approach at different timescales


Abstract: Reduced dopamine (DA) signaling has been hypothesized to induce compulsive overeating in obesity. However, DA signaling facilitates food pursuit by acting on direct and indirect pathways. Why individuals compulsively overeat despite decreased DA, and the role of DA in mediating satiety signals, is unclear. In this study, we aimed to investigate the role of DA
and pathway-specific medium spiny neuron (MSN) activity in the nucleus accumbens (Core; NAcc vs. Shell; NAcSH) in regulating satiation (stopping a meal). We predicted that reduced food approach would correlate with reduced DA release and dMSN activity during satiation. We used fiber photometry with a red-shifted fluorescent DA sensor (RdLight1) and a Cre recombinase-dependent, green calcium indicator (GCaMP6f) to test this. Both fluorescent sensors were injected into mice expressing dopamine D1 receptor (D1-Cre) or adenosine A2a receptor (Adora-Cre) (markers of direct and indirect pathway MSNs, dMSNs, and iMSNs, respectively). Using a free-feeding paradigm, we used dual color fiber photometry to measure real-time changes in DA and pathway-specific MSN activity in mice during natural food approach and consumption. This approach allows for the simultaneous recordings of both DA and pathway-specific MSN activity across varying degrees of satiation, from hungry to sated, and is designed so that mice directly control their eating patterns. We found that DA and d/iMSNs activity is increased during food approach in natural feeding, but only iMSNs were significantly decreased during consumption. Furthermore, on a minute-to-minute timescale, we found that DA and dMSNs activity attenuated as mice approached satiation in the NAcc, but not in the NAcSH. We find that DA release changes with hunger and satiety on different timescales ranging from seconds to minutes to hours, reflecting varying stages of food motivation across several hours of free-feeding. These studies are the first to directly measure DA and d/iMSN activity from initiation of active cycle free-feeding to satiation. These findings expand our understanding of dynamic changes in striatal signaling during the progression of satiation.

Disclosures: D. Mourra: None. C.E. Murphy: None. E. Hourany: None. J.A. Beeler: None.
fastrefeeding in mice using RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Male and female C57BL/6J mice at 13 to 14 weeks of age were singly housed and fed ad libitum, fasted for 18 hours, or fasted for 18 hours and then refed for 2 hours (n=4 mice per condition). We performed RNA FISH for Pirt, Fos, and Agrp mRNA in the ARC and assessed their co-localization across the feeding conditions. Consistent with our previous studies, we find that the Agrp and Pirt genes are not co-expressed, indicating that AgRP neurons and Pirt ARC neurons are distinct populations in the ARC. Moreover, we find that AgRP neurons highly co-express with Fos in the fasted state, confirming previous findings that AgRP neurons are particularly active in the fasted state. By contrast, our results show that the percentage of Pirt ARC neurons expressing Fos is significantly lower in fasted mice than in ad libitum fed mice (p=0.0135; one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test), though neither group differed significantly from post-fast re-fed mice (p>0.05). Thus, Pirt ARC neurons appear to be more active in fed mice than infasted mice. Our results therefore identify Pirt ARC neurons as a novel feeding-sensitivesubtype of ARC neurons.
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Abstract: Recent studies have shown that the macronutrient profile of a food has a major influence on how the brain encodes its reward value, independent of calorie content and self-reported liking. The ability of macronutrients to modulate food reward is hypothesized to stem from post-ingestive signals triggered in the gut that are then relayed to midbrain dopamine (DA) systems. A long-standing literature also highlights that food reward and preference may be influenced by biological sex, potentially via the influence of steroid hormone receptors positioned along the gut brain-axis. Here, we have designed a set of studies to test the broad hypothesis that the rewarding qualities of macronutrients in food vary between male and female mice in a dopamine-dependent manner. First, we gave male (n=9) and female (n=9) mice free access to foods made of fat, carbohydrates, or a combination of fat and carbohydrates (“combo”). We found that whereas male mice overwhelmingly consumed combo, females rapidly develop an enduring preference for fat. Similarly, fat was found to induce a place preference over combo
in female mice (n=7), whereas the reverse pattern was seen in males (n=8). We next explored the
link between these differences in preference and DA release. In male and female mice, food
preference corresponded with the density of DA release in the nucleus accumbens (n=7; 4
female; 3 male), but not the dorsal striatum (n=6; 4 male, 2 female), as measured using fiber
photometry and the DA sensor dLight1.1. Finally, because male and female mice are
differentially sensitive to the effects of chronic stress, we assessed the impact of 6 days of
variable stress on food reward in male and female mice (n=40; 18 male, 22 female). Again, we
found that male mice a preferentially consumed the combo stimulus, though stress further biased
this preference (n=8 control; n=10 stress). In contrast, whereas female control mice gravitated
toward the more caloric dense fat (n=12), those exposed to stress developed a strong preference
for combo (n=10). Combined, our results suggest that the macronutrient content of foods
modifies its attractiveness, and that biological sex can have a major impact on the neural
encoding of food reward. Our on-going experiments using intragastric infusions suggest that
different macronutrients and combinations recruit different ensembles of midbrain neurons.
Follow-up studies will test the hypothesis that such post-ingestive signals triggered by food in
the gut recruit molecularly distinct midbrain ensembles in male and female mice.

Marchalko: None. K. Jacobs: None. R. Jacob: None. G. Hodes: None. W. Howe: F.
Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); consultant for Takeda.
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Title: Meso-striatal dopamine systems differentially encode food preference and content
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Abstract: Fats and carbohydrates have been shown to recruit separate ascending pathways from
the gut that converge onto midbrain dopamine (DA) cells. Recent human research suggests that
these post-ingestive pathways play a causal role in food reward. Specifically, foods made of
combinations of fats and carbohydrates are over-valued relative to equally liked foods of the
same calorie content composed of just one macronutrient. We hypothesized that this effect of
macronutrient combinations on food valuation is mediated through differential post-ingestive
effects on striatal DA release. To test this hypothesis, we first assessed preference for foods made of different macronutrients in male and female mice. We found that when foods made of fat, carbohydrate, and fat/carbohydrate combined (combo) were simultaneously available, mice consumed far more combination compared to either of the individual macronutrients (n=14). To test if post-ingestive signals have a causal influence such food preferences, next we manipulated DA release during the post-ingestive window using optogenetics (n=8). We found that stimulating DA cell bodies in the substantia nigra during the post-ingestive window was sufficient to shift future preference. To link these findings to striatal DA release, we used fiber photometry and the fluorescent DA sensor dLight1.1 to measure DA binding in dorsal (DS) and ventral striatum (VS) as mice consumed foods made of fat, carbohydrate, or combo. Interestingly, phasic DA release events in the VS were highest as mice consumed the combination food compared to either individual macronutrient alone (n=7). In contrast DS DA release events were highest while mice consumed the more calorically dense fat (n=7). These data suggest that food preference and content are differentially encoded by DA release in the VS and DS, respectively. On-going efforts are designed to identify the signature of post-ingestive signals on striatal DA release recorded during these free feeding tests. To this end, we are currently using intragastric infusions to bypass the influence of oro-sensory signals on DA release during food intake. In addition, we are developing a novel approach to control for movement-related DA dynamics in the post-ingestive signal by modeling the cross-correlation between movement (velocity, acceleration) and fluorescence in the VS and DS. Our initial analyses identify region and sex-specific signatures of movement-related DA release in the DS and VS that will be integrated into our larger model of how post-ingestive DA dynamics influence canonical “reward”-related DA signals.

**Disclosures:** A. Hartle: None. C. Sallee: None. S. Bhattacharyya: None. S. Sengupta: None. A. DiFeliceantonio: None. M. Howe: F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Takeda.
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**Abstract: Abstract:** The growing prevalence of obesity and accompanying metabolic disorders underscores the importance of understanding the mechanisms that control overeating behaviors, especially in relation to an energy-dense diet. In this study, we investigate the complex interplay
between cortical circuit and molecular mechanism that drive context-dependent overeating. Employing food-induced conditioned place preference behavioral paradigms, coupled with in vivo calcium imaging, we probed the dynamic cortical neuronal activity in response to energy-dense food stimuli. Our results elucidate the role of cortical neurons in integrating homeostatic signals as well as hedonic cues that significantly promote context-dependent overeating of energy-dense food. Our study further uncovers the molecular mechanisms underlying overeating, highlighting the critical role of AMPK signaling in the overconsumption of high-fat diets. From a circuit perspective, we found that cortical projections to the lateral hypothalamus play an important role in mediating the overconsumption of high-fat diets. Taken together, our study emphasizes the need to comprehend the cortical regulation of context-dependent overconsumption of high-fat diets. Such understanding will inform the development of targeted interventions to mitigate obesity.

Disclosures: J. Xiang: None. M. Shi: None. Z. Xu: None.
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Title: Zona incerta neurons release GABA and dopamine in the superior colliculus
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Abstract: The zona incerta (ZI) is a narrow but long hypothalamic region that is seen rostrocaudally throughout the entire hypothalamus. This structure is predominantly GABAergic, but there is a small, spatially-distinct subset of ZI GABA neurons that coexpress tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), and we recently showed that these TH-ZI neurons produce dopamine. The ZI is implicated in fear, feeding, sleep, hunting, and motor control behaviors. The densest projections from TH-ZI neurons arrive at brain regions involved in motor coordination, including the midbrain motor regions, like the superior colliculus (SC). Here, we probed the functional contribution of TH-ZI neurons to regulate SC cells by GABA and/or dopamine release. We first injected a cre-dependent virus expressing channelrhodopsin-mCherry into the ZI of male or female Th-cre mice and determined if TH-ZI neurons can release GABA and/or dopamine in the motor-related layers of the SC (SCm), especially along the midline where mCherry-labelled fibers were most prominent. Photostimulation (470 nm, 5 ms) of channelrhodopsin-expressing
Th-cre fibers produced an optogenetically-evoked inhibitory postsynaptic current (oIPSC) in one-third of SCm cells recorded (n = 29/87 cells). These oIPSCs were abolished by bicuculline treatment but persisted in the presence of tetrodotoxin thus indicating that TH-ZI neurons innervated SCm cells by monosynaptic GABA release. To determine if TH-ZI neurons also released dopamine in the SCm, we transduced Th-cre neurons with a cre-dependent AAV encoding the red-shifted opsin ChrimsonR, and we additionally injected an AAV under control of the CAG promotor to express the dopamine sensor dLight1.1 and track dopamine content in the SCm. Photostimulating ChrimsonR-expressing TH-ZI neurons with 620 nm (1 ms) red light pulses produced time-locked firing of up to 20 Hz at the soma. We thus photostimulated ChrimsonR-expressing Th-cre fibers in the SCm with 20 Hz pulses within a 0.5 Hz pulse train delivered over 5 min and captured dLight fluorescent images at 0.2 Hz (excitation 470 nm; emission: 500–550nm). dLight fluorescence peaked within 5 minutes of TH-fiber photostimulation (0.15 ± 0.04%; n = 7; N = 4) and persisted for > 5 minutes before gradually returning to baseline levels over 20 min. SCm cells were dopamine-sensitive, as bath application of 10 μM dopamine directly hyperpolarized (−9.3 ± 1.8 mV) 42% (n = 20/48 cells) and depolarized (+7.1 ± 0.6 mV) 25% (n = 16/48 cells) of SCm cells by activating D2 and D1 receptors, respectively. Taken together, our findings revealed that TH-ZI cells released both GABA and dopamine to elicit acute or prolonged regulation of downstream targets such as in the SCm.
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**Abstract:** Clinical research suggests that intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) may lead to addiction-like behavior in offspring and persistent changes in preference for palatable foods due to fetal neural modulation. IUGR in rats from maternal malnourishment resulted in abnormal Dopamine DR2 receptor (DR2D) expression, possibly causing sex-specific programming of the mesolimbic dopamine system and impacting feeding behavior. However, the direct relationship between DR2 dopamine receptors and IUGR and the sex-specific effects on DR2D expression...
remains unclear. This study compared food preferences, the role of the mesolimbic dopaminergic system, and the sex-specific effects of IUGR on feeding behavior and DR2D expression. Time-mated pregnant Wistar rats (n=13) were randomly assigned to a control group (standard chow ad libitum) or a 50% food restriction (FR) group. Pups were sexed, weighed, and the litter was standardized within 24 hours of birth. During lactation, mothers had ad-libitum diets with reduced interaction for lower stress. On the 22nd day of lactation, pups were weighed, separated by sex (male=52; female=52), and randomly divided into four groups per sex based on the adult ad-libitum access diets, palatable or control: Adlib/Chow (n=13), FR/Chow (n=13), FR/Palatable (n=13), and Adlib/Palatable (n=13). From postnatal day (PD) 66 to day 126, palatable or control diets were provided ad-libitum. On day 126, euthanasia was performed, preserving brain tissue at -40°C. Western blot analysis will assess DR2D expression in the nucleus accumbens. Food consumption, weight gain, anthropometric measurements, and D2 receptors will be compared. Exploratory two-way ANOVA results suggest IUGR rats had a stronger preference and higher caloric intake of palatable foods. FR/palatable females showed greater preference than controls. No weight differences were seen from day PD-43 to PD-80, but as approaching PD-126 both sexes under palatable food, exhibited weight gain differences compared to control, but males on palatable diets gained more. Our behavioral data suggest IUGR rats' preference for palatable foods may be linked to mesolimbic reward pathway alterations, possibly in a sex-specific manner which will be correlated with the D2RD quantification.
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Title: Fasting and Diet Type Influence Food Intake Independent of Insulin Infusion in the Nucleus Accumbens

Authors: *H. EMMONS, S. FORDAHL;
Univ. of North Carolina Greensboro, Greensboro, NC

Abstract: Title: Fasting and Diet Type Influence Food Intake Independent of Insulin Infusion in the Nucleus Accumbens

Authors H. A. Emmons1, S. C. Fordahl1

Disclosures H. A. Emmons: None. S.C. Fordahl: None.

Abstract Introduction: The obesity epidemic is projected to affect 50% of the U.S. population by 2030. Changes in neurotransmission have been identified in obese individuals; however, the underlying mechanism(s) for disruption of dopaminergic neurons is unknown, and whether it
impacts satiety signals is unclear. The purpose of this study is to investigate if disrupted insulin signaling in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) alters a dopaminergic satiety circuit in mice fed a high-fat diet. We hypothesized that infusing insulin into the NAc would significantly reduce high sugar food intake and feeding duration in low-fat fed animals with dampened response in high-fat fed counterparts. One proposed mechanism is reduced insulin signaling in a NAc to hypothalamus circuit that aids in satiety. Dysregulated dopamine may interfere with homeostatic caloric intake.

**Methods:** C57 male (n=42) and female (n=40) mice were separated into low-fat and high-fat groups (10% or 60% total kcals from fat, respectively). Insulin (0.2 μL of 5μU in 10% vol/vol aCSF) or artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) were infused into the NAc at 0.1 μL/min for 2 minutes. Mice then received 30-minute access to a high sugar food pellet with 45% of kcals from fat in either a fasted or sated metabolic state. Results: A three-way ANOVA was used to analyze differences between diet group, metabolic state, and treatment infused. We identified a main effect of diet group (LF vs HF) with the LF groups consuming significantly more of the high sugar food pellet under fasted (males: p=0.0006; females: p=0.0002) and sated (males: p=0.0322; females: p<0.0001) conditions. Additionally, we identified a main effect of insulin decreasing high sugar food intake for females under sated (p=0.0359) conditions.

**Conclusions:** Insulin infused into the NAc did not significantly alter food intake in either sated or fasted conditions of LF or HF-fed mice. This indicates that under our conditions, insulin does not influence satiety via the NAc. Interestingly, HF-fed males and females consumed significantly less food in both sated and fasted conditions compared to controls. These data suggest a potential avoidance or reduced preference for their non-standard high sucrose treat; however, further experiments are needed to directly examine food preference. Overall, we show that diet composition (specifically percentage of fat intake) plays a role in food intake, with current metabolic state (in conjunction with sex) affecting insulin’s actions.

**Disclosures:**  
H. Emmons: None. S. Fordahl: None.
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**Title:** Genome-wide association study in heterogeneous stock rats identified QTLs relating to fluid intake.

**Authors:** *L. HANNAN¹, D. BRAKEY², O. POLESSKAYA⁴, Q. E. CARROLL², T. SANCHES⁴, K. L. VOLCKO⁶, A. CHITRE⁴, M. POSTOLACHE², C. P. KING¹, J. SANTOLLO⁷, H. BIMSCHLEGER⁴, J. GAO⁴, K.-M. NGUYEN⁴, R. CHENG⁴, L. C. SOLBERG WOODS⁸, A. A. PALMER⁴, P. J. MEYER¹, D. DANIELS²³;

¹Dept. of Psychology, ²Dept. of Biol. Sci., ³Ctr. for Ingestive Behavior Res., State Univ. of New
Abstract: Fluid homeostasis and food intake are crucial life-sustaining functions maintained under behavioral control. Although many endogenous mechanisms that regulate fluid homeostasis are largely conserved across individuals, there are significant behavioral variations influenced by genetic and environmental factors. To characterize the genetic basis of these differences, we performed a genome-wide association study (GWAS) on genetically diverse N/NIH Heterogeneous Stock (HS) rats (n=826), focusing on free-intake of food and water over a 24-hour period. Rats were housed in hanging wire cages, where total food intake was measured and microstructure of water intake was measured by contact lickometers. Water intake data were collected on a variety of measures including total intake, total number of licking bursts (i.e., two or more licks with an interlick interval of less than one second), and mean interlick interval (ILI). These measures were found to have moderate single-nucleotide polymorphism-based heritability (SNP $h^2 = .18-.425$). GWAS identified four significant quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for this set of traits. Two of these QTLs were associated with burst number and size on the same section of chromosome 1, a region including the gene Stx11 which encodes a SNARE protein. Burst size was also associated with an expression-QTL (eQTL) and coding variant identifying Fuca2 in the forebrain. These results show that individual variation in a highly conserved motivated behavior is genetically influenced, and that HS rats are useful for identification of genetic variants contributing to these individual differences.
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Title: Agpr neuron opioidergic signaling promotes satiety

Authors: *H. KIM1, N. S. ATASOY2, C. LAULE3, C. DONG5, I. AKLAN4, J. RYSTED1, K. H. FLIPPO3, D. DAVIS1, B. YILMAZ6, L. TIAN7, Y. YAVUZ6, D. ATASOY3; 2Uiowa, 3Univ. of Iowa, 1Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA; 4Univ. of Iowa, Univ. of Iowa,
Abstract: Central opioid signaling promotes hedonic feeding through mesolimbic pathways. While endogenous opioids and their cognate receptors are widely expressed in hypothalamic feeding circuits, their role in homeostatic hunger is unresolved. In this study, we sought to understand the role of mediobasal hypothalamic opioids in appetite. We hypothesized that opioids decrease appetite through suppression of neurons that encode hunger. To assess the role of opioids on hypothalamic neurons we performed fiber photometry with a novel fluorescent opioid sensor, deltaLight, in combination with electrophysiology. We found that feeding rapidly increases mediobasal hypothalamic opioid release which directly inhibits AgRP neurons through the mu-opioid receptor (MOR). Moreover, MOR antagonists blunt AgRP inhibition caused by food and satiety hormones. Lastly, we found that selective deletion of MOR in AgRP neurons increases palatable food preference. Our findings suggest that AgRP MOR signaling may sculpt diet choice mediated by post-ingestive signals.
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Title: High-resolution neurochemical characterization of the paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus

Authors: *B. A. RAMOS¹, S. B. FLAGEL², R. T. KENNEDY³;
¹Neurosci. Grad. Program, ²Psychiatry, ³Chem., Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

Abstract: Psychiatric disorders are associated with neurochemical imbalances in the brain that promote maladaptive behaviors. To-date, little research has focused on characterizing neurochemical signatures within a given brain region. The paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (PVT) has emerged as a key neural node in the control of motivated behavior and is well-placed to integrate input pertaining to the internal state of the body as well as cognitive and emotional states. Of particular interest is the role of the PVT within the subcortical hypothalamic-thalamic-striatal motivation circuit. The PVT is composed of anterior and posterior subregions, known to play a role in arousal and valence, respectively. Our research aims to characterize the neurotransmitters, their metabolites, and energy molecule concentrations
that contribute to the role of the posterior PVT (pPVT) in this regard. While the PVT is known to be neurochemically heterogeneous, it has not yet been well characterized, likely because of its neuroanatomical location and difficulty in detecting neurochemical signals with high resolution due to various physicochemical properties and low concentration. Here we employ a liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) method that utilizes benzoyl chloride (BzCl) labeling to account for these difficulties. Specifically, we combined a neurochemical profiling approach with microdialysis sampling in outbred rats to characterize a panel of 24 neurochemicals in the PVT. These include dopamine, norepinephrine, serotonin, histamine, glutamate, GABA, acetylcholine, choline, adenosine, DOPAC, 3MT, HVA, normetanephrine, taurine, serine, aspartate, glycine, glutamine, epinephrine, cysteine, VMA, DOPEG, MOPEG, and glucose. We detected all the compounds from a panel of 24 neurochemicals. Glutamine was relatively high in dialysate (31000 nM) at baseline conditions, which is more than a 10-fold increase relative to the other dialysate concentrations quantified. The next tier of abundant analytes included glucose (2700 nM), taurine (1700 nM), choline (1500 nM), and GABA (160 nM), respectively. With knowledge of baseline concentrations, we can begin to study how experimental manipulations alter these concentrations. This neurochemical profile of the PVT will be further examined with respect to behavioral phenotypes of relevance to psychiatric disorders.
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Title: Western diet consumption impairs hippocampal encoding of memory and energy valence

Authors: *A. M. R. HAYES¹, L. TIERNOW LAUER¹, L. DECARIE-SPAIN², M. E. KLUG¹, L. TSAN², A. KAO¹, S. SUN¹, J. REA¹, K. SUBRAMANIAN¹, C. GU¹, K. N. DONOHUE¹, A. A. FODOR³, S. E. KANOSKI²;
¹USC, ²USC, Los Angeles, CA; ³Univ. of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, NC

Abstract: Western diet (WD) consumption during early life periods is associated with impaired hippocampus (HPC)-dependent learning and memory function. Here, we developed an early life
WD model in rats to investigate the neurobiological mechanisms mediating these diet-induced effects. Male Sprague Dawley rats received either a highly palatable cafeteria-style WD (ad libitum access to various high-fat and/or high-sugar foods; CAF; n=12) or standard healthy chow (CTL; n=12) during the juvenile and adolescent stages (postnatal days 26-56). Behavioral and metabolic assessments were performed both before and after a 30-day healthy diet intervention period beginning at early adulthood. Results revealed HPC-dependent contextual episodic memory impairments in CAF rats that persisted despite the healthy diet intervention. These impairments were observed in the absence of effects on body weight, body composition, glucose tolerance, or anxiety-like behavior (CAF n=12; CTL n=12). Given that dysregulated HPC acetylcholine (ACh) signaling is associated with memory impairments in humans and animal models, we examined markers of ACh function via immunoblotting and found lower protein levels of vesicular ACh transporter (VACHT) in the dorsal hippocampus (HPCd) of CAF (n=8) vs. CTL (n=8) rats, indicating chronically reduced ACh tone. Using intensity-based ACh sensing fluorescent reporter (iAChSnFr) in vivo fiber photometry targeting the HPCd, we next observed that ACh binding during object-contextual novelty recognition was highly predictive of memory performance and was disrupted in CAF (n=6) vs. CTL (n=8) rats. The functional relevance of dysregulated HPC ACh signaling to CAF-associated memory impairments was further supported by neuropharmacological results revealing that nicotinic ACh receptor alpha 7 agonist infusion in the HPCd during training rescued memory deficits in CAF rats (n=8 agonist, n=9 vehicle). In addition to exhibiting memory impairments, CAF rats also demonstrated increased average meal size consumption following the healthy diet intervention period (CAF n=7; CTL n=6). To explore whether this outcome was associated with aberrant HPC ACh signaling, iAChSnFr photometry was performed in the HPCd in rats consuming a large meal following a fast. Relative to the fasted pre-meal state, CTL rats (n=10) showed increased ACh binding in the HPCd upon meal termination, whereas pre- vs. post-meal ACh binding levels did not differ in CAF rats (n=6). Overall, these findings reveal a functional connection linking early life Western diet intake and ACh signaling with hippocampal-dependent memory and encoding of meal-related satiation signals in the HPCd.
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Title: Computational normative framework to temporally dissociate homeostatic hypothalamic neuronal roles

Abstract: Title: **Computational Framework to Temporally Dissociate Homeostatic Hypothalamic Neuronal Roles**

Physiological needs evoke motivational drives to produce specific natural behaviors for survival. However, it has been challenging to differentiate between need and motivation in classic experimental paradigms due to the temporally intertwined dynamics of need and motivation. In this study, we developed simple and intuitive experimental paradigms that enabled us to distinguish distinct roles of the subpopulations of neurons in the hypothalamus. Based on classic homeostatic theories, we derived normative computational models of neural activity and behaviors for need-encoding and motivation-encoding neurons during predicted gain and loss events. We then recorded neural activity using in vivo calcium imaging in Agouti-related peptide (AgRP) and LHLepR neurons and also monitored eating behaviors after optogenetic manipulations of the two subpopulations, respectively. In our experimental paradigm, AgRP and LHLepR neural activity was consistent with theory-driven-neural-activity-models for need and motivation respectively. Furthermore, the temporal dynamics of behavioral activity evoked by optogenetic stimulation of AgRP and LHLepR neurons was consistent with the theory-driven-behavior-activity-model for need and motivation respectively. Thus, our study provides a parsimonious understanding of how distinct hypothalamic neurons encode need and motivation separately to produce adaptive behaviors for maintaining homeostasis.
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**Title:** Changes in ACTH and serum glucose in 21-day-old rat pups rearing by rats underfed during gestation and lactation.

Authors: *M. Mendoza*, I. Jimenez-Estrada, C. G. Toriz; 1Fisiología, Biofísica y Neurociencias, Ctr. de Investigación y de Estudios Avanzados del I.P.N., Mexico City, Mexico; 2Physiology, Biophysics and Neurosci., IPN Ctr. Invst & Adv Studies, Mexico City, Mexico; 3CINVESTAV-IPN, Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico
Abstract: The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the metabolic impact in the offspring of mothers with different nutrition conditions during pregnancy and lactation. A 30% reduction in the protein-caloric supply of female adult rats before and during pregnancy, and along the lactation period. At birth the pups were placed with a foster mother and four groups were done: 1) pups from ad libitum fed mother during pregnancy and lactation (C-C), 2) pups from underfed mother during pregnancy and lactation (U-U), 3) pups from well fed mother but lactated by a underfed foster mother (C-U), 4) pups from a underfed mother lactated by a well fed foster mother (U-C). At the end of the lactation period the pups were weighted and obtained their body length, blood serum, and liver. Serum levels of ACTH and glucose were determined. The body mass index showed that U-C pups have the highest values than the other pup groups. Serum ACTH concentrations were statistically higher in U-U and U-C pups than C-C and C-U pups. Serum glucose levels showed differences between the four groups: the higher levels were observed in U-C pups followed by C-C pups, then C-U pups, and the lowest level were found in U-U pups. The heaviest liver was from U-C pups. These results showed that serum ACTH concentrations are impacted by the gestation under nutrition condition independently of the abundance of meal during the lactation period. The lower serum glucose levels were obtained in pups lactated by underfed foster mothers. However, the data obtained from pups gestated by underfed mothers and with full meals after birth suggest that these rats present a pre-diabetic metabolic pattern. We need to measure other metabolic hormones to reinforce this interpretation.

Disclosures: M. Mendoza: None. I. Jimenez-Estrada: None. C.G. Toriz: None.
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Title: Dopaminergic modulation of parabrachial nucleus activity and feeding behavior

Authors: *G. GABRIELSON, D. LAFFERTY, D. KERSPERN, A. LUTAS; NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda, MD

Abstract: The acquisition and consumption of food, or feeding behavior, is a multi-system process all organisms undergo to maintain energy balance. The brain is involved in the appetitive, consummatory, and terminating phases of feeding behavior. The parabrachial nucleus (PBN) is an important node in the neural circuit that controls feeding. Recent evidence implicated dopamine in the direct modulation of PBN neuron activity and feeding behavior. Dopamine, produced in the substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area (VTA), signals through G protein-coupled receptors, which include two major types: D1 and D2. Both D1 and D2 receptor expression is found within the PBN. Our project looks to better understand how dopamine signaling in PBN modulates neuronal activity and the cessation of feeding. Using 8-10 week old male and female C57BL/J mice, we expressed channelrhodopsins via adeno-associated viral
gene delivery and implant optic fibers above the PBN. Following 4 weeks of recovery and viral expression, we test the influence of optogenetic manipulations on feeding. In Slc6a3-Cre mice (n = 6) injected with a Cre-dependent, red-shifted opsin (Chrimson) in the VTA to target expression in dopamine neurons, photostimulation of VTA axons in the PBN decreased consumption of both standard and more palatable high-fat diet. In D1-Cre mice (n = 6) injected with Chrimson in the PBN to target D1-expressing neurons, photostimulation drove even more robust decreases in standard and high-fat diet feeding. In D2-Cre mice (n = 6) injected with Chrimson in the PBN to target D2-expressing neurons, photostimulation lead to complete suppression of feeding and pronounced motor phenotypes. Utilizing combined optogenetics and fiber photometry in D1-Cre mice (n = 3) injected with Cre-dependent calcium sensor(GCaMP6s) in the PBN and Chrimson in VTA axons in PBN, we see an increase in neural activity during feeding aligning with feeding and the ability of photostimulation to drive responses in D1-expressing PBN neurons. However, we see that systemic injection of a D1 receptor antagonist, which was capable of impairing feeding behavior, did not block photostimulation-evoked PBN D1 neuron activity, indicating that dopamine signaling did not mediate the increased activity. Fiber photometry recordings of the D2-expressing PBN neurons (n = 2 mice) also showed feeding evoked increases in neural activity. Systemic injections of a D2 agonist, decreased D2 PBN neuronal activity and suppressed feeding behavior. On-going fiber photometry, optogenetic stimulation, and acute brain slice two-photon imaging will continue to address the role of D1 and D2 receptor signaling on PBN activity and feeding behavior.
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Title: Effect of the inhibition of anaplastic lymphoma kinase receptor on the type 2 dopamine receptor internalization of the nucleus accumbens of cafeteria-diet fed mice.

Authors: E. GRANADOS1, C. GARCIA-LUNA2, E. ALVAREZ3, P. SOBERANES-CHAVEZ5, *P. DE GORTARI4;
1Inst. Nacional de Psiquiatría Ramón de la Fuente Muñiz, México City, Mexico; 2Inst. Nacional de Psiquiatría Ramón de la Fuente Muñiz, CDMX, Mexico; 3Neurociencias, Inst. Nacional De Psiquiatría, Mexico City, Mexico; 4Dirección de Investigaciones en Neurociencias, Inst. Nacional De Psiquiatría, Mexico DF, Mexico; 5Direccion de Investigaciones en Neurociencias, Natl. Inst. of Psychiatry, Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico
Abstract: Obesity is a complex disease with a multifactorial etiology and is one of the major health problems worldwide. The palatability, availability, and energy density of foods play an important role on its development. The type 2 dopamine receptor (D2R) is an inhibitory G-protein coupled receptor that is desensitized and internalized upon repeated stimulation by its ligand, dopamine. Overconsumption of palatable foods is involved in the internalization of D2R in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) by continuous dopamine release, which impairs hedonic feeding regulation. The tyrosine kinase receptor anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK), previously known for its role in cancer development, is involved in D2R internalization and when inhibited, it is prevented. The present study aims to evaluate the effect of ASP3026, an ALK inhibitor on accumbal D2R internalization along with feeding behavior of cafeteria-diet fed (CAFD) mice. Adult male Balb-C mice were offered a standard diet (SD) or CAFD (n=12/group) for 10 days. On days 8, 9 and 10, half of the animals of each group was subcutaneously (s.c.) administered with 30 mg/kg of ASP3026 (CAFD/ASP n=6; SD/ASP n=6) and half with vehicle (DMSO 10% and corn oil 90%) (CAFD/VEH n=6; SD/VEH n=6) 7 hours before the beginning of the dark phase. Daily food intake was registered, animals were sacrificed on day 10 and brains were extracted and frozen at -70°C. To determine the internalization of the D2R in the NAc, we performed a western blot of the membrane and cytosolic phases measuring the relative levels of D2R/B-actin. Mice in the CAFD/ASP group decreased their CAFD intake by 24.3 ± 0.9% (mean values, SE) vs CAFD/VEH during the 3 consecutive days after the s.c ASP3026 injection. ASP3026 also reduced the intake of standard diet in SD/ASP group by 20 ±1.35% vs. SD/VEH. This decrease is probably explained by the intrinsically rewarding characteristics of food. Our results support that the decrease in CAFD intake of ASP3026 injected mice was associated with accumbal DR2 internalization.

Disclosures: E. Granados: None. C. Garcia-Luna: None. E. Alvarez: None. P. Soberanes-Chavez: None. P. De Gortari: None.
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Title: Are trpv1 receptors in the supraoptic and paraventricular nucleus obligatory for osmoregulation?

Authors: *E. ALCIN, H. MOERZ, R.-D. TREDEE, W. GREFFRATH;
Abstract: Introduction: The hypothalamic supraoptic (SON) and paraventricular (PVN) magnocellular cells (MCs) play a crucial role in the regulation of water and salt balance by vasopressin (VP) in an osmolality-dependent manner. MCs react precisely to hypertonic stimulation with membrane depolarization. Some in vitro electrophysiological studies propose a product of TRPV1 gene commits to osmosensory transduction in hypothalamic neurons to regulate VP secretion. In contrast, in an in vivo study, it has been shown that TRPV1 channels are not obligatory for VP secretion and thirst stimulated by hypernatremia. We aimed to test the role of hyperosmolarity (Mannitol 40 mOsm), Capsaicin 10 µM, Glutamate 200 µM or high K+ 140 mM on dissociated MCs from SON and PVN and on brain slices. Methods: Adult male Sprague-Dawley (SD) and TRPV1 KO rats were used in all experiments. Calcium imaging: For measurements of \([Ca^{2+}]_i\), dissociated MCs were loaded with either 1 µM Fura-2 AM or 1 µM Rhod-2 for 60 min in Tyrode’s solution. After washing with Tyrode’s solution, cells were mounted on the stage of an inverted microscope in an open bath chamber and superfused by Tyrode’s solution (1-3 ml/min) either at room temperature (RT) or 37 °C. Preparation and maintenance of brain slices: 200-300 µm coronal slices containing the SON were collected and maintained in an incubation chamber at RT for at least 2 h in aCSF. Slices were placed in the recording wells with a 6×10 multi-electrode recording array. Throughout all procedure, aCSF was saturated with 95% O₂, 5% CO₂ at 32 °C. Results: Dissociated MCs from SD rats; none of MCs reacted to Capsaicin, but Mannitol (23.5±2.9 %, n=16), Glutamate (136.2±13.4 %, n=33) and high K⁺ (171.9±18 %, n=48) increased Ca²⁺ influx at RT. Mannitol (66.3±11.2 %, n=6) Glutamate (48.3±10.6 %, n=6) and high K⁺ (101.4±11.8 %, n=14) increased Ca²⁺ influx in dissociated MCs from KO rats at RT. Dissociated 10 MCs from SD rats; Mannitol (101.8±18.1 %), Capsaicin (65.7±3.4 %) Glutamate (94.2±10.9 %,) and high K⁺ (96.9±9.2 %) increased mean intensity value at 37 °C. Additionally, Mannitol, Capsaicin and Glutamate increased spikes activity in the SON compared to aCSF treatment (number of spikes per min; 127, 127, 232 and 106). Conclusion: None of MCs from SD or KO rats reacted to Capsaicin but Mannitol and Glutamate at RT. Capsaicin, Mannitol and Glutamate had an effect on MCs from SD rats at 37 °C and these chemicals also increased spikes activity in the SON. We have shown that regulatory role of TRPV1 at normal body temperature. TRPV1 channels together with other factors like glutamate receptors can contribute to network activity in SON and hence participate in regulation of water and salt balance.
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Authors: *R. NGUYEN, K. KOUKOUTSELOS, T. FORRO, S. CIOCCHI; Univ. of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Abstract: Extinction memory retrieval is influenced by spatial contextual information that determines responding to conditioned stimuli (CS). Yet, it is poorly understood if contextual representations are imbued with emotional values to support memory selection. Here, we performed activity-dependent engram-tagging, and in vivo single-unit electrophysiological recordings from the ventral hippocampus (vH) while optogenetically manipulating basolateral amygdala (BLA) inputs during the formation of cued fear extinction memory. During fear extinction when CS acquire safety properties, we found that CS-related activity in the vH reactivated during sleep consolidation and was strengthened upon memory retrieval. Moreover, fear extinction memory was facilitated when the extinction context exhibited precise coding of its affective zones. Finally, these activity patterns along with the retrieval of the fear extinction memory were dependent on glutamatergic transmission from the BLA during extinction learning. Thus, fear extinction memory relies on the formation of contextual and stimulus safety representations in the vH instructed by the BLA.

Disclosures: R. Nguyen: None. K. Koukoutselos: None. T. Forro: None. S. Ciocchi: None.
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Abstract: The basolateral amygdala (BLA) has a central role in encoding anxiety- and fear-related memories, and inhibitory interneurons are known to be critical for these processes. Approximately 15% of neurons in the BLA are GABAergic interneurons, and these fall into an assortment of functional classes that express distinct combinations of calcium-binding proteins and neuropeptides. The distribution of molecular markers in BLA interneurons has been extensively characterized in male rats, and although some studies report sex differences in the expression patterns of individual calcium-binding proteins in the BLA, no comprehensive
mapping of interneuron markers has been performed in female subjects. Women are at higher risk of anxiety disorders than men during the reproductive years, and fear- and anxiety-related behaviors in rodent models are known to vary across the estrous cycle, which could arise from ovarian hormone effects on inhibitory circuitry. Indeed, there are some reports of sex and estrous cycle differences in parvalbumin (PV) expression in the rat BLA and in estrogen receptor expression in BLA interneurons. Here, we perform single-cell multiplexed imaging of a variety of interneuron markers and hormone receptors in the BLA of male and female rats across the estrous cycle. Using serial ultrathin (50 nanometer) sections, we analyze protein and RNA expression in individual excitatory and inhibitory neurons, and report relative abundance, distribution, and colocalization patterns of calcium binding proteins, sex hormone receptors, and structural proteins in amygdala subnuclei. Our study is the first multiplexed analysis in ultrathin sections comparing broad and fine anatomical features in the brain with an attention to sex and estrous cycle. These findings may also provide insight into mechanisms of amygdala inhibitory circuits and neuroanatomical explanations of sex differences in fear- and anxiety-related behaviors.

Disclosures: G. Raimondi: None. R. Tripp: None. L. Ostroff: None.
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Abstract: Title: Distinct GABAergic engram neurons in the basolateral amygdala control fear memory extinction

Xu Zhang1,2, Ying Zhou3, Hechen Bao4, Xuelian Fan1, Xiujuan Yang1.
Abstract The basolateral amygdala (BLA) is a key structure processing the threat and emotional information, and plays a key role in controlling the fear memory. Previous research has suggested that the extinction procedure generates a new memory that coexists with the original fear memory, and that interneurons play an important role in extinction. However, the mechanisms that control the competing extinction and fear memories in BLA are not yet fully understood. In this study, we used a chemogenetic approach to investigate these mechanisms in mice that were genetically modified to improve the tagging specificity of active neurons. We found that silencing extinction-tagged BLA neurons, or stimulating fear acquisition-tagged BLA neurons, led to a relapse of fear memory. Additionally, we observed that silencing BLA GABAergic neurons, or extinction-tagged BLA GABAergic neurons, restored fear expression after extinction, while inhibiting acquisition-tagged BLA GABAergic neurons did not impair fear memory retrieval. Our results indicate that specific inhibitory GABAergic BLA engrams are established during fear extinction, which interfere with existing fear memory-related neural circuits and suppress conditional fear memory. These findings provide new insights into the neural mechanisms underlying fear extinction and suggest that BLA GABAergic neurons are potential targets for therapeutic interventions in cognitive disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Disclosures: X. Zhang: None.
Abstract: Survival depends on threat detection and the selection of appropriate defensive behavioral strategies to minimize aversive and maximize positive outcomes. This skill is especially critical when motivations to approach rewards and avoid threats co-exist. The Prefrontal cortical (PFC) circuits provide top-down control of threat reactivity. Specifically, the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) plays a role in suppressing conditioned fear responses after extinction. Furthermore, dynorphin (Dyn) is widely expressed in the limbic circuits, including vmPFC. These findings highlight Dyn as a potential candidate for the adaptive selection of defensive behaviors critical in conflict conditions. To assess the role of Dyn in vmPFC in conflict resolution, we developed a novel approach/avoidance task in which mice are presented with the choice of seeking rewards vs. avoiding a footshock by stepping onto a safe platform. Mice first learn that sucrose availability is signaled by a 30s light cue, whereas a 30s tone co-terminates with a 2s footshock. These two stimuli are also presented simultaneously in some trials, generating a conflict between approaching the food or avoiding the shock. An essential feature of this task is that mice can develop an optimal strategy to retrieve rewards and avoid shocks during conflict trials by nose-poking early and avoiding later when the shock becomes imminent. Here we report that Conditional knockdown of Dyn in vmPFC (with PDyn-shRNA) impaired adaptive conflict resolution by favoring the maladaptive selection of passive over active avoidance. PDyn-shRNA mice also showed delayed learning of avoidance (increased shocks) and a suboptimal conflict strategy that prioritized passive avoidance at the expense of rewards. Fiber photometry recordings of Dyn neurons in vmPFC revealed increased activity in conflict trials where mice retrieved rewards in contrast with trials where they displayed passive avoidance at the expense of rewards. We did not observe this contrast during the reward phase of training in agreement with our previous experiment, where conditional knockdown of Dyn did not affect reward-seeking in the absence of conflict. Together these findings suggest that DYN signaling by vmPFC contributes to adaptive conflict resolution by suppressing passive and allowing/promoting active defensive behaviors.

Disclosures: H. Bravo: None. A. Limoges: None. C.T. LaGamma: None. H.A. Tejeda: None.
Title: Innate fear responses to distal and proximal predator threats

Authors: J. N. CARROLL¹, B. MYERS², I. M. RAMAN³, *C. E. VAAGA²,³;

Abstract: To survive predation, animals must be able to detect and appropriately respond to predator threats in their environment. Such defensive behaviors are innate: suggesting dedicated neural circuits for the detection, sensorimotor integration, and execution of appropriate behaviors. Ethologically, distal threats (i.e., sweeping visual stimuli) trigger ‘passive’ avoidance strategies, such as freezing to avoid predator detection. Conversely, more proximal threats (i.e., looming visual stimuli) trigger ‘active’ avoidance strategies, such as fleeing. The goal of the present study is to examine innate fear responses when the behavioral strategy is determined by extrinsic factors. Specifically, we investigate how environmental and physiological conditions modulate innate freezing responses in mice, with a particular emphasis on understanding the conditions that alter behavioral responses to repeated stimuli. We demonstrate that in both male and female mice looming and sweeping visual stimuli elicit freezing in the absence of a nest to flee towards. However, looming stimuli triggered comparatively prolonged freezing bouts. Furthermore, when looming visual stimuli were repeated at intervals as short as 5 minutes, freezing responses decreased across trials in response to both looming and sweeping stimuli, suggestive of fear suppression. To begin testing whether the fear suppression represents safety learning, we tested animals at intervals of 1 hour and 24 hours, as well as testing fear recall at 1 month. Finally, to correlate fear behavior across paradigms with other physiological measures of stress, we measured circulating corticosterone levels after fear exposure. Together, our results indicate that when mice engage in passive avoidance strategies triggered by distal or proximal threats, the vigor of the response scales with threat proximity. Further, our results demonstrate that freezing responses are modified by repeated threat exposure.

Disclosures: J.N. Carroll: None. B. Myers: None. I.M. Raman: None. C.E. Vaaga: None.
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**Abstract:** It has been proposed that the cortical representations of visual stimuli are altered by experience. We tested this idea by recording fMRI data from 18 participants performing a Pavlovian fear conditioning paradigm. The paradigm consisted of three sessions. In the initial habituation session, two Gabor patches (45 and 135 degrees) were repeatedly presented in random order for a total of 120 trials. In the acquisition session, which followed the habituation session, the 45-degree Gabor patch (CS+) was paired with a loud scream (US) whereas the 135-degree Gabor patch (CS-) was never paired with the US. In the final extinction session, the CS+ and CS- was again repeatedly presented in random order (120 trials; no US). Applying the MVPA decoding method to fMRI data from the primary visual cortex in a sliding trial window fashion, we observed the following. First, the accuracy of decoding between the two Gabor patches was at the chance level (50%) early in habituation, and became progressively higher as the participant experienced more repetitions of the two stimuli, reaching ~60% at the end of habituation. Second, for extinction, the decoding accuracy started at ~60% and became progressively lower, reaching the chance level at the end of extinction. Third, MVPA classifiers trained on data from the end of habituation could not decode data from the beginning of extinction and vice versa. These results are consistent with the idea that the neural representations of visual stimuli undergo fundamental changes through learning: in habituation, repeated presentations without associative learning sharpened the sensory and perceptual distinctiveness of the two Gabor patches, whereas in extinction, the initially high representational distinctness of CS+ and CS-, reflecting the motivational quality of the CS+ and CS- (threat vs safety) acquired through associative learning, became diminished with extinction learning through potentially an active de-sharpening process.

**Disclosures:** L. Cui: None. A. Keil: None. M. Ding: None.
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**Abstract:** Explicitly Unpaired presentations (EU) of light (L) and rotation (R) produce behavioral changes (e.g., increased phototaxis) in the sea snail *Hermissenda crassicornis* that satisfy criteria for conditioned inhibition (CI)/safety signal learning. This is accompanied by decreased excitability of type B photoreceptors (B cells) due to increases in several somatic potassium (K+) currents. We’ve previously found that protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) inhibitors
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**Abstract:** Explicitly Unpaired presentations (EU) of light (L) and rotation (R) produce behavioral changes (e.g., increased phototaxis) in the sea snail *Hermissenda crassicornis* that satisfy criteria for conditioned inhibition (CI)/safety signal learning. This is accompanied by decreased excitability of type B photoreceptors (B cells) due to increases in several somatic potassium (K+) currents. We’ve previously found that protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) inhibitors
(e.g., Calyculin A, I-2): 1) depolarize Untrained B cells and reduce somatic K⁺ currents, partially mimicking effects of L-R pairings, 2) attenuate excitability (spike frequency) decreases produced by extinction training (EXT), a form of learning that overlaps with EU. Conversely, injection of catalytically-active PP1 (caPP1) into Untrained B cells mimicked the excitability decreases produced by EXT and occluded further reductions in spiking by additional EXT. Thus, we hypothesize that PP1 may also contribute to EU-produced B cell excitability decreases. To test this, we measured B cell photoresponses from Untrained and EU animals (24-48 hr post training) after injection with caPP1. In Untrained B cells, caPP1 produced clear reductions (~20 and 25%, respectively) in steady state generator potentials (SSGPs) and light-evoked spike frequencies across five 30-sec test lights, mimicking EU. EU occluded these caPP1 effects. caPP1 also increased (~22 and 27%, respectively) both Iₐ and Iₓ-Ca components of K⁺ current in Untrained B cells that mediate EU-decreases in excitability. In contrast, caPP1 failed to increase these K⁺ currents in EU B cells. We next injected Untrained and EU B cells with the core peptide fragment of the PP1 regulatory G subunit (GM₆₃-₇₅), a competitive inhibitor of PP1. Iontophoresis of 25uM GM₆₃-₇₅ increased B cell SSGPs from Untrained (19.5%; n.s.) and EU animals (52.7%; p < 0.02). While EU B cells showed a ~40% reduction in SSGP (p < 0.001), SSGPs of GM₆₃-₇₅-treated EU B cells failed to differ from Untrained B cells. Thus, GM₆₃-₇₅ treatment abolished the EU B cell excitability decrease. We also tested the involvement of calcineurin/PP2B (CaN) in EU-produced decreased excitability. Cyclosporin A (CsA; 20 nM, CaN inhibitor) had no obvious effect on either Untrained or EU B cell excitability. However, caPP2B injection reduced excitability of Untrained B cells. In contrast, caPP2B failed to affect EU B cell excitability. Our results suggest that: 1) upregulated PP1 activity is critical for EU increases in B cell excitability, 2) PP1 is constitutively active in Untrained B cells, 3) (transient) activation of CaN by EU disinhibits PP1, 4) decreasing excitability through increases in K⁺ currents.

Disclosures: J. Farley: None. J.B. Anderson: None. J.S. Cavallo: None.
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Title: Deleterious cFos Activation in mPFC Associated with Fear Extinction in a Rodent Model of PTSD/AUD

Authors: *L. J. WILLS¹, B. SCHWARTZ², B. MCGUFFIN², J. PETERS³, J. T. GASS¹;
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Abstract: Alcohol use disorder (AUD) and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are two of the most common mental health disorders and are highly comorbid. Additionally, maladaptive memories are implicated in disorders such as AUD and PTSD. Fear-/alcohol-related cues become disproportionally salient over non-fear-/non-alcohol-related cues. This enhanced salience contributes to difficulty extinguishing fear/alcohol associations for people with comorbid PTSD/AUD. A number of recent studies have suggested that specific subregions of the prefrontal cortex mediate these fear/drug related behaviors. Specifically, lesion studies have demonstrated that the prelimbic (PrL) cortex is necessary for the expression of conditioned fear while the infralimbic (IfL) cortex is critical for the expression of extinction behavior. To gain a better understanding of the potential impact co-occurring PTSD/AUD has on neuronal activation in the IfL and PrL cortices we measured c-fos expression following the final day of fear extinction learning using a rodent model of PTSD/AUD. Wistar rats were grouped based on their exposure to the PTSD/AUD paradigm and fear conditioning (FC) task. The PTSD/AUD paradigm consisted of animals being exposed to 2h restraint stress (RS) followed by 2-weeks of chronic intermittent ethanol vapor exposure (CIE). Upon completion of CIE animals were given 10-days to recover from withdrawal symptoms prior to the commencement of the FC task. FC was used to assess future stress sensitivity by examining the acquisition of fear learning and extinction of fear behaviors. On the final day of extinction training animals were euthanized via transcardial perfusion and brain tissue was harvested to analyze changes in c-fos expression. Brain tissue containing IfL and PrL were stained with anti-cFos and Neurotrace Nissl and imaged to assess cell colocalization in each brain region. Our results indicated that animals exposed to RS+CIE had significantly less colocalized cells in the IfL than CTRL animals, suggesting a reduction of cFos activity in these neurons. Additionally, RS+CIE animals showed significantly more PrL colocalization than the CTRL animals, indicating that these animals had an increase in neuronal activation in this region. The current study provides fundamental knowledge on the possible cause in the difficulty for individuals with comorbid PTSD/AUD to extinguish fear memories.
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Title: Modulation of Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex Activity through Auricular Skin Stimulation
Abstract: **Introduction** Currently, there are two external approaches to modulating autonomic nervous activity: auricular electrical stimulation therapy and superficial skin stimulation using microcone patches. The cardiac sympathetic reflex is a physiological response associated with stress and emotion, and it is believed that exerting control over autonomic responses to external stimuli can influence the activity of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex. The purpose of this study was to examine how auricular skin stimulation with microcone patches consequently affects activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

**Methods** We utilized the short text comprehension task (Takahashi, 2023) and executed a mixed model ANOVA with two within-subject factors. The independent variables were the condition of the task (rest for 2 minutes and task for 3 minutes), and the presence or absence of auricular skin stimulation through microcone patches. The dependent variables included the autonomic nervous response and the blood oxygen saturation levels in the bilateral prefrontal cortex. This study has undergone ethical review and has been approved by our institution's ethics committee.

**Results** Mixed model ANOVA showed a significant impact of micro-cone auricular skin stimulation on the activity in the left (1ch, p<.001, f=0.30) and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (3ch, p<.05, f=0.17), indicating increased activity during stimulation. Conversely, activity decreased around the bilateral frontal poles (2ch, p<.05, f=0.18; 4ch, p<.001, f=0.26) with stimulation. Effect sizes were moderate to large. Regarding autonomic activity, there was a notable trend for sympathetic tone (LF/HF) based on task presence (p=.057, f=0.17), though the effect size was small. Additionally, while not significant, there was a trend towards a lower pnn50 (%), an index of vagal tension, during stimulation (f=0.10).

**Consideration** In this study, it is suggested that microcone-induced skin stimulation could influence the activity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Stimulation appears to suppress medial prefrontal functions related to autonomic activity, potentially permitting the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to direct cognitive resources to its inherent activities. Given the study’s low task difficulty and potential individual differences in response to autonomic nerve activity, future research should aim to clarify the underlying mechanism and consider varying task difficulties.

**Disclosures:** A. Kawasaki: None. T. Kawada: None. S. Yamazaki: None.
Title: Polygenic risk for internalizing disorders predicts safety-cue learning during differential fear conditioning mediated by cerebello-frontal structural connectivity

Authors: *J. E. SCHNEIDER PENATE*1, C. A. GOMES1,2, H. ENGLER2, S. ELSENBRUCH1, C. J. MERZ1, O. T. WOLF1, E. GENC3, T. SPISAK2, O. GÜNTÜRKÜN1, H. QUICK2, D. TIMMANN2, N. AXMACHER1, R. KUMSTA1,4;  
1Ruhr Univ. Bochum, Bochum, Germany; 2Essen Univ. Hospital, Univ. of Duisburg-Essen, Essen, Germany; 3IfADo, Dortmund, Germany; 4Univ. of Luxembourg, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg

Abstract: Interindividual variation in fear learning efficiency is partly attributable to the individual genetic make-up. In turn, genetic factors might partly be linked to mental health risk through effects on fear learning. Genetic variants may impact the structural and functional connectivity of the human fear extinction network such that genetically driven alterations of network properties give in part rise to the observed individual rates of learning. Here, we aim to identify genetic risk indices that predict physiological measures of fear learning mediated by connectivity patterns in key regions within the extinction network. For this purpose, we computed polygenic risk scores (PRS) for major depressive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety disorders, cross-disorder risk, and neuroticism for one hundred and seventy-two human subjects that volunteered in several differential fear conditioning experiments. Using diffusion weighted imaging and resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging, we computed structural and functional connectivity measures for all possible pairs out of five key brain regions within the extinction network: amygdala, hippocampus, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), and the cerebellar nuclei. Learning measures derived from modelled non-linear slopes of skin conductance responses to either conditioned stimuli (CS+) that predict the occurrence of an aversive unconditioned stimulus or stimuli that do not (CS-) during acquisition and extinction training of the experiments were regressed on the PRS. Exploratory mediation analysis as per Serang et al. (2017) was performed to identify relevant sets of region pairs and connectivity metrics that may mediate the association between genetic risk and fear learning. Structural connectivity between the cerebellar nuclei and the vmPFC was found to mediate the relationship between CS- learning and PRS for anxiety disorders, neuroticism, PTSD, and most consistently, for major depressive disorder during acquisition. No other predictor or mediator had a substantial predictive impact on learning for either stimulus type or experimental phase. Our results suggest that genetic predisposition for internalizing disorders explain a fraction of the observed variability in the efficiency of safety-cue learning. They further support the notion that the human cerebellum, a brain region frequently neglected in the field, is indeed involved in fear learning.
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**Abstract:** Background: Neurogenesis, the formation of new neurons, continues to occur in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus throughout adulthood in both mice and humans. ALTO-100 is a novel neurogenic drug that is thought to act at BDNF. Previous work from our group has demonstrated that ALTO-100 improves pattern separation in adult mice without altering fear conditioning. Here, we test whether this effect of chronic treatment with compound ALTO-100 is neurogenesis-dependent by ablating neurogenesis with X-irradiation.

**Methods:** Young adult male c57Bl/6J mice were used for all experiments. X-irradiation was administered to hippocampal areas while mice were anesthetized. Sham mice were also anesthetized, but no X-irradiation was administered. Irradiated and sham mice were allowed to recover for 8 weeks prior to initiation of drug treatment, 30mg/kg of ALTO-100 administered daily by oral gavage. After 21 days of treatment with the active compound or the control vehicle, the mice underwent a series of behavioral tests, including the open field test, a contextual fear conditioning task, followed by 7 days of a contextual fear discrimination task. Successful fear discrimination was achieved when animals distinguished between the conditioned fear context “A” and a similar context “B” that was not paired with foot shock. After the conclusion of pattern separation, the mice were perfused and their brains were collected for histological analyses (N =6-7 mice/group).

**Results:** Each of the four groups of mice displayed elevated levels of freezing after the initial contextual fear conditioning, with no difference between groups. Vehicle-treated sham mice showed a significant effect of context, but no significant context x day interaction. Sham-ALTO-100 mice also showed a significant effect of context, but also a context x day interaction, with significant discrimination between on the 6th day of exposure to both contexts. X-irradiated vehicle-treated mice were not able to significantly discriminate between contexts, and X-irradiated ALTO-100-treated mice also were not able to significantly discriminate between the contexts. Data from the Open Field Test will be presented, along with data from immunohistology staining for markers of neurogenesis.

**Conclusion:** We demonstrated that chronic pharmacological treatment with the compound ALTO-100 reliably improves context discrimination in non-irradiated mice, as we have previously shown. Furthermore, this effect appears to be neurogenesis-dependent, as X-irradiation and ablation of neurogenesis was able to block the effects of ALTO-100 on pattern separation.

**Disclosures:** H. Chung: C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); Received drugs free of charge from Alto Neuroscience. K. Tegang: None. A. Etkin: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Employed by Alto Neuroscience.
**Ressler:** None. **J. Hartmann:** None. **C. Stucke:** None. **A. Savitz:** A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Employed by Alto Neuroscience. **R. Hen:** None. **W. Chang:** None.
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**Title:** Glucocorticoid-induced fear-like memory is associated with an increase in h current in the hippocampal CA1 neurons
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**Abstract:** Excessive or inappropriate fear reactions define maladaptive fear memory. Individuals experiencing maladaptive fear memory frequently have vivid and intrusive recollections of traumatic memories. As a result, they exhibit intense fear responses, even in situations that are objectively safe, a phenomenon known as emotional hypermnesia. In addition, they may struggle to retrieve complete narrative memories of the traumatic event, as certain contextual details may be missing (i.e., contextual amnesia). Glucocorticoids can generate abnormal fear-like memory, including emotional hypermnesia and contextual amnesia. However, there is limited understanding of the cellular mechanisms responsible for the development of glucocorticoid-induced maladaptive fear-like memory. Here, we employed a combination of contextual fear conditioning and post-training corticosterone (CORT) injection to produce the maladaptive fear-like memory in adult male mice. Corticosterone is a type of stress hormone known as a glucocorticoid in rodents. Hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide gated nonselective cation 1 (HCN1) channels are highly expressed in the hippocampus. We have previously reported that CORT reduces the neuronal excitability of dorsal CA1 neurons, which is mediated by HCN channels. In light of this, we inquired about the potential roles in HCN channels during the formation of fear-like memory induced by CORT. We demonstrated that contextual fear conditioning, when immediately followed by CORT (i.p. 2 mg/kg), resulted in emotional hypermnesia, as seen by an increased fear response to a salient but unrelated cue (i.e., tone) connected to traumatic stress. Furthermore, CORT-injected mice exposed to a cue (i.e., context) associated with traumatic stress exhibited impaired fear extinction over time. Following memory tests, dorsal and ventral hippocampal slices were prepared. In mice treated with CORT, the neurons in the dorsal and ventral CA1 regions exhibited diminished input resistance and reduced firing of action potentials both at rest and at -65 mV, without any changes in the resting membrane potential. This decrease in neuronal excitability in the dorsal and ventral CA1 regions was correlated with an elevation in h current ($I_h$). Based on our findings, it is plausible to propose...
that an increase in $I_h$ within the hippocampal CA1 neurons might underlie the development of fear-like memory induced by CORT.
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**J. Kim:** None.  
**K. Pokharel:** None.  
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**C. Kim:** None.
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**Abstract:** Psychological trauma-related disorders involve pathological fear responses and impaired fear extinction. Polymorphisms of adenosine A$_2$A receptors (A$_2$AR) are associated with panic disorders (*Mol Psychiatry* 3:81,1998; *Neuropsychopharmacol* 29:558,2004) and A$_2$AR control the acquisition and recall of fear memories, through modulation of information processing in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and ventral hippocampus (VH) (*Neuropsychopharmacol* 41:2862,2016; *Biol Psychiatry* 75:855,2014). However, it is not known if A$_2$AR also control fear extinction, which was now tested. Adult male mice were contextual fear conditioned (FC) and some were then re-exposed to the same context for 3 days without paired shocks (extinction-EXT) and other not (FC-CTR) to evaluate their freezing behaviour; additionally, synaptic plasticity was assessed in CA1 synapses of VH slices and in cortico-amygdalar synapses in BLA-containing slices. The role of A$_2$AR was investigated by injecting a selective antagonist, SCH58261 (0.1 mg/kg, i.p.), 1 hour before each extinction trial. To test the specific contribution of A$_2$AR in VH or BLA, guide cannulas were implanted and either SCH58261 (50 nM) or light stimulation (15 days after transfection with AAV5-CaMKIIα-optoA$_2$AR-mCherry, to allow the optogenetic activation of the transducing system operated by A$_2$AR) was bilaterally applied 1 hour before each extinction trial. FC-CTR mice maintained their freezing behaviour for 4 days, whereas EXT mice progressively decreased freezing. A$_2$AR blockade with SCH58261 i.p. accelerated fear extinction from day 2 onwards, but did not modify passive fear memory extinction, locomotion (open field) or anxiety (elevated plus maze) in FC-CTR mice. Two days after FC, FC-CTR mice displayed a decreased post-tetanic stimulation (5 trains of 100 Hz for 1s separated by 5s) in the BLA, which was normalised by SCH58261 i.p.;
EXT also increased LTD magnitude in BLA, which was larger with SCH58261. FC increased LTP in the VH after 2 days compared to EXT mice, an effect reduced by A2AR blockade, without alterations of depotentiation. In accordance with these alterations of synaptic plasticity, the selective blockade of either BLA-A2AR or VH-A2AR via SCH58261 direct administration in the BLA or VH was sufficient to accelerate fear extinction. Conversely, light stimulation of optoA2AR-expressing mice in the VH attenuated fear extinction and increased VH-LTP. These results evidence a role for A2AR on fear extinction, namely in the BLA and in the VH, reinforcing the interest in targeting A2AR to manage fear-related disorders.
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Title: Axo-axonic cells in the basolateral amygdala regulate fear conditioning.

Authors: *M. NAKASHIMA1, R. HAYASHI2, S. MORIKAWA2,3, Y. IKEGAYA2,4;
1Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Japan; 2Grad. Sch. of Pharmaceut. Sciences, Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Japan; 3Grad. Sch. of Sciences, The Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Japan; 4Inst. for AI and Beyond, The Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Japan

Abstract: The activity and plasticity of excitatory neurons are regulated by local inhibitory neurons in a spatiotemporally specific manner. Axo-axonic cells (AACs) are a unique type of inhibitory neurons that predominantly form synapse onto the axon initial segment of pyramidal neurons. While their anatomical features have been identified, the functional roles of AACs remain unclear. In this study, using a specific labeling approach for AACs in the basolateral amygdala (BLA), we show that AACs play a crucial role in memory acquisition. By performing in vivo calcium imaging and functional silencing of AACs in the BLA, we demonstrated that AACs were activated by salient stimuli, such as foot shock or reward, and provided a mandatory heterogeneous inhibitory signals for associative learning. Furthermore, we found that AACs preferentially received long-range inputs from the basal forebrain and medial geniculate nucleus. These findings suggest a central role for AACs in the representation of salient stimuli, which is essential for the induction of adaptive behavior.

Disclosures: M. Nakashima: None. R. Hayashi: None. S. Morikawa: None. Y. Ikegaya: None.
Title: Emotional stress reduces endocannabinoid signaling in cerebellar cortex

Authors: *M. SAYED, J. PATEL, M. FAROUK, S. LIU;

Abstract: The cerebellum is critical for emotional regulation. We have recently shown that fear conditioning reduces endocannabinoid signaling in the cerebellum and this is required for fear memory formation. Since emotional stress can modify subsequent fear memory, we tested whether predator odor stress could alter endocannabinoid signaling in the cerebellar cortex and thereby enhance the formation of fear memory. Male C57BL/6 mice were exposed to fox urine for 5 minutes and the cerebellum was isolated three hours later. Since endocannabinoid (eCB) signaling suppresses neurotransmitter release, we tested the effect of an endocannabinoid receptor (CB1R) antagonist on spontaneous GABA release, assessed by miniature IPSCs (mIPSCs) recorded in stellate cells. Bath application of a CB1R antagonist NESS0327 increases the frequency of mIPSCs in naive mice, indicating the presence of tonic eCB. However, NESS0327 failed to alter mIPSC frequency in mice that were exposed to predator odor, suggesting that predator odor stress reduced tonic endocannabinoid signaling in the cerebellar cortex. The decrease in eCB signaling could result from a loss of endocannabinoid receptor signaling. To test this, we applied a CB1R agonist, WIN55212-2 and found that WIN55212-2 reduced the frequency of mIPSCs in molecular layer interneurons from stressed mice by around 30%, comparable to that in naive animals. Thus, fox urine exposure did not change the CB1R signaling, and may therefore alter eCB levels. 2-AG, the major eCB in the cerebellum, is produced by diacylglycerol lipase (DAGL) and degraded by monoacylglycerol lipase (MAGL). We quantified MAGL activity and found that predator odor stress did not alter the activity of MAGL, compared to naive mice. We next tested whether stress reduced DAGL levels in cerebellar cortex using western blotting. Our preliminary results show that fox urine exposure reduced the DAGL expression by 40% relative to naive mice. Our results suggest that predator odor stress reduces endocannabinoid signaling in cerebellar cortex by decreasing 2-AG production via DAGL. (Supported NIH R01 NS106915, VA I01 BX003893-01A1).
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Neural Correlates of Safety Signaling and Conditioned Inhibition of Fear in the Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex  
The ability to accurately discern between safe and threatening situations is challenged in Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), often leading to maladaptive fear. Many PTSD individuals fail to show conditioned inhibition of fear, the downregulation of fear during the simultaneous presentation of a learned fear and safety cue (fear+safety cue). Our lab has a well-validated safety-fear-reward cue discrimination task, which was adapted for this study to produce a greater range in fear suppression in male and female Long Evans rats, such that approximately half of males and females show “good” fear suppression, while the other half do not. During this behavior we collected longitudinal single cell calcium activity within the prelimbic (PL) and infralimbic (IL) regions of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) in freely behaving male and female Long Evans rats using miniscopes and GCaMP6m expressed via AAV1.GCaMP6m.WPRE.SV40 from Inscopix. These vmPFC regions play key roles in modulating fear, anxiety, and stress behaviors. We have shown in our safety task that the PL is necessary for fear expression, while the IL is necessary for conditioned inhibition of fear. Our data in the IL indicate that there is an ensemble of neurons highly correlated in its activity to the fear+safety and fear cues that is separate from an ensemble of neurons highly correlated in its activity to the fear+safety and reward cues. Preliminary results show that we can also follow these same cells for at least 12 days. Current analyses are examining cue-evoked calcium transients against expressed safety, fear and reward behaviors across the entirety of the 15 day task.  
Key Words: discriminative conditioning, safety learning, conditioned inhibition of fear, prefrontal cortex, calcium imaging
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Abstract: Major depressive disorder (MDD) affects a significant portion of the global population. The fronto-cingulo-striatal (FCS) network, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC), pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (pACC) and the striatum, is implicated in MDD. MDD patients often exhibit a negative processing bias, characterized by negative reactions to emotional stimuli. The approach-avoidance (Ap-Av) decision-making task is used to investigate this bias. Neuroimaging studies have revealed abnormalities in dlPFC activity during the Ap-Av task in MDD patients. Moreover, deep brain stimulation of the sgACC reduced MDD symptoms. In non-human primates, beta-band oscillatory activity in the striatum has been found to represent decision-related variables, and the pattern of beta oscillations has been shown to parallel stimulation-induced negative bias, suggesting a role for FCS network interactions and neuronal synchronization in negative bias. Thus, we hypothesized that beta-band activity and synchronization, particularly involving sgACC, contribute to negative bias processing. We trained two monkeys in an Ap-Av task in which they had to choose between receiving a reward and experiencing an air puff to the face. During task performance, we stimulated the sgACC and recorded simultaneously local field potentials in FCS network. Microstimulation of certain regions within the sgACC (10/38 sites tested) resulted in a significant increase in avoidance choices, indicating the involvement of the sgACC in negative bias. Notably, these negative effective sites were significantly surrounded by neurons that were activated by avoidance decision (n = 31) and airpuff delivery (n = 129). Next we analyzed task-related LFPs (n = 3942/4745) during a decision period in FCS network and extracted beta responses. Through multidimensional scaling, we categorized beta responses that represent approach and avoidance choices into positive (P, n = 911) and negative (N, n = 591) groups. Effective microstimulation
reduced the number of responses in P group, suggesting a bias towards negative outcomes. Furthermore, we performed granger causality analysis on alpha (5-13 Hz) and beta (13-30 Hz) responses in FCS network to assess regional interactions. Effective sessions showed reduced directional influences, particularly from dIPFC to pACC and striatum. These results suggest that the top-down signal from the dIPFC to the limbic system was mediated by the beta synchrony, and that the blunting of top-down processing may underlie the negative bias observed in decision-making, which is a hallmark symptom of MDD in humans.

Disclosures: S. Amemori: None. A.M. Graybiel: None. K. Amemori: None.
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Abstract: Many studies have shown “model-free” fear extinction in which a cue associated with a negative outcome is repeatedly exposed to participants without the negative outcome. The participants gradually construct a new association that this context is safe. In traditional exposure therapies for acrophobia, participants asked to experience insecure situations repeatedly, such as escalators. Such safety learning is based on “model-free” learning. By contrast, “model-based” reinforcement learning explicitly considers transitions among contexts (state-transition probability) to predict future outcomes. It still remains unclear whether there exists a “model-based” extinction fear extinction which uses state transition information to predict a negative outcome. Therefore, in this study, we tested this hypothesis using fear response to heights in VR. Specifically, we tested whether participants’ fear response to height reduces after the active VR flight experience. This is because after the VR flight experience, participants could then infer that they would be safe even if they fall. In other words, the participants will simulate the state transitions of falling -> flying -> safety by constructing a new safe state achieved by the flying action. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects felt a strong fear of heights. However, once they had the flight experience, they could predict that falling would not result in injury. In total, 59 adults with fear of heights were randomly assigned to the flight group or a control group. Subjects in the flight group flew over the city in VR for more than 7 minutes. Subjects of the control group watched the flight video, which differed from the flight group only in that they could not control the course of the flight. Before and after tasks, participants in both groups walked on a plank in VR (plank task). Electrodermal activity (EDA) and photoplethysmography
(PPG) were recorded as physiological indicators of the fear response. The analysis data consisted of 16 subjects in the flight group and 15 subjects in the control group. Subjects with low EDA response were excluded. We compared the mean EDA for 30 seconds before and after the first and second plank tasks between groups.

In our experiment, as we expected, the flight group showed a significant decrease in mean SCR at high altitude (t(21)=4.381, p=0.0001). In contrast, there was no significant difference in the control group (t(20)=1.194, p=0.123).

These results revealed that an active flight experience using VR can reduce the automatic fear response to heights, suggesting the existence of “model-based” extinction of fear, which may lead to a novel treatment for phobias.

Disclosures:  M. Fujino: None. M. Haruno: None.
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Title: Computational modeling revealing the role of spatiotemporally modulated serotonin in fear conditioning and extinction
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Abstract: Fear conditioning (FC) has been frequently used to study emotional learning and memory. The brain-wide distribution of involved neural circuits and diverse influence from neuromodulatory transmitters (NTs) make FC complex. Several computational approaches have tried to explain the complicated dynamics of involving circuits, including the role of NTs. Prior FC experiments showed phasic serotonin release during aversive stimuli like foot shock and serotonin-selective reuptake inhibitor has greatly helped depression and post-traumatic stress disorder which FC and extinction partially characterize, suggesting a substantial role of serotonin during FC. However, in previous computational models emulating FC and extinction, the dynamics of serotonergic involvement have been overlooked. Therefore, we built the computational model that captures behavioral responses and neural circuit dynamics under multiple scenarios of differentially modulated spatiotemporal serotonin levels that were categorized based on previously reported experimental evidence. First, our punishment-driven
reinforcement learning model demonstrated that serotonin controls the discounting factor and learning rate, as previously reported in reward-based reinforcement learning. Higher serotonin levels raised the discounting factor, reflecting the agent's prolonged expectation of punishment, while the reduction of serotonin level downregulated the learning rate, resulting in the reduced conditioned response during learning. Second, our rate-based circuit model incorporating the amygdala, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and hippocampus (HPC) regenerated the time course of FC and extinction. In this model, phasic serotonin accompanied by unconditioned stimulus enhanced fear learning and regulated the time course of fear extinction via disinhibition of input pathway converging onto basal amygdala from mPFC and HPC, indicating the hub microcircuit for FC and extinction. Thus, further development of our model may contribute to a comprehensive understanding of fear conditioning and extinction, enabling the development of more precise intervention strategies for neuropsychiatric disorders.

Disclosures: A. Badripour: None. T. Kim: None.
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Title: Hippocampal somatostatin interneurons mediate retrieval of conflicting threat and safety memories
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Abstract: Fearful experiences create enduring negative associations with the surrounding context. Emotional responses to these contextual cues normally subside in the absence of threat, a process known as extinction. Fear and extinction memories appear to be represented by competing neural ensembles; however, very little is known about the mechanisms governing the switching between these conflicting memories. Understanding neural circuits responsible for the gating of emotional memory expression can provide crucial insights for developing novel therapeutics for treating disorders of pathological fear. We identified activity of somatostatin interneurons (SST-INs) in the ventral hippocampal CA1 area (vCA1) as uniquely correlated with extinction retrieval. An extinction-specific recruitment of vCA1 SST-INs was confirmed using an intersectional genetic tagging strategy. Optogenetically silencing vCA1 SST-INs impaired extinction retrieval, while stimulating these cells, either broadly or in an activity-dependent
manner, prevented fear relapse. In contrast, manipulations of vCA1 parvalbumin-expressing INs did not affect expression of contextual fear or extinction. We confirmed that fear and extinction retrieval reactivate orthogonal vCA1 excitatory ensembles and, additionally, silencing excitatory projections from vCA1 to the prefrontal cortex specifically impairs extinction retrieval. Our results suggest that retrieval of conflicting memories is mediated by vCA1 SST-INs. We hypothesize the vCA1 SST-INs gate the activity of orthogonal excitatory ensembles to suppress the activity of the ensemble associated with the initial contextual memory and promote the retrieval of the extinction-related ensemble.
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Abstract: Neuronal circuits in the midbrain play a critical role in controlling defensive behavior. However, it is still elusive how different neuron types contribute to distinct behavioral outcomes during the presence of threat. In this study, we investigated a group of neurons in the ventral periaqueductal gray and dorsal raphe that express vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP). Using viral tracing conducted in Vip-Cre mice, we observed that these VIP neurons innervated exclusively the bed nucleus of stria terminalis and central amygdala (CeA), the two main regions of the extended amygdala. Interestingly, neurons in these extended amygdala regions contributed to the innervation of midbrain VIP neurons to a large extent revealed by monosynaptic rabies tracing. In vitro electrophysiological recordings combined with optogenetics showed that light stimulation of VIP afferents activated ionotropic glutamate receptors in their postsynaptic partners in the extended amygdala. To clarify the role of the midbrain VIP neurons in fear acquisition, we inhibited their activity using chemogenetics during fear conditioning, and observed that this intervention impaired the contextual, but not cued fear memory recall on subsequent days. In line with the role of midbrain VIP neurons in fear learning, mild electrical shocks potently excited these neurons when tested by in vivo electrophysiological recordings.
Finally, using slice recordings combined with optogenetics, we found that the co-activation of ventral hippocampal and VIP-expressing PAG inputs forming synapses on CeA neurons underwent LTP, an observation that may provide a mechanistic explanation for the role of this subcortical pathway in the acquisition of contextual fear memory. These results collectively show that the excitatory midbrain-extended amygdala pathway expressing VIP contributes to contextual memory formation.
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Title: Characterization of defensive coping strategy induced by electrical footshock or chemical stimulation of the dorsolateral periaqueductal gray in female rats
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Abstract: Rodents in life-threatening situations exhibit specific behaviors according to their defensive coping strategy. These behaviors can be classified as defensive (DB) (i.e., freezing, darting, and jumping) or risk assessment (RAB) (i.e., crouch sniffing, rearing, and stretch approach). The literature indicated that electrical footshock (EF) and the N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) stimulation of the dorsolateral periaqueductal gray matter (dIPAG) elicited DB in male rats. Contrarily, female rats in EF protocols showed less DB than males, suggesting sex differences in their coping strategy in aversive situations, which is yet to be determined. This study was designed to characterize the defensive coping strategy expressed by female rats exposed to EF or dIPAG stimulation. In Experiment 1, female Wistar rats underwent an EF protocol of five 0 (control) or 0.8 mA EF (40 s interval; n = 20/group). For experiment 2, the rats implanted with guide cannulas directed at the dIPAG underwent a microinjection protocol in which vehicle (PBS; n = 10), NMDA 25 (n = 9), or 50 pmol (n = 7) was continuously infused in freely moving rats (0.2 µl final volume). All experiments were recorded, and data were expressed as percentage of time for DB and RAB. Kruskall-Wallis followed by multiple comparisons test evaluated the groups for each experiment. The results from Experiment 1 showed that female rats predominantly expressed RAB (53%) rather than DB (25%) after EF. Also, RAB and DB values were higher in EF than in the control group (33% and 0%,
respectively) (p < 0.05). The results obtained in Experiment 2 showed that female rats injected with NMDA 25 expressed more DB (DB = 51%; RAB = 28%) and NMDA 50 more RAB (DB = 23%; RAB = 32%) than PBS (DB = 10%; RAB = 10%) (p < 0.05). Freezing was the predominant DB in NMDA 25; crouch sniffing was the predominant RAB in NMDA 50. In summary, female rats showed a marked defensive response under different aversive stimuli, but also showed that the coping strategy is not homogeneously switching between DB and RAB. The results suggest that freezing alone, as widely applied in fear learning studies, may not provide a complete view on the defensive coping strategy found in female rats. More importantly, female rats exhibiting decreased DB could be erroneously described as expressing low fear, when in fact they are engaging in RAB.
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Title: Molecular determinants of long-term memory formation ability in Lymnaea stagnalis
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Abstract: Long-term memory (LTM) formation is essential for survival, and involves cellular and molecular mechanisms, such as CREB-dependent gene regulation and protein synthesis, that are conserved between vertebrates and invertebrates (Kandel 2001). The freshwater pond snail, mollusc *Lymnaea stagnalis*, forms LTM following aversive operant conditioning of aerial respiratory behaviour, as defined by a significant decrease in its respiratory activity (Lukowiak et al. 1996). Blocking CNS protein synthesis prevents LTM formation (Sangha et al. 2003), and our lab has previously reported that LTM formation is contingent on the expression of proteins such as CREB1 (Guo et al. 2010) and MEN1 (Dong, Senzel, Li et al. 2018). The ability of an animal to form aversive LTM in this model further correlates with activity in the pacemaker neuron of the respiratory central pattern generator (CPG), RPeD1, and can be predicted by behavioural responses during aversive operant conditioning, dividing animals into LTM and no-LTM groups.
(Dong & Feng 2017). In this study, we hypothesized that the ability of animals to form LTM is associated with protein expression of defined molecular networks which are regulated in the CNS following aversive operant conditioning. To test this hypothesis, we first characterized spontaneous and evoked activity in RPeD1 from snails exhibiting LTM or no LTM. To identify proteins associated with differential LTM formation ability, we used bottom-up shotgun proteomics via liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) for label-free quantification of protein abundance in the CNS of snails exhibiting LTM or no LTM (n=4 per group) and identified 293 differentially-expressed proteins. To determine the interaction network of critical proteins for LTM formation ability, we generated 6xHis-tagged LTM-regulated proteins and used affinity purification followed by LC-MS/MS and coimmunoprecipitation to identify interactions. Using this combined behavioural, electrophysiological, and large-scale proteomic and interactomic approach, we have for the first time characterized the protein interaction network differentially expressed in LTM animals relative to no-LTM animals and untrained controls. Together, we report the correlation between electrophysiological characteristics and the set of proteins associated with differential LTM formation ability following aversive operant conditioning, suggesting that essential molecular networks underlie inherent differences in LTM formation ability. The signaling pathways identified may thus constitute fundamental mechanisms of LTM formation cross-species.

Disclosures: J. Bandura: None. C. Guo: None. C. Chan: None. H. Sun: None. A.R. Wheeler: None. Z. Feng: None.
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Title: Unit activity in the amydalostrial region and central nucleus of the amygdala during cue-evoked suppression of reward seeking
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Abstract: A common feature of many mental illnesses is dysregulated responding to different valences, yet the neural mechanisms that contribute to this are poorly understood. We have utilized a cue-evoked suppression of reward seeking paradigm designed to address both positive and negative valence using a combination of operant learning and Pavlovian conditioning. In addition, we have recorded single unit activity in awake, behaving mice during this conditioned suppression paradigm. With this work, we aim to track single unit activity in the
amygdalostriatal region (Astr) and central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) in mice that have undergone conditioned suppression of reward seeking across three different stages of learning: naïve, conditioning, and extinction. We have found recorded single unit evidence to suggest neuronal activity in Astr is altered in response to reward, rather than the fear-associated cue presentation; further work is required in order to assess the extent of such reactivity. Additionally, we predict that single unit recordings in the CeA will demonstrate neuron reactivity in response to fear-associated cue presentation, which we have not identified as yet in such recordings from the Astr. The overall goal of this work is to identify the underlying mechanisms regarding behavior selection and valence responding.

Disclosures: K.J. Anderson: None. C.E. Stelly: None. A.M. Hall: None. P. Stolin: None. J.P. Fadok: C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); Actuated Medical, Inc..
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Title: Orexin/hypocretin mediates sleep disturbances and drug seeking during initial cocaine abstinence
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Abstract: Sleep disturbances commonly occur in individuals with substance use disorders and worsen during withdrawal. Cocaine-exposed rats display disrupted sleep patterns, characterized by fragmented and reduced non rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Normalizing sleep during abstinence reduces drug cravings, indicating a potential relationship between these processes. The orexin neuropeptide system holds promise as a therapeutic target for medications designed to abrogate cocaine cravings and associated sleep disturbances, as orexins regulate both reward and wakefulness brain circuits. However, direct evidence linking orexin-sleep circuits with drug seeking behaviors is lacking. Here, we used conditioned place preference (CPP) to establish a contextual association with acute bolus injections of cocaine (10mg/kg). Rats then underwent 5d of drug abstinence followed by a place preference test. During abstinence, rats were treated daily with the dual orexin receptor antagonist suvorexant (0, 30 mg/kg, p.o.) immediately prior to the onset of the inactive period. In a subset of rats, electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG) activity was monitored throughout the experiment. We observed sleep disturbances following cocaine
conditioning, characterized by increase in wake time, decrease in NREM and REM sleep along with sleep fragmentation (more frequent stage transitions). These changes persisted into abstinence but were abrogated by suvorexant treatment, which also facilitated extinction of cocaine seeking behavior. In a separate cohort, following the CPP expression test, we collected ventral tegmental area (VTA) and lateral hypothalamus (LH) and quantified orexin and orexin receptor 1 and 2 mRNA levels using qRT-PCR. We saw an increase in VTA orexin receptor 1 and LH orexin mRNA levels in cocaine vs. saline conditioned rats; these changes were positively correlated with cocaine preference. These data indicate that blocking orexin signaling during initial cocaine abstinence normalizes sleep and reduces drug seeking, indicating a potential causal link between these processes. Ongoing work is exploring VTA as a potential site through which orexin signaling might mediate both sleep and reward outcomes following cocaine.
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Title: Administration of the dual orexin receptor antagonist suvorexant during the active vs. inactive period: Implications for cocaine behaviors

Authors: *S. L. O’CONNOR1, U. GYAWALI2, M. S. PALADINO2, N. KRISHNAKUMAR2, M. M. BILOTTI3, D. J. BARKER4, M. H. JAMES2;
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Abstract: Introduction: Cocaine self-administration in rats is associated with an increase in the number and activity of orexin (hypocretin) neurons. Orexin neurons are involved in reward and sleep, both of which are perturbed in cocaine use disorder. Thus, therapies that block orexin signaling might offer multifaceted therapeutic benefit. Here, we tested if the FDA-approved dual orexin receptor antagonist suvorexant, which is currently indicated to promote sleep in insomnia, can be used i) at low, non-sedating doses during the active period to reduce drug seeking, and ii) at higher doses to normalize sleep and subsequent drug seeking during cocaine abstinence. Methods: Male and female Long Evans rats were assessed for baseline economic cocaine demand using a within-session threshold procedure. Rats were then given daily intermittent access (IntA) to cocaine (5min access every 30min for 6h) for 2w. One group of rats (n=24) was treated with suvorexant (0, 3, 10, 30mg/kg; p.o., within-subjects) prior to being reassessed for
demand during the active period. To test for soporific effects of suvorexant, these rats were also tested on the rodent psychomotor vigilance task (rPVT), which requires rats to maintain attention for 30 min to earn sucrose rewards; rats received suvorexant prior to testing, as above. A second group of rats (n=14) underwent extinction training for 7 d; during this time, rats received suvorexant (0, 30 mg/kg, p.o.) 30 min prior to the onset of the inactive period. Results: Males and females both exhibited increased cocaine demand following IntA; this was reversed by suvorexant (10, 30 mg/kg). Suvorexant did not impair performance on the rPVT. Repeated dosing with suvorexant during the inactive period facilitated extinction. Suvorexant efficacy in females was not affected by estrus stage. Discussion: Suvorexant can be used acutely during the active period to reduce drug motivation and during the inactive period to accelerate extinction of drug seeking. Ongoing studies will determine if the effects of suvorexant on extinction are linked with improved sleep outcomes.
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**Title:** Sex differences in the functioning of orexin (hypocretin) neurons and behavioral outcomes following peripubertal BPA exposure
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**Abstract:** Introduction: Human and rodent studies indicate that early life exposure to bisphenol-A (BPA), a weak estrogen receptor agonist, alters feeding and mood outcomes in adulthood. Separate literatures indicate that orexin-producing neurons in hypothalamus are 1) sensitive to estrogen, and 2) regulate feeding and motivational processes, making them a strong candidate system mediating the effects of early-life BPA exposure. Despite this, the effect of BPA on orexin system functioning, and any implications for behavioral outcomes in later life, have not been tested. Methods: Male (n=8-10/group) and female (n=8-12/group) Long-Evans rats were exposed to BPA (0, 25, 250 µg/kg/day) in their drinking water from post-natal days (PND) 28-56. After BPA exposure, rats were tested for food motivation using three different assays: 1) binge-like eating of sweetened fat, 2) economic demand for sucrose, and 3) saccharine preference.
Following behavioral testing, brains were collected to determine orexin mRNA and protein levels. **Results:** In females, BPA rats exhibited reduced binge-like eating, demand for sucrose, and saccharine preference, indicating decreased food motivation. These behavioral changes were associated with lower orexin mRNA and protein levels in lateral hypothalamus. In males, BPA exposure was associated with increased food motivation and higher orexin mRNA and protein levels. **Conclusions:** Peripubertal BPA has opposing effects on food motivated behavior in males vs females. These behavioral changes were mirrored by alterations in orexin availability, indicating differential estrogen-mediated regulation of orexin neuron function in males vs. females.
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**Title:** Binge-like eating restores hedonic tone in female rats maintained on a high fat diet via an orexin- (hypocretin) ventral tegmental area

**Authors:** U. GYAWALI, A. J. ARMANIOUS, J. B. MEHR, S. MERAI, *M. H. JAMES; Rutgers Univ., Piscataway, NJ

**Abstract:** *Introduction:* Binge eating has been argued to be ‘self-medicating’ against depressive states in persons of higher weight. Despite this, the neural systems that drive excessive food intake in the absence of caloric deficit remain to be fully characterized. Here, we tested if a diet-induced obesity model predisposes to binge-like eating in rats, and whether these binge-like episodes restore hedonic tone. We also examined whether an orexin-ventral tegmental area circuit, known to regulate other hedonic processes, governs binge-like eating in a diet-induced obesity model. *Methods:* Female Long Evans rats were maintained on a regular chow or high fat diet (HFD; 45% fat) for 8w; binge-like eating was then promoted via intermittent, restricted access to sweetened fat for 4w. Hedonic tone was measured using intracranial self-stimulation (n=6-7/group) and social preference (n=8/group) assays. Orexin release in VTA was measured using fiber photometry recordings of the OxLight1 sensor (n=5-6/group). In a separate group of rats, we also tested if binge-like eating differentially promotes ‘addiction-like’ food behaviors in lean (n=8) vs. HFD (n=9) rats by measuring sucrose demand, sucrose seeking during periods of signaled food non-availability, and reinstatement of extinguished sucrose seeking. **Results:** HFD
rats had higher ICSS thresholds and lower social preference compared to chow-fed controls. HFD rats exhibited greater escalation of binge-like eating, which partially normalized ICSS thresholds and social preference. In chow rats, food-associated stimuli elicited orexin release in VTA; this was blunted in HFD rats but partially restored by binge-like eating. Binge-like eating promoted higher ‘food addiction’ behaviors in HFD but not control rats. Conclusions: These data indicate that binge-like eating in obesity is i) governed by negative (rather than positive) reinforcement processes, ii) promotes ‘addictive-like’ eating behaviors, and iii) is mediated, at least in part, by the orexin-VTA circuit.
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Title: For the sake of safety: Orexinergic modulation of VTA for avoiding threats

Authors: *C. SILLER-PEREZ*1,2, E. C. ANDRADE1, C. K. CAIN1,2, J. E. LEDOUX2, R. M. SEARS1,2;
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Abstract: Identifying the neuromodulatory mechanisms that orchestrate survival behaviors is of critical importance to understanding anxiety- and stress-coping in health and disease. Perifornical (PFH) and lateral hypothalamus (LH) neurons expressing orexin (hypocretin) peptides project throughout the brain and mediate functions critical for survival behaviors including vigilance, attention, and action selection. Here we assessed the role of a key hypothalamic orexin system target using a model of proactive threat-coping behavior—signaled active avoidance (SigAA). Based on appetitive studies and physiology findings, we hypothesized that orexin would invigorate safety seeking via projections to a central hub in the reward pathway, the ventral tegmental area (VTA). Sprague Dawley rats received infusions of an orexin-specific viral vector containing an inhibitory opsin (AAV1-Ple112-Arch3.0-eYFP) into the PFH/LH, and optic fibers were implanted in the VTA. Following a 6-8-week incubation, rats were trained in the SigAA task. Animals received one Pavlovian trial (60 s white noise warning signal (WS) paired with an inescapable foot-shock (1.0/0.7 mA males/females; 0.5 s)). For all remaining trials, if animals shuttled during the WS (an avoidance response), a feedback (FB) tone was delivered (5 s, 80 dB) and indicated the animals were safe from harm (a safety signal). Failures to shuttle during the
WS resulted in shock, identical to trial 1. Rats received 15 trials per day until reaching criterion (80% successful avoidance) after which they were subjected to daily shock-free avoidance tests. Orexin VTA axon terminals were inhibited (green laser 532 nm, 10 mW) during FB stimulus presentations only. On the first day, latencies and avoidance responses were unimpaired. However, inhibition on subsequent days increased latencies and impaired avoidance. These results suggest that 1) the FB cue is a reinforcer, perhaps through its association with safety, and 2) orexin communication with VTA is essential for safety-reinforced avoidance. Future studies will uncover the orexin system’s role in adaptive coping behaviors and provide support for novel treatments of maladaptive coping, including active coping therapy combined with drugs to target the orexin system.
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Abstract: Introduction: Preclinical studies support the utility of orexin-1 receptor (Ox1R) antagonists for the treatment of substance use disorder (SUD). However, the orexin system is also important for maintaining arousal, raising the possibility that such treatments may also interfere with cognitive functioning. Here, we tested whether the Ox1R antagonist SB334867 (SB) affects performance on the rodent psychomotor vigilance task (rPVT), an adapted version of a task used to measure cognitive fatigue and sustained attention in humans. Methods: Male (n=21) and female (n=11) Long Evans rats were trained to make rapid responses on a lever following presentation of a light cue that varied in onset time (3-10s after trial initiation); correct responses were rewarded with sucrose pellets and sessions ran for 30min. We first validated the task by testing the effect of two drugs with known attention-modulating properties (d-amphetamine, 0, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3 mg/kg; guanfacine, 0, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3 mg/kg i.p.). Next, all rats were tested following injections of SB (0, 3, 10, 30mg/kg; i.p.). All drugs were tested in a within-subjects design (order counterbalanced). Results: Across all measures, there was no effect of sex and thus data from males and females were analyzed together. At baseline,
performance (accuracy) worsened across the duration of the rPVT test session; this time-on-task effect was abrogated (accuracy was improved) by d-amphetamine and guanfacine, specifically in rats with low baseline performance. Accuracy was dose-dependently reduced by SB, however significant deficits were observed only at the highest dose tested (30mg/kg). **Conclusions:** Blockade of OX1R tended to impair measures of sustained attention on rPVT, but meaningful changes were observed only at a relatively high dose of SB (30mg/kg). Given that SB reduces drug seeking at lower doses (5-20mg/kg), these data indicate that OX1R antagonists might be useful for treating SUDs while having limited effect on general cognitive functioning.
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**Abstract:** Determining the role that opioids have in learned sexual behavior has been complicated by inconsistent methods and divergent interpretations of data. In some cases, opioid blockade, typically with the antagonist naloxone, results in sharp attenuation of sexual conditioned behaviors. In others, naloxone has no effect. A review of this literature suggests that opioids may be particularly important in the maintenance of learned sexual behaviors during periods of non-reinforcement. Previous data from this laboratory supports this conclusion. Naloxone administration facilitates the extinction of Pavlovian sexual conditioned behavior but does not affect acquisition when reinforcement is present. This does not appear to be due to state-dependent learning effects. In a recent experiment, we extended the finding that naloxone facilitates extinction to a partial reinforcement Pavlovian sexual conditioning procedure. An important related question is whether opioid blockade with naloxone would affect the acquisition of a learned sexual response under a Pavlovian partial reinforcement schedule. To explore this, male Japanese quail were presented with an arbitrary visual stimulus paired 50% of the time with copulatory access to a quail hen. One group of subjects received naloxone (30 mg/kg) injections and another vehicle injections prior to each arbitrary stimulus presentation. Unlike the case for continuous reinforcement schedules, naloxone disrupted the acquisition of sexual behavior conditioned on a partial schedule. This finding is consistent with the view that opioids play a key role in the persistence of behavior when sexual reinforcement is not available. Further, it is
functionally important because in natural settings not every encounter with a conspecific, even during the breeding season, will result in copulation.
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**Title:** Dual Viral Approach allows Selective Expression in VTA Dopamine Neurons and Supports Optogenetic Intracranial Self Stimulation
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**Abstract:** The use of optogenetic tools has greatly enhanced our ability to probe key neuronal populations and brain regions implicated in reward and addiction. Selective expression of these tools relies on the use of transgenic mice, viral tools, or both. Although transgenic mice have proven to be invaluable to current research, using genetically modified mice can limit experimental design and it increases costs. Th-Cre or Dat-Cre mouse lines have been used extensively in combination with optogenetic tools to study the role of VTA dopamine neurons in reward, learning, mood, motivation, etc. In this study, we propose the use of a dual viral approach that allows selective expression in VTA dopamine neurons in C57BL/6J mice (wild-type, WT mice). Specificity is provided by the expression of Cre under the mTH promoter (AAV8-mTH-Cre) and a cre dependent opsin (AAV8-EF1-DIO-ChR2(H134R)-eYFP). WT mice (n=20, 7-10 wks; 10 males /10 females) underwent stereotaxic surgery for viral injection and fiber optic implantation. Subjects then completed our optical intracranial self stimulation (oICSS) paradigm, which included an 11 days acquisition period, a single stimulation frequency preference test session, and a 5 days extinction. DATCre heterozygotes (n=21, 7-12 wks; 11 males/10 females), served as a control group. These mice underwent the same surgical and behavioral manipulations as the WT mice, however they only received the ChR2-containing virus. Negative controls in the study included WT mice (n=5, 7wks; 3 males/2 females) injected with only the ChR2-containing virus and or WT mice (n=6, 7wks; 3 males/3 females) injected with the mTH-Cre, and a Cre-dependent eYFP control virus. These groups control for the possible cre-independent expression of the opsin and the effects of UV light stimulation,
respectively. In our preliminary results, no sex differences were found in the WT group (2-way ANOVA, p = 0.696); however, they were present in the Dat-Cre group (2-way ANOVA, p = 0.006). Both WT and Dat-Cre mice acquire optical self stimulation at a similar rate, however, WT mice showed a significantly higher number of nose-pokes when compared to DATCre mice (2-way ANOVA, p = 0.001). There were no differences in stimulation frequency preference, discrimination index during the acquisition or stimulation frequency preference test sessions, or the extinction profile. These results demonstrate that this dual viral approach is sufficient to support an oICSS behavioral paradigm. In conclusion, this dual viral approach is a valid alternative to the use of Dat-Cre or TH-Cre mouse lines, and could be extended to be used in other species like rats, hamsters or non-human primates.
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Abstract: Dopamine (DA) transmission is widely interpreted as representing a teaching signal, reward prediction error (RPE), posited by reward learning theory. We employed fiber photometry with G protein-coupled receptor-based dopamine sensors expressed in the central dorsal striatum to measure real-time dopamine release in mice as they learned a series of cue and reward associative learning tasks. Contrary to expectations based on the known RPE-like spiking patterns of DA-containing cells in the substantia nigra, we found several substantial departures from the RPE pattern in the DA release patterns in dorsal striatum. (1) Medially, there was no increased DA release in response to unexpected reward; (2) sustained DA responses developed with learning; (3) laterally, where outcome responses were strong, there was no progressive transfer of the phasic DA response from reward delivery to cue presentation. 63 head-fixed mice were successively trained in single cue conditioning (SC), then visual cue discrimination (CD)
and reversal cue discrimination (RD) based on the laterality of visual stimuli, and finally several different levels of probabilistic reward delivery. During initial SC, a brief burst of DA release was triggered by the visual stimulus at all sites probed. The strongest response occurred during the initial trial of cue presentation, gradually diminishing with training. The peak amplitude at cue onset was higher during SC than in CD and RD. A sustained plateau-like DA release response emerged in tandem with the development of cue discrimination behavior during CD and remained present through the remainder of training. The plateaus lasted throughout all or most of the cue presentation period, bridging the period between cue onset and outcome laterally, and were highest in the most successful learners, almost nil in non-learners. They were most frequently found in the more ventral regions explored. Responses to the outcome (cue off/reward) were sharply different between medial and lateral regions. DA responses to reward were absent or even slightly negative medially, but strong, phasic outcome responses occurred laterally and ventrally. The DA response at outcome remained similar across all stages of training, except for a gradual positive shift over the entire learning period, and - unlike an RPE signal - did not gradually transfer from reward presentation to cue presentation. These findings join a growing literature on heterogeneity in DA signaling during learning and performance.
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**Title:** Assessment of food preference behaviors and orexin neuronal activation in an intermittent feeding model of chronic binge eating behavior
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**Abstract:** Binge eating disorder (BED) is characterized by the overconsumption of food over a short period of time. Various models in the literature have been noted as suitable paradigms for binge eating behavior. However, many of these models have not been substantiated over a chronic period (several months) of time as defined by the DSM-V for BED. We seek to validate the longevity and maintenance of palatable food preference across several months using the Boggiano intermittent test for identifying binge eating behavior and assess orexin neuronal activation. Orexin (or hypocretins) hypothalamic peptides are involved in the regulation of food
Female Sprague Dawley rats (n=12/group, 250-300g) were given 30g of high fat/sugar pellets (PF) and the PF intake was measured at 0-hour, 1-hour, and 4-hour time increments. The median 4-hour PF intake was utilized to establish the upper, middle, and lower tertile where animals were characterized as high preference (HP), neutral preference (NP), or low preference (LP) across nine intermittent feeding tests. The HP and LP rats were also tested at 2 and 6 months after the feeding phenotypes were established. Data show that PF intake was significantly higher in HP versus LP rats and this pattern was maintained 2 and 6 months after phenotypes were established (p&lt 0.05). This finding validates the consistency of the feeding phenotypes across several months. This model provides a reliable and consistent paradigm to test preferences for high fat, high sugar diets over a chronic period and its use can help us gain a better understanding of the etiology of binge eating. Studies are underway to determine if there are differences in orexin neuronal activation within the lateral hypothalamus of the rats in each group.
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Title: Neuropeptide Y neurons in nucleus accumbens promote palatable food memory


Abstract: The nucleus accumbens (NAc) has been recognized as a prime center for the reward. However, the mechanism by which neuron in NAc controls food-specific memory, especially for palatable food, remains unknown. Neuropeptide Y (NPY) has long been considered to have a profound orexigenic influence on the entire brain. Among the diverse molecular cell types in NAc, the role of NPY-expressing neurons is not yet fully understood. Here, we demonstrated that NPY neurons in NAc promote palatable food memory. Using calcium imaging, we showed that the NAcNPY neurons respond to eating behavior. This response depended on the palatability of the food. Using optogenetics, we discovered that the NAcNPY neuronal activation significantly increased palatable food (high-fat food) intake. Optogenetic activation of NAcNPY neurons showed food-specific positive valence in real-time place preference test with palatable food context. Furthermore, optogenetic activation of NAcNPY neurons served as an unconditioned stimulus for the formation of palatable food memory. In conclusion, these experiments provide strong evidence that NAcNPY encodes positive memory for palatable food. Our findings could lead to the development of novel therapeutic strategies to prevent and treat obesity and food addiction.
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Title: Pavlovian trace conditioning produces devaluation-insensitive, habitual form of conditioned response in mice

Authors: *R. SUZUKI, M. KOMURA, Y. KOSAKI;
Waseda Univ., Tokyo, Japan

Abstract: Unlike instrumental behavior which can become goal-insensitive under certain conditions (i.e., habit), the conditioned responses (CRs) engendered in Pavlovian conditioning procedures are usually sensitive to outcome (US) devaluation, regardless of the amount of training (e.g., Holland, 1998; Holland et al., 2008). This is especially true when the conditioned food-cup response (magazine entry) is measured as the target CR. However, the lack of evidence for habitual CRs may reflect the relative paucity of effort to find the phenomenon, rather than its indicating a general principle. Functionally, the expressions of CRs in the absence of a clear representation of sensory-specific features of the US would still be advantageous in some situations. In the current study, we investigated whether placing a temporal gap between the CS and the US would produce devaluation-insensitive habitual CRs using an appetitive trace conditioning procedure in mice. We trained one group of mice (Group Trace; n = 16) with a 4-s auditory CS followed by a 6-s trace interval that ended with the delivery of sucrose solution US. The other group of mice (Group Delay; n = 16) was trained with a 10-s CS that co-terminated with the US. After the mice achieved the acquisition criterion, the US was devalued for half the mice in each group by means of LiCl-induced taste aversion, while the value of the US was maintained for the other half with the unpaired control procedure. The results from the extinction test showed that the magazine CRs in Group Delay were substantially reduced by the US devaluation, whereas those in Group Trace were unaffected. The result indicates that the mice in Group Trace expressed the CRs which did not involve the specific representation of the US. The development of habitual CRs in the trace conditioning parallels the facilitation of instrumental habit formation under the delayed reinforcement paradigm (Urcelay & Jonkman, 2019). The placement of temporal gap between events might generally make it difficult for animals to use the specific sensory representation of the consequent event.
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**Abstract:** Cortical neurons expressing immediate early genes such as Arc following learning experiences encode associative memories. However, how these neurons come to encode associative memories is poorly understood, particularly when memories require repeated learning experiences. Crucially, the activity dynamics that Arc-expressing neurons display during these learning experiences remain unclear. Furthermore, while dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) neurons show altered signal processing in response to associative learning, the contributions of transient and targeted Arc expression in mediating these alterations are unknown.

**Aim:** Thus, our goal is to characterize the activity dynamics of dmPFC Arc-expressing neurons during associative learning.

**Methods:** To this aim, we performed longitudinal in vivo 2-photon imaging of the dmPFC in mice as they performed a cue-reward associative learning task. Imaged mice were injected with viral constructs coding for both the calcium indicator XCaMP-G and a red fluorophore driven by the Arc ensemble-marking E-SARE promoter. This method allowed us to track dmPFC Arc-expressing neurons across associative learning sessions and observe their activity patterns at different stages of learning.

**Results:** We observe that Arc-expressing neurons are progressively mapped to neurons displaying strong task-related activity over learning, resulting in the emergence of an Arc-expressing population with enhanced encoding capacity in late learning. Furthermore, past high Arc expression was not associated with subsequent modulations of activity per se but instead predicted long-term stabilization of activity dynamics.

**Conclusion:** Together, this suggests a dynamic two-way relationship between neuronal activity and Arc expression during associative learning. Over the course of associative learning, neurons...
showing task-related activity are increasingly selected as Arc-expressing ensembles which in turn predicts persistence of their activity dynamics.
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Abstract: Much remains unknown about how stress affects the learning and memory processes involved in instrumental conditioning. Stress has been demonstrated to impair goal-directed action, but whether it does so by altering the acquisition of the behavior, or by affecting the expression of the goal-directed or habitual components of the response, has yet to be determined. In this study our objective was to explore the influence of acute stress on action control when administered prior to a minimal amount of acquisition training (Experiment 1), or prior to the test of behavioral expression (Experiment 2). In Experiment 1, 36 young female Long Evans rats received acute restraint stress (n=18) or a control behavioral treatment (n=18) before acquiring a nose-poking response to get a sucrose reward. Following training, the reward was devalued for half of the animals in each group by pairing it with lithium chloride to induce illness. In the critical test, behavioral sensitivity to reward devaluation was assessed in extinction conditions by comparing response rates between devaluation groups in a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Results indicate that exposure to acute stress prior to instrumental conditioning is sufficient to support habitual responding, while the Non-Stressed group remained goal-directed. Experiment 2 was conducted identically to Experiment 1, apart from the installment of acute stress before the extinction test rather than before training. Results from this experiment indicate that rats receiving acute stress before the test responded in a goal-directed manner, as did those who received the control treatment. These data suggest that acute stress may promote habitual control over a minimally trained behavior through an effect on the learning and memory processes engaged during acquisition, but not during retrieval of the response memory. This study extends the contemporary understanding of the interaction between stress and instrumental learning by characterizing the effect of acute stress in female rats – which has not been done
before – when administered before conditioning or before the test. Progress in understanding how and why habits form has implications for understanding how they may go awry in compulsive pathologies such as addiction, obsessive compulsive disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder. Further research is needed to determine the mechanism by which stress disrupts this conditioning process, and whether a sex difference exists in this regard.
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Title: Consumption of palatable food persists despite induced aversion during adolescence in rats
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Abstract: Palatable food (PF) intake can lead to chronic overconsumption and, subsequently, obesity. Furthermore, the classical view distinguishes that homeostatic feeding is necessary for basic metabolic processes and survival, while hedonic feeding (consumption PF) is driven by sensory perception or pleasure. In this regard, food properties have a main role in intake, in particular the palatability of food can lead to the development of obesity in susceptible individuals, produce metabolic syndrome and cognitive impairment, and enhance food intake by hedonic mechanisms that prevail over caloric necessities. The present study aims to evaluate binge-like intake of palatable food after inducing aversion during adolescence in rats. We used thirty male Sprague-Dawley rats (30 days postnatal); all animals were housed individually and had ad libitum access to a standard diet (SD) and water; animal weight and SD food intake were manually recorded every 24h. Rats were distributed on the following treatment: group 1 “CON-PF”, with PF access and no treatment; group 2 “PF-A”, with PF access and administration of LiCl to induce aversion; group 3 “PF-Veh” PF access and administration of vehicle. All groups had 1h access to PF (Oreo® Cookies Nabisco®) according to diet protocol intermittent with one-day access, one-day no-access. PF and SD caloric intake, and binge eating criterion (defined as
consuming ≥20% of total caloric intake per day during the 1h access to PF) were analyzed. Our results showed that PF-A reduced consumption of PF after inducing aversion; nevertheless, consumption increased rapidly and normalized with the other two groups. Overall, these results show that persistence in intake of PF during adolescence despite inducing aversion and that it can lead to chronic overconsumption in conditions of non-homeostatic feeding.
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Abstract: Mouse lemurs represent a valuable nonhuman primate model for Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) due to shared age-related cognitive and neuropathology responses with humans (Piferri et al., 2019; Gary et al., 2018; Ho et al., 2021). Consequently, this small primate offers enhanced translational potential compared to shorter-lived rodents. In contrast to captive mouse lemurs, wild brown mouse lemurs (i.e., up to 8 years of age) failed to exhibit physical signs of senescence (Zohdy et al., 2014) suggesting that neurocognitive differences may exist between captive and wild aging mouse lemurs. In the current study, we assessed cognitive performance in wild brown mouse lemurs trapped near Madagascar’s Ranomafana National Park. All animals were assumed to be young adults based on external evaluations; however, specific aging assessments were not conducted. Fecal samples were collected in male (n=9) and female mouse lemurs (n=5) to assess stress hormone profiles (cortisol and DHEA) at pre- (males and females) and post-trap time points (only males). For the flexible cognition assessment, male lemurs were
habituated to a dynamic foraging task consisting of three food wells that changed positions, each with a distinct visual pattern associated with a specific food value (i.e., specific pieces of banana). At appx 2100 hrs each evening, lemurs were assessed in habituation and test trials for three days for Group 1 (n=4 males) and one less test day for Group 2 (n=5). Preliminary results indicated significant sex differences in pre-trap DHEA/CORT ratios \[x=0.18 \text{ and } 0.94 \text{ for females and males, respectively; } p=.04; \text{ higher ratios are correlated with resilience (Kent et al., 2018)}\]. Overall, 66\% of the lemurs interacted with the dynamic foraging panel with minimal habituation; further, lemurs that interacted with the foraging task also solved a different grasping problem-solving task. Interestingly, the second cohort of animals failed to interact with the foraging panel during the habituation phase. This effect was likely due to relatively sparse foliage in the habitat compared to Cohort I, an effect that was reversed when sufficient foliage was added to the habitat. Hair samples are currently being assessed for integrative endocrine profiles. Although considerable variability in endocrine and behavioral responses was observed, no significant correlations were detected. These initial findings indicate that cognitive assessments can be conducted in wild mouse lemurs temporarily housed in ecologically appropriate habitats-- informing the developmental trajectory of cognitive performance in these small primates as they are evaluated for translational research opportunities.
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Abstract: Developing more efficacious interventions for mental health disorders requires a better understanding of the long-term neural and behavioral impacts of emotionally salient events. While the effects of negative events have been widely studied, less is known regarding the effects of appetitive events on longstanding neural and behavioral changes. Our lab is interested in understanding how anticipation of positive events (“appetitive anticipation”)
influences stress resiliency, learning and memory. Prior experiments in our lab examined this by comparing stress-resilient behaviors, hormones and neuroanatomical markers in female Long Evans rats exposed to either five weeks of positive events preceded by anticipation or to five weeks of positive events that were not anticipated. Results from these experiments suggest appetitive anticipation may affect motivational and exploratory behaviors as well as receptor expression in the brain, though it remains unknown if similar effects are seen in males. Thus, the current study examines how appetitive anticipation in both male and female rats influences stress-related behaviors, hormones and receptor expression. Because optimism is associated with positive health outcomes in humans and animals, we also examined if anticipation of positive events affects optimistic cognitive bias, as determined by preference for a high-value or low-value reward in response to an ambiguous cue. We found a trend towards significance in which males exposed to appetitive anticipation chose a high-value reward more than males receiving unanticipated positive events ($X^2 (1, N=11) = 3.592, p=0.0581$), though future experiments are needed to examine if the high-value reward accurately reflects an optimistic cognitive bias. Comparing concentrations of corticosterone (CORT) before and after five weeks of anticipated or unanticipated positive events revealed a main effect of time ($F(1,16) = 4.801, p = 0.0436$, $N=24$ rats total), where the direction of the effect was an increase in CORT in all groups except males exposed to appetitive anticipation, suggesting anticipatory training may blunt CORT increases in a sex-dependent manner. Because receptors can mediate effects of fluctuating stress hormones, ongoing analyses are examining glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid receptor expression in brains of male and female rats exposed to anticipated versus unanticipated positive events. Overall, results from this study suggest increasing anticipation of positive experiences may offer a novel therapeutic avenue for improving stress resiliency and mental health.
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Abstract: The ability to associate predictive environmental events with rewarding outcomes is essential for adaptive behaviors, while excessive learning of the incentive value of environmental cues can drive maladaptive behaviors, such as addiction to drug and non-drug rewards. It is well established that sensory cues need to precede reward for effective learning of cue-driven responses. However, it is not clear how daily experience regulates the cue-reward timing-dependence of learning. In this study, we investigated the impact of stress and amphetamine on timing dependence of reward learning in male rats. We employed a Pavlovian conditioned approach paradigm, where light cue at the food cup was paired with food pellet delivery, and the temporal relationships between the cue and food delivery were varied. To examine the effect of acute stress, male rats underwent 30-min social defeat stress. After a 10-min interval, stressed rats (n=11) and handled controls (n=12) underwent a single conditioning session (30 trials). While both handled and defeated rats developed comparable cue responses (i.e., food cup entry in response to the cue) with 5 sec cue-reward delay, only defeated rats developed cue responses when the cue onset and food delivery were simultaneous during conditioning. Neither group developed cue responses if food preceded the cue onset. Overall, defeat stress caused a leftward shift in cue-reward timing-dependence of conditioning and relieved the requirement of cue-reward delay. Acute defeat stress had no effect on food consumption during conditioning. Next, we tested different doses of amphetamine (0.1, 0.3, 1, 5 mg/kg, i.p.) injected ~15 min before each simultaneous conditioning session. Although saline-injected control rats failed to develop conditioned cue responses, all doses of amphetamine enabled simultaneous conditioning after three conditioning sessions (n=7-15 in each group). Interestingly, 5 mg/kg amphetamine virtually eliminated food consumption during conditioning even though conditioned cue responses were observed, suggesting that rats can learn using the pellet delivery sound learned previously. Finally, 1 mg/kg amphetamine caused robust rise in norepinephrine levels in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) measured with microdialysis (n=4), suggesting the potential role of norepinephrine, which has been shown to regulate the timing dependence of glutamatergic synaptic plasticity in the VTA. In conclusion, our results demonstrate that acute exposure to stress or amphetamine enables learning of the valence of sensory cues presented at the same time as reward, i.e., learning of cues that do not predict reward availability.
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Abstract: At a time when material wealth is saturated and a transition to a sustainable society is required, innovation is needed to create products with new functions that have never been seen before. Although there have been industrial developments that should be called innovations in the past, the process of discovery and acceptance often took a circuitous route; people did not easily accept and evaluate new functions that they had not yet encountered. In order for the value of a new feature of a product to be properly understood, its design must take into account the thought process leading to user acceptance. Models for evaluating user acceptance proposed by previous studies, such as the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989), are all static models that use subjective evaluation, and it is difficult to apply them to design in the early stages of development. When designing a product, it is necessary to include appropriate information in the product itself and its documentation that provides clues for understanding the functionality. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the modality, presentation method, and the process of information required in the thought process leading to the user's comprehension. We aim to construct a theory that can be applied to product design based on the insights of cognitive neuroscience, and to model the thought processes that lead to a deeper comprehension and acceptance of product functions by users who are first given the product. In this study, we prepared highly professional tools or gadgets used for only a small part of daily life, and let users who used them for the first time observe the products until they understood their functions as experimental participants. We measured the EEG, eye gaze, and pupil diameter of the participants during the products observation. Whenever the participants became aware of a product feature during the observation, they were asked to write it down graphically and report it to us. These results showed that in addition to the state of "having accepted the product", which has been expressed by conventional models, we were able to capture the changes that lead to the acceptance of the product. In this presentation, we report on the characteristics of the biometric signals at each stage of the thought process, referring to the product characteristics that triggered acceptance, and show the possibility of constructing a model.

Disclosures: N. Yamada: C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); Mori Manufacturing Research and Technology Foundation. K. Ueda: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); CENTAN Inc.. K. Nagato: None. M. Nakao: None.
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**Abstract:** The insular cortex (IC) has been linked to the processing of interoceptive and exteroceptive signals associated with maintaining addictive behavior. However, whether the IC modulates the acquisition of affective reward states related to drugs by direct top-down connectivity with the ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine neurons is unknown. Our results demonstrated that photostimulation of the VTA terminals from the anterior insular cortex (aIC) pathway induced rewarding contextual memory, modulated VTA activity, and led to dopamine release within the VTA. Using neuronal recordings and neurochemical analysis, we confirmed the functional top-down organization of the circuit by transsynaptically and anterogradely tagging aIC presynaptic neuronal bodies with AAV1-Cre-dependent expression and identifying VTA recipient neurons. Furthermore, systemic administration of amphetamine altered the excitability of VTA neurons modulated by the aIC projection, enhancing contextual rewarding behavior. Our study reveals a circuit that plays a pivotal role in developing and retaining reward-related contextual memory, providing insight into the neurobiological basis of addictive behavior, and opening possibilities for developing therapeutic strategies for addiction.

**Disclosures:** E. Ortiz: None. J. Luis-Islas: None. R. Gutierrez: None. F. Tecuapetla: None. F. Bermúdez-Rattoni: None.
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Abstract: Studies on animal learning have shown that the efficacy of both associative learning and responding depends on contingency, the extent to which the likelihood of an outcome changes by a presentation of a stimulus. The mesolimbic dopamine (DA) system, vital in associative learning, is believed to signal reward prediction errors which resemble temporal difference (TD) errors in reinforcement learning. Yet, how DA signals are modulated by contingency remains poorly understood. We examined how contingency changes affect conditioned responding and DA responses in mice (n=15). Mice were conditioned on two odors: one probabilistically rewarded (Odor A; 75%); the other, unrewarded (Odor B). Subsequently, the cue-reward contingency was degraded by delivering uncued reward. To control for possible satiety effects, a separate group of mice received additional rewards cued by a distinct odor (Odor C; cued-US group). Anticipatory licking decreased in Odor A trials in the degradation cohort (p < 0.001), while no significant change was observed in the cued-US group (p=0.25). DA axonal signals, recorded in the ventral striatum using photometry, tracked the contingency. The response to Odor A developed quickly during conditioning sessions (p < 0.001), and attenuated during degradation (p < 0.01). In contrast, the cued-US group did not exhibit a decrease (p=0.14). We next examined if DA responses in contingency degradation could be explained as TD errors. We found nearly all aspects of DA responses were explained by a TD learning model that harnesses a state representation reflecting the task structure, transitioning between inter-stimulus and inter-trial intervals (ISIs and ITIs, respectively). A recently proposed retrospective learning model, which claimed to replicate DA responses during contingency degradation (ANCCR; Jeong et al., 2022; Garr et al., 2023), failed to explain these responses, incorrectly predicting DA cue responses change identically in both degradation and cue-US groups as the retrospective contingency (P(Odor A | reward)) was the same in both groups. Additionally, we found that recurrent neural networks (RNNs), trained using TD learning, recapitulated nearly all aspects of DA responses. Trained RNNs developed state transition dynamics and the value function that matched those in the TD learning model with ISI and ITI states. Both models show DA cue response drops in degradation due to heightened ITI value predictions, reducing TD error. Our findings highlight TD learning can fully account for DA responses, if task states are carefully considered, and provide insights into the neural mechanisms underlying contingency learning.

Title: Cued reward memories bias cognitive strategies: role of orbitofrontal circuits

Authors: *S. PETERSON*¹, J. CHAVIRA², A. MAHERAS³, R. KEIFLIN²;
¹Psychological & Brain Sci., Univ. of California Santa Barbara, Goleta, CA; ²Psychological & Brain Sci., ³Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biol., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA

Abstract: Reward-predictive cues can influence choice behavior and promote the pursuit of specific reward outcomes. This influence of cued reward memories on choice processes is often studied using outcome-specific Pavlovian to Instrumental Transfer (PIT). In this paradigm, stimuli established as Pavlovian predictors of specific outcomes can bias/invigorate specific instrumental actions. However, traditional PIT experiments fail to account for the fact that pursuit of specific outcomes often requires specific cognitive strategies (e.g. rule selection, selective attention, flexible working memory). The influence of cued reward memories on cognitive strategy selection has received less attention, and the neural circuits mediating this effect remains largely unknown. To address this gap in knowledge, we adapted the traditional PIT paradigm in rodents. In a first phase, rats acquired different cognitive strategies for decision-making in an instrumental sequence. Specifically, in separate blocks, they learned that a delayed nonmatching to sample (dNMTS) strategy was rewarded by outcome 1 (sample lever press - nosepoke - nonsampled lever press : O1) and that a visual cue tracking strategy was rewarded by outcome 2 (sample lever press - nosepoke - cued lever press : O2). In a second phase, two distinct auditory cues were established as Pavlovian predictors of the two outcomes (S1-O1; S2-O2). Finally, in nonrewarded probe tests we measured how the presentation of these Pavlovian cues biased the selection of a cognitive strategy. We found that Pavlovian predictors promoted the adoption of the strategy that corresponded to the cued outcome. Specifically, S1 promoted dNMTS strategy while S2 promoted a visual cue tracking strategy. This new behavioral paradigm will be used in combination with chemogenetic silencing to investigate the role of the orbitofrontal cortex and its projections to the prelimbic cortex in mediating cued outcome memories and their influence on cognitive strategy selection.

Disclosures: S. Peterson: None. J. Chavira: None. A. Maheras: None. R. Keiflin: None.
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**Title:** Frustrative nonreward: Role of the accumbens-globus pallidus connections in reward downshift
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**Abstract:** Reward downshift is used as a model of frustrative nonreward, a negative valence trait related to the response to loss, psychological pain, and frustration. Most neurobiological research on reward downshift has centered on the amygdala, but recent results implicate the basal ganglia. Activation of the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and globus pallidus externus (GPe) with excitatory DREADDs (designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs) enhanced and reduced consummatory suppression, respectively, after a 32-to-2% sucrose downshift (Guarino et al., Neurobiol Learn Mem, 2023). We hypothesized that these effects were mediated by the direct NAc-GPe connection and tested this hypothesis using a double-infection technique to selectively excite the pathways connecting the NAcàGPe and NAc-GP internus (GPi). Male Wistar rats (90 days old at the start of surgery) were used. Viral vector constructs carrying the excitatory Cre-dependent DREADD [AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM3Di-mCherry] containing a red fluorescent reporter (mCherry) and a DNA fragment for the engineered muscarinic receptor M3 were infused bilaterally into the NAc (departure area). Retrogradely transported viral vector constructs (AAV9-hSyn-eGFP-Cre) carrying the Cre protein and a green reporter (eGFP) were infused bilaterally into the GPe or GPi (destination areas). Thus, only projection neurons containing the Cre protein expressed the excitatory DREADDs in the NAc, as assessed by fluorescent microscopy. Groups infused with a control virus were also included. All animals received systemic injections of clozapine N-oxide or vehicle during four 32-to-2% sucrose downshift sessions. In contrast to our hypothesis, activating the NAc-GPe pathway did not affect consummatory behavior after reward downshift relative to vehicle and virus controls. However, activating the NAc-GPi pathway enhanced consummatory suppression after the downshift. Thus, the previously described effect of NAc activation was at least in part related to its direct connection with the Gpi. There was no evidence that activation of these pathways had motor effects in the open field. Unlike previous studies that focused on single brain regions, our approach uncovered for the first time the importance of specific brain pathways in frustrative nonreward.
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Title: Medial septum glutamate neurons play a role in strategy switching potentially via modulating nucleus accumbens dopamine responses to reward-related stimuli
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Abstract: The septum was first region discovered by Olds and colleagues to support electrical intracranial self-stimulation in the rat. Further studies by Heath in the 1970s showed humans will similarly press a button to earn intra-septal electrical stimulation. Despite these landmark studies, further interest in the septum, in particular the medial septum (MS), as a locus for reward related behaviors remained limited. We previously found that mice will lever press to earn optogenetic stimulation of the MS, and in particular MS glutamate neurons (MS-GLUn), and MS-GLUn in turn project to the VTA to influence dopamine (DA) release in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) (Kesner et al., 2021). Little else is known about the role of MS-GLU neurons during natural reward-seeking behaviors. To address this knowledge gap, we recorded MS-GLUn population activity using GCaMP7F and fiber photometry techniques while mice performed various operant and Pavlovian reward-seeking behaviors. We found that MS-GLUn indeed respond differentially to reward-related stimuli (e.g., active vs inactive lever presses, reward consumption, and reward predictive cues). We next modulated MS-GLUn activity using a chemogenetic approach (Gi and Gq DREADDs, or mCherry control), and found that enhancing MS-GLUn excitability increased the rate that mice incorporated new information to obtain goals, i.e., strategy switching. Since we know optogenetic stimulation of MS-GLUn can increase NAc-DA, we next hypothesized that the effect on strategy switching behavior from chemogenetic modulation of MS-GLUn may be driven by resultant changes in NAc-DA during these tasks. We recorded NAc-DA via fiber photometry of dLight1.3b during the same operant and Pavlovian strategy switching behaviors while MS-GLUn were chemogenetically manipulated. We observed differences in NAc-DA during these tasks dependent on chemogenetic modulation of MS-GLUn that appears to correspond to NAc-DA responses to new reward related cues/stimuli. These findings are an important step in understanding the role of this understudied population of neurons in an understudied brain region related to reward and motivational processes, and could lead to novel therapeutic interventions for treating psychiatric disorders related to maladaptation in motivated behaviors.
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Title: Striatal integration of inverse dopamine and serotonin signals gates learning

Authors: *D. F. CARDozo PINTO*¹, M. B. POMRENZE¹, M. Y. GUO¹, B. S. BENTZLEY², N. ESHEL¹, R. C. MALENKA¹;
¹Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA; ²Magnus Med., Burlingame, CA

Abstract: The neuromodulators dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine; 5HT) are powerful regulators of associative learning. Similarities in the activity and connectivity of these neuromodulatory systems have inspired competing models of how DA and 5HT interact to drive the formation of new associations. However, these hypotheses have yet to be tested directly because it has not been possible to precisely interrogate and manipulate multiple neuromodulatory systems in a single subject. Here, we establish a double transgenic mouse model enabling simultaneous genetic access to the brain’s DA and 5HT systems. Anterograde axon tracing revealed the nucleus accumbens (NAc) to be a putative hotspot for the integration of convergent DA and 5HT signals. Simultaneous recordings of DA and 5HT input activity in the NAc posterior medial shell revealed that DA axons are excited by rewards while 5HT axons are inhibited. Optogenetically blunting DA and 5HT reward responses simultaneously blocked learning about a reward-predictive cue. Optogenetically reproducing both DA and 5HT responses to reward, but not either one alone, was sufficient to drive the acquisition of new associations. Altogether, these results demonstrate that striatal integration of inverse DA and 5HT signals is a crucial mechanism gating associative learning.
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Title: Parallel dopamine circuits from the VTA to Nucleus Accumbens and their response to natural rewards and opioids

Authors: *O. CULVER, IV;
Neurosciences, MUSC, Charleston, SC

Abstract: Dopamine (DA) neurons in the VTA play key roles in motivation and addiction, including addiction to opioids. However, these roles are increasingly recognized to be heterogeneous, as prior studies showed that VTA DA neurons projecting to medial vs. lateral nucleus accumbens respond differently to motivational stimuli. Prior studies also showed that medial accumbens-projecting dopamine neurons exhibit greater c-Fos activation by heroin as compared to lateral accumbens-projecting DA neurons. However, these prior studies did not examine other opioids such as fentanyl nor did they examine withdrawal effects, and also did not examine whether DA release mirrors these c-Fos patterns. Therefore, we examined fentanyl-induced (single 0.1 mg/kg sc dose) c-Fos in VTA neurons that were retrogradely labeled from the medial and lateral nucleus accumbens. We also examined fentanyl-induced DA release in medial and lateral accumbens using fluorescent DA sensors. Our c-Fos experiments extended previous findings, as medial accumbens-projecting DA neurons had significantly higher c-Fos activation as compared to lateral accumbens-projecting DA neurons after a single fentanyl dose. Fentanyl also increased accumbens DA differentially between animals, but further analysis is required to correlate these differences with anatomical location.
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Title: Altered gamma oscillations in a prefrontal striatal network associated with social preference impairments after traumatic brain injury

Authors: *M. SALIMI1,2, M. NAZARI3, H. AFSHAR1,2, N. LEE1,2, K. MOKHA1,2, T. WALKER1,2, M. FRANCOEUR1,2, D. RAMANATHAN1,2;
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Abstract: Background and objectives: Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) leads to cognitive and behavioral impairments, including social preference deficits. Physiological studies have identified the mediation of gamma frequency oscillations for social behaviors. This study aims to investigate how frontal TBI affects cortical gamma frequency activity and coordination across distributed networks resulting in chronic social preference impairments. We simultaneously recorded local field potentials (LFP) from 32 brain areas: an approach study advantageous to studying distributed brain networks and offers translational potential to human studies.

Materials and Methods: We compared social preference behavior and concurrent data across two groups of Male Long-Evans rats. One group received a severe frontal TBI (n = 12 TBI rats) and control (n=10 rats). One week after we implanted 32 electrodes in regions focal, and distal to the site of injury. 3 weeks post-injury using three-chamber social interaction maze locomotor activity and social preference were measured. LFP analysis performed offline with Matlab software included Power spectral density (PSD) and coherence connectivity calculations to assess frequency bands and brain areas supporting social preference. Histological analysis was performed to measure tissue damage and verify electrode placement. Results: Frontal TBI decreased social preference and increased overall locomotor activity ($F_{1,38} = 29.8, p < 0.0001$). TBI animals spent more time and made more visits to the non-social chamber compared to controls ($t_{(38)} =3.23, p = 0.002$). TBI increased locomotor activity in the ($F_{1,38} = 5.73, p =0.02$).

Power Spectral Density showed a deficit in brain regions focal (prelimbic cortex), local (anterior lateral motor cortex, anterior insula), and distal (nucleus accumbens shell) to the injury site. Sham animals exhibited elevated prefrontal-ventral striatum coherence of gamma frequency oscillations (25-60 Hz) in the social chamber compared to the non-social chamber. TBI animals showed less pronounced differences in gamma coherence between the social and non-social chambers compared to sham animals. Conclusion: This study demonstrates that damage to the frontal cortex reduces social preference driven by alterations in gamma oscillations within frontostriatal networks. Even areas beyond the focal injury site showed gamma frequency deficits that persisted weeks after the injury. Understanding the impact of gamma oscillation disruptions on social preference deficits in TBI can provide valuable insights for developing targeted interventions to improve social outcomes in individuals with TBI.
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Title: Divergence between the rewarding effect of MFB stimulation and photometric measurement of dopamine release
Authors: *J. VOISARD, Z. MOHAMMADREZAEE, A. ARVANITOGIANNIS, P. SHIZGAL; Psychology, Concordia Univ., Montréal, QC, Canada

Abstract: Rodents work vigorously to earn electrical stimulation of the Medial Forebrain Bundle (MFB). The prevalent account attributes the highly rewarding effect of MFB stimulation predominantly, if not entirely, to activation of midbrain dopamine neurons. We challenged this widely held view by coupling fiber-photometric recording of dopamine release to behavioral measurement of reward effectiveness. At multiple pulse frequencies, stimulation current was varied to drive responding from asymptotic to negligible levels. Dopamine release in the Nucleus Accumbens (NAc) was measured using the molecular sensor, GRAB-DA2m, both during self-administered and passively received MFB stimulation. We determined the current required to hold either behavior or dopamine release constant at each pulse frequency. The resulting behavioral and chemometric trade-off functions were similar at low pulse frequencies but diverged sharply at higher ones. These results parallel those obtained previously by means of fast-scan cyclic voltammetry. Together with recent optogenetic findings, the photometric and voltammetric results support a model in which midbrain dopamine neurons and the directly activated, non-dopaminergic, MFB neurons subserving self-stimulation project in parallel to the behavioral final common path. If so, identifying the non-dopaminergic MFB neurons and their efferents is crucial to achieving a comprehensive account of brain reward circuitry.
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Title: Phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 as a marker of reward identity and time prediction errors throughout the rat brain

Authors: *D. SIEGEL1, N. HUSSEIN2, A. R. DELAMATER3;
1CUNY - The Grad. Ctr., Brooklyn, NY; 2Brooklyn Collage, Brooklyn Col., Brooklyn, NY;
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Abstract: The concept of a “reward prediction error (RPE)” is central to our understanding of how learning and neuroplasticity takes place. While RPEs are key to many influential models of associative learning, most neuroscientists define this in terms of a mismatch between obtained and anticipated values of reward. However, distinct sensory and temporal features of reward can also regulate learning at the behavioral level of analysis, although less neuroscience research has
focused on RPEs defined in these terms. To what extent does learning about different reward features rely on the same or different neural processes? Some data suggest that different neural systems may be required for learning about reward identity and time (e.g., Delamater et al., 2018). Here, we used immunofluorescence techniques to begin exploring the neural systems invoked by reward identity and time RPEs during a Pavlovian magazine approach task. Across two experiments, rats were trained to associate two stimuli with reward, followed by an unexpected reversal of the stimulus-outcome contingencies. During the critical test session, control groups were given stimuli and rewards without reversal of those contingencies. Brains were processed for phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 (p-rPS6; a cytoplasmic marker of cell activity) and tyrosine hydroxylase (dopamine precursor) 20 min after this test session, and sections were analyzed in several cortico-striato-limbic and mid-brain regions. In our first experiment, one 10 s stimulus was paired with grain pellets and another with liquid sucrose rewards at stimulus offset. In the second study, two 60 s stimuli were paired with grain pellets but for one those pellets were delivered at 15 s and for the other at 60 s after stimulus onset. The number of dopaminergic and non-dopaminergic cells activated, as well as their activation intensities, in each brain region was measured following the test session involving a switch in the stimulus-outcome contingencies or not to assess which brain regions processed reward identity and/or time RPEs. Our findings suggest that reward identity and time RPEs recruit distinct neurobiological circuits, with the nucleus accumbens playing a significant role in identity RPEs and nigrostriatal, VTA, and hypothalamic-BLA pathways playing a role in reward time RPEs.
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Title: Characterizing the Interhemispheric Projections from the Pedunculopontine Tegmental Nucleus to the Substantia Nigra Pars Compacta Dopaminergic Neurons

Authors: *A. BALDWIN, H. ARIAS, N. FERNANDEZ, M. NEELALA, M. RODRIGUEZ, A. ELFEZOUATY, I. KHETARPAL, D. PENNY, C. HOFFMAN, L. MUZYKA, G. M. BEAUOIN, III;
Dept. of Biol., Trinity Univ., San Antonio, TX
Abstract: The neurotransmitter dopamine has been shown to be involved in motivation and reward, notably in the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway. Within this pathway, our research focuses on the synapse between the midbrain regions pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (PPN) and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). The PPN is unusual as it sends both ipsilateral and contralateral projections, unlike other brain structures that generally confine their innervations to either ipsilateral or contralateral. To understand the nature of these inputs, the current study focuses specifically on the glutamatergic excitatory projections and the GABAergic inhibitory projections within the PPN-SNc synapse using electrophysiological and confocal microscopic methods. These projections have not been previously studied due to a lack of tools. The goal of this study is to investigate how hemisphere-specific inputs differ in their synaptic strength. Optogenetics allows us to characterize the ipsilateral and contralateral PPN inputs to SNc both functionally and structurally. We use unilateral stereotaxic surgery to deliver virus expressing a depolarizing light-gated ion channel, Channelrhodopsin (ChR2), which is tagged with either a yellow or red fluorescent protein. The virus labels glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons in the PPN. Thus, we use electrophysiology to characterize the light-activated, PPN-innervated synapses to SNc dopaminergic neurons either ipsilateral or contralateral to the injection site. Confocal images were collected to quantify the macroscopic distribution of any ipsilateral and contralateral inhibitory projections in the SNc. The results of these anterograde tracing technique are being corroborated with retrograde tracing by using retrograde bead injections into the SNc to label projecting neurons in the PPN. Current findings suggest that only the SNc ipsilateral to PPN receives GABAergic inputs, while both ipsilateral and contralateral SNc receive glutamatergic inputs from PPN. The PPN exhibits stronger glutamatergic innervations ipsilaterally to SNc DA neurons than contralaterally. Our research will permit greater clarity for future studies which seek to understand the underlying neural network and synaptic-level processes of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway.
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Title: Paradoxical findings concerning behavioral function of supramammillary neurons projecting to the lateral preoptic area
Authors: *Y. ARIMA, S. IKEMOTO; NIDA/NIH, Baltimore, MD

Abstract: The supramammillary region (SuM) projects to both the septal area and the hippocampal formation. This connectivity led to investigations of the SuM with respect to hippocampal functions such as theta oscillations, spatial and episodic memories, and spatial navigation. By contrast, our group found that excitation of SuM glutamatergic neurons (GluN) projecting to the medial septum (SuM-MS GluN) reinforces approach behavior and triggers dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens (NAc). Because SuM neurons are known to respond to salient stimuli, we hypothesized that the SuM is important in coordinating approach behavior toward not only rewards but also other salient stimuli. To further understand such coordination role of the SuM and its mechanisms, first, we examined if SuM-MS GluN send collateral projections to multiple brain regions. We confirmed that about 95% of SuM-MS neurons were GluN using retrograde tracing and mRNA in situ hybridization. Then, we examined collateral projections of SuM-MS GluN by viral tracing. We found that SuM-MS neurons densely project to the lateral preoptic area (LPO). Because the LPO is known to modulate reward-seeking behavior, we then examined if optogenetic stimulation of SuM-LPO GluN instigates approach behavior using an optogenetic intracranial self-stimulation test. Mice quickly learned to press the lever that activated SuM-LPO GluN, suggesting that the stimulation of SuM-LPO GluN instigates and reinforces approach behavior. Finally, we examined if SuM-LPO neurons respond to positive and negative stimuli, we used a fiber photometry with a calcium indicator GCaMP to detect their activity in response to water in thirsty mice and aversive footshock. Intriguingly, water reward and the tone cue paired with water decreased the activity of SuM-LPO neurons, while footshock and the tone cue paired with shock increased their activity. Moreover, we found that salient sensory stimuli bright light and loud noise increased their activity. In summary, our observations together with previous findings led us to hypothesize that SuM-LPO and SuM-MS GluN respond to salient stimuli that are uncertain and require immediate attention, but not salient stimuli that are familiar, particularly consumables and that these neurons facilitate investigatory behavioral processes in stressful or uncertain conditions. In addition, we suggest that water and its conditioned cue decreased their activity because the activation of SuM-LPO neurons induces investigatory behavioral processes, which are not compatible with consuming ingestible stimuli such as water, thereby being inactivated during consumption. Future studies will test the hypotheses.
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Title: Anticipatory dopamine ramps are decorrelated from acetylcholine dips

Authors: *K. M. COSTA¹, Z. ZHANG¹, Y. ZHUO², G. LI², Y. LI², G. SCHOENBAUM¹;
¹Behavioral Neurophysiol. Neurosci. Section, NIH, NIDA IRP, Baltimore, MD; ²PKU-THU Ctr.
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Abstract: Striatal dopamine release, heavily implicated in learning, movement, and motivation,
is regulated by cholinergic interneurons. Previous work has demonstrated that peaks in dopamine
release are typically correlated with a characteristic pause in firing in cholinergic interneurons.
The coordination of phasic dopamine peaks with dips in cholinergic tone is thought to create a
critical plasticity window for dopamine to act as a teaching signal. Acetylcholine can also rapidly
trigger dopamine release by acting directly on dopamine axons. However, dopamine dynamics
are not always phasic. For example, dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens slowly ramps up
as animals approach a desired goal, and there is still controversy on how these slower signals
contribute to behavior. Here, we tested whether dopamine ramps in the nucleus accumbens are
coincidental with dips in acetylcholine release. We used multi-channel fiber photometry and two
newly developed genetically encoded optical sensors, rDA3m and gAch4h, to simultaneously
record dopamine and acetylcholine release, respectively, in the nucleus accumbens of freely
moving rats. These methods avoid the known confounds of measuring bulk calcium signals from
neurons. Rats (male, N=4) were water restricted and trained on task that required them to attend
to a light cue that indicated trial start, then perform a nose poke, hold for 0.5 seconds, and then
perform a second entry into a fluid well to receive a droplet of water. We found that dopamine
signals slowly ramped up prior to the initial nose poke, as expected. However, to our surprise,
this dopamine ramp was not coincidental with changes in acetylcholine release. On the other
hand, the initiation of the fluid well response and the receipt of rewards led to phasic dopamine
peaks that were correlated with clear dips in cholinergic signals. We also found that the light
cues that indicated trial start and end led to measurable phasic increases in acetylcholine release,
which precludes the possibility of a ceiling effect in the fluorescence signal. Our results reveal
that anticipatory dopamine ramps in the nucleus accumbens are not coincidental with major
changes in acetylcholine release, and that seemingly only phasic dopamine peaks related to
reward and directly rewarded actions are correlated with cholinergic dips. This finding has
important implications for the understanding of the behavioral relevance of dopamine signals at
different time scales, and how these are coordinated with acetylcholine signals during learning
and decision making.
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Investigation of neural circuits underlying hedonic consumption

Consumption is generally triggered by homeostasis due to nutritional imbalance. However, not in nutritional imbalance, people can consume palatable food to fulfill their preferences. Consumption of palatable food could be an addictive behavior. Like substance addiction, food addiction involves a compulsive and uncontrollable relationship with food, leading to negative consequences for physical health, emotional well-being, and overall quality of life. To investigate the neural circuits that mediate hedonic consumption, especially compulsive consumption, we established a mouse model behavior paradigm. We found differential activation in an epithalamus brain region in a compulsive consumption group. We tried functional approaches using optogenetics and observed neural populations.

Disclosures: S. Choi: None. S. Lee: None. J. Pyo: None. J. Kim: None.
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Effects of the chemogenetic lateral habenula activation on the association of CS with the nonoccurrence of US in Pavlovian appetitive conditioning

The presentations of an unconditioned stimulus (US) contingent upon the occurrence of a conditioned stimulus (CS) establishes excitatory conditioning or conditioned excitation, such as approaching a food-cup area. Conversely, associating a CS with the nonoccurrence of a US generates inhibitory conditioning or conditioned inhibition, such as not approaching a food-cup area. While previous research has predominantly focused on conditioned excitation, less attention has been given to the neural mechanisms underlying conditioned inhibition. In a previous study, our objective was to demonstrate the effects of chemogenetic inactivation of the lateral habenula (LHb) on the establishment of conditioned inhibition. Inhibiting LHb activity
during unpaired training eliminated the delayed acquisition of subsequent excitatory learning following inhibitory learning. However, LHB inhibition during paired training had no effect. In the present study, we examined whether the chemogenetic LHB activation facilitates the association of CS with the nonoccurrence of US. We adapted the same experimental design described above and employed the chemogenetic method to test it. In this study, rats went 3 days of unpaired training, which did not retard the acquisition of the subsequent excitatory conditioning, along with chemogenetic LHB activation. And then paired training was followed. Rats with chemogenetic LHB activation and the 3-day unpaired training exhibited delayed acquisition of subsequent excitatory conditioning. These results suggest that LHB activation promotes inhibitory learning. These findings contribute to our understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying conditioned inhibition and shed light on the role of the LHB in this process.
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Title: Chemogenetic inactivation of the lateral habenula impairs the association of a conditioned stimulus with the absence of an unconditioned stimulus, as assessed by the superconditioning task

Biol. Sci., Konkuk Univ., Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Abstract: The present study aimed to explore the neural substrates involved in conditioned inhibition, which occurs when a conditioned stimulus (CS) is associated with the absence of an unconditioned stimulus (US). Recent research suggests that the lateral habenula (LHB) plays a role in the association of a CS with the nonoccurrence of a US. To investigate this further, we conducted experiments using chemogenetic inhibition of the LHB to examine its effect on the inhibitory property of a CS generated by explicitly unpaired CS and US procedures. We employed the superconditioning task to assess the inhibitory property of CS, which consisted of three phases. During the initial phase, animals underwent six days of explicitly unpaired training of a light (CS1) with food in the behavioral chamber. In the subsequent phase, the animals received six days of paired training involving a light (CS1)-tone (CS2) compound paired with food. In the final phase, food-cup responses to each CS were measured over two days, with four trials of each CS per day. A comparison group of rats only underwent the second phase of the paired training, followed by the third phase. The results revealed a significantly higher food-cup
response to the tone (CS2) was significantly higher in animals that underwent explicitly unpaired training during the first phase, compared to the comparison group. These findings demonstrate the successful generation of conditioned inhibition through explicitly unpaired training. Additionally, we investigated the effects of experimental manipulations throughout the explicitly unpaired training on the conditioned inhibitory properties. Animals with chemogenetic LHb inhibition throughout the unpaired training showed diminished conditioned inhibitory properties. These results indicate that chemogenetic LHb inhibition impairs the association of a CS with the absence of a US, thereby supporting the notion that LHb mediates a conditioned inhibition.
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Title: Flow of reward prediction error signaling during appetitive Pavlovian conditioning in mice

Authors: *S. Biswas¹, S. Shabel²;
¹UT Southwestern Neurosci. Grad. Program, Dallas, TX; ²Psychiatry, UTSW, Dallas, TX

Abstract: Reward prediction error (RPE) - the difference between the value of received reward and the expected reward value - is thought to be a computation that animals use to predict reward and change behavior accordingly. Neurons in certain brain regions, such as the globus pallidus (GPi), lateral habenula (LHb), and ventral tegmental area (VTA) encode RPE bidirectionally, i.e., these regions encode positive RPE and negative RPE in opposite directions. These regions are connected through direct and indirect projections and are key nodes in the reward system of the brain. Previous studies have examined the nature of RPE encoding in each of these regions. However, it is unclear whether and how this information changes as it flows from one region to another. To investigate this, we are analyzing data from multi-site fiber photometry during appetitive Pavlovian conditioning in mice. Data were collected from two groups of 4 mice - in one group, we recorded from the LHb and GPi terminals in the LHb, and in the other group, we recorded from the LHb, dopamine neurons in the VTA, and dopamine terminals in the nucleus accumbens. Preliminary data indicate that changes in neural activity during conditioned and/or unconditioned stimuli are sometimes distinct in different regions within the same mice. This suggests that information may not be simply passed on from one region to another but that there is additional processing in some regions of the circuit.
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Title: Investigating the role of a cluster of dopaminergic neurons in the regulation of motivational state in Drosophila

Authors: *Y. PARK*\(^1,2\), D. B. BUSHEY\(^3\), M. ITO\(^3\), M. ENDRES\(^2\), L. SHAO\(^2\); \(^1\)Interdisciplinary Neurosci. Grad. Program - Univ. of Delaware, Newark, DE; \(^2\)Dept. of Biol. Sci., Univ. of Delaware, Newark, DE; \(^3\)Janelia Res. Campus, Howard Hughes Med. Inst., Ashburn, VA

Abstract: The motivation to consume rewards, including food and sex, depends on the internal state and the value of the rewarding stimuli. Understanding how motivation is represented and regulated in the nervous system is essential for understanding reward-driven behaviors as well as pathophysiology of mental disorders, such as depression and addiction. Dopaminergic neurons (DANs) have been shown to signal for reward value and motivation in various species. Yet the functions of DANs in reward processing remains to be fully explored due to the heterogeneity in their location, projection, and transcriptional profiles. Many clusters of DANs have been identified in the *Drosophila* brain that mediate distinctive aspects of reward processing. Recently, we identified a cluster of DANs that may involve in the animal’s motivation to engage in reward-driven behaviors. Specifically, we identified two cell types in the paired posterior medial 3 (PPM3) cluster of DANs that projects to the fan-shaped body. We show that optogenetic activation of these PPM3 neurons is rewarding to the flies. Interestingly, these neurons also involve in the regulation of feeding and mating behaviors. Further research is in need to determine the role of PPM3 DANs in the regulation of reward-driven behaviors in *Drosophila*.
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Dept. of Neurosci., Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

Abstract: Environmental cues can reinforce actions and evoke strong, dynamic motivational states during drug seeking and craving to prompt relapse. The basolateral amygdala (BLA) is critical for the associative learning that underlies this process, via the linking of affective valence to sensory stimuli that predict biologically relevant outcomes. Dopamine signaling is also critical for learning and cue-driven motivational states. The BLA receives dense dopaminergic projections and is enriched with D1 dopamine receptors (D1DRs). Microdialysis and electrophysiology studies indicate that cocaine-predictive stimuli increase extracellular dopamine levels and activate neurons within the amygdala, potentially via D1DRs. In recent work, we and others demonstrated that intermittent access to cocaine promotes a sensory gated, state-level control of motivation that results in binge-like seeking profiles thought to approximate human drug use. How BLA dopamine and D1DR activity functions in addiction remain largely unexplored. Here, we used fiber photometry to measure in vivo dopamine signaling and D1-neuron activity in the BLA during an intermittent access to cocaine self-administration (IntAc) paradigm using dLight and GCaMP, respectively, with high spatiotemporal precision. The IntAc paradigm includes periods of drug available and unavailable periods, and the shifts between the two are indicated by changes in sensory stimuli to probe whether the BLA is involved in state-level encoding associated with drug seeking. Both BLA dopamine and D1-neuron signals emerged in response to cocaine infusions and came to track the presence of dynamic, sensory-guided drug seeking motivational states during the transitions between drug availability periods. Dopamine and D1-neuron signals exhibited different temporal profiles during state transitions and cues, suggesting that they may underlie unique facets of drug-related behaviors. In ongoing studies, I am exploring the functional role of D1-containing BLA neurons in state-level control of drug seeking using inhibitory optogenetics.
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**Abstract:** Animals associate rewarding or threatening events with specific sensory stimuli (i.e. cues) through Pavlovian conditioning. It is well known that the ventral midbrain (ventral tegmental area- VTA, and substantia nigra pars compacta- SNc) are key to the formation and expression of cue-guided behaviors. However, it is unclear how these dopamine (DA) rich regions rapidly integrate sensory information about cues in order to create conditioned behavior. In addition, the ventral midbrain is noted to have a significant population of GABA neurons that influence appetitive conditioning. A candidate structure that processes sensory information and sends excitatory projections to both DA and GABA neurons is the superior colliculus (SC). Here, we use a combination of optogenetics and fiber photometry to manipulate SC projections while simultaneously recording DA and GABA neurons in the ventral midbrain. Fiber photometry recordings demonstrate that optogenetic stimulation of SC terminals in the VTA/SNc increases DA neuron activity. Interestingly, SC terminal excitation also increased activity of local inhibitory GABAergic neurons in the VTA. These results suggest that SC inputs can influence the ventral midbrain not only via excitation of dopamine neurons, but also more subtly through the recruitment of local inhibitory neurons. In order to determine how SC inputs influenced Pavlovian conditioning, we optogenetically excited SC terminals to the VTA and SNc during a cue conditioning task. Unlike direct DA neuron stimulation, optogenetic activation of SC-DA projections does not drive learning to create conditioned behavior to an otherwise neutral cue. Instead, excitation of these projections produces unique motor output - changes in head, neck, and body orientation. Stimulation of SC-DA projections does not create real time place preference or support intracranial self stimulation, suggesting that the information signaled by this projection does not have a strong positive valence. These studies suggest that excitatory input to DA and GABA neurons from the SC has a subtle role in learning, including movement invigoration and postural control during reward-seeking behaviors. In ongoing studies we are recording deep layer SC neuron activity during a visual cue-sucrose Pavlovian conditioning task with fiber photometry. These results reveal SC dynamics that are time-locked to reward consumption and are modulated by the presence of predictive sensory cues. Overall, our work implicates that deep layer SC neurons are involved in Pavlovian conditioning, and that projections to dopamine regions influence movements associated with cue-reward learning.
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Abstract: Midbrain dopamine neurons (mDAN) in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) receive direct synaptic input from various brain regions, including the dorso-medial (DMS) and dorso-lateral striatum (DLS) (Lerner et al., 2015). Recent research showed direct inhibitory input from the striosomal compartment to induce enhanced rebound firing in a subset of mDANs (Evans et al., 2020). However, the presence and functional role of DA rebound in vivo remains unclear. We aim to investigate the connectivity between striosomes and projection-defined mDANs to elucidate the role of dopamine rebound in the basal ganglia network. We hypothesize relevant differences between DMS and DLS-projecting DANs, since the later are intrinsically rebound ready and might thus be more susceptible to inhibition by striosomes. A deeper understanding of this circuitry might have implications for the modulatory role of dopamine during value-based decision making. To test our hypothesis, we selectively expressed channelrhodopsin in striosomes of pdyn-cre mice and utilized in-vitro patch-clamp recording paired with retrograde tracing to assess their connectivity to projection-defined mDANs. While optogenetic patch-terminal activation evokes GABA_B-mediated GIRK-currents in both mDAN-populations (DLS-proj.: 37.41 +/- 6.58 pA; DMS-proj.: 31.41 +/- 4.27 pA), striosomes in the DMS showed similar connectivity to DMS- and DLS-projecting DANs (DLS-proj.: 86%; DMS-proj.: 75%). However, DLS-striosomes preferentially innervated DLS-projecting neurons (DLS-proj.: 76%; DMS-proj.: 40%), which is in accordance with the ascending-spiral model proposed by Haber et al. (2000). Next, we tested the effect of optogenetic patch-terminal stimulation on dopamine release in vivo. By using rGrab-DA 3.0 to monitor striatal dopamine transients (Sun et al., 2020), we observed a strong inhibition of dopamine release following optogenetic patch stimulation compared to baseline (mean Z-score: -3.2). In contrast, optogenetic activation of dMSNs using Drd1-cre mice enhances striatal dopamine levels relative to baseline (mean Z-score: +2.3). This finding indicates that the striosomal compartment exerts a strong inhibitory control on SNc DANs, while the matrix compartment disinhibits them. To gain a better understanding of the effect of striosomal activation on reward-seeking behavior, we are chemogenetically manipulating DMS-striosomes in a probabilistic reversal-learning task.
Additionally, we intend to examine the contribution of mDANs to value-based decision making by directly recording from projection-defined mDANs in a head-fixed reversal-learning task using Neuropixel-probes.
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Title: Neurotensin in the nucleus accumbens regulates hedonic feeding and obesity.
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Abstract: The neuropeptide neurotensin (NTS) and its receptors are widely expressed in the mammalian brain. NTS regulates many physiological functions including sleep, feeding, blood pressure, body temperature and locomotion, but its role in the nucleus accumbens is unclear. Here, we combined patch-seq, in vivo and ex vivo electrophysiology, optogenetics and imaging to study the anatomy and function of NTS in neurons in the lateral nucleus accumbens projecting to the ventral tegmental area (NAcLat→VTA). We found that NTS is highly expressed in this pathway and optogenetic stimulation promotes NTS release. In addition, we found that neural activity of NAcLat→VTA cells is directly correlated with consumption of palatable food but not regular chow or other behaviors. Accordingly, optogenetic activation of NAcLat→VTA induced hedonic feeding in a NTS dependent manner. Furthermore, in the high fat diet (HFD) obesity mouse model, we found a diet dependent uncoupling of NAcLat→VTA activity and hedonic feeding behavior. This was accompanied by reduced NTS expression and release. Lastly, when we selectively overexpressed NTS in the NACLat→VTA pathway of mice exposed to HFD, we observed a significant reduction in weight gain compared to control mice. Together, these data reveal an unexpected role for NTS in the NACLat→VTA pathway for regulating hedonic feeding behavior and obesity. Our findings contrast the well-known anorexic effects of NTS in the lateral hypothalamus suggesting that circuit-specific manipulations of NTS neurons may be necessary in order to harness the translational potential of NTS in the treatment of obesity.
Optogenetic stimulation of dopamine neurons disrupts the acquisition of sign-tracking behavior and cue encoding in the nucleus accumbens

To address this question, we used male and female TH-Cre (tyrosine hydroxylase-Cre) rats to specifically express channelrhodopsin in dopamine neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA). We found that reward-concurrent stimulation of VTA dopamine neurons during early stages of cue-reward learning had little effect on sign-tracking behavior at first, but, surprisingly, disrupted the continued acquisition of sign tracking in sessions after stimulation was discontinued. Meanwhile, in another group of TH-Cre rats performing sign tracking and/or goal tracking, we recorded from individual neurons in the NAc while stimulating VTA dopamine neurons concurrent with either cue or reward. We observed complex effects of stimulation on neural activity, including enhancement of excitatory responses, but also induction of later inhibitory responses, often within the same neuron. These findings largely support the idea that NAc dopamine release enhances cue- and reward-evoked excitations, which in turn drive Pavlovian conditioned approach towards a reward-associated cue. However, they reveal additional complexity in the relationships among dopamine release, neural signaling, and behavior; this
includes a key role of the specific timing of dopamine neuron activation, on both short time scales (i.e. within a trial) and long (i.e. across sessions).
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**Title:** Propensity for risky choices despite lower cue-reactivity in adolescent rats
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**Abstract:** Reward-associated cues play an important role in the development of addiction and relapse, including the development of gambling disorder. Notably, the ability of reward-related cues to elicit interaction varies widely among individuals; this may be modeled in animals using a Pavlovian conditioned approach procedure. If a cue is repeatedly predictive of reward in another location (e.g., lever extension followed by sugar pellet delivery to a food cup), some rats will present a preference for lever approach and interaction—a behavior known as sign tracking (ST)—while others will approach the site of reward delivery, a behavior known as goal tracking (GT). We recently showed (Swintosky et al., 2021) that a propensity towards sign tracking is associated with suboptimal behavior—more risky choices and fewer optimal ones—in a rodent gambling task (rGT) with win cues (modified from Barrus and Winstanley, 2016). However, we and others have shown that adolescent males exhibit less sign tracking and more goal tracking than adults (Rode et al., 2020), implying lower cue reactivity than adults. Therefore, we assessed the sign-tracking tendency of adolescent male rats (n = 48), as well as their performance on the rGT, and compared their behavior to that of adults (n = 64).

Confirming our previous report, we found that adolescents displayed markedly less sign tracking and more goal tracking than adults. At the same time, adolescents were much more likely to make risky choices, and less likely to behave optimally, on the rGT with win cues. Unlike adults, in adolescents, increased sign tracking behavior was not associated with riskier choices on the rGT; in fact, there was a tendency towards the opposite (i.e., a propensity towards goal tracking being associated with risk-taking). This implies that suboptimal behavior on the rGT may be driven by a different factor - e.g., increased reward sensitivity - in adolescents, rather than a motivational pull towards reward-associated cues. Finally, we found that adolescents who were
trained on the rGT in adolescence retained their risk-taking preferences into adulthood, resulting in a markedly different behavioral profile compared to subjects who began “gambling” as adults. This may have important implications for adolescent exposure to gambling as well as other potentially addictive behaviors.

Disclosures:  S. Zeng: None. E. McLaughlin: None. K. Lear: None. S.E. Morrison: None.
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Title: Nucleus accumbens neurons encode social reward
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Abstract: Prosocial behavior is important to many species and its disruption is a hallmark symptom of many neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders including autism, schizophrenia, and depression. The neurotransmitter dopamine modulates neuronal activity in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and plays a critical role in the regulation of prosocial behavior. While the role of dopamine (DA) is well studied in the context of social behavior, little is known about neuronal activity in the NAc during social behavior. Here we used a viral vector to drive the expression of a genetically encoded fluorescent calcium sensor combined with mini-scope imaging to monitor calcium dynamics in the NAc. Calcium dynamics were recorded during an operant task in which an experimental mouse presses a lever to gain access to a conspecific social partner. We identified subpopulations of neurons within the striatum that encode for social reward, but not for other discrete cues or actions associated with the task. Findings from this study will improve our understanding of how prosocial behavior is encoded in the ventral striatum and how perturbations in these signals contribute to social behavioral disruption that will likely be relevant to disorders in which prosocial behavior is impaired.
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Abstract: Major Depression (MDD) is a disorder characterized by low mood and anhedonia that affects roughly one out of every six adults worldwide. Genome-wide significant variants associated with MD have been identified in large GWAS studies but GWAS alone provides little insight into the functional impact of such variants. Analysis of MDD associated transcriptome changes in postmortem brain tissues offers a complimentary approach to uncovering the underlying neuropathology of MDD.

MicroRNA (miRNA), a class of small non-coding RNA with gene regulatory functions and high expression in the brain, has been investigated in different multiple neuropsychiatric phenotypes. Here, we used miRNA-Seq to compare the expression of over 1000 miRNAs between 150 MDD patients and 150 matched controls in the subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sACC) and Amygdala. Our analysis includes differential expression analysis (DEA) of individual miRNAs, weighted gene co-expression analysis (WGCNA) of miRNA and mRNA expression, and miRNA/mRNA correlation-based analyses to identify miRNAs with a converging role in the etiology of MDD. We identified multiple differentially expressed miRNAs (at FDR of 5%) including several previously associated with MDD and/or associated with neurodevelopment or other psychiatric illness. Our network analyses detected both significant miRNA and mRNA modules associated with MDD at the Bonferroni corrected p≤ 0.05. Using correlation analysis, miRNA target site prediction, and gene enrichment analysis a number of mRNAs and their attendant gene ontologies were identified potential miRNA regulatory targets.

Ours is the largest to date postmortem brain miRNA expression study of major depression, and our ongoing analyses provides solid evidence of the importance of miRNA as a contributing factor to the development of MDD.
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**Abstract:** Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is a leading cause of disability worldwide. MicroRNA’s (miRNA) are disrupted in MDD, and they can be packaged into extracellular vesicles (EVs), along with other bioactive molecules. We hypothesize that EV cargo from the anterior cingulate cortex, a brain region highly implicated in MDD, will have a disease specific profile that could mediate disease development. EVs were isolated from post-mortem human brain tissue of 40 (20M/20F) individuals who had depression and died by suicide, as well as 40 (20M/20F) individuals with no psychiatric illness, via size exclusion chromatography. The quality was assessed by western blots, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and microfluidic resistive pulse sensing. MiRNA profiling and differential analysis were then performed. Western blots showed no contamination with cellular debris and enrichment of EV marker CD9. TEM images showed cup-shaped vesicles with sizes mostly between 30 and 200 nm and labelled with CD81, another EV marker. Differential analyses revealed sex-specific dysregulation in miRNAs, where miR-92a-3p was downregulated in depressed females, while miR-129-5p was downregulated in depressed males. MiRNA target genes were predicted \textit{in silico}, and functional analysis suggested that these miRNAs are involved in neurotransmission and synaptic plasticity. This is the first study to profile brain-derived EV miRNA in the context of depression. This study will provide novel mechanistic insights into the pathophysiology of MDD, which could serve as a starting point for the development of targeted therapeutic strategies as well as prevention measures for depression.

**Disclosures:** P. Ibrahim: None. R. Denniston: None. H. Mitsuhashi: None. J. Yang: None. C. Nagy: None. G. Turecki: None.
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Title: Mir-151a-5p cargo in neuron-derived extracellular vesicles mediates antidepressant response.
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Abstract: Clinical care for major depressive disorder (MDD) relies on a trial-and-error approaches to select the most effective therapy. The difficulty of studying the molecular processes of the living brain has been a limitation in advancing our understanding of the molecular mechanisms that mediate the antidepressant response. However, recent technical advances have enabled us to overcome this limitation. Brain can communicate with peripheral tissues in a quasi-endocrine manner by secreting nano-sized extracellular vesicles that can cross blood-brain barrier and carry cell-type specific molecular cargo. Thus, the levels of brain-derived extracellular vesicles (BDEVs) and their cargo composition may reflect the actual molecular state of the brain and help understand mediators of antidepressant response. In this study, we used 430 human plasma samples from CAN-BIND-1 clinical trial (clinicaltrials.gov, NCT01655706) that were collected at two time points — before and after an 8-week escitalopram treatment—from healthy controls and depressed patients who either responded or did not respond to the treatment. We isolated a population of BDEVs from plasma samples by using a combination of size exclusion chromatography and immunoprecipitation against SNAP25, a protein exclusively expressed in brain neurons and present on the surface of BDEVs. Small RNA-seq profiling followed by RT-qPCR validation revealed that the levels of miR-151a-5p in BDEVs differentiated depressed patients from healthy controls and predicted a positive response to escitalopram (interaction time x treatment response F(2,403) = 3,623, p<0.05, n=71-73/group). Before treatment, depressed patients had lower levels of miR-151a-5p in BDEVs than
controls while this levels significantly increased over time only in group of depressed patients who responded to antidepressant treatment (q<0.05). Further analysis showed good miR-151a-5p predictive value in discriminating groups of responders and non-responders (AUC = 0.65, p<0.01). In vitro and in silico experiments showed that miR-151a-5p negatively regulates a set of genes enriched in the prefrontal cortex and being responsible for the regulation of synaptic glutamate release. Engineered BDEVs enriched with miR-151a-5p displayed antidepressant properties in vivo and effectively ameliorated the behavioral deficits induced by chronic social defeat stress paradigm in stress-susceptible mice when delivered to the prefrontal cortex (interaction time vs treatment: F (3, 29) = 6.194, p<0.01, n=6-11/group). Our observations suggest that miR-151a-5p in BDEVs may be a molecular mediator of effective antidepressant treatment response.
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Abstract: The Monoamine Oxidase A (MAOA) is a mitochondrial enzyme involved in the catabolism of monoaminergic neurotransmitters, more precisely serotonin (5HT) and norepinephrine (NE). A pathological feature of major depressive disorder (MDD) that may underlay decreased monoamines, depressive symptoms, and variable response to antidepressant (AD) treatments is elevated levels of MAOA. PET imaging studies revealed a ~34% increase in MAOA brain levels in unmedicated MDD patients compared to healthy controls, with greater levels in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). MAOA levels are also correlated with the severity of MDD symptoms. This higher expression and activity of MAOA is suspected to be involved in the MDD etiology but also in the resistance to AD, an hypothesis never been formally tested. We propose to develop a murine model of human MAOA overexpression to determine whether increased MAOA activity could result in decreased 5-HT extracellular levels, change in
expression in monoamine-related genes, and impact emotional behavior. An adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector containing the human MAOA (hMAOA) gene and the fluorescent marker GFP (or GFP only for control mice) was injected in the PFC of adult CamKII-Cre mice to increase selectively hMAOA expression. The effects of increased hMAOA were tested 2-3 weeks after the AAV injection. A microdialysis probe was implanted in the same region and in vivo microdialysis in awake mice was performed. Depression and anxiety-like phenotype were tested in a second cohort, using Elevated Plus Maze, Open Field, Novelty Suppressed Feeding and Splash tests. Microdialysis experiments revealed that hMAOA overexpression decreases basal [5-HT] levels by 40% in the PFC. Emotional behavior analyses showed that hMAOA overexpression did not affect anxiety-related behavior, but decreased grooming behavior in the Splash test, suggesting an anhedonic effect of hMAOA overexpression. Molecular biology experiments confirmed an increase in the level of expression and activity of hMAOA but neither endogenous MAOA or SERT expressions were affected. Overall, our results confirmed that increased hMAOA activity results in lower 5-HT neurotransmission associated with changes in emotional behavior. Whether these regio-selective neurochemical changes can lead to greater susceptibility to stress and lead to AD treatment resistance remains to be tested. Moreover, overexpression of hMAOA will be tested in other brain regions related to emotional behavior.
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Title: Involvement of medial prefrontal cortex in the rapid onset of antidepressant effects of acute physical exercise
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Abstract: Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a widespread mental health disorder. Emerging clinical studies have demonstrated the rapid onset of antidepressant effects of single-bout of physical exercise. This study investigated the underlying neural mechanism of antidepressant effects of acute exercise in an animal model. We subjected the adult mice with C57BL/J to moderate-intensity acute exercise intervention and investigated the molecular mechanism of rapid antidepressant response involving the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Our pilot data have shown that acute exercise elicited a rapid (30 min post-exercise) and sustained antidepressant effect (last to 24 hours post-exercise). Acute exercise also induces significant activation of
neurons in the mPFC, mainly glutamatergic neurons, and its activation lasts at least 2 hours. This study provides preliminary mechanistic insights into the novel roles of acute exercise in counteracting depression.
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Abstract: RESPONSE TO CANNABIDIOL ADMINISTRATION IN A MURINE MODEL OF DEPRESSION

Major depressive disorder (MDD), also known as unipolar depression, is one of the most serious and common psychiatric disorders worldwide, MDD is a condition characterized by pathological sadness accompanied by psychophysiological signs. About 30% of patients taking antidepressants are considered drug resistant, so it is necessary to study alternatives, one of which is cannabidiol (CBD), a non-psychotropic phytocannabinoid derived from the Cannabis plant. Methods: Wistar rats (200-250g) were used, the model of depression used was the forced swimming test combined with a "time-sampling" analysis: 1) pre-session of 15min. and 24hrs. later, 2) experimental session of 5min, in which behaviors are recorded. Treatments: Saline, cannabidiol (10mg/kg, 20mg/kg and 30mg/kg), imipramine (30mg/kg) and ACEA (3mg/kg). The following behaviors were analyzed: immobility (depression) as passive behavior, climbing and swimming as active behavior. Results: 1) Males, immobility decreased significantly with the five treatments, showing better effect CBD 10mg and CBD 20mg, swimming increased in all five conditions showing better effect CBD 10mg and CBD 20mg. Climbing decreased with imipramine, CBD 20mg, CBD 30mg and ACEA. 2) Females: immobility decreased significantly with the five treatments, swimming increased in all conditions showing better effect in imipramine, CBD 20mg and ACEA, but no difference was found in climbing. Conclusion: CBD shows a dose-dependent antidepressant profile, with better effects in males than in females.
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**Abstract:** Signaling snapshot of cholecystokinin receptor-2 unravels G-protein coupling selectivity.

Yu-Ying Liao, Yu Ding, Xiao-Ming Li

CCK2R is primarily expressed in the brain, particularly in the cortex and the limbic structures including the amygdala, the hippocampus, and the nucleus accumbens and selected regions in the gastrointestinal tract, including gastric epithelial parietal cells, pancreatic acinar cells, myenteric neurons, and human peripheral blood mononuclear cells. In this paper, we determined two high-resolution cryo-EM structures of CCK2R signaling complexes. The analysis of structures, together with mutagenesis studies, revealed distinct features of the CCK2R selectivity for gastrin-17, and thus highlighted the basis for G-protein coupling promiscuity and ligand recognition by CCK2R.

**Key Words:** GPCR; Cholecystokinin; G-protein
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**Title:** Female-specific role of progesterone-activated astrocyte focal adhesion kinase in inhibiting stress responses
**Authors:** *C. JIA, W. D. GILL, C. LOVINS, R. W. BROWN, T. HAGG;*  
East Tennessee State Univ., Johnson City, TN

**Abstract:** Astrocytes have been implicated in stress responses. We found that ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), which is only produced and released by astrocytes in the brain, plays a sex-specific role in stress responses and that CNTF is upregulated by inhibition of focal adhesion kinase (FAK). Here, we found that inducible conditional gene deletion of FAK in astrocytes or systemic treatment with an FAK inhibitor promoted despair or passive coping behavior, i.e., immobility in an acute forced swim stress in female, but not male, mice. Strikingly, four weeks of chronic unpredictable stress did not further increase immobility in female astrocytic FAK knockout mice but exacerbated it in female wildtype mice and male mice of both genotypes. These data suggest that chronic stress might act through astrocyte FAK in females. CUS indeed reduced phospho-FAK in the female medial amygdala, an area involved in female stress responses, as we previously found. Stress reduces systemic progesterone levels, whereas progesterone attenuates ovariectomy-induced stress responses and inhibits CNTF expression in the amygdala. Here, progesterone treatment after ovariectomy activated FAK in the amygdala and alleviated ovariectomy-induced immobility in wildtype, but not astrocytic FAK knockout females. This suggests that progesterone-mediated activation of FAK in amygdala astrocytes underlies a beneficial mechanism in reducing female stress responses. Finally, astrocytic FAK knockout or FAK inhibitor treatment increased CNTF expression in the medial amygdala of both sexes, although not in the hippocampus. However, as we previously found, CNTF in the medial amygdala promotes stress responses only in females explaining the female-specific role of astrocytic FAK inhibition. Together, this study reveals a novel female-specific progesterone-astrocytic FAK pathway that inhibits stress responses and points to opportunities for developing treatments for stress-related disorders in women.
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**Title:** Intravenous Reelin treatment in a rodent model of chronic stress: Putative implications for treatment of depression

**Authors:** *B. S. K. REIVE¹, R. ROMAY-TALLON², L. E. KALYNCHUK¹, H. J. CARUNCHO¹;*
Abstract: Major depression has been linked to inflammation and is marked by multiple depressive episodes. Our lab has shown antidepressant-like actions of intravenous Reelin in a rodent model of chronic stress, where we evaluated whether peripheral Reelin treatment impacts stress-induced alterations to immune function in brain and/or periphery. Spleens and brains were collected from male and female rats exposed to 21 days of corticosterone or vehicle injections and 2 injections of either Reelin or vehicle (delivered on days 11 and 21 of chronic stress) for analysis of spleen white pulp and hippocampal microglia morphology. To evaluate if Reelin maintains antidepressant-like effects after multiple episodes or “bouts” of depression, we incorporated Reelin treatment in a cyclic chronic stress model involving multiple episodes or bouts of depression. In this model, 1 cycle involves 21 daily corticosterone injections followed by a 21-day injection-free recovery period. Antidepressant-like effects were evaluated following both 1.3 and 2.6 cycles of chronic stress and subsequent Reelin treatment. Our results indicate chronic stress atrophied spleen white pulp, reduced lengths and complexity of microglia processes and increased microglia cell body sizes, consistent with disrupted immune regulation in brain and periphery following chronic stress. Reelin treatment was associated with recovery of white pulp atrophy and normalization of morphological alterations to hippocampal microglia induced by chronic stress. In evaluating antidepressant-like effects of Reelin in the cyclic corticosterone model, we found rats treated with Reelin after chronic stress were more mobile in the forced swim test, indicating a single peripheral injection of Reelin continues to show antidepressant-like properties following both 1.3 cycles and 2.6 cycles of chronic corticosterone injections. As Reelin treatment reversed both peripheral and central inflammatory alterations induced by chronic stress and a single peripheral injection continues to have antidepressant-like properties after multiple bouts of chronic stress induced depression-like behaviour, our results support the continued assessment of Reelin-based therapeutics in the context of major depression.
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Title: Phenotypic profiling of psychedelics in mice using SmartCube to find the next generation of drug candidates to treat psychiatric disorders.
Authors: *A. PEHRSON, G. ZHOU, A. AMBESI, D. BRUNNER, D. BLEAKMAN, M. A. VARNEY;
PsychoGenics, Inc., Paramus, NJ

Abstract: SmartCube® is an artificial intelligence-enabled phenotypic screening platform that rapidly evaluates and categorizes the behavioral effects of drugs in mice. In partnership with Sunovion, this platform resulted in the discovery of ulotaront, a novel antipsychotic candidate currently in late-phase clinical trials. We have used SmartCube to screen a library of more than 7,000 behaviorally active compounds for similarity to psychedelic, dissociative, and entactogen reference compounds. Molecules similar to psilocin, ketamine, or MDMA served as starting points for discovery programs aimed at identifying novel treatments for major depressive disorder or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) without producing psychedelic-like side effects. Mice were treated intraperitoneally with test or reference compounds and placed in SmartCube, which presents challenges and monitors behavior for 45 min. Behavioral features were identified using deep learning, and machine learning derived similarity scores from those features. Promising compounds were screened for functional activity at 5-HT₂A and NMDA receptors. Those with behavioral similarity to psilocin or ketamine (and without 5-HT₂A agonist or NMDA antagonist activity) were evaluated in the mouse tail suspension test (10/group) as a screen for antidepressant-like potential. MDMA-similar compounds were evaluated in the mouse extinction of conditioned fear test (15/group) as a predictive screen for PTSD. Finally, compounds were tested for the mouse head twitch response (10/group), which may predict hallucinogenic activity, and the rat prepulse inhibition model (15/group), which is disrupted by serotonergic hallucinogens, NMDA receptor antagonists, and stimulants like MDMA. Here we present results for PGI-33 and PGI-81, which had antidepressant-like and psychedelic similar behavioral signatures but no 5-HT₂A agonist or NMDA antagonist activities. Both molecules had favorable pharmacokinetic profiles, and reduced tail suspension immobility with a minimally effective dose of 3 mg/kg for PGI-33 and ≤ 10 mg/kg for PGI-81. PGI-33 also reduced freezing in the cued fear test. Neither compound induced head twitch up to 100 mg/kg nor did they impair prepulse inhibition at up to 30 mg/kg. Thus, these molecules may represent novel antidepressant-like compounds with limited potential for hallucinogenic or dissociative side effects.
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Title: Functional in vitro Screening of 5-HT2A receptor modulators in neuronal network cultures


Abstract: The 5-HT2A receptor plays a significant role in the mode of mechanisms of psychedelic drugs. Psychedelic drugs can change the treatment paradigm for deep depression and traumatic brain injury (Khan et al. 2021). Psychedelics cause hallucinations and are therefore called hallucinogenic drugs (Lowe et al. 2021). Hallucinogenic drugs are classified into dissociative drugs, such as dextromethorphan (DXM), ketamine and phencyclidine (PCP), and classic serotonergic and dopaminergic hallucinogens. Psilocybin and its metabolic psilocin are studied in many psychiatric diseases, especially depression. 5-HT2A agonists demonstrate fast anti-depressive actions with unknown mechanisms responsible for their anti-depressive effects. The 5-HT2A is a GPCR of the type Gaq with the effector PLCβ; this catalyzes phosphoinositide PI into IP3, which triggers Ca2+ release (Pottie and Stove 2022). 5-HT2A agonists exhibit a rapid effect in the CNS with a strong afterward desensitization, which is challenging for in vitro modeling.

We have tested 5-HT2A modulators in our microelectrode array approach on primary frontal cortex cultures from mice cultivated 28 days in vitro, such as risperidone, DOI, DMT, MDMA, and psilocin. We tested all 5 compounds at 5 concentrations and analyzed their response in time intervals of 15 minutes for one hour. We found a significantly different behavior in these time intervals. Our experiments showed that psychedelics show a strong variation of activity in the first hours of application. The time course of the dose responses could be a clear descriptive biomarker for assessing psychedelics and potentially anti-depressive compounds.
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Title: First $^{18}$F radiolabeling and PET-imaging of NLX-204 in rat brain: a 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptor biased agonist with antidepressant-like activity

Authors: *V. RICHIN$^{1,3}$, C. BOUILLOT$^4$, S. BOUVARD$^2$, P. COURAULT$^{2,5}$, F. HERBRECHT$^3$, A. NEWMAN-TANCREDI$^3$, L. ZIMMER$^{2,5,4}$, W. ZEINYEH$^2$;
$^2$Ctr. de Recherche en Neurosciences de Lyon, $^1$Univ. Claude Bernard Lyon 1, Villeurbanne, France; $^3$Neurolixis SAS, Castres, France; $^4$CERMEP - Imagerie du vivant, Lyon, France; $^5$Hospices Civils de Lyon, Lyon, France

Abstract: The serotonin 1A receptor (5-HT$_{1A}$R) is involved in central nervous system functions such as mood, pain, and motor control and in psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders. In particular, agonist activation of 5-HT$_{1A}$R mediates the antidepressant activity of diverse classes of antidepressant drugs. NLX-204 is a highly selective 5-HT$_{1A}$R biased agonist which preferentially activates ERK1/2 phosphorylation. This molecule presents an efficacious antidepressant-like activity in a variety of mouse and rat models (1,2,3). Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging with agonist radiotracers allows exploration of the targeted receptors in their activated coupling state. PET imaging with different radiolabeled biased agonists is therefore a promising strategy to investigate whether functional selectivity for a signaling pathway in vitro is associated with activation of a specific region in the brain. In this study, we radiolabeled NLX-204 and performed PET imaging to explore the brain regions involved in the antidepressant-like activity of NLX-204. To produce $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204, we developed a nitro precursor allowing an isotopic radiolabeling with a good specific activity (>444 GBq/µmol). The radiochemical yield was 1% and the chemical and radiochemical purities were >98%. MicroPET imaging in healthy Sprague-Dawley rats showed a rapid brain penetration of $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204 within 5 min after its IV administration, with pseudo-plateau kinetics. The reproducibility of brain labeling by $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204 was evaluated by a Test-Retest exploratory study on 4 healthy rats. Standardized Uptake Values Ratio to cerebellum (SUVR) determinations were reproducible with a variability <8% over the different regions of interest (ROIs). Radiometabolites of $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204 were measured in rat plasma (N=2) and revealed that 69% of $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204 remained unchanged 1 hour after IV injection. A competition study with 8-OH-DPAT (a reference 5-HT$_{1A}$R agonist) showed that 80 to 85% of $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204 binding was blocked (N=4). Over those two studies, SUVR values ranged from 1.1 to 1.6 depending on brain region. Notable ROI labeled by $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204 were the dorsal raphe nucleus, brain stem, thalamus and hypothalamus, hippocampus and cortical areas. Brain regions labeled by $[^{18}$F$]$NLX-204 are associated with control of mood and cognition and are consistent with the potential antidepressant properties of the drug. Future studies will investigate the relationship between these data and the therapeutic-like effects of NLX-204.
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Title: Tcb-2, a non-selective serotonin2a receptor agonist reduces correlative links for neurotransmitter systems across mouse brain regions

Authors: J. J. BUTLER, M. VIRGILI, *P. DE DEURWAERDERE; Univ. of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France

Abstract: The mechanism of action of classical psychedelics in the brain remains unknown, in particular the possible widespread influence of these compounds on the activity of neurotransmitter systems across the brain. In mice, we studied the effect of non-selective 5-HT2A receptor (5-HT2AR) agonist TCB-2 (0.3, 3, and 10mg/kg) and the combination TCB-2 (3 mg/kg) / MDL100,907 (5-HT2AR antagonist; 0.2 mg/kg) on the tissue content of neurotransmitters [GABA, glutamate, noradrenaline (NA), dopamine (DA), serotonin (5-HT) and their metabolites] 1-h after agonist administration. Post-mortem, tissue content was measured by HPLC in 30 brain regions belonging to various neurobiological networks. The neurochemical study was preceded by the behavioural measurement of head twitches in isolated cages to determine the efficacy of the treatments. Quantitatively, TCB-2 dose-dependently decreased 5-HT turnover (usually an increase in 5-HT) in all brain regions. It reduced the ratio 3-methoxytyramine/DA in the striatum, and enhanced markers of the DA system in a few cortices (cingulate, somatosensorial) and NA in the cingulate cortex and the ventral hippocampus. Despite the ability of MDL100,907 to prevent TCB-2-induced head twitches in these animals, the decrease in 5-HT turnover induced by TCB-2 was generally insensitive to MDL100,907. However, MDL100,907 blocked TCB-2-induced 5-HT increase in the cingulate and auditory cortices and the ventral hippocampus. It also blocked some DA and NA effects notably in the anterior cingulate cortex. TCB-2 alone or combined with MDL-100,907 did not modify amino acid tissue contents. Qualitatively, TCB-2 dramatically decreased the correlative links assessed by Pearson’s correlations for a neurotransmitter between brain regions, whatever the neurotransmitter system considered. Of note, MDL100,907 also reduced the correlative links. The disruptive effect of TCB-2 was partially counteracted by MDL100907 for 5-HT, glutamate,
and GABA. Irrespective of its questionable action beyond 5-HT2AR, the data indicate that TCB-2 dramatically alters the activity of 5-HT neurons in the brain and disrupts the correlative links between brain regions for all neurotransmitters.
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Title: Discovery and preclinical characterization of 2,5-dimethoxy-4-thiofluoroalkyl phenethylamines as potent and long-acting serotonin 5-HT2 receptor agonists

Authors: *G. B. VARTY1, C. E. CANAL2, J. A. HARTSEL2, R. TYAGI3, K. AVERY2, M. E. MORGAN2, T. A. MUELLER2, A. C. REICHELT2, P. PATHARE2, E. STANG2, M. G. PALFREYMAN2, A. NIVOROZHKIN2; 1Cybin, Annandale, NJ; 2Cybin, Toronto, ON, Canada; 3Mercer Univ., Atlanta, Georgia

Abstract: Novel chemical synthesis and structure-activity studies led to the discovery of 4-thiofluoroalkyl-substituted phenylalkylamine serotonin 5-HT2 receptor ligands with varying efficacies and durations of action in the mouse head-twitch response model of 5-HT2A receptor activation. Several potent 5-HT2 receptor ligands exhibited varying degrees of 5-HT2A receptor agonism in vitro and elicited robust head-twitch responses, while other compounds did not elicit an in vivo response despite binding to the 5-HT2A receptor in vitro. The phenylalkylamine, 2,5-dimethoxy-4-(trifluoromethyl)thiophenethylamine (CYB210010) is an example molecule with high agonist potency at 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors, modest agonist selectivity over 5-HT2B, 5-HT1A, 5-HT6, and α2A receptors, and >100-fold binding selectivity over 70+ other proteins including monoamine transporters. CYB210010 dosed either subcutaneously or orally elicited a robust, dose-dependent head-twitch response, and could be administered sub-chronically at threshold doses that occupy brain 5-HT2A receptors without any behavioral tolerance. In studies measuring target engagement and gene expression, CYB210010 occupied frontal cortical 5-HT2A receptors and increased the expression of genes implicated in neuroplasticity in the frontal cortex, but not the hippocampus. Pharmacokinetic studies demonstrated that CYB210010 was orally bioavailable in three species, exhibited high brain penetration, and similar pharmacokinetic profiles in three compartments; plasma, brain, and CSF. Based on these properties, CYB210010 represents an important molecule for investigating the downstream effects of serotonergic receptor activation and the therapeutic potential of serotonin 5-HT2 receptor agonists administered via sub-psychedelic chronic dosing regimens.
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**Title:** Novel 5-HT2A receptor agonists exhibit translational antidepressant and psychedelic drug-like profiles in a model of treatment-resistant depression

**Authors:** *C. A. BOWEN, I. PREMOLI, T. A. KHAN, R. PERNI, P. KLEINE, S. RAO, G. F. SHORT, III; EntheogeniX Biosciences, Inc., Encinitas, CA
Abstract: Mood disorders, particularly treatment-resistant depression, remain a significant unmet medical need. Clinical and preclinical research suggest the potential for serotonergic psychedelic compounds, such as psilocybin, to produce rapid and lasting antidepressant activity after a single dose. Increased rapid eye movement (REM) sleep is a hallmark of depression in humans that is suppressed by antidepressant treatment. Wistar Kyoto (WKY) rats exhibit behavioral, neurobiological and endocrine phenotypes that are consistent with symptoms observed in clinical depression. In particular, this strain shows increased REM sleep that is resistant to suppression by antidepressant drugs, making it a potentially useful genetic model of treatment-resistant depression. Novel hallucinogenic 5-HT2A receptor agonists discovered using an artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML) approach were investigated for antidepressant drug-like effects using translational electroencephalography (EEG)-based measures in the WKY rat model of treatment-resistant depression. Adult male WKY rats (n=7) were implanted with epidural EEG electrodes, an electromyography (EMG) electrode and an intraperitoneal telemetry transmitter to record EEG, EMG, body temperature and locomotor activity. During weekly testing, at approximately 2 hours after light onset, rats received one of the test conditions (negative control, psilocybin positive control (10 mg/kg IP), or novel 5-HT2A agonist EGX-A (3-30 mg/kg IP) or EGX-B (1-30 mg/kg IP)) in a pseudo-randomized cross-over fashion. EEG recording continued for at least 22 hours after dosing. Automatic sleep-wake scoring was performed, and the hourly distribution of wakefulness, non-REM (NREM) and REM sleep was determined. In addition, sleep latency and spectral frequency power by vigilance state was analyzed. Compared to vehicle, significant increases in latency to REM sleep and decreases in the amount of REM sleep were found with psilocybin, EGX-A and EGX-B, indicative of antidepressant drug-like responses. Also similar to psilocybin, EGX-A and EGX-B significantly decreased NREM low-frequency delta and theta power. The profiles of EGX-A and EGX-B on high-frequency gamma power during wake, locomotor activity and body temperature were distinguished from each other and psilocybin. The data suggest that these novel 5-HT2A receptor agonists exhibit significant, dose-related antidepressant and hallucinogenic drug-like activity in a model of treatment-resistant depression and demonstrate the use of translational EEG-based measures in antidepressant drug discovery.
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Abstract: The use of psychedelics, such as, psilocybin, as therapy for mental health disorders is receiving significant interest. The mode of action of psychedelics may involve 5-hydroxytryptamine₂A (5-HT₂A) agonism. Psilocybin, a prodrug, is metabolised to psilocin which has moderate affinity for mouse frontal cortical 5-HT₂A receptors (inhibition constant: $K_i = 58 \pm 7$ nM; Hill slope $0.87 \pm 0.03$: mean ± sem, n=5). We have evaluated the effect of psilocybin on head twitches, locomotor activity, 5-HT₂A ex vivo receptor occupancy and plasma and brain levels of psilocin in male C57BL6J mice (20 - 25g). Psilocybin (0.3 - 3 mg/kg sc) was dosed to mice and head twitches manually counted by blinded observers and locomotor activity measured using Ethovision. In a second study, mice given psilocybin (1 - 10 mg/kg ip) were terminated one hour later by a schedule 1 method and a post-mortem blood sample collected and plasma prepared by centrifugation. Frontal cortex and rest of brain were dissected and frozen on dry ice. Frontal cortex was homogenised in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 containing 4 mM CaCl₂ (3.75 mg wet weight of tissue/ml) and incubated with $[^3H]$cimbi-36 (0.075nM) for 30 minute at room temperature. Plasma and brain levels of psilocin were measured in the rest of brain by mass spectrometry. Psilocybin (0.3 - 3 mg/kg sc) increased the number of head twitches (Vehicle 0.90 ± 0.52; psilocybin 0.3 mg/kg 13 ± 1; 1 mg/kg 18 ± 1; 3 mg/kg 19 ± 1; all p<0.001 vs vehicle; values are mean number of head twitches in 1 hour ± sem; n=7-8). This was associated with a significant decrease in locomotor activity at the highest dose (Vehicle 6583 ± 212; psilocybin 0.3 mg/kg 7043 ± 312; 1 mg/kg 7005 ± 436, 3 mg/kg 3503 ± 523, p<0.001 vs vehicle; values are distance travelled in 30 minutes in cm ± sem; n=7-8) with less time spent in the central zone of the arena (Vehicle 6583 ± 212; psilocybin 0.3 mg/kg 7043 ± 312; 1 mg/kg 7005 ± 436 p<0.05, 3 mg/kg 3503 ± 523 p<0.001; values are sum of time/pixel; n=7-8). Frontal cortical 5-HT₂A receptor occupancy increased with increasing dose of psilocybin (Vehicle 1174 ± 24, 0%; psilocybin 1 mg/kg 1080 ± 24, 8%, p<0.01; 3 mg/kg 1009 ± 24, 14%; p<0.001; 10 mg/kg 811 ± 26, 31%, p<0.001 (values are mean specific binding (dpm) ± sem, mean receptor occupancy (%); n = 5-8). There was a good correlation between plasma and brain levels of psilocin and ex vivo receptor occupancy. Thus, psilocybin increases head twitch behaviour which is associated with an increase in 5-HT₂A receptor occupancy which correlates with plasma and brain levels of psilocin. Rigorous in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo characterisation of psychedelics may prove useful in the discovery and screening of novel therapeutics acting at the 5-HT₂A receptor.

Title: Distinct behavioral effects of a serotonergic psychedelic and a non-hallucinogenic analog

Authors: K. Lukasiewicz¹, *J. Lu², J. Baker², Y. Zuo²;
¹Psychiatry Clin., Med. Univ. of Bialystok, Bialystok, Poland; ²Molecular, Cell and
Developmental Biol., Univ. of California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

Abstract: Psychedelics induce profound changes in conscious experiences and have shown promise as therapeutics for neuropsychiatric disorders. Human studies suggest long-lasting psychological impacts of psychedelics on both healthy individuals and psychiatric patients. However, it is challenging to disambiguate biological, experiential, and placebo effects due to psychedelic-induced perturbations to consciousness. Animal models may allow a clearer understanding of the biological effects of psychedelics on behaviors that are less reliant on conscious experience. Computational neuroethology approaches are uniquely advantageous for such studies as they provide a comprehensive, unbiased assessment of behavioral patterns in animals. In this study, we characterized the exploratory behavior of mice using an unsupervised machine learning algorithm and revealed distinct acute and long-term effects of a classical serotonergic psychedelic (2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodoamphetamine hydrochloride, DOI) and a recently synthesized non-hallucinogenic psychedelic analog (tabernanthal, TBG). This approach can be applied to studies on psychedelics’ effects on mouse spontaneous behaviors in the context of aging, neurodevelopmental, and neuropsychiatric disorders.
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Title: Theoretical-computational study and molecular modelling of the interactions between DMT-derived psychedelic ligands as potential natural serotonergic agonist antidepressant candidates on 5-HT-type receptors in neuropharmacological systems.

Authors: *A. F. LATORRE PALOMINO*;
Chem., Univ. Nacional Mayor San Marcos, Lima, Peru

Abstract: Depression, according to WHO, affects about 280 million people worldwide. This disease is characterized by altered levels of serotonin uptake in the body, the use of natural psychedelics such as serotonergic derivatives containing the Amazonian preparation ayahuasca (DMT, harmine and harmaline) has potential and promising effects against depression. However, to our knowledge, there are few theoretical-computational studies of affinity mechanisms of these derivatives for serotoninergic receptors of the 5HT type (5-HT1A, 5-HT2A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT2B, sigma 1 and the serotonin transporter SERT). Therefore, it is proposed to theoretically evaluate their chemical reactivity and to analyze, by molecular docking, DFT and molecular modeling, the natural ligands derived from the pharmacophore N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT): (serotonin, N-methylserotonin, psilocin, 5-MeO-DMT, bufotenin, psilocybin, baeocystin, norbaeocystin, LSD and mescaline) on the mentioned receptors to choose the ligand/receptor systems that present lower energies and interact with the residues of interest of the receptors. Subsequently, we will evaluate temporal stability, free and interaction energies for the selected systems using molecular mechanics and quantum mechanical calculations. With this we hope to estimate their efficiency as possible serotonergic agonists and propose them as antidepressant drug candidates. In addition to the molecular approach, we intend to contribute to the field of study of psychedelics by using the database of interaction of the neurotransmitter serotonin with the receptors of interest, as well as taking advantage of the availability of data collected using psilocibin, DMT and LSD, thus giving a total-brain analysis approach to determine specific regions that respond to the use of psychedelics in depression.

Disclosures: A.F. Latorre Palomino: None.
Abstract: Despite ketamine providing rapid and sustained antidepressant efficacy, patient access is limited by poor bioavailability and sedative and dissociative side effects. Here we describe the novel NMDA receptor (NMDAR) antagonist, GM-1020 which was designed to be orally bioavailable and cause limited sedation and dissociation at therapeutic doses.

GM-1020 displaces [$^3$H]MK-801 binding in rat cortex (Ki = 3.25 µM) and is a voltage-dependent antagonist of human GRIN1/GRIN2A-containing NMDAR (IC50 = 1.19 µM at -70 mV and 265.21 µM at +60 mV). Oral bioavailability (%F) ranged from 27-43% in 4 non-clinical species which was predicted by microsomal clearance (%F=32-52%); human %F was predicted to be >60%. Antidepressant efficacy was demonstrated in Wistar Han rats exposed to the chronic mild stress paradigm (CMS). Exposure of rats to CMS produced a robust reduction in sucrose intake that was maintained throughout exposure to stress in vehicle treated rats. GM-1020 (1.5-9 mg/kg, i.p.), like ketamine (10 mg/kg, i.p.) produced a restoration of sucrose intake in stressed rats 24 h after a single administration. Efficacy was maintained through 5 weeks of once weekly dosing. After cessation of drug treatment efficacy of GM-1020 and ketamine was maintained for ≥2 weeks despite continued exposure to stressors. In a separate study GM-1020 and ketamine (both 3.2-32 mg/kg, s.c.) were evaluated for ataxia in the rotarod assay in SD rats. Both compounds produced dose-dependent ataxia (decreased latency to fall); for GM-1020 the ED50 = 17.4 mg/kg, while for ketamine ED50 = 3.4 mg/kg. A cohort of SD rats implanted with skull screw electrodes above the frontal cortex, was used to test the effects of GM-1020 (1-10 mg/kg, s.c.) on EEG spectral power. GM-1020 increased gamma and decreased theta power at exposures associated with antidepressant efficacy.

In summary, GM-1020 had rapid-onset, durable efficacy in CMS at plasma concentrations ~14-fold lower than ataxic doses. In contrast the dose of ketamine that was efficacious in CMS produced plasma concentrations ~35% lower than those that produced ataxia acutely after dosing. After dosing with GM-1020 EEG spectral power changed in a plasma concentration-dependent manner indicating that decreases in low frequency and increases in high frequency power provide translational biomarkers of NMDA receptor target engagement. Quantitative EEG can be used clinically to determine whether significant target engagement can be achieved without causing dissociation or sedation.

Title: R-ketamine enhances anterior insular cortex activity associated with social cognition
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Abstract: Recent studies have revealed that (R)-ketamine, the enantiomer of (S)-ketamine (esketamine) which is an FDA-approved antidepressant, may be effective for treating depression and the associated cognitive dysfunction. Although many studies provide insights into the neural mechanisms of racemic ketamine and (S)-ketamine, the mechanism of (R)-ketamine remains largely unclear. We have found that (R)-ketamine has more potent antidepressant-like effects than (S)-ketamine in rodent models of depression. Then, to identify brain regions that contribute to effects of (R)-ketamine, we have performed brain-wide mapping of immediate early gene Arc expression and investigated the effects of temporary suppression of neural activity by Gi-DREADD in social isolation-reared male C57BL/6J mice treated with the ketamine enantiomers. Our previous results suggest that activation of the anterior insular cortex (aIC) is necessary to exert the effects of (R)-ketamine on immobility in the forced swim test (SfN Annual Meeting: Neuroscience 2022). In this study, we aimed to clarify the roles of aIC activation in the effects of (R)-ketamine on social cognition. First, we analyzed aIC calcium activity by using fiber photometry before and after administration of the ketamine enantiomers in the three-chamber test. Isolation-reared mice treated with saline exhibited a similar aIC activity pattern after contact with an object and mouse. (R)-ketamine, but not (S)-ketamine, caused a significant increase in aIC activity after contact with a mouse compared with the activity after contact with an object, similar to group-reared mice treated with saline. We next conducted the 5-trial social memory test in social isolation-reared mice expressing Gi-DREADD in the aIC. Under a vehicle-treated normal condition, (R)-ketamine rapidly decreased the time investigating the same intruder, indicating promoting social memory formation. Under DREADD-ligand CNO-treated condition which inhibited aIC activity, there was no difference in investigation time between mice treated with saline and (R)-ketamine. Our results indicate that activation of the aIC plays an important role in mediating the effects of (R)-ketamine on social cognitive behaviors and might provide a promising mechanism for restoring cognitive dysfunction in depression.
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**Title:** Metaplastic effects of ketamine metabolite (2R,6R)-hydroxynorketamine on hippocampal synaptic plasticity in mice

**Authors:**  
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**Abstract:** Ketamine metabolite (2R,6R)-hydroxynorketamine (HNK) maintains the rapid and prolonged preclinical antidepressant-like effects of ketamine without adverse effects and has completed human phase I clinical trials. Metaplasitcity is an alteration in plasticity induced by previous synaptic activity that influences synaptic function and may mediate sustained antidepressant action. To study in vitro HNK metaplastic effects, we incubated slices collected from mice with HNK for 60 min followed by ACSF washout for 35 min. To study the sustained effects of HNK in vivo, mice were treated with HNK and sacrificed for electrophysiology experiments 24 h later. Primary outcomes assessed were input/output excitatory postsynaptic potential slope (fEPSP), paired-pulse facilitation (PPF), and long-term potentiation (LTP). Incubation with HNK enhanced presynaptic-mediated synaptic transmission at the Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapse in a concentration-dependent manner as indicated by enhanced basal fEPSP responses and reduced PPF while also impairing LTP magnitude. These effects were blocked by preincubation with AC or PKA inhibitors. Preincubation with the NMDAR antagonist D-APV neither blocked HNK’s effects nor exerted metaplastic effects on its own, and...
no effects were observed with ketamine itself. Ex vivo recordings revealed dose-dependent enhancement of LTP without significant alterations in basal synaptic transmission or PPF. Our in vitro findings suggest that rapid HNK effects are induced by a presynaptic mechanism that enhances glutamatergic transmission whereas our ex vivo results suggest sustained HNK effects are maintained by a postsynaptic metaplastic mechanism. These findings provide insight into HNK’s rapid and sustained mechanism of action that may facilitate novel antidepressant discovery.
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Title: Structural basis of ketamine action on human NMDA receptors

Authors: *Y. Zhang*¹,², F. Ye³, T. Zhang¹,², S. Lv¹,², L. Zhou²,⁴, F. Guo⁴, C. Luo²,⁴, S. Zhu¹,²;
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Abstract: Ketamine is a non-competitive channel blocker of N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. A single sub-anaesthetic dose of ketamine produces rapid (within hours) and long-
lasting antidepressant effects in patients who are resistant to other antidepressants. Nevertheless, the precise mechanism by which ketamine binds to NMDA receptors remains to be elucidated. In this study, we first resolved the three-dimensional structure of the ketamine-bound human NMDA receptor by single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), and uncovered the binding pocket of ketamine is located within the central vestibule between the channel gate and selectivity filter in the transmembrane domain. Furthermore, combining site-directed mutagenesis and electrophysiological recordings, we found that mutations of asparagine 616 on GluN1 (N1-N616) and leucine 642 on GluN2A (2A-L642) largely reduced the potency of ketamine inhibition on NMDA receptors. Molecular dynamics simulation further revealed that two hydrophobic groups of ketamine (phenyl ring and cyclohexane) formed hydrophobic interaction with 2A-L642, while the amino-group of ketamine selectively formed hydrogen bond with N1-N616. In addition, the ketamine derivatives with modification of ketone group and chlorine still effectively inhibit the activity of NMDA receptor, indicating that ketone group and chlorine were not necessary for ketamine to bind with NMDA receptor. Altogether, we propose the mechanism of ketamine action on NMDA receptor: ketamine forms hydrophobic interaction with its hydrophobic groups facing 2A-L642 on the sides of vestibule, and hydrogen bond with its amino-group pointing to N1-N616 at the bottom of vestibule to bind in the vestibule and block ion flow. Based on our structure, we conducted high-throughput virtual screening in the chemical databases, and identified 102 candidate compounds likely to bind in the vestibule of NMDA receptor. Electrophysiological recordings validated seven compounds with inhibition potency comparable to ketamine. Preliminary behavioral tests showed that one compound elicited rapid antidepressant effects in mice with chronic restraint stress (CRS) one hour post drug administration. These findings show structurally how ketamine binds to and acts on human NMDA receptors, and pave the way for the future development of ketamine-based antidepressants.
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**Title:** Predictors from initial ketamine administration with neuropsychiatric patients for long-term ketamine treatment utilization
Abstract: Depression is the leading psychiatric cause of morbidity and disability, with few rapid-onset treatments. Ketamine is a glutamatergic modulator that can produce rapid improvements in depression symptoms within hours of administration. Mixed evidence has linked the dissociative effects of ketamine with better antidepressant response. Community utilization of ketamine and esketamine has increased, but less is understood about who seeks out ketamine treatment and why. Participants from the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) represent some of the first individuals to receive ketamine in a controlled trial, providing a unique opportunity for long-term follow-up. We explored the association between ketamine’s antidepressant and dissociative effects observed during NIMH clinical trials and patients’ decision to receive ketamine post-discharge. Follow-up assessments were completed by 41 adults (65% female) with unipolar depression (n=28) or bipolar disorder (n=13) who had previously participated in NIMH ketamine trials, including two-period placebo-controlled crossover trials (n=29). All trials measured antidepressant response using the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) or the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D); dissociation using the Clinician-Administered Dissociative States Scale (CADSS); and anhedonia using the Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS). Logistic regression was used to determine if depressive symptoms one day post-ketamine or dissociation immediately post-ketamine was associated with ketamine and/or esketamine utilization in the years post-discharge. A separate logistic regression analysis was performed to control for placebo response in the crossover studies. Each model included time post-discharge, study, and baseline measures as covariates. We did not detect relationships between either depressive symptoms or dissociation (all p values > 0.10) post-ketamine and ketamine/esketamine utilization in the years post-discharge. Results were similar when limited to participants from two-period crossover trials, controlling for placebo response. Leveraging data collected over 20+ years, we did not find relationships between ketamine response in inpatient clinical trials and subsequent ketamine/esketamine use in the community. Due to the length of follow-up, data are limited by the relatively low recruitment rate. Future research is needed to examine other factors that may impact patients’ ketamine treatment post-discharge, including logistical/financial barriers to access and long-term symptom profiles.
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Title: A simple protein biomarker may reveal a continuity of antidepressant properties, at the cellular level, for monoaminergic antidepressants, ketamine and psychedelics.

Authors: A. GUNAY¹, S. D. TARGUM², W. DUNN³, O. A. AJILORE⁵, *M. M. RASENICK⁶,⁷,²; ¹Univ. of Illinois at Chicago, Univ. of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL; ²Pax Neurosci., Glenview, IL; ³Psychiatry, Greater Los Angeles VAMC, Los Angeles, CA; ⁴UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; ⁵Univ. of Illinois, Univ. of Illinois Chicago, Chicago, IL; ⁶Physiology&Biophysics and Psychiatry, U. Illinois Col. of Med., Chicago, IL; ⁷Jesse Brown VAMC, Chicago, IL

Abstract: The heterotrimeric G protein, Gsalpha (Gsα), when ensconced in lipid rafts shows impaired stimulation of adenylyl cyclase (AC). Both decreased Gsα-AC coupling and an increase in lipid raft Gsα are observed in MDD subjects. Antidepressants (AD) accumulate in, and trigger the translocation of Gsα out of lipid rafts resulting in the sustained cAMP elevation observed during antidepressant treatment. "Rapid-acting" ADs (e.g) ketamine, show this effect on an accelerated timescale. Clinical data suggest that psychedelics and dissociative compounds have similar properties with a variable speed of onset and variable durability of effect. We hypothesize that increased accumulation of Gsα in lipid rafts is a biomarker for depression and that the translocation of Gsα from those rafts is a biomarker for clinical response to AD. Platelets were collected from studies with depressed subjects, treated with various ADs. Activation of adenylyl cyclase by Gsα was determined by comparing activity in the presence of prostaglandin E1 (PGE1) vs no activator. Greater lipid raft localization of Gsα is reflected by less PGE1 activation of the enzyme. Statistical measures were used to compare pre- and post-treatment MDD severity (measured by HAM-D, MADRS and QIDS) with PGE-1 activation of AC. AD effects on Gsα-mediated cAMP accumulation were also measured in cultured neurons and glia, exposed to ADs and psychedelic compounds. These preclinical studies allow assessment of speed of onset and durability of AD effect. Preclinical studies on cultured neural or glial cells, with escitalopram, desipramine, ketamine, psilocin, LSD and MDMA, all showed augmented Gsα activation of AC; mood stabilizers and antipsychotics had no effect. While the monoaminergic ADs required 3 days to achieve this effect, ketamine required 15 minutes and the psychedelics, one hour. Only the psychedelics had a persistent effect. In two clinical studies, platelets from the first study showed Gsα-activated AC (but not intrinsic enzyme activity) was elevated in healthy controls vs. depressed subjects. Subjects responding to AD therapy returned to the level of PGE1 activation seen in healthy controls where non-responders were unchanged in this biomarker value. Similar results were seen in the second trial.

Lipid-raft localization of Gsα, as determined by Gsα-activated AC, is a potential biomarker for depression and therapeutic success of ADs. While the onset and durability of action differ between traditional ADs, ketamine and psychedelics, the cellular model system may be a useful tool to predict antidepressant properties of a compound.
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Title: Ropanicant (SUVN-911), an α4β2 nAChR antagonist: A phase-2a study evaluating the safety and efficacy in participants with moderate to severe major depressive disorder
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Abstract: Ropanicant (SUVN-911) is a potent and selective α4β2 nAChR antagonist and has demonstrated more than 100 fold selectivity for α4β2 nAChR receptors (NovaScreen selectivity panel and closely related α3β4 nAChR receptors). Ropanicant showed good oral bioavailability in tested preclinical species (rats, mice and dogs). Upon oral administration in rats, it showed good brain exposures that translated well into dose dependent receptor occupancy at α4β2 receptors. Good oral exposures translated into robust antidepressant like effects in animal models of depression and significantly increased cortical serotonin and norepinephrine levels. It showed faster onset of antidepressant activity, enhanced cognitive function and did not induce sexual dysfunction in animal models thus, addressed major limitations of the currently used antidepressants. Ropanicant showed good margin of safety in toxicity studies and is non-mutagenic and non-clastogenic in nature. Ropanicant was well tolerated and safe up to the highest tested dose of 60 mg single dose and 45 mg once daily for 14 days in humans. Ropanicant has shorter half-life in humans following once daily (QD) dosing, and twice a day (BID) dosing could provide sufficient target coverage and maximize the therapeutic potential. An open-label parallel group study to evaluate the safety and efficacy of ropanicant in participants with moderate to severe major depressive disorder (MDD) is being initiated. The primary objective of the study is to evaluate the safety of ropanicant upon BID dosing. The secondary objectives include assessment of ropanicant treatment in reducing depressive symptoms and to evaluate pharmacokinetics. Approximately 36 participants will be randomized to receive ropanicant either 45 mg QD, 30 mg BID, or 45 mg BID in a ratio of 1:1:1. Following a screening period of up to 4 weeks, participants will be treated for 2 weeks. Safety assessments will include adverse events, physical examination, vital signs, ECG, clinical laboratory tests, and suicidal ideation/behavior evaluation by Columbia Suicidal Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS). The
efficacy assessments will include change from baseline in Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) and Clinical Global Impression of severity (CGI-S). Pharmacokinetics will be evaluated on day 1 and day 14 in subjects receiving BID dosing. This open-label study will be a preface to a large double-blind placebo controlled study of ropanicant in participants with MDD.
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**Title:** Tnf antagonism enhances motivation and dmpfc encoding of subjective value in patients with major depression and high inflammation
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**Abstract:** Background: It has been shown that chronic inflammation may act on the cortical-striatal effort-based decision-making circuitry, namely the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, to aggravate motivational deficits in individuals with Major Depression (MD). In our study, a single dose challenge of infliximab, a TNF antagonist that reduces inflammation, was given to patients with MD and high inflammation, to study the drug’s effect on motivation deficits and dACC functioning. Methods: 37 medically stable, unmedicated, MD patients with high inflammation (C-Reactive Protein > 3.0 mg/l) participated in a double-blind, placebo-controlled randomized clinical trial (NCT03006393). A reward/effort-based decision-making task was
administered during an fMRI scan, both before infliximab/placebo infusion and 14 days post-infusion. Using a group-by-time comparison, we examined changes and correlations in (1) behavioral effort/reward choices and the effort discounting parameter from a subjective value model; (2) brain signals in the cortical-striatal network, especially the dACC; as well as (3) peripheral levels of TNF inflammation markers. Results: Compared to the placebo group, patients who received infliximab showed significant decreases, from baseline to 14-days post-infusion, in behavioral effort discounting (p < .05) and peripheral TNFRII (p < .005) levels. Increased willingness to expend effort was associated with greater reductions in TNFRII (p = 0.017) and anhedonia symptoms (p = 0.083). Decreases in effort discounting (p < .001) and TNF (p = 0.017) were additionally associated with decrease in the level of dACC encoding of the subjective value of monetary reward. Moreover, dACC subjective value encoding played a mediating role in the correlation between TNFRII and effort expenditure behavior (bootstrapped CI: [-1.7, -.01]). Finally, using gene expression maps from the Allen Brain Atlas, we found that the areas impacted by infliximab showed greater expression of TNF as compared to other inflammatory markers. Conclusion: Our results suggest that, for MD patients with high inflammation, a single dose of infliximab may lead to decreased effort discounting and increased motivation. These results may be mediated by the reduced engagement of dACC during reward/effort-based decision making.
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Title: The mood-improving effects and changes in brain activity brought about by visual stimulation with images of the natural environment in patients with depressive and anxiety disorders: A near-infrared spectroscopy study
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Abstract: Introduction: Whereas nature therapies have been attracting much attention, few studies have examined their effects in clinical patients. Here, we aimed to examine the mood-improving effects of viewing images of nature and the accompanying brain activation changes in patients with depressive and anxiety disorders. Methods: We conducted a randomized crossover trial with sixty adult outpatients diagnosed with a depressive or anxiety disorder based on DSM-5. Subjects were randomized to view images of nature and city in a counterbalanced order. We used greenish natural images for nature and building-centered urban images for city (as control images). Each intervention had 12 images presented for 3 minutes in total. Frontal brain activity, specifically orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), was measured using 2-channel near-infrared spectroscopy device (Pocket NIRS Duo, Hamamatsu, Japan). Immediately after each intervention, participants reported their mood in the moment with a visual analog scale in term of comfortableness, relaxation, and vigor. This study was approved by the IRB of Yamaguchi University Hospital and conducted in line with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided written informed consent.

Results: Viewing images of nature improved mood, as shown by increased comfortableness, relaxation, and vigor, in patients with only depressive (n=26) and anxiety (n=24) disorders. In contrast, in patients with comorbid depressive and anxiety disorders (n=10), viewing images of nature increased only comfortableness. During viewing images of nature, patients with depressive disorders showed increased concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin (Oxy_Hb) in the right OFC. In patients with anxiety disorders, in contrast, whereas the trend towards a decrease in the concentration of Oxy_Hb in the OFC during viewing images of nature was nonsignificant, there was a significant negative correlation between the changes in Oxy_Hb in the left OFC and changes in mood such that the lower the concentration of Oxy_Hb, the greater the mood-improving effect. In patients with comorbid depressive and anxiety disorders, however, there was no such difference nor correlation.

Discussion: To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the effects of visual stimulation with images of nature in patients with depressive and anxiety disorders. Whereas both disorders showed mood improvement, the effect was limited when they comorbid. Furthermore, the patterns of frontal brain activity were opposite in the two disorders. These findings may advance our knowledge of the unique neuropsychopathological changes in depressive and anxiety disorders and their comorbidity.
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Title: Blood biomarkers potentially exploitable to predict vulnerability and resilience to stress.
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Abstract: When exposed to similar stressors, individuals’ responses may largely differ, with some people developing mood alterations, including depression, while others being virtually unaffected. However, the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying susceptibility and resilience to stress are largely unknown. Aim of the present study was to identify a molecular fingerprint of stress vulnerability to unravel biomarkers potentially allowing to predict the risk to develop mood alterations in response to stress. Experiments were performed in male C57Bl6 mice exposed to the Unpredictable Chronic Mild Stress (UCMS) paradigm for two weeks. Blood samples were collected before starting the UCMS and behavioral assessment of the depressive-like phenotype was conducted at different time points during the stressing protocol. Employing a clustering algorithm, animals were categorized into two sub-populations: one exhibiting consistent depressive-like symptoms throughout the observation period and another group never developing such phenotype. Subsequently, two -omic analyses were performed on blood samples previously collected: i) untargeted metabolomic analysis and ii) transcriptome analysis of miRNAs extracted from circulating brain-derived extracellular vesicles. Supervised and unsupervised multivariate data analysis of the -omic datasets revealed distinct metabolic and miRNome profiles associated with the identified sub-populations of vulnerable and resilient mice. Specifically, enrichment analysis indicated significant alterations in energetic pathways such as the pentose phosphate pathway, Krebs’ Cycle and amino sugar and nucleotide metabolism. Furthermore, single metabolic and miRNomic variables showed strong correlation with behavioral data. In conclusion, our findings suggest the existence of specific biomarkers, both in terms of circulating metabolites and brain-derived microRNAs, which are quantifiable before stress induction and may harbor information about stress vulnerability or resilience, thus potentially providing predictive insights into stress responses of the population at risk.
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Title: Network structure and gene expression patterns of sex-specific brain-behavior correlates of chronic variable stress in mice
Abstract: Intro: Stress is a major risk factor for depression. Female mice exposed to Chronic Variable Stress (CVS) display greater stress susceptibility. However, the sex-specific impacts of CVS on whole-brain network organization is unknown. Here, we used in vivo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the Allen Institute’s mouse connectivity and gene expression data to uncover putative mechanisms underlying sex-specific brain-behavior correlates of CVS in mice. Methods: We acquired T1w MRI (100 um isotropic voxels, Bruker 7T) and behavioral measures (social preference and open field; OFT) on 8 week old C57BL/6 male and female mice, pre- and post- sex-specific CVS protocols: 28 or 6 days of 1hr daily stressors (foot shocks, tail suspension, restraint), respectively (n=~10 group/sex). Brain (voxel-wise Jacobian determinants) and behavior relationships were examined with partial least squares correlation (PLSC), using 1) post- minus pre-CVS and 2) post-CVS measures. We used the spatial pattern of voxels significantly correlated with behavior (negative or positive) to examine their network structure (rich club; RC, community structure, and participation coefficient; PC), and correlation to spatial gene expression patterns. Results: In females, behavioral and neuroanatomical change covaried significantly (p=0.03, covariance explained=44.1%; Fig 1A). Decomposing the structural network of negative or positive voxels into 9 and 5 communities revealed the highest PC in the amygdala and cerebellum, respectively (Fig 1B). In males, CVS-induced neuroanatomical adaptations covaried with the OFT (p=0.04, cov. exp.=29.1%; Fig 1C). In the 3 communities for neg. or pos. voxels the highest PC located in the hippocampus and anterior cingulate, respectively. In both sexes, the RC involved the subcortex (neg.) and cortex (pos.). Correlated gene ontology terms are shown in Fig 1. Conclusion: Our results suggest different biological mechanisms related to sex-specific brain-behavior correlates of CVS, in which their networks suggest distinct key areas for inter-community communication.
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Title: Profiling Transcriptional Maladaptations in a Mouse Model of Treatment-Resistant Depression

Authors: *A. TORRES BERRIO¹, E. M. PARISE², M. ESTILL⁴, T. M. GYLES³, C. J. BROWNE⁵, L. SHEN⁴, E. J. NESTLER²;
²Icahn Sch. of Med. At Mount Sinai, ³Icahn Sch. of Med., ⁴Icahn Sch. of Med. At Mount Sinai, New York, NY; ⁵Mount Sinai Icahn Sch. of Med., ⁶Icahn Sch. of Med. at Mount Sinai, New York, NY

Abstract: Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is the most prevalent psychiatric disorder worldwide, representing a high level of global economic burden. Fluoxetine (FLX) and like
antidepressants have been widely used to treat MDD, nonetheless, ~50% of patients do not achieve full remission. Further, a subset of those afflicted are considered non-responsive to orally-available medications and are considered to have treatment-resistant depression (TRD). More recently, Ketamine (KET) has been shown to induce a rapid antidepressant response in ~50% of TRD patients, providing a novel therapeutic approach. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying TRD are poorly understood. This study was aimed at characterizing the transcriptional profile of successful vs. unsuccessful response to KET in chronically-stressed mice that failed to respond to an initial course of FLX as a model of TRD. We exposed adult male mice to chronic social defeat stress (CSDS), a validated mouse model of depression that identifies a spectrum of resilient vs. susceptible outcomes based on a social interaction test (SIT). Mice classified as susceptible underwent antidepressant treatment with FLX in their drinking water for 28 days or received water during the same period (water-treated). After FLX treatment, we identified a subset of mice (~35%) that continued to show reduced social interaction despite treatment (non-responders). FLX non-responders and water-treated mice were subsequently given a single injection of KET and assessed in the SIT 24 hr later. Transcriptome-wide changes in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and nucleus accumbens (NAc) 48 hr after KET administration were profiled by RNA-sequencing. We found that ~50% of FLX-non-responder mice exhibited an antidepressant response to a single KET injection, a significantly greater response than that seen in susceptible mice treated with water (0%). We further identified a subset of treatment-resistant mice that failed to respond to consecutive FLX and KET treatment. Pattern analysis of the differentially expressed genes in the PFC and NAc revealed transcriptional profiles associated with the antidepressant-like actions of FLX and of KET as well as a series of genes that were unique to treatment resistance to both drugs. We developed a novel paradigm of treatment resistance in mice that allows the identification of potential mechanisms underlying TRD. The KET response rate in FLX-non-responders is similar to that seen in TRD patients, lending further validity to our model. Moreover, our findings suggest that prior unsuccessful antidepressant treatment induces a “priming effect” that increases the likelihood of successful response to KET.
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Title: Behavioral and translatome network profiling of socially stressed female mice
Abstract: Stress impacts vulnerability for mental illnesses, including depression. Most behavioral paradigms attempting to model this phenomenon induce stress in manners that do not adequately reflect the human experience. Consequently, social stress models with higher ecological validity have become increasingly popular. Unfortunately, despite the higher rates of depression among females, most of these models only include male subjects. To address this deficit, we used the chronic witness defeat stress paradigm with D1-Cre- RiboTag (RT) and A2A-Cre-RT female mice. A social preference test with same-sex conspecifics was used to demonstrate a susceptible group that displays reduced social preference and a resilient group with social preference similar to controls. To obtain a more granular characterization of the behavior in this group of mice and male wildtype mice, video recordings from the social preference test were used to track animal behavior using the deep-learning based Python tool DeepLabCut. Spatiotemporal data extracted from DeepLabCut was then used to calculate kinetic variables based on mouse location, activity and interactions. Factor analysis was then employed using these variables to identify latent factors driving the observed behavior during the social preference test. To elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying stress susceptibility and resilience in female mice, RNA-seq profiling of ribosome-associated mRNA from dopamine receptor 1 and 2 expressing medium spiny neurons (D1-MSNs and D2-MSNs) was performed. Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) was used to identify gene co-expression modules significantly associated with the stress groups. The susceptible and resilient mice were found significantly different in latent variables involving exploratory behavior, interaction with the cup containing the conspecific mice, surveillance behavior and chamber/cup preference. The gene co-expression networks that were differentially regulated between the stress groups involved protein synthesis and trafficking, neurite formation, synapse formation and maintenance and mitochondrial translation and activity in both D1- and D2-MSNs. Collectively, our studies are uncovering distinct behavioral characteristics and cell specific translatomes of socially stressed mice.
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Title: Microglia & Neuronal Dysfunction marker, PFKFB3, in Rodent Model of Chronic Unpredictable Stress

Authors: *M. M. MIRRIONE¹, C. FORD¹, C. WHITELOCK², K. RONALTER², K. JONES¹, A. J. BETZ³;
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Abstract: The hippocampus undergoes significant atrophy (cell death) during chronic stress and depression. The underlying mechanisms of neuronal dysfunction and disrupted neuronal circuits are thought to involve altered function of microglia. Neurons and glia work together seamlessly in the healthy brain and are critical for maintaining proper health and function of neurons. However, it has been postulated that glial cells become altered during stress and may be causally linked to disrupted neuronal circuits in mood disorders. Here, we further explore a potential link between microglia morphology changes and neuronal metabolic dysfunction in the hippocampus, using the widely accepted mild Chronic Unpredictable Stress (CUS) model. Male, Sprague-Dawley rats were randomized to control (n=5) and CUS (n=5) groups on post-natal day 21. CUS animals were exposed to three weeks of randomized stressors, evaluated for sucrose preference, then sacrificed on post-natal day 44, brains excised, fixed in formalin, and sectioned at 30 microns for immunofluorescence microscopy analysis. We hypothesized that increased microglia activation and proliferation would be evident in the hippocampus following CUS compared to controls, and would correlate with metabolic damage in neurons measured using the marker 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3 (PFKFB3). PFKFB3 is glycolysis enzyme thought to accumulate with excitotoxicity, and could contribute to oxidative stress and cell death. Immunofluorescence was performed on the hippocampal tissue for microglia via an antibody for ionized calcium-binding adapter molecule 1 (Iba1) and an antibody for PFKFB3. In male rats, we quantified the amount of microglia and PFKFB3 within the dorsal and ventral hippocampus CA1, CA3, DG sub-regions using MatLab and CellProfiler. Our data reveal an increase in PFKFB3 in the ventral hippocampus CUS animals, and remained as a trend when normalizing to total number of neurons. We also measured changes in cell body size of microglia in CUS animals, across all subregions, but no change in total counts of microglia. Together our data suggests evidence of early stages of neuronal dysfunction in the hippocampus resulting from CUS exposure in adolescent animals, which may be associated with altered microglia function. Future experiments will evaluate the association between reduction in microglia soma size, and the number and complexity of processes, and altered neurotropic support for hippocampal neurons from CUS. Overall, our results may provide insight into the molecular mechanisms responsible for atrophy and neuronal dysfunction in limbic circuits related to stress and depression.
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Title: Investigation of transcriptome alterations (RNAseq) in neuronal population of ventral hippocampus in mice susceptible and resilient to chronic social defeat stress

Authors: *G. ZANETTI¹, M. F. PAGLIUSI, Jr², A. S. VIEIRA³;
¹Unicamp, Campinas, Brazil; ²Biol. Inst., State Univ. of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil; ³IB - DBEF, Univ. Estadual De Campinas, Campinas, Brazil

Abstract: Depression is a common and recurrent mental disorder impairing the daily life and well-being of the individual. Social stress is already well established in the literature as a model of depression and, in this context, we can highlight the chronic social defeat stress model (CSDS). In this model, the social interaction test is used to assess social avoidance, considered a depressive-like behavior. Not all mice submitted to CSDS develop social avoidance behavior and are called resilient. The ventral hippocampus is a well-studied structure in the context of depression, mainly because of its neuroplasticity and relation with other limbic system structures. In addition, the ventral hippocampal cell layers play different roles during behavior. Ventral CA1 inactivation increases avoidance of conflict cue behavior, while CA3 inactivation increases approach behavior to conflict cue. Furthermore, neurogenesis confers resilience to chronic stress by inhibiting granular cells from ventral dentate gyrus. Literature shows different results depending on the specific hippocampal cell layer, making their separation very important. In this study we aimed to investigate the transcriptome alterations in distinct ventral hippocampal cell layers after CSDS. For the CSDS 12 week old C57/BL6 mice were submitted to 10 minute aggression sessions against 6month old aggressor retired breeder Swiss mice for 10 consecutive days. One day after the last aggression session we performed the social interaction test and, after 24 hours, mice were euthanized and the brains were collected and fresh-frozen in isopentane. All brains were sliced in a cryostat, flushed with violet cresyl, and microdissected using a laser-capture microdissection apparatus to separate ventral dentate gyrus and ventral CA1 cell layers. Following the social interaction test, we could classify 7 animals as resilient to CSDS showing social interaction ratio (SIR) average 3.02, and 11 animals showing social avoidance behavior (susceptible) with SIR average 1.03, in addition to 10 control mice, not submitted to CSDS protocol, with SIR average 2.32. Furthermore, 5 brains of each group were collected, processed, and microdissected, where we separated the ventral dentate gyrus and CA1 cell layers from the hippocampus for further analysis. The CSDS protocol was successfully performed in the present study, once we could observe and classify the mice as presenting either susceptible or resilient phenotype. This is an ongoing study and
themicrodissected material from each animal will be submitted to transcriptome analysis of CA1, and Dentate Gyrus cell layers.
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Title: Transcriptome profiles from mice hippocampal ventral dentate gyrus reveals a gene network associated with environmental enrichment exposure that predicts mental health in humans


Abstract: Anxiety and major depressive disorders are highly prevalent worldwide, and strongly associated with exposure to stress. Individual differences in sensibility to the environment may explain why some individuals are at higher risk for the development of psychopathology. Exploring the molecular mechanisms of resilience is essential for informing targeted prevention and treatment investigations. Here, we tested whether the Environmental Enrichment (EE) paradigm promotes resilience in male mice, and we analyzed transcriptional networks involved in response to EE exposure in comparison to standard-housed animals (SD). We measured anxiety and depressive-like behaviors after exposing animals to 8 weeks of EE. We observed an anxiolytic effect of EE in comparison to SD (Novelty suppressed Feeding, F1,39= 14.34, p=
0.001), without differences in the depressive-like phenotype between the groups (Forced Swimming Test: p>0.05). RNA sequencing of the hippocampal ventral dentate gyrus (N=9/10 group) was used to identify a functional gene network associated with EE through a weighted gene co-expression network analysis (r=0.57, p=0.01). Enrichment analysis revealed that this network is associated with mitochondrial function, and response to stress, especially oxidative. Human single nucleotide polymorphisms from these genes were weighted using the association between alleles and gene expression from GTEx hippocampus dataset, and used to compute an expression-based polygenic score (ePGS) in the UK Biobank. Variations in ePGS represent individual differences in the expression of the network. We investigated the interplay between ePGS and adult stress exposure on the development of psychopathology. The ePGS moderated the association between stress exposure and the International Classification of Disease-10 codes F40-F41, that comprise anxiety disorders (N=1240, B= -0.03, P= 0.025), in which higher stress is associated with higher risk for anxiety disorders in the low ePGS group (simple slope analysis: B= 0.25, P<0.001). This suggests that variations in the expression of a network associated with EE in mice are also associated with mental health in humans. These findings offer insights for future research aimed at investigating the causal role of specific molecular pathways associated with the promotion of resilience.
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Title: C-fos expression and gad-immunoreactivity in brains of adolescent female mice undergoing activity-based anorexia, food restriction only, wheel running only or neither

Authors: *Y. DONG1, C. J. AOKI2;
         1CNS, NYU, New York, NY; 2New York Univ., New York Univ., New York, NY

Abstract: Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a complex mental disorder characterized by significantly low body weight due to voluntary food restriction, persistent behaviors like excessive exercise that interfere with weight gain, and body dysmorphia (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Activity-based anorexia (ABA) is an animal model that presents all critical symptoms of AN.
except distorted body image. Specifically, ABA represents two main characteristics of AN: increased voluntary physical activity and increased restriction of food intake, leading to excessive body weight loss (Aoki, 2020, Animal Model of Eating Disorders). ABA animals increase wheel running activity during the dark phase and 2-3 hours before feeding time (Mistlberger, 1994, Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews, 18(2), 171-195). This food anticipatory activity (FAA) has been shown to associate with anxiety levels (Wable et al., 2015, *Behav Neurosci*, 129:170), reward-seeking, and anticipation of palatable food stimuli (Mendoza et al., 2005, European Journal of Neuroscience, 22(11), 2855-2862). Many neuronal changes can lead to changes in feeding behavior and hunger-evoked hyperactivity. Altered neuroendocrine and brain reward circuit function is one hypothesized mechanism behind AN pathology. Previous study on ABA after the feeding period showed increased activation in the supraoptic nucleus, arcuate nucleus and locus coeruleus (Scharner et al., 2016, Frontiers in neuroscience, 10, 475). We addressed two questions that remained unanswered: 1) What is the brain state of ABA animals during food anticipatory activity (FAA) time, when they are hungry and running simultaneously? 2) What is the brain state of ABA animals during the re-feeding time? To answer these two questions, we created four groups of animals: food-restricted, exercising, ABA, and control with neither food restriction nor exercise. Brains were collected at two time zones: during FAA @6 pm and during re-feeding @8 pm. Brain regions we investigated included the prefrontal cortex, caudate putamen, nucleus accumbens, lateral hypothalamus, substantia nigra, VTA, dorsal raphe, habenula and insula. C-Fos marked neuronal activities, and GAD-immunoreactivity was used to identify whether they are GABAergic or not.
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**Title:** catFISH analysis of medial preoptic area neuronal activation during maternal interactions with offspring of varying needs

**Authors:** *E. LOPEZ ROBINSON*¹, K. COPELAS², A. GADEKAR², M. PEREIRA²; ¹Psychological Brain Sciences, Neurosci. and Behavior, ²Psychological and Brain Sciences, Neurosci. and Behavior, Univ. of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, MA

**Abstract:** Maternal behavior that is sensitive to the needs of the offspring in everyday interactions is essential for healthy development and wellbeing in mammals. Postpartum depression (PPD) is a serious health problem that has a tragic impact on the mother’s ability to sensitively care for her child, with life-long consequences for both the mother and her child. Our
prior work demonstrated that the medial Preoptic Area (mPOA), a critical node in the circuitry regulating maternal behavior, is required for this critical maternal ability (referred to here as maternal sensitivity). The objective of this study was to examine the contribution of mPOA cells to maternal sensitivity. To this aim, we leveraged the well-validated Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) rat model of depression and used cellular compartment analysis of temporal activity by fluorescence in situ hybridization (catFISH) technique to assess overlap between mPOA population of cells during maternal interactions with offspring with varying needs. WKY and control Sprague-Dawley (SD) mother rats experienced two 10-min interaction episodes, 20 min apart with normal vs increased needs pups. Mothers were perfused immediately after the second episode and their brains processed to quantify nuclear c-fos pre-mRNA and cytoplasmic mRNA transcripts in the mPOA. Consistent with our prior results, WKY mothers exhibited similar caregiving behaviors regardless of their offspring needs, highly contrasting the sensitive parenting of SD mothers, indicative of deficits in maternal sensitivity. c-fos catFISH analysis revealed overlapping but distinct neuronal populations involved in adjustments of care that resolve the needs of the offspring. Together, this new work expands our understanding of the mPOA contribution to parenting.
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Title: Characterization of Mu Opioid Receptor Expression on Dopaminergic Axons of Nucleus Accumbens Shell in Relation to Wheel Running
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Abstract: Anorexia nervosa consists of primary symptoms that include excessive exercise, severe weight loss, and food restriction. Severe weight loss is a huge contributing factor to the high mortality rate of the disorder, which is the highest out of all psychiatric illnesses. My research primarily focuses on the excessive exercise component as it is the major contributor to weight loss. To study excessive exercise I work with the activity-based anorexia (ABA) model where mice are exposed to wheels, food restriction, or both within their adolescence to observe its impact on their exposure to a wheel in adulthood. The research focuses on why the mice who excessively exercise in response to food restriction do so in the first place. It could potentially be
attributed to the euphoric sensation produced during exercise known as “Runner’s High.” Endorphins and dopamine are two molecules suggested by popular press to be associated with this sensation but neurobiological verification of this idea is lacking. On the other hand, there is substantial evidence that synaptic plasticity involving dopamine in ventral striatum, also called nucleus accumbens, is associated with addiction. To determine if it's the euphoric sensation motivating this exercise symptom, I am quantifying the number of mu opioid receptors on dopaminergic axons in nucleus accumbens. Mu opioid receptors bind endorphins and suppress dopamine release. A large quantity of these receptors on dopaminergic axons would suggest the euphoric sensation is not attributed to the excessive running. In order to quantify the level of mu opioid receptors on dopaminergic axons, I’m using immune-electron microscopic staining to identify tyrosine hydroxylase-immunopositive axons and mu opioid receptors localized on them. I’m also running correlation analysis of these co-localizations and each animal’s wheel running. The same tissue will also be used to assess the extent to which mu opioid receptors occur at excitatory synapses and inhibitory synapses to learn whether mu opioid receptor-mediated modulation of these synapses correlate with the extent of wheel running.
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Title: Glyoxalase I inhibitors as novel fast-acting antidepressant drugs following chronic mild stress

Authors: M. ULIVIERI1, H. ROSBERG1, X. FANG1, C. BUI1, A. LEE1, E. ALCANTARA2, *S. C. DULAWA3; 1UCSD, La Jolla, CA; 2UC San Diego Hlth., La Jolla, CA; 3Univ. of California-San Diego, San Diego, CA

Abstract: Depression is a complex mood disorder affecting millions of people of all ages worldwide. Common antidepressants usually require weeks of treatments and are inefficient in a wide range of patients (30-40%). Ketamine is the only fast-acting antidepressant compound currently approved for clinical use, but still lacks the effectiveness in approximately 30% of patients. We recently demonstrated that subchronic Glyoxalase I (GLO1) inhibition induces antidepressant effects in mice following chronic mild stress (CMS). GLO1 is a key enzyme mediating the catabolism of methylglyoxal (MG), an endogenous GABAΓε partial agonist. In our study, we aimed to demonstrate the fast-acting antidepressant effects of methyl gerflyn (MeGFN), a GLO1 inhibitor, following acute systemic administration in control and CMS
animals, investigating possible gender differences in susceptibility to depressive behavior and drug response. We used adult male and female Balb/cj mice and exposed them to a 6-week CMS protocol. At the end of the 6 weeks, animals were tested in several behavioral tests assessing depression-like behavior: frustration induced by reward omission, effort-related choice (ERC), social interaction, coat state, open field, forced swim test (FST). On the test day, animals were separated into four different treatment groups: MeGFN, ketamine (fast-acting antidepressant control group) or their respective vehicles. We found that CMS induces a progressive reduction of sucrose preference across the 6 weeks. A single systemic injection of MeGFN or ketamine, exerted fast-acting antidepressant (within 24-48 hours) by improving social interaction dysfunction (with no effects on social novelty), reduction of coat deterioration, restoring reward processing alterations, and reducing immobility time and increasing swimming time in the FST, without affecting locomotor activity. Therefore, our results show the impact of CMS on frustration induced by reward omission protocol, sociability, and ERC, as well as other depressive-like behaviors, and reveal fast-acting effects of acute MeGRF treatment. Overall, our study suggests that glyoxalase system, and particularly GLO1 enzyme, is a novel suitable target for novel fast-acting antidepressant drugs.
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**Title:** Social defeat stress in adulthood alters the Slit - Robo, but not the Netrin-1- DCC guidance cue system in the PFC of female mice

**Authors:** *A. MAHMUD*¹, R.-G. AVRAMESCU², J. RESTREPO¹, C. FLORES²; ¹Psychiatry, ²McGill Univ., Montreal, QC, Canada; ³Douglas Mental Hlth. Univ. Institute, McGill Univ., Montreal, QC, Canada

**Abstract:** Elevated levels of the Netrin-1 guidance cue receptor gene deleted in colorectal cancer (DCC) in the adult prefrontal cortex (PFC) is a consistent trait of major depressive disorder (MDD) in humans and plays a causal role in susceptibility to chronic social defeat stress (CSDS) in adult male mice (Manitt, et al., 2013; Torres-Berrío et al., 2017). In contrast, the axonal guidance gene SLIT1 is downregulated in ventromedial PFCs (vmPFC) of female, but not male,
patients with MDD, and similarly, is reduced in vmPFCs of female and not male mice exposed to chronic variable stress (van der Zee et al., 2022). Although depression is twice more prevalent in women than men, the molecular mechanisms underlying this disparity remain unknown. Here we investigated if the Netrin-1/DCC and Slit/Roundabout (Robo) guidance cue systems are dysregulated in the PFC of adult female mice following CSDS. Adult (P75±15) C57BL/6J female mice were exposed to CSDS for 5 minutes each day for 10 days. To induce aggression from CD1 mice, urine of C57BL/6J male mice was applied to the females. Control mice were housed with a different conspecific every day. Following CSDS, mice were assessed in the social interaction test (SIT) and 24h later, PFC tissue was collected to measure mRNA and miRNA expressions. Defeated females were segregated into resilient and susceptible groups based on the SIT. Compared to control mice, susceptible and resilient mice showed an increase in body weight and a deficit in the nestlet shredding test, a measure of self-care-like behaviour. In the PFC, there was no difference in mRNA levels among groups for either Dec and Netrin-1, nor for Unc5c, another prominent Netrin-1 receptor gene. However, the expression of miR-218 – a microRNA which represses Dec, Robo1, and Robo2 and is intronically encoded in the Slit2 and Slit3 genes – was slightly elevated in susceptible mice compared to control and resilient mice. Moreover, both susceptible and resilient mice show elevated Slit2 and Robo1 mRNA levels in the PFC. These data indicate that contrary to males, CSDS in females alters the Slit/Robo, but not the Netrin-1/DCC guidance cue system in the PFC, possibly via currently unidentified sexually dimorphic molecular processes involving microRNAs.
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Title: Effects of Chronic Stress and Prefrontal Cortical REDD1 Overexpression on Attentional Set Shifting Behavior in Mice
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Abstract: Cognitive (behavioral) flexibility, the ability to adapt behaviors in response to changes in the environment is an essential element for everyday life, with deficits commonly observed in neuropsychiatric disease states and reducing resilience to negative life events such as stress. The
rodent prelimbic cortex (PrLC) plays a critical role in processing information necessary for optimal cognitive flexibility and is known to undergo structural and functional changes following prolonged stress exposure, thus PrLC dysfunction represents a likely substrate for stress-induced deficits in cognitive control. We have recently shown that chronic unpredictable stress (CUS) produces an enduring dysfunction in PrLC physiology and impaired cognitive flexibility using an operant-based attentional set shifting in male but not female mice, however what adaptations drive these deficits remains unclear. To gain more insight into this, our studies chose to focus on the protein REDD1 (regulated in development and DNA damage responses-1) (aka DDIT4, RTP801, Dig2) as it is increased in post-mortem dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) tissue from individuals diagnosed with depression. In line with these findings, we find that there is an increase in REDD1 expression and a decrease in Raptor phosphorylation, one of the key elements of the mTORC1 complex, in the PrLC after CUS, suggesting disrupted mTORC1 function. To determine if REDD1 overexpression is sufficient to produce deficits in attentional set shifting, we used a viral vector to overexpress REDD1 in the PrLC of male mice. Relative to control mice, REDD1 mice required more trials to pass the extradimensional shift testing criterion that was equivalent to that produced by CUS. Notably, REDD1 overexpression did not impact acquisition of lever training, or measures of motivation for non-drug reward. Furthermore, we also examined the effects of REDD1 overexpression on PFC pyramidal neuron physiology and found that there is a reduction in miniature excitatory post synaptic current (mEPSC) signaling. The observation that CUS and REDD1 overexpression produce deficits in attentional set shifting in male mice likely has relevance for understanding a number of stress related disorders. Future research will assess the cell-type localization of REDD1 increases following stress in males, determine whether female mice are similarly affected by REDD1 overexpression and/or is upregulated in females following CUS, chronic CORT effects on attentional set shifting and examine the necessity of disrupted mTORC1 for stress effects.

**Disclosures:** B. Kurtoglu: None. M. Hearing: None. J. Mantsch: None.
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**Title:** Critical role of mPFC layer 1 interneuron activity in stress-induced depressive-like behavior

**Authors:** *C. SHEN, W. CUI, D. LEE, I. SANTIAGO, H. WANG, W. ZOU, W.-C. XIONG, L. MEI;
Case Western Reserve Univ. Dept. of Neurosciences, Cleveland, OH

**Abstract:** The prefrontal cortex (PFC) serves as a central hub for emotional processing and stress responses; its abnormal function has been implicated in major depression disorders
(MDD). Layer 1 of the medial PFC (mPFC) consists of inhibitory interneurons (L1INs) that coordinate cerebral functions by integrating inputs from various brain regions and regulating information flow within the mPFC. However, it remains unknown how the mPFC L1INs change their activity in depressive-like behaviors. To this end, we selectively expressed the calcium indicator GCaMP6f in L1INs of the mouse mPFC (via NDNF-Cre) and recorded calcium activities during the tail suspension test (TST). We found that 24.1% of L1INs displayed a higher calcium activity during immobility in naïve mice, suggesting that these L1INs may be involved in depressive states. In agreement, this proportion rose to 48.1% after chronic restraint stress (CRS, an established paradigm to cause depressive-like behaviors). Notably, the expanded proportion mainly consisted of neurons that were previously insensitive to immobility or struggle behaviors, indicating circuit-level activity alterations. On the other hand, 51.9% of L1INs showed a higher calcium activity during struggle behavior in naïve mice, which reduced to 38.0% following CRS. These findings provide evidence that the activity of L1INs changes in association with depression levels. By retrograde tracing, we found that the nuclei of the diagonal band (NDB) and the ventromedial thalamus (vmTH) as primary inputs to NDNF+ L1INs. CRS enhanced cFos expression in NDB neurons and their vesicle release probabilities, but reduced cFos expression in vmTH neurons and their vesicle release probabilities. Experiments are underway to examine whether circuit activity imbalances of mPFC L1INs could be a possible mechanism for depressive-like behaviors.
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Title: Increased adiposity due to maternal western-style diet consumption shapes serotonin innervation of the amygdala and anxiety behavior in adolescent nonhuman primate offspring

Authors: *G. DUNN¹, A. MITCHELL², J. GRAHAM², J. JACINTO-SCHREEDER², H. GUSTAFSSON², E. L. SULLIVAN²; ¹Psychiatry, Oregon Hlth. & Sci. Univ., Eugene, OR; ²OHSU, Portland, OR

Abstract: Obesity is an epidemic that currently effects 40% of adults in the US. Further, about one-third of pregnant women are classified as obese. While many factors contribute to becoming obese, consumption of an obesogenic diet (e.g. high in saturated fat and sugar) is the largest predictor of increased adiposity. Previous research suggests that children born to obese mothers are at increased risk for developing neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders. The
mechanisms underlying this increased risk are poorly understood. Utilizing a non-human primate model of maternal obesity, we hypothesized that maternal consumption of an obesogenic diet would increase anxiety-like behaviors in offspring through a reduction in serotonin innervation in the amygdala. We performed behavioral assessments in 34-month-old Japanese macaques (n=51; females = 26), born to either control or Western-style diet consuming mothers, and measured rates of anxiety-like behaviors. Further, we designed a fluorescent immunohistochemistry experiment to examine serotonin axonal projections into the amygdala in 36-month-old Japanese macaques (n=16, females = 8). In this study we utilized structural equation modeling for the simultaneous estimation of the relationship between maternal diet, metabolic state, offspring sex and offspring serotonin or behaviors measures. We found that maternal adiposity had a significant direct effect of a reduction in serotonin innervation in the amygdala (β_{Adiposity → Offspring Serotonin} = -0.482, SE = 0.239, p<0.05). However, maternal diet was not found to have a significant effect on offspring serotonin outcomes (β_{Diet → Offspring Serotonin} = 0.153, SE = 0.211, p=0.470). Similarly, we found an association between maternal adiposity (β_{Adiposity → Offspring Serotonin} = 0.363, SE = 0.135, p<0.01), but not diet (β_{Diet → Offspring Anxiety} = -0.086, SE = 0.120, p=0.473), on the rates of offspring anxiety behavior at 34 months. In summary, the current study provides support for reduced 5-HT innervation of the amygdala, due to maternal obesity, being a mechanism underlying the association between maternal WSD and increased anxiety behaviors in offspring.
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Title: Zinc deficiency induces proteomic changes, altered cytokine expression, and mtDNA damage in a mouse model of depression.

Authors: *B. SZEWCZYK¹, L. GASIOR¹, B. POCHWAT¹, J. TUREK¹, P. MIELCZAREK², J. SOLICH³, A. FARON-GÖRECKA³, A. TATARCZUCH⁴, K. KOTARSKA⁴;
¹Neurobio., ²Envrn. Proteomics and Mass Spectrometry Lab., ³Lab. of Biochem. Pharmacol., Maj Inst. of Pharmacol. PAS, Krakow, Poland; ⁴Genet. and Evolutionism, Inst. of Zoology, Jagiellonian Univ., Krakow, Poland

Abstract: Background: Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a prevalent psychiatric disorder. Zinc deficiency is associated with an increased risk of MDD in humans and induces depressive-like behavior in rodents. Zinc homeostasis plays a crucial role in macromolecule synthesis,
signal transduction, redox homeostasis, DNA repair, and gene transcription. The prominent coexisting factors in depressive disorder are metabolic alterations and mitochondrial dysfunctions. In this study, we aimed to investigate the proteomic changes and mtDNA damage in the context of zinc deficiency-induced depressive disorder using a mouse model of stress.

**Methods:** Male mice were fed either a standard diet (50 mg Zn/kg) or a zinc-deficient diet (3 mg Zn/kg, ZnD) for 4 weeks. After one week, some mice from both groups were also subjected to chronic restraint stress (CRS) for 21 days. Bio-Plex Pro Mouse Cytokine 23-plex - Luminex multiplex technology was used to measure cytokine levels in the mouse prefrontal cortex (PFC), hippocampus (Hp), and serum. Proteomic analysis was performed using mass spectrometry to investigate protein alterations in the PFC and Hp. The LORD-Q PCR method was employed to assess mtDNA damage levels. **Results:** Our findings revealed numerous protein alterations in the PFC and Hp indicating disruptions in mitochondria and energy production, protein metabolism and translation, as well as RNA metabolism in the PFC. In the Hp, pathways related to mitochondrial function, axonal transport, mitochondria, energy production, GTPases of the Rho Family, and ATP synthesis showed differential regulation. The analysis of cytokine expression demonstrated increased levels of interleukin (IL)-5 (IL-5), granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) in the PFC of ZnD mice. In the Hp, ZnD + CRS resulted in altered expression of IL-3, IL-4, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12p70, eotaxin, G-CSF, GM-CSF, macrophage inflammatory protein-1 beta (MIP-1B), tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha), and interferon-gamma (INF-gamma). Moreover, increased mtDNA damage was observed in the PFC suggesting a potential role of reactive oxygen species in ZnD-induced mitochondrial dysfunction. **Conclusions:** These findings highlight the critical role of zinc homeostasis in the pathophysiology of major depressive disorder and suggest potential implications for metabolic alterations and mitochondrial dysfunctions. Further research is necessary to elucidate the underlying mechanisms and develop targeted therapeutic interventions.
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**Title:** Mice lacking GPR171 display alterations in mood in a sex dependent manner

**Authors:** *M. C. RADDATZ¹, C. PORTER², M. STOTT¹, E. BOBECK¹;
²Biol., ¹Utah State Univ., Logan, UT
Abstract: GPR171 is a recently de-orphanized G protein-coupled receptor whose biological functions are still largely unknown. Thus far, studies have revealed a positive correlation between eating behaviors and GPR171 activity, anxiolytic effects of GPR171 antagonism, and synergistic effects of morphine and GPR171 agonism in acute pain treatment. However, the research regarding GPR171 functions is incomplete, with a considerable degree of disparity and ambiguity in what is currently known. Additionally, all the research thus far completed on GPR171 has relied almost exclusively on exogenous ligands which are only relatively selective and are subject to unknown pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics. In order to directly determine the functions of GPR171 and its necessity in several behaviors, we conducted an extensive phenotypic characterization of a novel GPR171 knockout mouse model. GPR171 knockout (KO), heterozygous (HET), and wild-type (WT) mice of both sexes were subject to a behavioral battery assay including tests assessing physiological functions, anxiety, depression, and locomotion. GPR171 KO did not alter general feeding behaviors or feeding after fasting (F(52,416) = 1.286, p = .41) and did not significantly impact overall weight (F(2, 52) = .56, p = .58). However, GPR171 knockout did affect mood, with a significant effect of genotype on anhedonia measured in the sucrose preference test (F(2, 52) = 6.85, p = .002). Post-hoc analyses indicate that male GPR171 KO mice displayed increased anhedonia compared to HET and WT males (p = .02 and p = .006 respectively) while females were unaffected by genotype. Interestingly, the knockout of GPR171 also resulted in decreased anxiety-like behaviors as measured in the elevated plus maze (F(2, 93) =3.615, p = .03), without affecting total locomotion (F (2, 93) =0.66, p = .5). These results indicate that GPR171 is necessary for normal mood regulation, particularly in male mice, with much smaller effects in females, potentially representing sexually dimorphic receptor actions. While GPR171 was originally proposed to be a feeding receptor, our results indicate that it is not necessary for normal physiological functions, likely due to redundancy in feeding mechanisms. Together, our results expand on the known functions of GPR171 while exploring sex differences which have historically been overlooked. GPR171 not only serves as a viable target for pharmacological manipulation, but also as a potential biomarker for different disease states, particularly those involving mood dysregulation.

Disclosures: M.C. Raddatz: None. C. Porter: None. M. Stott: None. E. Bobeck: None.
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Title: Elevated MAOA and altered bioenergetics underlying elevated emotionality in depression

Authors: *R. ZHOU1,2, R. LABEAU3, R. C. LAISTER4, J. H. MEYER5, J. P. GUILOUX3, T. TOMODA5, E. SIBILLE5,2;
Abstract: The Monoamine Oxidase A (MAOA) is an outer mitochondrial membrane protein that catalyzes the oxidative deamination of various monoamines, while producing hydrogen peroxide and electrons to fuel bioenergetic machinery in cells. In human brains, MAOA is widely expressed in both neurons and glia, and primarily responsible for metabolizing monoaminergic neurotransmitters, serotonin and norepinephrine, produced in the brain stem. Altered MAOA activity or expression levels in the brain are associated with changes in diverse behavioral traits, such as mood, cognition and personality, likely through deregulated monoaminergic neurotransmission. Notably, elevated MAOA expression in corticolimbic brain areas has been consistently reported in major depressive disorder (MDD) via positron emission tomography (PET) imaging studies. High MAOA level is thought to contribute to low brain serotonin levels and hence depressed mood, or resistance to conventional monoaminergic antidepressant treatments. However, the causal link of elevated MAOA to the pathobiology of MDD and/or treatment resistance has not been tested, and the mechanisms underlying these psychopathological conditions remain to be studied. To test this causality, we have developed a humanized model of elevated MAOA in mice, in which human MAOA gene is selectively expressed in relevant neuronal or glial cell types within corticolimbic areas, and studied the impacts on emotional behavior, neurochemistry and cellular functions, with particular emphasis on mitochondrial bioenergetic pathways. Current results show that the mice with increased MAOA expression in pyramidal cells of prefrontal cortex (PFC) exhibit elevated MAOA protein levels comparable to that seen in depression in PET studies, concurrent with reduced serotonin levels in PFC and altered emotional behavior. In addition, primary neurons and astrocytes with elevated hMAOA show reduced mitochondrial membrane potential, suggesting altered bioenergetics induced by MAOA expression. Studies are underway to further study the impact of elevated MAOA on mitochondrial functions (e.g., rate of ATP production, oxygen consumption rate, mitochondrial contents) using a series of functional tools, such as a redox-sensing probe, Seahorse ATP rate assays, pharmacological inhibitors for electron transfer complex components, along with the mitochondria-specific proteomic probes for proximity labeling. Through these studies, we aim to decipher the mechanisms mediating MAOA-induced bioenergetic and psychopathological consequences.
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Title: Depletion of BLM-s causes decreased proliferation of adult neural progenitor cells at dentate gyrus by modulating cell cycle progression and mitochondrial dynamic

Authors: H.-R. LO¹, Y.-J. JHANG², C.-C. TSOU², H.-J. CHENG¹, *P.-H. HUANG²;
¹Inst. of Mol. Biol., Academia Sinica, Nankang, Taiwan; ²Grad. Inst. of Pathology, Natl. Taiwan Univer, Taipei, Taiwan

Abstract: Mood disorders rank among the top ten causes of human disability and recent advances in genomic studies indicate that molecules involved in neurodevelopment are causally related to mood disorders. We have previously demonstrated that mice with null BLM-s (BCL-2 like molecule, small transcript isoform), a BH3-only apoptosis sensitizer/derepresser regulating apoptosis of postmitotic immature cortical neurons, exhibit depression and anxiety behaviors that is closely related with reduced dendritic complexity of hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) granule cells and reduced ventral DG circuit connectivity (Huang et al. Transl Psychiatry 12:411, 2022). Our study of global Blm-s-KO mice and Gli1::CreERT²;Blm-s¹ox/²ox;Rosa26R-CAG::tdTomato mice further suggests that BLM-s deficiency results in decreased proliferation of adult DG neural stem cells (DG NSCs) in part via cell-autonomous interference with the activation and subsequent cell cycle progression of quiescent Gli1-responsive DG NSCs in adult mice. Via study of adult DG neurosphere cultured in vitro, we demonstrate that depletion of BLM-s causes prolonged G1-phase upon cell cycle progression in actively proliferating DG neurospheres. Additionally, adult Blm-s⁻ DG neurospheres harbor higher glycolytic flux, lower mitochondrial respiratory capability, and elevated intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) compared with wildtype DG neurospheres. The metabolic profile and mitochondrial morphology together suggest that BLM-s depletion confers DG NSCs in a more naïve primitive and inactivated RGL status.
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Title: Mrgprb4-lineage Social Touch Somatosensory Neurons Engage a Skin-Brain Pathway Mediating Stress Resilience
Authors: *S. FULTON*¹, M. SCHAFFLER³, M. JOHNSON⁵, B. W. HING⁶, P. KAHLER⁵, I. HULTMAN⁵, S. SRIVASTAVA⁵, J. ARNOLD¹, J. A. BLENDY⁴, R. HULTMAN⁵, I. ABDUS-SABOOR²;
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Abstract: Tactile interaction between social mammals is a naturally rewarding stimuli, motivating social bonding and other adaptive behaviors. Socially valanced touch can also have anxiolytic effects and has been shown to attenuate stress-related pathophysiology. Importantly, a lack of social tactile stimulation, particularly during early life, can induce neurobiological changes associated with mood disorders. However, the neuronal circuits by which social touch mediates stress resilience and affective states are unknown. We have previously characterized a genetically defined subpopulation of social touch-responsive somatosensory neurons in the mouse dorsal root ganglion, Mrgrpbr4-lineage neurons. We found that activation of Mrgrpbr4-lineage neurons stimulates dopamine release, promotes CPP, and facilitates normal mating behaviors in female mice. Thus, Mrgrpbr4-lineage neurons appear to be part of a rewarding skin-brain touch circuit, but it is still unknown if these neurons also play a role in the anxiolytic effects of social touch. Here, we use mouse genetics and targeted neuronal manipulations in combination with behavioral, electrophysiological, and molecular phenotyping to demonstrate a critical role for Mrgrpbr4-lineage touch neurons in stress resilience. We found that early-life ablation of Mrgrpbr4-lineage touch neurons increases vulnerability to subthreshold stressors in adulthood for both male and female mice, including an increase in anhedonia-like and despair-like behaviors. Multi-unit in vivo neurophysiological recordings across seven brain regions revealed that Mrgrpbr4-lineage neuron ablation induces a unique pattern of electrical activity at the network-level, characterized by altered modulatory interactions between the Basolateral Amygdala (BLA) and the mesolimbic reward pathway (e.g. NAc, VTA), as well as specific changes in VTA-NAc signaling. We next leveraged molecular profiling in these altered regions (BLA, NAc) to define the cell-type specific transcriptomic changes associated with developmental loss of Mrgrpbr4-lineage neuron input to the CNS. Finally, we show that Mrgrpbr4-lineage neuron activation attenuates HPA reactivity, highlighting the therapeutic potential of targeting this somatosensory population in stress-related psychiatric disorders. Together, our data demonstrate that Mrgrpbr4-lineage neurons mediate skin-brain communication pathways that are critically important to stress resilience phenotypes.
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**Authors:** *M. TSYGLAKOVA, C. A. MCCLUNG; Psychiatry, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA*

**Abstract:** Bipolar disorder is a common and debilitating mood disorder. It affects a person’s mood, concentration and energy levels, and it is characterized by aberrant GABAergic and dopaminergic signaling, as well as mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress. There is recent interest in the ketogenic diet as a treatment for bipolar disorder with small case study reports of efficacy. However, the neurobiological mechanisms by which ketone bodies might ameliorate symptoms of bipolar disorder are yet to be determined. Here we investigate whether a ketogenic diet rescues manic-like behavior in ClockΔ19 mice, a mouse model of bipolar mania, and whether it leads to changes in gene expression in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) of the brain. To investigate the effects of ketogenic diet on behavior, homozygous ClockΔ19 and wild type (WT) male and female mice (n = 8-10/treatment, sex, genotype group) were treated with regular chow or a ketogenic diet AIN-76A-Modified (Bio-Serv S3666) for two weeks and then throughout behavioral testing. The behavior testing battery consisted of the following tests: locomotor activity, open field, dark/light box, elevated plus maze and forced swim test. Following testing, mice were sacrificed, brains were rapidly extracted and flash frozen, punches from the VTA were taken and RNA isolated for quantitative PCR analysis. Our results show that the ketogenic diet normalized the abnormally high novelty seeking behavior in female ClockΔ19 mice, with no effect in the males in the light dark box. In comparison the diet produced an antidepressant-like response in both males and females in the forced swim test. Interestingly ketogenic diet increased locomotor activity in female ClockΔ19 mice and male WT mice only. In addition, we found that ketogenic diet led to a significant decrease in tyrosine hydroxylase (a rate-limiting enzyme in dopamine synthesis) expression in ClockΔ19 mice, suggesting that the diet might reduce their aberrant hyper dopaminergic transmission. Our findings suggest that the ketogenic diet affects mouse behavior relevant to bipolar disorder and may reduce the hyper dopaminergic synthesis in the VTA of ClockΔ19 mice. Funding: This work was supported by a grant from NMIH (MH106460) (CAM).

**Disclosures:** M. Tsyglakova: None. C.A. McClung: None.
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Title: Divergent effects of mGlu3 receptor activation on meth-seeking and meth-induced working memory deficits in male and female rats

Authors: *R. CONRAD, C. MODRAK, P. HAMOR, L. WU, M. SCHWENDT; Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL

Abstract: Chronic methamphetamine (meth) abuse is associated with a spectrum of neurobehavioral deficits, including changes to working memory (WM). Studies suggest that impaired cognition predicts a higher risk for relapse and worsens treatment outcomes in chronic meth users. Moreover, both the severity of cognitive impairment and the intensity of meth craving undergoes dynamic changes after discontinuation of meth use, bringing about a high-risk period for recovering meth users. Critically, while females tend to engage in more robust meth-seeking behavior than males, sex differences in meth-induced WM deficits are unclear, and the neurobiology underlying these behavioral deficits remains poorly understood. Here, we introduce a translational animal model that allows for the concurrent evaluation of post-meth WM performance and meth-seeking, along with the effects of mGlu3 glutamate receptor activation on these variables. mGlu3 is a viable target for intervention, as studies show that dysregulation of mGlu2/3 receptors is associated both with WM deficit and persistent drug-seeking. Male and female Sprague-Dawley rats were first trained on the operant delayed match-to-sample (DMS) task and tested for 10 days to establish baseline WM across a range of delays (0-24s). Rats then underwent 21 days of meth self-administration followed by ~7 weeks of homecage abstinence, during which DMS was re-tested. We found that a post-meth WM deficit coincided with robust meth-seeking as far as 12 days into abstinence, with females more severely impaired than males. Next, treatment of indirect mGlu3 agonist 2-PMPA (30 mg/kg, i.p) rescued WM impairment at long delays in a subgroup of the most severely impaired rats. Conversely, acute 2-PMPA administration failed to alter cue/context-primed meth-seeking nor had any delayed effects on extinction learning or WM. Finally, under a condition of high WM demand (24s delay only), 2-PMPA treatment partially improved WM performance, motivating further investigation of acute pro-cognitive effects of mGlu3 activation and its underlying effects with respect to meth-seeking and post-meth cognitive changes while considering sex as a variable.
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Title: Investigation of sex-specific and meth-seeking behaviors in rats with a history of predator scent stress.

Authors: *C. G. MODRAK, C. S. WILKINSON, L. KNACKSTEDT, M. SCHWENDT; Psychology, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL

Abstract: Only a subset of trauma-exposed individuals go on to experience long-lasting behavioral impairments and receive a diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Developing effective treatments for PTSD is complicated due to the heterogeneity of stress responses and comorbidity with other psychiatric disorders such as substance use disorder. As such, individual and sex-specific differences in stress responses have been observed in comorbid (and non-comorbid) populations, with females at a greater risk to develop PTSD after trauma exposure, and engaging in differential anxiety and fear-reactive behavior than males. Overall, PTSD patients are twice as likely to use methamphetamine (meth), and preclinical research shows that both early life stress and acute stress in adulthood augment meth-seeking, with females twice as likely to use meth with shorter abstinence periods. Unfortunately, animal research to date inadequately addresses the individual and sex-specific heterogeneity of stress responses. Thus, the present study sought to investigate the consequences of a trauma-like stressor on subsequent anxiety-like behavior and meth-seeking in male and female rats. Rats (n=40) were briefly exposed to either trimethylthiazoline (TMT) or a control scent (n=24) during the predator scent stress (PSS) task and evaluated for anxiety-like behavior one week later in the elevated plus maze (EPM) and acoustic startle response (ASR). Following re-exposure to the TMT context to assess conditioned fear response, rats underwent 21 days of meth self-administration, extinction training, and cue-primed reinstatement. Rats were perfused and evaluated for cFos expression throughout the prefrontal cortex, as prefrontal activation is linked to enhanced meth-seeking behavior. TMT-exposed rats exhibited elevated anxiety and fear behaviors as shown by increased freezing during re-exposure, hypolocomotion in EPM, and less time in the open arms during EPM compared to controls. This same group subsequently exhibited greater meth intake and significantly reinstated to meth-paired cues following extinction, suggesting elevated meth-seeking behaviors in response to stress. While there was no link between drug-seeking and cortical activity, there was a negative correlation between locomotion and time spent in the TMT quadrant during exposures and the prelimbic and infralimbic cortices, suggesting the possibility for a role of these regions in PSS-induced fear. Future directions are to use AI approaches to identify additional fear-reactive behaviors following PSS exposure.
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Abstract: The prelimbic (PL) cortex to nucleus accumbens core (NAc) pathway is strongly implicated in the reinstatement of cocaine-seeking. Pharmacological or optogenetic inhibition of this pathway attenuates reinstatement, and reinstatement is accompanied by release of glutamate into the NA core. The antibiotic ceftriaxone reliably reduces the reinstatement of cocaine-seeking and the release of glutamate into the NA core. However, the majority of cocaine users also consume alcohol and in a rodent model of cocaine-alcohol polysubstance use (PSU), we found that glutamate release in the NA core no longer accompanies cocaine-reinstatement and ceftriaxone is unable to attenuate reinstatement. Here we continue to probe the role of this pathway in mediating reinstatement. Expt. 1 utilized the retrograde tracer cholera toxin B in combination with c-Fos immunohistochemistry to determine whether ceftriaxone attenuates the activity of neurons projecting from the PL-NAc. Expt. 2 used chemogenetics to determine whether inhibition of the PL-NAc pathway attenuates reinstatement in PSU rats. Sprague Dawley rats underwent surgery for jugular catheterization and received either intra-NAc infusion of CTb, or AAV6-cre into the NAc and AAV2-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi) into the PL cortex. Rats next underwent 12 days of cocaine intravenous self-administration (IVSA; 2 hr/day; 1 mg/kg/infusion) followed by 2 weeks of daily instrumental extinction training. A subset of rats received 2-bottle choice alcohol/water access (6 hr/day) in the home cage following daily cocaine IVSA sessions. Rats underwent a 2 hr cue-primed reinstatement test and were immediately perfused. Brains were dissected and the PL and NA core were sliced and stained for c-Fos. In Expt. 1, rats were treated with either ceftriaxone (200 mg/kg IP) or vehicle for 5-7 days prior to reinstatement testing. We found that ceftriaxone attenuated cue-induced reinstatement but did not alter c-Fos expression in prelimbic cortex neurons overall and in those that project to the NA core. Expt. 2 data analysis is ongoing. The current results indicate that inhibition of neurotransmission along the PL-NAc pathway is not necessary to attenuate cocaine seeking in rats that consume cocaine alone.

Disclosures: J. Mesa: None. L. Knackstedt: None.
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**Title:** Behavioral economic analysis of oxycodone-THC co-use in a rat model

**Authors:** *K. DRIVER¹, C. JONES-GOUCHER¹, A. SANCHEZ¹, B. SETLOW², M. SCHWENDT¹, L. A. KNACKSTEDT¹; ¹Psychology, ²Dept. of Psychiatry, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL

**Abstract:** Opioid use disorder (OUD) lacks an effective, broad-spectrum treatment. Limited clinical evidence suggests that co-use of cannabinoids can reduce the rates of opioid dependence and severity of withdrawal, but potentially increases anxiety. Despite poor understanding of risks and benefits of opioid-cannabinoid interactions, OUD is currently considered a qualifying condition for the use of medical cannabis in several US states. Thus, well-controlled, translational animal models are necessary to investigate the neural and behavioral consequences of cannabinoid-opioid co-use. The current study investigated the effects of daily oral Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) consumption on behavioral economic demand for intravenously self-administered (IVSA) oxycodone in male and female Sprague-Dawley rats. Rats were first trained to self-administer IV oxycodone or oral sucrose under a FR (fixed ratio)-1 schedule for 6 days followed by a FR-3 schedule for 6 days. After reaching stable intake during training, rats began economic demand procedures in which the FR requirement to earn a reinforcer was increased in quarter log unit increments on successive days until zero reinforcers were attained for a given FR. Throughout the demand procedures, rats also received access to unsweetened gelatin containing either THC or vehicle in the home cage for one hour following the oxycodone/sucrose session. Somatic signs of withdrawal were assessed, and the light-dark box test was used to assess anxiety-like behavior at 22 hr withdrawal. Following completion of economic demand procedures, self-administration at FR-3 was re-established prior to 14 days of home cage abstinence. On Day 15 of abstinence, rats underwent a cue-primed relapse test. Brains were collected to assess levels of mu opioid and CB1 cannabinoid receptor phosphorylation in select regions in response to an acute oxycodone challenge. No effects of sex were observed on oxycodone self-administration. THC consumption led to increased demand elasticity (i.e. reduced seeking upon FR increases) for oxycodone IVSA and decreased cue-primed relapse, with no effects on sucrose intake or somatic signs of withdrawal. The findings of this study provide first-ever preclinical evidence regarding the effects of THC on motivation to seek oxycodone, as well as assessment of corresponding receptor activity changes.
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Abstract: Over two million Americas have both alcohol use disorder (AUD) and an illicit drug use disorder; 24.2% of those who misuse opioids report an AUD diagnosis. The neuropeptide, oxytocin, shows promise as a treatment for alcohol use disorder (AUD). Humans with AUD treated with intranasal oxytocin decrease alcohol craving, withdrawal, and intake; and preclinical research in rodents show oxytocin decreases alcohol intake. It is unknown whether oxytocin can reduce alcohol intake in the context of alcohol+opioid polysubstance use (PSU). To begin to examine this, and to determine the neurocircuitry of oxytocin’s effects on alcohol intake with a focus on the basolateral amygdala (BLA), we developed a rodent model of oral alcohol+oxycodone PSU. Forty Sprague Dawley rats (half female) were assessed for baseline anxiety-like behavior on the elevated plus maze (EPM) and acoustic startle response (ASR) task, implanted with cannula in the BLA, and then divided into three groups based on future drug condition: alcohol-only (n = 16), oxycodone-only (n = 8) or PSU (n = 16). Rats that would later comprise the oxycodone-only and PSU groups were given daily 2-bottle choice (2-BC) access to an oxycodone solution (0.1 mg/ml) and water or water only for 6 hrs/day for 7 days. Next, a subset of rats that would later comprise the alcohol-only and PSU groups received intermittent access to alcohol (IAA) where rats received 2-BC access to alcohol (20% v/v) and water for five 24 hr periods separated by 24 hrs with no access. Next, PSU rats underwent 12 days of PSU sessions where they received 2-BC access to oxycodone and water for 3 hrs followed by 6 hrs 2-BC for alcohol and water. Monosubstance conditions continued to receive access to either oxycodone or alcohol according to the same timing. Oxytocin (0 or 1 mg/kg, IP or 0.6 nmol/0.25uL/side, intra-BLA) was administered 30 minutes prior to alcohol access on test day. Mean startle positively correlated with oral oxycodone intake. Oxycodone access, both prior to IAA and on the same day in PSU sessions, increased alcohol intake. Systemic oxytocin decreased alcohol consumption in single and polysubstance rats relative to baseline alcohol consumption. These results implicate baseline anxiety increases susceptibility to oxycodone and suggest oxytocin will remain effective in polysubstance users.
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Abstract: Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is often comorbid with substance use disorder (SUD). Animal models of psychiatric disorders are critical for the uncovering of relevant neurobiology. A widely used rat model of PTSD exposes outbred rats to predator scent stress once for 10 minutes and, weeks later, evaluates fear and anxiety-like behavior. Reliably, only a subset of rats show long-term susceptibility to such stress, and in our prior work, we found that susceptible rats displayed increased cocaine-seeking. The present study sought to use the same model to investigate the relationship between stress susceptibility and opioid-seeking. Eighty-four Sprague Dawley rats (half female) received a single 10-minute exposure to the fox pheromone 2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-triethylthiazoline (TMT) or unscented control condition in an inescapable chamber. Seven days later, rats were assessed for anxiety-like behavior using the acoustic startle response and elevated plus maze (EPM). Rats were implanted with jugular catheters and underwent self-administration of intravenous oxycodone (0.1 mg/kg/infusion) for 6 days on a fixed ratio-1 (FR-1) schedule of reinforcement followed by 6 days on an FR-3 schedule. Rats underwent extinction training and a single cue-primed reinstatement test. Tail blood was collected immediately before and after TMT/control exposure and after the reinstatement test for quantification of corticosterone (CORT) concentrations. TMT-exposed rats increased freezing during exposure and decreased time spent in the open arms of the elevated plus maze one week later. Female TMT-exposed rats decreased active lever presses for oxycodone and oxycodone intake compared to controls, while male TMT-exposed rats did not differ from controls. Corticosterone release was protective against anxiety-like behavior but was not related to the reinstatement of oxycodone-seeking. These findings indicate a sex-specific effect of stress on subsequent motivation to seek oxycodone and further analysis will elucidate the role of corticosterone and neuronal activation in these effects.
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Abstract: We evaluated the effect of chronic treatment with cannabidiol and oxycodone, alone or in combination, on pain- and reward-related behavior in male and female rats (N = 8-10/treatment/sex). Rats were trained to consume sweetened condensed milk solution under painful (44.5°C) and non-painful (37°C) conditions in an operant pain assay. They were then treated daily for 14 days with oxycodone (0.56 mg/kg, i.p.), cannabidiol (3.2 and 10 mg/kg, i.p.), or cannabidiol + oxycodone combinations, and operant pain responding was evaluated. Rearing behavior was also recorded to assess development of behavioral sensitization. Oxycodone alone increased operant responding in a sex- and temperature-dependent manner. Neither dose of cannabidiol alone altered responding. Combined with oxycodone, however, cannabidiol dose-dependently increased the effect of oxycodone only at the nociceptive (44.5°C) temperature. Oxycodone also produced locomotor sensitization, which was neither attenuated nor potentiated by cannabidiol. In a separate study, rats conditioned with oxycodone in a conditioned place preference paradigm developed a significant preference for the oxycodone-paired chamber, an effect that was not impacted by combination with cannabidiol during conditioning. These results suggest that while devoid of inherent analgesic and rewarding effects, cannabidiol potentiates the antinociceptive effects of oxycodone without affecting its rewarding properties under these experimental conditions. As such, cannabidiol may be useful as an opioid-sparing approach to treat pain.
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Title: The effects of sex and orbitofrontal cortex inhibition on cocaine-seeking in a voluntary abstinence model

Authors: *C. JONES-GOUCHER, L. A. KNACKSTEDT; Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL
Abstract: Contingency management uses non-drug reinforcers to facilitate abstinence from drugs of abuse, effectively reducing drug seeking. Once discontinued, drug seeking often resumes. An animal model of contingency management is the voluntary abstinence model, in which after several weeks of intravenous drug self-administration, animals are provided a choice between drug and palatable food reinforcement in discrete trials. Voluntary abstinence produces a decrease in drug seeking that does not persist when access to palatable food is removed. Using such a model with male rats, we previously found that sucrose availability leads to a decrease in, but not cessation of, cocaine seeking and a differential relapse-induced c-Fos expression such that voluntary abstinence results in greater relapse-induced Fos expression in the ventral orbitofrontal cortex (vOFC). Here we sought to extend these findings to female rats and test the necessity of the vOFC in relapse, using intra-OFC AAV8-hSyn-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry or control AAV8-GFP vector and systemic DCZ administration. Male and Female Sprague-Dawley rats (n=50, half male) first self-administered sucrose pellets for five days and then intravenous cocaine for 12 days. Rats then underwent 14 days of voluntary abstinence during which time rats had the opportunity to choose between sucrose and cocaine reinforcement in discrete trials (20 trials/3 hr session). Next, a relapse test was conducted during which time only the cocaine-paired lever was available and delivered cocaine-paired cues. Both males and females exhibited greater choices on the cocaine lever during early abstinence than late abstinence, with the sucrose lever representing more than 50% of choices by Day 6. However, by Day 14, group-level analysis finds that male and female rats continued to choose the cocaine lever during 35% of trials. In the last five days of voluntary abstinence, 35% of females and 39% of males continued to choose the cocaine lever on the majority of trials. There were no sex differences in the number of presses on the cocaine lever during the relapse test. Analysis of vOFC inactivation and cortical c-Fos expression is ongoing. These results extend the use of the voluntary abstinence model to female rats and will potentially shed light into the role of the vOFC in relapse both sexes.
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Abstract: An estimated 60-90% of cocaine users also use alcohol, but animal models of such polysubstance use (PSU) are lacking. In a recent epidemiological study from our research group, cocaine users reported using the two drugs simultaneously, for several hours at a time, approximately 7 days/month. Here we back-translated this real-world pattern of human PSU into a rat model of simultaneous cocaine+alcohol self-administration, to investigate the neurobiology of drug seeking in a PSU condition. Male and female Sprague-Dawley rats underwent intravenous self-administration (IVSA) of cocaine alone (n=24) or a cocaine+alcohol solution (n=25) for 2 hr/day for 5 consecutive days, then 6 hr/day, 2 days/week, for 5 weeks. Two doses of cocaine were tested (0.25 and 0.5 mg/kg/infusion) with and without alcohol (12.5 or 25 mg/kg/infusion). Control rats received yoked-saline infusions. At the conclusion of IVSA, rats were tested on a progressive ratio schedule for 2-3 days, followed by tests for cued cocaine-seeking (relapse) at 1 and 30 days of abstinence. Brains were collected and processed for fluorescent in situ hybridization for c-fos and dopamine 2 (D2) receptor mRNA expression. For the low dose of cocaine, the addition of alcohol to the intravenous solution had no effect on cocaine intake during self-administration, breakpoint for self-administration, or cued relapse after 30 days of abstinence. For the high dose of cocaine, the addition of alcohol to the intravenous solution resulted in increased cocaine intake during self-administration, increased breakpoint for self-administration, and increased cued relapse after 1 day of abstinence, with no sex differences observed. C-fos mRNA expression in both D2-positive and -negative cells was increased relative to yoked controls following the cued relapse test in the cocaine-only and cocaine+alcohol condition in the nucleus accumbens core and shell. In the prelimbic (PL) cortex, however, the number of c-fos/D2-positive cells was greater in the cocaine+alcohol condition relative to the cocaine-only condition. Current work is quantifying dopamine release in the PL and nucleus accumbens following intravenous cocaine and cocaine+alcohol administration. In conclusion, simultaneous cocaine+alcohol self-administration increases cocaine intake and the motivation to seek drug and drug-associated cues in a dose-dependent manner, with a possible role for dopamine signaling in the PL.
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Abstract: Polysubstance use (PSU), or the ingestion of multiple drugs of abuse within a defined period, is inarguably commonplace, with cannabis and cocaine being one of the most prevalent drug combinations. To better understand this phenomenon, we developed a rodent model of cocaine + cannabis use based on the most common patterns of human PSU determined as part of a collaborative NIDA-funded project with UF epidemiologists. Thirty-two male and female Sprague Dawley rats (10 wks.) were implanted with chronic indwelling jugular catheters and received 3 days of either cannabis smoke, placebo smoke, or clean air exposure before undergoing 3 days of training in intravenous (IV) cocaine self-administration (SA) for 3 hours/day at a dose of 0.5 mg/kg/infusion, with each infusion accompanied by an audiovisual cue. Following these 3 days of baseline cocaine intake, they resumed exposure to cannabis smoke, placebo smoke, or clean air exposure before undergoing 3 days of training in intravenous (IV) cocaine self-administration (SA) for 3 hours/day at a dose of 0.5 mg/kg/infusion, with each infusion accompanied by an audiovisual cue. Following these 3 days of baseline cocaine intake, they resumed exposure to cannabis smoke, placebo smoke, or clean air for 5 hours/day, 5 days/week for 5 weeks. During this time, rats continued to undergo cocaine SA sessions 1 day/week, immediately following exposure to smoke or clean air. All rats then underwent a 30-day abstinence period in which they were left undisturbed in their home cages, followed by a cued cocaine relapse test. During the 3 days of IVSA training, rats previously exposed to cannabis smoke self-administered more cocaine than controls, a pattern that reversed when cannabis exposure immediately preceded IVSA sessions. During the cued relapse test session, the cannabis smoke group exhibited elevated cocaine-seeking compared to the two control groups. Overall, the results show that although cannabis co-use attenuates cocaine intake acutely, it produces heightened cocaine seeking when cannabis is not onboard, both during self-administration and cued relapse. These findings emphasize the importance of working with animal models that reflect real-world combinations and patterns of drug intake.
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Abstract: Oxytocin is an emerging treatment for a variety of neuropsychiatric disorders, including substance use disorders. Previously, our lab has found that systemic and intracaccumbal oxytocin decreases cocaine cue-primed reinstatement, via a mGlu2/3 receptor-dependent mechanism. Further, we have found that systemic oxytocin produces dopamine and glutamate efflux in the nucleus accumbens core (NA core) of cocaine-experienced male rats but only increases glutamate, and not dopamine, efflux in cocaine-experienced females. Here we assess the effects of chronic, systemic oxytocin on economic demand for intravenous oxycodone in male and female rats. Male (n=25) and female (n=25) Sprague Dawley rats were implanted with jugular catheters. A subset received bilateral microdialysis cannulae aimed at the NA core. Rats were trained to self-administer intravenous oxycodone (0.4 mg/kg/infusion for males; 0.32 mg/kg/infusion for females) for 3 hr/day on FR-1 for 6 days then FR-3 for 6 days. Rats then began economic demand procedures in which the FR requirement to earn a reinforcer was increased in quarter log unit increments every second day until zero reinforcers were attained for a given FR. Rats were treated with oxytocin (1 mg/kg, IP) or vehicle (saline) prior to demand sessions. In a subset of rats, microdialysis was conducted after reaching FR-18. During microdialysis procedures, rats were unilaterally probed with a microdialysis cannulae and baseline samples were collected for two hours, followed by oxytocin (1 mg/kg IP). Thirty minutes later, intravenous oxycodone (1 mg/kg) was administered and samples collected for 3 more hours. HPLC was conducted to determine glutamate and dopamine content. We found that in males, but not females, chronic oxytocin increases demand elasticity (alpha) to self-administer oxycodone. Also in males, oxytocin reduces P_max, or the maximum price (FR) rats are willing to “pay” for intravenous oxycodone. Analysis of the effects of oxytocin on NA core dopamine and glutamate efflux may explain the sex-difference in oxytocin’s effects on oxycodone demand. These data provide further evidence that oxytocin is effective at reducing drug-seeking, but indicate important sex differences in its ability to do so in the context of opioid-seeking.
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**Title:** Local infusion of the D3 receptor agonist pramipexole into the prelimbic cortex reduces sucrose self-administration in male rats.

**Authors:** *D. GONZALEZ, F. J. CANO, H. UDAYASHANKAR, V. K. DANG, K. K. SZUMLINSKI; UC Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA*

**Abstract:** High sugar consumption activates the mesocorticolumbic dopamine system resulting in an increase in extracellular dopamine at various terminal regions in the brain, including the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Despite this, relatively little is known regarding the functional relevance of specific dopamine receptor subtypes within the PFC in regulating the rewarding and reinforcing properties of sugars or other palatable foods. Herein, we employed classic neuropharmacological approaches to bi-directionally regulate the function of dopamine D1 and D3 receptors within the medio-dorsal aspects of the PFC and examine for effects on the self-administration of sucrose. For this, adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were trained to lever-press for delivery of 45 mg banana-flavored sucrose pellets for 2 h/day until responding stabilized. Using a within-subjects, semi-randomized design, rats were microinjected with vehicle (VEH) or the following dopaminergic compounds: the D1 receptor agonist A-6890, the D1 receptor antagonist SCH 23390, the D3 receptor agonist pramipexole and the D3 receptor antagonist NG 2904 (each at 10 µg/side). Two-three days were allowed between microinjections to examine for carry-over effects. Of all the compounds tested, only the infusion of the D3 receptor agonist pramiprexole reduced sucrose reinforcement and intake. This pramiprexole effect was apparent in rats in which the prelimbic subregion of the PFC was targeted, with no effects observed in rats with the more dorsal anterior cingulate subregion targeted. Our results do not support a major role for D1 receptor activation within either the prelimbic or anterior cingulate cortices in gating sucrose reinforcement. Further, our results indicate an active, inhibitory, role for D3 receptors selectively within the prelimbic cortex in sucrose reinforcement. This latter finding aligns with the purported inhibitory effects of D3 receptor agonists on the self-administration of drugs of abuse, arguing a key role for prelimbic D3 receptors in regulating the reinforcing properties of both drug and non-drug/food rewards of relevance to the potential therapeutic utility of D3 receptor-selective agonists and partial agonists for the treatment of over-eating and food-craving disorders and the potential off-target effects of such compounds during the treatment of substance use disorders.
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Title: Sucrose intake and craving is dissociated from mTOR activity or expression within the PFC
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Abstract: The similar temporal profile of incubated food- vs. drug-seeking posits that these behavioral phenomena may involve common, time-dependent, biochemical adaptations within neural circuits governing motivated behavior. Notably, Everolimus, an FDA-approved mTOR inhibitor, dose-dependently blocks incubated cocaine-seeking during late withdrawal and this anti-incubation effect is associated with a reversal of withdrawal-induced protein changes in the prelimbic (PL) subregion of the prefrontal cortex. Herein, we conducted a series of studies to examine the relationship between mTOR activity and measures of sucrose reinforcement in adult Sprague Dawley rats. For the first study, male and female Sprague Dawley rats were trained to self-administer 45 mg of banana-flavored sucrose pellets for 6 h/day for 10 days and then were gavage infused with either vehicle (VEH) or the maximally effective Everolimus dose from our published cocaine study (1.0 mg/kg), prior to a test for cue-reinforced responding on withdrawal days (WD) 1 or 30. Immunoblotting was then conducted to examine for Everolimus’ effects on mTOR activation within PL and infralimbic (IL) PFC subregions. As mTOR is upregulated by simple sugars, a distinct cohort of male Sprague-Dawley rats were trained to lever-press for the same sucrose pellets for 2 h/day until responding stabilized, at which point, bi-lateral microinjections of VEH or Everolimus (100 ng/side) into the dorsomedial aspect of the prefrontal cortex were performed to examine for effects of local mTÖR inhibition on sucrose intake. Despite lowering phospho-mTOR levels within the IL, Everolimus gavage infusions did not alter the magnitude of incubated sucrose-seeking exhibited by either male or female rats, relative to early withdrawal controls. Microinjections of Everolimus into the PL or the more dorsal anterior cingulate also did not change sucrose intake, relative to an infusion of vehicle. These findings indicate that, unlike incubated cocaine-craving, incubated sucrose-craving is not correlated with elevated mTOR activity within prefrontal cortex subregions, nor does it require mTOR activation to manifest. Likewise, mTOR activity within the PL and anterior cingulate does not impact sucrose intake. These data indicate that the incubation of drug- and sucrose-seeking involve distinct molecular adaptations within the prefrontal cortex. Related to this, our data to date indicate negligible off-target effects of both systemic and intracranial Everolimus on the consumption of palatable food of relevance to its side-effect profile in the treatment of cocaine use disorder.
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Anxiety is one of the most common comorbid neuropsychiatric conditions with methamphetamine (MA) use disorder and the abrupt discontinuance of MA following chronic exposure induces withdrawal symptoms in humans consisting of depression and anxiety. As negative emotional states can drive drug-seeking and relapse, we are working to develop procedurally facile mice model of high-dose oral MA self-administration to examine the effects of a relatively brief history of oral MA upon brain and behavior. For this, adult male and female C57BL/6J (B6) mice were trained to orally self-administer water or one of three MA concentrations (0.8, 1.6 and 3.2 g/L) under a fixed ratio 1 reinforcement schedule for 1 h/day for 7 consecutive days. Then, mice were subjected to a 1-day behavioral test battery for negative affect. Immunoblotting was then conducted on tissue from ventral and dorsal prefrontal cortex (vPFC and dPFC). Females consumed more MA than and males and mice of both sexes consumed equivalent amounts of MA from the 1.6 and 3.2 g/L solutions. A prior brief history of 3.2 g/L significantly elevated the number of marbles buried and reduced the number of exploratory dips in the elevated plus-maze exhibited by both male and female mice, but also increased the number of entries into the open arms. The 3.2 g/L MA concentration also increased the latency of females to first enter the light-side of the light-dark shuttle box. A less statistically robust effect of the 3.2 g/L MA concentration was detected for the number of novel object contacts. No MA effects were detected for acoustic startle, while a prior history of 1.6 g/L MA reduced the expression of active coping (i.e., swimming) in the forced swim test. Immunoblotting detected a significant increase in mGlu1 expression within the vPFC of mice with a history of 1.6 g/L MA, with a less robust increase observed also in mice with a history of 3.2 g/L MA. No changes in mGlu1 were detected in the dPFC. As mGlu1 antagonists can exert anxiolytic effects, we conducted a pilot study in MA-experienced mice (7 days of 3.2 g/L MA) in which mice were pretreated systemically with 5 mg/kg of the mGlu1 antagonist JNJ16259685 30 min prior to anxiety testing. The JNJ compound reduced the number of marbles buried by MA-experienced mice but did not alter behavior in the light-dark box or elevated plus-maze. Taken together, these data indicate that a relatively brief history of oral MA is sufficient to induce some signs of anxiety-like behavior during early withdrawal that may reflect, at least in part, a MA-induced increase in mGlu1 receptor activity within vPFC.
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Abstract: The incubation of craving is a term coined to describe a behavioral phenomenon wherein cue-elicited craving intensifies during drug abstinence. Our laboratory has previously demonstrated an increase in extracellular glutamate within the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in rats that exhibited an incubation of craving, which is theorized to activate AMPA and NMDA ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs). However, the role for iGluRs within mPFC subregions in regulating incubated cocaine-craving is unexplored. As a first step towards this understanding, we examined for AMPA and NMDA receptor subunit expression in rats expressing incubated cocaine-seeking following two different short-access self-administration procedures and failed to detect any cocaine-related changes in iGluR subunit expression. To determine whether our prior negative results reflected the amount of cocaine experience of the rats, the present study examined for iGluR changes within the mPFC following a long-access cocaine self-administration procedure more typical of incubated cocaine-craving studies. For this, adult, male, Sprague-Dawley rats were trained to self-administer IV cocaine for 6-hr/day for 10 days where each cocaine delivery was paired with light-tone stimulus complex. Then, at 3 or 30 days withdrawal, rats underwent a 2-hr cue test for cue-reinforced responding and tissue from the prelimbic cortex (PL) and infralimbic cortex (IL) was collected for immunoblotting for AMPA and NMDA receptor subunits. While our long-access self-administration procedures did elicit incubation of craving, we detected no changes in AMPA or NMDA subunit expression either subregion of the mPFC using our conventional immunoblotting procedures. While these results indicate that the incubation of cocaine-craving is dissociated from changes in the total protein expression of iGluR, they do not preclude the possibility that incubated cocaine-craving is associated with an intracellular redistribution of AMPA and/or NMDA receptor subunits and/or post-translational modifications of specific receptor subunits that influence the functional status of iGluR receptors within PFC subregions to impact the magnitude of cue-elicited cocaine-craving.
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Title: A relatively brief history of oral methamphetamine self-administration is sufficient to induce cognitive impairment in C57BL6J mice.

Univ. of California - Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA

Abstract: A relatively brief history of oral methamphetamine self-administration is sufficient to impair reversal learning in C57BL/6J mice and lower vPFC expression of NMDA receptor subunits.

R.A. Cabrera, C.J.E. Denning, J.N. Herbert, K.K. Szumlinski
Methamphetamine (MA) use disorder is characterized by cognitive impairments that impede treatment prognosis and recovery. In humans with MA use disorder, cognitive dysfunction is theorized to reflect glutamate-related neurotoxicity within frontal cortical regions. However, relatively little is known regarding the psychobiological consequences of subchronic MA exposure, more typical of recreational MA use. To that end, we worked to develop a mouse model of high-dose oral MA self-administration under operant-conditioning procedures to examine the effects of a relatively brief history of oral MA upon brain and behavior. For this, adult male and female C57BL/6J (B6) mice were trained to orally self-administer water or one of three MA concentrations (0.8, 1.6 and 3.2 g/L) under a fixed ratio 1 reinforcement schedule for 1 h/day for 7 consecutive days. Then, spatial learning and memory were determined in a Morris water maze, followed by testing for reference and working memory in a water version of the radial arm maze. Immunoblotting was then conducted on tissue from ventral and dorsal prefrontal cortex (vPFC and dPFC) for glutamate receptor expression. Females consumed more MA than males and mice of both sexes consumed equivalent amounts of MA from the 1.6 and 3.2 g/L solutions. No effects of MA were detected for our measures of visually cued spatial navigation, spatial learning or memory in the Morris water maze. However, females with a history of 3.2 g/L MA exhibited deficits in reversal learning upon platform relocation. In the radial arm maze, mice with a history of 1.6 g/L MA exhibited more working memory incorrect errors and more “chaining” (a non-spatial navigation strategy). Immunoblotting revealed significantly lower expression the obligatory GluN1 subunit of the NMDA receptor in the vPFC.
These data indicate that a relatively brief history of oral MA is sufficient to induce some signs of
cognitive dysfunction that may reflect impaired NMDA receptor function within vPFC. Funding
provided by NIDA grant R01 DA053328.
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Title: Sex differences in oxycodone self-administration after PKMζ knockout

Authors: *A. Kniffin¹, M. Khouse¹, M. Nenov¹, L. Birmingham², L. A. Briand³;²Psychology & Neurosci., ³Psychology and Neurosci., ¹Temple Univ., Philadelphia, PA

Abstract: Opioid addiction is increasingly prevalent and characterized by high rates of relapse
and subsequent drug-induced overdose. Although currently males exhibit higher rates of opioid
use disorder and drug overdose, the gender gap is closing, with females exhibiting faster
transition from use to abuse. As the patterns of use and abuse exhibit sex differences,
understanding how opioid exposure impacts the underlying neurobiological systems in both
males and females is critical. The constitutively active form of protein kinase C, PKMζ, is
exclusively expressed in the brain and is increased after exposure to opioids. In the absence of
PKMζ, mice consume more alcohol and engage in higher rates of cocaine seeking. However, it is
not known whether PKMζ plays a role in opiate reward. Therefore, in the current experiments we
examined the effect of constitutive PKMζ deletion on oxycodone self-administration in both
sexes. At the 0.25mg/kg/inf dose of oxycodone, both male and female mice exhibit an increase in
oxycodone taking on an FR1 schedule of reinforcement, while only male mice appear to exhibit
an increase in motivation for oxycodone on a progressive ratio schedule. In contrast, at the
0.125mg/kg/inf dose, only female mice exhibit an increase in both oxycodone taking and
seeking. Taken together, these data suggest that PKMζ deletion leads to dose- and sex-dependent
alterations on oxycodone self-administration. Slice electrophysiology studies are underway to
examine how PKMζ deletion impacts synaptic plasticity within the prefrontal cortex in both
drug-naïve and oxycodone-experienced mice.

Adolescent social isolation leads to sex-specific increases in microglia proliferation in the reward system of adult mice.

Authors: *B. RHOADS, M. PINIERO, B. ARMSTRONG, N. STOREY, A. MCGRATH, L. BRIAND;
Temple Univ., Philadelphia, PA

Abstract: Adolescence is a critical developmental period during which insults can have persistent effects on mental and physical health. The absence of social reward during adolescence can lead to widespread neuronal alterations, impacting behavior and brain function. Social isolation during adolescence increases the motivation for cocaine and leads to structural and synaptic plasticity within the reward system. As both stress and drugs of abuse have been shown to influence microglia and microglia play a critical role in plasticity, we hypothesized that adolescent social isolation would impact microglia in the reward system. The goal of this study was to analyze the impact of adolescent social isolation stress on microglia proliferation and morphology. Male and female C57/Bl6J mice were either socially isolated or group housed at weaning (PND21) and remained in these housing conditions until adulthood. At PND63-105, mice were euthanized, and brains were collected for immunohistochemical analysis of the microglial marker, Iba1, within reward-related brain regions. Results from whole cell count analysis revealed a sex-specific effect of social isolation on microglia proliferation across brain regions in the limbic system. Specifically, socially isolated male mice exhibited increased microglia cell counts across the prefrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens, hippocampus, and basolateral amygdala. No significant effect of social isolation was seen in female mice. Analysis of non-limbic regions is ongoing, but preliminary analysis of microglia cell counts in the barrel cortex suggests the increase in microglia proliferation may be brain wide. Additional studies are being conducted to determine the impact of adolescent social isolation on microglial morphology using confocal microscopy and IMARIS imaging software. Overall, it was seen that there are sex-specific alterations in microglia proliferation across all brain regions studied with socially isolated males demonstrating an increase in microglia cell counts as compared to all other conditions.

Disclosures: B. Rhoads: None. M. Piniero: None. B. Armstrong: None. N. Storey: None. A. McGrath: None. L. Briand: None.
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**Title:** Sex differences in nucleus accumbens synaptic plasticity: involvement of PKMζ

**Authors:** *M. NENOV, M. C. KNOUSE, L. A. BRIAND; Psychology and Neurosci., Temple Univ., Philadelphia, PA

**Abstract:** The nucleus accumbens (NAc) is part of the corticolimbic reward system. Impairments in NAc circuits are associated with development of various psychiatric disorders including substance use disorder, depression, and anxiety. Epidemiological sex differences in these disorders are well characterized and understanding mechanistic sex differences within the NAc may shed light on these disorders. The current study examined sex differences in the main form of synaptic plasticity within the NAc, long term depression (LTD), using slice electrophysiology. We found that a 5-min low frequency stimulation protocol elicited LTD in the NAc of male mice but had no effect in female mice. However, when the duration of the stimulation protocol was increased to 10 min, LTD was evoked in both male and female mice to a similar extent. Next, we examined if sex differences in LTD induction could correspond to the pre- or postsynaptic changes in NAc medium spiny neurons. We found significantly higher AMPA/NMDA ratios and readily releasable pool size in female mice compared to male mice. This increase in readily releasable pool size was accompanied by a decrease in release probability in female mice. Finally, we tested whether these sex differences could be mediated, in part, by the atypical PKC, PKMζ. We found that constitutive deletion of PKMζ resulted in robust LTD induction in female mice at the shorter induction protocol, while disrupting LTD in male mice. Strikingly, there was no effect of PKMζ KO at the longer LTD induction protocol. As PKMζ plays a role in the insertion of AMPARs post-synaptically, studies are underway to determine whether PKMζ deletion alters the sex differences in AMPA/NMDA ratio seen in wildtype mice. Further, we will examine whether PKMζ deletion effects presynaptic transmission, including the size of the readily releasable pool and release probability. Overall, our results indicate that sex differences in NAc LTD are mediated by sex differences in synaptic strength that may be mediated by PKMζ.
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**Title:** Impact of adolescent social isolation on microglial expression in male and female mice
Abstract: Adolescence is a critical period for the development of multiple circuits within the brain, including the brain’s reward circuitry. Social isolation during adolescence alters the development of this reward circuit, which can lead to long term detrimental changes in behavior, including increased drug seeking. Adolescence is a period of increased vulnerability to substance use disorder (SUD) and stressors like social isolation during this time can increase this vulnerability. Previous research in our lab demonstrates that adolescent social isolation increases motivation for cocaine as well as cocaine seeking in both male and female mice. However, the underlying mechanisms driving this stress-induced increase in vulnerability is not well understood. Both stress and drugs of abuse lead to an increase in microglial activation within the limbic system. As microglia play a critical role in synaptic plasticity, we hypothesized that adolescent social isolation would impact microglia with the reward circuit. Data from adult mice suggest that adolescent social isolation leads to sex-specific alterations in microglial proliferation, but it is not clear if these differences in adulthood are persistent changes that occur during adolescence. Therefore, the present research specifically examines microglial expression 2 weeks following post-weaning (PND21) social isolation. Analysis of cell counts within the prelimbic and infralimbic cortices indicate that microglial expression is higher in socially isolated mice compared to group housed controls. This increased expression appears to be driven by an effect in the male mice. In contrast, females are not exhibiting large effects of the social isolation on microglial expression in the prefrontal cortex. These sex-specific alterations in microglial proliferation are consistent with what we have seen in adult mice following adolescent social isolation, suggesting that these effects persist. Analysis of additional regions in the reward pathway including the nucleus accumbens, hippocampus, and basolateral amygdala are ongoing and will be presented at the meeting. The current findings suggest that adolescent social stress can lead to persistent, sex-specific alterations in microglial proliferation that could impact the response to future insults in adulthood including drugs of abuse. Future studies will examine how the effects of adolescent social isolation impact drug-induced changes in microglia.

Title: Suvorexant, an FDA-approved dual orexin receptor antagonist, effectively reduces oxycodone self-administration and conditioned reinstatement in male and female rats

Authors: *J. ILLENBERGER, F. J. FLORES-RAMIREZ, A. MATZEU, B. J. MASON, R. MARTIN-FARDON; The Scripps Res. Inst., La Jolla, CA

Abstract: Amid the opioid crisis, effective strategies to prevent prescription opioid use disorder (OUD) are urgent. The orexin system is recruited by drugs of abuse and blockade of orexin receptors prevents drug-seeking behaviors. This study sought to determine whether repurposing suvorexant (SUV) -- a dual orexin receptor antagonist marketed as Belsomra® (Merck) for insomnia treatment -- can treat two features of prescription OUD: exaggerated consumption and relapse. Wistar rats (males and females; n=16/group) were trained to self-administer oxycodone (0.15 mg/kg, i.v., 8h/day) in the presence of a discriminative stimulus (S\textsuperscript{D}). The capacity to decrease self-administration with SUV (0-20 mg/kg, p.o.) was tested. Next, the rats underwent extinction training and the effect of SUV (0 and 20 mg/kg, p.o.) to prevent S\textsuperscript{D}-induced reinstatement of oxycodone-seeking behavior was tested. Repeated measures ANOVAs analyzed self-administration and reinstatement data. Withdrawal scores were analyzed with Friedman nonparametric tests. Males (F(14,196)= 7.09, p< 0.001) and females (F(1,13)= 74.80, p< 0.001) acquired oxycodone self-administration and exhibited physical signs of opioid withdrawal (males: F\textsubscript{r}= 36.23, p< 0.001; females: F\textsubscript{r}= 37.24, p< 0.001). Females consumed twice as much oxycodone (48.55 ± 5.01 mg/kg) vs. males (22.49 ± 4.83 mg/kg). At 20 mg/kg SUV decreased oxycodone self-administration during the first hour in males (F(2,26)= 5.05, p< 0.05) and females (F(2,26) = 4.77, p < 0.05). The oxycodone S\textsuperscript{D} reinstated oxycodone-seeking behavior with more efficacy in females (t(9)= 4.10, p < 0.01). Suvorexant reversed oxycodone seeking in males to extinction level (Bonferroni p> 0.05 vs. EXT; F(3,35)= 6.72, p< 0.01). In females while a reduction was measured, a substantial reinstatement persisted (Bonferroni p < 0.01 vs. 0 mg/kg; F(3,13)=10.15, p< 0.001). The findings support targeting orexin receptors for the treatment for prescription OUD and repurposing SUV as pharmacotherapy for prescription OUD.
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Abstract: Exploring sex differences in naloxone conditioned place aversion Houda H. Chamseddine, Blake N Brady, Davis Van Dyk, Linda I. Perrotti

Substance use disorder is a chronic condition characterized by cycles of intoxication, withdrawal, and relapse. Negative affective and somatic symptoms commonly accompany cessation of substance use. These symptoms can be incredibly aversive, to the extent that they can be classically conditioned to be associated with cues or environments. Interestingly, women have been shown to demonstrate greater cue-reactivity to drug-associated stimuli. Women also progress from casual drug use to abuse at an accelerated rate compared to men. Human and animal literature also demonstrate elevated vulnerabilities in females associated with circulating ovarian hormones. Unfortunately, but surprisingly, studies investigating sex differences and hormonal influences during opioid withdrawal (OW) and its motivational influences are severely lacking, and the few that address sex as a variable report disparate findings. Much of what is currently known about OW has been derived from studies in exclusively men or male animals, and extrapolated to women, with most withdrawal scales having been developed using male subjects. Thus, the objective of the present study was to investigate sex differences and hormonal influences in the motivational consequences of opioid withdrawal using a conditioned place aversion paradigm. Specifically, we sought to determine (1) the degree to which gonadally intact, adult male and female rats displayed aversion to environments associated with an acute naloxone precipitated withdrawal after morphine pretreatment, (2) the degree to which ovariectomized female rats pretreated with estradiol benzoate or a peanut oil vehicle developed conditioned place aversion, and (3) the differences in aversion after administering varying morphine and naloxone doses in intact females. Overall, the results of this study demonstrated a robust naloxone-conditioned place aversion that seemed to be relatively unaffected by sex, ovariectomy, or estradiol treatment.
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Title: Sex-specific role of CNIH3 in fentanyl IV self-administration
**Authors:** *T. LINTZ*, H. E. FRYE, E. C. NELSON, J. D. DOUGHERTY, J. MORON-CONCEPCION;  
1Washington Univ. in St. Louis Neurosci. PhD Program, St. Louis, MO; 2Washington Univ. in St. Louis, Saint Louis, MO; 3Dept. of Psychiatry, Washington Univ. Sch. of Med., Saint Louis, MO; 4Washington Univ. Sch. of Med., St. Louis, MO; 5Anesthesiol., Washington Univ., Saint Louis, MO

**Abstract:** Cornichon homolog-3 (CNIH3) is an AMPA receptor (AMPAR) auxiliary protein that traffics AMPARs to the postsynaptic membrane and potentiates AMPAR signaling. AMPARs are key components of hippocampal synaptic plasticity, which is important in opioid-seeking behavior. A previous genome-wide association study (GWAS) comparing humans that used opioids occasionally to those that used daily has shown that single nucleotide polymorphisms in CNIH3 provide significant protection against the development of opioid use disorder, particularly in women, however, the role of CNIH3 in opioid-seeking behavior has yet to be elucidated. To investigate sex differences in the role of CNIH3 in opioid use, we assessed fentanyl consumption using an operant intravenous self-administration (IVSA) approach in male and female wildtype and CNIH3 KO mice. Our results indicate that CNIH3 KO impairs the acquisition of fentanyl IVSA in female mice and prevents the increased consumption of fentanyl per session in males observed over time in control mice. Furthermore, CNIH3 KO dampens drug-seeking during cue-induced reinstatement in male CNIH3 KO mice. Additionally, we use viral approaches to determine the necessity of CNIH3 in the dorsal hippocampus for opioid-seeking behavior. This study, the first to identify sex-specific effects of the AMPAR auxiliary protein CNIH3 on opioid-seeking, begins to uncover the role of CNIH3 on sexually dimorphic AMPAR-dependent behavior and hippocampal synaptic plasticity.

**Disclosures:** T. Lintz: None. H.E. Frye: None. E.C. Nelson: None. J.D. Dougherty: None. J. Moron-Concepcion: None.
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**Title:** Oxytocin attenuates stress-induced responding for oxycodone under a progressive ratio schedule in male rats

**Authors:** *T. Q. YATES*, E. C. MCNEELY, R. J. RAGER-AGUIAR, E. LORENZ, K.-C. LEONG;  
Psychology, Trinity Univ., San Antonio, TX

**Abstract:** Instances of Opioid Use Disorder (OUD) are both prevalent in occurrence and significant in impairment caused. Stress is a major component in the expression of OUD,
increasing drug use, craving, and likelihood of relapse. Oxycodone is a commonly abused prescription opioid and use is highly susceptible to stress effects. Therefore, pharmacological interventions need to be explored to combat the negative effect of stress on oxycodone abuse. The neuropeptide oxytocin has been shown to be a potent anxiolytic compound and may be utilized to diminish the effect of stress on drug reward. The present study will investigate the ability for oxytocin to attenuate the effect of the pharmacological stressor yohimbine on oxycodone reward salience and motivation of oxycodone-seeking behavior. To better mirror the use of oral oxycodone in human abuse, male rats were trained to lever respond in operant conditioning chambers for oral self-administration of oxycodone. After stabilization of behavioral response for at least two sessions, the effect of stress on oxycodone-seeking was measured through systemic administration of the pharmacological stressor yohimbine (2 mg/kg; i.p.) 30 minutes prior to a progressive ratio (PR) test. Our results found that yohimbine increased lever responding and break point for oxycodone in male rats, thus demonstrating stress-induced motivation of oxycodone-seeking. Concurrent oxytocin, administered systemically (1 mg/kg; i.p.) attenuated the effect of yohimbine, reducing lever pressing and breakpoint. Subsequent experiments investigated the role of the central amygdala (CeA) in mediating this attenuating effect of oxytocin. Overall, our results demonstrate the potential therapeutic effect of oxytocin in diminishing the negative effect of stress on oxycodone addiction behavior.
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Title: Sex-specific efficacy of a dual agonist of GLP-1Rs and Y2Rs in opioid-dependent male and female rats

Authors: *A. CAFFREY¹, E. LAVECCHIA¹, H. D. SCHMIDT²;
¹Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; ²Univ. of Pennsylvania Sch. of Med., Univ. of Pennsylvania Sch. of Med., Philadelphia, PA

Abstract: Fatal opioid overdoses remain one of the leading causes of preventable death in the United States. The number of deaths caused by synthetic opioids continues to rise year-over-year. Current FDA-approved medications for opioid use disorder (OUD) are limited by high relapse rates. Therefore there is an urgent need to develop new pharmacotherapies to treat OUD. An emerging literature indicates that dual agonists of glucagon-like peptide-1 receptors (GLP-1Rs) and neuropeptide Y2 receptors (Y2Rs) have additive effects on opioid-mediated behaviors
compared to GLP-1R or Y2R monotherapies alone. Furthermore, GLP-1R/Y2R dual agonists are well-tolerated and do not produce emesis as seen with GLP-1R monotherapies. The goal of this study was to determine the efficacy of GEP12, a novel dual GLP-1R/Y2R agonist, to reduce fentanyl self-administration and reinstatement in both male and female rats. Rats were allowed to self-administer fentanyl (2.5 μg/kg, i.v.) for 21 days on a fixed-ratio 5 (FR5) schedule of reinforcement. Rats were then pretreated with vehicle or GEP12 (1.57 or 12.53 μg/kg) before the beginning of fentanyl self-administration test sessions. We found that systemic administration of GEP12 significantly reduced fentanyl self-administration in male rats at a dose that did not affect food intake or produce pica. These effects were sex-specific as GEP12 pretreatment did not alter fentanyl consumption in female rats. Opioid taking was then extinguished by replacing the fentanyl solution with saline. Opioid seeking during abstinence was elicited using an acute priming injection of fentanyl (45 μg/kg, i.p.). Prior to reinstatement test sessions, rats were pretreated with vehicle or GEP12 (1.57 or 12.53 μg/kg). Our preliminary findings indicate that GEP12 reduces fentanyl seeking during abstinence in both male and female rats. Taken together, these results indicate that GEP12 reduces voluntary opioid and taking. Future studies will explore the neural mechanisms underlying the sex-specific effects of GEP12 on opioid taking and work to expand the efficacy of dual agonists in opioid-mediated behaviors.
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Abstract: Effects of Oxycodone Exposure and Withdrawal on NAc Opioid Receptor Expression in Male and Female Rats and Across the Estrous Cycle

Bhumi P. Patel, Anuradha Krishnan, Jessica A. Loweth
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, Department of Cell Biology & Neuroscience, Rowan University School of Osteopathic Medicine

Prescription opioid misuse and abuse in the past two decades has significantly contributed to the current opioid epidemic. Although both men and women misuse prescription opioids, women are
more frequently prescribed opioids for pain, experience more intense opioid craving after chronic use, and transition more rapidly to substance use disorder compared to men. One likely factor contributing to these sex differences is fluctuations in ovarian hormone levels across the reproductive cycle. However, recent studies from our lab have found a significant and long-lasting dysregulation of the rat reproductive (estrous) cycle during extended-access oxycodone self-administration (6 h/day for 10 days, 0.1 mg/kg/infusion) and the first several weeks of withdrawal, preventing an accurate assessment of potential estrous cycle-dependent changes in oxycodone seeking behavior during earlier withdrawal time-points. Taking this estrous cycle dysregulation into account, we assessed the effects of estrous cycle fluctuations on cue-induced oxycodone seeking following prolonged withdrawal (~44 days), a time period when estrous cycle lengths and stages have returned to normal. Interestingly, we observed a significant reduction in cue-induced oxycodone seeking in females in the estrus stage of the estrous cycle (Estrus Females) compared to both females in diestrus and males following prolonged abstinence or withdrawal. One potential mechanism mediating these effects could be interactions between ovarian hormones and opioid receptor signaling within the mesolimbic reward circuitry, as ovarian hormones can influence opioid receptor expression and function which, in turn, can influence responding to opioid-associated cues. To begin to investigate this, we assessed surface and total protein expression levels of opioid receptors (mu, delta and kappa) in the nucleus accumbens core and shell in males and females and across the estrous cycle following prolonged withdrawal from saline or oxycodone self-administration. Together these findings will begin to identify potential neuroadaptations contributing to estrous cycle-dependent changes in oxycodone seeking and relapse vulnerability.
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Title: The Effects of Transitioning from Morphine to Buprenorphine During Pregnancy on Offspring Development in a Translational Rodent Model

Authors: *A. M. MYERS1, L. M. RICHARDSON1, J. DURAN1, S. A. PERRINE2, S. E. BOWEN1, S. BRUMMELTE1;
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Abstract: Opioid use during pregnancy has increased drastically in the last two decades. Pregnant women who use opioids are often prescribed Medications for Opioid Use Disorder (MOUDs), including buprenorphine (BUP) to mitigate negative effects on the fetus. However,
BUP exposure during pregnancy is not without risk as preclinical studies have shown a negative impact on maternal care behavior and offspring neurodevelopment. Further, it is not known how the transition from an opioid of abuse (i.e., morphine) to a MOUD (i.e., BUP) during gestation affects offspring outcomes. In the current study, we used a translational rodent model to investigate acute offspring neurodevelopmental outcomes following either the transition from morphine to BUP or continued use of morphine or BUP from preconception (drug administration began 7 days prior to mating) to the early postpartum period. Dams were assigned to one of 5 experimental groups: BUP continued (“BC”, 1mg/kg, s.c.), morphine continued (“MC”, 3 - 10 mg/kg, s.c.), morphine to BUP (“MB”; 3 - 5mg/kg morphine until Gestational Day (GD) 5, then 1.0 mg/kg BUP; s.c.), morphine to vehicle (“MV”; 3 - 5mg/kg morphine until GD5, then 1.0 mL/kg saline; s.c.), or saline continued (“VEH”, 1.0 mL/kg, s.c.). MB and MV groups switched to BUP or saline (respectively) on GD5, to roughly mimic the time in humans when a woman would discover she is pregnant (i.e. ~ 6-8 weeks of pregnancy). All dams and their litters were sacrificed on postnatal day (PN) 2. Our results reveal that continuous exposure to BUP or morphine and the transition from morphine to BUP results in higher pup mortality, lower pup body weight, smaller pup body length, and fewer milk bands as compared to the VEH or MV groups (p’s < .05). Importantly, preliminary evidence suggests that the BC, MC, and MB dams had lower nesting quality and partook in less pup-directed maternal care behaviors than drug-naive dams, potentially contributing to the high pup mortality rate. Pup brains collected on PN2 will be analyzed using High-Performance Liquid Chromatography to determine monoamine concentrations in the striatum, prefrontal cortex, and hypothalamus. These results suggest that (1) the transition from morphine to BUP in early pregnancy and continued use of BUP or morphine negatively impacts offspring outcomes and (2) opioid-induced maternal care deficits appear to contribute to offspring neurodevelopmental outcomes following opioid exposure in utero.
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Title: Adolescent binge drinking alters prelimbic somatostatin circuitry in mice
Authors: *A. SICHER*¹,², K. GRIFFITH², D. STARNES², G. SMITH³, M. SPRINGER², D. BROCKWAY¹,², N. CROWLEY¹,²,³;
¹Penn State Univ. Neurosci. Program, University Park, PA; ²Dept. of Biol., ³Dept. of Biomed. Engin., Penn State Univ., University Park, PA

Abstract: Somatostatin (SST)-expressing neurons are a population of inhibitory neurons implicated in stress and neuropsychiatric illnesses. Our lab recently showed that binge drinking in adult mice can disrupt the function of SST neurons in the prelimbic (PL) region of the prefrontal cortex. However, the consequences of alcohol exposure during critical developmental windows, including adolescence, for SST neurons and associated circuitry have not been characterized. Here, we use electrophysiology and behavioral studies to investigate the effects of adolescent binge drinking on PL SST neurons. We used the Drinking-in-the-Dark (DID) paradigm to model binge drinking in male and female SST-Cre:Ai9 reporter mice and SST-Cre:Ai32 mice expressing channelrhodopsin from postnatal days (PND) 28 to 52. This age range spans the bulk of the rodent adolescent period. Patch-clamp electrophysiology was performed 24 hr after the end of adolescent DID. SST neurons were identified based on the presence of fluorescence, while pyramidal and non-pyramidal neurons were identified by morphology and membrane properties (i.e. cell capacitance and membrane resistance). We found that SST neurons become hyperexcitable following adolescent DID, while pyramidal neurons became hypoexcitable. However, there was no change in SST-mediated GABA transmission onto other PL neurons at this timepoint. Ongoing experiments seek to characterize the impact of adolescent DID on subsequent binge drinking in adulthood and typical development of PL SST neurons during adolescence.
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Title: Extended amygdala neuronal excitability and alcohol drinking: differential effects of hypocretin/orexin receptor signaling in CRF neurons

Psychiatry and Behavioral Sci., Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA
Abstract: Alcohol use disorder (AUD) patients experience negative emotions and hyperarousal during withdrawal, which perpetuate the progression of addiction. These negative emotional features involve neurocircuitry of the extended amygdala and stress-related neuropeptides such as corticotropin-releasing factor (Crf) and hypocretin (Hcrt). The bed nucleus of stria terminalis (BNST) in the extended amygdala is a sexually dimorphic brain region that regulates negative valence, stress, and alcohol consumption. We hypothesized that signaling through two Hcrt receptor subtypes, HcrtR1 and HcrtR2, in Crf neurons may differentially impact alcohol intake and anxiety-like behaviors, and that neuronal excitability changes in the BNST may mediate these effects. To test these hypotheses, we deleted either HcrtR1 or HcrtR2 from Crf neurons by crossing Crf-Cre mice with floxed HcrtR mouse lines. The Crf-HcrtR1 and Crf-HcrtR2 cohorts along with Cre negative wild-type littermates underwent 8 weeks of two-bottle choice intermittent access alcohol drinking. To determine the impact on anxiety-like behaviors, the elevated plus maze and open field test were performed before alcohol access, and in the last week of alcohol drinking during acute withdrawal. Intrinsic excitability of BNST neurons was measured in brain slices collected after behavioral testing, and in age-matched alcohol-naive controls. Electrophysiological recordings indicated that the BNST neurons in females were more excitable, but 8 weeks of alcohol exposure blunted sex differences in BNST neuronal excitability. Deletion of HcrtR1 in Crf neurons significantly reduced alcohol intake in both male and female mice; however, no differences in intrinsic excitability of BNST neurons were observed that might account for these differences. By contrast, deleting HcrtR2 from Crf neurons revealed a trend toward sex-dependent effects on alcohol intake, with male Crf-HcrtR2 knockout mice displaying greater alcohol intake compared to wild-type littermates. Crf-HcrtR2 deletion also reduced baseline anxiety-like behaviors in male mice prior to alcohol drinking. These findings suggest that HcrtR1 signaling in Crf neurons is critical for excessive alcohol drinking in both males and females, and that HcrtR2 signaling in Crf neurons may play a sex-dependent role in alcohol intake and anxiety-like behavior. The differential effects of HcrtR1 and HcrtR2 deletion in Crf neurons provide valuable insights for developing potential AUD treatments that target these neuropeptide systems using subtype-selective HcrtR modulators.
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Title: Chronic exposure to alcohol disrupts inflammatory protein marker abundances in the striatum.
**Authors:** *B.-L. DUFFUS;*
Indiana University-Purdue Univ. Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN

**Abstract:** Alcohol misuse is the third leading preventable cause of death in the world. The World Health Organization currently estimates that 1 in 20 deaths are directly alcohol-related. One of the ways in which consuming excessive levels of alcohol can both directly and indirectly affect human mortality and morbidity, is that it can produce chronic inflammation. Chronic inflammation, and neuroinflammation specifically, is one of the strongest risk factors for later developing a neurodegenerative disease. Recently, studies have suggested a link between increased alcohol use and the incidence of neurodegenerative disease. However, the mechanism in which alcohol potentially accelerates neurodegenerative processes remains unknown. To further elucidate how alcohol-induced neuroadaptations may drive neuroinflammation, we assayed changes in the inflammatory proteome after mice were exposed to voluntary chronic alcohol use. Here we show that mice chronically exposed to alcohol display unique alterations in their inflammatory proteome in multiple striatal brain subregions commonly associated with heavy drinking and chronic alcohol use. Using mass spectrometry following voluntary alcohol self-administration in mice we show that inflammatory protein marker abundances and signaling pathways are disrupted from chronic exposure to alcohol compared to water drinking control mice across striatal regions. Further, in mice that were allowed to experience abstinence from alcohol compared to mice that were non-abstinent, the inflammatory proteome and signaling pathways showed additional differences, suggesting that the inflammatory response evoked by chronic alcohol exposure is dependent on alcohol use history. These alterations may drive increased neurodegenerative pathophysiology in mice susceptible to these diseases. These findings suggest that proinflammatory responses driven by chronic alcohol use may be accelerating neurodegenerative diseases. Further, specific proinflammatory proteins that we found with largely upregulated abundances may serve as targets for intervention to reverse the adverse effects of alcohol-induced inflammation, and thus decrease the probability of developing a neurodegenerative disease due to excessive alcohol consumption.

**Disclosures:** B. Duffus: None.
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**Title:** Interactive influences of chromosomal sex and gonadal sex on alcohol consumption in Four Core Genotypes Mice
Abstract: Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD) is a persistent worldwide issue, with increasing rates in recent years. Clinical evidence has shown sex differences in onset and duration of AUD. Preclinical research also reveals an influence of biological sex on alcohol consumption, with rates of voluntary consumption consistently higher in female vs. male rodents. However, the neural mechanisms underlying these differences have yet to be understood. The Four Core Genotypes (FCG) mouse model provides a unique opportunity to investigate the influences of both chromosomal sex (i.e., XX vs. XY chromosome complement) and gonadal sex (i.e., ovaries vs. testes) on drinking behaviors. In this model, four different genotypes are tested: XX/Sry-, XX/Sry+, XY/Sry-, and XY/Sry+. In previous studies, we have uncovered influences of chromosomal sex on alcohol consumption using a continuous access drinking task (XX > XY) and a limited access Drinking in the Dark (DiD) paradigm (XY > XX in Sry+ mice with testes). Here, we determined the influence of chromosomal sex on intermittent 24-h alcohol consumption and explored interactions between chromosomal and gonadal sex in female FCG mice using ovariectomy. For Experiment 1, intermittent access (IA), mice were presented with two bottles of 20% ethanol and water solution for 24 hours every-other-day (MWF) for 4 weeks. Bottles were weighed to calculate consumption and two water bottles were available on intervening days. In Experiment 2, XX/Sry- and XY/Sry- mice underwent surgical ovariectomy (OVX vs. SHAM) 4 weeks before the commencement of DiD. Mice received two bottles (15% ethanol and water) for 4 hours during their active (dark) cycle for 15 sessions. Aversion resistance was assessed by adding increasing levels of quinine to the ethanol bottle. Results from Experiment 1 (IA) showed that XY mice consume more ethanol than XX mice, similar to what has previously been observed with limited access, but not continuous access, consumption. These effects of chromosomal sex were dependent on gonadal sex and exposure, such that XY/Sry+ mice consumed more ethanol than XX/Sry+ mice in the first two weeks of drinking while differences in XY/Sry- vs. XX/Sry- mice only emerged after 4 weeks. We also observed that mice with ovaries (Sry-) consumed more water than mice with testes (Sry+). Data collection for Experiment 2 is ongoing and will clarify the role of chromosomal sex and potential interactions with gonadal sex in aversion-resistant drinking. Together, these studies reveal that gonadal and chromosomal sex interact to produce sex differences in alcohol drinking behaviors and call for further study of how sex chromosome genes influence alcohol consumption.
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Title: Astrocytes and their role in mediating the increase in intrinsic excitability of lateral orbitofrontal cortex pyramidal neurons following chronic alcohol consumption

Authors: *A. KASTNER, M. OKAS, J. WOODWARD; Med. Univ. of South Carolina, Charleston, SC

Abstract: Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is characterized by the progression from recreational drinking to uncontrollable and excessive consumption resulting in a myriad of social and neurobiological complications. The mechanisms underlying the dependence-induced escalation in drinking are not completely understood, however a key brain region disrupted in individuals with AUD is the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Studies from the Woodward laboratory show that acute ethanol inhibits action potential firing of lateral orbitofrontal (lOFC) cortex pyramidal neurons in a glycine dependent manner via reversal of the astrocyte GlyT1 transporter. Following repeated cycles of chronic intermittent ethanol (CIE) exposure, lOFC neurons become hyperexcitable and are no longer inhibited by acute ethanol. These effects are blunted in mice expressing a calcium exporter (PMCA) selectively in lOFC astrocytes. However, whether dampening lOFC astrocytic calcium also prevents the CIE-induced escalation in drinking is unknown. Male (n=8-9/group) and female (n=4-5/group) C57/Bl6J mice (~9 weeks of age) were infused with either an astrocyte specific PMCA (AAV2/5-GfaABC1D-hPMCA2w/b-mCherry) or control (AAV2/5-GfaABCD1-LCK-GFP) virus in the lOFC. Following recovery, they underwent 4 weeks of baseline drinking where Mon-Fri, they had free access to 15% ethanol or water for 2 hours beginning 3 hours into the dark cycle. Mice were then counterbalanced into CIE or Air groups based on alcohol consumption during baseline and then exposed to cycles of CIE or Air exposure followed by a test week of homecage drinking. Each CIE or Air exposure consists of 4 days of vapor exposure (16 hrs on, 8 hrs off) and a 3-day withdrawal period. Results from preliminary studies show that PMCA had no effect on baseline drinking in male or female mice. Following CIE exposure, both GFP control and PMCA male mice increased their ethanol consumption. No differences in drinking were observed after CIE exposure in GFP control or PMCA female mice. Next, we investigated the impact of expressing PMCA in lOFC astrocytes on lOFC neuronal excitability. Female C57/Bl6J mice expressing PMCA or LCK-GFP underwent 2-4 weeks of CIE or Air exposure and electrophysiology recordings were conducted 72 hours following the last exposure. Results from these ongoing studies suggest that PMCA may prevent the increase in evoked action potentials following CIE exposure. Together, these findings indicate a potential dissociation in the role of astrocytes in the increase in lOFC excitability and the escalation in drinking that follows CIE exposure.
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Abstract: Previous research highlights epigenetic changes made to GABA<sub>A</sub> Receptors following chronic alcohol use which may be related to synaptic changes of GABAergic signaling in individuals with Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD). Because GABA<sub>A</sub>Rs play an integral role in alcohol pharmacodynamics and GABAergic signaling, AUD may lead to changes in their sensitivity to the endogenous GABA agonist. However, GABA<sub>A</sub>Rs has not been electrophysiologically characterized in native human tissue of individuals with AUD. In this study, we used two electrode voltage clamp electrophysiology and microtransplantation synaptic membranes (MSM) methods to determine potential changes of GABA<sub>A</sub>Rs affinity to GABA in AUD. We used postmortem dorsolateral prefrontal cortex samples from 6 control subjects and 6 subjects diagnosed with AUD (mean age of 53 ± 7 years) that were collected by the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston Brain Collection. Ion current responses values were integrated with label-free proteomics datasets from the same brain region. We built concentration-response curves for GABA to determine EC<sub>50</sub> and pEC<sub>50</sub> values for each control and AUD sample. Additionally, we compared protein expression to find proteins that significantly correlate with AUD diagnosis, EC<sub>50</sub>, and pEC<sub>50</sub> for further analysis in Gene Ontology Pathways. Our results directly measuring the activity of native human GABA<sub>A</sub>Rs complexes found a trend of lower affinity for GABA in AUD compared to controls (p = 0.072, t-test) and lower ion currents responses at 100 mM GABA, but not other concentrations. Initial one-way ANOVA analysis of the proteome by diagnosis revealed 124 proteins differentially expressed in AUD, among those GABBR2, a GABA<sub>B</sub> receptor protein, and GRIA3, a subunit of AMPA receptors, were expressed more in AUD samples. Response screenings analysis using the statistical software JMP 16Pro., found 116 proteins that were significantly correlated with EC<sub>50</sub>, and 165 proteins significantly correlated with pEC<sub>50</sub>. Gene ontological analysis with a background list of all 4,612 proteins from the original proteomic data collection indicates that the GNAI1-GNB5-GNB2 complex and proteins involved in GDP metabolic processes are significantly correlated with pEC<sub>50</sub> values while proteins involved in valine, leucine, and isoleucine degradation are expressed differently based on diagnosis. These results suggest that GABA receptors in a subset of AUD subjects require higher GABA concentration than those of controls for activation.
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Title: The inhibitory effects of ginsenoside Rb1 and Rg1 on alcohol-induced addictive-like behaviors in rodents

Authors: *W.-A. KOOK, Y. LEE, D. KIM, H.-W. MIN, S.-Y. LEE, C.-G. JANG; Sungkwunkwan Univ., Suwon, Korea, Republic of

Abstract: Chronic alcohol consumption leads to alcohol dependence, which is accompanied by neuroadapтиве modulations in the brain that ultimately lead to serious health complications. In previous studies, ginsenosides, major components of Korean Red Ginseng (KRG), alleviate alcohol-induced hyperactivity and cognitive impairment and inhibit morphine-induced hyperactivity and reinforcement in mice. However, there is no evidence that ginsenosides inhibit alcohol-induced psychological behaviors. Therefore, we evaluate the inhibitory effects of major protopanaxadiol (Rb1) and protopanaxatriol (Rg1) components of KRG on alcohol-induced addictive-like behaviors in mice. Male C57BL/6J 7 weeks old mice were used for all behavior experiments including oral self-administration (SA), conditioned place preference (CPP). Ginsenoside Rb1 and Rg1 (25, 50 and 100 mg/kg) were dissolved in saline and administered intraperitoneally at 10 ml/kg. Ethanol solutions (for SA, diluted to 10% v/v in distilled water and for CPP, diluted to 20% v/v in physiological saline) were used to form an alcohol addiction model. Statistical significance was determined using an ANOVA followed by a Fisher’s LSD for all behavior tests. In SA studies, treatment with ginsenoside Rb1 and Rg1 significantly reduce alcohol induced self-administration on a fixed-ratio 4 and progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement. In CPP studies, treatment with ginsenoside Rb1 and Rg1 significantly inhibit alcohol-induced CPP. We identified the inhibitory effects of ginsenoside Rb1 and Rg1 on alcohol-induced reinforcement, motivational dependence, and reward. Our finding reflects that ginsenoside Rb1 and Rg1 are responsible for therapeutic effect of KRG, and they have therapeutic potential as a treatment for preventing alcohol-induced psychological dependence and reinforcement.

Title: Converging effects of chronic pain and binge alcohol consumption on anterior insular cortex neurons projecting to the dorsolateral striatum

Authors: *Y. YIN, D. L. HAGGERTY, S. ZHOU, B. K. ATWOOD, P. L. SHEETS;
Indiana Univ. Sch. of Med., Indianapolis, IN

Abstract: Chronic pain and alcohol use disorder (AUD) are highly comorbid. Patients with chronic pain are more likely to meet the criteria for AUD. Studies suggest that the disruptions in the underlying neural circuitry for chronic pain and AUD are similar, yet this connection remains understudied. The anterior insular cortex (AIC) is a brain region that is involved in both chronic pain and AUD. However, many of the previous studies focused on local lesion or excitation/inhibition, which lack circuit specificity. One major innervation target of AIC is the dorsolateral striatum (DLS). Binge-like alcohol drinking has been shown to alter synaptic transmission at AIC-DLS synapses. However, disruption of AIC-DLS circuits by chronic pain has never been studied. The goal of this work is to study the converging effects of chronic pain and binge alcohol consumption on AIC neurons that send projections to the DLS. We performed intracranial injections of retrograde beads into the right DLS of mice to label AIC-DLS neurons. We subsequently performed the spared nerve injury (SNI) surgery to induce chronic pain behavior. Both sham (control) and SNI mice then underwent 3 weeks of drinking-in-the-dark (DID) paradigm to model binge-like alcohol drinking. Following DID, whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in acute brain slices were performed to measure intrinsic and synaptic properties of AIC-DLS neurons. Our results show that SNI mice with no prior alcohol exposure to injury consumed less alcohol compared to sham mice. Electrophysiological analyses showed that AIC-DLS neurons from SNI-alcohol mice displayed increased neuronal excitability and increased frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents. However, exposing mice to 3 weeks of alcohol DID prior to injury eliminated differences in both alcohol intake and AIC-DLS neuronal activity observed in mice with no alcohol pre-exposure. Together, our data suggest that chronic pain and alcohol drinking interact to have a direct effect on both intrinsic excitability and synaptic transmission of AIC-DLS neurons in mice, which may be critical in altering motivated behaviors associated with pain and alcohol use.

Title: Neural activity in anterior insula at drinking onset and licking predicts compulsive alcohol drinking

Authors: *P. STARSKI*1, M. MORNINGSTAR4, S. N. KATNER2, R. M. FRASIER5, T. DE OLIVEIRA SERGIO6, S. WEAN1, C. LAPISH1, F. W. HOPF3;

1Indiana Univ. Sch. of Med., 2Indiana Univ., 3Indiana Univ. Sch. of Med., Indianapolis, IN; 4IUPUI, IUPUI, Indianapolis, IN; 5Stark Neurosciences Res. Inst., 6Psychiatry, Indiana Univ., Indianapolis, IN

Abstract: Compulsion-like alcohol drinking, where intake persists despite adverse consequences, can contribute strongly to alcohol use disorder (AUD). Previous work has shown that anterior insula cortex (AIC) is important for promoting compulsion-like drinking, but AIC activity patterns promoting pathological intake remain unknown. In 15 adult male Wistar rat, we used 32-wire arrays to record in vivo single unit AIC activity during alcohol-only intake and during compulsive-like drinking with moderate or higher challenge (low vs high quinine adulteration), which would help uncover AIC patterns associated successfully maintaining compulsion-like intake. Compulsive-like drinking intake level was predicted by a specific lick-synchronized firing pattern in AIC, while another lick-associated pattern related to greater intake across conditions. Also, many AIC neurons had session-long plateau firing changes, but only cells with firing increases at drinking onset had greater activity under compulsive-like drinking conditions, in agreement with previous findings that rats quickly assess drinking context and adjust action strategy. AIC did not show firing elevations with saccharin intake, congruent with AIC inhibition not altering such consumption. We provide an integrated model where some aspects of AIC activity relate specifically to compulsive drinking, while others would promote alcohol drinking more generally. Further, similar changes under moderate and higher challenge suggest that one critical role of AIC is to maintain commitment to respond regardless of challenge level. Thus, we provide novel insights into AIC role in compulsive-like drinking and point to central neural mechanisms promoting this key facet of AUD.

Title: Corticolimbic hyperreactivity to alcohol cues among people at elevated risk for alcohol use disorder

Authors: *R. U. COFRESI1, S. UPTON1, A. A. BROWN2, T. M. PIASECKI5, B. D. BARTHOLOW3, B. FROELIGER4;
1Psychological Sci., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Columbia, MO; 2Psychiatry, 3Psychological Sci., 4Psychiatry & Psychological Sci., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO; 5Ctr. for Tobacco Res. and Intervention, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI

Abstract: Low sensitivity (LS) to alcohol is a risk factor for developing alcohol use disorder (AUD). Compared to peers with high sensitivity (HS), LS individuals drink more, report more alcohol-related problems, and exhibit amplified alcohol cue reactivity (ACR) in the form of cue-directed attention and approach, cue-evoked craving, and a larger amplitude P3/LPP response, an event-related potential (ERP) index of incentive salience attribution, to alcohol-related cues. This amplified ACR suggests LS confers risk for AUD via over- attribution of incentive salience to alcohol and its cues. Given that incentive salience attribution is strongly tied to activity in the mesocorticolimbic system, we hypothesized that alcohol cues would elicit greater activation in the mesocorticolimbic system among LS compared to HS individuals. To test this hypothesis, we conducted an fMRI pilot study of ACR with LS and HS individuals who had previously completed an event-related EEG-ERP ACR task as part of a different study. Participants (N=32, M_age=20.3) recruited based on their Alcohol Sensitivity Questionnaire scores (HS: n=16; LS: n=16; 9 females/group) completed an event-related fMRI ACR task. General linear modeling of the fMRI BOLD response was conducted to identify regions showing significant ACR within a mesocorticolimbic mask (FWE, p<.05). ACR beta coefficients from 5-mm spheres around peak voxels were extracted. Recent alcohol use and craving were assessed. Archival P3/LPP ACR task amplitudes also were obtained for each participant. ACR in the fMRI-BOLD response was observed in left medial orbitofrontal cortex and left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC). vlPFC ACR was significantly greater for LS than HS, Welch's t(29.89)=2.46, p=.010. vlPFC ACR correlated with the frequency and intensity of past-week alcohol craving, r_sp≥.385, p≤.030, which was greater for LS than HS, U=41, p<.001. vlPFC ACR also correlated with ACR in the EEG-ERP P3/LPP response, r_sp=.355, p=.047, which was significantly greater for LS than HS, t(28)=1.71, p=.049. These findings are consistent with LS conferring risk for AUD via over- attribution of incentive salience to alcohol and its cues. Findings suggest that amplified ACR in LS people may stem from corticolimbic contributions to incentive salience attribution. These preliminary findings provide a compelling rationale for future fMRI studies in larger samples aimed at identifying the neurobiological loci and mechanisms underlying LS-based risk for AUD.
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Title: Involvement of the basolateral and central amygdala in stress-induced increase of alcohol intake in female mice

Authors: *V. GARCIA-RIVAS, M. A. THOMAS, A. R. SOARES, Y. S. MINEUR, M. R. PICCIOTTO;
Psychiatry, Yale Univ., New Haven, CT

Abstract: Recent data show that, compared to men, women are more likely to drink alcohol to cope with stress. Previous studies show that the basolateral (BLA) and central amygdala (CeA) mediate stress responses, while chronic ethanol exposure changes circuit function in both structures. It remains unknown whether these changes in amygdalar function could prime for sex-specific maladaptive responses to stress, which may increase voluntary alcohol intake to cope with stress. To test this hypothesis, we first developed a behavioral model that captures sex differences in stress-induced alcohol drinking. Male (n=24) and female (n=24) C57BL/6J mice were first trained to drink alcohol in their home cage through the introduction of 2 sippers (10% ethanol and water) for 2 hours daily for at least 10 days. Mice were then split into control (n=12 per sex) and ‘stress’ (n=12 per sex) subgroups. On sessions 12-13 and 21-22, ‘stress’ mice underwent foot shock stress sessions (120 shocks over 1 hour) at least 4 hours prior to the drinking session for that day, while control animals stayed in their home cage. ‘Stress’ female mice drank more alcohol in the 2 days following the stress session (day 13), when compared to all other subgroups. We then tested whether this female-specific phenomenon involved changes in amygdalar circuits, with a focus on principal, GABA and cholinergic neurons. We used dual-color fiber photometry to simultaneously record the activity of GABA and principal neurons (PN) in the CeA of freely moving mice drinking alcohol before or after stress (n=15 per sex). We found that repeated stress does not drastically change the pattern of activity of GABA and PN in the CeA of female mice during alcohol drinking bouts. Since we previously showed that limiting cholinergic signaling in the BLA decreases stress-related phenotypes, we then tested if chemogenetic inhibition of cholinergic terminals in the BLA could blunt stress-induced alcohol drinking. 24 hours after a first stress exposure, we observed that female mice reduced their alcohol intake after the inhibition of their BLA cholinergic terminals with a Gi DREADD. After a second stress exposure, this effect was lost in females but males showed an unexpected increase in drinking when inhibiting BLA cholinergic terminals. Collectively, we show that stress can promote an increase in alcohol intake in females, but not in males. Neither stress nor alcohol appear to modify the circuitry of the CeA in ways that would explain this effect. In contrast, restricting the cholinergic inputs to the BLA decreased stress-induced drinking in
females, indicating that acetylcholine in the BLA may be a mediator of stress-related alcohol intake in females
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Title: The effect of ethanol consumption and cigarette smoke exposure in adolescent mice on the neuroimmune system

Authors: D. STERN1, *E. UNTERWALD2, J. SHINKLE1, B. KOSMIDER3, Z. DAVIS-LUIZER3, H. HAYEK3, K. BAHMED3;
1Dept. of Neural Sciences; Ctr. for Substance Abuse Res., 2Ctr. for Substance Abuse Res., 3Dept. of Microbiology, Immunology, and Inflammation; Ctr. for Inflammation and Lung Res., Temple Univ., Philadelphia, PA

Abstract: Ethanol exposure can produce harmful effects by activation of neuroinflammatory responses in the brain. When high concentrations of ethanol interact with the neuroimmune system it can activate signaling cascades that amplify the expression of proinflammatory cytokines. Many drugs of abuse create this excessive inflammatory response, although some studies indicate that nicotine has anti-inflammatory effects. The current study measured the expression of the cytokines, TNF-a and IL-1b, and the chemokine CCL2 in the brains of mice that were exposed to either ethanol, cigarette smoke, or both during the adolescent period. Male and female C57/BL6 mice were exposed to cigarette smoke or air 2 hr/d, 5 d/wk for 4 weeks starting on postnatal day 28. Concomitantly, mice underwent intermittent two-bottle choice ethanol drinking; ethanol and water or 2 water bottles were provided for 21 hr beginning after smoke exposure 3 d/wk. Brains were obtained 20 hours after the last exposure to cigarette smoke. qRT-PCR was performed to measure the expression of TNF-a, IL-1b, and CCL2 mRNA in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Results demonstrate higher expression of IL-1b mRNA in the PFC of male mice exposed to both smoke and ethanol compared to smoke only, ethanol only, or controls. Female mice that drank ethanol exhibited higher expression of IL-1b compared to controls. Male and female mice that drank ethanol had higher levels of TNF-a mRNA compared to mice exposed to ethanol and smoke, or water and smoke which were not different from controls. CCL2 showed sex-dependent regulation. Ethanol exposed male mice (with or without cigarette smoke) displayed lower expression of CCL2 mRNA compared to mice without ethanol. However, female mice that consumed ethanol without smoke exposure had higher expression of
CCL2 mRNA compared to no ethanol females. The results for IL-1b and TNF-a were consistent with the hypothesized stimulation of neuroinflammation due to ethanol exposure; the downregulation of pro-inflammatory chemokine CCL2 in male mice was unexpected. Additionally, the TNF-a regulation suggests the potential of nicotine being a protective factor when interacting with alcohol, which needs further study to establish.

**Disclosures:** D. Stern: None. E. Unterwald: None. J. Shinkle: None. B. Kosmider: None. Z. Davis-Luizer: None. H. Hayek: None. K. Bahmed: None.
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**Title:** 3d brain-wide profiling of neuronal ensembles reactive to relapse-promoting vs. relapse suppressing cues in rats.

**Authors:** H. NEDELESCU¹, *S. SRINIVASAN², N. CONNOR⁴, B. EASTWOOD⁵, G. WAGNER², A. C. THAN², H. C. ZHANG², Z. MIKKULSKI⁶, F. WEISS⁷, J. R. GLASER⁵, N. SUTO³;
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**Abstract:** Drug addiction is a chronically relapsing brain disease. In rats, while environmental stimuli that signal drug availability (S+) promote relapse, we found that those signaling drug omission (S-) can suppress relapse. This bidirectional modulation of relapse is regulated by two functionally distinct neuronal ensembles (engram cells) of infralimbic cortex (IL) neurons, with each ensemble selectively reactive to S+ or S- (Fos protein). The neuroanatomical source of afferents that activate these neurons, however, remains unknown. Furthermore, procedures for automated brain-wide profiling are available for mice, but not rats, which is the preferred animal model for studying more complex models of drug addiction. To address both issues, in rats trained to self-administer cocaine/alcohol, we conducted a brain-wide analysis to identify neuronal ensembles that send axonal projections (AAV2retro-GFP) to IL. We developed an automated brain-wide 3D profiling procedure for rats, where image data and cell counts were registered using NeuroInfo to the Waxholm rat atlas (ref: https://www.nitrc.org/projects/whs-sd-atlas). Briefly, (1) whole slide images of serial brain sections (60 μm) were captured by a ZEISS
Axioscan slide scanner microscope, (2) these 2D images were aligned and registered using NeuroInfo to the Waxholm rat atlas coordinate system, (3) Fos- and GFP-positive IL-projecting neurons were detected with single cell resolution in NeuroInfo using deep learning methods with anatomic specificity conferred by matching image data to the atlas coordinate space. This method provides superior cellular tagging (staining) and image resolution - especially for the larger rat brains - than similar methods using brain clearing and light-sheet microscopes. Our new NeuroInfo tool can be used to identify brain-wide neuronal networks reactive to relapse-promoting vs. relapse-suppressing stimuli. In short, this study provides a new tool for automated 3D brain-wide profiling of rats and expands our knowledge of brain circuitry mediating environmental modulation of drug relapse.
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Abstract: Alcohol use disorder (AUD) has adverse health and socioeconomic impacts totaling over $240 billion annually. Despite this, FDA approved medications for AUD are limited. Thus, further understanding of neurobiological mechanisms in AUD is required for new treatments. Given its role in cognition and decision-making processes, both of which are adversely affected in AUD, acetylcholine (ACh) signaling is an attractive pharmacotherapeutic target. Therefore, this study aimed to determine how ethanol affects ACh signaling in the dorsal striatum (DS). We previously showed that chronic ethanol treatment in mice and macaques results in a deficit in the cholinergic contribution to dopamine (DA) release. Similarly, we show here that acute ethanol (50 mM) depresses optogenetically evoked ACh-driven DA release measured with fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV). To more directly assess the effects of ethanol on striatal ACh, we used cell-attached electrophysiological recordings of cholinergic interneurons (CINs) and found that acute ethanol (40 mM) depressed CIN firing rate, supporting our FSCV results. To further evaluate ethanol effects on striatal ACh release, we used the iAChSnFR, a biosensor that increases in fluorescence intensity upon binding ACh. We used AAVs to express iAChSnFR in
DS of C57BL6J mice. After at least 4 weeks, brain slices containing iAChSnFR expression were used for slice photometry experiments. Similar to our previous results, we found that acute ethanol (40 mM) depressed ACh release. To determine if these effects applied in vivo, we used fluorescence fiber photometry with iAChSnFR and found a similar acute ethanol (2 g/kg) induced depression of ACh in DS. To assess chronic ethanol effects on ACh release, mice were injected with iAChSnFR as before. Following recovery, they underwent chronic intermittent ethanol vapor exposure (CIE) which consisted of ethanol vapor for 16 hours per day for four consecutive days followed by 72 hours of withdrawal. This cycle was repeated for four weeks. Following 72-96 hours of withdrawal, slice photometry was performed. CIE treated mice displayed deficits in ACh release compared to controls. Given the withdrawal period following the final ethanol exposure, this deficit is not likely due to any potential lingering acute ethanol effects. To determine the cause of this ACh deficit, we examined whether CIE resulted in a loss of CINs. We performed stereological counting of CINs in control and CIE mice and found no difference between groups. Thus, further work is required to determine the cause of the ACh deficiency following CIE. Altogether, our results show acute and chronic ethanol depresses ACh signaling in DS.
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Title: Inhibition of Phosphacan regulates ethanol-induced changes in perineuronal nets and PV+ neurons in a sex-dependent manner during adolescence: Implications for ethanol consumption
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Abstract: Perineuronal nets (PNNs) are extracellular matrix structures surrounding neurons that are mainly formed during adolescence, when the brain is highly plastic and more vulnerable to the effects of drugs of abuse. Ethanol, which is frequently consumed by young adults in a binge-
like manner, alters the intensity of PNNs in different brain areas. However, little is known about possible sex differences in the regulation of the intensity of PNNs induced by ethanol. In addition, there is evidence showing the modulation of the effects of drugs of abuse through manipulation of PNNs, suggesting that pharmacological regulation of components of PNNs may be a novel therapeutic strategy in addictive disorders. One key constituent protein in PNNs is Phosphacan (Receptor Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase (RPTP) β/ζ). In the present work, we have assessed the capacity of MY10, a compound inhibitor of Phosphacan, to regulate ethanol consumption and ethanol-induced changes in PNNs in an Intermittent Access to Ethanol (IAE) model in adolescent mice. The data demonstrate that MY10 significantly decreases ethanol consumption in male mice, not in females. In general, ethanol consumption during the 4-week IAE paradigm induced a decrease in the intensity of PNNs in different cortical and hippocampal areas of male and female mice. We found a significant correlation between ethanol consumption and ethanol-induced alterations in the intensity of PNNs in the Dentate Gyrus (DG). Very interestingly, treatment with MY10 prevented this correlation in the DG of males and even reverted it in CA1 from both sexes, suggesting a connection between the capacity of MY10 to modulate the intensity of PNNs in the hippocampus and its ability to reduce ethanol consumption. In the insular cortex, a brain area that contains highly condensed PNNs around parvalbumin (PV)-expressing neurons, we found that inhibition of Phosphacan with MY10 potentiated the ethanol-induced increase of PV+ cells in male mice, whereas in females did the opposite. In conclusion, we have demonstrated that pharmacological inhibition of Phosphacan decreases ethanol consumption during adolescence only in male mice, which may be related to a sex-dependent regulation of ethanol-induced changes in the intensity of PNNs and number of PV+ cells in the hippocampus and the insular cortex.
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Abstract: The kappa-opioid receptor (KOR) and its endogenous ligand, dynorphin, have been implicated in alcohol use disorder and are densely expressed in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) shell. Within the NAc shell, KORs are located on terminals of neurons originating from the ventral tegmental area (VTA), and the activity of the VTA to NAc shell pathway has been shown to suppress high-level ethanol drinking. Surprisingly, studies thus far have not found KOR activation in the NAc shell to affect ethanol drinking. Thus, we allowed male and female Long-Evans rats to drink under the intermittent access model, to investigate the effects of KOR manipulation in the NAc shell. Using microinjections of the KOR agonist, U50,488, we found that, although KOR stimulation in the middle subregion of the NAc shell had no effect on 20% ethanol drinking, KOR activity in the caudal NAc shell promoted ethanol drinking in males and higher-drinking females, while KOR activity in the rostral NAc shell instead decreased intake in males and lower-drinking females and enhanced intake in higher-drinking females. Conversely, blockade of KORs in the rostral NAc shell with the antagonist, nor-binaltorphimine, stimulated ethanol drinking in lower-drinking rats. To determine if these effects on ethanol drinking were substance-specific, we injected U50,488 into the rostral or caudal NAc shell of 2.5% sucrose-drinking rats and found no effect on sucrose intake. To determine if the differential effects of KOR manipulations could be due to ethanol-induced changes in gene expression, we performed quantitative real-time PCR on NAc shell tissue from ethanol-experienced and ethanol-naïve female rats. While there was no effect of ethanol on dynorphin gene expression, a history of ethanol drinking led to upregulated levels of KOR mRNA in the rostral NAc shell. To investigate if the effects of KOR manipulation could be due to KOR-mediated inhibition of VTA input, we injected an excitatory designer receptor exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) virus into the VTA and then injected CNO and U50,488 into the rostral NAc shell. We found that activation of the VTA to rostral NAc shell pathway suppressed ethanol drinking in high drinkers, and that U50,488, which otherwise enhanced ethanol drinking, reversed this DREADD-induced suppression. These findings demonstrate that (1) the KOR can affect ethanol drinking; (2) the direction of this effect depends on the level of intake, sex of the drinker, and subregion of the NAc shell; and (3) the ability of KOR activity in the rostral NAc shell to promote ethanol drinking in higher drinkers, which have upregulated KOR levels, may be due to its ability to suppress VTA input activity.
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Title: Sex differences in stress-related neuropeptide signaling components and interaction with alcohol in GABAergic neurons of the lateral central amygdala in rats
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Abstract: Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is characterized by compulsive seeking and consumption of alcohol. AUD involves the recruitment of brain stress systems leading to the negative affective states in withdrawal; relief of which drives further drinking. The central amygdala (CeA) is an important brain region that serves as a neuropeptidergic hub of stress, anxiety, and addiction processing, and CeA GABA transmission is involved in the regulation of alcohol consumption. The CeA consists of the lateral (CeL) and medial (CeM) subdivisions. The majority of neurons in the CeA are GABAergic, including both GABAergic projection neurons and local interneurons. Overall, studies show that acute alcohol application increases GABAergic transmission in the CeM, decreases glutamatergic transmission in the CeM, and increases spontaneous glutamatergic transmission in the CeL. However, the acute effects of alcohol on GABAergic transmission in the CeL are currently unknown. Stress related neuropeptides, such as oxytocin and CRF, have been shown to alter CeA GABA signaling in rodents, and modulating these systems can affect alcohol intake and withdrawal symptoms. In addition, we have previously shown sex-specific effects of alcohol and stress related neuropeptides on CeM GABAergic signaling. However, oxytocin receptors and CRF are primarily expressed in CeL neurons. In this study, we used whole cell patch clamp electrophysiology to examine the synaptic effects of alcohol and oxytocin on CeL GABAergic signaling in ex vivo brain slices from male and female Wistar rats. Additionally, we used in situ hybridization via RNAscope technology to identify differences in mRNA expression of these neuropeptide systems in the CeL of naïve and alcohol dependent male and female rats. These experiments provide important insight into sex differences in CeA neuronal functions that may contribute to the development of alcohol dependence.
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Title: High-dimensional neural activity in the anterior insular cortex during natural and drug reward consumption


Abstract: The anterior insular (AI) cortex plays a major role in interoception where it mediates consummatory behaviors based on the current physiological state (Livneh and Andermann, 2021). Previous studies have shown that the insular cortex encodes expectation and consumption of natural and drug-related rewards and its chemogenetic modulation impacts their intake (Livneh et al., 2020; Jaramillo et al., 2018). Nevertheless, it is unclear how different reward-related variables are encoded by the population activity of AI neurons. In the current study, we recorded >100 neurons per session from three alcohol pre-exposed adult Long Evans rats (1 male and 2 females) using high-density Neuropixels 2.0 probes unilaterally implanted in the AI. We simultaneously recorded licks from rats as they freely drank from a bottle for 30 minutes containing either sucrose, alcohol, or a mixture of both. Kilosort 2.5 and manual curation were used to isolate single units. The modulation of these high-quality single units from the AI was assessed pre, during, and post each lick bout (defined as a continuous train of licks, with an inter-lick interval of ~ 0.16 sec and separated by > 0.5 sec) per recording session. Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to investigate whether the tastant type or licking activity explained the variability in the population neural activity. We first observed that population activity in the AI is high dimensional (>7 principal components (PC) to explain ~80% of variance). We also found that the first two PCs discriminate licking from non-licking behavior. Furthermore, we found that PCs 3-7 encoded tastant identity, i.e., alcohol or sucrose. More specifically, projecting neural activity at the beginning and end of each lick bout onto PCs 3-7 showed a clear separation of activity by tastant. The separation persisted when we analyzed only the anticipatory neural activity (2s pre-bout), suggesting that these PCs encode tastant identity rather than licking patterns or perceived taste. These findings reveal moment-by-moment encoding of both general consummatory behavior and alcohol- and natural reward-specific variables including tastant anticipation and identity by simultaneously-recorded neuronal populations in the AI.
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Abstract: Chronic alcohol use can cause cognitive deficits, particularly working memory, which persists during alcohol withdrawal and abstinence, increasing the odds of relapse. The extent to which alcohol exposure disrupts the circuitry underlying cognition is not fully understood. The nucleus reuniens (RE) is a ventral midline thalamic nucleus that plays a key role in cognitive function, especially spatial working memory. The RE is bidirectionally connected to the medial prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus, which have been highly studied in alcohol use disorder and cognition. Despite this, the RE remains highly understudied within the alcohol field. These studies aim to determine how chronic alcohol exposure alters intrinsic excitability and synaptic transmission within the RE in an exposure model that causes cognitive deficits. Alcohol dependence was induced using chronic intermittent ethanol (CIE) vapor exposure (4 cycles) in adult male and female C57BL/6J mice. Following CIE, mice were either tested on a T-maze delayed alternation spatial working memory task or sacrificed for whole cell patch clamp electrophysiology to measure intrinsic excitability or synaptic transmission in the RE. Mice used in the T-maze task were trained prior to CIE and tested following 2 and 4 cycles, to track cognitive decline across the development of dependence. Both male and female mice exhibited significant deficits in performance following CIE. Despite this similar behavioral phenotype, CIE had divergent effects on intrinsic excitability based on sex. CIE significantly increased spike firing in the females and significantly decreased spike firing in the males. Interestingly, in the absence of alcohol exposure, RE intrinsic excitability appears to be sex-dependent, where males have significantly greater excitability than females. Spontaneous inhibitory and excitatory post-synaptic currents are currently under analysis to determine how chronic ethanol impacts synaptic transmission in the RE. These results indicate that the RE could be an exciting new target for the study of chronic alcohol-induced cognitive deficits. Future studies will interrogate this RE in vivo during performance on the spatial working memory task following CIE exposure.
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Abstract: Excessive ethanol consumption during adolescence is regarded as a risk factor for the development of alcoholism later in life, but the pathophysiological mechanisms that render the adult brain susceptible to alcohol are largely unknown. G protein-gated inwardly rectifying potassium (GIRK) channels are among the prime targets of alcohol to regulate neural activity. Previous work from our lab has demonstrated that activin A, a member of the TGF-β family, affects GIRK currents in mouse hippocampus. We asked here, (i) if hippocampal cells from adolescent and adult mice respond differently to alcohol exposure, and how GIRK channels are involved, (ii) how adolescent drinking affects alcohol response upon re-exposure in adulthood, and (iii) if activin plays a role as an adaptive factor. In whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from dentate gyrus granule cells (GCs) in dorsal hippocampal slices, ethanol dose-dependently induced outward currents, which were significantly stronger in slices from adolescent compared to adult mice. Ethanol-evoked currents reversed near -90 mV, were largely diminished by the GIRK-inhibitor tertiapin Q, and were fully suppressed by low Barium. Unexpectedly, the effects of recombinant activin A on ethanol responses were stage-dependent, being potentiated in adolescence, but inhibited in adulthood. The inverse was true when ethanol responses were examined in GCs from adolescent and adult transgenic mice expressing a dominant-negative activin receptor IB mutant, which disrupts activin receptor signaling. These data underscore the essential role of endogenous activin signaling in determining the neural impact of alcohol consumption at different stages of life. Compared to alcohol-naive mice, sustained heavy drinking in the dark (DID, 20% alcohol) between postnatal days 32 and 45 produced a long-lasting sensitization so that ethanol-induced currents in adulthood were consistently potentiated, including its tertiapin Q-sensitive component. Consequently, the adolescent drinking paradigm enhanced the silencing of GC firing during ethanol exposure. Our results show that heavy adolescent drinking exerts a lasting impact on how GIRK channels react upon alcohol re-exposure later in life and that this process might possibly involve activin receptor signaling.
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Title: Whole brain activity changes in male and female C57BL/6J mice following binge-like ethanol drinking
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Abstract: The nucleus accumbens core (NAcc) is an important regulator of binge-like drinking. Male and female mice exhibit distinct transcriptional responses in the NAcc following limited access binge-like drinking. Moreover, chemogenetic manipulations of the NAcc results in opposite effects on binge drinking in male and female mice (inhibition decreased intake in males, but increased intake in females; stimulation decreased intake in females, with no change in males). We used whole-brain fluorescent imaging for the immediate early gene, c-Fos, and a viral retrograde green fluorescent protein (GFP) tracer to determine whether whole-brain activity and NAcc brain circuitry were differentially engaged in males and females during binge-like ethanol drinking [using the Drinking in the Dark (DID) assay]. We hypothesize males have greater c-Fos levels in excitatory regions that project to the NAcc, and females have greater c-Fos levels in inhibitory or peptidergic regions that project to the NAcc. C57BL/6J mice (n=15-16/sex/fluid) underwent stereotaxic surgery to infuse 0.5uL AAVrg-hSyn-eGFP bilaterally into the NAcc, recovered, and then underwent a 4-day DID (2hr on days 1-3, 4hr on day 4) with water or 20% ethanol. Immediately following DID, blood was collected for determination of blood ethanol concentration (BEC). Brains were collected and processed for whole-brain clearing, immunolabeling for c-Fos, GFP, and NeuN, and light-sheet imaging. Image atlas registration and cell detection was conducted using SmartAnalytics software. There was no effect of sex on 4hr ethanol intake, BEC, or water intake. Principal component analysis of c-Fos cell density reveal that sex, fluid, and a sex by fluid subgroups are associated with significant amounts of the total variance (p<0.05, one-way ANOVA). The peptidergic Edinger-Westphal nucleus (known sensitivity to ethanol) and subfornical organ (hypothalamic nucleus involved in osmoregulation) were engaged in both sexes following ethanol intake [p<0.05, with > 0.5 log fold change (lfc); compared to water drinking mice]. Ethanol drinking females had a greater number of regions engaged following DID than males, including the excitatory/glutamatergic claustrum, infralimbic and somatosensory cortices, and GABAergic/peptidergic pallidum, globus pallidus, and hypothalamic nuclei. In total, 94 regions had p<0.05, >0.5 lfc in female ethanol, compared to male ethanol drinkers. Analysis of c-Fos and GFP co-labeled neurons is underway. These findings indicate that binge-like ethanol drinking significantly impact whole-brain activity in a sex-specific manner, as measured by c-Fos induction.
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Title: Determining the role of insula-S1 neurons in mediating affective behaviors during alcohol abstinence
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Abstract: Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD) is a growing problem in our nation and worldwide. COVID-19 has led to a significant rise in alcohol use, with many people relapsing due to the negative affective states correlated with abstinence. An understanding of the functional connectivity network of abstinence-induced negative affect is needed. Previous work in our lab has elucidated parts of this network, identifying an insula-BNST (bed nucleus of the stria terminalis) pathway activated during stress and negative affect in abstinence. The current study focuses on elucidating the control network for insula-BNST pathway mediation of abstinence-induced negative affect. We mapped 2nd order inputs into this pathway and identified the somatosensory cortex (S1) as a dense population of neurons that project to the insula-BNST pathway. As the S1 is involved in processing tactile information arising from external stimuli, we hypothesize the S1 serves in this pathway as a gateway between the external environment and the internal state. To test this potential pathway in alcohol abstinence, we injected anterograde AAV1.Cre into both S1 and DIO.hM3Dq into both insulae in female mice to isolate specific insula cells that receive projections from S1. We then subjected the mice to a chronic alcohol drinking forced abstinence (CDSA) model. After 6 weeks of drinking and 2 weeks of abstinence, mice were subjected to multiple behavioral tests (Novelty Suppressed Feeding Test (NSFT), Acoustic Startle, Foot Shock Startle, and Air Puff Startle). Chemogenetic activation of these insulaS1 neurons causes a decreased startle response at lower shocks in alcohol abstinent negative affective behavior in the Foot Shock Startle test. Incorporating multiple measures of negative affect and normalizing them across tests is important to create a more holistic view of an animal’s affective state in alcohol abstinence. To this end, we began using “emotionality scores” to normalize and combine affective states across tests, statistically determining an emotionality score for each subject based on validated measures of negative affect for each test (e.g., latency to bite on NSFT). Preliminary data using this “emotionality” method demonstrates chronic ethanol drinking increases negative emotionality (i.e., negative affective state) in mice in protracted abstinence. Follow up studies are looking at the opposite side of this pathway, isolating specific S1 cells that project to the insula; along with incorporating emotionality data
after behavioral assays, to show that the S1 is a critical regulator of the insula to BNST pathway, and an overall contributor to alcohol abstinence-induced negative affect.
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**Title:** Inhibiting CRF and NPY1R+ Projections From the Central Amygdala to Lateral Hypothalamus Blunts Binge-Like Ethanol Drinking in Male, but Not Female Mice  
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**Abstract:** Corticotrophin releasing factor (CRF) and Neuropeptide Y (NPY) are a critical ‘pro-stress’ and ‘anti-stress’ neuropeptides modulating binge-like ethanol intake in the central amygdala (CeA) and the lateral hypothalamus (LH). Both brain regions express these peptides, and are known to be particularly impacted by ethanol consumption. The CeA is an important region in relation to alcohol use disorder as it integrates stress and reward aspects to form behavioral responses. The LH is a very heterogeneous brain area, with a variety of neuropeptide and neurotransmitter systems which have been implicated in sleep regulation, food intake, and recently drug reward. Previous data from our lab indicates that CRF and NPY co-modulate ethanol intake, so we wanted to specifically investigate the role of the CRF and NPY systems in the CeA to LH pathway. To assess the role of these anxiety and reward pathways, chemogenetic approaches were used in male and female CRH-cre and NPY1R-cre expressing mice. The “drinking in the dark” behavioral model was used for two consecutive cycles of 20% ethanol solution, and 3% sucrose solution. Preliminary results showed interesting sex-differences regarding the CeA-LH pathway. Placing the Gi DREADD into the CeA, and micro-injecting CNO into the LH, we found a sex-specific reduction in ethanol drinking in male, but not female mice for both CRF and NPY1R+ projections. Silencing this CRF or NPY1R+ pathway had no effect on sucrose drinking in either male or females, suggesting a specific effect for ethanol. The present findings are in line with our prior hypothesis about the NPY system working, in opposition to CRF, as a protective mechanism against ethanol consumption. Interesting sex trends emerged in CeA to LH pathway, such that both CRF and NPY1R+ neurons in this
pathway only appear to modulate ethanol consumption in male, and not female mice. Supported by NIH: AA022048 & AA013573.
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Title: Non-ablative focal irradiation restores the functional connectivity between the nucleus accumbens and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex in miniature pigs with long history of alcohol consumption
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Abstract: Excessive alcohol drinking is a globally prevalent condition and is linked to many negative health and social consequences. One essential site where ethanol acts directly on neurons is the nucleus accumbens (NAc) - one of the critical structures related to alcohol craving. However, most contemporary treatment options do not achieve a long-term reduction in alcohol usage. In this study, we investigated how the functional connectivity between the NAc and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) was affected by long-term alcohol consumption, and how radiation-based neuromodulation might affect the NAc-dACC functional connectivity and animals’ alcohol-drinking behavior. Eight Lee Sung miniature pigs were included in the study: five were trained with operant procedures to voluntarily consume ethyl alcohol solution over 2-3 years, and three served as non-drinking controls. An Achieva 3.0 T scanner (Philips) with an 8-channel body surface coil was used as the receiver for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain to obtain images, including T1- and T2-weighted, fast gray matter acquisition T1 inversion recovery (FGATIR) for structural identification, and echo planar imaging (EPI) for resting-state fMRI time series. Seed-based functional connectivity analysis was implemented by calculating correlation voxel-wisely throughout the brain with the time series retrieved from the NAc. Preliminary results showed that the NAc-dACC functional connectivity of alcohol-
consuming animals was lower than that of non-drinking controls. We irradiated the NAc using a
cross-firing stereotactic radiosurgery approach in three highly motivated alcohol-seeking animals
(Dmax = 30 Gy with a 5mm collimator). The selected dose has been shown to elevate metabolic
activity at the target without evidence of tissue destruction (Yeh et al., 2021). Thereafter,
voluntary alcohol consumption was shown to be significantly reduced in the three irradiated
animals. Preliminary analysis of functional connectivity showed an increase in the NAc-dACC
connectivity six months after radiosurgery. Overall, we have demonstrated a viable larger animal
model of Alcohol Use Disorder, with behavioral measures of motivation that reasonably
approximate “craving.” NAc-dACC functional connectivity reduction may be a characteristic of
excessive alcohol consumption, and the restoration in connectivity strength may be a restorative
result of focal neuromodulation using non-ablative radiation. These results suggest that non-
ablative focal radiation has the potential to be an effective neuromodulation tool for the treatment
of chronic alcohol-seeking behaviors.
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Systems, Inc. San Carlos, CA, USA. C. Yeh: None.
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Abstract: Background
Hypothalamic circuits play a key role in supporting motivated behavior. Problem drinking may
compromise hypothalamic circuit functions, as in altered hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis
response to stress. Here, we investigated how alcohol use severity may impact hypothalamic
resting-state functional connectivities (rsFC) and how the latter inter-relate the severity of
drinking and other problem behaviors.
Methods
We curated the data of the Human Connectome Project S1200 data and identified 870 subjects with both physiological data and rs fMRI data meeting “scrubbing” criteria. Alcohol use severity was quantified by the first principal component (PC1) of PCA of all drinking measures, as in our published work. All participants were assessed with the Achenbach Adult Self Report syndrome scales, including rule-breaking and intrusive subscales. Imaging data were processed with published routines and evaluated at a corrected threshold.

Results
Whole-brain linear regression of the hypothalamus rsFCs against PC1 revealed across all subjects a cluster in the paracentral lobule (PCL, x, y, z = -4, -32, 66; Z = 4.49, 2440 mm3) and, in women alone, a cluster in the left tempo-parietal junction (left TPJ, x, y, z = -58, -54, 4; Z = 5.33, 824 mm3) in positive correlation with PC1, at voxel p<0.001, uncorrected, and cluster p<0.05, FWE-corrected. The β’s of hypothalamus-PCL rsFC were significantly correlated with rule-breaking score in all (r = 0.088, p = 0.009) and in men (r = 0.152, p = 0.002), but not in women in linear regressions with age as a covariate. The β’s of hypothalamus-left TPJ rsFC were significantly correlated with intrusive score in women (r = -0.127, p = 0.006), but not in all or men. In mediation analyses PC1 mediated the correlation between hypothalamus-PCL rsFC and rule-breaking in men and between hypothalamus-left TPJ rsFC and intrusive problems in women, both bidirectionally.

Conclusions
Hypothalamus-parietal cortical connectivities associate problem drinking and rule-breaking and intrusive problems each in men and women.
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Title: Interneuron properties in the ventral subiculum of male and female rats
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Abstract: Inhibitory neurons play an essential role in maintaining normal physiological function throughout the brain, and a wide array of pathological conditions have been linked to aberrant inhibitory synaptic processes or associated excitatory-inhibitory imbalance. The ventral
subiculum (vSub) of the hippocampus has received increased attention for its role in acute anxiety, anxiety disorders as well as comorbid alcohol and substance use disorders. Our prior studies using models of alcohol dependence and vulnerability to alcohol use disorders revealed both sex-dependent and sex-independent adaptations of inhibitory input onto pyramidal neurons in the vSub. This finding prompted our interest in better understanding plasticity mechanisms in GABAergic neurons that ultimately dictate inhibitory tone within this brain region. One challenge in studying GABAergic neurons is their identification, particularly when studying functional adaptations using electrophysiological techniques. Relying on identification approaches such as action potential firing patterns or protein expression profiles can limit the types of interneurons being studied, the animal model being utilized and/or the types of electrophysiological studies that can be conducted. More recently the discovery of a specific GABAergic enhancer element (mDlx+) in a broad array of GABA neurons has allowed interneurons to be virally targeted for fluorescent identification or optical/chemogenetic manipulation. Here, we used this viral approach to fluorescently label and conduct electrophysiological recordings in mDlx+ vSub neurons of adult rats. We found that these mDlx+ neurons have shorter spontaneous EPSC (sEPSC) rise and decay times, but not amplitude differences, relative to vSub pyramidal neurons. Across sexes our results reveal that vSub mDlx+ neurons of female rats have a higher sEPSC frequency than males; a finding that could begin to explain the pathological sex-dependent adaptations seen in our animal models. Additional studies are underway to determine the GABAergic subtype(s) (protein expression identity) seen in mDLX+ neurons of the vSub. Future studies aim to use our findings to integrate electrophysiological and molecular approaches and confirm the presence of distinguishing kinetic features of GABAergic neurons in young animals. This confirmation will allow us to circumvent limitations beset by viral expression windows and enable us to study the developmental progression in the broader vSub GABAergic neuronal population in our animal models of alcohol dependence and vulnerability to this disorder.
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Abstract: Alcoholism is a condition characterized by behavioral and physiological changes, which can significantly impact an individual’s health and interpersonal relationships. After prolonged alcohol consumption, the organism induces neuroadaptations that lead to tolerance, dependence, and a series of alterations in sleep patterns and circadian rhythms. Drosophila melanogaster has emerged as an effective model for studying alcohol neuroadaptations due to its behavioral responses to alcohol that closely resemble those observed in humans. Here, we explore the role of the histone acetyltransferase (Tip60) in the regulation of alcohol responses through its modulation of the ventrolateral neuronal system (LNv) of Drosophila. These neurons are known to regulate the sleep/wake cycle in Drosophila. We hypothesized that Tip60 would have a major role in the capacity of Drosophila melanogaster to acquire ethanol tolerance. Using the UAS-Gal4 system to knockdown Tip60 expression in LNv neurons (pdf-Gal4/UAS-Tip60-RNAi) we record the activity of flies during alcohol exposure and measure alcohol sensitivity and tolerance, against age-matched adult female flies. In parallel, we assessed the expression of the neuropeptide PDF to study the involvement of Tip60 in regulating PDF expression and LNv branching pattern. We found that Tip60 knockdown flies display increased alcohol sensitivity and reduced alcohol tolerance. Moreover, we found that Tip60 knockdown in LNv neurons leads to a significant reduction in the LNv branching pattern and that alcohol exposure exacerbates this reduction in pdf-Gal4/UAS-Tip60-RNAi flies, decreasing overall LNv neuronal branching. These results suggest that Tip60 is involved in the regulation of alcohol tolerance acquisition and brain branching patterns of LNv neurons. Understanding the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying ethanol neuroadaptations can potentially lead to the identification of new therapeutic targets for alcohol-induced disorders.
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Title: Involvement of connexin-36 gap junctions in the activity of ventral tegmental area neurons
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Abstract: Gap junction proteins facilitate transmission of ions and other small molecules across electrical synapses. Vertebrate gap junctions are comprised of connexin subunits that join together to form a hemichannel known as a connexon. We have previously demonstrated that connexin-36 (Cx36) is expressed in the mature nervous system in a subpopulation of neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA). Cx36 has been evidenced previously to have a role in brain stimulation reward, and it has also been observed that Cx36 expression levels change in response to cocaine and methamphetamine self-administration. We hypothesize that these Cx36+ gap junctions play a role in alcohol reward and/or dependence. Here we customize a Gq-coupled Designer Receptor Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADD) viral vector (AAV8.hCx36.hM3D(Gq)-mCherry.WPRE.rBG) with expression targeted to Cx36+ neurons. This vector or a control vector (AAV9.CB7.CI.mCherry.WPRE.rBG) was injected into the VTA of CD-1 GAD67 GFP transgenic mice and Wistar rats. In vivo, intraperitoneal administration of clozapine-N-oxide (CNO, 3 mg/kg), the ligand for the DREADDs, significantly increased VTA GABA neuron single-unit activity in anesthetized rats. Ex vivo, similar increases in VTA GABA neuron activity were observed but with a concomitant increase in VTA dopamine (DA) neuron activity. These ex vivo increases were dose-dependent and greater in amplitude in VTA GABA neurons than in VTA DA neurons. We furthermore utilized the calcium-sensitive fluorophore GCaMP6f to evaluate the impact of CNO and ethanol on calcium dynamics in the VTA. These two viruses were combined, aliquoted and flash frozen for storage. They were then co-injected into the VTA of C57BL/6J wild type mice. Following an incubation period, we sectioned the brains and measured the calcium-dependent fluorescence of many VTA neurons simultaneously in the presence of CNO, ethanol, NMDA, or combinations of these. High pass and low pass filters were applied to the mean fluorescence intensity of each region of interest to separate the fast calcium transients from the slow calcium swell instigated by the bath application of CNO. Neurons were categorized based on their response to CNO, including subpopulations whose calcium transient activity was increased, decreased, or unaffected by the presence of CNO. This work suggests that activation of Cx36+ neurons in the VTA may play a modulatory role of mesolimbic circuitry. Additional work is warranted to elucidate the connection between these effects and alcohol reward and/or dependence.
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Abstract: The prelimbic cortex (PrL) is implicated in both ethanol seeking and drinking (Khoo et al., 2019; Rinker et al, 2023; Siciliano et al., 2019; Timme et al, 2022). Ethanol stimulates the activity of midbrain dopaminergic neurons, however, the role of PrL dopamine in the control of alcohol drinking is unclear. The aim of this study was to decipher whether changes in dopamine release within the PrL cortex mediate cued reward consumption of an ethanol and/or natural reward within a task that allows separation of the seeking and consummatory phases of behavior. We used in vivo fiber photometry with DLight (AAV5-hSyn-dLight1.2) in the PrL cortex in freely-moving male (n=5) and female (n=8) rats to assess dopaminergic activity across task acquisition. Rats received pre-exposure in the home-cage of ethanol 15% (w/v) or water for 4 weeks, followed by daily behavioral training and dopamine signal recording. In each 40 min behavioral session, reward delivery (0.2ml/delivery of either 15% ethanol w/v or 3% sucrose w/v) was contingent upon port entry during an auditory cue presentation (interstimulus interval mean 78±/45 sec), with a maximum of 21 rewards per session. Dopamine signals were obtained over at least two weeks of task acquisition; after stable acquisition with one reward (ethanol or sucrose), rats received test sessions with alternative rewards (sucrose or water). Bootstrapped confidence intervals (CI 95%, 1000 permutations) were used to determine statistically significant changes from baseline fluorescence as in Jean-Richard-Dit-Bressel et al. (2019). We found a consistent and sustained increase in dopamine during ethanol and sucrose consumption. This increase initiated before rats entered the drinking port and terminated at port exit, and the magnitude of this signal correlated with the relative value of the reinforcer with strongest signals for sucrose, intermediate for ethanol, and weakest for water. Our findings suggest PrL dopamine release scales with reward value. These data complement prior neural activity recordings (Amarante et al, 2014; Horst and Laubach, 2013) showing changes in PrL neuronal activity just prior and during reward intake and implicate dopamine in the modulation of this process.
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Title: Neuronal ensemble in the medial orbitofrontal cortex as a brake to excessive binge alcohol drinking.
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Abstract: Alcohol abuse is the seventh leading risk factor for both death and the burden of disease. While several drugs have been approved to treat this disorder, their efficacy remains modest due in part to their lack of specificity. In this study we identified a group of neurons (neuronal ensemble) in the medial prefrontal orbital cortex (mOFC) that shows activity when the mice reach an elevated blood ethanol content (BEC). Also, we have characterized this neuronal ensemble and its implications for alcohol consumption. We are using “Targeted recombination in active populations” (TRAP2) mice (males and females), a mouse line that in presence of 4-hydroxitamoxifen allows permanent genetic access to neurons activated by a specific experience. In TRAP2 mice subjected to the drinking in the dark paradigm of alcohol consumption we performed fiber photometry, single cell RNA-seq, electrophysiology and light-sheet microscopy to understand the characteristics of the neuronal ensemble (cellular type, intrinsic and extrinsic properties, layer location, areas of projection or transcriptional pattern among others) and then optogenetics to manipulate the ensemble and measure the effect of both inhibition and activation in the amount of alcohol consumed. We found that about 5% of mOFC neurons are activated by alcohol as it reaches intoxication level (i.e., BEC higher than 80mg/dL). Moreover, those neurons don’t show activity if the mice don’t reach that level of intoxication Single cell RNA-seq shows that the neuronal ensemble is GABAergic and shows a decrease in transcripts related to ion channels. Calcium recording with fiber photometry while the mice drink shows a strong peak of calcium only at the end of the episode of consumption with no response at the beginning of the episode of consumption. Moreover, we show that this response is dependent on alcohol concentration since when they reach an intoxication level at the beginning of consumption (using a pharmacological approach) the neurons show also early activity indicating that those neurons acts in response to intoxication. Finally, using optogenetics we modulated the neuronal ensemble showing that an activation using Channelrhodopsin produces a strong decrease in the consumption while their inhibition using Halorhodopsin renders the opposite effect. Our data demonstrate that binge alcohol drinking recruits a neuronal ensemble with a unique set of properties and whose role is to act as a brake reducing drinking when the mice reach intoxication level.
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Abstract: Methamphetamine (METH) use is on the rise, and the drug is quickly becoming one of the most commonly misused substances in the United States. The devastating effects of METH appear not only through the short- and long-term physical and psychological damage of the person engaging in misuse, but also from the subsequent addiction elicited from the drug-taking behavior. Given individual and societal harm caused by METH, there is a pressing need to identify features amenable to screening various treatments for the potential to alleviate the unpleasant, relapse-predisposing symptoms associated with discontinuation of chronic methamphetamine. Although the current literature describes neurochemical, neuroanatomical, electrophysiological, and locomotor effects associated with METH discontinuation, these types of measurables are labor-intensive to compare in studies surveying potential pharmacotherapeutics. In that regard, we sought to identify quantifiable behaviors associated with discontinuation of subchronic METH administration to C57BL/6J mice. We hypothesize that such behaviors might represent a useful index for our and others’ studies of potential interventions to prevent/treat METH withdrawal symptoms in humans. To identify METH-discontinuation-associated behaviors, mice were treated with METH (2.5 mg/kg) for ten days, after which they were observed under no treatment for seven days. Video footage was collected during both the administration and discontinuation phases, and recordings were scored by blinded experimenters. We found that, during the first day of METH discontinuation, mice that were administered METH showed a significant three-fold increase in digging behavior compared to mice administered saline. Other behaviors identified in this study included a control behavior (or a behavior that was identical between both groups throughout both phases) and two behaviors associated with METH treatment but not affected during the discontinuation phase. In an effort to increase throughput for eventual treatment screening, experimenter-scored videos were used to train a machine learning algorithm to identify digging behavior. In a time-efficient manner, the
machine learning algorithm was able to replicate manual scores with greater than 90% accuracy. The discovery of a behavioral biomarker associated with methamphetamine discontinuation coupled with the ability to apply automated behavioral scoring to this paradigm could offer a new, moderate-to-high-throughput method for screening interventions for potential efficacy in human METH withdrawal.
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Abstract: Sex differences in compulsive methamphetamine intake and relapse to drug seeking during abstinence

Atul P. Daiwile*, Subramaniam Jayanthi, Bruce Ladenheim, Michael T. McCoy, Martin Job, and Jean Lud Cadet

Molecular Neuropsychiatry Research Branch, NIDA-IRP, Baltimore, MD 21224

Methamphetamine (METH) is an extremely addictive drug that continues to wreak havoc in the lives of individuals who suffer from METH use disorder (MUD). There is evidence for sex differences in patterns of abuse, amounts of METH taken, as well as in relapse rates among METH users who meet DSM criteria for MUD. We are actively investigating the behavioral differences between compulsive and non-compulsive METH self-administration (SA) by rats in the presence of an electric shock barrier. In the present study, we have used female and male Long Evans rats that were trained to self-administer METH (0.1 mg/kg/infusion, IV) on an FR-1 schedule for 22 days using a pattern of three 3-h sessions/day. After 22 days of METH SA, rats continued to self-administer METH in the presence of contingent footshocks (0.18mA to 0.36mA) for more 8 days. After 8 days of contingent punishment, we assessed relapse behaviors on withdrawal day 1 (WD3) and 15 (WD15) from SA. Both female and male rats escalated their METH intake during the first 22 days of SA training. There were significant effects of sex and training days, but their interaction was not significant, indicating that both female and male rats increased their METH intake. Interestingly, male rats took more METH than female rats during the first 10 days and last 7 days of training. Analysis of METH intake for all 22 days revealed only a trend towards significance (p=0.0601), with for male rats exhibiting somewhat higher total METH intake than females. Contingent punishment significantly reduced METH taking in
some of the female and male rats (shock-sensitive, SS; non-compulsive) but not in others (shock-resistant, SR; non-compulsive). Moreover, SR rats displayed a significant effect of training day (statistics), but a trend towards significance for sex (p=0.0772) and its interaction (p=0.0806). Furthermore, 72% (13/18) of males while 53% (9/17) of females showed compulsive METH intake in the presence of adverse consequences. Non-compulsive female rats were more prone to relapse during forced abstinence in comparison to non-compulsive male rats. In contrast, both compulsive female and male rats showed similar METH craving behavior during abstinence. These observations indicate that non-compulsive females that take less METH than males might be more prone to relapse to METH taking behaviors. **Acknowledgement:** This work is supported by DHHS/ NIH/ NIDA-IRP.
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**Title:** Modeling methamphetamine use disorder and relapse in animals: short- and long-term, transcriptional consequences in the brain
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**Abstract:** Methamphetamine (METH) use disorder (MUD) is a chronic neuropsychiatric disorder characterized by binge drug taking episodes, intervals of abstinence, and relapses to the use of the drug even while in treatment. MUD has been modeled in rodents in order to identify the molecular bases for persistent drug taking behaviors. These experiments promise to shed some light on potential neurobiological substrates of METH addiction, with the hope of developing more target-driven pharmacological interventions. In present study, we trained male Sprague-Dawley rats to self-administered METH (0.1 mg/kg/injection, i.v.) while control rats received saline infusions on an FR-1 schedule for 8 days [15-hours (hrs) sessions/day]. After the last METH SA session, rats were euthanized at 2 hrs, 24 hrs, or 1 month after cessation of drug exposure. Dorsal striata were dissected and used in microarray analysis. Rats escalated their METH intake over time. The microarray data were analyzed using Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID); Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways; and Sankey analyses. At the 2-hr time point, calcium, cAMP, and Ras
signaling pathways were significantly enriched. At the 24-hr time point, there was significant enrichment of genes involved in infectious diseases and immune responses. Interestingly, most genes showed decreased mRNA expression at the 1-month withdrawal time point. At that time, differentially expressed genes belong to cell differentiation and development processes. Cluster analysis revealed that genes upregulated at early time points tended to be down-regulated later on and vice versa. These observations suggest potential compensatory mechanisms at the later time point. Elucidation of the molecular machinery that form the substrates of cue-induced relapses that tend to be more prominent at later time points will provide better molecular targets for both pharmaceutical interventions for individuals who suffer from MUD. **Acknowledgement:** This work is supported Department of Health and Human Services/ National Institutes of Health/ National Institute on Drug Abuse/ Intramural Research Program.
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**Title:** The effects of bupropion on Arc mRNA expression in mice with methamphetamine-induced neurotoxicity
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**Abstract:** Studies in humans and in animal models suggest that exposure to methamphetamine (METH) leads to decreased striatal dopamine. Such toxicity is associated with decreased amplitude of phasic dopamine signals and alterations in gene expression in striatal efferent neurons, such as Arc. These long-term effects of METH may negatively affect striatally based learning and memory, contributing to a low probability of behavioral recovery. Bupropion (Bup), a dopamine transporter inhibitor, is theorized to increase phasic dopamine signaling and, consequently, restore Arc expression in striatum. The purpose of this study was to provide a preliminary test this hypothesis by determining whether acute treatment with Bup restores Arc expression in striata of mice with METH-induced toxicity. Adult male C57BL/6J mice (n=4/group) were pretreated with $d,l$-METH$\cdot$HCl (4x10 mg/kg free base) or saline (Sal). Approximately 3 weeks later mice were randomized to receive and were acutely treated with Sal
or Bup•HCl (50 mg/kg free base) and then placed in a novel environment for 30 min. Mice were then sacrificed, and brains harvested, sectioned, and processed for Arc and preproenkephalin (ppe) mRNAs using RNAScope™. Digitized images were captured and analyzed to determine the numbers of Arc+/ppe+ (i.e., D2-MSNs) and Arc+/ppe-negative (i.e., D1-MSNs) cells in a 0.5x0.5 mm field. The numbers of cells were compared across groups via ANOVA. Statistical significance was set at p≤0.05. All RNAScope assays, imaging, and data analyses were conducted with the experimenter blinded to the treatment group of the animals. Acute treatment with Bup increased the number of Arc+ D1-MSNs. There was a significant main effect of treatment group, as well as a significant group x cellular phenotype interaction. Post-hoc analysis revealed significantly more Arc+ D1-MSNs in both the Sal-pretreated and METH-pretreated mice treated with Bup. Although the number of Arc+ D1-MSNs was significantly less in the METH-pretreated mice treated with Bup vs. the Sal-pretreated mice given Bup, the number of Arc+ D1-MSNs was similar to those in the Sal-pretreated mice acutely treated with Sal. Post hoc analysis revealed no effects of treatment group on the number of Arc+ D2-MSNs. These preliminary data suggest that acute treatment with bupropion restores Arc mRNA expression in D1-MSNs of mice with METH-induced neurotoxicity. Given the critical role of Arc in brain plasticity, the findings suggest that bupropion may be an option for improving striatally-based learning and memory processes necessary for optimal response to behavioral treatments for METH-use disorders.
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Title: Mechanistic insight into microbial regulation of psychostimulant abuse

Authors: S. J. MABRY¹, X. CAO², S. PATEL¹, T. ROMANAZZI³, Y. ZHU¹, D. P. SALEEBY¹, C. ROWE¹, A. ELAM¹, H.-T. LEE¹, H. WU², A. GALLI¹, *A. M. CARTER¹;
¹Univ. of Alabama, Birmingham, Birmingham, AL; ²Oregon Hlth. and Sci. Univ., Portland, OR; ³Univ. of Insubria, Varese, Italy

Abstract: Amphetamines (AMPHs) are highly effective psychostimulants commonly used for the treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders and are abused with devastating outcomes. The stimulant properties and abuse potential of AMPHs have been associated with their ability to increase extracellular dopamine (DA) levels. This increase is mediated, at least in part, by the
reversal of DA transporter (DAT) function, which causes non-vesicular DA release, here defined as DA efflux. Recent studies suggest that imbalances in the gut microbiome (dysbiosis) participate in the pathogenesis of substance use disorders. Microbial products such as short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), are suspected to play a fundamental role in this process. Among SCFAs, butyrate is known to cross the blood-brain barrier and directly act on neurons and glial cells. *Fusobacterium nucleatum* (*F. nucleatum*) is a bacterial species that secretes butyrate and whose abundance is increased by AMPH abuse in both rodents and humans. It is important to note that butyrate is a potent inhibitor of histone deacetylases (HDACs) and that inhibition of HDACs robustly increases expression of both DAT mRNA and protein levels in cultured cells. Changes in DAT expression regulates both AMPH-induced DA efflux and psychomotor actions. Here, we report that colonization of the intestinal tract of gnotobiotic *Drosophila* with *F. nucleatum* significantly enhances AMPH-induced DA efflux and associated behaviors such as locomotion, courting, and preference. This potentiation of AMPH actions by *F. nucleatum* was paralleled by oral administration of butyrate. In contrast, acetate and propionate, other SCFAs secreted by *F. nucleatum*, failed to enhance both AMPH-induced DA efflux and locomotion. Further, inhibition of HDACs using Trichostatin A, as well as genetic knockdown of HDAC1 in DA neurons via RNAi, both increased AMPH-induced DA efflux and locomotion. Importantly, both *F. nucleatum* colonization, as well as direct butyrate administration, also lead to a significant increase in DAT expression. These data provide evidence that *F. nucleatum* modulates AMPH-induced behaviors through secretion of butyrate, inhibition of HDACs, elevation of DAT expression, and increased DA efflux. These findings suggest modulation of the gut microbiome as a therapeutic approach for the treatment of substance use disorders.

**Disclosures:** S.J. Mabry: None. X. Cao: None. S. Patel: None. T. Romanazzi: None. Y. Zhu: None. D.P. Saleeby: None. C. Rowe: None. A. Elam: None. H. Lee: None. H. Wu: None. A. Galli: None. A.M. Carter: None.
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**Title:** Activation of Melanin Concentrating Hormone Neurons in the Lateral Hypothalamus alter the expression of methamphetamine intravenous self-administration

**Authors:** *M. SUAREZ, H. SCHNEIDER, I. R. K. KUEBLER, K. T. WAKABAYASHI; Psychology, Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE

**Abstract:** Sensitivity to the reinforcing effects of methamphetamine (METH) can influence the motivation to work for the drug, or its associated cues; this in turn can contribute to the
development of METH use disorder (MUD). Several brain areas play a role in regulating METH associated behaviors. The lateral hypothalamus (LH) is a region that interfaces with mesolimbic neural circuitry associated with reward and MUD. Within the LH, melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) neurons, mainly studied in the context of sleep wakefulness and energy homeostasis, have been shown to impact METH psychomotor sensitization. These and other findings suggest that LH MCH neurons regulate METH seeking and taking behavior, but relatively little is known about how the activity of these neurons influence METH self-administration behavior. In this study, male and female Wistar rats were trained to intravenously self-administer METH (0.05 mg/kg/inf) via nose pokes for 10 days. After this, a dose-response curve was generated by allowing rats to self-administer one of five doses (0.0625, 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05, or 0.1 mg/kg/inf, presented in a Latin-Square design) every other day. Using a combinatorial viral approach, we targeted activating designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) to MCH-positive LH neurons. On test days, 30 minutes before self-administration sessions, rats received a saline vehicle control or clozapine-n-oxide (CNO, 0.3 or 1 mg/kg) in order to activate MCH neurons. Male rats readily self-administered METH and a dose response curve was generated where the lowest dose resulted in the most nose pokes, and the highest dose resulted in the fewest. Stable responding to the training dose was seen in between dose response days. In male rats, CNO administration of 0.3 mg/kg selectively increased infusions of METH, with the greatest effects on the two lowest doses. Conversely, CNO administration of 1 mg/kg reduced METH infusions, flattening the dose response function. Results for female rats and associated sex differences will be discussed at the conference. These finding suggest a nuanced behavioral interaction between LH MCH neuron activity and the reinforcing effects of self-administered METH, which may have further implications for MUD in humans.
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Title: Reduced polysubstance self-administration and stress-induced reinstatement following systemic or central amygdala hypocretin-receptor blockade in rats

Authors: *T. A. ZARIN, B. E. SCHMEICHEL;
Biomed. Sci., East Tennessee State Univ., Johnson City, TN
Abstract: The hypocretin/orexin (HCRT) system is associated with compulsive stimulant and opioid use, involving both HCRT-receptor 1 (-R1) and HCRT-receptor 2 (-R2). Few studies, however, have examined the role of combined HCRT-R1/2 on compulsive drug taking behavior, and fewer have examined the role of HCRT in drug-taking behavior involving a combined methamphetamine and fentanyl polysubstance. In this study, we examined the effects of systemic and intracranial HCRT-R1/2 antagonism on compulsive polysubstance intravenous self-administration and stress-induced reinstatement, as modeled by escalated intake in rats allowed extended access to polysubstance. Male and female adult Wistar rats (N=40) were allowed either short (1h; ShA; n=8 male) or long (6h; LgA; n=16 male, n=16 female) access to polysubstance intravenous self-administration (fixed ratio 1) for 12 sessions. Rats in the LgA group significantly escalated their drug-taking over the 12 sessions (p<.01), and were taking significantly higher amounts of polysubstance during the first hour compared to the ShA group (p<.01). After escalation, a subset of LgA males and females were systemically administered a HCRT-R1/2 antagonist (suvorexant; SUV, 0 and 30mg/kg) 30 min prior to polysubstance self-administration testing. Systemic SUV administration elicited significant attenuation of polysubstance-taking in both the first hour (p<.01) and full 6h (p<.05) session for male and female LgA rats. Brains from drug-naïve, ShA and LgA (n=8/group) male rats were collected 1 day after the last self-administration session, and assessed for HCRT-1, HCRT-R1 and -R2 optical density using immunohistochemical assays. LgA rats had a significantly higher density of HCRT-1 peptide in the central amygdala (CeA) when compared to naïve rats (p<.05), and higher HCRT-R1 compared to both ShA and naïve rats (p<.01). There was no change in HCRT-R2 optical density across groups. A final subset rats extinguished their drug-seeking behavior via substitution of saline for polysubstance during self-administration. Once lever pressing was extinguished, the rats were tested for yohimbine-induced (2mg/kg) reinstatement of drug-seeking behavior. Stress-induced reinstatement was significantly attenuated in both males and females with systemic SUV administration (p<.01), and in females following intracerebral injections of SUV into the CeA (9 µg/hem; p<.01). Combined, these results suggest HCRT neurotransmission at both HCRT-R1 and -R2, particularly within the CeA, likely contributes to polysubstance-taking and stress-induced polysubstance-seeking behavior.

Disclosures: T.A. Zarin: None. B.E. Schmeichel: None.
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Title: Syntaxin 1 Ser14 phosphorylation is required for nonvesicular dopamine release via the dopamine transporter

1Univ. of Alabama Birmingham, Univ. of Alabama Birmingham, Birmingham, AL; 3Univ. of Pittsburgh, 2Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA; 4Univ. of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL; 5Vandebilt Univ., Vandebilt Univ., Nashville, TN; 6Private Residence, 7Univ. of Alabama, Birmingham, Univ. of Alabama, Birmingham, Birmingham, AL; 8Univ. of Insubria, Varese, Italy; 9Univ. of Alabama at Birmingham, Vanderbilt Univ., birmingham, AL; 10UAB, UAB, Brentwood, TN

Abstract: Amphetamine (AMPH) is a commonly abused psychostimulant. The stimulant properties of AMPH are associated with its ability to increase dopamine (DA) neurotransmission via nonvesicular DA release, which is mediated by reversal of DA transporter (DAT) function. Syntaxin 1 (Stx1) is a SNARE protein that is phosphorylated at Ser14 by casein kinase II. We show that Stx1 phosphorylation is critical for AMPH-induced nonvesicular DA release and regulates the expression of AMPH-induced preference and sexual motivation in Drosophila melanogaster. Our molecular dynamics simulations of the DAT/Stx1 complex demonstrate that phosphorylation of these proteins is pivotal for DAT to dwell in a DA releasing state. This state is characterized by the breakdown of two key salt bridges within the DAT intracellular gate, K66-D345 and E428-R445, causing the opening and hydration of the DAT intracellular vestibule, allowing DA to bind from the cytosol, a mechanism that we hypothesize underlies nonvesicular DA release.
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Title: A locomotor activity sign of amphetamine acute withdrawal is attenuated by kappa opioid receptor antagonist in rats

Authors: *W. WHITE, I. WHITE;
Morehead State Univ., Morehead, KY

Abstract: When rats are given 2.0 mg/kg amphetamine near light onset of a 12-12 hour light-dark cycle, hyperactivity, indicative of an acute state, occurs during the first four hours following
treatment, and reduced activity, indicative of an acute withdrawal, occurs from around 13 to 24 hours post-treatment. Recently, kappa opioid antagonists, such as nor-BNI, have been shown to attenuate withdrawal-related signs of stress, anxiety, and depression produced by chronically administered drugs of abuse. nor-BNI is a long-acting selective kappa opioid receptor antagonist. It is often administered 24-hours prior to a target manipulation, and the effects of a single nor-BNI treatment can persist for weeks. This study examined the capacity of nor-BNI to block acute withdrawal from amphetamine. Adult male Wistar rats were given a series of six one-week tests. On Day 1 of a test, animals were given a control treatment, and on Day 4, they were given a drug treatment. Distance moved in an open field was monitored for 24 hours following each treatment. During Tests 1-3, Day 4 drug treatments were: 2.0 mg/kg amphetamine alone; 2.0 mg/kg amphetamine followed 15 minutes later by the non-selective opioid receptor antagonist naloxone (0.1 mg/kg); and 2.0 mg/kg amphetamine preceded 24 hours earlier by nor-BNI (7.5 mg/kg). During Tests 4-6, Day 4 drug treatment was 2.0 mg/kg amphetamine, so that the effect of nor-BNI on acute withdrawal could be assessed 1 week (Test 4), 2 weeks (Test 5), and 3 weeks (Test 6) following nor-BNI administration. Amphetamine alone (Test 1) produced hyperactivity 1-4 hours following treatment and reduced activity 13-24 hours following treatment. Neither naloxone (Test 2) nor nor-BNI (Test 3) appeared to alter acute amphetamine hyperactivity, but they both prevented the reduction in activity from hours 13-24, that is, they prevented acute withdrawal as assessed with a locomotor activity measure. Acute withdrawal to amphetamine also did not occur 1 week after nor-BNI (Test 4), but it began to reemerge 2 weeks following nor-BNI (Test 5). Withdrawal from both intermittently and chronically used drug appears to involve kappa opioid receptor activation. Careful assessment of determinants of acute withdrawal may disclose factors that promote the transition from intermittent recreational drug use to chronic drug abuse.

Disclosures: W. White: None. I. White: None.
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Title: A comparison of the neurobehavioral responses of rats exposed to original and counterfeit Captagon

Taif Univ., Taif, Saudi Arabia
**Abstract:** A common drug of abuse in the Middle East is captagon. Captagon contains the active ingredient fenethylline, which has two major active metabolites: amphetamine and theophylline. Due to the lack and difficulty of obtaining the original Captagon (FEN), counterfeit Captagon (CC) has emerged. In addition to theophylline and amphetamine, CC contains paracetamol, caffeine, diphenhydramine, and lidocaine. The neurobehavioral effects of FEN and CC have never been compared previously. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the neurobehavioral reactions of rats that were exposed to different doses of FEN and CC. A total of 36 male Sprague Dawley rats were randomly assigned to receive the vehicle, FEN (50 or 100 mg/kg), or CC (50 or 100 mg/kg). Body temperature was monitored, and locomotor activity was assessed following the treatment. Prefrontal cortex samples were extracted to assess the gene expression of antioxidant enzymes. Interestingly, CC as compared to the FEN caused more increases in body temperature posing more risks of fatal hyperthermia. Moreover, this new Captagon induced a significant increase in locomotor activity as compared to the original one. These behavioral changes were linked to increases in oxidative stress in the CC group due to modified gene expression of the antioxidant enzymes in the prefrontal cortex. These findings are the first to demonstrate the potential health harm caused by the new Captagon as compared to the original one. More efforts should be made to educate our society about the danger of these new drugs and to control their use.
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**Title:** Cell-type and pathway specific synaptic adaptations in the rat nucleus accumbens core after incubation of methamphetamine craving

**Authors:** E.-K. HWANG, M. M. BEUTLER, *M. E. WOLF;
Oregon Hlth. & Sci. Univ., Portland, OR

**Abstract:** Use of methamphetamine (meth) is highly prevalent and the high rate of relapse even after prolonged abstinence is a major problem in treating meth use disorder. In a rat model of drug craving and relapse, cue-induced drug seeking progressively intensifies after withdrawal from drug self-administration (SA) (incubation of craving), which is associated with long-term synaptic adaptations of glutamatergic transmission in nucleus accumbens core (NAcc) medium spiny neurons (MSN). Our lab previously demonstrated that incubation of meth craving is
associated with synaptic calcium-permeable AMPA receptor (CP-AMPAR) upregulation in the NAcc and that CP-AMPAR activation is required for expression of incubated meth craving (Scheyer et al., 2016). However, it is not known whether meth incubation is associated with cell-type specific upregulation of CP-AMPAR in MSN that express either the dopamine D1 or D2 receptor and which specific glutamatergic inputs are involved in CP-AMPAR-mediated synaptic alterations in NAcc. Here, we examined CP-AMPAR plasticity during meth incubation in a cell-type and pathway-specific manner in the NAcc. Male and female rats self-administered saline or meth under extended access conditions (6 h/day for 10 days; 0.1 mg/kg/infusion; infusions paired with light cue). We measured cue-induced meth seeking after 1 and 21 days of abstinence. On withdrawal day (WD) 25-50, whole-cell patch clamp recordings were performed to characterize AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission by measuring the rectification index and NASPM (CP-AMPAR selective antagonist) sensitivity. To enable identification of MSN subtypes, we use D1-Cre or A2a-Cre rats (the A2aR colocalizes with the D2R) crossed with ZsGreen or TdTomato reporter rats. During seeking tests, significantly higher cue-induced seeking was observed on WD21 than on WD1. We found upregulation of CP-AMPAR in D1+ but not D1- or A2a+ MSN after withdrawal from meth SA compared to saline controls. Furthermore, combining electrophysiology and optogenetics, we examined input-specific plasticity in the NAcc synapses projecting from the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), basolateral amygdala (BLA) and paraventricular thalamus (PVT). We found potentiated glutamatergic synaptic transmission through upregulation of CP-AMPAR in mPFC and PVT to NAcc pathways, but not the BLA to NAcc pathway. Experiments combining pathway and cell-type specific approaches are in progress. Our results are the first to demonstrate plasticity of specific excitatory pathways to NAc MSN after incubation of meth craving.
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Title: Role of histone deacetylase 5 in nucleus accumbens in incubation of methamphetamine craving

Authors: *M. BURKE¹, A. OLANIRAN², X. LI¹;
²Psychology, ¹Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD

Abstract: Methamphetamine seeking progressively increases after abstinence in both rats and humans. We previously showed that overexpressing histone deacetylase 5 (HDAC5) in rat dorsal striatum potentiates this incubation of methamphetamine craving, while knocking down HDAC5 suppresses it. Together these results demonstrated a critical role of HDAC5 in rat dorsal striatum in incubation of methamphetamine craving. However, whether the role of HDAC5 in this
incubation generalizes to nucleus accumbens (NAc) is unknown. Anatomically, NAc is further divided into two subregions, core and shell. Based on previous literature showing that the NAc core and shell play distinct roles in drug relapse behaviors, here we aimed to examine the role of HDAC5 in incubation of methamphetamine craving in NAc core and shell, respectively. We first injected adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) expressing either a nuclear-localized HDAC5 (AAV-HDAC5) or GFP (control, AAV-GFP) bilaterally into NAc shell. One week later, we trained both groups of rats to self-administer methamphetamine for 10 days (0.1 mg/kg/infusion, 9 h/d). After the training, we tested all rats for methamphetamine seeking on both abstinence days 2 and 35. We found that overexpressing HDAC5 in NAc shell had no effect on methamphetamine seeking on either abstinence day 2 or 35, suggesting that HDAC5 in NAc shell does not play a role in incubation of methamphetamine craving. Our ongoing study is examining whether overexpressing HDAC5 in NAc core impacts incubation of methamphetamine craving. Together, these results may reveal a sub-region-specific role of HDAC5 in NAc in mediating methamphetamine relapse.

Disclosures: M. Burke: None. A. Olaniran: None. X. Li: None.
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Title: Deep brain stimulation of nucleus accumbens shell does not alter methamphetamine seeking in male rats

Authors: *T. J. SACKO, S. E. SWINFORD-JACKSON, R. C. PIERCE; Brain Hlth. Inst. and Dept. of Psychiatry, Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Med. Sch., Piscataway, NJ

Abstract: Methamphetamine use disorder is a chronic, relapsing condition for which there are currently no available FDA-approved treatments. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a well-established surgical intervention approved for Parkinson’s Disease and other neurological conditions which is also under exploration as a possible treatment for neuropsychiatric disorders including depression and substance use disorders. Relapse, a major obstacle to recovery, is often precipitated by craving which can be modeled as drug seeking in rodents. DBS of the nucleus accumbens shell reduces cocaine-seeking behavior in rats; however, its effectiveness for methamphetamine is not well understood. Here, we examined the effect of deep brain stimulation of the nucleus accumbens shell on methamphetamine priming-induced reinstatement of drug-seeking behavior in male Sprague Dawley rats. Rats were allowed to self-administer intravenous methamphetamine (0.1 mg/kg/infusion) for 2-hours daily over 21 days, followed by
an extinction phase where lever pressing was extinguished by replacing methamphetamine with saline. Methamphetamine seeking was reinstated by a priming injection of methamphetamine (1.0 mg/kg, i.p.) administered 15 minutes prior to the session. Immediately after the rat was placed in the operant chamber, DBS was administered bilaterally to the nucleus accumbens shell through bipolar electrodes. Biphasic symmetrical pulses were delivered at a frequency of 160 Hz and a current intensity of 150 µA throughout the entire 2-hour reinstatement session. Rats received sham (0 µA) and stimulation (150 µA) in a counterbalanced within-subjects design. DBS of the nucleus accumbens shell had no significant effect on methamphetamine seeking behavior in male rats, contrary to its effect on cocaine reinstatement. Future experiments could explore the effect of DBS delivered using different parameters or in other limbic regions, and should investigate the effect of DBS on methamphetamine seeking in female rats.

Disclosures:  T.J. Sacko: None. S.E. Swinford-Jackson: None. R.C. Pierce: None.
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Title: Role of TRUSS in the development of methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect

Authors: *K. Mizuo, T. Yagmaguchi, S. Hattori, S. Watanabe; Sapporo Med. Univ., Sapporo, Japan

Abstract: Methamphetamine is one of the most abused drugs in Japan and produces a strong rewarding effect. However, little is known about the mechanisms underlying methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect. Our recent findings suggested that tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated ubiquitous scaffolding and signaling protein (TRUSS) may play role in the development of methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect. In the present study, we investigated the expression of TRUSS in methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect. The rewarding effect was evaluated by conditioned place preference. Methamphetamine (1mg/kg, s.c.) produce a significant rewarding effect. The mice were killed by decapitation and the limbic forebrain (containing nucleus accumbens) was dissected. The expression of TRUSS in limbic forebrain was significantly decreased in methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect. We next investigated the role of TRUSS in the development of methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect. Methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect was significantly enhanced by i.c.v. treatment of TRUSS antibody. In conclusion, our findings suggest that the TRUSS may be a negative regulator for methamphetamine-induced rewarding effect.
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Title: Sex differences in the effect of exercise on the cognitive consequences of methamphetamine abuse

Psychology and Neurosci., Regis Univ., Denver, CO

Abstract: Methamphetamine (METH) is a widely used psychostimulant drug, and its use in the United States has reached a near-epidemic in the past 15 years, due to the ease with which METH can be manufactured, as well its highly addictive properties. METH use costs the government billions per year through crime, foster care, lost workplace productivity, and other social problems, in addition to causing destructive effects in the lives of users. In humans, METH abuse has been shown to result in long-lasting brain injury as well as significant cognitive impairments. METH interacts with the catecholamine nerve terminals in the brain, inducing non-exocytotic transmitter release, which results in the initial euphoria after taking the drug but then leads to long-lasting brain injury for the user. The neurotoxic effects of the drug are responsible for inducing the cognitive consequences associated with abuse, which include impairments in memory, attention, executive functioning, and decision making skills. The memory impairments caused by METH are seen as the most prominent and persistent cognitive problems, because they interfere with the user’s ability to adhere to and benefit from addiction treatment. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to find ways to attenuate these cognitive deficits and thereby improve treatment outcomes for METH users. The impacts of exercise on the rodent brain, such as induction of synaptic plasticity, increased production of neurotrophins, and enhanced neurogenesis, have been extensively characterized, and the beneficial effects of exercise on cognition are well-documented. Here we investigated whether exercise can improve performance on cognitive tasks known to exhibit METH-induced deficits. The studies described herein focused on two well-validated tests of memory in an animal model: object recognition and odor recognition. Notably, work on this question has historically left out a critical portion of the population - females. Women are just as likely as men to develop substance use disorder, but women often use and respond to drugs differently. Research in both humans and animals suggests that women may be more vulnerable to the reinforcing effects of stimulants, potentially making them more susceptible to craving and relapse. Here we demonstrate critical sex differences in the ability for exercise to attenuate METH-induced cognitive deficits, as evidenced by variability in scores on object-in-place and odor recognition tasks.

Sex differences in the ability of exercise to attenuate methamphetamine-induced monoaminergic neurotoxicity


Abstract: Methamphetamine (METH) use continues to be a major public health concern. Upwards of 14.7 million people in the U.S. report having tried METH. The use of METH is highly problematic, not only due to the acute effects of the drug which can include psychosis and aggressive behavior, but also due to the long-term consequences including neurotoxicity, cognitive deficits, and addiction. METH-induced monoaminergic neurotoxicity has been modeled in numerous species. One well-known rodent model of METH use utilizes binge administration, where repeated doses of METH are given in a single day. This dosing regimen has been shown to cause long-lasting damage to monoaminergic nerve terminals in the striatum and prefrontal cortex similar to that seen in human METH users. In fact, individuals who use METH are more likely to develop Parkinson’s disease, suggesting enduring and possibly progressive dopamine loss as a consequence of METH use. Exercise is well known for its beneficial physiological effects and cognition-enhancing properties and has long been investigated in the context of neurodegenerative disease; only recently has exercise gained traction in the treatment of drug use and addiction. Here we demonstrate a critical sex difference in the ability of exercise to attenuate METH-induced neurotoxicity. Previously, we’ve shown that 3 weeks of voluntary running after a METH binge protects against METH-induced dopaminergic neurotoxicity. Critically, delaying the start of exercise for 7 or 30 days also results in attenuated neurotoxicity, suggesting that post-METH exercise isn’t simply disrupting the mechanisms that lead to neurotoxicity, but is reversing the neurotoxic effects post-hoc. While METH-induced neurotoxicity has been modeled in many species, these studies have largely excluded female subjects. The goal of this project was to replicate our previous work in females. Female Sprague Dawley rats were dosed with a neurotoxic regimen of (+)-METH-HCl (4 x 3 mg/kg, s.c. at 2-hr intervals) or saline (4 x 1 ml/kg, s.c. at 2-hr intervals). Beginning 1, 7, or 30 days after injections, animals were then subdivided into one of two exercise conditions, voluntary exercise (rats were given continuous access to a running wheel for 3 weeks) or sedentary control (rats were housed with a locked wheel for the same duration). Our results demonstrate critical sex differences in the ability for exercise to attenuate METH-induced neurotoxicity, as evidenced by variability in degree of damage to dopaminergic nerve terminals.
These results highlight the necessity of including sex as a biological variable in methamphetamine neurotoxicity studies going forward.
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**Title:** The role of neurotrophic factors in the ability of exercise to facilitate extinction of methamphetamine conditioned place preference and attenuation of drug-primed reinstatement.

**Authors:** *G. AIMALE, H. SIMPSON, E. SAURINI, S. GALEANO, A. FRICKS-GLEASON; Psychology and Neurosci., Regis Univ., Denver, CO

**Abstract:** Over 60 million people worldwide report using amphetamine-type stimulants, especially methamphetamine (METH), and use is endemic in the western United States. METH use is particularly problematic due to the well-documented long-term consequences on the structure and function of the brain. Exposure to multiple high doses of METH produces damage to central monamine systems. Long-lasting decreases in markers of dopamine (DA) innervation of the striatum have been reported in both human METH users and rodent models of binge METH use. Importantly, this METH-induced damage is accompanied by impairments in cognition in both humans and rodent models. These cognitive deficits include impairments in memory, decision making, and executive function and significantly impact the ability of METH users to engage in and ultimately benefit from treatment. Reported relapse rates for METH users are as high as 61% during the first year post-treatment and 25% during the 2-5 years post-treatment. Conditioned place preference (CPP) is a widely used paradigm used to study the impact of cue and stress triggers on relapse to drug seeking behavior. While exercise has been reported to attenuate the rewarding effects of drugs of abuse, no studies to date have directly investigated the effects of exercise on extinction and reinstatement of methamphetamine-cue memory. Here we show that voluntary exercise led to facilitated extinction of methamphetamine-cue memory and attenuated reinstatement to a priming injection of the drug. We also investigated the role that neurotrophic factors, such as BDNF, might play in the ability for exercise to impact methamphetamine-cue memory. Together these results demonstrate the potential for exercise to serve as a non-pharmacological treatment for METH addiction by protecting against risk of relapse.

**Disclosures:** G. Aimale: None. H. Simpson: None. E. Saurini: None. S. Galeano: None. A. Fricks-Gleason: None.
Abstract: Background: We recently modeled opioid maintenance treatment in rats and found that chronic buprenorphine decreased several relapse-related behaviors, including incubation of heroin seeking during abstinence. We also recently introduced a novel CRISPR-based Oprm1-Cre knock-in rat that allow us to visualize and manipulate µ-opioid receptor (MOR)-expressing cells in the brain. Here, we used the Oprm1-Cre rats to identify brain MOR-expressing cells involved in the inhibitory effect of buprenorphine on incubation of heroin seeking. Methods: We trained male and female Oprm1-Cre rats and their wildtype littermates to self-administer heroin in Context A for 12 days (6-h/day). One day after the last training session, we tested the rats under extinction conditions in Context B. Two weeks later, we implanted osmotic minipumps containing buprenorphine (0 or 6 mg/kg/day). One week later, we tested the rats for incubation of heroin seeking in context B and then anesthetized, perfused, and extracted their brains for immunohistochemistry. Results: There were no genotype or sex differences in heroin self-administration and non-incubated heroin seeking on abstinence day 1 prior to buprenorphine treatment. In both genotypes and sexes, chronic buprenorphine decreased incubated heroin seeking on abstinence day 21. We currently perform double immunohistochemistry of Fos (a neuronal activity marker) and MOR protein to determine which brain areas are activated during incubation of heroin seeking and subsequently inhibited by chronic buprenorphine. Conclusions: Our study using the new Oprm1-Cre rats confirms previous results on incubation of heroin seeking after homecage abstinence. We will present the immunohistochemistry results at the meeting.

**Title:** Role of the posterior claustrum in incubation of opioid seeking after electric-barrier induced voluntary abstinence

**Authors:** *A. BATISTA, K. E. CALDWELL, S. CLAYPOOL, J. BOSSERT, Y. SHAHAM, I. FREDRIKSSON;*  
Natl. Inst. of Drug Abuse, Baltimore, MD

**Abstract:** Background: We recently found a critical role of ventral subiculum (vSub) in incubation of oxycodone seeking after electric barrier-induced abstinence, a procedure mimicking human voluntary abstinence due to adverse consequences of drug seeking. Here, we used this model to further study the role of vSub afferent projections in incubation of oxycodone seeking. Methods: We trained male and female Sprague-Dawley rats to self-administer oxycodone for 14 days. Next, we exposed the rats for 13 days to an electric barrier of increasing shock intensity near the drug-paired lever, which produced voluntary abstinence. We tested the rats for relapse to oxycodone seeking without shock and drug on abstinence day 1 and 15. First, we determined projection-specific activation of vSub afferents during incubated oxycodone seeking with Fos plus the retrograde tracer cholera toxin B. Oxycodone relapse was associated with modest (anterior claustrum) and strong (posterior claustrum) Fos induction in claustrum neurons projecting to vSub. We then determined the causal role of posterior claustrum in incubation of oxycodone seeking by inactivating this region with the GABAa and GABAb receptor agonists muscimol-baclofen. Results: Incubation of oxycodone seeking after electric barrier-induced abstinence was associated with increased Fos expression in anterior and posterior claustrum neurons projecting to vSub. Muscimol-baclofen inactivation of the posterior claustrum decreased incubated oxycodone seeking on day 15 after electric barrier stress-induced abstinence but not non-incubated oxycodone seeking on day 1. Conclusion: Results indicate that the posterior claustrum is critical to incubation of opioid seeking after voluntary abstinence induced by adverse consequences of drug seeking.

**Disclosures:** A. Batista: None. K.E. Caldwell: None. S. Claypool: None. J. Bossert: None. Y. Shaham: None. I. Fredriksson: None.
Avoiding naloxone-induced precipitated withdrawal: A procedure for studying opioid negative reinforcement in rats

**Authors:** *J. CHOW*¹, K. M. PITTS¹, J. M. CHABOT¹, R. ITO², Y. SHAHAM¹;
¹NIDA IRP, Baltimore, MD; ²Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada

**Abstract:** **Background:** Operant negative reinforcement (withdrawal avoidance) plays a key role in human opioid addiction. Preclinical rat model of this human condition do not exist. Here we describe a rat model of operant negative reinforcement inspired by the primate model of Downs & Woods (Pharmacol Rev. 1975). **Methods:** We trained rats (n=30,15 females) to lever-press to escape and then avoid mild-footshocks (0.15-0.31, mA) for 35 days (30 trials/d). Next, we catheterized them and implanted minipumps containing methadone (10 mg/kg/day) or saline. We then paired (4 times), in a single session, a light cue (20-s) with naloxone infusions (20 µg/kg, i.v) that precipitated opioid withdrawal symptoms. Next, we trained the rats on an operant procedure for naloxone escape for 10 days (30 trials/d). Each trial started with the onset of the opioid-withdrawal cue. After 20-s, a lever extended, and an infusion of a low naloxone dose (1 µg/kg) began; a lever-press during an 11-s window would terminate the withdrawal-paired cue and the infusion. **Results:** The rats learned to lever-press to escape or avoid mild-footshocks. Methadone-dependent rats, but not drug-naïve rats, lever-pressed to escape naloxone infusions. **Conclusion:** We introduce an operant negative reinforcement procedure in which opioid-dependent rats lever-press to escape infusions of naloxone that induce opioid withdrawal. Pending independent replications, the procedure can be used to study mechanisms of operant negative reinforcement in opioid-dependent rats.

**Disclosures:** J. Chow: None. K.M. Pitts: None. J.M. Chabot: None. R. Ito: None. Y. Shaham: None.
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**Title:** Effect of peer-sex on operant responding for social interaction: Role of estrous cycle and striatal dopamine
Authors: *K. M. PITTS*, A. SCHOENBAUM, K. M. COSTA, G. SCHOENBAUM, Y. SHAHAM, J. CHOW;  
Natl. Inst. of Drug Abuse, BALTIMORE, MD

Abstract: **Background:** Preclinical models that simulate human social interaction demonstrate that rats will choose a social peer over addictive drugs, even after extensive drug self-administration experience. Investigation into how operant social interaction functions as a reward indicates that it supports lever-pressing like other self-administered rewards. However, these studies were conducted with peers of the same sex. Here we examined if peer-sex influences operant social interaction and the role the estrous cycle and striatal dopamine on same- vs. opposite-sex social interaction.

**Methods:** We trained rats (n=13; 7 females) to lever-press for access (15 s) to a same- or opposite-sex peer for 16 d (8 d/sex) and tracked females’ estrous cycle. Next, we transfected GRAB-DA2m and implanted optic fibers into nucleus accumbens core and dorsal medial striatum. We then retrained the rats for social interaction for 16 d (8 d/sex) and recorded striatal dopamine during operant responding for a peer for 8 d (4 d/sex). Finally, we recorded striatal dopamine during assessment of economic demand for a peer (10 d/sex).

**Results:** Male rats responded more when a female peer was present; there were no differences in responding in female rats. Estrous cycle had no effect on operant social interaction. Striatal dopamine signals during operant social interaction were dependent on the peer’s sex.

**Conclusions:** Results indicate that, unexpectedly, estrous cycle fluctuations did not influence opposite-sex operant social interaction. Additionally, striatal dopamine activity was dependent on the peer’s sex.

opioid drugs. Here, we adapted this procedure to test whether rats will prefer rewarding physical activity (wheel running) over the opioid drug heroin. **Methods:** We gave rats (n=6, 3 females) free access to a running wheel for 30-60 min/d for 6 d. Next, we paired in a single 30-min session a tone-light cue with unlocking the wheel, signaling running availability (15 1-min trials/d; 1-min intertrial-interval). Next, we trained them to lever-press to unlock the running wheel for 30-s to 1-min for 1-h/d for 14 d; fixed-ratio-1 schedule. During this phase, we also trained the rats to lever-press for heroin (0.05-0.1 mg/kg infusion for 11 d; fixed-ratio-1 schedule). Next, we tested the rats for 8 d in a discrete choice procedure where they chose between lever-pressing for access to the running wheel for 30-s versus lever-pressing for heroin infusions (15 trials/d; 2-min intertrial interval, 4-min to make a choice, 2-min between trials, 6-min total). **Results:** Our preliminary results indicate that rats would reliably lever-press to gain access to a running wheel and that, under our current experimental conditions, some rats preferred running wheel while others preferred heroin, resulting in ~50% preference for wheel running at the group level. **Conclusions:** We introduce an operant procedure to study choice between rewarding physical activity versus an addictive drug that can be used to study mechanisms of choice between the two rewards.
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**Title:** Fentanyl seeking is attenuated by iboga alkaloid congeners

**Authors:** *J. D. LAYNE*¹,², M. J. HOCHSTETLER¹,², B. M. CURRY¹,², M. MAULIK³, A. F. CARMEN³,⁴, C. SMITH³, K. LOOSCHEN³, H. R. ARIAS¹, S. MITRA³, C. T. WERNER¹,²; ¹Pharmacol. and Physiol., ²Natl. Ctr. for Wellness and Recovery, Oklahoma State Univ. Ctr. for Hlth. Sci., Tulsa, OK; ³Biomed. Sci., Joan C Edwards Sch. of Med., Huntington, WV; ⁴Jacobs Sch. of Med., The State Univ. of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY

**Abstract:** Background. The prevalence of opioid use disorder (OUD) has reached epidemic proportions with a record-breaking number of overdose deaths. Over 70% of the overdose deaths are caused by synthetic opioids, including fentanyl. Fentanyl is commonly administered intravenously or by inhalation (smoking/vaping), which results in rapid drug bioavailability in the brain. There is an urgent need to identify novel pharmacotherapies to treat OUD. There is increasing evidence to support the use of ibogaine analogs, also known as iboga alkaloids, to
treat OUD and other psychiatric illnesses. In preclinical models, iboga alkaloids, such as 18-methoxcoronaridine (18-MC), have been shown to decrease opioid self-administration and seeking and induce antidepressant and anxiolytic effects. To our knowledge, there is no published research examining the effects of catharanthine (Cath) on drug seeking behaviors. Here we used a preclinical fentanyl vapor self-administration model to study the anti-addictive effects of two iboga alkaloid congeners, 18-MC and Cath.

**Methods.** Male and female C57BL/6 mice were trained to self-administer vaporized fentanyl (5 mg/mL) or vehicle in air-tight operant chambers for 10 1-hour sessions. Mice learned to self-administer vapor reward with 3-second vapor deliveries for the first 3 sessions of training, which was then reduced to 1.5-second vapor deliveries for the remaining 7 sessions. After training, mice were returned to their home cages for a forced abstinence period. Cue-induced drug seeking tests were conducted on abstinence day (AD) 20 and AD25. Cue-induced drug seeking tests were conducted using a crossover design where half of subjects were injected (i.p.) with iboga treatment (18-MC or Cath), while the other half received vehicle (ddH2O), on AD20 1 hour before seeking tests. On AD25, subjects received the opposite treatment compared to AD20. To examine the molecular mechanisms of Cath, a separate cohort of male and female mice were euthanized 1 hour after Cath injection (i.p.), and brain tissue was extracted and processed for molecular analyses.

**Results.** We found that both 18-MC and Cath significantly reduced fentanyl seeking during prolonged abstinence in both males and females with no effect on mice that had previously self-administered vehicle vapor. Molecular analysis provides a potential mechanism for this behavioral effect.

**Conclusion.** In this study, we report that both 18-MC and Cath decrease fentanyl seeking during prolonged abstinence in both males and females. These results add evidence to the existing literature that iboga alkaloids may be a promising class of compounds for novel pharmacotherapeutic treatment of OUD.
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**Title:** Examining how prelimbic cortical neuronal ensembles encode behaviors during fentanyl vapor self-administration
Abstract: The prevalence of opioid use disorder (OUD) and overdose deaths have reached epidemic proportions that constitute a global crisis. Comparing January 2021 to January 2020 synthetic opioids, including fentanyl, were responsible for a 31% increase in non-fatal opioid overdoses across the United States. Fentanyl, which is often used clinically for anesthesia and analgesia, is commonly administered intravenously or by inhalation (smoking/vaping), which results in rapid drug bioavailability in the brain. Technical challenges have contributed greatly to our lack of understanding of the neurobiology of OUD, including limitations of behavioral models, difficulty tracking individual neurons longitudinally in freely behaving animals, and inadequate behavioral analysis tools. Intravenous drug self-administration is considered the “gold standard” model to investigate the neurobiology of OUD preclinically, but it remains difficult to perform in vivo electrophysiology or calcium imaging during drug self-administration due to the tangling of drug catheter and recording cable. This technical challenge was overcome with the development of a noninvasive mouse model of opioid self-administration using vaporized fentanyl that recapitulates key features of OUD. Imaging freely behaving animals is difficult, and conventional single-unit recordings can neither distinguish neuron subtypes nor track individual neurons longitudinally. In contrast, in vivo imaging using miniaturized fluorescence microscope (miniscope) systems allows for examining spatially and temporally coordinated activity in hundreds of individual neurons longitudinally in freely behaving animals. Complex behavioral analysis is infrequently incorporated in preclinical models, which likely contributes to limited translational impact. Recent computational advances in convolutional neural networks, pose estimation, and machine learning analysis has overcome these challenges to provide tools for computational neuroethology. Here, we implemented a multi-faceted approach combining custom operant vapor chambers and single-photon miniscope to examine how prelimbic cortical neuronal ensembles encode behaviors during fentanyl vapor self-administration. Following data collection, we utilized deep behavior learning to perform a fine-grain analysis of behavior, which we overlayed with calcium transient data. We are leveraging these cutting-edge imaging technologies and behavioral analysis tools to gain a deeper insight into how neuronal ensembles in the prefrontal cortex encode opioid-related behaviors during fentanyl vapor self-administration and relapse.

Disclosures: M.J. Hochstetler: None. J.D. Layne: None. B.M. Curry: None. C.T. Werner: None.
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Title: Estradiol protects against pain-facilitated fentanyl use via suppression of opioid-evoked dopamine activity

Authors: *J. HIGGINBOTHAM¹, J. ABT², R. TEICH², T. LINTZ², J. DEARMAN², J. MORON-CONCEPCION³;  
²Anesthesiol., ¹Washington Univ. Sch. of Med., St. Louis, MO; ³Washington Univ., Saint Louis, MO

Abstract: Opioid analgesics are commonly used for pain management despite their potential for abuse. Evidence suggests that the risk for opioid misuse under conditions of pain may vary based on gender/sex, but the biological basis of this relationship is unclear. Using a rat model of fentanyl self-administration (SA) with wireless in vivo fiber photometry, we showed that males with inflammatory pain exhibit increased rates of fentanyl intake that are associated with, and dependent on, maladaptations within mesolimbic reward circuitry. A cre-dependent calcium indicator (jGCaMP7c) was targeted to the ventral tegmental area (VTA) of male and female TH-Cre+ rats (2-3 mo.) and optic fibers were implanted in the VTA or nucleus accumbens (NAc) to monitor VTA dopamine neuron at the soma (VTA\textsuperscript{DA}) or terminal (VTA\textsuperscript{DA}→NAc), respectively. Rats were implanted with IV catheters, received hind-paw injections of Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA) to produce inflammatory pain, and were trained for fentanyl SA (2-5 µg/kg/infusion) during five 2-hr sessions/week for 3 weeks. Pain did not affect the acquisition of fentanyl SA during week 1, but males with pain had greater intake than any other group by week 3. This pain and sex-specific behavior was associated enhanced fentanyl-evoked VTA\textsuperscript{DA} and VTA\textsuperscript{DA}→NAc activity that developed in paralleling magnitude with fentanyl SA. Chemogenetic inhibition of VTA\textsuperscript{DA} cells during week 3 prevented males with pain from increases in fentanyl use. Ovariectomized (OVX) females developed a male-like phenotype with increased fentanyl SA and associated VTA\textsuperscript{DA} activity. Estradiol (E2) treatment failed to reverse the effects of OVX. Instead, we demonstrate the therapeutic potential of E2 treatment in males and its ability to reverse the effects of pain on VTA\textsuperscript{DA} function and fentanyl use via VTA estrogen receptors. These findings are the first to implicate a role for gonadal hormones in pain-facilitated opioid use and provide novel therapeutic targets within the mesolimbic DA reward circuitry that may contribute to pain-related motivational impairments and risk for opioid abuse.
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Title: Effect of suvorexant on economic choice between remifentanil and food in squirrel monkeys.

Abstract: Opioid use disorder (OUD) is clinically treated through opioid maintenance therapy using mu-opioid agonists and partial agonists such as methadone and buprenorphine. These compounds may cause unfavorable side effects such as respiratory depression, constipation, and a continuing state of dependence. Because of this, research into non-conventional therapeutics that don’t involve the mu-opioid receptor is needed. One area of interest includes the orexin receptor sites, as they have been linked to arousal and motivation. Suvorexant is a dual orexin antagonist clinically used for the treatment of insomnia, although recent studies have shown potential for the attenuation of opioid reward. To evaluate the effects of suvorexant on opioid reward, we are utilizing a nonhuman primate (squirrel monkey) model, in which opioid reward is evaluated using an established economic choice paradigm that tracks subject choice allocation between differing quantities of remifentanil (an ultrashort-acting opioid) and a food reward. Additionally, actigraphy monitors (Axivity AX3) were placed on each subject as a non-invasive way to record activity data. Based on these raw activity scores, total sleep time (TST) and sleep onset latency (SOL) for each night were determined using an algorithm in Matlab. These sleep parameters provide supplementary information to determine if suvorexant is altering sleep, an expected behavioral effect. Suvorexant was administered orally at 0.3–3.0 mg/kg with no significant differences in choice valuation, TST, or SOL compared to contemporaneous individual baselines. At these doses, plasma level concentrations of suvorexant were much lower than expected, suggesting inadequate delivery to their bloodstream. Ongoing studies using slow, intravenous (IV) delivery of suvorexant will continue to evaluate the effects on opioid reward, sleep parameters, and achieved plasma levels.

Disclosures: J. Hecker: None. N. Bookwala: None. H. Jedema: None. C. Bradberry: None.
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Title: An Intranasal GDNF Gene Therapy for Opioid Relapse Reduction: Effects on Central Dopamine Exocytosis

Authors: Y. R. ABUHASAN1, L. LI1, J. S. YANG1, S. AGRAWAL1, J. EGHOLM1, K. E. BUDGE2, O. SESENOGLU-LAIRD3, M. J. COOPER3, R. C. MOHEN3, B. L. WASZCZAK4, E. M. BYRNES2, *E. N. POTHOS1;

Abstract: The ongoing opioid epidemic has underlined the need for treatment of opioid use disorder (OUD) with alternatives to opioid medications. Such interventions could impact central dopamine systems regulating opioid reward and the aversive aspects of opioid withdrawal, abstinence, and craving. We and others have shown that glial cell derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) has protective and restorative effects on midbrain dopamine neurons and synthetically facilitates dopamine release. At the same time, chronic use of opioids induces deficits in mesolimbic dopamine release, which can drive relapse. Our current studies test whether intranasal administration of GDNF plasmid DNA nanoparticles (pGDNF NPs) can correct central dopamine deficits in a rat model of oxycodone (OXY) intravenous self-administration (IVSA); whether any observed effects are different in male and female animals; and whether changes in dopamine exocytosis in real time correlate with behavioral parameters of oxycodone IVSA that assess motivation to work for receiving oxycodone injections. We assessed ex vivo dopamine release kinetics in dorsal striatum (DS), nucleus accumbens (Nacc), and medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) of male and female rats trained identically in OXY IVSA (0.1 mg/kg/infusion; 6 h/day; 13 training days). Rats were then administered either intranasal saline vehicle or pGDNF NPs (90 μg DNA). This was followed by 28 days of abstinence from OXY prior to the ex vivo dopamine release studies. Amperometric electrodes with 5 μm carbon fibers (Amoco) and a positive 700 mV voltage (vs Ag-AgCl ground) were employed to measure dopamine. The electrodes were placed in acute DS, Nacc or PFC 300 μm coronal slices. A bipolar stimulating electrode was placed 100-200 μm away from the carbon fiber electrode and a current stimulus of +500 μA was applied 3 times per site every 5 min for 2 msec. The output was digitized at 50 kHz to record dopamine exocytosis in real time and low-pass filtered at 1 kHz. The number of dopamine molecules per stimulation was determined by Faraday’s equation, and, so far, estimated to increase up to 2-fold in the Nacc of pGDNF NPs-treated rats. We are running further correlation analyses between behavioral (IVSA) and dopamine release parameters to detect any differences between subpopulations of pGDNF NP and vehicle-treated groups, such as males versus females and high- versus low-responders in the OXY progressive ratio session. These results will determine if correction of dopamine deficiencies in the brain’s reward centers may serve as a mechanism for the efficacy of intranasal pGDNF NPs in reducing relapse behavior in our OXY IVSA studies.
Abstract: Treatments for opioid use disorder (OUD) include the opioids methadone and buprenorphine, which moderate withdrawal symptoms and reduce craving. However, both of these treatments have abuse potential. Thus, new non-opioid based treatments that can effectively reduce craving and decrease the risk of relapse are still needed. We are testing the hypothesis that an intranasal glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) gene therapy may be able reduce craving and relapse due to effects on the brain dopamine system. Adult male and female Sprague Dawley rats were implanted with jugular catheters and trained to lever press for oxycodone (OXY) (0.1 mg/kg/infusion; 6 h/day) for 12 days. On Day 13 all animals were tested for OXY motivated responding using a progressive ratio (PR) schedule. The next day rats were administered either intranasal saline vehicle or GDNF plasmid DNA nanoparticles (pGDNF NPs) (90 μg DNA; Copernicus Therapeutics, Inc.), with groups counterbalanced based on total drug intake and PR breakpoint. All animals then underwent forced abstinence for 30 days and were then tested for cue-induced reinstatement (90 min). Consistent with our
hypothesis, intranasal administration of pGDNF NPs significantly decreased cued reinstatement in abstinent oxycodone self-administering males and females when examined 30 days after intranasal delivery. Having shown potential for reducing relapse behavior, our current studies are addressing several follow-up questions: 1) Do levels of GDNF mRNA and protein remain elevated several weeks after intranasal infusion in rats? 2) Are the effects of intranasal GDNF NPs on cued reinstatement in rats associated with changes in Fos activity in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) expressing dopamine neurons? 3) Do intranasal infusions of pGDNF DNA NPs increase GDNF mRNA and protein in the brains of non-human primates (NHPs)? For the rat studies, all animals were immediately euthanized at the end of reinstatement; half were used to quantify Fos positive TH neurons using immunohistochemistry with florescence while half were used to measure GDNF mRNA using qPCR and GDNF protein using ELISAs. For the NHP study, African Green Monkeys were anesthetized and intranasally administered different doses of pGDNF NPs. Two weeks later levels of GDNF mRNA and protein were assessed across a number of brain regions (prefrontal cortex, striatum, VTA, and cerebellum). These studies will begin to identify the neural mechanisms underlying decreased reinstatement following intranasal pGDNF NPs in rats and determine the potential efficacy of intranasal delivery of pGDNF NPs to upregulate GDNF mRNA and protein in the primate brain.
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Title: Gating of opioid withdrawal aversion by a unique class of neurons in the nucleus accumbens

Authors: *J. TUCCIARONE1,2, M. POMRENZE2, J. BAEK2, Z. ZHANG2, A. SHANK2, P. A. NEUMANN2, N. ESHEL2, R. MALENKA2; 1Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA; 2Nancy Pritzker Laboratory, Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sci., Stanford, CA
Abstract: Lethal overdose from opioids have increased dramatically over the past decade, critically contributing to the “opioid crisis”. The aversion of opioid withdrawal and its associated environmental cues act as potent drivers of relapse and increase the risk of future overdose. More detailed understandings of circuit mechanisms underlying opioid withdrawal aversion are needed to develop new therapeutic strategies to target opioid dependence and relapse. The nucleus accumbens (NAc) has been long known to be involved in drug reward and cued reinstatement. We identified neurons in the NAc that express mu opioid receptor (MOR) and found two major populations expressing D1 dopamine receptors, one marked by Pdyn and another with Tshz1, a cell-type recently found to mediate aversion learning in the dorsal striatum. Photometry recordings with GCaMP6f revealed distinct activity dynamics, such that acute morphine intoxication reduced activity in both cell-types yet naloxone precipitated withdrawal triggered a large rebound in activity selectively in Tshz1 cells. Reducing activity of Tshz1 neurons with hM4Di disrupted morphine withdrawal conditioned place aversion (CPA), while inhibition of Pdyn neurons had no effect on withdrawal CPA but reduced morphine conditioned place (CPP). Acute stimulation of Tshz1 neurons with ChR2 led to avoidance of the stimulation-paired chamber in a real time place preference test, whereas stimulation of Pdyn neurons led to a preference. We hypothesized that these behavioral effects are mediated through cell-type specific modulation of dopamine (DA) release in the NAc. To test this idea, we stimulated Tshz1 or Pdyn cells with ChRmine while performing photometry recordings with GRAB DA. Stimulation of Tshz1 neurons led to a rapid suppression of DA release in the NAc, whereas stimulation of Pdyn neurons increased DA release. DA levels rose substantially after morphine administration but were significantly suppressed below baseline after naloxone injection, indicating a hypodopaminergic state during withdrawal. Ongoing studies are examining the discrete mechanism by which Tshz1 neurons modulate DA release in the NAc, whether Tshz1 neuron activity mediates withdrawal-induced decreases in DA, and the role of MOR in Tshz1 neurons in these effects. Together, our data demonstrate a unique population of NAc neurons that mediate the aversive nature of acute opioid withdrawal through strong modulation of mesolimbic DA release.

Disclosures: J. Tucciarone: F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Headlamp Health. M. Pomrenze: None. J. Baek: None. Z. Zhang: None. A. Shank: None. P.A. Neumann: None. N. Eshel: F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Boehringer Ingelheim. R. Malenka: F. Consulting Fees (e.g., advisory boards); Maplight Therapeutics, MindMed, Bright Minds Biosciences, AZ Therapies, Cyclerion.
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Abstract: Withdrawal from opioids is associated with a highly aversive affective state, and avoidance of this state is a main reason people with opioid use disorder continue to use or relapse to opioids. Activity in the ventral pallidum (VP) is necessary for opioid relapse after withdrawal. Recent studies from our group and others have shown that glutamatergic VP neurons (VP_Glu) constitute a unique subpopulation of VP neurons, and that VP_Glu activity constrains reward seeking, particularly in decision-making tasks where negative consequences are associated with choosing a reward. However, how self-administration and withdrawal from prescription opioids alters the function of VP_Glu neurons and their activity in conflicted decision-making tasks is completely unknown. With fluorescent in situ hybridization, we discovered that VP_Glu neurons are enriched in mu opioid receptors. Patch-clamp electrophysiology experiments revealed that application of mu opioid agonists decreased excitability of VP_Glu. Thus, we predicted that self-administration of oxycodone, the mu opioid receptor agonist, would potently modulate function of these neurons. Indeed, protracted abstinence from oxycodone increased the intrinsic excitability of VP_Glu neurons and their synaptic output. Using in vivo calcium imaging and Pavlovian behavior tasks, we investigated the response of VP_Glu neurons to positive and negative stimuli throughout oxycodone self-administration to determine whether the response of these neurons is altered throughout opioid exposure. Given our previous work showing that activation of VP_Glu neurons is highly aversive, we hypothesize that these opioid-induced adaptations contribute to the aversive state of drug withdrawal that drives opioid relapse through negative reinforcement.
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Abstract: The neurobiology of mind-altering substances, particularly Mitragynine, and how it disrupts the chemical processes that maintain homeostasis and essential functions such as breathing within the brain is complex. Mitragynine is a natural indole alkaloid of Mitragyna speciosa that grows in Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines; used primarily for pain relief and
to improve work endurance. People in Western countries use Mitragynine for its analgesic effect, self-treatment for opioid withdrawal, and to reduce cannabis and opioid use. Mitragynine users among U.S. adults 12 years and older account for > 2,00,000 in the past year. Consuming Mitragynine in higher doses stimulates the brain while producing a sedative/hypnotic effect in lower doses. Polysubstance use potentiates the dose-dependent adverse effects of Mitragynine. While Mitragynine depresses the respiratory center lesser than Morphine, its mechanism of action remains unclear. In this study, we report the risk of Mitragynine-Associated Drug Intoxication (MADI) when co-using an opioid. We used de-identified data from the Florida Department of Law Enforcement in 2021. We used descriptive statistics to describe decedents with MADI and logistic regressions to examine the odds of dying from MADI with opioids (n=10). We analyzed all data using Stata 17. Results: 305 people died from Mitragynine use in Florida in 2021, up 24% from 2020. The average age was 37.79 (SD=9.38). More males died than females (81.64% vs. 18.36%), 24-44 years old were mostly affected (>75%), and white at 94.43%. 85% (n=260) died from drug intoxication, suicide (n=16), natural cause (n=11), and the rest from homicide, suicide, and accidents. More than 90% of decedents had used multiple drugs other than Mitragynine (n=281). Fentanyl was the most frequent drug used among Mitragynine users (n=221); then fentanyl analogs (n=138), Morphine (n=33), Ethanol (n=79), Cannabinoids (n=57), Methamphetamine (n=43), and Amphetamine (n=40). No statistically significant relationship between gender, ethnicity, age, population density, and MADI (p>.05). The odds of dying from MADI increased by six-fold among Fentanyl users versus non-Fentanyl users (OR=6.48, 95% CI, 3.87, 11.02), p=.001. Adjusting for age, gender, ethnicity, and population density, the odds of dying from MADI went up by 6.53 times the odds versus those who did not use Fentanyl. Controlling for neurocognitive, cardiovascular, and respiratory conditions, the odds of dying from MADI remain stable (OR=6.50, 95% CI, 3.70, 11.43), p=.001. MADI is a severe public health problem. More research is needed to curb preventable deaths from this psychoactive substance.
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Title: Identification of dot clusters in a Gaussian-distributed field: the range of human perception and a comparison with spectral graph clustering.
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Abstract: This study characterized human biases in the perception of clusters from random dot fields. It also compared human-chosen clusters with those identified by a state-of-the-art
machine learning algorithm. This study introduced a novel cluster identification task that was ensured to reveal participants' individual differences. Unlike other visual cluster identification displays, which present several potential clusters with different features for participants to choose, this study presented random dot fields with Gaussian-distributed density. These were densest in the center of the display (the peak of the distribution) and became gradually less dense radially toward the periphery; there was no salient discontinuity in dot spacing. 24 18-27 year-old participants viewed 180 displays, and were instructed to select the dots that appeared to form the most noticeable cluster on each display using a mouse interface, with no time limit. Their clusters were analyzed for number of dots; convex hull area, perimeter, and compactness; dot density within the hull; and mean nearest neighbor distance. A spectral clustering algorithm using a density-aware kernel (Zhang, 2011) that assigns higher scores in denser regions of a graph and which is capable of identifying concentrically-arranged clusters (the Spectrum R package; John et al., 2020) was applied to the dot displays for comparison with the performance of human participants. The participants' clusters had a range of dot numbers, in a distribution that was not significantly different from normal (Shapiro-Wilk's test p=0.85). However, unlike in many perceptual magnitude estimation or production tasks, the standard deviations of the participants' means, did not scale in correlation with the mean values. The degree of overlap between the human and the spectral algorithm-defined clusters was modest, with a mean F1-score of 0.63 (SD 0.035). It was found that the clusters (all produced by Gaussian point processes) showed strong correlations among all of the features measured, provided that they were centered on the Gaussian distribution's center. It was determined that the spectral clustering algorithm may have matched the human participants less well because its matching cluster was frequently not centered. Although different individuals consistently preferred clusters of distinct sizes, cluster perception appears to function differently from magnitude perception processes.
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Title: A functionally time-resolved reconstruction technique for high-resolution fMRI (fTR-MRI)
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Abstract: Functional MRI (fMRI) with sub-millimeter spatial resolution is a promising technique to probe the human brain’s mesoscopic scale [1,2]. However, typical spatial resolutions remain too coarse to sample individual human columnar and laminar structures. Moreover, high-resolution fMRI measurements using echo-planar trajectories (EPI) and blood oxygen-dependent (BOLD) contrast suffer from spatial distortions and T2* blurring due to long readout trains. Recently, time-resolved reconstruction methods have alleviated some of these issues by keeping track of the timing of data acquisition in reference to signal properties [3] or physiological cycles [4]. We utilize this conceptual framework to time resolve data with respect to events in a neuroscience experiment. The current work, which we call functionally time-resolved MRI (fTR-MRI), has high spatial resolution (0.5 mm) and is not affected by phase-encoding distortions yet reconstructs brain responses with reasonable temporal resolution (400 ms).

We acquired data from 3 participants (2 male) on a Siemens MAGNETOM 7T+ with a Nova 32-channel head coil. We collected a multi-echo 2D-GRE sequence (TR=31 ms, TEs=[4.22, 8.38, 12.54, 16.7, 20.86, 25.02] ms, slice thickness=0.8 mm, matrix=360x270, no acceleration or Partial Fourier). Acquisition times were tracked for each k-space line by sending an external trigger to a stimulation computer. The experimental paradigm consisted of a 10 Hz flashing radial checkerboard presented for 2 s (15 s ISI). We reconstructed data via low-rank tensor completion [5] with modes for k-space, receivers, echoes, and experimental response time. The resulting reconstruction depicts brain responses from -2 to 32 seconds after stimulus presentation with 6 echoes.

Primary visual cortex displayed a prominent dip in T2* decay times in middle layers, allowing us to identify infra- and supra-granular layers. Functional responses peaked between 2.5 and 3 s after the short stimulus presentation and superficial layers showed larger peak response and post-stimulus undershoot amplitudes, as reported in rodent studies [6].

The fTR-MRI reconstruction method incorporates experimental designs into the image reconstruction process to capture high spatial and temporal resolution brain responses. These features expand the arsenal of tools available to non-invasively examine mesoscopic responses in the human brain.
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Title: Neural correlates of the embodied sense of agency support two-level processing: A pre-registered EEG study

Authors: *A. REGEV KRUGWASSER¹, R. VAN DER GOOT¹, G. MARKUSFELD¹, Y. ZVILICHOVSKY¹, R. SALOMON²;
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Abstract: The Sense of Agency (SoA) is the subjective experience that ‘I am in control of my actions’. It has been suggested that SoA relies on an internal comparator mechanism, whereby predictions about the consequences of an action are compared to the perceived consequences of the performed action. A mismatch between one’s predicted and perceived action's consequences leads to a reduced SoA. More recent accounts have distinguished two levels in the formation of SoA - early implicit sensorimotor processes (feeling of agency) and later explicit higher-level processes, incorporating one's thoughts and beliefs (judgment of agency). Even though SoA is fundamental to our interactions with the external world and the construct of the self, its underlying neural mechanism remains elusive. In the current pre-registered electroencephalography (EEG) study, we used time-frequency and Multivariate Pattern Analysis (MVPA) to investigate the electrophysiological characteristics associated with SoA. We used an established virtual reality, embodied SoA paradigm in which visual feedback of a finger movement is modulated to examine the effect of either a match or a mismatch between the predicted and perceived sensory feedback. Participants (N = 30) moved their finger and were presented with an anatomical or a spatial alteration (different finger or angular shift, respectively), then rated their SoA over the observed movement, while their neural activity was recorded using EEG. In accordance with our pre-registered hypothesis, we found that a reduction of SoA is associated with decreased attenuation in the alpha frequency band, in line with the well-established finding of Mu suppression during voluntary motor action. Increased power in the theta frequency band was also associated with SoA reduction. Importantly, we show that trials in which participants reported having SoA vs. not having SoA, can reliably be decoded with ~70% accuracy starting around 200ms after movement onset. Finally, Cross-decoding analyses revealed similar neural patterns between reduced SoA in the anatomical and spatial conditions, at a later processing stage starting around 500ms after movement onset. Together, our results identify and characterize reduced alpha attenuation, as well as increased theta power as cortical signatures of loss of SoA and provide the first neural evidence that supports the hypothesis of a two-level formation of SoA - an early component that could be decoded within condition only (domain-specific), possibly the equivalent of the implicit feeling of agency, and a late domain-general component, possibly the equivalent of the explicit judgment of agency.
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Abstract: Music is our oldest and most fundamental expression. Melody, consisting of a pitch series, is considered an essential component of music, as playing an essential role in distinguishing music. In the perspective of decoding music in general, imagined music decoding remains rudimentary. In the present study of human electrocorticography, we aimed to reconstruct an imagined melody by decoding the relative pitch heights. Furthermore, we tried to elucidate the key areas in imagined pitch decoding. Ten medically intractable epilepsy patients without professional musical backgrounds participated in the present study. They were trained with 5 common children’s songs. After training, they performed the task of listening, followed by imagery of certain melody parts. During the music imagery, we observed significantly increased high gamma activities in the temporal cortex, the inferior frontal cortex and the sensorimotor cortex. Neural features of electrodes in those areas activated during music imagery were used in decoding the relative pitch height (Do-Re-Mi-Fa-Sol-La) by a random forest algorithm. To reconstruct the imagined melody, decoding was performed in order within one melody chunk. Pearson's correlation coefficient was employed to evaluate the performance of reconstructing an imagined melody. We could reconstruct imagined melodies by decoding single-pitch heights, with a mean Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.42 and cosine similarity of 0.86 with the original music. The performance of reconstructing imagined melodies was correlated with familiarity scores for 5 songs for subjects, with a correlation coefficient of 0.53. Notably, the left primary motor cortex (M1) and the right homotopic Broca’s area significantly contributed to imagined pitch decoding. A previous EEG study suggested the involvement of the left sensorimotor cortex and the bilateral frontal opercular regions during music imagery. Previous fMRI studies revealed that the right pars triangularis is sensitive to tonal differences and reflects controlling pitch processing. Extending previous studies, we ascertained that left M1 and right homotopic Broca’s area, significantly contributed to pitch decoding.
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**Title:** Binocular Rivalry spatiotemporal neuronal dynamics connectivity through nonlinear EEG measures
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**Abstract:** Perceptual multistability offers a privileged possibility to observe neuronal networks at different processing stages as they build up perceptual awareness. Binocular Rivalry (BR) is a special kind of multistable phenomena where each eye is simultaneously presented with an inconsistent image, causing that, at the phenomenological level, the individual starts to experience alternating percepts. The mechanisms through which the neuronal assemblies give rise to the conscious perceptual awareness of each stimulus at a time, temporarily shadowing the other through interocular suppression, are still unclear, with several and somehow opposite theoretical attempts to explain this peculiar phenomenon. Classical linear measures of brain connectivity currently used to explore perceptual multistability are only able to capture some aspects of the activity performed by neuronal assemblies during these processes, leaving others unexplored. Nonlinear analyses of brain connectivity have been shown to assess in a more direct way temporal dynamics of bistable alternations in different perceptual modalities, allowing to shed light on perceptual integration and differentiation at the basis of these phenomena. In this preliminary study, we used superposed red/green grids (with horizontal/vertical lines) to produce BR by means of ophthalmology filters. In an EEG experiment, we registered exogenously (control condition) and endogenously (BR) driven perceptual changes reported by participants, counterbalancing all the stimuli orientation and color and filter/eye association through the experimental blocks within subjects (preliminary sample: N=10 of 30 participants). We isolated response-locked epochs in order to calculate the proper time-window when the change of percept occurs. We conducted a BR analysis through a nonlinear EEG connectivity measure, that is Transfer Entropy (TE). This information-theoretic measure allows to explore how brain connectivity unfolds over time and brain areas (frontal ←→ posterior and right ←→ left hemispheres). Preliminary results reveal a specific directionality of the integrated information before subjects indicate to experience a perceptual switch. If this result is confirmed, it would support feedback accounts of BR. Moreover, specific dynamics in the interhemispheric stream of processing have been found, representing the peculiarity of the BR phenomenon with respect to other multistable phenomena. These results have relevant implications in the actual theoretical debate on the directionality of the neural networks temporal dynamics involved in the conscious perception.
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Title: Mystery of illusory perception: an inspection of 3D impossible objects
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Abstract: This study aims to enhance our understanding of illusory perception and sensory processing in 3D illusions by introducing updated task designs and advanced analysis methods, building upon our previous research (Hsieh et al., 2022). While there has been extensive research on 2D optical illusions, empirical investigations into 3D illusions remain scarce. To fill this gap, we collaborated with the second author to transform well-known 2D illusions into 3D impossible objects, which exhibit incongruity between the front view and their reflection in a mirror. To investigate the matching process between prior predictions and observed sensory data, as well as the signaling of sensory prediction errors, we developed the peekaboo task 2.0. Additionally, we designed the perceptual inference task 2.0 to explore the process of perceptual inference on novel objects and identify potential neural correlates. These tasks were accompanied by video clips showcasing authentic 3D impossible objects, providing a more realistic experimental setting. To gain insights into the neural dynamics and visual attention related to illusory perception, we employed two crucial measurement techniques: electroencephalography (EEG) and eye tracking. Through the combined use of EEG and eye tracking, we aimed to unravel the complex interplay between neural activity, visual attention, and illusory perception. These techniques allowed us to examine the temporal dynamics of brain responses and the allocation of visual attention during the processing of 3D illusions. To enhance our analysis, we incorporated two advanced methods: time-frequency analysis and graph-based connectivity analysis. Time-frequency analysis enabled us to explore the spectral dynamics of brain activity, providing insights into the temporal characteristics of neural responses during the perception of 3D illusions. Furthermore, the utilization of graph-based connectivity analysis enabled us to explore the patterns of connectivity among the brain regions engaged in illusory perception. Through this investigation, we have expanded our understanding of the intricate mechanisms that underlie perceptual illusions in a three-dimensional context. The exploratory results uncover the neural dynamics involved in these illusions and provide valuable insights into the sensory processing of these unique 3D impossible objects.
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**Title:** Atypical belief updating and novelty detection in psychedelic users during saccadic planning task
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**Abstract:** To infer the dynamic structure of our world, the human brain must be able to process information within context. One explanation of this function comes from the predictive coding framework, which posits that the brain continually generates and updates internal models of the environment. These models produce predictions of sensory input which derive from top-down prior beliefs, that are then compared to bottom-up sensory information. When stimuli that do not align with internal predictions are present, a prediction error is generated (i.e., novelty detection), signaling that the model needs to update its beliefs. Current research suggests serotonergic psychedelics’ therapeutic effects may result from changes to the flexibility of individuals’ belief systems, stemming from altered predictive processing. However, this remains untested. In the present study, we hypothesized that psychedelic use alters the distinct neurophysiological processes of belief-updating and novelty detection.

Here, we tested this hypothesis by recording EEG during a saccadic planning task. Twenty control participants and twenty psychedelic participants (those who used serotonergic psychedelics within 30 days) observed different colored stars that appeared in expected locations 80% of the trials and unexpected locations 20% of the trials. The color cues indicated whether the next star would appear at a new location (i.e., surprise update trials) or at the same location as previously (i.e., surprise no-update trials), allowing to experimentally tease apart brain processes related to “novelty detection” and “belief updating.” We analyzed typical visual event related potentials (P3A, P3B, vMMN) as well as fronto-visual coherence - an index of top-down modulation, theoretically involved in predictive processing. We found that psychedelic users generated significantly smaller prediction errors in response to novel stimuli in both surprise trial types, as measured through P3A and vMMN. P3B, a potential index of belief-updating, was modulated by surprise trial type in both groups. These findings suggest that the psychedelic participants were less “surprised” by the novel stimuli, potentially resulting from weaker priors. This research provides a potential mechanism for the effect of psychedelics, suggesting that psychedelics de-weight pathologically over-weighted prior beliefs that underlie various expressions of mental illness. The process of basic, cortical sensory belief updating may share basic neural mechanisms with higher level changes in beliefs that result from psychedelic use, and may underlie these changes.
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**Title:** Contextual feedback signals during amodal completion and visual imagery in the early visual cortex
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**Abstract:** Amodal completion is representation of the occluded parts of a perceived object for which we receive no sensory stimulation, while visual imagery refers to visual representations or mental images without sensory input. Both amodal completion and imagery can generate visual experiences, which is related to internally-generated top-down signals. To investigate how top-down signals support amodal completion and visual imagery, we conducted a human 7T fMRI experiment with natural scene images combined with a visual occlusion paradigm that allows us to isolate top-down contextual signals in a non-stimulated region of V1 cortex. We recruited 28 healthy human participants to attend the fMRI experiment. In the first half of the fMRI experiment, participants viewed trials of the scene images with a white occluder placed over the lower-right image quadrant, and on other trials they had to try to imagine the full version of the previously seen occluded image. In the second half of fMRI scanning, on separate trials, participants either viewed the full scene image, or imagined the full image. This design allowed us to separate imagery trials where participants imagined image content that they had seen, from imagery trials where they had to generate images of the missing scene information based on the available contextual information. We performed a multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) with a linear support vector machine approach and representational similarity analysis (RSA) for the fMRI data. The MVPA decoding results from the amodal completion condition show that the category information can be decoded in the occluded early visual cortex, replicating our previous findings that non-stimulated early visual areas carry information about surrounding context. The MVPA cross-decoding results between amodal completion and imagery trials show that the classifier cannot cross-decode the category information in amodal completion and imagery, which indicates that the feedback information in these two mental processes is different. The RSA results between imagery based on amodal completion and imagery based on full perception show a dissimilarity. This finding suggests that imagery activity differs if it is based on image-
specific memory, as opposed to being contextually-driven. Our findings, in conclusion, show that the feedback information utilised in amodal completion heavily relies on surrounding contextual information, whereas the feedback information employed in visual imagery might instead draw upon prior knowledge stored in the brain that can be updated by the feedforward information.
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**Abstract:** Gupta and Bahmer (2019) had previously proposed that sensory input and motor activities during an interaction of the brain with physical surroundings lead to an increase in Shannon entropy (a measure of information) measured in the resulting spiking activities of the cortex. This increase in entropy is reduced by increased mutual information, resulting from an increased probability of joint activation of pairs of neurons in different parts of the cortex. Rolf Landauer proposed in 1961 that an irreversible change in information dissipates a minimum amount of heat to its surroundings. Landauer's Principle was first verified experimentally by Bérut A et al. (2012). Whenever there is a successful interaction, there will be an increase in the correlated activation of specific pairs of cortical neurons due to the constraints of the interaction between the brain and physical surroundings. This increase in mutual information, from the correlated activation of neurons, in a successful interaction leads to an irreversible change in information. According to Landauer's Principle, this irreversible change in information after a successful interaction dissipates a tiny amount of energy to the environment, resulting in an increase in thermodynamic entropy in surroundings. The author argues that an increase in thermodynamic entropy is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics, which is responsible for the spontaneous physical nature of awareness of surroundings and voluntary control of movements. Notethat action potential (AP) at the threshold carries one bit of information since there is an equal probability of an AP being triggered or not triggered. According to Landauer's Principle to use a single bit of information, the energy needed is $3 \times 10^{-21}$ J. Moreover, given an assumption that Na+ ions behave as gas molecules during the passage through Na+ channels, with an average kinetic energy of $6.41 \times 10^{-21}$ J, and there is an equal probability that Na+ ions will be entering or exiting through the channels at the threshold, the author argues Na+ entry or exit will be on average stopped once in two movements to prevent or trigger an AP. Thus, on average, the energy needed to prevent/activate an AP will be $3.2 \times 10^{-21}$ J.
J, which agrees with the energy needed to use a single bit of information. Thus, when an AP in the cortex becomes biased by sensory or motor inputs, there is a decrease in the average uncertainty, which is further decreased by temporal coupling, giving rise to perception and voluntary motor control.
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**Title:** Larger than life: Cartoons drive infant visual cortex more than realistic movies
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**Abstract:** The human visual system exhibits sophisticated structure and function even in infancy, including retinotopic organization in early visual areas and category-selective responses in late visual areas. Yet, there is also dramatic plasticity and perceptual learning early in development, and thus it is unclear how the tuning of infant visual cortex relates to adults. For instance, infant visual cortex may be optimized to process realistic input, given the types of visual input it experiences the most. Alternatively, developing sensory systems may respond more to exaggerated features that emphasize diagnostic information. Here, we evaluate this sensory exaggeration hypothesis directly, testing whether cartoonized content drives activity in the human infant visual cortex more strongly and consistently than naturalistic content. In an ongoing study, we collected fMRI data from infants (4-15 months) while they watched two versions of a 3-minute movie: 2-D animated cartoon and 3-D realistic computer-generated imagery. Critically, the two movies were almost perfectly matched in content on a frame-by-frame basis. This allowed us to examine how the infant brain responds to certain combinations of visual features (i.e., shape, contrast, color) while controlling for semantic content and storyline. Infants watched the two movies in a random order, and there was no significant difference across movies in the amount of fMRI data excluded for head motion or looking away. As a baseline, we also collected data from 12 adults who watched the same movies under similar conditions, but for whom we did not expect a preference for cartoons. We performed intersubject correlation analyses in both infants and adults to assess the robustness and reliability of brain activity evoked by the two movie conditions. As expected, visual cortex responded consistently to the movies across adult participants, and there were no significant differences between the cartoon
and realistic conditions. However, the cartoon movie drove more similar spatiotemporal patterns of activity in visual cortex across infant participants, compared to the realistic movie, across the visual hierarchy. To assess how these results relate to certain visual features (e.g., color) or processes (e.g., face detection) in the movie, we are conducting multivariate pattern classification and pattern similarity analyses. These preliminary results suggest that the visual system may be especially attuned to diagnostic visual features in early development. This informs our understanding of infant visual experience and supports the sensory exaggeration hypothesis of perceptual development.
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Title: Developmental prosopagnosics have normal visual field coverage in face-selective regions
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Abstract: Developmental prosopagnosia (DP) is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by extreme difficulty with facial identity recognition despite normal low-level vision and no known brain damage. Preliminary evidence from population receptive field (pRF) modeling suggests that pRFs in face-selective and intermediate visual areas, which normally cover a wide field of view, are strikingly restricted in DPs (Witthoft, 2016, bioRxiv), an organization that could hinder the formation of complex, holistic representations of facial features and their inter-relationships. Although this finding came from a small sample of DPs (n=8), it comports well with reports from DPs that they often base their decisions on slow, effortful piecemeal analysis of featural details. To more thoroughly investigate receptive fields in DP, we measured pRF properties using the compressive spatial summation (CSS) model applied to early, intermediate, and category-selective visual areas in 20 controls and 13 DPs. Participants fixated centrally while colorful, high-contrast images of scenes, faces, limbs, and objects windowed by bar-, wedge-, and wheel-shaped apertures traversed the visual field. In both DPs and controls, we observed sharply defined polar angle and eccentricity maps in early visual areas, typical scaling between pRF eccentricity and size, and strong spatially-modulated responses in face-selective areas with pRF density concentrated just to the contralateral side of the fovea. Absent, however, were reductions in pRF size in early, intermediate, or face-selective regions in DPs. These findings,
using a larger sample of DPs and the latest methods for modeling pRFs, indicate that receptive
field size is normal in DP and that their deficits with face recognition result from differences in
other neurocomputational characteristics.
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Title:  Poiesis (psychedelic outcomes: interaction of environment, self-identity, and success) -
importance of naturalistic elements and religion/spirituality in a psychedelic dosing space
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Abstract:  Racial and ethnic minorities remain underrepresented in psychedelic-assisted
psychotherapy, which has shown promising therapeutic effects for mental illness. Greater
inclusion of racial and ethnic minorities may indirectly influence therapeutic outcomes, which
are proposed to be mediated through the "set and setting" framework. Since differences in
psychotherapy acceptance could possibly be based on self-identity with race and ethnicity, self-
identity may also act as a therapeutic filter in the psychedelic dosing room. We hypothesize that
the environment, such as artwork, in the psychedelic dosing room influences one’s experiences
based on racial self-identity connectivity. Online surveys (n = 141; 49% BIPOC) were filled out
by members of psychedelic societies based in Wisconsin and Texas. The survey content included
demographics (age, gender, race/ethnicity, religion/spirituality) and artwork object connectivity
(visual analogue scale) to 15 different objects found in the psychedelic dosing space.
Furthermore, 7 focus groups (FG) (n = 1-4; 63% BIPOC) were formed based on demographic
information given in the survey. The FGs were split into Black, Latino, Native American, and
Non-Hispanic White participants. They were virtually interviewed for perceived connections
with dosing room items and the dosing room itself. Multiple regression analyses revealed that
racial/ethnic, age, and gender identities has a small impact on perceived connection with the
artwork. Religion/spirituality had the largest effect size and is significantly greater than other
identity-perceived connections. The major theme that arose in the FGs was a preference for
natural-like settings and objects, specifically plants, in both the dosing room and art.
Additionally, both physical and mental comfort were another major theme mentioned in both the art objects and the dosing room. While intention regarding both the dosing room and art objects was mentioned, it was more prevalent in the latter. Lastly, many individuals from the FGs narratively engaged with the art object through autobiographical, religion/spiritual, and/or time/mortality statements. In conclusion, we find that religion/spirituality had a much larger impact on perceived connectivity to art objects than race or ethnicity. One’s own comfort and the presence of naturalistic objects were important aspects in the psychedelic dosing room. With increasing movement towards adopting psychedelic-assisted psychotherapy, we recommend crafting the psychedelic dosing space with the themes we identified here.
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Title: Covert and spontaneous brain to brain communications during memorization of simultaneous images
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Abstract: Many times, science starts by reporting facts that cannot be explained. This is the aim of the present work. With methods that have been refined for 10 years our goal is to see whether one can definitely confirm a surprising hypothesis. In effect, two previous works report that the event-related brain potentials (ERPs) that are evoked by presenting a picture to a participant can be modulated by simultaneously and privately presenting a picture to a partner. A reprocessing of the data of these works showed that these modulations existed only, or mostly, in precise circumstances, which were then copyrighted. A new experiment was thus run only in those circumstances to obtain simple and robust effects. We recorded the ERPs evoked by presenting, at each trial, the photograph of a face. Simultaneously and again, privately, we presented the same face or a different one to the partner. (S)he was in an adjacent room and could not
communicate. The ERPs of these partner-participants were found to strongly depend on the sameness of the two photographs, unbeknownst to them. These joint processing effects (JPEs) confirm that a simple and robust method can be used to study the sensitivity of the human brain to the brain activity of another person. This should help future works answering the many questions raised by this sensitivity, starting with the nature of the physical phenomenon at stake.
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**Abstract:** Objective: During the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, communication with face masks was common. Nevertheless, people retrain the ability to distinguish and recognize faces. Previous studies showed that the eye might be a crucial component in face cognition, but the face cognition mechanism of the masked face is still under discussion. This study aimed to identify the influence of each face feature using the relationship between brain response and eye-tracking in partial face cognition. We hypothesize that people focus on the eye area the most, and recognizing a full face and a masked face is highly correlated. Method: The experiment was performed on 18 healthy volunteers, nine females (mean age 28.21±2.34, min 23 and max 33). The electroencephalogram (EEG) and eye-tracking were recorded when the participant performed the partial face cognition task. The task consisted of the six face images shown in seven conditions; full and part face, including faces with eyes covered, nose covered, mouth covered, eyes and nose covered, eyes and mouth covered, and nose and mouth covered. Among six face images, one face image was set as the target face, and the participant was asked to identify that target face. To find the relationship between the brain and eye-tracking response, the canonical correlation between event-related potential (ERP) component, calculated by grand averaging the EEG among all participants, and the total fixation duration of the eye-tracking in eyes, nose, mouth, and fixation area was calculated. Results: We found that the ERP amplitude when the eye component was presented was more significant than that when the eyes were absent. Moreover, longer fixation duration was observed in the eye area when the eyes were
visible. We also observed a high correlation between the full face and the masked face-like partial face; the face with mouth covered and the face with nose and mouth covered. Discussion: The results confirmed that the eye component plays the most crucial role in face cognition, and there is a similarity between full face (holistic face) cognition and partial face (masked face) cognition. This could explain how people can recognize masked faces correctly.
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Title: Dissociating the roles of category selective visual and medial parietal regions during perception and recall of familiar stimuli: an EEG-MRI fusion approach
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Abstract: The interaction between networks facilitating visual perception and recall is not fully understood. It has often been assumed that the same regions are activated in response to both perception and recall of the same stimuli (Dijkstra, 2019) and that reinstatement of the perceived stimuli during recall would result in similar MRI or EEG activity during both states (Xie, 2020). However, category selective regions of medial parietal cortex (MPC) (Silson, 2019) are active during recall, differing from the category selective regions in the visual cortex recruited during perception. We used an EEG-fMRI fusion approach to ask how the similar neural dynamics of category selectivity reported in EEG relates to activity within these visual and MPC regions.

Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) was first used to decode the category of personally familiar stimuli (people or places) across all EEG electrodes. During both perception and recall, category information was decoded above chance level throughout the trial, emerging around 140ms after stimuli onset for perception and 200ms for recall. Further, the patterns identified at the emergence of category selectivity in both states successfully time generalized throughout the rest of the trial, indicating a stable representation through time. Using a cross-decoding approach, we also found that category representations identified during perception (around 100ms and 200-300ms) were able to classify stimuli type during the recall trials (between 200ms-1000ms). This indicates a reinstatement of the perceptual classification of category during recall, and adds to the evidence for a link between these two processes (Xie, 2020, Steel, 2023).

How does this reinstatement relate to visual and parietal activation? We used EEG-MRI fusion to correlate representational similarity matrices for all stimuli constructed at each time point in the
EEG with similar matrices constructed across all MRI voxels in the parahippocampal place area, fusiform face area, and people/place memory areas in the MPC. Two peaks of high correspondence were identified in both conditions, occurring between 150-200ms and 350-600ms after stimuli onset for perception, and between 200-300ms and 1000ms-2000ms for recall. Although we expected perception representations to correlate more strongly with visual ROIs, and recall with MPC ROIs, we found similar time courses across all regions. These results suggest the involvement of both visual and parietal regions during perception and recall, with representations emerging at different points throughout the trial. Further work is therefore needed to delineate the exact nature of their contributions.
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Title: Phenotypic clusters of cancer-related cognitive impairment based on subjective reports and objective computerized cognitive function scores.
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Abstract: Cancer survivors experience cancer-related cognitive impairment (CRCI) affecting productivity and quality of life. CRCI is often clustered with conditions (e.g., symptoms, behaviors) and influenced by intrinsic factors (e.g., sociodemographic characteristics). The management of CRCI and its clusters remains challenging because there is no agreed standardized assessment of CRCI. This study identified CRCI clusters based on subjective reports and cognitive function test scores. VARCLUS™ (SAS/STAT; SAS 9.4; Cary, NC) and k-means clustering technique were used based on CRCI reports assessed by the PROMIS® short-form subscales of Cognitive Abilities and Cognitive Concerns and computerized CANTAB Cambridge Cognition® scores (i.e., visuospatial working memory capacity, visual episodic memory, new learning, working memory, executive function, and sustained attention). This clustering technique identified five CRCI cluster groups. Phenotypic characteristics of each
cluster identified associated demographic profiles, physical/psychosocial factors (i.e., physical function, affect, optimism, social support), and symptoms (i.e., anxiety, depression, fatigue, neuropathic pain, sleep disturbance). Of the 414 participants, 99% were female and 93% self-identified as White. Cluster groups 4 and 5 had the highest cognitive abilities and the lowest cognitive concerns. In terms of demographic factors, participants in cluster group 5 were mostly employed full time and have higher education and income than the other cluster groups. Further, participants in cluster group 5 had the highest physical function, positive affect, optimism, and social support among the cluster groups. Moreover, participants in cluster 5 were less likely to experience severe cancer-related symptoms such as anxiety, depression, fatigue, neuropathic pain, and sleep disturbance than other cluster groups. On the other hand, participants in cluster group 1 showed the worst cognitive function, had worst physical function, low affect and optimism, and less social support with more severe symptoms than the rest of the cluster groups. The clustering approach that we employed in this study using both subjective and objective cognitive function information may provide promising phenotypes that can potentially be clinically relevant to categorize patient CRCI presentations. Validation of the study findings is warranted particularly enrolling a more diverse cohort of participants across demographic populations from a broad spectrum of psychosocial experiences and investigating the influence of social determinants of health on CRCI.
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Title: Behavioral and neural correlates of impaired scene perception following saccadic eye movements
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Abstract: People make ballistic eye movements, known as saccades, several times per second to efficiently explore visual environments. Visual input projected onto the retina drastically changes across saccadic eye movements, and it is known that our sensitivity to simple visual stimuli (e.g., Gabor patches) decreases when they are presented around the time of the saccade. However, it is less clear how visual information processing for more realistic and complicated visual stimuli is affected by saccades. Through behavioral and fMRI experiments, we presented scene images
filtered at different spatial frequencies and presented at different times relative to a saccade, to explore how saccadic eye movements influence the processing of visual scenes. In a behavioral experiment, a scene image was flashed for a short duration (50 ms) either immediately (5 ms) after saccadic eye movement or after a delay (500 ms). Subjects were asked to categorize scene images into six categories (e.g. beach, mountain, forest, city, office, and highway). Scene images were filtered through either low- or high-pass spatial frequency filters to further investigate whether post-saccadic scene categorization performance depends on spatial frequency information. For both spatial frequency conditions, we found decreased scene categorization performance for images flashed immediately after the saccade compared to later after the saccade, indicating non-specific impaired visual information processing for realistic scene images. Subsequently, the fMRI study investigated neural correlates of impaired post-saccadic scene perception in the absence of an explicit categorization task, to explore how neural representations of scene category and spatial frequency are influenced by saccades. In the scanner, subjects performed a 1-back task on scene images flashed after a short or long post-saccadic delay. Scenes were drawn from four scene categories (two urban, two nature) and four spatial frequencies (two high SF, two low SF). Consistent with the behavioral findings, preliminary results revealed reliably decreased activity in the scene-selective cortex (PPA) for trials when the scene image flashed within 100 ms after a saccade, compared to when it flashed at least 200 ms after the saccade. Furthermore, multivariate Representational Similarity Analyses were conducted to compare the representation of scene contents and spatial frequency across the post-saccadic delays.
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**Title:** Altered perceptual decision-making in aphantasia versus visualisers - a comparative electroencephalography analysis
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**Abstract:** Aphantasia, an inability to voluntarily form visual images, is estimated to affect 300 million people worldwide. Its study has enormous potential to inform several areas of cognitive neuroscience, but due to its recent identification and parsing out from confounding phenomena, aphantasia remains heavily under-researched. Here, we fill a critical neuroimaging gap by
reporting the first electroencephalography (EEG) study explicitly comparing people with aphantasia (n=13) and people who can visualise (n=25), as a control. We utilised a modified contrast discrimination paradigm to assess differences in perceptual decision-making between groups. Both groups received cues to imagine a grating either congruent or incongruent to the direction of a subsequently presented grating. As an exploratory study, we conducted several analyses at each stage of the sensorimotor hierarchy. Differences in sensory signal strength were measured through the amplitude of steady steady visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs), evidence accumulation to a bound through the centro-parietal positivity (CPP) build-up, and motor preparation through lateralized mu/beta band desynchronisation. Aphantasics performed faster, which may fit with the ‘alternative strategies’ accounts of aphantasia. Our study has implications for both mental imagery and perceptual decision-making research. We integrate our electrophysiological findings with existing fMRI, psychophysics and binocular rivalry studies of aphantasia and mental imagery. We also discuss how our findings inform debate on the differential mechanisms of modulation of perception due to prior expectations, imagery and attention.
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Title: Cortical activations for spatial configuration processing in skilled and poor readers
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Abstract: Analysis of spatial configuration is important in identifying visual word forms. We investigated the effect of symmetry on character composition, which would require the visual system to analyze the spatial relationships among strokes during visual word form processing in developmental dyslexic (DD) children and chronological aged (CA)-matched typical children. We measured BOLD activations for real-, non-, and scrambled characters with symmetric or asymmetric compositions in a block-design functional magnetic resonance image (fMRI) experiment. Participants were asked to match the presented character with that of the previous trial. Compared to scrambled characters, real-characters elicited activations in the fusiform gyrus for the CA group but in the lingual gyrus for the DD group. Compared to real-characters, non-characters elicited activations in the lingual and fusiform areas for the CA group, whereas this pattern was absent for the DD group. The left fusiform activation in the CA group was consistent with the visual word form areas in the literature. Comparing the symmetric with the asymmetric
conditions, the CA group showed activations in the bilateral fusiform gyri, lingual and inferior occipital areas, whereas the DD group did not. Our findings reveal differential neural evidence between dyslexic and typical children, suggesting that the fusiform gyri and occipitotemporal areas may play a role in analyzing symmetric configurations in orthographic characters. Typical children showed neural responses in the fusiform gyri and occipitotemporal areas during processing symmetric versus asymmetric configurations, but these activations were absent in dyslexic children. Thus, the poor reading performance of dyslexic children may result from impaired spatial configuration processing in identifying visual word forms.
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Title: Synchronous and asynchronous spiking states in the human cortex during image viewing
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Abstract: Intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) recordings in the human brain show a spectrum of neural ensemble activity states, but the cognitive drivers behind these empirically observed states are not yet well understood. Such population activity states range from synchronous regimes exhibiting discrete bursts of communal spiking activity to asynchronous regimes lacking clear patterns of neural coordination. To explore the causes differentiating these states, we design an experiment informed by computational neural network simulations suggesting that distinct activity states (synchronous regular, synchronous irregular, asynchronous regular, asynchronous irregular) arise from variations in the strength of external drive to a neural ensemble. Four experimental behavioral conditions—viewing an image, thinking about an image, resting with eyes open, and resting with eyes closed—are used to modulate this external drive to the brain in human subjects, with the hypothesis that increased external input induces more chaotic, asynchronous states, while decreased external input leads to more patterned, synchronous states. During iEEG data collection, implanted microelectrode arrays record activity from individual neurons in the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) of epilepsy patients undergoing a task session that spans the experimental conditions. From the recorded voltage traces, spikes associated with individual units are detected and their timestamps are extracted. To quantify the degree of ensemble spiking synchrony for condition comparison, we calculate a neural synchrony measure based on variances in individual unit and ensemble firing rates. A preliminary analysis in three subjects demonstrates slight decreases in neural synchrony when
moving from the eyes-closed state to the eyes-open state, aligning with our hypothesis. Furthermore, by implementing a probabilistic hidden Markov model with Poisson emissions, we detect “On” (vigorou
}[173x681]s spiking activity) and “Off” (relative quiescence) episodes within all experimental trials in a systematic manner. This analysis permits the characterization of ensemble spiking behavior in greater detail. Initial pairwise comparisons across experimental conditions reveal statistically significant differences in the mean durations of “On” episodes between viewing-image vs. thinking-about-image, thinking-about-image vs. eyes-open, and thinking-about-image vs. eyes-closed conditions. By applying these mathematical models, we can assess whether empirically observed brain states are experimentally replicated and subsequently elucidate the cognitive modes that underlie them.
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Title: Establishing task-general representations and the cues which drive them in spatial perception
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Abstract: Visual representations are remarkable in their ability to integrate multiple cues towards unified percepts and to adapt to various tasks, both of which make them powerful but difficult to study. Here, we leverage natural scene image databases paired with a novel series of pre-registered crowd-sourced behavior studies to discern a task-general representation of egocentric depth and the pictorial cues which drive it. We presented 156 novel scenes with embedded targets and found a remarkable level of scene specific systematicity and generalization across independent groups of participants performing different tasks (metric depth estimation MDE, depth discrimination DD) with distinct stimulus durations (125, 250, 1000ms). In MDE, participants showed not only a strong overall sensitivity to target depth in these 2D scenes, but also highly reliable differences across individual scenes distinct from the general effect of depth (e.g., \( r^2 = .801, p<10^{-76} \)). Moreover, these scene-specific deviations strongly predicted DD performance in an independent group of participants for particular scene pairs (e.g., \( r^2 = .312, p<10^{-20} \)). Overall significant relationships were found that generalized across participants, tasks, durations, and outcome measures, indicating systematic biases for individual scenes independent of those factors. For instance, DD RT predicts MDE RT at every combination of duration (all \( r > \)}}
Thus, cues within the 2D images must consistently drive 3D spatial perception, enabling in-depth examinations of individual cue contributions (e.g., familiar size, ground plane). Using an unbiased computer vision approach to quantify pictorial information, we uncover a novel relationship between the real-world size of the ground plane and egocentric depth perception even with stimulus presentations as short as 125ms (F(1,146.62)=34.26, p<10^{-7}). These findings suggest a finely tuned and rapid mechanism for integrating relative depth information, spatial cues, and object information towards depth perception. Further, the success of this method suggests a scalable approach (for all 6 tasks: N=2,178, collection time = 2 weeks, total cost ~$5,500) to quantifying task-general representations which can guide stimulus selection and task design for neurophysiological investigations.
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Title: What aspects of the electrophysiological signal contain stimulus information?
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Abstract: Introduction.
Electrophysiological signals can be decomposed in many ways, with different aspects of the signal thought to arise from particular neurophysiological processes. Studies often focus selectively on specific components of a neural signal (e.g., high-frequency broadband [BB], event related potentials [ERP], or spectral decomposition), potentially overlooking critical information. Little is known regarding what aspects of the signal carry the most information about task or stimulus conditions. To address this question, we examined which components of human intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) signals carry the most informative data about categories of visual stimuli.

Methods.
We analyzed iEEG recordings from 40 participants using 5700+ total electrodes during a six-
category one-back test. We pre-processed raw iEEG signals to extract two neural signal components: ERP and BB components. Furthermore, we explored information distribution among the oscillatory (periodic) and non-oscillatory (aperiodic) components using the FOOOF toolbox. We used multivariate classification performance to measure the amount of information contained within the ERP and BB signal components (or the periodic and aperiodic components). We first identified if the activity in the electrode contained significant information about the stimulus categories in the ERP, BB, or both (or the periodic, aperiodic, or both) components, then compared the relative amount of information contained in these different components.

Results.
Across all categories and patients, we discovered that 3.8% of electrodes contained significant information in the ERP, 6.5% in the BB, and 1.2% in both components. Among these, some electrodes preferentially held information in the ERP (9.0%) and in the BB (13.0%). Notably, there was consistency within participants as to which component held information, with the heterogeneity arising primarily between participants. The aperiodic component of the signal was notably more informative (5.8%) than the periodic component (0.9%), emphasizing the value of non-oscillatory background components of neural signals. We are also analyzing iEEG data from an auditory task to assess the generalizability of these results across sensory domains.

Discussion.
Our findings highlight the need to examine all signal components collectively for comprehensive understanding of neural activity. They also underscore the need for deeper understanding of the neurophysiological basis of the heterogeneity regarding which aspects of electrophysiological signals give rise to information processing.
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Title: Spatiotemporal dynamics of self-generated imagery reveal a reverse cortical hierarchy from cue-induced imagery
Abstract: Visual imagery, the ability to generate visual experience in the absence of direct external stimulation, allows for the construction of rich internal experience in our mental world. Most imagery studies to date have focused on cue-induced imagery, namely the to-be-imagined contents were triggered by external cues. It has remained unclear how internal experience derives volitionally in the absence of any external cues, and whether this kind of self-generated imagery relies on an analogous cortical network as cue-induced imagery. Here, leveraging a novel self-generated imagery paradigm, we systematically examined the spatiotemporal dynamics of self-generated imagery, by having participants volitionally imagining one of the orientations from a learned pool; and of cue-induced imagery, by having participants imagining line orientations based on associative cues acquired previously. Our results revealed that: at the behavioral level, self-generated imagery was experienced as less vivid compared to cue-induced imagery; at the neural level, using electroencephalography (EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), in combination with multivariate encoding and decoding approaches, cue-induced and self-generated imagery demonstrated largely overlapping neural signatures in both EEG and fMRI; yet, these neural signatures displayed substantially differential sensitivities to the two types of imagery: self-generated imagery was supported by an enhanced involvement of anterior cortex in generating and maintaining imagined contents, as evidenced by enhanced neural representations of orientations in sustained potentials in central channels in EEG, and in posterior frontal cortex in fMRI. By contrast, cue-induced imagery was supported by enhanced neural representations of orientations in alpha-band activity in posterior channels in EEG, and in early visual cortex in fMRI. These results jointly support a reverse cortical hierarchy in generating and maintaining imagery contents in self-generated versus externally-cued imagery.
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Title: Morphological and transcriptomic diversity of thalamocortical projections
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Abstract: The thalamus is a central hub of the forebrain, and aside from recurrent intralencephalic connections, is the primary excitatory driver of cortical activity. The thalamus contains several nuclei with structurally and molecularly diverse thalamocortical projection neurons, yet the correspondence between gene expression patterns, cortical projection targets, and subcortical inputs is poorly understood. We are using a combination of approaches to investigate how non-sensory thalamus routes subcortical information to frontal cortex. We use spatial transcriptomics to understand gene expression motifs and transcriptomic cell types within and across thalamic nuclei. Multiplexed error-robust fluorescent in situ hybridization (MERFISH) delineates the spatial arrangement of transcriptomic types and gene expression gradients, while projection types are identified using expansion-assisted selective plane illumination microscopy (ExaSPIM) to create single neuron reconstructions on specific genetic backgrounds. We combine this with traditional viral tracing techniques to generate a comprehensive view of circuit inputs and outputs for molecularly defined cell types in the thalamus. Our cell-type resolved anatomical analysis of the thalamus is a foundation for understanding computation in multi-regional circuits with thalamus in the middle.
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Title: Differential Roles of the Medial Prefrontal and Sensory Cortices in Integration of Prior Knowledge and Sensory Inputs in Perceptual Decision-Making in Mice

Authors: *K. ISHIZU, A. FUNAMIZU;
Inst. of Quantitative Biosci., Tokyo Univ., Tokyo, Japan

Abstract: In perceptual decision-making, the integration of sensory inputs and prior knowledge of action outcomes plays a crucial role in optimizing choices. Our previous study (Funamizu, iScience, 2021) examined this integration through an auditory discrimination task in mice. This study investigates the necessity of the auditory cortex (AC) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
in auditory-perceptual decision-making processes through optogenetic manipulation. Wild-type CBA/J mice were used for the experiments. We injected AAV-CKIIa-stGtACR2-FusionRed and implanted optical fibers bilaterally into either the AC or mPFC of the mice. The delivery of 473 nm photo-illumination through the fibers allowed to activate the stGtACR2 protein and suppress neural activity in the target region (AC or mPFC). The mice performed a tone-frequency discrimination task, associating high- or low-frequency tones with left- or right-spout water rewards. We differenced the reward amounts for the left and right spouts, and interchanged the reward difference for each block of 90 to 100 trials, with each trial presenting either a long- or short-tone. Light stimulation was applied during sound representation in every second trial. The choices were influenced by both the reward amounts and tone durations. Inhibiting mPFC activity led to biased choices, while inhibiting AC activity resulted in variable behavioral changes across sessions. We are going to inhibit the activity during non-sound timings to understand the roles of AC and mPFC in decision making.
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Abstract: It was reported that the combination of features encoded by individual prefrontal (PFC) neurons is random, but that task features and performance can be detected at the population level. However, assessing whether PFC coding is random requires much larger cell samples than used previously. Thus, we examined the relation between the cluster of features encoded by PFC cells in a contextual visual discrimination task. Rats implanted with Neuropixel probes in the medial PFC were presented with visual stimuli via 2 monitors placed on either side of their heads. 2 epochs of visual stimulation occurred on each trial: (1) when rats step on a platform, triggering the presentation of one of two stimuli signaling context, identical on both sides; (2) when rats nose-poke, during which different stimuli to be discriminated are presented on the left and right. The latter varied along two dimensions (speed & contrast; 5 levels each). Rats had to determine on what side the target dimension is highest, ignoring the left-right difference in distractor levels. Rats reported their decision by pressing a lever on the side where the target dimension is higher. Quantifying explained variance revealed that outcome and response/choice information were encoded by ~50% PFC cells compared to ~25% for context
information and ~12% for stimulus information. To test if the cluster of variables encoded by PFC cells is random, we identified cells showing significant rises (+) or drops (-) in firing rates (within 0.15 s of nose-poking) as a function of speed (S) or contrast (C) on the left (L) or right (R), after balancing the number of trials requiring left or right lever responses. This analysis yielded the following features (SL+,SL-,SLnil; SR+,SR-,SRnil; CL+,CL-,CLnil; CR+,CR-,CRnil), in 81 possible combinations. The number of cells with opposite responsiveness to contrast on left vs. right (CL+ & CR-; CL- & CR+) was 13 times > chance (p=0.001). Opposite responsiveness to speed on left vs. right (SL+ & SR-; SL- & SR+) was 5 times > chance (p=0.003). Moreover, the number of cells with opposite eye dominance for speed vs. contrast was 3.63 times > chance (p=0.007). Finally, we noted that cells with opposite eye dominance for speed vs. contrast rarely exhibited a lever preference compared to cells with eye dominance for only one dimension (1.2% vs. 19.5%). Thus we asked whether cells with eye dominance for only one dimension also exhibited a firing preference for lever on the same vs. opposite side. The number of cells with lever and eye dominance on the same side was 5.6 times > chance (p=0.039). Overall, our results indicate that the clusters of variables encoded by individual PFC neurons reflect the logic the task.
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Title: Frontal cortex impacts on exploratory attentional resource allocation in mongolian gerbils: insights from a probabilistic foraging paradigm
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Abstract: In our constantly changing world, it is necessary to continuously adapt choice options to current needs and, if necessary, to change our current behavioural strategy and to explore the environment in order to adaptively reallocate resources. For example, imagine a Mongolian gerbil that forages a desert habitat for distributed food patches. When these patches become exhausted, the gerbil is in an exploitation/exploration dilemma: Should it exploit the current
patch further or should it explore an alternative patch, suffering travel costs but achieving potentially higher food density? Such a foraging example shows a fundamental resource allocation problem. The patch-leaving decision needs to be made based on probabilistic information (how much food is usually available in the alternative patch?) in a potentially changing environment. Previous studies have suggested that the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) plays a decisive role for the neuronal realization of exploratory resource allocation in human and non-human primates (Daw et al., 2006). In the present study, we investigated the performance of Mongolian gerbils in a probabilistic foraging paradigm (adapted from Lottem et al., 2018, Nat Comm.) while simultaneously recording laminar current source density (CSD) profiles in Frontal field A (FrA) using 32 channel chronic electrodes (Neuronexus probes). We were able to show that activity in the frontal cortex depends on both the received reward as well as the expected probability of the reward. As the latter decreases due to the exponential decrease in reward delivery, activity patterns in frontal cortex reflected an accumulating evidence that accompanied switching from exploitative to explorative search strategies. Using the laminar signal resolution, the goal is to obtain insights into different neuronal circuit elements in frontal cortex that contribute to the optimal selection of exploitative versus explorative search strategies, thereby gaining a better understanding of the neural regulation of attentional resource allocation.

**Figure.** Foraging setup (left) and patch switches over time (right). Adapted from Lottem et al. (2018, Nat Comm.)
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**Title:** History of sensorimotor event representations in mouse medial prefrontal cortex serves reward foraging functions
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Abstract: Prefrontal cortical regions are believed to play a crucial role in integrating information from various sensory, motor, and internal variables to guide decision-making in animals. It has been proposed that neurons in these areas, either individually or as a population, compute a decision variable (DV) that influences an animal's choices. However, representations within the prefrontal regions are complex, encompassing not only DVs but also current and past sensory, motor and internal variables. This complexity is especially apparent when analyzing population-level representations, as they can simultaneously encode different behavioral variables in a high-dimensional space. As a result, a key unanswered question is which representations are utilized by animals out of this diverse and mixed array. To address this question, we conducted experiments involving the recording of neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of mice engaged in probabilistic reward-based foraging. During the task, animals were required to track both their reward history and choice history, which we refer to as history of sensorimotor events. To quantify the decision variable based on the animals' behavior, we employed a reinforcement learning framework. In our previous studies we have demonstrated that a reinforcement learning model incorporating both reward and choice history performs better than other models of the same class. By analyzing both single neurons and populations of neurons, we found that while neurons represent both the decision variable and the history of sensorimotor events, the representations of sensorimotor events were more pronounced than those of the decision variable. Furthermore, when we manipulated the temporal delay in choices while maintaining the task structure, we observed that representations of sensorimotor history remained robust, whereas the representation of the decision variable degraded. This suggests that the representations in the mPFC primarily serve to encode the history of sensorimotor events rather than directly compute the decision variable. To further test this hypothesis, we inactivated the mPFC and observed behavioral effects only when the relevant sensorimotor events were delayed. Our study provides evidence that neural representations in the mPFC function to maintain a working memory of past events, with little support for the notion that it directly computes the decision variable that guides an animal's choices.
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Top-down modulation of autonomic arousal by the anterior cingulate cortex

**Authors:** N. CHINTALACHERUVU, A. KALELKAR, C. OH, C. TUMBOKON, R. HUDA; Rutgers University–New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ

**Abstract:** Hyperactivity of arousal-mediating circuits are implicated in a variety of neuropsychiatric disorders. Therefore, insight into the arousal system of the brain could lead to a better understanding of the neurological basis of these disorders. Subcortical structures such as the locus coeruleus, hypothalamus, and periaqueductal gray (PAG) are known to be involved in the regulation of autonomic arousal but much less is known about the role of higher level cortical circuits. We investigated the role of a major subdivision of the prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), in modulating autonomic arousal. Pupil size, heart rate, and movement were used as non-invasive measures of arousal. To test how ACC activity contributes to arousal levels, we simultaneously measured arousal and recorded fiber photometry signals from mice virally expressing GCaMP8m. Aligning these signals to the onsets of pupil dilations revealed that pupil dilations were preceded by increases in ACC calcium activity. Further, ACC activity was associated with heart rate increases. To better understand how the ACC can directly modulate arousal, we optogenetically manipulated ACC pyramidal neuron activity. We found that photostimulation of pyramidal neurons in mice expressing CaMKII-ChR2 caused pupil dilations that were time-locked to activation. ACC activation also led to increased heart rate and movement. ACC inactivation via photostimulation of GABAergic neurons caused pupil constrictions. Additionally, closed-loop optogenetic inactivation of the ACC using DeepLabCut Live suppressed ongoing pupil dilations. Vasoactive intestinal peptide-expressing (VIP) interneurons exert disinhibitory control over pyramidal neuron activity by inhibiting other inhibitory cells. We tested whether and how VIP neurons are involved in ACC modulation of arousal. Optogenetic VIP neuron stimulation caused pupil dilations. Next, we investigated a possible ACC to periaqueductal gray (PAG) projection pathway that may be involved in arousal modulation. We used fiber photometry to record calcium activity from ACC axons in the PAG. Aligning calcium activity to onsets of pupil dilations revealed pupil dilations were preceded by increases in ACC-PAG axon activity, similar to what we found in ACC neurons. We also found that optogenetic stimulation of ACC axons in the PAG caused pupil dilations. Together these findings indicate that the ACC modulates autonomic arousal, possibly via projections to the PAG. We are currently evaluating how ACC VIP neurons regulate outflow of information to the PAG for top-down modulation of arousal.
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Abstract: The prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays a crucial role in flexible control of behavior. Of various types of neurons in the PFC, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP)-expressing neurons are thought to exert powerful influences on PFC circuit operations by disinhibitory control of other inhibitory interneurons. To obtain insights on the role of VIP neurons in flexible control of behavior, we investigated modulation effects and activity dynamics of VIP neurons in the medial PFC (mPFC) in mice performing reversal learning under a probabilistic classical conditioning paradigm. We found that chemogenetic or optogenetic modulation of VIP neuronal activity impairs reversal learning as assessed by the animal’s cue-dependent anticipatory licking responses. We also found that VIP neurons undergo diverse types of activity change across trials following cue-outcome contingency reversal. During the progress of behavioral reversal (~100 trials since cue-outcome contingency reversal), but not before or after it, VIP neurons conveyed strong signals related to reward history and reward prediction error (RPE). Moreover, there was a significant correlation between the persistence of RPE signals across trials and the number of trials required for each animal to reach the reversal criterion. These findings suggest VIP neurons play a crucial role in behavioral flexibility by modulating mPFC neural circuit activity in response to reward history and reward prediction error. They also suggest the potential significance of VIP neurons in developing interventions for conditions associated with impaired behavioral flexibility.
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Title: Synergistic dynamics of norepinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin in mouse frontal cortex during naturalistic decision making.
Abstract: In nature, animals must forage for food under environmental danger to survive. Neuromodulators including norepinephrine (NE), dopamine (DA), and serotonin (5HT) play a fundamental role in this process, enabling flexible switching between motivational drives. The question of how neuromodulators synergistically encode motivational state is thus fundamental to systems neuroscience, yet the interplay between these neuromodulators during naturalistic decision making are not fully understood. Here, we developed a naturalistic approach/avoidance task in mice involving a tradeoff between seeking reward versus safety in the presence of looming predation risk. We utilized whole-brain cFos mapping, multi-fiber photometry, computational behavior tracking, and slice electrophysiology in this task. Mice that experienced looming stimuli showed increased c-fos expression in regions including frontal cortex, locus coeruleus, and ventral tegmental area, but decreased expression in dorsal raphe nucleus. Moreover, by using multi-fiber photometry combined with GPCR-based sensors, we found that cortical NE plays a more prominent role in encoding looming threats while DA represents reward. In contrast, 5HT dynamic negatively correlates to both valences. Furthermore, bath application of 5HT-related treatments increase spontaneous spikes in locus coeruleus NE neurons in an ex vivo slice physiology experiment, suggesting the importance of cross-talk between different neuromodulatory circuits. In conclusion, monoamines such as NE, DA, 5HT can converge in their encoding of naturalistic motivated behaviors as well as dissociate from one another. By utilizing this approach, interactions between innate fear and incentive for food may be delineated in terms of basis in neurochemical signaling events during natural behavior, and may contribute to the understanding of neural mechanisms underlying emotional disorders including anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder.

Authors: *M. FERNANDEZ GOMEZ, A. KASHAY, T. A. GUPTA, F. N. VEENKER, S. A. WILKE;
Psychiatry, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

Abstract: Effort-based decision-making (EBD) requires establishing action selection policies that maximize effort-reward tradeoffs and is disrupted in several neuropsychiatric disorders. The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a prefrontal subregion, is critical for encoding effort-related value, model-based action selection, resolving uncertainty and other functions relevant to EBD. Our lab has found that the activity of ACC excitatory neurons is necessary for effortful action selection, while a subpopulation of striatal projecting neurons is transiently required to switch from a low to a high effort choice strategy. Dopaminergic inputs strongly modulate function in target regions and striatal dopamine (DA) is heavily implicated in EBD. However, the role of DA in shaping ACC neural activity during EBD remains poorly understood. Here, we deploy temporally precise optical tools to measure and manipulate ACC DA in an effort-based T-maze task. In this assay, mice must choose whether to surmount an effortful obstacle for a large reward vs. taking an unimpeded path to a small reward. Using fiber photometry and GRAB-based fluorescent DA sensors, we observed ramping of ACC DA as mice approach the maze choice point. Distinct DA dynamics emerged during specific epochs of choice trials and were differentially modulated during high vs. low effort choices. Moreover, these DA dynamics correlated with ACC activity patterns as detected by measuring GCaMP signals during the same behavior. In ongoing work, we are now using optogenetic approaches to manipulate DA terminals in ACC to further investigate these relationships.
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Title: Changes in neuronal activities in the medial prefrontal cortex during decision-making of mice

Authors: *T. SUZUKI¹, D. JOHO¹, H. OKUNO², M. KAKEYAMA³;
²Lab. of Biochem. and Mol. Biol., Grad. Sch. of Med. and Dent. Sci. Kagoshima Univ.,
Abstract: In the process of decision-making, subjects recognize the external situation, refer to their memory and knowledge to assess the value and cost of an action and alternatives, and decide on a course of action. The prefrontal cortex may play a part in this process in the form of a complex interplay of bottom-up information, driven by the sensory perception of the external environment, and top-down information, driven by retrieval and inference of memories and knowledge encoded in the brain. In rodents, the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is reportedly involved in decision-making; this warrants a detailed analysis at the cellular level. To examine the neural activity during decision-making, we first developed a behavioral task using a touchscreen device. In this task, mice had to make decisions based on visual information, memory and/or knowledge and were given rewards for correct responses. To date, more than 30 mice have been trained and have exhibited a high rate (>80% on average) of correct responses despite a chance level of 50%. To analyze neural activity, GCaMP6f, a genetically encoded calcium indicator, was expressed in the mPFC (n = 3) and primary somatosensory cortex (SSp, n = 2) of the mice. After these mice were trained, calcium signals were measured via in vivo Ca$^{2+}$ imaging using a microendoscope during the behavioral task. Task-related cells were assessed using one-way repeated measures ANOVA (p < 0.0001) and defined as those whose ΔF/F before and after visual cue stimulus changed at a consistent time across repeated trials. The results indicated that the mPFC (190/293 cells; 64.85%) had a greater proportion of task-related cells than the SSp (50/199 cells; 25.13%) ($\chi^2(1) = 73.25,$ p < 0.0001). As temporal variations in the activity of task-related cells in the mPFC were observed, hierarchical cluster analysis was used to classify the cells according to their activity patterns. Interestingly, in addition to activating cells after visual cue stimulus, many deactivating cells were present in the mPFC. Furthermore, choice-specific activity may have occurred in some cell populations of the mPFC along with the initiation of choice. These results suggest that mPFC neurons are involved in decision-making with distinct activity and temporal properties and that some cell populations are part of a network that regulates choice.

Abstract: Humans and other animals require flexibility to make decisions appropriate for an ever-changing environment. The way mammalian brains achieve flexible decision making is not fully understood. The probabilistic reversal learning (PRL) task is a powerful tool used to assess behavioral flexibility and how positive and negative feedbacks influence decision making. It has been administered to healthy participants and patients with a wide range of neurological conditions, including Autistic Spectrum Disorder and Schizophrenia, as well as to animal models. We trained C57BL/6 mice on PRL and conducted high-density single unit recordings using Neuropixels probes from the medial frontal cortex in well-performing animals. The animals had binary choices (e.g., left vs right) associated with different reward probabilities (e.g., 80% vs 20%), which they discovered via trial and error. Once a consistent choice was established, the contingencies were reversed, so the previously highly rewarded side became unfavorable and vice versa. After one month of training, mice were able to flexibly switch contingencies multiple times in one training session. So, as contingency undergoes multiple changes, animals were able to maximize the accumulated reward, via the integration of positive and negative feedback. We have identified the neural correlates for the choice value (i.e., the probability of reward) and the reward prediction error (RPE, i.e., when the obtained reward differs from the value). We will then examine how the choice value and RPE propagate in the mammalian brain by recording from multiple regions simultaneously.
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Abstract: Miniscope calcium imaging of prefrontal dynamics during effort-based decision making

Authors* T.A. GUPTA1, A.Q. KASHAY1, M. UMAGUING1, S.A. WILKE1
1Semel Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior, Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences, David Geffen School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles.
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Abstract
Effort-based decision making (EBD) requires weighing predicted gains against the physical effort costs required to obtain them, and is disrupted in several neuropsychiatric disorders. The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is postulated to compute effort-related value and exert control over action selection policies during EBD. Our lab has found that the activity of ACC excitatory neurons is necessary for effortful action selection, while a subpopulation of striatal projecting neurons is transiently required to switch from a low to a high effort choice strategy. These causal manipulations suggest that ACC neuronal subpopulations may mediate specific functions during EBD. However, little is known about how the computations underlying such effort-related decisions are represented by ACC neural dynamics. Here, we have deployed UCLA Miniscopes to image calcium signals arising from large numbers of ACC neurons simultaneously during EBD. ACC neural activity was recorded in a barrier T-maze task in which mice choose between surmounting an effortful obstacle (climbing a barrier) for a high reward or taking an unobstructed path to a low reward. Calcium signals were extracted using the Minian pipeline and aligned to behavior using DeepLabCut and BehaviorDEPOT open-source software. We then used receiver operating characteristic analyses to establish the tuning of ACC neurons to specific behavioral events. We have found that the tuning of ACC neurons during decision making is enhanced when an effort cost is operative. A subset of these neurons exhibited increased or decreased activity that was significantly tuned to approach of the maze choice point. Interestingly, largely non-overlapping subpopulations were tuned to high vs. low effort choices, suggesting that effort-reward tradeoffs drive segregated representations of potential actions in ACC. In ongoing work, we are now using dimensionality reduction and decoding algorithms to further evaluate these relationships.
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Title: Inferring cognitive processes of gathering information for decision-making by decoding prefrontal cortical population activity
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**Abstract:** Value-based decision-making generally entails evaluating and comparing options before choice. Often, it requires integrating multiple pieces of information to determine the optimal choice in which the prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays a major role. However, how PFC neuronal populations accumulate evidence during evaluation and comparison of options are relatively less explored. Based on decoding analysis, this study aimed to examine the neural correlates of evidence accumulation in the PFC of two non-human primates during information gathering for decision-making. We decoded the outputs of various cognitive processes, such as valuation and comparison, from neuronal populations at multiple PFC regions including dorsal lateral PFC (DLPFC), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The analysis on decoding outcomes across trials revealed that each subject exhibited a distinct level of neural representation of evidence accumulation for each process. A subject with less clear neural representation of accumulated evidence tended to gather more information compared to another with clearer neural representation of accumulated evidence. Furthermore, we calculated an association index to estimate the likelihood of decoding outcomes from preceding processes being associated with current processes through information gathering in a trial. The result showed a significant association between the decoding outcomes of the current and preceding processes. We also observed that a subject with neural representation of more evidence exhibited a stronger association index between temporally adjacent cognitive processes, while the opposite was true for the other with less evidence. These findings highlight the relationship between neural representations of evidence accumulation in PFC and decision-making behavior via information gathering.
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**Title:** Network physiology metrics reveal a dynamic balance between excitatory and inhibitory functional connections in rodent prefrontal cortex during decision making

**Authors:** *G. W. DIEHL, A. D. REDISH;* Neurosci., Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

**Abstract:** The balance between excitatory and inhibitory inputs is critical for proper network function, but this balance is thought to change as behavior changes. Measuring excitatory/inhibitory (E/I) balance in vivo has thus far remained difficult, limiting the ability to
probe E:I dynamics during behavior. Recent work has argued that examining spectral power of local field potentials (LFP) and specifically the exponential decay rate of the underlying aperiodic component (\( \chi \); of \( 1/f^\chi \)) can provide a window into E:I balance in vivo (Gao et al., 2017; Donoghue et al., 2020). In concert, spike timing cross-correlation histograms (CCHs) have long been identified as a means of measuring direct monosynaptic connectivity and the functional strength of local connections (Csicsvari et al., 1998). In addition, concurrent spiking between cells (within 1ms) provides a lens into functional network activity and has been found to depend on NMDA receptor functionality (Zick et al., 2021).

Using these methods, we evaluated recordings from the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of rats as they performed the economic decision task Restaurant Row. In this task, rats must make a series of decisions whether or not to wait out temporal delays to receive food rewards based on presented information. Critically, this task involves multiple distinct behavioral phases, with distinct cognitive demands and decision processes. Evaluating the aperiodic component of the LFP spectrum we found that aperiodic decay rates varied dynamically throughout the task, implying changes to E:I balance. Notably, there was increased excitatory drive as rats entered the Offer Zone where they were presented with information to make their decisions, and decreased excitation during the Wait Zone when rats must hold their decisions in working memory and wait to receive a reward. In examining CCHs and monosynaptic connections between mPFC cells, we found a complementary picture. Local connections were weaker in the Offer Zone and stronger in the Wait Zone. These findings suggest parallel brain states during the Offer and Wait phases of the RRow task. In the Offer Zone, excitatory information arrives into the mPFC from other brain areas while local communication is muted. In the Wait Zone, there is less external input and instead mPFC is engaged in local processing. Finally, we combined these two methods to evaluate if E:I balance, as measured from LFP, influenced the coupling strength of co-spiking pairs. Interestingly, we found that when the spectrum was flatter (implying more excitation) there was stronger coupling between co-spiking pairs of cells.
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Title: Rotational dynamics help stabilize cortex
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Abstract: The cortex requires stability to recover after disruption. Events such as distractions, eye movements, sensory inputs, and more can trigger strong neural responses that have the potential to disrupt cortical processing. It is crucial for the cortex to “regain its focus” and return to the task at hand, reverting to its previous state prior to the disruption. We found that this may be explained by rotational dynamics. We examined spiking in the prefrontal cortex during working memory tasks in which there was a disruption during the memory delay (a saccade or a distractor stimulus). The disruption led to the emergence of organized rotational structures in subspace dynamics. This effectively restored the system to its pre-disruption state. The rotations were correlated with behavioral performance. When trials were performed correctly, the rotational structure was more likely to complete a 360 deg rotation. On incorrect trials, trajectories failed to complete a full rotation. The rotations changed with expectation. Rotational velocity was inversely correlated with the expected delay duration. The velocity was faster on shorter delays as if the cortex was “rushing” to complete the rotation before the delay ended.

We found some evidence that the rotation through subspace may, in fact, be rotations in cortex itself. Spiking organized into traveling waves that showed rotational dynamics in rotational Principal Component Analysis (jPCA) space. We also observed rotating traveling waves in local field potentials. Neural stability is crucial for cognition and consciousness. Our results suggest that it may be attributed to brain rhythms rotating the brain back to its previous state.

solve over their life span, efficiently forming structured relational models of the animal’s world that can be used for planning and action. But even with that intuition, we know little about how structured knowledge is acquired or updated, especially when the extraction of the relevant structure must happen incidentally, without explicit instruction or feedback. Here, by examining neural ensemble activity in rats that sample different sequences of binary choices in a self-guided search for latent task structure, we reveal a relationship between the incidentally acquired structured knowledge and the neural activity in the medial prefrontal cortex is strong enough that we can begin to decode it with confidence on single trials. Going forward, this puts us in a position to probe how structured knowledge about the world is acquired by the brain, and how it is updated with experience.
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Abstract: Humans are capable of understanding a sequence of events based on the structure of the sequence. The sequence structure indicates how components of the sequence relate to one another and how they should be integrated for decision making. The neural mechanism underlying sequence processing is, however, not well understood. Therefore, we trained two male macaque monkeys to perform a sequence decision-making task. They viewed eight centrally-presented visual stimuli sequentially, which represented a math expression consisting of four signed numbers and four operators that indicated whether each number needed to be added or subtracted. The monkeys were required to report whether the resulting value was positive or negative by making a saccade towards either a red (positive) or a green (negative) peripheral target. Following the monkeys' successful learning of the task, we conducted recordings of single-unit activities from the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC). Neurons in the vlPFC encoded both the operators (addition or subtraction) and the signed numbers in the stimulus sequence. In addition, vlPFC neuronal activities reflected the intermediate result indicated by the stimuli during the stimulus presentation period. Finally, after the sequence was presented and when the fixation point vanished, which served as a cue for the monkeys to initiate...
a saccade towards the target, the population responses in the vlPFC was transformed into a binary encoding of the eye movement direction. Together, these results suggest that the vlPFC plays an important role in processing sequence information for decision making.
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**Title:** Prefrontal and Striatal activity during a Strategy Board Game
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**Abstract:** Planning for sequential movements in a social context is challenging, because the agents must anticipate the actions of others. Although many previous studies have investigated computational algorithms applicable in such iterative social interactions, how the values of self and opponent’s actions are computed and represented in the brain remains poorly understood. In this study, we trained rhesus monkeys to play a competitive strategy board game called a four-in-a-row. During this game, the monkeys placed their stones one at a time using a joystick on a 4-by-9 board while taking turns with a computer opponent. Each player could win by placing 4 pieces in a row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally, and the game outcome could be a win, loss, or tie for the animal, which was rewarded only for wins. We recorded the activity of individual neurons from the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and the caudate nucleus of one monkey using two 64-channel silicone probes simultaneously in two of these areas in a given session. During the recording experiment, the computer opponent always initiated the game, and probabilistically alternated between defensive and offensive strategies while making its move randomly with a small probability so that the probability of winning for the animal did not become too low. We used a linear regression model to evaluate the neural signals related to the value of the board position chosen by each player, the ordinal position of the move in a game, and whether the given move connected 4 stones and therefore led to winning. The value of the chosen position was approximated by the maximum number of stones continuously connected by the current move of each player. Neurons in these brain areas modulated their activity more frequently according to the board positions chosen by the animal than in response to the positions chosen by the computer opponent. In addition, whereas many of the neurons changed their activity according to the ordinal position of the move
throughout the game, the signals related to the number of stones connected by the animal and the computer opponent were both present in these brain areas. This suggests that the prefrontal cortex and the striatum might play an important role in computing the action values of the choices made by the self and others during iterative social interactions. Furthermore, many neurons modulated their activity when either player won the games, indicating that these brain areas play multiple roles in learning and decision making during rule-based social interactions.
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Title: The role of the macaque anterior cingulate cortex in reward expectancy and/or goal attainment
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Abstract: The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has been proposed to be involved in cognitive control of action selection, including that based on expected reward value (e.g., Chudasama et al, *Cereb Cortex*, 2013; Shenhav et al, *Nat Neurosci*, 2016). Neural activity consistent with representations linking reward outcomes to motor actions have been found in the region (e.g., Shima & Tanji, *Science*, 1998; Matsumoto at al, *Science*, 2003), and activity indicative of reward expectancy has been described as well (Shidara & Richmond, *Science*, 2002). Here we assessed the ACC’s causal contribution to the expression of reward expectancy via an autonomic measure. Three rhesus macaques received bilateral neurotoxic lesions of ACC. Together with four unoperated controls (CON), they were presented with a Pavlovian procedure whereby visual stimuli predicted reward delivery, independent of the animal’s actions. Mildly thirsty monkeys sat in a primate chair facing a monitor screen. In each trial, two blue circles (1° diam) were presented 8° away from the screen center opposite each other in one of four cardinal/intercardinal orientations. The circles slowly moved towards each other for 15 seconds until they touched, disappeared, and fluid reward was delivered. A 15-s intertrial interval ensued, during which the screen was blank. Pulse signal was acquired with a plethysmography sensor placed on the ear, and heart rate was extracted off-line. We found a group difference in heart rate in anticipation of reward. Whereas CON monkeys exhibited a gradual heart rate increase while the circles moved closer together, monkeys with ACC lesions did not. This implies that the autonomic reflection of reward expectancy was lost as a result of the ACC lesion. In contrast, we observed a significant heart rate change after reward delivery in all monkeys, controls and
monkeys with ACC lesions alike, suggesting that the autonomic response to receipt of reward was intact after ACC lesions. Taken together, the results support a role for the ACC in reward expectancy, but not in the reaction to reward receipt.
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Title: Neurophysiological investigation of effort monitoring and decision-making dynamics in the anterior cingulate cortex in macaque
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Abstract: Understanding cerebral processes leading our behavior toward efficient choices and performance in effortful situations is a central topic in neurobiology of decision making. The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is involved in at least 2 aspects of effort: effort as a decision variable and effort as an amount of energy invested to overcome a difficulty. The dynamic neurophysiological processes underlying these functions, however, remains unclear. To address this issue, we used a neurophysiological approach in rhesus monkeys. We recorded 160 single units from the ACC in 1 macaque performing a choice task, which manipulates both effort and reward, and where monkeys must produce the chosen effort by pressing a grip at each trial in order to obtain the chosen reward. The monkey’s choices were clearly influenced by both reward and effort levels, and the animal applied the required force on the grip, showing appropriate option valuation (effort discounting of reward value) and appropriate mobilization of resources for action. In addition, the latency between cue onset and first saccades toward the chosen option was highly dependent upon the choice difficulty (absolute difference in value between the 2 options), whereas latency from this saccade to action onset was not. This suggests a sequential relationship between decision and action processes, but further analysis is necessary to further understand the dynamics of effort processing in this task. Preliminary analysis indicates that ACC units show a stronger sensitivity to the side chosen, the reaction time and errors compared to benefits and costs (reward and force proposed). This result suggest that ACC is more involved in the implementation of effort in an effector specific way than in the processing of effort as a decision variable. In addition, a dynamic analysis of the firing patterns in the task suggests that ACC single units are not only related to the dynamics between decision and action, but also show change of states outside choice epoch that are strongly related to behavioral variables. Together these preliminary results provide a new insight into the dynamic implication of ACC neurons in effort, and they are in line with the proposed role of the ACC in monitoring
action/outcome as a function of expected costs and benefits, to facilitate the adaptation of goal-directed behavior.
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**Title:** Dynamics of population activity in macaque prefrontal cortex predict impact of prior expectation during perceptual decision-making
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**Abstract:** Perceptual decisions are informed by the present sensory input and by expectations, or “priors”, that reflect previously experienced statistical regularities in the environment. The neural mechanisms that integrate sensory signals with priors that are specific to a given context likely engage a network of association areas. However, it is not known how neural circuits perform this integration. To shed light on this matter, we developed an analysis that relates the dynamics of population activity in the prefrontal cortex to perceptual decisions on a trial-by-trial basis. We used multi-electrode arrays to record neural population activity in the prearcuate gyrus of two macaque monkeys as they performed a perceptual orientation discrimination task. The animals judged the orientation of drifting grating stimuli under two contexts, each associated with a different distribution of stimulus orientation, as described in Charlton & Goris (2022 - bioRxiv). The choices of both monkeys were biased in a context-specific manner, reflecting the impact of their priors on their perceptual interpretations. To study the neural correlate of this behavior, we decoded a time-varying decision variable (DV) from jointly recorded neural responses. We previously reported that this decoded DV reflects the formation of a perceptual choice, and differs across the two task-contexts (Charlton & Goris, 2022). To determine the functional significance of these differences, we measured the DV’s initial value and dynamic range on a trial-by-trial basis. We found that the initial value on average differed across the task contexts, but by itself, did not predict choice outcome. In contrast, the dynamic range on average did not differ across the two task contexts, yet it accounted for systematic differences in the choice behavior. On trials in which the DV exhibited a small dynamic range, the animals tended to be more biased by the context-specific expectation compared to trials in which the DV exhibited a
large dynamic range. These findings reveal how prefrontal circuits integrate prior stimulus expectations and incoming sensory signals at the behaviorally relevant timescale of the single trial.
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Title: Flexible representations of prior expectations and sensory evidence in the macaque dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
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Abstract: Successful decision-making relies on our ability to accumulate sensory evidence in a context-dependent manner. For example, our previous choices and learned expectations can modulate the amount of sensory evidence needed to guide future decisions. Here we used an adaptive oculomotor-delayed response (AODR) task to study the role of working-memory representations in the macaque dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dIPFC) to flexible, sensory- and expectation-dependent decision-making. The task required the monkeys to choose which of two visual saccade targets would provide a reward on each trial based on two factors: (1) sensory evidence, indicated by the proximity of a flashed cue to each target; and (2) prior expectations, or the probability that the rewarded target is switched from the previous trial (i.e., hazard rate). Thus, the AODR task provides a common spatial framework to assess how representations of expectations, evidence, and choices interact within populations of dIPFC neurons to help guide behavior.

Monkeys performed the AODR task in two separate blocks: (1) a low hazard-rate condition \( H = 0.05 \), where the rewarded target is usually the same as on the previous trial and thus the sensory evidence can be largely ignored; and (2) an intermediate hazard-rate condition \( H = 0.5 \), where the rewarded target is independent from trial to trial and thus the sensory evidence is maximally informative. We estimated the contributions of both sensory evidence and expectations to the monkeys’ decisions by fitting logistic psychometric functions to choice data with respect to the strength of the sensory evidence (position of the flashed cue) that the reward target switched from the previous trial for each hazard-rate condition. The monkeys’ behavior was roughly consistent with an ideal observer model, where the relative contributions of expectations and
sensory evidence were hazard-rate dependent. We found that this flexible decision-making strategy was reflected in neuronal activity in the dIPFC, which included sensory, memory, and/or saccade-related activity that for many neurons was also modulated by the hazard-rate condition to enhance or suppress the representation of sensory information and its persistence into working-memory. These preliminary results suggest that the macaque dIPFC likely contains spatial working-memory representations that interact with sensory and motor signals to support flexible decision-making behavior.
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**Title:** Cortical State Dynamics in the Frontal Eye Field (FEF) during Spontaneous Activity
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**Abstract:** Neocortical activity is permeated with endogenous fluctuations. The pattern of spontaneous activity reflects variations in global cortical states, which form a continuum of spectra from sleep to wakefulness [1,2]. These spontaneous cortical-state fluctuations are also modulated locally by cognitive factors such as spatial attention [1,2], however these local cortical state dynamics during perception have only been studied previously in the occipital cortex. In this study, we investigated cortical state dynamics within the primate prefrontal cortex, specifically within the frontal eye field (FEF), a cortical area causally involved in deployment of visual attention. We recorded spiking activity across layers of multiple cortical columns in the FEF of monkeys during a fixation task. Using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), we found that population neural activity in FEF spontaneously fluctuated between phases of vigorous (On) and faint (Off) spiking synchronously, similar to On-Off dynamics in the visual cortex. Next, we used gap statistics analysis to identify cortical columns within and across recordings based on correlations of receptive fields. On-Off dynamics were shown to be confined within local cortical columns, with synchrony gradually decreasing with the increase of lateral spatial distance.
Finally, we compared On-Off dynamics and fluctuations in local field potentials (LFPs) to identify the sequence of propagation of local On-Off activity along the cortical surface. By using wave signal detection methods, we find the time lag of On-Off phases is correlated with spatial distance, which suggests that the propagation of On-Off dynamical patterns across cortical columns takes the form of a traveling wave, specifically at the times when the phase transition occurs within one of the cortical columns. Combined, our results reveal columnar On-Off fluctuations in prefrontal cortex and their spatio-temporal propagation patterns across columns. The columnar synchrony and spatial coordination of cortical dynamics extend our understanding of the operating regime in cortical networks.
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Title: Prefrontal Cortical Afferents Send Parallel, Discrete Inputs to Perigenual and Subgenual Anterior Cingulate in Nonhuman Primates
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Abstract: In humans and monkeys, prefrontal (PFC)-amygdala connections have a specialized role in decisional responses during social interactions. In the medial PFC, the perigenual (pgACC) and subgenual (sgACC) anterior cingulate cortex are adjacent sites that provide strong 'top-down' modulation. The pgACC and sgACC mediate conflict monitoring (including to social cues) and sustained arousal to salient stimuli, respectively. We previously showed that pgACC inputs to the amygdala always co-project with sgACC inputs, but only in select 'hotspots'. Here, we asked whether general PFC networks influencing the pgACC and sgACC are segregated or overlapping. We used neuronal tracing of each circuit in the same animal (n=2). pgACC injections resulted in fewer labeled cells in a more restricted number of PFC regions compared to sgACC injections. Surprisingly, PFC inputs to pgACC and sgACC nodes in the same animal were highly segregated. Following pgACC injections, labeled cell bodies were mainly in areas 9, 46, 8, 45, 12l, 12o, and 24b,c. In contrast, the sgACC injections resulted in labeled cells in broadly distributed regions including areas 10, 11m, 12o, 13a/b, 32, 24a/b, 14r/c. Area 12o was
unique in projecting to both pgACC and sgACC. Analysis of intrinsic connections indicated a one-way (top-down) flow of information from pgACC to sgACC. Taken together, we conclude that pgACC and sgACC act largely as separate hubs, conveying 'on-line' conflict monitoring and emotional valuation of sensory information, respectively. In specific amygdala 'hotspots', inputs from these distinct nodes are highly convergent, co-modulating common pyramidal neuron ensembles.
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Title: Von Economo neurons are present throughout the medial surface of the human prefrontal cortex
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Abstract: Von Economo neurons (VENs) are large spindle-shaped soma cells located in the Vb sublamina of the cerebral cortex of large mammals such as elephants, whales, and higher primates including humans. In the latter, VENs have been found in the anterior cingulate, the frontoinsular, the dorsomedial prefrontal, and the medial frontopolar cortices. Due to their morphology, laminar and cortical locations, they have been linked functionally to social cognition, and their alteration has been linked to diverse neuropsychiatric pathologies.

Objective: To explore the presence of VENs in other areas of the human medial prefrontal cortex and to confirm its presence in the precuneus. Materials and Methods: nissl staining and anti-NeuN immunohistochemistry were performed in the areas of Brodmann 11m, 14r, 10m, 10r, 25, 32s, 32p and precuneus on the medial surface of both hemispheres from postmortem subjects (4M:1F) without a history of neurological, or psychiatric diseases or brain damage from the National Institute of Forensic Medicine and Forensic Sciences in Cali, Colombia. 288 tissue sections (50 μm) per subject to histological observation with a light microscope ZEISS Scope.A1. After checking the cytoarchitectural of areas and searching the VENs throughout the Vb layer, according to the two observers’ expertise. In the microphotographs 10x, we determined the VEN/pyramidal ratio and the differences between the crest and walls of the same gyre, while in the microphotographs 40x, determined and compared the size of the cell body of the pyramidal neurons and VENs. These counts and measurements were made with the assistance of
the Fiji program. **Results:** We found VENs in all areas studied, although were present in all subjects, they were not present in all processed tissue sections nor were they evenly distributed on the crest and walls of each section, because they are very scarce. A higher proportion of VENs was found in the crests than in the walls. We confirmed the interhemispheric asymmetries by finding more VENs in the studied cortical areas of the right hemisphere. Additionally, the inter-area differences in the size of the VENs, are larger in areas with fewer of them and also found a greater number of VENs in the areas closest to the anterior cingulate cortex. 354 VEN/57.186 Pyramidal **Conclusions:** These findings give further support to the hypothesis that VENs could establish a bridge between cognition and its emotional expression, given that all these cortical areas and their connections have been related to the control of attentional and motivational processes, as well as with the symptomatology in pathologies that compromise them.
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**Title:** Causal evidence of directed interactions supporting cognitive control via transcranial magnetic stimulation of the lateral prefrontal cortex
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**Abstract:** The frontoparietal control network (FPCN) supports the flexible integration of demands of the external environment with internal goals. Recent research has shown the FPCN can be delineated into distinct control sub-subsystems organized along a present to future axis across sensorimotor-proximal to sensorimotor-distal areas (Nee, 2021). Moreover, effective connectivity modeling has suggested asymmetries in influences among areas suggesting 1) a future-oriented sensorimotor-distal sub-system of the FPCN excites itself, but suppresses other FPCN sub-systems (Nee, 2021), and 2) a mid-dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (mid-DLPFC) area within the future-oriented sub-system is particularly influential (Nee & D’Esposito, 2016; Badre & Nee, 2018). However, these models require causal validation. Here, we contrasted the effects of continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) to two areas within the future-oriented control sub-system: the lateral frontal pole (FPl) and the mid-DLPFC, as well as a control site (S1) in 34 healthy human adults while they performed a task designed to manipulate present- and future-oriented cognitive control (Nee & D’Esposito, 2016). Activation changes attributable to cTBS
were examined with post-cTBS fMRI during the task in a within-subjects, cross-over design. cTBS was predicted to downregulate efferent influences providing a causal test of models of effective connectivity (Bergmann & Hartwigsen, 2021). First, we observed cTBS to the future-oriented sub-system produced numerically reduced activation locally, but increased activation in other sub-systems of the FPCN. This suggests cTBS dampens within-system excitation and between-system suppression (i.e. disinhibition). Second, cTBS to the mid-DLPFC uniquely elevated activation in conditions requiring future-oriented control with increases most pronounced in the present-oriented control sub-system. Interestingly, these activation changes were paralleled by improved performance selectively in conditions requiring future-oriented, but not present-oriented control. These results suggest the increases in activation help to boost performance in a compensatory manner. Moreover, these activation changes and behavioral improvements were unique to mid-DLPFC-cTBS suggests the mid-DLPFC is a particularly influential area within the FPCN. Collectively, these data indicate downregulatory cTBS paradoxically increases activation in a manner consistent with models of effective connectivity. Improvements in behavior indicate these changes need not be disruptive, but can facilitate performance in some situations, which may have future clinical utility.
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Title: Causal role of lateral frontopolar cortex in decomposing complex choice information
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Abstract: Digesting complex choice information is often essential for making important decisions in daily life. Our recent neuroimaging study revealed that lateral frontopolar cortex (FPl), a region that is uniquely well-developed in the human brain, has a specific role in decision making when complex information is involved (Law et al., 2023). Particularly, it is suggested that FPl decomposes complex information and passes this information to posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) for guiding decision making. Nonetheless, based on correlational neuroimaging data, the frontopolar cortex is implicated in a wide range of cognitive functions, surprisingly, few of these links receive support from data that establish casual relationships. Hence, in this study, we tested the causal role of FPl in digesting complex choice information using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Healthy human participants (n=27, 12 females, aged 18-37) had their FPl disrupted by continuous theta burst stimulation and then performed a two-stage
decision making task. In Stage 1 they chose between two options that involved complex information and in Stage 2 between two simple options. Our results revealed disruption of FPl, but not the control vertex region, led to poorer choices only with complex options in Stage 1, but not with simple options in Stage 2. Previous studies have demonstrated that TMS does not only influence a local region, but also extends its effect on functionally connected regions that are distant (Fox et al., 2012). Hence, we focused on the FPI-PCC functional connectivity, which is involved in decision making with complex information. We found that participants with stronger resting-state FPI-PCC functional connectivity also showed poorer decision making with complex information after FPl-TMS. Next, we scrutinized the specific aspects in decision making that were modulated by FPI-TMS. This was achieved by fitting nine computational models with variable computational complexities. We found that after FPl disruption participants tended to employ simpler heuristics for integrating complex information. Our findings support the causal role of FPI in integrating complex information during decision making.
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Title: Formation of an abstract task representation for generalization

Authors: *A. R. VAIDYA*¹, N. MOUSSA², D. BADRE³, T. KAHNT⁴;
¹NIH, Natl. Inst. on Drug Abuse (NIDA), Baltimore, MD; ²NIH, Natl. Inst. on Drug Abuse, Baltimore, MD; ³Brown Univ., Providence, RI; ⁴NIDA Intramural Res. Program, NIH, NIDA IRP, Baltimore, MD

Abstract: Prospectively considering the consequences of actions is key to goal-directed behavior. This capacity is believed to depend on an internal model of the world that can be used for planning and making inferences about the outcomes of choices. Failure to utilize or build such an internal model is thought to contribute to failures of goal-directed behavior in substance use disorders and other neuropsychiatric conditions. We are investigating the processes involved in the formation of such an internal model, as well as its use for making novel inferences. Over multiple days, healthy young participants completed a task where they learned that the stimulus-reward associations of multiple contexts were equivalent while undergoing fMRI scanning. After acquiring new stimulus-reward associations in a subset of these contexts, participants were tested on these new stimulus-reward associations in the held-out contexts without feedback. Importantly, this manipulation requires that participants infer the current value of these stimuli based on an abstract representation of the task. We will examine how neural representations of
task conditions change over multiple sessions as this abstract task structure is discovered, and whether different networks are involved in uncovering this structure and implementing abstract rules for controlling behavior.
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Title: Frontal mechanisms underlying primate calls recognition by humans

Authors: *L. CERAVOLO*¹, C. DEBRACQUE², E. POOL³, T. GRUBER⁴, D. GRANDJEAN⁵; ¹Swiss Ctr. For Affective Sci., Geneve, Switzerland; ²Univ. of Geneva - CISA - NEAD, Geneve, Switzerland; ³Univ. de Geneve, Geneve, Switzerland; ⁴Univ. of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland; ⁵Neurosci. of Emotion and Affective Dynamics Lab., Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract: The ability to process verbal language seems unique to humans and relies not only on semantics but on other forms of communication such as affective vocalisations, that we share with other primate species—particularly great apes (*Hominidae*). To better understand these processes at the behavioural and brain level, we asked human participants to categorize vocalizations of four primate species including human, great apes (chimpanzee and bonobo), and monkey (rhesus macaque) during MRI acquisition. Classification was above chance level for all species but bonobo vocalizations. Imaging analyses were computed using a participant-specific, trial-by-trial fitted probability categorization value in a model-based style of data analysis. Model-based analyses revealed the implication of the bilateral orbitofrontal cortex and inferior frontal gyrus *pars triangularis* (IFGₜₚ) respectively correlating and anti-correlating with the fitted probability of accurate species classification. Further conjunction analyses revealed enhanced activity in a sub-area of the left IFGₜₚ specifically for the accurate classification of chimpanzee calls compared to human voices. Our data—that are controlled for acoustic variability between species—therefore reveal distinct frontal mechanisms that shed light on how the human brain evolved to process non-verbal language.
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Title: Insula target cells within the prelimbic cortex are necessary for social affective behaviors

Authors: *A. DJERDJAJ*¹, Z. BHATHENA¹, A. CALLEN¹, T. MATULIS¹, J. P. CHRISTIANSON²;
²Psychology & Neurosci., ¹Boston Col., Chestnut Hill, MA

Abstract: The ability to detect, appraise, and respond to another’s emotional state is an essential component of social affective behavior. This is mediated by a network of brain regions that include subcortical and cortical structures and is responsible for integrating external cues with internal states to yield appropriate behavioral responses. Dysfunction in the connectivity of this network contributes to abnormal social behavior that occurs in several neuropsychiatric disorders, including autism and schizophrenia. The insula, a site for sensory integration, and prelimbic (PL) cortex, a site involved in decision-making, are reciprocally connected nodes within this network. Here, we investigated the functional role of insula-innervated neurons in the PL in a social affective preference (SAP) test in which experimental rats presented with two age-matched conspecifics, one naïve to treatment and one stressed via 2 footshocks, exhibit approach to stressed juveniles but avoidance of stressed adults. In separate experiments, a transsynaptic viral genetic transfer technique was used to specifically inhibit target neurons within the PL that receive input from either the anterior or posterior insula. Male test rats received bilateral infusions of AAV1-hSyn-Cre into either the anterior or posterior insula and AAV5-DIO-hM4Di into the PL. Prior to SAP testing with either juvenile or adult conspecifics, test rats received an injection of saline or clozapine-N-oxide (CNO, 3 mg/kg) to inhibit insula target cells within the PL. Inhibition of both anterior and posterior insula target cells of the PL abolished preference for stressed juveniles and naïve adults. To determine whether these cells are specific to more complex social interactions, a SAP test was performed with adult male and female conspecifics. Inhibition of target cells had no effect on male test rats’ preference for interactions with the opposite sex, indicating that these cell populations may contribute specifically to emotionally-motivated interactions. Future studies aim to identify the cell-type of these PL populations and define their neural activity in response to different social interactions. Findings presented here identify a tract by which social emotional information can be shared between cortical regions and shape behavioral responses to others.
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Abstract: The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is one of the neural substrates that underlie cognitive and emotional functions in mammals. In particular, the mPFC has been suggested to guide animals to adaptive behavior by processing a novel external stimulus that triggers attention and/or a sensory stimulus that elicits emotion. While a topographic map for stable responses to sensory stimuli is maintained as a whole in the sensory cortices, whether the information representation of the sensory attributes also remains stable in prefrontal cortex or are dynamically influenced by external stimuli has not been investigated at single cell resolution. Using repetitive two-photon calcium imaging on head-fixed awake mice, we longitudinally monitored the single-cell dynamics of mPFC neuronal populations responding to trials of auditory cue exposures, over several days. In the first and second series of trials (Day 1 and Day 2), an auditory stimulus of a single frequency (CS) was repeatedly presented. Then, in a third series of trials (Day 3), the same CS was presented but an aversive foot-shock was paired five times at the end of the CS presentation epoch. Control experiments demonstrated that under these conditions, the CS-US pairings caused an auditory fear conditioning in a context distinct from the microscopic stage (freezing change 15.2%, N= 3 mice, p= 0.030). Finally, during a fourth series of trials (Day 4) an identical auditory stimulus (CS) was presented again, as a cue for fear memory recall. We found that the CS-triggered neural activity of the excitatory neurons in the mPFC gradually and significantly decreased in a stepwise manner during repeated presentation of the auditory CS in a neutral context (-55%, CS 2nd response vs 1st CS response, p< 0.05; -117%, 5th CS response vs 2nd CS response, p< 0.01, N= 9 mice; n= 347 neurons). This decrease persisted on Day 2. When the mice were subjected to auditory fear conditioning on Day 3, however, the proportion of up-regulated responsive neurons significantly increased as the animal underwent paired CS-US exposure, and augmented responsiveness persisted on Day 4 when CS only was presented as a cue for fear memory recall. Finally, using a linear discriminant analysis, we found that encoding accuracy of CS was significantly increased after the CS-US pairings. These results suggest that the mPFC neurons can dynamically adapt their responsiveness to auditory cues in a bidirectional manner depending on the immediate affect. Elucidating the origin of this flexible activity changes at the neural circuit level will shed light on fundamental cognitive processing in the mPFC.
Title: Identifying the relationship between prefrontal executive function, eating habits, eating behavior, and academic achievement in university students

Authors: *M. CHAVEZ HERNANDEZ;
Univ. Panamericana, Mexico, Mexico

Abstract: In recent decades, diet has changed increasing availability of ultraprocessed foods, which contributes to high levels of overweight and obesity. Studies have shown that there is a bidirectional relationship between prefrontal executive function (PEF) and overweight/obesity, and that there is a cognitive effect derived from poor diet quality, skipping breakfast, and consumption of ultraprocessed foods. University life represents a change in an individual’s development, and studies indicate that only 17.4% of university students maintain a healthy diet; additionally, academic load and poor time management in college students have been linked to diet quality and weight gain. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the relationship between PEF, eating habits, eating behavior, and academic achievement in college students, considered a vulnerable population. A cross-sectional correlational study was carried out in a group of undergraduate students from public and private universities within Mexico City. Eating habits were measured by a frequency questionnaire including healthy food intake, ultraprocessed food intake and meal skipping; the Executive Functions in University Students Questionnaire was used to evaluate PEF; eating behavior was measured with the Eating Behavior and Physical Activity Scale; and academic achievement was measured with the self-reported GPA in a 0-to-10-point scale. A sample of 1903 undergraduate students was included in the study (1070 women, 911 men); the mean age was 20.91 years (SD ±2.10). Spearman’s rho correlation analysis revealed that there are significant correlations between all variables of interest (rs range -0.20 to 0.36). Specifically, there is a positive relation between academic achievement and PEF, healthy food intake and PEF, and emotional undereating and PEF; also, a significant negative correlation was found between PEF and emotional overeating, with ultraprocessed food intake, and with meal skipping. These results provide a broad vision and are consistent with previous reports that indicate that there is a significant correlation between PEF, eating habits, eating behavior, and academic achievement.
Disclosures:  M. Chavez Hernandez: None.
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Title:  Neural circuits underlying learning and adjustment to dynamic changes in the expected value of cognitive control

Authors:  *I. GRAHEK, Y. DONG, A. OGBAA, J. KIM, A. SHENHAV;
Brown Univ., Providence, RI

Abstract:  People calibrate the amount of effort they invest in a task based on the amount of reward they expect to accrue, and the extent to which they think their effort matters for achieving that reward (versus, e.g., being determined at random). Recent work has explored the neural and computational mechanisms by which people combine information about these two components of motivation, reward and efficacy, to determine the overall expected value of investing mental effort (cognitive control), but how they learn this information in the first place remains unknown.

To uncover the mechanisms by which people learn and dynamically adjust to the expected value of control in their current environment, we had 38 human subjects perform a control-demanding Stroop task while measuring BOLD fMRI. Over the course of the experiment, we varied the probability of obtaining a large vs. small monetary reward and the probability of those rewards being based on performance vs. random chance (high vs. low efficacy). Thus, participants had to continually update reward and efficacy estimates based on feedback, and were sporadically asked to report their current estimates of each. We show that these subjective estimates are best captured by a reinforcement learning model that assumes independent updating of reward and efficacy estimates based on respective feedback. Model-based analyses showed that participants integrated reward and efficacy estimates to determine the expected value of control, and adjusted control allocation accordingly. This resulted in them investing the most effort and achieving the best performance (fastest and most accurate) when they believed that rewards were likely to be (a) large and (b) determined by their performance. When participants received feedback for a given trial, we found signatures of signed reward prediction error within the ventral striatum. Notably, we found evidence that distinct frontoparietal regions tracked unsigned estimates of reward and efficacy prediction errors, providing neural evidence for separate learning of reward and efficacy, prior to the integration of this information into the expected value of control. While participants were performing the task, we found widespread encoding of model-based estimates of the value of control, including across regions of frontal and parietal cortex, consistent with behavioral findings suggesting concomitant increases in effort allocation. Our findings chart the
neural and computational mechanisms through which components of motivation are learned, integrated, and used to guide the allocation of cognitive effort.

Disclosures: I. Grahek: None. Y. Dong: None. A. Ogbaa: None. J. Kim: None. A. Shenhav: None.
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Title: Evoked frontal rhythms in Parkinson's Disease during interval timing task performance

Authors: *F. TABASI¹, R. C. COLE², A. ROHL³, K. JOHARI⁴, N. S. NARAYANAN⁵, J. D. GREENLEE⁶;
¹Dept. of Neurosurg., ²Dept. of Neurol., ³Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA; ⁴Dept. of Communication Sci. and Disorders, Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA; ⁵Neurol., Univ. of Iowa Roy J and Lucille A Carver Col. of Med., Iowa City, IA; ⁶Dept Neurosurg, Univ. Iowa, Iowa City, IA

Abstract: Parkinson’s disease is commonly associated with deficits in cognitive functions, including cognitive control, an ability that exerts top-down regulation on executive functions enabling adaptive behavior. Cognitive control dysfunction can appear in the early or late stages of the disease. However, the underlying pathophysiologic mechanism of impaired cognitive control in PD patients is unclear. Prefrontal low-frequency activities are shown to be engaged in cognitive control. Previous studies showed that cue-evoked mid-frontal 4-Hz rhythm is attenuated in PD patients with cognitive impairments, predicting increased timing variability indicative of cognitive decline (Singh et al. npj Parkinson Disease 2021; Singh A, et al. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2023). Here, we used electrocorticography recordings from the prefrontal cortex in eight PD patients and nine essential tremors (ET) patients (all without cognitive problems) during awake deep brain stimulation implantation while performing a simple interval timing task, in which patients needed to estimate short (1 s) and long (3 s) temporal intervals. Timing abilities depend on higher-order cognitive functions, including cognitive control. We compared cue-evoked and response-induced frontal activities in PD and ET. The timing variability was higher in PD compared to ET. Also, we observed differences in cue- and response-related prefrontal activities between the two groups. These observations will enhance our understanding of changes in prefrontal activities related to cognitive control in patients with the PD.
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**Abstract:**

The neuronal circuit interconnecting medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), thalamic Reuniens nucleus and hippocampus is central for memory and executive functions. A critical gap exists between known structural and behavioral aspects of this network compared to the paucity of knowledge regarding functional connectivity, especially in mouse models. We applied a combination of electrophysiological recordings and optogenetic manipulation both in vitro and in vivo to reveal the consequences of Reuniens activity. Beyond direct excitatory monosynaptic connections and feedforward inhibition targeting both pyramidal cells in mPFC and CA1, Reuniens output shows a strong recruitment of feedforward excitation specifically in mPFC. This feedforward excitation was strongly enhanced upon pharmacological blockade of GABA receptors, could induce burst discharge of action potentials in mPFC neurons (8/12 cells), which may constitute a mechanism underlying the capacity of Reuniens inputs to synchronize activity in mPFC. Optogenetic activation of Reuniens in vivo evoked heterogeneous responses in mPFC neurons, as detected by unit responses recorded with NeuroPixel probes. Responses included increases in firing (12/22 units), decreased firing (2/22 units) and delayed firing responses (14/22 units) consistent with the observations made in vitro of delayed firing, and confirming that mPFC can amplify Reuniens output through delayed burst firing. Feedforward activation of cortical circuits was more prominent than what has been reported with activation in sensory thalamic regions, suggesting that intracortical amplification of Reuniens output is a specialized feature of this subsystem underlying memory/cognition. Our results also show that imbalance in inhibition/excitation can lead to excessive delayed activity, which might be a mechanism underlying hyper synchrony during seizures. Initial observations in the SCN8A mouse model of absence seizure revealed that Reuniens activation of mPFC neurons resulted in an increase in excitation/inhibition ratio as measured with composite evoked synaptic response recorded intracellularly and compared to wild-type littermates, and a slight increase in the amplitude of the sink in deep layers when recorded with LFP. Altogether, these data demonstrate the fundamental synaptic properties underlying the function of the mPFC-Reuniens-hippocampal circuit. They also suggest that mPFC network uniquely amplifies Reuniens output, which may be one of the mechanisms underlying normal hippocampal prefrontal cortical circuit function and abnormal synchronization in the SCN8A mouse model of absence seizure.
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Title: The neural basis of the error-related negativity: A biophysical modeling study

Authors: *B. HERRERA¹, A. SAJAD³, S. P. ERRINGTON⁴, J. D. SCHALL⁵, J. J. RIERA²;
⁴Dept. of Neurosci., Washington Univ. Sch. of Med., St. Louis, MO; ⁵Biol., York Univ., North York, ON, Canada

Abstract: The error-related negativity (ERN) is a biomarker of psychiatric disorders such as ADHD, OCD, and schizophrenia. However, the utility of ERN as a biomarker depends on our understanding of how it is generated at the cellular and circuit levels. Although ERN is known to originate from medial frontal areas such as the supplementary eye field (SEF), little is known about the underlying neuronal mechanisms. Here, we investigate the cortical origin of the ERN employing a multiscale approach that links cellular-level dynamics, local field potentials (LFPs), and scalp potentials. Recently, we demonstrated that in vivo laminar current source density (CSD) maps can be used to accurately predict EEG reflections. In this study, we utilized our methodology to predict the contribution of SEF to the ERN from the in vivo laminar field potentials. We recorded neuronal spiking and LFPs across all layers of SEF in two macaque monkeys performing a saccade countermanding stop-signal task. The observed laminar CSD comprised multipolar components, with dipoles explaining ERN features and quadrupoles reproducing those for the post-error positivity or Pe. Forward modeling of the estimated SEF current multiple moments explained the ERN generation but not the Pe, confirming the involvement of other areas, such as the anterior cingulate cortex. Additionally, we employed optimized biophysical models of error layer 3 (L3) and layer 5 (L5) pyramidal cells to evaluate their contribution to SEF CSDs, which was negligible. The CSD derived from L3 error pyramidal cells could not explain the observed association between their error-related spiking modulation and the ERN. This last finding suggests that error pyramidal cells are not the main
neuronal generators of the ERN but instead drive the activity of the performance monitoring circuit in SEF. These results provide the most advanced explanation of the cellular mechanisms generating the ERN.

Disclosures:  B. Herrera: None.  A. Sajad: None.  S.P. Errington: None.  J.D. Schall: None.  J.J. Riera: None.
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Title: Practice-dependent effects of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex representational geometry on context-dependent behavior  
Authors: *D. BUYUKYAZGAN1, H. KEGLOVITS1,2, A. BHANDARI1, D. BADRE1,2;  
Abstract: Control representations in human dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) have been implicated in flexible mapping of inputs to outputs in context-dependent tasks. Recent work has shown that
dlPFC representational geometry is organized into orthogonal subspaces for each context, and each subspace preferentially encodes context-relevant stimulus dimensions. The importance of dlPFC geometry for behavior remains poorly understood. Here, we examine how dlPFC representational geometry relates to behavior, and how this relationship changes with practice. We hypothesized that practice would shift the representational geometry to one that was more separable, thus contributing to making behavior more efficient, but also more sensitive to task-irrelevant information. We investigated representational geometry in dlPFC using fMRI and pattern analysis as participants (n=20) performed a context-dependent categorization task over 5 sessions. Participants were presented with stimuli with 3 features. The auditory feature (context) determined which of the two visual features was relevant for categorization on the trial. In a region of dlPFC encoding task decisions, we trained linear classifiers to identify the context-specific coding axes for each stimulus feature and estimated the location of multi-voxel patterns on each trial along these axes. Neural coding strength for a particular stimulus was defined as the absolute distance of the trial pattern from the relevant, context-specific classification hyperplane. Using mixed-effects models, we regressed trial-by-trial measures of task performance on estimates of neural coding strength for each task feature. Trial-by-trial variance in response time was explained by the strength of neural coding for task context, as well as the context-relevant and context-irrelevant stimulus features. Stronger coding of context, and the context-relevant stimulus feature, predicted faster responses, while stronger coding for the context-irrelevant feature predicted slower responses, providing evidence for a role of dlPFC representational geometry in behavior. Practice transformed the influence of the context-irrelevant feature on behavior such that in later scanning sessions, stronger coding of the context-irrelevant feature predicted faster responses. Our results suggest that dlPFC geometry contributes to context-dependent behavior, and this contribution is transformed with practice.
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Title: Distinct population architecture for cognitive flexibility in frontal and parietal cortex
Authors: *Y. OSAKO¹, Y. SAITO², Y.-N. LEOW³, G. R. HELLER³, S. K. ÄHRLUND-RICHTER³, Z. WANG³, G. T. DRUMMOND³, T. OSAKI³, M. SUR³;
¹Picower Inst. for Learning and Memory, MIT, Cambridge, MA; ²Ctr. for Brain Sci., RIKEN, Wako, Japan; ³Picower Inst. for Learning and Memory, MIT, Cambridge, MA

Abstract: Cognitive flexibility, a vital ability for mammals to adapt to diverse situations and environments, is hindered by the curse of dimensionality in neuronal activity. To address this challenge, leveraging shared information among cognitive operations within the system to reduce information dimensionality is advantageous. However, the underlying mechanisms of such cognitive operations remain elusive. In this study, we trained mice on a behavioral task involving distinct cognitive operations and recorded neuronal activity simultaneously in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC), regions thought to be associated with cognitive flexibility. Mice were trained on a delayed match-to-sample (DMS) task, requiring them to discern whether two consecutive stimuli were matched. During the delay period between stimuli, the stimulus information was maintained as working memory (WM). Subsequently, a second delay period served as an action planning (AP) period, allowing mice to make decisions and prepare for the behavior. This task enabled investigation of different cognitive processes (WM and AP) driven by identical stimuli. Our findings revealed that both the ACC and PPC represented WM and AP using linearly separable neural decoders. Moreover, the neuronal subspaces corresponding to these representations were independent (orthogonal) in PPC, while partially overlapping in ACC. Notably, this population architecture correlated with animal behavior, collapsing during error trials. Additionally, recurrent neural networks trained on the same task exhibited latent representations akin to those observed in the ACC, implying an efficient geometric structure for achieving cognitive flexibility. These results suggest that the ACC represents WM and AP in a more abstract manner within a higher-dimensional space to facilitate cognitive flexibility, while the PPC achieves flexibility by utilizing distinct neural subspaces. Future experiments will explore potential interactions between these geometric structures in efficiently representing cognitive flexibility.
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Title: Physical and cognitive training interventions to improve everyday-like dual-task driving behavior in older adults

Authors: *R. STOJAN¹, M. MACK², O. L. BOCK³, C. VOELCKER-REHAGE¹;
¹Univ. of Muenster, Muenster, Germany; ²Univ. of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland; ³German Sport Univ. Cologne, Cologne, Germany

Abstract: Driving is an important everyday behavior in older adults that heavily relies on various cognitive and motor functions. Engaging in additional tasks while driving (i.e., dual-tasking), such as interacting with in-vehicle devices, places extra demands on neurocognitive resources and may lead to compromised driving performance. Enhancing neurocognitive capacity through structured cognitive and/or physical training may provide support in performing such complex everyday tasks. This study therefore aimed to investigate the effects of physical, cognitive, and combined physical-cognitive training on dual-task driving performance in healthy older adults. A total of 106 older adults (age: M = 69.15 years ± 2.71, 59 female) participated in a simulated car driving scenario. Participants followed a lead car at a constant speed (70 km/h) on a slightly winding rural road. While driving, they engaged in two additional tasks. Additional tasks, i.e. typing 3-digit numbers and stating arguments for/against public issues, were presented visually or auditorily at intervals of about 15-25 s. Dual-task driving performance was assessed by measuring average velocity (speed control) and variability in lateral position on the road (lane keeping) during a 0-10 s interval after each additional task onset. Brain activity was recorded using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) in frontal and parietal brain regions. After pre-test, participants were randomly assigned to one of three training groups: physical, cognitive, or combined physical-cognitive training. Training sessions lasted for 45 min and were conducted twice a week for twelve weeks (24 sessions or 1080 min in total). The effect of the different training programs on dual-task driving performance was analyzed by use of linear mixed models (Time x Training Group x Task Type). We observed no significant main or interaction effects for speed control, although all training groups exhibited slightly improved speed control at post-test (p = .097, ηp² = .15). For lane keeping, the triple interaction was significant (p = .044, ηp² < .01), indicating that only during the typing task, lane keeping benefited from training, mainly in the physical-cognitive training group. In summary, effects of training effects on dual-task driving performance appear to be small and specific to the outcome parameter and type of additional task. Combined physical-cognitive training showed the greatest effectiveness, possibly due to the additive advantages of physical and cognitive training. Whether this effect is moderated through an improvement of multitasking skills or motor/cognitive performance needs to be further investigated.
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**Title:** Microcircuitry of performance and outcome monitoring in the supplementary eye field and mid-cingulate cortex

**Authors:** *A. SAJAD*, S. P. ERRINGTON, P. THIRUNAVUKKARASU, J. D. SCHALL; 1Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN; 2Dept. of Neurosci., Washington Univ. Sch. of Med., St. Louis, MO; 3Biol. Dept., York Univ., North York, ON, Canada

**Abstract:** Successful interaction with the environment requires the monitoring of performance and outcomes and exerting adjustments on behavior. The medial frontal cortex (MFC) is critical to these functions; however, the precise neural mechanisms remain unclear. To address this, we recorded laminar neural data using linear vector arrays (164 penetrations) from the Supplementary Eye Field (SEF) and the dorsal (dMCC) and ventral (vMCC) banks of the Mid-Cingulate Cortex, in two monkeys. Here, we report the laminar organization of different error signals in SEF and dMCC in a stop-signal task. Fluid reward was earned for generating a saccade to a target and for inhibiting it when a stop-signal appeared. The target location cued whether the upcoming reward value was high or low; this target-reward mapping changed across blocks unpredictably. Following the response, two distinct auditory feedback tones indicated whether or not reward would be provided. On ~10% of correct trials, an unexpected negative feedback tone was presented. This design enabled the identification of signals related to internally generated errors (saccades made after stop-signal appearance), feedback, feedback prediction error (FPE), and reward prediction error (RPE). These signals were largely observed in non-overlapping neuron populations. Overall, error neurons (SEF: n = 142; dMCC: n = 54) in SEF had an earlier modulation onset than those in the dACC. In the SEF, the error signal initially emerged in the middle layers (L3 and L5) and subsequently the upper (L2/3) and lower (L5/6) layers. In contrast, in the dMCC, error neurons were present across all layers, with the earliest modulation in L2/3. Negative feedback in both SEF and dMCC resulted in facilitation of neurons (SEF: n=40, dMCC: n = 56) largely confined to L2/3 and suppression (SEF: n=25, dMCC: n = 20) of neurons mainly in L5/6. FPE was first encoded by neurons (SEF: n=36, dMCC: n = 64) in L5/6 in SEF, in contrast to the dMCC where it first appeared in L2/3. Finally, positive (SEF: n=24, dMCC: n = 28), negative (SEF: n=35, dMCC: n = 28), and unsigned (SEF: n=33, dMCC: n = 39) RPE signals were found across all layers in both areas, with a larger proportion of negative RPE neurons in L2/3. These results illustrate similarities and differences in laminar organization of complementary error monitoring signals in SEF and dMCC, and contribute to future models of cortical microcircuity and MFC function.

**Disclosures:** A. Sajad: None. S.P. Errington: None. P. Thirunavukkarasu: None. J.D. Schall: None.
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Abstract: Background: Color has meaning in particular contexts, and the meaning of color can impact behavioral performance. For example, the meaning of color about traffic rules (blue/green and red mean “go” and “stop” respectively) influences reaction times (RTs) to signals. Specifically, in a Go/No-go task, RTs have been reported to be longer when responding to a red signal and withholding the response to a blue signal (Red Go/Blue No-go task) than when responding to a blue signal and withholding the response to a red signal (Blue Go/Red No-go task). However, the neurophysiological background of this phenomenon has not been fully understood. The purpose of this study was to investigate the brain oscillatory activity associated with the effect of meaning of color on RTs in the Go/No-go task.

Methods: Twenty participants performed a Blue simple reaction task, a Red simple reaction task, a Blue Go/Red No-go task, and a Red Go/Blue No-go task. We recorded responses to signals and electroencephalogram (EEG) during the tasks and evaluated RTs and changes in spectral power over time, referred to as event-related synchronization (ERS) and event-related desynchronization (ERD).

Results: The behavioral results were similar to previous studies. The EEG results showed that frontal beta ERD and theta ERS were greater when signals were presented in blue than red color in both simple reaction and Go/No-go tasks. In addition, the onset of theta ERS was delayed in the Red Go than Blue Go trial in the Go/No-go task.

Discussion and Conclusion: The enhanced beta ERD may indicate that blue signals facilitate motor response, and the delayed onset of theta ERS may indicate the delayed onset of cognitive process when responding to red signals as compared to blue signals in the Go/No-go task. Thus, this delay in cognitive process can be involved in the slow response in the Red Go/Blue No-go task.

Disclosures:  T. Horinouchi: None. T. Watanabe: None. H. Kirimoto: None.
Title: Juxtaposed regions in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex differentially support domain-specific scene construction and domain-flexible cognitive control

Authors: *L. DINICOLA, W. SUN, R. L. BUCKNER; Harvard Univ., Cambridge, MA

Abstract: Primate prefrontal cortex (PFC) is heterogenous, and the roles that PFC regions play in higher-order functions remain debated. One debate surrounds the degree to which PFC regions support domain-flexible cognitive control functions or are specialized for domain-specific information processing. Here, we tested the hypothesis that side-by-side regions of PFC, linked to distinct parallel association networks, differentially support domain-flexible control or domain-specialized processes. Using networks estimated from functional connectivity MRI, we identified three separate PFC regions of distinct parallel networks within each of 9 repeatedly-scanned individuals. These regions included a dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC) region of default network A (DN-A), a broader PFC region of a frontoparietal network (FPN-A), and an inferior PFC region of a language network (LANG). Using independent task data, we explored the response properties of these three side-by-side regions. Results revealed a significant triple dissociation. Within DLPFC, DN-A regions were preferentially recruited by an Episodic Projection task contrast. Juxtaposed FPN-A regions were preferentially recruited by working memory (N-Back) task contrasts and in a domain-flexible way (i.e., across multiple categories). The inferior PFC region of the LANG network was preferentially recruited for sentence processing. Post-hoc trial-level analyses further supported that the DLPFC region linked to DN-A specifically responded to task demands involving scene construction and not cognitive effort. Our findings demonstrate that DLPFC possesses multiple differentially specialized regions that are spatially near to one another but support diverse aspects of cognitive function. These results also raise the possibility that PFC regions gain processing properties through segregated anatomical projections, including a specialized region in DLPFC that is connected to the hippocampal formation and distinct from more commonly studied domain-flexible regions supporting cognitive control.
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Abstract: Monitoring and detecting action errors allows cognitive control systems to adjust behavior promptly and learn from mistakes. Thus, understanding the neurophysiological mechanisms of the subjective perception of errors is important for cognitive control theory. However, the link between standard event-related potentials (ERPs) of error processing in humans (e.g., error-related negativity and positivity) and error monitoring and awareness has been surprisingly inconsistent. One possibility is that the geometric and dynamic properties of encoded task representations, which are typically missed in conventional ERP approaches, directly inform error monitoring decisions, as well as influencing ERP markers of error processing. In this study, we applied time-resolved multivariate analyses to EEG data to track representations of uncommitted correct actions and committed erroneous actions and related them to error monitoring. Participants performed a rule-based response selection task with a response deadline that provided variable time to prepare before compelling a response. Deadlines were calibrated to set expected error rates at approximately chance levels. Following a response of the main task, participants pressed a key to report when they detected an error before the next trial. During action selection of error trails, conjunctive representations of uncommitted correct actions did not differ between detected and undetected errors. However, the difference emerged immediately following error commissions, coinciding in time with error-related negativity. Surprisingly, stronger activation of conjunctions of uncommitted correct actions resulted in more failures of error detection. These results suggest that error awareness is directly modulated by the retrieval of conjunctive task representations.

Title: Role of central medial thalamus to orbitofrontal cortex pathway in reversal learning

Authors: *K. TUITE¹, M. GIROTTI¹, D. A. MORILAK¹,²;
¹UT Hlth. San Antonio, San Antonio, TX; ²South Texas Veteran’s Hlth. Care Syst., San Antonio, TX

Abstract: Stress-related psychiatric disorders, such as major depressive disorder and anxiety disorders, have cognitive flexibility deficits that persist even after other symptoms of these disorders go into remission. Reversal learning, a form of cognitive flexibility necessary to adapt to a changing environment, is disrupted in stress-related psychiatric disorders. The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) mediates reversal learning, and hyperactivity in the OFC is associated with depression and obsessive-compulsive disorder in humans. Using a reward-based discrimination digging task to assess reversal learning in rodents, we have previously reported that chronic stress impairs reversal learning and potentiates responses to excitatory input in the OFC, and that inducing long-term depression in the mediodorsal thalamus to OFC pathway reverses these deficits, indicating that increased activity in projections to the OFC is detrimental to reversal learning. However, the circuit-level mechanisms underlying stress-induced reversal learning deficits are not well established. Preliminary data using Fos immunohistochemistry, showed a significant decrease in Fos in the lateral OFC following reversal learning, and a significant increase in Fos induction in the central medial (CM) thalamus. Other preliminary data suggest that the CM projects to the OFC and converging evidence suggests the CM activates inhibitory interneurons in the OFC which are crucial for reversal learning. Therefore, we next tested the hypothesis that excitatory input from the CM to the OFC is essential to reversal learning. We used an adeno-associated virus to deliver an inhibitory (Gi) DREADD, an excitatory (Gq) DREADD, or GFP control into the CM under the control of the CaMKII promoter, and implanted guide cannulae into the lateral OFC for pathway specific in/activation. Animals received microinjections of the DREADD agonist clozapine-N-oxide (300 µM, i.c. 0.75 µL) directly preceding the reversal learning task. Inactivating the CM-OFC pathway in non-stressed animals significantly impaired reversal learning. Based on these results we hypothesize that activating the CM-OFC pathway in chronically stressed animals will reverse stress-induced deficits in reversal learning, these experiments are ongoing. These results suggest that activation in the CM-OFC pathway is important for reversal learning and that it is a potential target for reversing stress-induced deficits. This implicates a circuit not yet investigated in the role of chronic stress in disruptions of cognitive flexibility.

Disclosures: K. Tuite: None. M. Girotti: None. D.A. Morilak: C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); H. Lundbeck, Copenhagen, Denmark.
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**Title:** Eeg decoding of task switching effects on hierarchical task representations
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**Abstract:** Adapting responses flexibly based on contextual circumstances is a fundamental cognitive ability that is thought to be mediated by hierarchical task representations (Badre & Nee 2018). Prior research has shown that task-switching cost is likely associated with reconfiguration of task representation, as indicated by a decrease in decoding accuracy from fMRI and EEG data. However, most studies switched between simple stimulus-response mappings, without considering the multi-faceted, hierarchical structure of task representations. In the present study, we developed a hierarchical control task that necessitated subjects switching between tasks by taking into account multiple task contexts and features. Importantly, the task encompasses three critical components of task representations: context, feature, and response rule. Thus, during task switching, not only was the response rule altered, but the context and features of the task also underwent changes. Our goal is to determine which constituent representation of such hierarchical task representation is affected by task switching. We used encephalography (EEG) based linear discriminatory analysis to decode task representations. The rational being that when trained a classifier to decode task representations, decoding accuracy will decrease when the to-be-decoded representation is affected by task switching. We collected EEG data from 36 healthy participants. From the time-frequency decoding analysis, we found that participants had higher decoding accuracy when trials kept the same context-dependent rules as the previous trial, and lower decoding accuracy when the context of the current trial was switched from the previous trial. This difference in decoding accuracy is most prominent in the alpha-to-beta high frequency range, indicating a potential neural signal reconfiguring contextual representation. Notably, decoding accuracy of other task features and response rules did not show significant difference when switched between tasks. Our results indicate reconfiguration of context representations in a hierarchical task representation likely has the strongest contribution to task-switching cost.
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**Abstract:** The ability to identify patterns in events around us shapes our expectations and helps us adapt to changing environments. One example of pattern recognition is the detection of abstract sequences - higher-order relationships that remain consistent across stimuli (e.g., AAAB, &&&*). Both humans and nonhuman primates can detect abstract sequences and respond when these patterns are violated. Recent work in our lab identified specific subregions of macaque LPFC with robust BOLD responses to pattern deviants during awake sequence viewing. However, it is not clear how these signals translate to neuronal responses, or whether specific features of LPFC responses distinguish it from other regions. We performed fMRI-targeted neuronal recordings in LPFC and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) while monkeys performed a no-report sequence viewing task. Monkeys fixated on a central point as fractals appeared in four-item sequences. Each recording session included multiple five-block runs (4-20 runs/session). Within a run, sequences were defined by a standard pattern (e.g. AAAB). Images were drawn pseudorandomly from a set of fractals generated daily. Each run consisted of a habituation block (30 trials, standard sequence), followed by four blocks with deviant sequences on 20% of trials. Deviants were either new images in the standard pattern (NI) or pattern deviants (PD), and were drawn from a separate pool of fractals. Juice was delivered on a graduated schedule contingent on fixation and independent from sequence presentation. We recorded ~500 neurons from the LPFC and ~400 from the OFC of one monkey and analyzed a subset of these neurons. Using two-way ANOVAs, we examined how activity in each neuron varied with ordinal position, reward, sequence type (standard, NI, or PD). While the two regions contained a comparable fraction of reward-sensitive neurons (LPFC: 15%; OFC: 17%; chi-square test p = 0.59), effects of sequence-type were more prevalent in LPFC (LPFC: 23%, OFC: 13%; chi-square test p = 0.008). Notably, most sequence-type responses in LPFC showed the highest activity during pattern deviants (PD: 53%; NI: 33%, standard: 14%). In contrast, OFC neurons were most likely to respond to NI sequences (PD: 33%, NI: 42%, standard 24%), suggesting that they are more sensitive to rarity of the images rather than the abstract sequence pattern. These results provide preliminary evidence that LPFC networks preferentially respond to abstract sequence patterns. Future analyses will test how these responses change with task demands and examine whether they contribute to a generalizable representation of abstract sequences.
Disclosures: K.E. Conen: None. T.M. Desrochers: None.
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Title: Investigating the effect of transcranial alternating current stimulation paired with cognitive exercises on cerebral blood flow with functional near-infrared spectroscopy

Authors: *S. AZARBARZIN; Biomed. Engin., Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB, Canada

Abstract: Introduction: Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) is a promising approach to modify brain oscillations, as it enables precise entrainment of cortical oscillations at specific frequencies. Method: The present double-blind cross-over study aims to evaluate the effect of tACS treatment at 40 Hz paired with cognitive exercises on Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). Study participants received either real or sham tACS daily (excluding weekends) for 4 weeks, followed by the opposite treatment after a 2-month wash-out period. Participants were randomly assigned to two groups based on age and cognitive level. An eight-channel fNIRS (functional near-infrared spectroscopy) device was used to measure participants’ blood oxygenation levels in their prefrontal cortex to investigate treatment efficacy. These measurements were taken before and after each treatment cycle in combination with a verbal fluency task. Previous studies have indicated that individuals in the early stages of AD exhibit increased oxygen consumption in their prefrontal cortex while performing specific cognitive tasks as a compensatory mechanism. In contrast, healthy individuals do not show such patterns. Therefore, it was hypothesized that a lower oxygenated blood flow would present in patients’ post-intervention as compared to baseline as a result of real tACS treatment. Results: A total of 15 older adults (50-95 years old) completed the study as of January 2021. The data of all who received real tACS versus those who received sham tACS was averaged regardless of treatment order. The difference of blood oxygenation changes between real and sham treatment was statistically significant using a non-parametric test \( p = 0.05 \). Results further indicated a statistically significant decrease in blood oxygenation level (by a mean difference of 0.09\( \mu \)M) after real tACS when compared to its corresponding baseline \( p = 0.04 \). There were no significant changes in the blood oxygenation level between pre and post sham tACS treatment. These results confirm our hypothesis although the power of the test is low due to small sample size. Conclusion: Active tACS treatment can potentially enhance cognitive abilities in patients with AD, as evidenced by reduced oxygenated blood flow measured with fNIRS.
Disclosures: S. Azarbarzin: Other; Samaneh Azarbarzin, Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Manitoba, Natasha Jacobson, Department of Biosystem Engineering, University of Manitoba, Zahra Moussavi, Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Manitoba, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Manitoba, Riverview Health Centre.
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Title: Combined mindfulness-based intervention with non-invasive brain stimulation for metacognitive processing
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Abstract: Our previous study which combined repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) with electroencephalogram (EEG) demonstrated the effectiveness of using specific task-relevant stimulation frequency and target location for the modulation of cognitive and behavioral performance. In the previous study, we initially investigated the correlations between the EEG oscillations and cognitive giving-up processes during problem-solving tasks and found that the frontal theta rhythm is associated with the giving-up processes. We then conducted online rTMS to examine the frequency-dependent stimulation effects of rTMS on the performance of problem-solving tasks and ongoing oscillations by applying rTMS to induce theta and alpha amplitudes in the frontal area. The results showed that theta-frequency rTMS application induced an increase in theta amplitudes and shortened the giving-up response, while a control alpha-frequency rTMS application induced an increase in alpha amplitudes, but not the giving-up responses. Giving-up behaviors, such as intentionally quitting problem solving or disengaging from goals that are too difficult to attain, are considered adaptive and important for mental health. For instance, it has been suggested that rumination, a risk factor for the onset and maintenance of depressive states, plays a role in hindering adaptive giving-up behaviors, due to impairments in metacognition, the higher-order cognitive skills that help individuals to monitor and control their information processing. In this preliminary study, to find an effective approach to reduce rumination, we examined the effect of online rTMS with a mindfulness-based cognitive intervention on metacognitive processing. Performance of sustained attention to response task and EEG data were obtained the pre- and -post intervention. We found that the task performance was associated with the frontal theta amplitude and our results suggest the
neuromodulatory effectiveness of combining non-invasive stimulation with psychological approach on cognitive function.
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**Abstract:** We don’t always need to relearn behavioral policies from scratch when the environment changes. When appropriate, we build mental representations of the hidden outcome contingencies (‘latent states’) and we flexibly use these representations to retrieve a previous behavior more rapidly. The prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in particular, have been argued to be the locus of the neural representations of latent states, however with a limited characterization of their implementation. To examine the formation and reuse of latent states in the brain, we designed a human task that dissociates latent states from action-outcome contingencies, so that we can quantify behaviorally when a latent state is being reused. At each trial, participants were asked to move the position of a colored cue in a circular arena. Five color cues were used, and participants were required to learn and switch between two distinct patterns. A pattern was defined by the association between the five cues to different locations on the screen, and participants received supervised feedback about the expected location at each trial. Two sessions were run and counterbalanced between participants. In one session, the switch between patterns was signaled on the screen; in the other session, it was not. Looking at behavior after the initial learning phase, we found evidence for single trial reuse of the patterns after switches. In the unsignaled session, this is seen by looking at the retrieval of the four remaining cue-location associations from knowing the location of the color cue that was first presented after a switch. This means that participants in both conditions learned the two patterns and retrieved them when needed as two separate latent states. However, the degree to which they do so varied across participants. Using computational modeling and model-driven analysis of fMRI data allowed us to study the mechanism of the formation of latent states in this task and to explain individual differences in behavior.
Title: The role of trait mindfulness in self-regulatory processing during an affective Stroop task

Authors: *G. Batchalli Maruthy*¹, L. Himes², B. P. Rypma³;
¹The Univ. of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, TX; ²Abbott Neuromodulation, Austin, TX;
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Abstract: Trait mindfulness (TM) is the dispositional ability of an individual to be attentive in the present moment, with a nonjudgmental, curious, and accepting attitude. Mindfulness practice aims at enhancing one’s TM. The mechanisms underlying the salutary benefits of mindfulness are thought to involve modification of cognitive and emotion regulation processes. If so, individual differences in TM should be related to the neural processes that occur during cognitive and affective processing. To assess the brain bases of TM and emotion regulation, we examined associations between TM and Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal while participants performed an emotional Stroop task. During scanning, participants responded to the font color of emotional words shown on a screen via button press. Words were chosen from the Affective Norm for English Words (ANEW; Bradley and Lang et al., 1999) and were either positive or negative in valence ratings. Words were equivalent in length, arousal, and frequency ratings. Functional echo planar images were acquired on a 3T Prisma SIEMENS scanner. Anatomical MPRAGE T1-weighted images were also obtained. Responses to words did not differ on accuracy or Reaction time (RT) to font color. fMRI data were preprocessed with slice-timing correction, realignment, co-registration, normalization to Talairach space, and smoothing. Functional connectivity analysis revealed that, for the negative words, higher TM was related to higher connectivity between a Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC) seed and regions attributed to self-regulatory processes including the right medial frontal gyrus, left insula, right anterior cingulate and right inferior frontal gyrus. These results provide support for the idea that the mechanisms underlying mindfulness, in fact, might be related to neural processes of both cognitive and emotion regulation. They suggest that a core network of regions interact to bring about the present-moment non-judgmental awareness that characterizes TM.
Title: Multitasking: does task-switching add to the effect of dual-tasking in everyday activities?

Authors: P. A. G. ASUAKO¹, R. STOJAN¹, M. MACK², O. L. BOCK³, *C. VOELCKER-REHAGE¹;  
¹Univ. of Muenster, Muenster, Germany; ²Univ. of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland; ³German Sport Univ., German Sport Univ. Cologne, Koeln, Germany

Abstract: The investigation of potential negative effects of performing multiple tasks simultaneously or switching between multiple tasks has gained significant attention in various research fields. Most studies focus on task interference as the reason for the observed performance decrement when performing multiple tasks. Task interference is usually examined by asking subjects to perform two tasks either concurrently, known as dual-tasking (DT), or sequentially, known as task-switching (TS). However, little is known about the interplay effect of TS and DT as observed in everyday activities, such as car driving. Car driving is a complex activity that often requires switching between two or more concurrent activities, such as driving while conversing with a passenger and switching to manipulating in-vehicle stereo. In this scenario, we expect that the cost of dual-tasking will be further compounded by task-switching, leading to a stronger deterioration in driving performance due to the increase in cognitive load required to handle multiple task-sets. We conducted an experiment with 43 young adults (age: 23.62 ± 2.51, 26 females) in a driving simulator. Participants were instructed to follow a lead car driving at a constant speed (70km/h) through a rural landscape while concurrently performing two additional tasks (stating arguments, typing) modelled after realistic driver activities. The additional tasks were presented through visual and auditory modalities. We presented the additional tasks either in separate blocks to simulate conventional dual-task conditions (condition A) or intermixed them to replicate task-switching conditions (condition B). We quantified the average velocity and standard deviation of the lateral lane position within 0 to 10 seconds after the additional task onset. We performed 2x2x2 repeated measures ANOVA with Condition (within: separate, mixed) Tasks (within: argument, typing) and Modality (within: auditory, visual) as factors. None of these variables showed significant differences between conditions (all p > 0.05), although our statistical power was sufficient to detect a moderate difference between conditions (f = 0.25, a = 0.05, 1-β = 0.95, 4 repetitions -> required n = 34). The results do not support the hypothesis that in realistic multitasking, the costs of dual-tasking are compounded by the costs of task switching. That is, our findings suggest that the cognitive load of handling multiple sets of additional tasks rather than just one additional task does not significantly degrade driving performance of young adults.
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Title: Set-shifting function predicts dynamic balance in people with Parkinson’s disease


Abstract: Background: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is associated with cognitive, as well as motor, impairments. Cognitive function is essential for balance performance. Balance is composed of at least 4 different domains, as measured by the Mini Balance Evaluation System Test (Mini-BESTest). Recent laboratory studies have shown that cognitive assessments (e.g., Montreal Cognitive Assessment [MoCA]) are related to standing balance in people with PD, but it is unknown whether specific executive functions are related to different balance domains. Here, we aimed to investigate if executive function, assessed with a Tablet-based Cognitive Assessment Tool [TabCAT], can predict variations in Mini-BESTest total score and its subscores among people with PD. We hypothesize that Set-Shifting executive function will predict dynamic balance control during gait, which may require cognitive flexibility to create appropriate balance and postural responses. Methods: A total of 39 individuals, diagnosed with idiopathic PD (age=69.4 years, disease duration=9.5 years, MDS-UPDRS-III=36.4 score, MoCA=26.4 score) took part in the study. The Mini-BESTest and TabCAT were assessed in the laboratory. The TabCAT included assessments of visuospatial function (the Line Orientation task modeled on the Benton Judgement of Line Orientation task) and executive function (the Set-Shifting and Flankers tasks). Results: The multiple linear regressions showed that Set-Shifting was a predictor for the Mini-BESTest total score ($R^2=0.35$, $p<0.001$), as well as the Reactive Postural Control ($R^2=0.17$, $p=0.009$), Dynamic Gait ($R^2=0.24$, $p=0.001$), and Anticipatory Postural Adjustments subscores ($R^2=0.20$, $p=0.004$), but not the Sensory Orientation subscore. The Flanker and Line Orientation TabCAT tasks did not predict Mini-BESTest total score or its subscores. Conclusions: Our novel results show that better performance in instrumented set-shifting, assessing cognitive flexibility, is related to better dynamic balance during gait but not to static balance during standing in people with mild-to-moderate PD. These results suggest that people with PD lose ability to selectively switch attention to generate appropriate reactive, anticipatory and gait postural control, which seem not to be required for static balance control.
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Title: Neural representation modulated by impression of trustworthiness generated from social interaction in memory for other persons
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Abstract: Memory for other persons is modulated by impression of trustworthiness, which is mainly categorized into stimulus-dependent trustworthiness from faces and context-dependent trustworthiness formed in social interaction with others. Functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that the insula and amygdala are involved in the effect of stimulus-dependent trustworthiness on memory for other persons. However, little is known about the neural mechanisms underlying the effect of context-dependent trustworthiness on memory for other persons. To investigate this issue, using fMRI, we scanned healthy young adults during the encoding of objects associated with trustworthy, intermediate or untrustworthy persons, whose impression of trustworthiness was formed in the Trust Game before fMRI scanning. In the multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA), we investigated activity patterns represented in a region-of-interest (ROI) reflecting the social brain network including the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), anterior temporal lobe (ATL), and temporoparietal junction (TPJ). In addition, MVPA was applied to analyze activity patterns in the amygdala ROI related to the processing of stimulus-dependent trustworthiness. MVPA used three support vector machine (SVM) binary classifiers of other person’s trustworthiness: Trustworthy vs. Intermediate, Intermediate vs. Untrustworthy, and Untrustworthy vs. Trustworthy, which were trained and tested using a leave-one-run-out cross-validation. Classification accuracies in MVPA for the social brain network ROI were significant in all classifiers, whereas activity patterns in the amygdala ROI significantly discriminated between Untrustworthy and Trustworthy. In the insula, activity patterns significantly differentiated Untrustworthy from the other conditions. These findings suggest that activity patterns in the social brain network represent the social knowledge related to impression of trustworthiness generated from social interaction with others. In addition, amygdala activity
could represent the socioemotional information associated with trustworthy and untrustworthy persons, whereas insular activity could represent the socioemotional information to specify untrustworthy persons.
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Title: Neural mechanisms underlying the effect of prediction errors in facial attractiveness between masked and unmasked faces on face memories in young and older adults

Authors: *M. MIHARA, R. IZUMIKA, T. TSUKIURA; Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan

Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has forced people to predict facial attractiveness from partially covered faces. Given that facial attractiveness is processed as a social reward, differences between the predicted and observed facial attractiveness are defined as reward prediction error (RPE) in a social context. The age-related decline of RPE-dependent learning in monetary rewards has been explained by the impaired mechanisms including the RPE-related ventral striatum (VS) and memory-related hippocampus in older adults (OAs). However, little is known about the age-related difference in activation during the encoding of faces with social RPE derived from facial attractiveness. To elucidate this, using fMRI, we scanned healthy male young adults (YAs) and healthy male OAs during the encoding of female faces. In each encoding trial, participants rated the predicted attractiveness of a face covered except for around the eyes (prediction phase) and then rated the observed attractiveness of the face without any cover (outcome phase). The difference in ratings between these phases was defined as RPE in facial attractiveness, and RPE was categorized into positive RPE (increased RPE from the prediction to outcome phases), negative RPE (decreased RPE from the prediction to outcome phases), and non-RPE (no difference in RPE between the prediction and outcome phases). During retrieval, participants were individually presented with faces seen and unseen in the encoding trials, and judged whether or not each face had been seen in the encoding trials. In behavioral data, OAs showed significantly higher hit rates vs. false alarm (FA) rates in positive RPE than in negative RPE, whereas there was no significant difference in hit rates vs. FA rates among the RPE categories in YAs. Univariate fMRI activity in the VS and precuneus reflected a linear increase with increased RPE in facial attractiveness in YAs but not in OAs. Significant activation
reflecting linear decrease with increased RPE or increase with both positive and negative RPE was not identified in either YAs or OAs. These findings suggest that encoding-related activation underlying the processing of social RPE changes with age and that the age-dependent change is modulated by the RPE categories in face-based social rewards.
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Abstract: We frequently encounter demands to switch between learning new information (encoding) and accessing stored information (retrieval), yet how moment-to-moment fluctuations in these processes manifest in the brain is not well understood. Memory encoding and memory retrieval constitute neurally dissociable brain states which rely on distinct configurations of subcortical and cortical activity and connectivity patterns. Memory brain states tradeoff such that both encoding and retrieval cannot be engaged simultaneously and impact downstream processing and behavior. Although prior behavioral work has shown that memory judgments can have a lingering impact on subsequent judgments, these effects have not been directly linked to memory brain states. Our hypothesis is that memory brain states are modulated by memory judgments, and that these brain states persist for several hundred milliseconds, impacting subsequent memory judgments. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a recognition memory experiment in participants undergoing scalp electroencephalography (EEG) recording. Our critical manipulation was the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between each recognition trial and we expected greater impact of memory states on subsequent judgments on trials with faster ISIs. We measured memory state engagement using a multivariate pattern classifier trained on an independent dataset in which participants were biased towards either encoding or retrieval. Replicating past work, we find that memory judgments influence subsequent judgments whereby successful recognition of targets (items that were studied; hits) improves memory accuracy for subsequently presented targets and decreases memory accuracy for subsequently presented lures (items that were not studied). Likewise, we find that correct rejection of lures improves memory accuracy for subsequently presented lures and decreases memory accuracy for subsequently presented targets. We expected to find greater retrieval state engagement on hits compared to
correct rejections and that memory states would persist for several hundred milliseconds after a memory judgment was made. However, we find that the memory retrieval state is more strongly engaged during correct rejections than hits and quickly decreases after a response is made. Our interpretation is that explicit, top-down demands inherent in the recognition task as well as preparation for the rapidly presented trials strongly influence the recruitment of memory brain states. This work enhances our understanding of how memory processes unfold on a moment-to-moment basis.
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Abstract: Healthy older adults typically show impaired episodic memory, memory for when and where an event occurred, but intact semantic memory, knowledge for general information and facts. We hypothesize that these effects can be explained by an increased tendency to enter into and remain in a ‘retrieval state,’ a brain state in which attention is focused internally in an attempt to access prior knowledge. Engaging in a retrieval state can lead to impairments in subsequent memory, potentially because the retrieval state trades off with an ‘encoding state,’ a brain state in which attention is focused externally. To test our hypothesis, we conducted multivariate pattern analyses of scalp electroencephalographic (EEG) data while participants were explicitly directed to encode or retrieve object images. We find that both young and older adults can flexibly engage in memory brain states as directed. However, whereas young adults' memory state engagement gradually increases throughout the stimulus interval, older adults’ memory state engagement plateaus early in the stimulus interval. These findings suggest that the temporal dynamics of encoding and retrieval states differ across the lifespan, with possible implications for the ability to maintain versus flexibly shift between memory states.
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**Title:** Response-locked theta power tracks successful retrieval independent of memory goals

**Authors:** *D. E. SMITH, N. M. LONG; Univ. of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA*

**Abstract:** Test-phase theta power (4-8Hz) is greater for identification of previously studied items (hits) compared to rejection of novel lures (correct rejections, CRs). In our preliminary work, we find that this theta power dissociation between hits and CRs ‘flips’ following a response. As theta power is greater following negative relative to positive outcomes across cognitive control tasks, the post-response theta ‘flip’ that we have identified in our preliminary work may represent a positive feedback signal in response to successful retrieval. This hypothesis is consistent with neuro-imaging work showing that reward-related regions (e.g. striatum) are more active during hits compared to CRs in the absence of explicit reward. However, reward signals during hits may instead reflect goal attainment; in a typical recognition experiment, the subjects’ goal to identify old items is confounded with successful retrieval. To adjudicate between these hypotheses, we conducted two recognition memory experiments (E1, E2) in participants undergoing scalp electroencephalographic recording. The critical manipulation was the test-phase instructions. Subjects’ goal was either to successfully retrieve study items (E1) or to detect new items (E2). If feedback signals reflect successful retrieval, the same post-response signals should dissociate hits vs. CRs regardless of memory goals. We find decreased theta power following hits vs. CRs in both E1 and E2. These preliminary findings are consistent with the hypothesis that successful retrieval is intrinsically rewarding.
Support: National Natural Science Foundation of China (62293550, 62293551, 61977008)

Title: The neurocognitive mechanism of knowledge construction during on-line teaching

Authors: *X. XU, X. HE, X. FENG, S. ZHOU, C. LU;
Beijing Normal Univ., Beijing, China

Abstract: It has been long-debated that knowledge will be constructed into a hierarchical architecture in the human brain to facilitate encoding and later recall. However, there are few studies investigating this issue when learning knowledge with complex hierarchy, particularly during a naturalistic teaching process. To address this issue, 80 healthy adults were scanned using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while they learnt a complex physical knowledge through video teaching. The knowledge taught by the video were either with an intrinsic hierarchy (intact condition) or not, i.e., the conceptual events of the video were temporally scrambled (structure-scrambled condition) or the words of the video were temporally scrambled (word-scrambled condition). First, a representational similarity analysis was conducted to determine the neural underpinnings of the content and hierarchy representation in the learner's brain. The results of the intact condition showed that the precuneus was significantly associated with the representation of knowledge hierarchy. Interestingly, the precuneus also had a significant role in representing knowledge hierarchy even no explicit structure existed in the video teaching process (i.e., the structure-scrambled condition). However, the precuneus did not appear in the word-scrambled condition. Most importantly, it seemed that learners reconstructed the structure-scrambled knowledge into a well-organized hierarchy that was consistent with the intrinsic hierarchy of the knowledge. Finally, the representation of hierarchy in the precuneus significantly predicted subsequent behavioral performance of knowledge recall. Together, these findings provide novel and important support for the knowledge construction theory, and suggest that the default mode network is involved in both content and hierarchy representation of high-level naturalistic stimuli during on-line teaching.
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Title: Effects of spontaneous lapses of attention on goal representation and episodic memory retrieval


Abstract: Episodic memory is a complex process, involving the interaction of multiple systems, including the medial temporal lobe as well as frontoparietal networks of attention and cognitive control, and midbrain structures subserving fluctuations in arousal and sustained attention. While extant data indicate that attention at the time of retrieval can affect memory performance, less is known about how fluctuations in sustained attention in the moments just prior to a retrieval attempt impact neural mechanisms of memory and performance. Here, we investigated trial-to-trial fluctuations in preparatory sustained attention and the brain networks supporting goal-state processes and episodic retrieval in younger adults (18-30 yrs) as they completed a goal-directed associative memory task. At encoding (not scanned), participants made conceptual (living/non-living) and perceptual (bigger/smaller) judgments on images of everyday objects and animals. At retrieval and concurrent with functional MRI, participants performed one of two source memory tasks (i.e., one of two retrieval goal states), indicating whether they remembered test probes as having been encountered in the perceptual or conceptual encoding task. Associative memory was assayed at the trial-level (i.e., associative hits vs. misses) and at the individual-level using associative memory d’. During fMRI, participants also underwent concurrent pupillometry to assay moment-to-moment tonic fluctuations in preparatory sustained attention. Initial analyses revealed classifier evidence of retrieval goal-state representation correlated to performance on the associative memory task. Furthermore, associative memory performance varied with pupil size (an assay of arousal/sustained attention) in the pre-goal-cue and pre-stimulus periods just prior to attempts to remember. Additionally, participants completed a gradual-onset continuous performance task (i.e., the gradCPT) across two sessions (separated by up to one month) to assay sustained attention. Predicted analyses suggest trait-level sustained attention varies with associative memory d’. Together, these results highlight the impact of “readiness-to-remember” preparatory mechanisms on retrieval, further advancing understanding of the mechanisms of memory expression.
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Abstract: The ability to attend to relevant event features, and sustain that attention from moment-to-moment, contributes to episodic memory encoding and retrieval. Sustained attention is posited to decline in older adulthood, with individual differences in sustained attention potentially accounting for variability in episodic memory performance. Given that aging is marked by changes in structural connectivity in the brain (e.g., white matter degradation) and some cognitively unimpaired older adults demonstrate an increased presence of amyloid plaques (biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology), we sought to understand how white matter integrity and amyloid-β burden relate to the ability to sustain attention. Trait-level sustained attention was behaviorally assessed using a gradual-onset continuous performance task (i.e., the gradCPT, FC Fortenbaugh et al 2015) in a large cohort of cognitively unimpaired (CU) older adults (60-90 yrs.) enrolled in the Attention Memory and Aging Study at Stanford (AMASS) and the Stanford Aging and Memory Study (SAMS). We collected structural MRI, diffusion-weighted MRI, and amyloid PET scans. Initial results from a sample of 27 CU older adults suggest that global white matter integrity measured by mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) mediated the relationship between age and trait-level sustained attention (as measured by gradCPT d’). Subsequent analyses focused on structural integrity of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), a tract posited to support attention, with the integrity of corticospinal tract (CST), serving as a control. Both FA and MD values of the SLF, but not of the CST, significantly mediated the relationship between age and trait-level sustained attention. For further analysis, we plan to include data from the larger cohort, and investigate how amyloid and tau pathology interact with structural connectivity measures and jointly contribute to the observed variability in sustained attention capabilities. Collectively, these data add to the growing understanding of how structural connectivity changes and early-stage AD pathology partially explain trait-level attentional differences in CU older adults.
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Title: Effects of white matter integrity and amyloid-β on episodic delayed recall performance in cognitively unimpaired older adults

Authors: J. PARK1,3, *J. E. RATHMANN-BLOCH1, S. SANKARASUBRAMANIAN1, S. T. SCHWARTZ1,2, D. S. MILLER1, T. T. TRAN1, A. ROMERO1, H. VOSSLER3, A. N. TRELLE3, E. C. MORMINO3,2, A. D. WAGNER1,2;

Abstract: Episodic memory performance varies across cognitively unimpaired (CU) older adults, with multiple potential underlying causes. Possible sources of variance in memory function include changes in structural connectivity in the brain (e.g., white matter degradation) as well as the detrimental effects of early-stage Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology (e.g., amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tau tangles). Extant data further suggest that AD pathology correlates with deterioration in white matter integrity, particularly within the medial temporal lobe (Kantarci et al., 2017). Here, we examined the relationships between episodic memory performance, white matter integrity, and early-stage AD pathology (specifically, amyloid-β burden) in CU older adults (60-90 yrs.) enrolled in the Attention Memory and Aging Study at Stanford (AMASS), Stanford Aging and Memory Study (SAMS), and the Stanford Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (ADRC). An episodic memory composite score was computed from delayed recall performance on the (1) logical memory subtest of the Wechsler Memory Scale, (2) Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised, and (3) Brief Visuospatial Memory Test-Revised. Participants underwent 3T amyloid-PET/MR imaging, which included diffusion-weighted imaging to evaluate white matter integrity. Early-stage AD pathology was assessed using amyloid and tau PET scans and cerebrospinal fluid assays. Based on prior literature, we identified the cingulum cingulate gyrus (CGC) and the fornix as tracts that might play a role in
episodic memory performance and the corticospinal tract (CST) as a control (Alm et al., 2022). Initial analyses on a sample of 27 CU older adults revealed that there was a trend-level association between mean diffusivity (MD) in the right CGC and episodic memory performance. Moreover, global DTI white matter integrity metrics (e.g. MD) and amyloid status jointly mediated the relationship between age and episodic memory performance. Collectively, these data suggest that the integrity of structural connectivity, in tandem with AD biomarker pathology, explain variability in episodic memory performance in CU older adults.
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Title: Effects of attention, goal representation, and amyloid burden on episodic retrieval in cognitively unimpaired older adults
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Abstract: Episodic memory decline is prevalent in aging, yet the severity of age-related memory change is markedly variable across older adults. Differential structural and functional integrity in the medial temporal lobe, frontoparietal networks of attention and cognitive control, and midbrain structures subserving fluctuations in arousal and sustained attention likely partially explain individual differences in episodic memory and executive function in cognitively unimpaired (CU) older adults. The extent to which these changes co-occur with the early (asymptomatic) stage of the Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathophysiological cascade remains unknown. As such, there remains limited understanding of how moment-to-moment and
individual differences in sustained attention and goal-state representation explain variability in memory in CU older adults, and their relations with AD pathology. Here, we investigated age-related functional changes in the neural networks supporting episodic memory, goal-state processes, and trial-to-trial fluctuations in preparatory sustained attention as well as their relationship to amyloid beta (Aβ) biomarker status (assayed through Aβ-PET). CU older adults (65-80 yrs; half Aβ+/Aβ-) and younger adults (18-30 yrs) completed a goal-directed associative memory task. At encoding (not scanned), they made conceptual (living/non-living) and perceptual (bigger/smaller) judgments on images of everyday objects and animals. At retrieval and concurrent with functional MRI, participants performed one of two source memory tasks (i.e., one of two retrieval goal states), indicating whether they remembered test probes as having been encountered in the perceptual or conceptual encoding task. Associative memory was assayed at the trial-level (associative hits vs. misses), and at the individual-level using associative memory d’. During fMRI, participants also underwent concurrent pupillometry to assay moment-to-moment tonic fluctuations in preparatory sustained attention. As predicted, associative d’ was lower and retrieval decision reaction times were slower in older compared to younger adults. Initial analyses revealed age-related differences in frontoparietal cognitive control network activation and classifier evidence of retrieval goal-state representation. Furthermore, associative memory performance varied with pupil size (an assay of arousal/sustained attention) in the pre-goal-cue and pre-stimulus periods just prior to remembering. These initial findings set the stage for understanding age-related changes in an ensemble of neural mechanisms that collectively orchestrate whether and how we remember.
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**Title:** Category-level neural dedifferentiation is associated with memory and CSF biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease in cognitively unimpaired older adults

**Authors:** *J. SHENG, A. TRELLE, A. ROMERO, J. PARK, E. MORMINO, A. WAGNER; Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA
**Abstract:** Extensive human neuroimaging evidence indicates that neural responses evoked by stimuli from different visual categories (e.g., faces vs. scenes) are less distinctive in older relative to younger adults, a phenomenon termed *neural dedifferentiation*. While neural dedifferentiation has been consistently reported to relate to poor task performance in older adults, especially in episodic memory, the role of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology in neural dedifferentiation and its impacts on memory are poorly understood. In cognitively unimpaired (CU) older adults, two cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) assays -- a decrease in β-amyloid (Aβ42; i.e., higher amyloid burden) and increase in phosphorylated tau181 (p-tau181) -- are some of the earliest detectable biomarkers of the AD pathophysiological cascade. Here, we examined the relationships between neural selectivity during face vs. scene encoding and Aβ42/Aβ40, p-tau181, and memory performance in a large sample of CU older adults (n = 166; 60-88 yrs) enrolled in the Stanford Aging and Memory Study (SAMS), with age, sex, and years of education as covariates. fMRI data were acquired as participants first encoded word-face and word-scene associations and then engaged in an associative retrieval task. Data were preprocessed with fMRIPrep (version 23.0.0) and then submitted to surfaced-based analysis. Category-level neural selectivity was measured by contrasting the amplitude of the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) response to encoding trials that included faces vs. scenes, thus revealing a vertex’s/region’s preferred and non-preferred stimulus categories. Initial analyses examining how selectivity varied with factors of interest revealed that place-selective neural activity in the bilateral superior parietal lobule (SPL) decreased with age. Subsequently, initial examination of the relationships between neural selectivity and CSF (n = 121) Aβ42/Aβ40 and p-tau181 revealed that place-selective neural activity in left occipital and left superior parietal cortex showed a significant positive association with CSF Aβ42/Aβ40. Finally, place-selective neural activity in the left SPL positively correlated with associative memory performance (i.e., associative d’). Taken together, these findings suggest that preclinical Aβ42 burden is associated with neural dedifferentiation in CU older adults, pointing to one route through which early AD processes may impact memory performance.
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**Title:** Eye movements are associated with neural differentiation in scene-selective and object-selective cortical regions
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Abstract: Neural differentiation in cortical regions which are selectively responsive to distinct visual stimulus categories has been shown to have a critical role in episodic memory function. Specifically, neural differentiation during encoding is predictive of subsequent memory performance, and differentiation has also been shown to decline in older age (a phenomenon known as ‘age-related neural dedifferentiation’). The neurobiological and behavioral mechanisms underlying the relationship between neural differentiation and episodic memory performance are, however, currently unknown. A wealth of behavioral research highlights the functional significance of eye movements in memory function, but it is yet to be examined whether eye movements and neural differentiation are related. In the present experiment, 24 healthy young adults (males and females, 18 - 30 years old) underwent fMRI with simultaneous eye-tracking as they viewed images of scenes and objects. The relationship between neural differentiation and eye-movements was examined with complementary within- and across-subject approaches, focusing on the scene-selective parahippocampal place area (PPA) and the object-selective lateral occipital complex (LOC). Trial-wise estimates of scene- and object-selectivity were obtained from multivoxel pattern similarity analyses, and linear mixed effects models were employed to determine whether trial-wise variability in neural differentiation covaried with the number and duration of gaze fixations during each trial. In the PPA, more gaze fixations and shorter fixation durations during scene viewing were predictive of greater scene selectivity. A similar, albeit trending only, pattern emerged in the LOC, where object selectivity also covaried positively with gaze fixations and negatively with gaze durations during object viewing. For each participant, we then computed their average number and duration of fixations across all scene and object trials, along with a univariate metric of differentiation. These metrics were then entered into a set of zero-order, across-participant correlations. Analogously to the within-participant analyses, object selectivity in the LOC correlated positively with the number of gaze fixations, and negatively with gaze durations. No across-participant relationships were evident in the PPA. These findings indicate that neural differentiation for scene and object stimuli are systematically associated with eye movements. Thus, the relationship between neural differentiation and memory performance is likely a reflection of the efficiency with which study items are visually sampled at the time of encoding.
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Title: Linking brain activity during movie viewing and recall through gaze behavior
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Abstract: When imagining your living room, your brain’s activity patterns are similar to when you last saw it (known as cortical reinstatement), and your eyes tend to move as if you were looking at it (known as gaze reinstatement). Here, we hypothesized that cortical- and gaze reinstatement are deeply interrelated phenomena that jointly reflect the retrieval of memorized events. If so, gaze patterns and brain activity should be event-specific, and gaze-dependent brain activity should overlap between viewing and recall. To test these predictions, we combined eye tracking, spoken-recall recordings, and fMRI data acquired while participants watched and recalled an episode of the BBC show Sherlock. First, language modeling of participants’ spoken recall showed that the movie was recalled accurately, and it allowed segmenting the movie into 48 narrative events. Second, gaze patterns and brain activity during movie viewing were indeed event-specific and consistent across participants. Third, by relating the eyeball multi-voxel pattern to brain activity we found substantial overlap in gaze-dependent activity between viewing and recall. Finally, we used a hidden-Markov model to capture the dynamics of gaze patterns during viewing, and found preliminary evidence that these patterns were sequentially reinstated during recall. Taken together, our findings suggest that gaze behavior is intrinsically linked with the process of remembering past events, and that cortical- and gaze reinstatement jointly support the recall of episodic memories.
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Title: Direct suppression and thought substitution engage dissociated oscillatory neural mechanisms to achieve active forgetting
Abstract: Active forgetting is crucial for emotion regulation and psychological well-being. This could be achieved via two strategies: direct suppression (DS) and thought substitution (TS) yet their underlying neural mechanisms remain elusive. Here we recorded electroencephalography (EEG) activities on 49 human subjects while they were instructed to use DS or TS strategies in different trials to inhibit previously memorized word associations. Behavioral results show that both DS and TS strategies efficiently disrupt memories, displaying gradual reductions in intrusive memories and decreased recall performance for both the trained and independent probe word cues. Most importantly, we demonstrate dissociated oscillatory neural mechanisms for DS and TS strategies. First, DS elicits stronger sustained alpha-band (8-11 Hz) activities in the parietal region while TS shows stronger theta-band (3-6 Hz) activities in the frontal region, indicating their respective inhibitory and excitatory characteristics. Second, the decrease of alpha-band power across blocks is accompanied by a similar decline in intrusive memories in the DS condition, suggesting alpha-band inhibition may be required to facilitate forgetting. Third, the theta-band power during TS condition is correlated to individual executive control function measured in independent ANT tasks and could also predict subsequent forgetting. Taken together, we present new evidence for the dissociative neural mechanisms underlying different active forgetting strategies. While the DS strategy employs alpha-band inhibitory modulation to suppress intrusive memories, TS strategy relies heavily on theta-band frontal executive control activities to enable the formation and replacement of new and old memories, respectively.

Disclosures: S. chen: None. Y. Wu: None. J. Li: None. H. Luo: None.
speech was manually segmented into individual thought units (mean duration = 11 s) and
categorized as episodic recall, future thinking, semantic knowledge, or current experiences.
Episodic recall and future thinking on average accounted for 44% of thoughts and exhibited
higher activation in the default mode network (DMN), known for its association with mental
simulation, compared to current experiences. Mental time travel was not preferentially preceded
by any specific thought category, including episodic recall or future thinking itself, more than
expected by chance. Instead, mental time travel (e.g. imagining adopting a dog) was preceded by
semantically associated thought content (e.g. other thoughts about dogs), irrespective of
category. In general, thoughts that were nearby in time were more semantically similar than
temporally distant thoughts. Independent observers detected boundaries when consecutive
thoughts were semantically dissimilar. These semantic boundaries evoked transient responses
across multiple cortical areas in fMRI subjects, generating an established DMN activation
pattern associated with major transitions in mental context (Lee & Chen, 2022, eLife). The
semantic boundary pattern was not observed during thought category changes or non-boundary
periods within individual thoughts. Additionally, we found that individuals with greater
functional connectivity between the hippocampus and the medial temporal cortical area in the
DMN generated less tightly connected thought networks, indicative of more divergent and varied
thinking. Greater functional connectivity between the hippocampus and DMN cortical areas was
also associated with personality traits related to exploration and curiosity. Overall, these findings
demonstrate that the DMN tracks the dynamics of mental time travel in the stream of
spontaneous thoughts, and semantic connections may serve as a major trigger and organizing
principle of spontaneous thought in general.
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Abstract: Individuals are required to encode substantial amounts of information and events on a
daily basis. One effective approach to achieve such demanding tasks is organising large amounts
of items into concise structures according to task demands, which can save cognitive resources
and facilitate the integration of new information with prior knowledge or schema. The extent to
which such structure impacts individuals' long-term memory has not yet been quantitatively
measured, and the underlying neural representations remain unclear. In this study, we modified
the delayed colour estimation task to quantitatively measure participants' long-term associative memory performance towards a set of purposely structured stimuli inside the fMRI scanner (N=44). The results showed that both individuals' short-term (tested immediately after encoding) and long-term (tested 24 hours after encoding) memory errors displayed a pattern consistent with the designed stimuli structure. Items that were more likely to be encoded according to structures were also less prone to memory decay compared with items that were less likely to be encoded following structures. Such superiority of memory performance was absent after removing stimuli structure (control group, N=22). The activity in the OFC during encoding can predict the decay of memory performance over 24 hours, with stronger OFC activation linked with less memory decay. Importantly, activities in the OFC during encoding also displayed structural distinctions toward stimuli. More specifically, OFC showed greater differentiation between items within the same category than items from different categories. The observed differentiation in OFC activity during encoding might be a mechanism to facilitate the encoding of highly similar items by providing a foundation for forming distinct memory traces and ultimately helping mitigate systematic categorical interference. The results of the current study confirm the advantages of structural encoding for retaining long-term memory and reveal the role played by the OFC in forming abstract knowledge structures to assist better memory.
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Abstract: The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has a broad role in decision making, cognitive flexibility, and executive function, as well as consolidation of long-term memories. These distinct functions are reconciled by the mPFC’s role in context-dependent decision making, which requires the evaluation and selection of representations that are relevant for a particular task or goal.

The hippocampus and mPFC interact via direct and indirect pathways. Coordinated activity between these regions occurs both during hippocampal theta and sharp-wave ripples (SWRs) and is correlated with performance during tasks that rely on spatial information for correct decisions. The mPFC has been shown to encode spatial information and mPFC assemblies reactivate during sleep coincidently with hippocampal SWRs. Moreover, the mPFC has recently been shown to replay temporally organized spatial sequences in well-trained animals during awake immobility while performing a spatial rule-switching task. Our work aims to identify the emergence of
spatial coding and trajectory replay in the mPFC and correlate this with performance in naive animals.

We use 32-tetrode microdrives to record from the hippocampus and mPFC while rats learn to associate a particular food cue with a specific reward location in an 8-arm maze. Two paired cue-reward associations are learned in parallel. To find the reward, the rats must flexibly adapt their behavior based on which cue is presented, i.e. which “context” they find themselves in. During the acquisition of the behavioral data, we observed a sudden jump in performance after 6-7 days of training. This shift may coincide with the emergence or refinement of spatial representations and trajectory replay in the mPFC.

Determining the time course of mPFC spatial representations and trajectory replay during the learning process will provide insight into how behavioral demands may drive the refinement of task-relevant information in the mPFC.

**Disclosures: A. Cumpelik:** None. **J.L. Csicsvari:** None.
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**Abstract:** The hippocampus (HPC) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) play distinct roles in memory processing, and cooperatively support cognitive functions. Prior research indicates that mPFC neuronal activity corresponds with behavioral strategy switches in rats (Rich and Shapiro, 2009), and such transitions lead to dynamic changes in the hippocampus (Hasz and Redish, 2020). Nevertheless, the initiation of representational changes and the influence of HPC-mPFC interactions on action evaluation and planning, particularly after reward outcomes, remain elusive. Our research aims to explore the evolution of HPC and mPFC representations as animals transition between variations of a spatial working memory task, with a particular emphasis on offline replay activity. We trained animals on a rule-switching W-maze task where the task structure was kept constant, but the identities of trajectories were changed. Simultaneous high-density tetrode recordings were conducted in the rat hippocampal CA1 and mPFC during task execution. We observed a gradual drift in the joint CA1-mPFC population representations over rule switches during active running, mirroring improvements in behavioral performance. Our
ongoing work further investigates the shifts in content of hippocampal replay and coordinated CA1-mPFC replay as animals adjust to changing rules, which could elucidate the complex interplay between these brain regions during spatial memory tasks.
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**Title:** Subiculum and CA1 coordination in rats during learning of a novel complex navigation task
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Brandeis Univ., Waltham, MA

**Abstract:** Complex cognitive abilities such as decision-making and spatial navigation are built upon basic cognitive building blocks of memory formation and recall. A working hippocampus is necessary for successful memory encoding and retrieval, and coordination with extrahippocampal regions through rhythmic network patterns such as sharp-wave ripples and theta oscillations play important roles in spatial learning and decision-making. During sharp-wave ripples, hippocampus “replays” memory sequences, reactivating neural activity patterns originally experienced in behavioral timescales into a timescale amenable to Hebbian plasticity. Subiculum (SUB) and CA1 are the two main outputs of the hippocampus. SUB, the less studied of the two, receives strong inputs from CA1 and entorhinal cortex, and its outputs largely mirror CA1. SUB also has outputs to key decision-making brain regions such as prefrontal cortex and nucleus accumbens. Despite the extensive anatomical connectivity, little is known regarding CA1/SUB coordination during memory-guided navigation. We hypothesize that during rhythmic network activity, neurons in SUB and CA1 with overlapping spatial firing fields will be active, jointly “replaying” previous experience and linking categorical SUB representations with CA1 ensembles encoding specific experiences. Here, we recorded dorsal CA1 and SUB single cell activity using in vivo electrophysiology while adult male Long-Evans
rats navigated a novel complex environment. Through the use of dynamic barrier locations, we adapted the available paths to rewards over learning. SUB and CA1 ensembles do indeed show coordination during sharp-wave ripples during learning. Differences in field quantities and distribution between SUB and CA1 neurons were observed. Overall, this work adds to a growing body of evidence that SUB and CA1 must be considered together when understanding hippocampal output during navigation.
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Title: Hippocampal-prefrontal neural correlates of schema formation during a transitive inference learning
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Abstract: Inferential reasoning is the process of animals making novel associations between parts of previously learned information. Memory schema, or relational networks of knowledge, may enable inferential reasoning. While previous studies have indicated that the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex are necessary for both inference and schema formation, the neural mechanisms supporting schema formation for inference are poorly understood. During learning, episodic information may be generalized over experiences and linked by common elements to create schema. We hypothesize that hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (SWRs) may replay past experiences that have common elements with the current experience. Such a mechanism can link distinct experiences together by their shared content and thus create memory schemata. Indeed, SWRs have been shown to be critical for memory consolidation between the hippocampus and cortex. To test our hypothesis, we recorded hippocampal and medial prefrontal neuronal ensembles in adult rats (Long-Evans, male and female, 3-12 months old, N = 5) while they learned a spatial transitive inference task (A>B>C>D>E). We found distinct populations in the hippocampus that represented each item in the transitive inference set. In contrast, prefrontal ensembles were more generalized and reflected the item that should be chosen first regardless of item identity. Furthermore, we identified SWR events that reactivated hippocampal neurons selective to different items together. Overall, these results indicate that SWR-mediated reactivation during learning may aid in forming schema through the retrieval of memories related to the current experience.
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Title: Reshaping hippocampal input-prefrontal interneuron interactions in wildtype and 22q11.2 deletion-relevant model mice.
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Abstract: Functional connectivity between rodent ventral hippocampus (vHPC) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) supports many cognitive functions and is disrupted in the Df(16)A+/- mouse model of the schizophrenia-predisposing 22q11.2 deletion syndrome. Inhibition of vHPC inputs to mPFC or select mPFC interneuron (IN) populations in wildtype mice induces vHPC-mPFC dysconnectivity and cognitive deficits that mimic phenotypes observed in Df(16)A+/- mice. This phenotypic convergence raises three questions: (1) How do vHPC inputs to mPFC interact with mPFC INs in vivo? (2) Are these interactions disrupted in Df(16)A+/- mice? and (3) Are these interactions plastic, offering a means to correct circuit dysconnectivity? We characterized in vivo activity dynamics and plasticity of discrete mPFC IN population responses to vHPC input stimulation in adult wildtype and Df(16)A+/- mice. We expressed ChrimsonR in vHPC neurons and GCaMP6f in mPFC somatostatin (SST), vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP), or parvalbumin (PV)-expressing INs (n=8-13). We delivered red light pulses to mPFC to excite vHPC inputs and monitored postsynaptic GCaMP6f Ca\(^{2+}\) responses using fiber photometry. SST-IN responses to vHPC input stimulation were initially weak in wildtype and Df(16)A+/- mice, but progressively increased with minimal, periodic stimulation over 50 days (p<0.001). This potentiation was blunted in Df(16)A+/- mice (p<0.001), but partially recovered with additional high-frequency vHPC input stimulation. Conversely, VIP- and PV-IN responses to vHPC input stimulation were initially robust but were rapidly and persistently depressed by repeated high-frequency stimulation in all mice (p<0.001). vHPC input stimulation also enhanced and diminished non-evoked, endogenous Ca\(^{2+}\) dynamics in SST- and VIP-INs, respectively (p<0.05). Ongoing work is characterizing synaptic, neuronal ensemble, and cognitive behavioral impacts of this plasticity. These studies reveal divergent and malleable in vivo responses across mPFC IN classes to vHPC input stimulation. Beyond their implications for optogenetic study design and interpretation, these findings demonstrate cell-type-specific
connectivity and plasticity within intact vHPC-mPFC networks that may be used to influence cognition-relevant circuit function and dysfunction.
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**Abstract:** Spatial working memory (SWM) is the ability to temporarily store and manipulate spatial information about one’s environment to guide behavior. In mice, direct projections from ventral hippocampus (vHPC) to medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) support SWM and vHPC-mPFC oscillatory synchrony. However, the causal contributions of oscillatory synchrony to SWM performance remain unclear. To explore these contributions, we developed a closed-loop optogenetic stimulation paradigm aimed at manipulating endogenous vHPC-mPFC oscillatory synchrony. We injected adult mice with viruses encoding ChR2 (n=8) or GFP (n=5) in bilateral vHPC and implanted them with local field potential (LFP) wires in unilateral mPFC and vHPC, stereotrodes in unilateral mPFC, and optical fibers in bilateral mPFC. We delivered blue light to vHPC terminals in mPFC in a manner governed by the real-time theta frequency-filtered (7±3 Hz), half-wave rectified vHPC LFP at various phase delays relative to ongoing vHPC theta oscillations. Closed-loop illumination delivered near-synchronously (“in-phase”) with vHPC theta oscillations enhanced vHPC-mPFC theta coherence in ChR2- but not GFP-expressing mice; synchrony enhancement diminished with increasing phase delays (up to 1.5 theta cycles). In separate mice (n=17 ChR2, n=13 GFP), we tested the effects of our closed-loop paradigm on SWM, hypothesizing that in-phase stimulation will enhance SWM performance and phase-shifted stimulation will impair it. In mice trained on a delayed non-match-to-sample T-maze task with trials of 10- and 60-sec delay lengths, we delivered closed-loop illumination every other trial, either in-phase with vHPC theta oscillations or phase-shifted by 1.5 theta cycles. Closed-loop stimulation (in-phase or phase-shifted) did not impact SWM performance. Unexpectedly,
blue light illumination produced broadband reductions in mPFC power in ChR2 and GFP mice. However, ChR2 mice showed light-induced increases in mPFC theta power relative to GFP mice, particularly when light was delivered in-phase. Furthermore, light-induced changes in vHPC-mPFC theta coherence were phase shift- and delay length-dependent and more pronounced in ChR2 relative to GFP mice. Ongoing work is assessing effects of stimulation on mPFC unit phase-locking to vHPC theta oscillations. Together, our results reveal behavioral state-dependent effects of closed-loop optogenetic stimulation on long-range oscillatory synchrony.
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Abstract: Dynamic interactions between the rodent ventral hippocampus (vHPC) and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) support cognitive functions such as spatial working memory and innate spatial avoidance. Df(16)A¹⁺/⁻ mice that model the schizophrenia-predisposing 22q11.2 microdeletion syndrome show functional dysconnectivity between these structures, disrupted spatial working memory, and reduced avoidance. Furthermore, inactivating vHPC inputs to mPFC and select mPFC interneuron (IN) classes in wildtype mice recapitulates these phenotypes. We have shown that repeated optogenetic stimulation of vHPC inputs to mPFC can persistently reshape in vivo functional connectivity between vHPC inputs and mPFC INs in wildtype and Df(16)A¹⁺/⁻ mice, strengthening and weakening connections with somatostatin (SST) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)-expressing INs, respectively. How this plasticity influences spatial working memory, spatial avoidance, and task-relevant engagement of mPFC interneurons is unclear. Here we expressed the excitatory opsin ChrimsonR in bilateral vHPC neurons and Ca²⁺ indicator GCaMP6f in SST- or VIP-INs in bilateral mPFC of wildtype and Df(16)A¹⁺/⁻ mice. Through fibers implanted in bilateral mPFC, we delivered repeated bouts of 40-Hz red light pulses to mPFC to excite vHPC inputs for 12 days over an 18-day period and
monitored postsynaptic Ca\textsuperscript{2+} responses on select days using fiber photometry. We then measured task-relevant Ca\textsuperscript{2+} activity in SST- and VIP-IN populations while mice explored an elevated plus maze (EPM) test of spatial avoidance, and during acquisition and performance of a delayed non-match-to-sample T-maze test of spatial working memory. We found that SST-IN activity increased during the sample and choice phases of the T-maze task, and diminished across the delay phase (n=7, p<0.05). In contrast, preliminary results suggest that VIP-IN activity diminished during the sample and choice phases, and progressively increased across the delay phase. Ongoing work is assessing the impact of vHPC input optogenetic stimulation and D\textit{f}(16)A\textsuperscript{+/-} deletion on performance and IN population-specific activity in the EPM and T-maze. These data reveal cell type-specific activity patterns during tasks of spatial cognition, and will inform how reshaping vHPC-mPFC microcircuit connectivity influences typical cognitive function and disease-relevant cognitive dysfunction.
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Abstract: Hippocampal-neocortical interactions during inactive states have been implicated in memory consolidation. To investigate how the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex exchange information during inactive states and how this process is modulated by value, we trained head-fixed mice to navigate in three different virtual environments associated with three different reward probabilities. The mice showed varying running speeds and/or lick rates across the three environments, indicating that they formed spatial context-reward probability associations. Using Neuropixels probes, we simultaneously recorded neural activity from the intermediate CA1 (iCA1) and its monosynaptic target, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Preliminary analysis of neural activity revealed that mPFC neurons preferentially active in the high-value context were more likely to reactivate with hippocampal sharp wave ripples during the subsequent rest period. These results suggest that the hippocampus-mPFC neural system may preferentially process valuable experiences during rest states in order to facilitate the consolidation of valuable events.

Disclosures: G. Youn: None. M.W. Jung: None.
Title: Interaction between the intermediate hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex for optimal goal-finding behavior in a virtual reality environment

Authors: S.-W. JIN, S. PARK, *S.-M. LEE, I. LEE; Seoul Natl. Univ., Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Abstract: The neural mechanisms of how the hippocampus (HPC) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) work synchronously to achieve flexible decision-making are largely unknown, especially in a goal-directed navigation task. We recorded single units between the intermediate HPC (iHPC) and mPFC while rats (n=6) performed a spatial navigation task in an immersive virtual reality (VR) environment. In our task, the body-restrained rat ran on a spherical treadmill to navigate a circular arena in the VR environment to reach a goal zone where he found a liquid reward (120 trials/day). In a given trial, the rat started from the center of the arena, facing either north or south. There were two potential goal zones: the east reward zone (ERZ) and the west reward zone (WRZ). Rats initially learned to visit only WRZ to receive rewards to criterion (>75% correct for 2 consecutive days). Then, rats underwent reversal learning as the reward was provided only in ERZ but not WRZ. Once they completed reversal learning, a 24-tetrode hyperdrive was implanted to record from the mPFC and iHPC. After 1 week of recovery, tetrodes were lowered to the target areas while rats were re-trained in the VR environment for 9 days in preparation for the main task. Once they were ready, the main recording sessions began with the same training sequence as in pre-surgical training. Rats naturally developed a stereotyped behavior for efficient navigation in our VR environment by turning clockwise as they searched for the goal location. Therefore, the critical indicator for learning was whether the rat inhibited the temptation of entering the nearest non-reward zone and continued to travel to the farther yet more rewarding zone. Among the single units (n=1002 in iHPC and n=681 in mPFC), some cells both in the iHPC (12%, n=123/1002) and in the mPFC (11%, n=74/681) significantly changed their firing rates in those trials where rats exhibited inhibitory behavior upon facing the nearest non-reward zone compared to those trials where they failed to do so. We also measured the degree of synchronous spiking activities between the cells from the iHPC and mPFC when
rats faced the nearest non-reward zone. The proportion of the neuronal pairs exhibiting significant co-firing was greater in trials where they showed inhibitory behavior in front of the nearest non-reward zone (3.6%, n=113/3168) than in those trials where rats failed to do so (1.7%, n=21/1250) (p<0.001; χ² test). Our preliminary findings suggest that the synchronous spiking between the iHPC and mPFC at the right moment of behavioral control may serve as the physiological marker to predict the efficiency of goal-directed navigation in space using allocentric visual landmarks.
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Title: Context-dependent sequence learning in nonhuman primates is modulated via non-invasive transcranial ultrasound stimulation of the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex
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Abstract: In natural scenarios, different rules apply under different contexts, and a given context might be associated with a specific memory sequence. A change in context often involves adapting a memory sequence. How neural systems store and retrieve the correct elements of each memory sequence depending on context remains poorly understood. Contextual information may be hippocampal dependent if context acts as a memory cue or is integrated into a context-guided memory sequence. The prefrontal cortex may be involved if the memory is stored as a schema or when sequencing rules and contexts change. The present study is adapted from a context-guided sequence learning task originally undertaken in rats (Navawongse & Eichenbaum, 2013) to work with nonhuman primates (Rhesus macaques). The task involved two spatial contexts implemented over touch screen monitors attached to the macaques’ home units. The background colours on the screen established the context with which a sequence of visual objects needed to be sequenced in order (Context 1: ‘A to B’; Context 2: ‘C to D’). Two macaques were tested (1M, 1F) and both performed well on the task (typically > 75% correct overall). Focused transcranial ultrasound stimulation (fTUS) was applied to the hippocampus (HC) or medial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) during the task, using a protocol known to induce post fTUS (‘offline’) effects that can last for over an hour. Behavioural testing sessions and fTUS were counter-balanced with sham (no fTUS) conditions, and after fTUS, each animal was returned to their home cage to work on the task for 1-2 hours. In the early stages of learning, for both macaques, stimulation of the anterior HC increased performance (91-94%) compared to sham (86-89%, p < .001). In the final phase of testing, context was switched in the middle of the trial and the monkey needed to correctly sequence based on the updated context. During this phase of testing, fTUS specifically to the mPFC resulted in improved performance for both monkeys (sham: 73-75%, increased with mPFC fTUS to 82-85%, p < .001). fTUS to the HC, however, was either ineffective (anterior HC) or inconsistent in effect across the two monkeys (posterior HC). In summary, we obtained evidence that both hippocampal and prefrontal perturbation modulates cognitive performance during specific aspects of context-guided sequence learning, remarkably with site-specific and consistent improvement in performance using fTUS.
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Title: A modulatory role of the nucleus reuniens in hippocampal-prefrontal communication

Authors: *S. SHAO1, J. FERRERO1, T. KAWANO3, D. KHODAGHOLY2, J. N. GELINAS1; 1Neurol., 2Electrical Engin., Columbia Univ., New York, NY; 3Toyohashi Univ. of Technol., Toyohashi, Japan

Abstract: Memory consolidation requires functional synchrony between the hippocampus (HC) and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). The nucleus reuniens (RE) has recently been reported as a structural and functional hub between HC and mPFC. The role of the RE in hippocampal-prefrontal communication during memory consolidation remains unclear. Here, we used in vivo electrophysiology to monitor the hippocampal-thalamic-prefrontal network in rats during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. We identified ripple-like activity in the RE in the 100-180 Hz frequency range with an average duration of 40 ms, and was associated with robust recruitment of thalamic neural spiking. RE ripple activity was phase-locked to both hippocampal sharp wave-ripples (SWR) and mPFC ripples. Hippocampal ripples are known to couple with cortical ripples for facilitating memory consolidation. Although ripples were independently detected in all three structures, we found that coupling between HC and mPFC ripples necessarily involved co-occurring RE ripples. These results suggest a modulatory role for the RE
in oscillatory synchronization between the HC and the mPFC, with potential implications for network mechanisms of memory consolidation.
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Title: Enhancing Object-in-Place Memory Performance Through Optogenetic Priming of the Hippocampal-Prefrontal Cortex Network

Authors: *J. BUESCHER, M.-P. CONTRERAS SANTANDER, E. ATUCHA TREVINO, M. SAUVAGE, M. PRIGGE; Neuromodulatory Networks, Leibniz Inst. for Neurobio., 39118 Magdeburg, Germany

Abstract: The ability to recall the spatial location of objects is crucial for our everyday life. Such memory capability relies on the intricate communication between the hippocampus (HIP) and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and can be impaired during ageing. Despite impressive progress in understanding the role of HIP-PFC communication in object memory, approaches to enhance and improve its functionality are very limited. Therefore, we set out to explore how optogenetic activation (priming) can facilitate object-location memory. To achieve this aim, mice of the Experimental group (n=11) received a stereotactic injection of a virus with an optogenetic opsin into CA1, while implantation of an optical fiber was placed in the mPFC to stimulate the projecting terminals. Control animals underwent the same surgical procedure. First, we sample efficiency of our optogenetic priming protocol by numbers of cFOS and pCreb+ neurons in the PFC. For this purpose, mice received unilateral light stimulation and were perfused one-hour post-stimulation, and compared to the contralateral hemisphere. Secondly, animals were subjected to four object-in-place (OiP) sessions that were repeated every other week. Each OiP session consisted of a study and a test phase separated by an 18-min delay. In the study phase the animals encounter 4 different objects where two of them are switched locations in the test phase. In every session, 4 new objects were introduced. To prime the HIP-to-PFC pathway, the Experimental group received stimulation 15-min before starting the study phase in the first OiP. Control animals were handled the same way but did not receive any light stimulation. In the fourth OiP task, only Control animals received light stimulation. Results showed that priming of one hemisphere induced significantly more pCREB+ neurons relative to the DAPI count in anterior cingulate, prelimbic and infralimbic cortex (independent ttest p<0.05). Indicating that priming induced higher excitability in the mPFC. Behaviorally, the Experimental group
exhibited a significantly better memory performance in the first OiP compared to the Controls (one sided independent t-test p<0.05). Interestingly, the higher performance of the Experimental group compared to the controls remained until the second OiP task (p<0.05), when none of the groups received any stimulation. These results suggest that object location recognition memory relies on the strength of the HIP-mPFC network which can be boosted artificially. Special training or pharmacological interventions boosting this network could have implications to counteract the cognitive decline in ageing.

Disclosures:  J. Buescher: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Leibniz Institute of Neurobiology. B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; German Research Foundation CRC 1436 (project ID 425899996). M. Contreras Santander: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Leibniz Institute of Neurobiology. B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Aligning Science Across Parkinson's (ASAP) Collaborative Research Network, Chevy Chase, MD, USA. E. Atucha Trevino: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Leibniz Institute of Neurobiology. B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Aligning Science Across Parkinson's (ASAP) Collaborative Research Network, Chevy Chase, MD, USA. M. Sauvage: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Leibniz Institute of Neurobiology, 2 Otto-von-Guericke-Universität Magdeburg, Germany. M. Prigge: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Leibniz Institute of Neurobiology. B. Contracted Research/Research Grant (principal investigator for a drug study, collaborator or consultant and pending and current grants). If you are a PI for a drug study, report that research relationship even if those funds come to an institution.; Aligning Science Across Parkinson's (ASAP) Collaborative Research Network, Chevy Chase, MD, USA, Center of Behavioral Brain Sciences, Magdeburg Germany.
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Title: A maze paradigm to study hippocampal-frontal interactions underlying goal-oriented behavior in humans
Abstract: The hippocampus and its functional interactions with cortical areas are thought to support flexible behaviors, guided by previous experience. Mazes have been used as a classic approach to studying learning and memory in animal models and humans for years, since Tolman’s (1948) pioneering studies of maze navigation in rats. They provide a controlled environment to study memory-based behaviors. Many models predict that hippocampal memory-related activities (for example - activities underlying high-frequency ripple oscillations) would be most informative during route planning and navigational decisions. However, the difficulty of recording electrophysiological activity directly from the human brain has limited detailed characterization of hippocampal activities underlying goal-directed behavior in humans to date. Here, we present a novel maze paradigm, implemented as an animated video game, to test brain activity during memory-guided behavior. It was tailored for use in a clinical setting, with patients, implanted with depth iEEG electrodes. To ensure goal-seeking is based on memory, rather than achieved by random exploration, we first assessed behavior with a healthy cohort (n=34 students, 18-51 y). Participants used button presses to find goal locations in 24 mazes. Each maze had a unique structural layout and a colorful content theme. Each maze was repeated 3 times, enabling us to examine learning across repetitions. Learning effects were evident, based on improved recall of goal locations across repetitions (comparing accuracy between 1st and 3rd repetition t(30)=19.66, p < 10^-20). Finally, participants successfully recalled the goal position based on the bare maze-structure alone, suggesting they could learn the maze topology separately from content cues. Upon informed consent, patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy, implanted with intracranial electrodes for clinical monitoring in preparation for a possible surgical cure, participated in recordings while performing the task (8 sessions, 7 patients). Patients' performance was comparable to that of the healthy cohort. Depth electrodes recorded detailed spiking activity, local field potentials, and intracranial EEG (average of 9 electrodes per patient) across multiple brain regions (including medial and frontal cortex regions). Intracranial recordings during this task will be used to characterize hippocampal and prefrontal activity during navigational decisions.

Title: Representational drift in anterior cingulate neuronal ensembles during memory consolidation

Authors: *A. YANG¹, S. WANG¹, F. SU², W. LU¹;
¹Inst. for translational brain research, Fudan Univ., Shanghai, China; ²Peking Univ., Beijing, China

Abstract: Technological advancements have led to a general observation that cortical neuronal network activities are not stable, but susceptible to transient influence from sensory or behavioral feedback. This phenomenon, termed representational drift, plays a central role in the neocortex's continuous learning and memory-retaining function (Pikiw et al., 2022; Qin et al., 2023). There has been no examination of representational drift in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a region key to long-term memory consolidation and retrieval. This study employs longitudinal in-vivo two-photon imaging after Pavlovian associative memory training to assess the degree of representational drift in the mice ACC. Network activities are evaluated by pairwise neuronal synchronization based on calcium spike time series. Calcium spikes are derived from raw calcium fluorescence traces using a deconvolution algorithm (Juczewski et al., 2020). Results demonstrate ACC representational drift (viewed by coactivity complex network structure) across 4 animals within one day up to 4 weeks post-training. The study corroborates the dynamic features of cortical neuronal ensembles during early memory consolidation and provides sampling frequency guidelines for longitudinal two-photon imaging analyses.
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Title: Acquisition of trace fear conditioning in rats without functional nucleus reuniens did not require dorsal hippocampus NMDA receptor activation

Authors: *R.-H. LIU, C.-H. CHANG; Natl. Tsing Hua Univ., Hsinchu, Taiwan

Abstract: The nucleus reunions (RE) plays an essential role in the cortico-thalamo-cortical circuit that connects the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and the hippocampus (HPC), completing the HPC-dependent circuit that regulates the trace fear conditioning. In this procedure, a neutral conditioned stimulus (CS; tone) and an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US; foot shock) are paired but separated by a “trace” interval. Earlier, we demonstrated that RE inactivation during conditioning impaired the acquisition of trace fear, while RE inactivation during both conditioning and test led to heightened fear to tones throughout the entire test session. These findings prompted us to further investigate whether animals without functional RE acquired trace fear using the HPC-independent circuit. To first confirm the involvement of the dorsal hippocampus (DH) in trace fear acquisition, we pharmacologically blocked glutamate transmission in the DH during the conditioning phase using DL-2-Amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (APV), an N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) antagonist. We hypothesized that for rats without functional RE during both conditioning and test, they used the HPC-independent circuit for acquiring fear, and therefore would be insensitive to the DH manipulation. Our results showed that for the RE intact animals and compared to DH saline controls, DH NMDA blockade led to a slower increase in freezing levels during conditioning, suggesting that the within-session fear expression was impaired. Moreover, these RE intact animals displayed a significantly attenuated freezing response to the tone during the early retrieval test compared to DH saline controls, suggesting that the acquisition of trace fear in normal rats relied on DH NMDA receptor activation. On the other hand, for the rats without functional RE during both the conditioning and test, these animals showed equivalent fear expression in comparison to RE intact/DH saline controls, but were insensitive to the DH blockade of NMDA activities. Together, our results revealed that animals without functional RE acquired trace fear through the HPC-independent circuit.

Disclosures: R. Liu: None. C. Chang: None.
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Title: Top-down control of memory integration in the hippocampus
Authors: *A. F. DE SOUSA*¹, A. LUCHETTI⁴, S. SIMANIAN², D. ALMEIDA-FILHO³, A. SILVA²;  
¹Neurobio., UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; ²UCLA, Los angeles, CA; ³UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; ⁴Neurobio., The Hosp. For Sick Children, Toronto, ON, Canada

Abstract: New learning can be affected by previous memories, shaping the way novel information is encoded and organized. Related memories are thought to be integrated during encoding and/or post-learning sleep via increases in the number of overlapping ensembles representing each experience. Interactions between the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the hippocampus (HPC) are important for memory integration where the prefrontal cortex is thought to bias or inhibit memory reactivation in the HPC. However, it is currently not known how such top-down modulation is able to affect specific memories being integrated. Here we use a memory integration/linking paradigm in mice to investigate how the medial PFC is able to control the integration of similar memories encoded several days apart. We first observed that PFC activity increases during encoding of a second memory. Preventing this increase, using chemogenetics, led to memory integration and an increase in the number of overlapping memory ensembles in the dorsal CA1 but not in CA3 or DG. Whole brain analysis of cfos expression indicated that this process might be mediated via the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC). Accordingly, inhibition of PFC-MEC, but not PFC-HPC projections, was sufficient to promote memory integration. These results suggest the existence of a top-down, interregional mechanism that controls memory integration and allocation in the dCA1 via modulation of MEC activity during learning.
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Title: Long Range Projections from Lateral Entorhinal Cortex into Hippocampal area CA1 in Episodic Memory Modulation

Authors: *M. HERNANDEZ FRAUSTO*¹,²; J. BASU³;

Abstract: Interaction between entorhinal cortex (EC) and hippocampus CA1 area (HC-CA1) promotes sequential organization that lead to the formation of episodic memories of people, places, objects, and events. Within the EC, the medial part (MEC) acts as a spatial information detector that conveys position in space, and the lateral subdivision (LEC) functions as a contextual non-spatial sensor that conveys contextual features of the environment, related to objects, novelty, and odor. The LEC sends excitatory and inhibitory projections directly to HC-CA1 that bears in a microcircuit connectivity capable to induce dendritic spiking, however we know little about the functional role of this projections in episodic memory modulation. To address the functionality of the connectivity between LEC to HC-CA1. First, with chemogenetic strategies and fiber photometry recordings in freely moving mice, I assessed the functionality of the excitatory and inhibitory projections from LEC into HC-CA1 in episodic learning freely moving behaviors. Our results suggests that the network connectivity between LEC and HC-CA1 have a differential role during encode and recall phases of episodic learning that depends of the excitatory and inhibitory network connectivity.

Disclosures: M. Hernandez Frausto: None. J. Basu: None.
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Title: The Role of Excitatory and Inhibitory Inputs From Lateral Entorhinal Cortex to CA3 in Learning and Memory

Authors: *C. D. JOHNSON*¹; V. ROBERT², J. BASU³;

Abstract: The interactions between the entorhinal cortex (EC) and hippocampus are crucial for learning and memory. Within the hippocampus, area CA3 plays an important role in episodic memory formation and recall via its ability to form and reactivate ensembles of neurons. The
circuit and cellular mechanisms that functionally drive these dynamic neural representations within CA3 and govern its role in memory encoding and recall remains unknown. Distal dendrites of CA3 pyramidal neurons (PNs) directly receive local non-spatial or contextual information from the lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC). LEC has been shown to regulate activity in hippocampal area CA1 via long-range excitatory and inhibitory projections (Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016). However, there is a gap in functionally defining the role these cortical inputs play in hippocampal area CA3. To address this, we examined the role of LEC glutamatergic and GABAergic projections to area CA3 in episodic memory formation and recall using chemogenetic manipulations of CA3-projecting LEC neurons during freely moving behavior. We used viral tracing techniques to isolate the excitatory and inhibitory projections found in CA3 originating from LEC. To evaluate the role of LEC glutamatergic (excitatory) and GABAergic (inhibitory) projections in learning and memory, we subjected wild-type mice to contextual (novel object recognition, NOR) and spatial (Barnes Maze) tasks perturbing the activity of LEC during learning. We found that silencing either excitatory or excitatory & inhibitory projections from LEC to CA3 impaired NOR memory, consistent with previous reports (Van Cauter et al., 2013). In contrast, performance in the Barnes maze was unaffected by LEC inputs silencing. We further explored their underlying spatial navigation by rotating external cues to introduce mismatch between the proximal and distal reference frames. We observed that control mice relied more on an egocentric strategy for navigation than those that had LEC inputs silenced. This is in line with LEC neurons coding for egocentric relation to salient landmarks of the environment (Wang et al., 2018). Our results show that both excitatory and inhibitory projections from LEC to CA3 contribute to hippocampal-dependent learning and memory.
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Title: Hippocampus shapes cortical sensory output and novelty coding through a direct feedback circuit

Authors: *T. BUTOLA¹, J. BASU², M. HERNANDEZ FRAUSTO¹, S. BLANKVOORT³, C. G. KENTROS⁴, L. PENG¹;
Abstract: To extract behaviorally relevant information from our surroundings, our brains constantly integrate and compare incoming sensory information with those stored as memories. Cortico-hippocampal interactions could mediate such interplay between sensory processing and memory recall but this remains to be demonstrated. Recent work parsing entorhinal cortex-to-hippocampus circuitry show its role in episodic memory formation and spatial navigation. However, the organization and function of the hippocampus-to-cortex back-projection circuit remains uncharted. We combined circuit mapping, physiology and behavior with optogenetic manipulations, and computational modeling to reveal how hippocampal feedback modulates cortical sensory activity and behavioral output. Here we show a new direct hippocampal projection to entorhinal cortex layer 2/3, the very layer that projects multisensory input to the hippocampus. Our finding challenges the canonical cortico-hippocampal circuit model where hippocampal feedback only reaches entorhinal cortex layer 2/3 indirectly via layer 5. This direct hippocampal input integrates with cortical sensory inputs in layer 2/3 neurons to drive their plasticity and spike output, and provides an important novelty signal during behavior for coding objects and their locations. Through the sensory-memory feedback loop, hippocampus can update real-time cortical sensory processing, efficiently and iteratively, thereby imparting the salient context for adaptive learned behaviors with new experiences.
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Title: Long-range GABAergic projections allow fine control of hippocampal area CA3 function by lateral entorhinal cortex

Authors: *V. ROBERT¹, K. O'NEIL¹, C. JOHNSON¹, R. DE LA TORRE², S. RASHID¹, J. BASU¹;
Abstract: Functional interactions between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus are crucial for learning and memory. By integrating context-laden direct inputs from the lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) with local feedforward dentate gyrus (DG) and feedback CA3 recurrent collateral (RC) inputs, area CA3 is poised to gate hippocampal information flow and mnemonic function. Interestingly, LEC inputs to the hippocampus comprise not only glutamatergic but also the long-range GABAergic projections which regulate dendritic excitability, synaptic plasticity and oscillatory activity in area CA1 (Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016). However, the role of LEC glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs to area CA3 and the underlying circuit elements remain unexplored. Therefore, we manipulated LEC glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs with chemogenetics and optogenetics to examine their contributions to area CA3 function using freely moving behavior, head-fixed in vivo 2-photon imaging, and ex vivo patch-clamp electrophysiology. Silencing LEC glutamatergic inputs alone or together with LEC GABAergic inputs similarly impaired novel object recognition memory, suggesting complementary rather than opposing roles of these inputs. Silencing LEC glutamatergic inputs alone, but not together with LEC GABAergic inputs, increased the fraction of active CA3 pyramidal neuron somas and dendrites but decreased activity within each active cell, suggesting recruitment of direct excitation and feedforward inhibition. Indeed, LEC glutamatergic inputs evoked monosynaptic excitation in CA3 pyramidal neurons, as well as disynaptic inhibition which prevented somatic output. Expectably, LEC glutamatergic inputs drove spiking in CA3 SLM interneurons including putative soma-targeting subtypes, whereas LEC GABAergic inputs shunted their excitability. Further, LEC GABAergic inputs selectively boosted CA3 pyramidal neuron somatic output to combined stimulation of LEC glutamatergic and CA3 RC inputs. Accordingly, silencing LEC glutamatergic inputs alone, but not together with LEC GABAergic inputs, decreased novelty-induced remapping of CA3 place cell somas and dendrites. Altogether, our results uncover novel elements of the LEC to CA3 circuit supporting contextually-driven CA3 activity and mnemonic function through compartment- and pathway-specific disinhibition.

Title: Remapping properties of apical and basal dendrites in CA3 of navigating mice

Authors: *J. J. Moore*[^1], D. Chklovskii[^2], J. Basu[^1];
1NYU Sch. of Med., New York, NY; 2Flatiron Inst., Simons Fndn., New York, NY

Abstract: Neurons maintain large dendritic arbors supporting non-linear input integration which can greatly boost their computational power. Input to hippocampal neurons arrives in a stratified manner onto different dendritic compartments, resulting in the remarkable property of spatial coding within an environment. Equally remarkable is neurons’ ability to “re-map” or change their firing rate or location in a new environment. This happens rapidly, often within the first exposure to a new environment. Recent work suggests new place fields are formed after dendritic plateau potentials, but the dynamics of novel place field formation within dendrites and soma simultaneously has not been well characterized.

To address this issue, we used two-photon microscopy to measure calcium activity in the apical dendrites, soma, and basal dendrites of pyramidal neurons in area CA3 of mouse hippocampus during head-fixed navigation on a treadmill belt. Local textures on the belt served as spatial cues to define position. After repeated exposure to a familiar environment, the cues were switched to a novel environment to induce remapping. Regions of interest were identified and calcium signals were extracted using semi-automated methods developed by our lab. By tracking the tuning properties of soma and dendrites over several days in familiar and novel environments, we demonstrate that dendrites support flexible and stable representations of space. Specifically, apical dendrites showed higher day-to-day stability than soma or basal dendrites, and consequently provided more information to decode animal position. These are the first demonstrations of tuning, stability, and remapping in distal apical dendrites in CA3 during navigation.
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Title: Stability and flexibility of hippocampal CA1 in an odor-cued navigational task
Authors: *M. HOPKINS*¹, R. ZEMLA², J. BASU³;

Abstract: Place cells, hippocampal pyramidal neurons which show location-specific activity during animal navigation, form a spatial map of the environment and are hypothesized to be the neural substrate of episodic memory. However, place cells in low demand tasks, such as random foraging, tend to drift in their spatial tuning over days. Through chronic 2-photon calcium imaging of hippocampal area CA1, we find that the introduction of an odor-context based navigational task stabilizes place cell representations over long time scales, but that these ensembles remain flexible when task contingencies change. This supports the belief that CA1 can encode representations both stably and dynamically. We also explore mouse models that have impaired performance on this task and their underlying neural dysfunction. This work is currently ongoing.

Disclosures: M. Hopkins: None. R. Zemla: None. J. Basu: None.
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Title: Anatomical and functional heterogeneity of the basolateral amygdala to ventral hippocampus circuit

Authors: *M. LI*¹, Y. JIANG¹, M. C. LU¹, J. KINNEY², Q. SUN¹;
¹Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH; ²Case Western Reserve Univ. Dept. of Neurosciences, Cleveland, OH

Abstract: The ventral hippocampus, including ventral CA1 (vCA1) and ventral CA3 (vCA3), plays an important role in social and anxiety-like behaviors. However, how the upstream brain regions innervate different sub-regions of the ventral hippocampus to participate in such behaviors properly is still incompletely understood. Although plenty of literature as well as our retrograde tracing data provided evidence that the basolateral amygdala (BLA), a region that is essential for emotion processing, projects to both vCA1 and vCA3, the detailed anatomical and functional connectivity pattern remains largely unknown. Here we performed Channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2)-based anterograde tracing and found that BLA fibers predominantly innervated basal dendrites of CA1a/b and CA3a/b in mid-ventral hippocampus, and were nearly devoid of CA1c and CA3c. Remarkably, our ChR2-assisted ex vivo patch clamp recording
revealed that BLA-CA3 synapses displayed robust temporal summation of postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) in responses to 20Hz light simulation (PSP10/PSP1 = 4.87 ± 0.67), whereas BLA-CA1 synapses did not display the facilitation (PSP10/PSP1 = 0.82 ± 0.15). To further explore whether different groups of BLA neurons innervate vCA1 and vCA3 and are responsible for the synaptic differences, we did retrograde AAV tracing in CA1 and CA3 and demonstrated that CA3-projecting BLA neurons were primarily clustered in BLA adjacent to the midline, while CA1-projecting BLA neurons were uniformly distributed in the whole BLA. By selectively targeting CA3-projecting or CA1-projecting BLA neurons using ChR2, we found that only a subset of CA1-projecting BLA neurons projected to CA3 (dual-projecting BLA neurons).

Finally, our preliminary behavioral results showed that ChR2-mediated activation of BLA-CA3 projection impaired social behaviors, but had no effect on anxiety-like behaviors. Given that the previous studies showed that BLA-ventral hippocampus projection participates in both social and anxiety-like behaviors, our experiments are underway to examine the role of the subset of BLA neurons that project to CA1 only. Overall, our results provide the anatomical and functional evidence supporting the heterogeneity of BLA-ventral hippocampal connectivity, and raise the possibility that two populations of BLA neurons projecting to hippocampus differently may participate in different behaviors.

Disclosures: M. Li: None. Y. Jiang: None. M.C. Lu: None. J. Kinney: None. Q. Sun: None.
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Title: Hippocampal CA3 synaptic mechanism for dorsoventral divergence in memory

Authors: M. LI, Y.-Q. JIANG, M. C. LU, *Q. SUN;
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH

Abstract: Area CA3 in the hippocampus is vital for memory formation. CA3 pyramidal neurons (PNs) receive two prominent excitatory inputs - recurrent collateral (RC) from CA3 and mossy fiber (MF) from dentate gyrus (DG) - that play opposing roles in pattern completion (memory generalization) and separation (memory discrimination), respectively. Although the dorsoventral divergence of hippocampal function has been well studied, the dorsoventral difference of CA3 synaptic connectivity remains largely unknown. Here, we report that the ratio of RC-to-MF excitatory drive onto CA3 PNs increases dramatically from dorsal CA3 (dCA3) to ventral CA3 (vCA3) by nearly 8-folds, with vCA3 PNs receiving significantly weaker MF, but stronger RC,
excitiation than dCA3 PNs. In addition, we found that the weaker MF excitation in vCA3 results from a combination of the weaker unitary MF input and a smaller number MF synaptic number, compared to dCA3. The dorsal-ventral difference in RC excitation can be largely explained by the greater lengths of basal and apical dendrites in vCA3 than dCA3. Finally, using a contextual fear memory discrimination paradigm, we demonstrated that, compared to dCA3, vCA3 plays a more prominent role in recall and generalization of remote memory. Thus, our results reveal a novel CA3-based synaptic mechanism that may offer the computational advantage for ventral hippocampus to be more strongly involved in behaviors that require less precision but more generalization, such as remote memory.
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**Title:** Top-down control of subcortical regions by hippocampal long-range inhibition
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**Abstract:** Inhibitory neurons are classically divided based on differences in neurochemical, morphological, and electrophysiological features and are considered short-range projecting neurons that suppress the activity of surrounding local neurons. Recent evidence, however, indicates that a variety of inhibitory neurons, including somatostatin-expressing (SOM+) and parvalbumin-expressing (PV+) inhibitory neurons, can send long-range projections to distant brain regions to coordinate brain-wide activity and contribute to behavioral tasks. We focus on area CA3 in the hippocampus, which is essential for intra-hippocampal information processing: linking dentate gyrus to CA1 via classic trisynaptic excitatory pathway (entorhinal cortex-->dentate gyrus-->CA3-->CA1). In comparison, little is known about the direct inhibitory connections between CA3 and extra-hippocampal regions. Intriguingly, here, we used cell-type and pathway-specific viral tracing to demonstrate that CA3 SOM+, but not PV+, inhibitory neurons send long-range projections to three subcortical regions: medial septum (MS), lateral hypothalamus (LH), and supramammillary nucleus (SuM). Our retrograde AAV (AAVretro)-based intersectional viral tracing indicates that the same CA3 SOM+ inhibitory neurons likely send axon collaterals to all three regions. Furthermore, our ex vivo patch-clamp recordings assisted by channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) demonstrated that the long-range inhibition preferentially suppresses fast-spiking (presumptive GABAergic) neurons in SuM and LH, and
preferentially suppress fast-spiking (presumptive GABAergic) and cluster firing (presumptive glutamatergic) neurons in MS. Thus, a key role of this long-range inhibitory output is to disinhibit these three subcortical regions. Moreover, we found optical stimulation of ChR2-expressing SOM+ terminals at theta frequencies are capable of entraining theta firing of the postsynaptic neurons in target subcortical regions. We propose that this long-range inhibitory projection is ideally positioned to coordinate and synchronize activity between the hippocampus and multiple subcortical regions simultaneously. We are currently using in vivo optogenetic manipulations in conjunction with behavioral assays to investigate the role of these novel long-range inhibitory neurons in behaviors.
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**Title:** A full-scale computational model of the human hippocampus CA1 area
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**Abstract:** In recent years, research on computational brain models has rapidly increased, leading to large-scale implementations of brain circuits at single-cell resolution that have been proven to be instrumental for a better understanding of brain functions. The use of these models can become a disruptive technology, to significantly advance not only our understanding of the mechanisms underlying cognitive functions but also to investigate pathological conditions and discover new pharmacological treatments. Here, we describe a full-scale model of a human right hippocampus CA1 region at cellular resolution [Gandolfi et al., 2023]. Starting from high resolution microscopy images, 3D soma positioning was obtained through an image analysis
algorithm and a connectivity matrix was generated using a morpho-anatomical connection strategy [Gandolfi et al., 2022] based on axonal and dendritic probability density functions accounting for morphological properties of hippocampal neurons. The workflow, in a ready-to-use format suited to implement simulations at different scales and details, and the software to create additional network instantiations, or to generalize the process for other brain regions, are available as open access tools on the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph Platform (https://kg.ebrains.eu/). Preliminary results obtained with this model gave insight into the processes and mechanisms that can modulate and orchestrate the propagation of activity within a CA1 network. We show how the anisotropic connectivity emerging from the data-driven model building process, can generate a network global activity that can be significantly different from what expected by the widely assumed spatially uniform connectivity rule in most large-scale models.
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Abstract: The formation of memory-encoding neuronal ensembles in the hippocampus is thought to be facilitated by changes in functional connections between pyramidal cells and interneurons. However, how hippocampal neural circuits reconfigure during the learning process not clear. Here, we employed in vivo calcium imaging techniques to study the activity of large hippocampal neuronal populations to elucidate this issue. To label neurons, a combination of adeno-associated viruses carrying GCaMP6 (driven by the synapsin promoter) and ChR2 (driven by the mDlx promoter) was injected into the hippocampal CA1 region in C57BL/6 mice. The synapsin promoter enables broad expression in various neuronal populations, including...
pyramidal cells and interneurons. In contrast, the mDlx promoter selectively expresses in GABAergic interneurons. This dual-virus approach allows for the labelling of calcium activity in all neurons using GCaMP6, while utilizing a different fluorophore to specifically highlight the spatial footprints of interneurons. The mice (n=5) were trained to traverse a linear track, while the hippocampal calcium activity was simultaneously recorded using a miniaturized fluorescence microscope. We observed an increase in spatial sensitivity in both pyramidal cells and interneurons when the experiment proceeded, with pyramidal cells demonstrating a more robust representation. Pyramidal cells showed lower firing rates (p=0.003) and plasticity (p=0.024), but higher information content (p=0.012) on average compared to interneurons. Neuronal populations were partitioned into distinct clusters using modularity analysis. We found that pyramidal cells exhibited broader interconnectivity within their respective clusters, which underwent reconfiguration over time. In contrast, interneurons displayed stable connectivity patterns within their assigned clusters. In summary, this study advances our understanding of the neural dynamics of hippocampal pyramidal cells and interneurons during the learning process. Our findings reveal that the reconfiguration of topological connections among neuronal populations plays an important role in the formation of new memories.
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Abstract: Traditionally, rodent neural correlates of space have been studied in arenas of 1-2 sq.m. area. However, in the wild, rats have networks of burrows that run up to a few tens of meters. Apart from two recent studies, the spatial representations in spaces similar in size to rats’ natural environments have not been studied. We recorded single-unit activity from dorsal CA1 in rats foraging in arenas of varying sizes and shapes ranging from 1 sq. m. to 16.5 sq. m. We observed that the number of place fields per cell increases as we go from the smallest to the largest arena while the fraction of the arena that a cell had place fields in decreases. This implies that as the area of the arena increases cells encode a smaller fraction of the arena and thus have higher spatial selectivity, but the firing is in the form of multiple distinct place fields. Our results suggest that CA1 employs an ensemble coding strategy to represent large environments.
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Abstract: Spiking activity of place cells is modulated by the spatial location of the animal and ongoing theta oscillations. Phase precessing place cells maintain a temporal code of space by firing at earlier and earlier phases of theta as the animal traverses through the neuron’s place field. CA1 place cells exhibit accelerating phase precession that is banana-shaped on an average. However, individual place cells can also exhibit linear precession dynamics with a constant rate of change of phase with position. Models based on the interaction of spatial excitation and theta inhibition can successfully generate phase precession (Castro & Aguiar, 2012; Seenivasan & Narayanan, 2020; Jaramillo et al., 2014), but the simulated dynamics are typically decelerating i.e., the rate of change of phase slows down towards the end of the place field. Such decelerating phase precession has not been reported in the rat CA1, to the best of our knowledge. In this study, we asked if non-theta non-spatially (NTNS) modulated inputs can contribute to theta-modulated spiking dynamics and generate more biologically realistic phase precession. We tested this possibility by adding presynaptic Poisson noise to the inputs in a previously published model of theta phase precession (Chadwick et al., 2016). Strength of the three input sources to the model - spatially modulated input, theta oscillations, and NTNS excitation - were varied systematically, along with the asymmetry of spatial input. A total of 13328 combinations of input parameters were tested, out of which 3712 combinations generated phase locking. Phase precession was observed for 969 combinations which included both decelerating phase precession (n = 254) as seen in existing models and more biologically realistic linear (n = 556) or accelerating phase precession (n = 159). Increasing the strength of NTNS inputs reduced the tendency of the model to generate decelerating precession and generated linear or accelerating precession. Increasing the asymmetry of spatial input along with the strength of NTNS inputs increased the propensity of the simulated phase precessing neurons to accelerate. We estimated the influence of different inputs and their interactions on the shape of precession and found that
NTNS inputs contributed to biologically realistic phase precession in conjunction with spatial input amplitude. Finally, a subset of combinations (n = 259) also showed theta skipping behavior observed in CA1, CA3 and MEC, in the presence of NTNS inputs. Thus, our simple computational model can simulate a range of biologically observed theta modulation dynamics and demonstrates the relevance of NTNS inputs to these phenomena.
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Abstract: The hippocampus is thought to support spatial memory via the activity of place cells, neurons with spatial receptive fields. During periods of waking rest, populations of place cells reactivate sequences of firing that occurred during earlier active behaviors, a phenomenon known as “replay”. Here, we examined replay events during rest periods from a previously published dataset (Zheng et al., Nature Communications 2021) in which rats learned a reward location on a circle track across trials of a delayed match-to-sample task. We used a Bayesian decoding algorithm to estimate angular positions on the track represented by CA1 place cell sequences during replay events. Previous research has shown that the properties of replay events are dynamic and can vary depending on environmental novelty and memory engagement (Fernandez-Ruiz et al., Science 2019; Berners-Lee et al., Neuron 2022). Further, increasing replay event durations improves memory task performance (Fernandez-Ruiz et al., Science 2019). Here, we show that replay events are longer in duration during correct trials compared to incorrect trials of a delayed match-to-sample task. We additionally show that the temporal compression of replayed paths was lower on correct trials than error trials. The rate of replay events did not differ between correct and incorrect trials. These results provide further evidence that replay properties are related to learning and suggest that changes in the temporal compression of replay may facilitate memory-guided task performance.
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**Title:** Ca2 place cells that respond to social odors are preferentially reactivated during sharp-wave ripples in subsequent rest

**Authors:** *E. ROBSON, M. M. DONAHUE, P. G. DEMETROVICH, L. L. COLGIN; Univ. of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX

**Abstract:** The CA2 region of the hippocampus has been implicated in social memory. A recent study showed that CA2 place cell firing patterns change (“remap”) during social interactions, a response that is not apparent in CA1 place cells (Alexander et al., Nature Communications 2016). Our preliminary results show that CA2 place cells remapped after a rat interacted with a familiar rat’s empty home-cage containing the familiar rat’s odors. On the contrary, CA2 place cells did not remap in response to interactions with an identical cage containing the rat but with clean bedding (i.e., minimal social odors). These results suggest that CA2 place cells respond to the olfactory component of social experiences. Much prior work has shown that place cell firing patterns from active exploration are reactivated in sharp-wave ripples (SWRs) during subsequent rest periods. This reactivation of place cells during SWRs is thought to contribute to memory consolidation. We recorded SWRs in CA2 during rest periods following exploration of a cage containing social odors or a cage containing a rat but minimal social odors. We found that CA2 place cells that responded to social odors preferentially increased their firing rates during subsequent SWRs more than CA2 place cells that were less responsive to social odors. In contrast, similar results were not obtained for CA2 place cells that were active during sessions with minimal social odors. These results suggest that SWR-related reactivation of CA2 place cells that code social odors may play a role in consolidation of salient aspects of social memories.
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Learning a Goal-Oriented Task Shapes the Evolution of Spatial Representation in Rat Hippocampal CA1

Authors: *E. Faillace*¹,², R. Mitchell-Heggs¹,³,², F. Gobbo³, J. Gallego¹,², R. Morris³, S. R. Schultz¹,²;
¹Bioengineering, ²Ctr. for Neurotechnology, Imperial Col. London, London, United Kingdom; ³Lab. for Cognitive Neuroscience, Edinburgh Neurosci., The Univ. of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Abstract: Studying spatial representation in the hippocampus is crucial for understanding spatial navigation and memory formation. Recent works have indicated that animal behaviour can have a functional effect on spatial representation. For instance, reward locations can be over-represented compared to other locations. Here, we aim to determine how learning a goal-orientated task affects the evolution of spatial representation of the task environment. In this work, we trained 5 rats in the “everyday memory task” over 21 days. Each session is composed of an exploration, sampling, and recall phase. After the initial exploration phase, we hid a food pellet in one of three sandwells, which location was learnt during the sampling phase. The rewarded well remained consistent throughout the session and was randomly repositioned for the subsequent day. GCaMP6f was expressed in CA1 pyramidal neurons. Miniscope calcium imaging recordings were performed at three learning stages representing different levels of task experience: naive (S1-2), intermediate (S8-9), and advanced (S18-21) and registered across sessions. We found that throughout the sessions, the animals significantly improved their performance, indicating an increased ability to recall the reward location. We investigated the impact of this learning on the spatial representation within the overall structural properties of the network and the dimensionality of neural dynamics. Furthermore, we characterised the spatial representation of the arena by examining changes in place cell features (e.g., field size, location, and variance) as task familiarity increased. We tracked these changes in rewarded locations versus other constant salient cues, such as the start-box and two objects at the side of the arena. This study develops our understanding of the mechanisms underlying spatial representation, specifically how individual place cells contribute to network dynamics during learning of goal-directed behaviours.
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Title: Comparison of Spatial Action Planning for Egocentric and Allocentric Spatial Strategies in Rats performing an Episodic Memory task with Miniscope Ca^{2+}imaging
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Abstract: *Aim:* A key question in spatial navigation is if, and how, hippocampal replay encodes a memory of previously visited space or a spatial action plan that informs decision-making. Furthermore, the use of different navigational strategies may change the role of hippocampal replay. This study uses endoscopic calcium imaging in the rat hippocampus to compare the neuronal representation of space and decision making in animals learning and retrieving different reward destinations in an episodic memory task using egocentric or allocentric navigational strategies.

*Experiment:* 10 WT male LH Rats performed variants of the everyday memory task designed to rely on egocentric or allocentric strategies (Broadbent et al Eur.J.Neurosc 2019). Neuronal activity was recorded from CA1 neurons expressing GCaMP6f with miniature microscopes using the Inscopix system (195 cells/animal, SEM 50.7). Rats learned to retrieve food during sample trials from one of six possible sandwells whose position changed every session and were tested for recall 60 min after learning. When recalling, animals entered the arena from four possible start locations, generating distinct origin-goal trajectory combinations. 27 training sessions were performed to ensure coherent, asymptotic performance, and tests conducted to confirm that animals were using an egocentric or allocentric strategy. Consecutive sessions were recorded using Ca^{2+} imaging for each strategy (sessions 28-34). First, we compared the neural representation of the arena space between the two strategies in terms of active place cell population, neural directionality and place field symmetry. We then confirmed reactivation of neurons representing destinations, and asked if the replayed content involves the goal or the trajectory. Furthermore, we compared the reactivation along the recalled trajectory with different and egocentrically similar -but allocentrically distinct- trajectories.

*Implications:* In both strategies we observed prospective replay encoding the animal’s future trajectory, reward destination, and alternative possibilities. Our data provides new information on whether the prospective replay involves memory replay or action planning and hints at how these may differ between egocentric and allocentric navigational strategies.
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Abstract: Even in familiar environments, discrete events/rewards happen that are the content of recency (or episodic) memory. Goal-oriented tasks offer an opportunity to understand how space is represented, and how this is stored and accessed during memory retrieval and planning. Spatial tasks can be solved using egocentric or allocentric coordinates (Packard & McGaugh, Neurobiol.Learn.Mem. 1996). Using the everyday arena task paradigm (Bast et al., J.Neurosci 2005), we showed that hippocampal neural activity recorded before animals navigate reflects their intended destination or trajectory (Gobbo et al., PNAS, 2022). Here, we sought to dissociate the role of the hippocampus in allocentric vs. egocentric representations using behavioral and optogenetic techniques. Rats (n=10) were trained daily to find reward hidden in sandwells whose location changed daily, either with an allocentric protocol in which the reward was approached from different starting points in the same session, or with an egocentric protocol starting from a single start location. Learning occurred well in both protocols as shown in probe tests. Test sessions confirmed that removing extraarena cues caused performance to drop to chance for allocentric (56%) but not egocentric animals (96%). To test the requirement for hippocampal activity in the two tasks, we expressed the inhibitory opsin Jaws, or GFP in control animals (n=30). We confirmed the successful suppression of neuronal activity in a separate group of animals by means of electrophysiology. Hippocampal silencing during action planning caused a mild but significant drop in performance in allocentric but not egocentric animals. Silencing the hippocampus during the execution of the task further impaired the performance of allocentric animals. Animals performing the egocentric protocol, and controls, were unaffected by light stimulation.

Our data indicate that hippocampal activity during goal-directed navigation is required to form an action plan when allocentric representations are used, but not when navigation is based on egocentric representations. The performance of egocentric animals is likely mediated by neural activity that does not involve or need the hippocampus.

Title: Impaired spatial representation Dentate Gyrus in 5xFAD mice

Authors: *S. HAN, L. KOU, P. YUAN;
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Abstract: One of the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is impaired spatial memory. Ample evidence from previous research identified that a substrate for spatial memory can be the location-specific neuronal activities (place cells) in hippocampus. Place cells have been identified in subregions of hippocampus, including CA1 (Cornu Ammonis), CA3 and DG (Dentate Gyrus). A unique property of DG places cells is a stable spatial representation of the same place over days, whereas CA1 places cells dynamically remap on daily basis, suggesting that DG place cells could encode the stable components of spatial memory. However, DG place cells have not been studied in AD before and whether their impairment contribute to spatial memory dysfunction remains poorly understood. In this study, we performed single-cell calcium imaging of the granule cells in DG using a miniaturized microscope, while the mice ran through a linear track with water rewards at both ends. We imaged 5xFAD mice at the adult (6 mo) stage, as well as their age-matched litter-mate wild types. We found that 5xFAD mice showed impaired spatial representation in DG, including diminished number of place cells ($p = 0.048$) and a lower degree of spatial information ($p < 0.0001$). In addition, DG place cells in 5xFAD mice showed an increased probability of having multiple place fields. Importantly, we found that DG place cells in 5xFAD mice were less stable, as measured by inter-trial correlation of the neuronal activities. Furthermore, we developed a place cell emergence model using mutual inhibition among DG cells receiving inputs representing different spatial frequencies, and found that increased synchronized activities could result in the appearance of the specific abnormalities we observed in 5xFAD mice in vivo. Consistent with the model prediction, we observed more pronounced synchronized activity in 5xFAD mice. And eliminating correlated activity using a diagonal decoder increased the performance of predicting the animal’s location using DG place cells in 5xFAD mice, indicating a detrimental effect of the synchronized activities for spatial representation. In conclusion, our results described a specific abnormality in the spatial representation of DG place cells in 5xFAD mice, and suggested that plaque-associated hyperactivities might give rise to this phenomenon.
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Abstract: A key feature of hippocampal CA1 neurons is their ability to spatially tune their dynamics within the boundaries of the observable environment. Considerable studies showed Alzheimer’s disease pathology (amyloid-β and tau) negatively affect spatial encoding and memory. However, very little is known about the functional effect of intraneuronal α-synuclein inclusions pathology on neural activity underlie spatial encoding in α-synucleinopathies such as Parkinson’s disease and Lewy body dementia. Here, we examined the neural calcium activity of hippocampal place cells in A53T mice expressing the A53T mutant form of human alpha-synuclein and compared the results to those detected in non-transgenic wild-type (WT) littermates (n = 6 in each group). To visualise neural activity in the hippocampus, we labelled pyramidal neurons in CA1 with GCaMP6f adeno-associated virus, and a gradient refractive index (GRIN) lens was implanted to relay the signal. We recorded calcium activity from CA1 place cells using head-mounted miniaturized fluorescent microscope “miniscope”, while mice ran back and forth along a linear track environment. We then evaluated the neural dynamics of CA1 place cells, calcium event rate and amplitude (ΔF/F), along with spatial tuning properties. This study is the first (to our knowledge) in vivo calcium imaging from hippocampal neural population in an α-synucleinopathies mice model. Here we report that, A53T model displayed disturbed neural calcium homeostasis as indicated by a significant increase in the calcium event amplitude (0.05926 ± 0.002948 dF/F; mean ± SEM; p < 0.0001; KS-test) and calcium event rate activity (0.1982 ± 0.00316 Hz; p<0.0001; KS-test) compared to WT littermate (0.04199 ± 0.001549 dF/F, 0.1568± 0.003246Hz). Furthermore, CA1 place cells in A53T mice were less spatially tuned, contain less spatial information, and had a sparser and less stable place field map than those in WT animals. Specifically, the stability of place field map was degraded progressively across three consecutive days exploring in a familiar environment in A53T mice, while it was remained more stable in WT genotype. Overall, our findings suggest that pathological accumulation of α-synuclein leads to significant hippocampal functional deficits in terms of intrinsic neuronal network activity related to spatial coding. These impairments are plausibly attributed to calcium dysregulation, which is a result of the loss of synaptic output capabilities associated with α-synuclein accumulation.
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Title: Active experience, not time, determines within day representational drift in dorsal CA1
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Abstract: Memories of past events can be recalled long after the event, indicating stability. But new experiences are also integrated into existing memories, indicating plasticity. In the hippocampus, spatial representations are known to remain stable, but have also been shown to drift over long periods of time. We hypothesized that experience, more than the passage of time, is the driving force behind representational drift. We compared the within-day stability of place cells' representations in dorsal CA1 (dCA1) of the hippocampus of mice traversing two similar, familiar tracks for different durations. We found that the more time the animals spent actively traversing the environment, the greater the representational drift, regardless of the total elapsed time between visits. Our results suggest that spatial representation is a dynamic process, related to the ongoing experiences within a specific context, and is related to memory update rather than to passive forgetting.
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Title: The influence of sensory experience and behavior on the representational drift in the hippocampus of mice
**Abstract:** Representational drift has been shown in many brain regions, including place cell ensembles in the primary output structure of the mouse hippocampus, CA1. The slow changes over days in the representation of space observed in this region have been proposed to play a role in distinguishing experiences over time and continual learning. However, it is also possible that representational drift occurs as a result of changes in behavior or the sensory environment that have not been accounted for in previous measurements due to the difficulty in measuring and/or controlling sensory modalities such as odors. To address these possibilities, we trained mice extensively for stereotyped behavior and also designed a multisensory virtual reality system that is capable of precisely and stably controlling the animal’s visual and olfactory environment across weeks. Using longitudinal two-photon imaging of CA1 place cells in mice, we first observed representational drift in a highly familiar visual-only environment without odor control. This drift was similar in magnitude and time course to the drift observed in experiments in real environments. We are now repeating these experiments while controlling the odor landscape to determine whether this leads to a reduction in the magnitude of drift. Our preliminary results suggest that representational drift is still present in this highly controlled multisensory environment, though possibly to a lesser degree than without odor control. These findings suggest that while CA1 representational drift may largely come from internally generated processes, variability in the sensory environment may also contribute and should be considered in future experiments.

**Disclosures:** J.Y. Oh: None. J.R. Climer: None. H. Davoudi: None. D.A. Dombeck: None.
Abstract: The non-human primate (NHP) hippocampus is known to encode location and heading, among other spatial variables. These are signalled exclusively, as well as in combination with each other, in single hippocampal neurons. With regards to location, neurons that signal occupied location (place cells), as well as viewed location (view cells), singly or jointly, have been found in some studies that did not control for the correlated sampling of the two variables. However, correlation of place and view is a common artefact arising from linear track environments or stereotyped movement patterns. Additionally, given that the visual field is highly dependent on the direction that the head is facing, head direction is also strongly correlated with viewed location. To resolve these dependencies, we sought to: 1) quantify mixed selectivity to place, view, and head direction; 2) assess the independence of spatial variables encoded by mixed selective cells, and their main and interaction effects; and 3) investigate how the signal from a population of neurons may support goal-directed navigation.

Among a preliminary sample of 32 hippocampal neurons analysed, 2 were mixed-selective to place, view, and head direction. Using a maximum likelihood approach to find the independent contributions of each variable, the cells retained mixed selectivity for all 3 variables. By conditioning the rate map of a second variable on the firing fields of a first variable, we found examples of non-linear conjunctive selectivity. Activity in the conditioned rate map within the firing field of the second variable exceeded the 95th percentile drawn from a pseudopopulation of locations of matching size outside the firing field. While cells selective to spatial variables were fewer than non-selective cells, they may not be the only contributors to accurate navigation. Decoding of population activity in a subset of 13 cells, including the 2 which were mixed-selective, showed that information gain on the goal identity was higher during the period of cue presentation, compared to during active navigation. This was true even of cells that did not show spatial selectivity.
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Title: Three dimensional place cells in the marmoset hippocampus and frontal cortex

Authors: *C. WEI, J. XI, C. LIU, C. XU;
Inst. of Neurosci., Shanghai, China
Abstract: One-dimensional or two-dimensional spatial modulated cells have been thoroughly examined in over various brain areas such as hippocampus, yet, three-dimensional place cells remain less unclear. Recent studies in bat and rat hippocampus\cite{1,2} have found the 3D place cells, which were modulated by the environment and locomotion. We addressed this question in freely moving marmosets by wirelessly recording single-unit activities of the hippocampus and frontal cortex, up to 256 channels simultaneously. Place cells detected in both areas uniformly represent and cover the entire space, while being influenced by experience and conjunctively encoding with other spatial information: locomotion speed and head direction. These results demonstrate that both the hippocampus and frontal cortex process the volumetric spatial information while marmosets are continuously moving in 3D space. Reference:\cite{1} Yartsev, M. M., & Ulanovsky, N. (2013). Representation of three-dimensional space in the hippocampus of flying bats. Science (New York, N.Y.), 340(6130), 367-372.\cite{2} Grieves, R. M., Jedidi-Ayoub, S., Mishchanchuk, K., Liu, A., Renaudineau, S., & Jeffery, K. J. (2020). The place-cell representation of volumetric space in rats. Nature communications, 11(1), 789.
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Title: Encoding 2D space with extrinsic and intrinsic theta sequences: A hippocampus model
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Abstract: Recollection of past events relies on our ability to recall a sequence of memories. It is believed that the hippocampus supports the representation of memory sequences, as evidenced by the observation that the sequential firing of place cells at the theta timescale (6-12Hz) can encode the behavioral sequence of traversing multiple locations, known as the theta sequence. However, in a 2D space, an 1D location-sequence can assume any arbitrary shape, raising questions about how the sequences of spatial memories can be propagated by a 2D topology of place cells. We therefore theorize that theta sequences propagate along two types of 1D manifolds in a 2D space. One is the online running trajectory driven by the external sensorimotor drive of animal movement, while the other is the associative location-sequence driven by intrinsic network connectivity, inspired by the rich recurrent connectivity in the hippocampal formation.
In this study, we simulated a spiking neural network consisting of two layers of place cells in a 2D space: cornus ammonis 3 (CA3) and dentate gyrus (DG). The sequences representing the running trajectory can be extrinsically coordinated by sensorimotor drive of the animal’s movement via short-term depression mechanism. This mechanism temporarily reduces the recurrent input into the place cells behind the animal, thereby propagating the spike sequences forward in the direction of travel. On top of the extrinsic sequences, intrinsically driven sequences are generated by recurrent connectivity between CA3 and DG with fixed synaptic strengths. These sequences follow the direction of the DG-CA3 projections, and thus, are independent of the running trajectory. The two-layer structure allows for simultaneous propagation of both extrinsic and intrinsic sequences. The former encodes the running trajectory, while for the latter, we demonstrated that intrinsic sequences could function as stable landmarks of neural activity for spatial memory. The spike correlations of the intrinsic sequences remain unchanged regardless of running directions, enabling reliable decoding of spatial locations based on spike timing patterns. The inclusion of intrinsic sequences thus expands the dimensions of spatial encoding, which would otherwise be limited to running trajectory alone. Furthermore, our simulation results align with the properties of the experimentally observed theta sequences in terms of directionality of spike phases and correlations. Our model offers a mechanistic explanation for how 2D space can be encoded by 1D sequences and sheds light on how intrinsic hippocampal circuits represent spatial memory.
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Title: Explaining the variability of artificial place field induction in a naturalistic model of hippocampal place field formation
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Abstract: Entorhinal grid cells have been implicated in generating hippocampal place fields. Theoretically, place fields can be formed if synaptic plasticity, gated by postsynaptic activation, strengthens co-active grid inputs and heterosynaptically weakens silent ones (Savelli & Knierim, J Neurophy 2010). Artificial place fields can indeed be induced in experimentally controlled locations following transient postsynaptic activation of hippocampal cells via juxtacellular or optogenetic stimulation (Diamantaki et al Curr Bio 2016, Cell Rep 2018, McKenzie et al Neuron 2021). We asked if naturally occurring and artificially induced place fields can be explained by the same model. We simulated 100 place cells during a previously recorded 20 min foraging
session of a rat in a 76 cm-diameter cylinder. The juxtacellular stimulation protocol was transiently applied to all cells mid-session. We excluded 24 cells that spontaneously showed high levels of pre-stimulation activity in the locations where the animal dwelled during the stimulation. We then spatially correlated these locations with the post-stimulation rate maps of the remaining 76 cells. The resulting correlation distribution was bimodal, with the high-correlation mode representing 26 cells that remapped their place fields near the stimulated locations, and the low-correlation mode representing cells that remapped elsewhere or did not remap. To further assess the net effect of the stimulation, we repeated the identical simulation without applying the stimulation protocol. We then correlated post-stimulation rate maps from the stimulated vs. unstimulated simulation. The resulting correlation distribution was also bimodal: half of the cells showed low correlation, indicating divergence between the stimulated and unstimulated simulations, whereas the other half showed higher correlation, indicating negligible divergence. To evaluate the persistence of the changes induced by the stimulation, we repeated this analysis using a later post-stimulation epoch. We found that 10 out of 38 low-correlation cells moved to the high-correlation group. Hence stimulation had a temporary effect on some of the remapping cells. Our model explains the artificial induction of place fields and its variable success in multiple experimental studies. Successful creation of a place field might depend on sufficient coverage of the stimulated locations by a combination of spatial inputs that can be strengthened to maintain the place field. If grid inputs vary from cell to cell, the same location could be viable for creating a place field in some cells but not in others.
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**Title:** Investigating the Functional Significance of Spatial Representations in Navigation and Extinction Learning
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**Abstract:** Spatial navigation is crucial for the survival of animals. While there is substantial knowledge about neural representations of space, such as place cells (PC) and boundary cells (BC) in the hippocampus, their functional role in spatial navigation and learning has received limited attention. To address this open issue, we used closed-loop simulations of a spatial navigation task and extended a computational modeling toolchain for spiking neural networks.
The simulated task resembled the Morris watermaze, where an artificial agent had to find a hidden goal in an open-field environment. The model network consisted of PCs covering the environment, and BC representing the edges. The spiking activity of these cells was modeled as an inhomogeneous Poisson process and each PC or BC has its own firing field. This input was fed to 40 action selection neurons that each represents one direction of movement, distributed homogeneously across 360°. Therefore, the agent was able to move freely in any direction. If the agent enters the goal zone, learning is reinforced by potentiation of feedforward weights in a symmetric STDP learning rule with eligibility trace. As a result, the agent learned the path to the reward, i.e., it found the reward faster in later trials. (Ghazinouri et al. 2023). To differentiate between learning the most efficient path and the layout of the environment, we devised more complex tasks, including changing the starting point, moving the target (extinction learning), and implementing a T-Maze within an open field. In these tasks, we observed a nonmonotonic relationship between performance and a newly introduced variable called the overlap index. This index measures the overlap between neighboring place cells and reflects both place cell number and field size. In contrast, the Fisher information, which describes the informativeness of the place cell population about spatial location, best accounted for navigation performance in our model. We demonstrated that a symmetrical STDP learning rule performed better for simple tasks, while an asymmetrical learning rule was more effective for more sophisticated schemes. We conclude that efficiently encoding spatial information is crucial for navigation performance, as evidenced by the study's findings. Additionally, the research highlights the significance of synaptic depression in extinction learning. By investigating the effects of different learning rules and complex task variations, this study contributes to our understanding of how animals navigate their environment and adapt their behavior in response to changing circumstances.
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Title: Gain modulation of place tuning by vasoactive intestinal peptide-expressing inhibitory neurons
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Abstract: Inhibitory neurons control how principal neurons (PNs) integrate excitatory synaptic inputs into output firing rates. By controlling distinct subcellular domains, inhibition enables PNs...
to perform various input-output computations. Gain modulation (multiplicative/divisive modulation) is among these fundamental cortical computations enabling PNs to adapt to different sensory input strengths and maintaining input tuning selectivity. While in sensory cortices, inhibitory neurons that express vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) control the gain of visual and auditory responses by disinhibiting PN dendrites (1, 2), the role of VIP cells in modulating spatial tuning remains unexplored. To address this, we studied the modulation of place tuning by VIP cells in area CA1 of the hippocampus and in the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), a major hippocampal target, where place-tuned neurons have recently been discovered (3). We used two-photon microscopy and Ca2+ indicators in head-restrained mice performing a goal-oriented spatial task, where mice run on a linear track enriched by tactile cues. First, we recorded the activity of VIP cells in RSC using VIP-Cre transgenic mice and Cre-dependent GCamp6s virus. Our results show that locomotion either activates or inhibits VIP cells, confirming previous work in the hippocampus and other brain areas. Next, to test how VIP cells affect place tuning of PNs, we crossed VIP-Cre mice with Thy1-GCaMP6s mice and used optogenetics utilizing red-shifted opsins (Cre-dependent ChrimsonR and ArchT virus) to up- or downregulate VIP cell activity while simultaneously imaging the activity of PNs. In RSC, we found a robust modulation of place tuning. Optogenetic activation of VIP cells strongly increases place cell responses. In contrast, inhibition of VIP cells decreases place cell responses without altering spatial selectivity, suggesting a disinhibitory role for VIP cells in this cortical circuit. Further analysis of the tuning curves confirms that VIP cells exert a largely multiplicative/divisive gain modulation on PN activity. Finally, we used Bayesian decoding models to show that spatial information significantly decreases when VIP cells are inhibited and increases when VIP cells are activated in RSC. Ongoing experiments explore whether VIP cells play a similar role in the hippocampus. Altogether, these data demonstrate the ubiquitous role of VIP cells in controlling gain in cortical circuits and highlight a key contribution to spatial coding in the cortex.
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Title: Regulation of Place Cell Formation and Stability by OLM Inhibitory Interneurons in the Hippocampus
**Authors:** *M. UDAKIS, H. WEI ZHU, J. R. MELLOR; Bristol Univ., Bristol, United Kingdom

**Abstract:** The hippocampus plays a crucial role in the processing of spatial information, underpinned by the formation of place cells that encode representations of space. The formation of place cells in the CA1 region depends on the synaptic plasticity of excitatory inputs from CA3, triggered by their coincident activity with entorhinal cortex layer III inputs via the temporoammonic (TA) pathway, leading to sustained dendritic depolarisations in the form of plateau potentials. However, the regulatory mechanisms underlying this plasticity process and its impact on place cells' stability is unclear. OLM interneurons selectively target distal dendritic regions where TA inputs are received, and their inhibitory synapses have been shown to undergo synaptic plasticity. Thus, we propose that OLM inhibitory interneurons by modulation of the impact of TA pathway inputs at both short and long timescales may play a role in regulating place cell formation and stability. To test this hypothesis, we employ a combination of in vitro and in vivo techniques, including optogenetics, to manipulate OLM interneuron activity and investigate their role in these processes. Using whole-cell patch clamp in mouse brain slices, we demonstrate that coincident activation of CA3 and TA inputs induces long-term potentiation (LTP) in CA3 but not in TA inputs, mimicking the plasticity observed during place cell formation. We find that OLM interneuron activation during plasticity induction inhibits CA3 LTP. Additional findings suggest this effect is mediated by OLM interneurons reducing dendritic non-linearities generated by stimulation of the TA pathway. To assess the impact of OLM activity on place cell stability, we utilise in vivo calcium imaging in mice to record CA1 place cell and OLM interneuron activity in familiar and novel environments. Miniscope experiments reveal that place cell representations remain stable across multiple sessions within a familiar environment but with a significant and well characterised drift, while global remapping occurs when exposed to novel environments. OLM interneuron activity was highly correlated with mouse velocity during exploration. To investigate the involvement of OLM interneurons in place cell remapping, we selectively activate these interneurons using optogenetics during environment exposures. We find enhancing OLM interneuron activity at specific regions of a familiar environment suppresses the expression of place cells without inducing remapping. Ongoing experiments aim to examine whether OLM interneuron activity is differentially regulated by exposure to novel environments and the impact this has on place cell remapping.
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**Title:** A Dual-input Firing Rate Model for CA1 Place Cell Phase Precession and Theta Sequences
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Abstract: Hippocampal place cells, that fire when an animal enters a specific location in the environment, are believed to be crucial for spatial memory and navigation. During locomotion, hippocampal network dynamics are dominated by the theta rhythm. Place cell firing exhibits phase precession - its firing shifts to earlier phases of theta oscillation as an animal traverse the place field of that cell. Despite numerous theories attempting to explain the generation of phase precession, the underlying mechanism remains elusive. In this study, we investigate a dual-input model (Fernández-Ruiz et al, 2017) as a potential mechanism for CA1 place cell phase precession; it argues that the interplay of the strength and phases of location/time-dependent inputs from CA3 and entorhinal (mEC) areas accounts for the phase advance of spikes in CA1 place cells with respect to the theta rhythm. We applied a mean-field firing rate model to implement this idea. Our model considers an ensemble of CA1 place cells with identical place fields. We model the mean-membrane potentials in three compartments - soma, proximal dendrites and distal dendrites, the firing rate at soma and the mean synaptic output over the cells. With increasing CA3 input innervating the proximal dendrites and decreasing mEC input innervating the distal dendrites, the place cell firing rate in our simulation shows a phase precession in a range consistent with experimental observations. Moreover, we demonstrated that the rate coding predominantly relies on CA3 inputs (Zutshi et al, 2022). Additionally, we studied the role of local inhibition in CA1 and reproduce the alteration of rate and phase shifts observed with optogenetic silencing of CA1 PV+ cells (Royer et al, 2022). Our computational model provides supporting evidence for the dual-input hypothesis. Further, we extended the dual-input model to account for theta sequence generation: place-specific cell ensembles represent spatial trajectories in a compressed manner within a single theta cycle. With the extended model, we replicated phase precession of the one-ensemble model and incorporated a unique place field for each ensemble. We propose a potential mechanism for theta sequence generation by coordinating these place cell ensembles with local inhibition in CA1.
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Title: Changes in ionic driving force at excitatory and inhibitory synapses in hippocampal place fields are counterbalanced by NMDARs.
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Abstract: Place cells in hippocampal area CA1 exhibit spatially selective firing during spatial navigation. Underlying the increase in firing is a ~10 mV subthreshold membrane potential depolarization that in large part reflects an increase in the strength of excitatory synapses active within a cell’s place field. Evidence suggests this increase in excitation arises during learning via long-term potentiation of AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents. However, as a place cell depolarizes, AMPARs lose ionic driving force as they approach their equilibrium potential (0 mV), while inhibitory GABARs increase driving force with increasing distance from their equilibrium potential (~70 mV). This predicts that even if AMPAR conductance increases in-field, and GABAR conductance stays equal at positions out-of-field and in-field, GABAR currents will increase in-field, while AMPAR currents will be blunted. However, recent in vivo experiments showed that optogenetic depolarization of place cells does not change the ratio of excitation to inhibition within a place field (Valero et al., Science, 2022). In that study, a simple model indicated that in order to explain the experimental data, synaptic inhibitory conductance would have to decrease dramatically from out-of-field positions to in-field. However, this model did not account for the presence of voltage-dependent NMDAR-type glutamate receptors at excitatory synapses in CA1 place cells. Here we examine the effects of NMDARs on the ratio of excitation to inhibition in hippocampal place cells and discuss its implications for the role of spatially biased synaptic inhibition in place field expression.
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Title: Efficient sampling of nearby space by entorhinal-hippocampal sweeps
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Abstract: Networks of entorhinal grid cells and hippocampal place cells generate anticipatory "sweep" trajectories during alert states, once per theta cycle (Vollan et al., same session). Each
sweep consists of a sequence of network activity representing an outgoing path, originating from the animal's present location and terminating in nearby space. The functional role of sweeps and their relationship to the external sensory environment have not been determined, however. We used Neuropixels probes to record large-scale neural population activity in medial entorhinal cortex and hippocampus in freely moving rats. We then applied a latent-variable model (Wu et al. 2017) to the neural activity to infer the trajectories of sweeps. Like earlier studies (Johnson and Redish 2007, Kay et al., 2020), we found that sweeps alternately pointed to the animal's left and right side. However, while sweeps were formerly interpreted as expressions of navigational trajectories, we found that sweeps commonly point to unnavigable locations, outside opaque walls of an open-field arena and beyond edges of elevated running tracks. As well as spanning such unvisited locations in familiar environments, sweeps extended into unfamiliar space, raising questions about the function of sweeps during the first moments of exploration in a novel environment.

We hypothesized that sweeps, instead of representing possible behavioral paths, might serve to efficiently scan the entire environment. We therefore measured how quickly sweeps covered the binned 2D environment, and we compared this with the coverage rate of simulated sweep angles determined by various rules. We found that empirical sweeps covered space faster than all simulated strategies.

A biologically plausible strategy for maximizing environmental coverage is to maximize sampling of nearby space on a short time scale. We therefore asked what pattern of sampling directions would be chosen by an ideal agent tasked with sampling nearby space with optimal efficiency. Remarkably, the simulated agent chose alternating directions which closely resembled empirical sweep angles. Furthermore, in both the empirical data and in the simulation, the consistency of alternation was positively correlated with locomotion speed.

In conclusion, we find that sweep directions are suggestive of a neural algorithm for efficiently sampling nearby space.
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Title: Ultraslow periodic sequences of neural activity in the medial entorhinal cortex
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Abstract: Brain function emerges from the dynamic coordination of interconnected neurons, often in the form of neuronal oscillations. While such oscillations are mostly studied at subsecond time scales, we reported previously\(^1,2\) that neurons in medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) can organize their activity into minute-scale oscillations that manifest as periodic sequences of activity across neurons in the population. These ultraslow periodic sequences, recorded with calcium indicators while mice ran in darkness under a benchtop two-photon microscope, entrained nearly the entire entorhinal cell population and transcended epochs of locomotion and immobility. It remained to be determined, however, whether the periodic sequences took the form of travelling waves, mirroring properties of rhythms at subsecond time scales. Moreover, the functional role of the ultraslow periodic sequences was not established, and it remained an open question whether the sequences were expressed in spiking activity or if, instead, they reflected some unknown dynamics unique to calcium imaging. Here we show that the periodic sequences do not share features of traveling waves, with the activity of participating cells not moving smoothly across anatomical space. By creating a simple model, we further illustrate the potential role of the periodic sequences in facilitating certain patterns of neuronal activation in downstream structures, such as ramping or stochastic activity, that unfold at behavioural time scales. Finally, by performing large scale Neuropixels recordings in head-fixed mice during self-paced running in darkness, we found that ultraslow oscillations and periodic sequences are present also in spike activity from electrophysiology data. The organization of MEC activity into ultraslow sequences may facilitate the encoding of experience at behavioral time scales.
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**Abstract:** The navigational abilities of mammals rely on spatial maps represented by position-tuned neurons in the hippocampal region. Constructing and using spatial maps likely require a representation of locations in the animal’s surroundings. While it is simple to read out an animal’s self-location from place- and grid cell activity, it is unclear how these cells represent locations in the space around the animal. Here we used Neuropixels probes to record neural activity from 100s-1000s of cells in the parahippocampus of freely moving or resting rats to determine how cells in the brain’s navigation circuit map nearby space.

We first describe a novel “internal” direction (ID) signal, expressed by a dedicated set of theta-rhythmic directional cells in parasubiculum (ID cells). During locomotion, ID typically pointed to either side of the animal (~45° relative to head direction) and flickered rhythmically from right to left on alternate theta cycles. We reasoned that ID would be well suited to steer spatial representations in particular directions in nearby space.

We reasoned that ID would be well suited to steer spatial representations in particular directions in nearby space. By decoding position from the joint activity of co-recorded grid cells, we found that grid cells express “sweeps” - rapid trajectories traveling outwards from the animal’s location once per theta cycle, as previously reported in place cells (Johnson & Redish 2007, Kay et al 2020). Remarkably, the direction of sweeps closely matched ID. Individual grid modules expressed co-aligned sweeps with lengths proportional to the grid module spacing. Place cells also expressed ID-aligned sweeps but were delayed by ~20ms relative to grid cell sweeps. ID and sweeps persisted and remained coupled in the absence of sensory inputs during REM sleep. During slow-wave sleep, ID-aligned sweep-like trajectories could be identified but their rhythmic nature was lost.

Lastly, we searched for a microcircuit that can generate sweeps from directional input. To this end, we identified putative monosynaptic connections between ID cells, conjunctive grid-ID cells, and pure grid cells using temporal cross-correlation. We found that ID cells projected to grid-ID cells with similar preferred directions. Grid-ID cells projected to pure grid cells with a slightly shifted grid phase. The direction of translation between the two grids closely matched the preferred direction of the presynaptic grid-ID cell. The observed tuning relationships are in line with continuous attractor network models of grid cells where directional input translates a bump of activity on the toroidal grid cell manifold. Based on our findings, we hypothesize that sweeps facilitate navigation by scanning the animal’s surroundings (see Gardner et al, same session).
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Title: A topological approach for characterizing functional neural ensembles
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Abstract: Computations of the brain are thought to be performed in groups of neurons. However, defining such groups in large-scale recordings is challenging, in particular if the represented variable is not known. Here, the two main approaches in population analyses - studying neural correlations and population coding - are combined in a framework for finding neural ensembles and characterizing their function topologically. This exploits the complementary information found in the correlation structure and the neural state space and we reveal the topology in recordings of functional networks such as grid, head direction, place and orientation-tuned cells, and expose a toroidal topology of ensemble activity during head-fixed wheel running in darkness [Obenhaus et al. 2022, Campbell et al, 2021]. Furthermore, we decode the internal dynamics and compare it to the external variable. The findings pave the way for studying mixed population recordings where the specificity of the cells is difficult to measure or unknown, either in simplistic experiments with high experimental control or during natural behaviors in heterogeneous environments.
Figure 1: Topological analysis of neural ensemble representation. a/b. The correlation structure/state space (right) group the states/neurons (left, middle) containing the same neurons/states. c. Barcode (right) of the complex (middle) constructed from activity sampled from a circular representation (left). d. Spike trains (top) from V1 cells in a macaque monkey during presentation of drifting gratings (bottom) [Graf et al, 2011]. e. Barcodes and 3D projections of the columns, rows and filtered rows (single fields in h) of the activity in d, colored by the identified loops. f. Dynamics (top) and single-cell tuning (bottom) of recorded and decoded orientations. g. MEC recordings of head-fixed mice navigating a repeated VR-track. h. Clustered crosscorrelations, revealing ensembles M1 and M2. i. Barcodes suggesting toroidal topology. j. VR-positions (top) during gain/contrast manipulations (bottom), color-coded by internal states for M1 and M2.
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Title: Event structure sculpts lateral entorhinal dynamics
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Abstract: Our experience of the world is a continuous stream of events, things occurring at a particular time and place. How this flow of experience is parsed and organized impacts our perception and memory of such events, yet the neural mechanisms underlying this process are largely unknown. The lateral entorhinal cortex may play a key role due its convergence of multisensory inputs, its encoding of events and their temporal relationships, and its connections with the hippocampal memory system. Here, we simultaneously recorded hundreds to thousands of neurons from lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC), medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), and area CA1 of the hippocampus in freely behaving adult male rats as we manipulated event structure. In the absence of defined events, population activity in LEC, but not MEC or CA1, continuously drifted along a one-dimensional manifold without reversing direction. This drift was caused by slow dynamics in the firing rates of LEC neurons over the course of minutes. After learning a task with a single recurring event, LEC dynamics were constrained to a stable state space trajectory defined by the event, but the drift was maintained along an orthogonal axis. In a more naturalistic task with hierarchical event structure, stable trajectories for each level of the hierarchy were simultaneously encoded along separate coding dimensions. Finally, event boundaries caused discrete jumps in state space that were mechanistically distinct from drift. Together, these results provide a dynamical systems explanation of how events are encoded within a temporal context.
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Title: Development of toroidal topology in the grid cells network
Abstract: Grid cells are a fundamental anchor for the brain’s spatial navigation system and provide a metric for the brain’s spatial map. It has been recently discovered that at the network level these neurons organize on a toroidal manifold, irrespective of sensory inputs or behavioral states (Gardner et al., 2022), in agreement with continuous attractor theories for the formation and operation of grid cells. However, the developmental origin of the toroidal topology remains to be determined. Does it precede or follow the tuning of individual grid cells? Is the organization of the network learned from experience or is it experience-independent? We sought to study the developmental timeline of the torus, starting from the earliest indications of grid cell selectivity, and working our way back to postnatal day 10 (P10) - before pups can actively explore or open their eyes and before space is likely to be relevant for the animals. In the first set of experiments, we recorded the activity of thousands of medial entorhinal cells (LII and LIII) from P15, when rat pups start to explore outside of the nest (approximately two days after eye opening). Each experimental session consisted of a pre-sleep trial, followed by the exploration of a large arena (1x1m). Using cross-correlations between the firing activity of cell pairs to identify clusters and characterize the topological structure with persistent cohomology (Hermansen et al., 2022), we were able to find evidence of toroidal manifolds from P15, before any stable periodic tuning of individual grid cells. The torus exhibited adult-like characteristics from the first exposure to the experimental room, irrespective of the behavioral state (sleep or arena exploration). From P16-17 onward, we observed the gradual emergence of individual grid cells in the cell population from which the toroidal manifold was initially detected. Multiple grid modules could be identified in the population activity as early as P15. In a second round of experiments, we characterized the topology of medial entorhinal neurons at even earlier developmental stages. Starting from P10 - an age when eyes and ear canals are closed, and pups do not move much - we recorded up to 1000 cells in LII and LIII of the medial entorhinal cortex, while pups slept in a heat-controlled pot. We were able to consistently uncover clear toroidal topology, with stable tuning, as early as P11 (preceding many major developmental milestones) and we are currently exploring whether similar structure is present at P10. Our results reveal that spatial mapping has strong experience-independent components, rooted in the early postnatal organization of medial entorhinal cortex circuitry.
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Title:  grid cells have a uniform phase distributions - in physical space and in the internal population state space

Authors:  *V. A. NORMAND*¹, E. HERMANSEN², T. WAAGA³, R. GARDNER⁴, B. DUNN⁵, Y. ROUDI⁴, E. I. MOSER⁶, M.-B. MOSER⁷;

Abstract:  Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex have spatial firing fields patterned in a hexagonal grid. These cells are organized into modules, defined by a common grid spacing and orientation. Within each module, the firing patterns of the cells are spatially offset from one another, i.e., every grid cell has a distinct phase. However, the extent of phase variation within grid modules is unknown. While some computational models of grid cells, such as continuous attractor networks (CANs), assume a uniform phase distribution, others, including feed-forward models, can function without this requirement and exhibit clustering of grid phases. Here, we analysed the phase dispersion of several hundreds of grid cells recorded simultaneously from a range of grid modules while rats were foraging in a square environment of up to 4x4 meters. We assessed the similarity of observed phase distributions to random uniform and non-uniform distributions using statistical tools including Ripley’s L-function, SVMs, persistence homology and likelihood ratios. Accounting for the number of recorded neurons and phase estimation uncertainties, our analyses revealed that the phase distributions of most modules did not significantly differ from uniform distributions. Yet, some extreme cases such as very small spacing cells in a large environment showed significantly clustered phase patterns. Additionally, by projecting phases onto a torus using topological data analysis, we found that the spatial phase distributions matched that of the torus. These observations are in line with a key assumption of CAN models, but also suggest that for grid spacings that are small compared to size of the environment, other processes, similar to those of feedforward models, might be at play.
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Abstract: Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) create a universal metric of space that may be a basis for environment-specific maps and memories in the hippocampus. Grid cells are organized into discrete modules: All cells within a module operate coherently, but it is thought that different modules could, under some circumstances, operate independently of each other. This independence may underlie the generation of unique hippocampal maps for each environment. However, experimental evidence for discordant responses among grid modules is limited, and it has never been shown in conjunction with place cell remapping. To test whether grid modules realign independently during place cell remapping between distinct environments, we chronically implanted Neuropixels probes in MEC and hippocampus in rats to simultaneously record multiple grid modules and place cells. We found that place cells exhibited robust and stable global remapping between rooms. There were only slight differences in rotation between grid modules, and their rotation was largely coherent with border and head direction cells. Despite this, each grid module shifted independently between rooms. The difference in the translation of grid modules was large, and the distance between them was similar to what is expected by chance. Further, this differential translation of grid modules was sufficient to produce remapping in a grid-to-place cell model. These findings are the first experimental evidence demonstrating that functionally independent grid cell modules may underlie hippocampal remapping.
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Title: Investigating the septo-entorhinal cortex circuitry supporting spatial coding by grid cells.
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Abstract: The septo-hippocampal circuitry, including the medial septum (MS), the hippocampus (HPC), and medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), provides a neural substrate for episodic memory and spatial navigation. Grid cells in the MEC, a functionally defined cell type that tessellating the environment by firing at multiple locations in space that fall on the vertices of equilateral triangles, have been hypothesized to serve path integration and memory-guided navigation. However, the circuit mechanisms that generate spatial periodicity in grid cell firing remain elusive. Previous experimental data using pharmacological inactivation of the medial septum (MS) demonstrate that a combination of theta (6 - 10 Hz)-rhythmic GABAergic, glutamatergic, or cholinergic input from septo-hippocampal projection neurons is essential for spatial periodicity in grid cell firing. However, how the three main cell types in the MS act synergistically to enable spatial periodicity in grid cell firing remains elusive. Furthermore, little is known about the time course of reduction in grid cell firing after inactivation of MS inputs. We here use temporally precise optogenetic inactivation of choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)+ cholinergic MS neurons, parvalbumin (PV)+ GABAergic MS neurons, and the whole MS in freely behaving mice to test the hypothesis that cholinergic modulation of weak theta-rhythmic input can rescue neural dynamics in the MEC and spatial periodicity in grid cell firing. Our preliminary results show that cell-type-specific silencing of individual populations of cholinergic or GABAergic MS neurons does not disrupt spatial periodicity in grid cell firing as observed with pharmacological inactivation of the whole MS. Our results will contribute to understanding the contribution of individual cell types in the MS and their interactions to spatial coding by grid cells in the MEC and to understanding the temporal dynamics in grid cell firing as a function of medial septal inputs.
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Title: A neural sequence code of 2D trajectories explains spatial periodicity in grid cell firing
Abstract: Grid cells, first discovered in the medial entorhinal cortex of freely foraging rats, fire at multiple locations in space that fall on a hexagonal lattice. The spatial periodicity in grid cell firing has been interpreted as a neural metric for space providing animals with a global coordinate system in navigating physical and mental spaces. However, recent experimental data have challenged this view of a global metric in favor of a more local computational function of grid cells. Moreover, the specific computational problem being solved by grid cells and how local computations result in the experimentally observed global firing pattern has remained largely elusive. We here provide mathematical proof that spatial periodicity in grid cell firing is implied by four simple axioms about a neural sequence code of trajectories in 2D space and that the hexagonal firing pattern of grid cells emerges as the most parsimonious solution to such a sequence code. We thereby provide a teleological cause for the existence of grid cells and reveal the underlying nature of the global geometrical organization in grid maps as a direct consequence of a simple local sequence code using a minimal number of neurons. Our results show that sequence coding of trajectories by grid cells provides a mechanistic explanation for how grid cells serve path integration. Moreover, a theory of sequence coding of trajectories by grid cells predicts and provides an intuitive explanation for many previously puzzling experimental observations of grid cell properties such as the rotation of grid maps against the walls of rectangular environments, the fragmentation of grid maps in 1D space, and rescaling of grid maps in response to changes in the environment. A neural sequence code of trajectories unifies two major theories in neuroscience, namely that cell sequences provide a neural syntax and that grid cells serve path integration, into one simple and intuitive theoretical framework.
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Title: Cholinergic dynamics supporting exploratory behavior, learning, and recall of hippocampus-dependent memories
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George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA

Abstract: In the hippocampal formation, cholinergic modulation supports the formation of spatial memories and cognitive functions that enable memory-guided navigation. The major
source of cholinergic innervation to the hippocampus is originated from the medial septum/diagonal band of Broca (MSDB). In particular, cholinergic dynamics have been hypothesized to facilitate changes in brain states supporting either learning or recall of spatial memories. However, recent experimental data from mice support an alternative hypothesis, namely that cholinergic dynamics are a function of movement activity. We therefore recorded and quantified cholinergic dynamics in freely behaving mice and tested the alternative hypotheses that cholinergic dynamics in the septo-hippocampal circuitry are primarily explained either by i) the speed of animal movement, ii) behavioral activities such as grooming or rearing, iii) hippocampus-dependent learning or recall of spatial memories, or a combination of these factors. We used a fiber photometry approach to monitor cholinergic dynamics on a sub-second timescale in freely behaving mice. In detail, we targeted Cre-dependent expression of a genetically encoded Calcium sensor (GCaMP) to choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)-positive septo-hippocampal projection neurons in ChAT-Cre mice. We monitored population activity of cholinergic projection neurons via a chronically implanted optical fiber targeting the MSDB. To quantify cholinergic dynamics as a function of hippocampus-dependent learning and recall, we recorded cholinergic activity in mice performing an object location memory task. Mice were video-tracked, and pose and exploratory behavioral activities of mice during the task were analyzed using deep learning approaches. Consistent with previous data, our results show that cholinergic activity increases as a function of movement speed and transiently increases during rearing. Preliminary data show a trend of higher cholinergic activity when the mouse is exploring the object at the novel location after correcting for the effects of movement speed and rearing. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that acetylcholine supports the encoding of novel information. Quantifying temporal dynamics in cholinergic modulation will allow us to test long-standing hypotheses of cholinergic modulation of memory function. Furthermore, understanding the neurophysiology of cholinergic dynamics will help us understand and develop novel hypotheses on how changes in temporal dynamics in cholinergic modulation contribute to disease pathology in neurological disorders with cholinergic dysfunction.
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Title: A spatially consistent map in the medial entorhinal cortex is necessary for spatial memory

Authors: Y. MA¹, *T. MALONE², N.-W. TIEN⁴, G. WANG³, K. ZHANG³, M. V. MYROSHNYCHENKO⁵, J. TYAN³, J. A. GORDON⁶, D. A. KUPFERSCHMIDT⁷, Y. GU⁸,
Abstract: The medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) is crucial for spatial memory. It is also a major component of the hippocampal-entorhinal circuit that is hypothesized to form a “cognitive map” for memory-guided navigation. However, little is known about how the cognitive map in the MEC develops during learning and influences memory. By imaging MEC calcium dynamics while mice learned to pursue water rewards in a novel virtual environment for ten days, we discovered that during successful learning (good performers), the overall dynamics of the MEC map gradually became more spatially consistent and then stabilized. In contrast, mice with unsuccessful learning (poor performers) showed an MEC map with low spatial consistency that did not improve during learning. The largest difference in spatial activity consistency between the good and poor performers existed at cues before the reward and immediately before the reward, suggesting that modulating the MEC map consistency in these areas could affect reward-predictive behavior after spatial memory has already been established. To test this hypothesis, we optogenetically modulated the spatial consistency of the MEC map while mice pursued water rewards in a well-learned environment. In the good performers, stimulating the MEC at locations randomly distributed along the track prior to the reward impaired reward-predictive behavior, whereas mimicking the consistent activity at cues prior to the reward did not alter the behavior. In the poor performers, consistent optogenetic stimulation immediately before the reward improved reward-predictive behavior. This effect remained true when consistent stimulations just before the reward and at cues prior to the reward were combined, but not when the stimulation was only applied to the cue locations. Together, these results indicate that specifically reducing the spatial consistency of the MEC map interfered with spatial memory. In addition, consistent activity before the reward directly drives reward-predictive behavior, whereas consistent activity at cues is important for the map and supports reward-predictive behavior. In summary, our findings reveal the establishment of a spatially consistent cognitive map in the MEC during successful learning and indicate that the map is not simply passively shaped by upstream inputs, but that spatial memory is determined by the MEC map.
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Title: Auditory spatial information shapes the MEC cognitive map during navigation.
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Abstract: Navigation within laboratory settings is mainly studied through visual modality. But navigation in the natural world often requires the employment of multisensory information, for example: auditory information helps prey animals detect predator’s movement so that they can escape from danger; olfactory information leads animals to food sources. Here we focus on auditory spatial information: how they are encoded in the brain during navigation and how this encoding is compared to that of visual information, which dominates the navigation of many animals. We investigated these questions in the microcircuit of the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), a brain area that is heavily involved in spatial navigation. Calcium dynamics of the MEC were measured using two-photon imaging when mice navigated virtual linear tracks, where auditory and visual spatial cues could be flexibly controlled. We established an auditory virtual reality (AVR), in which mice only relied on auditory cues to determine water reward locations. During AVR navigation, MEC specifically encoded the most task-relevant auditory cues that were associated with reward location. This encoding developed with experience and was specifically associated with the successful determination of the reward. We further combined AVR with visual VR and found that in environments with only auditory or visual cues, which delivered equivalent spatial information, the MEC recruited separate cell populations to form different cognitive maps. Finally, when auditory and visual cues were both present in the same environment, the MEC used separate cell populations to encode auditory and visual cues. In summary, our study demonstrates that auditory spatial information shapes the MEC map, which is different from that of visual spatial information, indicating the MEC’s capability to distinguish spatial cues in different sensory modalities.
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Title: Stochastic resonance enhances signal propagation and velocity integration in a model grid cell network.
Authors: *D. GUPTA*, I. SHAIKH, C. ASSISI;
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Abstract: Grid cells in the MEC possess spatially periodic receptive fields that form a hexagonal lattice that tiles space. They maintain a constant orientation and phase relative to one another and are prime candidates for a neural coordinate system to map trajectories through space. Grid cell receptive fields remain stable despite sensory input noise, fluctuations in neuronal excitability, and the stochasticity of ion channel dynamics. In this study we use a biophysically realistic continuous attractor network model of grid cells to examine how it overcomes the deleterious effects of noise and may even use noise to form a robust spatial representation.

The network was built by connecting a simple network motif consisting of conductance based models of excitatory stellate cells and inhibitory interneurons. This motif behaved as a bistable system - an external perturbation was required to switch the activity of neurons. When we drove the bistable system using a 10 Hz oscillatory drive, akin to the theta drive from the medial septum, we found that specific levels of noise were required to cause periodic switching between the states of the network. Thus, the presence of noise could improve the system's response to weak or subthreshold oscillatory inputs, a phenomenon known as stochastic resonance. To construct a one dimensional attractor network, we connected the motifs into a ring. We introduced an asymmetry in the network such that the activity propagated in one direction when the stellate cells were stimulated. As before, interneurons received an oscillatory drive, and an additive noisy current. We found that the activity reliably propagated along the ring only at specific noise levels. We extended this network to a multi-bump attractor network to reproduce periodic grid fields. We found, this network could integrate 1D velocity inputs. However, the accuracy of the decoded trajectory peaked at non-zero levels of noise.

Our results suggest that the MEC network might rely on endogenously generated noise to uncover weak signals and maintain robust representations of spatial trajectories using stochastic resonance.
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Title: Discrete modules emerge in a biophysically realistic grid cell network

Authors: I. SHAIKH, S. NABAR, *C. ASSISI;
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Abstract: Continuous attractor network (CAN) models with radially symmetric local excitatory connectivity and long-range inhibition generate hexagonal firing patterns that resemble the receptive fields of grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC). Local excitation promotes the formation of activity clusters, while long-range inhibition prevents the spread of excitation beyond a specific range, resulting in a hexagonal grid-like structure. The distance between the vertices of this grid is determined by the extent of the inhibitory surround. In the MEC, grid cell spacing is not uniform along the dorsoventral (DV) axis, ranging from approximately 40 cm at the dorsal end to nearly 100 cm at the ventral end. Moreover, grid spacing changes in discrete steps forming distinct grid cell modules along the DV axis. Grid scales exhibit a geometric progression, with the ratio between successive scales falling between 1.4 and 1.7. CANs have effectively simulated this step-like progression and further refined the sequence of scale ratios. By gradually altering the spatial extent of inhibition along the DV axis in CANs, discrete jumps in spatial frequency occur, closely matching experimentally observed values. CANs typically consist of rate-based neurons that operate as linear dynamical systems with interactions following simple sigmoidal or rectification nonlinearities. In this study, we investigate the emergence of grid modules within a one-dimensional biophysically realistic network model composed of conductance-based stellate cells and inhibitory interneurons. All interactions between stellate cells are mediated by inhibitory interneurons. The interneurons mutually inhibit each other. Our findings recapitulate some of the results seen in rate-based CAN models - as the spatial extent of inhibitory interactions is continuously varied, grid cells segregate into discrete modules. The spatial scale associated with each module exhibits the same geometric progression observed in experimental studies. Gradients along the dorsoventral axis in the MEC are not restricted to the spatial extent of inhibition. Systematic changes in the frequency of subthreshold oscillation and resonance, input resistance, membrane time constants and synaptic integration properties of stellate cells are seen. These gradients are mainly attributed to changes in HCN channel conductance and a potassium leak current. Unlike rate-based CAN models, our model allows us to manipulate each of these parameters and explore their impact on the observed modularity in the network.
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Title: Subthreshold dynamics shape grid cell activity in a biophysically detailed continuous attractor model
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Abstract: Grid cells in the Medial Entorhinal Cortex (MEC) fire when the animal is at the vertices of spatially periodic hexagonal lattices, which tile the two-dimensional range of the animal. Continuous Attractor Network (CAN) models explain how this pattern can emerge due to network interactions. Aside from a few exceptions, most models use rate-based neurons which are usually linear dynamical systems with interactions that follow a simple sigmoidal or rectification nonlinearity. Spiking CAN models typically consist of integrate-and-fire neurons. However, in contrast to these models, stellate cells in the MEC, putative grid cells, display a rich dynamical repertoire showing post-inhibitory rebound, depolarization sag, subthreshold oscillations, and resonant responses. Furthermore, several of these properties vary systematically along the dorsoventral axis of the MEC. It is unclear how these properties can contribute to the emergence of grid cell receptive fields.

We developed a CAN model of a grid cell network consisting of conductance-based stellate cells and interneurons. In addition to currents that contribute to spike generation, stellate cells have hyperpolarization-activated depolarizing currents (HCN) and a persistent sodium current. Inhibitory Interneurons receive a sinusoidal drive to model the theta drive from the medial septum. Stellate cells interacted only via an inhibitory intermediary, while inhibitory interneurons mutually inhibited each other and the stellate cells. We found that a center-surround connectivity led to periodic spatial receptive fields in one dimension and hexagonal fields in two dimensions. To track the movement of an animal, we introduced directional asymmetries. Our model was able to integrate complex trajectories accurately over several seconds and gradually drifted when external inputs were absent. Stellate cells in our model exhibit a depolarizing ramp, similar to that observed in grid cells when an animal first enters a receptive field. In the absence of lateral excitation from stellates, this ramp can be explained by inhibitory modulation in our model. We found that the first spike generated by a grid cell when the animal enters its grid field is a rebound spike, which occurs at a preferred phase of the theta oscillation. HCN knockout experiments show a clear expansion of grid scale and grid field sizes. Our model network replicates this observation. As expected from experiments, theta phase precession persists in absence of HCN. To our knowledge, this is the first biophysically detailed grid cell attractor model that uses realistic membrane currents to reproduce dynamics observed in experiments.
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Title: Local activity principle as a normative theory on the emergence of grid cells
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Abstract: Grid cells, which were first discovered in the entorhinal cortex of mammals, are normatively thought of as instrumental in spatial navigation because of their periodic firing characteristics as the animal traverses its surroundings. In recent years, converging evidence from etiological and teleological investigations of hexagonal grid cells indicate that they might arise from optimally efficient coding schemes, with several metabolic, sparsity, and nonnegativity constraints supporting the formation of regular lattices that approximate what has been observed in animal experiments. Here we introduce a normative theory that suggests how grid-like representations can also be seen as a consequence of the local activity principle, a circuit-theoretic concept introduced by Leon Chua in 1998. Past studies on the local activity principle, for which explicit mathematical criteria have been laid out, have shown deep connections with Turing’s work on morphogenesis and provided a formal, quantitative characterization of Prigogine’s “instability of the homogeneous.” We demonstrate how the so-called ”edge of chaos,” a subset within the locally active regime, in state space (as opposed to anatomical space) contributes to the emergence of grid representations. By focusing on the importance of confined spheres of influence for efficient computation, this work supplements existing approaches that address the challenge of understanding the ontology and possible universality of grid cells in the cortex.
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Title: Grid code for future spatial information in the entorhinal cortex

Authors: *A. OUCHI, S. FUJISAWA; RIKEN, Saitama, Japan

Abstract: Although grid cells in the entorhinal cortex play fundamental roles in spatial navigation, how the entorhinal grid system support for planning a future traveling path is still to be elucidated. Here, we investigated the neuronal representation of current and future spatial information in the entorhinal cortex and hippocampal CA1, performing large-scale extracellular recordings from these brain areas of rats moving toward a destination in the square arena. In the entorhinal cortex, we found a subset of cells that have a grid representation of the space shifted
toward the traveling direction; firing rate maps of these cells did not show gridness based on current animal locations, but they displayed grid presentation when rate maps are estimated based on future animal locations. Furthermore, these travel-direction-shifted grid cells were firmly phase modulated by theta oscillations (5-12Hz), and the phase preferences of these cells differed from traditional grid cells in layers 2, 3, and 5. We hypothesize that these travel-direction-shifted grid cells underlie the mechanisms of spatial navigation for future travels in the network of the entorhinal cortical and hippocampus.
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Title: Grid cells activity in a homing task requiring path integration

Authors: *J. PENG*1,2, B. THROM1,2, T.-Y. YEN1,2, M. NAJAFIAN JAZI1,2, H. MONYER1,2, A. KEVIN1,2;
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Abstract: Converging evidence from experiments in both rodents and humans suggests that grid cells contribute to path-integration-dependent navigation. How grid cell activity might contribute to path-integration-dependent behavior has remained to be determined as grid cell activity has been studied mostly during random foraging or other behavioral paradigms with limited navigational demands. Here we recorded grid cell activity in freely moving mice performing a path integration task (AutoPI task) in which the mouse searched for a lever on an arena and returned to the home base to collect a reward. Surprisingly, grid cells did not have a stable periodic firing pattern during the task. Using a combination of single-cell analysis and grid-module-level decoding techniques, we found that error accumulated in the phase and orientation of the grid representation when mice navigated in darkness. Moreover, we often observed a translation of the grid pattern within trials, whereby the grid representation went from being anchored to the room reference frame to being anchored to a task-relevant, moving object. Despite this re-anchoring which caused discontinuity in integration of self-motion information by grid cells, we found that error accumulation in the orientation of the grid cell pattern predicted the homing direction of the mouse. Our findings provide novel insights into the function of grid cells in path-integration-dependent behavior.
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Title: Robust Variability of Grid Cell Properties Within Individual Grid Modules Enhances Encoding of Local Space
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Abstract: Grid cells in rodent medial entorhinal cortex are organized into discrete modules, characterized by similar grid spacing and orientation. This modularity has fundamentally shaped the way in which the functional role of these neurons has been interpreted in spatial navigation. In particular, because it has been assumed that the grid properties within module are identical, integration across multiple modules is necessary for accurate localization in space. However, the validity of this assumption has not been systematically tested. By analyzing recently recorded grid cell data, we find small yet robust variability in grid spacing and orientation within individual modules, on the order of centimeters and degrees, respectively. Computational modeling of synthetic grid populations with similar levels of heterogeneity reveals that single modules can encode information of local space with much higher accuracy. This challenges a long-held notion about the nature of the grid code and the necessity of multiple modules for spatial localization.
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Title: Navigation in Abstract Cognitive Spaces Through Extraction of Low-Dimensional Velocity Signals from Non-Spatial Data for Grid Cell Integration
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Abstract: Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex exhibit striking spatial representations during navigation. Recent studies have shown that grid cells are not limited to spatial navigation but also represent abstract cognitive spaces. Such spaces include a viewed cartoon image that is deformed along two abstract feature dimensions or an environment in which auditory pitch varies upon a lever press. Here, we hypothesize that the brain is able to quickly form representations of these abstract spaces by learning to extract a low-dimensional velocity signal during navigation through the space, and then piping this signal into grid cells, whose internal structure is then mapped onto the space through the operation of velocity (path) integration. We developed a computational model that takes in abstract time-varying inputs of distinct modalities and of vastly different statistics and dimensions, and extracts from these inputs low-dimensional velocity signals. The model does so by predicting the next state given past states (state transitions) and by applying a geometric consistency constraint in which movement along closed loops should result in the same state (loop closure), which is itself computed by the output grid cells. The model provides a computational hypothesis for how animals extract abstract velocities in diverse non-spatial contexts, leading to potential insights into how grid cells encode abstract cognitive spaces.
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Title: Temporal regularities guide feature-based learning in complex reward environments

Authors: *A. YAZDANPANAH, M. C. WANG, M. P. BENZ, A. SOLTANI; Dartmouth Col., Hanover, NH

Abstract: In naturalistic reward environments, people are constantly faced with the task of learning the values of multi-feature objects from limited feedback, a challenge referred to as the curse of dimensionality. To mitigate the curse of dimensionality, humans adopt different
strategies including feature-based learning which involves learning the value of informative features. Attention can bias this process by selecting a subset of those features for more efficient reward learning. However, it is currently unknown how attention is guided by certain characteristics of the environment to influence learning and decision making. One possibility is that the spatial and/or temporal patterns or regularities of features in the environment could deploy attention to guide learning similar to how perception is influenced by visual statistical learning (i.e., subtle statistical relationships among visual objects in space or time). To test whether regularities in the environment could guide attention for feature-based learning, we conducted an experiment in which human participants (N=57) learned about reward probabilities associated with 16 different visual stimuli, each with two features (shape and pattern), through reward feedback that followed selection between a pair of stimuli on each trial. To introduce temporal regularities of features that could guide attention, we interleaved choice/learning trials with bouts of trials in which participants were presented with a sequence of visual stimuli and were required to identify the next stimulus in the sequence. We implemented temporal regularities in only one of the two features (manipulated feature) of stimuli presented during the pattern-detection task. Importantly, both features were equally informative about the reward outcome and there was no overlap between the set of stimuli used in the learning and temporal pattern-detection tasks. We used a combination of model-free analyses and fit of choice data based on multiple reinforcement learning models to study the effect of our manipulation on feature-based learning. We found that participant’s choice behavior and value estimations were both biased towards the manipulated feature (i.e., feature with regularity during the pattern-detection task). In addition, participants demonstrated a stronger tendency to learn about the manipulated feature of the unchosen option, which resulted in higher learning rates for the manipulated feature. Overall, our results show that the existing patterns of features in the environment could deploy attention to mitigate the curse of dimensionality by biasing reward-based learning toward such features.
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Title: Neural Correlates of Motivational States that Bias Reinforcement Learning and Memory Formation
Authors: *A. H. SINCLAIR, Y. WANG, R. ADCOCK;
Psychology & Neurosci., Duke Univ., Durham, NC

Abstract: Motivation influences goals, decisions, and memory formation. Imperative motivation links urgent goals to actions, narrowing the focus of attention and memory. Conversely, interrogative motivation integrates goals over time and space, supporting rich memory encoding for flexible future use. Here, we investigated whether these motivational states engage distinct neural systems to influence learning and memory. In an fMRI study with human participants (N=44, ages 18-35, 25 women), we manipulated motivational states by randomly assigning participants to read one of two cover stories before a reinforcement learning task. The Imperative group imagined executing a museum heist, whereas the Interrogative group imagined planning a future heist. During the subsequent reinforcement learning task, participants repeatedly chose among four doors representing different museum rooms (choice phase). Choosing a door revealed a trial-unique painting and an associated reward value (feedback phase); rewards were later converted to bonus payments. Importantly, only the cover stories differed between groups; the reinforcement learning task was identical, and all participants had the same expectations about how and when bonus payments would be awarded. The next day, we conducted a surprise memory test on the paintings. Replicating our prior behavioral findings, we found that Imperative motivation enhanced short-term reward learning, increasing exploitative choices, points earned, and optimal choices. Conversely, Interrogative motivation enhanced long-term memory formation, increasing next-day recognition memory and recall of painting-value associations. fMRI data was preprocessed with fmriprep and analyzed with FSL. During the choice phase, striatal activation was greater in the Imperative group relative to the Interrogative group. During the feedback phase, activation in the hippocampus, ventral visual stream, and default mode network predicted subsequent memory. However, different motivational states were associated with distinct routes to memory formation. In line with theoretical predictions, amygdala activation drove memory in the Imperative group, but not in the Interrogative group. Overall, we demonstrate that motivational states impact whether or not memories are encoded successfully, the nature of memory representations (rich and associative vs. sparse and decontextualized), and the neural mechanisms that contribute to memory formation. Our findings offer broader implications for enhancing education, behavior change, clinical interventions, and communication.
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**Title:** Information-seeking around aversive outcome anticipation

**Authors:** *I. AITSAHALIA*¹⁴, P. SEPULVEDA²⁴, S. DONG⁵, R. CHEN⁵, Y. CHAI⁵, N. H. NAQVI³, K. IIGAYA²⁴³;
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**Abstract:** Anticipating negative or uncertain outcomes can be a major source of anxiety and fear, especially among populations with psychiatric disorders. This aversive anticipation, called dread, can be formalized through anticipatory utility computation, a behavioral economic theory which provides a normative framework for analyzing the value from the anticipation of a future reward or punishment, in addition to the experience of reward or punishment itself (Berns et al., 2006; Loewenstein, 1987). While research has shown that advanced information of pleasant outcomes tends to boost positive anticipation (Iigaya et al., 2016; 2020), and therefore most people choose to receive information in behavioral paradigms, many studies have suggested heterogeneous impacts of advanced information about future aversive experiences on anticipatory feelings. For example, a classic study showed that patients waiting for medical operations experience greater fear if they receive more information about the operation in advance (Janis, 1958). Other researchers, however, suggest a large individual variation on the preference for advanced information.We extended a behavioral task (Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka, 2009) to probe information-seeking behaviors in a dreadful context (Iigaya et al., 2016; 2020), while we recorded a variety of biophysical modalities, including heart-rate, skin conductance response, and pupil dilation, to validate this task. At the start of each trial, participants are presented with the probability of receiving punishment and the duration of the delay until they receive the outcome. They then choose between an "information" target to find out about the outcome, or a "no-information" target to simply wait for the outcome without knowledge. After the delay period the outcome is played for the participant: either punishment (a loud scream) or a neutral outcome, according to the probabilities presented. The aversive nature of the outcome was supported by participants’ self-reports and physiological measures (increase in pupil area and skin conductance after the presentation of the scream). We found a wide range of information-seeking preferences, which were modulated by the delay and probability of the negative outcomes. Advance information about prospective outcomes impacted participants' experience, as reflected by a higher pupil sizes at the moment non-aversive outcomes were revealed. Our study suggests that information modulates the experience of dread, an important step into understanding critical disorders such as post-traumatic stress or anxiety disorders.
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Abstract: Attention is the ability to process important information while dismissing distractions during a task. Visual attention involves finding a target among competing stimuli. Sustained attention, a cognitive skill, is the maintaining of focus over time. Our overall hypothesis is that a single neurofeedback training session can enhance this ability. In this study, we developed an innovative Python-based Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) that incorporates a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) algorithm to decode brainwave patterns during a visual attention training task. This study processed scalp electroencephalography (EEG) signals in real-time via 8-channel and 16-channel wet-electrode systems. Our overall experiment involves three phases: open-loop pre-evaluation, neurofeedback training unique to the closed-loop, and open-loop post-evaluation. The first and third phases as open-loop forms have similar procedures. During the open-loop form, we primed participants to discriminate a sequence of composite images. Each image was a fair superimposition of a scene and a face image. The participants were asked to respond (with a push button) to the intended subcategory (e.g., indoor scenes) while withholding their responses for the irrelevant subcategories (e.g., outdoor scenes). We made use of data from four participants to develop the MLP model. This open-loop classification model demonstrated a commendable average classification accuracy of 91%. During the closed-loop form as a neurofeedback training phase, the composition and transparency of the sequence of blended images are adjusted using the open-loop model in the pre-evaluation phase and based on the participant's decoded attentional level toward a specific image category. We hope to expand the recruitment of human subjects for the closed-loop form and neurofeedback training. The results from such a neurofeedback platform will have a significant impact on developing low-cost and portable attention training systems for patients with attention deficits.

Disclosures: M. norouzi: None. K. Wellington: None. B. Garneau: None. R. Abiri: None.
Abstract: When trained on specialized tasks, cutting-edge algorithms in deep reinforcement learning (i.e. learning through trial-and-error) can outperform human experts, but humans remain unsurpassed in quickly transferring learning between tasks with shared structure. For example, a musician trained on guitar can generalize a scale from one part of a fretboard to another and can apply this knowledge to speed learning to play a cello, despite differences in the desired song to play or the movements to achieve that song. Drawing upon recent work interfacing computer science and cognitive neuroscience (Lehnert et. al., 2020), we hypothesized that humans form “reward-predictive” state abstractions (RPAs) that support such transfer. RPAs are achieved by clustering situations which share analogous action-reward sequences (e.g., all fret positions on a guitar are reducible to twelve unique notes). Furthermore, we propose that sleep plays a constructive role in these abstractions in biological agents, whereby extensive rest allows for reprocessing and discovery of event similarities; this hypothesis draws upon the Complementary Learning Systems, a computational theory of memory consolidation in the hippocampus and cortex (McClelland et al, 1995; Singh et al, 2022). We developed a novel sequential decision-making task to test for RPA transfer. Specifically, participants in the Learning Block were asked to learn through trial-and-error which sequences of key presses lead to reward; the sequences share a hidden rule (uninstructed to participants) where pairs of keys can be arbitrarily exchanged in any sequence without affecting the resulting reward order and therefore are compressible. In the Generalization block, the sequence changed but the underlying hidden structure remained. Performance in the Generalization block would be enhanced if participants learn RPAs. Collecting participant data through the online platform Prolific, we demonstrate that human behavior reflects performance enhancements distinctive to RPAs. We further characterize the effects of sleep on this learning process and motivate the neural implications of these findings. This work provides insight into the flexibility of human cognition and the underexplored role of sleep in reward learning.
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Title: Long-term credit assignment in humans critically depends on sequential structuring of events

Authors: *S. BRUINSMA, F. H. PETZSCHNER, M. R. NASSAR; Neurosci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI
Abstract: To refine our future behavior, it is essential to learn whether past actions or events led to good or bad outcomes and assign credit accordingly. For instance, if you are feeling worse than usual today, identifying which actions or events (such as not getting enough sleep or skipping breakfast) may have contributed to that state can improve choices in the future. However, assigning credit is a notoriously difficult problem, especially when we want to consider the longer-term consequences of our actions. In the present study, we explored human credit assignment strategies through a novel behavioral paradigm where online participants (n=218) had to either observe or select activities with different short- and long-term pain-related consequences for an avatar and subsequently predict the impact of those activities on that avatar’s pain level. Behavioral results suggest that when activities are randomized over time, participants tend to learn short-term consequences, but fail to learn long-term ones. However, learning of long-term consequences can be improved if activities are blocked in time, such that each activity is repeated multiple times in succession. Furthermore, when participants had the freedom to select activities, we identified a relationship between activity selection patterns and learning, where increased repetition in activity selection was related to a learned preference for activities that reduce long-term, but not short-term, pain. In order to understand the potential computations underlying participant behavior, we compared several computational models and found that standard model-free algorithms (i.e., temporal difference learning) fail to properly learn long-term consequences of activities in our task, whereas Bayesian models that take into account the causal structure of the environment effectively learn both short- and long-term consequences regardless of whether activities are repeated or not. Thus, neither model adequately aligned with participant behavior across different activity repetition patterns, suggesting the necessity to develop more refined models that account for constraints on human credit assignment. Overall, our results demonstrate that credit assignment critically depends on the order in which actions are selected, with repetitions aiding the learning of long-term consequences. This raises intriguing questions about whether individuals might deliberately repeat actions (i.e., perseveration) to enhance their ability to assess long-term consequences, warranting further exploration into how action selection and subsequent credit assignment may correlate with or predict real-world behavior.
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Title: Neural representations of Bayesian learning process in dynamic Environment
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Abstract: In a dynamic environment, maintaining accurate beliefs requires the learning rate to be adjusted based on experiences. This means that while stable beliefs should be maintained even in the presence of noisy data, they must remain flexible during periods of uncertainty or change. However, the underlying mechanism by which the brain implements such adaptive learning processes is not fully understood. To investigate this question, we conducted an experiment requiring participants to predict the current value of a number based on previous feedback information drawn from five normal distributions with different means but the same variances. Participants had to assess whether the fluctuations in the numbers were caused by noise or changes in the true value for accurate predictions. Combining computational modeling with MEG (Magnetoencephalography), we studied the neural processes involved in this task and found that a Bayesian inference model best described and predicted participant behavior. The Bayesian inference-based learning process can be divided into two components: the stable update (model-free component) and the dynamic adjustment based on the probability of environmental change (model-based component). During the feedback phase, an unsigned prediction error (UPE) was encoded in the putative ACC (anterior cingulate cortex) Theta band (4-7 Hz) signal, which is believed to be related to the model-based component of the learning process. In contrast, signed prediction error (SPE) was represented by Beta band (15-30 Hz) signals in the putative primary motor cortex (PMC) region during both the feedback and motor preparation and execution phases. While the beta band signals during motor preparation and execution were mutually decodable, the signal during the feedback phase could not be decoded from the other two phases. This suggests that during the feedback phase, the beta band signal in PMC may differ from the motion preparation and execution phases and may involve the stable update (model-free component) process of Bayesian updating.
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Title: Attentional bias toward rewarding vs contextual cues in trauma exposed individuals
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Abstract: Decreased pursuit and anticipation of rewards are common symptoms of trauma-related psychopathology. However, little is known regarding how trauma exposure may affect
attention allocation to conditioned reward cues. We used eye-tracking to examine how trauma exposure affects attention to rewarding versus contextual cues from a virtual reality (VR) reward conditioning task. Trauma exposed (TE) and non-trauma-exposed (HC) participants completed an eye-tracking task before and after the VR reward conditioning task. During the eye-tracking task, participants freely viewed matrices of pictures of the conditioned reward stimuli (MN) and the surrounding environment (CX) from the VR task. We compared participants’ total dwell time and number of first fixations on each cue type as measures of attentional bias. While not statistically significant, our preliminary data show that HCs’ percentage of first fixations on CX images increased from pre-task to post-task while in TEs this decreased from pre-task to post-task. However, while HCs’ percentage of total dwell time on CX images was higher than that of TEs at both pre-task and post-task, percentage of total dwell time on CX images did not increase from pre-task to post-task in either HCs or TEs. The directionality of our preliminary findings suggests that trauma exposure may bias attention toward valenced cues and away from contextual cues during one’s initial scanning of an environment. This attentional bias toward valenced cues may serve as a signature for trauma exposure that could be targeted for treatment.
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Title: Striatal involvement in reward processing in the human infant brain

Authors: *J. E. TRACH*¹, T. S. YATES¹, D. CHOI¹, L. BEHM¹, C. T. ELLIS⁴, S. D. MCDougLE¹,², N. B. TURK-BROWNE³,²; ¹Dept. of Psychology, ²Wu Tsai Inst., ³Yale Univ., New Haven, CT; ⁴Dept. of Psychology, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA

Abstract: The ability to learn from positive and negative feedback is an essential cognitive capacity throughout life but perhaps especially when first learning to make sense of the world during early development. Behavioral work suggests that even very young human infants can use reward feedback to learn and guide their behavior to maximize the reward (i.e., positive feedback) they receive from their environment. However, it is unknown how the infant brain learns from and processes rewards. Prior research in adults and adolescents suggests that regions of the striatum may be involved. At the same time, human infants are extremely altricial and it remains unclear whether this reward processing system is present or mature early in
development. Furthermore, methodological challenges have limited the study of subcortical structures in infants, which cannot be resolved with traditional infant neuroimaging techniques such as EEG and NIRS. Recent advances have made it possible to conduct fMRI studies in awake and behaving infants. We thus used fMRI to measure whole-brain activity during an infant-friendly reinforcement learning paradigm. Infants were presented with two solid color shapes, one associated with a high reward probability (80%) and the other with a low reward probability (20%). One shape was randomly selected on each trial, and then converted to an outline that revealed either a rewarding stimulus (dynamic smiley face) or no outcome. Infants who had a minimum of 20 trials during which they were looking at the screen and not moving their head excessively were included in further analyses. Data collection is ongoing and so results are preliminary. We have so far extracted fMRI activity from three ROIs in the basal ganglia (bilateral accumbens, caudate, and putamen) during the reward period. This analysis revealed preliminary evidence of increased activity to rewarded versus nonrewarded trials in bilateral caudate and a trend in the same direction in bilateral accumbens. This aligns with past research in adults and provides initial support for the involvement of the striatum in reward processing during infancy. In planned analyses, we will leverage the computational framework of reinforcement learning to relate reward prediction error (the learning signal in reinforcement learning) to striatal activity and examine value representations in other regions of the brain, namely the medial prefrontal cortex. Overall, this work marks a promising step in our understanding of reinforcement learning in the infant brain.
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Title: Midbrain signaling of identity prediction errors depends on orbitofrontal cortex networks

Authors: *Q. LIU*¹, Y. ZHAO¹, S. ATTANTI², J. L. VOSS³, G. SCHOENBAUM¹, T. KAHNT¹;
¹Natl. Inst. of Drug Abuse, Baltimore, MD; ²Mayo Clin. Alix Sch. of Med., Scottsdale, AZ; ³Dept. of Neurol., Chicago, IL

Abstract: Previous work has shown that the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) represents expectations about the identity of rewards and that the dopaminergic midbrain responds to reward identity prediction errors (iPE, i.e., value-matched violations of reward identity
expectations). We hypothesized that the lateral OFC directly contributes to the computation of iPEs in the midbrain by signaling reward expectations. To test this, we used network-targeted transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to modulate activity in the lateral OFC network. Healthy human subjects (N=31, 11 males) performed a trans-reinforcer reversal learning task during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in two sessions (order counter-balanced); once after sham stimulation and once after continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS). Stimulation coordinates in the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) were individually selected based on maximal resting-state fMRI connectivity with seed regions in the lateral OFC. The task required subjects to learn associations between visual cues and equally-valued food odor rewards. Unpredictably for the subject, these associations were reversed multiple times throughout the task, eliciting iPEs. Functional connectivity between the lateral OFC and the rest of the brain was significantly reduced after cTBS relative to sham in the first block of the experiment, validating our network-targeted stimulation procedure. Relative to sham, cTBS impaired behavioral performance in the first block of the task, and disrupted representations of expected reward identity in the lateral OFC. Importantly, fMRI responses to iPEs in the midbrain were significantly modulated by OFC-network targeted cTBS relative to sham. These results suggest that neural representations of expected outcome identity in the lateral OFC directly contribute to signaling of iPEs in the midbrain, presumably by providing the predictions necessary for computing the error signal. Taken together, our findings support a model in which midbrain iPEs are generated by comparing incoming sensory information with identity expectations represented in the OFC.
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Title: Differential neuronal activity in the mPFC and Nucleus Accumbens during habituation to rewards

Authors: *I. ALLIENDE\textsuperscript{1}, J. VALDES\textsuperscript{2};
\textsuperscript{1}Facultan de Medicina, \textsuperscript{2}Univ. de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Abstract: The reward system plays a crucial role in processing stimuli with motivational valence and goal-directed behaviors. Dopamine (DA) is one of the main neuromodulators associated with this system, being released from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to limbic areas such as the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and cortical areas such as the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC).
Microdialysis studies have demonstrated that novel and unpredictable motivational stimuli increase DA release in the mPFC and NAc when a highly hedonic reward such as chocolate is consumed. However, upon subsequent exposure to the stimulus, the levels of DA released in the NAc decrease compared to the first exposure. This phenomenon is called "habituation" and has been described specifically for the NAc-shell, an area highly responsive to rewarding stimuli, while the mPFC and NAc-core do not show this habituation. Other studies in animals where the mPFC is injured have shown that this structure, especially in its infralimbic portion (IL), is necessary for the occurrence of the habituation phenomenon. Also studies in addicted animals show that the habituation of NAcc to natural rewards under drug abuse is suppressed, instead the mPFC shows a decrease in DA release.

Together, these findings suggest a possible mechanism where the IL-mPFC would have an inhibitory controller role over the NAc-shell that is altered under conditions of addiction. However, the available results are studied by microdialysis, which shows changes in DA release, but there are no studies that account for changes in the neuronal activity of the circuit involved, which help us understand this phenomenon.

In my PhD thesis I employed in vivo free-motion electrophysiology to record the activity of neurons in the IL-mPFC and NAc-shell during a habituation protocol to natural rewards. Furthermore, I am currently conducting experiments on animals addicted to amphetamines to compare both conditions. The results reveal that the habituation is associated with changes in neuronal activity patterns, increasing the IL-mPFC activity and decreasing the NAc activity. We observed that in IL pyramidal cells, the repeated administration of chocolate doesn't generate significant changes in the number of excited cells, but it does generate an increase in the frequency of excited cells. On the other hand, in the MSN putative NAc cells, the same protocol generates a decrease in excitatory activity in relation to the number and frequency. These results emphasize the presumed inhibitory role of IL on NAcc in the occurrence of the habituation phenomenon, providing key information to elucidate the changes in neuronal activity that occur in response to rewards.

Disclosures: I. Alliende: None. J. Valdes: None.
**Abstract:** In epilepsy surgery, functional language mapping (FLM) plays a key role in individualizing cortical resections and limiting their potential negative consequences on language functions. Despite the growing popularity of stereo-EEG, FLM with stereo-EEG electrodes is not a standardized procedure. Here, we systematically assessed cortical responses to simple language tasks in patients undergoing stereo-EEG monitoring. Three basic tasks were used to examine language-related cortical activity: picture naming, auditory naming, and sentence completion. Thus far, 7 patients participated in the study at Geneva University Hospitals’ Epilepsy Monitoring Unit. Preprocessing included applying a high-pass filter at 1Hz, a line noise comb notch filter, and rejecting epochs with significant residual artifacts. For each presentation modality, baseline-normalized, event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) and event-related potentials (ERPs) were computed. These measures were time-locked to the delivery of the stimulus and time-warped to account for varying stimulus durations and realign response events. A significance threshold of 95% was applied to each frequency with respect to its relative baseline (pre-stimulus). The ERP and ERSP preliminary analysis revealed significant functional response on 7.5% of channels per patient, i.e., 9, 5, and 6 channels on average respectively for visual naming, auditory naming, and sentence completion. We detected 4 typical response patterns with respect to baseline: stimulus/response evoked ERPs combined with ultra-HF (150-300 Hz) power decrease, broadband frequency (2-300 Hz) power increase with decay towards the end of the stimulus presentation, HF (50-150 Hz) power increase combined with LF (2-20 Hz) power decrease during stimulus presentation, and anticipatory pre and post HF power increase. These distinct patterns suggest the involvement of several distinct cortical processes. Our functional mapping protocol allows for assessing language function by analyzing cortical responses to visual and auditory inputs. Further work will probe the correspondence between stereo-EEG, fMRI and direct electrical stimulation-based language mapping, and establish the clinical relevance of the various response patterns.

**Disclosures:** L. Fanda: None. J. Monney: None. F. Artoni: None. P. Megevand: None.
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**Title:** Mapping cortical representations of experiential and distributional semantics for concrete and abstract concepts
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Abstract: Recent studies have differentiated two types of semantic information, including the experiential semantics (i.e., information about perceptual, affective, spatio-temporal, and other features of human experience) or distributional semantics (i.e., information about statistical co-occurrence of words), yet the neural representations of these information are unclear. In particular, it is still debated whether the two kinds of semantics are complementary, or the experiential semantics can completely cover the other one. We hypothesized that the concreteness of the stimuli plays a key role and may solve this contradiction, such that concrete concepts involve more perceptual experiences and are better captured by experiential semantics, whereas abstract concepts are learned through language and are better represented by distributional semantics. To test this hypothesis, we collected functional MRI data from 24 participants. Participants judged the familiarity of 420 words (roughly half concrete and half abstract), each for four times. We created the neural representational similarity matrix of the words in each of 200 subregions across the whole brain by calculating the Pearson correlation between the activation patterns (i.e., Neural RSM). Similarly, the experiential and distributional semantic representational similarity matrices (i.e., semantic RSM) were created with the human-rated features of words or word vectors from a word2vector model, respectively. Spearman correlations were conducted between the neural RSMs and semantic RSMs. Partial correlation analysis revealed that when all words are included, both experiential and distributional semantics had unique contributions to the neural RSM and they played a complementary role. The semantic representations were found in a widespread, left-lateralized network. Supporting our hypothesis, experiential and distributional semantics made more contribution to the neural representations of concrete and abstract words, respectively. These results suggest that semantic representations in human brains include both feature-based experiential semantics and association-based distributional semantics that contribute differentially to concrete and abstract words.
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Title: Mapping cortical language representation during real-time natural dialogues

Princeton Univ., Princeton, NJ
**Abstract:** How is language encoded in the brain during everyday conversations? Typical studies of the neural basis of language present subjects with predetermined, isolated words or sentences, and do not consider the role of spontaneous language production or interactive conversational dynamics. Here, we aim to address both gaps and map brain areas involved in both speech production and comprehension during natural dialogue. We developed a hyperscanning paradigm to collect fMRI data in 30 dyads (60 human subjects) as they freely discussed 10 topics across 5 runs. Topics were presented as a starting point, but each dyad was free to pursue the discussion in different ways. fMRI data were preprocessed using fMRIPrep and spatially downsampled to 1,000 parcels. To characterize the linguistic content encoded in each parcel, we estimated parcel-wise encoding models to predict held-out BOLD signals during speech production or comprehension from word embeddings extracted from the GPT-2 language model. To account for turn-taking during natural conversations, we split the regressors into different subsets for speaking and listening, and fit both submodels jointly using banded ridge regression; this allows the model to learn different weights for each process, and allows us to quantify the relative contribution of each submodel. Then, we correlated the actual and predicted BOLD activity for left-out runs in each parcel, quantifying the extent of linguistic content in the signal. We found strong encoding performance bilaterally in the somatomotor, premotor, and superior temporal cortex (Fig. 1). When evaluated separately, speech production more strongly recruited the somatomotor cortex, while speech comprehension more strongly recruited the superior temporal cortex. These brain maps concur with existing research on the functional role of language areas, but extend them to a naturalistic setting and with an explicit language model. Our findings lay the foundation for assessing brain-to-brain coupling between speakers and listeners in the embedding space.
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Title: Right-hemisphere functional connectivity increases in proportion to lesion size after left-hemisphere stroke

Authors: *N. VLADYKO1, A. T. DEMARCO1, P. E. TURKELTAUB1,2; 1Georgetown Univ. Med. Ctr., Washington DC, DC; 2MedStar Natl. Rehabil. Hosp., Washington DC, DC

Abstract: Aphasia is an acquired language disorder that often results from a stroke to left-hemisphere (LH) language areas. Stroke may alter brain activity and functional connectivity (FC) in lesioned and spared areas after a LH stroke. Changes in connectivity may be important for aphasia outcomes at the chronic stage of recovery. However, the findings on the influence of the LH stroke on the RH FC diverge: some find an increase in contralesional FC at the chronic stage, while others report a decrease or no difference compared to controls. Our study examined the relationship between lesion size and contralesional FC. We hypothesized that larger LH lesions would produce greater increases in RH FC relative to small lesions. In this study, 78 chronic LH stroke survivors (35 F, mean age = 60.91; mean days post-stroke = 1592; median lesion size = 80.125 cc) and 72 demographically matched controls (36 F; mean age = 61.1) were included. All participants completed a 14.5-minute movie-watching fMRI scan. After standard pre-processing, FC was calculated for all 246 Brainnetome parcels for each participant. Correlations between lesion size and RH edges revealed that larger LH lesions corresponded to greater FC of many RH edges. Next, we median-split the stroke group based on lesion size (small lesion: n=37, mean lesion size = 31.23 cc; large lesion: n=38, mean lesion size = 177.48 cc), and compared each group to controls using edgewise t-tests. Both groups showed increased RH intrahemispheric FC relative to controls, however, the increase was greater for the large lesion group compared to the small lesion group. Both groups showed reduced interhemispheric FC compared to controls. These findings contribute to the understanding of functional reorganization in the RH after LH stroke and reveal an increase in the RH FC at the chronic stage. The next steps will be to determine if the spatial pattern of RH FC increases relates to lesion location and if FC changes contribute to behavioral aphasia outcomes.
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Scaling laws for language encoding models in fMRI

Authors: *R. J. ANTONELLO, A. VAIDYA, A. G. HUTH; Univ. of Texas, Austin, Austin, TX

Abstract: Representations from transformer-based unidirectional language models are known to be effective at predicting brain responses to natural language. However, most studies comparing language models to brains have used GPT-2 or similarly sized language models. Here we tested whether larger open-source models such as those from the OPT and LLaMA families are better at predicting brain responses recorded using fMRI. Mirroring scaling results from other contexts, we found that brain prediction performance scales log-linearly with model size from 125M to 30B parameter models, with ~15% increased encoding performance as measured by correlation with a held-out test set across 3 subjects. Similar log-linear behavior was observed when scaling the size of the fMRI training set. We also characterized scaling for acoustic encoding models that use HuBERT, WavLM, and Whisper, and we found comparable improvements with model size. A noise ceiling analysis of these large, high-performance encoding models showed that performance is nearing the theoretical maximum for brain areas such as the precuneus and higher auditory cortex. These results suggest that increasing scale in both models and data will yield incredibly effective models of language processing in the brain, enabling better scientific understanding as well as applications such as decoding.
Disclosures:  **R.J. Antonello:** C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); Intel Inc.  **A. Vaidya:** C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); Intel Inc.  **A.G. Huth:** C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); Intel Inc.
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**Abstract:** Reading is defined as the ability to decode printed text to sounds in the spoken language and comprehend it semantically. This ability also relies on different cognitive subprocesses and executive functions (EF), which contribute to the reading process. Dyslexia, or Reading Difficulties (RD), is a neurodevelopmental disorder affecting 15% of children
worldwide. This disorder is highly comorbid with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Children with RD+ADHD demonstrated greater reading and EF challenges than those with RD-only. The goal of the current study is to determine the effect of EF-based reading intervention on behavioral and neurobiological correlates for EF among 8-12 y.o. English-speaking children with RD+ADHD (n=18), RD-only (n=18) and typically developing children (n=18). Behavioral and neurobiological data were collected from all participants before and after eight weeks of training with the EF-based reading computerized program. Functional MRI data were collected using 5 minutes of resting state condition, pre and post-intervention. Separate 3 Group (RD+ADHD, RD-only, typical readers) x 2 Test (Pre, Post-intervention) repeated measures ANOVA were conducted for reading and EF measures. Functional connectivity matrices within and between EF networks, including the cingulo-opercular (CO), fronto-parietal (FP), ventral and dorsal attention networks (VAN, DAN) were defined and compared between the participants and conditions. Prediction models connecting behavioral and neurobiological changes were conducted as well using regression analysis. Training had different effects among the three groups. While typical readers showed the highest scores in reading and EF measures, children with RD+ADHD showed significantly greater gains in comparison to children with RD-only in reading (reading fluency, rate and comprehension) and EF measures (switching, inhibition and working memory). Furthermore, greater changes in functional connectivity following the intervention, mainly between FP and DAN, were found among children with RD+ADHD and RD-only, with a significant decrease in functional connectivity of FP-DAN found in the RD+ADHD group. Changes in FP-DAN significantly predicted changes in naming abilities following training across all groups. The current study’s results strengthen the role of EF in the reading process. It also supports the differences, both behaviorally and neurobiologically, in EF among children with RD-only and those with RD+ADHD. In an attempt to get closer to a precision-education approach, a differential intervention for these groups may be indicated.
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Title: Maternal COVID-19 Infection Impacts the Intergenerational Transmission of Cognitive Functioning in the Postpartum Period: Results From the COVID-19 Mother-Baby Outcomes Initiative
**Authors:** *J. M. WARMINGHAM, V. CHAVES, A. LAVALLEE, M. HUSSAIN, G. KURMAN, M. KYLE, D. DUMITRIU;*
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**Abstract:** Children’s cognitive and language development in the first six months of life depends on parental support and interaction. Maternal COVID-19 infection during the perinatal period has the potential to alter maternal cognitive and executive functioning, which may influence infant cognitive and language development among children born during the pandemic. **Aims:** Identify the influence of COVID-19 infection on a mother’s performance in verbal IQ, executive functioning, and cognitive domains, and test associations between maternal cognitive functioning and infant communication and cognitive skills. **Methods:** Participants were mother-infant dyads (n=283) enrolled in the COVID-19 Mother Baby Outcomes (COMBO) Initiative. Of those enrolled, 32.3% (n=91) of mothers had COVID-19 prior to delivery. At 6 months postpartum, mothers and infants participated in a virtual research visit (via Zoom). Mothers completed performance-based assessments of executive functioning (Trail Making Test A & B), verbal IQ (American National Adult Reading Test), and cognitive functioning (MoCA-blind). With the instruction of a research assistant via zoom, mothers guided infants through the Developmental Assessment of Young Children (DAYC-2) for 6-month-olds. **Results:** Maternal COVID-19 infection was associated with lower maternal cognitive functioning ($B= -.129$, $p=.019$) and lower executive functioning ($B= .156$, $p=.018$) when controlling for sociodemographic factors, including education. Among mothers without COVID-19 infection, higher maternal verbal IQ was associated with higher scores on infant scores on expressive language ($r=.21$, $p=.005$), communication ($r=.15$, $p=.047$), and infant cognition ($r=.24$, $p=.002$). In the COVID-positive group, maternal verbal IQ was not associated with infant development ($p>.05$). In models adjusted for sociodemographic factors and child age, higher maternal verbal IQ was associated with higher scores in the domains of infant cognition ($B= .19$, $p=.005$), expressive language ($B= .198$, $p=.005$), and communication ($B= .15$, $p=.034$). Neither maternal executive functioning nor cognitive functioning (MoCA score) were associated with infant development scores ($p>.05$). In adjusted models predicting infant development, there were no significant interactions between maternal COVID-19 infection and maternal cognitive functioning ($p>.05$). **Summary:** COVID-19 infection is associated with lower postpartum maternal executive and cognitive functioning and attenuation of intergenerational transmission of cognitive functioning. Maternal verbal IQ was most strongly associated with infant development outcomes at 6 months old.
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Abstract: Background: Maternal verbal cognition and caregiving behavior is associated with many facets of infant development in the first two years of life. However, evidence of longitudinal associations between maternal cognition and caregiving behavior with infant development is scarce, particularly among infants born during the pandemic. **Aim of the study:** Determine the potential predictive power of maternal verbal cognition and maternal sensitivity on communication, fine and gross motor, problem solving and personal social development at 18 months old, as well as the impact of SARS-CoV-2 infection on maternal verbal cognition.

Methods: The sample is composed of mother-infant dyads (n=146) enrolled in the COVID-19 Mother-Baby Outcomes (COMBO) Initiative. Of those, 44.5% (n=65) had a history of SARS-CoV-2 infection perinatally. Maternal sensitivity was coded from a diaper change paradigm recorded via video visit (Zoom) at 4-months postpartum. Maternal cognition was measured at 9-months postpartum with the American National Adult Reading Test (AMNART) via video visit (Zoom). Finally, infant development was measured at 18-months via maternal report using the Ages and Stages Questionnaire, 3rd edition (ASQ-3).

Results: Maternal COVID-19 infection was associated with lower maternal verbal cognition (r=0.22, p=0.049) but not infant development outcomes. Maternal verbal cognition was not associated with infant cognitive development. However, verbal cognition was a significant predictor of infant’s communication (r=0.32, p=0.009) and fine motor (r=0.31, p=0.01) scores. Greater maternal sensitivity was associated with lower infant fine motor scores (r= -0.51, p=0.01). When controlling for covariates, such as baby gender, medical coverage, and ethnicity, maternal sensitivity was not associated with infant development. Higher maternal verbal cognition was associated with higher fine motor scores (B=0.38, p=0.035) but not other child development outcomes at 18 months. Conclusion: We assessed the longitudinal associations between maternal cognition and sensitivity on infant’s cognitive development in a subset of mother-infant dyads enrolled into the COMBO Initiative. Surprisingly, coded sensitivity at 4 months was related to lower fine motor scores at 18-months in unadjusted but not adjusted models. Notably, maternal COVID-19 infection was associated with lower scores on maternal verbal fluency. Maternal verbal cognition was a significant predictor of infant’s communication in unadjusted models and fine motor in the adjusted model, suggesting that maternal verbal abilities are important to promote development in the first 2 years of life.
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**Abstract:** Small vessel ischemic disease (SVID) is a multifactorial finding that can manifest as white matter hyperintensities (leukoaraiosis) in brain MRIs. Following stroke, several studies suggest that SVID may be a contributing factor to aphasia severity, in addition to other predictors like age, time since stroke, and lesion size. One challenge in studying the importance of SVID in post stroke aphasia is that there are several qualitative rating scales available to measure the severity of leukoaraiosis. Yet, it is unknown whether different rating scales perform similarly or not. Here, we attempt to replicate prior findings that presence and severity of leukoaraiosis contributes independently to post-stroke aphasia, comparing common leukoaraiosis rating scales.

Participants included 70 patients (29 F, 41 M) with chronic left hemisphere stroke, who underwent a neuroimaging battery as part of ongoing research at Cognitive Recovery Lab, including high resolution T1 and T2-FLAIR-weighted scans. In order to measure the leukoaraiosis, scans were visually inspected and the right brain hemisphere only was scored on three different qualitative scales: 1- Fazekas Deep White matter hyperintensities (DWMH, Fazekas et al. 1987) ranged from 0 to 3, 2- Fazekas Periventricular Hyperintensities (PVH, Zimmerman et al. 1986) ranged from 0 to 3, 3- Manolio ranged from 0 to 9 (Manolio et al. 1994). The Western Aphasia Battery-Revised (WAB) was used to quantify aphasia severity. We constructed regression models predicting each WAB measure (WAB Aphasia Quotient (AQ) and the four subscores) based on each of three different scales for SVID. All models included lesion size (mean:107.2 cc, SE: 93.4), age (mean: 61.4 years, SE: 11.3) and months since stroke (mean: 57.6, SE: 64.7) as additional predictors. There were negative effects of leukoaraiosis on different measures of the WAB-AQ, with a reduction of 21 points for patients with grade 3 of Fazekas scales (both DWMH and PVH) compared to patients with grade 1 Fazekas scales). There was no effect of Manolio scale scores on WAB scores. The results for sub-scores were similar in terms of statistically significant effects, but different in magnitude. Lesion volume was inversely related to all WAB scores. Months since stroke was positively related to some WAB scores. Severity of aphasia after stroke relates to severity of both deep and periventricular leukoaraiosis based on the Fazekas scales but not Manolio scale. Objective quantitative measures of leukoaraiosis should be investigated, as they may provide greater fidelity than rating scales and could reveal more specific relationships between white matter disease severity and aphasia outcomes.
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**Title:** Cross-linguistic differences in neural encoding and processing of stop consonants: the impact of language experience on attention allocation

**Authors:** *A. OLIVEIRA*¹, Y. KOTHARI¹, T. BLODER², Y. SHINOHARA³, V. SHAFER¹, P. CUNHA¹;
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**Abstract:** This study aimed to investigate the impact of language experience on the neural encoding and processing of stop consonant speech sounds. While previous research indicated minimal differences in P1 and N1 amplitude and latencies, recent studies have suggested that bilingual or nonnative experience may induce an Nd effect (Datta et al., 2020). The Nd effect refers to heightened negativity in the Auditory Event-Related Potential (AEP) when attending to a stimulus compared to ignoring it. Yet, it remains unclear whether the Nd effect is influenced by bilingualism itself or the nonnative nature of the target speech sounds. Thus, the present study examined cross-linguistic disparities in AEPs to three types of stop consonants: short lag [pa], pre-voiced [ba], and long lag aspirated [pʰa]. Participants included English monolinguals, Hindi, Spanish, and Portuguese bilingual listeners. All language groups shared the [pa] phoneme, while Hindi and English included [pʰa], and Portuguese, Spanish, and Hindi included [ba].

Electroencephalogram (EEG) data were collected from 42 participants (approximately 10 per group) using 17 scalp electrodes, with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and a low-pass filter set at 100 Hz. Participants ignored the speech stimuli and watched a muted movie. The data were cleaned and re-referenced to Oz. Results revealed greater negativity in P1 and N1 amplitudes for bilingual participants compared to monolinguals (by approximately 2 µV). Moreover, P1 latencies were approximately 20 ms earlier for bilinguals compared to monolinguals. These findings suggest that bilingual listeners allocate attention differently when processing speech stimuli.

**Disclosures:** A. Oliveira: None. Y. Kothari: None. T. Bloder: None. Y. Shinohara: None. V. Shafer: None. P. Cunha: None.
Title: Effect of the temporal processing on the time course of effective connectivity for understanding implicit intention of a speaker in discourse.

Authors: *S. TOKIMOTO¹, N. TOKIMOTO²;
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Abstract: In everyday speech, speakers often communicate their intentions implicitly by indirect expressions (e.g., interrogatives to request something, "Can you reach the salt?"). The speaker's implicit intention is assumed to be derived by pragmatic inference, but the details of this inference are unknown. To discuss the neural mechanisms of the inference, we analyzed the EEG associated with the understanding of a speaker's implicit intentions in discourse, paying attention to temporal processing. Experimental discourses with three speakers were manipulated by two factors: (1) the context to derive a speaker's intention from to be explicit or implicit. With the implicit context, higher-order inference is assumed; and (2) a speaker's intention referring to past or future behavior. EEGs of 24 Japanese native speakers were recorded during the auditory comprehension of the discourse by 64 electrodes on the scalp. We placed 34 regions of interest (ROIs) in the brain, referring to recent fMRI studies on understanding indirect utterances and episodic memory retrieval. After the source localization of the EEG, we examined information flow between the 34 ROIs by calculating partial directed coherence (PDC) for the theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands every 200 ms after the onset of a critical word, at which the speaker's intention (Yes or No) was recognized. To examine the effect of context implicitness on the inference, we calculated the difference in PDC between explicit and implicit conditions for past and future discourse, respectively. As a result, a significant directed network and its time course for four EEG bands were depicted as a manifestation of the contextual effect. The significant PDC differences corresponding to the contextual implicitness were both positive and negative, indicating that higher-order inference should be understood not only as an increase in information flow, but also as a decrease. Significant PDC differences were observed between multiple ROIs up to 900 ms after the critical word in past discourse, but up to 500 ms in future discourse, suggesting that the time course of the two processing were different with each other. Furthermore, the ROIs that functioned as hubs in past discourse were right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, BA 47), left IFG (BA 10), left caudate, right insula (BA 13), and left medial prefrontal cortex whereas in future discourse they were left cingulate gyrus (BA 31), left IFG (BA 47), left middle temporal gyrus (BA 21), left superior frontal gyrus (BA 10), left fusiform gyrus (BA 20), and right precuneus (BA 19), suggesting that apparent formal similarity in inference differs significantly in terms of the network of neural activity.
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**Abstract:**

Introduction: In current “dual-stream” models of language processing in the brain, speech perception and speech production are thought to be subserved by the anteroventral and dorsal streams, respectively. Computational models of speech processing (“internal forward and inverse models”) propose dynamic interactions of neural representations involved in speech perception and speech production. Yet, despite their importance for speech processing and acquisition, these interactions are still poorly understood. Motivated by a computational model (internal model) framework, we investigated neural signal dynamics and selectivity in an EEG experiment (N=20) involving the use of stimuli optimized to differentially activate perceptual and articulatory neural representations.

Methods: Our preliminary analyses are based on a sample of 20 healthy L1-English speaking adults who completed speech perception and production tasks while their neural activity was recorded using a 64 channel Biosemi Active2 EEG system. A novel aspect of our experiment was the design of stimulus sets optimized to differentiate perceptual (‘percDiff’) and articulatory (‘prodDiff’) neural representations. Overt production onset times were determined by three expert manual raters. EEG data were preprocessed using EEGLAB. Using FieldTrip, cluster-based permutation statistics were run using a cluster-identification threshold of 0.01. Overt production was analyzed from 200 to 120ms prior to acoustic production onset, and perception data were analyzed from 0 to 300ms post-stimulus onset.

Results and Discussion: Perception task: Preliminary results reveal three distinct and significant clusters when listening to percDiff word pairs; around 150ms over central channels we found a cluster (p = 0.009) that showed larger differences between the percDiff but no significant difference for prodDiff word pairs. Later, at 210 and at 240ms over central/parietal channels we found two distinct clusters, (p=0.028 and p=0.015, respectively) that did show a significant difference between prodDiff as well as percDiff pairs. For the prodDiff case, we found one significant cluster (p=0.015) between 210-240ms that showed significant difference between prodDiff word pairs overt frontal channels. These results are compatible with model predictions of an initial perceptual processing of auditory signals, followed by sensorimotor transformations via the parieto-frontal dorsal stream. Overt production task: Ongoing analyses are investigating signal flow across the hypothesized two processing streams and the transformation between perceptual and articulatory representations.
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Abstract: The Cloze Test is a type of fill-in-the-blank test in which blanks are placed in sentences and is an efficient method for assessing language proficiency. The test is expected to improve language proficiency by guessing a word from the preceding and following sentences. Nowadays, e-learning (studying with tablets, smartphones, etc.) and fun materials like manga, are integrated in the field of education. In this study, we examine the effects of the second language learning training using the Cartoon Cloze Test app by measuring the changes in brain activity. 24 healthy males and females (mean age 23.5 ± SD 4.29) whose second language was English participated in the experiment. The participants’ brain activity was measured using electroencephalography (EEG) while solving English tasks before and after a one-month training period (pre- and post-test). The training consisted of English composition and the Cartoon Cloze Test in which blanks were provided in the cartoon dialogues. In the pre- and post-tests, the participants had to answer two types of Cloze Tests: the multiple-choice test, in which they had to select the answer from a list of choices, and the fill-in-the-blank test, in which they had to enter the appropriate word. Functional connectivity analysis was conducted based on the EEG data measured during the pre- and post-tests. The calculated connectivity was compared between the pre- and post-tests. In addition to the tests, a test measuring the individual's overall English proficiency was administered before and after the training. The test scores measuring overall English proficiency and the fill-in-the-blank test showed a statistically significant improvement in the post-test. In the post-test, the EEG analysis showed a significantly higher connectivity in the left frontal lobe for both types of the Cloze Tests. Moreover, there was a significantly higher connectivity between the left frontal and right temporal lobes only for the fill-in-the-blank test. The left frontal lobe is related to analyzing vocabulary, while the right temporal lobe is related to analyzing grammar. Unlike the multiple-choice test, the fill-in-the-blank test requires participants to guess the appropriate word for the blank from the context and to change the word form according to subject, tense, etc. by themselves. Therefore, the training may have improved the bilateral connectivity related to analyzing vocabulary and grammar. These findings suggest that training with the Cartoon Cloze Test enhances functional connectivity in the brain regions related to syntactic parsing and semantic decision, and improves proficiency in the fill-in-the-blank test and overall English test.

Title: Dynamics of discourse comprehension: real-time neurobiological insights from fused fMRI/EEG analysis

Authors: *M. HONG, K. ABOUD;
Vanderbilt Univ., NASHVILLE, TN

Abstract: Approximately 43 million U.S. adults struggle with basic text comprehension. Despite a wealth of research exploring the neural underpinnings of reading disorders in children, reading comprehension in adults remains under-studied. This study fills the gap, applying high-resolution fused MRI-EEG analysis to identify neural mechanisms underlying reading comprehension in adults with varying range of reading abilities. We examined typical adults as they read medical passages in the MRI, and in a separate session, while EEG data was collected. Joint Independent Component Analysis (ICA) revealed comprehension variations associated with differences in network exchanges related to word reading and oral language between groups with lower and higher reading comprehension abilities, with early and late signals involved. These exchanges interacted with executive function regions, aligning with the Simple View of Reading model. This study underscores the complexity of neural network interactions in adult reading comprehension and suggests potential avenues for developing targeted interventions catered to adults with varying levels of reading comprehension ability. This investigation offers crucial contributions to our understanding in the field of neuroscience and brain-based reading comprehension interventions.

Disclosures: M. Hong: None. K. Aboud: None.
Title: Unraveling the Neural Basis of Everyday Conversations through Deep Speech-to-Text Models


Abstract: Humans effortlessly transduce the continuous acoustics of speech into rich linguistic meaning during everyday conversations. In this study, we leverage 100 hours (half a million words) of spontaneous open-ended conversations and concurrent high-quality electrocorticography recordings to decipher the neural basis of real-world speech production and comprehension. By capturing unconstrained conversations in real-world settings, we encompassed the richness and diversity of human speech production and comprehension. Employing Whisper, a deep multimodal speech-to-language model, we developed electrode-wise encoding models capable of accurately predicting neural responses to both acoustic and semantic aspects of speech, with single-electrode correlations up to 0.5 in precentral gyrus and superior temporal gyrus and 0.35 in inferior temporal gyrus. We uncover a distributed cortical hierarchy in speech and language processing, with sensory and motor regions involved in speech processing and language areas engaged in semantic and contextual processing. Moreover, we identify distinct regions responsible for speech production and comprehension. Our findings demonstrate mixed selectivity in most electrodes, indicating overlapping processing of speech and linguistic content, as well as speech production and comprehension. Notably, our encoding model allowed us to track processes of speech planning for the first time. We observed a temporal gradient of information processing, where encoding in high-level brain areas such as inferior temporal gyrus (M = -480 ms, SD = 284 ms) peaked before motor areas (M = -305 ms, SD = 391 ms, t(80) = -1.95, p < 0.05) and auditory areas (M = -250 ms, SD = 307 ms, t(48) = -2.72, p < 0.005) during production. This study offers a comprehensive account of the unfolding neural responses during fully natural, unbounded daily conversations. By leveraging a multimodal deep learning approach, we highlight the power of deep learning in unraveling the neural mechanisms underlying natural language processing in the human brain. Our research provides valuable insights into the unique complexity and dynamics of human speech processing, contributing to our understanding of language in real-world contexts.

Title: The effect of prosody on figurative language comprehension: the case of albures

Authors: *E. RUIZ ALANIS, A. REYES-AGUILAR; Sch. of Psychology, Natl. Autonomous Univ. of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico

Abstract: A set of elements that permit the non-literal interpretation of a speech act are necessary for understanding figurative speech. Albur (albures in plural) is a word play with scatological or sexual connotations that is typical of Mexican Spanish. Prosody is a key element of albures because it makes it easier to interpret them in a non-literal manner. To better understand the influence of prosody in the comprehension of albures, we performed a behavioral test to validate a set of stimuli (albures) for their further use in an MRI protocol to understand the neurocognitive basis of albur comprehension. Participants watched a video with either 37 or 38 stimuli, and were instructed to hit the space bar each time they recognized an albur. Because of the distinctive intonation of albures, we observed that the stimuli with the highest rate of detection contained the most salient prosodic cues. However, only slightly, the detection was also influenced by facial and hand gestures. Additionally, we found that the stimuli can be split into two categories: albures that depended on morphological reanalysis, which were the ones with the highest detection rate, and albures that relied on polysemy.

Disclosures: E. Ruiz Alanis: None. A. Reyes-Aguilar: None.
Authors: *S. NAYAK*, S. LACEY, L. NYGAARD, K. SATHIAN;  
Penn State Col. of Med., Hershey, PA; Psychology, Emory Univ., Atlanta, GA

Abstract: Sound-symbolism is the idea that there is a non-arbitrary relationship between the meaning of a word and its sound. It has been most commonly studied using pseudowords signifying shape or size. Previously, we analyzed the contributions of the acoustic parameters of a set of 537 consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVCV) pseudowords, created from phonemes with established sound-symbolic shape associations and thus optimized for the shape domain, to their ratings on a rounded/pointed scale (Lacey et al., Cognitive Science, 2020). Here, we extended this analysis to a new set of 638 CVCV pseudowords optimized for sound-symbolic size associations. This new set was created using the same phonemes as the prior set but included three additional vowels with established size associations; each pseudoword in the new set contained one of these vowels in the first, second, or both vowel positions. Participants listened to the pseudowords and rated them on scales capturing the categorical opposites of the shape (rounded, N=30; pointed, N=27) or size (small, N=28; big, N=29) domains. We measured both vocal (mean pitch, pitch standard deviation, pulse number, fraction of unvoiced frames [FUF], jitter, shimmer, mean autocorrelation, mean harmonics-to-noise ratio [HNR], and duration) and spectro-temporal (speech envelope, spectral tilt, and fast Fourier transform [FFT]) acoustic parameters. Vocal parameters were compared to ratings using correlations (Bonferroni-corrected for 9 tests), and spectro-temporal parameters were compared to ratings by computing correlations (Bonferroni-corrected for 3 tests) between the respective representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs). For the shape-optimized set, all vocal parameters, except for mean pitch, contributed significantly to their shape ratings, but none contributed to their size ratings. For the size-optimized set, all vocal parameters, except for mean pitch, again significantly contributed to shape ratings; but, importantly, duration, FUF, jitter, mean autocorrelation, and mean HNR were significantly correlated with size ratings. All three spectro-temporal parameters contributed significantly to both shape and size ratings in both pseudoword sets. These results indicate the differing contributions of acoustic parameters to sound-symbolic associations of pseudowords for the size and shape domains.

Disclosures: S. Nayak: None. S. Lacey: None. L. Nygaard: None. K. Sathian: None.
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Title: Acoustic stimulus parameters underlying sound symbolism in words and pseudowords
Abstract: Sound symbolism, the idea that words sound like their meanings (e.g., "knife" sounds pointy; "ball" sounds round), has mainly been studied in the context of pseudoword ratings for dimensions such as roundedness or pointedness. However, sound symbolism in real words is still not well understood. Here, 24 participants (20 female) rated the sounds of real words and pseudowords on a "very round" to "very pointy" scale. We used 160 real words (nouns selected from the list of Sidhu et al., Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 2021, ranging from very round [e.g., "olive"] to very pointy [e.g., "fork"]) and two classes of non-words: 320 consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVCV) pseudowords created from phonemes with established sound-symbolic associations for shape, and 160 'derived' pseudowords created by replacing some of the phonemes of the real words to make highly word-like pseudowords (e.g. “usive” from “olive” & “foft” from “fork”). We tested the correlations between participants’ round/pointy ratings and twelve different acoustic stimulus parameters: three spectro-temporal (speech envelope, fast Fourier transform [FFT], and spectral tilt); and nine related to voicing (duration, mean pitch, pitch standard deviation, pulse number, fraction of unvoiced frames [FUF], jitter, shimmer, mean autocorrelation, and harmonics-to-noise ratio [HNR]). For the CVCV pseudowords, we found strong and significant correlations between representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) of ratings and the spectro-temporal properties of FFT and speech envelope, replicating prior findings (Lacey et al., Cognitive Science, 2020), and a weaker but still significant correlation with spectral tilt. For the real words and the derived pseudowords, the correlations between RDMs of rating and all three spectro-temporal parameters were small, challenging the import of these parameters on shape ratings for these stimuli. For the CVCV pseudowords, we replicated the significant correlations reported by Lacey et al. (2020) for pulse number, FUF, jitter, shimmer, mean autocorrelation, and HNR. The derived pseudowords had largely similar correlations with ratings for these vocal parameters. Importantly, these vocal parameters also correlated significantly with ratings of the real words. These results suggest that physical properties of the speech signal influence how round/pointy real words sound, offering key support for sound symbolism in real language.

Disclosures: J. Dorsi: None. S. Lacey: None. L. Nygaard: None. K. Sathian: None.
Title: Acoustic parameters underlying sound-symbolism in English nouns: a machine learning approach.

Authors: *V. KUMAR*, J. DORSI, S. LACEY, L. NYGAARD, K. SATHIAN;
1Neurol., 2Penn State Col. of Med., Hershey, PA; 3Neurol., Pennstate Col. of Med., Hershey, PA; 4Psychology, Emory Univ., Atlanta, GA; 5Neurol., Milton S. Hershey Med. Ctr. & Penn State Col. of Med., Hershey, PA

Abstract: Sound symbolism refers to the non-arbitrary association between the sound of a word and its meaning (e.g., pseudowords like “lomo” and “teke” sound rounded and pointed, respectively). Previously, using the machine learning “K-nearest neighbors” (KNN) algorithm, we found a combination of acoustic parameters that strongly predicted how rounded/pointed a set of 537 consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVCV) pseudowords sounded. However, it remains unclear whether these acoustic properties also mediate sound-symbolic associations found in natural language (e.g. for real words such as “balloon” and “spike”). Unlike pseudowords, measuring sound symbolism in real words is confounded by semantic knowledge; listeners might indicate that “balloon” sounds round because they know it refers to a round object. To understand what acoustic features effectuate sound-symbolic associations in real words, we selected 160 nouns (from the list of Sidhu et al., Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 2021) that ranged in ratings of meaning from very round (e.g. “olive”) to very pointy (e.g., “fork”). Next, we created a set of 160 pseudowords by altering the selected real words to make word-like pseudowords (“derived pseudowords”; e.g. “usive” & “foft”). Finally, we chose 320 CVCV pseudowords from our prior work. We asked 24 participants (20 female) to rate the sounds of all our stimuli on a “very rounded” to “very pointy” scale. We used the KNN algorithm to identify the optimal combination of parameters that predicted sound ratings for each stimulus type. The parameters were the same acoustic properties examined in our prior work: three spectro-temporal (fast Fourier transform [FFT], spectral tilt, speech envelope) and nine related to voicing (harmonics-to-noise ratio [HNR], pulse number, fraction of unvoiced frames [FUF], mean autocorrelation [MA], shimmer, jitter, mean pitch, pitch standard deviation [PSD], and duration). The best parameter combination differed by stimulus type, but with some notable similarities, e.g. FFT, FUF, and HNR were part of the optimal model for all three stimulus types. Finally, we used the optimal KNN model for the derived pseudowords (comprising FFT, FUF, MA, & HNR) to generate predicted sound ratings for the real words. We found that these predicted sound ratings correlated with a measure of the roundedness/pointedness of each word’s meaning (Sidhu et al., 2021). Using parameters important for predicting the ratings of pseudoword sounds makes this analysis unconfounded by any semantic bias. This correlation suggests that words do sound like their meanings, supporting the central claim of sound symbolism.
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Title: Natural and artificial metacognition in humans and Large Language Models
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Abstract: In recent years, various AI systems, generative AIs in particular, have made significant progresses. Comparison with humans is important in assessing the ability of AI (Turing 1950), enhancing alignment of AI with humans (Yudkowsky 2016), and facilitating human collective intelligence (Woolley et al. 2010). One of the Large Language Models, Chat Generative Pre-Trained Transformer (ChatGPT, OpenAI 2023) has been examined regarding its cognitive capabilities. In false-belief-tasks (Baron-Cohen 1992) related to the theory of mind (Baron-Cohen et al. 1995), ChatGPT performs robustly in comparison with humans in in-context learning. (Kosinski 2023, Moghaddam 2023), while its vulnerabilities have been reported (Dsiri 2022). ChatGPT is based on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al. 2017), a variation of artificial neural networks. Metacognition in neural networks has been discussed in a "what they know and what they do not know" context (Clark and Karmiloff-Smith 1993, Fleming 2021). Confidence judgments on a particular knowledge is a typical example of metacognition. (Kepecs and Mainen 2012). Here we examined the generic metacognitive abilities of Large Language Models, by analyzing the confidence judgments of ChatGPT. We used the retrospective confidence judgments (RCJs) (Hart 1965) to make comparisons between typical human subjects and ChatGPT. We designed the task with different degrees of uncertainty based on the “Uncertainty Response (UR)” paradigm (Smith and Washburn 2005), which has been used to measure metacognition in animals with quantitative evaluation of the subjects' confidence rates under variable contexts such as “post-decision wager” paradigms. (Persaud 2007). As ChatGPT is context-sensitive and order-sensitive, a robustness check was conducted to evaluate the degree of genericity and universality of the responses of the generative AI to prompts. Based on the results, we analyze the metacognitive capabilities of the currently available Large Language Models such as ChatGPT. We make comparisons with human metacognitive abilities subserved by neural networks including medial and lateral prefrontal cortex, precuneus, and insula (Vaccaro and Fleming 2018). Finally, we discuss the role of language in artificial and natural intelligence, considering the related brain circuits involved in the latter (Fernandez-Duque et al. 2000).

Disclosures: S. Yoshizawa: None. K. Mogi: None.
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**Title:** A complete pipeline for high-plex spatial proteomic profiling and analysis of neural cell phenotypes on a Spatial Molecular Imager and a Spatial Informatics Platform.


**Abstract:** The brain is complex and heterogeneous where cell function and cell-to-cell communication are critical for rapid and accurate performance. The ability to explore protein-driven activities at high resolution within the spatial context of their immediate environment is critical to gain comprehensive pictures of brain development, activity, aging, disease or dysfunction, and inflammatory responses. Many existing approaches for high-plex single-cell spatial proteomics face issues around simplicity, speed, scalability, and big data analysis. Here, we present an integrated workflow that addresses key concerns around high-plex proteomics. The CosMx™ Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI) and AtoMx™ Spatial Informatics Platform comprise an end-to-end workflow that efficiently handles highly multiplex protein analysis at plex sizes exceeding 68 targets. The CosMx protein assays use oligonucleotide-conjugated antibodies, that are detected using universal, multi-analyte CosMx readout reagents. The CosMx Mouse Neural Cell Typing and Alzheimer’s Pathology panel is optimized to comprehensively profile neural cell lineages across the brain as well as the progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Furthermore, 80% of the antibodies making up both panels are cross-reactive with human tissue antigens. The AtoMx spatial informatics platform provides full analysis support, including whole-slide image viewer, and methods for performing built-in or fully customizable analyses for cell typing, ligand-receptor analysis, neighborhood analysis and spatial differential expression. The CosMx protein assay reagents were validated on the FFPE adult mouse brain, mouse embryo, and Alzheimer’s positive human brain. We used the CosMx Mouse Neural Cell Typing and Alzheimer’s Pathology panel with the CosMx SMI to identify multiple neuronal subtypes, different reactive states of astrocytes and microglia, cell degeneration and proliferation. In a single-cell exploration of mitochondria, we noted distinct patterning of key immune targets based on their immediate microenvironment. Additionally, evaluated the co-expression patterns and activation states of microglia within 200 μm from the amyloid plaque and tau tangles. CosMx SMI is a high-plex spatial multi-omics platform that enables the detection of > 68 proteins at subcellular resolution. In combination with the high-plex CosMx Mouse Neural Cell Typing and Alzheimer’s Pathology panel, we present a flexible and scalable informatics platform, a robust solution for comprehensive neural and disease phenotyping that captures the complexity of neuronal and glial cellular activity with full spatial context.
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**Title:** High-plex in situ proteogenomic profiling of human brain sections with spatial molecular imaging


**Abstract:** Spatially resolved transcriptomics and proteomics work in concert to create a full biological picture, including cell function, cell activity and cell-to-cell communication. The ability to profile numerous RNAs and proteins on the same tissue section in spatial context is especially advantageous for dissecting neurobiological mechanisms that are largely dependent upon spatial relationships.

Here, we demonstrate the “proteogenomic” capability of the CosMx™ Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI), a single-cell spatial biology platform that leverages the cyclic in situ hybridization chemistry to enable high-plex detection of RNAs and proteins at subcellular resolution. In this proteogenomic assay, 40+ proteins and 6,000 RNAs are targeted on the same FFPE human brain section, delivering highly quantitative results. The 40+ target proteins focus on neural cell typing
and neurodegenerative disease pathology (including amyloid precursor protein, amyloid beta, and phosphorylated tau variants) and are labeled with oligonucleotide-conjugated antibodies. These antibodies are detected via several rounds of reporter-probe binding and fluorescence imaging on the SMI instrument. The same brain section undergoes hybridization with probes targeting 6,000 RNAs that cover broad biological areas and emphasize neuroscience. The >4,900 neuroscience-related genes targeted cover >80 pathways and enable robust neuronal and glial cell typing as well as exploration of key ligand-receptor interactions. As RNA and protein SMI assays utilize the same reporter chemistry, RNA detection occurs on the SMI instrument using the same readout reagents. The SMI proteogenomic approach uses high-plex protein data from a large area of tissue to identify smaller regions of interest on the same slide for 6,000-plex RNA profiling, which offers a more comprehensive view of the cell functions and states observed in the protein assay.

Furthermore, this proteogenomic approach enables enhanced cell segmentation accuracy. The abundant cellular information from the protein data can be used alongside a new cell segmentation framework that leverages data from morphology staining (i.e. GFAP, IBA1, NeuN or OLIG2, and S6) and the 40+ different proteins measured by the SMI platform. Thus, by combining the high-plex neuro protein and RNA assays, we achieve unparalleled cell segmentation, enabling better assignment of transcripts to cells and opening numerous avenues for biological inquiry. We ultimately demonstrate the use of CosMx SMI to create a spatial cell atlas of the brain, define neighborhoods, and probe numerous pathways and cellular phenotypes.
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Title: Spatially Resolved Single-Cell High Plex Neural Proteomic Analysis Over Extended Human Brain FFPE Tissue Samples
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Abstract: The human brain features long-ranging complexities where critical cell function and cell-to-cell communication take place over relatively large interstitial distances and far from the cell somas. The ability to explore protein-driven activities at high resolution, within the spatial context across a large environment and passing through multiple microenvironments, allows a comprehensive picture of brain biology to emerge and is applicable to a myriad of open questions regarding brain development, activity, aging, and neurodegeneration. The CosMx™ Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI) efficiently handles highly multiplex protein analysis on FFPE tissues at > 68-plex. The CosMx protein assays use oligonucleotide-conjugated antibodies that are detected using universal, multi-analyte CosMx readout reagents. Standard CosMx SMI assays make use of standard glass microscope slides with attached flow cells, with 300 mm² of the imaging area. The flow cell is mounted within an observation chamber fitted with control valves to precisely deliver cell preparation and analyte detection reagents, and a high-resolution fluorescent microscope linked to a high-capacity data collection computer for further computational analysis of captured images. However, the size, complexity, and heterogeneity of the human brain from one area to another further drive the need to sample much larger tissue sections. Here we demonstrate a novel Large Surface Area flow cell with > 1,600 mm² of the imaging area, representing a > 5-fold increase in the imaging area. To enable this large imaging surface area, we developed a custom flow cell larger in size than standard glass slides and optimized the flow-cell design and reagent-delivery conditions to ensure uniform reagent delivery throughout the large-sized samples being analyzed. Combining the Large Surface Area flow-cell imaging capabilities with our human-specific > 68-plex CosMx SMI Human Neural Cell Profiling and Alzheimer’s Pathology Protein Panel, we demonstrate spatial imaging of key neural cell typing (GFAP, Iba1, NeuN), and disease-specific targets (APP, Amyloid Betas, Tau), and key post-translational modifications. Advanced neuronal segmentation algorithms allow for specific tracing and segmentation of single neurons, including axons, across hundreds of micrometers of space. The ability to image and evaluate 5-fold larger sections of human brain tissues with unparalleled spatial context and high-plex analyte content allows the grander scale of disease anatomy and processes to be cataloged with exquisite precision and accuracy.
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Title: A Flexible and Cost-Effective Method for Generating Custom 10x Beads to Capture Neuronal Splicing Events at Single Cell Resolution
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Abstract: Droplet-based RNA sequencing methods, such as the 10x Genomics platform, have revolutionized our ability to profile human tissues at single cell/nuclei resolution. However, 10x single nuclei RNA sequencing (snRNAseq) is currently limited to 5' or 3' capture and is unable to directly target the middle portions of mRNA transcripts. Internal sites of mRNAs contain many features that are relevant to disease such as alternative splicing variants. Our lab has developed a method that can generate gel beads that are coated with both poly(dT) oligos and targeted capture oligos (TaCOs), all of which contain cell barcodes and unique molecular identifiers. By designing TaCOs to anneal directly adjacent to internal sequences of interest, TaCO-Seq can profile any portion of an mRNA transcript. Meanwhile, the remaining polyT probes ensure that simultaneous capture of gene expression is unaffected. TaCO beads are compatible with 10x Genomics Chromium X controllers and can integrate seamlessly with downstream sequencing and analysis pipelines.

As a proof-of-concept, our lab has used TaCO-Seq to capture TDP-43-associated cryptic exons in human brain samples from ALS-FTD and identified differential cryptic exon burden in different cell types. Detection of splicing at single nuclei sequencing will help us clarify the genetic and environmental factors that underlie the onset and progression of TDP-43 cryptic exons in neurodegenerative diseases. Furthermore, TaCO-Seq is a highly flexible and cost-effective method that can be generalized for single cell targeting of any sequences in the genome or transcriptome. We believe TaCO-Seq will be a useful tool to study alternative splicing in the fields of neuroscience, oncology, and the broader research community.
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Title: Spatial validation of EvercodeTM split-pool combinatorial barcoding with RNAscopeTM multiplex assay in adult mouse brain cryosections
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**Abstract:** Single nuclei RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) using Evercode™ combinatorial barcoding is a powerful tool to capture transcriptomes from up to 1 million nuclei to identify both known and novel cell types. Capturing cellular heterogeneity is important for complex tissues such as the mammalian brain where there are defined cell-cell interactions within brain structures. However, traditional snRNA-seq sacrifices spatial information due to the dissociation of samples into single nuclei suspensions. Complementing snRNA-seq with RNAscope™ RNA in-situ hybridization (RNA-ISH) can provide an understanding of the spatial organization of transcriptomes and the ability to visually validate snRNA-seq findings.

To show the power of these complementary techniques we performed both Evercode™ snRNA-seq and RNA-ISH from alternating sagittal sections from a frozen, healthy, adult-mouse brain. First, we developed a protocol to extract nuclei from multiple cryosections to perform nuclei fixation. Fixed nuclei were processed with Evercode™ WT v2 and a subset of barcoded nuclei were sequenced resulting in transcriptomes from 13,800 nuclei with 2,300 median genes/cell. Using this snRNA-seq dataset, we selected a set of highly expressed and differentiating genes to perform RNAscope™ on adjacent sections for granule, Purkinje, oligodendrocyte precursor (OPC), endothelial, glutamatergic, and GABAergic cells. To validate and spatially confirm the presence of these cells, we used the RNAscope™ Multiplex method to detect cell-type markers determined by snRNA-seq and previously established canonical markers. From colocalization patterns, we observed a remarkable concordance of gene expression between snRNA-seq and RNA-ISH, exhibiting both cell specificity and brain region specificity.

In the snRNA-seq dataset, Car8 was a highly specific and differentiating marker for Purkinje cells, representing only 0.5% of all cells processed. Using RNAscope™ LS Multiplex, we validated Car8 to be uniquely specific and concordant with Calb1, another canonical marker for Purkinje cells. Similarly, we determined Pde1a as a marker for glutamatergic cells by snRNA-seq which was found to have region specific co-expression with Slc17a7 in the cortical layers. Moreover, we determined Vcan as a specific marker of OPCs and OPC-like cells by snRNA-seq, which was found to co-localize with Pdgfra and both datasets revealed a subset of OPC-like cells that were Vcan+ and Pdgfra-. These examples highlight the power of complementing snRNA-seq and spatial RNA-ISH techniques to validate biologically relevant findings and understand region specific gene expression.
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**Abstract:** Single cell assays for DNA, RNA, and protein provide a rapidly expanding toolkit for understanding neurobiology. These new technologies have made it possible to test new hypotheses concerning rare cell types, cellular responses to disease, and cell-specific mechanisms. However, the accessibility of these types of studies is limited by the cost and quality of cells that can be isolated intact from the dense interconnected cellular matrix of the brain. To overcome this technical hurdle, one popular approach has been to isolate out nuclei from frozen tissue for transcriptomic profiling, termed single nuclei RNA sequencing (snRNAseq). While isolating out nuclei, the presence of ambient RNA and cellular debris can introduce technical artifacts and affect the quality of sequencing. For droplet-based microfluidic systems, this is especially important as debris can clog instruments and lead to the loss of multiple samples. Additionally, the presence of debris can lead to unintentional overloading and the presence of doublets. Therefore, the goal of our study is to test publicly available protocols for efficiency, cost, yield, and overall quality of the data using 10xGenomics Single Cell Gene Expression profiling method. In this study, we directly compare several centrifuge-based and machine-assisted protocols to isolate nuclei from the cortex of 6-month-old wild-type mice. Across all samples, we observed that the presence of debris significantly decreased yield in terms of total nuclei recovered and reads past quality control for ambient RNA via SoupX pipeline. Directly comparing between technologies, we found that centrifuge-based isolation protocols were cost-effective but were significantly variable in total nuclei recovered. In contrast, machine-assisted isolation protocols that did not require staining were the most time-efficient and were able to capture a wider diversity of cell types. Finally, ex-vivo activation of several glial cell types was found to be modulated by the protocol used to isolate nuclei. This study provides valuable benchmarking of cost, time, and quality control metrics associated with nuclei isolation for snRNAseq.
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**Title:** Dissecting the impact of non-coding somatic mutations in the human brain via single cell Multiomics paired with duplex-sequencing (Duplex-Multiome)

**Authors:** *A. J. KRIZ*, S. MAO, D. D. SHAO, D. A. SNELLINGS, R. E. ANDERSEN, E. A. LEE, C. A. WALSH


**Abstract:** While somatic variants have been heavily studied in tumors, their prevalence and significance to other diseases, and in healthy individuals, are less well-understood. Our lab and others revealed that somatic mutation is a widespread phenomenon throughout normal brains. Human neurons each contain 100 or more clonal somatic single nucleotide variants (sSNV) at birth, acquired during prenatal development, and gain 15-20 additional sSNVs arising per year per genome. Despite being the main source of genetic diversity between cells within an individual, the patterns and mechanisms by which somatic variants form in different brain cell types as well as their functional impact are not well understood. Typical methods for detecting somatic variants in single cells do not provide simultaneous gene expression, cell type, or chromatin state information. In order to bridge somatic variant calling, gene expression, and epigenetics we developed the Duplex-Multiome method. In Duplex-Multiome, a strand-tagging step is added to construction of 10X Single Cell Multiome ATAC + Gene Expression libraries. Consensus between both strands of tagmented DNA, or duplexes, can then be applied to single cell ATAC-seq libraries to filter out artifacts created by PCR and sequencing error while maintaining true somatic variant calls. Duplex-Multiome was performed on three post-mortem cortical brain samples ranging from gestational week 14 to 51 years of age, generating data in >10,000 single nuclei representing 13 different cell types. Requiring duplex consensus reduced variant calls likely to be artifacts by up to 10-fold, as well as eliminated mutational signatures resulting from sequencing error. Duplex consensus somatic variant calls further fit known contributors to somatic variation in the human brain such as the clock-like mutational signatures SBS1 and SBS5. Variant calls could also be assigned to cell type as determined by multimodal clustering of single cell ATAC + Gene Expression data. Duplex-Multiome thus enables association of somatic variants with cell type and gene expression in the human brain at a much larger scale than previously possible.
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Title: Determination of cell type specific variant burden in a somatic SLC35A2-associated drug resistant focal epilepsy case reveal variant enrichment in non-neuronal cell types
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Abstract: Germline genetic variants in SLC35A2, a Golgi-localized, UDP-galactose transporter essential for cellular glycosylation, have been implicated in one type of congenital disorder of glycosylation associated with intractable seizures and X-linked developmental and epileptic encephalopathy. Recent evidence has recognized somatic, loss-of-function SLC35A2 variants as an important contributor to drug resistant neocortical epilepsy and in mild malformation of cortical development with oligodendroglial hyperplasia in epilepsy (MOGHE). However, the specific cell types harboring SLC35A2 variants remain largely under investigated. In this study, we demonstrate cell type specific variant burden in human somatic mosaic brain tissue can be determined using SoMoSeq (Somatic Mosaic tissue Sequencing); a modified G&T-seq method that enables parallel genotyping and full-length cDNA sequencing from single nuclei. Resected brain tissue was obtained from a male with drug resistant focal epilepsy harboring a pathogenic SLC35A2 variant (c.C435A:p.Y145X) and an age-matched pediatric stroke case (control). Total nuclei were isolated, immunostained with an anti-NeuN antibody and underwent fluorescence-activated nuclei sorting. Forty-six NeuN+ and 46 NeuN- single nuclei were sorted into each well of a 96-well plate along with two mini-bulk (n=50 nuclei) and two blank wells. We collected twenty-four 96-well plates, for a total of 1104 NeuN+ nuclei and 1104 NeuN- nuclei, for SoMoSeq processing where DNA and RNA were physically separated for genotyping and full-length cDNA generation, respectively. We observed a genotyping dropout rate of 39% (857/2208) and a doublet rate of 0.5% (11/2208). Of those that genotyped (n=1340), 92% genotyped as wild-type and 8% genotyped as variant positive (variant allele fraction, VAF = 8%). This VAF is concordant with that in bulk tissue, which was determined as 10% using digital PCR. Interestingly, variant positive nuclei are more prominent in NeuN- (13.5%) compared to NeuN+ (3%) populations, suggesting that the variant is preferentially enriched in non-neuronal cell types. We have selected all SLC35A2 variant harboring cells (n=91), matched variant negative cells (n=213), and stroke control (n=37) for cDNA library preparation and sequencing on the Illumina NovaSeq6000 to a targeted depth of 8-10 million reads per cell. Analysis of transcriptomic data to robustly classify the specific cell types harboring the SLC35A2 variants is currently ongoing. This study demonstrates the successful application of SoMoSeq to human somatic brain tissue, providing a powerful tool to quantify cell type specific variant burden.
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Abstract: Glioblastomas are one of the most aggressive forms of brain tumors characterized by distinct genetic and molecular signatures. The progression of these tumors as well as their response to therapy is impacted by the complex tumor-immune interactions in the microenvironment. Compared to other solid tumors, the role of immune cells in progression, invasion and prognosis is not well studied for CNS tumors. Assessing unique features of the brain tumor microenvironment requires a multi-omic strategy to identify unique immune cells infiltrating the tumor and their dynamic interactions with other cells within the tumor. Using the flagship single-cell spatial RNAscope technology, target gene and protein expression can be visualized to characterize cell types and tissue neighborhoods. Here, we demonstrate a novel method for the simultaneous detection of RNA and protein using a modified co-detection assay. With this novel TSA amplification-based co-detection assay we visualized a few combinations of 3 RNA and 3 protein marker panels on human FFPE normal brain and brain tumor tissues. Antibodies targeting key immune cell markers such as CD8, IBA1 and CD68 were used. In addition, neuronal and morphology marker antibodies for PanCK and NeuN were included in the panels. RNA probes targeting chemokines and cytokines such as CXCL10, IFNG, TNFA, CXCL2. IL-6 were also used in the panels. Immune cells infiltrating the brain tumor tissues were characterized by studying co-expression of key RNA and protein markers. The tumors demonstrated infiltration of immune cells such as T cells, microglia and macrophages represented by expression of CD8, IBA1 and CD68 protein markers. In addition, expression of cytokines was used to assess the activation status of these immune cells which is an important indicator for potential success of certain therapeutic interventions. Distinct differences in neuroinflammation signatures were also observed between the normal and tumor brain tissues. The assay offers a powerful technique for visualizing target RNA biomarkers in specific cell-types identified by cell-marker protein expression. This is a valuable tool for multiomic analysis and accurate interrogation of complex tissues such as the brain to obtain insights into novel prognostic and therapeutic biomarkers.
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**Title:** High-plex analysis of expression profiles in human frontal cortex following ischemic stroke at single-cell resolution by spatial molecular imaging


**Abstract:** Stroke is ranked as the fifth leading cause of death and the principal cause of long-term disability for adults in the United States. Ischemic stroke occurs due to a blockage or rupture in blood vessels, leading to critical loss of oxygen and glucose to the brain. This triggers the release of free oxygen radicals, disruption of the blood-brain barrier, and ultimately the death of neuronal tissue (infarction). The progression of neural damage after ischemic stroke is mediated through the interaction of immune cells, glial cells, surviving neurons, and the surrounding extracellular matrix. Therefore, a deeper understanding of the impact of ischemic infarction on long-term neuronal function requires a high-resolution analysis of interactions between these spatially and functionally distinct cell types. Here we evaluate the differential expression in the frontal cortex of ischemic stroke patients compared to non-infarct areas, utilizing the CosMx™ Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI). SMI uses high-plex in situ imaging chemistry to provide high-throughput and high-sensitivity single-cell analysis of RNA and marker proteins. The CosMx™ SMI 6,000-plex assay targets critical genes involved in metabolic (>20), immunological (>70), and neurobiological (>80) pathways, providing a comprehensive investigation of single-cell expression in normal and neurodegenerative brain tissue. We characterize the loss of neuronal function in peri-infarct cortical tissue and elucidate post-infarction mechanisms within glial and immune cell types in the surrounding extracellular matrix. We find that peri-infarct cortical regions initiate regulatory expression profiles distinct from non-infarct regions, demonstrating higher integration of astrocytic processes, spatially identified throughout the tissue by immunohistochemical marker GFAP. We also distinguish the extent of the peri-infarct border and find a decrease in typical neuronal signaling pathways within surviving neuronal cells, but a persistent increase in immunological and inflammatory pathways. Altogether, these data demonstrate that spatially characterizing astrocytic and neuronal pathways in post-infarction tissue provides a granular examination of neurodegeneration. These findings may facilitate targeted cell type-specific therapies for patients following ischemic stroke injury. The CosMx™ 6,000-plex assay allowed us to simultaneously visualize RNA transcripts and relevant protein analytes at a single-cell level, providing a quantitative multiomic approach to surveying the heterogeneous environment of brain tissue. FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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Title: Multimodal profiling of neurons in 3D human cortical organoids using patch-seq

Authors: *E. Bat-Erdene¹, A. J. Boreland¹, R. Gabriel III¹, J. Liu², A. Kreimer², Z. P. Pang¹;

Abstract: The progress in understanding the pathophysiology of mental disorders is hampered by the lack of an integrative understanding of diverse cell types in human brain. Brain neurons exhibit diversity in gene expressions, morphology, and electrophysiology. However, it has been technically difficult to investigate all aspects of neuronal diversity in the same cells. We hypothesize that electrophysiological (and possibly morphological) features of human neurons can be predicted by single-cell transcriptomic profiles. Therefore, the aim of this study is to construct a comprehensive cell atlas of human neurons from 3D brain organoids using multimodal analyses. We used 3D cortical organoids derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC). Patch-seq combining patch-clamp recording, biotin staining, and single-cell RNA sequencing provided a morpho-electric annotation of most transcriptomically defined neural cell types. The electrophysiological features include cell membrane properties, resting membrane potential, action potential, after hyperpolarization potential, postsynaptic currents and, Na+ and K+ whole-cell currents. The morphological features include the soma, dendrites, axon, and axon terminals.We profiled more than 100 human neurons with electrophysiology and single-cell RNA sequencing using SMARTSeq with excellent quality control. The profiles include 3000 to 10000 unique genes from one cell. The neural clusters represented distinct subtypes, including upper and deep cortical neurons, progenitors, and radial-glial cells. Our results suggest that neuronal types in the neocortex represent a diverse pool of cells that consists of distinct non-overlapping subtypes. Ongoing experiments will significantly increase the number of cells with complete profiles to enrich the database.
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Abstract: The human cerebral cortex is composed of billions of morphologically and functionally distinct neurons. These neurons are produced in an organized fashion during development. The neocortex is a 6-layered laminar structure, with a precise anatomical organization ensuring proper function. Each layer is comprised of distinct populations of neurons distinguished by differences in size, shape, connectivity, and gene expression. The complex cognitive functions of the adult neocortex depend on the precise emergence of these properties during development. Elucidating the molecular mechanisms that regulate human neocortical development has been a challenge for many years. Development of the neocortex requires an orchestration of a series of processes including the appropriate generation, migration, positioning of the neurons, acquisition of layer-specific transcriptional hallmarks, and formation of precise axonal projections and networks. Over the past years, fate-mapping, genome-wide analysis, and transcriptome profiling has been used to characterize this neocortical cellular diversity. In our pilot study, we apply the 6000-plex NanoString’s CosMx™ SMI, a spatial molecular imaging platform to detect RNA and protein markers in situ at single-cell and subcellular resolution. The pre-defined content from the 6000-plex panel has comprehensive coverage of genes and pathways. The assay utilizes standard IHC-grade antibodies or in situ RNA hybridization probes that are covalently linked to small (~20nm) high information content single-molecule imaging barcodes. The platform’s ability to perform high-plex multi-omic imaging with sub-cellular resolution allows the visualization and quantification of targeted RNA and proteins directly from tissue samples. Using second trimester primary brain samples, focusing on the neurogenic and gliogenic periods, we visualize known and novel patterns of RNA transcripts across cell types. We identify transcripts involved in cell-cell interactions, synaptogenesis and cortical layering spanning cortical laminae. Using this platform reiterates fundamental differences between neurogenic and gliogenic radial glia, excitatory neurons, and other cell types, highlighting differences in local transcription between the two significant time periods, across the germinal zones and cortical plate
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Title: Morphoelectric properties of Layer 4, 5 and 6 intratelencephalic transcriptomic types in the human neocortex
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Abstract: Recent advances in transcriptomic studies of the human cortex have provided a universal framework to explore cell type diversity in the brain. Among these cell types, cortical excitatory neurons are known by their signature dendritic arbors, with a pronounced apical dendrite, which compartmentalize and integrate synaptic input to compute and ultimately translate signals to downstream neurons. Using Patch-seq sampling, which facilitates the collection of morphology, electrophysiology, and transcriptomic data from the same neuron, we investigated the morphoelectric and transcriptomic properties of human cortical, intratelencephalic (IT)-projecting excitatory neurons in Layer 4 through 6 (L4-6). IT neurons serve as the recipients of thalamocortical projections and are responsible for cortico-cortico feedback. They also have diverse transcriptomic properties and map to fourteen different IT transcriptomic types based on a reference taxonomy (Hodge et al 2019) and can be roughly aggregated based on their laminar position into L4 IT, L4/5 IT, L4/5 Near Projecting (NP), L5 IT, L6 IT and L6 IT Car3 types. Here we evaluated whether the transcriptomic diversity of these neurons, which account for over half (14 out of 24) of the excitatory transcriptomic types in the taxonomy corresponds to distinct morphoelectric properties. Our findings reveal differences in the tendency of apical dendrites to reach layer 1, apical dendrite orientation, and somato-dendritic morphology across transcriptomic types. We also see subtle shifts in dendrite and soma distribution patterns of different L4 IT transcriptomic types. These patterns suggest that cortical inputs to these neurons are highly topographic. The electrophysiological properties of these neurons also vary in a layer-specific and depth-dependent manner. In summary, the combined transcriptomic and morphoelectric properties of these neurons offer insights into how different
IT neuron types may contribute to the flow of information across cortical circuits within the human cortex.
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Abstract: Spatial Transcriptomic Profiling of the Human and Mouse Retina Prepared with the CryoJane Tape Transfer System using GeoMx DSP and CosMx SMI Spatial Analysis

Yan Liang1, Charlie Glaser1, Wei Yang1, Su Ma1, Bela Anand-Apte2, Vera L. Bonilha2, Sujata Rao2, William Horrigan2, Joseph Beechem1

1NanoString® Technologies, Seattle, WA, USA 2Dept. of Ophthalmology, Cole Eye Institute, Cleveland, OH, USA

The goal of the study is to identify key transcriptomic markers in the retina by profiling retina layers using spatial transcriptomic analysis at cellular and subcellular levels. Additionally, transcriptomic results from each layer are compared to identify layer-specific characteristics. Human and mouse retina samples, prepared as fresh and fixed frozen, are analyzed using the GeoMx® Digital Spatial Profiler (DSP) with the Mouse Whole Transcriptome Atlas. Furthermore, FFPE mouse retina samples are analyzed to characterize transcriptomic profiles at single-cell and subcellular resolutions on CosMx™ Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI) using the 1,000-plex Mouse Neuroscience Panel. Retina is using Cryo-Jane Taper Transfer system and mounted on adhesive-coated slides using an adhesive tape. This method is used to secure fragile frozen tissue, such as the retina. Human and mouse samples were stained for immunofluorescence microscopy with antibodies that target NF-H, GFAP and NeuN for GeoMx DSP and 18s rRNA, amyloid-beta and GFAP for CosMx SMI. Staining allows for the identification of structural layers in the retina and regions of interest for spatial profiling. On DSP, each sample had three ROIs in each photoreceptor, inner nuclear, and ganglion cell layers, and then, photocleaved oligonucleotides from probes were collected and sequenced for readout. For SMI data analysis, six field of views were placed on each section to cover most regions of multiple layers. Using GeoMx DSP, ~6,000 genes were detected in human retina samples, and approximately 500 genes were detected between the photoreceptor and inner nuclear
CosMx SMI results show we were able to identify cell types (e.g., amacrine, horizontal cell, bipolar cell, ganglion cell) and cell-specific markers for outer nuclear layer, inner nuclear layer and ganglion cell layer. Data between GeoMx DSP and CosMx SMI showed high concordance, identifying multiple biologically relevant genes in each layer. Overall, our data demonstrate that GeoMx DSP and CosMx SMI can identify distinctive, biologically relevant genes in the retina as specifically targeting different morphological structures. In addition, we show the validity of the CryoJane Tape Transfer System using GeoMx DSP and CosMx SMI RNA-based assays.

Disclosures: Y. Liang: None.
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Title: Chromatin organization of retinal development at the single-cell level
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Abstract: The spatial organization of chromatin in the nucleus dictates gene expression, where interacting elements, such as enhancers and promoters, are situated in close proximity. These configurations can be measured through chromatin conformation capture (3C) and genome-wide Hi-C studies, which have revealed changes in chromatin architecture during lineage commitment, cell differentiation, and neural development. Large-scale changes in chromatin structure, therefore, play an important role in altering gene expression systems and cellular functions. The retina has long been used as a model for studying neurogenesis because it is an easily accessible extension of the CNS. However, since rod photoreceptors make up ~80% of cells in the murine retina, single-cell genomics is necessary to study low-abundance cell types. The Blackshaw Lab has developed an atlas of mouse retinogenesis at the single-cell level using scRNA-seq and scATAC-seq at multiple time points throughout retinal development. Hi-C and single-cell Hi-C has also been conducted in the retina, however, the previous studies only focused on rod photoreceptors and had sparse data on low-abundant cell types. Multiomic studies that correlate different genomic modalities allow for a more comprehensive understanding of gene regulation. Overall, there lacks a single-cell system that unifies measurements in chromatin organization with transcriptomic and other epigenomic modalities. To capture both 3D genome organizational and transcriptomic data in individual cells, we adapt the Hi-C protocol for use in a multiomic, droplet-microfluidic single-cell system. We demonstrate that our droplet-based single-cell Hi-C + RNA-seq protocol is able to capture and correlate DNA contacts and RNA profiles of cells. The method will enable the analysis of local and large-scale chromatin
conformational changes associated with cell type-specific gene expression changes in retinal cells and other heterogeneous tissues.
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Title: Spatial and Single-Cell Multiomics of the Mouse Retina Reveals Cellular and Tissue-Level Changes Induced by Spaceflight
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Abstract: Spaceflight causes a variety of physiological changes, including vision impairment known as spaceflight-associated neuro-ocular syndrome (SANS). Possible causes include radiation exposure, microgravity, and changes in intracranial venous flow. SANS can lead to optic disc edema, posterior globe flattening, chorioretinal folds, and hyperopic shifts. These changes pose a risk to astronaut health and will likely require mitigation for long-duration spaceflight missions.

To fully understand the pathogenesis of SANS, we profiled gene expression and chromatin profiles of mouse retina from the Rodent Research-6 (RR-6) mission, which flew on the International Space Station (ISS) for 29 days and was harvested after 4 days of return in 2017. Using the NanoString GeoMx® Digital Spatial Profiler, tissue architectures were characterized by NF-H, GFAP, CD31, and Cyto13 staining to collect whole transcriptome profiles of distinct regions within the mouse retina, including lens, corneal stroma, ganglion, inner nuclear, outer nuclear, photoreceptor, and retinal pigment epithelium. Based on these region-specific expression profiles, the NanoString CosMx™ Spatial Molecular Imager with CosMx RNA Assays are currently being implemented to define associated receptor-ligand and cell-cell interactions.

To match the spatial findings to a complete cellular profile, we utilize 10X Genomics Multiome single-nuclei RNA- and ATAC-sequencing from the opposite (left) eyes that were preserved flash frozen. By integrating multimodal sequencing data with spatially resolved transcriptomics
data, we present a multimodal atlas of mouse retina and demonstrate the impact of spaceflight in a tissue microenvironment and cellular level. Our analysis is ongoing, and we expect to highlight perturbed pathways, including those involved in photoreceptor cell degeneration. We also expect to find molecular targets and insights related to countermeasures for SANS, which will be crucial in preparing and protecting astronaut vision for future spaceflight missions.
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**Title:** Antibody multiplexing and expansion microscopy enable synaptic-resolution molecularly-annotated connectomics
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**Abstract:** Recent years have seen extraordinary advances in synaptic-resolution connectomics using electron microscopy (EM). Despite enabling high fidelity reconstruction of synaptic connections, EM connectomics is not intrinsically robust to errors that may arise from tracing, sectioning, and imaging and lacks molecular details that define circuit function, such as ion channels and receptors. Here, we report progress on an effort to achieve scalable synaptic-resolution connectomics combining expansion microscopy, a recently-developed optical super-resolution imaging technique, with multiplexed antibody staining and cellular barcoding. With this approach, we are able to map nanoscale cell morphology and achieve rich in situ molecular annotation of cell type markers and synaptic proteins. This method should facilitate reconstruction of synaptic connections and make tracing error-robust via the input of cellular barcodes. Scaling properties for barcoded connectomics suggest the potential to eventually
overtake electron microscopy in volumetric reconstruction speed by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude while also delivering molecular annotations.
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**Title:** Patch-seq technique: the method, parameters, and adaptations for optimal single neuron characterization


**Abstract:** Patch-seq is a technique (Lee, Budzillo, et al. eLife 2021) that collects electrophysiological, transcriptomic, and morphological (MET) data from a single neuron. This multimodal characterization has been instrumental in defining the phenotypic properties of transcriptomic types across regions and species. As we have expanded to different species and brain regions, we have identified and optimized the key parameters to obtain high quality multimodal data from diverse cell types. These parameters include cell/slice health evaluations, an automated electrophysiology acquisition software package with custom modules, and adaptive nucleus extraction methods. Additionally, we have identified decision points in the Patch-seq process depending on the dataset to be acquired. For example, if the goal is to obtain electrophysiology and transcriptomics data (ET), the extraction/retraction period is more simplistic; however, if the goal is to obtain electrophysiology, transcriptomics and morphology
(MET), extra time and a more cautious pipette retraction is needed to preserve the somatic membrane for morphological evaluation. To improve the specificity of Patch-seq targeting, we utilized various forms of genetic tools to target specific cell types. For the mouse neurons, genetic tools such as Cre-lines, retro-orbital injections and intracranial injections of retrograde tracing were utilized to target cell types or projection neurons. For human and non-human primate, we optimized a culture paradigm to extend the use of each case and the opportunity to apply enhancer adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) to label and target cells in a cell type specific manner (Lee, Dalley, et al., BioRxiv 2022). The Patch-seq protocol, its key parameters, and much of the data collected by our team are publicly available. The aim of this project is to assist the larger scientific community in Patch-seq experiments with the hope to foster a collective effort to understand the multimodal properties of neurons across regions and species.
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Title: The transcriptomic and spatial organization of telencephalic GABAergic neuron types

Allen Inst. for Brain Sci., Seattle, WA

Abstract: The telencephalon consists of an intricate set of structures that are required for some of the most complex and evolved functions of the mammalian brain. Gamma-aminobutyric-acidergic (GABAergic) cells form a very heterogeneous population of neurons throughout the telencephalon that play a crucial role in regulating the activity of neuronal networks. Recently, we generated a comprehensive, high-resolution transcriptomic and spatial cell type atlas for the whole mouse brain (Yao et al 2023). We leveraged this atlas to conduct an in-depth analysis of the transcriptomic diversity and spatial organization of GABAergic neuronal types in the mouse telencephalon. We analyzed ~615,000 GABAergic neurons from cerebral cortex, including isocortex, hippocampal formation, olfactory areas, and cortical subplate, and the cerebral nuclei
including striatum and pallidum. The neurons were clustered into 5 classes, 52 subclasses, 219 supertypes, and 1051 cell types. The classes and subclasses are mostly defined by their developmental origin and spatial location. Within this dataset, we identified a large set of highly distinct cell types as well as continuous molecular gradients within and across different regions. The discrete and continuous gene expression diversity collectively shape the cellular diversity that underlie the diverse function of the many regions and neural circuits in the telencephalon.
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Title: Analysis of neural activity in molecularly defined cell types in the mouse frontal cortex

Authors: *T. WANG¹, A. SINGH¹,², K. DAIE², K. SVOBODA²;
¹Janelia Res. Campus, Ashburn, VA; ²Allen Inst. of Neural Dynamics, Seattle, WA

Abstract: Neuronal cell type classification has been revolutionized by advances in genomics. It is now possible to profile the mRNA repertoire of individual cells and cluster populations of cells into ‘transcriptomic cell types’ (t-types). Individual brain regions can contain dozens of t-types. Large-scale functional imaging experiments have revealed diverse patterns of neural activity during behavior. The correspondence between t-types and behavior-related activity patterns is largely unknown. To establish this correspondence we developed FIRE (functional imaging registered to gene expression) to link transcriptomic identity with neuronal activity. Mice were trained to perform a sensory discrimination task that required short-term memory. Anterior lateral motor (ALM) cortex is necessary for this task. ALM neurons exhibit persistent activity that predicts upcoming movements (i.e. a neural correlate of motor planning), in addition to activity related to sensory stimuli, movements, rewards and other behavioral parameters. Population calcium imaging was performed using two-photon microscopy over the course of several weeks in excitatory (Slc17a7-cre, Emx1-cre, Rbp4-cre) and inhibitory (Vgat-cre) GCaMP-expressing transgenic lines. After in vivo imaging, thick (300 um) brain slices were cut and aligned to the imaged volume with single-cell precision. We performed RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization coupled with expansion microscopy (EASI-FISH). This approach relies on the hybridization chain reaction to generate bright fluorescent punctae corresponding to individual
mRNA molecules that can be resolved and counted. To rapidly image large sample volumes, we built a custom multispectral selective plane illumination (i.e. ‘lighsheet’) microscope that enables the simultaneous detection of 7 dyes species. We have also developed a multi-stage computational pipeline to efficiently process the resultant TB-scale raw image datasets. Finally, we analyzed the extent to which t-types statistically explain the diverse response patterns observed across thousands of neurons. Defining cell type-specific behaviorally-related signals is a necessary step towards understanding how computation is implemented in neural circuits.
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Title: Spatial transcriptomics of the aging mouse brain reveals origins of inflammation in the white matter
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Abstract: To systematically understand age-induced molecular changes, we performed spatial transcriptomics of young, middle-aged, and old mouse brains and identified seven transcriptionally distinct regions. All regions exhibited age-associated upregulation of inflammatory genes and downregulation of genes related to synaptic function. Notably, aging white matter fiber tracts showed the most prominent changes with pronounced effects in females. The inflammatory signatures indicated major ongoing events; microglia activation, astrogliosis, complement activation, and myeloid cell infiltration. Immunofluorescence and quantitative MRI analyses confirmed physical interaction of activated microglia with fiber tract and concomitant reduction of myelin in old mice. Machine learning algorithms identified transcription factor networks driving these changes. Our study provides a resourceful dataset of spatially resolved transcriptomic features in the naturally aging murine brain encompassing three age groups, and both sexes. The results link previous disjointed findings and provide a comprehensive overview of brain aging identifying fiber tracts as a focal point of inflammation.
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Title: Spatial multiomic evaluation reveals the expression profiles of subpopulations of microglia within differing microenvironments of the mouse brain


Abstract: Spatial multiomic profiling of the brain has the potential to augment our understanding of the nervous system with unprecedented detail, allowing researchers to profile thousands of targets at subcellular resolution. Investigations of this magnitude previously relied on a combination of immunohistochemistry and fluorescence-activated cell sorting or single-cell sequencing to understand the biology, but each of these approaches only captures individual aspects of the tissue structure and molecular biology happening within each cell. For high-plex spatial approaches to be successful, they require accurate localization of profiled targets, high enough target coverage to understand the underlying biology, and the ability to accurately capture the structure of cells in which these targets are found. The CosMx™ Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI) allows researchers the ability to examine the expression of 1,000 RNA targets and 64 proteins at a time at subcellular resolution.

In this study, we focus on microglia as these are a particularly challenging cell type to profile accurately but are critical as they are the brain’s tightly regulated macrophages involved with brain development, neuronal maintenance, as well as pro- and anti-inflammatory activities. Microglia are both motile and are defined by complex cellular morphology with branching processes, and thus, these cells represent a key class to model, but one which is easily misinterpreted.

In the coronal and sagittal sections profiled here, we demonstrate that the CosMx SMI is able to successfully segment distinct microglial cells, which enables investigation of the substantial cellular diversity not just between brain regions but based on individual cell-to-cell interactions within the local microenvironment. Furthermore, distinct protein and gene expression profiles of these diverse activities can be mapped back to their location in tissues with single-cell precision, including the ability to trace morphological distributions of critical protein markers such as P2ry12, TMEM119, CD68, DAP12, and CD11b within individual glial processes.

As the RNA panel used covers 1,000 curated targets for neurobiology, we can explore novel insights based on complex spatial evaluation of expression data including cell typing, signaling pathway analysis, ligand-receptor analysis, and cell type co-localization. Identifying the differential expression of certain targets amongst different subtypes of cells will provide insights into the potential discovery of new biomarkers and targets for future therapeutics.

FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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**Title:** Single-cell rna sequencing of cd45+ cells reveal an increased in lyve1+ macrophages in hind paws of diabetic mice
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Abstract: Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) is one of the most common complications of diabetes. Symptoms of DPN can include tingling, numbing and burning sensation in the fingertips or toes. Based on previous studies, DPN involves a complex interaction of several factors such as hyperglycemia, dyslipidemia, microvasculature dysfunction, oxidative stress and inflammation. Immune cells, especially macrophages, have been shown to have pathological functions in DPN. Therefore, this study focused on performing an in-depth analysis of leukocytes, with specific attention to macrophages, in the microenvironment of the distal foot to determine potential pathological mechanisms that might affect the distal nerve endings of the hind limbs. We collected hind paws from male Lepr
\textsuperscript{db/db} and Lepr
\textsuperscript{wt/wt} (WT) mice aged up to 12 weeks (young mice) or 21 weeks (aged mice). After obtaining a single cell suspension from the hind paws of these mice, fluorescent staining and cell sorting was used to isolate CD45
\textsuperscript{+} cells for single-cell RNA sequencing. These sequences were integrated into clusters based on their similar biological state and annotated based on differential gene expression. Supervised subclustering of the “macrophage” cells was performed based on Lyve1 and MHCII expression to isolate cells with distinct functional roles. Histology was also performed using Lyve1 co-stained with CD68 and IBA1 antibodies in order to quantify Lyve1
\textsuperscript{+} macrophages. Using MHCII expression, we formed 4 groups that designate as Lyve1
\textsuperscript{+}MHCII
\textsuperscript{HI}, Lyve1
\textsuperscript{+}MHCII
\textsuperscript{LO}, Lyve1
\textsuperscript{+}MHCII
\textsuperscript{HI}, Lyve1
\textsuperscript{-}MHCII
\textsuperscript{HI}. We examined these 4 types and found an increase in Lyve1
\textsuperscript{+}MHCII
\textsuperscript{LO} in aged Lepr
\textsuperscript{db/db} that did not occur in the other 3 samples and an overall decrease in the percentage of Lyve1
\textsuperscript{+}MHCII
\textsuperscript{HI} and Lyve1
\textsuperscript{-}MHCII
\textsuperscript{HI} in aged Lepr
\textsuperscript{db/db} sample. We also noticed that Lyve1
\textsuperscript{+}MHCII
\textsuperscript{LO} cells upregulate pathways of vasculature development and mobility while the other 3 groups are more proinflammatory or activated immune response. This result would suggest a transition from a pro-inflammatory M1 phenotype to an anti-inflammatory M2/angiogenic phenotype in aged Lepr
\textsuperscript{db/db}. Histology also showed an increase in mean intensity of Lyve1 in macrophages present in the foot pads of young and aged Lepr
\textsuperscript{db/db} mice as compared to WT mice from both age groups. Pearson’s correlation showed that aged Lepr
\textsuperscript{db/db} have a greater overlap of Lyve1 with CD68/IBA1 compare to both young and aged WT. Based on these findings it is clear that there is a substantial difference between immune cells in the foot pads of WT and Lepr
\textsuperscript{db/db} and the immune response evolves as the mice age.

Disclosures: V. Pham: None. J. Nichols: None. R. Mahalingam: None. A. Shepherd: None.
Abstract: The mouse brain comprises tens of millions of neurons and nonneuronal cells organized into numerous circuits and structures that are responsible for complex behaviors and neurological functions. Advances in single-cell technologies have led to the discovery of thousands of brain cell types. However, our understanding of the gene regulatory programs in these cell types is still limited. Here we report a comprehensive atlas of candidate cis-regulatory DNA elements (cCREs) in the adult mouse brain, generated through examination of the chromatin accessibility in 2.3 million individual brain cells from 117 anatomical dissections. The atlas includes 1.3 million cCREs and their chromatin accessibility across 602 distinct brain cell populations, adding over 640,000 new cCREs to the most recent such annotation in the mouse genome. The mouse brain cCREs are moderately conserved in the human brain. The mouse specific cCREs, in particular those identified from a subset of cortical excitatory neurons, are strongly enriched for transposable elements, suggesting a potential role for transposable elements in the emergence of new regulatory programs and neuronal diversity. Finally, we infer the gene regulatory networks in over 200 subclasses of mouse brain cells, and develop deep learning models to predict, from DNA sequence alone, the activities of gene regulatory elements in different brain cell types. Our results provide a resource for analysis of cell-type-specific gene regulation programs in both mouse and human brains.

Title: A high-resolution transcriptomic and spatial atlas 1 of cell types in the whole mouse brain

Authors: *Z. YAO¹, C. V. VELTHOVEN¹, M. KUNST², M. ZHANG³, D. MCMILLEN¹, C. LEE⁴, W. JUNG⁷, J. GOLDY¹, C. PAGAN¹, L. KRUSE¹, N. DEE¹, S. M. SUNKIN¹, L. ESPOSITO¹, M. J. HAWRYLYCZ⁸, J. WATERS⁵, L. NG¹, K. SMITH¹, B. TASIC⁶, X. ZHUANG⁹, H. ZENG³;

Abstract: The mammalian brain is composed of millions to billions of cells that are organized into numerous cell types with specific spatial distribution patterns and structural and functional properties. An essential step towards understanding brain function is to obtain a parts list, i.e., a catalog of cell types, of the brain. Here, we report a comprehensive and high-resolution transcriptomic and spatial cell type atlas for the whole adult mouse brain. The cell type atlas was created based on the combination of two single-cell-level, whole-brain-scale datasets: a single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) dataset of ~7 million cells profiled, and a spatially resolved transcriptomic dataset of ~4.3 million cells using MERFISH. The atlas is hierarchically organized into four nested levels of classification: 32 classes, 306 subclasses, 1,045 supertypes and 5,200 clusters. We systematically analyzed the neuronal, non-neuronal, and immature neuronal cell types across the brain and identified a high degree of correspondence between transcriptomic identity and spatial specificity for each cell type. The results reveal unique features of cell type organization in different brain regions, in particular, a dichotomy between the dorsal and ventral parts of the brain: the dorsal part contains relatively fewer yet highly divergent neuronal types, whereas the ventral part contains more numerous neuronal types that are more closely related to each other. We also systematically characterized cell-type specific expression of neurotransmitters, neuropeptides, and transcription factors. The study uncovered extraordinary diversity and heterogeneity in neurotransmitter and neuropeptide expression and co-expression patterns in different cell types across the brain, suggesting they mediate a myriad of modes of intercellular communications. Finally, we found that transcription factors are major determinants of cell type classification in the adult mouse brain and identified a combinatorial transcription factor code that defines cell types across all parts of the brain. The whole-mouse-brain transcriptomic and spatial cell type atlas establishes a benchmark reference atlas and a foundational resource for deep and integrative investigations of cell type and circuit function, development, and evolution of the mammalian brain.
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**Title:** Generation of a mouse brain spatial atlas for cell types
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**Abstract:** In recent years the advent of single-cell RNA sequencing (RNAseq) technologies gave scientists an unprecedented ability to define cell types by their gene expression profiles. However, the spatial information retained does not go beyond broader brain regions, and finer details (i.e. subnuclear or layer-specific localization and gradients) are lost in the dissociation process. Spatial transcriptomics has the potential to fill in this gap by mapping of cell types defined by a transcriptomic atlas to the location of individual cells within a histological section. The Allen Institute recently generated a transcriptomic atlas of cell types for the entire mouse brain. To further our understanding of cell type distribution within the brain we generated a spatial transcriptomics dataset covering the entire mouse brain using the commercial MERFISH platform MERSCOPE. Here we describe our workflow of processing these data from experimental outputs to cells mapped to the reference taxonomy and aligned to the Allen Institute Common Coordinate Framework (CCF). Furthermore, we will present preliminary analysis on how these data can be used to quantify the distribution of cell types across the brain and describe the complexity of brain regions with respect to cell type distribution.
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Title: Toward a whole-brain cell type atlas of the cuttlefish Sepia officinalis

Authors: *S. RENCKEN¹, D. HAIN¹, G. TUSHEV¹, E. CIIRDAEVA¹, T. KAPURUGE², G. LAURENT¹;  
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Abstract: Many cephalopods camouflage, evading predators and surprising prey by matching their appearance to their surroundings. This behavior requires animals to observe their environment, process texture information, and reproduce a matching texture on their skin. Not only is this behavior a remarkable feat of visual perception, but the lineages giving rise to cephalopods and vertebrates diverged very early during animal evolution, providing a fascinating opportunity to study the convergent evolution of sensory computations. In addition, the camouflage output is realized by a unique motor system operating at single-cell resolution, providing insight into ultra-fine motor control. While the brain areas involved in camouflage have been coarsely mapped, the cell types underlying the behavior remain largely unknown. To understand the genetic basis of camouflage in the European cuttlefish Sepia officinalis, we are assembling the genome of an adult cuttlefish using various sequencing techniques. Using the genome as a reference, we profile the cell type diversity in the cuttlefish brain using single-nucleus RNA sequencing, enabling evolutionary comparisons to different cephalopod and model species. Further, we visualize the cell types by mapping the spatial expression of marker genes using in situ hybridization and spatial sequencing methods to generate a comprehensive molecular map of the cuttlefish brain. Ultimately, we aim to inform physiological studies of the identified cell types in order to link their molecular profiles to their role in camouflage behavior.
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Title: Single-cell transcriptomic analysis on the cerebellum of mice with the 16p11.2 microduplication mutation

Authors: *K. D. TISON¹, H. HALVERSON², M. GAINE³, K. PARKER⁴, A. WILLIAMS²;  
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Abstract: Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a complex genetic disorder and mutations such as the copy number variant 16p11.2 microduplication (16p11.2dup) can cause SCZ. 16p11.2dup is associated with microcephaly, suggesting that the duplicated genes are involved in neurodevelopment. Computational analysis of publicly available bulk RNA-seq data from mice with 16p11.2dup shows significant transcriptional dysregulation in the cerebellum, but the specific cell types affected are unknown, and there are no published analyses of cerebellum-dependent behaviors in this mouse line. Therefore, we performed delay eyeblink conditioning, which is a cerebellum-dependent form of learning, as well as single nucleus RNA-seq, to address these knowledge gaps. We observed that 16p11.2dup mice show impaired learning (p<0.01) and conditioned response timing (p<0.05) compared with WT littermates. We also performed single nucleus RNA-seq using the 10X Genomics 3’ expression kit on the whole cerebellum of male and female 16p11.2dup mice and WT littermates. Using the R package toolkit Seurat, we will cluster nuclei with similar gene expression profiles which is crucial for unraveling the cellular heterogeneity present in the cerebellum. Dimensionality reduction techniques, such as PCA and t-SNE, will be used to look at the dataset in a lower-dimensional space. By condensing the complex gene expression data, these techniques will allow for the identification of patterns and relationships among the different cell populations. Overall, our data show that 16p11.2 dup is associated with a deficit in cerebellum dependent behavior. The single nucleus RNA-seq data will help specify which cerebellar cell types are most affected by 16p11.2dup and may accelerate the discovery and development of new diagnostic and therapeutic strategies for schizophrenia.
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Title: Development of a miniaturized microscope for two-photon lifetime imaging in freely behaving mice

Authors: *T. SALEMI*¹, L. YAN¹, Y. NAKAHATA¹, L. CHEN², R. YASUDA¹;
¹Max Planck Florida Inst. for Neurosci., Jupiter, FL; ²Inst. of Mol. Medicine, Peking University, Beijing, China, Beijing, China

Abstract: Intracellular signaling plays a critical role in synaptic plasticity, learning, and memory. However, a tool to monitor neuronal signal transduction with subcellular spatial
resolution in freely behaving animals is lacking. Fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) based biosensors, in combination with 2-photon fluorescence lifetime imaging (2pFLIM), provide means to monitor conformational changes or translocation of donor and acceptor fluorescent protein as a proxy for intracellular protein dynamics in live brain. Here, we developed a miniaturized 2-photon head-mounted microscope to perform in vivo FRET-FLIM (mini-2pFLIM). The 4g body of the mini-2pFLIM did not impair the ability of the animal to locomote. Using a genetically encoded calcium indicator (GCaMP6s) we were able to image a field of view of 350um x 350um with a sufficient resolution to image the soma and dendrites in freely moving animals while performing calcium imaging and reliably measuring the lifetime of the excited state. An electrotunable lens enabled us to image the supragranular layers within a range of 200 um of depth. Next, we used in-utero electroporation to sparsely transfect layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons in the mouse somatosensory cortex with an improved mEGFP-based FRET biosensor (2dvCamuiα) able to report Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) activation. The fluorescence of mEGFP in the 2dvCamuiαexpressing neurons had a significantly shorter lifetime of the excited state and a higher degree of cell-to-cell variability compared to cells expressing mEGFP alone. These results demonstrate that our system can efficiently measure FRET at subcellular resolution in freely moving animals. Future work will aim to apply this mini-2pFLIM in different behavioral paradigms to clarify the spatiotemporal dynamic of CaMKII activation in freely behaving animals during plasticity, memory formation and learning. Our system will allow to image a wide variety of other biosensors during naturalistic behaviors in mice and has the potential to reveal the complex intracellular protein machinery that regulates neuronal steady state and plasticity.

Disclosures: T. Salemi: None. L. Yan: None. Y. Nakahata: None. L. Chen: None. R. Yasuda: None.
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Title: Ten color identification within miniscope acquired functional imaging reveals mPFC coding of social identity

Authors: *M. L. PHILLIPS¹², N. T. URBAN², T. SALEMI², R. YASUDA²;
¹ZEISS Res. Microscopy Solutions, Loxahatchee, FL; ²Max Planck Florida Inst. for Neurosci., Jupiter, FL
Abstract: Current capabilities of state-of-the-art in vivo imaging during freely moving behavior can record two, spectrally distinct, fluorophores. This severely limits the number of cell types identifiable in a functional imaging experiment. Here we present a pipeline that enables the distinction of nine neuronal subtypes from regions defined by behaviorally relevant cells during in vivo GCaMP imaging. These subtypes are identified utilizing unique fluorophores that are co-expressed with GCaMP, unmixed by multispectral lambda imaging on a confocal, and spectral fingerprints co-registered with functional data obtained on miniaturized microscopes. Using this method, we recorded pyramidal neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex categorized by projection region during a freely moving social memory task. As neural activity in each category was concurrently imaged, we can determine which projection neurons most preferentially encode identity versus novelty/familiarity and what types of social behaviors are most important for this distinction. This method will not only increase efficiency for calcium imaging experiments by enabling nine neuronal populations to be investigated simultaneously but also enhances the statistical power of the results by utilizing within subject comparisons.

Disclosures: M.L. Phillips: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time)):; ZEISS Research Microscopy Solutions. C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); ZEISS Research Microscopy Solutions. N.T. Urban: C. Other Research Support (receipt of drugs, supplies, equipment or other in-kind support); ZEISS Research Microscopy Solutions. T. Salemi: None. R. Yasuda: None.
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Title: Co-registering ten genetically expressed fluorophores during in-vivo GRIN lens imaging

Authors: *N. T. URBAN*¹, M. L. PHILLIPS³,², T. SALEMI², R. YASUDA²;
¹Imaging Ctr., ²Max Planck Florida Inst. for Neurosci., Jupiter, FL; ³ZEISS Res. Microscopy Solutions, Loxahatchee, FL

Abstract: By imaging genetically expressed calcium sensors in the brain, we can simultaneously record and correlate the activity of hundreds of neurons with observable behavior. Using head-mounted miniscopes enables this without restricting the animal’s free movement, at the expense of image quality and versatility. Multicolor imaging, in particular, becomes a challenge, even more so when using GRIN lenses to image deeper within the brain. But without the ability to use additional fluorescent labels to identify specific cell types, genetic traits, or connectivity within the brain, we are left with frightfully little knowledge about the neurons whose activity we are
trying to interpret.
Recent dual-color miniscopes are capable of visualizing one additional color alongside GCaMP, but adding a third or more colors seems elusive. It is possible, however, to circumvent these limitations and restore full multicolor capabilities by supplementing functional miniscope data with a single, multispectral volumetric image taken with a confocal microscope. By creating a high-resolution, multicolor map of the visible neurons, we can identify which were active during behavior, along with any secondary labels they might be expressing. Furthermore, by combining multispectral lambda-detection with excitation multiplexing, we can differentiate fluorophores based on both their emission and their excitation spectra. This opens up the use of spectrally adjacent fluorescent proteins, allowing more fluorescent labels to be used simultaneously.

Even though GRIN lenses notoriously complicate multicolor imaging by inducing a multitude of spatial and chromatic distortions, these aberrations are highly reproducible and can be precisely measured, allowing them to be overcome. We characterized the aberrations of the most common GRIN lenses used for miniscope imaging, and used these corrections to image with wavelengths across the visible spectrum, and co-register each color channels in x,y, and z with high accuracy. Finally, we used an upright Zeiss LSM 980 to image the mPFC of head-fixed mice, expressing nine spectrally distinct fluorescent proteins alongside GCaMP. After co-registering the miniscope and confocal images, we measured the multispectral fingerprint of each active neuron in order to detect and identify secondary fluorophores. This technique allows us to not only overcome the optical limitations on spatial resolution and volumetric imaging, but to further allow the simultaneous recording of multiple neuronal subtypes at once, enabling the direct comparison of activity patterns during behavior.
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**Title:** Evaluation and characterization of Styrylbenzene analogue-K114 and its use for high contrast and resolution fluorescent localization of plaques in rodent and plaques and tangles in human brain tissue

**Authors:** *S. SARKAR*¹², S. PADALA², J. B. RAYMICK³;
Abstract: Plethora of studies showed utilities of several chemical dyes due to their affinity to bind amyloid abeta to show plaques under light or fluorescence microscope, and some of them show affinity to bind and neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) at the end of 19th century. However, only few of them has the propensity to bind both senile plaques (SP) and neurofibrillary tangles (NFT). In our current study, we have modified the method of K114 staining procedure and our modified method yielded substantial improvement in the labeling of plaques and tangles in the human brain. Additionally, our modified method could detect SP in rodent brains in 15 min and NFT in human brains within 20 min. We have also compared whether different drying methods or mounting medium can affect the resolution and contrast of the plaque and tangle staining in the brain. To further evaluate the target of the modified K114, we performed double labeling of K114 and abeta antibodies raised against three different epitopes. Our results demonstrated that modified K114 can be used as a very sensitive dye to detect various forms of senile plaques in the brain. Regarding detecting tauopathy in the AD brain, we have used five different phosphorylated Tau to understand the potential binding targets. We have found more than 80% hyperphosphorylated Tau against AT8, PTau and TNT1 colocalized with K114 labeled tangles, whereas more than 70% of the hyperphosphorylated Tau colocalized with modified K114 tangles. On the other hand, more than 90% of the plaques that are stained with abeta MOAB-2 were colocalized with modified K114. Our results indicate that modified K114 could be used as a valuable tool which can be used to detect AD pathologies in human and rodent brains with high contrast and resolution relative to other conventional fluorescence markers.
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Title: Three-dimensional visualization and quantitative analysis of retinal degeneration for hereditary retinal dystrophies with retina-PACT
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Abstract: Retinal neurodegenerative diseases which are often distinguished by dysfunction or loss of cell subsets, are the leading cause of vision deficits. However, the genetic and pathological heterogeneity of retinal dystrophies complicates the development of effective treatments. Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) rat model serves as a powerful tool for investigating the pathogenesis of retinitis pigmentosa, characterized by loss of photoreceptor (PR) cells, and for testing candidate therapies for their ability to slow or reverse degeneration. To accelerate and improve these preclinical studies, we developed a novel tissue clearing technique (retina-PACT or rPACT) to enable high-resolution visualization of intact retinas by light sheet
fluorescence microscopy (LSFM), avoiding tissue damage and loss of 3D-constructional information. In addition to rendering retinas optically transparent, rPACT protects the 3D architecture and laminar structure of retinas, permitting researchers to evaluate topographical differences in retinal degeneration. Because rPACT supports immunolabeling and high-resolution imaging at depth, it enables the quantification of major pathological signs of retinal degeneration across all retinal layers at multiple positions. A semi-automated computational pipeline was created to facilitate quantitative analysis for whole-retina datasets. Greater PR cell loss was found at positions close to the optic nerve, suggesting that the progression of degeneration originated from the central retina. Compared to PR cells, slower degeneration of bipolar cells indicated that their degeneration progressed from outer to inner layers. Evidence of dendrite withdrawal of bipolar cells prior to their significant cell loss hints at the potential importance of synaptic connectivity for cell survival. The outward migration of glial cells from ganglion cell layer, which has been observed in previous studies, was confirmed in rPACT-cleared RCS rat retinas. But more interestingly, our results revealed an earlier onset of gliosis in female RCS rats relative to male counterparts. In addition to these sex differences, although the spatial uniformity of retinas was demonstrated at postnatal day 21 (P21), position-related disparities of degeneration were found at P49 and P60, uncovering the spatial heterogeneity in the progression of retinal degeneration. This work demonstrates the utility of rPACT in granting researchers access to high-quality, whole-retina image datasets for quantitative evaluation, either to forward vision research more broadly or to characterize dynamic developmental and disease processes of retina.
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Title: Ultramicroscopy of human tissue
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Abstract: Ultramicroscopy has been used very successfully to investigate chemically cleared mouse brains. However its application to human tissue has been hampered by difficulties to
obtain specific cellular staining. The use of endogenous fluorescent marker is not possible in humans and staining with antibodies is difficult due to diffusion problems. Furthermore standard clearing protocols like 3DISCO take weeks to months to clear human tissue. Notoriously difficult is clearing of tumors due to their high cell density. We therefore developed in the last years a new clearing protocol, pathoDISCO, which allows clearing of tumor tissue in the centimeter range within days\(^1\). This method uses boosted autofluorescence for cellular visualization but does not yet provide specific subcellular staining. We found specific fluorescent stainings for cytoplasm and nuclei which also survive our harsh tumor clearing. Interestingly modern stainings were very sensitive to our active clearing with a chemical reaction. So we had to resort to simple chemical stainings developed long time ago which were more stable.

Applying suitable image processing we could generate Hematoxilin/Eosin (HE) stained like images of various human tissues. With our ultramicroscope volume recordings of pathology cassette sized tumor pieces of 4 mm thickness could be obtained with subcellular resolution. Our single optical sections provide a resolution and appearance equivalent to histological slides but now for whole tissue volumes. We were able to specifically stain cytoplasm, cell nuclei, collagen and blood vessels. The ability to stain blood vessels in tumors like glioblastoma offers a completely new parameter for malignancy staging in pathology. Standard histological sections can not provide this information as blood vessels appear in these sections only as rings or stripes. Thus with our 3D recordings the important aspect of neovascularisation can be quantified and may be used in future as predictive marker. We applied our technology to various neuronal and non neuronal tumors. We are confident that this approach will open up completely new ways for diagnostics in pathology. \(^1\)Sabydusheva-Litschauer I et al. (2020) 3D histopathology of human tumours by fast clearing and ultramicroscopy, Sci Rep.10:17619
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**Title:** Cell type resolved proteomic imaging of whole human brains using transcriptomics-guided combinatorial coding and multiplexing
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Abstract: An interplay of genetic factors and experiences shape a network of nearly 200 billion cells in the human brain making up who we are. Recent advances in tissue clearing, immunostaining and high-speed microscopy have opened up the possibility of imaging all of these cells throughout the entire human brain. However, transcriptomic studies have revealed that cells in the brain belong to numerous subtypes. To label each cell-type individually would require hundreds of antibodies. Limitations on the number of secondary antibodies and fluorophores that can be imaged in parallel would require laborious repeated imaging rounds and computationally expensive registration of images between each staining round, making the task of imaging an entire human brain, let alone many brains, nearly impossible. A smaller number of specific antibodies could be used, but data would then only cover a small number of cell types, overlooking the complexity of distributions and differences between individual cell types throughout a sample. To overcome these problems, we devised a combinatorial coding framework to resolve many cell types with a limited subset of antibodies. This approach recognizes that relative amounts of select proteins in each cell may be sufficient to encode a much larger number of cell types. Human and mouse brain transcriptomic datasets provide the opportunity to predict how many cell-types could potentially be resolved using subsets of expressed genes. Data-driven analysis can predict optimal marker combinations, while modeling can predict the number and range of cell types that could be resolved using a given subset of genes (e.g. constrained antibody availability). We also recognized that wider coverage may be achieved by pooling multiple antibodies into a reduced number of spectral channels. Pooling can be guided by consideration of the hierarchical nature of cell type taxonomies. For example, if markers in one spectral channel define whether a detected cell is a neuron (e.g., NeuN), an interneuron marker (e.g., GAD1) can be pooled with a microglia marker (e.g., Iba-1) in a second spectral channel. An independent nuclear marker can be used to locate all cells within the sample in order to extract each cell’s ‘proteomic code’. This approach has been tested by imaging mouse brain samples with 7 antibodies pooled into 4 spectral channels (plus a 5th nuclear label channel). This ‘compressed sensing’ approach to large-scale immunohistochemistry holds the potential to resolve hundreds of cell types within the whole human brain with highly feasible single-round staining and high-speed 9-color spectrally multiplexed acquisition.
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Title: Ultraplex microscopy: Serial multiplexing of molecular labeling techniques and imaging modalities using ultrathin sections

Authors: *J. PEREZ-GARZA¹, Z. DEANE², G. RAIMONDI³, J. OREA³, R. TRIPP⁴, E. GASTEYER⁵, I. CHARLES³, M. P. KENNY³, L. OSTROFF³;
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Abstract: The molecular organization of cells and tissue is challenging to study due to the inefficiency of multiplexed molecular labeling methods and the limited options for combining staining and imaging modalities in a single specimen. Here we present ultraplex microscopy, a versatile strategy that combines ultrathin sectioning with reversible embedding to allow multiplexing of molecular probes, staining protocols, and imaging methods with subcellular resolution. We show that 50 nm-thick sections of brain tissue are compatible with immunofluorescence (IF), fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), histological staining, and direct imaging of fluorescent reporter proteins, as well as imaging by brightfield, epifluorescence, super-resolution, and electron microscopy. We also demonstrate the use of click chemistry on ultrathin sections to detect metabolic labeling of RNA as well as immunoreagents. Arbitrary combinations of staining and imaging methods can be applied to serial sections from a single tissue sample to allow multiplexed labeling and imaging at the subcellular level, bypassing incompatibilities between reagents and protocols. High-resolution molecular detection is possible, as ultrathin sectioning enhances spatial resolution and signal-to-noise relative to standard preparations for light microscopy, while reversible embedding permits molecular labeling, most notably of mRNA, that is impossible on conventional resin sections. Labeling is performed using routine protocols for standard fixed tissue sections, and no custom or specialized reagents are needed. Samples as large as an intact rat brain can be embedded and sections are shelf-stable, so a single sample can be used for many experiments across time to allow collection of rich multimodal datasets.
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Title: Microwave-assisted acceleration of protein retention expansion microscopy in neural tissue of Xenopus laevis tadpoles
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Abstract: Protein retention expansion microscopy (pro-ExM) retains genetically-encoded fluorescent proteins or antibody-conjugated fluorescent probes in the fixed tissue and isotropically expands the tissue through a swellable polymer network to allow nanoscale (<70 nm) resolution on diffraction-limited confocal microscopes. Despite numerous advantages pro-ExM brings to biological studies, the complete protocol is time-consuming and can take multiple days to complete. Here, we adapted the pro-ExM protocol to the brain tissue of Xenopus laevis tadpoles and significantly accelerated the workflow using a commercially available specialized microwave processor. Microwave radiation has long been successfully used to accelerate and, in some case, enhance various steps of the conventional immunohistochemistry (IHC) and electron microscopy (EM) protocols, from fixation to antibody incubation. With automated pulse duration and wattage control, as well as precise temperature-regulation, microwave-assisted processing can effectively facilitate the diffusion of reagent molecules in the tissue in aqueous solutions, while preventing overheating hot spots inside the specimen. We tested the feasibility of microwave-assisted expansion microscopy using vibratome sections (40-80um) of tadpole brain tissues, and successfully reduced the hours-long Acx incubation (>6hr) and protease digestion (8-13 hr) steps to <30 minutes, making it possible to finish the entire pro-ExM protocol within a day. In addition to the significantly accelerated processing time, our microwave-assisted pro-ExM protocol maintains the superior resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the original pro-ExM protocol, which we verified with cytoskeletal and synaptic markers. Furthermore, microwave-assisted pro-ExM protocol consistently yielded higher expansion factor, suggesting that microwave radiation may also facilitate the expansion process, aside from the increased diffusion rate. With appropriate adjustment of the microwaving parameters (wattage, pulse duration and interval, and number of cycles), this protocol can be adapted to other model organisms and tissue types and would greatly increase the efficiency of pro-ExM experiments.
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Title: A multimodal pipeline for creating a cellular resolution atlas of human Broca’s area

Abstract: Cells are not uniformly distributed in the human cerebral cortex. Rather, they are arranged in a regional and laminar fashion that spans a range of scales. We present an innovative imaging and analysis pipeline to construct a reliable cell census of human Broca’s area. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to establish a macroscopic reference coordinate system. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to establish a macroscopic reference coordinate system of laminar and estimated cytoarchitectural boundaries. Cell counting is obtained with a digital stereological approach performed on the 3D reconstruction of the sample at cellular resolution using a custom-made inverted confocal light-sheet fluorescence microscope (LSFM). Mesoscale optical coherence tomography (OCT) is used to register the distorted histological cell typing obtained with LSFM to the MRI-based atlas coordinate system. The result is an integrated high-resolution cellular census of Broca’s area within a whole-brain reference space atlas. In particular, a whole hemisphere is first imaged at 150 µm isotropic resolution with a 7 T MRI, and then Broca’s area is dissected out. The block is cleared with TDE for 500-µm in-depth imaging with OCT. The system is equipped with a custom-made vibratome that enables serial sectioning of the block after each acquisition. The resulting slabs are treated with the SHORT method for immunofluorescence staining and optical clearing. LSFM imaging allows obtaining 3D reconstruction of the slabs with an isotropic resolution of 3.3 µm. Finally, digital stereology is performed to obtain the count of various neuronal markers.
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Title: Assessment of multiplexed quantitative ability of in situ hybridization chain reaction based upon fluorescent intensity and mRNA grain count correlation

Authors: *V. KUMAR¹, D. M. KROLEWSKI², M. FOLTZ², H. AKIL², S. J. WATSON³;
¹Univ. of Michigan, ²Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; ³Univ. of Michigan, Michigan Neurosci. Inst., Ann Arbor, MI

Abstract: The cost effectiveness of in situ hybridization chain reaction (HCR) compared to other multiplexing in situ hybridization approaches (e.g., RNAscope) makes it a desirable method for RNA expression analysis. However, variations in the individual probe binding and the extent of linear chain amplification, can influence both the fluorescence intensity and the mRNA grain (copy number) count. Such variations could become more prominent in mammalian brain tissues, particularly in the postmortem human brain tissues where disease conditions can alter the RNA integrity and thus the overall binding sensitivity of probes. Here, we assess the multiplexed quantitative ability of HCR for mRNA analysis in multiple cell types in fresh-frozen brain tissue, and explore key factors including the choice of fluorophores, tissue preparation, experimental conditions, and imaging parameters which critically determine the overall sensitivity and effectiveness of the HCR quantitation. Using multi-round HCR, we analyze Vglut1, Gad2, Fgf12 transcripts based upon fluorescence intensity and grain count estimation. These genes under basal conditions in rat brain, represent a dynamic range of expression pattern in terms of cell number and mRNA copies. Our preliminary tests for Fgf12 and Gad2 suggest a linear association between voxel intensity and grain counts for hairpin concentration range 2-30 nM and incubation times 1-2 hrs. Thereafter, increasing the number of probe pairs, longer hairpin incubation times and/or higher concentrations appears to yield brighter and larger spots which fail to resolve properly, thus, inversely effects the segmentation of individual grains particularly in high grain density (subcellular) locations. We further explore and highlight the key factors which determine consistency, sensitivity, and optimum signal to noise ratio, essential for both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Based upon our observations, choice of fluorophore (AlexaFluor-647 or -546 vs. AF-488) hairpin conjugates, tissue fixation (fresh frozen vs.
perfused) and the abundance of transcript level (grain density and cell number) critically determines the effectiveness of the HCR for accurate grain counting with respect to the mRNA expression. For example, Gad2 in fresh-frozen tissues and Npy when detected with AF-647 or -546 consistently showed biologically accurate cell counts in comparison to perfused tissues using AF-488 or -405, respectively. Similarly, genes with high density of grains such as Sst present challenge to accurately resolve individual grains and count despite using low concentration of hairpins (0.6nM to 1.25nM) or fewer probe pairs (1-2 pairs).
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Title: Pku tag, a genetically-encoded shape tag for light and electron microscopy
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Abstract: The neural network in the brain is composed of hundreds or thousands of neuronal types with different morphology, electrophysiological activity and gene expression profiles. In order to dissect the large number of neuronal types in the brain, understand their gene expression and connectomic characteristics, and explore the role of these neurons in complex animal behavior, a sufficient number of tags are needed for both optically cellular labeling under light microscopy (LM) and ultrastructural labeling under electron microscopy (EM). However, tags that currently exist are still limited, constraining our understanding of the immense diversity of neuronal types. Here, we have developed a series of new genetically-encoded tags, named PKU (Polymer King-size Unit) tags, which make use of the polymerization of self-assembling proteins to generate easily visible and distinguishable shapes to encode diverse cell type identities. By combining the multi-shape PKU tags with fluorescent colors and subcellular localizations, we have further expanded the number of labeling tags. We also demonstrated that the combinations of tags could, in principle, expand the labeling patterns to up to thousands of types, far exceeding the number of known neuronal types. Additionally, shape tags are suitable for neuronal circuit tracing between multiple brain regions. Finally, to test whether PKU tag could be used as a versatile tag for brain connectomic studies in EM, we fused APEX2, a genetically-encoded EM reporter, with distinct PKU tags. The results showed that PKU tags could preserve their distinct shape features under extreme fixation condition of EM and could be used to tag multiple neurons as a “brainbow” for EM.
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Title: Scalable projected light sheet microscopy for high-resolution imaging of large samples

Abstract: Light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) is a versatile imaging technique used for live and fixed samples, particularly for high-resolution mapping of large cleared intact organs. However, existing high-performance LSFM implementations are often prohibitively expensive and lack scalability needed for high-throughput applications. Here, we introduce a low-cost and highly scalable framework, called projected Light Sheet Microscopy (pLSM), while maintaining high imaging quality. By leveraging consumer-grade off-the-shelf components, including pocket laser projectors, inexpensive CMOS cameras, Nvidia nano board, and optimized optical paths, pLSM offers comparable imaging performance to high-end systems at just one twentieth of the cost. One of pLSM's key strengths lies in its over-the-network control architecture and compatibility with various sample types, including brains cleared with multiple tissue clearing methods as well as live imaging application. The plug-and-play architecture and remote operability from anywhere, make pLSM highly scalable for high-throughput imaging applications. We demonstrate pLSM’s capabilities by performing high-resolution, multi-color imaging of intact whole mouse brains and post-mortem human brain samples cleared using various methods. Moreover, we showcase its potential for comprehensive phenotyping by quantitative mapping of the brain-wide distribution of entire dopamine system in mouse brain. Overall, the open access pLSM framework has the potential to further democratize LSFM and facilitate greater scalable access to high-resolution light sheet microscopy. Figure. (a) 3D model of the pLSM system. (b) pLSM control architecture. (c) High resolution pLSM imaging of TH+ dopamine neurons in intact mouse brain followed with quantitative mapping by brain-wide neuron segmentation. (d) Region-specific dopamine neuron counts comparison between pLSM and COLM (a high-end system). A high degree of agreement achieved.
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Title: Validation of light-sheet microscopy for identifying the laminar distribution of parvalbumin-, calbindin-, and calretinin-positive neurons in the macaque cortex

Authors: *P. D. MENG1, M. LICHTENFELD1, A. G. MULVEY1, B. M. CARLSON1, B. MITCHELL1, A. V. MAIER2, A. BASTOS3;
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Abstract: Inhibitory interneurons are hypothesized to play critical roles in cortical circuit operations such as spatial summation, prediction, and attention. Specific classes of interneurons may also be involved in controlling oscillatory dynamics. These neurons can now be precisely studied in transgenic mice and other genetically accessible species using light sheet microscopy. However, in classical primate histology, anatomical analysis is done by slicing. This
permanently deforms the sample orthogonal to the slicing plane, making analysis possible in only one plane per sample. Light sheet microscopy works by loading in specific antibodies into delipidated tissue, and imaging is performed non-destructively in three dimensions. This technique has been mostly applied to small brains (e.g., mouse brains, ~0.4 cm³). The size, scarcity of primate tissue, and the lack of methodological validation have mostly prevented primate researchers from using light sheet imaging. We seek to validate the methodology of light sheet microscopy for high-throughput anatomical imaging for the three main classes of inhibitory neurons (Parvalbumin-PV, Calbindin-CB, and Calretinin-CB positive interneurons) in the macaque brain. In two rounds, we performed staining and imaging of neurons expressing fluorescent markers for NeuN (a non-specific indicator for neurons) and PV, followed by CR and CB in the same block (7mm x 11mm x 8mm) of macaque parietal cortex. Antibody penetration and expression in the tissue was high and approximately uniform in the tissue for Neun, CB, and CR, but weak for PV. We developed an automated cell counting pipeline which avoids the drawbacks of manual counting. For this analysis we used LIP as our region of interest. We used MATLAB functions to run edge detection on the 3D matrix, followed by pixel-connectivity on the binary output to identify potential neurons. We used volume and solidity (measure of roundness) statistics to differentiate neurons from noise. We validated the automated statistics by overlaying the computer generated centroids on the raw data, and adjusted thresholds to obtain the best match. Finally we compared the laminar profile of CB+, CR+, and PV+ interneurons from light sheet to classical histological cell counting. In both datasets we found expression of CB/CR was high in superficial layers (with a peak in layer 2), and PV expression peaked in middle layers. This demonstrates the feasibility of light sheet microscopy and automated cell counting to study the composition of inhibitory neurons in the non-human primate brain. This will lead to both increased throughput of data collection, as well as enabling discovery of new neural patterns.
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Title: Quantification of cochlear neurons based on light sheet microscopy
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Abstract: The world health organisation (WHO) indicates that about half a billion of people suffer from disabling hearing loss. The most common form is sensorineural hearing impairment, which arises from degeneration or dysfunction of cochlear cells (World report on hearing, WHO, 2021). Novel therapeutic strategies involving gene or cell therapies, aimed at restoring hearing (Wolf et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2019) necessitate unbiased quantification of targeted cells in the intact cochlea. This becomes challenging, especially when there are more than hundreds of targeted cells present.

Our group is developing optical cochlear implants, where the cochlear neurons (spiral ganglion neurons, SGNS) are optogenetically modified and tagged by a fluorescent protein to further investigate the transduction rate by immunohistochernistry (Hernandez et al., 2014; Wrobel et al., 2018; Huet et al., 2021). Since each cochlea contains thousands of SGNs, we have developed a pipeline to fully automate cell quantification based on volumetric imaging of intact cochleae by light sheet fluorescence microscopy.

Previously, we developed a semi-automatic approach using Arivis Vision4D based on automatic seed finding and watershed-based algorithm to segment SGNs of intact mouse cochleae and estimated the performance evaluation based on the F1 score (~0.97). However, this approach was time consuming, dependent on sample quality and required manual inputs (Keppeler et al., 2021).

In this study, we are developing a fully automatic segmentation approach based on the machine learning algorithm-Stardist (Schmidt et al.,2018; Weigert et al.,2020). This technique uses a convolutional neural network to predict cells shaped as star convex polyhedrons, considering the object probability and star-convex distances. From the data obtained from the previous semi-automatic approach, we cropped out 21 smaller sections of images and their corresponding segmented results as annotations, to generate the first model. Despite the very small number of training data used to generate this model, we achieved a high F1 score of 0.91. However, several rounds of training cycles are required to increase the quality of predicting SGNs. We will employ the NAPARI framework to combine the first model’s predictions and incorporate manual corrections, optimizing the precision of the SGN quantification. In this poster, we would discuss the methodology, recent findings, and prospects of fully automated quantification of SGNs. The use of such tools based on machine learning algorithms contributes to the advancement of hearing research and the development of innovative therapeutic approaches to deafness.

Disclosures: A. Thirumalai: None. T. Quilitz: None. A. Huet: None. T. Moser: Other; founder of OptoGenTech GmbH.
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Abstract: The Canonical Microcircuit (CMC) has been hypothesized to be the fundamental unit of information processing in laminar cortex. Each CMC contains (with some variation) each of the six cortical layers along with their specific cellular characteristics and organization. Importantly, the characteristic oscillatory activity spanning across the CMC is produced by interplay between GABAergic inhibitory interneurons and excitatory neurons. However, the anatomical and physiological basis of the CMC has primarily been established in excitatory neuron anatomy and neurophysiology. We sought to describe the laminar distribution of inhibitory cell types across the cortex, and in this work, we investigate the role of inhibitory cells in producing laminar electrophysiology. Brain tissue was collected from six macaques. Electrophysiology was performed in six macaques using laminar probes placed perpendicular to the cortical sheet. Anatomy and electrophysiology were collected in 11 distinct cortical areas spanning the cortical hierarchy: Primary visual cortex (V1), V2, V3, V4, lateral interparietal cortex (LIP), medial superior temporal cortex (MST), medial temporal area (MT), 8A/FEF, TEO, premotor cortex (PMD), and lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC). Additional anatomical data was collected in two areas: 7A and dorsal prelunate (DP). We stained representative slices for Parvalbumin (PV), Calbindin (CB), and Calretinin (CR) positive neurons, which comprise the three main inhibitory cell types found in macaque cortex. Nissl and NeuN staining were also performed to provide contextual information about laminar position. We found a significant laminar structure of PV+, CB+, and CR+ neurons across the cortical hierarchy and across animals. PV+ neurons consistently peaked in layer 4, and CB+ and CR+ neurons peaked in layer 2 and upper parts of layer 3. We further found a consistent relationship between the laminar distribution of these inhibitory neurons with power in the local field potential. PV+ distributions correlated positively with theta (4-8 Hz) and gamma (40-150 Hz) oscillations. CR+ and CB+ neuron distributions correlated negatively with theta, alpha (8-12 Hz), and beta (15-30 Hz) oscillations. Additionally, CR+ neurons were found to significantly increase in proportion moving up the hierarchy, while CB+ neurons significantly decreased. These findings, of patterns
of inhibition across cortex and their alignment with laminar neurophysiology at specific frequencies, provide a richer functional and anatomical basis for the CMC as the fundamental unit of information processing.
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Title: Expansion-assisted selective plane illumination microscopy for nanoscale imaging of centimeter-scale tissues
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Abstract: Recent advances in tissue processing, labeling, and fluorescence microscopy are providing unprecedented views of the structure of cells and tissues at sub-diffraction resolutions and near single molecule sensitivity, driving discoveries in diverse fields of biology, including neuroscience. Biological tissue is organized over a wide range of spatial scales. Understanding cellular function and multi-cellular organization often requires simultaneous probing of tissue architecture over scales of nanometers to centimeters. Harnessing molecular imaging across three-dimensional samples on this scale requires new types of microscopes with larger fields of view and working distance, as well as higher imaging throughput. We present a new expansion-assisted selective plane illumination microscope (ExA-SPIM) with diffraction-limited and
aberration-free performance over a large field of view (85 mm$^2$) and working distance (35 mm). Combined with new tissue clearing and expansion methods, the microscope allows nanoscale imaging of centimeter-scale samples, including entire mouse brains, with high isotropy, no sectioning, and at speeds approaching 1 gigavoxel/sec. We illustrate ExA-SPIM by reconstructing individual neurons, including complete axonal arbors across the entire mouse brain, imaging xfp-expressing cortico-spinal neurons in the macaque motor cortex, and tracking axon pathways in the human white matter fluorescently labeled for heavy chain neurofilaments.
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Title: Bone tissue clearing reveals new neuronal structures in teeth and jawbones
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Abstract: As the demand for dental work such as tooth extraction and implant surgery increase, trigeminal nerve injuries are becoming more common. Despite efforts to generate microscopic images of the nerves in dental pulp using conventional neurohistological analysis, the whole maxilla and mandible visualization in a whole, undamaged tooth has remained a technically challenging task. The neural architecture of the branch of the peripheral nerve that travels through the alveolar bone where the teeth are rooted is unknown in particular. In this study, we developed a quick and easy technique that combines decalcification, tissue clearing, immunohistochemistry, confocal microscopy, light-sheet fluorescence microscopy, and quantitative analysis of full-thickness bowel for high-resolution 3D imaging of the mouse maxilla and mandible. In order to explain the neural network and offer novel insights into neuronal anatomy, statistical techniques and three-dimensional image reconstruction were applied. The findings of this investigation supported the idea that at least 40% EDTA for two weeks was necessary for the complete decalcification process. After 16 hours of electrophoretic tissue clearing mode and another 14 hours of immersion in SDS buffer at 60°C, the overall structural details and staining properties were at their best. We were able to see the mouse mandible and maxilla in three dimensions at the macroscale-level, as well as the dental pulp's whole peripheral nerve branch that runs through the alveolar bone. When examined using a 10x objective lens, full-thickness mandible pictures might reach sizes of 8 x 3 x 1 mm\(^3\). Quantitative data for the maxilla and mandible revealed comparatively distinct features. In conclusion, the developed techniques could be able to offer a thorough 3D view of the nerve fibers found in soft tissues surrounded by hard tissues. By giving a 3D image of numerous immune cells in an intact mouse maxilla and mandible, this technique could be used to facilitate a variety of research methodologies on neural-immune interaction.
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Abstract: Neuropathological assessment of the effect of toxic compounds on the central and peripheral nervous systems requires classification and quantification of a variety of anatomical and histological endpoints. Many of these methods require time-consuming, manual measurements subject to considerable variability within and between raters. Automated deep learning-assisted digital image analysis provides an opportunity to decrease turnaround time for these studies and increase the precision of the data. At Charles River, we have validated a method of generating qualified algorithms, which leverages the depth of expertise from our wide field of pathologists across the globe and our own team of developers. This approach is very efficient and flexible enough to create and adapt algorithms on a study-by-study basis. Here, we show qualification data demonstrating the predictive strength and statistical power of automated methods for brain region and nerve fiber segmentation relative to the traditional, manual measurements used for assessing trophic effects of toxicants in several brain regions and peripheral, myelinated fibers.

Disclosures: M. Staup: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Laboratories. O. Mendes: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Laboratories. A. Żuraw: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Labs. J. Lensen: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Labs. V. Piccicuto: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Labs. E. Ramaker-Erlanson: None. A. Holmen: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Labs. T. Masinde: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Labs. E. Tremblay-Rousseau: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Charles River Labs.
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Title: High-speed two-photon light sheet microscopy for volumetric functional imaging in the mouse brain.
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Disclosures

Two photon calcium imaging is widely used for recording neural activity in the living mammalian brain. However, extending high-speed two-photon imaging to 3-dimensions has proven difficult. In conventional 2-photon microscopy studies which are confined to 2D, imaging can only capture in-plane structures and usually focus on imaging somatic activity. While dendritic segments may be visible in 2D images, it is almost impossible to relate their activity to specific cells, or to simultaneously record the activity of multiple soma and their dendrites in parallel. Meanwhile, attempts to image activity throughout complex 3D dendritic projections have needed significant and precise a-priori knowledge, and are sensitive to natural movements. Here, we demonstrate that two-photon light-sheet microscopy offers unique advantages for high-speed, volumetric functional brain imaging, even in the scattering in-vivo mouse brain. We describe and characterize a two-photon version of swept confocally aligned planar excitation microscopy (2P-SCAPE), a single-objective light sheet approach capable of high-speed volumetric imaging to depths exceeding 400 microns below the cortical surface. 2P-SCAPE can achieve near-isotropic sampling of large volumes spanning depth ranges of over 300 microns at up to 20 volumes per second. Recordings of in-vivo GCaMP activity at cellular resolution in awake mice capture neural activity in apical dendrites and soma in awake behaving mice. Our results demonstrate that a single-objective two-photon light-sheet is a powerful alternative to point-scanning two-photon for high-speed volumetric imaging of mouse brains.

Interest (stock, stock options, royalty, receipt of intellectual property rights/patent holder, excluding diversified mutual funds); Leica.
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Title: Vascular Network Analysis across the Whole Mouse Brain via Light-sheet Microscopy and AI-Based Image Analysis
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Abstract: In this study, we performed fluorescent staining and light-sheet microscopy imaging of cleared mouse brain to acquire fluorescently labeled vascular images throughout the whole brain. Furthermore, we established a method for vascular image analysis using AI, successfully achieving vascular image analysis across the whole brain. First, fluorescent labeling of blood vessels and tissue clearing of mouse brains were visualized by light-sheet microscopy. This technique allowed us to capture the vascular network of the whole brain with high spatial resolution. The acquired images enabled the observation of both the overall brain structure and the detailed morphology of individual vessels. Specifically, we extracted 3D features from the vascular data, enabling the characterization of complex vascular structures throughout the brain. Furthermore, we developed a machine learning model that required minimal annotation for training. This model effectively registered and aligned the vascular structures in the 3D brain volume, enabling accurate visualization and analysis of vascular network across the whole brain. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of combining fluorescent labeling and imaging of the whole-brain vasculature in cleared mouse brains, highlighting the potential of this novel approach. Additionally, the AI-based vascular image analysis method represents a groundbreaking advancement for 3D analysis of the whole-brain vasculature. Through this study, we aim to disseminate knowledge of this innovative approach for vascular analysis in cleared mouse brains, providing researchers with new insights and prospects in brain vascular research.
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Abstract: At the very basis of all physiological research is the ability to image the anatomy of the tissue in question, facilitated by the tools available. Each organ system has its own defined structure corresponding to its functionality which gives rise to the need to image these systems in an unbiased and complete manner. Analysing large volumes of organ tissue, however, remains a palpable challenge within science. Despite the variety of sample preparation and imaging techniques, many require complex protocols and expensive equipment and reagents as well as being limited by the size of the sample able to be acquired as a whole. Organ systems and, specifically, neuronal circuits often extend beyond this limited data field. Here we present a pipeline that utilizes the resolution capabilities of fluorescent expansion microscopy techniques, in which the sample is physical and isotopically enlarged, and targets of interest are fluorescently labelled using assorted techniques, creating the data field. Adding to the pipeline is customized dual-sided light sheet microscope capable of imaging large samples, made from standard optical equipment, along with targeted data acquisition software which specifically targets the data field. The large sample chamber and the choice of different refractive index matching solutions provide the grounds for imaging at several resolutions, from the sub-micron to the mesoscale. Since the samples are able to undergo various rounds of testing under different expansion factors, a hierarchal approach can be employed: first imaging at low resolution in order to acquire the entire data field and proceeding to increase the resolution and reducing the data field to image finer structures at higher-resolution. The physical capabilities of the system facilitate the imaging of neuronal morphology and extended to the central nervous system. Moreover, this system has the potential to extend to other large tissue volumes, providing the basis for further anatomical research. The fundamental goal of this pipeline is to stay within the parameters accessible to most laboratories in terms of cost and the ability to be replicated, fulfilling the ultimate goal of expanding knowledge and enhancing opportunities for the research community.
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Title: Two-photon GRIN microendoscope for stereotactic neurosurgery
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Abstract: During Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) surgery for Parkinson’s Disease (PD), it is critically important to accurately place the electrodes within specific deep brain targets, such as the subthalamic nucleus (STN). Current methods of evaluating electrode position in the operating room include: 1) microelectrode recordings, which increase the risk of intracranial hemorrhage and often require the patient to be awake during invasive brain surgery, and 2) intraoperative imaging, which has a limited resolution. Our group proposes to use two-photon microendoscopy to perform high resolution, real-time imaging along the surgical trajectory through a narrow stereotactic cannula to assist with neuronavigation and detect blood vessels using Second Harmonic Generation (SHG). Here we show that conventional, two-photon microscopy and several rudimentary image classifiers can be used to distinguish the human STN from the surrounding tissue due to the spatial distribution of autofluorescence. We also develop a 186 mm long and 1.2 mm diameter microendoscope composed of Gradient Refractive Index (GRIN) lenses. This device has a magnification of ~2.8X, a field of view of ~180 microns, and a
resolution of 0.86 microns and 9.6 microns in the lateral and axial directions, respectively. The prototype was used to image endogenous autofluorescence and blood vessels in *ex-vivo* human brain tissue. We also report on our progress towards a second-generation prototype.
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**Abstract:** Containing more than 800 members, G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) represent the largest class of membrane proteins in the human genome. It is estimated that 20-30% of FDA approved drugs target GPCRs making them the largest druggable family in the genome. However, the endogenous ligand/function remains unknown for more than 100 orphan GPCRs (oGPCRs). GPCRs are expressed in every major organ system in the body. Located in the cell membrane, GPCRs transduce extracellular signals into important physiological effects. Upon ligand dependent activation of a GPCR, signal transduction involves binding to and stimulating heterotrimeric G protein dissociation which in turn couples to various downstream effectors that modulate secondary messenger signaling molecules including cAMP, IP3, Ca²⁺ and others. Human GPCRs are classified into five major families: Rhodopsin (Class A), Secretin and Adhesion (Class B), Glutamate (Class C), and Frizzled/taste receptors 2 (TAS2). This study focuses on characterizing some selected understudied members of class A, Class B and class C GPCRs namely Gpr173, MTNR1B, Adgrb2, Adgra3 and GprC5b. For this study we generated CRISPR GPCR-Cre mouse lines (i) Gpr173 (Gpr173-EGFP-CT-ires-ERT2-Cre), (ii) Gprc5b (Gprc5b-Ires-Cre), (iii) Ar2 (Adgrb2-EGFP-CT-ires-ERT2-Cre), (iv) Gpr125 (Adgra3-mGL-ct-ires-Cre) as well as Flpo mouse line (v) Mtnr1b (Mtnr1b-mCherry-Ires-Flpo). The
CreERT2 mouse line is then crossed with reporter Ai9-TdTomato (Td-Tomato) mouse line. The animals were treated with tamoxifen (150mg/kg) for 4 days between postnatal (P) days 39 and 42 after which 22 different organs were harvested on P56. The Gprc5b mouse line was crossed with Td-Tomato mouse line and the Mtnr1b mouse line was crossed with FRT-EGFP mouse line. For Gprc5b, tissues were harvested on p56 and on p120. Histological analyses were performed to identify tissue-specific distribution of the Td-Tomato and EGFP reporter. Here we show the whole-body organ screening of Gpr173, Mtnr1b and Gprc5b. All results will be available on AMIS (http://amis2.docking.org). AMIS is an open resource for mouse imaging data generated by NIH Commonfund Program for Illuminating Druggable Genome (IDG) that provides access to whole body distribution of understudied genes via engineered mouse lines. Following the tissue-specific distribution profile, multiplexing IHC was employed for further analysis to identify downstream signaling pathways. This would add to the knowledge and establish oGPCRs as suitable therapeutic targets.
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**Title:** Holis: a high-throughput multispectral imaging pipeline for cell-type atlasing of whole human brains
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Abstract: In a human brain around 200 billion cells are working together shaping who we are. Grasping their complex organization, even in a single brain remains a major challenge. Advances in tissue clearing provide a window onto cells inside of intact brains, and have recently been optimized for clearing and immunostaining human brain tissue. However, imaging cleared tissues on the scale of the whole human brain presents many challenges, with conventional methods likely to require many months or years of acquisition time per brain. Here, we present a complete imaging and analysis pipeline developed specifically to achieve high-throughput, multispectral imaging of entire, cleared and immunolabelled human brains at cellular resolution for cell-type atlasing with acquisition times of less than 2 weeks. Our human brain optimized light-sheet (HOLiS) microscopy system is a form of oblique-plane single objective light-sheet, capable of imaging 5mm thick, optically cleared, complete coronal sections of human brain. By imaging thick sections, we can reduce tissue deformations and cut-edge effects, although this necessitated novel optical solutions to enable implementation of a long working distance, multi-immersion primary objective lens. Another feature of HOLiS is its ability to image multiple spectral channels in parallel to enable multiplexed antibody labeling of the different cell-types. Combining multiple laser lines for simultaneous excitation, emitted fluorescence is spectrally divided by our novel 4-way image splitter for simultaneous detection of currently 5 spectral channels with the capacity for 9 channels imaged in parallel. The 5th channel images a nuclear dye, providing fiducials for every cell. Although spectrally multiplexing adds complexity, it greatly accelerates HOLiS acquisition time and reduces data processing burden. Using ultra-fast cameras, we acquire multi-spectral images up to at 0.75 mm³/s with micron sampling translating to image an entire human brain in < 2 weeks. At modest sampling density and 9 spectral channels, the data of a single human brain scan is expected to exceed 3 PB, imposing constraints on transfer, storage, data pre-processing, and accessibility. We developed a parallelizable analysis pipeline which locates every nucleus, and extracts cell-type information from the spectral channels to provide compressed point-cloud representations of the data that can be quantitatively analyzed, shared and compared between brains. These rich datasets can be clustered to explore cell type distributions and used to guide more complex feature-based analysis, neuroanatomical segmentation and efficient visualization of raw data.
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**Abstract:** Visualization of axons, Schwann cells, and other intraneural cells in peripheral nerve injury models will facilitate investigation of the mechanisms of nerve regeneration. Here, we introduce a technique for chronic high-resolution microscopy of a murine peripheral nerve trunk. We surgically displace the biceps femoris to expose up to 5 mm of the sciatic nerve around the trifurcation and implant a transparent, flexible, sutureless skin-embedded optical window. This enables chronic observation of the sciatic nerve for more than 8 weeks with negligible impact on behavior and nerve function. We also developed an optically friendly nerve repair conduit to enable intravital monitoring of regeneration in a peripheral nerve transection repair model with up to 6 mm gap. Using our system in transgenic mice with fluorescent protein-expressing axons, Schwann cells, or vascular endothelial cells, as well as exogenously introduced fluorescently labeled fibrin and dyes to label myelin and vasculature, we observed a variety of cellular-scale events in uninjured nerve and in nerves post-injury via two-photon confocal microscopy. We successfully captured fascicle-specific Wallerian degeneration, Schwann cell differentiation, angiogenesis, and growth cone-led axonal elongation. We also visualized the in-vivo formation of a tissue cable across the nerve gap and intraneural fibrin degradation and collagen formation. In summary, we demonstrate a longitudinally intravitally imageable small-mammal model of major peripheral nerve injury. This model can be applied to elucidate molecular healing mechanisms by facilitating measurement of migrational and morphological dynamics in injured nerve within the same animal over time.
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**Title:** Spatiotemporal backpropagation patterns of human single unit waveforms revealed by intraoperative high-density Neuropixels recordings

**Authors:** *D. MESZENA*¹, A. C. PAULK¹, W. MUÑOZ², I. CAPRARA², M. JAMALI², B. F. COUGHLIN¹, C. WINDOLF³, E. VAROL⁴, Z. M. WILLIAMS², S. S. CASH¹;
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**Abstract:** High-density laminar silicon probes have been widely used in rodent electrophysiology but were virtually absent from human research until recently. Clinical research devices have so far been able to detect single-unit activity (SUA) with a poor spatial resolution (due to large inter-contact distances) or they have been limited to recording only the low-frequency component of the extracellular neural activity (local field potentials). We pioneered a rare opportunity to test state-of-the-art silicon probes (namely the custom-designed, backside-thickened Neuropixels 1.0-S probes) in the operation room setting during resective surgeries in the cases of tumors or epilepsy or the implantation of a deep brain stimulator (DBS) in patients with Parkinson's disease. These probes feature hundreds of closely packed active contact sites enabling for multi-channel oversampling of extracellular SUAs. Spatiotemporally resolved morpho-electric properties of single units allow us for sophisticated clustering of neural cell types. We focus on a particular spatial feature of cortical neurons called the backpropagating action potential (bAP). Intracellular spikes can propagate backward along the somatodendritic axis. This phenomenon can also be detected extracellularly on spike-triggered averages (STAs) of the corresponding SUAs after spike sorting. These bAPs have been observed in rodents (using standard Neuropixels 1.0 probes) in vivo with distinct spatiotemporal patterns across brain regions, putative cell types, and morphological orientations. By using algorithms and criteria from published rodent literature, we report the first in vivo evidence for human neural action potential backpropagation from awake and anesthetized human patients. Interestingly, the appearance of human bAP did not depend on the spike amplitude, firing frequency, or spike count of the clustered SUA, but was correlated with the cell type. Putative cell types were predicted by their peak-to-trough ratio on the channel with the largest amplitude. Our preliminary results on the detection of multi-channel bAP patterns have shown consistency with the rodent findings, as we were able to identify canonical regular spiking (RS) putative principal cells expressing reliable bAPs (over 5 vertical channels, or over 100 µm), as well as fast-spiking (FS) putative interneurons which completely lack this spatial propagation. These results highlight the importance of high-density sampling in translational human in vivo recordings for disentangling cell types and morphological contributions to the local neocortical microcircuit.
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**Title:** Extracting cellular spike activity from synchronous measurements of electrical and chemical neural signals
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**Abstract:** Dopamine plays an important role in synaptic plasticity and modulating neural activity (i.e., spike activity). Such synaptic plasticity is thought to underly many forms of learning. However, the role of these neuromodulators in regulating plasticity has yet to be fully explored in behaving animals. Measurements of synchronous dopamine and neural spike activity are needed to precisely examine how dopamine shapes neuroplasticity during learning. We previously demonstrated concurrent recording and analysis for local field potentials and dopamine in behaving non-human primates (Schwerdt et al., 2020); however, these methods did not naturally extend to extracting concurrent neural spike activity and dopamine. Artifacts introduced into the electrophysiological (EPHYS) recording by our neurochemical recording technique, fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), hinder concurrent analysis. FSCV applies a small periodic voltage (every 100 ms) to the implanted carbon fiber electrode to induce redox reactions of surrounding electroactive molecules, such as dopamine, which then produce a measurable current that is proportional to the dopamine concentration. However, the applied FSCV voltage couples directly to neighboring implanted EPHYS electrodes in the form of an artifact due to the brain's conductive properties. Artifact noise can be erroneously labeled as spikes using standard thresholding and clustering-based spike sorting methods. Consequent analytical measures, like spike firing rates, are then susceptible to error and misrepresentation of the actual neural environment. We developed an automated algorithm capable of interpolating away FSCV artifacts from raw EPHYS waveforms in the time-domain to reliably extract spike firing data. We compared spike sorting with and without interpolation by calculating a percent
spike recovery (%PSR) on spike timestamps. %PSR was 87.35% of the spikes (with a std:7.59%, n=6, 3 sessions, 2 channels/session). FSCV artifacts were simulated on isolated EPHYS signals (without concurrent FSCV) to make these calculations. The algorithm was tested on multi-modal FSCV-EPHYS recordings where we were able to successfully isolate and identify task-modulated neural units in the primate striatum in combination with dopamine signals, allowing us to directly compare neuronal spike and dopamine activity during online behavior. This work paves a way forward for extracting meaningful interactions between striatal dopamine and neural spike activity overtime.
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Title: Spatiotemporal profile of extracellular action potentials in posterior parietal cortex area LIP of the macaque monkey

Authors: P. THIRUNAVUKKARASU1, *M. PARE2;
1Dept Biol, York Univ., Toronto, ON, Canada; 2Dept Biomed & Mol Sci., Queens Univ., Kingston, ON, Canada

Abstract: Extracellular spike waveforms recorded from neurons are known to reflect the intracellular process of action potential generation through the activation and inactivation of ion channels. The variability between the shape of spike waveforms is thought to be a direct result of the differential ion channel expression between these subtypes. In cerebral cortex, spike waveforms recorded from pyramidal neurons are known to be ‘broader’ than the ‘narrow’ spike waveforms exhibited by fast-spiking interneurons. To capture this temporal variability in primarily biphasic waveforms, where a negative deflection occurs before a positive deflection, researchers have used the spike width—the time between the trough and peak of the waveform. However, this uni-dimensional approach often fails to discriminate putative interneurons from pyramidal neurons and to account for further nuanced classes of neurons. Here we report on our efforts to refine classification approaches by examining the spatiotemporal profile of action potentials recorded from neurons within the lateral intraparietal (LIP) area in one rhesus monkey. We refined the standard approach to calculating the template mean waveform. We aligned each individual waveform, not on the time of the trough, but on the maximum of the first derivative between the trough and peak, which corresponds to the instance of maximum change in voltage of the waveform. Using unsupervised classification with both timing and relative amplitude
measures, we derived a three-class provisional model comprised of one narrow-spike class robustly separated from two broad-spike classes. Consolidating this classification, we identified a phenomenon observed exclusively in all broad-spike neurons, a knee-like change in the voltage close to the waveform peak. In addition, narrow-spike neurons were characterized by high firing rates, more irregular firing, and generally lacking bursting. While displaying converse firing statistics from narrow-spike neurons, there was no identifiable difference in the discharge properties between the two identified broad-spike classes. Nevertheless, several waveform features involving the knee-like change were highly discriminating between these two classes. Moreover, the class with the broader spikes exhibited more highly unusual, W-shaped troughs (observed in 15% of the sample), which has been associated with multiple Na+ influxes thanks to larger dendritic tree arborization. This novel analysis provides a fresh perspective and new tools to help identify distinct spatiotemporal and functional signatures of three different types of cortical neurons.
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Title: Longitudinal electrophysiological assessment of visual ability in mice

Authors: *R. D. LAMPRECHT1,2, Y. ZHAO2, M.-F. FONG2;
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Abstract: Over the past few decades, mice have emerged as a premier model for studying visual cortical function. To evaluate visual ability, experimental designs often employ behavioral assessments which either require extensive training and may drive unintended cortical plasticity, or rely on subcortical reflexes rather than cortical processing. To circumvent these limitations, one method for evaluating cortex-dependent visual ability is to measure the response in the primary visual cortex (V1) to precisely-timed visual stimuli. Here we present a low-cost, extensible pipeline for longitudinal monitoring of V1 responses. Our system leverages Bonsai Rx, an open-source programming language, to develop a suite of tools for the presentation of visual stimuli and synchronizion with electrophysiological data recorded via the Open Ephys acquisition system. Using these tools, we mapped receptive fields and quantified spatial acuity, contrast sensitivity, and orientation selectivity in V1 of mice across a range of developmental ages (P23-P120). We demonstrate that this platform can reliably track visual cortical responses
using the local field potential recorded via chronically-implanted electrodes over months. Finally, we highlight the extensibility of this platform to include other forms of data acquisition (e.g. video, motor tracking, pupil monitoring, calcium imaging, high channel count electrophysiology) and real-time stimulation (e.g. optical, electrical, auditory). This work may be of interest to researchers seeking to build simple and affordable systems for measuring visual ability in mice over time, with the potential to scale to more complex experimental paradigms.
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Title: A method to analyze gene expression profiles of a hippocampal neuron recorded from head-fixed mice
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Abstract: Neurons in the central nervous system exhibit diverse electrophysiological, morphological, and molecular characteristics. These diverse neurons form neural circuits that underlie a variety of brain functions and behaviors. The physiological properties of neurons are influenced by their molecular properties. However, methods for comprehensively analyzing these properties at multiple levels from a single neuron have not been established. To address this issue, we developed an experimental technique to analyze gene expression profiles of a hippocampal neuron recorded from *in vivo* conditions by integrating existing techniques including *in vivo* juxtacellular recording, cell labeling, brain slicing, patch clamping, and single-cell RNA sequencing. In detail, a juxtacellular recording of spike patterns from a neuron is performed from the hippocampus in a living mouse. Subsequently, a soluble fluorophore, Alexa
hydrazide, is electroporated into the recorded neuron for cell labeling. Acute hippocampal slices with a thickness of 200 µm are prepared from the mouse. In the slice, the labeled neuron is visualized and collected using a glass pipette under a microscope. Finally, single-cell RNA sequencing is performed from the collected cell to identify its gene expression profiles. The accuracy of our methods was confirmed by comparing spike patterns and cellular localization with expression levels of marker genes in individual neurons. So far, we performed electrophysiological recordings and gene expression analysis from forty hippocampal CA1 neurons recorded under urethane anesthesia. By focusing on spike patterns related to hippocampus sharp wave ripples, a transient local field potential signal representing synchronous spikes of a large number of neurons, we are now analyzing a relationship between the degree of participation of individual neurons into sharp wave ripples and their gene expression profiles. Our method is useful to elucidate molecular mechanisms linked to physiological signatures of neurons.
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**Title:** Automated high throughput patch clamp studies of Piezo1 channel

**Authors:** S. PAZ\textsuperscript{1}, *D. NAGY\textsuperscript{2}, S. KARATSIOMPANI\textsuperscript{3}, J. KEFAUVER\textsuperscript{4}, R. PAK\textsuperscript{5}, D. SAUTER\textsuperscript{2};
\textsuperscript{1}Univ. of East Anglia, Norwich, United Kingdom; \textsuperscript{2}Sophion Biosci., Bedford, MA; \textsuperscript{3}Sophion Biosci., Copenhagen, Denmark; \textsuperscript{4}Univ. of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland; \textsuperscript{5}Scripps Res., La Jolla, CA

**Abstract:** Piezo ion channels convert mechanical stimuli into various biological activities through a process called mechanotransduction. Piezo1 and Piezo2 were identified in 2010 as molecular mediators of the mechanically activated current found across multiple cell types. While the main function of Piezo2 is the mediation of gentle touch sensation, Piezo1 has functions in numerous physiological processes, including sensing shear stress of blood flow for proper blood vessel development, regulating urinary osmotic pressure, controlling blood pressure and exercise performance. Previous studies have shown that over 25 mutations in Piezo1 cause human disease. However, most mutations have yet to be extensively studied. Piezo1 is activated through cell membrane deformations caused by mechanical forces, such as osmotic pressure, fluid shear stress, substrate stiffness, and confinement. Known stimuli activating Piezo1 in vitro
are shear stress, as well as the indentation of a cell with a glass probe and membrane stretching. In this study, we aimed to develop a feature to perform Piezo1 experiments on a high throughput automated patch clamp platform. The stimulus applied here was shear stress produced by liquid flow injection containing Yoda1, the Piezo1 agonist, at 26 and 30 °C. Fluid flow shear stress is achieved by applying a defined solution flow through the microfluidic recording chamber, creating a uniform shear force for the study's cells. In addition, Yoda1 slows the inactivation phase of transient currents, enabling better detection of Piezo1-mediated mechanically induced responses. HEK293T cells stably expressing mPiezo1-GFP fusion protein and HEK cell line lacking Piezo1 were used to develop the assay and ensure the specificity of Piezo1 responses. We demonstrated the feasibility of mechanically stimulating Piezo1 using the high-speed liquid handling feature (or standard speed) in the Qube384 platform using either Yoda1 at 5 µM or 10 µM. Success rate of over 80% was achieved using Yoda1 10 µM and shear stress of 5 dyne/cm² regardless of the temperature (26/30°C) with an amplitude current around ~2 nA. Importantly, no current response was observed in the HEK cell line lacking Piezo1. In addition, we evaluated whether responses could be observed by repeated stimulation. Indeed, a 20-minute wait time between stimulations allowed us to obtain current responses of similar amplitude. Our results demonstrate the Qube384 is capable of characterizing Piezo1 in vitro. These assays open the door to a new set of features that allow the identification of antagonists at Piezo1 in the presence of Yoda1 using automated high throughput electrophysiology platforms.
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**Title:** Operationalization of long-duration patch clamp recording of striatal medium spiny neurons in juvenile and old mice
Authors: *X. Zhan*¹,², S. M. Johnson¹, R. Margolis²;
¹Physiol. and Biophysics, Howard Univ., Washington, DC; ²Psychiatry and Behavioral Sci., Johns Hopkins Sch. of Med., Baltimore, MD

Abstract: Long-duration recording of ion currents in brain slices has been challenging. Several efforts to extend the duration of recordings have been made in the past few decades, including the introduction of NMDG (N-Methyl-D-glucamine), HEPES, sucrose, and choline-based cutting solutions. Despite these improvements, long-duration recording has proven elusive, especially for brain slices from older animals. In this study, we attempted to develop a protocol to increase the duration of slice recording by focusing on depolarization dependent after hyperpolarization (AHP), and low-voltage threshold activated Ca currents in striatal medium spiny neurons. We induced I_AHP, and low-voltage threshold activated Ca dependent currents, using a hyperpolarization prepulse of -105 mV. In comparison to previous protocols, 1) lactate was used in the cutting solution (in mM: NMDG, 102; HEPES, 20; NaHCO₃, 26; NaH₂PO₄ 1.25; KCl, 2.5; MgSO₄.7H₂O, 10; CaCl₂, 0.5; Na-L-ascorbate; 5; Na pyruvate, 3; Thiourea, 2; glucose, 20, at 4°C, pH 7.4) and recording perfusate (in mM: NaCl, 124; KCl, 2.1; MgSO₄.7H₂O, 1; CaCl₂, 2; KH₂PO₄, 1.2; NaHCO₃, 20; glucose, 10; Na-HEPES, 4; Sodium lactate, 1; Sodium pyruvate, 2; Sodium ascorbate, 0.4; pH 7.4, at room temperature); 2) R-CPP, a NMDA blocker, was used only in the recovery solution: 3) the intracellular Ca level was 5 mM. The currents were significantly greater than the currents induced without a prepulse or in a lower intracellular Ca level (0.25 mM). In young mice, the recorded currents were stable for up to nine hours after the slice was prepared. Stable recordings of three hours were achieved in mice as old as twelve months in both C57BL/6 and heterozygous JPH3 knockout mice (JPH3 KO). No significant rundown was observed even in JPH3 KO mice with partially compromised function of junctophilins, a critical protein for homeostasis modulation. These modifications, by preserving the physiological health of brain slices for as long as nine hours after slice preparation, will facilitate investigation of neural plasticity, pharmacological studies, and aging.
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Title: Patch clamping video game: An interactive simulation to teach and train electrophysiology students
Abstract: Patch clamping is a well-established technique in electrophysiology for investigating the electrical properties of neurons and other cells. Unfortunately, the equipment required for patch clamping is often large, expensive, and limited in availability, making it challenging to teach and train students on the technique. Further, the hardware and software components involved in this technique have a steep learning curve for new researchers. There is a need to expose and engage many hundreds of learners each year to this gold-standard technique. To address this barrier, we introduce a user-friendly software simulation, a video game, that emulates the process of working with a patching rig, providing an accessible learning tool for students interested in exploring this technique. The software offers a virtual environment that replicates key aspects of patch clamping procedures. Users can establish gigaseals, break into cells, and take simulated electrical recordings. Further, the software replicates various failure modes encountered during real experiments, like pipette tip clogging, breakage, and variations in resistance between different tips. Through the utilization of this software, in experiments with dozens of users in lab and course environments we record telemetry data to observe common challenges faced by novice patchers. By tracking the performance improvements of users over time, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our simulation-based approach in facilitating skill development and improving understanding of patch clamping techniques. By providing an accessible and free solution, our simulation software aims to empower students to explore and gain familiarity with patch clamping. It serves as a valuable educational tool that bridges the gap between theoretical knowledge and practical experience, enabling students to enhance their understanding of the technique and its applications.

Authors: *C. P. VAN ZYL*¹, M. C. YIP¹, R. E. PERSZYK², B. YANG¹, M. M. GONZALEZ¹, S. F. TRAYNELIS², C. R. FOREST¹; ¹Georgia Inst. of Technol., Atlanta, GA; ²Dept Pharmacol, Emory Univ. Sch. of Med., Atlanta, GA

Abstract: Single-ion channel recordings are critical to understanding fundamental activities and behaviors of individual cells, such as electrophysiological response to drug exposure or functional information about neuronal synaptic transmission. Patch-clamping is the gold-standard, Nobel-prize-winning technique and highest precision method to facilitate single-cell or ion channel electrical recordings through contact between a glass micropipette electrode and cell membrane. However, it remains a low-throughput technique, as the process of sealing onto the cell membrane (and even touching any organic membranes) leaves organic debris within the electrode, preventing its reuse. In addition, high-resolution, single channel recordings require meticulous attention when patching to eliminate sources of noise and tedious repetition to obtain a single ion channel in a patch recording. Patch electrodes pulled from quartz glass have reduced electrical noise and isolate electrical signals more effectively than their more widely-used borosilicate glass counterparts. Electrode cleaning for reuse and electrode polishing are novel techniques applied to borosilicate electrodes to increase throughput and reduce noise. However, the application of these techniques to lower-noise quartz electrodes has yet to be attempted and would enable higher resolution and throughput of patch clamp experiments. Thus, we have demonstrated more efficient and accurate recordings of cell activity by applying electrode microfabrication and detergent-based cleaning techniques to quartz electrodes. First, we demonstrate the efficacy of cleaning quartz electrodes by successfully collecting greater than ten consecutive patch clamp recordings per single electrode. Then, we show increased gigaseal resistance and reduced noise recordings near the system limitations (i.e. baseline noise of patch clamp electronics) through the use of quartz electrodes with flat, sub-nanometer annular tip openings microfabricated using a focused ion beam. This combination of quartz electrodes, detergent-based cleaning, and electrode microfabrication can be readily applied to high-precision single-ion channel recordings and will advance the field of patch clamp electrophysiology by simultaneously increasing the quality and throughput of experiments at a lower cost per attempt.
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Title: Fluorescent-guided automated patch clamp electrophysiology to systematically study Parvalbumin interneurons in Alzheimer's Disease
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Abstract: Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive cognitive decline, affecting millions worldwide. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of AD is crucial for the development of effective therapeutic interventions. Tau and amyloid beta are key hallmarks of AD, however the underlying cause of cognitive decline and memory impairment remains elusive. As a result, alternative hypotheses regarding the cause of cognitive decline in AD are gaining attention. Namely, cognitive decline in early Alzheimer's disease (AD) may be attributed to disrupted neuronal circuits rather than the accumulation of amyloid plaques or tau tangles. Initial findings indicate that circuit hyperexcitability precedes plaque formation in AD mouse models. The dysregulation of GABAergic interneurons, specifically parvalbumin-expressing interneurons, is believed to contribute to circuit dysfunction. The spatial and temporal progression of interneuron dysregulation in AD is still largely unstudied. To effectively investigate the intrinsic properties of PV interneurons with precise spatial and temporal resolution, patch clamp electrophysiology is the recommended approach. However, manual patch clamp experiments are known for their low throughput and labor-intensive nature. To overcome these limitations, we have developed an automated patch clamp rig, known as the patcherBot, which enables automated fluorescent-guided patch clamp recordings. To demonstrate the utility of this technology, we focused on investigating the role of PV interneurons in a human amyloid precursor protein model of AD (hAbeta⁵⁴⁴, Jax Strain #034711) and corresponding control strain (B6J hAbeta, Jax Strain #033013). To measure the intrinsic properties of PV interneurons, we utilized an adeno-associated virus (Addgene Plasmid #135631) to tag these neurons with green fluorescent protein (GFP). Utilizing the advanced capabilities of the enhanced patcherBot, we conducted 50 automated patch clamp recordings over several days on GFP-tagged interneurons derived from the lateral entorhinal cortex and somatosensory cortex of 2-month-old subjects. In this study, we present the intrinsic properties of these PV interneurons and highlight the invaluable contribution of automation in systematically investigating Alzheimer's Disease. The automation employed in this study will greatly accelerate our comprehension of the specific role played by PV interneurons in AD, offering the potential to unveil innovative therapeutic targets and strategies for alleviating cognitive decline.
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Title: Why do networks need Excitation-Inhibition balance? A representation capacity perspective

Authors: *Q. WANG*¹, M. A. POWELL⁴, E. W. BRIDGEFORD², J. VOGELSTEIN³;
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Abstract: Why do brains have inhibitory connections? Why do brains need Excitation-Inhibition (E-I) balance to avoid disorders like Schizophrenia and Autism Spectrum Disorders? Do feedforward deep neural networks also need E-I balance? We propose an answer from the perspective of representation capacity. We believe representing functions is the primary role of both (i) the brain in natural intelligence and (ii) deep networks in artificial intelligence. Our answer to why there are inhibitory/negative weights is: to represent more functions. We mathematically prove that, in the absence of negative weights, neural networks with non-decreasing activation functions are not universal approximators. We also provide insights on the geometric properties of the representation space that non-negative networks cannot represent.

Our answer to how networks benefit from E-I balance is: to represent functions more efficiently. We mathematically prove that, when a fixed ratio of inhibition is allowed, neural networks of infinite size are actually universal approximators; However, the farther this ratio deviates from balance, the more resources neural networks waste on silent neurons and monotone neurons: when excitation ratio is low, networks tend to form silent neurons that are always quiescent regardless of how strong the input may be; when excitation ratio is high, networks tend to form monotone sub-networks that can only represent simple functions. Given an E-I ratio of the entire network, we mathematically deduce individual neuron's synaptic input E-I ratio distribution and quantify the probability of silent and monotone unit formation. In short, when networks are not E-I balanced, they cannot make efficient usage of the available neurons to represent complex functions, as many of the neurons are quiescent (low-E) or can only represent simple functions (high-E). Apart from theoretical derivations, we also experimentally demonstrate that 1) even feedforward deep neural networks need balanced E-I ratio to achieve better performance, and 2) the majority of state-of-the-art pre-trained deep neural networks have balanced E-I ratio. We expect these insights will yield a deeper understanding of inhibition and E-I balance that leads to more efficient machine learning and better solutions for disorders associated with E-I imbalance.
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Abstract: Spatial navigation is conducted through combining path integration signals with incoming sensory modalities. The noise and intrinsic ambiguity of the sensory signals together with the noisy path integration system lead to positional uncertainty. To behave optimally in a navigation task, the animals/agents should take into account the uncertainty of the input signals, and infer a distributional belief about their location. Different frameworks have been suggested for the representation of distributional beliefs in the brain, such as sampling, probabilistic population codes, and distributed distributional codes (DDC). However, it remains unclear how the brain represents positional beliefs and how the hippocampus employs these representations to perform spatial planning. DDC suggests that a probability distribution is represented by the expected values of some encoding functions. We assume that given the history of sensory observations and efference copies of the motor commands, the posterior distribution over the location is represented by the DDC values. We have previously shown that the animal can update the DDC values recursively and conduct probabilistic localization and structural learning. Here we show how spatial planning can be performed using the codes of uncertainty. After learning the transition structure of the environment, the value iteration algorithm can be used to derive the optimal value function for each location in the environment. In the absence of positional uncertainty, the animal could follow the action that maximizes the value at each location and reach the desired goal. However, the true location is a latent variable, and the animal has only access to the DDC values of the posterior distribution over the location. We show that for each action, a weighted sum of the DDC values provides the expected value of that action, and by choosing the action corresponding to the highest expected value function, the animal can find an effective policy for planning. The simulations confirm that by following this DDC-based policy, the animal can take the positional uncertainty into account and reach the goal efficiently. Our results provide a general framework for planning under uncertainty and can be employed beyond spatial planning to any action selection task in which there is uncertainty about the task’s (latent) variables.
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Abstract: The brain network has been extensively studied as a collection of brain regions that are functionally interconnected. However, the study of the causal relationship in brain-wide functional connectivity, which is central to brain function, remains challenging. Here we combined stabilized step-function opsin (SSFO)-based optogenetics with fMRI in a resting-state rodent model to study how a local increase of excitability affects brain-wide neural activity and resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC). We further examined the feasibility of using this method to infer the causal relationship in the brain network based on the modulated RSFC. When the dentate gyrus (DG) was sensitized by SSFO activation, we found significantly changed brain activity and connectivity in several brain regions associated with the DG, particularly in the mPFC. To derive the directional information in these connections, we incorporated Pearson’s correlation and partial correlation analyses in a graphic model. Our causal inference result shows an 85-100% accuracy rate compared to the directional information based on anatomical tracing data. This study established a system to investigate the relationship between local region activity and RSFC modulation and provide a way to analyze the underlying causal relationship between brain regions.
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Abstract: Mean field theory has been usefully employed to model probabilistic coding in
cortical neural networks [Gabrie, 2020]. This methodology allows an exploration of the solution
space, leading to the selection of an optimal system state from a probability distribution [Mei et
al., 2019]. At the mean field limit, the network achieves a fixed state, where excitatory and
inhibitory contributions are balanced, so that fluctuations dominate network level dynamics
[Brunel, 2000]. As a result, applications of mean field theory have promoted a better
understanding of how spontaneous membrane potential fluctuations influence signaling
outcomes [Geisler et al., 2005] and how stochastic events shape network-level dynamics
[Bandyopadhyay et al., 2022]. Yet a mechanistic connection between noisy coding and energy
efficiency in cortical neurons has remained elusive.
This report presents a thermodynamic basis for mean-field theory, with the Hamiltonian being
modeled not only as a computational quantity but also as an energetic quantity. In this approach,
cortical neurons integrate upstream signals with random electrical noise to generate a physical
quantity of information. This complex-valued probability distribution is then reduced as the trial
Hamiltonian is resolved. As information is compressed, free energy is released, driving a shift in
the neuronal membrane potential. Here, the optimal neuronal ensemble to encode the state of the
surrounding environment is also the most energy-efficient solution, since the extraction of
predictive value from a thermodynamic quantity of information both maximizes energetic
efficiency and drives a system-wide non-deterministic computation.
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Title: Dendrites increase computational efficiency in physically constrained neural networks
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Abstract: Unlike traditional artificial neural networks, biological networks must overcome
energetic and spatial costs associated with sampling inputs in physical space. Specifically, the
number of possible synaptic connections per unit volume should strongly influence how different
types of networks are functionally organized. We constructed recurrent neural networks
consisting of either rate-based or biophysically-realistic spiking units trained via gradient descent
and subjected them to synapse sampling limits. We discovered that the addition of dendrites enhances performance across a range of tasks that represent different classes of computation, but only under realistic spatial constraints. Using intuitive models of network energy and physical volume, we identified specific parameter spaces where dendrites represent an energetically and/or spatially efficient means to increase the computational power of a network. Our results provide a new general principle for explaining why some biological networks favor fewer principal neurons with extensive dendritic trees (e.g. cortex) while others favor an increased number of neurons with little to no dendritic arborization (e.g. cerebellar granule cells).
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Abstract: The identification and characterization of modules in functional brain networks can be approached through two methodologies: community-finding algorithms and parcellation from functional Magnetic Resonance Image (fMRI) analysis. Both methodologies seek to uncover the organization of the brain, yet they differ in their utilization of methods and models. Community-finding algorithms are founded on graph theory principles and aim to identify communities of highly interconnected brain regions within a graph. Parcellation from fMRI analysis, on the other hand, employs statistical methods to identify brain regions exhibiting similar patterns of activation in response to a specific task. 128 human derived functional connectivity graphs were initially parcellated from the original methodology of the data by Schaefer et al, 2017. The current study evaluates the quality of the partitions derived from Louvain’s Algorithm, k-means, and Principal Component Analysis by using mathematical measures such as modularity, Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), Surprise and Conductance Values. Furthermore, in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and Cognitive Normal (CN) Groups, nodes are assigned different roles based on their within-module degree (Z) and participation coefficient (P), which measure connectivity within modules and link distribution among different modules. Louvain and PCA algorithms show higher NMI and surprise values compared to the Schaefer algorithm, indicating stronger agreement and statistical significance in their community structures, while Spectral and k-means algorithms exhibit the highest maximum values of conductance, reflecting more cohesive and well-defined communities. Based on the P and Z score combination the CN Group has 29 nodes with different functions as compared to the AD counterparts, with more than 50% of them being assigned to connector nodes in the CN Group. The graph theory-based parcellation
approach offers several advantages for analyzing brain connectivity compared to other algorithms as shown by improved metric score. By applying graph partitioning algorithms, such as Louvain, k-means, and PCA it may enable the identification of distinct regions or communities within the brain network as well as difference in organization between AD and CN Groups.
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**Title:** The scale-invariant covariance spectrum of brain-wide activity
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**Abstract:** The structure of high-dimensional neural activity plays a pivotal role in various sensory and behavioral processes. Here, we analyze whole-brain calcium activity in larval zebrafish (hu$h2b-GCaMP6f), captured by fast light-field volumetric imaging during hunting and spontaneous behavior. We find that brain-wide activity is distributed across many principal component dimensions described by the covariance spectrum. Intriguingly, this spectrum shows an invariance to spatial subsampling: That is, the distribution of the eigenvalues of a smaller and randomly sampled cell assembly is statistically similar to that of the entire brain. We propose that this property can be understood in the spirit of multidimensional scaling (MDS), whereby pairwise correlation between neurons can be mapped onto a distance function between two points in a low-dimensional functional space. We numerically and analytically calculate the eigenspectrum in our model and identify three key factors that lead to the experimentally observed scale invariance: (i) the slow decay of the distance-correlation function, (ii) the higher dimension of the functional space, and (iii) the heterogeneity of neural activity. Our theory can quantitatively recapitulate the scale-invariant spectrum in zebrafish data, as well as two-photon and multi-area electrode recordings in mice. Furthermore, fitting the model to the experimental data uncovers a reorganization of neurons in the functional space when the zebrafish is engaged in hunting behavior. Our results therefore provide new insights and interpretations of brain-wide
neural activity and offer clues about circuit mechanisms for coordinating global neural activity patterns.
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**Title:** Balancing stable and unstable synapses for continual learning in deep neural networks
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**Abstract:** Modern deep neural networks (DNNs) can perform various tasks at the human level (Kiela, 2021). However, most DNNs encounter a critical issue when learning multiple tasks, known as catastrophic forgetting; at a certain point, the network drastically loses the ability to process old information while learning new tasks (McCloskey, 1989), which is not observed in human brains. On the other hand, when multiple items are memorized in the brain, a characteristic phenomenon known as the serial position effect is observed in which items learned first (primacy effect) and last (recency effect) are memorized better than those trained in between (Atkinson, 1968). Previous studies proposed that the serial position effect can arise in a network composed of two distinct types of synapses, stable and unstable types, where stable synapses consolidate their weights only when they change significantly, while unstable synapses change their weights freely (Lee, 2020). Importantly, it was reported that control of the ratio of stable and unstable synapses enabled the network to memorize both previously learned and newly learned information. Here, by advancing this notion, we show that the implementation of both stable and unstable synapses in DNNs can induce the serial position effect, with minimizing catastrophic forgetting to enable continual learning. Specifically, we trained AlexNet to classify images of different objects while the composition of stable and unstable synapses in the network was varied. As a result, we found that the model with only unstable synapses showed recency effect while the model with only stable synapses showed primacy effect. The model with both types of synapses showed evidence of the serial position effect in which both recency and primacy effects appeared. Moreover, we found that the model with both types of synapses could learn significantly more items than conventional DNNs, which show only recency effect. As the
number of sequentially learned items was increased, the model with only stable synapses failed to learn new items at a certain threshold, suggesting that its memory resources were overloaded. Similarly, the model with only unstable synapses failed to retain old items at a certain point, revealing catastrophic forgetting. In contrast, the model with both stable and unstable synapses maintained the serial position effect by learning new items while retaining old ones simultaneously, adaptively redistributing its memory resources. Overall, our results demonstrate that the coexistence of stable and unstable synapses in DNNs enables human-like flexible memory resource allocation, suggesting a possible solution for catastrophic forgetting.
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Title: Topological structure of population activity in mouse visual cortex encodes densely sampled visual scene rotations
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Abstract: The primary visual cortex is one of the most well understood regions supporting the processing involved in sensory computation. Historically, our understanding of this part of the brain has been driven by describing the features to which individual neurons respond. An alternative approach, made possible by the availability of high-density neural recordings, has suggested that neural activity is often constrained to low dimensional representations, known as neural manifolds. However, responses in visual cortex seem to have very complex and nonlinear structure and the neural manifold they generate remains elusive.

In this work, we apply a precise quantification of the structure of such neural manifolds and address some of the problems the community has to face when conducting topological data analysis on neural data. We do this by analyzing publicly available two-photon optical recordings of primary mouse visual cortex in response to visual stimuli with a densely sampled rotation angle. Since the set of rotations of two-dimensional objects lives on a circle, one would hypothesize that they induce a circle-like manifold in neural activity. We discovered a circle-like neural manifold in the population activity of primary visual cortex, supporting the manifold hypothesis. To achieve this, we applied a shortest-path (geodesic) approximation algorithm for computing the persistent homology groups of neural activity in response to visual stimuli. It is
important to note that the manifold is highly curved and standard Euclidean approaches failed to recover the correct topology. Furthermore, we identified subpopulations of neurons which generate both circular and non-circular representations of the rotated stimuli, with the circular representations being better for angle decoding. We found that some of these subpopulations, made up of orientationally selective neurons, wrap the original set of rotations on itself which implies that the visual cortex also represents rotations up to 180 degrees. Given these results we propose that population activity can represent the angle of rotation of a visual scene, in analogy with how individual direction-selective neurons represent the angle of direction in local patches of the visual field. Finally, we discuss some of the obstacles to reliably retrieving the truthful topology generated by a neural population.
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Abstract: The rodent barrel cortex processes information from whisker stimulus. The cortical structure and cell-type specificity strongly impact the network dynamics of the barrel cortex. However, the mechanisms of how structural details and cell-type specificity impact the network dynamics are not fully understood. We asked whether a connectomically constrained rate model can interpret the role of the cell-type specificity of the barrel cortex dynamics. To answer this question, we simulated the stabilized supralinear network (SSN) rate model and the spiking network activity of approximately 4000 leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons. The parameters of SSN and LIF neurons were based on biologically plausible data for each specific cell type. We found that the SSN rate model and LIF network activity were consistent with each other, which showed that our approximation of population rate is biologically constrained. The connectivity from the excitatory neural population changed the amplitude of the dynamics, while connectivity from the inhibitory neural population changed the dynamic’s amplitude and width. We conclude
that a connectomically constrained SSN rate model can explain the cell-type-specific network dynamics. Furthermore, the connectivity from excitatory and inhibitory neural populations has a different impact on the network dynamics. We can now use the model to derive predictions for future experiments and identify cell-type-specific activity patterns that contribute to sensory perception.
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Abstract: Efficient transmission of sensory information from dynamic environments necessitates systems that rapidly and reversibly adapt to changes in sensory statistics. Individual neurons in a variety of early sensory areas have been shown to rapidly adapt their input-output gains to normalize the variances of their responses. At the neural population level, neurons rapidly adapt to decorrelate, or whiten, their responses; however, the mechanism for decorrelation is not known. Existing models rely on synaptic plasticity mechanisms, which are unlikely to operate as transiently or reversibly as gain modulation. Here, we propose a novel circuit model which uses single neuron adaptive gain modulation to decorrelate population response.
Our model is derived from a novel objective, which reformulates whitening of neural responses in terms of the variances of a fixed overcomplete projection of the neural responses. Optimization of this objective yields an online algorithm that maps onto a recurrent neural network comprised of primary neurons, gain-modulating local interneurons and fixed synaptic weights. Each interneuron receives weighted inputs from the primary neurons, adjusts its input-output gain based on the variance of its input and feeds back onto the primary neurons, whitening their outputs. Our framework can be generalized to handle biophysical constraints that improve robustness of the network to ill-conditioned inputs, and we demonstrate its use in whitening local image patches using convolutional weights. We also consider a multi-timescale extension of our circuit model in which the synapses learn on a slow timescale. In this case, gains rapidly adapt to changing sensory statistics whereas synapses slowly adjust to learn invariant features of the sensory statistics.
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Abstract: Neocortex is composed of spiking neuronal units interconnected in a sparse, recurrent network. Spiking activity in such a network of neurons supports computations which transform sensory input to appropriate behavioral output. In this study, we use biofidelic, task-optimized spiking neural network (SNN) models to evaluate how recurrent networks of spiking units change to achieve task computations. Networks are composed of excitatory and inhibitory units randomly interconnected with likelihoods and strengths matched to mouse neocortex. We employ a task that requires a binary report of moving visual stimuli, analogous to tasks that mice perform. We find that, through training, SNNs selectively adjust firing rates in response to the stimulus input, and that excitatory and inhibitory connectivity between input and recurrent layers change in accordance with rate modulation. Input channels that exhibit bias to one specific input
developed stronger connections to recurrent excitatory units during training, while channels that exhibit bias to the other input developed stronger connections to inhibitory units. Furthermore, recurrent inhibitory units which were tuned to one input strengthened their connections to recurrent units of the opposite tuning. The convergence of trained network models on the specific pattern of cross-tuned inhibition highlights the significance of interneurons and their connectivity pattern in local circuit computations within neocortex.
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Abstract: Flexible behavior depends critically on recognizing environmental changes and rapidly updating relevant internal representations. However, inferring which internal representations should be updated in high-dimensional real-world environments can be a difficult problem. Here we explore the computational basis of human flexibility in adapting to environmental cues through a novel visual predictive inference task called the Bouncing Ball task. Our task involves bouncing ball stimuli with separate color and velocity dimensions that undergo occasional discrete changepoints. The goal of the task is to predict the future position and color of the ball based on current observations, where the position is always observable, but the color is occluded in a specific region. By manipulating the degree of coupling between velocity and color changes, we investigate two conditions requiring different gating strategies to achieve optimal performance. In the independent condition, where the features change independently, disentangled feature representations are necessary to avoid interference. However, in the contingent condition, color changes co-occur with velocity changes, requiring coupled resetting of the features while maintaining independent representations of the features themselves. To explore the computational learning of these strategies, we trained three recurrent neural network (RNN) models: a vanilla RNN, a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, and a Hierarchical Multiscale-LSTM (HM-LSTM). Both LSTM variants models achieved optimal performance in the independent condition, demonstrating successful learning of disentangled representations. However, none of the models performed optimally in the contingent condition, exhibiting significant positional jitter following color changes. Separately,
the vanilla LSTM slightly outperformed the HM-LSTM on both conditions, indicating that the additional gates of the HM-LSTM are not well-suited for this task. Our findings suggest that the models successfully learn disentangled representations when explicitly required but struggle with contingently changing features, which lead to significant shifts in internal state representations upon color changes and impacting position predictions. We propose potential solutions, including adding representational constraints to promote disentangled representations and the refinement of boundary gates to provide more precise reset signals. Going forward, we plan to employ a wider battery of computational models and adapt the task for human participants.
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**Abstract:** With the advancement of artificial intelligence systems, alignment between AI and humans (Gabriel 2020) is becoming an important research theme, from Large Language Models (Open AI 2023), generative AI (Walters and Murcko 2020), to self-driving cars (Badue et al. 2021). Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) (Griffith et al. 2013) is an attempt to facilitate alignment with humans through the learning process. One of the limits of AI is the inability to be flexible in the application of evaluation function, or to think "outside the box". When considering collective intelligence among humans (Woolley et al. 2010), or one augmented by AI, it becomes important to consider the merits and shortcomings of AI, including rigidity of evaluation function. Goodhart's law (Goodhart 1975) states that "when a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure". Originally proposed in the context of monetary policy, it is increasingly perceived to be of general relevance when it comes to problems of decision making and choice (Manheim and Garrabrant 2021). Here we investigate the relevance of Goodhart's law in AI alignment with humans, and collective intelligence between humans. The key assumption is that the validity of Goodhart's law comes from interactions from multiple agents. The human society, to which Goodhart's rule was originally applied, is where interaction between multiple agents naturally occur. AI alignment is in a sense collective intelligence of AI and humans (Przegalinska 2023). Evaluation function defined for a human, or an AI, ceases to be a good measure when applied to the interaction between agents, human or AI, when the reinforcement loop becomes intersubjective. We give a coherent model of the interaction between humans and AI, and a group of humans. In the model, we show that,
under certain conditions, there always exists a Hebbian interaction matrix for prompt-response transactions given a posteriori. The interaction matrix representing Goodhart's rule is embedded in its resolution matrix. Therefore, AI alignment could be partially solved by an algorithm that finds "Goodhart transactions" through introspective simulations using AI-derived strategies. Based on the results, we discuss brain areas possibly involved in flexible alignment. Context-dependent value perception in the orbitofrontal cortex (Elliott et al. 2008, Vlaev et al. 2011) and related areas such as the medial prefrontal and cingulate cortex (Pischedda et al. 2020) and the hypothalamus (Ogawa et al. 2022) are analyzed.
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Title: Unveiling the Complexity of Cortical Folding: Introducing a Novel Graphical Representation Pipeline
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Abstract: The folding patterns of cerebral cortex, characterized by distinctive convex gyri and concave sulci, present challenges in their quantitative modeling due to their complex and variable nature. In a previous study by Chen et al. (2017), an attempt was made to address this gap by developing a computational framework called GyralNet. This framework employed the watershed algorithm (Bertrand (2005)) to model cortical architecture from a graph perspective. However, GyralNet has certain limitations. Firstly, it relies solely on gyral altitude, resulting in limited anatomical description capability. Secondly, the flooding process used in GyralNet stops prematurely after reaching a predefined threshold, leaving a significant portion of the gyral crest area, and making the identification of the major gyral skeleton more challenging. To overcome these limitations, we introduce a novel computational pipeline that offers two key contributions. Firstly, this pipeline integrates multiple measures of folding patterns, enabling a comprehensive description of the cerebral cortex. Secondly, instead of using a predefined threshold to terminate the flooding process, our pipeline adopts a completed flooding strategy, where the flooding process continues until different water sources meet. As a result, the remaining gyral crest area is significantly reduced, facilitating the identification of the gyral skeleton in these narrower regions. Moreover, by eliminating the reliance on a uniform threshold, our approach minimizes the impact of cross-subject variability. We evaluated the proposed pipeline using multiple
datasets, encompassing over 2,000+ brains. The results demonstrate the efficacy of our approach in accurately quantifying and analyzing cortical folding patterns. Fig. 1(A) illustrates the key steps of our proposed pipeline and Fig. 1(B) shows a randomly selected subset of obtained results.

Fig. 1. (A) Illustration of the proposed method and (B) Corresponding results.

Handling missing MRI data in brain tumors classification tasks based on synthetic images by GAN model vs. conventional solutions
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Abstract: Deep learning (DL) is widely used for lesion segmentation and classification based on multiparametric MRI. However, in the real-world, data often has missing values. In this study we evaluated the use of synthetic images generation vs. other solutions for handling missing MRI data in brain tumor classification tasks. The study include 224 patients: 37 with low grade glioma (LGG), and 187 with high grade gliomas (HGG). Three Pix2pix GAN models were trained separately on the local institutional dataset, to generate T1WI, T2WI and FLAIR images. Resnet152 was used for classification between LGG and HGG. Inference of the classification model was performed on the local and the public BraTS datasets, and on different scenarios of input data: replacing missing images by generated images; duplication of existent images; and usage of black images. The similarity between the generated and the original images were evaluated using the Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR), and the Structural-Similarity-Index-Measure, (SSIM). Classification results were evaluated using accuracy and F1 score. High similarity was obtained between the generated and the original images with mean PSNR and SSIM = 35.65 and 0.91. Regarding the inference of classification results on missing data, the classification model used synthetic images to produce the highest results with mean accuracy level of 0.91 for the generated images, 0.85 for duplication of existent ones, and 0.77 for use with black images. A similar hierarchy of results was obtained on the BraTS dataset. Using the generated images, we have demonstrated the feasibility for inference on newly acquired data with local institutional dataset and public dataset with cases of missing data. Additionally, we have demonstrated the stability and generalization ability of the model while remaining consistent with the public dataset.
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Title: Communication, coordination, and control in neuromuscular systems: Synergistic interactions
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Abstract: Brains are embodied. Many fundamental questions remain unanswered: How is neural information encoded and communicated? How does the system correct for environmental perturbations? How do passive biomechanics affect the neuronal control of behavior? This leads to the foundational question: **How do nervous systems control and execute interactions with the environment?** Our international Network of interdisciplinary research groups (IRGs), which incorporates modelers, engineers, and experimentalists, is exploring the Communication, Coordination, and Control of Neuromechanical Systems (C³NS). As an animal’s length-scale and behavioral time-scale changes, the relative importance of forms of energy also changes. We have created a framework that quantifies the changes in these forms of energy and enables us to predict control and responses to perturbations. Thus, we have chosen to study three different groups of animals that exemplify these different dominant energy regimes. IRG1 is developing the framework as well as tools and technologies that are broadly applicable to neuromuscular modeling. IRG2, by focusing on legged locomotion in adult *Drosophila melanogaster*, investigates the effect of scale and speed in a system dominated by viscous forces. IRG3, by focusing on feeding in the soft-bodied marine mollusk *Aplysia californica*, investigates the effect of changing size in a system dominated by elastic forces. IRG4, by focusing on legged locomotion in mice, rats, cats, and dogs, investigates the effects of changing size and joint parameters on dynamic control in systems in which inertial forces increasingly dominate.
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Title: Sensory and working memory information representation in neural systems near oscillatory instabilities
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Abstract: We studied a dynamical neural model near an oscillatory instability to understand how the relative oscillatory phase and mean activity of the system work in tandem to represent and transmit information, as well as how such representations can be modulated by global top-down working memory-like signals. We establish that sensory input discrimination based on the relative oscillatory phase of neural field model (i.e. a phase code) is enhanced by working memory signals; whereas, concomitant rate coding of sensory input is reduced. While statistical discrimination via phase coding is far more effective than rate coding, we also study how information carried by a rate code may serve an important role in transmitting information beyond local sensory networks, as well as coordinating downstream computations. The goal is to address the dilemma of why rate-based coding exhibits only weak sensory discriminability and weak changes in response to working memory- or attention-like signals, and fails to account for observed behavioral benefits of these cognitive functions. We specifically propose a dual phase-plus-rate code that utilizes a phase code for maintaining the sensory representation, and rate code means of transmission. By segregating the role of phase versus rate code, our model reveals the utility of concomitant encoding of information by a dual code.
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Abstract: Elevated Neurofilament Light Chain (NfL) is commonly observed in neurodegenerative disorders (NDs), including AD and PD, and is widely recognized as a potential biomarker (Khalil et al. 2018). A recent study suggested that the rate of change in blood
NfL may be a better predictor of AD progression than the absolute NfL at baseline (Preishe et al. 2019). Here we use causal AI based digital twins to identify genes and pathways driving the rate of change in blood NfL robustly across AD and PD.

Two digital twins, each comprising of sets of Bayesian network models were built; one connecting 59k clinical and multi-omic variables measured in 317 subjects from the ADNI study, and the other connecting 38k variables in 514 subjects of the PPMI and Genetic cohort study. We performed ~18k counterfactual in silico experiments on digital twins and identified 20 overlapping genes driving the rate of change of blood NfL in both models. These 20 genes, quantified at the blood transcript level, explain 3% of the variance of the NfL change rate in the AD train dataset, adjusting for age, sex and APOE4 genotype (p=0.07); and 2% in the PD train dataset adjusting for age, sex, and pathogenic variants (p=0.03).

Pathway enrichment analyses found the 20 overlapping genes significantly overrepresented in gene sets known for the regulation of cytoskeleton organization (p < 0.0002). We next identified all additional drivers of NfL change rate in either PD or AD represented in these genes sets to create disease-specific cytoskeleton gene signatures and evaluate their effect on clinical disease progression. The 24 total PD-related cytoskeleton genes were shown to drive motor decline in the PD cohort, measured as rate of change in UPDRS III score (p=0.04), while the 28 AD-related cytoskeleton genes strongly affected cognitive decline, measured by the rate of change in CDR-SB score (p=0.006) in the AD train dataset. The AD related signature was validated in an independent out-of-sample AD dataset (ANMerge, p=0.02).

Causal network based digital twins provided evidence that AD and PD may share common genes and pathways causally affecting a neuro-common biomarker as well as disease-specific progression rates. Our finding that genes driving the NFL change rate are involved in the mechanism underlying the regulation of cytoskeleton organization is consistent with the fact that the cytoskeleton disorganization in neurons is a known early pathogenic event in multiple NDs and observed along with the excessive extraneuronal abundance of NfL. The findings of this study suggest further investigation of cytoskeleton genes for potential novel therapeutic strategies to slow disease progression may benefit multiple NDs.
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Title: Interpreting Neural Computation via Sequential-Autoencoders with Injective, Nonlinear Readouts
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Abstract: In light of recent advances that have dramatically increased the number of neurons that can be simultaneously recorded from the brain, we need new computational tools that can mine these datasets for interpretable explanations of neural computation. One promising approach has emerged from the field of machine learning, where the dynamics of artificial neural networks - the rules that dictate how their activity develops over time - can give insight into how the networks perform cognitive tasks. However, because the dynamics of biological neural circuits cannot be directly observed, we need computational models that can approximate them from recorded neural activity. Recently developed Sequential Auto-Encoders (SAEs) model neural activity with lower-dimensional latent dynamics that are embedded into higher-dimensional neural activity. Unfortunately, existing SAEs have shortcomings that limit their interpretability, leading to inferred dynamics that are unnecessarily complex or unrepresentative of the underlying system. In this work, we solve this problem with recently developed invertible neural network architectures, creating a new model called ODIN (Ordinary Differential equations auto-encoder with Injective Nonlinear readout). We first demonstrate that ODIN can extract more interpretable dynamics from realistic synthetic spiking datasets than alternative models, including more accurate recovery of latent activity (mean Latent R2 of 0.93, 0.70 for ODIN, Linear-readout model, respectively), and better robustness to hyperparameter choice. Next, we apply this model to real neural datasets recorded from behaving monkeys, including motor cortical activity from a reaching task with obstacles (Maze) and frontal cortical activity from an interval timing task (ITT). We show that ODIN fit to the Maze dataset can achieve state-of-the-art reconstruction performance while using far fewer dimensions than alternative models (~10 vs. >25 for ODIN, alternative model, respectively), enhancing the interpretability of the latent representations. We also demonstrate that ODIN confirms previous findings in the ITT dataset, namely, that precisely tuned neural dynamics build a timing circuit. However, unlike the approaches used to analyze these data previously, ODIN has an explicit dynamics model that can predict how the neural circuit will generalize to untested conditions. Overall, this new computational method will help us to translate large neural datasets into an understanding of how computation is built by the brain.
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Title: Categorical Invariant Generative Model (CIGMO): Deep Generative Learning Inspired by Primate Higher Vision

Authors: *H. HOSOYA; ATR, Kyoto, Japan

Abstract: In this study, we propose a novel learning model called the Categorical Invariant Generative Model (CIGMO), drawing inspiration from the modular architecture of the primate visual system, which employs multiple cortical regions to encode invariant features specific to diverse object categories. Current deep generative models capture either the view variation or the categorization of object images, with scarce research targeting the integration of both structures in a single framework. To address this gap, CIGMO was designed to learn and encode three latent factors from a dataset of general object images: category, shape, and view. Overcoming challenges associated with unsupervised learning, we employed group-based weakly supervised learning as an 'inductive bias', allowing the model to learn separate shape and view representations from object images. We further extended this approach by introducing multiple modules of shape representations and creating mechanisms to specialize each shape representation to a particular object category while disentangling it from the view representation. Empirical investigation of CIGMO demonstrates its representational advantages. The model successfully solved the invariant clustering problem, discovering categories of object shapes in an unsupervised manner despite significant variation in object views. Quantitative performance surpassed various previous methods, including state-of-the-art invariant clustering. Further, our category-specialization approach enhanced the learned shape representation's capacity for multiple tasks, including one-shot identification and shape-view disentanglement in multiple criteria. Thus, CIGMO offers a novel learning approach to represent object images, providing more precise information for downstream tasks than typical approaches. This enhanced understanding of object image representation not only enhances our understanding of neural encoding mechanisms but also informs the development of advanced object recognition systems.

Disclosures: H. Hosoya: None.
**Title:** Large-scale brain signatures of fluid dynamics and responsiveness linked to consciousness

**Authors:** *M. BREYTON, J. FOUSEK, P. SORRENTINO, G. RABUFFO, L. KUSCH, S. PETKOSKI, V. JIRSA;*  
Aix-Marseille Univ., Marseille, France

**Abstract:** Neural bases of consciousness have been explored through many different paradigms and the notion of complexity emerged as a unifying framework to characterize conscious experience. To date, the perturbational complexity index (PCI) performs best to assess consciousness through brain stimulation. However, the mechanisms underpinning this complexity remain unclear and reliable metrics on spontaneous activity are still missing. In this study, we explore brain responsiveness and resting-state activity through large-scale brain modelling with The Virtual Brain (TVB) and prove that complexity and consciousness are directly associated with a fluid dynamical regime (Fig 1). This regime corresponds to a specific set of parameters in the model associated with non-trivial spontaneous activity. Fluidity is reflected in the dynamic functional connectivity, calculated as the variance of its upper triangular part. Other metrics: Lempel-Ziv (LZ) complexity, the size of the functional repertoire (SFR), and the bursting potential (BP) can also capture this dynamic in synthetic data. We validated our findings on a cohort of 15 subjects (spontaneous EEG recordings and maximum PCI values) under anesthesia and wakefulness. In this empirical data, PCI is systematically higher during wakefulness than under anesthesia for Xenon (N=5) and Propofol (N=5) drugs, but not for Ketamine (N=5). Metrics on spontaneous activity revealed that fluidity is also systematically higher during wakefulness than anesthesia (not for Ketamine) with a classification accuracy of 100%. Results for LZ complexity, the SFR and BP are similar. We demonstrated that the symmetry breaking caused by the connectome is sufficient for setting the global working point of the brain, allowing the generation of complex behavior in different paradigms: rest and stimulation. In the future, the imperfect separation of groups for some of the metrics could be improved by personalized brain modelling and including more realistic parameters in the models such as neuromodulatory pathways to improve explanatory power.
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Abstract: Title: Temporal variability of brain-behavior relationships in functional connectivity

Introduction: Most work on functional connectivity (FC) in neuroimaging data preference longer scan sessions or greater subject count to improve reliability of brain-behavior relationships or predictive models. Here, we investigate whether systematically isolating moments in time can improve brain-behavior relationships and outperform full scan data. We perform optimizations using a temporal filtering strategy to identify time points that improve brain-behavior relationships across 58 different behaviors.

Methods: We analyzed functional brain networks from resting state fMRI data of 352 healthy subjects from the Human Connectome Project. Templates were created to select time points with similar patterns of brain activity. Optimizations were performed to produce templates for each behavior that maximize brain-behavior relationships from reconstructed functional networks (Fig
1A).

**Results:** Results for the behavioral measure “working memory” are shown in Fig 1B-D. Optimization templates filtered time points with stronger behavioral relationships (Fig 1B) and brain-behavior correlation maps that transferred to held out test subjects (Fig 1C,D). With 10% of scan data, optimized templates of select behavioral measures (Fig 1E) achieved greater magnitude of brain-behavior correlations and greater transfer across groups of subjects than full FC.

**Conclusions:** We show that for a subset of behaviors, brain-behavior relations and reliability can be improved above full FC using only a fraction of neuroimaging data. Selectively filtering time points may allow for development of more targeted FC analyses and increased understanding of how specific moments in time contribute to behavioral prediction.
Disclosures:  S.A. Cutts: None. E. Chumin: None. R.F. Betzel: None. O. Sporns: None.
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Abstract: Recent advances in large scale neuronal recordings have achieved recordings from thousands up to a million neurons simultaneously taking neuroscience to the Big Data world. The thinking has traditionally been that the dimensionality of brain activity is minimally as high as the number of neurons in the brain. This has led to the notion that a Zebrafish or fly brain will have a complexity of ~100,000 dimensions. Here in the present work we will show that using nonlinear approaches that are not based on correlation for the analysis of whole brain activity in zebrafish larvae and drosophila, one finds that the dimensionality of brain activity is much lower than thought <20 even when Takens embeddings tend to overestimate dimensionality by 2n+1 where n is the real dimensionality. Neuronal activity dynamics can be described well on the surfaces of low dimensional manifolds. This approach has allowed us to estimate the dimensionality of whole brain activity at single neuron resolution showing that the majority of neurons in the brain operate in the low dimensional regime. Using these Takens embedding theorem based methods has allowed us to perform causal inference across the brain of such model organisms up to single neuron resolution that allow the creation of predictive models of behavior based on brain activity and ultimately create models of brain activity that predict behavior at single neuron resolution as well as the accompanying motor behavior of the animals.
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Abstract: The parametrization of spatial location within the brain has been studied extensively in several species; in rats and mice, researchers have observed dedicated neurons in the entorhinal cortex that use an implicit multiresolution parametrization. In particular, these grid neurons have the following special properties: 1) each neuron activates when the animal is located in a particular region of physical space, which is called the neuron's receptive field; each neuron's receptive field consists of circular regions that are arranged in a triangular lattice on the plane; 3) grid neurons can be grouped into modules where the receptive fields are translates of one another; 4) there are about 5-10 modules with geometrically increasing lattice spacing and a fixed orientation offset between subsequent modules. We study mathematically the corresponding location-encoder design, in terms of its resolution, coverage, and robustness. The values of the parameters that optimize for these criteria are remarkably close to the empirically observed ones. This presents a biological example of a multi-scale, robust encoding system with rotation.
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Abstract: How do we get computers to work like brains? Brains were optimized by evolution under space, weight and power (SWAP) constraints, similar to neuromorphic systems. The dominant paradigm in neuromorphic computing is use of simple neuron models. However, brains use complex neurons which are highly sophisticated computing elements. Our hypothesis is that
circuits composed of complex neurons are capable of performing sophisticated computations with fewer neurons than those containing simple neurons. However, our neuroscientific understanding of the biophysical determinants of single-neuron computational complexity is nascent. This gap impedes our design of neuromorphic systems and understanding of neurological disorders arising from disruption of those biophysics.

We leveraged natural occurring biophysical variability of 169 cortical neuron types, modeled by Blue Brain Project. We examined ‘intrinsic complexity’ by analyzing spatio-temporal Vm profiles in response to somatic current injection. We deployed PCA to determine dimensionality across neurons. This revealed that excitatory neurons were higher dimensional than inhibitory neurons, and that Ih currents, which are known to impart non-trivial Vm dynamics, were most important. We deployed Dynamical Components Analysis, which quantifies intrinsic dimensionality and computational complexity using predictive information (PI). Initial results indicate morphologically complex neurons have higher dimensionality. A more nuanced picture was observed when individual neuron PI was examined: simpler neurons could have more complex dynamics. Across excitatory neurons, PI increased monotonically with cortical layer (i.e., L2/3< L4< L5< L6). As neurons in different layers perform distinct computations, this suggests single neuron specializations for those computations. Finally, we modeled neurons as bilinear systems, facilitating explicit calculation of PI as a quantifier of I/O transformation complexity, which forms a pivotal aspect of our hypothesis. Together, our work provides a theoretically grounded measure of single neuron computational complexity, and leverages the naturally occurring design space to understand the biophysical determinants of computation towards SWAP efficient neuromorphic systems.
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Abstract: Brain functional connectivity can be modeled as a network of brain regions and their interactions. Network analyses revealed key topological features of brain networks, including modular structure [1]. So far, modules in the brain have been identified through algorithms accounting only for pairwise interactions among brain regions, which provide modules of highly interconnected nodes. Recently, higher-order interactions and multivariate measures of information are receiving more attention as playing a key role in complex systems such as the
brain. Thus, network neuroscience is moving into the development of tools able to infer the topology of brain networks considering higher-order dependencies [2].

Here, we propose a new algorithm for community detection in brain functional networks that capitalizes on these developments. Known that the redundancy in a subset of nodes is the information that is carried by all the elements [3], we aim to find modules composed by nodes whose activity is maximally redundant. We developed an algorithm that uses Total Correlation (TC) as a measure of redundancy, and, starting from a random partition, iteratively reassigns nodes to modules to maximize the sum of the TC of nodes constituting individual modules (Figure). Thus, the brain is divided into optimally redundant modules.

Running the algorithm on a group-averaged network estimated from the HCP [4], we identified modules that only partially match those found with conventional algorithms that maximize an edge-based modularity function [5]. This result suggests the existence of unexplored topological properties of brain functional networks that are revealed by multivariate measures of information. Further analysis will elucidate the role that they play in human cognition and behavior.


Figure. (A) TSE complexity graph [2]. Given a multivariate set of time series, like TC estimated on top of different brain areas, we can define at each scale (i.e. subset size) the average and maximum level of integration (Total Correlation) of the subset (purple and blue line, respectively.) Partitioning the brain regions into modules we can observe where their TC is located with respect to those curves. (B) Zoom in of the graph reported in panel A. Our proposed algorithm assigns nodes to modules optimizing the difference between the TC of modules and the average TC of an equal sized subset of nodes (dotted line). (C) Projection on the brain cortex of a random modular structure (left); the modular structure obtained by optimizing within-modules TC (middle); the modular structure obtain with conventional modularity optimization (right). The Normalized Mutual Information between the last two partitions is equal to 0.20.
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Title: Optimal control of spiking neural networks
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Abstract: The ability to efficiently control a recurrent circuit would facilitate computation generically, but optimal control is technically difficult, so applications of optimal control to circuit dynamics have mostly been restricted to linear networks and quadratic costs. Here, building on our previous work on control-limited decision-making [Castiñeiras, J. R., & Renart, A., bioRxiv, (2022)], we developed a mathematical framework for the optimal control of activity in recurrent networks of spiking neurons with a stochastic spiking threshold under arbitrary costs. In our framework, which is fully event-based and operates in continuous time, the uncontrolled dynamics of the network imposed by the connectivity is viewed as the passive policy in a KL control framework [Todorov, E., PNAS, 106, 11478 (2009)]. We define a notion of reward over network states through low-dimensional projections of neural activity, as in brain-machine interface experiments, and find the policy that maximizes future expected reward subject to a KL control cost. The optimal control law takes the form of an additive synaptic input to the recurrent input from the uncontrolled network. This control input depends on the Value function of the problem, which is obtained by solving a Bellman Equation that can be expressed as a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, and is thus tractable. Our work opens the door to a principled understanding of how activity in recurrent circuits can be adequately shaped by inputs from other brain areas, or by experimental manipulations.
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**Abstract:** Deep Learning has made a large impact in industry and research. However, training a deep neural network (DNN) can be challenging due to instabilities in the training process, leading to slow learning and suboptimal results. A theory-driven understanding of the conditions and control of DNNs is still missing. Recent research has indicated that critical phase transitions play a crucial role in optimal information processing in biological and artificial neural networks. We apply this concept to DNNs using adaptive self-organized criticality (aSOC), which is considered a plausible mechanism by which networks can be autonomously organized towards criticality through adaptive changes of their synaptic weights. By identifying the links between dynamics and performance, we aim to improve the understanding of information processing in neural networks, and ultimately enhance the computational properties of deep learning systems. Specifically, we first characterize the dynamics of DNNs using the Lyapunov Exponents and the dynamic range of the network, two well-established indicators of critical phase-transitions in dynamical systems. Next, we introduce aSOC to DNNs, allowing us to study the impact of a simple, local rule-set: Quiet nodes grow links and active nodes lose links. The neurons thereby adaptively strengthen and weaken randomly selected incoming connections based on a preset threshold for activation. Finally, we apply aSOC alongside with gradient descent: While aSOC drives the system to criticality, gradient descent learns the representations. We here use the MNIST dataset, which is widely applied for training and testing in the field of machine learning. We demonstrate that the critical state in fully-connected DNNs is characterized by disappearing Lyapunov Exponents and a maximal dynamic range, which has been questioned in previous investigations. By using aSOC during training, the entire DNN exhibits robust self-organization towards criticality. To investigate performance improvements, we study the effect of gradient descent alongside aSOC on a state-of-the-art DNN from the literature trained on the MNIST dataset. The results show faster learning, improved resilience against random weight initializations, and performance increases of up to 90% accuracy. In conclusion, our work explores the use of aSOC in DNNs and its effect on dynamics and performance. The results provide general insights into the dynamics of neural networks and show promising improvements in training DNNs. While we focus on fully-connected DNNs, future work may extend investigations toward other networks and different machine learning approaches.
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Abstract: There is a critical need for spike sorting reference data to quantify and optimize spike sorter performance. Simultaneous recordings from extracellular probes and a juxtacellular or intracellular patch are the gold standard, but only provide data for a single cell in the ensemble of recorded units. In this study we performed multiple recordings across five brain regions in mouse using Neuropixels Ultra probes, which have 10X the site density of standard Neuropixels 1.0 probes. Higher site density improves spike sorting accuracy in two ways: (1) Detection on more sites creates higher signal to noise in template matching and (2) Denser sampling improves spike localization. This high accuracy sorting combined with manual curation to identify units with unimodal distributions in the high-density feature space provides a set of known spike times and labels for an average of 14 +/- 8 units/recording (N=33 recordings). Spatial resampling of the high-density data accurately reproduces the result that would be measured with a probe with standard site density, including real noise and background activity. The manually verified high-density sorting results serve as reference data to measure sorting accuracy of the standard density data, in which the spikes have on average lower SNR and poorer localization precision. Relative to simultaneous patch recordings, this method produces substantially higher yield of verified high-quality sorted spikes from simple and easily replicable data collection, while being limited by the accuracy of the initial sorting of the high-density data. We demonstrate the use of this reference data, which will be publicly available, in a parameter optimization study of Kilosort.
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Authors: *M. O. NAVA-MESA¹, C. GAUTHIER-UMAÑA², M. VALDERRAMA³, A. MUNERA⁴;
¹Ctr. de Neurociencias (Neurovitae), Univ. del Rosario, Bogotá (Colombia), Bogota, Colombia; ²Systems Engin., Univ. Javeriana, Bogotá, Colombia; ³Univ. of Los Andes, Univ. of Los Andes, Bogotá, Colombia; ⁴Physiological Sci. Dept., Univ. Nacional de Colombia, Bogotá, Colombia
Abstract: Using different computational techniques, it is possible to analyse neural oscillations in order to understand the relationship between brain activity and cognitive processes. Considering that processing those bio-signals is a complex and time-consuming task, we develop a new graphical user interface, named BOARD-FTD-PACC, using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.). That software was designed to facilitate visualization and quantification of neurophysiological recordings in different set-ups (i.e. intracellular and extracellular recordings with or without stimulation). BOARD-FTD-PACC provides different methods to analyzing post-synaptic responses and neural oscillatory data, mainly cross-frequency analysis such as phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) and phase coherence. At difference of most programs for analyzing synaptic activity, BOARD-FTD-PACC includes three methods for PAC quantification and four methods for power spectral analysis. This interface is a flexible and user-friendly tool that can be used by users without advance background in programming or computer science. In the present work, we show recordings derived from in vivo experiments in the thalamus, cortex, and hippocampus, illustrating the use of this graphical user interface.

Disclosures: M.O. Nava-Mesa: None. C. Gauthier-Umaña: None. M. Valderrama: None. A. Munera: None.
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Title: Deepregfinder: deep learning-based regulatory elements finder

Authors: *A. RAMAKRISHNAN1, G. WANGENSTEEN3, S. KIM3, E. J. NESTLER4, L. SHEN2;
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Abstract: DNA regulatory elements (DREs) are genomic regions that play a crucial role in controlling gene expression by interacting with chromatin and DNA binding proteins. Promoters are DREs located proximal to the transcriptional start sites (TSSs) facilitating transcription initiation. Enhancers are cell-type-specific DREs that can act over long distances to stimulate gene expression. They coordinate with promoters via formation of DNA loops to mediate gene expression. Identifying enhancers at a genomic scale is crucial as changes in enhancer activity can give rise to diseases. DREs exhibit unique histone mark binding patterns which can be captured by high-throughput ChIP-seq experiments. However, a simple rule-based method often fails to account for the variations and noises among all the DREs at different locations on the
genome, the total number of which is estimated to be in the order of millions. Machine learning models can be trained on known enhancer/promoter sites using histone mark ChIP-seq data as input and predict enhancers/promoters at other genomic regions. Several machine learning methods have been developed to predict DREs across the genome. But existing methods are often difficult to use, especially in preprocessing the raw data to be ready for consumption by the models. To this end, we have developed a highly customizable program named DeepRegFinder, which automates the entire process of data processing, model training and prediction. We have employed two deep neural network architectures - convolutional and recurrent neural networks - for model training and prediction. Additionally, DeepRegFinder can categorize enhancers and promoters into active and poised states, making it a unique and valuable feature for researchers. We conducted a comparative analysis of DeepRegFinder against five established methods, namely RFECS, eHMM, PREPRINT, EP-DNN, and ChromHMM. Our method demonstrated consistently higher precision and recall in comparison to existing algorithms for enhancer and promoter prediction across multiple cell types. Moreover, our pipeline is modular and eliminates the tedious steps involved in preprocessing, making it easier for users to apply on their data quickly. Finally, we demonstrated that the deep learning models, without any explicit programming, can learn to discern characteristic patterns of histone marks associated with different types of DREs such as active enhancers, poised promoters, and genomic backgrounds. This was accomplished through exploiting the interpretability of the first convolutional layer.
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Title: Recording the 3D locations of EEG scalp electrodes using an ordinary cell phone camera

Authors: *S. SHIRAZI, S. MAKEIG; Swartz Ctr. for Computat. Neurosci., Univ. of California San Deigo, La Jolla, CA

Abstract: Growing evidence supports the need for individual subject scalp electrode locations to perform source-resolved EEG brain imaging. Using 3D head surface scanning to record these locations reduces the acquisition time compared to sequential position-measuring systems, thereby maximizing participant engagement during the recording. However, current (photogrammetric) 3D scanner systems and attachments may be comparatively expensive (> $1000) and may require bright, uniform lighting conditions. Here we tested advanced light-based 3D scanning technologies that are more affordable and less sensitive to lighting...
conditions: (1) using a currently recommended 3D scanner (*Occipital Structure.io*); (2) using an iPhone (> v10) ‘Face unlock’ 3D camera; (3) using a more affordable (~$250) smartphone 3D-scanning attachment (*Creality Ferret*), and (4) using an ordinary smartphone camera to capture 2D images of the participant head surface, then combining them using available software to reconstruct a 3D head surface mesh. **Method.** We used each method to scan a mannequin head wearing a BioSemi EEG scalp cap three or more times. To determine scan quality, we quantified the resolution and noise levels of the 3D scans. As a measure of spatial resolution, we used normalized mean edge length, the mean length of the head mesh edges normalized by the cube root of the mesh volume. This measure captures the average granularity of the 3D scan while considering the object scale. To quantify a local mesh noise score for the 3D head meshes, we first identified each four mesh nodes adjacent to each other (i.e., mesh neighborhood). We then applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to find the best-fitting plane. The distance of each node in the neighborhood to the plane was used to quantify the degree of local mesh irregularity. The standard deviation of these values, normalized by the mean edge length, provided a local noise score for the scan. **Results.** For all four methods, both measures were stable across repeated scans (within-scanner variations < 10% of resolution or noise score), and local mesh noise scores were comparable (0.12-0.19). *Ferret* scanner meshes had the best resolution (0.006, iPhone: 0.011; *Structure*: 0.020; smartphone: 0.020). Reducing the room light level showed the *Ferret* scanner and ordinary smartphone camera to be the least sensitive to the light level. **Conclusions.** The results suggest that affordable, state-of-art scanning - including 3D scans composed from standard 2D camera images - is a viable approach to EEG electrode ‘digitization’, in particular where cost, space, and/or lighting conditions limit the use of more elaborate and expensive photogrammetric methods.

**Disclosures:** S. Shirazi: None. S. Makeig: None.
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**Title:** The SSVEP toolbox: a GPU-accelerated toolbox for SSVEP feature extraction

**Authors:** *D. COMADURAN MARQUEZ*¹, J. J. NORTON², E. KINNEY-LANG¹, H. HABIBZADEH³;  
¹Univ. of Calgary, Calgary, AB, Canada; ²Natl. Ctr. for Adaptive Neurotechnologies, Albany,
Abstract: We present the Steady-State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) Toolbox, an open-source, Python-based, multithreaded, and graphical processing unit (GPU)-accelerated data analysis toolbox for SSVEP feature extraction and classification. SSVEPs, the brain’s response to flashing lights, are widely used in brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) for communication and control. Over the past 25 years, many methods have been developed to extract SSVEP features from EEG. The SSVEP Toolbox provides easy-to-use implementations of three feature extraction methods—filter bank canonical correlation analysis (fbCCA), minimum energy combination (MEC), and multivariate synchronization index (MSI). The toolbox was developed in Python 3.9.16. Validation was done using a classification analysis on the SSVEP EXO dataset (3 targets, 12 participants, 8 EEG channels, 256 Hz sampling rate). Classification accuracies for were compared to the classifier suggested in the dataset website (i.e., Riemannian geometry (RG) with logistic regression). The classification results for fbCCA (81.3 +/- 10%), MEC (74.7 +/- 13.5%), and MSI (75 +/- 17.4%) are on par or exceeding the RG classifier (72 +/- 12%). The CPU (2.89 +/- 0.03 sec) and GPU (2.34 +/- 0.03 sec) implementations had similar runtimes for the complete dataset. To further test the timing of the tool, the first two subjects of the Wang2016 dataset were used. This dataset was selected as it has a higher target and electrode count (i.e., 40 targets, and 64 channels). With the Wang2016 dataset, the GPU (3.43 +/- 0.11 sec) version vastly outperformed the CPU (70 +/- 1.21 sec) implementation. The SSVEP Toolbox implements CPU and GPU-accelerated versions of three families of SSVEP feature extraction methods and demonstrated their use in a classification analysis. The GPU outperforms the CPU implementation for the Wang2016 dataset. With further development and release to an open-source repository (e.g., GitHub), the toolbox could accelerate the development of SSVEP-based BCIs. We will optimize the remaining feature extractions methods for the GPU, validate the toolbox using multiple other datasets, demonstrate the use of the toolbox in ensemble classifiers, and integrate the toolbox with BCI2000 to enable GPU-accelerated real-time feature extraction of SSVEPs. Acknowledgments: We thank ACHRI, NVIDIA Corporation, NIH Grant P41 EB018783, Resources at the Stratton VA Medical Center, and NSERC CREATE for the funding of this work.
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Title: Enabling Integrity and Metadata Provenance for Neuroscience Artifacts Using Open Science Chain

Authors: *S. SIVAGNANAM1,3, S. SAKAI2, K. LIN1, F. GARZON1, S. YEU1, K. YOSHIMOTO1, K. PRANTZALOS4, A. MAJUMDAR5, S. SAHOO4, W. LYTTON3; 1UCSD, La Jolla, CA; 2San Diego Supercomputer Ctr., UCSD, San Diego, CA; 3SUNY Downstate Hlth. Sci. Univ., Brooklyn, NY; 4Case Western Univ., Columbus, OH; 5Univ. of California San Diego, LA JOLLA, CA

Abstract: Neuroscience generates vast amounts of experimental and imaging data in various formats, which play a crucial role in developing data-driven computational models to understand neuronal and network functions. Researchers working with these extensive multimodal datasets need techniques to maintain data integrity, especially when building upon prior research conducted by other scientists. When scientific datasets evolve or are reused to create derived datasets, it is crucial to securely preserve the integrity, metadata, and provenance to prevent unintended or malicious alterations during the process. Open Science Chain (OSC) provides a cyberinfrastructure platform where the integrity information about scientific dataset is stored and managed in a consortium blockchain. Other researchers can independently verify authenticity of scientific data using the information stored in the blockchain and provide feedback when the data cannot be validated. OSC allows researchers to store the cryptographic hash of the data as a manifest in the blockchain along with the metadata. When updates are made to a dataset or data collection in OSC, all metadata changes, including the SHA256 checksum for every file in that data collection, are tracked in the blockchain, enabling users to view a detailed, immutable history of that dataset over time. Neuroscience researchers, especially those involved in collaborative research will benefit from using the OSC to track the dataset that maybe generated and maintained at various locations. Members of research labs will benefit from tracking the provenance of data produced and referenced during different stages of research by various members. OSC aims to enhance data sharing and reproducibility in the neuroscience community by increasing confidence in the scientific results. API-based integrity services are being developed to generate and verify the integrity information of scientific data for data-driven research platforms and hubs. The poster presentation will discuss the integration of OSC with Neuroscience Gateway to capture the provenance metadata corresponding to the components for reproducibility.
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Abstract: Aiming to improve the feasibility and reliability of using high-frequency oscillations (HFOs) for translational studies of epilepsy, we present a pipeline with features specifically designed to reject false positives for HFOs to improve the automatic HFO detector. We presented an integrated, multi-layered procedure capable of automatically rejecting HFOs from a variety of common false positives, such as motion, background signals, and sharp transients. This method utilizes a Time-Frequency Contour approach that embeds three different layers including peak constraints, power thresholds, and morphological identification to discard false positives. Four experts were involved in rating detected HFO events that were randomly selected from different posttraumatic epilepsy (PTE) animals for a comprehensive evaluation. The algorithm was run on 768 hours recordings of intracranial electrodes in 48 PTE animals. A total of 453,917 HFOs were identified by initial HFO detection, of which 450,917 were implemented for HFO refinement and 203,531 events were retained. Random sampling was used to evaluate the performance of the detector. The HFO detection yielded an overall accuracy of 0.95±0.03, with precision, recall, and F1 scores of 0.92±0.05, 0.99±0.01, and 0.94±0.03, respectively. For the HFO classification, our algorithm obtained an accuracy of 0.97±0.02. For the inter-rater reliability of algorithm evaluation, the agreement among four experts was 0.94±0.03 for HFO detection and 0.85±0.04 for HFO classification. Our approach shows that a segregated pipeline design with a focus on false positives rejection can improve the detection efficiency and provide reliable results. This pipeline does not require customization and uses fixed parameters, making it highly feasible and translatable for basic and clinical applications of epilepsy.

Title: Solving the spike sorting problem with Kilosort

Authors: M. PACHITARIU¹, S. SRIDHAR², *J. PENNINGTON³,4, C. STRINGER¹;

Abstract: Spike sorting is the computational process of extracting the firing times of single neurons from recordings of local electrical fields. This is an important but hard problem in neuroscience, complicated by the nonstationarity of the recordings and the dense overlap in electrical fields between nearby neurons. To solve the spike sorting problem, we have continuously developed over the past eight years a framework known as Kilosort. This paper describes the various algorithmic steps introduced in different versions of Kilosort. We also report the development of Kilosort4, a new version with substantially improved performance due to new clustering algorithms inspired by graph-based approaches. To test the performance of Kilosort, we developed a realistic simulation framework which uses densely sampled electrical fields from real experiments to generate non-stationary spike waveforms and realistic noise. We find that nearly all versions of Kilosort outperform other algorithms on a variety of simulated conditions, and Kilosort4 performs best in all cases, correctly identifying even neurons with low amplitudes and small spatial extents in high drift conditions.

Disclosures: M. Pachitariu: None. S. Sridhar: None. J. Pennington: None. C. Stringer: None.
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Title: Establishment of an optimized and automated workflow for whole brain probing of neuronal activity patterns in TRAP mice

Authors: *S. CABRERA¹,²,³, R. MARCIANO MACIEL³, N. VACHOUD², S. DESMERCIERES², M. BREUILLY³, G. MEYER-DILHET⁶, S. ELLOUZE²,⁶, J. COURCHET⁶, P.-H. LUPPI³, N. MANDAIRON⁴, O. RAINETEAU²;
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Abstract: Aims: Behaviors are encoded by neural circuits that are widespread within the brain and change with age and experience. Immunodetection of the immediate early gene c-fos has been successfully used for decades to reveal neural circuits active during specific tasks or conditions. Our aims here is to develop a workflow that circumvents classical temporal and spatial limitations associated to c-fos quantifications.

Method: We used a new genetic TRAP method combining Cre-dependent tdTomato expression under c-fos promoter with Fos immunohistochemistry, allowing visualization and direct comparison of neural circuits activated at different times or during different tasks. By using open-source softwares (i.e. Qupath and Abba), we established a workflow that optimize and automate cell detection, cell classification (e.g. Fos vs. Fos/tdTomato) and whole brain registration.

Results: We demonstrate that this automatic workflow, based on fully automatic script, allows accurate cell number quantification with minimal interindividual variability. Further, interrogation of brain atlases at different scales (from simplified to detailed) was achieved allowing gradually zooming on brain regions to explore spatial distribution of activated cells. Then, we illustrated the potential of this approach by comparing patterns of neuronal activation in various contexts (e.g. different vigilance states, complex behavioral tasks ⋯). Finally, we explored programs (e.g. BrainRender) for intuitive representation of obtained results.

Conclusion: Altogether, this automated workflow allows a fast and accurate analysis of whole brain activity pattern at the cellular level, in various contexts.
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Title: Dandi: an archive and collaboration space for neurophysiology projects
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Abstract: DANDI (http://dandiarchive.org) is a cutting-edge platform for neurophysiology research. By serving as a multi-species data archive, a collaboration space, and a computational platform, DANDI enables researchers to access the resources they need to support both computational and experimental neuroscience. DANDI datasets use a consistent layout based on the BIDS standard and common metadata structures to promote easier comprehension of included data. The infrastructure of the platform is built using open-source technologies and is hosted in the cloud, available to researchers who wish to use the platform to search, visualize, compute, collaborate, and coordinate their neurophysiology research projects while promoting FAIRness and efficiency. As of May 2023, DANDI boasts an impressive archive of over 500+TB of data from more than 293 datasets, spanning multiple species (C elegans, zebrafish, mice, rats, fruit flies, non-human primates, and humans) and from multiple recording modalities. The archive includes intracellular, extracellular, and behavioral timeseries from electrophysiology, optophysiology, and optogenetic experiments, as well as multimodal MRI, OCT, SPIM, ECOG, and immunostaining data from human ex vivo brain tissue samples. With over 6000 experiment participants and 890+ registered users worldwide, DANDI is the largest neurophysiology archive available. DANDI is dedicated to making data and software for neurophysiology research more FAIR (Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability). The platform provides user-friendly tools for data submission and access, a Jupyter-based computation hub for raw data introspection, data analyses, and integration with other analytic platforms and services. DANDI uses the BRAIN Initiative community data formats and standards such as NWB and BIDS and works closely with the community to expand these standards to neurophysiology and microscopy. The platform has an application programming interface server to attract scientists/developers to interact with the archive programmatically and has contributed to community efforts to provide efficient access to larger datasets in the cloud. With DANDI, researchers can now share, collaborate on, and publish citable datasets, which will significantly increase the rigor and reproducibility of cellular neurophysiology research. DANDI is a powerful resource that is transforming the field of cellular neurophysiology research, enabling researchers to work together more effectively and efficiently, and ultimately driving groundbreaking discoveries that will advance our understanding of the brain.
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Title: Automating multi-probe insertions to improve the efficiency and reproducibility of electrophysiology experiments

Authors: *K. J. YANG¹, D. BIRMAN¹, I. BRAIN LABORATORY², N. A. STEINMETZ¹; ¹Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA; ²Intl. Brain Lab., Seattle, WA

Abstract: Achieving consistent targeting of multiple simultaneous probes during electrophysiology experiments is a challenging and time-consuming process. Even with a planned insertion trajectory, experimenters still have to go through a lengthy process of positioning and inserting each probe. Electrophysiology experiments are increasingly focused on brain-wide coverage, requiring three or more simultaneous probes motivating researchers to accelerate their processes to reduce the duration of the experiment and the corresponding stress levels of their subjects. To improve the efficiency and reproducibility of multi-probe electrophysiology experiments, we developed two frameworks: a communication platform to allow software control of hardware micro-manipulators and an automation platform to perform multiple synchronous probe insertions. Each existing manipulator platform has proprietary software for programmatic control, which are rarely cross-platform and often expose inconsistent interfaces. To standardize manipulator communication, we developed a Python server that acts as a generic cross-platform application programming interface (API). This platform ensures that client applications only need to interface with one API to be compatible with many different manipulator platforms connected across various computer operating systems. Building on top of this communication platform and an existing trajectory planning tool, Pinpoint, we next developed a system that automates the insertion process for multiple probes, saving time. The automation system provides three guarantees for researchers: first, that probes will reach their intended targets without manually-introduced errors in targeting; second, that experiments can be repeated exactly to improve reproducibility; and third, that movement speeds are limited to low levels for reduced tissue damage. Because our software drives multiple probes simultaneously, complex multi-probe insertions are more manageable. Taken together, these open-source tools for communicating with hardware manipulators and automating multi-probe insertions enable the next generation of reproducible, high-efficiency, brain-wide electrophysiology data collection.

Disclosures: K.J. Yang: None. D. Birman: None. I. Brain Laboratory: None. N.A. Steinmetz: None.
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Title: Intraoperative refinement of human Neuropixels recordings
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Abstract: Recent work has demonstrated the feasibility of intraoperative use of Neuropixels probes to obtain high-density recordings of single-unit activity in human cortex. These data promise large scale studies of the fundamental computational units underlying complex human behaviors like speech and language processing. However, data acquisition in operating rooms poses a set of unique challenges due to the clinical constraints placed on the recording site and duration. Unlike the deployment of Neuropixels probes in model organisms, intraoperative recordings must be completed in a single session, within the span of 15-20 minutes. Furthermore, probes are placed within the pre-identified resection margins, and only a subset of this tissue may have intact function, let alone task-relevant activity. Accordingly, it is crucial to the yield of these experiments to be able to rapidly assess the quality of a recording site within the first few minutes of insertion so that a new site and/or task may be selected if the observed task-relevant activity in the tissue is poor. We present here a cross-platform, open-source application for real-time processing and visualization of data from Neuropixels probes using the latest version of the C++ API for SpikeGLX. With support for simultaneous recording from multiple probes, this toolset includes a map of all spiking activity over the length of each probe, spike-waveform displays for each channel, and event-triggered rasters and peristimulus time histograms for each channel that can be time-locked to a variety of custom event subtypes. Although development of this application was motivated by our group’s intraoperative visualization needs, the functionality it offers is likely to be useful for guiding and troubleshooting recordings in more general contexts. The real-time spike map, in particular, will enable experimenters to make three valuable estimates at a glance: the overall level of activity in a region, the anatomical positioning (inferred from changes in spiking patterns along the shank), and the extent of tissue motion relative to the shank.
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**Title:** Sharing analysis-ready human electrophysiology data on NEMAR/OpenNeuro using Hierarchical Event Descriptors (HED)

**Authors:** *S. MAKEIG*¹,², A. MAJUMDAR³, A. DELORME⁴, D. TRUONG⁴, K. ROBBINS⁵; ¹Swartz Ctr. for Computat. Neurosci., La Jolla, CA; ²Inst. for Neural Computation, ³San Diego Supercomputer Ctr., ⁴Swartz Ctr. for Computat. Neurosci., Univ. of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA; ⁵Univ. of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX

**Abstract:** As ML/AI tools increasingly show the potential of finding and exploiting hitherto hidden structure in large collections of diverse data, NIH and other research funding agencies are increasing requirements, standards, and infrastructure for freely sharing experiment data in facilities that allow (1) search for data of interest that is stored in an analysis-ready format, (2) tools for analyzing the search-identified data, and (3) ready access to sufficient compute power to perform advanced analyses of both small and large data collections. Further, (4) analysis of very large data collections should avoid the need to download the data. We propose the term ‘Integrated Data, Tools, and Compute Resource’ (datcor) for such facilities and here describe NEMAR.org, a portal to shared human ‘neuroelectromagnetic’ (NEM) brain data (EEG, MEG, iEEG) shared publicly through OpenNeuro.org. NEMAR stores a copy of the growing number of OpenNeuro NEM datasets (currently >200 and >20TB, with >10,000 participants) and now offers data search, quality estimates, and visualizations. It also enables search-identified data to be analyzed without need for download using the high-performance computing resources of the Neuroscience Gateway (nsgportal.org). NEMAR/OpenNeuro datasets are stored in BIDS formats. Analysis-ready data requires detailed descriptions of experiment events using a common language. NEMAR and BIDS use the system of Hierarchical Event Descriptors (HED) under development since 2011 (hedtags.org). Here we demonstrate use of NEMAR and HED for creating, sharing, discovering, and analyzing NEM data.

**Disclosures:** S. Makeig: None. A. Majumdar: None. A. Delorme: None. D. Truong: None. K. Robbins: None.
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Title: Automating the modeling of single cell neurons

Authors: *V. OMELYUSIK, T. BANKS, D. FAGUE, S. NAIR;
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engin., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Columbia, MO

Abstract: Neurons perform synaptic integration of the stimuli they receive on their synapses using a complex set of intrinsic conductances that seemingly work in coordinated groups. However, prevalent single cell modeling techniques do not consider such potential interactions. A recent paper suggesting possible grouping of currents into distinct modules associated with specific neurocomputational properties suggests that the process of selection of model parameters could be simplified (Alturki et al., 2016). That hypothesis led to the development of design methodology that simplified the biophysical conductance-based cell design process by allowing the designer to focus on specific attributes of the cell one at a time: starting with passive properties, moving to baseline firing dynamics, then adding features such as burst firing and low- and high-threshold oscillations. By separating the cell design process into these stages, parameter selection can be simplified due to decreased interaction between the distinct current modules. The present study uses these findings to build an automatic optimization pipeline termed Automatic Cell Tuner (ACT) that generates conductance estimates from neurons’ biological data. The pipeline is simulation-based; it trains a predictive model on voltage data simulated by a black-box simulator to estimate conductance values which could have generated external target data. Designed with flexibility in mind, it allows for usage of arbitrary models and feature generation. Our default implementation incorporates a shallow neural network to take advantage of fast gradient-based optimization. We embed the segregation approach by applying the ACT to voltage regions specified in the approach. We utilize the hierarchical current structure of the regions, i.e., that each new region introduces a new current set active for all further regions, to sequentially estimate conductance values in a compartmentalized manner. Preliminary results on regular spiking and bursting cells showed the segregation method outperforms estimation on the full voltage trace in terms of our composite quality metric. We are presently extending the methodology to complex multicompartment cells.

Disclosures: V. Omelyusik: None. T. Banks: None. D. Fague: None. S. Nair: None.
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Title: Nemar: an open access data, tools and compute resource operating on neuroelectromagnetic data
Authors: A. DELORME1,3, *D. TRUONG1, C. YOUN2, S. SIVAGNANAM2, C. STIRM2, K. YOSHIMOTO2, R. A. POLDRACK4, A. MAJUMDAR2, S. MAKEIG1;
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Abstract: To preserve scientific data created by publicly and/or philanthropically funded research projects and to make it ready for exploitation using recent and ongoing advances in advanced and large-scale computational modeling methods, publicly available data must use in common, now-evolving standards for formatting, identifying and annotating should share data. The OpenNeuro.org archive, built first as a repository for magnetic resonance imaging data based on the Brain Imaging Data Structure formatting standards, aims to house and share all types of human neuroimaging data. Here, we present NEMAR.org, a web gateway to OpenNeuro data for human neuroelectromagnetic data. NEMAR allows users to search through, visually explore and assess the quality of shared electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography and intracranial EEG data and then to directly process selected data using high-performance computing resources of the San Diego Supercomputer Center via the Neuroscience Gateway (nsgportal.org, NSG), a freely available web portal to high-performance computing serving a variety of neuroscientific analysis environments and tools. Combined, OpenNeuro, NEMAR and NSG form an efficient, integrated data, tools and compute resource for human neuroimaging data analysis and meta-analysis.
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Title: Robust registration of high-density electrophysiology data with DREDge
Abstract: High-density electrophysiology probes have opened new possibilities for systems neuroscience in human and non-human animals, but probe motion (or drift) while recording poses a challenge for downstream analyses, particularly in human recordings. In the action potential (AP) band, probe motion can cause neurons to drift across channels, and similar drift occurs for the potentials studied in the local field potential (LFP) band, so that motion estimation is a critical preprocessing step which enables downstream analyses to account for and control the possible confounding effects of the relative motion of the probe and brain tissue. Here, we improve on the state of the art for tracking this drift with an algorithm termed DREDGe (Decentralized Registration of Electrophysiology Data), with four major contributions. First, we extend previous decentralized methods to operate within and across frequency bands, leveraging the LFP in addition to spikes detected in the AP band. Second, we show that the LFP-based approach enables registration at sub-second temporal resolution. Third, we introduce a faster than real-time online motion tracking algorithm, allowing the method to scale up to longer and higher resolution recordings, which could facilitate real-time applications. Finally, we improve the robustness of the approach by accounting for the nonstationarities and artifacts that occur in real data and by automating parameter selection. These findings are robustly validated in large scale experiments in humans, mice, and non-human primates (NHPs), including repeated validation and comparison against competing algorithms in tens of mouse and human datasets and a proof-of-concept demonstration in NHP of a new method enabled by DREDGe: localization of the probe during insertion.
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Abstract: Whole-cell recording is a gold-standard technique for interrogating the biophysical properties and mechanisms of single cell function. With continued advances in genetic, pharmacological, and computational tools, the utility of this technique will continue to grow well into the future. A major bottleneck in the interpretation of this critical data is the lack of community based open-source software tools for its analysis. Here, we present SanPy, a Python-based open-source and freely available software pipeline for the analysis and exploration of whole-cell current- and voltage-clamp recordings. SanPy provides a computational engine with an application programming interface allowing it to be programmatically scripted. Using this engine, we have developed a cross-platform desktop graphical user interface that does not require programming experience. A key benefit of SanPy is that it provides one-click downloads of this desktop application. SanPy is designed to extract parameters from current-clamp recordings of action potentials including threshold time and voltage, peak, half-width, and interval statistics. In addition, SanPy extracts parameters from a range of voltage-clamp protocols. SanPy is built to be fully extensible by providing frameworks for the addition of custom file loaders, analysis, and graphical user interface plugins. A key feature of SanPy is its focus on quality control and data exploration. In the desktop interface, all plots of the data and analysis are linked allowing simultaneous data visualization from different dimensions with the goal of obtaining ground truth analysis. We provide documentation for all aspects of SanPy including several use cases and examples. To test SanPy, we have performed analysis on current- and voltage-clamp recordings from neurons and cardiac myocytes. Taken together, SanPy is a powerful tool for whole-cell analysis and effectively lays the foundation for future extension by the scientific community.
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Title: Novel parameterization of event-related potentials: a step towards characterizing the biophysical origins

Authors: *M. Preston*¹, D. Cellier², E. Kosik², P. Seyfourian⁵, L. Claar⁶, L. Marks⁶, C. Koch⁶, I. Rembado⁶, B. Voytek², ¹Neurosciences Grad. Program, ²Dept. of Cognitive Sci., ³Halıcıoğlu Data Sci. Inst., ⁴Kavli Inst. for Brain and Mind, UCSD, La Jolla, CA; ⁵Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada; ⁶MindScope Program, Allen Brain Inst., Seattle, WA

Abstract: Event-related potentials (ERPs) are foundational in linking human electroencephalography (EEG) to cognition and disease. For decades, systematic variation in ERP timing and amplitude have been linked to various perceptual and cognitive states, and have been leveraged in clinical applications ranging from anesthesia to brain-computer interfaces. Despite their wide adoption and utility, the biophysiological origins of ERPs remain largely unknown. Here, we test the hypothesis that early visual evoked potentials are driven by thalamic excitatory projections to input layers of primary visual cortex (V1). We make use of large scale single-unit and local field potentials (LFP) recordings using Neuropixels probes in head-fixed mice targeting the visual thalamic nuclei and V1, in conjunction with biophysically informed models. We also introduce a novel ERP parameterization approach that quantifies each ERP waveform in terms of its onset, amplitude, time-to-peak, duration, and peak-sharpness. Using simulated LFP and our novel ERP parameterization approach, we demonstrate that visual evoked potentials are driven by thalamocortical excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSPs). These currents, which have a sharp temporal onset and slower decay, integrate such that when thalamic spikes are temporally aligned, the resulting V1 ERP is sharper and has a larger magnitude. When thalamic spikes are more temporally variable, the resulting EPSPs in V1 integrate into a slightly smoother ERP. These results further our understanding of the ERP origins and their biophysical interpretability.
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Title: Decodanda: a Python toolbox for decoding and geometrical analysis of neural data.

Authors: *L. POSANI, S. FUSI;
        Columbia Univ., New York, NY

Abstract: Neural decoding is a powerful tool to obtain insight into which variables of the external world are represented in the activity of a population of neurons, with broad applicability that spans from basic research to clinical applications such as brain-computer interfaces. Additionally, neural decoding has recently emerged as a tool to unveil the geometrical properties of neural representations, offering computational insights into the collective activity of neurons. Here we introduce Decodanda (https://www.github.com/lposani/decodanda), a Python toolbox for geometrical decoding of population activity. Decodanda exposes a series of functions for decoding and geometrical analysis of neural data, such as CCGP and parallel score, and automates essential data management and balancing practices such as trial-based cross-validation, a null model for statistical significance, pseudo-population pooling, and cross-variable balancing. Decodanda is agnostic to the specific classifier used for decoding, and its APIs are designed to expose a user-friendly and highly customizable syntax that allows researchers to build custom analysis pipelines using its functions as building blocks. Here, we give an overview of the design principles of Decodanda and its use cases in neuroscience research.
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Title: Neuroscience Data Interface calculators: a motif for writing small analysis applets that are easy to learn, reuse, and test

Authors: *A. LEPSKY, R. WANG, X. CHENG, N. LASKY-NIELSON, R. GONG, C. JOHNSON, R. RODRIGUEZ, S. D. VAN HOOSER;
        Brandeis Univ., Waltham, MA
Abstract: Advancements in data-driven fields such as neuroscience depend critically on small custom analysis programs. Many of these programs are developed in individual labs and suffer from minimal and narrowly scoped testing, poor documentation, and a dependency on particular file formats or data organization. Even when they are shared openly on sites such as GitHub, these programs can be difficult to reuse due to the issues above. To address this challenge, we have developed an applet motif for the Neuroscience Data Interface (NDI) called calculators. NDI provides a platform-independent, searchable database of documents containing all raw data and analyzed data for an experiment. Calculators access these databases and search for document types that they can operate on, eliminating the need to wire or pipe calculators together. In order to make them intuitive for new users, calculators produce only one type of output document, contain documentation in specific places, and override only 4 functions while leaving the rest as is. Importantly, calculators also must be able to generate several self-test cases, evaluate that the results produced are within tolerance of the expected results, and, if the user requests, show the actual and expected results graphically. The calculator motif allows users to quickly understand and trust calculators written by labs or groups. Users can then integrate these community-tested programs into analysis pipelines - sets of calculator objects along with any modifying parameters of calculator operations. We show examples of calculators for the visual system that compute tuning curves for orientation, direction, contrast, spatial, temporal frequency, and speed.
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Title: Universal Renderer for Neuroscience: interactive 3D rendering for electrophysiology and neuroimaging in the browser, on desktops, and in virtual reality

Authors: *D. BIRMAN\(^1\), J. SCHOCH\(^1\), I. BRAIN LABORATORY\(^2\), N. A. STEINMETZ\(^1\);
\(^1\)Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA; \(^2\)Virtual Entity, Virtual, United Kingdom

Abstract: Modern large-scale electrophysiology and neuroimaging techniques are generating unprecedented amounts of data. Exploring these data in their original anatomical context depends on the existence of easy-to-use and powerful 3D visualization tools. To solve this problem, we have developed an open-source software package, the Universal Renderer Creating...
Helpful Images for Neuroscience (Urchin), that can visualize anatomically registered data from a variety of input sources in the space of common reference atlases. Our rendering package is platform-agnostic, working equally well as a standalone desktop application, in a virtual reality headset, or as a website. When running in a web browser, the renderer requires no installation and allows users to build complex 3D renderings in seconds. Users send data to the renderer through an application programming interface (API), using simple commands to pass information about their 2D or 3D scene. The visuals that the renderer can create include: brain regions rendered as opaque or transparent 3D objects, simple or complex 3D models such as spheres to represent neurons, probes, or neuron morphology, videos of neuroimaging data projected onto 3D surfaces, volumetric data such as MRI images, and 2D accents such as lines and text. Visualizations can be exported as high quality static images or videos from one or more camera angles. Unlike existing rendering packages intended for neuroscience, our software is interactive and allows users to explore their data in 3D space using keyboard and mouse interactions, or in virtual reality. This interactivity is not limited to simple scenes: by taking advantage of a powerful existing video game engine (Unity), our 3D renderer can support extraordinarily complex interactive scenes and at 60 hz we are able to display real-time firing rate data from up to 100,000 neurons overlaid on hundreds of individual brain regions. To demonstrate the power of Urchin we have developed several applications using the renderer, including a virtual reality experience in which participants explore a 30,000 neuron electrophysiology dataset, an online data viewer where users can explore 2D and 3D views of the mouse brain with per-region analysis results overlaid, and other interactive data viewers. Urchin makes it possible for neuroscientists to build powerful interactive explorations of their three-dimensional datasets with minimal effort and to share these easily with colleagues over the internet.

Disclosures:  D. Birman: None. J. Schoch: None. I. Brain Laboratory: None. N.A. Steinmetz: None.
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Title: Methods for semi-automated parcellation of the globus pallidus internus for localizing neurophysiological activity and deep brain stimulation leads
Authors: *B. POBIEL*¹, K. J. O’NEILL, III², R. PATRIAT³, T. PALNITKAR², H. BRAUN⁴, O. SOLOMON², S. ALBERICO², M. HILL², B. MOHANTY³, D. L. BAUER³, B. PARKS⁵, J. VITEK², N. HAREL⁶, J. E. AMAN³;
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Abstract: **Background:** Historically, atlas-based stereotactic coordinates or qualitative 2D brain slices have been used to localize sites of neurophysiological activity or deep brain stimulation (DBS) leads within the internal segment of the globus pallidus (GPi). These approaches have limited spatial resolution and lack patient specificity. This project creates a reproducible, semi-automated method for parcellating the GPi in Cartesian 3D space using models previously generated by our team. This approach allows comparison across patients and can be used to generalize findings relating to localizing DBS leads and pathophysiological biomarkers in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and dystonia patients.

**Methods:** In 3DSlicer™ an axial AC/PC plane is constructed from the anterior/posterior commissure (AC/PC). The segmented GPi volume is exported, and a C++ script generates a least-volume, axis-agnostic bounding box around GPi. The GPi volume, bounding box, AC/PC plane, and reconstructed lead and/or microelectrode positions are imported into Unity™. The AC/PC plane is fixed to an XY plane of a new coordinate system. The GPi bounding box is used to determine a longitudinal axis of the GPi and the axis is used to transform the GPi to the XY and ZY planes. A new plane-aligned bounding box is created and divided into dorsal/ventral aspects and anterior/central/posterior thirds. A series of planes are generated along the longitudinal axis and the centroid of the GPi is found in each plane to divide the GPi into mesial/lateral halves, creating 12 total subsections (e.g., posterior dorsolateral). Using collision detection, the intersections of lead contact positions and microelectrode sites are determined algorithmically and compared with patient-specific neurophysiology and/or clinical outcomes.

**Results:** One patient has been studied using this method. The segmented lead position was determined quantitatively to fall within the central portion of the GPi, with the therapeutic stimulation contact in the dorsal region spanning the mesial-lateral midline, facing in the posterior direction. The patient showed a 59% improvement in their total UPDRS-III score from this active contact location.

**Conclusion:** This methodology will be expanded to a larger study designed to localize DBS leads and distribution of neurophysiological activity in the GPi. Correlating these data with clinical outcomes in PD and dystonia will help determine optimal locations for lead placement and for localizing phenotype-specific biomarkers.
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Abstract: Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) is a data standard that packages neurophysiology data with the metadata necessary for reanalysis. The NWB format allows data to be human- and machine-readable, and will enable data to be aggregated across many labs. The neuroscientists who want to use NWB have diverse data formats, and many of them have limited programming experience. To approach this problem, we have developed the NWB Graphical User Interface for Data Entry (GUIDE) to provide a simple entrypoint to the NWB ecosystem for any lab interested in adopting the standard.

Researchers must often convert their data from common proprietary formats such as Intan, SpikeGLX, TIFF, ABF, etc. It can be challenging to map these different data formats, each with its own unique structure, to NWB. This challenge has been overcome with the use of NeuroConv, a library for automatically handling the data mapping for 40+ proprietary formats spanning the modalities of intra- and extra-cellular electrophysiology, optical imaging and behavior. However, the use of NeuroConv requires experience with Python and is poorly suited for potential users that are unfamiliar with programming.

This initial release of NWB GUIDE is a cross-platform desktop application that walks users through all the requirements for converting their data to the NWB format and uploading datasets to the DANDI Archive. NWB GUIDE streamlines the data conversion experience, walking users through input file specification, metadata extraction and curation, efficient handling of large datasets, and finally uploading to the DANDI Archive. We look forward to working with members of the NWB community to test and improve the platform based on user needs and feedback.

Disclosures: G. Flynn: None. C. Baker: None. R. Ly: None. O. Ruebel: None. B. Dichter: None.
**Title:** Advancements in the Neurodata Without Borders Software Ecosystem for Neurophysiology

**Authors:** *R. LY*, C. BAKER, M. AVAYLON, G. FLYNN, B. DICTER, O. RUEBEL;  
1Lawrence Berkeley Natl. Lab., Berkeley, CA; 2CatalystNeuro, Benicia, CA

**Abstract:** The Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) format standardizes how neurophysiology data and associated metadata are stored, and the NWB software enables researchers to easily access and save data in NWB. By standardizing neurophysiology data, NWB enables researchers to more fully extract return-on-investment from neurophysiology experiments. To lower the barrier of adopting NWB, we have made significant enhancements to the core NWB software tools, supported the integration of NWB with a wide array of powerful tools and technologies, and expanded NWB training efforts to reach a broader international neuroscience community. We have enhanced PyNWB to allow users to read and write NWB data in Zarr, a modern, cloud-efficient storage format for chunked, compressed, N-dimensional arrays. To ensure FAIR data use, we have added support in NWB for linking neurophysiology metadata with persistent identifiers in external resources, such as ontologies and online databases. We have made enhancements to NeuroConv, a software suite for converting neurophysiology data from 40 popular raw acquisition data formats to NWB, and to NWB Inspector, a tool for assessing the quality of NWB files based on compliance with NWB Best Practices. Most recently, we have developed the NWB Graphical User Interface for Data Entry (GUIDE), an application that walks users through the process of converting raw data to NWB, without writing any code. The NWB software ecosystem has grown to include support for NWB in tools for pose estimation and tracking (DeepLabCut, SLEAP), intracellular electrophysiology (PatchView), optical physiology (EXTRACT), data analysis (Pynapple, Spyglass), and data acquisition (OpenEphys). In addition, the DANDI Archive for neurophysiology now contains over 100 open datasets from a diversity of data modalities, model animals, and labs in the NWB format. We will describe several projects that make use of published NWB data on DANDI and our efforts to train and support neuroscientists from around the world to reuse NWB data.

**Disclosures:** R. Ly: None. C. Baker: None. M. Avaylon: None. G. Flynn: None. B. Dichter: None. O. Ruebel: None.
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Title: Cortical gamma-beta rhythms perform predictive routing via stochastic reinforcement learning
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Abstract: Predictive coding is a key theoretical framework in neuroscience. Deficits in prediction are associated with mental disorders such as schizophrenia and major depressive disorder. Recent studies have revealed a dynamic shift between beta and gamma bands in cortical circuits during predictable and unpredictable tasks. This suggests a gamma [40-90Hz]/beta[10-30Hz] push-pull mechanism for suppressing unpredictable stimuli. We call this mechanism predictive routing. Current neuronal models of predictive coding/routing are incomplete. One class of models can be trained to perform computations but are not biophysically realistic. Another class of models focus on dynamics but do not perform computations. One solution to this limitation is to implement biophysically detailed neuronal models capable of learning. However, current models lack detailed neurobiological constraints and rely on manual tuning. To address these limitations, we introduce DynaLearn, an extension of DynaSim, which utilizes reinforcement learning to discover neurobiologically constrained solutions for optimization problems. In this study, we employed the semi-supervised learning algorithm known as the "Generalized Stochastic Delta Rule" to train DynaLearn on resting membrane potential, Pyramidal Interneuron Network Gamma/Beta (PING/PINB) network frequency tuning, and gamma-beta push-pull. Our findings demonstrate that learned top-down connection weights effectively reduce gamma strength while enhancing beta strength, enabling predictive routing. Therefore, computational modeling using DynaLearn/DynaSim can be used to understand both neuronal circuit mechanisms as well as the computations they perform.

Disclosures: **H. Nejat**: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Vanderbilt University. **J. Sherfey**: None. **A. Bastos**: A. Employment/Salary (full or part-time); Vanderbilt University.
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Title: Tools for large-scale modeling, simulation and visualization of realistic biological networks: The SONATA Data format and integrated software
**Authors:** K. DAI, B. ISRALEWITZ, X.-P. LIU, M. SPIVAK, S. ITO, N. REN, D. HAUFLER, E. TAJKHORSHID, A. ARKHIPOV.
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**Abstract:** With the emergence of large-scale experimental multi-area connectomic and extracellular electrophysiology recordings, there is an increasing need for detailed in-silico modeling and simulation on a matching scale. Yet much of the current research into neural dynamics of computation and behavior is still limited to the scale of individual cells or very small circuits. Biologically realistic simulatable network models ranging from thousands to billions of cells can elucidate the fundamental working of large-scale networks and drive future research. But for most neuroscientists working in network and systems neuroscience, trying to create, run, analyze, and share such large scale models can be an intractable technological hurdle. Here we present a set of tools and formats that can help scientists with the efforts in building and simulating large-scale biologically realistic network models. At the core of this effort is the SONATA data format, a multi-organization, open-source set of standards for describing and sharing large heterogeneous network models. With SONATA a scientist can describe their model, simulation parameters and results in a way that can be readily shared and reproduced. It is highly modular, easy to read and write, and can be used across a variety of model types ranging from multi-compartment, to point-neurons, and even rate models. SONATA has already been implemented across a range of software simulation and analysis software tools, including the Brain Modeling Toolkit (BMTK) and Visual Neuronal Dynamics (VND).

BMTK is an open-source python API for building and simulating large network models across different levels-of-resolutions. It provides an intuitive workflow including automated parallelization and an array of built-in features. VND is a C++ network visualization tool, with advanced data querying and rendering techniques to visualize and analyze large network models and simulations ranging from synaptic activity to whole-network spiking dynamics. By utilizing SONATA, both pieces of software can be used seamlessly for building, simulating, and analyzing large network models in an intuitive workflow.
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**Title:** Automated rodent sleep spindle detector app
Abstract:
A Rodent Sleep Spindle Detector application was developed to assist researchers working with high volume studies examining the impact of sleep on neurological function. Our Rodent Sleep Spindle Detector app is a MATLAB-based program with a user interface that automatically identifies sleep spindles within intracranial EEG (iEEG) recordings of rodents using two novel yet complementary algorithmic approaches. To validate the program, 6,000 real spindles of 5 different variations ranging from 11-17 Hz with a duration of at least 0.3 seconds were randomly placed within a noisy simulated prefrontal cortex iEEG signal with a duration of 50,000 seconds. When compared to the ground truth on a datapoint-by-datapoint basis, the program had an accuracy of 98.40±5.62% (mean±SD) with 95% C.I.[91.93,104.89] and 96.90±4.34% (mean±SD) with 95% C.I.[91.91, 101.90] for the primary and secondary algorithmic approach, respectively. On a holistic evaluation, the program had an accuracy of 93.68±13.66% (mean±SD) with 95% C.I.[81.71, 105.66] and 99.85±0.12% (mean±SD) with 95% C.I.[99.71, 99.96], for the primary and secondary algorithmic approach, respectively. The robustness of the sleep spindle detection was evaluated in additional validation tests by embedding artificial spindles at various durations, amplitudes, and frequencies in lieu of real spindles. Optionally, the app can process video recordings to identify periods of quiescence to improve sleep spindle detection.
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Title: The Open Ephys GUI: A collaboratively developed platform for high-channel-count electrophysiology data acquisition
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Abstract: The Open Ephys GUI (https://open-ephys.org/gui) is an open-source, cross-platform application for acquiring data from multichannel implanted electrodes, a technique that has fostered countless discoveries in systems neuroscience. Unlike most other software in this domain, the GUI was designed from the ground up with collaborative development in mind.
Modules for real-time analysis and visualization are encapsulated within plugins that adhere to a standardized interface, providing a straightforward way for users to write their own extensions without needing to understand the entire code base. A growing number of scientists have developed their own plugins for the GUI, which had previously been stored in a variety of locations, typically in source-code form. With funding from a BRAIN Initiative U24 award, we have created a centralized repository for plugins, which can be downloaded and installed via a single click. Over the course of this award, we have curated, polished, and documented additional community-developed plugins in order to expand the capabilities of the software. Some examples of these plugins include Falcon Output, which streams high-channel-count data with low latency, Phase Calculator, which can be used to deliver closed-loop feedback at specific phases of an ongoing oscillation, and Ripple Detector, which emits events at the onset of hippocampal sharp-wave ripples. Priority has been given to plugins that can be used with Neuropixels, a new type of silicon probe capable of recording single units across dozens of cortical and subcortical structures simultaneously. Providing free, flexible, user-friendly, and performant software for recording spiking activity makes extracellular electrophysiology experiments more accessible to labs around the globe.
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**Abstract:** For about a decade the Neuroscience Gateway (NSG) has been enabling the broader neuroscience community of computational neuroscientists, experimental neuroscientists, cognitive neuroscientists, psychologists, biomedical researchers, and clinical researchers to easily utilize high performance computing (HPC), high throughput computing (HTC) and cloud computing resources for large scale modeling, data processing, and Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML) work. NSG provides close to 20 neuroscience modeling, data processing and AI/ML software and tools optimally made available on supercomputer resources at national supercomputer centers in the US. It currently has over 1,550 users and has acquired 27 million supercomputer-time allocation for 2023 for its users. Via NSG's easy to use web-based and programmatic interface neuroscientists can upload input file or data to the NSG, choose the appropriate tool, specify the tool and computing related parameters and submit the computing workload to a supercomputer. Upon completion of the processing, users can download the output results. NSG eliminates administrative and technical barriers to utilize supercomputing resources for modeling, data processing and data analytics work in neuroscience. NSG also provides a software developer platform which neuroscience software developers can use to test, benchmark and scale their software and then release the software on supercomputers where NSG acquires yearly allocation for the neuroscience community. NSG provides a platform for dissemination of neuroscience software. NSG is free and open to any neuroscientist researchers and students from US and other countries. Yearly training and workshops are hosted by the NSG team where NSG users and software developers discuss their research results and software. NSG is utilized by other neuroscience projects, such as the NeuroElectroMagnetic data Archive and tools Resource (NEMAR), the Open Source Brain, as the computational engine for processing of data and simulations. NSG is used in classroom teaching for undergraduate and graduate students. NSG has special training and classroom teaching sessions for Minority Serving Institutions. The presentation at SfN will describe the tools that NSG provides, how they are utilized on supercomputers, statistics of NSG’s growth, research enabled by NSG and external projects that are utilizing NSG as the compute engine.
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